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Welcome to RTM
When I drafted this letter for the 2020 Catalogue, I only had a vague 
idea of the COVID-19 threat and did not even refer to it in my text. 
What a difference a year makes! 

Have we, or have we not, gone through the most difficult year in 
living memory? 

In the last 12 months, in an effort to control this virus, the 
Government has reacted – sensibly in most but not all cases, by 
locking down cities, states and borders. This obviously has had a 
substantial effect on our business, but let me say this: at no point 
has RTM had to lay any staff off because of COVID-19. We are very 
proud of that. Indeed, the great irony of COVID-19 is that it has 
proven to be a massive boost to the business. 

A little bit of history first. 

Some people say that the “Grey Nomad” phenomenon started with 
the Bali bombing in 2003. Many then took the view that risking your 
life to terrorist activity in a foreign country was not worth it. Why not 
hitch up a caravan and go see Australia? 

Well, we have just experienced the second major Grey Nomad wave 
with the advent of COVID-19. With the Government shutting out 
overseas travel, many of us have taken the opportunity to either take 
a boating holiday or travel around Australia. As many of you know, 
most caravan parks are booked out months ahead. 

This has added up to a major boost to RTM and for whatever the 
reason, we thank you for the business it has generated. 

We have also taken the opportunity in the last 12 months to expand 
our business. RTM have opened in Browns Plains (QLD), Mile End 
(SA), Innaloo, Cannington, Rockingham (WA), at Coffs Harbour and 
Lake Haven (NSW). We have also relocated three of our stores to 
bigger and better locations, being Gateshead to Bennetts Green, 
Caringbah and Fyshwick. We intend to open in Geelong (VIC), 
Toowoomba, Burleigh Heads (QLD), Port Macquarie and Wagga 
Wagga (NSW) in 2021 and elsewhere. 

 

We have also been very active with new product developments. 
Top of the list is the massive success of our “Brass Monkey” 12V 
compressor fridges. This range has become a huge part of our 
line-up. People have welcomed the exclusive innovations we have 
developed. For example we have fridges that run on rechargeable 
internal Lithium batteries, there is even a dual battery model which is 
ideal for worksites (see page 18.) 

Talking of batteries, we have boosted our range of Lithium Iron 
Phosphate (LiFeP04) batteries. We now stock a larger range of 
12V types BUT also 24V house and power batteries! 24V batteries 
enable you to run things like the larger Minn-Kota® trolling motors. 
Remember Lithium batteries generally weigh less than ½ of lead 
acid and therefore make lugging them around that much easier.

 

Some of our other notable new products include, a 12V camping 
oven (see page 59.), high power 12V jump starter (see page 100.) and 
a DC/battery system control box on page 106. We have a great range 
of lower cost high speed boat winches (see page 193.), new fish 
finder (see page 253.) and Fusion marine audio products on page 
262. Lastly we have added a 4 channel DVR security system for your 
van or boat (see page 291), just like the one you use at home, and a 
very handy portable fuel caddy (see page 356).  

Our commitment to you is “Permanent low prices every day” and 
this is rock solid. Also rock solid is the backup we give you to 
after-sales product support. When you have a $3000+ trolling motor 
and something goes wrong with it, you can simply go back to RTM 
(not necessarily the RTM store you bought it from) and we will get 
product support for you. When you get stuff on the Internet you can 
never be sure that those people will still be there. Most likely they 
will just refer you to the factory directly with vague address details. 
The factory will not be interested. When you deal with us we deal 
with the factory for you. We know who you speak to at the factory. 
Think about it. 

And speaking of service, we are here to give you great advice in 
the first place. If, for example, you are considering the choice of an 
expensive fish finder/GPS, you can actually try out the one that you 
fancy. All of our stores have demonstration models – all brands – 
with realistic simulation software to help you make this expensive 
purchase decision. Simply not an option on the Internet. 

Finally, we welcome you to call in to any of our stores on your 
travels. There is always a new one opening somewhere and we 
guarantee you that there will be something new to delight you. 

Let’s hope that the worst of COVID-19 is behind us now that 
vaccines seem to be becoming available. 

Enjoy the great outdoors and enjoy the knowledge that your 
experience will be enhanced with RTM service. 

Gary Johnston and the RTM Team.

Sadly, between starting production of this catalogue and going to print we lost our Founder 
and Managing Director, Mr. Gary Johnston, after a short illness. Although less involved in 
the day-to-day RTM business, Gary remained very active in new product development 
and the production of the annual catalogue. He wrote a lot of the product copy and just 
about every useful tech tip and article throughout the catalogue. Gary was a keen 
boater, and he experienced the “great outdoors” through competing in several 
charity bashes and other events over the years. We are very proud to dedicate 
this edition of the RTM catalogue to Gary and everything he has achieved 
throughout his 40 years at the helm of both Road Tech Marine and Jaycar. 

In memory of Gary Johnston
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Ken Warby built in his backyard in Concord, Sydney a boat 
in which he fitted a jet engine bought as surplus from the 
RAAF for $100.

He took the boat to Blowering Dam in the Snowy and broke 
the world speed record for a powered craft. His record still 
stands today at 317.60 mph or 511.10 kmh. Englishman 
Donald Campbell killed himself shortly earlier in England 
trying to do the same thing. That’s all well over 40 years ago 
now, in 1978.

His young son David watched on.

David Warby had always entertained thoughts of building 
his own boat, buying a jet engine and breaking dad’s record 
as well. Dad, knowing how fearsomely dangerous it is, 
discouraged Dave. Until son wore dad down. In the mean-
time two Americans died trying to break the record.

Together they built a boat, which looks remarkably like the 
old boat but this time with a more powerful Rolls Royce 
Orpheus jet engine.

Gary Johnston from RTM got wind of the project and fell in 
love. He immediately committed RTM to main sponsorship. 
That was 2 years ago.

Three years you say? Surely that’s enough to prepare the 
boat for the attempt. Firstly, it must be understood that 
it is frightfully dangerous to attempt something like this. 
Well, along came COVID and made EVERYTHING more 
complicated, especially on-water testing. The limited 
testing that has been done in 2020 revealed a very slight 
instability that, it was thought, a horizontal stabiliser might 
fix. Designing, making and testing this has been a big task. 
(Ken Warbys original boat had a horizontal stabiliser but it 
was thought unnecessary on the new boat. It just goes to 
show just how “right” Kens original boat was.)

The authorities are making life a little bit difficult for us, but 
they are only doing their best.

Suffice to say that we here at RTM are really proud of 
Dave, his wife and his fantastic crew of enthusiastic and 
technically capable volunteers . We will continue to keep 
you informed of the progress of the attempt through these 
pages and elsewhere.

To learn more about this amazing world record attempt, 
visit http://warbymotorsport.com 

Regards, Gary Johnston

World Water Speed 
Record Attempt

PERMANENT LOW PRICES -  
EVERY DAY



PERMANENT LOW PRICES - 

EVERY DAY 
If you find a product from a competitor cheaper than us, tell us.  

The product must be identical (of course) available from the competitor’s stock and not  

a run out clearance line. If the product is genuinely cheaper, we will match the price! 

YOU CAN BUY WITH CONFIDENCE FROM RTM.

This offer excludes; damaged or soiled stock, run out or distress stock, and product sold by online “auction” type businesses.
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14 DAY SATISFACTION GUARANTEE*
It goes without saying that if goods purchased from us are genuinely faulty during the warranty period, 

you are entitled to a full replacement or refund.

If within 14 days of purchase, the goods you have purchased are simply not what you expected (for 
any reason) you can return the goods for a full refund. The goods, of course, must be in their original 

condition, along with all packaging, once again in original condition.
*Some product exclusions apply, see out website or Terms and Conditions on page 466 for further details.

Easy Ways To Order:
YOUR LOCAL RTM STORE   

See the back cover or the RTM website  
for store locations. 

MAIL  
Mail us your order through the post.  

Enclose your completed order form (see page 465)

ONLINE  
Visit www.roadtechmarine.com.au to make secure  

online purchases 24/7 for delivery or click and collect

PHONE  
Call our call centre staff on 1300 964 264.  

 Mon - Fri (AEST): 8:30am - 5:30pm,  
Sat: 8:30am - 5:00pm

 FAX  
Fax your completed order form (see page 465) to  

(02) 8832 3333
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www.roadtechmarine.com.au
• Browse over 6,000 products kept in stock

• Learn about the latest new products

• See the latest specials, promotions & flyer

• Easily find your local RTM store

• View product video demonstrations

• Completely safe and secure ordering

FIND GREAT TIPS, RECIPES,  
AND FANTASTIC LOCATIONS:
blog.roadtechmarine.com.au

YOUTUBE:  
@roadtechmarine 
Keep an eye out for our 
“Watch Video” icons spread 
through out the catalogue for 
products with“How To” and 
“Product Info/Demo” videos.

Pay online, pick up in-store. Save time, 
enjoy super-fast collection for FREE at 
all RTM stores. We’ll hold your items 

for 14 days, so you can pick it up when 
convenient for you.

LEARN MORE AT:

roadtechmarine.com.au/ 
click-and-collect

FACEBOOK:   
@roadtechmarine
Share with us what you have 
bought, built or repaired, 
the monster fish you just 
caught, mountain you have 
climbed, or roadtrip you have 
completed...  

INSTAGRAM:  
@roadtechmarine
Share your big catch, 
amazing sunset, or your RV 
improvements with us.

Our Website  
Is Always Open

2 HOUR CLICK & COLLECT



PRICE PROMISE
Our special price guarantee ensures you get the 
best deal, every time. If a product goes on special 
within 14-days of your purchase, we’ll give you a 
voucher equal to the difference in price.†

FREE WIFI IN STORE*

 Don’t use your valuable data - it’s on us!  
Just ask for the club access code in store.

HASSLE FREE RETURNS
  Your purchase history is kept on our system 
for hassle-free returns, 28-day satisfaction 
guarantee, buy online & return to store.

REGULAR LONG TERM 
SPECIALS AND OFFERS
 Cruisin’ Club members receive exclusive club-only 
promotions & offers that run for three months.

PREVIEWS 
See the upcoming specials and sneak preview the 
catalogue release, before anyone else. 

ONLINE
 Personal login, profile, order history available, 
with personalised content and other exciting 
features exclusive to club members! 

FANTASTIC MEMBER BENEFITS:

ALL THIS & FREE TO JOIN!
ASK IN-STORE OR VISIT: roadtechmarine.com.au

Full terms and conditions available on website, or in store. 
†Vouchers must be redeemed in store and within 28 days of issue. *Selected stores only.

WHAT IS CRUISIN’ CLUB?
Cruisin’ Club is a loyalty programme to reward 
regular (i.e. loyal) customers with extra benefits 
(see below). It is free to join. You simply make an 
application in store or on our website (We have a 
strict privacy policy - see page 466).
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GIFT CARDS 
Can’t choose from our huge range? Purchase a gift card, 
and your favourite person can choose for themselves! This 
makes a very special present to the boating 'tragic' or Grey 
Nomad. Available from just $20, and are available to Australian 
customers only.  

Purchase in-store or online  
www.roadtechmarine.com.au/gift-cards
Full terms and conditions on our website  
www.roadtechmarine.com.au/gift-cards

TRADE PRICES FOR 
BUSINESS PURPOSES
If you’re a professional engaged in the caravanning or marine 
industry and regularly purchase related goods for business 
purposes, you may qualify for a Road Tech Marine Trade 
Card*. Our Trade Card gives you access to special trade prices 
in all our RTM stores, including our website.

Apply in-store or visit  
www.roadtechmarine.com.au/trade-card
* Conditions apply. You must work in a related industry, have an ABN number 
and purchase on a regular basis. Excludes credit account holders. For full 
terms and conditions ask our staff in-store or visit  
www.roadtechmarine.com.au/trade-card

www.roadtechmarine.com.au

Trade & Business only

TRADE CARD

WOULD YOU LIKE 
TO WORK FOR US?
Are you an enthusiast who regularly hits the road and/or 
water in search of adventure with a passion for retail? Your 
next career adventure awaits! 

We are on the look out for team members who are 
enthusiastic, energetic, and understand and live for our 
products. We look for the following skills and attributes in 
all our team members:

•  An outdoors enthusiast – who enjoys  
Boating, Fishing, Camping, Caravanning,  
or Four Wheel Driving

• Winning attitude to deliver customer excellence

•  Enthusiastic, engaging and effective  
communication skills

•  Commitment to a high standard of personal  
presentation and professionalism

• Results focused with a drive to achieve

YOU’RE NOT TOO OLD!
We have many, many successful people over 45 
who have either retired or are simply looking for 
a bit of extra work. We desperately need full-
time and part-time people. You can love your 
outdoors and share it with others while  
making money at the same time. 

Staffers, after a qualifying period enjoy very 
generous staff discounts and other employee 
benefits.

If you are interested in working with us, please 
either drop your resume into your local store, 
email us at jobs@roadtechmarine.com.au or 
download and complete the Application for 
Employment form on our website at:  

www.roadtechmarine.com.au/careers
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FROM THE TOW BALL TO THE SPARE TYRE, 
AND EVERYTHING IN BETWEEN. 

BRASS MONKEY FRIDGE / FREEZERS 12

CABIN HARDWARE 458

CABIN LIGHTING 307

CARAVAN LEVELLING GEAR 385

DASH CAMERAS 288

HATCHES & VENTS 463

HEAVY DUTY BATTERIES 92 - 98

JOCKEY WHEELS 382

LITHIUM BATTERIES 92

REVERSING CAMERAS 290

SINKS AND TAPWARE 350

SPARE TYRE 349

TOW BALLS 372

TRAILER LIGHTS 325

TRAILER LOCKS 387

UHF CB RADIOS 275

When you hit the road, you want to have every 
confidence in the gear you have on board. Good 
maintenance and quality equipment will help 
make sure you get to your destination, rather 
than spending hours broken down on the side 
of the road. 

So before you head out there, come in here. 
We’ll make sure you’re well prepared for the trip 
ahead. From batteries and gas, to first aid kits 
and torches, even a portable charger for your 
phone (for emergencies, not for Facebook®). 

Everything  
For The Road Ahead
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Keep an eye out for this icon. It tells you that the 
product is well suited for use on the road. Some 
products’ suitability may be surprising to you!
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THE COOKER TO THE DECK CHAIRS, 
SATELLITE KITS TO COOLERS.

The Creature Comforts
BATTERY BANKS 99

CAMPFIRE COOKWARE 60

CAMP CHAIRS 63

COLLAPSIBLE  STORAGE 40

DRINK & DINNERWARE 44

FANS 29

FOLDING TABLES 65

FRIDGE / FREEZERS 12

GAS COOKING 56

GAS HEATERS 33

ICE BOXES & COOLERS 27

LAUNDRY EQUIPMENT 38

PORTABLE ENTERTAINMENT 294

PORTABLE GAS HOT WATER 346

PORTABLE LIGHTING 312

SOLAR 121

Our Road Tech products range is designed to 
help you maximise your outdoor adventure. 
Whether you are looking to fit out your 4WD 
and camper trailer or you belong to the 
growing army of those affectionately known as 
the “Grey Nomads”, we’ll help you take more 
of the comforts from home on the road!

Or, you may be the totally committed boat 
person. Whether you take your tinnie out for a 
fish with your mates or the kids, or you are the 
wakeboard/water ski enthusiast we have been 
put on earth just for you!

You can even be an owner of a serious cabin 
cruiser - trailer or moored, we have stuff that 
you would not believe existed! 

So grab a cuppa and have a good old 
fashioned read.
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Keep an eye out for this icon. It tells you that the 
product is suited to marine and vehicle use.  
Some products’ suitability may surprise you!
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EPIRBS TO FISH FINDERS, TRAILER PARTS 
TO INFLATABLES. (BYO SUNSHINE)

BIMINIS 177

BRASS MONKEY FRIDGE / FREEZERS 12

FISHFINDERS 252

FISHING EQUIPMENT 164

ICE BOXES & COOLERS 27

INFLATABLES 228

MINNKOTA 156

NON-BREAKABLE DRINKWARE 48

OUTBOARD TROLLING 160

RIGGING HARDWARE 214

ROPE & CHAIN 198

TIE DOWNS 396

TRAILER LIGHTS 325

WASH DOWN KITS 331

WATER SPORTS 233

We have the largest range of parts for trailer-
able boats in Australia including low-cost life 
jackets, ropes, anchors and biminis – more 
than any other business in this country. Plus 
you’ll find a wide range of stainless steel deck 
hardware, boat trailer accessories, anchors, 
ropes, fenders, lighting, lubricants, outboard 
spares and more, just like you would in a 
serious ship’s chandler.

Cruising The Lake  
Or Open Waters

Keep an eye out for this icon. It tells you that 
the product is well suited to marine use. Some 
products’ marine use may be surprising to you!
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What's new in 2021
It is impossible to miss our massive range of Brass Monkey 
portable fridge/freezers. You will see why when you flip 
through the next 12-14 pages. Check out our new battery 
supported models that can operate where there is no 
external power at all. 
To help you beat the heat, we have expanded our range of 
portable fans, most will run off rechargeable batteries or 
12VDC. Our 12V ceiling fan on page 31 is one of our best-
sellers and the new additions include a 10” battery fan on 
page 30 and a versatile 12V marine fan on page 31.
For great value, it’s hard to go past our popular Athanor 
gas hot water heater on page 34. Nothing better than a hot 
shower after a big day out camping or fishing.
Speaking of hot, we have added two new 12V cooking 
products to help you enjoy delicious hot meals in the 
outdoors (see page 59). The first is an upgrade to our 
very popular 12V stove. This new model has a glass lid so 
you can keep an eye on what’s cooking, and it will accept 
a standard 152mm x 229mm foil baking dish, making it 
easier to use and clean. The second is 12V stainless steel 
travel oven. This is the real deal and perfect for baking and 
reheating food such as pizza, pies, etc. 
Some other notable new products include a high pressure 
12V air pump on page 66, trekking poles on page 72 and a 
rechargeable mosquito trap on page 78 to help you get a 
peaceful night's sleep.

Leisure
AIR PUMPS 66

BBQ'S & ACCESSORIES 58

BINOCULARS & SCOPES 73

BOTTLE OPENERS 52

BREATH TESTERS 53

CAMPING CHAIRS & FURNITURE 63

CLOTHES LINES & WASHING 38

COOKBOOKS 44

COOKWARE 46

CUTLERY & KNIVES 44

DISH DRAINERS & CUTTING BOARDS 42

DRINKWARE 48

DUTCH OVENS 60

FANS 29

FIRE BLANKETS & SMOKE ALARM 55

FIRST AID 76

FOOD STORAGE 40

FRIDGE/FREEZERS 16

GAS COOKING 56

HEATING 33

ICE BOXES 27

KETTLES 45

KEYRINGS 84

METAL DETECTORS 81

PEST CONTROL 77

PLATE & CUTLERY HOLDERS 42

RUBBISH BINS & ACCESSORIES 39

SALT & PEPPER GRINDERS 51

SHOVEL 75

SHOWERS 34

STOVES & COOKERS 56

TABLES & ACCESSORIES 65

TOILETS 36

TRAVEL MUGS & DRINK HOLDERS 49

TROLLEYS 80
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UP TO HALF 
THE PRICE  

OF OTHER BRANDS
Our range is reliable, efficient, 

and up to 50% cheaper than the 
competition, with even better 

warranties than theirs.

WIDE 
RANGE

With over 30 models in the range 
and more still to come there is sure 
to be an affordable Brass Monkey 
fridge/freezer to suit your needs.

3 YEAR 
WARRANTY
We use compressors that are just 

as reliable as the best German 
designs. All of our fridge freezers 

come with a 3 year warranty.

Affordable portable 
fridges for every 
adventure.

12

Available now at
For more information on all products, visit: brassmonkey.cool



brassmonkey.coolAvailable now at

2021 Range of 
Brass Monkey 
12V Compressor 
Fridge/Freezers.
Whilst 2020 has been a difficult year with 
COVID we are delighted to say that the public 
have embraced the expanding range of 
exclusive Brass Monkey compressor fridges. As 
astonishing as it is, Brass Monkey is now THE 
No. 1 Compressor Fridge in Australia today!

And there is good reason for this, indeed many 
reasons.

Firstly, RTM and Brass Monkey have 
re-calibrated the price structure of 12V 
compressor type fridges. Before Brass Monkey, 
only a few years ago, you would pay about 
$1500 for a Euro or Japanese made 12V fridge. 
We could not understand why these products 
were so expensive.

We started working with a small Chinese 
manufacturer who were very engineering 
oriented. The problem with Chinese made 
12V fridges at the time was that the public 
perception of these products was that they 
were “Chinese junk.” We were never certain of 
this, but with the factory developed an ultra-
reliable very efficient 12-24V compressor unit. 
We then went about redesigning a whole range 
of compressor models. May we say that this 
compressor unit has proven to be so reliable 
that we offer the same warranty as Euro/
Japanese fridges – 3-year warranty. We have 
now been selling these fridges for over 4 years 
now and they just don’t come back!

But that’s just less than ½ the story. Because 
the factory gate prices for the products is 
so low, we have been able to pass prices 
onto you that by historical standards are 
astonishing. A typical Brass Monkey fridge will 
cost you around ONE THIRD of the price of a 
competitor’s similar model – That’s right ONE 
THIRD. Same quality, same reliability.

Apart from price and reliability, there’s 
innovation. 

Our Brass Monkey range now includes fridges 
that start at a mere 9 litres up to 115 litres, 
a vehicle centre console fridge that has a QI 
wireless phone charger built-in, drawer-type 
fridges, battery powered units and more.

So call in to any RTM store to see the entire 
range on our showroom floor. All fridges are 
generally in stock and one of our expert staff 
will help you load it into your car.

We even have bottles of Brass Monkey water 
perfectly chilled by Brass Monkey with our 
compliments (unless we run out!)

We also have a matching range of insulated 
covers, AC adaptors, Solar power kits, fridge 
slides and special wiring looms to enhance your 
Brass Monkey experience.

Oh, and if you don’t know ask a staff member 
why we call our special 12V fridges Brass 
Monkey. You’ll get a laugh out of that!
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Control your  
Brass Monkey  
Fridge/Freezers with 
our dedicated app.
Full Bluetooth® connectivity allows you to power 
fridge on/off and adjust the temperature of each zone 
individually. All from your Smartphone while you sit 
comfortably nearby enjoying the great outdoors.
* Selected models only.

Make trips to the servo  
to buy messy ice a  
distant memory.
No more leaks, no  
more messy puddles.  
Fridge/Freezers without 
the slip ups. Apart from 
ice from the servo not 
lasting very long, one  
of the great disadvantages 
of ice is that it takes up so 
much space in your icebox. 
For every litre of ice you 
carry, you lose 2 x cans.

No Ice. 
Nooice!

14

Wide Range 
With more than 30 different models, each featuring unique 
and practical features, there is sure to be an affordable Brass 
Monkey that is perfectly suited to your needs - at your home, 
on the worksite or in the outback. Choose from a picnic 
fridge to a huge 138L caravan fridge, a 20L drawer unit to a 
centre-console fridge/freezer to equip the cab of a 4x4, and 
dozens of others. We’ve even designed a range specifically 
for serious anglers!.

Peace of Mind
All our compressor fridges are backed by a 3-year warranty 
- that's how confident we are in their build quality, durability 
and reliability. We use compressors that are just as reliable as 
the best German designs, and we stand behind our products 
with good support and service - not that you will ever likely to 
need it.  

Parts & Accessories
Covers are available for most of our fridge/freezers to make 
them even more efficient and able to beat the hot summer 
conditions. We also carry a range of replacement leads and 
power supplies to run the fridges from 12/24V in the vehicle 
or mains power when you're at home or a powered site.

Innovation
Rather than trying to copy what others are doing, our team 
focus on exploring new and practical features that will make 
our customers’ lives easier. Here are some of the concepts 
we’ve come up with.
•  Removable centre divider to convert a dual-zone fridge/

freezer to single-compartment format.
•  Ultra-portable designs with telescopic handles and sturdy, 

treaded wheels that make your fridge easier to move 
around.

•  A high mount compressor model that allows you to take 
your fridge to places where moisture or sand would affect 
conventional models. 

•  An in-built and easily swappable battery system for 100% 
portable operation.

•  A caravan fridge with a removable freezer section to give 
you more fridge space when required.  

• An ice-cube compartment integrated into a 12V fridge. 
•  A solar input to directly connect a Brass Monkey solar panel 

to compatible fridge to run and charge the fridge battery

Hands down the best 
value portable fridge/
freezers in the Australian 
market today…



No Plugs. No Ice. 
Nooice!

Plugs into 
your fridge

1  
YEAR 

WARRANTY

Battery 
Supported

Solar
Ready

brassmonkey.coolAvailable now at 15

Take your fridge where there 
is no external power at all!
Our new range of battery supported fridge/freezers 
have an internal battery compartment ready to 
house the Brass Monkey lithium back-up batteries, 
giving you continuous operation on the go. Over 
the next 5 pages, you will find all shapes and sizes 
from a 15L single zone on page 17 up to a massive 
115L dual zone on page 21. 
All Brass Monkey battery supported fridges have 
built-in charging circuitry so the battery will charge 
when the fridge is connected to an external power 
source like mains, an inverter or battery, even solar. 
Solar ready Brass Monkey fridges have a DC socket 
for connecting a solar panel directly to your fridge 
to provide power to the fridge and charge the 
battery. Please note, this function will only work 
with a direct (non-regulated) solar panel like the 
Brass Monkey 100W canvas blanket (GH2015). 
Regulated solar panels can still be used to charge 
the battery, using the solar input adaptor lead 
(GH2016) connected to the DC port on the battery 
when it is removed from the fridge.  
You can also pre-charge your batteries at home 
using the Brass Monkey mains charger (GH2014 
sold separately).
There are three battery sizes available to cater for 
how long you want to run your fridge in battery 
mode. 
Lithium battery and charging accessories are all sold separately.

https://blog.roadtechmarine.com.au/fridge-power-consumption/

Removable Lithium Batteries

Cat No. Qty 1+

5Ah GH2050 $69.00
7Ah GH2052 $119.00

15.6Ah GH2054 $219.00

Running a fridge from solar power requires 
a storage battery to keep your food cold 
during those shady moments. This lithium 
battery is lightweight, yet powerful. It 
is designed to fit directly inside your 
compatible Brass Monkey fridge and 
simply snaps into place.

100W Canvas Blanket Solar Panel

Cat No. Qty 1+

100W GH2015 $199.00

Keeps your battery supported 
Brass Monkey fridge/freezer 
running for the entire trip 
without the need for mains 
power or a noisy generator. 
Simply lay the blanket in full 
sunlight on the ground, across 
the car bonnet or similar flat 
surface, and plug it directly 
into the fridge via the 
DC jack. Small loops 
around the blanket 
enable you to secure 
the blanket to avoid it 
being blown away in strong 
wind. When not in use, the 
blanket folds away flat for easy 
storage.
• 5m cable

12.6V Power Supply

Cat No. Qty 1+

GH2014 $19.95

Ideal for directly charging a spare 
battery, this power supply is used 
only when the battery is removed 
from the fridge.

Solar Input 
Adaptor Lead

Cat No. Qty 1+

Anderson 50A to DC (Solar) GH2016 $24.95

Enables you to charge 
the battery in your battery 
supported Brass Monkey 
fridge/freezer from a solar 
panel that has a 50A 
Anderson connector.



8L Centre Console Fridge with Qi Wireless Charger
This feature-packed fridge is designed to replace the factory centre 
console in a large 4x4. With a soft leather-looking material lid for those of 
you who like to rest an arm on the centre console, and brilliant wireless 
phone charger (for devices with Qi Charging), you'll love this addition to 
your vehicle.
• -18°C to 5°C
• Comes with 12/24V power lead; 240VAC adaptor sold separately.

Capacity L x W x H (mm) Cat No. Qty 1+

8L - 10 Cans 520 x 190 x 390 GH1611 $299.00

9L Compact

Capacity L x W x H (mm) Cat No. Qty 1+

9L - 16 Cans 425 x 320 x 255 GH1627 $169.00

A great compact 
fridge with just 
enough space to 
keep your food and 
drinks cold for day 
trips and light-packed 
weekenders. Small 
enough to fit on the 
back seat.
•  -20°C to 10°C
•  Comes with 12/24V power lead; 

240VAC adaptor sold separately.

Fits on a 
back seat

Compact models with single compartment 
that you can set to keep food frozen or drinks 
ice cold for day trips of weekenders.  
• 12V /24V powered
•  In-car power lead included

Compact & 
Convenient 
SINGLE-ZONE 
FRIDGE / FREEZERS 
WITH THREE YEAR WARRANTY

16

Qi 
charging

Fits in your 
centre console

9L - 16 Cans 
GH1627

A great range of compact models to keep drinks ice cold on a day trip or food 
frozen for that weekend getaway, without the need for ice. The range even includes 
models small enough to fit on the back seat of a car or centre console of a 4WD.

3 
YEAR 

WARRANTY



8L – 18L Compact with Carry Handle
Designed for alfresco dining, a picnic, boat trip or a day trip to the  
beach. The 18L units have been especially designed to allow you to 
bring up to 4 bottles standing up to your party. You may, for example, 
want to open a wine beforehand to let it breathe. They're tall, with a  
two-tone colour scheme which adds to a very stylish presentation. You 
can chill down your wine and due to the insulation safely carry your wine 
to its destination without further 12V power. Or, if you are in for a long 
day in the sun, you can keep the compressor running with the optional 
12V rechargeable battery. There is even a solar recharge option. 
• -20°C to 10°C
• Comes with 12/24V power lead and 240VAC adaptor.

15L Compact with 
Expandable Lid

Great compact, robust and 
reliable fridge/freezer that fits 
perfectly in your car, ute or 4WD. 
Tradies favourite for keeping 
their lunch and drinks cold all day, could 
even get you through a weekend away. Expandable to 20L 
by fitting the optional lid (GH1621 sold separately) and now comes in a 
battery supported model (GH2027). Can be operated at 12/24V or 240V 
via a mains adaptor (GH1628 sold separately). Our most popular small 
compressor fridge/freezer.

Optional 5L Expansion Lid GH1621
This great lid replacement adds another 5L to the capacity of the fridge, 
but importantly, means you can stand a bottle up inside without it spilling.
• -20°C to 10°C
• Comes with 12/24V power lead; 240VAC adaptor sold separately.

Capacity L x W x H (mm) Cat No. Qty 1+

15L - 20 Cans 598 x 320 x 260 GH1623 $199.00

5L Expansion Lid GH1621 $39.95

15L Battery Supported - 20 Cans 598 x 320 x 260 GH2027 $219.00

Optional 5L 
expansion lid

(Sold separately)

Capacity L x W x H (mm) Cat No. Qty 1+

8L - 10 Cans 393 x 236 x 443 GH2026 $199.00

18L Blue/White - 23 Cans 450 x 308 x 430 GH2046 $229.00

18L Aqua/White - 23 Cans 450 x 308 x 430 GH2048 $229.00

3 
YEAR 

WARRANTY

brassmonkey.coolAvailable now at 17

15L Battery 
Supported - 20 
Cans GH2027

Built-in battery 
compartment

(Removable lithium 
battery sold separately)

Fits up to 
four standing 

champagne bottles

3 
YEAR 

WARRANTY



22L – 25L Compact
Very handy mid-size compact units featuring a separate fast freeze zone 
to make ice cubes (GH1624 only), internal LED light, and a USB port to 
charge your phone. The 25L (GH2006)  model is finished in an attractive 
and durable metal case and has a secondary smaller section for keeping 
smaller items cold.
•  -20°C to 10°C 
•  Comes with 12/24V power lead; 240VAC adaptor included with 

(GH2006) but sold separately for (GH1624)

Capacity L x W x H (mm) Cat No. Qty 1+

22L - 28 Cans 598 x 320 x 335 GH1624 $299.00

25L - 36 Cans 615 x 335 x 349 GH2006 $349.00

Ice tray 
compartment Internal  

Lighting

25L has durable 
metal case

3 
YEAR 

WARRANTY

3 
YEAR 

WARRANTY

25L Portable with Dual Battery Capacity

Capacity L x W x H (mm) Cat No. Qty 1+

25L - 36 Cans 666 x 393 x 354 GH2028 $399.00

The ultimate workhorse fridge. Fitted with wheels and 
an oversized handle, this fridge is easily transported 
from the back of your vehicle to your job site, campsite 
etc. The generous single zone can be kept running all 
day with no external power thanks to it’s dual-battery 
capacity and solar charging*. It has tie down tabs 
to help stop it moving in transit and a built-in bottle 
opener – yes, we’ve thought of everything…
• -20°C to 10°C
• Comes with 12/24V power lead and 240VAC adaptor.
* Batteries and solar panel sold separately.

Great for 
tradies.

18

Built-in battery compartment  
for two batteries

(Removable lithium 
battery sold separately)

Bottle openerBottle opener

Wheels for easy 
transportation



Capacity L x W x H (mm) Cat No. Qty 1+

75L - 106 Cans 872 x 528 x 479 GH2040 $699.00
95L - 138 Cans 936 x 564 x 479 GH2042 $799.00

115L - 170 Cans 932 x 564 x 538 GH2044 $899.00

Although designed as fishing fridges, these 
units are equally useful as large single (or dual) 
zone camping fridges. The lid is dual hinged 
so it can open from both sides and has drink 
holders, bottle opener and a ruler (cm/inches) 
for measuring fish moulded into the lid. It can be 
configured as a large single zone fridge for big catches or 
easily converted to a dual zone unit for storing smaller fish or 
bait, thanks to the removable divider. You can then independently 
control the temperature of each zone. Battery supported and solar 
ready*. 
•  -20°C to 10°C
•  Comes with 12/24V power lead and 240VAC adaptor.
* Batteries and solar panel sold separately.

High mount 
compressor

Removable  
zone divider 

Measure your fish 
in inches or cm

Dual 
hinges

Opens from 
either side.

3 
YEAR 

WARRANTY

3 
YEAR 

WARRANTY

42L – 62L Ultra-Portable

75L – 115L Dual Zone  
Fishing Fridge / Freezers

Capacity L x W x H (mm) Cat No. Qty 1+

42L - 60 Cans 689 x 427 x 472 GH2030 $369.00
52L - 75 Cans 689 x 427 x 542 GH2032 $399.00

62L - 95 Cans 689 x 427 x 612 GH2034 $429.00

Our most portable models with a handy 
telescopic handle (to take the weight out of 
moving a fully loaded fridge), bigger, sturdy 
wheels and a high mount compressor to 
safeguard against dirt easily getting into it. With 
the internal battery installed, you can keep the 
unit operating without having to lug an external 
power source with you. 
•  -20°C to 10°C
•  Comes with 12/24V power lead and 240VAC 

adaptor.

Crack a
cold one.

Built-in battery 
compartment

(Removable lithium 
battery sold separately)

brassmonkey.coolAvailable now at 19

Measurement 
moulded into lid 



Set two different temperatures in the 
one fridge. Keep your frozen food frozen 
for longer in one section, and your 
drinks ice cold in the other. 

Best of  
Both Worlds 
DUAL-ZONE  
FRIDGE / FREEZERS 
WITH THREE YEAR WARRANTY

36L – 60L Dual Zone Fridge / Freezers
Our most popular and versatile fridge/freezers. The unique removable 
divider allows you to operate the fridge either as a large single zone or 
two smaller zones (i.e. fridge & freezer) with the ability to independently 
control the temperature of each zone. They also have a handle & wheels 
for easier transport and are capable of being powered by 12/24V or 
240VAC. 
• -20°C to 10°C
• Comes with 12/24V power lead and 240VAC adaptor

Capacity L x W x H (mm) Cat No. Qty 1+

36L - 52 Cans 723 x 360 x 365 GH1640 $399.00
50L - 76 Cans 723 x 360 x 455 GH1642 $449.00

60L - 98 Cans 723 x 360 x 545 GH1644 $499.00

Capacity L x W x H (mm) Cat No. Qty 1+

35L - 52 Cans 600 x 400 x 440 GH2020 $449.00
45L - 66 Cans 600 x 400 x 506 GH2022 $499.00

55L - 88 Cans 600 x 400 x 570 GH2024 $599.00

35L – 55L Portable Dual Zone Fridge / Freezers 
With two moulded zones you can refrigerate and freeze at the same time. 
You also get wire baskets for both compartments and a handy cutting 
board. Fitted with a telescopic carry handle and robust wheels, you 
can take these lightweight fridge/freezers anywhere. They are battery 
supported and solar ready for continuous operation*.
• -20°C to 10°C
• Comes with 12/24V power lead and 240VAC adaptor.
* Batteries and solar panel sold separately.

3 
YEAR 

WARRANTY

3 
YEAR 

WARRANTY

Built-in battery 
compartment

(Removable lithium 
battery sold separately)
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Removable 
zone divider

For use as a single 
or dual zone

USB charging port 



75L – 115L  
Dual Zone Low Profile  
Fridge / Freezers
These low-profile units are designed to easily fit into the back of a vehicle or boat and make 
accessing the contents easier thanks to their shallow design. Made from durable hard 
plastic, the dual zone allows you to refrigerate and freeze at the same time. The lid is split 
in two, so you only need to open the section you’re grabbing items from, further helping 
reduce energy consumption and keep your contest cool. They are battery supported and 
solar ready for continuous operation*.
• -20°C to 10°C
• Comes with 12/24V power lead and 240VAC adaptor.

There are two models to choose from:

•  The Standard model is great for fitting to a slide drawer or  
permanent/semi-permanent installation. 

GH2080 – 75L, GH2082 – 95L, GH1684 – 115L

•  The Ultra-portable model has a telescopic handle and robust wheels for easy transport.

GH2036 – 75L, GH2038 – 95L

* Batteries and solar panel sold separately.

With Wheels & Handles L x W x H (mm) Cat No. Qty 1+

75L - 106 Cans 937 x 535 x 465 GH2036 $799.00
95L - 138 Cans 1005 x 571 x 465 GH2038 $899.00

Without Wheels & Handles L x W x H (mm) Cat No. Qty 1+

75L - 106 Cans 873 x 492 x 464 GH2080 $729.00
95L - 138 Cans 943 x 528 x 466 GH2082 $829.00
115L - 170 Cans 944 x 528 x 523 GH1684 $899.00

3 
YEAR 

WARRANTY

Low-Profile 
Designs.

brassmonkey.coolAvailable now at 21

Separate lids  
with dual hinges

Telescopic handle

Large wheels for 
easy transportation

Built-in battery 
compartment

(Removable lithium 
battery sold separately)



Let things 
slide.

With the help of a slide drawer, it'll be much easier 
to reach for that ice cold tinny or to dig those frozen 

snags out from the bottom of the freezer.

80-100L  
Stainless Steel
Fantastic quality and finished 
with durable stainless steel. Dual 
zone with split lid and heavy duty 
internal insulation. Features split 
lids, and stainless steel buckles 
to firmly latch each lid closed, 
no matter how bumpy your road 
gets. Built to last, with stunning 
durability and efficiency. Power 
from 12/24V or mains power. 
• -20 to 20°C 

100kg  
Slide Drawers  
for Fridges
The absolute best way to install a 
fridge into the rear of your vehicle 
is with the use of sliding drawers. 
Simply mount the drawer using 
the included mounting hardware 
and the pre drilled holes on the 
drawers base to make it much 
easier to get the lid open and find 
what you're looking for, no matter how 
much spare headroom you have in the 
back. Simply open your tailgate and 
glide your fridge our with ease. 
Two sizes available to suit our two largest 
capacity chest-style fridge ranges.  
•100kg weight rated.

Cat No. Qty 1+

Medium Suit GH1640/2/4 GH1613 $229.00

Large Suit GH1646/48 GH1617 $299.00

Actual product may differ 
slightly from image.
Fridge not included.

Capacity L x W x H (mm) Cat No. Qty 1+

80L - 113 Cans 906 x 577 x 455 GH1646 $799.00

100L - 158 Cans 906 x 557 x 535 GH1648 $899.00

Raise your Fridge or Ice Box off the ground to a 
more convenient height, and away from dirt, 
sand and water. Handles up to 150kg, 
so it will support the Brass Monkey 
range of Fridges. 
•  Very strong and durable aluminium frame 
• Three adjustable height settings 
• Folds flat for stowage 
• Storage bag included
•  500(L) x 520(W) x 480(H)mm

Cat No. Qty 1+

GH1608 $49.95

Foldable Stand for Fridge or Ice Box

3 
YEAR 

WARRANTY

Bigger, Better 
& Tougher.
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Suits Colour L x H x D (mm)
Compatible  
Fridge Cat No. Qty 1+

9L Grey 425 x 250 x 320 GH1627 NEW GH1631 $79.95

15L Grey 598 x 320 x 260 GH1623 GH1626 $79.95

22L Grey 597 x 335 x 320 GH1624 GH1625 $79.95

25L Grey 666 x 393 x 330 GH2028 NEW GH2029 $79.95

35L Grey 610 x 410 x 450 GH2020 NEW GH2021 $99.95

36L Grey 723 x 368 x 360 GH1640 GH1650 $99.95

36L Green 723 x 368 x 360 GH1640 GH1651 $99.95

36L Camo 723 x 368 x 360 GH1640 GH1670 $99.95

42L Grey 689 x 465 x 412 GH2000 NEW GH2001 $89.95

45L Grey 621 x 485 x 469 GH1633 GH1665 $99.95

45L Grey 610 x 460 x 530 GH2022 NEW GH2023 $109.00

50L Grey 723 x 360 x 458 GH1642 GH1652 $109.00

50L Green 723 x 360 x 458 GH1642 GH1653 $109.00

50L Camo 723 x 360 x 458 GH1642 GH1672 $109.00

52L Grey 689 x 535 x 689 GH2002 NEW GH2003 $99.95

55L Grey 610 x 410 x 580 GH2024 NEW GH2025 $119.00

60L Grey 723 x 360 x 548 GH1644 GH1654 $119.00

60L Green 723 x 360 x 548 GH1644 GH1655 $119.00

60L Camo 723 x 360 x 548 GH1644 GH1674 $119.00

62L Grey 689 x 605 x 412 GH2004 NEW GH2005 $109.00

75L Grey 826 x 462 x 535 GH2010 NEW GH2011 $119.00

75L Grey 826 x 492 x 465 GH1680 GH1681 $119.00

75L Grey 873 x 492 x 465 GH2040 NEW GH2041 $119.00

80L Grey 875 x 530 x 520 GH1646 GH1656 $119.00

95L Grey 896 x 462 x 571 GH2012 NEW GH2013 $129.00

95L Grey 896 x 528 x 465 GH1682 GH1683 $129.00

95L Grey 973 x 528 x 465 GH2042 NEW GH2043 $129.00

100L Grey 930 x 640 x 570 GH1648 GH1658 $129.00

115L Grey 932 x 564 x 538 GH2044 NEW GH2045 $139.00

115L Grey 944 x 528 x 523 GH1684 NEW GH1685 $139.00

RICCO, DIMENSIONS REQUIRED

Beat the Heat. 
INSULATED COVERS  
FOR PORTABLE FRIDGES

Spare Power Supplies for Fridges

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

240V 85W Power Supply GH1628 $49.95 $44.95
240V 150W Power Supply  
With Cigarette Socket MP3573 $119.00 $106.95

12V Cable GH1629 $24.95

Power supplies for running Brass Monkey portable fridges 
from mains power or 12V.
Suits fridges with rectangular power connection, including 
Brass Monkey and Waeco® fridges.

GH1628

MP3573

GH1629

1.8m leads to suit Powertech, Brass 
Monkey, Waeco® & Engel® fridges. 
•  Suits cigarette and Merit sockets
•  8 amp rated

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+
Suits Brass  
Monkey / Waeco® 2 Pin PP1982 $19.95 $17.95

Suits Engel® 3 Pin PP1984 $19.95 $17.70

Replacement 8A Fridge Leads

PP1982 PP1984

Fridge Leads with Anderson Connector

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Suits Engel® GH2017 $24.95
Suits Brass Monkey / 
Waeco® GH1615 $24.95 $22.45

Power leads to suit selected Engel and Waeco branded 
fridges. The Anderson connector allows you to power the 
fridge from a battery box or a similar power source that has an 
Anderson connector. 
•1.8m long.

GH2017 GH1615

Improve the performance 
of your portable fridge with 
this insulated fridge cover. 
Designed with mesh panels 
for compressor ventillation 
plus access panels for handles 
and lid. 
Note: May also suit other brands such 
as Primus®, Stirling®, and Spinifex®.  
Visit any of our retail stores to check 
with your fridge. 

• Various sizes in Grey or Green, or Camouflage.
• Pockets to store cables and power supply
•  Clear panel allowing easy view of LCD and 

temperature controls
•  Tie down points on each corner allows for 

secure mounting of cover
•  Vents enabling air circulation allowing the 

compressor to cool down during operation
•  Provides protection and insulation, leading to 

efficiency and longevity
• Designed for Brass Monkey fridges

brassmonkey.coolAvailable now at 23



Fully featured, exceptional value 
replacement fridges.

On The  
Road 
POWERED FRIDGES  
FOR LARGER VEHICLES 
WITH THREE YEAR WARRANTY

40L - 90L Caravan Fridges with Freezer Zone

Capacity L x W x H (mm) Cat No. Qty 1+

40L 380 x 546 x 536 GH1673 $639.00

50L 580 x 479 x 536 GH1675 $669.00

65L 470 x 430 x 630 GH1676 $699.00

85L 445 x 480 x 820 GH1678 $829.00

90L 418 x 485 x 975 GH1679 $849.00

These units are designed to fit into refrigerator recesses in popular 
caravans and motor homes but can also be used as a free-standing 
fridge. They have an ingenious removable freezer section that gives you 
more fridge space when you need it, and they offer exceptional value 
compared to similar fridges on the market. The compressor can run 
on 12 or 24 volts and is powered by a super efficient LG compressor 
providing excellent cooling in all conditions. Super quiet operation makes 
them ideal for use in your caravan, motorhome or even a boat. You can 
even monitor and control the temperature remotely via the Bluetooth™ 
app.
• Removable freezer section for added versatility
• Crisper drawer
• Hardwired 12/24V power 
• Robust single metal door 
• LED internal light
• -18°C to 5°C

Accessories to Suit GH1676

Cat No. Qty 1+

Metal Cover for Compressor GH1677 $29.95

Joining Bracket GH1748 $14.95

Metal Cover for Compressor GH1677

Suits GH1676 Brass Monkey 65L Upright 
Fridge Freezer.

Joining Bracket GH1748

Joins 2 x 65L GH1676 Upright Fridge 
Freezers together.

Cat No. Qty 1+

Suits 95L (GH1660) GH1711 $79.00

Suits 138L (GH1662) GH1709 $69.00

Clear Crisper Drawer for  
Upright Fridge Freezers
Clear replacement crisper drawer 
for Brass Monkey upright fridges.

GH1676

GH1679

3 
YEAR 

WARRANTY

Removeable
Freezer 
Section
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96L-138L Upright Fridges 
with Freezer Zone

Capacity L x W x H (mm) Cat No. Qty 1+

95L 455 x 455 x 830 GH1660 $699.00

138L 455 x 455 x 1300 GH1662 $899.00

These Brass Monkey stand up fridges features a 
slimline design that not only allows it to fit through 
an entrance door, but also provides more flexibility 
in your kitchen. These fridges are not comparable 
to your traditional 240V fridges, they are on the 
same playing field as other camping fridges but 
at a far sharper price point. This compressor 
refrigerator can run on 12 or 24 volts. 
These fridges are powered by a super efficient 
LG compressor providing excellent cooling in all 
conditions, and features quiet operation making it 
ideal for use in your caravan, motorhome or boat. 
• Crisper drawer
•  3 Height adjustable safety shelves
•  12/24VDC cigarette plug with merit socket 

adaptor 
•  High insulation rating allowing the freezer to go 

to below -18 and fridge 0 ~ 5 
•  Quick freezing function allows the retaining of 

natural flavour and nutritional value in fresh 
foods when frozen 

•  Metal door to withstand any tough camping and 
motorhome use 

• -18 to 5°C

95L Upright GH1660

• Single door with internal ice compartment
138L Upright GH1662

• 2 Door (separate freezer) 
•  3 Height adjustable safety shelves in fridge and 

1 fixed position shelf in freezer

Stand-Up 
12/24VDC  
Fridge/Freezers

20L Drawer Fridge or Freezer

Capacity L x W x H (mm) Cat No. Qty 1+

20L - 24 Cans 700 x 440 x 250 GH2008 $449.00

This DC drawer fridge/freezer is designed to 
fit in the tightest of spaces of your 4WD, boat, 
or smaller RV. The energy efficient compressor 
fridge runs off 12V or 24VDC and has an 
impressive chilling performance down to -20°C 
so you can keep food frozen without the need 
for ice. 
• -20°C to 10°C

GREAT SPARE FRIDGES FOR 
THE HOUSE/WEEKENDER!
These conventional style fridges are 
great as a spare fridge in the garage, 
backyard shed, under the stairs or 
office. 240V adaptors available from 
$49.95. See page 118.

3 
YEAR 

WARRANTY

3 
YEAR 

WARRANTY
Stackable design

Easy lock door latch

brassmonkey.coolAvailable now at 25



12VDC 
Portable 
Ice Maker 

30L Cooler / Warmer

Capacity L x W x H (mm) Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

30L 472 x 328 x 437 GH1369 $129.00 $115.95

Here’s a great way to keep your food and drinks cool or 
warm in the car or during the long road trip. Low noise and 
high quality foam insulation. 12VDC power via vehicle lighter 
socket. Just switch on either cooling or warming mode. 
• 5° - 55°C

12VDC Portable Ice Maker

L x W x H (mm) Cat No. Qty 1+

16L 350 x 275 x 352 GH1560 $399.00

Always have enough ice cubes for a cold 
drink with this ice maker. It can produce ice 
cubes in less than 7 minutes and features 
a compact design with carry handle 
for portability. Touch control panel with 
snowflake motif makes it simple to choose 
different running modes with different 
colours. Simply fill the reservoir with water 
and choose the ice cube size.
• Quiet Operation
• 2 Ice Cube Sizes
• Compressor Cooling
• Removeable Ice Basket
•  Comes with 12/24V power lead; 240VAC 

adaptor sold separately.

Power for Thermoelectric 
Cooler / Warmers
Stay charged on the road, and when 
you’re back at home in your shed or 
man-cave, put your cooler / warmer 
to good use with a suitable mains 
power supply!

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

240V 60W Power Supply GH1379 $36.95 $32.95

5A - Suits 14L Unit (240V) MP3575 $49.95 $44.95
Replacement Cigarette  
Lighter Lead PP1986 $17.95 $16.10
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Even though 12VDC or 240VAC portable fridge/
freezers have simplified outdoor living, there is still 
a place for a good old ice box. They are completely 
independent of power and will keep your food/drinks 
very cold for a very long time. That is why there is 
probably one in every home in Australia. These units, 
generally called “ESKYS” are great, but these days 
they may be far too small for modern outdoor living. 
RTM have had a good hard look at portable iceboxes 
and have gone back to the drawing board. 
We have come up with a range of iceboxes which, 
we think, will delight you with user-friendly features 
- AND - a level of thermal insulation which gets the 
most out of that expensive bag of ice! We have 
named our icebox “Brass Monkey”. This is based on 
an old Aussie joke from the dim dark past. It goes like 
this: (Two people discussing the inclement weather) 
“Gee, it’s cold, how cold do you think it is?” “Its 
cold enough to freeze the balls off a brass monkey!” 
THAT’S COLD! 
So we hope that you now know how cold our 
iceboxes are once they have been packed with ice. 
When you say: “Get me a beer out of the Brass 
Monkey, will ya?” everyone will know what you are 
talking about. Each Brass Monkey Ice Box features: 
•  Polyurethane insulation foam for maximum 

temperature control 
•  Cavity sealed lid for superior cold performance 
•  Stainless latches and corrosion proof hinges 
•  Quick draining plug for excess water 
•  High-grade moulded tuck-in side handles for  

strength and easy carrying 
•  Rubber feet and textured finish lid 
•  Moulded corrosion proof hinge with aluminium pin

Capacity Internal Dimensions (mm) External Dimensions (mm) Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

50L 310(W) x 490(L) x 345(H) 425(W) x 620(L) x 445(H) TOG462 $159.00

82L 360(W) x 635(L) x 380(H) 490(W) x 780(L) x 485(H) TOG466 $249.00 $219.00

100L 340(W) x 755(L) x 380(H) 475(W) x 900(L) x 495(H) TOG468 $279.00 $249.00

160L 440(W) x 805(L) x 470(H) 565(W) x 965(L) x 585(H) TOG470 $379.00 $339.00

Super Efficient Ice Boxes

39L Fold Down Collapsable Cooler Box (Chill Chest)
This handy insulated food and drinks chest folds flat when not in use, 
and opens up to a 39L box to keep your food hot or drinks cold for 
hours. No ice or heat source is required. Perfectly suited for use in a 
caravan, RV, or boat where storage space is limited, or for storing in the 
boot of your car to transport your frozen or chilled groceries home from 
the supermarket. Lightweight, durable, and easy to use.
• Lightweight
• Foldable
• Ice-less
• Fits up to 60 Cans
• Polypropylene Construction

Capacity L x W x H (mm) Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

39L 600 x 410x 250 TOG450 $39.95 $35.95

Can use a small amount of ice if absolutely 
necessary but melted ice water may leak out.

5  
YEAR 

WARRANTY

Using Ice In Your Icebox:
When you buy ice for your Brass Monkey, depending on the garage freezer chest, the ice 
temperature will be between -17 to -8°C. The ice itself will have re-frozen inside the freezer 
chest and in all likelihood be a solid lump of ice cubes refrozen together. It is really no good 
to you in this form. What you need to do is break up the mass so that the individual cubes 
are separate. Do this, at the servo in front of the ice chest, throw the bag from above your 
shoulders onto the concrete apron. Do this once or twice to break up the frozen lump. The bag 
won’t break but it may split insignificantly. You will then be able to pour the ice into your ice 
box, enabling you to pack your food/drinks more effectively. The ice will last just as long this 
way as the ice will quickly reach about -2° to -4°C which will not be enough to freeze your beer.

Keeping Ice  
Cold for Longer

brassmonkey.coolAvailable now at 27
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Cooler & Accessories

ICE BRICKS

Re-freezable Ice Bricks to use 
in your Esky or cooler bag 
to keep your food, drinks or 
medicine cold as you travel. 

SMALL SLIM ICE BRICK
• 160(L) x 108(W) x 13(D)mm
TOG626

SMALL ICE BRICK
• 165(L) x 90(W) x 40(D)mm
TOG628

LARGE SLIM ICE BRICK
Ideal to lay flat underneath 
or next to food and drink in 
large coolers. 
•  320(L) x 255(W) x 13(D)mm
• Weight: 760g

TOG630

TOG626

TOG628 TOG630

Ice Packs / Small Freezer Ice Bricks

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Small Slim TOG626 $1.95 $1.75

Small TOG628 $2.95 $2.65

Large Slim TOG630 $3.95 $3.55

“Urban” Type Fabric Drink  
Cooler Bags

These are far classier than hard plastic ‘Esky’ type coolers. They are 
made from 600 denier polyester which looks like high quality canvas but 
does not rot or mildew like canvas. 

Two sizes available:

5 LITRE (6 CAN)
Ideal for carrying temperature-sensitive medications around and works 
well with an ice brick. It is also ok for an individual’s small lunch and can 
of drink. 
• Measures: 225(L) x 145(D) x 195(H)mm
TOG404

20 LITRE (20 CAN)
This 20L unit is good for larger amount of drinks and works well with 
ice bricks but is ok with actual ice. There is a nifty feature on the top lid 
flap - 2 x Hook-and-Loop 120mm square doors. These give you access 
to standing up bottles. You simply open the flap and pull the bottle out 
by the neck. No more digging around in slushy ice! It also has a separate 
zipped side bag for other items such as picnic plates, napkins, etc. This a 
is VERY stylish drinks cooler!
• Measures: 
390(L) x 170(D) x 320(H)mm
TOG406 

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

5L TOG404 $19.95 $17.95

20L TOG406 $34.95 $30.95

18 Can Soft Cooler Bag

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

15 Litre TOG400 $9.95 $8.95

Keep the drinks and snacks cold with this 
handy cooler. It fits up to 18 cans, has a 
zippered lid and adjustable carry strap.
• Folds flat when not in use
• Navy blue with grey trim
•  Measures: 275L x 215D x 255Hmm

TOG404

TOG406

Cat No. Qty 1+

15L - 20 Cans GH1970 $129.00

25L - 40 Cans GH1972 $149.00

Soft Coolers
Ideal companion for any kind of trip, 
sporting event or outdoor activity. 
Just strap the Cooler Bag over your 
shoulder and keep your provisions 
fresh all day. 
•  Excellent cooling performance - 

featuring closed cell foam insulation 
& highest density NBR foam 

•  Bottle opener & molded cup holder 
•  Reinforced handles 

3  
YEAR 

WARRANTY

Bottle opener

Mesh pocket

Store Ice For Up To 4 Days

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au28 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day
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Cooling
Provides instant cooling without 
the need to freeze or refrigerate 
beforehand. Helps to relieve pain and 
swelling associated with muscle strain, 
sprains, fevers, etc. Keep a few in your 
first aid cabinet. To activate simply 
squeeze the pack firmly to rupture the 
inner liquid pouch, then shake.
• Stays cold for up to 20 minutes
• Single use only
•  Dimensions:  

200Lx140Wx20Dmm (approx.)

Instant Cold Pack 

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Instant Cold Pack TOG632 $3.95 $3.55

PORTABLE FANS

Portable Personal Rechargeable Fan  
with 3 Speeds and LED Light

This personal cooling fan will be your best friend this Summer. Carry it 
with you in the outdoors holding onto the non-slip handle, or place it on 
the desk in front of you using the supplied base. A generous size internal 
battery provides up to 2.5 hours of cooling, and can be recharged using 
the provided USB cable. A switch on the handle enables you to switch 
between three speeds and a second switch toggles a night light, which 
you can set to your desired 
colour or have it cycle 
through them.
•  Available in Blue, 

Maroon, Pink
• Rechargeable
•  2500/3100/4000RPM 

Switchable
• LED night light

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Rechargeable GH1072 $19.95 $17.95

Portable Fan & LED Light

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Rechargeable GH1290 $19.95 $17.95

Keep cool for summer and bright at night. Ideal 
for camping, travel, or even the office! This 
totally portable unit incorporates a high-speed 
personal fan, along with 12 high power 
LEDs. You can select from three modes; 
fan, lights, or fan with lights. Simply put, it 
features the versatility of desk-mounting 
or a hanging hook - so you can place 
it wherever is most convenient. Simply 
powered by 3 x AA batteries (not included), 
it’ll go wherever you go.
• 175(Dia.) x 65(D)mm

Deluxe Water Misting Fan

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Deluxe Water Misting Fan GH1071 $9.95 $8.95

Be cool & comfortable while outdoors with 
this personal water mister and fan in one. It is 
handy and portable with a moulded hand grip 
and trigger pump for ease of use. Powerful 
enough to provide a significant amount of 
breeze but safe enough for the kids to use with 
soft blades. Great for use while camping, at the 
beach, or at sporting events etc.
•  Soft blades for safety - surprisingly effective
•  Use as a misting fan, stand alone fan  

or mister
•  Requires 2 x AA batteries, not supplied

4” Super-Compact  
Mini Fans

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Black GH1286 $16.95 $15.25

White GH1289 $16.95 $15.25

We are absolutely delighted to announce 
a range of mini fans which are ideal for 
camping, boating and caravanning, but 
even ideal for your childrens bedroom 
table! The 4” fan produces a surprising 
amount of cooling air but only has a 
table footprint of 110 x 35mm. It is self-
sustained using a rechargeable Li-ion 
18650 3.7V battery. No cords needed, 
a USB recharger is included with the 
product. It has a very sturdy fan guard, 
and can be used even around small children 
- with adult supervision of course.
It comes with a hook to hang it up and even 
has an LED which can be used as a torch. 
More useful is the fact that small as it is, it 
has a 3-speed fan button! Unbelievable! We 
are certain that you will love it too!
•  140(H) x 105(W) x 40(D)mm

4” Rechargeable Fan with Clamp

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

4" Rechargeable Fan with Clamp GH1291 $24.95 $22.45

It has no cords as it runs on a Li-ion 18650 
battery, like the ‘Katabat’ super compact 
fan. That’s right, you charge it via USB 
with the lead supplied, (but no actual 
charger.)
This model features a wonderful 
gymbal mount so that you can point 
the fan in any direction.
•  Blue LED on/off pilot light
•  Available in blue/white only
•  Clamp will open to 30mm
•  Has a nifty thumb wheel fan 

speed control on back
•  Fan housing 130mm, overall 220mm

ICE BRICKS

These products are far handier than you 
ever thought.
You can freeze them down to, say, -15°C in 
your freezer and then transfer them to your 
icebox. Or you can chill them down to -5°C 
and use them to keep your medications 
cool. Small ones even work well in children’s 
lunch boxes. (Make sure they bring them 
home!)
The best part of them is that they don’t melt 
and leave messy ice water all over the place. 
Of course you can even eliminate this 
extra step by simply using a Brass Monkey 
compressor fridge (See page 16 of this 
catalogue.) This gives you cold, but dryness, 
just like the refrigerator in your kitchen.

LOOKING FOR HEATERS INSTEAD?
SEE PAGE 33

Call us on 1300 964 264 29
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Cooling
14” Rechargeable Fan

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

14” Fan GH1294 $99.95 $89.95

Spare Battery GH1281 $16.95 $14.95

Keeping cool has never been easier, and this fan will 
work even when the power’s out! It recharges from 
mains power, but the rechargeable battery means it 
will work when the power’s out, or you can take it 
somewhere with no mains power too. The large 
blades push plenty of air, and you can select from 
low/high power settings. There’s also a 10 LED 
white light built-in, and it even includes a moulded 
handle for easy carrying. Mains and car chargers 
included. 
•  Power Input: 240VAC @ 50Hz or 12VDCMax
• Power: 30W
•  2 speed fan 

Runs 2.5hr on high, 
2.5 hours on low

•  Weight: 2.1kg (Excluding Battery)
•  Dimensions: 480H x 410W x 150Dmm

SPARE  
BATTERY

THIS IS A VERY POPULAR FAN. YOU 
WILL BE DELIGHTED WITH IT.

10” Rechargeable Fan

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Rechargeable Fan & LED Light GH1282 $79.95 $71.95

Ideal size for a medium/large caravan, motor 
home or cabin cruiser. Brushless DC motor 
provides low noise operation.
• Cordless and Rechargeable
• 400m3/hr at High Speed
•  2 speed fan 

Runs 2.5hr on high, 
5 hours on low

• Includes Mains Charger
•  Dimensions: 

480Hx320Wx130Dmm

WORKS WELL 
IN THE DRY 
OUTBACK

Chilly! Evaporative-Type Cooler Fan

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Chilly! Evaporative-Type Cooler Fan GH1285 $119.00 $106.95

If the local humidity is below 100%, i.e. most 
of the time, an evaporative-type fan can be 
very effective. By blowing air over water, the 
evaporative process pulls heat out of the air. 
(See our retro water cooler bag RPI202). The 
result is a flow of air much colder than 
the ambient air. This unit has a very 
efficient, brushless DC drive motor 
for the fan and runs for a very long 
time on the rechargeable battery.
•  AC/DC operation
•  20m3/hr air volume
•  500ml water tank
•  Includes charger and sealed 

battery
•  2 speed fan  

Runs 2.5hr on high,  
5 hours on low

•  USB port to charge your phone
•  Measures 250Hx125Wx130Dmm

250mm

COOLER

•  Check stock online at your local RTM store

•  Add the bits you need to  
your cart & checkout

Seen It Cheaper? 
Give us a call or visit us in store and we’ll do our 
best to match or beat the competitions price on 
identical, stocked products.*

*A few T&Cs apply. See p4 for details.

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au30 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day
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12 Volt Fans

ABSOLUTELY FANTASTIC  
INSIDE A TENT

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

12VDC with Battery Clips TAA140 $39.95 $35.95

12VDC with Cig Plug TAA135 $39.95 $35.95

Ceiling Fans
We are all aware of ceiling fans in houses. They provide 
cool, non drafty air and they do it very quietly. They can 
do this because they have long blades which 
travel fairly slowly. Now you can get this quiet 
comfort in your tent! RTM have developed a fan 
with 700mm (over 2 feet) diameter blades which 
is designed to hang on a hook at the very top 
(inside) of your tent. It works best for large tents that have 
a peaked ceiling. You simply run the power lead to a source 
of 12V power. It draws so little current you can run it off a 
modest battery all night. If you set it up well, you will keep 
the power wire neatly tucked away. Try to mount the fan 
as high as possible to deter people from walking into the 
blades. The blades are not particularly dangerous, as they 
are slow but you would not want to be struck. Best to only 
turn the fan on when everyone is tucked into bed.  
Available with alligator clip or cigarette lighter plug lead set. 
• Speed: 272RPM
• Connection: 3m Attached Lead
• Power: 12V / 10W
• Weight: 750g
• Cable Length: 4m
•  Diameter: 700mm 

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

6" Clamp Mount GH1400 $29.95 $26.95

6" Suction Mount GH1399 $29.95 $26.95

8" Clamp Mount GH1402 $39.95 $35.95

Keep cool in the stifling heat. If you need some 
extra air circulation in your car or truck grab 
one of these fans, mount it, and away you go. 
The models just connect to your cigarette 
lighter socket for power. The on/off switchbox 
includes screw mounting holes to give your 
installation a more permanent look. Clamp & 
suction mount bracket versions available.

Specifications:

• Power: 12VDC
• Switch: On/off oscillating 
switch
• Cable Length: 2m

Dual 4" Fans with Clamp

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

12V Dual 4" Fans with Clamp GH1403 $39.95 $35.95

No more hogging the cool breeze! Dual fans means you can both keep cool. Individual 
adjustment so you can point them precisely where you want to. Multi-speed control, 
12VDC powered, with a 2m cigarette lighter cable provided. 
• Dual 4" fans with speed control
• Clamp mounting
•  Fans can be individually rotated and pivoted

Specifications:

• Power: 12VDC, 7W
• Noise: <50dB
• Weight: 600g
• Cable Length: 2m
 •  Dimensions: 268(W) x 235(H) x 145(D)mm

Oscillating Fans

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

12VDC TAA146 $49.95 $44.95

This is a fan with compact dimensions but powerful airflow. It is fully 
guarded and can be fixed sideways, upright or hanging down. The 
double gymbal mount allows the fan unit to be directed virtually 
anywhere. It is ideal for 
ventilating cramped sleeping 
areas.
•  Two speed touch control 

button in middle of fan
• Locking cam mount
• Stylish design
•  Very low power consumption 

(250mA)
• 12V cigarette plug power
• Cable length: 1.5m
•    Dimensions:  240mm/9.5”(H) 

x 165mm/6.5”(W) x 
90mm/3.5”(D)

2 Speed Marine Fan

GH1400

GH1399

Call us on 1300 964 264 31
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Cooling

Maestro Fan Variable Speed White

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

12VDC Variable Speed YX2608 $149.00 $133.95

This is a fan with compact dimensions 
but powerful airflow. It is fully guarded 
and can be fixed sideways, upright or 
hanging down. The double gymbal mount 
allows the fan unit to be directed virtually 
anywhere. It is ideal for ventilating cramped 
sleeping areas.
• Three speed touch control
• Locking cam mount
• Stylish design
•  Very low power consumption (0.25 amps)
•  Dimensions:  

165mm/6.5”(W) x 240mm/9.5”(H) x 
90mm/3.5”(D)

• White only

Ultimate Cabin Fan 7”

Cat No. Qty 1+

7” 12VDC YX2600 $99.95

This unit features a patented "finger safe" blade guard that eliminates the 
need for the normal protective grille. There is a shock absorbing leading 
edge when touched does not damage curious fingers. The large, strong 
suction base securely fixes the fan 
on any non-porous shiny surface.
• Two speed motor
•  12V powered including  

cigarette lighter plug
•  Suction cup can be removed for 

alternative mounting
• Adjustable tilting head
•  Long life. Low power 

consumption (0.5A)
•  Dimensions: 178mm/7" (Dia.)  

x 230mm/9"(H) x 140mm/5.5"(D)
• White only

Cat No. Qty 1+

White #807 YX2604 $199.00

Black #807 YX2606 $199.00

Spare Blade - White YX2605 $11.95

Spare Blade - Black YX2607 $11.95

Tiny Tornado Handheld Fan 4.5" Black

Cat No. Qty 1+

4.5" YX2610 $29.95

The Tiny Tornado II is a portable cooling 
fan that is ideal for sporting events, hiking, 
bingo, concerts or theatres. It can be 
clipped to visors, belt loops, backpacks 
and purses to leave your hands free to 
do the things that you love when out and 
about. 
•  24 hour operation from 1 x D cell battery 

(sold seperatly)
• Finger safe blade
• Suction cup base
• Battery not included

Mini Max Deluxe Fan

Cat No. Qty 1+

Black #737 YX2612 $49.95

White #737 YX2614 $49.95

The MiniMAX Deluxe battery powered portable fan will provide up to 300 
hours of powerful cooling from 4 x D cell batteries (sold seperately). It will 
also accept a power adaptor for continuous operation and has variable 
speed control.
• Finger safe blade
• Adjustable
• Quiet operation
• Easy storage
• 2 colours available, black & white

Suitable For:

• Personal cooling
• Work place
• Sleeping
• Traveling
• Camping and so much more!

“CAFRAMO” FANS
Caframo fans are renowned for their exotic looks and great quality. You see them on 
80-120ft luxury yachts. Now you can have one in your RV, Caravan or saloon of your 
cabin cruiser. All products made in Canada. 

CAFRAMO FANS

YX2612

This unit screw fixes to any convenient vertical or horizontal 
surface. Airflow can then be directed anywhere (360 degrees). 
It can be folded flat and out of the way when not in use.
• Unique gymbal design
• Hard wired in (12V)
• Long life ultra-quiet motor
•  4 pre-set timer settings (2, 4, 6 or 8 hours)
•  Low power consumption (0.4 amps max.)
• Self-adhesive or screw mount
•  Dimensions: 250mm/10”(Dia.) x 300mm/12”(H) x 75mm/3”(D)

SIROCCO GYMBAL 
MOUNT FAN

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au32 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day
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Heating

This unit is absolutely hopeless as a room heater as its output 
is too small.  It is, however, useful to demist – possibly defrost 
– your windscreen first thing in the morning. Simply plug into 
a cigarette lighter socket and prop up on the dash and point it at the 
windscreen.  Simply, turn it on (making sure that the cig lighter circuit is 
on) and leave it to do its job.  Go away, have a cup of coffee and start 
packing up. You should allow at least 15-20 minutes for it to work on the 
screen. You may need to reposition it occasionally. Can also be used as 
a small fan.
• Heat or fan
• Adjustable stand
• Pull-out handle grip
• 130mW LED torch

12VDC Portable Heater / Defroster

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

12VDC - 150W ROC006 $24.95 $22.45

HEATING

Super safe! 500W & 700W Oil Heaters

Oil heaters are so safe you can leave them unattented. They will 
automatically turn off if tipped over and the cabinet will not get hot 
enough to seriously burn. You know this because you have them 
at home. Now RTM has developed these 
wonderful products for outdoor camping, 
caravanning or RV. They are scaled down 
versions of domestic units. They are 
designed to fit into smaller environments.
Two models available:
• 500W & 700W
Check the modest external dimensions! 
They are simply plugged into a 240V and 
left. When you get back to your camp site 
you will be greeted with a toasty warmth! No 
waiting for other heaters to start up. They are 
noiseless, inexpensive, require no installation 
and energy efficiant. You will love them. 
• Temperature adjustable
• Mains powered

W x H x D(mm) Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

500W 130 x 425 x 270 GH1580 $49.95 $44.95

700W 130 x 425 x 345 GH1582 $59.95 $53.95

THESE HEATERS ARE FANTATSIC AT THE 
FOOT OF THE OFFICE DESK TO WARM COLD 
FEET. THE 500W UNIT IS IDEAL FOR THIS!

Portable Butane Ducted Heater

Many people are concerned about running gas heaters in confined 
spaces such as inside caravans, tents, RV’s, motor homes – even cabin 
cruisers.  This is a reasonable fear, but with simple precautions, keeping 
warm without the fear of danger can be a reasonable goal. Ideal for tents. 
• 2654 BTU/hr

HOW THE GASMATE SOLVES THESE ISSUES
•  The GasMate unit operates OUTSIDE the confined  

space of your cabin.
•  The gas combustion occurs outside and only the heated (fresh) air is 

pumped inside, via an insulated, tubular duct (See image below).  
•  Only hot air enters your cabin, not exhaust flue gas.
Ignition  - Push button electronic ignition 
Built-in Storage  -  Built-in storage compartment for ducting 

pipe regulator and charging cord 
Sealed Battery  -  Rechargeable sealed battery with 240V 

power cord for charging 
Battery Operated Fan  -  Up to 5 hours of battery life when fully 

charged 
Oxygen Depletion System  -  Enhanced safety device which senses 

oxygen levels and switches off the entire 
unit when at a low level 

Safety Tip Over Switch  -  Gas supply stops if unit is accidentally 
knocked over 

Flame failure safety system  - If flame goes out gas shuts off 
Fully portable  -  Compact design with carry handle 

Includes carry bag weighs only 8.6Kg 
(without gas canister or cylinder) 

Ready to use  -  Includes regulator. Operates on propane 
gas canister or cylinder (both sold 
separately) 

Gas certified  -  Gas certified to Australian and New 
Zealand Standards

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

ROC022 $399.00 $379.00

WARNING: Firstly, never, ever consider buying any type of gas heater 
from overseas companies, especially off the web. You absolutely 
MUST only buy a heater that has an AGA (Australian Gas Association) 
Certificate somewhere on the back of the appliance. This gives you by far 
the best protection from carbon monoxide issues. 

Buddy Heater Primus

Cat No. Qty 1+

Buddy Heater ROC010 $149.00

Propane Cartridge 465g ROC052 $9.95

Perfect for keeping you warm when you're out and about. 
Rugged and sturdy while still being lightweight enough to 
be the right sized solution for instant heat when you need it, 
where you need it.
•  Adjustable heat settings from 4,000 to 

9,000 BTU/hr 
•  Low oxygen safety shut-off system 
• Fold down handle 
• Tip-over safety shut-off 
• Push-button ignition 
•  Uses 450gm disposable Propane 

cylinder (Not included - ROC052) 
•  Heats up to 3 hours on HI, 6 hours 

on LO 
• 3 year warranty

A SUITABLE RANGE OF GAS 
CONNECTORS ARE ON PAGE 362

Several people have asked us if we have or intend to stock heaters 
that run on diesel fuel. There is some sense in this as many RV’s 
and camper vans run on diesel, so there is a convenient source 
of fuel! Indeed, diesel heaters are commonly used in European 
camping vehicles.
We at RTM have concluded, however, that diesel heaters are 
not really practical for Australia. Why? Firstly, a quality diesel 
heater costs around $2½ – 3K, and then you need to install 
it professionally up to another $1K or so. (They need to be 
professionally installed as there is a danger of carbon monoxide 
fumes.). In Europe it gets much, much colder in a vehicle at night on 
average than Australia. Even though a diesel heater is very effective, 
it is really too expensive for the relatively milder climate in Australia.

DIESEL POWERED HEATERS

Call us on 1300 964 264 33
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Tools & Test Equipment

MASSIVE PRICE BREAKTHROUGH 
OVER PREVIOUS MODELS!  

SAVE OVER $100

There’s nothing like a hot shower after trekking through 
the bush, or washing all that sand off after a relaxing 
day at the beach.

Camping 
Showers

Athanor Portable  
Gas Water Heater
This portable outdoor gas water heater makes cleaning 
up after a day’s adventure in the outdoors very easy. The 
adjustable temperature, water flow, and shower head makes 
it very versatile, from showering yourself or the kids to 
washing the dishes, cleaning pets, removing the mud or salt-
water from your equipment, and much more. To operate, 
simply connect up your water source and LPG gas cylinder, 
and open the shower head to activate the heater. Water will 
heat to your desired temperature up to 45°C, which is shown 
on the LED display. Safety features include a temperature 
sensor to stop the water temp from exceeding 50°C, and a 
water flow sensor that only enables the burner to work when 
water is flowing. Supplied with shower head on a generous 
length shower hose and hanging kit with mounting hardware 
for temporary or permanent mounting. 2 x standard D cell 
batteries are required. 
Note: For outdoor use only, hung upright, and not to be used for 
drinking water.   

• Easy to set up
• Adjustable temperature and water flow
• Heats to a maximum of 50°C
• Hangs upright

Specifications:

Gas Input:  1/2” Connection (with pre-fitted adaptor)
Gas Pressure:  2.8kPa
Approval:  GMK10498
Max. Water Temperature:  50°C (+/-3°C)
Water Connection:  1/2” (input/output)
Water Pressure:  0.3MPa (min), 1.0MPa (max)
YS2850

OPTIONAL PUMP
Connects to pressured water source, or use the included 
pump to draw water from a bucket, river, or whatever water 
source you have.
Note: This water pump is required (sold separately) when water 
pressure is below 0.25MPa.

TCE232

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Athanor Portable Gas Water Heater YS2850 $189.00

Optional Pump TCE232 $54.95 $48.95

> CONNECT WATER 
> CONNECT GAS
> HAVE A HOT SHOWER!

Outdoor Shower Stand

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Outdoor Shower Stand TPI041 $39.95 $35.95

Spare Hose Fitting To Suit TPI041 TPI043 $7.95 $7.15

This Outdoor Shower Stand is ideal for the campsite, beach 
house or your next outdoor adventure. The adjustable height 
and flow controls make the shower suitable for any size of 
user! It can also be used with other portable water pumps 
and connects directly to a standard garden hose. Compact, 
lightweight and easy to assemble.
• Adjustable Height & Water Flow
• 2300mm High
• Best for 50-80psi Water Pressure

Specifications:

• Shower Head: Aluminium
• Max Height:  2.3m
• Weight: 1kg

Solar Camping Shower

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

20 Litre TPI007 $9.95 $8.95

Compact and extremely easy to use, this 
solar heated shower is capable of heating 
up to 20 litres of water for multiple showers. 
All you have to do is to leave the bag in 
the sun for a short time before stepping 
under the nozzle for the most refreshing 
shower. Also features a reinforced handle 
for convenient hanging and transporting of 
your shower. Lets face it, it will only work in 
warmer weather!
• Made from lightweight & durable PVC
• Non toxic, anti-UV coating
•  Shower bag dimensions: 600Hx410Wmm
• Pipe length: 600mm
You can put hot water (from a kettle)  
into it! Half fill it with cold water first!
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Camping Showers & Accessories

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Pop-Up Outdoor Shelter TAA032 $69.95 $62.95

This easy to assemble pop-up 
privacy shelter is great for a portable 
shower, toilet or change room. Fast 
pop-up and fold down design.
•  Reinforced peg  

and guy rope points
•  Built-in straps to hold a shower 

hose so you don't need to shower 
one-handed

• Packs into a carry bag
•  Dimensions: 

1100 x 1100 x 2100mm
• Weight: 1.8kg
• Can also be used as a toilet stall

Pop-Up Outdoor Shelter

YOU WILL NEED A BUCKET.  
SEE PAGE 41

12VDC Camping Shower

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Camping Shower YS2800 $29.95 $26.95

You’ll never have to ‘rough it’ again. All you 
need is a bucket of warm water and your 
vehicle’s 12V battery and you can wash away 
the cares of the day. The 4.8 metre power cable 
plugs into your vehicle's cigarette lighter socket 
and a waterproof switch controls power to the 
pump. The shower comes with 2.1 metres of 
plastic tubing, pump, showerhead, hanging 
hook and a nifty carry bag to store it in. This 
self contained little beauty even has a water 
flow control valve built into the showerhead 
and will become an indispensable part of your 
travelling kit.

Portable Shower with Foot Pump

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Shower Portable With Foot Pump TPI008 $49.95 $44.95

This unit enables you to take a hot, warm or cold 
shower in the back of a boat, on the beach, in the bush 
- anywhere! The system consists of a water container 
which you prefill with water (to your desired 
temperature up to 50°C), a special foot pump 
and a hand-held shower head wand with 2 metre 
hose. You connect the foot pump to the water 
container and put a head of air pressure into the 
container. You connect the hose to the container 
and shower away. You will have 10-15 litres of 
fresh water via trigger-type shower wand! It’s 
surprising just how far the water tank goes!
The whole unit zips up and packs away into a 
special vinyl bag. Brilliant!

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

500mm x 1m TKA080 $7.95 $7.15

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

160 x 80cm RCG315 $39.95 $35.95

Blue Travel Towel

Handy to keep in the car for any 
spur of the moment adventures. 
•  Material: 80% Polyester + 

20% Polyamide 
• Doubles as a rug

Large Quality Beach Towel

A quality beach towel perfect for the beach or around the swimming 
pool. It is made from a soft jacquard fabric showing a Road Tech 
Marine logo. There is also a zippered pocket in one corner to hold your 
valuables, which is great 
to keep them out of sight 
and also avoid them 
getting lost in the sand.
• 100% cotton
• Navy/Blue colour

THIS IS A VERY HIGH 
QUALITY TOWEL WHICH 
WILL LAST FOR YEARS

PORTABLE HAIR DRYER

12V Hair Dryer with  
2 Speeds and Heat settings

This is a compact and easy to store 
hair dryer for 12VDC vehicles. This 
hair dryer has two speed/heat settings 
and a 1.2M lead with a cigarette lighter 
plug.
•  Needs a cigarette lighter socket 

capable of handling 20A 
(Check your socket before buying, or 
put a 20A fuse in circuit)

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

GH1510 $24.95 $22.45

People think that a 12V hair dryer works like a 240V one. It 
definitely does not! A 240V hairdryer is routinely rated at 1800 watt. 
Indeed mains hairdryers are on the edge of being dangerously hot.
A 12V hair dryer (our catalogue number GH1510) draws almost 
20Amps and is rated at about 200 watts (you must have a cigarette 
lighter socket that is rated to 20amps. Some are only rated to 15A.)
This means that your 12V hair dryer will not blast out really hot air 
like a mains powered one does. It does, however produce a gentle 
stream of quite warm air.
It will dry an average head of hair in 20-25 minutes or so, and like 
all hair dryers allows you to style your hair rather than just letting it 
air dry. Be patient!
A 12V “heater” is really not a product we recommend.  We now 
stock one, Catalogue number ROC006 at the reasonable price of 
$24.95. It is rated at 150 watts and draws about 12.5 amps. The 
only use we recommend this unit for is as a defroster/demister for 
windscreens on a cold morning.

12V HAIR DRYERS & 
12V HEATERS

FOR BUCKETS, 
SEE PAGE 41
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Tools & Test Equipment

Portable Toilets By Thetford

Overall Dim.  
(L)x(W)x(H)mm

Flushing 
System

Waste Holding Tank 
Level Indicator

Waste Holding 
Tank Capacity

Flush Water 
Tank Capacity

Net 
Weight

Comfort 
Level Cat No. Qty 1+

427 x 383 x 330 Bellow No 12L 15L 3.6kg 1 TPM040 $139.00

427 x 414 x 383 Bellow No 21L 15L 3.9kg 1 TPM042 $149.00

427 x 414 x 383 Piston Yes 21L 15L 4.0kg 2 TPM044 $169.00

Sanitary, odourless and leak proof portable toilets. 
Each toilet has a separate flush and waste holding 
tank. Supplied with a bottle each of genuine Thetford 
brand flush tank fluid and waste tank fluid.

Portable Toilet

Our house brand portable toilet for your 
campsite, boat or caravan. This unit has fresh 
water and waste tanks with level gauges. You 
simply pull a handle to discharge the toilet 
waste into the main tank below. Odour control 
& sanitation is easily accomplished by simply 
adding a sanitiser/odour control tablet at each 
empty. Cleaning & maintaining these products 
is really no big deal. Really!
• Fresh water tank gauge
• Waste water tank gauge
• 15L fresh water capacity
• 24L waste tank capacity
• Storage compartment
• Seat Dia.: 230mm
•  Overall dimensions:  

410 x 360 x 415mm

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Portable Toilet YS2814 $139.00 $124.95

PORTA POTTI QUBE 145
A basic model portable toilet with natural 
seating height. 
• Operate for up to 4 days without emptying
• Seating Height: 324mm

TPM040

PORTA POTTI QUBE 165
A basic sized portable toilet with increased 
seating height.
• Operates for 4 to 6 days without emptying
• Seating Height: 408mm

TPM042

PORTA POTTI QUBE 365
A family sized portable toilet with comfortable 
seating height. 
• Operate for 4 to 6 days without emptying
• Seating Height: 408mm

TPM044

SEE BELOW FOR  
STORAGE BAG TO SUIT

SEE PAGE 414 FOR TOILET 
PAPER & TOILET CLEANING 
PRODUCTS

Storage Bag

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Storage Bag TPM529 $22.95 $21.45

A convenient and discrete storage bag that will 
fit all Port Potti® models in our range. It is easy 
to clean and has two handles for easy carrying.

SEE PAGE 336 FOR MARINE TOILET

Cat No. Qty 1+

Thetford Lip Seal Kit for Cassette C2/C4 TPM050 $31.95

Thetford Lip Seal Kit for Cassette C2/C4

Thetford Lip Seal Kit for 
Cassette C2/C4

Sure, you could dig a hole in the ground. But what King 
or Queen travels without a throne? Easy to maintain, 
and no digging!

Portable 
Toilets
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Sanitation Products
PERSONAL SANITATION

“Little John” Male Personal Urinal

Cat No. Qty 1+

“Little John” Male Personal Urinal TPM720 $14.95

This unit is similar to a hospital bed-
type relief bottle. It has a handy cap 
and operation is self-apparent. It is 
a godsend for those times when you 
are rushing to go but can’t stop.
•  Hygienic, with a stable base and 

screw-on spill proof cap.
• Works with TPM724 below

Our Simplest Portable Toilet

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Folding Toilet TPM027 $19.95 $18.95

Bags to Suit - 6 Pack TPM029 $4.95 $4.45

This unit consists of an ample plastic seat which clips onto 
a sturdy steel frame. It cleans with a simple hose-down and 
folds up for storage. It can even be left in the cardboard 
box that it came in, which measures 
470L x 370W x only 50mm deep. It 
is supplied with 6 replacement bags, 
but almost any bag, such as a kitchen 
tidy (medium) bag will suffice. The 
product provides a familiar setting for 
children who can be temperamental 
about going to the toilet outdoors. 
The seat will take a 90kg person.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Lady J Female Adaptor TPM724 $9.95 $8.95

Female Personal Urinal –  
Improved Model

This new improved model is a personal adaptor to enable 
women to relieve their bladder whilst not being able to go to 
a proper toilet. For example, it can be used while travelling 
in a car. It is ideal for people with incontinence or small 
girls who frequently need to relieve themselves. It is 
meant to be used in conjunction with the personal 
bottle TPM720.This model is made from soft, silicon 
medical grade rubber and should work down to 
toddlers 3+ years of age. It 
can be a “life saver”! Lilac in 
colour. 

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

“THUNDER BUSTER” TPM030 $29.95 $26.95

“THUNDER BUSTER” 
Portable Toilet
This is the simplest, complete, portable toilet 
we have seen. It consists of a rigid bucket 
30cm dia x 36cm high, a snap-in toilet seat 
and a vapour proof snap-on cover. The best 
part is that the unit is supplied with 30 sanitary 
bags. You clip these under the toilet seat. You 
could use each bag for some time (depending 
on frequency of use). You then dispose of the 
bag (thoughtfully), i.e. , not down a flushing 
toilet, and simply install another bag. The 
disposable bags are roughly the size of a 
medium kitchen tidy bag, which you can buy 
anywhere of course. The cover clip gives an 
airtight seal to keep odours in and insects 
out. You should be able to keep offensive 
smells completely out of your small boat 
or campsite with a minimum of fuss. Also 
supplied with a convenient carry handle. 
To further confine unwanted smells, 
consider using one of our toilet deodoriser 
products on page 414

Safety Warning Sticker for Toilet Use

Cat No. Qty 1+

80 x 35mm Self Adhesive TPM200 $4.95

Many people who are not familiar with boats assume that the toilet on a 
boat is the same as those on dry land. A boat toilet is not, of course. 
A guest on your boat can ruin everyone's day by simply putting a 
cigarette butt or a tampon down the toilet when you are out for the day. 
The macerator pump in your boat toilet system is not designed to chop 
up semi-solid objects and can easily be clogged up - even with non-
approved toilet paper. 
By applying the sticker below right near the toilet (preferrably at eye-line) 
you warn people about this. It can save an otherwise ruined day.

RTM Making DIY Easier... 
SPEND OVER $99 ONLINE AND ENJOY FREE FREIGHT*
*A few T&Cs apply. See p4 for details.

CONVENIENCE

Save time by getting all the bits you need at RTM, in stock 
7 days a week and at everyday low prices! Available in 
store, via click & collect or immediate despatch from our 
warehouse.

CHOICE

More ways to get the bits you need, drop into your local 
RTM store, order online via click and collect & pick it up 
when convenient to you, or we can send it to you. 

CONFIDENCE

Come in and check it out before you buy. If you don’t have 
an RTM store close to you or it’s easier to buy online, you 
can find everything on our website, open 24/7. 

If you ordered the wrong item, you can return 
it to store or call and speak to one of our 
customer service representatives on  
1300 964 264. 

Call us on 1300 964 264 37
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Clothes Washing

Portable, Stowable Clothes Airer

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Clothes Line Folding RAE511 $39.95 $35.95

The product illustrated here will allow you to hang out a week’s worth 
of washed clothing. It is compact when stowed (measuring 1.1m high, 
570mm wide and only 75mm deep), which could for example sit on a 
spare bed, in the back seat of your towing car etc. When open it will 
give you over 10 metres of hanging space for drying. Indeed, there is 
more than that but let’s not quibble.There is an even lower drying area, 
specifically for airing foot wear. 
The unit is made from rust proof aluminium (not vinyl coated steel-yuck!) 
and high impact plastic – 
all riveted together. This 
product will give years of 
faithful service if handled 
with reasonable care. 
Overall open dimensions: 
•  Upper drying area: 

1300mm x 490mm, 15 
drying rods (including 
frame)

•  Lower drying area: 
390mm x 480mm, 6 
drying rods

Portable  
Clothes Line

OUR MOST 
POPULAR 
MODEL!

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

RAE506 $49.95 $44.95

Aluminium frame, sturdy and 
lightweight, simple setup open and 
close, ground anchor pegs, carry bag. 
Can be easily split into two parts for 
easy transport.
• Collapsible
•  1.4m high when assembled

CLOTHES DRYING

WASHING MACHINES 3.3kg Automatic Washing Machine

The Sphere Automatic Mini Washing Machine has a 3.3kg 
capacity and its compact and lightweight design makes it 
ideal for installation in caravans. It features simple controls 
with five washing cycles ranging from a wash-rinse-spin 
cycle lasting approximately 38 minutes, to a simple spin cycle 
lasting around 7 minutes. This durable top loading washing 
machine also includes an out of balance sensor, lint filter and 
countdown display. Although the washing 
machine is suitable for cold wash 
only, it has the adaptability of 
having the drainage hose 
outlet on either the left or right 
hand side of the machine.
• Out of balance sensor.
• Stainless Steel tub.
•  Rubber hoses with Screw-

type hose clamps.
• Easy to read control panel.
•  Durable lint filter similar to 

domestic standards.
• 3 water Levels
• 240V Powered
•  Will run from a medium 12V  

Modified Sinewave inverter

Cat No. Qty 1+

740(H) x 410(W) x 420(D)mm RCC424 $399.00

Portable EcoSpin 2L Washing Machine

No power required, and water use is kept to a minimum. To operate, 
simply drop in the items that need to be washed, pop in some washing 
powder, add water, lock the lid on, then hand crank for a few minutes 
using the fold-out handle. Suction cups on the base help keep 
the tub in place, and an agitator within provides a more effective 
clean as you spin. A flexible hose with 
plug enables you to drain the water easily, 
without the need to strain your back 
carrying or lifting the tub. Once the water 
has been drained, you can hand 
crank the basket again to spin dry 
the contents. The basket has a 
generous 2kg capacity for items 
such as bras, t-shirts, underwear, 
socks, face towels, and more. 
When not in use, the handle folds 
away for easy storage. 
• Hand-powered wash/spin
• 2kg capacity
• Flexible drain hose with plug
•  Use the space when not in use 

to store bulky food, 
washing powder etc

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

345(H) x 340(Dia)mm RCC422 $69.95 $62.95

SupaStick Portable Clothes Rack

Cat No. Qty 1+

Portable Clothes Rack RAE535 $44.95

This unit is ideal to install in places which are unused 90% of the day 
(such as in the shower room) but can be folded down easily. It comes 
with custom clothes pegs (8) it will fold down flat and has 6 x crossbars. 
It will carry a huge amount of drying 
capacity. You can use coat hangers 
with it. In keeping with this 
capacity it will hold up to 
4kg. It is made from 
strong white ABS 
plastic. Measuring 
44.5mm x 61.5mm 
deployed.

Portable Clothes Hanger

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Portable Clothes Hanger RAE525 $17.95 $15.95

A handy camping solution for hanging or drying clothes. 
Large hanging capacity but also folds flat for 
compact easy storage.
•  UV resistant
•  Includes 8 coat hangers and 12 peg clips
•  Sturdy attachment point with safety clip
•  Tough polypropylene construction
•  600g weight capacity 
Dimensions:  
•  Flat packed:  

70(H)x480(W)x350(D)mm 
•  Assembled:  

470(H)x700(W)x300(D)mm
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Clothes & Waste Management

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Elastic Clothes Line RAE520 $7.95 $7.55

Elastic Clothes Line

Simple and lightweight elastic clothes line. 
Does not require pegs. Hooks on both ends 
for quick setup and extends to 2m.
•  Ideal for camping.

Elastic Clothes Lines with Pegs

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Elastic Clothes Lines with Pegs RAE518 $9.95 $8.95

Quick and convenient elastic clothes line with 8 powder coated pegs, 
large hooked ends for easy setup.
•  Built from strong elastic, it is 

1m in length when relaxed 
and extends to 2.4m

• Colour may vary

All Purpose Pegs

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Pk 4 RAE516 $12.95 $11.45

Far more than a simple clothes peg! Has a 
hook so you can hold anything to a round 
rail. Soft grip but firm jaws holds a pair of 
undies or socks. You won’t believe that you 
lived without them!

Collapsible Laundry Basket

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Collapsible Laundry Basket RCC414 $34.95 $30.95

Collapses down to just 8cm high, but a huge 27cm when in use! Plenty 
of space for a full load of laundry. Convenient carry handles for wrangling 
those larger loads too.
• Collapses down for easy 
storage
• Carry handles
• Weight: 1.4kg
•  Dimensions Folded:  

620(W) x 450(D) x 80(H)
mm 

•  Expanded:  
620(W) x 450(D) x  
275(H)mm

RUBBISH BINS & ACCESSORIES

Wall Mount Rubbish Bin

Cat No. Qty 1+

Wall Mount Rubbish Bin RCI125 $39.95

A compact rubbish bin that can 
be mounted onto a wall or inside 
a cabinet. Features a handy 
swing-top lid and comes with 
screws for mounting.
•  280(H) x 130(W)mm

Collapsible Garbage Bag Holder

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Collapsible Garbage Bag Holder TCI116 $34.95 $32.95

This unit starts as a sturdy lid and base 
with frame pieces. Once assembled, it 
will hold a medium size kitchen tidy bag 
(60 litre). It will hold the bag securely 
until it’s full or you move on. You 
remove the bag and collapse the frame.
It stows down to:  
14.5” (36cm) x 11.5” (29cm) x 2” (5cm).
•  Black in colour
•  1 year warranty
Note: Bag not included

LAUNDRY & BATHROOM ACCESSORIES

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Mini Dust Pan and Broom TAC332 $2.95 $2.65

Mini Dust Pan and Broom

Great for cleaning up around the tent, 
RV or caravan. Small enough to tuck 
out of the way for stowage.

SupaStick Paper Towel Hanger

Cat No. Qty 1+

Paper Towel Hanger RAE550 $14.95

This unit will hold up to 1kg with the 
single suction mount.  Will mount over 
a sink, inside a pantry door etc.
Will take a standard 26cm large 
diameter (double) paper towel roll.  
White ABS plastic.

Self-draining Soap Holder

Cat No. Qty 1+

Soap Holder TPM742 $11.95

This holder has a tray measuring 120mm 
x 80mm which would certainly hold a very 
large bar of soap! Indeed it could hold a 
liquid soap dispenser. The single suction 
mount will hold up to 1kg. white in colour.

Shower/Laundry Organiser

This wedge-shaped shelf 
measuring 25mm on each side 
and 70mm deep comes with 
two suction pads to provide 
up to 3kg of load capacity. It 
is great for holding shampoo, 
soaps, razors etc. It will hold a 
lot of stuff!

Cat No. Qty 1+

Shower/Laundry Organiser TPM744 $29.95

Soap Holder

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Soap Holder TPM740 $1.95 $1.75

A handy soap container to safely store 
your cake of soap while you’re travelling. In 
addition, the lid is designed to exfoliate your 
skin and the base doubles as a hair brush.
•  Measures: 112(L) x 80(D) x 50(H)mm

SOAP HOLDER
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Folding & Collapsible
FOLDING & COLLAPSIBLE STORAGE

Collapsible Colander

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Collapsible Colander TCG124 $7.95 $7.15

A colander that folds down for easy 
storage. Made from food grade silicon.
•  200mm Dia.
•  Size open: 80mm
•  Size closed: 27mm

Collapsible Storage Tub and Lid

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

45L TAE417 $39.95 $35.95

20L TAE416 $24.95 $22.45

This is a huge tub that conveniently 
collapses down for easy storage. 
Includes metal reinforcement for rigidity 
when in use, and wheels to assist with 
moving when full.  
• Folds down for easy storage
• Metal reinforcing stands
• Wheels for easy portability when full

45L
Folded: 610(W) x 445(D) x 90(H)mm  
Expanded: 610(W) x 445(D) x 290(H)mm

20L
Folded: 475(W) x 350(D) x 90(H)mm
Expanded: 475(W) x 350(D) x 240(H)mm

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

3 Piece TCG038 $12.95 $11.45

3 Piece Collapsible Bowl Set with Covers

A handy set of bowls with covers 
that fold down flat to save space 
in your kitchen cupboards where 
space is a premium. Made from 
food grade silicon. 

SMALL 
•  120mm Dia. 
•  Size open: 60mm
• Size closed: 24mm

MEDIUM
• 150mm Dia.
• Size open: 75mm 
•  Size closed: 30mm 

LARGE
•  185mm Dia. 
•  Size open: 85mm 
•  Size closed: 30mm

38cm Collapsible Bowl

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

10L TAE428 $14.95 $13.45

Large multipurpose plastic bowl perfect for washing dishes and clothes, 
or preparing food in the great outdoors. Think of it as your kitchen or 
laundry sink away from home! Conveniently collapses down to a space 
saving depth of 50mm. Made from durable food-grade plastic to last 
many seasons of use.
• Food grade plastic
• Easy storage
Capacity:  10L capacity
Dimensions:   380(Dia) x 140(H)mm  

(when expanded,  
50(H)mm collapsed)

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

4 Pack TAE436 $34.95 $30.95

Collapsible Food Containers

You will love this set of 4 containers. They all feature a  
clip-on lid that affixes to their respective container on all 4 sides. No lids 
popping off at inconvenient times! The smallest container is about butter/
margarine container size, up to 1.3 litres. Each 
container collapses to less than half the popped 
up height.  
All lids are fitted with 'burp' buttons as well. 
Blue (Smallest) 400ml: 95 x 130mm
Yellow: (Small/mid): 105 x 165mm
Green (Mid): 120 x 185mm
Red (Large) 1.3l: 140 x 215mm
•  Sold as a set of 4 (only)

COLLAPSED EXPANDED

Collapsible Food Container

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Collapsible Food Container TCG040 $13.95 $12.45

This handy air tight food container 
folds down from 73mm to 42mm high 
for easy storage.
•  Made from food grade silicon
•  800ml capacity
•  200 x 130 x 73 - 42mm

Folding Cabinet with Carry Bag

Camping for extended periods with many mouths to feed means lots of 
cooking and plenty of food to store. This is where this folding cabinet 
comes in handy. It features two cupboards either side with shelving to 
store your food and a half-height cupboard in the centre, which is ideal 
for storing pots and pans. Each cupboard has a zip-up door to keep 
the bugs and wildlife out, and generous size tabletops on top to provide 
plenty of area for food prep. When it's time to cook, simply fold up the 
windshield to stop the wind affecting your stovetop. The truss-like frame 
is durable and folds down flat for easy storage. Carry bag included. 
• Folds to just 86(L) x 52(W) x 15(D)mm
• Folds flat
• Zippered doors
• Carry bag
• Windshield

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Folding Cabinet TAE442 $199.00 $178.95

Gift Cards 
Can’t choose from 
our huge range? 
Purchase a gift  
card, and your 
favourite person  
can choose for 
themselves!*  

Purchase in-store or online  
www.roadtechmarine.com.au/gift-cards

*A few T&Cs apply. See p7 for details.
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Storage & Water Cartage

Conveniently stores flat, and expands in 
a flash to hold up to 5L. Helps you store 
more in tight quarters while travelling! 
Includes a carry handle too. 5L capacity
• Carry handle

Specifications:

• Weight: 380g
•  Dimensions:  

 Folded:  
255(Dia.) x 50(H)mm  
Expanded:  
255(Dia.) x 200(H)mm

FOR INEXPENSIVE RIGID  
BUCKETS WHICH CAN BE USED  
AS CAMP TOILETS, SEE PAGE 413

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

20L TAE419 $14.95 $13.45

Folding Wash Basin - 20L

This nifty product measures 30cm square x 20cm deep 
when deployed but collapses down to almost 
flat. It can be used for any portable sink 
application. For example, washing 
dishes, cleaning your hands in 
soapy water, etc. It has heavy 
strap handles on two opposite 
sides and a useful capacity of 
20 litres, however you would 
probably not need to fill it to full 
capacity. It will not crack or go 
brittle. Surprisingly handy.

5L Collapsible Bucket

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

5L TAE415 $12.95 $11.45

This collapsible sink is a great addition to a small home, campsite or 
caravan without adding to the confined space. Pop it up and you will 
have a sink with twist open and removable basin strainer. When finished 
using, you can collapse it down to 
only a third of the original size and 
stow away easily in a drawer or 
cabinet. The carrying handles come 
really handy if you have to collect 
water from distance.
•  Size open:  

315(L) x 300(W) x 200(H)mm
•  Size closed:  

315(L) x 300(W) x 70(H)mm
•  Weight: 516g

A great bench space saving idea, this collapsible tray stacks dishes for 
drying at home, campsite or in a caravan. Pop it up for use and collapse 
it down for easy stowage, simply slide into a drawer or cabinet. Features 
a studded base to secure plates, bowls or cups of various shapes and 
sizes; there is also a removable 4 slot utensil holder.
•  Size open:  

368(L) x 315(W) x 130(H)mm
•  Size closed:  

368(L) x 315(W) x 55(H)mm
•  Weight: 545g

Collapsible Dish Tray

Collapsible Sink with Drain

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Collapsible Sink with Drain RCC288 $29.95 $26.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Collapsible Dish Tray RCC286 $29.95 $26.95

Square Collapsible 20L Water Tank

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

20L RPI207 $12.95 $11.45

This unit when full measures a compact 
280 x 280 x 280mm (approx.). It will sit 
on a side under its own stiffness and 
has a screw on tap. When full the tap is 
thoughtfully placed to dispense water into, 
say a cup. The seams are heavily welded. 
Will collapse down to almost nothing 
when empty. In-built carrying handle.

WATER CARRIERS - COLLAPSIBLE

25L Collapsible Water Carrier

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

25L RPI208 $19.95 $18.95

This very strong unit is 130mm long (plus 
handle) when collapsed and expands 
accordion-like to around 300mm long! It 
is 340mm in diameter. It also features a 
screw-on tap that can be filled through up 
to a 50mm dia. You can therefore fill all 25 
litres in seconds!
When on the road this unit will become an 
indispensable part of your daily life.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

10 Litre TAE414 $16.95 $14.95

10L Collapsible Bucket

A great space saving idea! Fully 
collapsible and incredibly durable, this 
10 litre bucket is a truly versatile addition 
to your adventure equipment. Capable 
of withstanding extreme hot and cold 
temperatures it’s able to hold boiling 
water, ice and everything in between. 
Improved design includes solid rings 
within the collapsing section to make 
packing much easier than other models. 
•  Compact foldaway silicone construction
• Integrated carry handle
•  Ideal for boating, camping, and home

25L Water Cube  
Containers with Drilled  
and Bung for Tap

Don't get caught out with not enough 
drinking water! This 25L Water Cube 
is constructed from high density 
polyethylene material of a food-grade 
standard. Equipped with a cap and 
bung, it is an essential addition to your 
kit when on your next adventure.

TIP: If you feel you only need 5L of 
water storage, the cheapest way out 
is to buy a 5L Orange Juice or Spring 
Water container from the Supermarket.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

25L Water Cube MPI140 $29.95 $26.95

Tap Cap to Suit MPI142 $12.95 $11.95

Standard Cube Tap MPI144 $4.95 $4.45

FOR LARGE WATER STORAGE TANKS, 
SEE PAGE 339

Call us on 1300 964 264 41
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Storage

Plate Holder

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Plate Holder RCI180 $17.95 $15.95

An innovative yet simple accessory, ideal for 
keeping plates and items in place as you travel.
•  Easy to lock & unlock, the securing bar is made 

from anodised aluminium and is 25cm high
•  The support handle is made from sturdy plastic 

and is 20cm long

PLATE & CUTLERY HOLDERS FOOD PREPARATION

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Mini Dish Drainer RCC274 $19.95 $17.95

Dish Drainers

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Small 290(L) x 235(W) x 115(H)mm RCC270 $21.95 $19.45

Folding 320(L) x 290(W)mm RCC272 $12.95 $11.45

RCC270 is small enough to fit next 
to most caravan, RV or boat sinks. 
Its cover doubles as a stand when 
used for draining and converts to 
a handy storage caddy when not 
in use.
The RCC272 folds conveniently 
away to save storage space. 
When unfolded for draining, two 
levels, top for plates, bottom for 
cups & cutlery.

RCC270

RCC272

Mini Dish Drainer

This product enables you to 
maximise space. It consists of a 
tray which holds a special dish 
drainer. It has cup/mug holders as 
well as spaces to hold plates, etc. 
vertically to drain. 
• 240 x 300mm long

DISH DRAINERS

Folding Cutting Board and Colander

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Cutting Board RCG406 $4.95 $4.45

Extend your food preparation area with this multifunctional, space-saving 
chopping board with integrated colander. Use flat as a chopping board 
or easily fold and lock into place to use as a medium-sized colander. It’s 
made from high quality food grade plastic, so is durable and safe to use 
with all kitchen utensils. The perfect 
addition to your camping kitchen.
• Stores completely flat
•  High quality food grade plastic
• Dishwasher safe
•  Dimensions:  

415(L) x 260(W) x 5(D)mm

Cutting Board with Pop Up Colander

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Cutting Board with Colander RCG408 $19.95 $17.95

A medium sized,  
food grade 
chopping 
board with 
integrated 
colander. The 
colander collapses 
into itself for easy storage and can 
be removed from the board for cleaning. Non-slip 
rubber corners help to keep the board in place where and when 
you need it! The board itself is 10mm thick (excluding colander). 
• Dishwasher safe
• High quality food grade plastic
• Removable & collapsible colander
• Board size:  370(L) x 230(W) x 10(H)mm (excluding colander)
•  Colander size: 190(L) 105(W) x 50(H)mm  

(when expanded, 25(H)mm collapsed)

Vacuum Sealer

Cat No. Qty 1+

Vacuum Sealer RCI004 $119.00

Spare Rolls 2 x 5m (BPA Free) RCI006 $19.95

Vacuum and seal your food to ensure it last longer without risk of 
contamination or nutritional degradation. This is the perfect machine 
to take with you on the go when you have limited food preparation and 
storage space at hand. You can preserve cooked food, fresh vegetables, 
dried fruits or nuts and even left over’s to ensure freshness and more 
importantly food safety, not to 
mention eliminating the icy 
kiss of freezer burns.
•  Heat seals
•  3 Metres of spare bags 

included
•  Bag width 28cm

Anti-Slip Food Serving Tray

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Anti-Slip Food Serving Tray TCG122 $9.95 $8.45

Durable food serving tray with antislip rubber 
on the top, base and handles to prevent it 
sliding off the table or out of your hands.
•  Surface area: 330 x 250mm

By The Metre
RTM sell a lot of essentials like hose, rope, 
chain, carpet & cable by the metre so you 
can get the exact amount you need for your 
next project. You can even order by the metre 
online for immediate despatch.

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au42 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day
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Kitchen / Galley

Placemat Range

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Grey Pack of 4 RCG314 $12.95 $10.95

Cream Pack of 4 RCG316 $12.95 $10.95

Navy Blue Pack of 4 RCG318 $12.95 $10.95

Massive expansion of our range of non-slip matting. We find that people 
keep finding new uses for this stuff. It is not only extremely useful on 
cabin cruiser boats but RV and Caravan users love it as well.

PLACEMATS

KITCHEN MISC

This new range features an oval shape which has less tendency to curl 
up at the corners. There are 3 colours available. They are 450mm wide 
330mm deep. We also still have the rectangular ones and 300mm wide 
rolls in white / grey, sold by the metre. 
These will make a very colourful 
addition to your poolside, 
picnic or boat cabin table. Of 
course you can shape them 
with a sharp pair of scissors 
to anything you want. 

Range of Non-Slip Coasters

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Cream Pack of 4 RCG322 $4.95 $4.20

Navy Blue Pack of 4 RCG324 $4.95 $4.20

Grey Pack of 4 RCG321 $4.95 $4.20

Each coaster is 100mm dia., which is 
plenty for even the largest glasses. Four 
coasters come in each pack.
There are 3 colours available.

Non-Slip Table Cloths

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Cream 450 x 1500mm RCG328 $6.95 $5.90

Navy Blue 450 x 1500mm RCG330 $6.95 $5.90

These are great table cloths which make certain that the whole 
lunch/dinner/breakfast setting does not go skiing off the end of 
your table. They are a generous 450 x 1500mm long. To make 
a really big table cloth you simply lay two alongside each other. 
They are very colourful and look great at poolside parties/soirees. 
They also make great sunbaking or yoga mats as they have a 
wonderfully soft texture. 
Their generous size encourages your imagination to make 
specialised mats from them. For example, they are very good 
if you have a large glass vase and want to sit it on a glass or 
polished stone table. The bottom of the vase can 
sometimes chip and as such a mat prevents 
this. 
• 2 colours

Egg Holders

Sturdy plastic egg holders with 
individual egg compartments, twin 
locking clips and carry handle.
Note: Will not hold Jumbo Eggs

Food Covers - Set Of 3

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Set Of 3 RCI114 $24.95 $22.45

Set of three fine mesh food 
covers to protect your food 
from insects. 
•  Collapsible and easy to 

stow.
•  Each measure 300mm, 

355mm & 400mm in 
diameter

RCG324

RCG328

RCG316

THERE ARE LITERALLY HUNDREDS OF USES 
FOR THESE NON-SLIP MATS. 

WE SELL THEM AS PLACEMATS, COASTERS 
AND TABLECLOTHS, BUT ONCE YOU START 
USING THEM, YOU'LL KEEP FINDING MORE 

AND MORE USES FOR THEM! 
FOR EXAMPLE: TO LINE SHELVES  

IN YOUR RV OR CARAVAN, 
ALSO STOPS STUFF SLIDING AROUND.

Cat No. Qty 1+

Grey By the Metre (30m roll) RCG309 $3.50

Cream By the Metre (30m roll) RCG311 $3.50

Navy By the Metre (30m roll) RCG313 $3.50

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

6 Eggs RCC230 $3.95 $3.55

12 Eggs RCC232 $6.95 $6.25

Non Slip Matting, Sold by the Metre

We keep finding uses for this stuff. In the cupboards, on the floor, 
in the bathroom. It’s useful at home, sure - but when you’re on 
the boat or in the caravan, everything is moving! This non-slip 
matting will help keep things where you left them. 
• Sold by the metre
• Cut to length in-store
• Dimensions: 300mm wide
• Grey colour

RCG309

RTM Making DIY Easier... 
CONVENIENCE

Save time by getting all the bits you need at RTM, 
in stock 7 days a week and at everyday low prices! 
Available in store, via click & collect or immediate 
despatch from our warehouse.

CONFIDENCE

Come in and check it out before you buy. If you don’t 
have an RTM store close to you or it’s easier to buy 
online, you can find everything on our website, open 
24/7. 

If you ordered the wrong item, you can return 
it to store or call and speak to one of our 
customer service representatives on  
1300 964 264.  

CHOICE

More ways to get the bits you need, drop into your local 
RTM store, order online via click and collect & pick it up 
when convenient to you, or we can send it to you. 

BETTER STILL SPEND OVER $99 ONLINE  
AND ENJOY FREE FREIGHT*

*A few T&Cs apply. See p467 for details.

Call us on 1300 964 264 43
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Traveller Cookbooks & Cutlery

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Travellers’ Cookbook TIA317 $24.95 $22.45

Travellers’ Cookbook
This is the sequel to the original Viv Moon’s 
Book. It contains 186 recipes including 
some ripper asian and curry dishes. Once 
again, Camp fire and Camp Oven cooking 
styles feature. If you loved the original Viv 
Moon book you will definitely love this one! 
Same size, binding and even the number 
of pages as the first book!
 •  Softcover with spiral binding allows 

book to lay flat
•  215(H) x 160(W)mm -136 pages

The Original Grey Nomad Cookbook - 
2nd Printing

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

The Original Grey Nomad Cookbook TIA320 $19.95 $17.95

This fantastic cookbook is perfect for the outback traveller. It 
features recipes from ingredients that may be unique to a region. 
This deepens your understanding and adds quality to your outback 
experience! For example: “Kyneton Lamb Stew & Dumplings”, 
“Glen Innes Scotch Eggs”, “Roadhouse Hash Browns”, “Kenilworth 
Platter”, “Karumba Fried Prawn Balls”, “Aratula Beans and Rice”, 
etc. etc! There are 60 recipes in all, including seven fantastic seafood 
recipes. 60 recipes will give you a different meal every day without 
repeating for 2 months.
RTM have produced this book ourselves from the effort of Master 
Chef Gary Johnston. It is keenly priced and keeps the number of 
ingredients low and not exotic. It is also 
designed to use the minimum amount of 
utensils (pots, pans, special equipment) 
and little bench space. Also, NO OVEN 
and one burner.
•  Compact, measuring A5 size (210 x 

148mm) / 60 pages plus cover 
•  Plastic coil bound (to lay flat on its 

own) with clear PVC covers 
•  No fancy “coffee table book” pictures, 

just recipes.
It also has sections and tips on buying 
ingredients that last and preparing meals 
in a small space etc. If you buy only one 
recipe book for your road trip, buy this 
one. You will never run out of easy food 
ideas.

COOKBOOKS

FOR FILLETING/ 
FISHING KNIVES 
SEE PAGE 175

CUTLERY

Rugged 12 Piece Cutlery Set

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

RCG113 $24.95 $23.45

This is an upgraded version of a similar 
product from last year’s range.
This product has the same utensil set:
• 4 x knives
• 4 x forks
• 4 x spoons
All in stainless steel with 
plastic handles, but with 
an upgraded, ruggedized 
carrying pouch.
There is no extra cost for this 
feature and the new model is 
the same price as last year’s 
slightly inferior model.

8 & 16 Piece Cutlery Set

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

8 Piece Cutlery Set RCG105 $12.95 $11.95

16 Piece Cutlery Set RCG110 $29.95 $28.45

Our 8 piece stainless steel cutlery set (RCG105) includes 4 x serrated 
knives and 4 x forks. All comes with wooden handles. 
The 16 piece stainless steel cutlery set 
(RCG110) comes with stylish black handles, 
wire storage tray and carry pouch. Set 
consists of 4 x Knives, 4 x Forks, 4 x Dessert/
Soup Spoons and 4 x Tea Spoons.

RCG110RCG105

Handheld Battery Operated  
Milk Frother

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Battery powered TCC504 $9.95 $8.95

The perfect milk frothing tool you will ever 
need. With its high speed food-safe stainless 
steel rotating whisk, this handheld milk frother 
is perfect for quickly creating foam for lattes or 
hot chocolate. Also use as a mixer for making 
that bulletproof coffee or matcha tea. Portable 
design, sleek and lightweight, it makes milk 
frothing easy and convenient. No messy cords 
to get in your way. Runs off 2 AA batteries (sold 
separately)

FOOD PREP

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

12V TCC502 $39.95 $35.95

12V Blue Mini Blender

Goes anywhere to make food preparation while 
travelling that much easier. It’s compact but large 
enough to make smoothies, sauces, or just crush 
some ice for those beachside cocktails from your 
caravan. Made with safe food-grade plastic. 12V 
powered - just plug into your cigarette lighter 
socket and use. 
• Power: 12V @ 100W
• Capacity: 280ml
•  Dimensions: 

Base: 110(H) x 75(Dia.)mm 
Bottle: 160(L) x 60(Dia.)mm

PS: The picture here with all the food in it is a bit ambitious! 
Use it 1/2 full for better performance.

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au44 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day
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Coffee Makers & Kettles

A lot of people bring these back as they are dismayed at the 
time it takes to boil water. They often take over 20 minutes to 
boil ½ a litre of water. You need to look at the physics of this. A 
12V kettle will often draw 20 amps at 12V. This equates to 240 
watts of power. Whilst this may seem a lot, it is generally only a 
fraction of a domestic 240V kettle. They routinely draw between 
1800-2200 watts of power. No wonder they are quick! 12V kettles 
work, but the laws of physics are against them. You may be able 
to live with them once you are aware of the above, or, perhaps 
you should consider a stove-top gas flame kettle (If you have 
LPG that is!)

12V KETTLES  
& HOT WATER

MINIPRESSO NS
Minipresso NS uses NS CAPSULES* to prepare espresso. The advantage 
is that the coffee is ground, measured, tamped, with a higher precision 
than we are capable of doing. There is very little left for error, so your 
espresso is great every time. It's also more convenient, mess free and 
easier to clean after use. Minipresso NS is your best choice to quickly 
enjoy up to 45ml of delicious espresso at home, in the office and on the 
go.
RCC221

*NS CAPSULES refers to Nespresso® Original capsules and compatibles.  
Note that some non Original capsules might not work well with our machines.

MINIPRESSO GR
Minipresso GR is the perfect portable espresso machine. Compact, 
lightweight and versatile, you may 
use any variety of coffee bean/
roast, which will give you more 
flexibility in trying new flavors. 
Grinding your own beans will 
give you more control over your 
coffee preparation, resulting 
in a quality espresso shot 
that will please even the most 
sophisticated coffee aficionado.
Minipresso GR is your best 
choice to enjoy up to 50 ml of 
authentic espresso at home, in 
the office and on the go.
RCC223

Stove Top Coffee Percolator

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Stove Top Coffee Percolator RCC222 $44.95 $41.95

Get your day off to the right start with a freshly 
brewed coffee. This unit is made from durable 
stainless steel and features a two piece 
percolator system, wooden handle 
and glass knob. Can also be used 
as a kettle or to heat up milk.
•  Makes 5 small cups of coffee

PORTABLE COFFEE MAKERS

Minipresso  
Portable Coffee Machines

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Suits Nespresso® Pods RCC221 $69.95 $65.95

Suits Ground Coffee RCC223 $69.95 $65.95

Stove Top Pop-up Kettle

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

1.2 Litre TCC226 $29.95 $26.95

1.5 Litre TCC222 $59.95 $53.95

Compact and lightweight, the Pop-Up Kettle collapses down when not 
in use, making it ideal for camping, caravanning or home use. Easy to 
clean, it opens and compacts in seconds. Made from food grade silicone 
with a 304 stainless steel frame and base, it is tough enough to go 
anywhere and saves on precious storage space.
•  Can be placed directly on heat source 
•  Made from food grade silicone and 

304 stainless steel frame and base

TCC222

ELECTRIC KETTLES

Cat No. Qty 1+

900ml RCC712 $34.95

Mini Mains Powered Kettle

With a 0.9 litre capacity and a 
brushed stainless steel look, this 
1500W cordless kettle will boil up 
a cuppa in no time at all! Featuring 
boil dry protection and an auto 
cut-off, it is ideal for singles and 
couples and could even be used in 
a hotel or motel. 
• 240VAC

12V White Kettle - 1L

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

12V White Kettle - 1L GH1386 $29.95 $26.95

This attractive kettle features a water level 
window, an auto-shut off and a boil dry 
protector. The kettle has a power rating of 
150W, which is about the maximum you 
can pull from a cigarette lighter or 12V 
power socket. Make sure your cig lighter 
circuit has a 15A fuse fitted. 
•  Dimensions: 185(H) x 165(L) x 150(D)mm
• 12V

STOVE TOP KETTLES

Stainless Steel  
Whistling Kettle 2L

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Red TCC216 $14.95 $13.45

Blue TCC218 $14.95 $13.45

This kettle is 180mm dia. at the base 
and 200mm high, including handle. It 
is a classic gas or electric stove-top 
unit featuring a spout whistle that 
you cannot lose, a heat resistant 
handle and snug-fitting lid. Its sturdy 
construction will give years of faithful 
service. 

Call us on 1300 964 264 45
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Cookware & Dinnerware
COOKWARE

Heavy Cast Aluminium  
Cookware

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

16cm 85mm High - With Lid RCC237 $29.95 $26.95

20cm 105mm High - With Lid RCC239 $34.95 $30.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

20cm 55mm High - No Lid RCC241 $29.95 $26.95

24cm 55mm High - No Lid RCC243 $34.95 $30.95

28cm 55mm High - With Lid RCC245 $44.95 $39.95

These quality products feature heavy 
cast aluminium bases with durable 
non-stick cooking surfaces. They also 
feature a handy detachable handle which 
enables you to store them away saving 
space. The outside of each unit has a 
Teflon finish. The full set consists of 2 x 
saucepan sizes and 3 frypan sizes. Most 
have clear thermal glass matching lids.
Note! All cookware comes with a silicon 
safety indicator. Purple button goes red 
when pan is over 400°C.

FRYPANS

SAUCEPANS RCC243

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

1.5 Litre TCC228 $29.95 $26.95

3.0 Litre TCC230 $39.95 $35.95

Collapsible Cooking Pots

Two models, one 1.5 litre cooking capacity, the 
other 3 litres. Both come with metal (stainless 
steel) bases, so they are safe on gas or electric 
stoves. They also feature a glass lid so you 
can monitor the cooking process. Each lid has 
an insulated knob so you don’t burn yourself. 
The rim of the lid can be peeled up to release 
steam. Another feature is the insulated handles 
on the sides to safely transfer the pot to the 
table. When 
popped 
down they 
reduce height 
by 50%.

TCG032

Enamel Plates and Bowls

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Enamel Bowl 16cm TCG030 $4.95

Enamel Plate 26cm TCG032 $5.95 $5.35

Each lightweight, steel plate or bowl is 
dishwasher-safe and coated in a durable, 
classic blue-rimmed white enamel finish.
•  Durable blue-rimmed white enamel 
•  Lightweight, dishwasher-safe steel 
•  Stack together for easy, organised 

transport 

SEE WHY WE DON'T SELL MELAMINE 
TABLEWARE ANYMORE ON PAGE 51

Stainless Steel Plate

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Dinner Plate 25cm TCG275 $11.95 $10.45

High quality stainless steel dinner plates 
that will stand the test of time. Not 
microwave safe

Dinner Plate and Dinner Bowl

Large dinner plate or bowl.
• Triple wall for durability and insulation
• Easy clean and dishwasher safe
•  Ideal for camping trips, caravanning 

and picnics

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

25.4cm Large Dinner Plate TCG070 $2.95 $2.65

20.7cm Large Dinner Bowl TCG074 $2.95 $2.65

3-Piece Non-stick Saucepan Set

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

3 Piece Set RCC234 $54.95 $48.95

Perfect for caravans, RV’s etc as they stow so well. A set of 
3 aluminium black saucepans with internal non-stick coating 
in 14, 16 and 20cm diameters. Each saucepan has a glass 
shatterproof lid 
with heatproof 
handle. A single 
pot lifting handle is 
also provided for 
all pans. It removes 
for storage so that 
pots can nest inside 
each other to save 
space. Designed for 
everyday use. You 
will love them.

RCC239

Rugged Steel Enamelware 15 Piece Set

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

15 Piece Set TCG031 $49.95 $44.95

There is nothing like holding a steaming tin cup 
of tea or coffee on a brisk morning to tell you 
are out in the bush! (Sort of like the Marlboro 
Man without the ciggies). This set is the genuine 
enamel coated steel base product that has 
been around probably over 100 years. The 
finish is a shiny royal blue with a faint grey fleck. 
Both the coffee pot and the Billy are meant to 
hang over a campfire - all day and night. And 
did you notice how BIG each piece is? You 
could empty a full tin of ‘Beans’ on each dinner 
plate and still have enough room for eggs, toast 
and bacon! Yum. 
This set will not break, it is meant for long 
bush usage. It may chip but that does not 
matter. You can even give it a rough clean with 
a handful of outback red sand. 

You will be delighted with this set. It will be part 
of creating the outback atmosphere at a price 
reminiscent of the good old days as well. 

You get:

• 4 x large 120ml cup/mugs
• 4 x generous 250mm dia. dinner plates
• 4 x cereal bowls 150mm dia. 
• 1 x frypan (skillet) 240mm dia. 
•  1 x “Billy” type pot 150H x 195Dia.mm with lid
•  1 x “Classic” 3 litre coffee pot  

with tea/coffee infuser

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au46 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day
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Outdoor Dining
Microwave Safe  
Polypropylene Dinnerware

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

450ml Mug 450ml TCG056 $3.95 $3.55

525ml Tumbler 525ml TCG058 $2.95 $2.65

Small Dinner Plate 21.5cm TCG052 $3.95 $3.55

Large Dinner Plate 27cm TCG050 $4.95 $4.45

Bowl 14.6cm TCG054 $3.95 $3.55

In 2015 we decided to no longer sell Melamine dinnerware products. 
We did this for a number of reasons but mainly because it was not 
“Microwave safe”. 
We have moved on from Melamine. In 2016 we introduced a product 
called “Sorona” which is a fantastic product basically made from corn 
waste. We love it. See products on the left. 
We now have a double wall product which expands the colour 
combinations that Sorona currently does not. At the moment Sorona is 
only available in white in flat plates only. Still a great product though. 

Our initial offering for the PP is as follows:

• 21.5cm Dinner Plate - TCG052
• 27cm Dinner Plate - TCG050
• 14.6cm Cereal/Soup Bowl - TCG054
• 18oz Tumbler - TCG058
• 15oz Tea/Coffee Mug - TCG056
They feature double-wall 
construction which enables you to 
have the product in two colours, one 
colour on the outside and one on the 
inside. We have chosen a blue/grey 
combo which looks understated, 
but stylish.
Call in and have a look at these 
products. Remember, they are 
totally microwave safe and very 
hygienic. Naturally, they are absolutely 
dishwasher safe as well. 
See page 51 "Why we don't sell Melamine"

TCG058 TCG056

Microwave Safe Plates & Bowls “Sorona”

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Plate 210(Dia.)mm TCG022 $7.95 $7.15

Plate 250(Dia.)mm TCG020 $8.95 $8.05

Bowl 150(Dia.)mm TCG026 $7.95 $7.15

We are delighted to announce the availability of quality Australian- made 
‘Sorona’ Dinnerware. This range is made from a product called ‘Sorona’. 
It is made by Dupont® in the USA and has 37% content which is 
otherwise corn waste.
•  It has a super-tough surface, reminiscent of bone china 
•  It is scratch-resistant and 100% dishwasher and microwave safe 
•  It is stackable and has a fantastic non-slip ring in the base which 

prevents rattle when stowed but moving
•  BPA free / Recyclable
• China White
The set includes two different sized plates and one bowl. Each has a 
heavy navy blue synthetic rubber non-slip ring on the underneath to 
prevent the plates from sliding about & they also separate each plate 
when stowed. No rattling!

BUSH BANQUET 

Polypropylene Dinnerware 
Package Deals!
We know our customers love a deal, and, as usual we have great 
deals to setup your tableware needs. Shown below is a full set of 
4 of each of our new microwave safe dinnerware. 
4 x Dinner Plates
4 x 14.6cm Bowls
4 x Coffee/Tea Mugs
4 x Tumblers

21cm Dinner Plates TCG060

NORMALLY $59.20

25cm Dinner Plates TCG062

NORMALLY $63.20

Sorona Dinnerware Bundle Deal!

Special 4 Setting Deal
4 x 210mm Plates TCG022
4 x 250mm Plates TCG020
4 x Bowls TCG026

NORMALLY $89.40

THESE ARE SIMPLY FANTASTIC QUALITY. 
IF YOU DON'T BELIEVE US, COME AND HAVE 

A LOOK. TOUCH AND FEEL THE SMOOTH 
FINISH. IT'S A QUALITY FINISH THAT WILL 
SEE YOU THROUGH MANY, MANY TRIPS.

$72
SAVE $17.40

+ BONUS COOKBOOK $3990 
TCG060

SAVE OVER 30%

$4190 
TCG062

SAVE OVER 30%

GREY NOMAD 
COOKBOOK 
(VALUE $20)
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Un-Breakable Drinkware

CHAMPAGNE FLUTES
Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

5.5oz (166ml) Contemporary Design TCG226 $13.95 $12.45

WINE
Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

8.5oz (245ml) White Wine TCG220 $11.95 $10.45

8.5oz (247ml) White Wine Stemless TCG221 $13.95 $12.45

13oz (388ml) Red Wine TCG222 $13.95 $12.45

13oz (395ml) Red Wine Stemless TCG223 $14.95 $13.45

TUMBLERS

BEER/GENERAL

CLASSIC STYLE

MODERN STYLE

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

15oz (440ml) Beer Mug Stein TCG230 $15.95 $13.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

10oz (295ml) Tall Flared 76 x 137mm TCG204 $9.95 $8.95

7.5oz (200ml) Small 79 x 83mm TCG210 $8.95 $8.05

10oz (300ml) Medium 88 x 90mm TCG212 $9.95 $8.95

14oz (400ml) Large 77 x 139mm TCG214 $10.95 $9.45

The main feature of the product is that it is moulded in a new proprietary
thermoplastic called 'Tritan®'. This is a co-polyester made in the USA.
It does not contain BPA, a building block of polycarbonate banned in
France for food containers and under review in the USA and elsewhere.
Interestingly, Tritan® is actually clearer than polycarbonate and is harder
wearing. They are moulded in highest quality German tool steel dies and
finished in the most advanced polishing means possible. Each product is

annealed after removing from mould to increase hardness and durability.
Now there is no reason to compromise safety around pools or travelling 
with this incredibly stylish product!
• Glass like curved shapes sit naturally in the hand
•  Low centre-of-gravity resembling the 'heft' of real glass
•  Completely unbreakable and totally 

dishwasher safe in normal use

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

380ml Wine Glass TCG300 $7.95 $7.55

200ml Champagne Flute TCG302 $7.95 $7.15

350ml Tumbler TCG304 $7.95 $7.15

475ml Stemless Wine Glass TCG306 $7.95 $7.15

TRITAN® DRINKWARE

STRAHL UN-BREAKABLE DRINKWARE

Type Base Colour Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Highball White TCG278 $9.95 $8.95

Highball Klein Blue TCG279 $9.95 $8.95

Wine Glass White TCG284 $9.95 $8.95

Wine Glass Klein Blue TCG285 $9.95 $8.95

Champagne Flute White TCG290 $9.95 $8.95

Champagne Flute Klein Blue TCG291 $9.95 $8.95

There is an enormous difference between cheap plastic 
and STRAHL polycarbonate products. 
The difference is in the detail.

Only Beyer (German) virgin 
polycarbonate pellets are used in 
the moulding process. Once the 
products have been moulded, they 
are removed by hand from the moulds 
and heat treated. This process takes 
stresses out of the moulding and 
actually hardens the plastic further. 
The product will withstand 2000 
dishwasher cycles, top OR bottom of 
the dishwasher. The only reason this 
product will not maintain its glass-like 
appearance is if you were rash enough 
to use a scouring pad on them.
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LEISURE

Tools & Test Equipment

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

590ml TCG251 $14.95 $13.45

Stainless Steel Travel Mug

Simple and attractive. 590ml 
capacity in a satin finished 304 
grade stainless container. Has high 
quality transparent lid with O-ring 
seal. Nifty slide-open tap in lid 
which you can easily get your month 
around to safety sip the hot 
contents. Vacuum double 
wall design enables you 
to hold the container 
comfortably while the 
inside remains piping 
hot. 
• 170(H) x 85(Dia.)mmQuality Stainless Steel Mug

Made from brushed stainless steel. Double 
wall to keep the drink hot or cold for longer. 

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Double Wall Cup 450ml TCG259 $7.95 $7.15

Enamel Mug

Cat No. Qty 1+

Enamel Mug 90(Dia.)mm TCG254 $4.95

Grab a refreshing drink at the campsite, BBQ or picnic with 
the impact resistant Coleman® 9cm Enamel Mug. Made from 
lightweight, dishwasher safe steel with a durable classic blue 
speckled enamel finish. The mug has a 350ml capacity and also 
features rolled rims for your sipping comfort.
•  Enamel finish (not microwave safe) 
•  Lightweight, dishwasher-safe steel 
•  9cm Dia.

Travel Mugs

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

380ml TCG244 $6.95 $6.25

500ml TCG246 $8.95 $8.05

Enjoy a hot coffee or tea on-
the-go or in the outdoors with 
these stylish travel mugs. The 
double wall design keeps your 
drink hot or cold for longer, 
and the spill proof lid will save 
your drink (and yourself) if you 
knock it over. Stainless steel 
interior and classy clear outer.

TCG244 TCG246

Non-slip Travel Mugs

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

500ml Stainless Steel TCG249 $19.95 $17.95

These ingenious mugs are great if you 
always find yourself spilling your drinks 
- they just won't fall over! Lift the mug 
straight upward and it releases from the 
table effortlessly. Bump or push the mug 
from the side and it holds firmly to the 
table. Brilliant! Designed with the traveller 
in mind, but also great for the office or 
home if you're a bit clumsy. Features a 
non-spill lid, double wall construction to 
keep your drink hot or cold for longer, and 
they are also car cup holder friendly. 

NON SLIP

SEE PAGE 45 FOR 12V KETTLES

Whether you're on the road or having a nice lunch by the 
water, our huge range of cups and mugs will delight you.

Travel 
Drinkware

Drinkware

Tumbler or Drinking Mug.
• Easy clean and dishwasher safe
•  Ideal for camping trips, 

caravanning and picnics

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

385ml Drinking Tumbler TCG072 $2.95 $2.65

470ml Drinking Mug TCG076 $2.95 $2.65

CRUISIN’ 
CLUB 
Join the Cruisin’ Club, it’s 
free! Get access to fantastic 
member benefits like:

• Price promise

• Hassle free returns

• Special offers & more

See p6 for more details  
or join online today at 
www.roadtechmarine.com.au/cruisinclub
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Travel Drinkware
Rovin Double Wall Travel Mugs

Enjoy a hot coffee or tea on-the-go or in the outdoors with 
this stylish travel mug. The double wall design keeps your 
drink hot or cold for longer, and the spill proof lid will save 
your drink (and yourself) if you knock it over. Stainless steel 
interior and classy Red or Blue outer.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

450ml Red TCG272 $6.95 $6.60

500ml Red TCG274 $8.95 $8.05

450ml Blue TCG271 $6.95 $6.60

500ml Blue TCG273 $8.95 $8.50

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

700ml TCG261 $14.95 $13.45

Vacuum Sealed Bottle

Simple. Attractive. 700ml capacity. Satin 
finished flask in 304 grade stainless. Features 
a sturdy screw-on plastic cap with a hole for a 
lanyard. Will give years of service. 
• 240(H) x 75(dia.)mm

VACUUM FLASKS

“Thermocafe”TM by  
THERMOStm Vacuum Flasks

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

1.2L TCG267 $39.95 $35.95

1.8L TCG268 $49.95 $44.95

These are made by THERMOSTM , so you know 
they are good. Two models, one 1.2 litre capacity 
and the other 1.8 litre. Both are made out of 
stainless steel with polypropylene components. 
The lid is an insulated cup and there is a second 
cup/bowl which nests inside. There is a double 
stopper mechanism one of which works for drinks 
and the other for soups – even chunky soups! 
They also have a nifty handle which telescopes 
out if you are wearing a thick glove but lays flat 
for storage. Stainless steel interior. Double wall 
insulation. Virtually unbreakable.

TCG273

TCG271TCG272

TCG274

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

450ml GH1303 $16.95 $14.95

12V Heated Travel Mug 

Plugs into the cigarette lighter 
socket in the vehicle to keep your 
coffee, tea or soup hot as you travel. 
The double wall design is stainless 
steel so it won’t rust, and the spill 
proof lid will help avoid any spills if 
you’re travelling on a rough road.

Stainless Steel Vacuum Flasks

You can pay a fortune for Euro-made vacuum flasks but you 
won’t find better than these two at twice the price!

1L
A sleek #304 food grade stainless container with one litre (1L) 
capacity built in the classic double wall fashion to provide 
excellent heat insulation properties. Externally it has an 
attractive satin finish. It has no external plastic catches or 
fittings (which often break). It has a simple push-push fluid 
sealing pourer which you seem to see on all quality flasks 
these days, and an inbuilt screw on cup/lid. It is 325mm tall 
and 80mm dia. at the base.

TCG262 

1.2L DOUBLE CUP
Unit no. 2 is a higher capacity 1.2 litre unit 
once again in #304 (food grade) stainless 
steel. It has a sturdy polypropylene base and 
integrated insulated handle. The unit features 
a double-cup/lid. It has a very effective 
screw-down pourer and is 305mm high x 
100 dia. (plus handle).

TCG263 

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

1L TCG262 $10.95 $9.45

1.2L Double Cup TCG263 $24.95 $22.45

Doing A Project? 
To compliment a lot of the accessories we 
stock, RTM also sells the tools, service aids 
and essentials you need to complete your  
DIY project. 

Not sure it’s the right one? Come into your 
local store or order online via click & collect 
and if it’s not the right one for your job we’ll 
help you sort it out on the spot.
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Cutlery & Picnic Sets
PICNIC SETS

FISHING INSPIRED

Salt & Pepper Grinders 
Fishing Reel Style

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Salt & Pepper Grinders MCC300 $84.95 $75.95

These table accessories are copies of the popular 
"Penn" style fishing reels. They are delightfully detailed, 
featuring hard anodised gold reel ends, authentic 
handles and drag lever. They measure 65(Dia.) x 80(H)
mm approximately.
Each holder will retain a generous amount of 
peppercorns or course salt. The reel winding handles 
double to operate the cutter/grinders in the base of 
the unit. The set is complimented by a teak base with 
recessed holders
• A delightful and unique gift

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

2 Person Picnic Bag RCG114 $49.95 $41.95

4 Person Picnic Bag RCG116 $79.95 $67.95

Deluxe Picnic Bag

These picnic bags make you feel like you are in a movie 
They are CLASS. Each bag is woven in a taupe polyester with chocolate 
brown zippers/straps and aubergine nylon lining in the picnic set 
compartment. 

THE BAGS COME IN TWO SIZES: 
• Table setting for Two 
• Table setting for Four

EACH SET CONTAINS 2 OR 4 OF THE FOLLOWING: 
• Dinner plates, heavy plastic, off-white 
• Wine glasses (unbreakable) 
• Cloth napkins 
• Salt/Pepper set 
• Cheese knife 
• Corkscrew/Bottle opener 

THE BAG ITSELF:
The two setting bag measures approx. 360(L) x 220(W) x 300(H)mm. It 
has a waterproof, lined cold storage compartment measuring approx. 
330(L) x 160(W) x 280(D)mm. Plenty of room for food and beverages (We 
recommend ice bricks eg. TOG628)
The four setting bag has extra zippered compartments to hold the extra 
tableware but includes a nifty little (180 x 150mm) cutting/cheeseboard 
as well. This bag measures approx. 440(L) x 280(W) x 300(H)mm. The 
waterproof lining storage compartment measures 300(L) x 200(W) x 
280(D)mm. 
Both bags have carrying handles and generous shoulder strap with strain 
relief pad. They would make a wonderful gift. 

RCG114

RCG116

Most probably no one thought too much about Melamine. That is until 
it was found to be the culprit in child deaths when it was added to 
infant formula. It has also been used in dog and cat food causing a 
large number of deaths from kidney failure. It has been found in small 
amounts in other foods (A frozen yogurt dessert and a coffee drink 
among others) but in all instances the food products have originated 
from mainland China. 
The main risk to humans from this substance is the small white 
crystals of nitrogen-rich melamine entering the kidneys and blocking 
the tiny kidney tubes stopping the production of urine and ultimately 
kidney failure. This is by far the worst part of the story of melamine or 
melamineformaldehyde resin. 
As a thermosetting plastic it became very popular from the early 60's 
onward firstly as laminated table and bench top plastic surface and 
soon after as a moulded plastic product for stylish dinnerware and 
table accessories (You no longer see it in domestic kitchens, but it 
is still popular for mobile or camping use). It has also been used in 
whiteboards, kitchen cabinet linings, etc. It has even been used as a 
fertiliser! 

All in all, melamine has been a pretty useful product (if you don't eat 
it!). It quickly became apparent that, as dinnerware it has its problems. 
When you buy a melamine dinnerware set it is nice and shiny. 
This surface lustre quickly dulls off and the colour of the product often 
fades. This leads to the biggest problem with melamine. You are told 
that you can't use it in a microwave oven! Huh?! But they don't tell you 
why. Here's why. If you do put a melamine plate in a microwave oven 
you will find that the plate heats up very rapidly and indeed gets quite 
hot. It is not uncommon for the plate to actually crack. 
The heat is due to the fact that melamine actually absorbs water and 
it is the water that is heated by the microwave. So far this is just a 
nuisance, BUT if there is water in the melamine, there are undoubtedly 
germs and other pathogens suspended in the water as well. Washing 
is useless. 
This is why we no longer sell melamine products. Luckily we have an 
alternative. A brand-new plastic product that is plant based, holds its 
lustre and best of all is totally microwave safe! 
See our range of Sorona dinnerware on page 47.

MELAMINE TABLEWARE - WHY WE NO LONGER SELL IT

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

MIG003 $7.95 $7.15

This cute little device features a gold anodised 
overhead style reel with oversize winding 
handles, held by a braided chain and nickel 
plated sharp ring. It is a great small gift for the 
fishing tragic.

• 30L x 15Dia. mm 

Gold Anodised Overhead  
Reel Keyring
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Kitchen / Drinking Accessories

Fantastic Australian Designed Lid Opener

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

TCG120 $4.95 $4.70

This product is a solution to an age old problem. How do you open a jar 
that is vacuum sealed? Modern jars have a hard vacuum seal to keep 
germs out, but the airtight seal is almost 
impossible to unscrew unless you are a 
gorilla! This simple product is applied 
to the lid and presto! The lid is open!
•  Ideal for arthritis sufferers 
•  Will open any vacuum seal lid 

instantly
•  Works on crown seal as well. 

When you are on the road you will 
have lots of vacuum sealed jars. So 
you need one!

 Jar not included

“Bill” Bottle Opener

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Gold “Bill” TCG100 $6.95 $6.25

Yellow “Bill” TCG106 $6.95 $6.25

Silver “Bill” TCG108 $6.95 $6.25

In the world of cricket, a good opening batsman in traditional Aussie 
abbreviation was called an ‘Opener’. The good ones were often called 
“Bill” (or “Haydos” - but that’s another story!). We’ve called our “Opener” 
in honour of all the “Bills” of this world who faced up to those demon fast 
bowlers. Our opener is made in the classic style. It 
is meant to screw to a wall, post, bedside table(!?) 
- close to anywhere you need refreshment - 
fast. Like Bill, he wont let you down. You will 
probably need more than one also in your 
shed, games room, ‘bash’ car, tinnie, 
4WD, campervan or camper trailer. 
Clearly there are multiple sites depending 
on your drinking habits. We have made 
Bill in a few different distinctive colours so 
you will know where you are by the shade of 
your nearby opener. It may in fact become a 
close friend. The product comes with a lifetime 
guarantee or 100,000 openings whichever 
comes first.
(Heavy scratching of the unit will not be 
recognised as a warranty claim).

MOUNT IT ON YOUR ROD HOLDER OR 
BULLBAR!
 •  Needs 2 x No.8 or No.10 countersunk  

screws for mounting
TCG100

TCG104

TCG102

BOTTLE & CAN OPENERS

Can Openers - 2 Pack

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

2x Can Openers TFI302 $2.95 $2.65

Prepare meals on the trail with these 
handy Coleman® can openers. They 
work using a back-and-forth motion 
to open any standard can. Each can 
is made of rust-resistant, nickel-
plated steel. Easily hook them to your 
keychain or backpack with a carabiner.
•  Reminiscent of Vietnam-era ‘C’  

ration can openers 
•  Rust-resistant, nickel-plated steel

IS IT JUST US, OR ARE WE TOO OBSESSED 
WITH OPENING BEER BOTTLES?

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

316 Stainless Steel TCG115 $2.95 $2.65

Ace Of Spades Bottle Opener

At the turn of the 19th Century the US and 
Mexican governments were at war over 
border disputes (Remember the Alamo?). 
The US Texas Rangers were a law unto 
themselves when they patrolled the disputed 
border. If they found a “Mexican” who could 
not explain his presence North of the border, 
he, (it was always a “he”) was generally shot 
dead on the spot. To warn off other Mexicans, 
the Ranger left an Ace of Spades on top of 
the dead body or tucked into a pocket. A 
Chicago-based playing card manufacturer 
made special packs of 52 Ace-of-Spades 
cards for the Rangers and it is believed gave 
them to the Rangers for free. Our RTM “Ace 
of Spades” bottle opener works well and fits 
neatly into your pocket. There is no need 
to kill anyone, however. Makes a great gift. 
Oh, and tell them the story! The full story is 
included with the bottle opener. If you retell 
the story well, you'll get free beer!

Bullet Bottle Opener with Keyring

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

TCG111 $4.95 $4.45

We started with .50 Cal, went to .45 Cal now we’ve settled 
on .30 Cal! 
The heavier calibre versions became too expensive. The 
new one is actually better quality and we’ve managed to 
reduce the price. The “Outdoor Sportsman;’ in you will 
love this product. Makes a great gift.
• Bullet is 80mm long
• Brass jacket copper slug. PRICE 

BREAK 
THROUGH!

3 LED Keyring Torch  
with Bottle Opener

There are only two things almost as important as the keys on 
your keyring... a torch, and a bottle opener. This ingenious 
device has both! Especially important if you're opening a 
bottle, in the dark - it helps avoid spills when you can see 
what you're doing! Available in black, blue, grey or silver.
Specifications:
• Material: Aluminum
• Battery: 3 x LR44 (Included)
• LED: 3 
• Lumens: 15
• Weight: 22g
•  Dimensions: 72(L) x 18(Dia.)mm  

(Excluding Key Chain and Ring)

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

ST3436 $4.95 $4.45
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Breathalysers & Drink Holders
ALCOHOL BREATH TESTERS DRINKS HOLDERS

Outdoor Drink Holder Stands 

Glamour camping!
These are steel nickel plated units that simply stick into 
the ground. They provide you with convenient places 
to put your drinks when entertaining outdoors. They 
are ideal for poolside parties or alongside the RV or 
caravan. 

STAND
The stand is 860mm high and stakes 
into soil. It has a loop on top to help you 
pull it out when you’re finished. It will take 
up to four (4) drink holders (2 included). 

TCA264

CHAMPAGNE GLASS HOLDER 
(not illustrated)
Especially made for holding champagne glasses It will 
also hold a wine bottle. 

TCA265

WINE GLASS HOLDER
(not illustrated)
Will hold a stemmed wine glass as well as a wine bottle.

TCA266

STEMLESS DRINK HOLDER 
(not illustrated)
Holds stemless wine glasses, beer or soft drinks. It will 
also hold a wine bottle. 

TCA267

ICE BUCKET/BOWL 
(not illustrated)
An ice bucket holder to chill the white wine or 
champagne. Can also hold steep sided bowls, etc. 

TCA268

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Main Stand with 2 Drinks Holders TCA264 $14.95 $13.45

Champagne Holder TCA265 $12.95 $11.45

Wine Holder TCA266 $12.95 $11.45

Stemless/Beer/Can Holder TCA267 $12.95 $11.45

Ice Bucket TCA268 $6.95 $6.25

SPEND $100 
OR MORE ON THESE 

SETS AND GET
10% DISCOUNT

ATTACH TWO 
MORE HERE

SPIKE INTO 
GROUND

Triple Stainless Steel Drink Holder

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

TCA284 $39.95 $35.95

These beautiful hand-made triple drink holders are for permanent fixing, 
particularly in boats, RV’s and caravans. They enable you to hold a wine 
bottle or a stubby (with cooler) in place in problematic environments. 
They are fixed in place by threaded (8mm) mounting studs. (You really 
need blind-side access or you could epoxy them in place.) They 
represent a permanent commitment to beverage security!

Fuel Cell Breathalyser  
with Advanced Flow Detection

This personal breathalyser uses an internal fuel 
cell to measure alcohol in your breath, which is 
one of the more accurate ways to test. Testing 
is simple, and blood alcohol is presented as a 
percentage on the backlit LCD display. Of course, 
all measurements are an indication only and 
you should only use them as a guide. The 
safest blood alcohol to drive with is zero. 
Features include a breath sample flow 
check, memory of the last 16 results, 
cumulative test counter, and a sensor 
self-diagnostic system. Just one AA 
battery is required for power. An auto-off 
function extends battery life, and a battery 
low indicator reminds you when its time 
to change the battery. Mouthpieces are 
supplied, and a pack of six (QM7321) can 
be purchased separately. 
• Fuel Cell Sensor
• Breath Sample Flow Check Technology
• Backlit LCD screen
• 10 Second Warm up Time
Note: Readings taken with these devices are for reference 
only. In spite of their quality and accuracy, errors may 
occur due to operation or environmental conditions and 
we accept no liability or responsibility whatsoever for any 
consequences arising from the use of these devices.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Breath Tester QM7320 $99.95 $89.95

Spare Mouth Pieces Pack of 6 QM7321 $4.95 $4.45

RTM Stubbie Holder

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

RTM Logo TII100 $2.50 $2.25

If you have not been given one by your local 
surf, bowling or footie club, we have one for 
you. Distinctive RTM logo on a neoprene 
rubber insulating holder.
If you feel bad about paying the $2.50 freight, 
keep an eye out for promotions where we give 
one or two away for free.

STUBBIE HOLDERS

Brass Monkey  
Stubbie Holder

Cat No. Qty 1+

Brass Monkey Logo HB5015 $2.50

Brass Monkey Stubbie Holder 
Note: Delicious beer is not included...

Just Browsing? 
There’s a handy order form on p467 to list all the 
things you need or go onto our website 

www.roadtechmarine.com.au 
and build your own wish list.
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Kitchen / Galley
Cup Holder Ashtray

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

96(H) x 68(W)mm RVM005 $8.95 $8.05

Many new cars nowadays do not have an 
ashtray. This product is an ashtray in the form 
of a cup with a hinged lid. When the lid is 
opened you have an ashtray. There is an area 
inside to extinguish the butt and also a slot to 
hold the lit cigarette when it is not in your hand. 
When the lid closes, a rubber seal prevents 
any smoke from an improperly extinguished 
cigarette from escaping. The unit is designed 
to sit in any spare/convenient cupholder in a 
car or RV. It can also be carried as a personal 
ashtray as well. 

SEE ALSO: RAIL 
MOUNT CUP HOLDERS 

ON PAGE 176

Recessed Drink Holder

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Black TCA230 $3.95 $3.55

White TCA235 $3.95 $3.55

Manufactured from super tough poly material which resists sunlight and 
chemicals. This drink holder has a large diameter lip to provide a neat 
installation. A hose tail on the bottom accepts 10mm ID hose so any 
spills, spray or rainwater can be drained away. Holds drinks up to 90mm 
in diameter and accepts stubbie with 
cooler.
•  Cutout dia: 95mm 
• Outside dia: 110mm 
• Inside dia: 90mm
•  Intrusion: 88mm

TCA230 TCA235

Drink Holder - Adjustable Arms

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Black TCA215 $7.95 $7.15

White TCA220 $7.95 $7.15

Stainless Steel  TCA225 $39.95

ABS units will hold glasses, cans or bottles from 65-80mm  
diameter, adjustable! Attach to a vertical surface by keyhole type mount 
or by 3 x No. 8-10 screws.
•  95(L) x 98(W) x 23(D)mm closed
•  95(L) x 98(W) x 98(D)mm open

TCA215 TCA220 TCA225

Suction Cup Drink Holder

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Suction Cup TCA240 $12.95 $11.45

Handy PVC suction cup holder with nautical 
logo. Holds cans, cups and small bottles up to 
a maximum 65mm diameter. The convenient 
suction grip allows you to easily move the 
holder to wherever required. 
•  Ideal for caravans, RV’s, boats, etc
•  Will fix to any shiny surface with giant  

suction holder

“ROBO CUP” Drink Holder/Caddy

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

“ROBO CUP” Drink Holder/Caddy TCA260 $29.95 $26.95

You really have to see this product to appreciate it. It is basically a heavy-
duty clamp that enables you to put 2 cupholders anywhere. The rubber-
coated clamps will attach to any pole or flat surface and not fall off! You 
can use a golf buggy, tent pole, car, boat, caravan, etc. and securely hold 
not only drinks but your fishing rod. The secret is 2 stainless steel springs 
that are unbreakable. It even has 2 x Hook & Loop straps which extend 
the versatility of the product.
•  White PVC 
•  220(W)max x 160(H) x 130(D) max

Coffee Mug Drink Holder Suction Mount

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Coffee Mug Drink Holder Suction Mount TCA270 $14.95 $13.45

Keep your drink in reach using this handy 
drink holder made from ballistic nylon, 
which is tough, durable and washable. It 
can hold a can or a regular coffee mug 
with a slit for the handle. Suction cups 
are attached to the four metal eyelets for 
mounting on a flat surface.
 •  Measures 150(H) x 132(W)mm

Twin Can Drink Holder Suction Mount

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Twin Can Drink Holder Suction Mount TCA272 $19.95 $17.95

This is a versatile and durable drink 
holder to mount in your boat or 
caravan. The twin slots fit two cans 
or stubbies or anything up to 65mm 
in diameter. The tough ballistic 
nylon provides strength needed 
for extensive use. A meshed 
bottom design avoids build up 
of condensation drippings. Has 
4 metal eyelets each fitted with a 
suction cup for secure mounting.
•  Measures 210(H) x 140(W)mm

Stylish Illuminated Recessed  
Cup Holders

These holders are meant to recess into the deck of a boat (or bar). They 
are made from mirror finish 304 grade stainless steel and supplied with 
a sealing gasket. As the bottom of each one is a row of 8 cobalt blue or 
ruby red 5mm LEDs. They 
look fantastic when lit 
up under dull or no light. 
Give your boat or bar a 
touch of class! Comes 
with mounting and wiring 
instructions. 
• Power: 12VDC 
•  Dimensions:  

91(Dia.) ID x 84(H)mm

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Blue TCA286 $19.95 $17.95

Red TCA288 $19.95 $17.95

TCA286

SEE PAGE 52 FOR OUR  
ACE OF SPADES  
BOTTLE OPENER!
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Fire Safety

SEE PAGE 361 FOR  
CARBON MONOXIDE  
& OTHER GAS  
DETECTORS

Fire Blanket

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

1 x 1m GG2340 $15.95 $13.95

1.2 x 1.8m GG2342 $26.95 $23.95

Designed for extinguishing 
small fires. The fire 
retardent fibreglass fabric 
will suffocate the flame 
quickly allowing you to 
restore safety. Keep one 
in your boat, caravan, or 
4WD.
•  Available in 2 sizes 
•  Supplied in a Soft Pouch

Safety Hush Smoke Alarm

Cat No. Qty 1+

Ionisation Sensor TVA060 $19.95

Ideal for fast flaming fires, and is easy to install.
•  False alarm control switch 
•  Automatically resets once the smoke is 

cleared 
•  9V battery supplied (lasts approx nine months)

FIRE PREVENTION & SAFETY

“Glove Box” Type Organisers

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Standard MCI205 $32.95 $30.95

With Drink Holder MCI210 $44.95 $39.95

Both units are moulded in tough 
ABS. They measure 340(W) x 
130(H) x 195(D)mm. They require 
a panel cutout of 300(W) x 100(H)
mm and have provision for 6 x No. 
10 countersunk screws which are 
provided in stainless steel. Lockable 
with a pair of keys supplied.
Two models available, plain door 
and two fold-out drink holders set 
into the lid.

MCI205

MCI210

ON BOARD STORAGE

White Glove Box Type Organisers 
with Drink Holders

This model has two fold-out drink holders set into the lid. Moulded in 
tough ABS and measures 340(W) x 130(H) x 195(D)mm. This unit requires 
a panel cutout of 300(W) x 100(H)mm and has provision for 6 x No. 10 
countersunk screws which are 
provided in stainless 
steel. Each unit is 
lockable with a pair 
of keys supplied.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

MCI212 $44.95 $39.95

Fire  
Extinguishers
An essential product to have on any boat, 
even a tinnie or a rubber dinghy. Anything 
over 25’ should have 2. Suitable for grease, 
oil, petrol and electrical fires.
• Fire rated
• AS1841.5 compliant
• Non toxic
•  Complete with pressure gauge and 

mounting bracket
• 2kg & 4.5kg include service tag

Bracket Cat No. Qty 1+

1kg 1A:20B:E Metal GG2344 $26.95

1kg 1A:10B:E Plastic GG2346 $24.50

1.5kg 2A:30B:E Metal GG2348 $39.95

2.5kg 3A:40B:E Metal GG2352 $59.95

4.5kg 4A:60B:E Wall Mount GG2354 $99.95

See our Tech Talk on Powder Fire  
Extuinguishers Basics. It's must read.
www.roadtechmarine.com.au/fire-extinguishers-101

Quell Caravan and Motor Home 
Photoelectric Smoke Alarm

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Photoelectric Sensor TVA064 $29.95 $26.95

Make sure your caravan or motorhome is up to code with 
this fully self-contained smoke alarm. It contains a non-
removeable lithium battery with a 10 year life-span and automatically 
reminds you to replace the smoke detector after 10 years of operation. 
Designed to face the rigors you would typically 
expect in mobile dwellings including vibrations, 
temperature extremes and nuisance allarms 
from dust and bugs.
• Vibration Tested
• Photoelectric Sensor
• Hush/Test Button
• Bug Screen
• Sealed-in Lithium Battery
• End of Life Notification

2 HOUR 
CLICK & COLLECT 
•  Check stock online at your local RTM store

•  Add the bits you need to  
your cart & checkout

• Ready within just 2 hours

• Collect it when convenient for you

Call us on 1300 964 264 55
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Tools & Test Equipment

 
IF YOU NEED A 2X 

BURNER STOVE, WHY  
NOT BUY 2 OF THESE?

The Gasmate Travelmate II Stove is an economical, highly efficient 
outdoor butane gas cooking stove. The high quality brass valve fittings 
ensure durability, long life and excellent performance.
• High quality brass control valve (not diecast zinc)
• Burner is 7.9mj
•  Enhanced safety device (If pressure goes high,  

the cartridge is automatically ejected)
• Sure-fire rotary piezo ignition
• Vitreous enamel spill tray with flame protection
• Solid steel construction
• Uses standard 220g cartridge
•  Storage case  

included

Cat No. Qty 1+

Single Burner TCA109 $29.95

Butane Cartridges 4 Pack NA1021 $6.95

SINGLE 
BURNER

Single Burner Butane Gas Stove Twin Burner Gas Stove  
with Wind Shields

Constructed with a powder coated body, removable heavy duty chrome-
plated cooking trivets, wind-shields and fine burner adjustment controls, 
the Gasmate 2 Burner Compact Stove is your easy to use, easy to clean 
high output 2 burner portable camping stove.It folds down to briefcase 
size and comes complete with a hose to suit 3/8" BSP-LH cylinders.
•  Removable heavy duty chrome plated cooking trivets 
•  Compact size with integrated drip tray
•  Complete with a hose to suit 3/8" BSP-LH cylinders
•  Fine burner adjustment controls
•  Built in windshields 
•  Powder coated body
•  Output: 2 x 10mj/h
•   Consumption: 190g/h per burner
•  Gas certified to Australian standards
•  3/8" Cylinders 

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

TCA113 $59.95 $56.95

It doesn’t have to be instant noodles and porridge when 
you’re travelling. With the right gear, you can whip up a 
feast to satisfy the most weary of travellers, then pack it all 
away to go again! Now you can put your chef’s hat on, and 
have the best steak and veggies while enjoying some of the 
best views in the world. 

Gas Cooking

Looking for a 2kg 
or 4kg gas bottle? 
See page 360 for details

Gas Stove Stand

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Gas Stove Stand TCC050 $32.95 $30.95

Handy zinc plated gas stove stand to 
suit 2 & 3 burner gas stoves 
•  Conveniently folds flat when not in 

use 
•  Size Open: 

480(L) x 300(W) x 680(H)mm 
•  Size Closed:  

60(L) x 620(W) x 70(H)mm 
•  Weight: 3.55kg

Stove not 
included

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

1100mm x 250mm TCC101 $14.95 $13.45

Camping Stove Windshield

Made from high quality aluminum and easily folded to fit in 
a stove carry case. Maximises heat in cooking area for more 
efficient cooking
•  Includes two 

stabilising prongs 
•  Ideal for gas 

stoves, ring 
burners & 
disposable BBQ

TWO 
BURNER
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Gas Cooking

Portable Gas Oven & Cooktop

Cat No. Qty 1+

TCC104 $329.00

The oven features a temperature resistant porcelain interior 
which can be heated to 250°C while the tempered glass door 
panel and thermometer display help you keep a close eye on 
your cooking. The cooktop operates just like a stand-alone 
two burner stove, with individual burner controls and an easy 
start Piezo ignition housed in a tough stainless steel exterior. 
•  Gas Consumption -  

Stove: 5.6Mj/hr - 116gm/h 
Oven: 3.8Mj/hr - 78.5gm/h

•  Stainless steel construction 
•  Brass cooktop burners 
•  Easy start Piezo ignition 
•  Built in thermometer 
•  Includes hose and POL 

regulator to connect to 
your POL gas cylinder

•  540(L) x 391(W) x 
458(H)mm, 15.0kg

LARGE 
OVEN

TWO 
BURNER

Triton 2 Burner Instastart  
Propane Stove

Cook breakfast, lunch and dinner on the legendary durability of a 
Coleman® Triton™ Series InstaStart™ 2 Burner Stove. The two burner 
camp stove is also efficient, with a 1 hr. runtime on high using a single 
16.4-oz. propane cylinder. The removable heavy-duty, nickelchrome 
grates make cleaning easy, and the built-in handle will have you carrying 
this lightweight stove effortlessly.
•  InstaStart™ Push-Button Ignition for matchless lighting 
•  PerfectFlow™ System for consistent fuel on each of the 11,000-BTU 

burners, no matter the conditions
•  PerfectHeat™ Technology gets the temperatures just right 
•  WindBlock™ Shields keep the wind from blowing the flames around
•  Spacious cooking surface is large enough to fit a 25cm pan and 30cm 

pan at the same time
•  Independently-adjustable controls - set anywhere from simmer to boil 
•  Durable steel construction 
•  586 x 353 x 222mm, 4.9kg 
•  Gas bottle required - Use ROC052
GRIDDLE TO SUIT
•  Full-size cooking area 1090 sq. cm (169 sq. in.) 
•  Lightweight, durable aluminium 
•  450 x 200 x 32mm, 1kg

TCC122

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Triton 2 Burner Instastart Propane Stove TCC122 $139.00 $131.95

Griddle to Suit Coleman® Triton Stove TCC126 $39.95 $37.95

TWO 
BURNER

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Coleman Peak 1 Trekking Stove TCC132 $29.95 $28.45

230g Gas NA1112 $6.95 $6.25

450g Gas NA1114 $9.95 $8.95

Trekking Stove

The compact folding design fits easily in your pack making it perfect 
for backpacking and other camping activities. The adjustable burner 
gives precise temperature control. It can boil a litre of water in around 
3.3 minutes and the serrated pan supports will stop your pots and 
pans sliding about. Designed to work with our 230g (NA1112) and 450g 
(NA1114) gas cartridges. 

See below for 
suitable gas bottles

Propane Cartridge 465g

Cat No. Qty 1+

Propane Cartridge 465g ROC052 $9.95

A convenient way to fuel a wide range of 
camping and outdoor appliances without the 
need for heavy cylinders. Safe and self-sealing, 
this bottle/cartridge is non-refillable.
• 465 grams fuel capacity LPG gas

BBQ / COOKER GAS

Butane Cartridges 

Cat No. Qty 1+

Butane Cartridges - 4 Pack NA1021 $6.95

Butane cartridges commonly 
used in gas stoves and 
heaters. Supplied in a 
pack of 4 to help you avoid 
running out of gas half way 
through the cook.
• Capacity: 220g each
• Size: 68(Dia.) x 180(H)mm

Euro Style Camping Gas (Disposable) Cans

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

230g NA1112 $6.95 $6.25

450g NA1114 $9.95 $8.95

These are the familiar Propane/Butane gas cartridges that you 
see all over Europe. The can is generally blue in colour but 
ours is a Korean brand Five Star. You simply pull the red cap 
off to reveal a threaded valve. You must then screw the mating 
appliance on, generally a little stove burner or gas lamp. Once 
the gas is used, you simply dispose of them 
thoughtfully as they cannot be refilled. 
2 Standard sizes, 75% Iso-Butane,  
25% Propane, both 100mm wide
• 230g Cartridge
• 90mm high
NA1112

• 450g Cartridge
• 160mm high

NA1114

NA1114 NA1112
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Gas Cooking

PORTABLE GAS BBQS

Portable Gas BBQ
NEVER BEFORE HAVE WE BEEN ABLE TO BRING YOU A FULL-
FEATURED LPG BBQ AT A REGULAR PRICE OF UNDER $200!
This unit which measures 50W x 32D x 26H has a full width 46 x 28 
cooking grill, fat deflectors and fat capture tray.  The full width stainless 
steel burner is a one-piece configuration with push button piezo ignition.  
Also featured is a large single gas temp control. Four sturdy 90mm high 
legs are fixed to the base, along with a 95cm (3 feet) Australian approved 
gas hose with LPG regulator and POL fitting.  
SIMPLY SCREW ONTO A CYLINDER AND YOU ARE AWAY!
The cabinet also features a 
quality marine style 
latching toggle clamp 
to lock the lid shut.  
You could pay up to 
$200 more at a BBQ 
specialty shop for a 
similar product, never 
mind the expensive 
small diecast American 
products that are 
mysteriously popular 
these days!

This superbly made product was originally conceived 
for marine use but is also ideal for caravan use. For 
example, it will fit a common size caravan boot drawer 
(630 x 390 x 360mm). 

It is beautifully designed featuring:

• Body made from #316 (Marine Grade) stainless steel
•  Hot plate made from cast iron (better and easier to clean than 

stainless steel plates)
•  Large stainless steel hood to speed cooking and also smoking 

food for that genuine BBQ flavour
• Large 12,000 BTU/hour burners
• Auto ignition
• Stainless steel drip tray
• Hood: Fastening catches, stainless steel hinges, glass window
• 1100mm gas hose with screw type gas bottle regulator 
supplied
• Setup for LPG (You will need a gas bottle)
• Pre-punched small screw holes to assist in permanent 
installation
• Foldable legs
• Australian 12-month warranty
• Australian written operation/safety manual
Specifications:

•  Dimensions: 
  Overall: 500(L) x 320(D) x 310(H)mm 
 Total height including legs: 340mm 
 Overall length including control unit on end: 630mm 
 Hot plate size: 460(L) x 280(W)mm

• Gas pressure rate: 2.75kPa / 13Mj/hr
• AGA approval 
number: AGA8002G 
(also certified) 

316 Marine/Caravan 
Stainless Steel BBQ

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Marine BBQ TCA590 $399.00

Carry Bag TCA592 $34.95 $30.95

Storage Cover TCA594 $19.95 $17.95

Rod Holder BBQ Mount TCA596 $129.00 $121.95

ONE 
BURNER

BBQ MOUNT
Mount your TCA590 Marine BBQ easily and 
conveniently in your boat using this stainless 
steel BBQ rack.Supplied with a straight and 15° 
angled pole that fits into an available fishing rod 
holder on your boat. 

TCA596

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

TCA542 $199.00 $188.95

OPEN

CLOSED

Three Burner Cook Tops with Lid

Cat No. Qty 1+

520(L) x 440(W) x 80(D)mm TCC005 $525.00

with Sink 840(L) x 440(W) x 130(D)mm TCC010 $779.00

Top quality stainless steel (304 grade), flush mount, three 
burner cook top. Features a glass top that doubles as extra 
bench space when the cook top is not in 
use. Electronic piezo ignition (12V power 
supply is required to make use of this 
feature) and includes flame safety cut-off 
on all burners.
•  Needs gas supply

TCC005

TCC010

THREE 
BURNER

12VDC 
IGNITION

STAINLESS  
STEEL
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Electric Cooking
ELECTRIC COOKING

Portable cooking plate for hot meals on the go. These electronic hot 
plates feature variable temperature control so you can cook at just 
the right temperature. With its smooth top design, the hot plate has a 
durable, easy to clean surface in stainless steel housing and includes a 
LED light indicator. You can take this device with you just about anywhere 
with an electrical outlet.
•  Power: 220-240V 
•  Plate Dia.: 190mm 
•   Dimensions:  

Single: 285(L) x 260(W) x 105(H)
mm 
Double: 470(L) x 230(W) x 
80(H)mm

Single/Dual Electric Stoves

Plate Dia. Cat No. Qty 1+

1500W Single 190mm RCC702 $39.95

2250W Dual 185/155mm RCC704 $64.95

RCC702

240VAC 
MAINS

STAINLESS  
STEEL

12 Volt Portable Oven

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

3L YS2811 $49.95 $44.90

Perfect for cooking and/or storing food hot on those 
long trips. It gets up to 149°C and its insulated 
design keeps food hot, while the outside stays cool. 
It plugs into a 12V cigarette lighter socket in the car.
•  Heats food in just 3 minutes 
•  Holds up to 3 litres 
•  Internal temperature up to 300°F/149°C
•  Easy to setup and use 
•  Cable length: 1.9m 
•  External:  

270(L) x 200(H)  
x 170(W)mm 

•  Internal: 
 230(L) x 130(W)  
x 80(H)mm

12VDC

Rovin 12V Portable Lunch Oven/Stove 
with Glass Lid

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

YS2820 $69.95 $62.95

With this 12V portable 
stove you will be able 
to enjoy a delicious 
hot lunch while you’re 
travelling or at the 
campsite, without the 
need to carry a gas 
powered equivalent. 
Simply connect the 
stove to 12V and it will 
heat up in minutes to 
reheat or cook your 
meal. The generous 
sized dish can fit a 
standard 152x229mm baking dish or foil tray, and a glass lid with locking 
handles helps you see when the meal is ready and prevents spillage. 
Other features include an illuminated on/off switch, non-slip rubber feet, 
and generous 1.5m power cable. 
• Fits standard 152 x 229mm baking dish or foil tray
• Heats to 100°C in minutes
•  Vented glass lid with locking handles
• 15A Fuse Rating

RCC704

12VDC

Rovin 12V Portable Stainless Steel Oven  
with Adjustable Temperature

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

0-180°C RCC720 $289.00 $269.00

What better way to hit the road 
than with the Rovin stainless steel 
travel oven. Load it up with pies, 
sausage rolls, pizzas, hotdogs or a 
pre-prepared meal. Plug into your 
vehicle cigarette lighter socket or 
use the supplied Anderson/merit 
plug adaptors for plugging into 
other vehicles, Adjust to the right 
temperature, set the timer and 
your favourite meal will be cooking 
while you do the driving. The full 
stainless steel case is a sturdy 
shell that will survive the harshest 
of harsh Aussie roads, case has 
two tie-down brackets to make 
sure your meal is secure. So it’s 
ideal for 4x4 driving, caravanning 
or camping. It’s easy to clean and 

because it’s made from 
stainless steel its even 
ideal for the marine 
environment.
• Up to 180 Degrees Celsius
• Thermostat Control
• Timer Control
• Anderson Plug
• Merit Plug
• Cigarette Plug
• Adjustable Trays
• Heavy Duty Door Latch
•  Perfect for Pre-Prepared Meals 

& dessert
• Fits 8 Pies At Once
• Roast/Reheat pizzas & snacks

12VDC

We suggest preheating 
for 20mins before hand
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RCC251

Accessories for Dutch Ovens

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Trivet For Dutch Oven RCC251 $9.95 $8.95

Handle for Dutch Ovens RCC252 $8.95 $8.05

TRIVET, CAST IRON
Cast in an attractive basket weave pattern. 
This 200mm diameter trivet will take all sizes of 
Dutch ovens, only 21mm high.

RCC251

UNIVERSAL LID LIFTER
This sturdy gun-black unit 
has a cool grip handle 380mm long. It will 
lift the lid of all Dutch ovens, and the relatively 
long handle will keep your hands clear of hot 
coals. Works equally as well lifting the handle 
of a boiling billy from the campfire as well. An 
essential tool.

RCC252

Cast Iron Fry Pan

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

27cm Frypan RCC249 $24.95 $22.45

Very sturdy frypan with cool grip wooden handle. Has 
thoughtful spouts on either side of pan enabling you to pour 
hot liquids safely.
• Frypan outer Dia.: 262mm
• Frypan height: 50mm
• Length of handle: 135mm
• Lifetime guarantee

OUTDOOR COOKING ACCESSORIES

Dutch Ovens
There is nothing more “Aussie” than a BBQ of course, but a 
Dutch oven totally, totally compliments the outdoor cooking 
experience. Whilst a BBQ is a “Summer” appliance, a Dutch 
oven is really a “Winter” one. Just think! What could be nicer 
than a pot full of lamb chops with onions and potatoes or a 
full-on lamb casserole! You can’t do that on the barbie!
Shown below is our brand-new range of Dutch oven 
cookware. Each unit is specially designed to be user 
friendly. 

Why? Here’s why!
•  Special cool-touch handles on pots
•  Lid has special cast handle which can 

be accessed thru hot coals.
•  Special cool grip lid manipulator lets 

you lift lid – even with hot coals all 
around.

•  Lid has rim to retain hot coals.
•  All products have lifetime warranty.

7.6L (8QT) Dutch Oven

Measures 320(Dia.) x 150 (H)mm

1.9L (2QT) Dutch Oven

Measures 207(Dia.) x 72(H)mm

3.8L (4QT) Dutch Oven

Measures 255(Dia.) x 103(H)mm

This range features thick-wall cast iron construction. Each unit has 
been prepared with a cooking oil mix so you could use them straight 
away. We do, however, recommend that you rinse the pot and lid with 
warm, soapy water because, let’s face it, that is what you do.
We have 3 sizes. The smallest, at 1.9 litre capacity is for couples who 
simply don’t need the large capacity of the larger sizes. It also means 
creating a smaller fire and less time before you eat!

The 3.8 litre unit is “Goldilocks” size - just right for most people. Will 
feed 4 easily with room for seconds.
Our last unit is the large familiar 7.6 litre size which is ideal for large 
casseroles, keeping 30 odd sausages warm and may simmer for a day 
or two. You know, lots of guests who drop in unannounced for a meal. 
Each unit is so sturdy we offer a lifetime guarantee.

Dutch Oven Range

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

7.6L RCC250 $59.95 $53.95

Bag to Suit RCC254 $12.95 $11.45

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

1.9L RCC256 $27.95 $24.95

Bag to Suit RCC257 $9.95 $8.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

3.8L RCC258 $44.95 $39.95

Bag to Suit RCC259 $12.95 $11.45
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Campfire Cooking
OUTDOOR COOKING ACCESSORIES

Fireplace Tripod

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Tripod Campfire Steel RCC253 $29.95 $26.95

This unit made from painted mild steel stands 
approx. 1m high when deployed. It includes a 
length of chain with a sturdy hook at the end. The 
length of the chain can be adjusted to raise or 
lower whatever you are holding above your fire. 
You can easily swing your billy, pot, etc. out of 
the fire by just pushing the chain sideways with a 
stick, etc. 
This simple unit folds away to about 40mm dia. 
And will fit in any nook for storage. Will last a 
lifetime, (but 2 year warranty).

Campfire Jaffle Iron

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Jaffle Iron TCC250 $16.95 $14.95

This is a cast iron product infused with vegetable oil so you can 
use it straight away. You can cook virtually anything in a jaffle 
iron - from an egg to a toasted sandwich. This product 
comes with an extra-long handle for any campfire. The 
wooden handle can detach for easy washing and 
storage. Heats up quickly.
•  Jaffle dimensions: 140mm x 140mm 

(5 1/2” square)
•  Overall length: 370mm
•  Weight: 2.3 kg total

BBQ Plate With Folding Legs

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

BBQ Plate TCA144 $29.95 $26.95

This product consists of a heavy steel plate with sturdy folding legs. 
Simply fold the legs out and place over a fire. Nothing could be simpler. 
After use, give it a scrape down wipe over with a scrunched up piece of 
newspaper and pack away. Folds completely flat. To stop soiling other 
objects, make up a "sleeve" with corrugated cardboard (a sleeve from a 
24 can beer box works well).  
Very classy!
• 400(L) x 300(W)mm
Note: May differ to one shown

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

1.8 Litre RCC219 $13.95 $12.45

2.8 Litre RCC220 $18.95 $16.95

Aluminium Billy

Boil up some water on the campfire or stove 
with this aluminium billy. Great for making a 
cup or tea, heating up soup, boiling some 
eggs, and much more. Generous loop handle 
which will, in swagman fashion allow you 
to use a tree branch or stick to remove the 
“billy” from the fire. 
• Rust free aluminium
• Lid includes heat resistant handle
• Very easy to keep clean

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

1.8 Litre RCC228 $14.95 $13.45

2.8 Litre RCC229 $19.95 $17.95

1.8L Aluminium Billy With Spout

Make yourself a hot cuppa on the 
campfire or stove with this aluminium 
billy. Generous loop handle which will, 
in swagman fashion allow you to use 
a tree branch or stick to remove the 
“billy” from the fire. 
• Rust free aluminium
• Lid includes heat resistant handle
• Very easy to keep clean

Cat No. Qty 1+

37 Litre TCA002 $89.95

Crab/Prawn Cooker

This is a huge cooking pot so you can cook up a storm anywhere you go. 
Huge 37L capacity provides ample room for just about anything you can 
imagine. It includes a massive strainer too, perfect for making stock or 
pasta en masse. It’s aluminium so it’s reasonably lightweight despite the 
massive size, with thick 1.5mm wall thickness to provide a robust and 
durable pot for many years of service. 
•  Dimensions: 

Pot: 380(H) x 350(Dia.)mm Strainer: 280(H) x 305(Dia.)mm
•  Metal Thickness: 1.5mm
• Great for cooking crabs

CRUISIN’ CLUB 
Join the Cruisin’ Club, it’s free! Get access to fantastic 
member benefits like:

• Price promise

• Hassle free returns

• Special offers & more

See p6 for more details or join online today at 
www.roadtechmarine.com.au/cruisinclub
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LEISURE

Campfire & BBQ Cooking

Dial-Type BBQ Thermometer

This unit is really a must for accurate 
cooking. Bezel (stainless steel) is 75 dia. 
Requires a 9.5 (3/8”) hole. Dial calibrated 
in both Fahrenheit and Celsius (centigrade) 
scales. Batteries not required.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Dial-Type BBQ Thermometer TCA180 $4.95 $4.45

BBQ ACCESSORIES

Extendible Cooking Fork

Cat No. Qty 1+

Extendible Cooking Fork TCA117 $3.95

This extendible cooking fork is ready to cook with, just adjust its size to 
suit your needs. Features chrome wire extension from 50cm to 75cm and 
a stay-cool vinyl handle.

Gauze Toaster

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Gauze Toaster TCA139 $6.25 $5.60

Toast your bread on the campfire or 
stove with ease using this gauze 
toaster. Lightweight and 
portable.
•  Folds flat for easy 

storage
•  350mm long

Note: Product will vary slightly 
to the one shown here

4 Slice Camp Stove Toaster

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

4 Slice Camp Stove Toaster TCG035 $9.95 $8.95

Enjoy toast and jam, even at the campsite with 
this camp stove toaster. This chrome-plated 
accessory fits easily on any camp stove. Simply 
set up the wire holders and put in up to 
four slices of bread at a time. Once you’re 
done, the toaster folds for easy, compact 
storage.
• 220(Dia) x 20(H)mm when folded
• Weight: 185g
Note: May differ from one shown

Non-Stick BBQ Liner

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Non-Stick BBQ Liner TCA140 $9.95 $8.95

This is a high-temperature woven cloth that sits on your BBQ hot plate. 
You can place your food directly on it and the heat from the plate will 
transfer straight through cooking food magnificently.
The beauty of this product is that no fat or meat residues end up on your 
plate. Zero cleaning! 
Simply wipe the liner down in hot soapy water in the sink and its ready to 
be used over and over again. This one product will eliminate the drudgery 
of cleaning the BBQ plate. (You will still need to clean the hood, etc. from 
fat spatter.)
•  2 generous 400 x 500mm liner mats are supplied. You may even be 

able to cut them down for smaller BBQ plates!

BBQ & Food not included

LOVE TO COOK OVER A CAMPFIRE? 
CHECK OUT THE PREVIOUS PAGE FOR 

CAMPFIRE GRILLS, FRYPANS, AND MORE!

Protective Leather Gloves for 
Campfire Use

Great for handling hot cookware, these heavy duty leather gloves are 
suede lined for extra protection.
• Suede leather finish
•  Extra long length for better protection 

and reinforced palm
• Ideal for outdoor cooking
•  Fully lined brushed 

leather
•  Suitable for handling 

cast iron cookware

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

TCA121 $19.95 $18.95

RTM Making DIY Easier... 
CONVENIENCE

Save time by getting all the bits you need at RTM, 
in stock 7 days a week and at everyday low prices! 
Available in store, via click & collect or immediate 
despatch from our warehouse.

CONFIDENCE

Come in and check it out before you buy. If you don’t 
have an RTM store close to you or it’s easier to buy 
online, you can find everything on our website, open 
24/7. 

If you ordered the wrong item, you can return 
it to store or call and speak to one of our 
customer service representatives on  
1300 964 264.  

CHOICE

More ways to get the bits you need, drop into your local 
RTM store, order online via click and collect & pick it up 
when convenient to you, or we can send it to you. 

BETTER STILL SPEND OVER $99 ONLINE  
AND ENJOY FREE FREIGHT*

*A few T&Cs apply. See p467 for details.
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LEISURE

Picnic Blankets & Camping Chairs

3 x 3m Folding UV Resistant Gazebo

Provide some comforting shade at your next outing with this fabulous 3 x 
3m gazebo. The durable steel frame makes it easy to fold out without any 
need for assembly, and the blue polyester shade cloth resists the sun's 
UV rays. Guy wires are 
also included to avoid 
it lifting in strong winds. 
Simply folds down 
when not in use.
•  Folds down for easy 

transport
• Durable steel frame
• Polyester fabric

Cat No. Qty 1+

RBG006 $99.95

3 x 3m Economy Gazebo

Provide some comforting 
shade at your next 
outdoor event with this 
economy 3 x 3m gazebo. 
To assemble, simply 
join the frame pieces 
together, slide over the 
polyester shade cloth, 
and clip it to the frame.
• Steel frame
• Polyester fabric

Cat No. Qty 1+

RBG008 $49.95

Navy Picnic Umbrella - 200cm

Add some shade to your next outing 
with this 2m wide picnic umbrella. 
Features a durable steel frame with 
spike to fix into the ground, and a 
navy coloured polyester umbrella 
with air vent. When not in use 
simple fold it down for easy storage. 
• Durable steel frame
• Polyester fabric
• Air vent

Cat No. Qty 1+

RCG335 $19.95

BUDGET CAMPING CHAIRS

Folding Camping Chair

Polypropylene  
Picnic Mat

A sturdy chair to take to your next 
camping trip or outing. Opens 
up to 500 x 500 x 800mm, 
has a can or stubbie holder in the 
right armrest, and supports up to 
120kg. Folds away into the supplied 
carry bag when not in use.
• Durable steel frame
• Includes carry bag
• Support up to 120kg

Add some extra comfort to your 
next outing with this large picnic 
mat. It measures a generous 1.8 x 1.5m and 
is made from polypropylene, making it great for avoiding the 
unpleasant heat from hot sand or damp from wet ground. It conveniently 
folds away for easy storage and has integrated carry handles to make it 
easier to transport to the picnic spot. 
• Folds down for easy transport

Cat No. Qty 1+

RAC084 $17.95

Cat No. Qty 1+

RCG120 $9.95

Folding Camo  
Camping Chair

This chair with camouflage design will 
look fantastic at your next camping 
trip. It has a generous 520 
x 520mm seat, can or 
stubbie holder in the right 
armrest, and has a maximum 
holding weight of 120kg. Folds 
away into the supplied carry bag 
when not in use. 
• Camouflage pattern
• Durable steel frame
• Includes carry bag
• Supports up to 120kg

Cat No. Qty 1+

RAC082 $19.95

Folding Camping Chair  
With Cooler

With this beauty, you can store a few cans or 
stubbies in the handy cooler within the 
armrest, which saves you from 
leaving the comfort of the chair 
to get another cold one. Padding 
on the rear provides added comfort 
and the strong 16mm steel frame 
has a maximum holding weight of 
150kg. Supplied with carry bag when 
not in use.
• Padded back rest
• Drink cooler in arm rest
• Durable steel frame
• Supports up to 150kg
• Folded size just 600 x 580 x 460mm

Cat No. Qty 1+

RAC080 $39.95

PICNIC BLANKETS & SHADE CONTROL

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

1.5 x 2m RCG132 $19.95 $16.95

Large Picnic Rug
Spread out and enjoy your picnic in 
comfort! This large picnic rug has plenty 
of room, measuring 2 x 1.5m, and weighs 
just 1kg. You’ll barely even know you’re 
carrying it! Folds into the provided bag 
with a convenient carry handle. Blue in 
colour. Polyester flannel fabric. Weighs under 1kg
•  Folds into convenient pack with carry handle

Universal Picnic Blanket/ Shade Cover

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

1.6m x 2m MBG430 $19.95 $17.95

This high-tech product is made from 
“sand-free” nylon. By this we mean that 
it will not hold sand, dirt or burrs etc. 
You simply lay it on the ground 
and, when finished simply shake 
all sand, bugs, grass clippings 
etc. out in a jiffy! It is also waterproof. You 
can use it as a rain shelter, sun cover, tent awning, 
even wrap it around you (and others) to 
protect you from wind, rain, spray etc.

Call us on 1300 964 264 63



LEISURE

Camping Chairs

Folding Camping Chair with 
Removable Pillow

If you are looking for a sturdy and functional 
chair for the outdoors, which is also super 
comfortable, then this is for you. The metal 
frame, which is black in colour, is lightweight, 
yet strong enough to support a large adult. It 
has adjustable reclining positions, 
an adjustable cushioned headrest, 
padded seat and back, and 
moulded armrests to ensure you get 
the best comfort level. The headrest 
can also be removed entirely if you 
prefer. When not in use, it simply 
folds away flat for easy storage and 
transport. Black in colour. 
• Fold flat for easy storage
• Padded seat and back
•  Adjustable cushioned headrest

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

RAC092 $129.00 $115.95

Deluxe Camping Chair with Side Table

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

RAC029 $79.95 $75.95

This sturdy double riveted 
aluminium framed (for 
lightness) unit features 
padded arms and 
seat cushions. It has a 
generous side table with 
a laminated wipe down 
top and a cup bolder 
for generous coffee/
tea mugs. It folds 
absolutely flat 
and is black in 
colour.

RECLINES

Lounge Chair

Recline in comfort at the camp 
site with this stylish king size 
lounge. It features a strong 
powder coated steel frame 
with maximum holding weight 
of 150kg, adjustable padded 
head rest and moulded plastic 
arm rests. It folds flat for easy 
storage and transport. 
•  Size Open: 

520(L) x 510(W) x 1160(H)mm 
approx

•  Size Closed: 
920(L) x 670(W) x 100(H)mm 
approx

• Max Holding Weight: 150kg 
• Weight: 7.8kg

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

RAC078 $99.95 $89.95

Charcoal Folding 
Camping Chair

A folding chair with seven reclining positions, 
so you’re sure to find the most comfortable 
position to watch the world go by. The high 
back supports your head when you’re star 
gazing (or snoozing), and the padded seat and 
back provides extra comfort. The 
sturdy metal construction supports 
the king or queen of the campsite, 
and folds down for easy storage. 
Charcoal in colour. 
• Charcoal colour
• Padded
• Sturdy frame
• Recline back (7 positions)
•  High back to support head

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

RAC090 $99.95 $94.95

SEE PAGE 182 FOR  
MARINE DECK CHAIRS

FOLDING CAMPING CHAIRS

Flat Fold Layback  
Lounger Chair

Relax in style with this king size layback 
lounger. It stretches out to a generous 1.65m 
in length, but folds flat for easy 
storage and transport. Features 
durable plastic armrests and an 
adjustable padded headrest for 
extra comfort. The sturdy 22mm 
diameter steel frame has a 
maximum holding weight of 
120kg.
• Durable steel frame
• Folds flat
• Padded headrest
•  Supports up to 120kg

Cat No. Qty 1+

RAC088 $54.95

Foldable Beach Chair

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

RAC094 $59.95 $53.95

Australia is renowned for having one of the best combinations 
of sun, sand & surf in the world. And this chair (and maybe a 
cold beverage) are the only accessories you'll need to enjoy it 
to the fullest! Sit back and relax, don't miss another sunny opportunity. 
Features:

•  Blue & white striped 600D PVC 
fabric

•  Collapsible frame for easy 
storage 

•  22mm strong steel powder 
coated frame, providing a long-
lasting, durable finish.

•  Corrosion resistant, to prevent 
rusting despite frequent 
exposure to moisture

•  Hoop leg design for additional 
stability on most surfaces, 
especially sand

• Supports up to 100kg

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au64 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day



LEISURE

Tools & Test Equipment

FANTASTIC VALUE

LxWxH(mm) Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

500 x 400 x 400 RAC100 $29.95 $26.95

LxWxH(mm) Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

800 x 600 x 690 RAC138 $39.95 $35.95

Camping Chair Side Table

The table top is a generous (but not too big) 
500(L) x 400(W)mm. It has a durable and splash 
proof hard plastic top in charcoal grey. The table 
folds flat to 35mm deep.
You will love this table.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Built-In LED Light RHA182 $199.00 $188.95

Fold Out Picnic Table with LED
You will be surprised by the 
sturdiness, quality and finish of 
this product. It is a heavily powder 
coated steel frame tray (in white) 
with strong stainless steel toggle 
struts that securely holds the table 
in the “down” position. The table 
measures a generous 710mm long x 
360mm wide.
The frame has provision for 12 x 
No. 10 countersunk fixing screws. 
These screws fix into the side of 
your caravan or RV. The table is 
secured in the upright position by 
two cam locks that require a key to 
open. 2 keys are supplied. Once you 
lock the table in the upright position 
you can drive even on the bumpiest 

roads secure in the knowledge that 
the table will not spring open. 
The external frame measures 800(W) 
x 450(H)mm. The thickness of the 
unit is only 20mm which will hardly 
add to the overall width of your rig.
This table will add considerable 
comfort and convenience to your 
travels as you will be able to lower it 
in seconds for that side of the road 
cup of tea, etc.
This model features a switchable 
12V courtesy light, which can be 
easily wired in to your caravan/RV 
electrical system. 
Supplied with fuse, lock key and 
mounting screws. 

BUILT-IN 12V LED SWITCHABLE 
COURTESY LIGHT

Folding Table

Easy Folding for Transportation
• 16mm Steel Tube
• Weighs 3.4kg, with Max. 
• Capacity of 30kg

Folding Table

Easy Folding for Transportation
• Aluminium Tube
• Weighs 4.3kg, with Max. 
• Capacity of 30kg

LxWxH(mm) Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

1200 x 600 RAC140 $69.95 $62.95

Fiamma Table Legs

Cat No. Qty 1+

A Anodised Aluminium Leg 700mm RHA115 $42.95

B Conic Top Mount Connection RHA130 $38.95

C Recessed Base RHA120 $24.95

D Recessed Base Plug RHA125 $8.95

Modular range of table legs and accessories,  
great for dismountable and outdoor tables.

TABLE LEGS, BRACKETS & KITS

A

C DB

Table Bracket Set. Stainless Steel  
(304 Grade)

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Set of 2 THA105 $24.95 $22.45

Set of 2 x wall brackets with tongues and two table recepticles 
pressed out of heavy (about 2.5mm) stainless steel. The tongues on 
the wall brackets mate with the rectangular slots on the fittings under 
the table. This fixes the table at the wall end, but you will need a table 
support (examples of which are shown above) for the 
other end. 4 screw anchor points on each fitting.
•  Wall bracket 84 x 53mm / Table bracket 73 x 44mm

These tables are stowable, yet fast to put up, and very 
sturdy. A must-have for every trip.

Fold Up 
Tables
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LEISURE

Tableware & Air Pumps

Fixed Pedestals

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

175mm MUA625 $29.95 $26.95

330mm MUA630 $31.95 $27.95

2 heights, 7” (175mm) and 13” (330mm).
•   Top and bottom identical 175mm 

square with slotted mounting holes.

TABLE PEDESTALS & BASES

Aluminium Alloy Deck Base

175mm square x 5mm plate with mounting spigot 
TIG welded in the centre. Has nylon bush in spigot to 
take seat post 19-20mm diameter.
•  6 x 8mm mounting holes - very sturdy

Alloy Drop-Down Leg

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Alloy Drop-Down Leg MUA665 $39.95 $37.95

Used to support the end of 
tables, bunks, etc.
 •  Spring loaded locking 

mechanism

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Aluminium Alloy Deck Base MUA620 $39.95 $35.95

These economical but high capacity 
pumps are suitable for airbeds, inflatable 
pools, etc. that require large volumes of 
air at modest pressure. They will also 
deflate. Supplied with 2 adaptor nozzles
• Airflow/pressure: 679lpm at 0.54PSI
• Noise: <85dB
• Dimensions: 245(L)x130(W)x165(H)mm

12VDC MODEL
• Power: 12V @ 100W
MWA620

RECHARGEABLE
Totally independent of any power source. It has an inbuilt high capacity 
rechargeable battery. Will work for 13mins flat out which will fill anything. 

MWA622

POWERED AIR PUMPS

12VDC Electric Air Pump

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

12VDC MWA620 $29.95 $26.95

Rechargeable MWA622 $49.95 $44.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

12VDC MWA616 $14.95 $13.45

12VDC Electric Air Pump

This very compact unit will inflate 
airbeds, mattresses, small rubber boats, 
pool floaty toys, etc. It is also capable 
of deflating such items by sucking out 
the air to stow them. Supplied with a 
set of 3 adaptors and a 1.2m power 
lead with a cigarette lighter plug. 

12VDC 16PSI Electric Air Pump

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

12VDC MWA632 $149.00 $133.95

The Rovin 16PSI high capacity 12 volt pump is suitable for airbeds, 
inflatable pools, etc that require large volumes of air at modest pressure. 
Fitted with a SUP adapter nozzle attached to a 3m hose, 
With it’s built in LCD display allowing you to easily adjust PSI 
settings up to a max of 16PSI.It is driven from a cigarette 
lighter socket, so you 
will need access to a 
vehicle, or a cig lighter 
socket to battery clips 
adapter.
• Power: 12V @ 100W
•  Airflow/pressure: 

70L/min
•  Dimensions: 250L x 

160W x 140Hmm, 
1.2kg

MANUAL AIR PUMPS

Double Action Air Pump

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

2 Litre x 2 MWA626 $14.95 $13.45

Comes with 4 air adaptors and 1m long 
non-kink hose. Also has extra-large handle 
and foot stirrups. 
• Nominal pressure 0.3bar
• Stroke volume 3.5l
•  Dimensions: 

450(H) x 200(W) 
Handle x 100(Dia.)mm

Bellows foot pumps for pumping 
up your favourite tubes. The pumps 
folds compactly for storage and 
transport. Includes three nozzles 
to fit small, medium and large air 
valves.

Foot Pumps

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

2 Litres MWA605 $9.95 $8.95

12V/240V Rechargeable Coleman Pump 

The 12/240volt Quick Pump is Coleman's highest output pump, 
ergonomically designed with both an inflate and deflate option. This 
Coleman Pump runs off standard 12V lighter plugs which can be found in 
cars or boats, or 240volt when mains power is available via the included 
power supply. This Pump has double-lock and pinch valve 
adaptors, as well as a 
multi-purpose Coleman 
patented adaptor that fits 
most inflatable products.
• Airflow of 24CFM
•  240volt psu included 

as well as 12v cigraette 
socket

• Head pressure of .54psi
•  120mm (H) x 200mm (W) 

x 90m (D)cm, 1.5kg

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

RAA204 $49.95 $44.95
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LEISURE

Camping Accessories

GOOD ALSO FOR  
MARKING A TRAIL IN THE 

BUSH TO THE TOILET

MATTRESSES

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

6 Pack RBE385 $4.95 $4.45

Illuminated Tent Pegs - 6 Pack

A set of sturdy tent pegs with a small LED light in 
them. Good for areas of light traffic between tents. 
Also good trail markers.
• 12 Spare Batteries included
• 150(L) x 24(dia)mm

Note: Limited Stock

TENT ACCESSORIES

Mattress

Aero-Mesh
Bed Base

Air Flow

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Queen (2015 x 1600mm) RAC432 $179.00 $160.95

“Aero-Mesh” Mattress Underlay

This product is designed to lay under a foam or inner-spring mattress. 
It is approx. 10mm thick. It is non-woolen, non-organic spring-like 
suspension is designed to allow air to circulate between your mattress 
and the baseboard. The airflow enables the mattress to remain dry, 
preventing mould stains, moisture damp and musty smells, etc. It also 
keeps the baseboard dry and clean smelling. It does not sag. It is a 
fantastic product, equally at home in a boat, caravan, 4WD or RV. It uses 
up almost no room. The product improves the comfort of roll-up swags 
and camping mattresses as well. It has other uses too. It can be used to 
line shelves to prevent precious items from rattling or breaking on long 
trips. It is cut easily with a pair of stout scissors.
•  Helps keeps mattress dry and free from mildew

Camping Mirror with Stand

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Camping Mirror With Stand TAC302 $7.95 $7.15

Ideal for camping and travelling, this 
lightweight mirror can be hung up, 
stand on its own or be hand held.
•  Strong plastic frame
•  Wall mountable
•  In-built stand
•  Dimensions: 180 x 125mm, 150g

CAMPING ACCESSORIES

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Hook and Loop Wrap Strap RBE388 $9.95 $8.95

Hook and Loop Wrap Strap

This hook and loop secured strap kit will 
help secure your awning (and perhaps 
anything else you like). There’s no risk of 
dents, tears, or scratches that you might 
get with some metal-based kits. These 
soft rubber-based kits are durable and 
versatile.

Fatmouth White Rail Pegs

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Small - Rail RBE381 $11.95

Large - WideGrip RBE383 $14.95 $13.95

Designed to hold large items, such as washed towels, 
firmly on a handrail whilst still being 
gentle on fabrics. Suitable for railings 
made from tubular stainless steel, 
hardwood, glass, treated pine, 
bamboo, as well as rendered brick. 
Manufactured locally in Sydney from 
eco-friendly UV stabilised plastic 
with marine-grade 316-stainless steel 
springs. Two sizes available for rail 
sizes up to 90mm or 145mm.  
White in colour.
Small: 90mm

RBE381

Widegrip: 145mm 

RBE380

Tent Pegs - 5 Pack

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

5 Pack RBE375 $9.95 $8.95

Rust resistant - 300mm x 8mm - 
Galvanised. 
•  5 Pack

Glow-In-The-Dark Tent Pegs

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

4 Pack RBE382 $15.95 $13.95

Help make your camping site safer at night 
by using these glow-in-the-dark tent pegs. 
They are made from durable ABS plastic 
and simply recharge during daylight hours 
and will then glow for up to 8 hours. 
•  4 pack - dimensions: 300mm
Good also for marking a trail  
in the bush to the toilet

Gift Cards 
Can’t choose from 
our huge range? 
Purchase a gift  
card, and your 
favourite person  
can choose for 
themselves!*  

Purchase in-store or online  
www.roadtechmarine.com.au/gift-cards

*A few T&Cs apply. See p7 for details.
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LEISURE

Camping Accessories

Made from tough ABS.

DOME CAP
•  Helps support tarps to reduce water pooling
•  Suits poles with up to 8mm spigot 

DOME CAP WITH SPRING
•  Spring model allows tarp to move up and 

down in windy conditions
•  Suits poles with up to 8mm spigot 

GROUND PLATE
•  RBE352 suits poles  

with up to 25mm foot cap
•  RBE364 suits poles  

with up to 36mm foot cap

Tent Poles

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+
Galvanised Poles  
with Tee Nut Fittings RBE355 $12.95 $11.45
Aluminium Poles  
with Cam Lock Fittings RBE360 $34.95 $30.95

Extendable tent poles for shades, screens or 
replacing lost or damaged poles from your 
tent kit.
Available in two styles: 

GALVANISED TYPE
• Max Height: 275cm (9’) 
• Pole Dia: 19mm - 22.2mm

RBE355

ALUMINIUM TYPE
• Max Height: 275cm (9’) 
• Pole Dia: 22.2mm - 25.4mm

RBE360

Note: Each sold seperatly

Mallet Kit

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Mallet Kit RBE380 $8.95 $8.05

Rubber mallet with steel handle.
•  Metal tent peg remover  

with plastic handle grip
•  Suitable for most  

tent peg types

Tent Peg Puller

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Tent Peg Puller RBE378 $4.95 $4.45

Easily remove most types of tent 
pegs from the ground without 
hurting your hands.
 •  Soft grip rubber handle

Tent Accessory Kit

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Tent Accessory Kit RBE384 $19.95 $17.95

This pack consists of all the things you seem to 
misplace or lose between one big camping trip 
and the next. This kit is great for camping 
group leaders – such as scoutmasters
Supplied as a “tool roll” you get:
•  A small mallet for tent pegs
• A tent peg extraction wrench
•  Several types of spare tent pegs – 

Angle long and short and heavy round 
(long and short) 14 in all. 

•  A long length of 5mm universal tent cord (about 
30m long)

•  Very heavy duty rubber bands x 6 for holding things together
• A packet of rope clamps
•  A worthwhile addition for responsible people

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Dome Cap RBE363 $1.95 $1.75

Dome Cap with Spring RBE362 $3.95 $3.55

Ground Plate - up to 25mm foot cap RBE352 $1.95 $1.75

Ground Plate - up to 36mm foot plate RBE364 $2.95 $2.65

Tent Pole Accessories

Guy Rope Set

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Single RBE365 $9.95 $8.95

Double (Corner/Dual) RBE370 $12.95 $11.45

These guy ropes are 3.5m long and 6mm in diameter, they feature a pole 
loop, wooden rope runner and trace spring.

RBE365 RBE370

The Ultimate! Screw-in Tent Pegs

This product uses an auger-type screw 
mechanism to securely fix an anchor 
point for tent, awning or other securing 
ropes. It works in all sorts of soils 
including firm sand and simply will not 
pull out.
Each screw peg comes with a rope 
securing hook and each packet comes 
with a driver bit. Ideally, you would 
use a cordless drill to drive the pegs 
into the ground, but you could use a 
spanner.
There are two sizes, large 30cm long 
with 20cm auger and small 20cm long 
with 85mm auger. The smaller unit is 
good for hard ground.
Both units made from tough ABS.
• Pack of 6

Don't forget to pack your cordless drill!

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Small - 6 Pack RBE374 $24.95 $22.45

Large - 6 Pack RBE376 $29.95 $26.95

RBE374RBE376

Tent Tie Down Kit  
with Spiral Metal Pegs

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

4 Pack RBE386 $39.95 $35.95

This is a set of 4 aluminium cast spiral auger tent pegs 310 
(12”) long.  They come with a 17mm driver socket that fits any 
cordless drill chuck, and 4 x plastic rope clips.
The auger diameter is 32mm 1 1/4” which is 
designed to hold into the softest sand 
or soil.  We can almost guarantee 
that they will not pull out 
unless unscrewed!

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au68 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day
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Hats / Jackets
Burke Canvas Sailing Hat

Specially designed for sailing, this quality canvas hat features a wide 
stiffened brim, large ventilation eyelets and an under chin cord with 
adjusting toggle. It also has a peak inserted in the brim at the front to 
stop the brim from flopping in the wind or when 
wet.
• Pre shrunk 12 ounce canvas
• Adjustable chin cord with toggle
• Ventilation eyelets
• Stiffened brim
• Dark blue under brim to reduce reflection
• Specifically designed for boating
• Stiffened Front Peak

Size Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Medium MKC280 $29.95 $26.95

Large MKC282 $29.95 $26.95

X-Large MKC284 $29.95 $26.95

Burke Quick Dry Sailing Hat

A boating essential, the new range of hats has been designed for the 
person on or near the water. Made from quick dry material and non 
corroding materials it has a UPF50+ rating. The adjustable chin strap, 
stiff brim and stiff peak in the front of the brim make it ideal on windy or 
wet days.
• Quick dry fabric
• UPF50+ rating
• Stiff brim and adjustable chin strap
• Large brass ventialtion eyelets
• Stiffened Front Peak

Size Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Medium MKC286 $27.95 $24.95

Large MKC288 $27.95 $24.95

X-Large MKC290 $27.95 $24.95

Burke Profile Mesh Panel Sun Hat

Manufactured using advanced UP50+ Quick Dry fabric, this sun hat has 
been designed with a low profile, angled brim for enhanced 360 degree 
sun protection. It's stiffened peak insert prevents the brim from flopping 
around and impairing vision while it's adjustable chin and crown straps 
make for a secure fit. Perfect for wearing in and out of the water.
•  Low profile brim for enhanced 360° protection
• Stiffened brim
• Adjustable chin & crown straps
• Side mesh ventilation panels

Size Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Small to Medium MKC292 $34.95 $30.95

Large to X-Large MKC294 $34.95 $30.95

Burke Quick Dry Cap with Retainer

The new Quick Dry Cap with Cap Retainer has been designed especially 
for sailors. Made from non corroding materials and UPF50+ Quick Dry 
fabric, this cap offers excellent sun protection. 
The Velcro adjustable band makes this 
good looking cap easy to fit, while the 
Cap Retainer will help to keep your 
cap safe.
• UPF50+ rating
• Velcro adjustable band
• Cap Retainer

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Cap with Retainer MKC296 $21.95 $19.45

Spare Retainer MKC298 $7.95 $7.15

FOR A LARGE RANGE OF BURKE  
STORAGE BAGS SEE PAGE 232

Burke Super Dry Jackets

The Super Dry Jacket is designed for harbour and light coastal use with 
features that will keep you dry and comfortable. Made from durable 
nylon-coated Super Dry fabric and incorporating TSS technology and a 
breathable lining, this jacket is 100% waterproof and super tough - but 
soft on the skin. That's why the Super Dry Jacket is a favourite among 
yachties, fishermen and marine workers alike. 
• Durable Nylon-Coated Super Dry Fabric
• 100% Waterproof
• Water Repellent Finish
• Breathable Lining for Superior Comfort and Condensation Control
• Tape Sealed Seams Making them 100% Waterproof
•  Heavy Duty Non-Corroding Zip with Storm Flap
•  Fleece Lined Collar with High-Visibility, Stowaway Peaked Hood
• Mesh Drainage
•  External Cargo Pockets and Secure Internal Pocket
•  Mobile Phone Pouch
•  External Wrist Adjusters

Size Cat No. Qty 1+

Small TKA034 $119.00

Medium TKA036 $119.00

Large TKA038 $119.00

X-Large TKA040 $119.00

2 HOUR 
CLICK & COLLECT 
•  Check stock online at your local RTM store

•  Add the bits you need to  
your cart & checkout

• Ready within just 2 hours

• Collect it when convenient for you

Call us on 1300 964 264 69
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Footware
THONGS

Black/Tan Mens  
Jack Tar Thongs

Size Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

6 TKA410 $11.95 $10.45

7 TKA411 $11.95 $10.45

8 TKA412 $11.95 $10.45

9 TKA413 $11.95 $10.45

10 TKA414 $11.95 $10.45

11 TKA415 $11.95 $10.45

12 TKA416 $11.95 $10.45

Ultra comfortable and long lasting. The ultra-wide strap keeps them 
securely on-foot, without any irritation. The moulded innersole provides a 
fantastic under-foot feel, with strong construction for longevity. The great 
black & tan colour scheme will match your chinos for alfresco dining, a 
picnic lunch, and anywhere else you find yourself on a hot summer’s day. 
Available in sizes 6-12 (Men’s UK sizing). 
• Extra-wide strap for comfort
• Great colour scheme
• Comfortable innersole

BOAT SHOES

SHOE SIZE CHART
WOMEN SIZES MEN SIZES

US Euro UK US Euro UK

6 36-37 4 6 38-39 5.5

6.5 37 4.5 6.5 39 6

7 37-38 5 7 40 6.5

7.5 38 5.5 7.5 40-41 7

8 38-39 6 8 41 7.5

8.5 39 6.5 8.5 41-42 8

9 39-40 7 9 42 8.5

9.5 40 7.5 9.5 42-43 9

10 40-41 8 10 43 9.5

10.5 41 8.5 10.5 43-44 10

11 41-42 9 11 44 10.5

11.5 42 9.5 11.5 44-45 11

12 42-43 10 12 45 11.5

13 46 12.5

14 47 13.5

15 48 14.5

16 49 15.5

“After 6” Jack Tar Boat Shoe

These shoes have the same DNA as the classic boat shoe, but have 
just a bit more class. They are really a “dress up” version which 
look good in shorts or jeans, with or without socks. They are a 
3-eyelet design with non-leather laces, breathable side panels and 
sophisticated moulded soles. They also feature contrasting leather 
accents. They have a superior inner lining as well. They still say “boat 
shoe”, however, they are in-fact, very stylish and look good at the bar 
of the yacht club after the boating has finished for the day. 

Size Style Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

7 Tan TKA352 $49.95 $44.95

8 Tan TKA353 $49.95 $44.95

9 Tan TKA354 $49.95 $44.95

10 Tan TKA355 $49.95 $44.95

11 Tan TKA356 $49.95 $44.95

12 Tan TKA357 $49.95 $44.95

7 Brown TKA358 $49.95 $44.95

8 Brown TKA359 $49.95 $44.95

9 Brown TKA360 $49.95 $44.95

10 Brown TKA361 $49.95 $44.95

11 Brown TKA362 $49.95 $44.95

12 Brown TKA363 $49.95 $44.95

BROWN

TAN

Size Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

8 TKA405 $12.95 $11.45

9 TKA406 $12.95 $11.45

10 TKA407 $12.95 $11.45

11 TKA408 $12.95 $11.45

12 TKA409 $12.95 $11.45

RTM Mens Thongs

Save burning your feet on hot sand, walking on your 
tinnie in the sun, or across gravel in the caravan park. 
Thongs are an important part of your kit, almost as 
important as a few stubbies! Priced as low as we can 
make them so you can grab a few pairs, even store 
spares in your boat, car, or camper. RTM branded. 
Available in Men’s UK 8-12 sizes, but they’re thongs - 
you don’t have to be too picky about sizing. 
• Very comfortable
• Cost effective

•  Check stock online at your local RTM store

•  Add the bits you need to  
your cart & checkout

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au70 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day
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Footware

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

8 TKA244 $54.95 $48.95

9 TKA246 $54.95 $48.95

10 TKA248 $54.95 $48.95

11 TKA250 $54.95 $48.95

12 TKA254 $54.95 $48.95

Size Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

7 TKA381 $59.95 $53.95

8 TKA382 $59.95 $53.95

9 TKA383 $59.95 $53.95

10 TKA384 $59.95 $53.95

11 TKA385 $59.95 $53.95

12 TKA386 $59.95 $53.95

13 TKA387 $59.95 $53.95

“Jack Tar” Foul Weather  
Sea Boots

“Jack Tar” Rock  
Fishing Spike Boots

This is the boot you buy once in a lifetime. They are really 
intended for ocean sailing but are so lightweight and 
comfortable you will want a pair anyway. They feature a 
flexible upper cuff with a draw cord to keep water out. 
They are cloth lined with rubber backing. 2 tone dove grey 
and dark navy. They are quite tall and will come up to the 
top of your calves.

This is a very heavy-duty boot with a semi-flexible sole that 
features 32 (yes, 32!) metal studs moulded into the sole. 
The studs are quite sharp and will bite into any rock surface, 
including surfaces that could be slimy or covered with weed. 
They are not to be worn indoors as they could damage floors. 
The upper part of the boot is just as rugged. It is a high-ankle 
style, with foam neoprene (wet suit) upper and heavy rubber 
binding. WARNING: The boot is fairly heavy and we recommend 
that you wear an inflatable PFD when wearing this product. 

WET SHOES

Size Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

6 TKA204 $19.95 $17.95

7 TKA206 $19.95 $17.95

8 TKA208 $19.95 $17.95

9 TKA210 $19.95 $17.95

10 TKA212 $19.95 $17.95

11 TKA214 $19.95 $17.95

12 TKA216 $19.95 $17.95

13 TKA218 $19.95 $17.95

Size Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

4 TKA220 $19.95 $17.95

5 TKA222 $19.95 $17.95

6 TKA224 $19.95 $17.95

7 TKA226 $19.95 $17.95

8 TKA228 $19.95 $17.95

9 TKA230 $19.95 $17.95

10 TKA232 $19.95 $17.95

11 TKA234 $19.95 $17.95

12 TKA235 $19.95 $17.95

13 TKA237 $19.95 $17.95

Jack Tar Neoprene Reef Shoes

Welcome to our Jack Tar range of quality and value outdoor gear. The Jack Tar reef shoe is 
basically made from quality neoprene vulcanised rubber (upper and soles), AND a totally synthetic 
white rubber super-grip sole. It is guaranteed not to scuff a white fibreglass or teak lined deck! 
The top of the shoe also has a breathable upper which will drain quickly if your feet become 
submerged. This shoe is at home walking around a rocky shore, on a Jet Ski or on the deck of a 
fast moving boat. You will be delighted with these shoes. They are the closest thing to bare feet! 
Available in a large range of sizes in black or navy blue/grey. Unisex. 

Size Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

6 TKA371 $19.95 $17.95

7 TKA372 $19.95 $17.95

8 TKA373 $19.95 $17.95

9 TKA374 $19.95 $17.95

10 TKA375 $19.95 $17.95

11 TKA376 $19.95 $17.95

12 TKA377 $19.95 $17.95

13 TKA378 $19.95 $17.95

14 TKA379 $19.95 $17.95

“Sail Sneaker” Sailing Shoe

This is a fantastic very light shoe where you are 
constantly immersed in water but need serious 
gripping power that bare feet won’t provide. 
A typical use for this shoe is for crew of small 
sailing skiffs or catamarans where crew need 
to be constantly moving side-to-side across a 
boat to alter trim. Because they are so light and 
inexpensive, they are a great shoe for Jet-skis, 
the beach or just exploring the rocks around a 
beach. (Not recommended for rock fishing)
They are slip-on, slip-off self-draining, with 
no-knot lacing. Very soft 
rubber sole, grey-
white.

BLUE UPPER

BLACK UPPER

Call us on 1300 964 264 71
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Sunglasses

BLACKFIN MATTE BLACK FRAME

HALF MOON TIGER SHARK FRAME

Style Lens Colour Cat No. Qty 1+

Blackfin Blue MKC400 $349.00

Blackfin Green MKC402 $349.00

Rincon Blue MKC404 $349.00

Rincon Green MKC406 $349.00

Reefton Green MKC408 $349.00

Tuna Alley Green MKC410 $349.00

Permit Green MKC412 $349.00

Style Lens Colour Cat No. Qty 1+

Half Moon Green MKC418 $349.00

Bloke Green MKC414 $349.00

Fisch Blue MKC416 $349.00

RINCON SHINY BLACK FRAME

REEFTON BLACKOUT FRAME

BLOKE BLACK AND GREY FRAME

TUNA ALLEY BLACK FRAME

FISCH BLACK FRAME

PERMIT BLACK FRAME

Built to perform on a day of sport 
fishing. Equipped with co-injected 
Hydrolite™ lining, flexible hinges, side vents, 
these Costa men's Angler sunglasses stay on the face.

With integral hinges, a patented vent 
system, polarized and made from 
tough-as-nails nylon, these Men's 
Angler performance fishing sunglasses won't be 
missing much.

Equipped with a no-slip Hydrolite™ 
lining, our signature three-hole 
venting system and polarized, these 
Costa Fisch sunglasses channel the 
performance and the fishing prowess of one of the greats.

These size large frames are the perfect 
companion to explore any body of water 
and will stay put under any condition 
thanks to their co-molded temples, Hydrolite™ 
nose and temple pads, and cam action spring hinges. 

These extra-large sunglasses are durable 
thanks to the cam action pin hinges and 
bilateral fusion technology, which fuses 
two colors for a chip-proof finish. The 
Hydrolite nose and temple pads will keep them firmly on the face.

Classic West Coast straight bridge, 
wrapping style lines and edgy curved 
temples. Made from our castor plant bio-
based resin. With Rincon's spring hinges 
and polarized lenses, the Rincon is a 
great oversized style for most or a perfect extra large fit for "big heads".

Serious clarity and comfort to a day 
fishing, whether it's wrestling marlin 
in the deep sea, spinning up salmon 
in the river's current or fly casting for 
bonefish along the coast. Polarized, 
flexible and boasting a Hydrolite™ 
co-injected lining.

With straight temples, double-cut 
textures, and integrated Spring Hinges 
combine outstanding function and 
comfort with beautiful aesthetics. 
The sporty beach style of Half Moon 
embolden the thick, ominous waves of 
the legendary Mavericks surf break. 

Costa Sunglasses

SUNGLASSES

Aluminium Trekking Poles

Cat No. Qty 1+

Twistlock MWA490 $34.95

Speedlock MWA492 $59.95

Designed to maximise comfort and ease on all types of 
terrain, with two types of adjustment system available. Both 
are telescopic design for quick length adjustment. Ergonomic 
handles are made with EVA foam and cork, with the cork 
component absorbing sweat from your palm while moulding to the 
shape of your grip. The extended handle length eliminates the need 
to adjust the pole height as the terrain gradient changes, and the anti-
shock shaft enhances stability as you trek. The replaceable carbide 
tip, rubber foot and basket allow you to adapt your poles to changing 
trail surfaces, be it rocks, mud or leaves.
• Pole height markers
• Adjustable wrist strap
• Basket provides additional support on soft ground
• 1.3 max height

MWA490

MWA492

HIKING ACCESSORIES

CHECK OUT OUR TREKKING GAS 
STOVE ON PAGE 57

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au72 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day

All Costa lenses have 100% UV blockage for maximum protection 
and 100% polarization to kill reflected glare. Our 580 technology goes 
beyond polarization to produce the clearest lenses on the planet. Glass 
lenses for superior clarity and scratch resistance.
Included
• Sun glasses
• Carry case
• Cleaning cloth
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Binoculars & Monocular
“Sport” Model: 8 X 25 Waterproof

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

8 x 25 Waterproof MNC007 $39.95 $37.95

These stylish binoculars feature a rubberised case. Supplied with carry 
case, lens cloth, neck strap and 
instruction manual
• Waterproof
• Fog proof
• Nitrogen Filled
•  Multicoated 

optics
•  Centre focus 

wheel

Specifications: 

• Optical design: Roof Prism
• Objective lens Dia.: 25mm
• Magnification: 8 x
• Angular field of view: 6.3’
• Linear field of view: 100m (approx.)
• Exit pupil Dia.: 3.125mm
• Eye Relief: 10.5mm
• Minimum focal distance: 5m
• Dimensions: 130 x 130 x 50mm

7x50 Zoom Non-Waterproof 

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

7 x 50 MNC002 $39.95 $37.95

This low-cost 7x50 zoom binocular is quite robust. It has 
centre-focus and has ¼” tripod mount feature. You can roll 
the eyecups down to get the frames of your spectacles 
closer to the eyepiece for clearer viewing. 
• 12 month warranty
• FOV @ 1000m: 123m
• Height: 180mm
• Width: 190mm
• Depth: 60mm
• Weight: 1kg
Check our website for 
full specs. 

RTM Brand 8-32x50 Zoom Binoculars

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

8-32 x 50 Water Resistant MNC014 $89.00 $79.95

We have selected this product from many because of its 
unique feature: it offers zoom magnification from 8 to 32 
times with a high-brightness 50mm objective lens. It also has 
a BAK-4 prism and optics which indicates a quality product. 
We do not, however, recommend the product for marine use 
for two main reasons. 
•  It is not waterproof
•  The magnification range, 8 to 32 times makes it difficult to 

use on the water. 
This product is far more useful on land for birdwatching or 
track and field.
• 12 month warranty
• FOV @ 1000m: 66-28m
• Height: 195mm
• Width: 200mm
• Depth: 65mm
• Weight: 875g
Check our website 
for full specs. 

Note: This model does not come with lens covering cups. 
Check our website for full specs. 

7 X 50 Waterproof

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

7 x 50 Waterproof MNC011 $129.00 $121.95

THE 7 X 50
In terms of actual performance, the MNC011 is no different 
to our MNC013. The only thing different about it is that it does 
not have the internal Compass/Rangefinder. It has the same 
BAK-4 Porro prism in Barium Crown glass, heavy frame with 
nitrogen filled o-ring construction. Completely waterproof/fog 
proof of course. 
• Multi-coated internal optics
• Fully waterproof construction/fog proof
•  Porro prisms 

throughout
• 27.4mm eye relief
• Rubberised body
• Individual eye focus
•  Nitrogen filled, 

O-rings throughout
• Floating neck strap
•  3 Year Limited 

Warranty
Check our website for 
full specs. 

70 X 50 Waterproof with  
Compass And Rangefinder

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

7 x 50 Compass Waterproof MNC013 $169.00 $151.95

When you know that a binocular is fitted with BAK-4 Porro 
prisms, you know that the product is quality. A further 
testament to the quality is the fact that it has multiple lens 
and prism coatings. This magnificent instrument has a light 
transmission efficiency of just over 90% - about as good as 
you get even in the top-of-the-range units. So, we introduce 
the 7x50 Waterproof Binoculars with Compass and Rangefinder. These 
binoculars have a heavy frame to ensure waterproof integrity. They also 
have the BAK-4 glass inside which is a denser, finer Barium Crown glass, 
which eliminates internal light scattering. The weight, incidentally actually 
helps stabilise the instrument in your hands. It also features a full bearing 
compass, which works well in daylight but can be illuminated in night 
vision-saving red. It also has a rangefinder reticule.
• Multi-coated internal optics
• Fully waterproof construction/fog proof
• Porro prisms throughout
• 27.4mm eye relief
• Rubberised body
• Individual eye focus
• Compass/Rangefinder
•  Nitrogen filled, O-rings 

throughout
•  Floating neck 

strap
•  3 Year Limited 

Warranty
Check our website 
for full specs. 

Single Monocular

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

8 x 21 Water Resistant MNC006 $19.95 $17.95

They worked for the pirates! This 
unit which measures only 25mm Dia. 
and 105mm long can easily fit in 
your pocket. Many people prefer the 
simplicity of a monocular with only 
1 x knob to turn you can’t go wrong! 
8 x mag with 21mm objective lens, 
(8x21) and water-resistant (not fully 
waterproof), & 10.5mm eye relief 
it is an excellent unit for camping, 
theatre or casual boating. Supplied 
with Nylon case and polishing cloth.
Check our website for full specs. 

Call us on 1300 964 264 73
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Survival & Hand Tools
Survival Knife

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Survival Knife TH1925 $19.95 $17.95

WITH LED TORCH / FIRE STARTER /  
BELT CUTTER / WINDOW BREAKER 
Built for extreme adventures, the knife is crafted using Grade 420 
stainless steel for maximum durability. A liner lock system allows you to 
effortlessly extract the blade with one hand, leaving 
the other one free. Use the serrated edge to cut 
with speed or the straight edge to cut with 
precision. The built-in LED light lets you see 
in the dark while the magnesium alloy fire 
starter lets you start your own campfire. 
If you find yourself trapped inside 
your own vehicle, use the 
belt cutter and window 
breaker for a quick escape.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

2.5" Folding TFI538 $32.95 $30.95

Folding Knife

A fully machined stainless steel handle makes this knife ultra thin so it 
sits effortlessly in your pocket or purse. Of course, it also has a lanyard 
hole if you prefer to carry it this way! 
• Blade Length: 6.7cm
• Open Length: 15.2cm
• Closed Length: 8.6cm
• Weight: 42.5g

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

2.2" Folding TFI540 $24.95 $23.45

Paraframe Serrated

A beautifully simple open frame knife with a serrated locking blade 
that is lightweight, easy to clean and opens effortlessly. The smooth 
stainless steel handle features a belt clip so it will always be there when 
you need it. 
• Blade Material: High Carbon Stainless
• Overall Length: 15.2 cm
• Blade Length: 5.6 cm
• Closed Length: 7.8 cm
• Weight: 40 g
• Lock Mechanism: Frame-lock
• Blade Style: Clip Point

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

14.5” with Sheath TFI544 $54.95 $51.95

14.5” Winchester Bowie Knife

With a curved point, clip point, and notch near the handle, this knife has 
all the features of a true Bowie and it includes a nylon sheath with two 
retaining straps. The stainless steel blade is corrosion resistant and easy 
to sharpen. Full tang construction means that the blade extends through 
the handle, increasing the strength and usability of this large knife. The 
stylish wood and brass handle is detailed with brass rivets and equipped 
with finger grooves for a comfortable and secure grip, even when wet. 
The brass cross guard functionally separates your hand from the blade 
and matches the other brass accents. The shape and style reflects the 
traditional Bowie design, including a blade tip that’s lower than the spine 
of the blade for added control, a bevel edge at the point to streamline the 
tip, and a curved edge near the point for removing skin from a carcass. A 
notch near the hilt can be used as the sharpening starting point, to strip 
wires or sinew, and help repair rope or nets. 

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

2.5” Folding TFI542 $16.95 $15.95

2.5” Folding Winchester Knife

Constructed from surgical stainless steel 
for strength and corrosion resistance, 
this 2.5” folding knife features a stylish 
brass handle with wooden inlay and is 
sharp straight out of the packet. 

AGE RESTRICTIONS APPLY  
IN SOME STATES FOR KNIFE SALES

Aluminium Multi-Function Tool  
with Rubber Handle 

This impressive multi-function tool features a professional wire cutter and 
stripper, sharp smooth edge blade, can opener, bottle opener, flat and 
Phillips screwdriver, and spring-loaded pliers, 
Made from high quality 420 stainless steel with 
anodised aluminium handles and rubber inserts 
for a better grip. It also has a carabiner built in. 
Folds down to just 105mm long and includes a 
belt pouch. 
• Stainless Steel Blades/Tools
• Anodised Aluminium and Rubber Body
•  Knife Blade
• Springloaded Pliers
• Wire Cutter
• Can Opener
• Philips Screwdriver
• Bottle Opener/Flat Screwdriver
• Carabiner

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

TFI552 $39.95 $35.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

8.4” Folding TFI524 $9.95 $8.95

8.4” Folding Knife with Seat Belt Cutter

A must have if you're taking the car off road. If you become 
trapped in the car, the seat belt 
cutting tool and glass breaker 
on this knife could save 
your life! 5" 420 stainless 
steel blade.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

9.6” Fixed TFI526 $26.95 $23.95

9.6” Knife with Sheath

A magnificent looking knife with a healthy weight. It has 
a 9.5” long blade made from 420 stainless with a 
dull black oxide finish. Anti-slip handle 
and supplied with a nylon 
sheath.

SURVIVAL KNIVES

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

24” Machete with Sheath TFI531 $24.95 $22.45

24” Machete with Sheath

An essential tool on a camping trip in the great outdoors. Use it around 
the campsite or walking trail to clear vegetation, chop branches, and to 
split open coconuts if you are fortunate enough to be up North.
•  24" carbon spring steel blade
•  Heavy duty nylon sheath with belt hook
•  Heavy duty plastic handle
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Survival & Hand Tools

Jeep Shovel

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Jeep Shovel RSC370 $29.95 $28.45

Handy shovel for your 4WD, camper trailer or caravan. Long metal handle 
with sturdy plastic grip and steel blade.
•  700mm Long

Folding Shovel

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Folding Shovel RSC374 $19.95 $17.95

Dig yourself out of any situation with this handy folding shovel! Made 
from durable steel, it easily tackles a variety of outdoor tasks: digging 
trenches, latrines and holes, levelling a site, removing rocks, clearing 
campfire pits or shifting hot coals. It’s just 24cm long for storage, but 
quickly unfolds to 62cm. The serrated edge of the blade also assists 
with small cutting jobs such as small roots, or stripping bark. Weighing 
just over 1kg, it’s light to carry and suitable for most of the family to use. 
Conveniently packs away in the included carry case.
• Use as a shovel, saw or pick • Durable steel construction
• Storage bag included • 62cm full length, 24cm folded
• 210(L) x 160(W)mm head • 15cm long pick
• 1.04kg

Camouflage Rope - 15m

Cat No. Qty 1+

15m Long RBE372 $7.95

This durable camo rope is great for camping and hunting related 
applications. The polyester strands are tough and resist rot, mildew, oil 
and gas. Can also be used in lifting or securing loads on 
your trailer.
•  Tough 5mm braided nylon  

utility cord
•  Handy plastic winder for 

easy handling and storage
• High tensile strength

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Ceramic/Carbide Knife Sharpener TFI528 $9.95 $8.95

Pocket Size Knife  
and Fishhook Sharpener

This is actually two sharpeners. The first is a pocket tool which 
is fitted with two V-shaped sharpening stones. One is carbide for 
damaged or dull knives and the ceramic one is to hone-up knives in 
good condition. A tapered diamond rod is also supplied. This is for 
sharpening fish hooks, serrated knives, etc. It comes complete with 
instructions.

SURVIVAL TOOLS

Ticks are very common in the Eastern Australian damp bushland. They 
tend not to inhabit dry, arid areas.
There are two types of ticks:
• Adult ticks
• Grass ticks or immature ticks (Nymph ticks)

ADULT TICK REMOVAL

A mature adult tick is 3-4mm long and will embed its head in your 
skin. When you go on a bushwalk (or even a stroll in bushland) always 
check afterwards for tick attacks. Check children and teenagers and 
pets. (We do not advise you to take dogs with you on your walks. They 
are a magnet for ticks.)
If you find a tick, do not panic and try to scratch out the insect. If you 
do this, it is quite likely that you will leave the head of the tick still 
embedded in your skin.
The best way to remove a tick, head and all, is to FREEZE it off, but 
not with an ice cube! You can buy WART-OFF from a chemist or the 
NA1000 freezer spray in this catalogue (under Freezer Spray in the 
index.) It is a very powerful freezer, be careful.
Even though you will have a strong urge to want to remove this tick 
immediately, the smart thing is to do it slowly. Firstly, spray freezer in 
very short bursts, up to five (5) times 8-10 seconds apart. This will kill 
the tick.
In order to keep the freezer spray from unprotected skin, we 
recommend that you make a small cardboard mask cut out of card 
that has about the weight of a greeting card. Try to make a neat hole 
about 3mm dia, round. Place the tick head through the hole. The rest 
of the cardboard will mask the spray from the skin.
The tick will eventually fall off, but it may take several hours. It is very 
important that you do not try to remove the dead tick with fingers 
or tweezers. This is because the tick head contains toxins which 
could be transferred to you. This can result in an allergic reaction or 
sickness.

GRASS TICKS.

There is no need to use freezer spray on grass ticks, they are too 
small. You can get a permethrin based cream (e.g. LYCLEAR) which 
you liberally rub on the skin where the little ticks have settled. The 

ticks will fall off, heads and all after several hours. There may be 
newer, more recent grass tick remedies, so ask your chemist.

AFTER TICK TREATMENT

The tick bite victim will often experience itchiness from the affected 
area for some time afterwards. This can be successfully treated with 
a mild antiseptic cream, such as SOOVBITE. Apply up to four times a 
day. There may be other products your chemist recommends.
Grass tick bites can cover a large area of skin and soaking in a bath of 
PINETARSOL anti-itch solution is ideal for this.
For itching and redness in children, a children grade antihistamine may 
help settle them at sleep time. PHENERGAN or POLARMINE will help 
at night time and CLARYTINE for children will help during the day.
For adults FLEXOTAB 180mg once-a-day tablets are good for itching 
and swollen skin. They are non-drowsy and can give up to 24 hours 
relief.
Generally, all post-tick symptoms last only 2-3 days.
If patient is still unwell, present to a medical centre for further advice.

TICK PREVENTION

Prevention, of course, is better than cure, so best to discourage ticks 
in the first place.
Firstly, wear appropriate anti-tick clothes. This means long sleeved 
shirts and trousers tucked in to the top of your socks. Cover the area 
of your upper body around your neck as ticks will frequently jump on 
you from a shoulder height bush. Wear a hat and if possible a head 
net.
Before your excursion liberally spray all of your clothing (and any 
exposed skin) with RID or BUSHMANS insect repellent cream or 
spray. (Available form RTM – see index under “insect repellent.”

CONCLUSION.

Many experienced bushwalkers would find our caution a little bit 
paranoid, especially for grass ticks.
An adult tick bite, especially on a child whilst generally not life 
threatening is still an unpleasant experience and we do not want these 
pests to spoil our outdoor experience.

HOW TO HANDLE A  
PARALYSIS TICK
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First Aid

ANTI-NAUSEA

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Anti-Nausea Travel Band TSC462 $4.95 $4.45

This device consists of 2 wristbands. One 
must be fitted to each wrist. They do not contain 
chemicals, but are designed to apply 
gentle pressure to the flexor tendon 
pressure points on the underside 
of your wrist. There are no drugs or 
chemicals and the straps can be 
washed over and over with no loss of effectiveness. 
They are suitable for adults and children alike and work on the water, in 
cars and all other transport for people who normally suffer from travel 
sickness. Supplied as a pair in a  handy carry case with full instructions.

53 Piece First Aid Kit

A first aid kit suited to outdoor activities 
such as sporting, boating, camping, etc. 
The 53 piece kit includes adhesive strips, 
bandages, safety pins, gloves, alcohol 
pads, cleansing wipes, tweezers, scissors 
and much more. There is also an instant 
ice bag, stainless multifunction knife, 
metal whistle, dynamo flashlight, 
and an emergency blanket. All 
packed in a super durable storage 
case with a first aid booklet.

Kit Contains:

10 x Adhesive Bandages 1 x Flashlight
1 x Metal Whistle 5 x Small Dressing Pads
5 x Large Dressing Pads 1 x Plastic Scissors
1 x Tweezers 1 x Gloves Pair
4 x Cleansing Wipes 4 x Alcohol Pads
1 x Emergency Blanket 1 x Triangular Bandage
1 x 4.5m Adhesive Tape Roll 10 x 37mm Safety Pins
1 x Instant Ice Pack 1 x Stainless Multifunction Knife
1 x First Aid Booklet 1 x First Aid Instructions
1 x 450cm PBT Elastic Bandage Small
1 x 450cm PBT Elastic Bandage Large

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

ST3972 $19.95 $17.95

94 Piece First Aid Kit

A comprehensive first aid kit for tending to everything from little mishaps 
to medical emergencies such as resuscitation. The 94 piece kit includes 
adhesive strips, bandages (adhesive, 
elastic and absorbent), safety pins, 
alcohol pads, cleansing wipes, tweezers, 
and much more. There is also a 20cm 
mouth-to-mouth mask, thermometer, 
metal scissors, vinyl gloves, instant ice 
bag, and emergency blanket. All packed 
in a super durable storage case with a 
first aid booklet.
See our website for full list of 
contents. 

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

ST3974 $29.95 $26.95

FIRST AID KITS

18 Piece First Aid Kit

A handy first aid kit for the home, office, car or boat. This kit contains 
adhesive strips, bandages, safety pins, anti-bacterial wipes, tweezers, 
and scissors. All packed in a super durable, red high visibility storage 
case with zipper.

Kit Contains:

5 x Adhesive Strips  4 x Antiseptic Cleansing Wipes
2 x Non-Adherent Dressing Pads 1 x 5m PBT Elastic Bandage
1 x 5m Bandage Adhesive Roll 1 x Tweezers
1 x Plastic Scissors  2 x 37mm Safety Pins

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

ST3970 $8.95 $8.05

TICK SPRAY

Tick Freezer Spray

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

NA1000 $19.95 $17.70

This is a product derived from the electronics industry. It 
is basically a can of non-CFC ozone safe propellant that 
when sprayed drops the targeted area by about 50°C. 
When used on a tick, it completely immobilises it for at 
least 10 seconds, enabling you to safely remove it. 
WARNING: Only use the spray for under one second. Try not to get 
spray on your skin. Prolonged use can burn skin. The amount you will 
need guarantees that the product will last a long, long time.

See our guide to removing a paralysis tick  
on the previous page.

Travacalm Travel Sickness Tablets

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Pack of 10 TSC464 $7.95 $7.55

Travacalm is a popular medication to offset 
motion sickness – especially on boats. Adults 
can take 1-2 tables 30 minutes 
before embarking. The dose can 
be safely repeated after 6 hours. 
Children as young as four can 
take a half tablet before travel.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Boating First Aid Kit TSC425 $39.95 $35.95

126 Piece Boating First 
Aid Kit

Features a water-resistant 
hard plastic case with 
316 marine grade hinges 
and ‘O’ ring seal. The 
outside of the case has a 
water-resistant clear set of 
instructions for resuscitation 
CPR, etc. Inside you will 
find 126 items ranging from 
heaps of adhesive plasters 
to antiseptic cream, all sorts of 
wound dressings, a blanket, tweezers, scissors, 
swabs, eye wash, etc. etc.
•  Case measures 280(W) x 220(H) x 130(D)mm
See our website for full list of contents. 

Anti-Nausea  
Travel Band
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Medical & Pest Control

Bushman Ultra Insect Repellent

Cat No. Qty 1+

75g Tube - Heavy Duty 80% DEET TSC470 $10.95

130g Aerosol - Heavy Duty 40% DEET TSC474 $10.95

150g Aerosol w/Sunscreen 20% DEET TSC472 $12.95

Versatile, universal and highly effective range of insect 
repellents containing DEET to ensure protection 
in the harshest of environments, even with 
extremely high levels of intense insect activity. 
Choose between 20% DEET with sunscreen 
for younger family members, 
or heavy duty for adults. With 
unique time-release properties 
it continues to protect against 
insects when other-brands 
resistance would have faded.
•  Pleasant odour
•  Sweat, water and rub resistant

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

8 Pack TAE904 $1.95 $1.75

INSECT REPELLANT

Citronella Mosquito Coils - 8 pack

Repels mosquitoes with natural citronella fragrance. Perfect for camping 
and backyard use. Easy to use, comes in a pack of 8. Metal stand 
included. 
• 8 pieces
• Repels mosquitoes
• Includes metal stand
• 3% citronella oil

Citronella Tea Light Candles

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

4pc TAE903 $2.00

9pc TAE902 $2.95 $2.65

Perfect for use around the picnic 
table or BBQ areas to help reduce 
mosquitoes. Uses natural citronella 
oil. Comes in a pack of 4.
• 4 candles
• 3% citronella oil
• Repels mosquitoes

Provides instant cooling without 
the need to freeze or refrigerate 
beforehand. Helps to relieve pain and 
swelling associated with muscle strain, 
sprains, fevers, etc. Keep a few in your 
first aid cabinet. To activate simply 
squeeze the pack firmly to rupture the 
inner liquid pouch, then shake.
• Stays cold for up to 20 minutes
• Single use only
•  Dimensions:  

200(L) x 140(W) x 20(D)mm 
(approximately)

SNAKE BITE KIT

Instant Cold Pack

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Instant Cold Pack TOG632 $3.95 $3.55

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Adult TSC418 $4.95 $4.20

Adult Poncho

Always be prepared for when it rains with 
one of these adult ponchos with hood. 
They are lightweight, 100% waterproof, 
and fold up small enough to slip inside a 
backpack pocket. 
• One size fits all
•  3/4 Length (127cm x 203cm)

RAIN GEAR

KEEPING A FEW SPARE PONCHOS IN YOUR 
PACK COULD ONE DAY SAVE YOUR LIFE. 

Snake Bite First Aid Kit

A handy kit to pack while hiking or 
bushwalking. This snake bite kit contains a 
4m long bandage, triangular bandage and 
treatment instructions to administer first 
aid. 
Kit Contents:
2 x 190mm x 4m Spandex Heavy Duty 
Bandage
1 x 960 x 960 x 1.36m Triangular 
Bandage
1 x Treatment Instruction Sheet
1 x Storage Bag

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

ST3965 $9.95 $8.95

PEST MANAGEMENT

Mosquito Head Net
Enjoy the outdoors without the pests when 
you’re wearing a Coleman® Mosquito Head 
Net. The fine mesh stops insects from 
biting while still allowing you to see nature’s 
beauty. The Mosquito Head Net is designed 
especially for wide, all-around brim hats, 
but fits most other styles as well. Hat not 
included.
•  See-through design
•  Comfortable fit over most head gear
•  250 x 600mm

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Coleman® Mosquito Head Net TKA022 $4.95 $4.70

The Amazing Fly Gun

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

The Amazing Fly Gun YS5545 $7.95 $6.95

MORE PEST REPELLERS  
ON THE NEXT PAGE

It is a spring powered gun 
that kills flies and mosquitos! 
A 1m long string is attached 
so the swatter doesn’t fly 
away, you can then reload, 
aim and fire again.
•  It’s fun and effective, and 

really does work!
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Pest Repellers

Collapsible Mosquito Zapper  
with Camping Lantern

UV Rechargeable Mosquito Trap

Avoid sleepless nights in your tent, van or camper with this 
rechargeable mosquito zapper camping lantern. Instead 
of those pesky mosquitoes buzzing in your ear, they will 
instead be attracted to the UV light where they will be 
zapped dead. Simply slide the mosquito zapper out 
to turn it on, or collapse away to operate just as a 
lantern, which you can carry with the fold-out handle 
or hang using the integrated swivel hook. The push 
button switch on the case lets you select between 
high and low brightness or a flashing mode for times 
when you need to attract attention. The internal Li-Po 
battery can provide power for up to 6 hours at 50% 
brightness, which can be charged from an available 
USB power source. The lantern also features an 
emergency USB port to provide enough power to 
charge your phone so you won’t be left stranded. 
• Mosquito zapper with finger guard
• Camping lantern with swivel hook
• Two brighness levels
• Emergency 5V power USB output
• 6 x 0.06W UV LEDs
• 360~400nm UV Wavelength
• Bugzapper can run up to 30hrs

Trap those pesky mosquitos to get a peaceful night’s 
sleep with this effective rechargeable mosquito 
trap. It works by attracting the mosquitos 
with the detachable mosquito bait, specially 
designed UV light and uses a fan to suck 
the mosquito into the collection trap below. 
The funnel design stops the mosquito from 
escaping. Thanks to its internal rechargeable 
battery, you can use the trap virtually anywhere, 
including a bedroom, caravan, tent, etc. To 
charge, simply connect it to an available USB 
power source. Includes USB charging cable 
and mosquito bait. 
•  USB Rechargeable
•  Up to 6 Hour Run Time
•  Includes Mosquito Bait

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

YS5560 $39.95 $35.95

PEST REPELLERS

Personal Sonic Insect Repeller

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Personal Sonic Insect Repeller YS5534 $9.95 $8.75

Keep the mozzies away! With a range of 6 metres, its perfect 
for camping, picnics fishing etc. It also has a pocket or belt 
clip to keep it handy. 
•  Requires AA battery
• 95(L) x 20(Dia)mm

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Ultrasonic Pest Repeller YS5520 $44.95 $39.95

High Power Ultrasonic Pest Repeller

May be effective against mice, rats, roaches, fleas, flies, crickets, 
silverfish, waterbugs, moths, ants, spiders and most other common 
pests. It has an output of 140dB that can protect up to 220 square 
metres. Ultrasonic frequencies are out of 
hearing range of humans and most 
household pets such as cats, dogs etc. 
We make no guarantees that this device 
will solve your particular problem, but 
there are thousands of people who 
swear by them. Supplied with mains 
plugpack and installation guide.
•  120(Dia) x 75(H)mm

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Electric Swatter TAE922 $12.95 $11.95

Electric Swatter

This is an absolutely ingenious invention, and 
something bugs will come to fear! Shaped 
somewhat like a tennis racket, it might look simple 
enough. But instead of sending tennis balls flying 
across the court, it will zap any bugs it comes 
into contact with! Operating on a similar principle to 
permanently fixed bug zappers, it produces a mild 
shock which kills bugs on contact. Better than squishing 
mozzies and having blood and bug-guts everywhere, 
right?! Uses 2 x AA batteries, which are included. 
• Dimensions: 251(W) x 391(H) x 40(D)mm
Keep away from small children

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

2.5m High x 4m Dia. TKA024 $19.95 $17.95

Large Mosquito Net

This net will expand to 4m 
diameter. It is also 2.5m (over 
8ft) high. This means that it will 
not only protect an individual, 
it could protect all sleepers in 
a large tent or caravan. It has a 
round frame at the top and the 
facility to hook it to either a tree 
or a ceiling, etc. This product 
is a serious game breaker in 
Northern parts of Australia 
where serious mosquito borne 
diseases are on the rise. 
Washable.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

180 Lumen YS5544 $29.95 $26.95

Mosquito Zapper

This rechargeable electronic zapper measures 90mm in diameter and 
130mm high. It weighs only 200 grams and features a nifty double hook 
to mount anywhere. The unit also features a soft white light (3 light levels) 
which can be operated independently of the zapper. When on, the zapper 
has an unobtrusive UV style light, which attracts the bugs. The bugs fly 
through the finger guard only to be confronted with a high voltage grid 
which either kills them instantly or stuns them. Result? No more bugs 
around your ears at 2am! It gets better. The unit is charged by USB! It 
works for about 8 hours on a charge, depending on insect kill rate and 
lighting level. Great for camping or at home. 
• Battery Life:  Low Light: Up to 4 hours  

Medium Light: Up to 8 hours  
High Light: Up to 20 hours  
UV: Up to 30 hours

• UV LED: 5W
• Battery: 3.7V, 2000mAh Li-Po
• Input Power: 5V @ 1A
• Charge Time: 3-4 hours
• Dimensions: 130(H) x 90(Dia.)mm
• Weight: 204g

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

UV Rechargeable Trap YS5539 $49.95 $44.95

Spare Mosquito Bait to suit YS5541 $6.95 $6.25
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Bags & Navigation

12L Canvas Tool Bag

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

12L Canvas Tool Bag RAC710 $14.95 $13.45

Heavy duty canvas tool bag with 
reinforced web handles for added 
strength and a full length zippered top.
•  12 litres volume
•  450(L) x 180(W) x 150(H)mm
• Feel / look improves with age

Heavy Duty Canvas Carry Bags

L x W x H(mm) Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Medium 45L 600 x 250 x 300 TKA002 $29.95 $26.95

Large 80L 760 x 320 x 360 TKA004 $39.95 $35.95

Great for storing camping 
equipment, tools, etc. as 
you travel.
•  Full length zippered top 

opening
•  Reinforced handles for 

added strength
•  Available in two sizes
•  Feel / look improves with age
ALSO FANTASTIC AS A TRAVEL BAG  
FOR CLOTHING, TOILETRIES, ETC.

BAGS

50kg Digital Luggage Scale

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

50kg Digital Luggage Scale QM7234 $19.95 $17.95

With airlines ever-tightening baggage restrictions on over-weight fees, these 
handy scales are great for any traveler. they’re compact, yet measures up to 
50kg! A hook and strap are included to allow weighing of just about any type 
of luggage. Extremely useful for balancing your shopping between luggage 
on the return trip, so no one-piece is over-weight! Provides measurement 
in grams and kilograms, as well as pounds and ounces. Bright display with 
clear numbers and blue-backlight. Battery included. 
• Up to 50kg
• kg/g and lb/oz
• Blue backlight

Specifications:

• Batteries: 1 x CR2023 (Included)
• Weight: 6.5kg
• Dimensions: 147(W) x 46(H) x 30(D)mm

Magnetic Pocket 
Compass

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Magnetic Pocket Compass TNA004 $4.95 $4.45

This handy, affordable magnetic 
pocket compass should accompany 
you on all of your adventures.
• Liquid filled for reliable reading
• 45mm diameter

Lensatic Engineering Compass

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Lensatic Engineering Compass TNA002 $14.95 $13.45

The lensatic compass (also called a military compass) is a precision 
instrument that when used with a topographical map can guide the 
adventurous off marked trails into wilderness areas with confidence. The 
lensatic compass is used to set course bearings, orient yourself to a map 
and follow a course over land. Carrying and being able to navigate with a 
map and lensatic compass is a good idea, even when you are travelling 
with a GPS unit. Electronics do fail, so 
being able to get to your destination 
safely with a map and compass is 
an invaluable skill.
• Rugged metal case
• Liquid filled
• Floating luminous dial
• Side ruler and carry handle
•  Magnifying and sighting viewer
•  Size Open: 125 x 55mm -  

45(Dia.)mm Compass Face
• Size Closed: 60 x 55mm

NAVIGATION ACCESSORIES

FOR MARINE 
COMPASSES, SEE 

PAGE 243

Collapsible Mini Magnifier

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

Collapsible Mini Magnifier QM3536 $14.95 $13.45

Collapses down into a compact size for 
storage or travel, but opens up into a 
powerful 3-dioptre magnifier, complete 
with LED illumination. Requires 3 x 
AAA batteries for the light, so it’ll go 
anywhere you do.
• 100 lumens Illumination
• 3 x magnification- Compact for travel

Specifications:

• Batteries: 3 x AAA (Included)
• Weight: 121g
•  Dimensions:  

 Folded: 67(W) x 37(H) x 95(D)mm  
Expanded: 67(W) x 197(H) x 95(D)mm

RFID Blocker Carbon Fibre  
and Aluminium Card Holder

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

LA5374 $24.95 $22.45

The perfect slimline carbon 
fibre upgrade to your pocket 
with this lightweight, compact 
and durable wallet that blocks 
RFID (wireless theft). Equipped 
with a traditional money clip 
and an expandable holder 
to carry all of your cards and 
cash, taking you wherever 
you go.
Dimensions:  
86(L) x 55(W) x 7(D)mm

TRAVEL ACCESSORIES

Reusable Bags

Cat No. Qty 1+

Small 340(W) x 320(H) x 220(D)mm TII004 $1.30

Large 480(W) x 380(H) x 150(D)mm TII002 $1.50

Insulated 260(W) x 260(H) x 120(D)mm TII006 $2.95

Fill them full of RTM 
goodies, then use 
them for the groceries.

TII004

TII006
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Cases & Trolleys
Waterproof ABS Plastic Cases

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

IPX8 182(W) x 120(D) x 42(H)mm HB6421 $19.95 $17.70

IPX8 182(W) x 120(D) x 75(H)mm HB6423 $24.95 $22.35

IPX8 210(W) x 120(D) x 90(H)mm HB6425 $34.95 $31.45

Black waterproof ABS plastic cases for storing or 
transporting just about anything including mobile phones, 
radios, wallets, delicate electronic devices and more. They are 
fully protected from water, dust, and sludge thanks to a gasket 
seal and powerful latches. The insides are lined with a layer of protective 
foam to insulate against bumps and knocks. Bring one on your next 
camping trip and keep those valuables protected. 
•  Lanyard included 
•  Waterproof 
•  Shockproof

Rugged, Transport Cases 
with Purge Valves

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

MPV0, 173(W) x 125(D) x 50(H)mm HB6389 $24.95 $22.35

MPV1, 210(W) x 135(D) x 90(H)mm HB6388 $39.95 $35.95

MPV2, 330(W) x 280(D) x 120(H)mm HB6381 $69.95 $62.95

MPV4, 430(W) x 380(D) x 154(H)mm HB6383 $99.95 $89.95

These robust cases are made from heavy, ribbed ABS with 
stainless steel hinge pins and O-ring seals. You can purge 
the cases of air and humidity via a purge valve. You could 
even pressurise them to keep dust out. They have foam inserts in 
an egg crate pattern which has the capacity to be ‘plucked’ (along 
precut lines) to make a cavity for scientific instruments, cameras, 
medical equipment, etc.
These are the ideal case to protect 
valuable items on a field trip or 
outback journey. 3 year warranty, 
almost indestructible.

HB6389

HB6388

HB6421 HB6423 HB6425

This is a truly exciting product. As you can 
see by the pic, this is a trolley that can carry 
almost anything, beach gear, picnic equipment, 
groceries, drinks, etc. over long, often rough 
distances with very little manual effort. Once 
deployed, the basket measures 910mm long 
(3 feet) by 480mm wide by 330mm deep. It will 
carry a load of 100kg!
The 4 sturdy 180mm dia. by 40mm wide wheels 
are designed to travel on loose sandy beaches, 
grassy paddocks, etc. Concrete paths and 
long planked marina docks are a doddle! You 
don’t have to break your back towing it as the 
sturdy T-handle is telescopic. Once used, the 
trolley folds up to an amazingly compact 250 x 
200 x 770mm. The whole lot fits into a special 
fitted durable bag. The entire unit is made from 
tough, heavy duty polyester fabric, powder 
coated steel tubing, polypropylene wheels! You 
will be delighted with this product.

Fold Up Trolley  
with Carry Bag

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Fold up Trolley with Carry Bag TFI404 $129.00 $121.95

Fold Up Trolley 35kg

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

35kg TFI403 $25.00 $22.45

Often a conventional trolley doesn’t help you carry 
a load of loose items. This awesome trolley folds 
flat when not in use, but unfolded it’s a massive 43L 
crate on wheels! The telescopic handle extends to 
just under 1m, and large 80mm rubberised wheels 
keep you moving. Its construction keeps it durable, 
yet it weighs only 2.7kg unladen. Capable of a huge 
35kg load.

Specifications:

• Capacity: 35kg
• Weight: 2.7kg
•    Dimensions:  

420(W) x 405(H) x 80(D)mm (Collapsed) 
420(W) x 405(H) x 380(D)mm (Open)

CARRY BAGS ON PREVIOUS PAGE

SEE OUR NEW WATERPROOF POUCH FOR 
ELECTRONICS ON PAGE 232
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Tools & Test Equipment

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Beginner Metal Detector with Auto Tune QP2302 $89.95 $80.95

A great beginner’s metal detector! It is very simple and easy to use 
- it has an auto tune feature with a meter indication to show metal 
types detected. It is very reliable with its microprocessor control and 
digital signal processing. The detector has an adjustable length boom 
and a waterproof search coil making it suitable for use in a variety 
of landscapes. It is capable of detecting a coin at 100mm deep and 
responding to all types of metals. It features volume and sensitivity 
adjustment knobs, audible alert speaker and headphone socket. 
•  Requires 6 x AA Battery
•  Overall length: 780mm
•  Search Coil Dimensions: 165(Dia.) x 17(H)mm

Waterproof Metal Detector with LCD

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Waterproof Metal Detector w/ LCD QP2307 $189.00 $169.95

Capable of detecting a coin at up to 180mm depth it will detect a variety 
of metals, with three different tones to distinguish dissimilar metals. 
Operating at a low frequency of 6.6kHz, the detector will only respond 
to metal objects and ignores the effects of iron ground mineralization, 
making it more accurate for locating at large depths. Alternatively, the all-
metal mode can be switched on to enable any underground metal traces 
detected and is signalled both optically and acoustically. An extra large 
waterproof pick-up coil with its intricate two-dimensional helical winding 
technology enables very fine and precise measurements to be carried out 
while carrying it comfortably with the arm support.

Beginner Metal Detector with Auto Tune

•  Adjustable sensitivity
•  Deep target searching
•  3 Operation modes: All metal, Disc, Notch
•  Ferrous/Non-ferrous indicators
•  Waterproof search coil
•  Large LCD
•  3 Tones for different metal indication
•  One touch auto ground balance

•  Headphone jack 
•  DSC and GND adjustment
•  Arm Support
•  2” Speaker
Specifications:

•  Power: Requires: 2 x 9V batteries
•  Overall Length: 1250mm
•  Search Coil Dimensions: 205(Dia.)mm

IF YOU STRIKE 
GOLD, YOU'LL 
NEED A HEAVY 
DUTY BAG TO 

TAKE IT HOME.  
SEE PAGE 79

QP2307

QP2302

Prospecting for gold and other valuables on the beach or 
in the bush can be fun, thrilling and rewarding when you 
unearth that shiny object. The detectors shown here detect 
a variety of metals with ease including iron, nickel, gold, 
brass, zinc, copper, silver and aluminium. Be sure to let us 
know when you strike it rich.

Metal  
Detectors

4 in 1 Metal Detector  
Explorers Kit

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

4 in 1 Metal Detector Explorers Kit QP2304 $49.95 $44.90

A metal detector only does half the job, once 
the needle starts to flick and the alarm starts 
to beep, you know you are in for some 
serious digging. This handy digging set is 
very light to be carried around and also 
very tough and durable.
•  Includes headphones to connect to 

your metal detector, a 2-in-1 handheld 
shovel/rake, a sieve and a carry bag.

Note: Metal detector not included

Waterproof Metal Detection Pin-pointer  
with Vibrating Alert

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Waterproof Metal Detector QP2305 $69.95 $62.95

Don’t waste time ploughing around a large area to 
find the target object, pin-point exactly where your 
desired metal is before digging. Highly accurate 
and capable of detecting a coin at up to 30mm 
depth, it will alert you when you’ve found your 
treasure with LED indication and vibration. Easy 
to carry and waterproof, it is ideal for use 
in many environments.
•  Power: Requires 1 x 9V 

Alkaline battery

Call us on 1300 964 264 81
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Outdoor Activities

Cricket, At Its Most Basic

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Cricket Bat And Ball Plastic TIG101 $12.95 $11.45

This set consists of a plastic cricket bat and plastic ball. Its designed to 
keep young children occupied. You can make a set of stumps out of the 
side of a beer box and lean it against an Esky or bin. The bat and 
ball will stow anywhere and will keep 
kids happy for hours. 

TAKE YOUR SPORT WITH YOU!

Waterproof Playing Cards

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

RTM Branded TII110 $2.95 $2.65

You should always have a deck (or two) of 
cards handy for those rainy days where you 
can’t enjoy the outdoors. This deck is fully 
waterproof so they won’t get damaged if you 
spill your drink.

Instant Table Tennis

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Table Tennis Set GH1162 $22.95 $20.45

Set of 6 Spare Ping Pong Balls GH1163 $9.95 $8.95

The secret to this is the 
retractable net. You can 
use any table including 
park benches, etc. The 
net is width adjustable 
and it has spring-loaded 
clamps. Also supplied 
are two bats and two 
balls kept neat and tidy 
in a drawstring bag. No 
instructions provided – so 
someone must remember 
the rules! Table not included

Airbow Bow and Suction 
Cup Arrow Set

Playing Bow and Arrows has just got 
much more exciting with this bow and 
arrow set that shoots up to an incredible 
50m! The super soft suction cup helps 
it stick to almost any flat suface or the 
included target. Clips on the bow hold 
your arrows in place, so you can quickly 
reload as you run around. Set includes 
airbow, two suction cup arrows and 
target. For extra target practice, a three 
pack of arrows is available (GT3029).
• Shoots up to 50m
• Soft and safe
• Suction cup arrows stick to flat surfaces

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Airbow Set GT3028 $19.95 $17.95

Arrows to Suit - 3Pk GT3029 $7.95 $7.15

Stomp Flyer Air Powered  
Rocket Launcher

Here’s a great way to get the 
kids away from the screen and 
into the outdoors for some fun. 
Slide the foam rocket onto the 
launcher, stomp your foot on the 
air pump and watch the rocket 
shoot up to 20 metres into the 
air. 
• Supplied with 3 rockets 
•  Spares are available separately
•  Recommended 

 for ages 6+

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Air Powered Rocket Launcher GT3018 $14.95 $13.45

Additional Rockets to Suit - 3Pk GT3019 $6.95 $6.25

FunBee Soft Frisbee

These sports rounded edge foam discs will provide endless fun and safe 
entertainment both indoors and out. The 
soft foam is great for younger children 
and eliminates the fear of painful 
impact.
Made from Soft lightweight 
durable EVA foam that is 
flexible, easy to throw and 
travels long distances. EVA foam 
will ensure no one being hurt 
playing the game.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

GT3024 $5.95 $5.35

Zooporang Tri-wing Boomerang

What flys like a frisbee, but 
returns like a boomerang? The 
Zooporang of course! Coupled 
with its safe technology soft 
polymer construction, the Zooporang 
will be a total favourite whilst 
frollicking about in the outdoors. 
Be prepared to totally re-
invent all of your favourite 
frisbee games.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

GT3026 $5.95 $5.35

Aquapod Bottle Rocket Launcher  
with Air Pump

This hydropod bottle rocket launcher 
can launch any 2 litre plastic soft-drink 
bottle up to 30m in the air! Add a little 
water into the bottle then pump it up 
with air using the supplied air pump 
or from your own air compressor. 
Simply pull on the safety pull 
rope to launch the bottle 
into the air. Compact and 
durable design, and built 
to last. A great way to entertain 
and educate the kids in the 
outdoors. Recommended for 
ages 8+.

Cat No. Qty 1+

GT3023 $39.95

KEEP ONE OR TWO OF THESE FUN 
PRODUCTS IN YOUR CARAVAN OR RV FOR 
WHEN THE KIDS/GRANDKIDS VISIT. THEY 

WILL LOVE PLAYING WITH THEM. BUT 
DON'T LET THEM TAKE THEM HOME! THAT 

WILL ENSURE A FUTURE VISIT TO YOU.
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Books & Guides
BOOKS

Caravan Parks – Australia Wide. 4th Ed.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Caravan Parks Australia Wide By Hema RIA102 $49.95 $46.95

This is without doubt, Australia’s most 
comprehensive caravan park guide. It 
now includes “black and grey water” 
public dump points for disposing of 
waste, and lots of detail on pet policy 
(which can change from season-to-
season) etc. all caravan parks now 
conveniently are provided with GPS 
co-ordinates. There are over 2290 
listings in all.
There is (typical of HEMA) a complete 
atlas in a 250H x 190Wmm format. If 
you prefer to stay within the security of 
a caravan park, this book is for you.

Exciting range of totally up-to-date road, 4WD atlases and caravan park/
camping guides from the respected HEMA map company. Each guide is 
written by HEMA staff or veteran outback journalists who seem to know 
every square centimetre of the country. We invite you to browse these 
books in any of our RTM showrooms.

Australia Road and 4WD Handy Atlas

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Handy Atlas 248 x 184mm RIA105 $24.95 $23.45

Full Size Atlas 350 x 250mm RIA108 $39.95 $35.95

Featuring trusted Hema mapping for all of Australia, the Hema Road 
& 4WD Handy Atlas is the definitive travel guide for tourers and 
adventurers. Hema atlases feature more information useful to travellers, 
including 4WD tracks, campsites, caravan parks, rest areas, 24-hour 
fuel and points of interest. The new edition contains more mapping than 
ever before, which is enhanced by a striking new cartographic style 
that’s incredibly easy to read. Included in this is up-to-date mapping for 
Australia’s biggest 4WD destinations: Cape York, Fraser Island, the Top 
End, the Kimberley, the Pilbara, Central Australia, High Country Victoria 
and the Flinders Ranges. A handy distance grid, national park guide, list 
of accredited information centres and a complete index are also included 
to assist with trip planning and navigation, making it the perfect tool 
for guiding tourers, campers, road trippers and off-roaders throughout 
Australia.

WHAT’S NEW IN THIS EDITION:
• All new cartography
• Clear, easy-to-read style
• 188 new maps
•  Featuring more detail  

for popular coastal areas
• Spiral bound

Product features:

• Detailed 4WD tracks
• Fuel
• Points of interest
• National parks
• Campsites
• Caravan parks
• Rest areas
• Road distances
• Fully indexed

Across the Top Guide Book, Maps, Guides  
and Camp Sites 2nd Edition

This brand-new publication is a must for travelers who want to explore 
the Tropical North of Australia.This substantial book, measuring 
350mm(H) x 240mm(Wide) is 180 pages FULL of:
•  Detailed maps (39 in all). These maps feature major and minor roads 

and all navigable tracks. The maps start at Tully/Innisfail in the east, go 
as far north as Garig Gunak Barlu National Park, north of Darwin, the 
top of Cape York, as far south as Fitzroy Crossing/Halls Creek and as 
far west as Broome. The Gibb river 
road is covered.

•  Interesting side trips. For example 
why not an excursion to the 
Wolfe Creek meteor crater via the 
Tanami Road? These are 9 side trip 
recommendations in all.

•  Every notable feature mentioned. All 
facilities, (including cash dispensing, 
fuel, water, toilet/camping facilities 
etc.) fully listed.

•  All historical/cultural points of 
interest noted as well as interesting 
information on local features.
This magnificent book is lavishly 
illustrated with over 100 full colour 
pictures. It is an ideal start for a 
detailed, plan trip to this area.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

RIA803 $39.95 $37.95

Hema Camps Australia Wide - 11th Edition

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

RIA113 $69.95 $65.95

The definitive guide to low-cost 
camping across Australia, featuring 
verified free camps, caravan parks, 
national and state parks, community 
campsites, showgrounds, station stays 
and more.   
• 4,950 free and low-cost sites 
• 3,950 pet-friendly sites 
• GPS positions of each site 
• Detailed facility information 
• Atlas mapping for navigation
The latest edition of Camps Australia 
Wide features more sites than ever 
before, giving campers, caravanners, 
4WD enthusiasts, road trippers and 
other travellers more places to pull up 
and stay for the night. Travellers who 
want to take their pet on the road can 
choose from over 3,950 pet-friendly 
campsites using Camps 11, making it easy to discover 
Australia without having to leave your furry (or otherwise) 
friend behind. To help you navigate your journey, Camps 11 
features Hema road atlas mapping for all of Australia. With 
each site pinpointed & referenced on the mapping, it's easy to find the 
perfect place to stay without huge camping fees using Camps 11. 
What’s new in Camps 11? 

•  Added an extra 948 sites, so you can now able to access over 4,950 
camping listings and 925 public dump points 

• Existing sites have been revisited to ensure accuracy 
• New sites and new photos have been added 
• Closed and unsuitable sites have been removed 
• Map customisation for easier reading 
• State by state site indexationCamp site listing features
Each site listing in the book contains: 

• Site Name 
• Location with address details 
• Site classification 
• Map reference by Hema Maps 
• GPS coordinates 
•  Site facilities available including toilets, disabled facilities, if shade is 

available, fireplace provided, fees payable, Big Rig suitable identifier, 
powered site available, nice views or lookouts, mobile phone reception 
and if pets are allowed

FOR OUR HEMA GPS, SEE PAGE 293
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Keyrings
Small enough to keep in your pocket, tackle box 
or attached to a set of keys. Great for measuring 
how big that fish really was. 
•  1m, lockable 
•  Metric & Imperial scale 
•  Durable ABS construction with soft black 

rubber surround 
•  40(H) x 40(W) x 13(D)mm

1m Key Chain Tape Measure

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

1m Key Chain Tape Measure TIG008 $2.95 $2.65

Keyring Screwdriver Set

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Keyring Screwdriver Set TIG012 $2.95 $2.65

This tiny key-size screwdriver set consists of a 5mm slotted 
driver, #2 Phillips driver and is small enough to be carried 
on your key ring, yet strong enough to loosen all but 
the toughest general purpose screws without 
damage. The drivers are made from 
chrome-vanadium steel and have 
a forged handle section that allows 
plenty of pressure to be applied to 
the job. 
•  Length 55mm

Keyring Spirit Level

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Keyring Spirit Level TIG007 $4.95 $4.45

Cute little spirit level that will help 
get your caravan or camper trailer 
leveled up. 
•  Your won’t lose it - unless you 

lose your keys!

Personal Alarm Keyrings

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

105mm long with 130dB Siren LA5181 $16.95 $14.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Fender Black Tip 95mm long MIG005 $8.95

Fender Blue Tip 95mm long MIG010 $8.95

Yellow Key Float Style 60 x 45mm MIG025 $4.95 $4.45

Floating Keyrings

These are not novelties. Keep your keys on one 
of these and you won’t need to go diving!

MIG005 MIG010 MIG025

Keys not 
included

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

30(L) x 15(Dia.)mm MIG003 $7.95 $7.15

This cute little device features a gold 
anodised overhead style reel with 
oversize winding handles, held by a 
braided chain and nickel plated sharp 
ring. It is a great small gift for the 
fishing tragic. 
SEE OUR "PENN TYPE" SALT & 
PEPPER GRINDERS ON PAGE 57

Gold Anodised Overhead  
Reel Keyring

Bullet Bottle Opener with Keyring

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

TCG111 $4.95 $4.45

We started with .50 Cal, went to .45 Cal now we’ve settled 
on .30 Cal! 
The heavier calibre versions became too expensive. The 
new one is actually better quality and we’ve managed to 
reduce the price. The “Outdoor Sportsman;’ in you will 
love this product. Makes a great gift.
• Bullet is 80mm long
• Brass jacket copper slug. PRICE BREAK 

THROUGH!

3 LED Keyring Torch  
with Bottle Opener

There are only two things almost as important as the keys on your 
keyring... a torch, and a bottle opener. This ingenious device has both! 
Especially important if you're opening a bottle, in the dark - it helps avoid 
spills when you can see what you're doing! Available in black, blue, grey 
or silver.
Specifications:
• Aluminum
•  Battery:  

3 x LR44 
(Included)

• LED: 3 
• Weight: 22g
• 72L x 18Dia. mm (Excluding Key Chain and Ring)

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

15 Lumen ST3436 $4.95 $4.45

Magnetic Holding Device

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Magnetic Holding Device MJE538 $13.95 $12.95

This unique product enables you to retain an item - keys, mobile phone, 
etc, with just the power of a magnet. But what a magnet! The unit 
consists of 2 ‘halves’, each with a sturdy split ring. You mate the two 
halves and they will snap together with tremendous force! Don’t let 
your fingers get between them, the strength is scary. You can pull them 
apart with some effort, thanks to the powerful rare earth magnets, but 
to all intents and purposes, the unit will remain secure, until you need to 
separate them.
• 12 months warranty

Have one on your keyring or 
in the handbag. To activate 
simply pull the rip cord to 
pull out the pin to help deter 
thieves or attackers. Also 
includes an LED light. 
•  Includes LR44 batteries
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Tools & Test Equipment

Privacy Screens

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

3110mm (10’) Wide 1800mm (5’9) Drop RBE470 $89.95 $75.95

3350mm (11’) Wide 1800mm (5’9) Drop RBE472 $99.95 $84.95

3660mm (12’) Wide 1800mm (5’9) Drop RBE474 $109.00 $91.95

3960mm (13’) Wide 1800mm (5’9) Drop RBE476 $119.00 $100.95

4270mm (14’) Wide 1800mm (5’9) Drop RBE478 $129.00 $108.95

4570mm (15’) Wide 1800mm (5’9) Drop RBE480 $139.00 $117.95

4876mm (16’) Wide 1800mm (5’9) Drop RBE482 $144.00 $121.95

5180mm (17’) Wide 1800mm (5’9) Drop RBE484 $149.00 $125.95

These privacy screens are 
specially made to suit rollout 
awnings. They slide into the extra 
groove of the main roller and can 
be pegged down vertically or at an 
angle to provide a greater enclosed 
area of your awning. Using tent 
poles (available separately) the 
screen can also be installed  
horizontally as a shade.
• Grey in colour
•  Kedar track at top to suit Dometic and Carefree awnings
• Enhances privacy and comfort
•  Provides shade, sun protection and wind protection
•  95% shade rating to offer relief from excess heat
•  Stainless steel D-rings and eyelets along the bottom
• Quick and easy installation
• Pegs and ropes included

Privacy Screens to Suit Fiamma

Wide Drop Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

2850mm (9.3’) 1600mm (5.2’) RBE450 $89.95 $75.95

3350mm (11’) 1600mm (5.2’) RBE455 $99.95 $84.95

3850mm (12.6’) 1600mm (5.2’) RBE460 $119.00 $100.95

Similar to the Privacy Screens above but suit Fiamma 
wind-out awnings. Slides into aluminium leader bar.
• 95% shade rating
• 1600mm drop
• Stainless steel D-rings
• Pegs and ropes included
Note: Poles not included

Side Sunscreens

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Side Sunscreen for Pop-Tops RBE492 $69.95 $58.95

Side Sunscreen for Caravans RBE490 $79.95 $67.95

With a 95% shade rating, these screens block out the sun as well as 
excess heat to keep you cool and protected. Great for those instances 
when either space on your site is limited or the front sunscreen option 
just won’t do! It is quick and easy to install, taking just minutes for the 
less experienced caravanner to achieve setup. Once you have taken 
it out of the packaging just shake it out (like you would a blanket) and 
apply the supplied hook- and-loop tabs around the horizontal awning 
roller support arm then peg into place using the supplied ropes and 
pegs.
•  Available to suit Pop Tops or Caravans
•  Fits into the Aussie travelling  

anti flap kits
• Stainless steel d-rings and eyelets
• Comes with guy ropes and pegs
• Note: Poles not included
•  Dimensions: 

RBE492 - 2100(W) x 1800(H)mm 
RBE490 - 2350 (Longest Drop) x  
2100(W) x 1900 (Shortest Drop)mm

Awning Roof Rafters - Straight

Cat No. Qty 1+

Straight Rafter RBE325 $79.95

Made from anodised aluminium, the straight 
rafter helps to keep the awning taut. It comes 
with wall clips allowing you to mount it, for 
storage, inside your vehicle.
•  Best suited to awnings that extend up to 

250cm, the straight rafter’s extension ranges 
from 142cm - 265cm

Awning Roof Rafter - Curved

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Suits Roll Awning RBE322 $59.95 $53.95

Now you can overcome the two common caravanning problems - 
wind flap and water pooling. Taking only moments to fit in place, this 
curved roof rafter is designed to give your awning canopy a gentle 
curve enabling rain to run off easier, as well as keeping the fabric tight 
and reducing wind flap. No more restless 
sleep due to wind flaps! For best results, we 
recommend to use them with our anti-flap kit.
•  Suitable for awnings that extends from 5.3’ 

(1620mm) up to 8’ (2430mm)
• Aluminium powdercoat white
• Supplied with wall bracket

Awning Roof Rafters - Curved

Cat No. Qty 1+

Suits Box Awning RBE330 $99.95

A curved rafter which helps to eliminate water pooling 
& the canopy from flapping in the wind. It is easy to 
install, keeps the fabric taut & also provides more under-
canopy clearance. Made from two anodized aluminium 
telescopic bars.
•  Best suited to awnings that 

have an extension of up to 2500mm (8.2’)
•  Its minimum length is 144cm 

but can extract to 2650mm (8.7’)

Sailtrack

Cat No. Qty 1+

Single 4.3m RBE335 $24.95

Single 6m RBE345 $34.95

Double 6m RBE350 $39.95

A solution to fixing one end of your roll out 
awning to the wall of your caravan or the 
roof of your pop top. Alternatively, mount 
these vertically onto the walls of your caravan 
enabling you to install an annexe room. Drilling 
is required to attach to the wall of the caravan.
•  Available in 2 sizes, single and double flange
• White colour

AWNING ACCESSORIES

Spare Mounting Clip  
with Screw to Suit 
Awning Rafter

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

RBE321 $4.95 $4.45

Spare Mounting Clip with Screw 
to Suit Awning Rafter

Providing additional shade and privacy wherever you go. 

Awning 
Accessories
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Awning Hardware

To suit Carefree Awnings

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Carefree Bottom Bracket RBE390 $44.95 $39.95

Carefree Rafter Locking Knobs RBE391 $19.95 $17.95

Carefree Top Bracket RBE392 $24.95 $23.45

Carefree Lifting Handle - Heavy Duty RBE394 $44.95 $39.95

Carefree Pull Strap RBE395 $17.95 $15.95

Carefree Brace Knobs - Pack of 2 RBE396 $24.95 $22.45

Carefree Remote Lock RBE397 $29.95 $28.45

Carefree Brace Slider Assembly RBE399 $15.95 $14.95

To suit A&E Awnings

SPARE PARTS FOR AWNINGS

RBE390 RBE391 RBE392

RBE394 RBE395

RBE396 RBE397 RBE399

RHA608

RHA612

RHA614

RHA620 RHA622  

Roof Clamp Suit Pop Top

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

White RHE305 $24.95

Silver RHE310 $19.95 $18.95

These roof clamps secure the roof of the 
pop-top so the campervan remains in the 
lowered position whilst in transit.
• Comes as a 2-part kit

J Hook For Pop Top Clamp

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

White RHE315 $4.95

Silver RHE320 $2.95 $2.80

Suits roof clamps shown above.
• J-hook only
• Corrosion resistant

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Labels Safety Caravan Red TSC602 $9.95 $8.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

A & E Safety Lock RHA608 $39.95 $37.95

A & E Knobs RHA612 $19.95 $17.95

A & E Slide Assembly RHA614 $44.95 $39.95

A & E Foot RHA620 $49.95 $44.95

A & E Pull Strap RHA622 $34.95 $30.95

Caravan  
Safety Labels

Self adhesive caravan safety 
labels constructed from 
waterproof and UV resistant 
vinyl. For best results, make 
sure the surface is clean and 
dry before application.
Depending on their content, 
the labels are 65mm wide, 
and either small / medium, or 
large height (with the exception 
of the extra-large gas bottle 
reminder.
Small: 10mm high
Medium: 13mm high
Large: 22mm high
Gas Bottle Reminder:  
 65(H) x 133(W)mm

Canopy Lifters

Width Lift Height
Weight 
Rating Cat No. Qty 1+

Flat 700mm 560mm 30kg RHC105 $139.00

Flat 900mm 685mm 40kg RHC110 $109.00

Flat 1200mm 990mm 35kg RHC115 $199.00

Tubular 900mm 685mm 40kg RHC120 $99.95

These `scissor’ style canopy lifters raise the roof on a pop-top caravan. 
They are made of a steel track on the bottom & top sections, as well as 
two flat steel lengths that form an ‘X’ & pivot in the centre.
• Available in flat or tubular models

CANOPY LIFTING

CARAVAN ACCESSORIES

UV Rated Diesel Fuel Sticker

This self adhesive sticker measuring 
120mm by 50mm is designed to give 
caution to anyone reading that there is 
diesel fuel in their area. It is made from 
very sticky selfadhesive vinyl, so get it 
square the first time 
when applying. 
One sticker only 
supplied.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

120 x 50mm RTE550 $3.95 $3.75
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De-Flappers & Spare Parts

Tarp Clips

Cat No. Qty 1+

Pack of 4 RBE309 $6.95

Designed to create an anchor point anywhere along 
the edge of a tarp. Made with impact resistant 
material that will not damage tarps or canopies.
• Vise-like gripping power
• Won’t damage tarps or canopies
• Quality tested and approved
• Easy to tighten

TARP ACCESSORIES

Caravan Awning Hooks

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Pack of 7 RBE306 $19.95 $18.95

Sturdy sewn fabric tabs 
with grommets that slide 
into the roller bar channel of 
your awning. It enables you 
to hang lights, wind chimes 
& other light items from the 
edge of your canopy.

Happy Hook Awning  
Tie Down Kit

Cat No. Qty 1+

Awning Tie Down Kit RBE304 $34.95

Pop Top Roof Supports

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Pop Top Roof Supports RBE494 $9.95 $9.45

Provides extra support under windy conditions, helps reduce roof load on 
existing supports and helps stop roof sag on awning side of pop-top.
• Keeps vinyl taut
•  Quick twist action locks them ready for use

AWNING ACCESSORIES

Two Happy Hooks specially 
designed to pull the roller tube 
down to tighten the awning vinyl 
& hence reducing flapping caused 
by wind. Simply unhook for quick 
awning take down.
•  Cinching hardware keeps tie 

down pressure on main support
•  Spiral stakes anchors awning in 

normal or sandy soils
•  Kit includes: 2 x steel happy hooks, 

2 x 10”, 3/16” tie-down cords, steel 
cinching hardware and 2 x steel screw 
stakes.

Caravan De-Flapper Kit 
(Pair)

Clamp Width Strap Length Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

50mm 130mm RBE305 $24.95 $22.45

200mm 140mm RBE315 $39.95 $35.95

Handy caravan de-flapper kit with hook & 
loop straps that helps to protect awnings 
from costly rips & tears while reducing 
wind flapping. The de- flapper securely 
holds the awning fabric by means of hook 
& loop straps. Made of durable nylon with 
UV stabilizers.
The awning de-flapper (RBE305) and 
a larger version with wider grippers 
to keep the awning vinyl even more 
stable (RBE315).

RBE305

RBE315

Pop Top De-Flapper Kit (Pair)

Caravan & Pop Top De-Flapper Kit (Pair)

Similar to our RBE305/315, except that these suit pop top caravans.

Protects your awning against rips and tears in windy conditions. Suits 
both caravans and pop tops with its adjustable long straps.
•  Can be fitted with screen room in place
•   Hook and loop straps hold the device  

in place securely
•   Soft non-marring grips to protect  

your awning fabric
•  Durable nylon construction  

with UV stabiliser
• Rust proof and chemical resistant

Clamp Width Strap Length Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

50mm 300mm RBE310 $24.95 $22.45

200mm 320mm RBE320 $39.95 $35.95

Clamp Width Strap Length Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

50mm 130mm RBE318 $24.95 $23.45

RBE310 RBE320

SEE PAGE 68  
FOR GUY ROPES AND PEGS

Awning Rope Clip - Pair

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Pair RBE307 $24.95 $22.45

Secure and anchor down your awning in windy 
weather with these Awning Rope Clips. Made 
from quality stainless steel, attach these clips 
over the end of your rolled out awning then 
simply attach a normal tent rope to the hook 
and peg it out in the ground for extra stability.
• Rope eyelet: 16mm
• Main Body clamp: 75mm (approx)
• Width: 12mm 
• Material thickness: 4mm

Caravan Awning Safety Straps - 4 Pack

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

4 Pack RBE311 $9.95 $9.45

These straps are 50mm wide and 
390mm long and have 160mm 
sections of hook and loop straps 
at each end. You can wrap them 
around poles, awnings, etc. to hold 
objects in place. The hook and loop 
fastening system is extremely strong 
and will retain immense loads. 4 
straps/pack. Unbelievably handy for 
caravan/RV or camping, etc.
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Door & Window Hardware

Window/Protector Shade Stays

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

100mm RHG580 $19.95 $18.95

200mm RHG585 $21.95 $20.45

250mm RHG590 $24.95 $23.45

These stays feature a 
knurled nut to hold the 
window in place. Make those 
old windows work like new 
again. Available in 3 sizes.

Wind-out Window Link Box

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

Wind-out Window Link Box RHG500 $3.95 $3.75

Fits to the outside of the wind-out 
window attaching to the winder box 
allowing the window to be opened.

Wind-out Window Lock

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

Wind-out Window Lock RHG502 $3.95 $3.75

•  Slide action lock held in position by 1 rivet
•  Fits over the aluminium window frame and 

slips through flyscreen
• 2 parts

WINDOW ACCESSORIES

Panorama Door Lock

Comes complete with outer 
section including 2 keys, 
inner section with privacy 
lock and striker plate to 
attach to door frame.
• Black in colour
•  Sold in complete set or 

separately
NOTE: Many owners cut off 
privacy lock to prevent locking 
keys in RV.

Three Point Main Door Lock

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Left Hand RHG572 $119.00 $112.95

Right Hand RHG575 $119.00 $112.95

Key to Dissasemble Lock RHG579 $12.95 $11.45

Outer Door Handle Kit RHG578 $49.95

Located in the centre of the door 
this main door lock operates the 
complete door locking system.

•  Suits doors with security screens
•  Allows easy access to the 

caravan
•  Handle sits 

in recess 
when locked

•  Choose 
between left 
or right hand

Three Point Door Replacement  
Remote Latches

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Left Hand RHG573 $34.95 $30.95

Right Hand RHG574 $34.95

These are found on the 
security door frame and are 
activated when the handle 
is lifted from inside. They 
release the security door 
from the main door allowing 
privacy and ventilation.
•  Remote latches attach to 

the catch pins when closed
•  Choose between left 

or right hand

DOOR LOCKS

RHE605

RHE610

RHE615

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Complete Set RHE605 $69.95 $65.95

Outer Lock with 2 Keys RHE610 $39.95

Inner Lock Only RHE615 $29.95 $26.95

Trimatic Door Lock

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Complete Set RHE620 $89.95

Outer Lock with 2 Keys RHE625 $39.95 $35.95

Inner Lock Only RHE630 $49.95 $46.95

The Trimatic door lock is a 4 
piece lock, which fits Trimatic 
doors. These have a 2 stage 
lock where you can lock the 
complete door or lock the 
flyscreen only. A side slip-up 
catch releases the main door 
from the fly screen and can only 
be released when the door is 
open. Comes complete with 
screws and 2 keys.
• Only available in black
•  Sold in complete set or 

separately

RHE620

RHE625 RHE630

RHG572RHG579

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

3 Point Lock Barrel and Key RHG577 $21.95 $20.45

Camec 3 Point Lock Barrel and Key

Barrel and keys to suit Camec 3P door locks. 
• 500 combinations 
• Supplied with 2 keys 

CHECK PAGE 464 FOR  
SPARE HATCH COVERS

Truline White Aluminium Strip & Inserts

Cat No. Qty 1+

Aluminium Strip 5m RHK005 $34.95

Aluminium Inserts Per metre RHK010 $1.90

Also known as Millard Series 80 Aluminium, the 
RHK005 is a powder coated aluminium edging 
used to seal the joins of the exterior of your RV 
e.g. where the side wall meets the roof or the 
rear panel. Use our RHK010 aluminium inserts 
to cover up any unsightly screws (insert slides 
inside RHK005 extrusion).
• Inserts sold by the metre
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Tools & Test Equipment

Aluminium Folding Step

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Up to 150kg RVI207 $69.95 $65.95

Made from sturdy aluminium, this step is extra 
wide for stability and safety. It has non-skid 
strips on the tread to ensure no nasty slips. 
The legs fold out/ in making 
it extra convenient whilst 
travelling.
• Rubber feet
•  Dimensions:  

478(L) x 374(W) x 200(H)mm

Caravan Steps -  
Plastic Step

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Small, Up to 150kg RVI210 $19.95 $17.95

Large, Up to 200kg RVI215 $29.95 $28.45

Step in and out of your RV safely! 
Has a non-skid surface. Made from 
UV resistant HD polyethylene.
• Small: 420(L) x 275(W) x 230(H)mm
• Large: 455(L) x 275(W) x 235(H)mm
• Grey in colour

Plastic Folding Step

Cat No. Qty 1+

Up to 136kg RVI205 $39.95

A versatile and compact folding step or 
stool made from sturdy plastic with a 
large non-slip surface.
•  It folds easily for convenient, space-

saving storage and features a handle 
for comfortable carrying

•  Dimensions Expanded 
320(L) x 300(W) x 230(H)mm 

Tall Plastic Folding Step

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Up to 150kg RVI217 $16.95 $14.95

Sturdy plastic step that folds away for 
convenient, space-saving storage. 
• Handle for comfortable carrying
•  Dimensions: 

   Expanded:  
320(H) x 370(W) x 300(D)mm (Base) 
 Folded:  
450(H) x 370(W) x 40mm

Universal Metal Caravan Step

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Up to 300kg RVI219 $89.95 $84.95

Very versatile! This unit has a top 
tread area of 480x380 with non-slip 
tread tape all over the standing 
area. It is very sturdy with 4 
individually adjustable legs. You 
can adjust the legs to form a stable 
platform on uneven ground. Step height up to 
220mm. Will take a 300kg load because it’s made 
out of solid steel! Blue in colour. A lifetime product.

2 Stage Folding Step

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Up to 150kg RVI220 $119.00 $112.95

This is not a cheap "step" type ladder that 
you see in hardware stores for a cheap 
price. Firstly, they are hardly ever rated 
above 90kg. This unit is conservatively 
rated at 150kg. It has double cantilever 
construction with double reinforcing 
bars. It is very, very sturdy and 
stable when deployed. If you are 
a person of nervous disposition 
when standing one of these 
devices, you should be ok on this 
one. Try it at home and bring it 
back if you are not satisfied. Each tread measures 
a generous 330w x 210 and has a heavy duty 
non-slip rubber tread. The step is 380mm high 
when fully opened. The frame is aluminium and 
the steps are powder coated steel.

At Last! A 4WD Wheel Step

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

RTE758 $59.95 $53.95

This unit hooks over the top of a tyre 
(usually a rear tyre) and forms a sturdy 
step to access the roof/roof rack area of 
your 4WD/RV. It enables you to access for 
cleaning as well. It folds flat and can be 
stowed anywhere.
• Anti-skid plate
• Load capacity 150kg
• Adjusts to any size wheel/tyre
• 3 different heights/widths

Wheel and tyre 
not included

Caravan Step - Large

This step is made from heavy duty aluminium and has a non-skid 
platform to stop your feet slipping. The step is 220mm high when 
extended, and folds to 
just 70mm  when not 
in use to take up less 
storage space. Supports 
up to 136kg. 
• Non-slip platform
• Supports up to 136kg
•  Folds to just 70mm 

high

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

68.5 x 31 x 22cm RHA190 $49.95 $46.95

Grey Step Mat

Cut down on tracked-in dirt from entering your 
caravan or RV using this easy to install mat. 
Simply wrap the 450mm long mat around 
your existing RV step and secure with 
the hook springs. No screws, glue 
or tools are required. Weather and 
mildew resistant. 
• Easy to Install
• Weather Resistant
• Mildew Resistant

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

RHA192 $19.95 $17.95

It seems like a simple thing, but getting into your van can 
be more difficult than you think. Whether you have some 
tired old knees, or your kids have tiny little legs, we’ve got 
you covered.

Steps
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Caravan Accessories

Multi Purpose Floor Matting

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Grey 2.5 x 3m RVK230 $59.95 $53.95

Grey 2.5 x 4m RVK232 $79.95 $71.95

Grey 2.5 x 5m RVK234 $89.95 $80.95

Grey 2.5 x 6m RVK236 $109.00 $97.95

Blue 2.5 x 3m RVK240 $59.95 $53.95

Blue 2.5 x 4m RVK242 $79.95 $71.95

Blue 2.5 x 5m RVK244 $89.95 $80.95

Blue 2.5 x 6m RVK246 $109.00 $97.95

Green 2.5 x 3m RVK205 $59.95 $53.95

Green 2.5 x 4m RVK210 $79.95 $71.95

Green 2.5 x 5m RVK215 $89.95 $80.95

Green 2.5 x 6m RVK220 $109.00 $97.95

Great for any outdoor activity (or even around the home), this multi- 
purpose floor matting is made from foamed PVC making it a soft, 
breathable mat that won’t kill 
the grass! It has a non slip 
feature so items you place on it 
will stay where you left them.
•  This is a hard wearing, durable 

mat that has endless uses
• All comes with carrying bag
•  Rot resistant
Available in four sizes, grey, green 
& blue colours.

MARINE GRADE  
(WET AREA) CARPET

Cat No. Per Metre 1+ Roll

Black TCA305 $44.95 $959.00

Blue TCA310 $44.95 $959.00

Light Grey TCA315 $44.95 $959.00

Dark Grey TCA320 $44.95 $959.00

This great carpet comes without a rigid 
latex backing, making it mouldable to 
curved surfaces and responds well to 
contact adhesive. This provides the 
flexibility of matching carpet for both 
caravan, marine floor & boat hull lining, etc. 
Available in 4 colours. 25m roll length.
• Weight: 900gsm
• Thickness: 6mm
• Width: 2050mm
This carpet does not get that damp smell 
when wet. It is extremely hard wearing & 
perfectly OK for caravan/RV use.
Sold by the metre or by 1/2m lengths  
in-store for a small surcharge

Headliner Light Grey

Cat No.
Per 
Metre 1+ Roll

Headliner Light Grey TCA330 $36.95 $873.75

Lining for inside cabin walls and 
ceilings. 25m roll length.
• Light grey colour
• Weight: 450gsm
• Thickness: 6mm
• Width: 2000mm
• Sold per metre
Use spray on contact cement 
to fix to almost any surface

Multi-Purpose Contact Adhesive - 1L

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

1 Litre Tin TQO030 $29.95 $26.95

This is a reliable and fast contact adhesive for wood, 
metal, leather, textile, rubber, cork, felt, PVC and many 
more. Ideally suited to the RTM range of carpet.
• One component adhesive
• Very short flash-off time
• High initial strength
• Easy to apply
• Resistant against ageing

LINING

ADHESIVE

GREY BLUE GREEN

RUBBER FLOOR MAT

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

General Purpose Rubber Mat RVK290 $12.95 $11.45

General Purpose Rubber Mat

This mat is very versatile. It’s basically 
black rubber about 8-10mm thick and 
410(W) x 710(L)mm. It makes a great 
entrance mat for a caravan. You can 
wipe muddy feet on it and the dirt 
will fall through the holes. It then just 
requires a hose out to be clean again. 
You could also cut it in half to go into 
the foot well of your RV etc. Best of 
all its cheap and indestructible.

Premium Multi Purpose Floor Matting

Cat No. Qty 1+

2.5 x 3m RVK255 $69.95

2.5 x 4m RVK256 $89.95

2.5 x 5m RVK257 $109.00

2.5 x 6m RVK258 $129.00

This is the best looking BREATHABLE outdoor matting we have ever 
seen. It is a vast improvement over canvas, carpet or other materials. It 
allows grass to breathe underneath. It is smooth to walk on without being 
slippery. If you spill a drink on it, simply hose it through the weave. It is 
dense enough to deter crawling insects. It is ideal for floor treatment for 
caravan awnings, tents etc. Pleasant 
light grey/green pattern which does 
not show up dirt or scuffing. 
Comes in 4 handy sizes and 
includes a storage bag. Hose 
clean at the end of the 
season. Can be cut if 
necessary.

Ribbed Auto and Marine Carpet

Amongst the best carpet on the 
market, it comes without the rigid latex 
backing, making it mouldable to curved 
surfaces. This provides the flexibility of 
matching carpet for both the caravans, 
marine floor, and hull lining.
• Ribbed surface 
• Weight 900gsm
• Thickness 6mm
• Width 2050mm
• 25m roll length

Cat No. Per Metre 1+ Roll

Carbon Black TCA308 $44.95 $959.00

Dark Grey TCA322 $44.95 $959.00

Sold by the metre or by 1/2m lengths in-store for a small surcharge
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What’s new in 2021
Lithium batteries continue to grow in popularity compared 
to their older lead acid counterparts, indeed they are fast 
taking over many battery applications given their lighter, 
smaller form factor and higher capacity, i.e., jump starters 
and power banks. We have added a couple of great new 
lithium storage batteries on page 93. As always, we strive 
to deliver the best value to you, our customers. Our Lithium 
storage battery pricing is amongst the best you will find in 
the market today. BEWARE there are a few new “ultra-low-
cost” brands appearing online, be careful as their capacity 
is often over-rated, and they will not deliver the results 
promised. You can buy with confidence at RTM, we have 
decades of experience selling batteries through our sister 
company Jaycar and we offer you even more peace of mind 
with our 3-year warranty. 
Good battery management is equally important to 
good batteries and we have added a great new battery 
management/control box on page 106.  You will find new 
Anderson panel mount connectors on page 109 and a new 
high current (200V/200A) DC power meter on page 114. 
When it comes to DC power, we really do offer you the best 
range, service and everyday low prices, please call in and 
see for yourself.

Power
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24V 100AH 
NOW AVAILABLE

Lithium Iron Phosphate 
(LiFePO4) Batteries
In addition to all of this, there are now differences 
between smaller and larger Lithium batteries themselves. 
The smaller units (up to .25Ah) still feature the type 
18650 cylindrical cell (as used in the Tesla car.) The 
larger units now feature a technology called “Prismatic 
Cell.” This technology has emerged from mobile phone 
developments. They are flat, like a small chocolate bar, or 
stick of chewing gum. They are more space efficient than 
round types. This is why the 120Ah SB2216 is no larger 
than the 100Ah SB2215 unit.

Remember:  
It is important that you consider the enormous advantages 
of Lithium technology over Lead-Acid when you make 
pricing considerations for this important purchase.

Massive Lower Cost Lithium Batteries 
Massive Increases In Range
Following an acceptance that Lithium Iron Phosphate (LiFePO4) 
technology is THE dominant D.C. power source over obsolete  
Lead- Acid types is the fact that LiFePO4 is expanding into very 
useful new areas. 

Of particular note this year is the expansion of types in both terminal 
voltage and size. A popular option for RV users these days is to place 
a house battery behind the driver’s seat. RTM have introduced one of 
these into our range. This battery (Cat. No. SB2220) is fitted with 2 x 
50A & 1 x 20A Anderson connectors so that connection to the unit is 
safe and secure.

Of course the lower internal resistance of Lithium batteries, and the 
fact that they have an internal battery management system built-in, 
means that you can charge a Lithium at up to 5 TIMES the rate of 
lead-acid. Feedback in the last 12 months from our technical people 
has revealed that old, dumb lead-acid chargers will charge up 
Lithium batteries provided they do not have a terminal output voltage 
that exceeds 15V.

Remember lead-acid batteries generally have a lifetime of 400-
500 cycles (longer if you only shallow discharge) and Lithium will 
routinely last up to 5000 cycles at 50% depth of discharge. Also, 
Lithium batteries do not self-discharge like lead-acid batteries do. 
When keeping lead-acid in storage, you must keep a maintenance 
charge on them or they will “sulphate up” effectively destroying 
the unit. This just does not happen with Lithium as it has 
completely different battery chemistry.

We have reduced the price of the 12V 120AH battery (Cat SB2216). 
This is the battery that MINN-KOTA® recommend for their 12V trolling 
motor. Note our 24V Lithium is ideal for the MINN-KOTA® (Cat no. 
SB2218) unit. (Only one battery in your boat rather than 2 in series.)

Indeed, RTM has made a special effort to make the use of the 
popular MINN-KOTA® trolling motors easier to use on the water. 
We have products that enable you to recharge your MINN-KOTA® 
batteries on board or when driving along.

Even though Lithium technology is expensive compared to lead-acid, 
the benefits of Lithium really add up. For those who are frequent 
users of any battery power supplies, the cost of the Lithium product 
is absorbed by the massive extra benefits of Lithium – whether it be 
the considerable weight savings, the extra power per unit size or the 
far faster recharging turnaround.

Look closely at Lithium you will find once costs are taken into 
account the benefits remain forever.

LIFEPO4

Voltage Capacity
Continuous 
Current Peak Current Weight Dimensions (L x W x H)mm Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

12 (12.8) 7Ah 7A 15A/10S 1kg 151 x 65 x 94 SB2210 $79.00 $70.95

12 (12.8) 12Ah 12A 20A/10S 1.5kg 151 x 99 x 95 SB2211 $149.00 $133.95

12 (12.8) 18Ah 18A 30A/10S 2.5kg 181 x 77 x 168 SB2212 $199.00 $178.95

12 (12.8) 25Ah 25A 50A/10S 3.5kg 174 x 165 x 125 SB2213 $299.00 $269.00

12 (12.8) 100Ah 100A 150A/10S 11kg 330 x 173 x 216 SB2215 $799.00 $719.00

12 (12.8) 120Ah 125A 200A/10S 13kg 330 x 173 x 216 SB2216 $999.00 $899.00

12 (12.8) 200Ah 200A 250A/10S 23kg 521 x 238 x 218 SB2217 $1,499.00 $1,349.00

24 (25.6) 100Ah 100A 200A/10S 24kg 320 x 377 x 190 NEW SB2218 $1,699.00
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IDEAL FOR POWERING 24V TROLLING MOTORS
SUCH AS OUR MINN-KOTA MODELS

SLIMLINE TO FIT BEHIND DRIVER  
OR PASSENGER SEAT IN  

A CAR OR 4WD

LIFEPO4

12.8V 100Ah Lithium Slimline  
Deep Cycle Battery with Metal Case

25.6V 100Ah Lithium Deep Cycle Battery

This battery comes in a sturdy mild steel black powder coated 
case with mounting flanges. It measures a compact 360 long 
x 200w (excluding flanges) x 105h. It has strong metal handles on the 
end of the long sides. Including steel box it weighs 13kgs – quite light 
for a 100 A/hr battery. On the end of one long side are 2 x flush mount 
50 A Anderson sockets. On the top of the case is a battery capacity 
voltage display that measures 60x40mm (back lit.). Because of the low 
profile of this unit, it will fit neatly behind the driver/passenger seat in a 
car 4WD/RV. Indeed you could put one behind each seat for 200 A/Hr. 
The Anderson connectors guarantee a neat wiring installation with no 
exposed electrical terminals. It could easily fit somewhere in a box-type 
camping trailer or even a small boat under a seat.  
See website for  
specifications.

At last!  A genuine 24V fully self-contained House Battery. It will deliver 
up to 200 Amps for 10 seconds (no more, it is not a Starter battery) but it 
is far happier supplying up to 50 Amps continuously.  This makes it ideal 
for powering 24V Trolling motors such as the popular Minn-Kota.  No 
longer will you need to lug 2 x 12V Lead Acid batteries to do the job!
At 24kgs it weighs less than ½ of Lead Acid equivalents – if you can find 
a 24V one. Indeed, weight savings (and space savings) are really even 
greater.  It is also great for running a camp air conditioner.

It has a guaranteed life cycle of 2000 charges and features:
•  Inbuilt power meter which reads voltage, current draw, 

remaining capacity etc.
• Low voltage cut off
Accessories: 2 x Rope carrying handles
Terminals: 2 x 8.0mm screw down with washers

12.8V 100Ah Lithium 
Deep Cycle Battery

The next generation of power storage is here! These 
LiFePO4 batteries weigh less than half of their Lead 
Acid counterparts. They may look fairly similar to lead 
acid batteries, but internally they’re a totally different, 
next generation concept. They’re actually made up of 
regular prismatit LiFePO4 cells, which are in mass production for 
many portable devices. An internal battery management system 
(BMS) ensures all cells are uniformly charged and discharged, as 
well as providing short circuit, over current, and reverse polarity 
protection. This provides you with a higher degree of protection 
than a traditional lead acid battery which is unprotected, and can 
discharge rapidly under short circuit conditions, causing fire and 
damage. The internal BMS will also limit discharge and manage 
cut-off voltage, to further protect the internal cells. This 100Ah 
model can provide continuous current up to 50A, with peaks of 
up to 100A. It’s not suitable for a primary vehicle starting battery, 
however is absolutely perfect for house batteries, backup batteries, 
and virtually any 
other application 
where you would 
typically use a 
large lead acid / 
AGM battery. 
See opposite 
page for 
specifications.

LIFEPO4

Voltage Capacity
Continuous 
Current Peak Current Weight Dimensions (L x W x H)mm Cat No. Qty 1+

24 (25.6) 100Ah 100A 200A/10S 24kg 521 x 238 x 218 NEW SB2218 $1,699.00

Cat No. Qty 1+

12.8V 100Ah - 13kg SB2220 $899.00

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

12.8V 100Ah - 11kg SB2215 $799.00 $719.00

ANDERSON  
CONNECTORS

VOLTAGE DISPLAY DUAL ANDERSON CONNECTORS

VOLTAGE DISPLAY

Call us on 1300 964 264 93



Uses Pulse Width 
Modulation (PWM) to 
charge 12V or 24V lead acid 
(sealed, gel or flooded) or 
12V lithium battery banks. 
It supports 12V solar arrays 
up to 500W or 24VDC arrays 
up to 1000W. The backlit LCD screen displays real-time feedback on 
battery voltage, load voltage, PV voltage, time, etc, and the integrated 
Wi-Fi enables you to remotely access the controller using an app on 
your Smartphone to keep an eye on the system. An external temperature 
probe is also supplied. See full details and specifications on page 125

12V/24V 30A PWM  
Solar Charge Controller

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

12V/24V 30A PWM MP3755 $89.95 $80.95

12V 30A Multi-Stage Charger  
for Lithium &  
Lead Acid Batteries

Can operate with or without a load. 
Intelligently charges 12V Lead Acid, 
AGM and Lithium (LiFePO4) batteries 
from 50Ah to 300Ah. 
A 5-stage charge mode for Lead Acid batteries 
includes Soft, Bulk, Absorption, Float and Standby, with Refresh and 
Equaliser options to keep your Lead Acid battery in peak condition. A 
half power mode suits batteries under 100Ah and a special algorithm 
effectively charges LiFePO4 batteries using Bulk and Absorption modes. 
• Input power 240V AC
See full details and specifications on page 105

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

MB3621 $369.00 $329.00

Dual Input 20A DC/
DC Muti-Stage Battery 
Charger For Lead & 
Lithium Batteries

Designed to manage solar 
and alternator power inputs 
to charge an auxiliary (house) 
battery system. The system 
will preference solar, providing lower loads on your engine when solar 
is available. With automatic ignition detection enabled, the system will 
isolate the starting battery when the engine is off, preventing discharge 
of your critical starting battery. It’s fully automatic, with a set-and-forget 
type operation. Supports solar panels with 16 to 25V open circuit voltage.  
See full details and specifications on page 105

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

MB3940 $219.00 $196.95

Lithium batteries are amazing, delivering more and more power. If 
you’d like to know more about the benefits of Lithium batteries, ask 
our friendly team in any RTM store, or check out our great video at 
blog.roadtechmarine.com.au/lifepo4

LITHIUM BATTERIES

12V Jump Starter and 
Powerbank with 10W 
Wireless QI Charger

Not only this jump starter light 
and portable with a whopping 
850A cranking current, it 
also features a wireless Qi 
charger for your phone and two USB 
sockets for your other devices. You won’t be 
caught in the dark either thanks to the built in torch with SOS 
beacon function. Charging is via the onboard USB C socket. 
LiCoO2 battery. See full details and specifications on page 100

Enough power to recharge your 
USB devices many times over. 
It also features an integrated 
Qi charger to wirelessly charge 
compatible devices. See full details 
and specifications on page 99

20,000mAh Power Bank with  
Wireless Charger

See more on page 99

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

850A MB3764 $249.00 $219.00

1000A MB3766 $299.00 $269.00

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

MB3822 $89.95 $80.95

Lithium Power Banks

Lithium Jump Starters

See more on page 100

Lithium Battery Charge Controllers

See more on page 124

Lithium Battery Chargers

See more on page 102
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12V Batteries

AGM Deep Cycle 
Batteries

L x W x H(mm) Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

75Ah 260x168x211 20.7kg SB1680 $279.00 $259.00

100Ah 330x172x217 28.4kg SB1682 $299.00

120Ah 450x172x217 37.8kg SB1683 $399.00 $379.00

150Ah 485x170x240 40.2kg SB1684 $499.00 $469.00

200Ah 523x239x217 59.2kg SB1686 $649.00 $609.00

An explanation of the benefits of Deep Cycle batteries appears at 
the bottom of this page. This product has an absorbent glass mat 
embedded in the structure of the plates. (There are 6 sets of plates, 
each 2.0V which makes up a “battery” of plates, i.e. 12V). The mat 
does two things. It reinforces the lead frame of each plate, or cell, 
and it stops the plates from buckling under heavy discharge current). 
By helping make the innards of the battery virtually solid, you can 
mount it in any position, but it is still 
preferable, of course, to mount 
the battery upright, even for 
the sake of convenience of 
terminal access. They are an 
excellent product. 
Note: It is important to not 
discharge an AGM more than 
60% between recharge. 

DEEP CYCLE BATTERIES

SLA BATTERIES

LEAD 
ACID

GOOD FOR BURGLAR  
ALARM BACKUP!

12VDC SLA Batteries (Light Duty)

L x W x H(mm) Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

7.2Ah 150 x 65 x 93 SB2486 $34.95 $31.45

9Ah 150 x 65 x 93 SB2487 $44.95 $40.45

12Ah 150 x 100 x 93 SB2489 $56.95 $50.95

18Ah 181 x 77 x 167 SB2490 $79.95 $71.95

These are small Sealed Lead Acid batteries that are typically used for 
people who go caving, or for lighting for an overnight camping trip where 
you are travelling on foot. They are good to drive a lantern on a tinny 
for that night fishing expedition. Being sealed, you cannot fear that the 
battery acid (which is actually a GEL) will spill. The amp-hour rating tells 
you how long the battery will last before it goes flat. For example, a 7.2Ah 
battery will give 7.2 amps for one hour or 3.6 amps for 2 hours or 1.8 
amps for 4 hours, etc. 
• Leak proof construction 
•  Usable & rechargeable  

in any position 
• Long service life

SB2490

LEAD 
ACID

Good Old Lead-Acid Batteries 
What we said on the previous pages about Lithium batteries is very, very 
true. They are definitely the future in battery technology.
This is all well-and-good but to many people, the cost of Lithium cannot 
be ignored. Lead-acid battery technology is 150 years old and has been 
refined and refined over that time. Most of the refinements admittedly 
have been to reduce the amount of (expensive) lead in the unit whilst still 
keeping up performance levels, but much refinement has also been in 
making the battery more reliable, or particularly, vibration proof.
On the following pages, you will find an array of lead-acid types.  
Our range is large because there are a wide variety of applications and, 

to be frank, we still sell a lot more lead-acid than Lithium.
There are two basic types of lead-acid batteries – Motor Start and House 
Power or Deep Cycle. (For an explanation of this see “Deep Cycle House 
Power below.)
We also carry the fantastic Australian made range of “Century” motor 
start and deep cycle units. Century batteries are world class and good 
as any ridiculously expensive European or American product.
So when your wallet tells you that your choices are limited to lead-acid 
products be confident in the knowledge that Road Tech Marine only 
keeps the finest versions of proven lead-acid technology.

When you own and drive a car, 4WD, truck, etc, you hardly 
think about the battery that starts the motor. This is because the 
automotive engineers who designed the engine have made the auto-
electrics, motor and battery system very, very reliable. As a result you 
hit the ignition system, crank the motor and in a second or so the 
motor starts.
Even though the label on the side of your battery says some 
vaguely impressive things, much of this is fairly meaningless. The 
construction of this battery is brutally designed down to the cheapest 
price possible. As you know, these batteries have lead (Pb) in them 
and lead is expensive. The lead on this battery is bonded to a lattice 
- like a frame to maximise the surface area of the lead to the liquid 
electrolyte (sulphuric acid). This surface area equates to an ability 
to generate a lot of amps for the starter motor. In a healthy starter 
system you can hear the starter motor really zip.
Once the motor has started, the alternator immediately begins to 
recharge the battery power lost to the starter motor. Before you know 
it, the battery is fully charged again.
This starter motor - battery discharge - alternator - battery charge 
sequence is called a Shallow Cycle system. It keeps the cost of the 
battery as low as possible.
Shallow cycle batteries, however, are hopeless for any other 
application than starting cars and trucks. When you discharge a 
shallow-cycle battery below about 70% of its rated capacity it can 
be damaged. The flimsy metal lattice frames can heat up and buckle. 
Lead on the frames can dislodge and fall to the bottom of the battery. 

There may be sufficient lead anyway to still hold a decent charge 
after a 50% reduction in stated capacity. Poor, high resistance 
internal electrical conductors can heat up.
The battery in your “house power” bank (see Tech Talk, “How Do 
I Know What To Do About A Battery Bank?” on our website) goes 
through a much different cycle than a car start-up. Firstly, it does 
not need several hundred amps for a few seconds to power a starter 
motor cranking a cold engine. Secondly, it does not need to be 
instantly recharged at high charge rates from a powerful alternator. In 
a battery bank this is what happens.
You have shut down for the night. The solar panel array, wind 
generator or vehicle propulsion motor has charged your Deep Cycle 
battery bank. You may even have a 240V supply on the post at the 
caravan park which has a trickle charger charging the house power 
batteries. Either way, your battery bank is being recharged SLOWLY.
And then it’s the turn of the Deep Cycle battery bank to do its job. 
You turn on an electric kettle, microwave, TV, etc, to settle in for the 
night. The electric fridge is running, the battery bank, depending 
on its size and capacity discharged, 20, 40, 60 or 80 amps to the 
inverters to make that 240V quietly contributing to domestic bliss. 
The batteries will happily discharge down to 10%-20% of their total 
capacity without stress to the batteries themselves. They love to be 
steadily charged and steadily discharged, over and over - and deeply 
- again and again. They have much more lead inside on far sturdier 
frames with low resistance internal connections. Shallow cycle 
batteries will simply fail in these conditions.

DEEP CYCLE EXPLAINED

SB2486
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POWER

12V Batteries

We have a full explanation on this on our website
The short, brutal answer, however, is that if your battery terminal 
voltage is 11.8V or less, buy a new battery. 

WHEN IS A BATTERY DEAD?

GEL DEEP CYCLE

12VDC SLA Deep Cycle Gel Batteries

L x W x H(mm) Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

26Ah 165 x 172 x 130 8.35kg SB1698 $129.00 $115.95

38Ah 197 x 165 x 170 13kg SB1699 $199.00 $178.95

100Ah 330 x 173 x 223 31.5kg SB1695 $379.00 $359.00

Similar to the light duty SLA batteries, but 
much larger capacity to power 12V lights, 
fans, fridges, etc in the caravan, RV, boat 
or at the campsite. Ideal to power trolling 
motors and lighting in a boat. See battery 
boxes elsewhere, to create a portable 
power supply.

SB1698

SB1699

SB1695

Cat No. Qty 1+

Deep Cycle Battery (D50Z), 80Ah TEA162 $209.00

Deep Cycle Battery (D70Z), 105Ah TEA164 $249.00

Low Cost Deep Cycle Lead Acid Batteries

Deep cycle batteries are 
fantastic for storing large 
amounts of energy for 
house power but they can 
be expensive - especially 
non- spillable batteries that 
use gel electrolytes. If you 
strictly do not need a battery 
that occasionally gets turned 
upside down it is quite 
acceptable to use what is 
called a standard “flooded 
cell” electrolyte where the 
battery can be installed in 
a moving vehicle - even a 
boat - but the likelihood of a 
rotation of the battery is very 
low. With this in mind we have introduced 2 new Deep Cycle batteries 
that use conventional auto/marine fully liquid vented electrolytes, but 
have the much heavier and robust lead lattice in the cell that is reflective 
of Deep Cycle design. The resultant costs savings are substantial and 
indeed may allow you to afford that deep cycle battery banks after all. 
80Ah: 269Lx173Wx200Hmm, 21.8kg,  
105Ah: 304Lx174Wx200Hmm, 26.2kg 

WET CELL DEEP CYCLE

LEAD 
ACID

LEAD 
ACID

They are available off the floor from 
all RTM stores. We expect demand to 
be high, so it may be wise to call the 
stores first to check stock, especially if 
you want more than just a few of them.

FOR BATTERY 
CHARGERS  
SEE PAGE 102
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An explanation of some terms that are hardly ever explained.

COLD CRANKING AMPS. 
This is the discharge load in Amperes in which a new fully charged 
battery can maintain for 30 seconds at -18°C, at a voltage above 
1.2V/cell. It really does not relate to Australian conditions and has 
more applicability to winter Europe/USA.  Understand also that as 
batteries age, this rating will go down.
A much more relevant rating for Australia/NZ is:

CRANKING AMPS. 
This is the discharge load in Amperes in which a new, fully charged 
battery can maintain for 30 seconds at 0°C at a voltage above  
1.2V/cell. This can also be termed “Marine Cranking Amps.”

COLD CRANKING AMPS

Doing A Project? 
To compliment a lot of the accessories we 
stock, RTM also sells the tools, service aids 
and essentials you need to complete your  
DIY project. 

Not sure it’s the right one? Come into your 
local store or order online via click & collect 
and if it’s not the right one for your job we’ll 
help you sort it out on the spot.



Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

580 65Ah TEA174 $212.00 $200.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

680 75Ah TEA176 $246.00 $226.00

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

780 100Ah TEA178 $279.00 $259.00

Marine Pro 580 12V 65Ah Marine Pro 680 12V 75Ah Marine Pro 780 12V 100Ah

This is a motor start battery for medium size 
inboards and outboards, up to 70hp. It is 
vibration resistant with full frame cast plates, is 
maintenance free with a 2 year factory warranty. 
• Capacity: 580 CCA
• Model: DR23RM MF
• Dimensions: 231(L) x 202(H) x 171(W)mm
• Weight: 16.9kg

This is a motor start/house battery unit. It 
is ideal for motors inboard/outboard up to 
150hp. It is vibration resistant with Platelock™ 
technology, full frame cast plates and twin 
terminals, useful in a house battery. It is 
maintenance free with a 2 year factory warranty. 
• Capacity: 680 CCA
• Model: NS70M MF
• Dimensions: 260(L) x 202(H) x 171(W)mm
• Weight: 20.7kg

This battery will crank 350hp engines with ease. 
It is also very solid as a house battery on its 
own or in a bank. It is vibration resistant with 
Platelock™ technology, full frame cast plates 
and twin terminals. Once again, maintenance 
free with a 2 year factory warranty.
• Capacity: 780 CCA
• Model: N70ZM MF
• Dimensions: 305(L) x 202(H) x 171(W)mm
• Weight: 24.3kg

Cat No. Qty 1+

12V 100Ah Battery TEA172 $242.00

Deep Cycle Flooded 12V 100Ah Battery

Deep Cycle AGM 12V 105Ah Battery (Glass Mat)

This is a very high quality unit. It features very 
thick antimonial lead alloy plates (antinomy 
stiffens up the lead plates considerably) with 
extra density, active material to withstand 
thousands of charge/discharge cycles. It is not 
a maintenance free type, as regular topping up 
of electrolyte levels extends useful battery life. 
Vibration resistant with Platelock™ technology.

• Capacity: 100Ah
• Model: N70T
• Dimensions: 304(L) x 202(H) x 171(W)mm
• Weight: 25kg

This is the ultimate lead-acid deep cycle 
battery. It features an Absorbed Glass Matt, 
which holds the electrolyte within highly porous 
glass fibre mat separators. The electrolyte is 
rigidly held and no acid leaks are possible. It 
is maintenance free. Extra strong grid designs, 
superior active paste material and robust 
internal components ensure much lower self-
discharge, superior vibration resistance, lower 

cycle lift and improved recharge performance. 
This battery is ideal where fast recharge and 
superior deep cycle performance is required. 
It is ideal in solar voltaic installations, marine 
systems, standby power systems, etc. 
• Capacity: 105Ah
• Model: C12-105DA
• Dimensions: 306.5(L) x 210(H) x 170(W)mm
• Weight: 29kg

Cat No. Qty 1+

12V 105Ah Battery TEA180 $419.00

CENTURY MARINE BATTERIES

CENTURY DEEP CYCLE BATTERIES

2 Year factory warranty on all 
Marine Pro models.

LEAD 
ACID

LEAD 
ACID

LEAD 
ACID

LEAD 
ACID

LEAD 
ACID
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Century  
Batteries
RTM stock the renowned Century range of Australian made 
batteries. Century is Australia’s oldest manufacturer making 
quality products in this country since 1928. In that time Century 
has produced quite a number of innovations. The range shown 
here have been selected for marine environments - designed 
to handle the rigors of pounding waves, engine vibration and 
trailer transport. If you want the best batteries in their class, 
you cannot go past the Century brand. What follows is a full 
technical review of these products, so that you have thorough 
knowledge of what you are buying.
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12V Batteries

12VDC Allrounder Batteries

Cat No. Qty 1+

60Ah 237(L) x 171(W) x 184(H)mm 17kg TEA130 $219.00

80Ah 259(L) x 173(W) x 202(H)mm 23.3kg TEA135 $249.00

105Ah 305(L) x 174(W) x 202(H)mm Left Positive 25.38kg TEA140 $279.00

105Ah 305(L) x 174(W) x 202(H)mm Right Positive 25.38kg TEA142 $279.00

120Ah 333(L) x 173(W) x 215(H)mm 28.25kg TEA145 $299.00

The Super Charge all-rounder is a transition 
battery between shallow cycle and deep cycle. 
They are better able to withstand long, deep 
loads but are not a true deep cycle battery. 
They are a very good starter battery for large 
4WD’s and motor homes. If you cannot justify 
the very high cost of a true deep cycle battery, 
this is for you. 

12VDC, 60AH 
• Supplier reference MRV48 / 525CCA
12VDC, 80AH 
• Supplier reference MRV50 / 650CCA

12VDC, 105AH (LEFT POSITIVE)
• Supplier reference MRV70 / 760CCA

12VDC, 105AH (RIGHT POSITIVE)
We now stock the most popular size of this 
product, the 105Ah unit with the +/- terminals 
opposite the standard N70 configuration. All 
other specifications identical to the standard 
TEA140 unit. 

TEA142

12VDC, 120AH 
• Supplier reference MRV87 / 825CCA
Note: CCA = Cold Cranking Amps - rated at minus 18°C

12VDC SuperCharge Silver Batteries

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

80Ah SMF57 480CCA TEA105 $179.00 $169.95

135Ah SMFN70ZZ 720CCA TEA110 $229.00 $209.00

Super Charge batteries are a high quality 
shallow-cycle unit. They are a motor start 
battery, but a good one. Standard round lead 
terminals. 

12VDC, 80AH FOR AUTOMOTIVE 
APPLICATIONS 
• Supplier reference SMF57 / 480CCA 

• Length: 237(L)x173(W)x184(H)mm 
• Wet Weight: 14kg

12VDC, 135AH FOR 4WD, TRUCK, FARM 
& INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS 
• Supplier reference SMFN70ZZX / 720CCA 
• Length: 305(L) x 172(W) x 204(H)mm 
• Wet Weight: 20.54kg

HIGH POWER BATTERIES

12VDC SeaMaster Gold Batteries

L x W x H(mm) Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

60Ah 173 x 182 x 220 15.66kg TEA115 $209.00 $197.95

80Ah 173 x 205 x 227 20kg TEA120 $249.00 $229.00

90Ah 174 x 205 x 227 24.7kg TEA125 $279.00 $259.00

Designed specifically for marine environments 
these batteries are maintenance-free with superior 
starting power and reserve capacity. 

12VDC, 60AH 
•  Supplier reference  

MFM48 / 575CCA 

12VDC, 80AH
•    Supplier reference  

MFM50 / 640CCA 

  12VDC, 90AH 
•  Supplier reference  

MFM70 / 720CCA

12V Revplus Jet Ski Battery

There are special requirements 
for Jet Ski batteries. Due to the 
violent manoeuvres of Jet skis, it 
is dangerous to use a ventilated/
flooded lead/acid battery. The 
RTM product is completely sealed 
and uses a gel electrolyte. The 
gel electrolyte basically does not 
move compared to a liquid. 
Notes:
1. Terminals are the same as 
motorcycle type.
2. Charging:
• Boost: 14.4 - 14.6V
• Maintenance: 13.5 to 13.8V

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

260 CCA 19Ah TEA148 $189.00 $169.95

240 CCA 19Ah TEA150 $189.00 $169.95

270 CCA 18Ah TEA152 $139.00 $131.95

385 CCA 30Ah TEA154 $199.00 $188.95

ST16CL-S
• 175 x 100 x 175mm
• 260 CCA 19Ah
TEA148

CB16CL-B
• 175 x 100 x 155mm
• 240 CCA 19Ah 
TEA150

STX20L-BS
• 177 x 87 x 155mm
• 270 CCA 18Ah
TEA152

SIX30L
• 165 x 125 x 175mm
• 385 CCA 30Ah
TEA154

SMALL MARINE BATTERIES

LEAD 
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SEE PAGE 102 FOR OUR GREAT RANGE OF 
SUITABLE BATTERY CHARGERS
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Batteries & USB Power Banks

Lantern Battery

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

6V Each SB2394 $6.45 $5.80

A 6 volt heavy duty battery as used in 
many torches including the very popular 
Eveready Dolphin. 
• Carbon zinc battery 
• Not rechargeable

LANTERN BATTERY

Ni-MH Batteries

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 8+

AAA 900mAh Pack 4 SB1739 $11.95 $10.45

AA 2500mAh Pack 4 SB1738 $24.95 $22.45

For the most demanding digital devices 
you need high capacity batteries. 
• Rechargeable 
• No memory effect 
• Higher current capacities 
• High drain performance

RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES/CHARGERS

3.7V 18650 Protected 2600mAh  
Li-ion Rechargeable Battery

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

18650 Protected 2600mAh Nipple SB2299 $21.95 $19.45

Fully protected against over-charge, over-discharge, short-circuit, and 
over-current to keep the battery in good 
shape and devices safe.  
See website for full specifications.

Button Cell

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 8+

SR44 1.5V Silver Oxide SB2512 $2.25 $2.00

CR1632 3V Lithium Panasonic SB2529 $3.25 $2.90

CR2016 3V Lithium SB2524 $3.25 $2.90

CR2032 3V Lithium SB2522 $3.25 $2.90

Commonly used in remote controls and other 
slim devices. • Not Rechargeable

Eclipse Alkaline 
Batteries

Eclipse Zinc Carbon Batteries

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

AAA Pack 4 SB2413 $3.25 $2.90

AAA Pack 12 SB2334 $7.95 $7.15

AAA Pack 40 SB2328 $16.95 $14.95

AA Pack 4 SB2425 $3.25 $2.90

AA Pack 12 SB2333 $7.95 $7.15

AA Pack 40 SB2332 $16.95 $14.95

C Pack 4 SB2320 $7.95 $7.15

D Pack 4 SB2321 $8.95 $8.05

9V Each SB2423 $4.50 $4.05

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

AAA Pack 24 SB2550 $4.95 $4.45

AA Pack 24 SB2552 $4.95 $4.45

General-purpose alkaline 
batteries. 
• Not rechargeable

GENERAL PURPOSE BATTERIES

SPECIALITY BATTERIES

SB2332

POWER BANKS

8,000mAh Weatherproof Power Bank  
with Solar Recharging

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

8,000mAh MB3791 $69.95 $62.95

Much more than just a power bank, this is emergency gear. Sure, it has 
a huge 8,000mAh Li-po battery inside, but that’s just the beginning. The 
shock resistant case is rated at IP54 to protect against dust and rain, and 
also features a torch / SOS / caution light. A large solar panel provides 
emergency / powerless internal battery recharging when you have no 
other power available, and you can recharge your own devices using one 
of two USB outlets. It’s lightweight and powerful, and even comes with a 
carabiner to clip to your hiking bag (or bug out gear!), 
so you’ll never leave it behind.
•  Weather, dust, shock resistant  

IP54 rated case
•  Overcharge, over-discharge, overvoltage, 

overcurrent, overpower, temperature, short-
circuit, and anti-discharge protection

• Emergency solar charging

Specifications:

• Capacity: 8000mAh Li-Polymer
• Input: 5V @ 2A
• Output: 5V @1A; 5V @ 2.1A
• Solar panel: 5V 160mA, 0.8W
•  Charge Time: 5 hours (USB),  

62.5 hours (Solar)
• IP Rating: IP54
• Weight: 218g
•  Dimensions: 75(W) x 17(H) x 140(D)mm

SOLAR

20,000mAh Power Bank  
with 2 x USB and Wireless Charger

Enough capacity to recharge your USB or wirelessly charged 
devices many times over. It features a Type A and Type-C USB 
port with Quick Charge technology to fast charge compatible 
devices, and an integrated Qi fast charger. Remaining battery 
capacity is shown on the LED display as a percentage. Simply 
recharge by USB via the micro or Type-C USB ports.
• Internal battery: LiPo (Lithium Polymer)
• Input:  Micro 5V 2A 

Type-C 5V 2A
•  Output: 

USB-5V 2A, 9V 2A, 12V 1.5A
• Wireless Output: 10W

Earpod case for  
illustration purposes only.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

20,000mAh MB3822 $89.95 $80.95

QI
WIRELESS

Call us on 1300 964 264 99



POWER

Jump Starters

12V 400A Glovebox Jump Starter and 
Power Bank

Gone are the days of flooded engines and manual chokes to 
get your car started, but that pesky battery still has a habit of 
failing at the most inconvenient of times. This unit is amazing. 
Barely larger than a smartphone, and probably even lighter, 
but packs a huge power punch to get your car started. With 
a peak current available of 400 amps, it’s powerful enough to 
get just about all but a tank running. Of course, sometimes emergency 
phone power is just as important as starting a car, so a 5V 2.1A USB 
port is provided to get you powered back up. It even includes a cigarette 
lighter socket charging adaptor, so it never has to leave your car (just 
remember to charge it when your battery is NOT flat!). In case it’s dark, it 
also incorporates a clever high-power LED, which can operate as a torch 
or flashing warning light. These devices are now so reliable that similar 
ones are used by roadside service operations instead of jumping from 
their own vehicle! If you have more than one vehicle in your family, one 
for each is a very sound idea. 
• LiCoO2 (Lithium cobalt oxide) battery
• Emergency USB power source
•  High power LED light with 3 modes

JUMP STARTERS

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

12V 300A 450A Peak MB3757 $159.00 $142.95

12V 450A Glovebox Jump Starter  
and Power Bank

Powerful enough to start most vehicles, it’ll crank an engine up to a 5L 
petrol, or 3L diesel. When not being used for jumpstarting it includes an 
LED torch, as well as a strobe/orange warning light. You can charge USB 
devices using one of the two USB ports, one rated at 1A, the other at 
2A. Recharge time is less than 5hrs, recharged using the supplied mains 
adaptor or car charger. Never leave home without it! 
• 300A continuous, 450A peak jump starting
• Torch (fast/slow strobe, amber warning)
• Battery Type: Li-Po (Lithium Polymer)
• Battery Capacity: 11100mAh = 41.07wh
• Charging Input: 15V, 1A
• USB Output: 5V, 2A & 5V, 1A
•  Jump Starter Output: 12V, 300A (450A peak)
• Charge Time: Up to 4.5hrs
•  Dimensions:  

66(W) x 142(D) x 
30(H)mm 

12V 17Ah Jump Starter with Air Compressor, 
USB & LED Light

So much more than a jumpstarter. Sure, it has self-contained jumper 
leads and a huge 17Ah battery, so it’ll bail you out of many situations. 
But the real utility of this unit comes from the additional features. There’s 
a built-in air compressor to inflate tyres. There’s a 5-LED high power 
work light on the front so you can see what you’re doing. 2 x cigarette 
lighter sockets as well as 2 x USB sockets for powering and recharging 
many devices. An internal battery condition gauge helps you make sure 
it’s ready for action, and it’s all in a self-contained unit! Includes mains 
and 12V charging adaptors. 
• Battery: 12V 17Ah Sealed Lead Acid 
• USB Output: 2 Port 5V DC - 0.5A & 2.1A12V 
• DC Output: 2 with Overload Protection
• Jump Start Amps: 400A
• Peak Battery Amps: 1100A
•  Dimensions: 285(L) x 227(W) 

x 310(H)mm 
• Weight: 8.6 kgs 
Note: The fuse might be 
supplied separately in the 
packaging. To operate the 
jump starter please insert 
the fuse in the fuse slot 
located on the front face 
of the Jump starter next to 
USB output ports. 

AIR 
COMPRESSOR

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

12V 400A 1100A Peak MB3736 $199.00 $178.95

12V 850A Jump Starter and Power Bank with 
10W Wireless Qi Charger

It wasn’t long ago that so called “portable” jump  
starters were about as portable as 4 bricks with a handle on 
top. Things have changed a lot since then thanks to lithium 
battery technology. Indeed, this unit weighs in at around half 
a kilogram and could almost fit inside a shirt pocket! Not only 
is it light and portable with a whopping 850A cranking current, 
it also features a wireless Qi charger for your phone and two 
USB sockets for your other devices. You won’t be caught in 
the dark either thanks to the built in torch with SOS beacon 
function. Charging is via the onboard USB C socket.
• LiCoO2 (Lithium cobalt oxide) battery
•  Reverse polarity protection
•  Short circuit protection
•  Low voltage protection
•  Overheat protection

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

12V 400A MB3763 $99.00 $88.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

850A MB3764 $249.00 $219.00

1000A MB3766 $299.00 $269.00
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POWER

Jump Starters
Ultra High Capacity 1000A 12/24V Jump Starter

12V 24V Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

500A 1000A Peak 250A 500A Peak MB3759 $369.00 $329.00

Lithium battery jump starters revolutionised 
jump starter technology, making them 
lightweight and ultra-compact. This one is 
compact, but it’s great on the inside! It works 
on 12V or 24V systems, to provide a whopping 
1,000A of peak current (500A on 24V systems). 
A massive 22,200mAh of LiPo power is ready 
to leap into action at a moment’s notice. 
Capable of starting cars, motorbikes, but also 
large motors such as boats, trucks, buses, 
other industrial and commercial applications. 
Intelligent detection circuitry provides automatic 
12 / 24 selection, with a manual override option 
useful with very low discharged batteries 
(when Auto mode isn’t able to detect correct 
battery voltage). Like all good power banks, a 
USB outlet is also provided for mobile phone 
charging and powering other usb devices too. A 
small light is also included which is very useful 
at night and in enclosed spaces. Short circuit, 
over-temperature, over-current, and internal 
battery protections are included to ensure the 
jump starter stays in good working order. Mains 
and car charger included, with battery-level 
indicators on the unit.

• Ultra high capacity jump starter
•  12V / 24V compatible starting  

with automatic detection
• USB charging outlet and light

Specifications:
• Power Input: 15V @ 2A
• Battery Type: Li-Po (Lithium Polymer)
• Battery Capacity: 22,200mAh/88.8Wh
• USB Output: 5V @ 2.4A
• Start Current: 12V 500A / 24V 250A
• Peak Current: 12V 1000A / 24V 500A
• Operating Temperature: 0 to 60°C
•  Battery Lifespan: > 1000 charge  

and discharge cycles
•  Dimensions:  

269(W) x 241(H) x 129(D)mm
• Weight: 2.7kg

12/24V

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Intelligent 12V/24V Battery Tester QP2263 $24.95 $22.45

Intelligent 12V/24V Battery Tester

A simple to use battery tester 
to check charge condition. 
Simply connect and read. 
Includes three different 
connector methods - battery 
clamps, eye terminals, and 
cigarette lighter socket. 
Suitable for 12 and 24V car 
batteries, sealed lead acid 
batteries, and other high-
capacity batteries. Provides 
voltage reading as well as 
LED indication for under/
overcharge. Reverse polarity protected. 
Note: Cigarette lighter socket testing method may 
only function when the ignition is turned on. 

• Voltage Range: 11-17VDC / 22-30VDC
• Dimensions: 75(W) x 48(H) x 19(D)mm

Heavy Duty Jumper Leads 
with LED Illumination

Each battery clamp has a LED light 
built in, powered by built-in batteries, 
so even in the dark you can find 
your way around the engine bay. The 
jumper leads are fitted with a voltage 
surge protector to keep your vehicle 
electronics safe. Supplied in a clear 
plastic carry case.
•  Voltage surge protection 
•  8 x LR44 button batteries included

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

3m Jumper Leads 400A WH6012 $36.95 $32.95

BUILT-IN 
LIGHT

Call us on 1300 964 264 101

RTM Making DIY Easier... 
SPEND OVER $99 ONLINE AND ENJOY FREE FREIGHT*
*A few T&Cs apply. See p467 for details.

CONVENIENCE

Save time by getting all the bits you need at RTM, in stock 
7 days a week and at everyday low prices! Available in 
store, via click & collect or immediate despatch from our 
warehouse.

CHOICE

More ways to get the bits you need, drop into your local 
RTM store, order online via click and collect & pick it up 
when convenient to you, or we can send it to you. 

CONFIDENCE

Come in and check it out before you buy. If you don’t have 
an RTM store close to you or it’s easier to buy online, you 
can find everything on our website, open 24/7. 

If you ordered the wrong item, you can return 
it to store or call and speak to one of our 
customer service representatives on  
1300 964 264. 



POWER

Tools & Test Equipment

* “Open” Lead-Acid batteries (the old-school type with removable 
filler caps) will be permanently damaged by long term float 
charging. These are sometimes seen on heavy equipment, and as 
reproduction batteries on vintage vehicles).

NEED HELP CHOOSING  
THE RIGHT BATTERY CHARGER?
FIND THE INFO YOU NEED HERE:
blog.roadtechmarine.com.au/the-right-battery-charger

MB3902 MB3900 MB3623 MB3613 MB3611 MB3627 MB3607 MB3621 MB3940 MB3617

Environment WORKSHOP WORKSHOP WORKSHOP WORKSHOP SOLAR MARINE

Charging Stages 7 8 4 9 4 8 7 5 6 6

Supported Battery Types

Starting IDEAL

Calcium IDEAL

Marine OCCASIONAL IDEAL

Deep Cycle OCCASIONAL IDEAL

AGM OCCASIONAL IDEAL

Gel OCCASIONAL IDEAL

Lithium OK IDEAL

Features
Fully Automatic
Can be left connected 
permanently.
Fully sealed batteries 
only* (see note 
below)

• • • • • • • • • •

Safe and Easy
Safety features include 
reverse polarity and 
short circuit protection.

• • • • • • • • • •

Power supply mode
Provides constant 
power when a device 
is connected to battery 
being charged.

• • • •

Adjustable output
Adjustable charge 
rate provides optimum 
charge.

• • • • •

Multiple outputs
Charge more than one 
battery simultaneously.

Dual Triple

Special Applications

Marine
100% waterproof and 
saltwater tested.

•

Solar 
This DC-DC charger 
supports solar and 
alternator power inputs. 

•

Supported Battery Voltages and Capacities
Note: While there is no theoretical limit to the size of battery any particular charger can charge, 
the problem is that it may have difficulty detecting when full charge has been reached.

6V 1.2Ah - 26Ah 4Ah - 50Ah 20Ah - 200Ah

12V 1.2Ah - 26Ah 4Ah - 50Ah 20Ah - 200Ah 5Ah - 150Ah 5Ah - 120Ah 1.2Ah - 120Ah 50Ah - 250Ah 50Ah - 300Ah 18Ah - 250Ah 50Ah - 200Ah

12.8V LiFeP04 2Ah - 15Ah 3Ah - 25Ah 5Ah - 150Ah 5Ah - 120Ah 18Ah - 250Ah 50Ah - 200Ah

24V 20Ah - 200Ah 5Ah - 120Ah 25 - 120Ah 50Ah - 200Ah

36V 50Ah - 200Ah
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As you can see over the following pages, we stock a wide range 
of battery chargers for all kinds of battery types and sizes.  
Use the chart below to help select the ideal charger for the 
battery you want to charge.
If you are still unsure which one is best of you, come in-store 
and speak to one of our friendly staff.

Battery Charger  
Selection Guide



POWER

Battery Chargers

An intelligent battery charger to keep your batteries in peak working 
order. Suitable for 6V or 12V Lead Acid batteries between 1.2Ah - 26Ah, 
or 12.8V LiFePO4 from 2Ah to 15Ah. The seven charging modes keep 
batteries fully charged and in peak condition, and can also recover 
slightly sulfated batteries to increase battery life. LEDs on the front panel 
indicate the state of charge and a push button enables you to select the 
appropriate charge mode. The charger is mains powered, terminated 
to battery clips on a 1.8m lead, and features short circuit, overload, 
incorrect polarity, reverse battery, and safety timer protection.
• Input power 240V AC
• 6V/12V dual function charger 
•  Suitable for Lead Acid and LiFePO4 

batteries
• 7 stage intelligent charging modes
•  Can recover slightly sulfated 

batteries
•  Sealed, Gel, AGM or Flooded Lead 

(6/12V, 1.2Ah - 26Ah)
• LiFePO4 (12.8V, 2Ah - 15Ah)
• Charging Voltage: 
 Lead Acid: 7.3V/ 14.4V DC
 LiFePO4: 12.8V/ 4 cells
•  Protection: Short circuit, Overload, Wrong 

polarity, Reverse Battery, Safety Timer

6V/12V/24VDC 
Intelligent  
Charger 

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

6V/12V/24VDC MB3623 $169.00 $151.95

An intelligent battery charger suitable for flooded and gel 
lead acid batteries including deep cycle batteries at 6V, 
12V or 24V. The microprocessor controlled unit provides 
4 stages of charging, Soft Start, Bulk Charge, Absorption 
and Float which assists in the batteries life expectancy 
and performance. An auto detection feature provides a 
user friendly experience, which can be pre-programmed or 
manually set for greater control. Should a blackout occur 
or AC input power be lost during a charging operation 
the memory function will resume charging once power is 
re-established. Other features include temperature/voltage 
compensation, reverse polarity/short circuit protection 
and a battery status indicator. Ideal for cars, motorcycles, 
caravans and boats with battery capacities between 20-
200Ah. It’s also ultra-portable with a handy storage pocket 
in the back for the leads. 
• Input: 220 - 240VAC, 2.5A 
•  Output: 15A @ 12V / 

7A @12V/24V / 2A @ 
6V/12V/24V 

•  Dimensions: 230(H) x 
170(W) x 140(D)mm

•  Great for on the 
road. Doubles as a 
workshop charger

7-Stage 6/12VDC Intelligent Lead Acid  
And Lithium Battery Charger

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

6V/12V MB3902 $29.95 $26.95

8-Stage 6/12VDC Intelligent Lead Acid  
And Lithium Battery Charger 

•  Input power 240V AC
•  6V/12V dual function 

charger 
•  Suitable for Lead Acid 

and LiFePO4 batteries
•  8 stage intelligent charging 

modes
•  Can recover slightly 

sulfated batteries
•  Sealed, Gel, AGM or Flooded 

Lead (6/12V, 4Ah - 50Ah)
• LiFePO4 (12.8V, 3Ah - 25Ah)
•  Charging Voltage: 
  Lead Acid: 7.4V/14.7V DC
 Cold/AGM: 7.4V/14.7V DC
 LiFePO4: 14.5V/4 cells

An intelligent battery charger to keep your batteries in peak working 
order. Suitable for 6V or 12V Lead Acid batteries between 4Ah - 50Ah, 
or 12.8V LiFeP04 from 3Ah to 25Ah. The eight charging modes keep 
batteries fully charged, and can also recover slightly sulfated batteries 
to increase battery life. Five RGB LEDs on the front panel indicate the 
state of charge and a push button enables you to select the appropriate 
charge mode. The housing can be permanently mounted using the 
integrated mounting holes and the IP65 weatherproof rating means it can 
handle a little rain. The charger is mains powered, terminated to battery 
clips on a 1.8m lead, and features short circuit, overload, incorrect 
polarity, reverse battery, and safety timer protection.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

6V/12V MB3900 $49.95 $44.95

MULTI-STAGE CHARGERS

If you are reading this catalogue, apart from your family car, you probably 
already own a jet ski, power boat of some sort, caravan or RV. If this is 
the case you should definitely own at least one battery charger, probably 
more than one. If you do not, read these pages closely and select a 
charger for your needs. A good charger is like a good friend.

“Battery Minder” Type Of Charger

“Battery Minder” 
Type Of Charger

“Battery Minder” 
Type Of Charger

Engine start or house batteries are incredibly reliable these days.  
There are, however, occasions when a customer returns a battery 
claiming that it is “faulty.”
And yes, a battery can be faulty, but it is extremely rare.
When a customer presents us with a “faulty” battery claim on at 
least 50% of occasions the battery is simply discharged – “flat” 
in other words. This is easily checked at the counter. We will 
measure the battery voltage with an accurate meter. If the battery 
voltage is 12.5V or below it just needs a charge. If you like, we will 
charge the battery for you for free, but that is an overnight service.
Please do not be offended if we do accept your face-value claim 
that the battery is “faulty.” Remember, on over 50% of cases our 
experience shows that there is nothing wrong with the battery.
IF your battery is indeed, discharged, it is quite likely that the 
charging circuit in your vehicle/boat is compromised. We would 
be doing you no favours at all if we simply gave you a new battery 
and a few days later it too was showing “faults.”
Our suppliers insist that we go through this procedure and frankly 
it is in your interest to get to the bottom of your problem – if you 
have one.
Of course, we will honour our warranty obligations and supply a 
new battery if necessary should we both find that your battery is 
indeed faulty.

“FAULTY” 
BATTERY CLAIMS

Call us on 1300 964 264 103
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Battery Chargers

9-Stage 12/24VDC Charger

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

6/12V 4A MB3611 $99.95 $89.95

This lead acid battery charger is suitable for wet, sealed 
and gel type batteries. It will deliver up to 7.2A for 12 volt 
batteries and up to 3.6A for 24 volt batteries. It features a 
9 stage charge process to dramatically increase the charge 
rate, but at the same time, maximise the battery life. A built in 
temperature sensor will adjust the charge voltage to suit if the 
ambient temperature gets too hot or cold.
• Reverse polarity
• Short Circuit
• Anti-spark
•  Over Temperature Protection
• 240V Powered

240V 
POWERED

7-Stage 12/24VDC Switchmode Charger

A high tech SLA battery charger for automotive, marine, 
motorcycle, workshop or industrial use. Featuring switchmode 
operation, multi-stage maintenance & charging, near-
bulletproof performance & microprocessor control. 
• Short circuit, reverse polarity & anti-spark protection 
• Standby, fault, mode selection and charging LED indicators 
• Mounting feet for wall mounting 
•  Automatically resumes charging when power applied 
•  Safe to leave connected for months at a time.
•  Suitable for use with Lead Calcum batteries (12V @ 5A)
•  Measures 260(L) x 135(W) x 70(H)mm
• Output: 12/24V, 15A/7.5A
•  Battery capacities: 

12V: 50-250Ah 
24V: 25-120Ah

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

12/24V MB3607 $369.00 $329.00

240V 
POWERED

240V 
POWERED

8-Stage 12VDC Automatic Marine Battery 
Charger With Dual Output 

Designed to charge and maintain 12V lead-acid batteries, including Wet, 
MF, VRLA, AGM and Gel, and Calcium batteries from 1.2Ah to 120Ah. 
Compact in size, but feature-packed with intelligent charging and dual 
channel output to charge two batteries simultaneously up to 4A each. 
The 8-stage charging process includes Diagnosis, Recovery, Soft Start, 
Bulk, Absorption, Analysis, Float, and Maintenance for larger capacity 
batteries. The housing is dust and waterproof rated to IP68, making it 
suitable for outdoor and marine use. Safety features include short circuit, 
open circuit, reverse polarity, battery low, over temperature, spark, and 
safety time protection. Mains powered. 
• Input power 240V AC
• Suits Wet, MF, VRLA, AGM, GEL, and Calcium
• Dual Channel
• IP68 dust and waterproof rated
Specifications:
• Output: 2 x 12VDC, 4.0A
• Output connectors: Large Alligator Battery Clips
• Stand-By Power: <2W
• Reverse Current: <5mA
• Voltage Tolerance: ±0.2V
• Current Tolerance:  ±10% for 4.0A  

±10% for 2.5A  
±15% for 0.9A

• Normal Battery Voltage: 2.0-14.8V
• Charge Control Type: CC/CV, Float Charging for Backup Power
Cable Length: 
• Mains Power Plug to Unit: 2m 
• Unit to Battery Clamps: 1.8m

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

12V MB3627 $129.00 $115.95

“Battery Minder” 
Type Of Charger

CAN’T DECIDE WHICH CHARGER IS  
BEST FOR YOUR APPLICATION?
SEE OUR SELECTION GUIDE ON PAGE 102

4-Stage 6/12VDC  
Charger

An intelligent 4-stage maintenance charger for 6 or 12 
volt lead-acid batteries. Maintains and extends battery 
life by constantly monitoring and correctly charging 
the battery indefinitely across four stages: pre-charge, 
constant current, constant voltage and float charge. 
Select from four charging modes, including: 6V/1A (slow), 12V/1A 
(slow), 12V/4A (fast), and 12V/4A (low temperature). The LCD 
interface clearly displays modes and measurement detections 
to ensure ease of operation. Safety features include short circuit 
and reverse polarity protection, wrong battery prompt, over 
temperature protection and power down memory. Numerous 
charging options make this a great choice for many vehicle, 
home and industrial battery charging requirements. The handy 
retractable hook means you can hang it where you need it. 
• 4-stage charging
• Easy to use
• Compact design

“Battery Minder” 
Type Of Charger

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

12/24V MB3613 $189.00 $169.95
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Battery Chargers

Advanced electronic and fully automatic multi-stage marine 
battery chargers that mount on-board your boat to charge 
the cranking and house batteries, once you connect to shore 
power. 
The multi-stage charging process delivers five modes 
of operation, including start-up diagnostics, charging, 
conditioning, auto maintenance and storage reconditioning 
of each battery. This process is proven to extend the life of 
your batteries and will fully charge your batteries each time 
you connect to AC power. 
The charger Distributed-On-Demand™ charging technology 
will automatically sense and distribute 100% of the available 
charging output of 15 or 20 amps to any one battery or 
combination of all batteries. Each battery charger output is 
fully isolated. 
• Input power 240V AC
• Suits Flooded, Standard AGM, and GEL batteries
• Prewired with 1.8m leads for easy installation
• 100% Waterproof (IP67) and Saltwater tested
• Microprocessor controlled
• System OK & battery bank trouble status indicators
• Energy saver & storage recondition modes

Specifications: 

• IP68 
• Pulsing Output 
• Max output: 15A/20A
•  Multi-stage Charging: Analyse, Charging, Conditioning  

Auto Maintain (Sleep mode), Auto Maintain (Maintenance 
mode), Storage Recondition 

• Overload, over voltage and over temperature protection
• Reverse Polarity Protection
• Ignition Protection
•  LED display showing AC power, Charge Mode – Charging 

/ Conditioning / Auto Maintain, Battery type- Flood & 
Standard AGM / High Performance AGM/GEL, and System 
Check OK LED

•  310(W) x 185(H) x 70(D)mm, 2.7kg

MARINE BATTERY CHARGERS

On-board Marine Battery Chargers

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

12/24/36V 20A Triple Battery MB3617 $399.00 $359.00

5 Stage Charger For Lithium  
And Lead Acid Batteries 12VDC 

Can operate with or without a load. Intelligently charges 12V Lead Acid, 
AGM and Lithium (LiFePO4) batteries from 50Ah to 300Ah, with (rated 
output of load should be less than that of charger) or without load. 
A 5-stage charge mode for Lead Acid batteries includes Soft, Bulk, 
Absorption, Float and Standby, with Refresh and Equaliser options to 
keep your Lead Acid battery in peak condition. A half power mode suits 
batteries under 100Ah and a special algorithm effectively charges LiFePO4 
batteries using Bulk and Absorption modes. Just one button is all that is 
needed to operate the charger, with 7 panel mount LEDs indicating the 
battery selection and charging status. The robust and durable enclosure 
features a built-in thermostatically controlled cooling fan, which can be 
set to sleep mode for 8 hours so not to disturb you at night. A host of 
safety protection features include short circuit protection, self-recoverable 
over temperature protection, and self-recoverable reverse polarity (fused). 
Supplied with three charging cables terminated to 50A Anderson, large 
battery clips and eye terminals.
• Input power 240V AC
• LED display
• Multi-stage charging
• Power supply mode
• Battery Temperature sensor
• Equalization and soft start
• Short Circuit protection
• Reverse polarity protection
•  Over temperature protection 

with self-recovery
• Suits batteries 50-300Ah
Charge Stages:
• Soft-Start
• Bulk
• Absorption
• Float- Standby 
Specifications:
• No load current: ≤120mA
•  Output Voltage: 

Lead: 14.4V (Absorption), 13.6V (Float)  
AGM: 14.7V (Absorption), 13.6V (Float)  
LiFePO4: 14.4 (Absorption), N/A (Float)

• Recycle Day: 7 days
• Max Output Charge current: 30A
• Recommended Battery capacity: 100-300Ah @ 30A, 50-150Ah @ 15A

Dual Input 20A DC/DC Muti-Stage Battery 
Charger For Lead & Lithium Batteries

Designed to manage solar and alternator power inputs to charge an 
auxiliary (house) battery system. The system will preference solar, 
providing lower loads on your engine when solar is available. With 
automatic ignition detection enabled, the system will isolate the 
starting battery when the engine is off, preventing discharge of your 
critical starting battery. It’s fully automatic, with a set-and-forget type 
operation. The microprocessor controlled circuit keeps your battery in 
peak condition, automatically switching between six charging modes; 
Qualification, Recondition, Bulk, Absorption, Check, and Maintenance. 
Housed in a heavy-duty aluminium case with mounting bracket, and a 
front panel with charge status LEDs and push button to select between 
Lead acid, AGM, Calcium, GEL or LiFePO4 batteries. It handles solar 
panels with 16 to 25V open circuit voltage, and includes over charge, 
short circuit, over temperature, reverse polarity, thermal overload, and 
solar input overload safety protection.
• Dual input - solar and/or alternator/car battery
• 20A max charging current (automatically controlled)
• Six-stage Battery Charging
• Supports Lead acid, AGM, Calcium, GEL or LiFePO4 batteries

Specifications:

Solar Panel Open Circuit Voltage: 16~25V max.
Rated Output Power: 13.5~15.4V @ 20A
Output (Charge) Voltage:
 AGM/GEL: 14.3V (Boost), 14.7V (Absorption), 13.5V (Float)  
 Lead acid:  14.0V (Boost), 14.4V (Absorption), 13.5V (Float)
 Calcium: 15.0V (Boost), 15.4V (Absorption), 13.5V (Float)
 LiFePO4:  14.0V (Boost), 14.4V (Absorption)

Note: This unit is 
powered by a DC 
source, not AC.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

12V MB3621 $369.00 $329.00

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

12V MB3940 $219.00 $196.95

OUR BEST BIG BOAT, BIG 
CARAVAN, HOUSE  

BATTERY CHARGER

Call us on 1300 964 264 105
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Battery Boxes

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Extra Large TEA320 $29.95 $26.95

Battery Box - Extra Large

Quality vented marine battery box, resistant 
to battery acids and includes sturdy carry 
handles, vented lid, mounting hardware 
and carry strap. Made from black high 
density polypropylene 
•  Requires lead acid (preferred sealed) 

to be fitted 
•  External:  

450(L) x 240(W) x 250(H)mm
•  Internal: 410(L) x  

200(W) x 195(H)mm

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Suits 40Ah SLA HB8100 $34.95 $30.95

Suits 100Ah SLA HB8102 $39.95 $35.95

Battery Boxes

Protect your batteries with these sturdy boxes. Includes mounting 
clamps and lid strap to secure the box properly in place. 

Suits 40Ah Batteries

•  External:  
365(L)x270(W)x265(H)mm

•  Internal:  
260(L)x180(W)x200(H)mm 

Suits 100Ah Batteries 

•  External:  
460(L)x265(W)x260(H)mm

•  Internal:  
350(L)x200(W)x180(H)mm

BATTERY BOXES

Battery Box With Twin Anderson Sockets  
& Voltmeter

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

HB8504 $129.00 $115.95

This box is identical in size with the HB8502 unit except that it has 2 x 
50amp connectors connected and mounted on the top end of the box. 
The connectors are wired in parallel. It also has high current bolt (wing 
nut) insulated terminals, a separately switchable 12V cigarette lighter 
socket and a double USB socket and voltmeter.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

With Voltmeter & USB Charge HB8502 $99.95 $88.95

Battery Box with 
Voltmeter & USB 
Charge
Just fit your 100Ah deep cycle 
battery into the box, connect up 
the positive and negative wires, 
and you are ready to go. Features 
an LED voltmeter to help monitor 
battery level, two high current 
marine grade cigarette power 
sockets, and high current bolt 
terminals to connect your higher 
current loads. Over current 
protection included for the  
cigarette sockets.
• External: 420 x 230 x 290mm
• Internal: 355 x 205 x 220mm

We can help you build a handy solar-recharged battery box, for 
convenience power anywhere you go!  
Ask our friendly team in any RTM store, or check out our great 
video at blog.roadtechmarine.com.au/batterybox

PORTABLE POWER

MINN KOTA TROLLING MOTORS  PAGE 159
LEAD ACID BATTERIES  PAGE 95
LITHIUM BATTERIES  PAGE 92

DC Control Box for External Battery

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

HB8520 $199.00 $178.95

This Powertech explorer control box is so feature packed 
you will need to see it for yourself to truly understand its full 
potential. It has you covered for all your 12volt needs in a 
sturdy plastic package. It’s durable but easy-to-work nylon case makes 
it a breeze to add any extra items that will fit in the space available. 
It doesn’t just stop at what you can see, to further simplify things, 
most of the Internal 
wiring uses simple 
push-on 6mm spade 
connectors. The case 
is sleek measuring 
at 355x180x138mm 
(includes height of 
fuse block), so you 
simply need to find a 
spot to mount it using 
the supplied mounting 
hardware.
Specifications:

•  Supplied wire gauges: 10AWG and 14AWG Standard Fittings (feel free 
to add other items from our extensive range).

•  Built-in weatherproof 6 way Fuse block (100A total  max) with individual 
fuses for each outlet (supplied with 1 x 5A, 3 x 15A, 1 x 20A, 2 x 30A 
Blade-type fuses)

• 3 x weatherproof cigarette-lighter type 20 Amp DC sockets
•  6 x 20A On-Off power switches, blue LED indicators (3 connections)
• Blue LED Digital Voltage monitor (range 6V to 30V)
• Dual Port USB socket with 1A and 2.1A outputs
•  2 x 50A Anderson Connectors for handy solar and battery connection
•  2 x 4-way internal Bus Bars for more connections (150A 32V DC max)
•  2 x Grommeted holes for fixed power cable entry.
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Conditioner & Mounting Hardware

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Plastic TEA345 $14.95

Stainless Steel TEA350 $20.95 $18.45

Large Battery Tray - Plastic

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Tray TEA340 $19.95 $17.95

This battery tray protects the 
hull and secures the battery in 
place. Made from non-corrosive 
polyethylene which is resistant to 
battery acid. 
• Suitable for marine applications 
• Size: 320 x 180 x 245mm

Heavy Duty Steel Battery Trays

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Small - 280(L) x 195(W) x 45(H)mm HB8104 $14.95 $13.45

Large - 340(L) x 195(W) x 45(H)mm HB8106 $16.95 $14.95

These battery trays are pressed out of 1.2mm mild steel & vinyl coated 
to protect from acids, oils etc. They feature cruciform slots in the base 
to facilitate existing mounting holes in a truck or car chassis, as well as 
slots to allow battery hold- down rods. 
•  Not recommended for marine salt water use

Adjustable Universal 
Battery Hold Down Clamp

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Adjustable Hold Down Clamp HC4039 $9.95 $8.75

Universal battery clamp which 
adjusts to suit batteries ranging 
from 135 - 190mm width and 
150 - 230mm height. 
•  Metal construction with wing 

nut adjustments 
Note: Battery not included

Keep you battery secure with these hold 
downs. Two types available: One is made 
of white polypropylene which is resistant 
to battery acid TEA345 and the other is 
made from strong, non-corrosive stainless 
steel TEA350. 

TEA345

• Max battery 170(W)mm 190(H)mm

TEA350

• Suitable for marine applications
• Max battery 190(W) 180-225(H)mm

Battery Hold Downs

BATTERY MOUNTING HARDWARE

BATTERY CONDITIONER

Lead Acid  
Battery Conditioner

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

92mL NA1420 $9.95 $8.95

Removes or reduces sulphation which 
kills batteries. The product is so good 
that the manufacturer will extend the 
warranty on a new battery by a year if 
used when the battery is new. 
•  One 92ml bottle will do up to an N7OZ 

size battery (4WD, boat, truck, etc)

300 WATT  
PURE SINE WAVE 
INVERTER INSIDE

POWER BOXES

Power-Hub Battery Box

Cat No. Qty 1+

Power-Hub Battery Box PH125 TEA368 $399.00

The Power-Hub is an ideal alternative to conventional dual 
battery systems that will make power available anywhere by 
turning a 12 volt battery into a multifunction power source.
Outputs include a 240V AC socket providing clean ‘Pure Sine 
Wave’ power, USB, Cigarette Lighter, Engel, 50A Heavy Duty 
and Merit sockets as well as DC Terminals.
Weatherproof covers will shield the plugs and sockets from rain while 
slots allow the cords to remain plugged in when the covers are closed.
• 2.4” Full Colour LCD Display with Smart Battery Gauge
• 300W Pure Sine Wave Inverter
• Compatible with a wide range of batteries

Power Outlets:

• 2 x 15A Merit Sockets
• 2 x 2A USB Sockets
• 2 x 10A Cigarette Lighter Sockets
• 1 x 10A Engel Type Socket
• 1 x 50A Heavy Duty Socket
• 1 x 240V AC Outlet
• 1 x DC Terminals
Note: Battery not included. Suits batteries up to 338(W) x 177(D) x 230(H)
mm (245 including terminal posts). We recommend a deep cycle AGM 
battery such as a SB1682 on page 95
Not compatible with Lithium storage batteries.

Call us on 1300 964 264 107
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Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

50A Suits 8AWG PT4426 $9.95 $8.95

Anderson® 50A Power Connector  
8 Gauge Contacts - Red

Used widely in both domestic and industry, you’ll find 
this connector in many 4WD applications, boating, 
automotive and other industries. Supplied as a 
moulded 2 pole with contacts.
• Contact Wire Size: 8.4mm2 (8 AWG)
• Max Wire Insulation Diameter: 11mm
• Contact Retention Force: 22kg
•  Operating Temperature: -20 to +105°C

These compact mini connectors can handle 
up to 600 volts continuous in AC or DC with 
current of 35A. The mechanical and colour 
coded keys protect against accidental cross 
mating of connectors.
The touchsafe housing prevents accidental 
exposure to live circuits and these also have 
the ability to disconnect under load.
Supplied as a moduled 2 pole with contacts.

Specifications:

• Contact Rating: 35A
• Contact Wire Size: 10 AWG
• Voltage Rating: 600 (AC or DC)
• Max Wire Diameter: 4.0mm2

Anderson® Moulded Pair 
Connectors

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

50A Suits 10-12AWG PT4427 $9.95 $8.95

50A Suits 8AWG PT4425 $9.95 $8.95

50A Suits 6AWG PT4420 $9.95 $8.75

120A Suits 2AWG PT4422 $19.95 $17.70

175A Suits 1/0AWG PT4424 $29.95 $26.90

Genderless open-barrel 
Anderson® connectors 
•  Suitable for automotive to 

aviation 
•  These are the classic high 

current connectors that are 
generically called “Anderson® 
connectors” 

•  They mate with the adaptors on 
the next page

Mini Anderson®  
Connectors

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

Black PT4480 $7.95 $7.15

Red PT4482 $7.95 $7.15

Grey PT4484 $7.95 $7.15

Anderson® Individual Nesting Connectors

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

15A Suits 10 - 14AWG PT4402 $3.95 $3.55

30A Suits 10 - 14AWG PT4405 $4.95 $4.45

45A Suits 10 - 14AWG PT4406 $4.95 $4.45

75A Suits 6 - 16AWG PT4407 $11.95 $10.70

Individual nesting industry standard 
connectors used in automotive, marine, 
aviation & mining applications. 
• Genderless 600V (AC or DC) 
•  Sold as a red and black pair

Handles for Connectors

Waterproof Boots for 50A Connectors

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

Handle to suit PT4420 PM4436 $7.95 $7.15

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

Load Side PT4428 $15.95 $14.35

Source Side PT4429 $16.95 $15.25

Facilitates easy connection/ 
disconnection. Ensures a secure grip, 
even with gloved hands for easier 
charging of electric forklifts etc.

The durable boots shield the 
connectors from water and dirt to 
IP64 when connected or by itself 
when the integral cover is used. 
The terminals of the rubber boot can 
also be customised to fit cables in-
between 12-6 AWG (4-16mm²) wires.

If ever you work around electric forklifts you will see these 
grey plastic electrical connectors. They connect the batteries 
to the forklift and then to the charger. They are the ultimate 
heavy duty DC power connector. These connectors in varying 
sizes are all called “Anderson® Connectors”. Because they are 
so reliable and rugged, they have been taken up by both the 
caravan/off road and marine industries as the standard DC 
heavy duty power connector of choice. When you see these 
connectors on equipment, you can be assured that the mating 
Anderson® Connector is freely available. RTM carries all 
Anderson® types. They are easy to mate up to power cable.

Anderson 
®  

Connectors

Dust/Water Resistant Rubber 
Cover to Suit

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

Cover to suit PT4420 PM4434 $8.95 $8.05

A water and dust resistant rubber 
cover to suit our Anderson® type high 
current connectors.
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Wiring Hardware

This is a black vinyl boot/grommet unit that 
slips on the back of the 50A Anderson® 
connector housing before you push 
the cable/connector into the housing. 
Depending on the thicknes s of the cable 
you are using, you may have to trim the 
boot tails to accept the diameter of the 
cable. Once fitted, the body of the boot slides onto 
the back of the connector. Neat!
•  For 50A Anderson® Connectors only

A flush mounting bracket with a recessed 50A 
Anderson connector for mounting into trims and 
panels.
• 50A Rated
•  Includes Mounting  

Hardware

Chassis Mount 50A 
Anderson® Adaptor

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Black PT4460 $21.95 $19.45

Red PT4470 $21.95 $19.45

This product enables you to mount an 
Anderson® plug onto a chassis frame, bull bar, 
etc. They accept a 50A Anderson® connector 
inside the adaptor, hold it in place firmly, and 
have a spring loaded dustproof flap door to 
protect the connector when not in use. 
Note: You must provide the actual Anderson® plug, (which we can supply). The 
products here are the adaptors only. 

Features a red LED pilot light in the moulding. This is a separate circuit 
and need not be used. The assembly fully complies with AS4177.5 2004 
Australian Standards.

Panel Mount Anderson®  
Connector Bracket

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Panel Mount Bracket PT4472 $26.95 $23.95

This stainless steel component enables 
you to panel mount a 50A Anderson® 
connector. The assembly comes with 
the Anderson® plug holding mechanism 
and spring loaded dustproof flap. You 
can, however, panel mount the plug 
without using the door flap.

Special Dustproof Rubber Boot  
for 50A Plug

Panel Mount with Anderson 50A 
Connectors

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Rubber Boot PT4474 $4.50 $4.05

ANDERSON® TYPE ADAPTORS

This range enables you to chassis or panel mount Anderson® plugs. 
Something you have not been able to do in the past. There are also 
waterproofing boots, etc.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

300mm PT4449 $24.95 $22.45

ANDERSON® TYPE LEADS

Tough insulated battery clamps 
connected to an Anderson® plug. 
Ideal for connecting a solar panel, 
portable fridge, compressor, or 
inverter to a battery. 
• 8 AWG cable 
• 50A rated 
•  Insulated battery clamps 
• Length: 300mm

50A Plug To Insulated Battery Clamps

PT4442

High Current Leads

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

Extension Lead 5m PT4440 $79.95 $71.95

Piggyback Lead 300mm PT4442 $34.95 $31.45

Eye Terminal Lead 300mm PT4444 $16.95 $14.95

A series of Anderson® connector leads for automotive, 
caravan, 4WD or industrial interconnection. The design of 
the Anderson® connector housing is genderless, whereby 
each connector simply interconnects with another so you can’t 
plug them in the wrong way - one less thing to worry about! Each 
lead is pre-made with machine crimped 
terminations, and tinned copper cable. 
•  Connectors are rated at 50 Amps, 

with 8AWG cable

PT4444

PT4440

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

TTP060 $49.95 $44.95

7 Pin Trailer Socket  
with 50Amp Anderson®

Hitching up in the dark just got a little 
easier. The ARK Dual Trailer Socket 7 
pin flat connector not only features a 
50amp Anderson® style connection it 
also has a built in nite-lite. 
•  Suitable for vehicles towing 

campers / caravans
•  Chromed brass terminals

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

TTP062 $74.95 $66.95

12 Pin Flat Dual Trailer Socket  
With 50A Anderson®

Suitable for vehicles towing camper 
trailers and caravans that need high 
current power.  This unit is 
a combination of 12pin 
flat trailer socket and 
a 50A Anderson-type 
connector – all in one 
housing.
There are separate spring-loaded 
covers to keep electrical contacts 
dust and moisture free when not in 
use. Quality made by ARK.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

PT4476 $14.95 $13.45

with Cigarette Lighter Socket PT4477 $24.95 $22.45

with USB Sockets PT4478 $24.95 $22.45
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Battery Switches / Isolators

BATTERY/HOUSE SWITCHES & ISOLATORS

50A Plug to 15A Cigarette  
Lighter Connectors

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

50A to 15A Cigarette Plug PT4446 $18.95 $16.95

50A to 15A Cigarette Socket PT4448 $17.95 $15.95

50A to 2 x 15A Cigarette Socket PT4447 $24.95 $22.45

Suits automotive, caravan, 4WD or industrial connections. 
Each adaptor is pre-made with machine crimped 
terminations, and tinned copper cable. Connectors are rated at 15 Amps, 
with 16AWG cable fitted. 
• 300mm long

PT4446

Solar Panel PV Plug and Socket to Anderson® 
Plug - 300mm

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

300mm PS5122 $21.95 $19.45

Anderson® connectors one end 
(50A), PV connectors on the other 
end. 4mm conductor 30 amp 
capacity, twin sheath high quality 
cable; so you get the maximum 
output from your solar panels to 
your regulators etc. Ideal if you 
have a campervan with a built in 
regulator and Anderson® plug fitted.

Economy - TEA705
A must for every small boat.
• Rated to 120A @ 12VDC
• 60mm dia mounting plate
•  Dimensions(mm): 

13(L) x 10(W) x 6(D)
• 500A Intermittent
HIGH QUALITY ISOLATOR SWITCH  
WITH CAP - SF2245
•  Rated to 120A @ 12VDC
•  60mm dia mounting plate
•  Dimensions(mm): 

13(L) x 10(W) x 6(D)
• 500A Intermittent

These can be a very important part of your house and engine power 
management systems. Another important - but related - product is the 
battery ISOLATOR. These are not meant to switch batteries under power, 
(they are not electrically rated for this.) What they do is when you have 
shut down your system at the end of the season you switch them off to 
completely isolate the battery from any source of power draw. This applies 
to RV’s, caravans and boats. Even if your caravan or boat has 1/20 of an 
amp being drained because you don t have an isolator, you will have a dead 
battery, unable to be resuscitated when you come back to start things up.
(See our website www.roadtechmarine.com.au/advice on BATTERIES - 101. 
Everything you need to know about batteries.)
RTM has a fabulous range of battery changeover switches, isolators, 
cabling, terminating tools etc to keep your battery systems happy. 
Remember, if your battery system is happy, you will be too!
On a final note, just be careful that some ratings claims 
on some products are a little outrageous. Don’t ever 
test them to their limits!

Battery Isolator Switches

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Economy TEA705 $12.95

High Quality SF2245 $19.95 $17.95

Spare Key SF2244 $9.95 $8.95

A very compact battery isolating switch with high 
current rating. Available in removable key or 
twist knob style.
•  Can be surface or flush mounted
•  Luminous label for low light vision
•  Made from non-corrosive materials
• 350A Intermittent

TWIST KNOB STYLE
•  Dimensions(mm): 68(L) x 68(W)

TEA710

REMOVABLE KEY STYLE
•  Dimensions(mm): 68(L) x 68(W)

TEA715

Battery Isolators - Surface Mount

250A 
RATED

Cat No. Qty 1+

Twist Knob TEA710 $23.95

Removable Key TEA715 $24.95

Moulded in a Bakelite type plastic. 
Large brass 10mm (3/8”) electrical 
mounting studs. 
•  Dimensions(mm): 135(Dia) x 75(H)
• 300A Intermittent

Battery Switch -  
Large, High Power

Cat No. Qty 1+

High Power TEA720 $39.95

175A 
RATED

This unit is similar to the TEA720/5. 
Can be locked in any one position.
•  (Batt1, Batt2, Both, Off) with keys 

(2) supplied
•  Dimensions(mm): 130(Dia) x 60(H)
• 345A Intermittent

Medium duty unit that is quite large in 
diameter making it easy to see. Battery 
selector knob is large and easy to 
rotate. Circular flange for simple surface 
mounting. Has a slot in the bottom to 
allow heavy battery cables to enter the 
unit. 
•  Dimensions(mm): 140(Dia) x 70(H)mm
•  230A Intermittent

150A 
RATED

Battery Switch - Economy

Key Lock Battery Switch

Cat No. Qty 1+

Economy TEA725 $26.95

Cat No. Qty 1+

Key Lock TEA730 $34.95

250A 
RATED

120A 
RATED

PT4447

TEA705

SF2245

100A Panel Mount Battery Isolator 
Switch

A very compact battery isolating panel 
mount switch with high 100A current 
rating and removable key.
• 100A continuous rating
• Vapour proof and ignition protected
• Can be panel or flush mounted
• Made from non-corrosive materials

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

100A SF2251 $24.95 $22.45
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Battery Switches / Isolators

Ignition Kill Switch  
with Lanyard

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Kill Switch Set MEK005 $19.95 $17.95

This product consists of 
a coiled plastic coated 
lanyard with belt clip and 
a selection of plastic kill 
switch fittings. You can be 
sure to find the kill switch 
key that you have lost!

Top Post Knife-Blade Style Battery Isolator 
Switch 250A

This handy isolator switch can serve many purposes. Firstly, it can 
help avoid battery drain on an idle vehicle or boat that is in storage 
or only gets occasional use. It can help discourage theft, and also 
provides an easy way to disconnect power to prevent shorts and 
fires when you are working on the electrical system. The switch fits 
directly over the battery’s negative post, and has a knife-blade that 
enables you to disconnect power without any tools. Suits either 
12V or 24V systems and is rated to handle 250A continuously and a 
cranking current up to 750A. 
Warning: This switch is only to be assembled on top of the 
NEGATIVE post of battery, under NO circumstances is this to be 
connected to POSITIVE post of battery.
• 250A
• 12/24V
• 750A cranking
• 4-6AWG Cable Size

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

SF2243 $24.95 $22.45

Battery Management System

Cat No. Qty 1+

Battery Management System TEA760 $299.00

This unit consist of battery 
switches, voltage sensing relays, 
etc.
The BEP TEA760 has 3 x switches, 
to control all aspects of battery 
operation in your RV, Caravan or 
boat. It also has a low volt cutout 
relay to save your batteries from 
going dangerously flat.
• BEP Quality

BATTERY MANAGEMENT PRODUCTS

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

With Anderson® Connectors MS6192 $49.95 $44.95

High Precision 200A DC Watt Meter Power 
Analyser with LCD Display

This exceptional trouble shooting device is not just a watt 
meter it is an all-in-one power meter, volt meter, amp-hour 
meter, ammeter and energy meter. It’s designed for systems 
less than 60V and currents up to 200A (Peak). Slotting in 
between various links of a power system it can check charge 
going to a battery from battery charger or alternator, solar 
panel output, charge controller output, health and performance of batteries, 
evaluate charging efficiency or measure power and energy consumption of 
any load device with a battery. The Watt Meter only requires a tiny 7mA draw 
to operate making little difference to power production during usage. Ideal for 
cars, boats, caravans, off-grid installations, wind, solar installations, and so 
much more! 

Reads: 

4.8V - 60V (0V - 60V with optional auxiliary battery).

Measures:

•  Current: 0-200A @ 0.01A Resolution
•  Voltage: 0-60VDC @ 0.01V Resolution
•  Power: 0-6554W @ 0.1W Resolution
• Watt Hours: 0-650kWh @ 0.1Wh Resolution
• Ampere Hours: 0-6554Ah @ 0.01Ah Resolution

Large Heavy Duty 
Battery Switch
B1, B2, Both, OFF. When BEP say that 
this has a continuous rating of 350A 
D.C. we are inclined to believe them.
•  Dimensions(mm):  

100(H) x 100(W) x 80(L)
• 500A Intermittent

Cat No. Qty 1+

BEP Heavy Duty Battery Switch TEA745 $139.00

350A 
RATED

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

2 Position SF2249 $39.95 $35.95

4 Position SF2250 $49.95 $44.95

Battery Isolator Switch  
with AFD

Very durable and rated for massive 
output. Features removable 
windows on all four sides to 
cater for whatever cabling 
arrangement you have. Alternator 
Field Disconnect (AFD) protects 
your alternator when switching 
batteries in and out of the circuit. 
By disconnecting the alternator 
moments before the battery 
(moments after when re-engaging), 
there’s always a load on the 
alternator to protect the regulation 
circuitry. 

2 POSITION:
•  Max Rated Voltage: 48VDC
•  Continuous Current: 275A
•  Surge Current (5min): 455A
•  Cranking Current (10sec): 1250A

SF2249

4 POSITION:
•  Max Rated Voltage: 48VDC
•  Continuous Current: 200A
•  Surge Current (5min): 300A
• Cranking Current (10 sec): 1000A

SF2250

SF2249

SF2250

ANDERSON® 

CONNECTORS 
CAN BE FOUND 

ON PAGE 108
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Battery Monitors & Protectors

FOR DIGITAL MULTIMETERS,  
SEE PAGE 449

Bluetooth® Battery Monitor

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

QP2265 $49.95 $44.95

• Real-time battery monitoring
• Remote monitoring, no need of connecting / disconnecting
• Stores and displays historical data
• Tests: battery, cranking, charging, trip duration
•  Automatic sync, alerts sent to mobile 

(free APP on iOS®, Android)

Specifications:

• Average Current: 1mA
• Input Voltage: 6 ~ 20V
•  Operating Temperature: 

-40°C to 90°C
•  Voltage Accuracy:  

+/- 0.03V
•  Protection: Short-circuit and 

Reverse Polarity
• Weight: 35g
•  Dimensions: 56(W) x 36(H) x 16(D)mm
•  Cable Length: 150mm 

(Each)

12VDC 20A Battery Discharge Protector

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Battery Discharge Protector AA0262 $46.95 $41.95

Protects your car battery from total discharge by switching off 
appliances such as fridges and TV sets before the battery voltage drops 
to an unrecoverable level. When battery voltage is re-established by 
recharging, it switches appliances on automatically. The interrupting 
voltage is adjustable from 10.4 to13.3 VDC. Essential low-cost insurance 
if you have a dual battery setup in a boat, 4WD, RV or for an alternative 
energy system such as solar or wind power. 
•  Dimensions:  

87(L) x 60(W) x 32(H)mm

BATTERY DISCHARGE PROTECTOR

5A 24V-12V DC-DC Converter  
with USB Charge

For those with a 24V vehicle such as a truck or bus, finding accessories 
like chargers and power supplies that run off 24V can be near impossible. 
This handy device solves that problem by converting 24VDC to 12VDC 
so that you can use normal car accessories designed for 12V vehicles. 
Connection couldn't be easier, with a cigarette lighter plug for 24V input 
and a cigarette lighter socket for the 12V output. Maximum rated current 
is 5A, which is enough for most modest car chargers and power supplies. 
Two 2.4A USB ports are also included to charge Smartphones, Tablets, 
and other USB powered devices. It has a noise filter built in, and safety 
features include fuse protection, over-voltage, and current limiting. 
• Converts 24V to 12V
• Dual USB Ports
• Built-in noise filter

Specifications

• Max. Output Current: 5A (Cigarette Socket), 2.4A (USB)
•  Continuous Current: 4A (Cigarette Socket),  

2A (USB)
• No Load Input Current: ≤ 50mA
• Line Regulation: 0.1%
• Load Regulation: 0.02%
• Output Ripple Noise: 
100mV (RMS)
• Efficiency: Over 85%
•  Input Connection: 

Cigarette Plug with 1m 
Cable

•  Input Fuse: 5A Glass Fuse

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

MP3356 $69.95 $62.95

12VDC 8A Dimmer/Motor 
Speed Controller

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

97(L) x 46(W) x 47(H)mm MP3209 $34.95 $31.45

DC speed controllers are ideal for slowing down pumps and motors or 
dimming lights, but some use resistance circuits or rheostats which are 
very inefficient. The pulse width modulation (PWM) used in this controller 
allows you to vary the output from 0 to 100% while maintaining a very 
high efficiency. When used on motors this ensures full torque is available 
at very low speed and the motor won’t shudder at start-up. Operates 
on any 12VDC system and capable of controlling devices rated at up to 
8 amps. The internal circuitry is 
fully potted and the control 
potentiometer is splash proof 
making this suitable for marine 
environments and other harsh 
conditions.

12V SPEED/DIMMER CONTROLLER

POWER METERS

AC Power Meter with LCD

Simultaneously displays AC voltage, 
current, power, and energy 
on a large back-lit LCD 
screen. Capable of measuring 
between 80 to 260VAC up 
to 20A, making it ideal for 
monitoring energy usage for 
large appliances such as a 
refrigerator, dehumidifier, 
washing machine, air 
conditioner, etc. Also suitable 
for solar setups. Over-voltage and power 
alarms can also be set. 
• AC Voltage, Current, Power, and Energy 
• Measure between 80 - 260VAC up to 20A

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

QP2325 $29.95 $26.95

Similar to QP2321 on  
page 114 but measuring 

AC instead of DC

Panel/Surface Mount 
LED DC Power Meter

Quite possibly the easiest way to monitor battery voltage and current 
draw on your van, RV or boat. Simply follow the included wiring diagram 
to measure 5-30VDC, and 0 to 10A DC. Supplied with a panel mount and 
a surface mount “hood”. Connection is via three 6.3mm spade terminals 
(current shunt in-built).
• Volt/Current Meter: 36(Dia) x 40(D)mm 
• Panel Mount: 60 (W) x 42 (H)mm 
•  Surface mount hood: 55(W) x 80 (L) x 50(H)mm

QP5584 QP5582

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

Voltage & Current QP5584 $39.95 $35.90

Voltage Only QP5582 $24.95 $22.45
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Battery Management

12V 140A Dual Battery Isolator Kit  
with Wiring Cables

Adding a second battery in your vehicle or boat enables you to power 
your electrics without flattening your main starter battery when the engine 
is off. Applications include, for example, 4WD’s with a 12V fridge/freezer, 
a boat with bright cabin lighting, or say a tradesperson’s van or ute with 
an inverter powering various power tools. This Voltage Sensitive Relay 
(VSR) kit provides everything you need to wire up your second battery, 
while handling the isolation during shut-off periods. It is provided with 
marine-grade hardware so it can be used on a boat or vehicle. Suitable 
for 12V systems with a continuous rating of 140A. All wiring hardware 
and instructions included. 
Note: additional black (negative) wire may be required for systems without chassis 
earth, such as fibreglass boats, depending on your installation.

• Automatic isolation
• Priority charging for Starter Battery
• Easy to install

Specifications:

Voltage rating: 12VDC
Current rating: 140A
Cut-in voltage: 13.3V
Cut-off voltage: 12.8V
IP Rating: IP65

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

MB3880 $99.95 $89.95

The table on the right will give you a fairly accurate indication* 
of how much charge is left in your battery by an accurate 
measurement of the voltage at the terminals of the battery 
itself.
Your battery voltage MUST be measured by a Digital 
Multimeter. 
The reason for this is that you need to measure the voltage to 
2 decimal places. As you can see, the fraction of a volt is the 
key to the state of charge. It is best to measure this voltage 
after the battery has been cycled, ie. has been charged and 
has had a light discharge. A classic example of a battery in 
decline is that it fails to recover completely, i.e. 12.6V+ 
after a short charge.
Any lead acid battery that does not deliver a terminal voltage of 
12.0V or more will eventually let you down. Replace it now.
*Best read at around 35°C but between 20-28°C is probably ok.
A suitable multimeter is the QM1500 in the Maintenenace 
section of this catalogue.

BATTERY VOLTAGE/ STATE OF CHARGE TABLE

QM1500

Voltage State of Charge

12.6+ 100%

12.5 90%

12.42 80%

12.32 70%

12.20 60%

12.06 50%

11.9 40%

11.75 30%

11.58 20%

11.31 10%

10.5 0%

DUAL BATTERY HARDWARE

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

MB3685 $49.95 $44.95

140A Dual Battery Isolator (VSR)

Allows two batteries to be charged from your engine alternator at the 
same time. When your engine is on and the start battery is sufficiently 
charged the isolator kit will begin charging the second (auxiliary) battery 
simultaneously. When the voltage of the start battery drops (i.e.. the 
engine is stopped) the isolator kit disengages from charging the auxiliary 
battery. This isolates the start battery and eliminates the possibility of 
draining it, ensuring that you always have enough charge to start your 
engine, and also protects sensitive electronic equipment powered from 
the auxiliary battery from harmful engine start-up spikes.  
Suitable for 12VDC Marine, 4WD, caravan and solar applications.
• Emergency override feature
• LED status indicator

Specifications:

• Continuous rating: 140A
• Intermittent rating: 170A
•  Voltage rating: 12VDC (max 

15VDC)
• Cut in voltage: 13.7VDC
• Cut off voltage: 12.8V
•  Isolator dimensions:  

67(L) x 67(W) x 53(H)mm

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

QP2222 $19.95 $17.95

BATTERY MONITORS

Cigarette Lighter Battery Monitor  
with Voltage and Temperature LED Display

Absolute plug and play - simply plug it into an available cigarette lighter 
socket and you’re good to go! Whenever power is applied, it will provide 
you with battery / system voltage, and current temperature.
• Dual function display
• No installation required
• Bright LED screen
• Temperature Meter: -10 ~ 80°C
• Temperature Resolution: 0.1°C
• LED: Blue+Red

MORE BATTERY MONITORS 
ON THE NEXT PAGE
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Battery Metering

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

LED Dual Battery Voltmeter QP5583 $29.95 $26.95

Panel/Surface Mount LED  
Dual Battery Voltmeter

Monitors two power sources at once - ideal for 
dual battery installations. Mount it into your 4WD, 
boat, or caravan to keep an eye on multiple 
batteries. Especially important if you’re using one 
battery as a starter, and one to run accessories, to 
check they’re both being charged adequately. 10-60V 
range, so suitable for 12V and 24V systems. 
• Operating Voltage: 10-60V
• Dimensions: 49(D) x 35(Dia.)mm

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

LED Voltmeter with Bar Graph QP5589 $39.95 $35.95

LED Voltmeter with Bar Graph

A quick and simple way to monitor the battery voltage in a vehicle, 
this voltmeter simultaneously shows the voltage numerically and 
on a bar graph. Simply wire up to a DC power source between 
5-15VDC, and the blue LED voltmeter displays the voltage. 
The colour coded LED bar graph shows the voltage 
level on a scale from 11.3 to 13.2 volts, optimal 
for vehicle battery condition. Supplied with 
a panel mount and a surface mount “hood”. 
Connection is via 6.3mm spade terminals. 
• Voltmeter: 36(dia.) x 26(D)mm
• Panel mount: 60(W) x 42(H)mm
•  Surface mount hood: 55(W) x 80(L) x 50(H)mm

MULTI PIN CONNECTORS

Merit Connectors - 15A

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

Merit Plug PP2090 $7.95 $7.15

Merit Plug to Cig Socket PP2099 $14.95 $13.45

Panel Socket with Cover PS2092 $11.95 $10.45

In-Line Socket with Cover PS2096 $7.95 $7.15

Merit Plug with Adaptor PP2094 $6.95 $6.25

Merit type connectors are fast becoming the new standard in automotive 
power connectors and have been used in some European bikes and cars 
for several years.

PP2090

PP2094

6.5-100V 100A DC Power Meter

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

0-100A QP2321 $39.95 $35.95

Designed for dedicated high-current solar / battery installations with 
a massive 100A capacity. Suitable for voltages up to 100V, it covers 
systems up to 10kW (100A max). Wiring is made through a heavy duty 
current shunt for maximum reliability. Provides details on power, voltage, 
and current, as well as aggregation of power throughput (which can 
mean generation or usage depending on your installation) with an easy 
reset function. Bright blue backlit display provides easy reading in any 
lighting conditions.

Specifications:

• Working voltage: DC 6.5 ~ 100V
• Measuring Accuracy: 1%
• Power Consumption: 0.2W
• Measurement frequency: 0.5s
• Active Power test range: 0~10kW
• Energy test range: 0~9999kWh
• Voltage test range: DC 6.5~100V
• Current test range: 0~ 100A
• Weight: 62g
•  Dimensions:  

90(W) x 50(H) x 25(D)mm

Self-Powered Red LED Voltmeter

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

Self-Powered Red LED Voltmeter QP5581 $14.95 $13.45

Super simple to install, simply connect the power you want to monitor! 
Some panel meters require a power source in addition to a sensor wire 
to the source you want to monitor. These units connect straight up, with 
no fuss! Suitable for use between 4.5V and 30VDC, they’re suitable for 
many DC applications including cars, boats, caravans, and other 12-24V 
sources. However their wide measurement range means they can be 
applied to many other applications too! Red coloured display. Panel 
mount with self-retaining spring clips.
• 4.5-30VDC input
• Simple two-wire installation

Specifications:

• Input: 4.5-30VDC
• Accuracy: 1%
• Refresh Speed: 300ms
• Working Current: <23mA
• Weight: 16g
• Dimensions: 48(W) x 29(H) x 22(D)mm

6.5-100V 20A DC Power Meter

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

0-20A QP2320 $29.95 $26.95

Exceptionally handy for keeping an eye on your solar installation, 
generator, battery banks, and more. Totally self-contained, so wiring is a 
breeze, and it’s powered form the DC power you’re monitoring. Suitable 
for solar systems up to approximately 2kW (must not exceed 20A). 
Provides details on power, voltage, and current, as well as aggregation 
of power throughput (which can mean generation or usage depending on 
your installation) with an easy reset function. Bright blue backlit display 
provides easy reading in any 
lighting conditions.

Specifications:

• Working Voltage: DC 6.5 ~ 100V
• Measuring Accuracy: 1%
• Power Consumption: 0.2W
• Measurement Speed: 2 times/s

Test Range and Display 
format:

• Active Power Test Range: 0~2kW
• Energy Test Range: 0~9999kWh
• Voltage Test Range: DC 6.5~100V
• Current Test Range: 0~ 20A
• Weight: 62g
• Dimensions: 90(W) x 50(H) x 25(D)mm

6.5-200V 200A DC Power Battery Meter 
with External Shunt

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

0-200A QP2322 $49.95 $44.95

Exceptionally handy for keeping an eye on your solar 
installation, generator, battery banks, and more. Totally 
self-contained, so wiring is a breeze, and it’s powered from the DC 
power you’re monitoring. Suitable for solar systems up to approximately 
40kW (must not exceed 200A). Provides details on power, voltage, and 
current, as well as aggregation of power throughput (which can mean 
generation or usage depending on your installation) with an easy reset 
function. Bright blue backlit display provides easy reading in any lighting 
conditions. 
• Real time information
• Large backlit display
• Aggregated energy throughput
• Power Consumption: 0.2W 
• Measurement speed: 2 times/s
Specifications:

DC Volts range: 6.5V - 200V
DC Current range: 0 - 200A
Dimensions: 90(W) x 50(H) x 25(D)mm
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Wiring Hardware
Waterproof Deutsch Connector Sets

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

2 Way PP2150 $7.95 $7.15

4-Way PP2149 $9.95 $8.95

6-Way PP2148 $11.95 $10.45

High quality Waterproof multi-way “Deutsch” connectors commonly used 
in automotive or marine applications. Perfect for connecting up sensors/
lights in the engine bay due to their superior corrosion protection and 
waterproof properties. 
•  Supplied as a 

male & female 
connector set 
with housings, 
wedges, seals 
and crimp pins 

• Rated to 13A

2 Pin 32 Volt 15A Connectors

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

In-Line Socket PS2073 $19.95 $17.95

Panel Socket PS2074 $19.95 $17.95

Line Plug PP2075 $9.95 $8.95

2 pin polarised plugs and sockets generally used in caravans, boats 
and RV’s to power low voltage, high current devices such as portable 
camping fridges. 
• Provide an excellent electrical connection 
• 32 volt max, suitable for up to 15 amp

PS2073 PS2074 PP2075

Automotive Waterproof 
Plug & Socket Sets

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

2 Way PP2110 $8.95 $8.05

3 Way PP2112 $11.95 $10.45

4 Way PP2114 $17.95 $15.95

6 Way PP2116 $19.95 $17.70

Waterproof automotive connectors commonly used on many modern 
cars for wiring connections within the engine bay and other areas that are 
exposed to moisture.
The interlocking parts are 
surrounded by a rubber seal, 
while an individual 
grommet seals each 
wire. Each package 
includes plug, socket, 
cable grommets and 
crimp pins. 
• Rated to 20A

Miniature Multi-Pin Plug/Socket

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

2 Pin PP2021 $3.25 $2.90

Suitable for high current/high density, wire-to-wire or wire-to-board 
applications. This is suitable for both power and signal connections. 
• Fully isolated terminals 
• Positive housing locks 
• Male and female pins supplied

Multi Pin Plug / Socket

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

2 Pin PP2020 $3.25 $2.90

3 Pin PP2022 $3.50 $3.15

6 Pin PP2024 $4.75 $4.25

12 Pin PP2026 $7.95 $7.15

Each set consists of nylon body 
for male/female, along with 
male/female socket pins to fill 
all available poles. Will mate 
with standard MOLEX-type 
connectors.

Waterproof Bulkhead/Deck 
Connector - 2 Pin

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Waterproof 2 Pin Socket TEP076 $24.95 $23.45

2 Pin Plug to Suit TEP078 $14.95 $13.45

This unit is machined from brass and 
is heavily chrome plated. It consists 
of a flanged base with neoprene 
washer, provision for 3 x countersunk 
screws and has a plastic cap on a 
short chain lanyard when the plug 
is not fitted. The plug (TEP078) has 
a knurled cord gland and a screw- 
on ring to secure the plug to the 
receptacle. Electrically it is a 2 pin 
unit. It is designed to operate on 12V 
- 24V supply, 5A max. The electrical 
pins are different sizes, which ensures 
the plug can only go in one way.

TEP076 + TEP078

TEP078

Wired Multi Pin Plug / Sockets

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

2 Pin PP2034 $4.25 $3.80

4 Pin PP2030 $9.95 $8.95

6 Pin PP2032 $12.95 $11.45

Heavy duty plug and socket with bullet type connectors. 
• Prewired with 18AWG wire 
• Bullet style connectors 
• Length: 270mm

Automotive 2 Way Plug/Socket 
250 Series

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

2 Pin PP2062 $3.75 $3.35

3 Pin PP2064 $4.25 $3.80

4 Pin PP2066 $4.75 $4.25

6 Pin PP2068 $5.50 $4.95

8 Pin PP2069 $7.50 $6.75

250 SERIES. Commonly used in automotive stereo and CB installations. 
Each comes with plug, socket, and male and female locking spade lugs. 
• Max current: 15A with 14AWG cable / 4A with 20AWG cable

PP2062 PP2068
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Cigarette Lighter & USB Outlets

PANEL MOUNT USB OUTLETS

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

2 x 2.1A 12-24V PS2034 $28.95 $25.95

Dual USB Charging Ports 4.2A Output 12/24VDC 
With Cap/Indicator Light

Supplied with flush-mount and 
hood/surface mount options, 
it provides two 2.1A USB 
charging outlets (combined 
total 4.2A). A blue LED let’s 
you know power is available, 
and a dust-cap helps protect 
against dust and moisture  
when not in use. 
• Input: 12-24VDC
•  Output: 2 x 5VDC @ 2.1A  

(max total 4.2A)
• Dimensions: 50(D) x 35(Dia.)mm

Under-Dash USB Socket with  
Weatherproof Cap

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

3.1A PS2017 $24.95 $22.45

A USB power socket with weatherproof cover, suitable for mounting 
on motorbikes, under-dash on boats or open-top cars. Outputs 5VDC 
to power or charge Smartphones, Tablets, GPS, etc. Mount to almost 
any surface using screws, cable ties, 
double-sided tape, etc (Mounting 
hardware not included). Supplied 
with 1.2m fused lead with SAE 
connectors for easy 
disconnect. 
• Power input: 12-
24VDC 
•  Output: 5VDC, 

up to 3A

Panel Mount USB Socket

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

2.1A PS2016 $12.95 $11.45

Position a USB outlet under a dashboard 
complete with rubber plug moisture/dust cover. 
Alternatively, you can remove the actual USB 
insert to panel mount the USB socket (Requires 
a 22mm Dia. hole). Sealing washers/gaskets & 
screws included. 
• Power input: 12-24VDC 
• Output: 5V 2.1A

2 Port Panel Mount USB Charger - 3.1A

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

3.1A MP3618 $24.95 $22.50

This two port USB panel mount charger is designed for charging your 
electronic devices. It has a black housing with a rubber weather-flap 
cover to protect the USB sockets. Ideal for quickly 
charging a GPS, iPhone®, iPod®, PSP, mobile phones, 
camera and other digital devices. Designed in the 
same housing as our range of laser etched auto 
rocker switches, enabling you to mount them side by 
side to give a great look to the switch panel in your 
4WD, RV, or Caravan etc.
•  Dual USB output 5V, 3.1 

(Shared between two ports) 
• Fused 
• Easy to install 
• Input: 12-24VDC 
• Output: 5VDC 
• Dimensions: 43(L) x 40(D) x 24(W)mm

2 Port USB Charger with 3.1A Output

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

3.1A MP3616 $24.95 $22.50

Get rid of your messy cigarette lighter car chargers, and fit something 
more permanent and better looking. This 2 port USB charger has one 
port with 1.0A for charging a Smartphone, and the 2nd port can deliver 
2.1A for fast charging your Tablet. Input power compatible 
with 12V and 24V battery systems, with connection via 
6.3mm spade terminals. 
•  Supplied with panel mount, under dash bracket, 

and a surface mount “hood” 
• 2port USB Charger: 36(Dia) x 50(D)mm 
• Panel mount: 60(W) x 42(H)mm 
•  Under dash bracket: 58(W) x 51(H) x 15(D)mm 
•  Surface mount hood: 55(W) x 80(L) x 50(H)mm

Single Cigarette Power Socket

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

Socket - Single PS2020 $16.95 $14.95

Socket - Dual PS2022 $21.95 $19.45

Socket with LED Voltmeter PS2024 $29.95 $26.95

Socket with 2 USB Ports PS2026 $29.95 $26.95

Includes panel, under dash & surface mount 
brackets

PS2020

Dual Cigarette Power Sockets

Includes panel & surface mount 
brackets

PS2022

Cigarette Power Socket  
and LED Voltmeter

Includes panel & surface mount brackets

PS2024

Cigarette Power Socket & 2 port USB 
Charger (3.5A)

Includes panel & surface mount brackets

PS2026 

Dimensions: Panel mount: 

• Single - 60(W) x 42(H)mm 
• Dual - 100(W) x 42(H)mm

Surface mount hoods:

• Single - 55(W) x 80(L) x 50(H)mm 
• Dual - 98(W) x 78(L) x 49(H)mm 
•  Under dash bracket:  58(W) x 51(H) x  

15(D)mm (PS2020 only)

CIGARETTE LIGHTER CONNECTORS

High current, marine grade cigarette power sockets capable of up to 
10A current, and supplied with multiple mounting options. There is a flat 
mounting panel, an under dash bracket (for TEP431 only), and a surface 
mounting “hood”. Connections via 6.3mm spade terminals.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

4.2A Output 12/24VDC PS2030 $27.95 $24.95

Panel/Surface Mount Dual USB Charging Ports 
with 4.2A Output 12/24VDC

Supplied with panel and surface mount 
hardware, to easily mount inside your car, 
caravan, truck etc. You can power it from 12-
24V, suitable for cars and dual-battery trucks 
alike. Includes removable dust cover. 
• Input: 12-24VDC
• Output: 2 x 5VDC @ 2.1A (Total 4.2A)
• Dimensions: 50(D) x 35(Dia.)mm

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

Under Dash Double Socket PS2009 $14.95 $13.45

Under Dash Double Socket

A dual socket mounted on a steel frame. 
•  Heavy duty auto cable, screws  

and in-line fuse holder 
• Lead length 300mm
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Cigarette Lighter
Cigarette Lighter Socket 
Splitter with 2 USB Ports

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Double Adaptor PP2136 $15.95 $14.35

Power two 12V accessories and 2 x USB devices at the same time. 
Includes mounting holes for a permanent installation. 
•  USB power output:  

5V 2.1A total 
•  Total output power:  

6A total 
• Cable length: 650mm

Car Cup Charger with 2-socket Cigarette Lighter 
Splitter & Dual USB Ports 3.1A

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

PS2118 $19.95 $17.95

A powerful device for cars and trucks. It works on any 12V and 24V 
system, while providing you with 2 x cigarette lighter sockets, and 2 x 
USB charging outlets (up to 3.1A combined). A built in 10A fuse keeps 
things safe, as does the built in over-temp and over-current protection. 
It conveniently slips into a spare cup holder, to securely stay in place in 
your vehicle. 600mm cable provided.
•  Dual cigarette lighter sockets with individual switches
• Suitable for cars and trucks
• 3.1A max USB charging

Specifications:

• Input: 12-24VDC
•  USB Output: 5V @ 3.1A  

(2.1A + 1A)
•  Dual Cigarette Lighter 

Power: 120W
•  Operating Temperature:  

0°- 65°C
• Lead Length: 60cm
•  Dimensions:  

81mm(Dia.) x 97(H)mm
• Weight: 204g

This USB splitter lead enables you to power or charge two devices from 
one USB port. One USB 2.0 Type A Plug to two USB 2.0 Type A Sockets 
on a 300mm 
length cable.
Note: This lead 
will only support 
data transfer on 
one cable

3 Way Lighter Socket with Battery Clips  
and USB Charge Ports

Connect this splitter directly to your battery and power up to 5 devices 
at the campsite, in the boat, caravan, RV, etc. At one end of the 1m 
long lead are large battery clips to connect your 12V or 24V battery. The 
splitter end has three cigarette lighter sockets that can handle up to 8A 
shared, and two 
USB ports (2.1A 
shared) to power 
your USB gadgets. 
• Large Battery 
Clips
• Dual USB Ports
• Suits 12/24V 
Batteries

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

PS2039 $24.95 $22.45

Dual USB Charge Lead - 30cm

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

WC7776 $11.95 $10.45

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

3 Way PP2120 $29.95 $26.95

3 Way Lighter Socket Splitter  
with 4 USB Ports

This is the master of in-vehicle power distribution. Take what is probably 
the only cigarette lighter socket in your dash, and power up to 7 
devices! You get three cigarette lighter sockets, two high-current 2.4A 
USB charging sockets, and two standard 1A USB charging sockets. Of 
course, a 120W maximum total applies (since that’s the maximum rating 
of the one in your dash). The three cigarette lighter sockets aren’t voltage 
regulated, so they’ll output the same voltage as your 
vehicle, however the USB charging ports are regulated 
to 5VDC regardless of the input. Connecting cable is 
1m long. 
• Power Input: 12-24VDC
•  USB Output: 5V, 6.8A Max.  

(2.4A + 2.4A + 1A + 1A)
• Cable Length: 1m
•  Dimensions: 110(W) x 

55(D) x 31(H)mm  
(Excluding Cable)

Socket to Battery Clips

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

400mm PP2007 $11.95 $10.45

This lead simply clips onto car battery terminals and has a cigarette 
lighter socket on the other end.
• Cable length: 400mm

Car Cigarette Lighter Adaptor  
with 3 USB Charging Ports  
& Voltmeter
This unit converts the lighter socket 
in your car to 2 x USB sockets and 1 
x USB Qualcomm 3.0 Quick Charge 
socket. It also gives a voltage 
display on engine start up.

Heavy Duty 10A Extension Lead

Specifically designed to carry 15A continuous 
current with minimal voltage drop (max 10% at 15A). 
This allows you to move your DC fridge/freezer 
and other DC equipment some distance away 
from your battery, whilst minimising low voltage 
protection issues. Fitted with a convertible 
cigarette/merit plug & high current 
cigarette socket, made with 14AWG 
tinned copper cabling.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

PP2118 $19.95 $17.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

5m PP2151 $49.95 $44.95
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Cigarette Lighter Wiring
15A Socket to 8mm Eye

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

15A PT4451 $14.95 $13.45

Allows you to power your 12VDC cigarette 
lighter plug devices from a range of 12VDC 
sources. The cigarette lighter socket is attached 
to 16AWG 400mm long red & black lead with 
8mm eye terminals on each end.

Cigarette Lighter Extension

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

3m PP1992 $12.95 $11.45

Cigarette lighter extension cord with dust cover. 
• Length: 3 metres 
• Fuse: 5A

Lead Plug-Socket 
(Curly Cord)

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

15A PP2144 $14.95 $13.45

This 15A heavy duty extension lead plugs into 
your vehicles cigarette/power socket to enable 
you have 12V power up to 3m away. Water 
resistant design with LED power indicator. 
• Internal fuse protected 
• Length: 3m

Double Adaptor

Cigarette Lighter  
Chassis Socket

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

150mm PP2006 $9.95 $8.75

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

PS2002 $6.95 $6.25

Incorporates a lighter plug, 150mm cable & 2 
inline sockets

Flush mount.

Double Adaptor

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Double PP2005 $9.95 $8.75

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

4 Way PS2019 $19.95 $17.95

Allows you to run two 12V appliances from the 
one socket. 
• LED indicator

4 Way Splitter 
with USB

Powers up to four 12VDC plug appliances 
at once. Features a USB port to charge 
your iPhone® or other USB gadget.
• Detachable base
• 1.2m lead

SAE Type Plug Leads

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

To Battery Terminal PP2012 $11.95 $10.45

To 20A Cigarette Plug PP2014 $14.95 $13.45

To Cigarette Socket PP2016 $11.95 $10.45

Available in 3 options, this unit consists of the popular polarised SAE 
plug/socket on one end and the other connects to battery screw 
terminals, in-line cigarette lighter plug or socket. The SAE socket has a 
rubber moisture/dust cover. Lead assembly is 450mm long.
•  Wiring is 7.5A rated, unfused

PP2014

PP2016

PP2012

WEATHERPROOF AND MARINE 
GRADE VERSIONS OF THESE 

ON THE NEXT PAGE.

Mains to Cigarette Lighter Socket

L x W x H(mm) Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

12VDC 7.5A 157 x 90 x 57 MP3575 $49.95 $44.95

12VDC 12.5A 183 x 98 x 59 MP3573 $119.00 $106.95

A handy solution for powering 12V 
equipment such as car coolers and 
camping fridges from a mains AC 
power source. Supplied with 
a 1.5m output lead with 
cigarette socket output, 
making connection simple 
and easy.

Seen It Cheaper? 
Give us a call or visit us in store and we’ll do our 
best to match or beat the competitions price on 
identical, stocked products.*

*A few T&Cs apply. See p4 for details.
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Cigarette Lighter Hardware

Cigarette Lighter Plug

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

5A PP2000 $1.95 $1.75

Simply plugs into the car 
cigarette lighter socket to 
obtain 12VDC from the 
car battery. 
• Economy grade

Inline Plug - Fused

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

5A PP2001 $4.95 $4.45

• Rated current: 5A 
• Supplied with 3A fuse

Inline Socket

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

5A PS2003 $3.95 $3.45

Inline lighter socket to free 
you from dash mounted 
applications. 
• Rated current: 5A 
•  Solder type terminals

Weatherproof Socket

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

15A PS2011 $14.95 $13.35

Suitable for marine, caravan, 4WD, camping. 
Protected from the elements by a spring-
loaded sealed cover and fully sealed 
electrical connection. Panel 
mounting. 
•  Rated current: 15A 
•  32mm mounting hole 
• Flylead termination

Marine Grade 10A 
Locking Type

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

Plug PP1970 $7.95 $7.15

Panel Socket PS1974 $12.95 $11.35
Socket with 
Dust Cap PS1972 $7.95 $7.15

Marine grade, weather and UV 
resistant. A matched locking plug 
and socket will lock together 
securely for protection 
against vibration and 
shock, or happily work 
individually with normal 
cigarette plugs/socket as well. 
• Rated current: 10A 
•  TEP417 plug features a green 

power LED indicator. Fuse 
protected 

•   Locking pins stay plugged in 
when matched 

Dimensions: 

PLUG:
90(L) x 25(Dia)mm

PP1970 

PANEL SOCKET:
70(L) x 58(W) x 51(H)mm

PS1974

SOCKET WITH DUST CAP:
Panel: 59(L) x 43(W) x 14(D)mm
Socket: 40(L) x 36(Dia)mm

Socket with Lid

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

15A PS2015 $14.95 $13.35

A handy additional power 
socket for charging devices in 
your car. 
• Spring loaded lid

Under Dash 
Socket With Cap

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

450mm PS2008 $12.95 $11.35

This socket can be mounted 
under a car or boat dash 
and features a hinged cap 
with protective gasket. 
•  Heavy duty auto 

cable pre-attached

CIGARETTE LIGHTER CONNECTORS

Dash/Panel Socket 
with Cap

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

15A PS2004 $9.95 $8.75

Provides a cap protected cigarette 
lighter socket for your boat, car, 
or truck. Easy to install 
includes 2 x countersunk 
screw holes for easy 
mounting. 
•  Dimensions: 

56(W) x 31(H) x 50(D)mm 
• 2 pin - 15A

PP1970

PS1974

PS1972

8 Amp Lead with Bare Ends

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

5m PP1998 $16.95 $14.95

A lead consisting of an 8 amp fused cigarette 
lighter plug and 5 metres of thick cable. 
• 18 AWG cable

Fused Plug to DC Plug

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

2.5mm - 1.5m PP1997 $4.95 $4.45

2.1mm - 1.5m PP2008 $4.95 $4.45

Has an internal fuse and LED power indicator. 
• With 5A, 3AG fuse 
• Length 1.5 metres

Adaptor Cable

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

1.8m PP1996 $9.95 $8.95

Fused and has regulated output. 
•  8 adaptors included 
• 1.8m long

Lead with Bare Ends

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

450mm PP1995 $2.95 $2.60

High quality lead with a 5 amp fused 
lighter plug on one end. 
• Fuse: 5 Amp 3AG 
•  Cable length:  

450mm approx 
•  Cable thickness: 

18AWG

THE MARINE GRADE UNITS 
CAN BE USED IN CARAVANS 
AND CARS TOO - THEY’RE 

JUST HIGHER QUALITY, 
LOCKING TYPE.

Power Lead for  
Cooler/Warmers

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

1.8m PP1986 $17.95 $16.10

A replacement DC power 
lead to suit most common 
thermoelectric cooler/
warmers which have the 
notched rectangular shape 
DC power input. 
•  Can fit into cigarette or 

merit sockets
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In-Car Power

USB Car Cigarette Lighter Adaptors

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

2.4A Dual 60(L) x 30(D)mm MP3663 $9.95 $8.95

4.8A Dual 75(L) x 28(D)mm MP3667 $14.95 $13.45

Simply plugs into your car’s cigarette lighter socket to provide a USB 
charging source for your USB devices as you drive. The built-in smart 
charging IC identifies the device connected so that the optimum charging 
current is supplied to the Smartphone, Tablet, GPS and other USB 
devices. Two models to choose from. 
• Input: 12-24VDC
2.4A Dual USB Car Cigarette Lighter Adaptor
2 x USB sockets with a total of 2.1A combined output power making it 
suitable for charging two mobile phones/iPods®/iPhone® or one iPad®/
Tablet at the time. 

MP3663 

4.8A Dual USB Car Cigarette Lighter Adaptor
2 x USB sockets with total 4.8A combined (2.4A + 2.4A) output power 
making it suitable for charging almost any power hungry USB devices 
including 2 x Tablets at the same time.

MP3667 

MOBILE PHONE & GPS CHARGERS

MP3663

MP3667

Mobile Charger with Lightning™ Connector

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

900mm with Lightning Connector MB3668 $14.95 $13.35

A handy in-car charger suitable for charging the latest 
Apple® brand gadgets which have the new Lightning™ 
connector socket. With 2.1A of charge current 
available, this in-car charger is capable of charging 
your Apple® device at full speed, ensuring you 
get as much charge as possible on your 
commute.
• Input: 12-24VDC 
• Output: 5VDC 2.1A
Check our website for full 
compatibility and specifications. LIGHTNING

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

2 x 2.4A with Voltage Display MP3692 $19.95 $17.95

Dual USB 4.8A Smart IC Car Charger

With two USB outlets capable of a 
combined 4.8A, you can charge your 
devices in minimal time. It also provides 
you constant voltage display on the screen 
so you can keep an eye on battery voltage. 
A host of safety features such as over-
current protection mean you can plug and 
play. Connects directly into your cigarette 
lighter socket. 
• Output: 2.4A x 2 Max, Total 4.8A
• Input power: 12-24V

BATTERY  

VOLTAGE DISPLAY

VOLTAGE 
DISPLAY

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

5.4A Quick Charge™ 3.0 MP3682 $29.95 $26.95

5.4A Quick Charge™ 3.0 USB Car Charger

Provides an ultra-fast Quick Charge™ 3.0 port (up 
to 3A), as well as a standard 2.4A charging port 
for a combined total charge capability of 5.4A. 
Suitable for cars and trucks. Plugs into a standard 
cigarette lighter socket. 
• USB Outputs:  Qualcomm® Quick Charge™ 

3.0 
3.6-6.5V @ 3A 6.5 
9V @ 2A  
9-12V @ 1.5A Standard 
5V @ 2.4A 

Phone Cradle with Fast  
Wireless Qi Charger

A phone holder for your car that 
features a fast wireless phone 
charger. By activating the button 
on the side, the phone holder 
will open and close automatically 
after inserting the phone. Heavy 
duty construction ensures it is 
suitable for even the heaviest 
of phones. Compatible with Qi-
enabled smart phones or phones 
equipped with a Qi adaptor.
• Greater than 73% Efficiency
• Built-in FOD Function
•  Short Circuit and Over 

Temperature Protection

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

HS9059 $59.95 $53.95

3A USB A + Type-C Car Charger

A USB Type-C plus USB Type-A power source for your 
car or truck. One port will output 5VDC up to 3A ideal for 
charging smartphones or tablets. Includes smart charging IC 
to detect optimum current for connected devices. Allows you to charge 
smartphones, tablets, MacBooks®, Google Chromebooks™ or other 
devices that use a USB Type-C charging port. Simply plugs into your 
cigarette lighter socket and away you go. 
• Input: 10-30VDC
• Output: 
3A Type-C (Max)
2.4A Type-A (Max) 
3A Shared (Max Across 2 Ports)

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

MP3694 $24.95 $22.45

Car Cigarette Lighter Adaptor  
with 3 USB Charging Ports & Voltmeter

This unit converts the lighter socket 
in your car to 2 x USB sockets and 1 
x USB Qualcomm 3.0 Quick Charge 
socket. It also gives a voltage 
display on engine start up.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

PP2118 $19.95 $17.95

NOT ALL USB CHARGERS ARE CREATED 
EQUAL. IF YOU’RE COMPARING PRICES, MAKE 
SURE THEY DELIVER THE SAME AMPERAGE 
(CURRENT). THIS IS BASICALLY HOW FAST 

YOUR DEVICE WILL CHARGE.
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Monocrystalline Solar Panel Chargers

Power Voltage Current Dimensions (L) X (W) X (D)mm Weight Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

5W 12V 0.29A 251 x 205 x 18 0.67kg ZM9050 $24.95 $23.45

10W 12V 0.58A 385 x 253 x 30 1.15kg ZM9051 $39.95 $37.95

20W 12V 1.16A 520 x 360 x 30 2.5kg ZM9052 $59.95 $56.95

An easy way to keep your 12V batteries topped up and ready to go 
on your caravan, farm equipment, the spare car, or on the shed out 
the back. The dust and weather resistant panel features a robust 
frame, and is supplied with 3m long leads terminated with battery 
clips. Each version is fitted with a blocking diode, so they are suitable 
for direct connection to your battery as a trickle charger (take note of 
the minimum battery capacity), or as a low current charger to replace 
a load or current drain on the battery. 
Combine with one of the RTM charge 
controllers for a more efficient charge. 

SOLAR PANELS - PORTABLE

ZM9052

SOLAR PANELS - FIXED

12V Monocrystalline Solar Panel
These high performance monocrystalline solar panels are much 
smaller, thinner, higher in efficiency and more affordable than 
our previous models. The manufacturing process for this range 
uses pieces of A-grade solar cells cut into defined sizes with  
grid lines, which provides excellent performance under low 
light environments. Each panel is designed to withstand harsh 
environmental conditions with a durable anodised aluminium frame 
and 3.2mm low iron tempered glass. The glass is anti-reflective 
and has a hydrophobic effect to resist dirt and dust, improving 
light absorption thereby preventing any needless power loss. The 
junction box and bypass diodes stops the panel from overheating 
and suffering from the “hot spot effect”. The entire range is easier 
to install with minimal ongoing maintenance and compatible with 
industry standard inverters and mounting systems. 
See website for full specifications.
All Powertech monocrystalline solar panels are covered by a 25 year limited 
warranty. This warranty covers the panels for defects in construction and 
manufacturing for a period of 5 years, and warrants that the electrical output 
will remain above 80% of its original rated output for a period of 25 years. 

Power Voltage Current Dimensions (L) X (W) X (D)mm Termination Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

40W 12V 2.33A 661 x 408 x 25 MC4 ZM9056 $59.95 $56.95

80W 12V 4.55A 780 x 675 x 25 MC4 ZM9102 $109.00 $102.95

130W 12V 7.75A 1179 x 664 x 35 MC4 ZM9061 $169.00 $159.95

170W 12V 9.02A 1480 x 680 x 35 MC4 ZM9065 $209.00 $197.95

PERMANENT
 LOW 
PRICE

$ZM9061

ZM9056

ZM9050 ZM9051

Call us on 1300 964 264 121

Solar Panels
Our product specialists are constantly working on 
improvements to photovoltaic technology. Even though 
COVID-19 has prevented our people from visiting 
the factories, we have been able to keep up lively 
correspondence with engineers overseas. What you will 
see following is the result of this effort.
We are particularly proud of our upgraded Monocrystalline 
units, now with 80 & 170W options.
In addition to this, we have a special 100W rated “blanket” 
type solar panel that is ideal for recharging the new battery 
powered Brass Monkey fridges when you have no source of 
AC or DC charging power at all. Of course, these blankets 
are capable of charging almost all other suitable battery 
systems.  See Cat No. GH2015 for details.

Whilst you always have the option to scour the internet for 
solar products, you must consider this:
•  We have warranties that run out to 25 years on solar 

performance. This is absolutely meaningless if, even if 
an internet supplier offered it, you would probably not be 
able to find them after 5 years.

•  We are a full product provider and supporter. Solar panels 
need wiring looms, mounting hardware, controllers, 
chargers etc.  Web suppliers generally only sell panels.

•  We provide full technical advice and after sales 
consultation advice direct from the showroom floor of all 
stores.

You will simply not get this degree of backup from online 
only  suppliers.

Construction

Power 
Output

Power 
Output

Construction
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Solar Panels
12V Folding Solar Panels
Unfolds in seconds to provide up to 8-14A charging 
current in full sun. Integrated stands allow positioning 
with a premium angle to the sun. It provides a built-in 
charge controller and 5m lead to charge your battery 
without any additional hardware. When you’re done, 
fold it back in half and pack it away. The solid aluminium 
frame is lightweight, yet strong. It will provide years of 
faithful service. 

FOR HIGH POWER CABLES, SEE PAGE 127

CHARGE CONTROLLER INCLUDED
Construction

100W Canvas Blanket Solar Panel

With this 100W Solar Blanket, you can keep your battery 
supported Brass Monkey fridge/freezer topped up during 
your next trip without the need for mains power or a noisy 
generator. The blanket is designed to connect directly to Brass Monkey 
Fridge/Freezers with a built-in Lithium battery and solar support. Simply 
lay the blanket in full sunlight on the ground, across the car bonnet or 
similar flat surface, and plug it directly into the fridge via the 2.5mm DC 
jack. Small loops around the blanket enable you to secure the blanket to 
avoid it being blown away in strong wind. When not in use, the blanket 
folds away flat for easy storage.
• 2.5mm DC jack for power connection to fridge
• 5m cable length

200W Canvas Blanket Solar Panel

Blanket solar panels are much lighter 
and take up less space compared 
to traditional fold-up solar panels. 
This 12V 200W solar panel 
weighs just 6.8kg. When 
not in use, it folds down 
to just 512mm wide 
by 360mm high, 
small enough to 
easily stow away 
in a storage cupboard. 
When you want to use it, simply 
unfold and lay on the ground or 
across your car’s windscreen. A 
charge controller is included, so 
you can connect directly to a GEL, 
flooded or SLA battery without any 
additional hardware. The charge 
controller also includes a 2A USB 
charging outlet, perfect for charging 
mobile phones, tablets, and other 
devices in an emergency. Built 
with high grade monocrystalline 
solar panels, and safety features 
including short circuit, open circuit, 
reverse polarity, overload, and dual MOSFET 
reverse current protection. A carry bag is supplied 
with a built-in pouch for accessory storage. 

Cat No. Qty 1+

100W GH2015 $199.00

Cat No. Qty 1+

200W ZM9124 $399.00

12V 1.5W Solar Trickle Charger

Perfect for keeping your boat, car, tractor, motorcycle or any 12V house 
battery topped up. It includes battery clips and a cigarette lighter adaptor 
for simple connection, and will mount easily on windshield or dash 
(suction cups provided). The built in blocking diode prevents any drain on 
your battery at night. 
•  Trickle charge to compensate for natural battery discharge
•  Cigarette lighter / battery clip option

Specifications:

•  Power Rating: 1.5W
•  Rated Voltage (Vmp): 17.5V
•  Rated Current (Imp): 85.7mA
•  Short Circuit Current (Isc): 

107mA
•  Dimensions:  

125(W) x 335(H) x 20(D)mm, 470g
• Cable Length: 2.5m

5V 10W Solar Mobile Charger  
with USB Output

Designed to keep your smartphone, tablet, and other USB charged 
gadgets running for longer when you're on the go, camping, or away 
from mains power. The lightweight and flexible charger 
includes two thin monocrystalline silicon solar 
panels to provide up to almost 2A at 5V in 
full sun. This means you should be able to 
charge most phones in less than 4 hours in 
full sun. It is water resistant, easy to clean, 
and measures 325 x 252mm when open and 
155 x 255mm folded for compact stowage. 
The mounting holes allow you to conveniently 
tie it onto a backpack, tent, etc. Supplied with 
a 1m USB lead.
• Lightweight, thin, foldable 
• Regulated 5V output 
• Water resistant

PORTABLE SOLAR CHARGERS

Power Rated Voltage Rated Current Dimensions Open(mm) Dimensions Closed(mm) Weight Cat No. Qty 1+

110W 12V 10A 665(W) x 1050(H) x 35(D) 665(W) x 525(H) x 75(D) 13kg ZM9175 $199.00

130W 12V 7.39A 664(W) x 1270(H) x 35(D) 631(W) x 664(H) x 75(D) 14kg ZM9177 $239.00

160W 18V 8.88A 1335(W) x 759(H) x 35(D) 665(W) x 759(H) x 75(D) 15.5kg ZM9178 $289.00

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

12V 1.5W Solar Trickle Charger MB3504 $29.95 $26.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

5V 10W Solar Mobile Charger MB3595 $59.95 $53.95

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au122 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day
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Solar Panels
12V Semi Flexible Solar Panels

A lightweight and versatile mono-crystalline solar panel designed for RV, marine 
and camping applications. The advanced cell technology produces high conversion 
efficiency up to 20%, giving much more power for a smaller footprint, compared 
to our previous range of panels. The panel is also flexible up to 30 degrees. This 
means you can mount the panel on a curved surface such as a boat deck or curved 
rooftop on your car, caravan, boat, etc.
Thanks to its lightweight design, 2.5mm thickness, and IP65 weatherproof rating, it 
is perfect for portable applications as well. The mounting holes allow you to secure 
it using rope for temporary applications or screws for permanent mounting. The 
short leads with MC4 PV connectors also make it easy to disconnect when you 
need to pack up and stow away for transport.
A blocking diode is built into the panel to prevent discharging a battery at nighttime, 
but we recommend you add a solar charge regulator to 
charge batteries more effectively.
• Maximum recommended bending degree: 30°

Cat No. Qty 1+

50W ZM9157 $139.00

100W ZM9158 $279.00

150W ZM9159 $409.00

REMEMBER WHEN USING ANY SOLAR PANEL OUTDOORS, ALWAYS ENSURE THAT THE PANEL IS 
IN FULL SUNLIGHT. ANY SHADOW ON THE PANEL REDUCES POWER OUTPUT CONSIDERABLY.

Dear RTM,
Using RTM products has played a major part in our custom 

builds. The cost effective, and wide range of products 

makes RTM almost a one stop shop. It’s all the little things 

that tie it all together from 12V electrical, fridges, water 

tanks, to hoses and fittings all being available at one 

location has made our custom builds a lot easier. 

When designing a custom vehicle fit out, budget is one of 

the first things that comes to mind for many customers, 

and RTM has enabled our customers to save thousands 

of dollars whilst achieving the same outcome as more 

expensive brands. Enabling them to spend more time and 

money on their holiday and doing what they love, travelling 

and seeing Australia.

All the best,

Brent Shea 

Department of the Interior - www.consoles.com.au

Loaded drawers - www.loadeddrawers.com.au

Call us on 1300 964 264 123
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Charge Controllers

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

10A 12/24V MP3750 $39.95 $35.95

20A 12/24V MP3752 $69.95 $62.95

PWM Solar Charge Controller

Intelligent yet lightweight, this solar controller uses Pulse 
Width Modulation (PWM) to control battery charging. With 
total autonomy, its set-and-forget operation means you can 
get maximum charge into your batteries from your solar 
installation without having to worry about those things. It 
provides all the important safety features such as overload, 
short-circuit, over-discharge, and reverse-polarity protection. 
A handy feature is also the USB port located on the 
front panel, to provide up to 1.2A charging. 
Very handy during power outages 
to keep your phone charged 
without any additional 
equipment. Charge 
modes include bulk, 
equalise, and float 
charging, and the unit 
automatically switches to 
the best charging mode. 
Suitable for sealed lead 
acid, as well as Gel/flooded 
type cells. 
•  Charging modes: bulk, 

equalize, float
• Supports: sealed, gel and flooded
• Voltage: 12/24V
• DC charging current: 10A max.  
• USB Output: 5V @ 1.2A
• Weight: 100g (MP3750) 180g (MP3752)
• Dimensions: 130(H) x 85(W) x 30(D)mm

PWMUSB 
PORT

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

10A Waterproof 12/24V MP3756 $49.95 $44.95

20A Waterproof 12/24V MP3758 $69.95 $62.95

PWM Solar Charge Controller

A highly efficient fully automatic 12/24V PWM solar charge controller 
that adopts the most advanced digital technology which increases 
battery lifetime and improves solar system performance. With a robust 
industrial housing and IP67 protection 
this charge controller is suited to 
most applications especially extreme 
outdoor environments where 
corrosion, dust and water ingress are 
prevalent. Capable of automatically 
detecting day/night it comes with 
an inbuilt timer which can be set to 
operate loads at specific intervals or 
manually in the night. 
•  Dimensions:  

109(W) x 75(H) x 26(D)mm
See website for full specifications

PWMIP67

12VDC 5A PWM Solar Charge Controller

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

5A 12V AA0348 $29.95 $26.95

Designed for efficiently charging 12V batteries using solar 
cells rated up to 5 amps. It is easy to wire up, prevents 
battery discharge during low sunlight and 
indicates charging and full battery 
conditions using a yellow 
and green 3mm LED. 
Ideal for charging 12V 
SLA batteries from solar 
panels up to 60 watts. 
5 amp fuse and fuse 
holder recommended (not 
supplied).
•  Measures 72(L) x 50(W) 

x 43(H)mm

CHARGE CONTROLLERS

Getting power from the sun is one thing, it’s another to optimise 
that energy for maximum efficiency and battery life. Charge 
controllers range from “basically effective”, to highly intelligent. If 
you’re not sure what sort you need, ask our team - we’ll get you 
charging!

PWM

Miniature 12V 3A PWM  
Solar Charge Controller

This compact solar controller uses Pulse Width 
Modulation (PWM) to manage battery 
charging from a connected solar panel. 
It features light and timer control, similar 
to street lights, and three charging states 
(bulk, equalise, and float charging). It 
provides all the important safety features 
such as overcharge, over-discharge, over-
current, short-circuit, and reverse-polarity 
protection. 
• Red charge LED indicator
• Green power LED indicator
• Hang hook
• Battery voltage automatic identification
• PWM charging mode
• Comprehensive electronic protection
Specifications:
• Rated Voltage: 12V
• Strong Charging Pressure: 14.8V
• Equilibrium Charging: 14.5V
• Float Charging Pressure: 13.7V
• Under Voltage: 10.8V
• Under Recover Voltage: 13V
• Non-Load Current: ≤6mA
• Charging Circuit Voltage drop: ≤0.2V
• Discharge Circuit Voltage drop: ≤0.1V

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

3A 12V MP3762 $15.95 $13.95

NEED HELP CHOOSING A  
SOLAR CHARGE CONTROLLER? 
 
FIND THE INFO YOU NEED HERE:
blog.roadtechmarine.com.au/solar-charge-controllers 

PWM

By The Metre
RTM sell a lot of essentials like hose, rope, 
chain, carpet & cable by the metre so you 
can get the exact amount you need for your 
next project. You can even order by the metre 
online for immediate despatch.Just Browsing? 

There’s a handy order form on p467 to list all the 
things you need or go onto our website 

www.roadtechmarine.com.au 
and build your own wish list.
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Charge Controllers

12/24V 30A Flush Mount PWM Solar Charge 
Controller with LCD Display

This flush mount solar charge controller enables you to keep an eye on your 
power system without having to stare at an unsightly controller cluttering 
your RV or boat’s interior. The intelligent system features a PWM charger 
with bulk, boost/equalise, and float modes to keep your Lead Acid or 
LiFeP04 batteries in peak condition. The integrated LCD indicates real-time 
energy information, operational parameters, and fault messages, and is 
easily navigated using the two push buttons. Installation is made easy with 
pluggable terminals on the rear for the solar panel, battery, and temperature 
sensor. An RS485 port enables you to connect a computer for programming 
purposes, or to a Wi-Fi module (sold separately) so you can control the 
system from your Smartphone. It has extensive electronic safety protection, 
and is sure to keep your appliances and gadgets running when you’re away 
from mains power.   

Battery Support:

• Sealed, Gel or flooded Lead (8V - 32V)
• LiFePO4 (4S/12V; 8S/24V)
• Li(NiCoMn)O2 (3S/12V; 6S/24V)

Features:

• 8 - 32VDC Input Range
• Bulk, Boost/Equalize, Float charging modes
•  LCD screen with real-time energy stats, operational and fault 

message
• Battery temperature compensation
• Remote control; monitor and set parameters via PC or APP
•  10mm2/8AWG Recommended Cable 

Size (16mm2/6AWG Max)

Wi-Fi Connection Module  
(Sold Separately)

Add Wi-Fi communication to the 
MP3764 Solar Charge Controller with 
this interface and control your power 
installation with your Smartphone! 
• Up to 50m communication range

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

12/24V 30A MP3764 $129.00 $115.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

12/24V 10A MP3760 $59.95 $53.95

We have many solar battery charger controllers - up to 50A - 
but they only work on one battery bank. This unit will charge 
TWO house battery banks or one house bank and your motor 
start battery as well. Too often the motor start battery is 
forgotten if you are camped in the one spot for a long time. 

Features: 

•  Will charge 2 completely separate battery banks  
at the same time

• Compatible with sealed, Gel or flooded batteries
• User selectable battery charge priority
• Works with 12V or 24V systems
• Highly efficient PWM (Pulse-width modulation) charging system
•  Provides up to 10A charging current (Limited by size  

of your solar panels)
•  Electronic protection from over charging short circuit or accidental 

reverse battery connection

Specifications:

• Max solar input voltage: 30V (12V system), 55V (24V system)
• Battery input voltage range: 8-15V (12V system), 8-30V (24V system)
• Max output current (both channels): 10A
• Overnight self-consumption: 4mA
• Dimensions: 153 x 76 x 37mm, 240g

(Note output of this 
controller is limited by 
the current output of the 
solar panel feeding it).

12/24V 10A Dual Battery PWM  
Solar Charge Controller

MPPT Solar Charger Controller

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

12/24V 15A MP3739 $149.00 $133.95

12VDC/24VDC - MPPT gives 
you up to an extra 40% 
from your solar panels when 
compared to a normal PWM 
charge controller, especially 
in low-light conditions. 
Programming is simple and 
intuitive via the front panel 
buttons whilst the LCD 
screen shows you what’s 
happening. Suitable for 12V 
or 24V systems. 
•  Microprocessor controlled 

3-stage charging 
•  Automatic load control with  

low-voltage disconnect/reconnect 
•  Protection against over voltage, reverse connection, short 

circuit, over current, and over temperature 
• Dimensions: 205(L) x 145(W) x 55(H)mm 
Note: Suitable for 12V or 24V solar arrays only.  
A 12V solar array cannot be used to charge a 24V battery. 
See website for full features and specifications.

MPPT

Most solar panels are designed to charge 12V batteries, via 
various charge controllers.  There are several PWM & MPPT 
Controllers that have the capacity, however to charge the new 
24V Lithium Iron Phosphate (LiFeP04) batteries that are now very 
popular.  To get 24V solar, simply wire up 2 x 12V solar panels in 
series and connect to a controller that has 24V charge capacity.
The popular 500w wind generator (MG4550) will also charge a 
24V battery directly so you get to recharge your 24volter for free!

CHARGING 24V BATTERIES 
WITH SOLAR PANELS, ETC.

This compact charger uses Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) to charge 12V 
or 24V lead acid (sealed, gel or flooded) or 12V lithium battery banks. It 
supports 12V solar arrays up to 500W or 24VDC arrays up to 1000W. The 
backlit LCD screen displays real-time feedback on battery voltage, load 
voltage, PV voltage, time, etc, and the integrated Wi-Fi enables you to 
remotely access the controller using an app on your Smartphone to keep 
an eye on the system. An external temperature probe is also supplied 
to adjust the float voltage according to the temperature when charging 
SLA batteries. Heavy-duty screw terminals for cabling up to 10AWG. 
Safety features include over-voltage, low-voltage protection, reverse 
connection, short-circuit, over-current, and over-temperature protection.

Specifications:

• Input Voltage Range: 16 ~ 80V
• Max Input Power: 450W/12V, 900W/24V
• Battery Type: Lead acid (Sealed, Gel, Flooded, AGM, Lithium)
•   Constant Voltage Charging Voltage: 

Lead-acid: 14.4V/28.8V 
Lithium: 14.5V 
AGM: 14.6V/29.2V

•  Recommended Battery capacity: 30Ah+
•  Load Recover Voltage: 12~13V/24~26V

12V/24V 30A PWM  
Solar Charge Controller

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

12V/24V 30A MP3755 $89.95 $80.95
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Charge Controllers

12V/24V 30A MPPT  
Solar Charge Controller with LCD Display  
for Lead Acid and Lithium Batteries

This intelligent compact charger uses Maximum Power Point 
Tracking (MPPT) for maximum efficiency and charge rate. It 
can charge 12V or 24V lead acid (sealed, gel, or flooded) or 
12V lithium battery banks, and supports 12V solar arrays up 
to 500W or 24VDC arrays up to 1000W. It features eight timer 
programs, three stage charging including constant voltage 
charging, and a backlit LCD to diplay real-time feedback 
on battery voltage, load voltage, PV voltage, time, etc. An external 
temperature probe is also supplied to adjust the float voltage according 
to the temperature when charging SLA batteries. The integrated Wi-Fi 
enables you to remotely access the controller using an app on your 
Smartphone to keep an eye on the system, and two USB ports are 
provided to charge your USB gadgets. The fanless design is built into a 
durable case for permanent installation with heavy-duty screw terminals 
for cabling up to 10AWG. Safety features include over-voltage, low-
voltage protection, reverse connection, short-circuit, over-current, and 
over-temperature protection.
• Intelligent and optimum MPPT charging algorithm
• Backlit LCD with real-time energy stats, operational and fault message
• Temperature sensor for battery charging compensation
• Low-voltage disconnect/reconnect
• 3-stage charging
• 8 programmable timers
• Backlit LCD screen
• Integrated Wi-Fi
• 2 x USB Ports

Battery support:

•  Sealed, gel or flooded 
Lead Acid (12V/24V)

• LiFePO4 (12V)

Specifications:

• Input Voltage Range: 
16 ~ 80V
• Battery Type: Lead acid (Sealed, Gel, Flooded, AGM, Lithium)
• Constant Voltage Charging Voltage:
 Lead-acid: 14.4V/28.8V
 Lithium: 14.5V
 AGM: 14.6V/29.2V
• Recommended Battery capacity: 30Ah+
• Typical Idle Consumption: 160mA max.
• Load Recover Voltage: 12~13V/24~26V

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

12V/24V 30A MPPT MP3743 $249.00 $219.00

12V/24V 50A MPPT MP3745 $349.00 $309.00

20A MPPT Solar Charge Controller  
for Lithium or SLA Batteries

Uses Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) for maximum efficiency 
and charge rate. Able to charge lead acid (sealed, gel or 
flooded) or lithium battery banks between 8V to 32V, and 
supports 12V solar arrays up to 260W or 24VDC arrays up 
to 520W. It features bulk, constant and float charge stages 
for rapid, efficient and safe battery charging, with feedback 
on charge status, current, voltages, etc. shown on the LCD 
screen. Built into a durable case for permanent installation 
with heavy duty screw terminals for cabling up to 10AWG. 
•  Advanced MPPT control technology- High tracking and conversion 

efficiency
•  Supports Sealed, Gel or flooded lead acid and Lithium batteries- 

3-stage intelligent charging
•  Multiple load work modes
• Extensive electronic protection
• Backlit LCD display
• RS485 communication
• Common negative grounding
Specifications:
•  Compatible Battery Bank Voltages 12 / 

24VDC Selectable
•  Maximum Input Power 520W (12VDC 

System) / 260W (24VDC System)
• Input Voltage 16 - 100VDC
• Max Load Current 20A
•  Dimensions 221(H) x 155(W) x 

52(D)mm, 940g
Battery support:
•  Sealed, gel or flooded 

Lead-acid (9~17V/12V; 
18~34V/24V)

• LiFePO4 (12V/24V)
• LiNiCoMnO2 (12V/24V)

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

20A Charge Controller MP3741 $199.00 $178.95

Remote Status Display MP3748 $79.95 $71.95

WiFi Connection Module MP3746 $59.95 $53.95

USB PC Connection Module MP3747 $19.95 $17.95

Remote Status Display

This LCD Display which allows you to 
view current, voltage and power outage 
coming into the MP3741, the display 
also allows you to remote control the 
MPPT unit which ensures the most 
efficient charging of your battery at all 
times.

WiFi Connection Module

Add Wi-Fi communication to the MP3741 
Solar Charge Controller with this interface 
and control your power installation with 
your smartphone!
• Up to 50 metres communication range

USB Connection Module to PC

USB to RS-485 converter is used 
to monitor each controller on the 
network using Solar Station PC 
software. The length of cable is 
1.5m. The cable connects to the 
RS-485 Port on the controller 
MP3741

The colder a battery gets, the poorer it performs. This is a bit 
academic, however, as in the temperature range 15° – 40°C 
a battery will give you around 100% of its rated capacity. You 
can therefore safely disregard this unless you are operating 
equipment in alpine regions or in the outback in deep winter.
Typical battery charge voltage settings at 25oC

12V 24V
Daily Charge 14.1 - 14.7 28.2-29.4
Float Charge 13.5 27

BATTERY CAPACITY VS 
TEMPERATURE

MPPT = MAXIMUM POWER POINT TRACKING
PWM = PULSE WIDTH MODULATION

MP3741

MP3748

MP3746

MP3747

NEED HELP CHOOSING A  
SOLAR CHARGE CONTROLLER? 
 
FIND THE INFO YOU NEED HERE:
blog.roadtechmarine.com.au/solar-charge-controllers 
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Solar Hardware

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

ABS Corner Mounts - Set of 4 HS8860 $42.95 $37.95

ABS Side Mounts, 180mm - Pair HS8862 $26.95 $23.95

ABS Spoiler Mounts 510mm - Pair HS8864 $53.95 $47.95

ABS Entry Point - Each HS8866 $16.95 $14.95

Attaching solar panels to the roof of your caravan or the 
deck of your boat may sound like a relatively straight forward 
procedure - if you are happy to drill holes. If you’ve just sunk tens of 
thousands of dollars into your caravan or boat, that’s probably the last 
thing you want to do, which is why we have introduced this range of 
ABS solar panel mounts. Quite simply, you stick these heavy duty ABS 
plastic mounts onto your caravan or boat using Sikaflex, and then screw 
your panel onto the mount. The solar panel is kept with adequate space 
underneath for cooling, and the curved design ensures adequate wind 
deflection for high winds. There are 4 different products, which can be 
used in any combination to suit your specific application.

CORNER MOUNTS - SET OF 4
A set of 4 corner mounts, to attach each corner 
of your solar panel to your desired mounting 
surface. These can be used on their own for 
soalr panels 40W or smaller. 
•  Dimensions: 150(L) x 150(W) x 65(H)mm
HS8860

SIDE MOUNTS, 180MM - PAIR
This pair of side mounts are intended to be 
attached to the long edge of taller solar panels, 
such as 80W and above, adding extra mounting 
strength and giving more wind deflection.
•  Dimensions: 180(L) x 120(W) x 65(H)mm
HS8862

SPOILER MOUNTS, 510MM - PAIR
Specifically designed to deflect wind on solar panel edges that face 
into high winds, such as the leading edge of solar panels mounted on 
caravan or RV rooftops. Well matched to 80W and 90W 
panels orientated with the short 
edge leading into the wind.
•  Dimensions: 510(L) x 120(W) 

x 65(H)mm
HS8864

ENTRY POINT - EACH
Usually, at some point the solar power cables 
need to enter into the caravan or boat and down 
to the battery area. To avoid making unsightly and 
potentially leaky cable entries, you can use this neat 
product and drill out your cable entry point, and 
then cover it over giving you two fully waterproof 
cable gland cable entries that look neat and 
purpose built. IP67 cable glands included.
•   Dimensions: 100(L) x 90(W) x 45(H)mm
HS8866

ABS Solar Panel Mounts  
for Caravan/Marine

Universal Solar Panel Mounting Bracket

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Mounting Bracket HS8780 $8.95 $8.05

Designed for mounting solar panels individually to a fixed surface, such 
as the roof of a caravan, motor home, shed, or any number of other 
applications. They also space the panel up to provide necessary airflow. 
Each bracket includes a stainless steel M6 bolt and nut to attach it to the 
factory holes in the aluminium frame of your solar panel. Sold individually. 
• Made from 6061 aluminium alloy 
•  Recommended quantity for panels up to  

40W - 4 or 40W-200W - 6 
• Spacing from mounting surface: 22mm 
• Dimensions: 80(L) x 68(W) x 35(H)mm

SOLAR PANEL MOUNTING HARDWARE SOLAR PLUGS, SOCKETS & CABLES

2m Premade PV Power Cable  
with MC4 to Bare End

At one end of this 2m cable is a crimped PV MC4 plug or socket, which 
saves you from having to crimp one on your own. The other end is a bare 
tinned wire to connect to your solar controller or other solar hardware.
• 6mm2 (10AWG) cable

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

Socket to Bare End WH3123 $14.95 $13.45

Plug to Bare End WH3124 $14.95 $13.45

Waterproof Solar PV/MC4 Connectors

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

Female In-Line Connector PS5100 $7.95 $7.15

Male In-Line Connector PP5102 $7.95 $7.15

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Suitable Crimping Tool TH1834 $16.95 $14.95

IP67, dust & waterproof rated for 
maximum environmental protection, 
these photovoltaic (PV) system 
connectors are ideally suited to harsh 
installations such as solar panel 
arrays and other permanent outdoor 
applications. Best when used with 
solar power cable WH3121 (4mm2) or 
WH3122 (6mm2). Also referred to as 
MC4 connectors.
•  Suitable crimping 

tool: TH1834

UV Stabilised Solar Power Cable

Cat No. Per Metre 1+ Roll

4mm2 WH3121 $4.50 $389.00

6mm2 WH3122 $6.50 $559.00

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Suitable Crimping Tool TH1834 $16.95 $14.95

Very tough cable, specifically for the rigours of outdoor use in solar panel 
installations. Dust, age and UV resistant, tinned copper conductors 
to minimise corrosion. Use with our PV connectors for complete 
environmental protection. 
• Rating: 1000VDC / Current: 58A (4mm2), 76A (6mm2) 
• Suitable crimping tool: TH1834 
• Sold per metre

PS5100

PP5102

Solar Panel ‘Y’ Leads

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

2 Socket to 1 Plug 300mm PS5110 $21.95 $19.45

2 Plug to 1 Socket 300mm PS5112 $21.95 $19.45

Used for connecting the output of two solar panels in parallel or 
connecting multiple panels in an array. Waterproof and UV resistant. 
Generally used on the positive pole of the panel
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Generators

For the mathematically minded, the output power from a wind 
generator varies by the CUBE of the wind velocity. This means that 
every time the wind speed DOUBLES the actual energy in the wind 
goes up by 8 TIMES. Don’t get too excited. A lot of the time the wind 
is either not there (still) or a few knots. There is not much coming out 
of your wind generator to charge your house batteries at these times. 
There are plenty of times, however, when a southerly (for example) 
is coming through, and before you know it, the wind is coming past 
at, say 25-30 knots. This is when your wind generator is really paying 
for itself and topping up your house battery bank. Indeed, a wind 
generator is generally more than enough to keep your house batteries 

really topped up over average weather conditions. And another thing, 
you see lots of wind generators on yachts but hardly ever on big 
cruisers on moorings. There is no reason why a moored cruiser cannot 
benefit from a wind generator house battery charger. Now that RTM 
have brought the price of wind generators down, stink boat operators 
should consider this option. 

WIND GENERATORS

Cat No. Qty 1+

1.6kVA 490 x 445 x 280mm TEI642 $1,899.00

2kVA 527 x 419 x 459mm TEI644* $2,199.00

Yamaha Generators
EF2000IS
Weighing in at just 20kg, this ingenious 
inverter is powerful enough to run a 
microwave oven, camping fridge, electric 
kettle or television. The newly designed 
muffler and air filter combined with the 
advanced noise block sound reduction 
system ensures super quiet operation, so that 
you won’t even notice that it is operating! It is 
suitable for numerous applications including 
as a standby generator at home, construction 
sites, markets, or running outdoor sound 
systems. If extra power is required, the 
parallel use function will allow you to join 
more than one generator together.
• 230VAC output @ 50Hz
• 1.6kVA rated output (2000VA max)
•  OHV 4 stroke engine with cast iron cylinder
• Recoil starter system
• 4.2l fuel tank
•  10.5 hours operation at 1/4 load
•  51.5dBA at 1/4 load and 7m distance

TEI642

SEE SUITABLE COVERS BELOW

EF2400IS
Weighing in at 32kg, this 2400 watt unit 
really is the next step forward in generator 
technology. It has been built to the 
some of the world’s strictest emissions 
standards and is extraordinarily clean and 
quiet for a generator in its power class. 
The ability to run two units in parallel for 
extra power make it ideal for demanding 
devices such as outdoor sound systems 
and high power welders. The cast aluminium 
frame and streamlined design means that it 
will be a stylish addition to your home or work 
environment. 
• 230VAC at 50Hz
• 2kVA output (2.4kVA max)
• OHV 4 stroke air cooled engine
• Recoil starter system
• 6 litre fuel capacity
• US EPA Phase II compliant
• CARB Tier II compliant
•  ISO900 and 140001 compliant
•  Cadmium and hexa-valent chrome free
Note: *Not stocked in all stores but can be ordered. 
Call store for details.

TEI644

PORTABLE PETROL GENERATOR POWER

Sometimes it’s just impossible to beat the reliability and power capacity 
of a petrol generator. The page below describes a range of fantastic 
Japanese quality YAMAHA® generators. 
RTM stands behind YAMAHA® with Australia wide parts backup, should 
you need it, which is unlikely. All Yahama generators have a 4 year 
domestic and 1 year commercial warranty

GENERATOR COVERS

To Suit Cat No. Qty 1+

EF2000IS, EF2000ISC TEI643 $79.95

EF2400IS, EF2800I TEI645 $84.95

Yamaha Generator Covers

Durable covers to suit the RTM range of Yamaha generators. 
Made from light-weight breathable material to protect against 
dust and other elements when the generator is not in use. 
Includes pocket to store generator accessories. Elastic bordered 
bottom for a snug fit.
Generator not included

TEI642

TEI644

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au128 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day
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Solar Power Accessories & Wind Generator
Solar Panel PV Plug and Socket  
to Anderson® Plug - 300mm

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

300mm PS5122 $21.95 $19.45

Anderson® connectors one end 
(50A), PV connectors on the other 
end. 4mm conductor 30 amp 
capacity, twin sheath high quality 
cable; so you get the maximum 
output from your solar panels to 
your regulators etc. Ideal if you 
have a campervan with a built in 
regulator and Anderson® plug fitted.

Solar Panel MC4 Self Locking Branch Connector 
Pair (MMF+FFM)

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

PT4590 $21.95 $19.45

• 1 MMF and 1 FFM cable connectors
• Connect panels in parallel
• IP rated, long lasting UL certified
• Quick and simple assembly to connect panels in parallel
• Stable self-locking system which is easy to lock and open
• Corrosion-resistant connectors for long-term usage
• Rated Current: 25A
• Pin Dimensions: 4.0mm
• Contact: Copper, Tin plated
• Degree of Protection: IP6, UL certified
• Temperature Range: -40°C~+85°C
• Weight: 56g (Each)
•  Dimensions: 42(W) x 20(H)  

x 110(D)mm (Each)

Solar That Really Works

Cat No. Qty 1+

Solar that Really Works BE1535 $49.95

This is an informative book that takes a 
practical look at the do’s and dont’s of solar 
installation from caravans to fishing lodges. 
Contained within are detailed descriptions of 
working solar systems with illustrations. You 
won’t be left asking questions as the author 
has everything covered. 
• Softcover, 82 pages, 290 x 210mm

Motorhome Electrics

Cat No. Qty 1+

Motorhome Electrics BE1536 $49.95

Written primarily for owners, designers 
and builders of caravans, campervans and 
motorhomes who face unique power demands 
and challenges that most auto electricians 
are ill- equipped to properly address. This 
book spans the gap between auto electrical 
and alternative energy disciplines, providing 
thorough coverage of component definitions 
and applications, as well as thoughtful and 
straight-shooting advice on common electrical 
problems. Written by acclaimed Australian 
author and field expert Collyn Rivers. 
Softcover, 102 pages. 300 x 210mm

Want To Improve Your Knowledge?
If you don’t really understand what some of these things do, we 
have some fantastic books to help fill and gaps in your knowledge. 
They’ll help you make the best decisions and fully understand solar 
power, and caravan electrical systems. They’re a great read if you’re 
installing new equipment, but also to help you be able to diagnose 
and repair yourself, which might be very useful when you’re free 
camping or off-grid. An invaluable resource.

Not stocked in all stores, but can be ordered in.

Cat No. Qty 1+

500W Wind Turbine MG4550 $649.00

500W 12/24VDC  
Wind Turbine
The wind is free, so why not use it to harness free energy? This 
wind turbine has a long lasting brushless alternator for less wear 
and tear and includes a MPPT charge controller. This unit features 
a stainless steel shaft fixing, fasteners and marine grade bearings. 
The housing is cast aluminium, powder coated to marine spec with 
carbon fibre blades for strength and efficiency. 
• 12 or 24 volt charging
• Mounts on 1.5” ID sched 40 pipe
• Carbon fibre composite blades
• Corrosion resistant coating
•  Mounting hardware required:  48mm scheduled 50 pipe  

and guy-wires

Specifications:

• Rotor Diameter: 1160mm
• Start up wind speed: 11km/h
• Survival wind speed: 180km/h
• Rated Power: 500W at 50km/h
• Blade material: Carbon Fibre
• Body material: Diecast Aluminium
• Weight: 6.7kg

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Nosecone Spare MG4551 $25.00 $22.45

Internal Controller MG4553 $275.00 $245.00

Blades MG4554 $250.00 $220.00

Alternator MG4556 $320.00 $280.00

RS1 Resistance Wire MG4561 $2.00 $1.80

2m x 50mm Dia. Mounting Pole MHE876 $89.95

Spare Power Meter Module MG4565 $99.95 $89.95

Accessories To Suit MG4550

PERMANENT
 LOW 
PRICE

$
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Modified Sinewave
Modified Sinewave inverters have a more crude approximation of mains power.  
This means that while many devices will run perfectly fine, somewith sensitive 
electronics may struggle.

Pure Sinewave
Pure sinewave inverters provide a very 
close approximation to mains power, 
making them run just about anything within 
the maximum power limits of the
inverter, without fuss. They are generally
also more efficient, so you get more usable 
power from your batteries.

MI5128 MI5130 MI5131 MI5132 MI5135 MI5136 MI5300 MI5302 MI5304 MI5306 MI5308 MI5310 MI5732 MI5734 MI5736 MI5738 MI5740 MI5742

Output (Watts) 150W 150W 200W 300W 400W 600W 150W 300W 500W 500W 800W 1500W 300W 500W 1000W 1500W 2000W 2000W

Input (DC) 12V 12V 12V 12V 24V 12V 12V 12V 12V 24V 12V 12V 12V 12V 12V 12V 12V 24V

USB Port • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Consumer Electronics
Digital Camera 
4-19W

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Mobile Phone
5-30W

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Camcorder 
10-30W

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Portable Stereo 
4-50W

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Hand Held 
Game 20W

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Game Console 
4-50W

• • • • • •

Television  
100-160W

• • • • • •

Inkjet Printer  
20-100W

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Laptop  
60-250W

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Laser Printer  
100-300W

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Computer  
200-400W

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Fans and Lights
Fan  
3-60W

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Halogen Light  
500W

• • • • • •

Household Appliances
Small Fridge  
250-350W

• • • • • • • • • • •

Microwave  
600-1100W

• • • • • • • •

Large Fridge  
750-1500W

• • •

Electric Iron  
1000-1500W

• • •

Toaster  
1000-2000W

• • • •

Coffee Maker  
1000-2000W

• • • •

Power Tools
Small Power 
Tool 300-500W

• • • • • • • • • • • •

Circular Saw  
1000-1400W

• • •

Angle Grinder  
1000-2000W

• • •

• Inverter is suitable

• Inverter may be suitable depending on your appliance’s size and type 
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As you can see over the following pages, we stock a wide 
range of inverters, from low cost modified sinewave types 
to pure sinewave models to power high power appliances 
or sensitive devices. 
Use the chart below to help select the right inverter for the 
device type and wattage that you want to power.
If you are still unsure which one is best of you, come  
in-store and speak to one of our friendly staff.

Power Inverter
Selection Guide



MODIFIED SINEWAVE INVERTERS

Modified Sinewave Inverters

Voltage Wattage Surge Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

12V 150W 450W MI5300 $39.95 $35.95

12V 300W 1000W MI5302 $59.95 $53.95

12V 500W 1500W MI5304 $79.95 $71.95

24V 500W 1500W MI5306 $79.95 $71.95

12V 800W 2000W MI5308 $129.00 $115.95

12V 1500W 3000W MI5310 $239.00 $209.00

Premium  
Modified Sinewave Inverters

Low Cost  
Modified Sinewave Inverters

Voltage Wattage Surge Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

12V 150W 450W MI5130 $59.95 $53.95

12V 300W 1000W MI5132 $79.95 $71.95

12V 600W 1500W MI5136 $129.00 $115.95

Cat No. Power Connection
Dimensions  
(L)x(W)x(H)mm Weight

MI5130 Cigarette Lighter 171 x 105 x 60 650g

MI5132
Cigarette Lighter or Leads  
with Battery Clip 182 x 105 x 60 830g

MI5136 Lead with Battery Clips 222 x 105 x 60 1.06kg

Cat No. Power Connection
Dimensions  
(L)x(W)x(H)mm Weight

MI5300 Cigarette Lighter 135 x 95 x 53 350g

MI5302 Cigarette Lighter 185 x 103 x 61 700g

MI5304 Lead with Battery Clips 215 x 103 x 61 860g

MI5306 Lead with Battery Clips 215 x 103 x 61 860g

MI5308 Lead with Battery Clips 245 x 120 x 69 1.06kg

MI5310 Lead with Battery Clips 360 x 171 x 74 2.92kg

This range is very rugged. These units come with a 2.1A 
USB socket as well which has proven to be very handy. 
They come with surge capability, overload protection 
and reverse polarity protection. Indeed, so confident are 
we of this line, we have extended the warranty from one 
to two years.

USB 
PORT

PRODUCTS THAT WILL 
NORMALLY TOLERATE 
MODIFIED SINE-WAVE POWER
• 240V incandescent lighting  
  (filament type) 
• Power tools 
• Most compressor fridges 
• Battery chargers 
• Most TV’s, especially older types 
• Electric heaters and coolers

Call us on 1300 964 264 131

The range below represents an astonishing price 
breakthrough for a quality, rugged, modified sine-wave unit. 
Modified sinewave inverters will successfully power a large 
range of non-critical 240V appliances (see table.)  Tens of 
thousands of modified sine-wave inverters are in service 
every day. If your application is for a non-critical appliance, 
and ultimate efficiency.

Specifications common to all models:
• DC Input: 10-15V (or 20-30V)
• Low Voltage Alarm: 10.5V or less
• Working Temperature: -10° to +50°C
• No-Load Consumption: <0.7A
• Thermal Shutout: ≥75°C
• Output Waveform: Modified Sinewave (<10% Distortion)
• Accessories: D.C. Cables, Spare Fuses, Instruction Manual

An inverter converts 12 or 24VDC to 240VAC. Modern 
lightweight inverters allow you to use small electrical 
appliances in the bush or wherever else you go in the great 
Aussie outdoors.

Power 
Inverters



POWER

Pure Sinewave Inverters

Pure Sinewave Inverters

RTM stocks a range of pure sine-wave (3% distortion)
inverters from a fantastic new factory with strong engineering
qualifications. The range goes from 300W to 2000 watt.
There has never been a true retailer anywhere in Australia with lower 
prices on pure sinewave inverters.
Warning. Do not be fooled into comparing a modified sine-wave 
inverter against this product. You will never get a modified unit to 
have up to 95% battery efficiency. Inferior units are generally 70% 
efficient at best. You will get far more 230/240V time out of each 
battery charge.
You don’t have to worry whether a sinewave inverter will power your 
sensitive appliances. They will power anything including laptops, 
microwave ovens & Hi Fi systems etc.
The larger units have dual 230/240V power points and generally a 
USB power port. They all have power and battery protection too. 

Voltage Wattage Surge Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

12V 300W 600W MI5732 $99.95 $89.95

12V 500W 1000W MI5734 $149.00 $133.95

12V 1000W 2000W MI5736 $279.00 $249.00

12V 1500W 3000W MI5738 $399.00 $359.00

12V 2000W 4000W MI5740 $499.00 $449.00

24V 2000W 4000W MI5742 $599.00 $539.00

PURE SINEWAVE INVERTERS

AMAZING PRICE BREAKTHROUGH

SPECIALTY INVERTERS

150W Modified Sinewave Cup-Holder Inverter With Dual USB

Mains power in your vehicle has never been 
so convenient! Simply slip it into a spare cup 
holder, and plug in to a free cigarette lighter 
socket. You’ll then have access to 150W of 
mains power, and dual 2.1A (total 4.2A) USB 
charging outlets, to keep everything charged 
and running. 450W peak power provides 
additional performance when required too. 
Perfect for laptop charging and small mains 
powered devices. Internal cooling fan and over 
temperature, over load and output short circuit 
protection. 
•  150W continuous mains power
• 450W peak power

• Output Power: 150W
• Output Power Peak: 450W
• AC Output: 240V @ 50Hz
• Output Wave Form: Modified Sine Wave
• DC Input Voltage: 10-15V
• Low Battery Shutdown: 9.5±0.5V
• High Battery Shutdown: >15V
• No Load Draw: <0.5A
• USB Output: 2 X 5VDC @ 2.1A (each port), 
Total: 4.2A
• Weight: 339g
• Cable Length: 740mm
• Dimensions: 75(W) x 140(H) x 75(D)

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

150W 2 x USB MI5128 $59.95 $53.95

DUAL USB 
PORTS

Specifications common to all models:
DC Input: 10-15V (or 20-30V)
Low Voltage Alarm: 10.5V (or 21v) or less
Working Temperature: -10° to +50°C
No-Load Consumption: <0.7A
Thermal Shutout: ≥75°C
Output Waveform: Pure Sinewave (<10% Distortion)
Accessories: Heavy Duty D.C. Leads, Spare Fuses, Instruction Manual

PURE  
SINEWAVE

NEED HELP CHOOSING  
THE RIGHT POWER INVERTER? 
FIND THE INFO YOU NEED HERE:
blog.roadtechmarine.com.au/power-inverters

Seen It Cheaper? 
Give us a call or visit us in store and we’ll do our 
best to match or beat the competitions price on 
identical, stocked products.*

*A few T&Cs apply. See p4 for details.

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au132 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day



25A Rated - Tin Plated - 250V by the metre

Cat No. Per Metre 1+ Roll

Red By the metre WH3080 $2.95 $259.00

Black By the metre WH3082 $2.95 $259.00

Red/Black Twin By the metre WH3087 $4.95 $379.00

Most common automotive/marine wire. Useful for most applications. 
Tinned conductors. Heavy PVC insulation. Reasonably flexible. Available 
on 100m rolls or by the metre, also as twin core (Red/Black). 
• Stranding: 41 x 0.3mm 
• AWG: 12 
• PVC insulation 
• Rated current: 25A 
• Total diameter: 3.5mm 
• Roll length 100m or sold by the metre

7.5A Rated - Tin Plated - 250V 
by the metre

Cat No. Per Metre 1+ Roll

Red WH3040 $0.65 $49.00

Black WH3041 $0.65 $49.00

Green WH3042 $0.65 $49.00

This wire is fine for all applications including marine. It features PVC non 
chafing insulation and tinned 100% pure copper conductors. It can be 
soldered or crimped or simply screwed unto binding terminals. It features 
24 conductors of 0.2mm wire, making it very flexible.
• Stranding: 24 x 0.2mm 
• AWG: 18 
• PVC insulation 
• Rated current: 7.5A 
• Total diameter: 2.4mm 
•  Roll length 100m or  

sold by the metre

7.5A Rated - Tin Plated - 250V - 10m roll

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Red 10m WH3045 $5.95 $5.35

Black 10m WH3046 $5.95 $5.35

Green 10m WH3047 $5.95 $5.35

This is the same product as the above, tin plated on handy 10m spools. 
We recommend tinned plating on all wire used in marine applications. 
Unplated wire often goes green after a couple of years in a water 
environment. This can lead to corrosion. 
• Stranding: 24 x 0.2mm 
• AWG: 18 
• PVC insulation 
• Rated current: 7.5A 
• Total diameter: 2.4mm 
• 10m roll length

7.5A Rated 2 Core Tin Plated 
by the metre or 10m roll

Cat No. Qty 1+ 1+ Roll

By the Metre WH3057 $1.60 $119.00

10m Roll WH3049 $14.95 $13.45

30m Roll WH3053 $39.95 $35.95

Double insulated 2 core power cable suitable for automotive and boating 
applications. Tinned copper cable suitable for use in marine applications. 
• Dimensions: 5(W) x 3.2(H)mm 
• PVC insulation 
• Rated current 7.5A 
• Stranding: 24 x 0.2mm 
• Diameter: 1.9mm 
• AWG: 18 
• Tinned copper cable 
•  Sold by the metre, 10m, or 100m roll

WH3045 WH3046 WH3047

WH3040

WH3041

WH3042

15A Rated 2 Core Power Cable - Tin 
Plated - by the metre

Cat No. Qty 1+ 1+ Roll

By the Metre WH3079 $2.85 $249.00

30m Roll WH3077 $74.95 $66.95

This cable is specifically for installing an additional wiring circuit 
into or onto an existing wiring loom. It features a black PVC sheath 
covering 2 x 15A wires. The wires are 15A rated and tin plated, suitable for 
marine use. The fact that this product presents itself as only one wire enables 
it to be neatly placed anywhere, such as along skirting boards, etc. 
• Stranding: 2 x 48 x 0.2mm 
• AWG: 16 
• PVC insulation 
• Rated current: 15A 
• Total diameter: 7.2mm 
• Roll length 100m or sold by the metre

TIN PLATED COPPER WIRE IS LESS PRONE 
TO CORROSION THAN BARE COPPER. THIS 

IS ESPECIALLY IMPORTANT IN MARINE 
ENVIRONMENTS, BUT ALSO HAS BENEFITS IN 

AUTOMOTIVE APPLICATIONS.

15A Rated - Tin Plated - 250V - 10m roll

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Red 10m WH3054 $12.95 $11.45

Black 10m WH3055 $12.95 $11.45

Green 10m WH3056 $12.95 $11.45

As above, but on handy 10m spools. 
Also available in green for earth 
purposes. 
• Stranding: 26 x 0.3mm 
• AWG: 16 
• PVC insulation 
• Rated current: 15A 
• Total diameter: 3.3mm 
• 10m roll length

WH3054 WH3055 WH3056

15A Rated - Tin Plated - 250V 
by the metre

Cat No. Per Metre 1+ Roll

Red WH3073 $1.45 $109.00

Black WH3075 $1.45 $109.00

• Stranding: 26 x 0.3mm 
• AWG: 16 
• PVC insulation 
• Rated current: 15A 
• Total diameter: 3.3mm 
• Comes on 100m rolls, or by the metre

Light Duty Hook-up Wire - 8 Pack

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

8 Colours WH3009 $39.95 $35.95

Get one roll of each 
colour - 8 rolls in all. 
•  Black, white, brown, 

red, green, yellow, 
blue and orange 

• Each roll is 25m 
• 3 amp rated/250V

Any “Handy” person should always keep some spare 
power wire handy, either in the caravan, boat or RV 
tool kit. RTM carry power cable for all applications.

Wire &
Cable

Call us on 1300 964 264 133



POWER

Wire & Cable

For 12 Volts
Length of Conductor from Source of Current to Device and Back to 
Source (feet/metres)

Total Current 
on 12 Volts 
Circuit (Amps)

10 
(3.0)

15 
(4.6)

20 
(6.0)

25 
(7.6)

30 
(9.1)

40 
(12.2)

50 
(15.2)

60 
(18.3)

5 18 18 18 18 18 15/16 15/16 12

10 18 18 16 15/16 12 12 12 12

15 15/16 12 12 12 12 8 8 8

20 15/16 12 12 12 8 8 8 8

25 15/16 12 12 8 8 8 8 8

30 12 12 12 8 8 8 8 6

40 12 12 8 8 8 8 4 4

50 12 8 8 8 8 4 4 4

60 12 8 4 8 4 4 4 4

70 8 8 4 4 4 4 4 2

80 8 8 4 4 4 4 4 2

90 8 8 4 4 4 4 2 2

100 4 4 4 4 4 4 2 2

For 12 Volts
Length of Conductor from Source of Current to Device and Back to 
Source (feet/metres)

Total Current 
on 12 Volts 
Circuit (Amps)

10 
(3.0)

15 
(4.6)

20 
(6.0)

25 
(7.6)

30 
(9.1)

40 
(12.2)

50 
(15.2)

60 
(18.3)

5 18 15/16 15/16 12 12 12 12 12

10 15/16 12 12 12 12 8 8 8

15 12 12 12 8 8 8 8 8

20 8 8 8 8 8 4 4 4

25 8 8 8 8 4 4 4 2

30 8 8 8 4 4 4 2 2

40 8 4 4 4 4 2 2 2

50 4 4 4 2 2 2 0 0

60 4 4 4 2 2 0 0

70 4 4 2 2 1 0

80 4 4 2 2 0 0

90 4 2 2 0 0

100 4 2 2 0 0

Table 1. Conductor Sizes for 10% Drop in Voltage (AWG#)

Wire sizes in gauge Wire sizes in gauge

Table 2. Conductor sizes for 3% Drop in Voltage (AWG#)

When you are planning to install a piece of electrical quipment in 
a caravan, trailer, boat or RV, you need to know what size wire you 
need to use based on how much current (amps) that the device will 
draw. This is very important, as there will be a voltage drop across 
the wire. Hopefully, with the correct size wire the voltage drop will be 
insignificant. A substantial voltage drop could prevent the equipment 
working properly.
The first table below is for a 10% acceptable voltage drop and the 
second for a 3% acceptable voltage drop. A 10% drop is generally 
OK for things like incandescent and navigation lights. LED lights are 
generally OK as well, but they draw such little current compared to 
incandescents, the small diameter wire you will need is cheap anyway.
Electric motors (compressors, pumps, etc) can be quite sensitive to 
voltage drop as well as audio equipment, radar, etc. It is best to use 
wire for a worst case 3% drop.
All this is based on an average temperature of 25°C. When it gets 
hotter, wire resistance (voltage drop) goes up and when it’s cold 
it goes down. For all practical purposes, you can safely disregard 
temperature considerations for cooler and +20°C for hotter. Also, if 
you are wiring a vehicle or boat with a metal chasis the ‘return’ wire 

can be the chassis itself, called ‘Earth’. This means you only have to 
run the positive wire. For fibreglass/wood you will have to run wires 
both ways.
You will need to start the wire from a distribution or ‘fuse’ board. All 
wiring must be protected by a fuse or circuit breaker, but only on the 
“hot” or positive side.
Finally, all of the above assumes your battery power is in top 
condition.
Notes:
1.  Tables are for wire to and from power source. If using a metal, 

earth, such as aluminimum or steel boat, metal trailer, caravan, 
truck, or RV, you will only need the positive conductor (+) and for 
the frame, you can go down one size conductor, i.e. for 3% drop 
and a chassis earth, for a 15 Amp circuit 3m long, you can go from 
12 gauge cable to 15/16 gauge.

2.  For engine room wiring, i.e. hot environment, go up one size all 
other things being equal.

WIRE SIZES

0 Gauge Tinned  
Battery Power Leads

These are basically the heaviest 
pre-made battery leads you 
can buy. They are terminated 
in heavy lugs with a 12.7mm 
(½”) hole and heatshrink 
sleeve. They look the same as 
the 2 gauge, but bigger. They 
typically will pass 500amps for 
a few seconds with almost no 
voltage drop.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Red 450mm TEA881 $16.95 $14.95

Black 450mm TEA883 $16.95 $14.95

Red 750mm TEA885 $24.95 $22.45

Black 750mm TEA886 $24.95 $22.45

Red 1220mm TEA888 $39.95 $35.95

Black 1220mm TEA890 $39.95 $35.95

Red 1800mm TEA892 $54.95 $48.95

Black 1800mm TEA894 $54.95 $48.95

Red 2330mm TEA896 $69.95 $62.95

Black 2300mm TEA898 $69.95 $62.95

2 Gauge Tinned  
Battery Power Leads

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Red 450mm TEA860 $13.95 $12.45

Black 450mm TEA862 $13.95 $12.45

Red 750mm TEA864 $17.95 $15.95

Black 750mm TEA866 $17.95 $15.95

Red 1220mm TEA868 $26.95 $23.95

Black 1220mm TEA870 $26.95 $23.95

Red 1800mm TEA872 $39.95 $35.95

Black 1800mm TEA874 $39.95 $35.95

Red 2330mm TEA876 $44.95 $39.95

Black 2330mm TEA877 $44.95 $39.95

Readymade battery power leads with 
tin-plated wire, making them suitable for 
all applications including marine. They 
are extremely flexible and have tin-plated 
copper lugs crimped at each end, finished 
with colour-coded heatshrink. These save 
you the hassle of building your own lead. 
• Current Capacity: 160A 
• Insulation Material: PVC 
• Lug Size: 12mm Internal Dia.
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POWER

Wire & Cable

Power Wire in Red and Black - Tin Plated 
by the metre Or roll

Size Colour Roll Size Cat No. Per Metre 1+ Roll

8 Gauge Red 100m WH3060 $4.95 $429.00

8 Gauge Black 100m WH3062 $4.95 $429.00

4 Gauge Red 50m WH3064 $11.95 $509.00

4 Gauge Black 50m WH3066 $11.95 $509.00

2 Gauge Red 30m WH3070 $18.95 $489.00

2 Gauge Black 30m WH3072 $18.95 $489.00

0 Gauge Red 25m WH3092 $27.95 $599.00

0 Gauge Black 25m WH3094 $27.95 $599.00

• Insulation: PVC 
•  Conductor material: OFC (Oxygen free copper) 
• Supplied by the metre or full roll

8 GAUGE 
• Stranding: 7 x 95/0.12mm 
• Current capacity: 56A 
• Total Diameter: 6.5mm 

Red: WH3060  Black: WH3062

4 GAUGE 
• Stranding: 7 x 7 x 34/0.127mm 
• Current capacity: 110A 
• Total Diameter: 10mm 

Red: WH3064  Black: WH3066

2 GAUGE 
• Stranding: 145 x 19/0.12mm 
• Current capacity: 160A 
• Total Diameter: 12mm 

Red: WH3070  Black: WH3072

0 GAUGE 
• Stranding: 7 x 7 x 81/0.12mm 
• Current capacity: 200A - 500A
• Total Diameter: 15mm 

Red: WH3092  Black: WH3094

56A Rated Tin Plated 
By The Metre

Cat No. Per Metre 1+ Roll

56A 2 Core Tinned WH3063 $9.95 $429.00

For higher current applications where twin core cabling is 
required. Red & black colour for easy identification. 
• Rated Current: 56A 
• Stranding: (7 x 101 x 0.12mmTC) x 2 
• Conductor diameter: 3.2mm x 2 
• Insulation: PVC 
• Conductor mm2: 8mm2 x 2 
• AWG: 8 
• 50 metre roll or sold by the metre 
• Dimensions: 6.7mm x 13.6mm

Cat No. Per Metre 1+ Roll

90 A 2 Core Tinned WH3067 $14.95 $639.00

90A Rated Tin Plated by the metre

For even higher current applications where twin core 
cabling is required. Red & black colour for easy 
identification.
• Rated Current: 90A
• Stranding: (7 x 7 x 24 x 0.12mmTC) x 2
• Conductor diameter: 4.11mm x 2
• Insulation: PVC
• Conductor mm2: 13.3mm2 x 2
• AWG: 6
• 50 metre roll or sold by the metre
• Dimensions: 8.5mm x 17.0mm

BATTERY CLIPS (ALLIGATOR CLIPS)

Battery Clips

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

15A - 55mm Pair HM3010 $3.95 $3.55

30A - 70mm Pair HM3012 $4.75 $4.25

50A - 98mm Pair HM3015 $6.75 $6.05

•  All have insulated colour coded handles.
•  Sold as a pair, one red and one black

200 Amp Battery Clips

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

200 Amp Battery Clips Pair HM3060 $11.95 $10.45

• Length 130mm
• Max Jaw Opening 35mm
• Sold as a pair - one red and one black

400 Amp Battery Clips

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

400 Amp Battery Clips Pair HM3085 $18.95 $16.95

Very large and very strong, 
ideal for our 300W and 500W 
inverters.
• Length 155mm
•  Jaw opening maximum 

22mm
•  Sold as a pair - one red and 

one black

HM3012 HM3015

Doing A Project? 
To compliment a lot of the accessories we 
stock, RTM also sells the tools, service aids 
and essentials you need to complete your  
DIY project. 

Not sure it’s the right one? Come into your 
local store or order online via click & collect 
and if it’s not the right one for your job we’ll 
help you sort it out on the spot.

Call us on 1300 964 264 135
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Cabling Connectors

Quality Nylon Injection Moulded

Unlike the majority available on the market, our 
standard quick connectors are made with a 
nylon injection moulded insulation as opposed 
to the heat shrunk vinyl insulation most others 
feature. The injection-moulded nylon insulation 
is temperature rated to 105°C, and features a 
moulded funnel taper in the insulation for easy 
cable entry. 

•  Red: Cable entry size 4.3mm  
Wire size 0.75 - 1mm dia 

•  Yellow: Cable entry size 6.6mm  
Wire size 4 - 6mm dia.

•  Blue: Cable entry size 4.5mm  
Wire size 1.5 - 2.5mm dia

•  PT4717 suits our range of Horn Relays

Type Colour M/F Size (mm) Pack Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+
Bullet Red Male 4 8 PT4500 $3.75 $3.35

Bullet Yellow Male 4 8 PT4700 $3.95 $3.55

Bullet Blue Male 4 8 PT4600 $3.50 $3.15

Bullet Red Female 4 8 PT4502 $3.75 $3.35

Bullet Yellow Female 4 8 PT4702 $3.95 $3.55

Bullet Blue Female 4 8 PT4602 $3.50 $3.15

Mini Spade Red Male 4 8 PT4518 $2.75 $2.45

Mini Spade Yellow Female 4.8 8 PT4722 $3.45 $3.05

Spade Red Female 4.8 8 PT4522 $2.75 $2.45

Spade Blue Female 4.8 8 PT4622 $2.75 $2.45

Spade Red Female 6.8 8 PT4507 $2.75 $2.45

Spade Insulated Red Female 6.8 8 PT4525 $2.75 $2.45

Spade Red Male 6.4 8 PT4509 $2.75 $2.45

Spade Red Male 6.4 8 PT4609 $2.75 $2.45

Piggy Back Spade Red - 6.4 8 PT4510 $2.75 $2.45

Spade Blue Female 6.4 8 PT4607 $2.75 $2.45

Spade Blue Female 6.4 8 PT4625 $2.75 $2.45

Spade Yellow Male 6.4 8 PT4709 $3.45 $3.05

Spade Insulated Yellow Female 6.8 8 PT4725 $3.45 $3.10

Spade Yellow Female 6.5 8 PT4707 $3.45 $3.10

Eye Red - 5.3 I.D. 8 PT4514 $2.75 $2.45

Eye Blue - 5.3 I.D. 8 PT4614 $2.75 $2.45

Eye Blue - 8.0 I.D. 8 PT4618 $2.75 $2.45

Eye Yellow - 5.3 I.D. 8 PT4714 $3.45 $3.10

Eye Yellow - 8.0 I.D. 8 PT4718 $3.45 $3.10

Butt Red - - 8 PT4527 $2.75 $2.45

Butt Blue - - 8 PT4627 $2.75 $2.45

Butt Yellow - - 8 PT4727 $3.45 $3.10

Spade Yellow - 9.5 4 PT4717 $3.95 $3.45

STANDARD QUICK CONNECTORS

PT4500 PT4502 PT4507 PT4509 PT4510 PT4607 PT4625 PT4709 PT4725 PT4514 PT4614 PT4618 PT4714 PT4718 PT4727 PT4717

Quick Connect Crimp  
Connector Pack - 160PC

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

PT4530 $22.95 $20.35

We had this pack especially made for us. It 
basically consists of a box of all the standard 
1/4” (6.35mm) Q.C. tabs and receptacles, but 
also the odd Q.C. sizes i.e: 3.3mm and 4.8mm 
sizes. To finish off the box we’ve thrown in 
a heap of other handy connectors as well. It 
is a great kit of wire connectors / terminator 
hardware.

CRIMP TERMINALS
Equivalent Wire Sizing
In the USA, wire is generally described by gauge (like their shotguns!) whereas we tend to 
describe wire by the number and size of the actual wire conductor strands. For examples, 
a very common automotive/marine wire in 24 strands of 0.2mm diameter, giving a total 
wire cross-section area of 0.75mm2. The equivalent is 18AWG* (American Wire Gauge).
The table below shows AWG and the equivalent Road Tech Marine Catalogue Number of the wire we 
stock. We are doing it this way because almost every book on wiring you will get is written in America and 
AWG terminology is all you will see. *Once B&S Equivalent Wire Sizes.

American RTM Equivalent Rating

18 Gauge Red WH3040, Black WH3041, Green WH3042 7.5A
Red WH3045, Black WH3046, Green WH3047, 2 Core WH3057 7.5A

16 Gauge Red WH3073, Black WH3075 15A
Red WH3054, Black WH3055, Green WH3056, 2 Core WH3079 15A

12 Gauge Red WH3080, Black WH3082, Twin Core WH3087 25A
8 Gauge Red WH3060, Black WH3062 56A
6 Gauge 2 Core WH3067 90A
4 Gauge Red WH3064, Black WH3066 110A
2 Gauge Red WH3070, Black WH3072 160A
0 Gauge Red WH3092, Black WH3094 200A
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Loom Tubes

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

10mm 2m length HP1224 $4.45 $4.00

10mm 10m length HP1225 $18.95 $16.95

25mm 2m length HP1801 $6.95 $6.25

25mm 10m length HP1804 $29.95 $26.95

40mm 2m length HP1807 $9.95 $8.95

48mm 2m length HP1810 $11.95 $10.45

Tidy up the cables behind your PC or audio equipment, secure cabling in 
your car. The Loom Tube will keep wiring in place and suits many types 
of applications. The tube has a slit so that cables can enter/leave at any 
point along its length. 
•  Made from black flexible PVC 
•  Good abrasion resistance

CABLE FASTENING & TIDYING

WH5672

Solder Splice Heatshrink

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

2.7mm Pack of 5 WH5670 $5.95 $5.35

4.5mm Pack of 5 WH5671 $5.95 $5.35

6mm Pack of 5 WH5672 $5.95 $5.35

1.7 x 26mm Pack of 6 WH5669 $5.95 $5.35

Quickly join two cables thanks to the small section of 
solder in the middle of the tube. Simply slide a tube 
over the join in two cables and heat as you would 
any other shrink tube. As the 
tube shrinks the solder melts 
to electrically connect the wires 
resulting in a join which is reliable 
and well insulated. 
•  Available in three sizes approximately 

40mm in length with 5 pieces per pack 
• Shrink ratio 2:1

Solder Splice Heatshrink Pack - 42 Pieces

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Pack of 42 WH5668 $39.95 $35.95

A handy assorted pack of solder splice 
heatshrink tubes to join electrical wires 
quickly and easily and make a good 
quality join. Each splice has just the 
right amount of solder to create a 
secure connection. 

Kit includes: 

• 12 x White 1.7 x 26mm 
• 12 x Red 2.7 x 40mm 
• 12 x Blue 4.5 x 40mm 
• 6 x Yellow 6.0 x 40mm

CONTACT CONNECTORS

Quick Splice Connectors

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

22-18AWG Red Pack of 6 PT4537 $2.75 $2.45

16-14AWG Blue Pack of 6 PT4637 $2.75 $2.45

12-10AWG Yellow Pack of 6 PT4737 $2.95 $2.65

Simply insert your wires and squeeze it closed to connect and crimp. 
Quick, easy, and secure. Nylon insulation rated to 105°C

PT4537 PT4637 PT4737

Non-Insulated  
Eye Terminals

Terminal Hole Wire Size Pack Size Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

4mm 2.5mm2 8 PT4930 $2.95 $2.65

6mm 4.0mm2 8 PT4932 $2.95 $2.65

6mm 6.0mm2 8 PT4934 $3.15 $2.80

8mm 6.0mm2 8 PT4935 $3.25 $2.90

8mm 10mm2 8 PT4936 $4.95 $4.45

8mm 25mm2 4 PT4937 $4.45 $4.00

8mm 35mm2 4 PT4938 $6.50 $5.85

8mm 50mm2 2 PT4939 $4.75 $4.25

10mm 32mm2 2 PT4940 $4.75 $4.25

A range of non-insulated 
eye terminals for a 
variety of electronic or 
automotive applications.

HEAVY DUTY EYE TERMINALS

Gold Plated -  
Small Eye - Crimp

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Small Eye PT4560 $2.95 $2.65

• Hole size: 3.7mm 
•  Cable hole diameter: 4.8mm 
•  Size including cover: 35mm 
•  Metal thickness: 1mm

High Current Large Eye  
Gold Connectors

Cable Size Hole Size Cable Hole Overall Size Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

8 Gauge 8.4mm 4.8mm 42mm PT4562 $3.25 $2.90

4 Gauge 8.4mm 8mm 50mm PT4564 $4.25 $3.80

2 Gauge 10.5mm 10mm 54mm PT4565 $6.25 $5.60

0 Gauge 8.4mm 11.8mm 60mm PT4567 $7.25 $6.50

High current gold plated, durable eye terminals 
in a range of sizes. Include PVC insulating 
cover. Supplied in red and black pairs. 

High Current  
Cable Joiners

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

8G HC4064 $8.50 $7.65

4G HC4065 $8.25 $7.40

Creates a reliable 
connection for 8G or 
4G cable. Heavy duty 
gold plated. 

QUICK CONNECT TERMINALS  
ON PREVIOUS PAGE 
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Plastic Cable Ties

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

100mm Pack of 20 HP1200 $1.85 $1.65

150mm Pack of 15 HP1201 $2.25 $1.95

200mm Pack of 15 HP1202 $2.50 $2.20

100mm Pack of 100 HP1203 $4.95 $4.45

150mm Pack of 100 HP1204 $7.95 $6.95

300mm Pack of 15 HP1245 $2.95 $2.60

300mm Pack of 100 HP1246 $14.95 $13.45

• UV Resistant 
• Black Nylon 
• Safe edges

Cable Tie Tidy Kit

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Cable Tie Tidy Kit HP1198 $12.95 $11.45

Consists of: 30 x 120mm cable ties, 
20 x 120mm reusable cable ties, 
10 x self adhesive cable tie 
mounts, 20 x saddle 
type cable tie 
mounts.

Adhesive Cable Tie Mounts

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Pack of 10 HP1195 $4.50 $3.95

These are used in conjunction with our cable 
ties. They simply stick to the surface, then the 
cable tie is looped through and around 
the cables. 
• 21mm square

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

150 x 4.6mm 10pk HP1182 $5.95 $5.35

290 x 4.6mm 10pk HP1184 $6.95 $6.25

200 x 7.9mm 10pk HP1186 $7.95 $7.15

520 x 7.9mm 10pk HP1188 $11.95 $10.45

Stainless Steel 316 Grade  
Cable Ties

Made from 316 Marine Grade stainless steel for the 
ultimate in durability. Self-locking head design, suitable 
for virtually any use, boating, outdoors, underground, 
anywhere a plastic cable tie won’t handle it. 

161 Piece Heatshrink Pack 
with Gas Heat Blower

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

161 Piece TH1620 $44.95 $39.95

A great addition to your workshop or toolbox. The handy box includes 
an assortment of 160 heatshrink tubes in seven different colours and 
diameters, plus 1 gas powered heat gun with Piezo ignition and flame or 
flameless output. 
•  All supplied in a transparent lightweight 

box that measures 242(L) x 175(W) x 30(H)mm 
• Use NA1020 Butane Gas
Check our website for details on the 160-pieces included.

HEATSHRINK TUBING

Dune Tube with Applicator

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

15mm 2.5m HP1235 $11.95 $10.45

Keep your cables neat and tidy. They are easily bent for corners and are 
slit so cables can enter or leave at any point. Simply slip in the cable, 
insert the applicator and slide away. Easier to use than Spiral Binding; 
more secure than Loom Tube! 
•  Made from black flexible plastic 

Includes special wire shuttle

Rectangular Cable Duct - 1m

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

25 16mm 1m HP1330 $6.95 $6.25

50 x 25mm 1m HP1332 $9.95 $8.75

Keep your cables under control and neatly 
out of the way. Available in two sizes and 
in convenient 1m lengths, the leads to 
your wall- mounted plasma or LCD TV will 
be kept bundled up but easily accessible. 
The cover can be quickly removed and 
replaced for maintenance and can be 
painted to match the colour of your wall.

Cable Tie Box Popular Sizes - 400 Pieces

For UV stability. This kit consists of:  
100 pcs x 200mm, 100 pcs x 150mm, 200 pcs x 100mm. 
All in a see through flat storage case that makes access to the ties 
easy. The box even has some compartment dividers included so that it 
becomes a parts storage box when all of the ties have been used up.

Extra Long Mixed Cable Tie Set

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Pack of 70 HP1209 $24.95 $22.45

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

400 Piece HP1216 $26.95 $23.95

This handy cable tie set contains 70 black cable ties of various 
lengths up to 500mm. 
• 10 pcs 500(L) x 10(W)mm 
• 10 pcs 510(L) x 8(W)mm 
• 20 pcs 400(L) x 5(W)mm 
• 30 pcs 300(L) x 4(W)mm
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Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

60 Pieces WH5521 $34.95 $30.95

Glue Lined Pre-cut Heatshrink Tubing

A box of six common sizes of 95mm long glue lined heatshrink.  
Includes 20 pcs 4.0mm, 15pcs 6.0mm, 10pcs 8.0mm, 5pcs 12mm, 5pcs 
16mm, & 5pcs 19mm - 60pcs total.

Heatshrink Tubing with Glue Lining

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

4mm WH5640 $4.95 $4.45

6mm WH5641 $5.65 $4.95

8mm WH5642 $6.95 $6.25

12mm WH5643 $7.95 $7.15

16mm WH5644 $8.95 $8.05

19mm WH5645 $13.95 $12.45

The heat sensitive glue on the internal 
wall of the tube melts when heat is 
applied, allowing for a professional water 
and dust resistant seal. 
•  Black in colour and sold in 1.2m lengths 
• 4:1 shrink ratio

Comprehensive Heatshrink Pack

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

Comprehensive Heatshrink Pack WH5520 $16.50 $14.50

•  1 length each of 7 different colours in 7 different 
sizes ranging from 1.5mm diameter to 20mm 

•  Sizes: 1.5, 3, 5, 6, 
10, 16 & 20mm

Note: Clear is NOT  
halogen free

13MM CLAMP IS GREAT FOR  
HOLDING 1/2” COPPER WATER PIPE

“P” Type Cable Clamps

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

For 7mm cable Pack of 6 HP0754 $2.45 $2.15

For 10mm cable Pack of 6 HP0756 $2.95 $2.60

• Nylon 
• Sold in a pack of 6

Adhesive Cable Clips

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

5 x 8mm Pack of 25 HP0784 $10.95 $9.85

12 x 8mm Pack of 25 HP0786 $11.50 $10.35

The easy way to secure cables 
to walls, cabinets etc. Simply 
peel off adhesive cover and slip 
cable in.
• Nylon

CABLE CLAMPS & CLIPS

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

6mm TPE580 $16.95 $14.95

8mm TPE582 $17.95 $15.95

10mm TPE584 $18.95 $16.95

13mm TPE586 $20.95 $18.45

16mm TPE588 $23.95 $21.45

Stainless Steel “P” Clamps

Genuine TRIDON P Clamps - Pack of 10. Sometimes only the best 
quality is good enough. Our range of ‘P’ type wiring, pipe or hose clamps 
are made of 304 grade stainless steel, with extra cover plates over the 
mounting holes. You would use these clamps to secure brake or other 
hydraulic lines along a chassis, secure bundles of wiring or heavy duty 
cabling. When cheap nylon ‘P’ clamps would simply snap and you want 
something that will simply, utterly not let you down, these are called for. 
Not cheap, but once you examine one of these clips and you will know 
what we mean about their quality. All sizes have 6mm mounting holes. 
Supplied in boxes of 10.

Heat Shrinkable Braided Sleeving

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

10mm x 1.2m WH5620 $4.95 $4.45

20mm x 1.2m WH5622 $5.95 $5.35

25mm x 1.2m WH5624 $7.95 $7.15

30mm x 1.2m WH5626 $9.95 $8.95

Used to provide added protection to cables against flames 
and abrasion, they will shrink when expose to a heat source 
(heat gun recommended). The unique woven construction 
makes it extremely flexible and easy to install on the hoses 
with irregular shapes. Self-extinguishing.
• Operating range -40°C to 125°C 
• Shrinking ratio: 2:1 
• Length: 1.2m

Heatshrink Assortment Trade Pack

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

160 Piece WH5524 $24.95 $22.45

All the heatshrink the technician, tradesman or serious hobby user will 
ever need. The pack contains 160 lengths of different sizes in a handy 
storage case.

CONTENTS:
•  1.5mm:  10 x red, 40 x black, 10 x clear
•  2.5mm: 5 x red, 25 x black, 5 x clear 
•  3mm: 4 x red, 17 x black, 4 x clear
•  5mm: 14 x black, 3 x red, 3 x clear 
•  6mm: 6 x black, 2 x red, 2 x clear
•  10mm: 6 x black, 2 x red, 2 x clear
• Case size:  205(L) x 110 (W) x 35 (H)mm

These are commonly 
used in V8 Supercars
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16 Way 100A Brass  
Distribution Bar (Earthing)

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

16 Way 100A Brass Distribution Bar SZ2004 $9.95 $8.75

An ideal way to distribute high current paths. An 8mm 
stud provides for incoming cable and distribution is via 
16 screw terminals with 7mm cable entry holes. Solid 
brass with high quality plastic bridge mounts. 
Rated for 100A, suitable for high-power car 
audio power distribution or multiple 
earth links. 
• Brings all earth wiring to one point 
•  For 12 or 24V wiring care must 

be exercised to cover bar after 
installation 

•  Dimensions: 112(L)x18(W)x12(H)mm

12 Way Screw Terminal Strips

Amps Dia x L(mm) Pitch(mm) Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

10A 4.2 x 128.8 11 HM3196 $2.45 $2.20

30A 5.6 x 164.5 15 HM3198 $3.95 $3.55

60A 6.6 x 193 16.3 HM3204 $5.95 $5.35

12 way nylon strip capable of being 
divided with a sharp knife. Sturdy 
screw retention. Each terminal 
block has a mounting hole on 
a fixed pitch. 
•  Material: Polyamide 66 

(Nylon), UL94V-2 flame 
retardant 

•  Temperature: -35°C to 110°C 
• Voltage: 250 - 450V 
• Colour: Natural

POWER DISTRIBUTION

Universal Battery Terminals

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Saddle Clamp Pair HC4030 $9.95 $8.75

Lug Bolt Style Pair HC4034 $9.95 $8.75

Isolating Type - Negative Post Each HC4038 $9.95 $8.75

Gold Plated - Positive Each HC4040 $9.95 $8.75

These heavy-duty, solder-less range of marine-grade brass battery terminals 
have got you connected. With three options available from universal saddle, 
lug bolt style, side barrel and not forgetting the built in isolating switch 
perfect for isolating your battery to prevent battery drain when not in use. 
Sold in Pairs, POS - NEG, HC4038 isolation type sold singular (Negative 
post only). Standard natural metal finish.

2 Gauge Tinned Battery Power Leads

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Red 450mm TEA860 $13.95 $12.45

Black 450mm TEA862 $13.95 $12.45

Red 750mm TEA864 $17.95 $15.95

Black 750mm TEA866 $17.95 $15.95

Red 1220mm TEA868 $26.95 $23.95

Black 1220mm TEA870 $26.95 $23.95

Red 1800mm TEA872 $39.95 $35.95

Black 1800mm TEA874 $39.95 $35.95

Red 2330mm TEA876 $44.95 $39.95

Black 2330mm TEA877 $44.95 $39.95

Readymade battery power leads with tin-plated 
wire, making them suitable for all applications 
including marine. They are extremely flexible and 
have tin-plated copper lugs crimped at each end, 
finished with colour-coded heatshrink. These 
save you the hassle of building your own lead. 
• Current Capacity: 160A 
• Insulation Material: PVC 
• Lug Size: 12mm Internal Dia.

BATTERY TERMINALS & LEADS

HC4038HC4030 HC4034 HC4040

0 Gauge Tinned  
Battery Power Leads

These are basically the heaviest 
pre-made battery leads you can buy. 
They are terminated in heavy lugs with 
a 12.7mm (½”) hole and heatshrink 
sleeve. They look the same as the 2 
gauge, but bigger. They typically will 
pass 500amps for a few seconds with 
almost no voltage drop.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Red 450mm TEA881 $16.95 $14.95

Black 450mm TEA883 $16.95 $14.95

Red 750mm TEA885 $24.95 $22.45

Black 750mm TEA886 $24.95 $22.45

Red 1220mm TEA888 $39.95 $35.95

Black 1220mm TEA890 $39.95 $35.95

Red 1800mm TEA892 $54.95 $48.95

Black 1800mm TEA894 $54.95 $48.95

Red 2330mm TEA896 $69.95 $62.95

Black 2300mm TEA898 $69.95 $62.95

SEE P135 
FOR BULK 

CABLE

Rubber Grommets - Black

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

9.5mm x 6(dia)mm Pack of 8 HP0702 $3.95 $3.45

12.7mm x 9.5(dia)mm Pack of 8 HP0704 $4.65 $4.15

Suitable for use with chassis up to 16 gauge/1.5mm. 
• Moulded in oil resistant synthetic rubber 
• Pack of 8

IP68 Waterproof Cable Glands

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

4-8mm dia cable Pack of 2 HP0724 $5.95 $5.35

6-12mm dia cable Pack of 2 HP0732 $7.45 $6.70

13-18mm dia cable Pack of 2 HP0740 $9.95 $8.95

These unique cable clamps incorporate a unique sealing mechanism 
which works on the camera shutter principle. Simply mount the clamp, 
insert the cable through and tighten up. There is no need to disassemble 
the clamp prior to installation. These clamps are rated to IP68. This is the 
highest rating possible. They are totally dust tight and protected against 
submersion in water. Trapezoidal thread for quick high torque tightening. 
• No throwaway “O” rings
• Long metric thread 
• Superior strain relief

GROMMETS 28mm GrommetS with Mounted Cover

Eliminate unsightly electrical cables 
protruding from the deck for onboard 
equipment with this panel mount 
grommet and cover. The grommet fits 
into a 19mm hole, and the cover is 
simply mounted on top with screws.
• UV Resistant
• Hard Wearing Nylon Construction

Cat No. Qty 1+

Black MDG130 $5.95

White MDG132 $5.95
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Note: Do not 
use for 240V

10 Way 150A Insulated Bus Bar (Earthing)

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

150A Insulated Bus Bar SZ2012 $18.95 $16.95

This quality bus bar features a raised insulating base that isolates the 
bus bar from earthed or other live chassis. It features 2 x 5mm bolted 
terminals for connecting main power feeds, and 10 screw terminals for 
connecting lower current feeds of up to 
10A each. Total current capacity is 
150A, and is suitable for 12-32V 
wiring. 2 countersunk screw 
holes for 5mm metric fasteners. 
•  Brings all earth wiring to one point 
•  For 12 or 24V wiring care must be 

exercised to cover bar after installation 
• Dimensions: 145(L) x 30(W) x 40(H)mm

Stainless Steel Power  
Distribution Posts (+12/24V)

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Single M10 SZ2090 $10.95 $9.45

Twin M8 with Bridge Plate SZ2092 $12.95 $11.45

Twin M6 with Bridge Plate SZ2094 $12.95 $11.45

Heavy duty stainless steel posts mounted on a 
moulded plastic base. Three versions 
available with single connection or 
dual post with bridging plate to suit 
a variety of power distribution 
applications.
• Mounting hole diameter: 4.5mm 
•  Mounting hole spacing: 36mm 

between centres 
• Dimensions: 45(W) x 43(L) x 35(H)mm

SZ2090
SZ2092

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

6 Way SZ2031 $29.95 $26.95

12 Way SZ2032 $39.95 $35.95

Fuse Block with Bus Bar

This versatile fuse block provides fused distribution of your positive 
terminals, as well as distribution for the negative wires. This is especially 
handy in a boat or caravan which may not have a chassis-ground type 
system. Each fuse output accepts up to a 30A, up to 100A combined, 
with handy fuse-blown indication. Fuses not included, uses standard 
automotive fuses. 
• Up to 30A per output
• Red LED blown fuse indication
• Negative bus bar

Specifications:

MAIN LINE:
• Terminal Rating: M5 Threaded Studs (32VDC, 100A Max.)
•  Wire Size: #4-6 AWG

SINGLE LINE:
• Terminal Rating: M4 Threaded Studs (32VDC, 30A Max.)
• Wire Size: #12-16 AWG
• Terminals: Nickel Plated Copper
• Screws: Stainless Steel

SZ2031 SZ2032

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

10 Way Screw Terminal Connection SZ2097 $26.95 $23.95

10 Way Spade Terminal Connection SZ2098 $26.95 $23.95

10 Way Blade Fuse Block

A convenient 10-way fuse block with integrated “fuse blown” indicator 
LEDs. The clear plastic cover allows you to quickly fault-find without 
disturbing your wiring. Suitable for use in 12-24V systems, 30A max 
per fuse channel. Input cable up to 4-gauge. Uses standard automotive 
blade fuses, and includes a handy sheet of common labels, to make 
identification of connections even easier. 
•  Input Terminal Rating: 32VDC @ 100A Max. Input 
• Wire Size: 4-6 AWG
•  Output Terminal Rating: 30A Max. per Circuit
• Output Wire Size: 12-16 AWG
•  Dimensions: 100(D) x 85(W)  

x 37(H)mm

Gold Power Distribution Block (+12/24V)

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

1 in 4 out HC4020 $12.95 $11.35

This block will accept one 4GA wire in, and 
distribute to four 8GA out. 
• Insulated 
•  Size includes mounting bracket 

63(L) x 50(W) x 25(H)mm

FUSES PLAY A CRITICAL ROLE IN 
PROTECTING YOUR EQUIPMENT FROM 

SHORT CIRCUIT AND OTHER EVENTS THAT 
CAN RAPIDLY CAUSE A FIRE. 

SEE OUR RANGE OF FUSES AND CIRCUIT 
BREAKERS ON THE PAGE 143

SZ2095 SZ2096

FUSE HOLDERS

6 Way Blade Fuse Block

A convenient 6-way fuse block with integrated “fuse blown” indicator 
LEDs. The clear plastic cover allows you to quickly fault-find without 
disturbing your wiring. Includes quality bolt-down output connections for 
eye-terminals connection. Suitable for use in 12-24V systems, 30A max 
per fuse channel. Input cable up to 4-gauge. Uses standard automotive 
blade fuses, and includes a handy sheet of common labels, to make 
identification of connections even easier. 
•  Input Terminal Rating: 32VDC @ 100A 
• Max. Input Wire Size: 4-6 AWG
•  Output Terminal Rating: 30A Max. per Circuit
•  Output Wire Size: 12-16 AWG
•  Dimensions: 85(W) x 70(D) x 37(H)mm

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

6 Way Screw Terminal Connection SZ2095 $21.95 $19.45

6 Way Spade Terminal Connection SZ2096 $21.95 $19.45

Automotive Fuse Box - 6 Blades

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

Automotive Fuse Box - 6 Blades SZ2002 $14.95 $13.45

Fits six standard car blade fuses. 
Fibreglass reinforced nylon base with 
splashproof polycarbonate cover. 
• 32VDC max 
• 15A/circuit max 
• 45A/block max 
• 6.3mm QC terminals 
•  Measures 112(L) x 46(W) x 40(H)mm
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Power Circuit Protection

High Current Bolt-Down  
Fuse Holder

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

SF1980 $27.95 $24.95

Littelfuse® patented technology designed for 
high current protection, found OEM on Ford, 
GM and Chrysler vehicles. Slo-Blo® feature 
eliminates nuisance blowing during temporary, 
short duration overloads. 
•  Rated up to 32V AC or DC 
•  Terminal studs 8mm

ANL In-line Fuse Holder

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Fuse Holder SZ2078 $14.95 $13.45

A solid brass ANL inline fuse holder that 
is nickel plated. A great looking and 
functional fuse holder that is suitable for 
high end car audio installations. 
• 95(L) x 50(W) x 36(H)mm

30A Waterproof  
Blade Fuse Holder with Cover

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

30A SZ2047 $7.95 $6.35

Quality transparent waterproof blade fuse 
holder. They are long enough to accept the 
circuit breaker blade fuse replacement models. 
The transparent cover allows you to inspect if a 
manual c/b has tripped, or able to see if an LED 
fuse has illuminated. This fuse holder provides 
extra protection against water and dust, ideal 
for marine applications. 
•  Dimensions: 65(L) x 25(W) x 15(D)mm

Fuse  
Pulling Tool

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

TH1973 $2.95 $2.65

These handy fuse pullers make easy 
work of exchanging blown fuses. The 
device is suitable for both micro and 
mini blade fuses. 
• Dimensions: 63(L) x 20(W) x 5(D)mm
Note: Fuse not included

30A Blade Fuse Holder  
with Screw Terminals

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

30A SZ2044 $7.50 $6.00

This blade fuse holder with in-built screw 
terminals provides a simple wiring solution to 
situations where circuit protection is required. 
• Current: 30A maximum 
• Dimensions: 35(L) x 32(W) x 6(D)mm

30A Inline Blade Fuseholder

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

30A SZ2040 $3.95 $3.15

Accepts standard car type blade fuses. 
•  Supplied with heavy duty cable in a loop 
•  Simply cut and join to existing cable

Inline 3AG Fuseholder

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

3AG SZ2015 $1.95 $1.55

Plastic in- line type. 
•  As used on car radios, CB, etc 
• Takes 3AG fuses

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

Standard SZ2042 $4.95 $4.45

Mini SZ2043 $5.95 $4.75

Blade Fuse 
Holder - 30A
With failure lamp - water resistant 

These fuse holders accept ordinary blade 
fuses and have an integrated LED that 
will light up when the fuse blows, making 
it easy to find the offending fuse. This is 
especially useful if the fuse is in a difficult 
or crowded location. They are supplied 
with 110mm leads and available to suit 
standard blade fuses. 
• 30A max rating 
•  Ideal for circuits up to 32VDC

FUSES

High Current Bolt Down Fuses

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

125A SF1982 $11.95 $10.45

250A SF1984 $11.95 $10.45

Littelfuse® range of bolt-down fuses to suit 
SF1980 fuse holder.

Gold ANL Wafer Fuses

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

80A SF1990 $7.95 $7.15

100A SF1992 $7.95 $7.15

150A SF1995 $7.95 $7.15

200A SF1997 $7.95 $7.15

250A SF1999 $7.95 $7.15

These wafer fuses feature gold finish screw-down contacts for maximum 
current transfer and conductivity and are designed for really high current 
applications such as for car audio amplifiers, etc. 
•  For use with our TEC751 - Inline Wafer 

Fuseholder 
• Available in five current ratings
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Fuses

Moistureproof 3AG Fuseholder

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

3AG SZ2014 $2.95 $2.35

Two rubber parts push together over the fuse 
to keep moisture out. Ideal for boats, cars or 
anywhere moisture is present. 
•  Could be made virtually waterproof with some 

silicone sealant 
•  Low volt DC only / 10A max 
Note: Suitable only for  
6mm fuses

High Current In-Line  
3AG 20A

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

3AG - 20A SZ2016 $3.75 $3.00

If you want to fuse something higher than 5 
amp you will need this holder. 
•  Super strong plastic holder and supplied with 

cable loop 
• Simply cut and join to existing cables

3AG - Low Volt Only

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

SZ2020 $2.25 $1.80

Panel mount type. 
• Accepts 3AG fuses 
• Panel hole 15mm 
•  Recommended for low 

voltage or DC side circuits only 
• 10A max

Plug the fuse into a socket in your fusebox 
and you’ll have an instant 12VDC power 
source. A great way to power headrest 
monitors, extra internal car lighting, 
gauges, and more.

5AG Fuse Holder  
& Mounting Bracket

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

5AG SZ2060 $12.95 $11.45

This unit has gold contacts and will accept both 
8GA and 4GA cable. A mounting bracket is 
incorporated. 
•  Accepts 5AG fuses  

(not included) 
• Length 80mm

M205 Quick Blow Fuse

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

100mA SF2148 $0.75 $0.60

160mA SF2152 $0.75 $0.60

200mA SF2153 $0.75 $0.60

250mA SF2154 $0.75 $0.60

315mA SF2155 $0.75 $0.60

500mA SF2156 $0.75 $0.60

800mA SF2157 $0.75 $0.60

1A SF2158 $0.75 $0.60

1.25A SF2159 $0.75 $0.60

1.6A SF2161 $0.75 $0.60

2A SF2160 $0.75 $0.60

2.5A SF2169 $0.75 $0.60

3A SF2162 $0.75 $0.60

3.15A SF2163 $0.75 $0.60

4A SF2164 $0.75 $0.60

5A SF2166 $0.75 $0.60

6.5A SF2167 $0.75 $0.60

10A SF2168 $0.75 $0.60

5 x 20mm

3AG Quick Blow Fuse

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

250mA SF2186 $0.75 $0.60

500mA SF2188 $0.75 $0.60

630mA SF2189 $0.75 $0.60

1A SF2190 $0.75 $0.60

1.5A SF2192 $0.75 $0.60

2A SF2194 $0.75 $0.60

3A SF2196 $0.75 $0.60

5A SF2200 $0.75 $0.60

10A SF2204 $0.75 $0.60

15A SF2206 $0.75 $0.60

20A SF2208 $0.75 $0.60

25A SF2210 $0.75 $0.60

6.35 x 30mm

Mini Blade Fuses

Cat No. Qty 1+
Qty 
10+

3A - Pink SF1910 $1.25 $1.00

5A - Orange SF1912 $1.25 $1.00

7.5A - Brown SF1913 $1.25 $1.00

10A - Red SF1914 $1.25 $1.00

15A - Blue SF1915 $1.25 $1.00

20A - Yellow SF1916 $1.25 $1.00

25A - Clear SF1917 $1.25 $1.00

They look similar to the 
standard car blade fuses, except 
they are smaller.

Standard  
Blade Fuses

Double Blade Fuse Socket  
Wire Taps

Cat No. Qty 1+
Qty 
10+

2A - Grey SF2127 $1.10 $0.85

3A - Purple SF2128 $1.10 $0.85

5A - Orange SF2130 $1.10 $0.85

7.5A - Brown SF2132 $1.10 $0.85

10A - Red SF2134 $1.10 $0.85

15A - Blue SF2136 $1.10 $0.85

25A - Clear SF2137 $1.10 $0.85

20A - Yellow SF2138 $1.10 $0.85

30A - Green SF2139 $1.10 $0.85

35A - Aqua Green SF2143 $1.10 $0.85

40A - Orange SF2141 $1.10 $0.85

GLASS FUSES BLADE FUSES

MINI BLADE  

(10.8 X 16.2MM)

5AG  

(38 X 10MM)

3AG 

(30 X 6MM)

M205  

(20 X 5MM)

STANDARD BLADE  

(19.1 X 18.6MM)

Q. WHAT DOES “AG” MEAN?
A. AUTOMOTIVE GLASS

Finding a replacement for a blown fuse is fairly straight forward, but working out the right fuse for your new 
installation can be daunting. No problem! Simply call into your local RTM store for help.However we’ve created a 
useful size-chart below, showing them at actual size. This way you can check what fuse you are trying to replace 
quickly and easily, even without visiting a store! 

CONFUS(E)ING?

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

Standard Blade SF5115 $5.95 $4.75

Mini Blade SF5125 $5.95 $4.75

Micro Blade NEW SF5130 $5.95 $5.35
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Circuit Breakers

Panel Mount

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

60A SZ2081 $44.95 $39.95

120A SZ2083 $44.95 $39.95

200A SZ2085 $44.95 $39.95

A heavy duty and high quality panel mount 
circuit breaker. The reset switch is high 
grade and will not fail in a short period unlike 
other units in the market. It has a protective 
plastic cover to prevent accidental shortage. 
Incorporates multi-wire gauge inputs and 
outputs, perfect for high end car audio 
installations, automotive wiring or solar 
installations. Terminals are platinum plated. 
Measures at 85(W) x 68(H) x 35(D)mm.

High Current DC Circuit Breakers

Panel Mount  
Circuit Breakers

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

70A 12/14VDC SF2265 $34.95 $30.95

100A 12/14VDC & 12/24VDC SF2266 $34.95 $30.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

3A SF2252 $9.95 $8.95

5A SF2254 $9.95 $8.95

10A SF2258 $9.95 $8.95

25A SF2261 $9.95 $8.95

Will trip within 1 minute at approximately 110% 
load. Will trip within a few milliseconds under short 
circuit conditions. Supplied with 5mm dia gold 
plated terminals with captive shakeproof washer 
and provision for up to 1/4” mounting bolts. 
Protective rubber caps for terminals. 
Test button on top of unit enables circuit breaker 
to be used as switch circuit restored with simple 
lever action. 

Durable multi-purpose circuit breakers for 
AC or DC circuits. 12mm mounting hole. 
Manual push to reset.

Chassis Mount Autoreset

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

20A 12VDC SF4100 $9.95 $8.95

30A 12VDC SF4102 $9.95 $8.95

40A 12VDC SF4104 $9.95 $8.95

50A 12VDC SF4106 $9.95 $8.95

20A 24VDC SF4108 $9.95 $8.95

Single pole thermal circuit breaker. 
• Auto or manual reset 
•  12 and 24VDC in current ratings from 20 - 50A

CIRCUIT BREAKERS - HIGH CURRENT

Standard Blade Manual Reset

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

5A Tan Manual SF2330 $6.95 $6.25

7.5A Brown Manual SF2331 $6.95 $6.25

10A Red Manual SF2333 $6.95 $6.25

15A Blue Manual SF2334 $6.95 $6.25

20A Yellow Manual SF2335 $6.95 $6.25

25A White Manual SF2336 $6.95 $6.25

30A Green Manual SF2337 $6.95 $6.25

• Voltage: Circuits up to 28VDC
• Body dimensions: 24(L) x 20(W) x 6(D)mm (excludes 1mm reset button)
• Total length including blades: 31mm (excludes 1mm reset button)

CIRCUIT BREAKERS - BLADE FUSE SIZE

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

50A MMC058 $109.00 $97.95

BEP 50A Waterproof Panel Mount Circuit 
Breaker with Manual Disconnect

Heavy-duty single pole thermal type breakers are ideal for auxiliary and 
accessory circuits, trucks, buses, RVs and marine applications, battery 
chargers and DC audio systems. Sealed for engine compartment and 
bilge area applications. Stud insulators are provided on covered units 
with F (Surface Mount) bases; tin plated copper studs, brass rivets and 
stainless steel locking nuts.
• Ratings: 50A; 42V DC, 3000A interrupt capacity
• Operating Temperature: -32 deg C to 82 deg C
• Storage Temperature: -34 deg C to 149 deg C
• Housing: Thermoset plastic; UL rated 94VO; 155 deg C
• Mounting: Surface
• Terminal Stud Torque: 5.6Nm max
•  Indicator: have a unique reset mechanism  

providing visible indication of tripped 
condition

• Ingress Protection Rating: IP67

SUITABLE FOR MINN KOTA MOTORS. SEE PAGE 156

5AG Gold Fuses

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

20A SF1970 $2.50 $2.25

30A SF1972 $2.50 $2.25

40A SF1974 $2.50 $2.25

50A SF1976 $2.50 $2.25

60A SF1978 $2.50 $2.25

Suits our 5AG fuseholder SZ2060. 
•  Gold plated ends & conductor 
•  Fuse size 38(L) x 10(Dia)mm

GOLD FUSES

Automotive Blade Fuse Assortment

This kit contains around 
120 standard size 
automotive fuses housed 
in a 6 compartment 
storage box. 
•  Kit includes 20 x 5A, 

10A, 15A,  
20A, 25A & 30A fuses

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

SF2142 $26.95 $23.95
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Electrical Switch Panels

Marine Grade Switch Panels

MARINE GRADE SWITCH PANELS

The following consists of a range of pre-wired switch panels for many 
marine and road equipment applications.

RUBBER 
BOOTS

RUBBER 
BOOTS

FUSED

FUSED

FUSED LED 
STATUS

SZ1915

SZ1920

SZ1913

Cat No. Qty 1+

4 Gang SZ1913 $29.95

6 Gang SZ1915 $49.95

Panel with LED Indicators

Pre-wired for straight forward 
connections. Featuring LED indicators 
for clear visual indication of on/off status, 
they look great. Includes adhesive labels 
for common functions. 

4 GANG:
• Power: 12V
• Fuse Holders: 15A x 2
• Weight: 216g
• Dimensions: 100(W) x 110(H)mm

SZ1913

6 GANG:
• Power: 12V
• Fuse Holders: 15A x 3
• Dimensions: 131(W) x 120(H)mm

SZ1915

Cat No. Qty 1+

3 Gang SZ1916 $15.95

3 Gang SPST

Perfect for easily wiring new 
appliances and devices in your boat 
or vehicle. The panel is wired with 
a bus-bar, so you can feed a single 
12V supply and distribute it to your 
accessories. Includes adhesive labels 
for common functions. Not water 
ingress protected, suitable for dry 
applications only. 
• Switch Rating: 12VDC @ 15A
• Dimensions: 115(W) x 94(H)mm. 108 x 80mm cutout.

Cat No. Qty 1+

3 Gang with Boots on Toggles SZ1918 $19.95

3 Gang SPST Switch Panel 

Perfect for easily wiring new appliances and devices in 
your boat or vehicle. The switches included rubber-boots 
to protect against water ingress, so they’re suitable for 
use in a marine environment too. The panel is wired with a 
bus-bar, so you can feed a single 12V supply and distribute 
it to your accessories. Includes adhesive labels for common 
functions. 
• Switch Rating: 12VDC @ 15A
•  Dimensions: 200(W)  

x 150(H)mm

Cat No. Qty 1+

6 Gang no Boots SZ1920 $25.95

6 Gang with Rubber Boots SZ1922 $29.95

6 Gang

Perfect for easily wiring new appliances 
and devices in your boat or vehicle. The 
panel is wired with a bus-bar, so you can 
feed a single 12V supply and distribute it to 
your accessories. Includes adhesive labels 
for common functions. Not water ingress 
protected, suitable for dry applications 
only. 

NO BOOTS
• Switch Rating: 12VDC @ 15A

SZ1920

WITH RUBBER BOOTS
• Switch Rating: 12VDC @ 15A

SZ1922

Powertech is a new entry into the marine electrical business. From what 
we’ve seen they will give their competitors quite a shake! They represent 
outstanding quality and value. We are very confident that you will be 
delighted. 

Front Panel Circuit Breaker unit

These feature panel mount push-to-reset circuit breakers. The on/
off rockers are illuminated. 

4 WAY UNIT
•10A, 8A, 6A, 4A
•  Dimensions: 

110(H) x 100(W)mm

SZ1902

6 WAY UNIT
•10A, 8A, 6A, 6A, 5A, 5A
•  Dimensions: 

160(H) x 100(W)mm

SZ1903

MARINE ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS

CIRCUIT 
BREAKER

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

4 Way Circuit Breaker SZ1902 $39.95 $35.95

6 Way Circuit Breaker SZ1903 $49.95 $44.95

SZ1902 SZ1903
LED 

STATUS

Both the 4 & 6 way units feature “Contura” type rocker switches and front 
panel resettable circuit breakers.

4 WAY
•  Dimensions: 

120(H) x 130(W)mm

SZ1906

6 WAY
•  Dimensions: 

175(H) x 130(W)mm

SZ1907

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

4 Way Switch Panel SZ1906 $69.95 $62.95

6 Way Switch Panel SZ1907 $99.95 $89.95

Powertech IP66 Switch Panel

LED 
STATUS

CIRCUIT 
BREAKER SZ1906 SZ1907
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Electrical Switch Panels

THESE SWITCH PANELS ARE BUILT TOUGH. 
BUILT-IN FUSES AND INDICATOR LIGHTS IN 

SOME MODELS GIVE YOU EXCELLENT SAFETY 
AND DASHBOARD FEEDBACK.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

MEK162 $69.95 $62.95

3 Way Marine Switch Panel

Featuring four illuminated contura style rocker 
switches, with adhesive label set included. 
Also included is a 2-port 4.2A (combined) USB 
charging outlet, and cigarette lighter socket. 
They both feature individual fuses and dust/
water caps when not in use. Pre-wired for even 
faster intallation, it includes a quality rubber 
gasket, stainless steel screws, and a rust-free 
backing panel. 
• USB Port: 4.2A
•  Fuse Holders: 15A x 2
•  Dimensions: 131(W) x 

120(H)mm

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

MEK164 $119.00 $106.95

6 Way Marine Switch 
Panel
Similar to the 4 Way above, but also 
features a voltage meter right on the 
panel. This allows you to keep an eye 
on your battery voltage so you don’t 
run them flat (especially if you still 
have to start engines from the same 
battery). 
• USB Port: 4.2A
• Fuse Holders: 15A x 3
•  Dimensions: 183(W) x  

120(H)mm

Cat No. Qty 1+

SZ1917 $39.95

3 Switch Panel with Dual USB 4.2A Socket

A stylish panel with a 4.2 amp USB 
socket and three toggle switches. 
Adhesive labels are included for 
the most common functions. 
Cut-out: 85 x 85mm

Cat No. Qty 1+

SZ1919 $59.95

5 Switch Panel with Dual USB 4.2A Socket

A stylish panel with a 4.2 amp 
USB socket and five toggle 
switches. Adhesive labels are 
included for the most common 
functions. 
Cut-out: 85 x 85mm

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

4-Gang SZ1926 $29.95 $26.95

Anti-Tamper 4-Gang  
Switch Bank/Circuit Breaker

This switch bank consists of a gang of 4 x 16A/12VDC circuit breaker 
rocker switches pre-wired with protective translucent panels to 
discourage naughty fingers tampering with them. The rockers act like 
switches but will behave like a circuit breaker if any circuit pulls more 
than 16A. They would typically be used to power all sorts of things while 
under way which should not be turned off. Each translucent panel has 
a recess to accept a permanent sticker annunciating the function of the 
switch. A sheet of decal annunciators is supplied with 45 (yes 45) labels. 
These range from “Bilge Pump” to “Deck Wash”, to “Fridge”, “Macerator 
Pump”, “Radar”, “VHF”, etc. Front 
dimensions of the panel are 130(W) x  
50(H)mm. Approx. 40mm is needed 
behind the panel for wiring access. 2 x 
No. 8 countersunk screws are supplied. 

Switched Power Socket

A classy little panel! It features an on/off rocker switch 
under a protective tamper-resistant cover. 16A rated - it 
will behave like a circuit breaker if current draw exceeds 
16A, and can be immediately switched on again. The panel 
measures 130mm wide x 50mm high and will need approx. 
70mm behind the panel for wiring access. The switch turns 
the power on to both the 10A cigarette lighter sockets and 
the USB sockets, of which there are 2, one 1A rated and 
the other 2.1A, both at 5V of course. There are no inline 
fuses fitted but you could reconfigure the wiring easily as 
everything connects 
by 1/4” QC tabs. 
Mounting is via two 
countersunk holes 
4mm dia. 

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

USB and 12V PS2036 $36.95 $32.95

12V 
POWER

DUAL 
USB

CIRCUIT 
BREAKER

CIRCUIT 
BREAKER

12V 
SOCKET

DUAL 
USBFUSEDLED 

STATUS

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

2 Way SZ1923 $39.95 $35.95

4 Way SZ1924 $59.95 $53.95

6 Way SZ1925 $79.95 $71.95

Switch Panel with Blue Rocker Switches

Straight forward installation and wiring, with just four connections - 
everything else is pre-wired! Then all you need to do is connect your 
various peripheral devices. Switches are 
rated at 20A for a 12V system (10A for 24V) 
up to a maximum 45A per panel. The LED 
illumination is powered separately, so you 
can run it through a switch or dimmer too.
• Easy installation
• High quality switches
• Blue LED illumination

Specifications:

• Switch Rating:  12VDC @ 20A,  
24VDC @ 10A

• Panel Rating: 45A
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Rocker Switches & Covers

High Quality Switches with Decals

Premium Laser Etched Covers 
for Switches

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

White SK0910 $15.95 $13.95

Red SK0912 $15.95 $13.95

Blue SK0914 $15.95 $13.95

Orange SK0916 $15.95 $13.95

These superb looking rocker switches would 
look great in your 4WD, RV or Caravan. The 
base switch supplied (rated at 12V 20A, 24V 
10A) comes with a double-LED illumination 
(low in OFF, high in the ON position), a standard 
rocker cover and a standard range of decals to 
customise the switch to your application. 
Typical decals are symbols for: windscreen 
wipers, horn, heater, etc. there are dozens of 
these decals included.
Also available are a set of special laser-etched 
covers with graphic symbols to really create a 
professional finish. You need to buy the basic 
switch (in blue, white. amber, or red illumination) 
and then the custom cover (if required).

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

12 Volt Power SK0920 $3.45 $3.10

Fridge SK0921 $3.45 $3.10

Auxiliary Battery SK0922 $3.45 $3.10

Interior Lights SK0923 $3.45 $3.10

Spotties SK0924 $3.45 $3.10

Horn SK0925 $3.45 $3.10

Rear View Camera SK0926 $3.45 $3.10

Inverter SK0927 $3.45 $3.10

Driving Lights SK0928 $3.45 $3.10

Thermofan SK0929 $3.45 $3.10

“CONTURA STYLE” ROCKER SWITCHES

SK0910 

WHITE

SK0912 

RED

SK0914 

BLUE

SK0916 

ORANGE

SK0920

SK0925

SK0921

SK0926

SK0922

SK0927

SK0923

SK0928

SK0924

SK0929

ON POSITION 

- PROMINENT 

ILLUMINATION

OFF POSITION 

- SUBTLE 

ILLUMINATION

YOU GET A COMPREHENSIVE LABEL SET 
INCLUDED FREE WITH EACH SWITCH!

Give your switch panel the premium look and feel with these 
laser etched covers for the switches above. Beautifully finished, 
and extremely practical.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

Single Mount SK0800 $3.95 $3.55

Modular End SK0802 $3.95 $3.55

Modular Centre SK0804 $3.95 $3.55

Modular Rocker  
Switch Brackets

Compatible with our Contura style switches, these 
brackets use a clever modular design allows you to 
“stack” multiple rocker switches together into a single 
cutout. The end-cap piece works for either end, and you 
can put as many centre pieces in as you like.
Switches not 
included

SK0800 SK0802 SK0804

2 HOUR 
CLICK & COLLECT 
•  Check stock online at your local RTM store

•  Add the bits you need to  
your cart & checkout

• Ready within just 2 hours

• Collect it when convenient for you
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Switches

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

SPST Red 10A 12VDC ST0580 $3.95 $3.45

SPST Green 10A 12VDC ST0582 $3.95 $3.45

6A 250VAC DPDT 
Extra Heavy Duty

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

DPDT 6A 250VAC ST0575 $5.95 $5.35

Rated at 6A 250VAC, this switch will handle 
mains power switching.
•  DPDT with screw terminals for cable  

- no soldering!
• 12mm mounting hole

Waterproof Sealed Toggle Switch

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

SPST 15A 12/24VDC Marine ST0574 $14.95 $13.45

This large toggle-type switch is ideal in 
environments exposed to the weather. The 
wiring on the back of the switch is rubber 
enclosed and the toggle actuator has a fit-on 
rubber boot. It can be fitted to a panel via 1/2” 
(12mm) hole. The wires are 150mm (6”) long. 

Heavy Duty Toggles

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

SPST ST0579 $6.95 $6.25

SPDT ST0583 $7.95 $7.15

DPDT Centre Off ST0586 $9.95 $8.95

•  Mounting hole 12mm
• 20A 12VDC

Inline Low Voltage Switch

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

SK0998 $7.95 $6.95

Simply connect your plug pack adaptor into this 
handy in-line switch to provided quick and easy 
on/off control. Much easier than unplugging the 
connector or reaching for the power point when 
you want to switch your device on or off. Fitted 
with 2.1mm DC plug & socket and rated at 
24VDC at 2 amps.

Splashproof Hood  
for Toggle Switches

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

ST0592 $2.85 $2.53

These hoods simply screw over the toggle 
switch to deter ingress of water.

20A IP56 Heavy Duty

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

SPST 20A 12VDC Heavy Duty ST0581 $6.95 $6.25

DPDT 20A 12VDC Heavy Duty ST0585 $9.95 $8.95

• Rated at 277V 20A, 12VDC 20A
• Mounting hole 11.5mm

IP65 Rated Mini Rockers

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

SPST Black 16A 12VDC SK0968 $8.75 $7.85

SPST Red 16A 12VDC SK0969 $9.75 $8.75

SPST mini rocker switches with spade 
QC lugs. Sealed with a rubber boot and 
IP56 rated.
• Cutout: 18.8 x 12.5mm 
• Red Illuminated

30A 12VDC SPST Red Illuminated

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

SPST Red 30A 12VDC SK0955 $4.95 $4.45

This is a classy switch. It is a rocker, but only 
needs a round 12mm hole (with 1mm flat). Its 
SPST and can handle a massive 30 amps at 
12VDC. There is an LED in the actuator.
• Cutout 10.5mm

20A 12VDC IP56 SPST Red Illuminated

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

SPST Red 20A 12VDC SK0997 $14.95 $13.45

IP56 rated, large rocker actuator.
• Rated for 12VDC 20A
• Mounting hole 20.5 x 37mm

21A 14VDC IP65 SPDT  
Centre Off - Illuminated

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

SPST Red/Green 21A 12VDC SK0999 $16.95 $14.95

IP65 rated, illuminated switch for auto & marine 
use. Illuminates one side red and one side green.
• On-Off-On
• Rating: 14VDC, 21A
• Cut-out size: 34 x 21mm

DPDT - Large - Centre/Off

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

DPDT - Large - Centre/Off SK0980 $7.95 $6.95

Spring return both sides, momentary contacts 
with spring returns to centre on both sides. 
These are commonly used for car power 
antennas and power windows.
• Rated at 10A 250VAC
• QC tab termination 6.4mm
• Cut-out size: 27 x 22mm

10A 12VDC SPST Illuminated

Tell instantly if you have an accessory 
switched on in your vehicle. These 
illuminated duckbill switches are ideal for 
driving lights etc etc. 
• Rated at 12VDC 10A SPST
• Two colours available

TOGGLE SWITCHES

ROCKER SWITCHES

SK0969SK0968

ST0580 ST0582

ST0579 ST0586
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Switches

6A 250VAC IP56 DPST Round

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

DPST 6A 250VAC Round SP0743 $6.95 $6.25

IP56 dust and water resistant round pushbutton 
switches, DPST with QC spade lugs.
• Black colour. Push on, push off
• Mounting hole: 20mm

Large Waterproof Pushbutton Switch

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

SPST 5A 12VDC SP0732 $6.95 $6.25

Plastic housing with brass 5A DC contacts. Rubber 
cap over housing renders assembly virtually 
waterproof.
• Requires 22mm mounting hole
• Screw terminals
•  Ideal for horn button, starter motor activation, etc.
• Contact Arrangement SPST N.O.

Engine Start Switch

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

SPST 50A 12VDC SP0773 $19.95 $17.95

Keyless engine start button.
• Illuminated momentary action pushbutton
• Rated for 12VDC 50A
• Mounting hole 22mm

Racing Ignition Switch Panel

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

2x SPST 20A/50A 12VDC SP0774 $39.95 $35.95

Complete ignition switch panel ready to install 
in your eleven second track animal. Push button 
engine start, missile launch 
ignition on and indicator 
light. Finished in faux carbon 
fibre to complete the go-fast 
look. Guaranteed to shave 
at least .001 seconds from 
your quarter-mile time. Wiring 
diagram included.
• Size: 95(W) x 66(H)mm

PUSHBUTTON SWITCHES

IGNITION SWITCHES

Missile Switch  
Protective Cover

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

Racing Red Finish ST0578 $8.95 $8.05

Carbon Fibre Look Finish ST0584 $11.95 $10.45

Military-style missile switch cover featuring a 
red, heavy-duty hinged, spring-return protective 
cover.
The cover fits onto heavy duty toggle switches 
with a 12mm mounting hole.
Note: Switch not included

Extra Long Panel Switches

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

2 Position TEK090 $11.95 $10.45

3 Position TEK092 $14.95 $13.45

4 Position Key-Start TEK053 $39.95 $35.95

A presentation of 3 models of switches that includes very high quality 
brass construction. They feature extra-long bushing mounts which 
enable fitting through thick (typically wood or fibreglass) dash panels or 
bulkheads. The mounting hardware can adjust to a range of thicknesses. 
All switches have a contact rating of 5A at 12-24VDC. Each terminal has 
a screw to accept an eye terminal.

2 POSITION PUSH-PULL
• Single Pole, Single Throw
• Brass
• Chrome Plated Knob & Ferrule

TEK090

3 POSITION PUSH-PULL
• Single Pole, Triple Throw
• OFF, ON-1, ON-ALL
• Brass
• Chrome Plated Knob & Ferrule

TEK092

4 POSITION KEY START TYPE SWITCH
This unit is basically a key-type starter/ignition 
switch, i.e. Accessories, Off, Ignition, Start 
(Spring loaded) that is so familiar on  
any (old!) car.
• Includes 2 x keys
• Chrome plated bushing screw
• Quality

TEK053

MISSILE SWITCH COVER

PANEL SWITCHES

TEK090

TEK092

TEK053

The diagram below represents the four most common types of 
everyday use switch configurations. The lines to the left and right 
represent wires and the symbol that looks like a gate or a door 
represents the switch mechanism itself. These configurations are 
the same for A.C. wiring in your house or caravan or D.C. wiring 
in your RV, caravan or boat.
The connection terminals (which are shown as red dots on the 
diagram) are where the wires attach to the switch itself. The 
terminals are generally either screw-in types or flat-blade ‘Quick-
connect’(Q.C.) types.
Switches are identified by the number of POLES (circuits) they 
have and by the number of THROWS (ON/OFF/ON, for example). 
The most common combinations are:
SPST Single Pole, Single Throw: Turns a single circuit on and off.
SPDT Single Pole, Double Throw: Turns one of two circuits on*.
DPST Double Pole, Single Throw: Turns on two circuits at the 
same time.
DPDT Double Pole, Double 
Throw: Turns two circuits two 
different ways at the same 
time*.
Wiring up a switch for a low 
voltage D.C. circuit is quite safe 
and a handy skill to develop 
whether on the road or water.
*Sometimes called changeover
DO NOT, however, wire up 
anything that is 240V mains! 
You can easily be killed. Always 
use a licensed electrician, even 
caravan 240V wiring.

SWITCH TYPES

Just Browsing? 
There’s a handy order form on p467 to list all the 
things you need or go onto our website 

www.roadtechmarine.com.au 
and build your own wish list.

Call us on 1300 964 264 149
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Switches & Solenoids

FOR 3 WIRE MOTORS  
WITH FIELD WINDING

FOR PERMANENT  
MAGNET MOTORS (2 WIRES)

SEE WEBSITE FOR DIAGRAMS ON DIFFERENT MOTOR TYPES

Horn - 30A SPST

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

30A SPST SY4068 $6.50 $5.85

Horn Relay Base to suit SY4068 SY4069 $5.95 $5.35

Whilst designed for auto horns, this relay is ideal 
for any high current application i.e. burglar alarms, 
ignition cutout, transmitters, car spotlights etc., as 
well as for horns!
• SPST normally open contacts
• Contact current (max) 40A
• Contact voltage (nom) 12V
• Nominal coil voltage 12V

Horn - 30A SPDT

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

30A SPDT SY4070 $6.95 $6.25

Horn Relay Base to suit SY4070 SY4069 $5.95 $5.35

60A SPDT SY4074 $12.95 $11.45

Similar to SY4068, except it is double- throw. 
Ideal for situations where a secondary device 
needs to be activated, while also disabling a 
primary device.

Automotive Fused - SPST

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

15A SPST SY4076 $8.95 $7.95

30A SPST SY4077 $9.95 $8.75

Designed for automotive applications, these 
quality relays have an integrated blade fuse and 
metal mounting bracket. The contacts are rated 
for 15A, making them suitable for installations 
of aftermarket horns etc.
• 12V 15A contacts
• Fuse included

RELAYSSOLENOIDS

Single Pole Changeover Solenoid

These are high-grade industry standard solenoids. Typically 
used to operate a winch for one-way operation or to 
operate a starter motor. Supplied with a wiring diagram.
• Contact rating: 12VDC
• Power: 4000W max
• High Current Contacts: 5/16” Studs
• Solenoid contacts: ¼” QC tabs 
• Dimensions: 130(L) x 110(H) x 70(W)mm

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

Double Pole - 4 Position SY4202 $79.95 $71.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

Single Pole SY4200 $69.95 $62.95

Double Pole Reversing Solenoid

These are high-grade industry standard solenoids. Typically 
used to operate a winch for two-way (i.e in and out) use. 
Supplied with a wiring diagram. 
• Contact rating: 12VDC
• Power: 4000W max.
• High Current Contacts: 5/16” Studs
• Solenoid contacts: ¼” QC tabs 
•  Dimensions: 130(L) x 110(H)  

x 70(W)mm

Alternative wiring required for some motors. See website 
for alternative wiring diagrams.

Alternative wiring required for some motors. See website for 
alternative wiring diagrams.

Interlocking Relay Socket with Leads

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

SY4078 $8.50 $7.50

The easy and neat way to add multiple 
relays to your electrical system. These 
relay bases interlock together, can be 
panel mounted and take standard 5 
pin automotive relays. They also come 
with integral flying leads as well as 
bare crimp terminals for customised 
termination.
• Leads 150mm long

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

12VDC 30A Single Relay SY4081 $39.95 $35.95

12VDC 30A Dual Relay Wiring SY4184 $49.95 $44.95

12VDC 30A Relay Wiring Kit Universal

Taking a shortcut might be fine when you’re driving through the bush. 
But don’t do it with your electrical wiring. These relay kits take the hassle 
out of figuring out relay wiring, to provide a safe and easy method to 
install any high current device. That might be a fridge, driving lights, 
awning lights, or anything else. By wiring through 
a relay, you’re not feeding all the power through 
your switch mechanism, which keeps the high 
current cabling to a minimum. They’re easy to 
install and will save you time. The kit includes 
a 2m wiring loom, 30A relay, a contura style 
switch, and one high current output. 
• Cable Length: 2m

•  Check stock online at your local RTM store

•  Add the bits you need to  
your cart & checkout
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PP4004

PS4006

15A to 10A Power 
Adaptor with 
Safety Switch

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

15A to 10A Power Adaptor MS4044 $79.95 $71.95

Convert your 15A caravan power lead to fit a 
10A power outlet. Ideal if youve parked your 
caravan for the night at a motel or other property 
that does not have a 15A power outlet. 
Features a 10A circuit breaker/safety 
switch in case you accidentally 
overload the device. 
• Voltage: 240VAC, 50Hz 
• Max load: 2400W 10A 
• Rated residual current: 30mA 
•  Safety switch type: AC & DC 

pulse sensitivity 
• Dimensions: 180(H) x 135(D) x 
124(W)mm
Note: Not for use in the rain or exposed  
to weather

15A POWER

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

15A PP4002 $5.95 $5.35

Heavy Duty 15A Extension Leads

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

10m PS4182 $29.95 $26.95

20m PS4186 $44.95 $39.95

Proper heavy duty mains extensions leads with 15A plugs and 
sockets, and a thick orange flexible cord. The 15A socket end 
also features an internal LED to indicate that power is present.
•  Perfect for caravans and motorhomes.

15A Plug / 15A Socket

15A Side Entry Mains Plug

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

15A Plug PP4006 $4.95 $4.45

15A Socket PS4004 $8.95 $8.05

Flexible 15A plug (larger Earth pin) and 
15A socket with clear body for easy visual 
check on proper connections. Features 
an external cord grip and suction boot to 
prevent ingress into screw terminals and 
connections. Fast flexible cord connection 
reducing setup time.

Specifications:

• Rated Voltage: 250VAC
• Rated Current: 15A
• Enclosure Colour: Clear
• IP Rating: IP20
• Terminal Type: Screw
• Cable Diameter (Max.): 10mm

Features thick mains pin used on 15A outlets. Right angle 
entry for convenience behind furniture and other objects. 
Screw terminals with 10mm cable entry and lock nut. 
• SAA approved
• Low profile
• 45° cable entry

Specifications:

• Material: PVC
• Voltage: 240VAC
• Current: 15A
• Weight: 30g
• Dimensions: 54(W) x 44(H) x 44(D)mm

Note: Sold individually

1 X 15A

15m Heavy Duty 
15A Reel Style Main 
Extension Lead
Perfect for caravans and 
motorhomes and other 
power applications where 
15A is used. Once you’re 
finished, disconnect your 
appliances and easily wind 
the yellow 15m extension 
lead away. No tangles, no 
fuss, and it’s already set for 
next time! The handle makes 
it easy to carrry about, and 
the clear moulded plug and 
socket makes for an easy 
safety inspection. 
•  15A rated plug, socket  

and lead
• Carry handle
• 15m length

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

PS4188 $49.95 $44.95

If you are at a powered site or using a 
generator be sure to be prepared with the 
right mains leads and adaptors

AC Power

When you walk through one of the large chain hardware stores 
you will see powerboards stacked up at the cash register for 
amazingly cheap prices. They are OK and work well around the 
Christmas tree, etc. They are not, however, generally suitable 
for outdoor or camping use. When you need powerboard 
accessories for your road trip you need products with a strong 
weatherproof or safety switch capability. These products 
are shown in this section. We make no excuse for the prices 
because they are simply made to work in the conditions you will 
experience outdoors.

POWERBOARDS,  
EXTENSION LEADS & 
POWERBOARD BOXES

Call us on 1300 964 264 151
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AC Power Distribution

Cable Reel Organiser

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Organiser Reel TFI490 $14.95 $13.45

This is a universal product that you can 
use to really tidy your boat, RV, Caravan or 
even in the home. It consists of a specially 
designed spool with a rotating centre handle 
and winder knob. You would be able to put 
probably 25m of 10A electrical cord on it, and 
any amount of rope depending on the dia. 
The unit is 330mm across its hex face and 
100mm wide. Moulded in polypropylene.

10A POWER

Black 10A

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

2m PS4152 $3.95 $3.55

5m PS4155 $7.95 $7.15

10m PS4157 $14.95 $13.45

Perfect for applications where a 
inconspicuous lead is required. 
Rated to 10A max.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

10A Dual Output PS4196 $12.95 $11.45

Heavy Duty Dual Output  
Extension Lead 10A

This is a safe way to connect two power tools, 
or run two extension leads from one mains 
outlet. Featuring a fully moulded design, there’s 
no plastic double-adaptor lying around when 
there doesn’t need to be. 
• Voltage: 240VAC
• Max. Total Load: 10A/2400W
• Total Length: 0.6m

IP66 Inline RCD Circuit Breaker

Protect yourself at home or the worksite with this handy inline RCD 
circuit breaker with 1.8m lead. The built-in Residual Current Device (RCD) 
provides the best method to protect against electrocution and equipment 
damage. Faster acting and improved safety compared with standard 
over-current circuit breakers. It has an IP66 
rain and dustproof rating, and includes 
test and reset buttons. 
•  Meets Australian and New Zealand 

safety approvals. 
•  Automatically shuts off power 

when a fault occurs
•  IP66 rain and dustproof rating
• Durable
RCD Specifications:
•  Residual Non-Operating Current: 15mA
•  Residual Operating Current: 30mA
• Max. Tripping: ≤0.1S
• IP Rating: IP66

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

1.8m QP2006 $44.95 $39.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

HB6172 $9.95 $8.95

IP44 Mains Plug and Socket Protector

This brilliant enclosure safely encapsulates a mains plug and socket 
connection (say from an extension lead to a mains powered appliance), 
to ensure no water gets into the connection. It not only stops a short 
circuit that will trigger your circuit breaker, it prevents accidental 
electrocution from water ingress. 
Of course, in good weather it still 
prevents accidental disconnection 
and damage to the mains plug and 
socket.  
Dimensions: 251W x 76H x 85Dmm

Ampfibian Waterproof 15A Caravan Surge 
Protector with Outlet Tester

Ampfibian Mini Adapter  
with Residual Current Circuit Breaker

Ampfibian RV-Plus  
15A - 10A Power Adaptor

Cat No. Qty 1+

TEV066 $89.95

Cat No. Qty 1+

TEV068 $99.95

Cat No. Qty 1+

TEV070 $149.00

Ampfibian’s S1000DX is the complete surge protection 
package for your campervan/caravans electronic devices. 
Designed specifically for caravans, it offers 1000 joule surge 
protection, is weatherproof and has a unique outlet tester 
which warns if plugging into incorrectly wired 15 amp outlets.

The Ampfibian RV-PLUS Power Adaptor is specifically 
designed for caravans/motor homes, allowing you to connect 
your 15A caravan to any domestic 10A power supply. It’s weather proof 
to IP55 and has a built-in padlock attachment which also locks the lid.

The Ampfibian MINI 15A Power Adaptor is designed for 
D.I.Y indoor/undercover use. Use it at home in the workshop 
for connection of 15A welders and power tools to the regular 10 amp 
household powerpoint. 
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AC Power Distribution
Mains Powerboards

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

4 Way MS4040 $5.95 $5.35

6 Way MS4045 $6.95 $6.25

• Maximum load is 2400 watts 
• Safety overload with reset 
• Cord length 1.2 metre 
• Power LED indicator 
•  Approval Number:  

V03474
NOT SUITABLE FOR OUTDOOOR USE.

ALL 240V MAINS HARDWARE SHOULD BE 
INSTALLED BY A QUALIFIED  

AND LICENCED ELECTRICIAN. 
240V POWER, REGARDLESS OF THE SOURCE 

(E.G INVERTER OR ELECTRICAL GRID),  
CAN BE DEADLY.

Double 240V 10A Outlet

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Double Mains GPO 10A IP65 TEV260 $34.95 $30.95

This is your standard 2 x 240V outlet socket that you would normally see 
on a wall inside a house, except that it has a clip-down weatherproof 
cover. The function of the unit, “OUTLET Double Pole 10A” is clearly 
stamped on the outside. Under the 
hinged and snap shut cover are two 
rubber water protected on- off switches 
and waterproof pilot lights. The whole 
thing is IP65, which makes it very water 
resistant. The unit itself comes with 
a 7mm sealing gasket and mounting 
screws, and 13mm spacer/mounting 
flange.

Standard GPO

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Double 240VAC GPO PS4060 $6.95 $6.25

The switches are the same hard wearing long service life type you’ll find 
in the big brand names and best of all - the price is lower. They are all 
fully approved to Australia/New Zealand safety standards, so you don’t 
have to take only our word to ensure quality. 
• Safety Approval No.:V07296 
Note: the screws included with these have 
a slightly different pitch to the standard 3.5 
x 0.8mm, but should still fit plasterboard 
mounting plates etc.

Double Pole GPO for Caravans & 
Motorhomes

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

With 2 Pole Switches PS4069 $19.95 $17.70

By law, caravans, motorhomes and other recreational vehicles require 
a GPO with double pole switch that disconnects both the Active and 
Neutral to reduce the chance of electric shock. 
• 240VAC 10A rated 
• Includes mounting screws 
• Safety approval number: V110160

MAINS WALLPLATES

Double GPO with Dual USB Outlets

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Double Pole GPO with USB PS4065 $29.95 $26.95

Combining two GPO mains outlets with two 2.1A capable USB outlets, 
you can charge and power all those USB devices with just the cable! The 
ports themselves feature spring-loaded dust covers, to keep the contacts 
clean and free from dust when not in use. The mains (GPO) outlets are 
standard 240AC 10A outlets. It’s a direct replacement for your standard 
GPO fittings. Features a removable facia plate for no-fuss painting too.

Specifications:

• 240VAC @ 10A GPO Max Output
• 5VDC @ 2.1A USB Max Output
Please note: This item should be  
installed by a licenced electrician.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

16mm Depth PS4063 $5.95 $5.35

34mm Depth PS4062 $6.95 $6.25

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Single Switch PS4051 $4.45 $4.00

Surface Mounting Blocks

Architrave Light Switch

Standard mounting blocks 
for powerpoints and wall 
switches, or any other 
standard wallplates.

Single architrave light switch suited for door 
frames or where space is a premium.
• 10A single pole switch
• Narrow profile for architrave mounting
• White colour

SINGLE 
POLE

DOUBLE 
POLE

DOUBLE 
POLE

DUAL 
USB

10A Double GPO Power Point with 2 Pole 
Switching and Dual USB Charging

This double GPO suits caravans, motorhomes, RV and other applications 
where double pole switching is required by law, which means it 
disconnects both the Active and Neutral to reduce the chance of electric 
shock. This power point also includes two USB ports so you can reduce 
the amount of USB power supplies that clutter your power outlets. Each 
USB port is capable of delivering up to 2.1A, which is enough for large 
phones and tablets. The ports themselves feature spring-loaded dust 
covers to keep the contacts clean and free from dust when not in use. 
The mains (GPO) outlets are standard 240AC 10A outlets. It’s a direct 
replacement for your standard GPO fittings, and meets Australian and 
New Zealand safety standards. 
Internal and external protection against voltage and current fluctuations, 
lightning and over temperature
Please Note: This item should be installed by a licensed electrician.

• Dual pole switching
• Direct replacement for other standard Australian GPO plates
• Electrical safety authority approved
• GPO Outputs: 2 x 240VAC @ 10A
• USB Outputs: 2 x 5VDC @ 2.1A
• Input: 110-250VAC, 50/60Hz, 10A
• Output: 5VDC, 2.1A x 2

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

PS4059 $34.95 $30.95

Call us on 1300 964 264 153
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AC Power, Enclosures & Fans

Enclosures made with Polycarbonate material 
• Moulded in light grey 
•  The lid and base incorporate a tongue and groove sealing system with 

a EPDM gasket 
•  Lid fixing screws are M-4 stainless steel (non-magnetic) into threaded 

brass inserts 
•  Wall mounting holes and lid fixing 

screws are outside the sealing 
area thus preventing the ingress of 
moisture and dust 

•  Designed to IP65 of IEC 529 
and NEMA 4 (dust and hose 
proof) 

•  Internal guide slots for 
mounting PCB assemblies 
vertically)

Bulkhead Enclosures

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

65(W) x 38(D) x 27(H)mm HB6065 $3.25 $2.90

110(W) x 66(D) x 36(H)mm HB6080 $6.75 $6.05

Ideal for many uses, including car projects, 
burglar alarms etc. Black in colour 

SMALL
•  Moulded bracket at each end with a 

screw hole for easy mounting
HB6065

LARGE
•  The base mounts by 2 self tapping 

screws
HB6080

Polycarbonate Enclosures  
with Mounting Flange

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

64(W) x 58(D) x 35(H)mm HB6211 $12.95 $11.45

115(W) x 90(D) x 55(H)mm HB6217 $19.95 $17.95

171(W) x 121(D) x 55(H)mm HB6219 $26.95 $23.95

ENCLOSURES

12VDC Sirocco Axial Fans

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

80mm 12VDC Ball Bearing YX2513 $19.95 $17.70

80mm 12VDC Ball Bearing IP55 YX2523 $29.95 $26.95

120mm 12VDC Ball Bearing IP55 YX2522 $39.95 $35.95

These Sirocco brand axial fans are very durable lasting up to 60,000 
hours at 25°C. Suitable for the computers, appliances, power units in 
your caravan, campervan or motorhome. YX2523 and YX2522 are IP55 
rated, ideal for use in dusty environments, removing damp from dark 
corners or permanently drying damp areas. Good for keeping heat out of 
the back of refrigerators

80MM 
• Speed: 3,000 RPM 
• Air volume: 0.97m3 per min 
• Dimensions: 80(L) x 80(W) x 25(D)mm

YX2513

80MM - IP55 
• Speed: 3,100 RPM 
• Air volume: 1.2m3 per min 
• Dimensions: 80(L) x 80(W) x 25(D)mm

YX2523

120MM - IP55 
• Speed: 3,000 RPM 
• Air volume: 2.5m3 per min 
• Dimensions: 120(L) x 120(W) x 25(D)mm

YX2522

ENCLOSURE FANS

15A (Big Earth Pin) 240V Power Inlet

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

15A Mains Powered Inlet IP44 TEV250 $21.95 $20.45

This unit is a plug type connector. You plug an extension 
lead socket into it. It is water/dust ingress rating IP44. 
It comes with two foam gaskets, one 3mm thick (for 
smooth sided vans) and a 6mm thick foam gasket to 
accommodate textured panels. You can use either 
gasket as a panel cutting template.
The outside cover has a cover/flap which has “Inlet 15A” 
stamped on it. It closes automatically when not in use.
Fixing is via 4 x No. 8 x 1/2” countersunk self tappers 
(not supplied) or 4 x 4.5mm x 12mm metal thread 
screws if you have access to the inside of the panel.
Dimensions (external): 110(H) x 80(W)mm. 50mm 
clearance is required behind the mounting panel.

10A 240V Power Outlet

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

10A Mains Powered Outlet IP44 TEV252 $20.95 $18.45

This is a standard 10 Amp power outlet version 
of the TEV250. You can use a domestic power 
lead with this. We do recommend, however, the 
15A unit for caravan/RV use.

Surface Mount Flange  
for TEV250/252 - 13mm

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

13mm Surface Mount Spacer TEV254 $2.95 $2.80

If you only have limited space in the cavity between 
outside panel and inside lining panel, this could be for 
you. One of these gives you 13mm of extra space. If 
you need even more space, you could even double-up 
the flange (2) to 26mm. May be an idea to screw the 
flanges together with countersunk self-tappers (No. 6) 
to keep them aligned. See TEV256 as well.

These products are designed to mount to the outside of your caravan 
and RV to provide 240V inlet or outlet facilities. They are approved and 
have high level dust and water ingress protection. All products listed 
have 1 year warranty. All are white high impact ABS. 

Surface Mount Flange  
for TEV250/252 - 20mm

Protective Shroud and Mounting Enclosure  
for Switch Panels

As above only 20mm thick. If absolutely necessary 
you could double up these to give up to a massive 
40mm clearance.

Provides the ultimate mounting solution for switch panels. The shroud protects 
against weather and UV, as well as accidental “bumping” of switches. The 
enclosure then provides surface-mounting block while protecting the electrics 
behind it (suitable grommets recommended for cable entry / exit). Suits most 
switch panels up to 110 x 120mm, and includes four stainless steel mounting 
screws and a rubber seal. Made from hard-wearing ASA plastic.
• Rubber seal
• Includes 4 mounting screws
•  Suits any switch panel up to  

110(W) x 120(H)mm
• Cut to fit panel

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

20mm Surface Mount Spacer TEV256 $2.95 $2.65

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

20mm Surface Mount Spacer HB6440 $24.95 $22.45

WEATHERPROOF MAINS HARDWARE
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Great New Products  
For 2021
Mainly because of Covid and overseas travel restrictions, 
Australian’s have taken to the outdoors and regional travel 
with renewed enthusiasm. RTM has responded with a 
massive expansion of new stores and a large increase in 
range. 
We have, for example, greatly increased our range of Minn-
Kota® that go for longer and/or easier to use. (see the box 
on page 159 “Electric Power Vs. Petrol Power.) 
In this section you will also find the in-depth range of 
marine related products which also includes an extended 
range of the popular New Zealand made “RAILBLAZA” deck 
mounting hardware, pumps, boat seats, rubber inflatables, 
life jackets, flares, etc.

Marine
ANCHORING PRODUCTS 192 - 200

BAIT PRODUCTS 172 - 174

BAROMETERS 191

BIMINIS, T-TOPS & ACCESSORIES 177 - 179

BLOCKS & PULLEYS
185, 221 - 222, 

234

BOAT HANDLING & GRAB HOOKS 206

BOLLARDS & PONTOON CLEATS 217

BOW ROLLERS 195

CHAIN, HOOKS & JOINERS 198 - 200

CLEATS & CAMS 217, 223

DECK TREAD 245

EPIRBS 248, 249

FENDERS, STRIPS & ACCESSORIES 203 - 206

FISHING 169 - 176

FLAGS & FLAGSTAFF 243

FLARES 244

FLOATS & BUOYS 204

GAUGES 189, 190

GEAR BAGS 231 - 232

HATCHES & PORTS 218

HORNS 242

HYDROFOILS & TRIM TABS 186 - 187

INFLATABLE BOATS 228

LADDERS 201

LIFE JACKETS & ACCESSORIES 236 - 242

MOORING SPRINGERS/SHOCK ABSORBERS 205

OARS & PADDLES 230 - 231

OUTBOARD MOTORS & ACCESSORIES 156 - 163

PAD EYES 227

PLBS 247

REGISTRATION STICKERS 202

ROCKET LAUNCHERS 178

ROPE, CORD & ACCESSORIES
198 - 199,  
208 - 213

SACRIFICIAL ANODES 207

SEATS, PEDESTALS, CUSHIONS & BASES 180 - 183

SHACKLES 224 - 227

SHOCK CORDS & ACCESSORIES 210

SKI TUBES 233 - 234

SLOP STOPPERS 220

STEERING SYSTEMS & HARDWARE 184 - 185

SWAGES & SWAGING TOOLS 213

TELL TALES & WIND INDICATORS 242

TROLLING MOTORS 156 - 163

TURNBUCKLES & U-BOLTS 214 - 215

WATER SPORTS 233 - 235

WINDSCREEN WIPERS 184
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trolling  
motors

We have massively increased our support 
for MINN-KOTA® in 2021. Such has been the 
demand for the product in 2020, we made huge 
commitments to the factory for more stock. We 
are now seeing this come through.

Because of the expensive nature of these 
products, we have kept a careful eye on prices. 
We defy you to find cheaper prices from either 
small suppliers on the internet. Please note 
that we are a factory authorised distributor and 
we honour full factory warranties. You can also 
depend on us for genuine factory spares. We 
deal with the factory for you, not refer you to 
some vague address if you contact an internet 
supplier. The last thing you need is getting 
hassles over securing spare parts!

But something our competitors cannot match is 
the solid technical backup that only RTM do. In 
late 2020 we developed a range of powerful 12 
& 24V power sources especially for Minn-Kota® 
products. For example, we have developed a 
massive range of new lightweight Lithium Iron 
Phosphate batteries for both 12 & 24V Minn-
Kota®. The most significant difference in these 
products is the massive weight saving over 
conventional lead-acid batteries – over 50% 
lighter in many cases. That’s why “Tech” is our 
middle name.

But there is more than this. We have developed 
specific 24V Lithium Batteries – just for 
Minn-Kota®! There are simply no 24V lead-
acid equivalents (outside of difficult-to-find 
industrial sources.) If you want 24V in a lead-
acid, you must wire up 2 x 12V units in series, a 
logistical nightmare.

We have also developed 24V charging systems 
that enable you to refresh your 24V batteries 
from a 12V source on the water, or from mains. 
We have also introduced a new range of battery 
boxes and control boxes all to keep this neat 
and tidy. For more info see page 106

THE MINN-KOTA  
STORY SO FAR…
 
The name Minn-Kota® is an anagram 
of where the originators of the product 
came from. They were located on the 
border of Minnesota and North Dakota. The 
area is famous for its fresh water lakes which 
abound with Bass. In good weather fisherman 
stand up in their boats, constantly recasting 
looking for that elusive big one. A small electric 
motorised outboard was developed to get you 
into that corner of the lake where the fish may 
be biting. Of course everything had to be as 
quiet as possible not to scare the fish. Because 
of the tranquillity of the setting, it was only 
necessary to motor along at a snail’s pace, so 
high horsepower was not needed. (See box on 
page 159).

As time went by, the word got around that 
these ultra-quiet trolling motors were helping 
anglers bring in the big ones!

The product was constantly improved, including 
the ability to operate in salt water. The biggest 
improvements, however, were 
(and are) the ones that make the 
Minn-Kota® trolling motor light 
years ahead of the competition.
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WHAT ARE THESE FEATURES?

Firstly Minn-Kota® were the first to introduce 
control of the motor remotely. Early models could be 
controlled with a remote, like your T.V. You could also 
control the unit with a foot pedal.

WHAT COULD YOU CONTROL?

Firstly initially you could steer the motor into those 
tight spots without touching the motor. You could 
leave your hands on your fishing rod. Then along 
came GPS and everything got vastly better.

With GPS, you could direct your boat to go to a 
specific spot and stay there. This was effectively a 
dynamic anchor. You could also dial up a heading 
for the motor and it would faithfully take you there. 
Heaven.

Spot luck jog. You could move your boat, say, 2 
metres forward, backward, left or right. At the push 
of a button (with the Heading Sensor fitted.)

The Heading Sensor will also recognise changes in 
the boats heading due to wind and current. It will 
communicate with the i-Pilot system (see “Next”) to 
minimise boat swing for a stronger hold.

NEXT? I-PILOT NEW PHONE APP

We suppose it was inevitable that you could control 
your motor from your Smart Phone. This app is 
called i-Pilot. All of the great standard features 
(spot-lock etc) are there on your Smart Phone 
screen, and even record the paths you took in case 
you want to revisit the area at a later date.

HERE IS A RIPPER FEATURE! 

You can launch your boat on your own at the slipway. 
Simply put the boat into the water, and tell it to hold 
off, say 30 metres off shore. The boat will stay where 
you want it to stay and you can then go off and park 
your trailer. You go back to the ramp and direct the 
boat via your smart phone to come and pick you up!

OTHER FEATURES 

All new Minn-Kota® models feature a new, even 
quieter motor, a Digital Maximizer feature which 
manages your power consumption giving you more 
fishing time per battery charge.

Another feature called “Lift Assist” is an ingenious 
spring loaded device that helps you stow away your 
motor without undue back strain.

We have enlarged our Minn-Kota® section in this 
catalogue to give you far more info on this fabulous 
product to help you make your purchase decision. 
What follows is even more detail to enable you to 
make that sound purchasing decision to maximise 
your fishing needs.
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[1]  Stow, deploy, and trim your motor hands-free 
using the included i-Pilot remote 

[2] Lift assist design uses finger touch to lift motor 
[3] Lift a lever to get in and out of water 
[4] Allows you to stay on any heading 
[5]  Uses GPS to lock onto fishing spots, record and retrace paths 

and command speed and steering from a wireless remote.
[6] Features larger LCD screen and intuitive control.

To choose a trolling motor, you need to 
know how much power you need (thrust 
level) and how long the shaft needs to 
be. That all depends on the dimensions 
and weight of your boat. Use the 
selection guide to help choose the 
right motor for your boat. 
*Special order in only. Call store for details.
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Firstly, lets set some limits on what you can realistically achieve with what 
is basically a small electric outboard-type motor. We will assume you 
want the unit to improve your fishing success in the following locations:

• Lakes 
• Inland waterways 
• Semi-secluded inland bays

In other words, areas where there may be tidal activity but not strong 
winds or choppy seas or waters with large waves.

You are a dedicated fisher and have a boat that is specifically made to help 
pursue your fishing. It will not be a large (i.e. over 7 metres) boat with 
high sides, typical of an ocean-going half cabin bar breaker. Your boat 
may be a flat, Bass-boat style or a large tinnie with a reasonable 
freeboard from the transom or bow to the waterline. This is 
not to say that you cannot use a Minn-Kota® on a slightly 
larger boat that recommended above, it’s just that you 
will need to go to a quite big Minn-Kota®, and 
that means expensive. Over 90% of our 
customers run 12 or 24V powered 
units with shafts in the 1.1 to 1.5m 
range. See our trolling motor 
selection guide.

SELECT THE MINN-KOTA  
THAT IS RIGHT FOR YOU

Cat No. MMC030 MMC032 MMC074 MMC060 MMC062 MMC050* MMC064* MMC054*

MODEL POWERDRIVE POWERDRIVE TERROVA TERROVA TERROVA TERROVA ULTERRA TERROVA

Max. Boat Length 6m(20’) 6m(20’) 6m(20’) 6m(20’) 7-9m(23-30’) 7-9m(23-30’) 7-9m(23-30’) 10m(32’)

Max. Thrust 25kg(55lb) 25kg(55lb) 25kg(55lb) 25kg(55lb) 36kg(80lb) 36kg(80lb) 36kg(80lb) 50kg(112lb)

Shaft Length 120cm(47”) 135cm(53”) 150cm(59”) 180cm(70”) 150cm(59”) 180cm(70”) 150cm(59”) 180cm(70”)

M
O

U
N

T 
TY

PE

AutoStow/Deploy 1 •

Lift-Assist 2 • • • • •

Deploy-Assist Lever 3 • •

CO
N

TR
O

L

Autopilot 4 • • • • • • • •

i-Pilot 5 • • • • • • • •

i-Pilot Remote 6 • • • • • • • •

Power Requirements 12V/50A 12V/50A 12V/50A 12V/50A 24V/56A 12V/50A 12V/56A 36V/52A

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au158 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day
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BOW MOUNT OR TRANSOM MOUNT?

Bow mount motors are convenient if you fish primarily from an 
open bow-rider or on the foredeck of a Bass boat. This gives you 
maximum access for casting and watching the surface of the 
water. To prevent damage from accidental grounding, a spring-
loaded mount like Minn-Kota® Bow Guard 360 allows the motor 
to swing away on impact. Flatter bottomed boats enable you to 
stand up and walk around safely.

To determine how long a shaft you need, measure down from 
the mounting surface of the bow to calm water (yellow arrow).

 • Add 13cm for regular rough water fishing. 
• Add 20cm for bow-mount hand controllers. 
•  You can fine-tune the motor’s vertical position with the 

adjustment on the mount 

Transom mount is good on smaller tinnies or even sail boats. 
There are brackets for transom mount which optimise different 
angles and depths. There is an option for tiller steering and you 
can reasonably use the Minn-Kota® as an auxiliary propulsion 
unit. This setup can be ideal if you are out fishing on your own.

Bow to waterline  
(Yellow arrow)*

Recommended  
Shaft Length

0 to 40cm (0 to 16”) 90cm (35”)

40 to 55cm (16” to 22”) 105* to 112cm (41” to 44”)

55 to 70cm (22” to 27”) 120 to 130cm (47” to 51”)

70 to 85cm (27” to 33”)
130 to 155cm (or 180cm max.) 

(51” to 61”, or 70” max.)  
*This is Minn-Kota® standard shaft length.

Transom to waterline  
(Yellow arrow)*

Recommended  
Shaft Length

0 to 25cm (0 to 10”) 75cm (30”)

25 to 40cm (10”to 16”) 90cm (35”)

40 to 55cm (16” to 22”) 105cm* (41”)

Over 55cm (22”) Refer to RTM

*This is Minn-Kota® standard shaft length.

MOTOR THRUST

The larger your boat, the more drag it presents to 
the water, so the amount of thrust your motor has 
needs to both overcome this drag and propel your 
boat in the direction you want your boat to go.

As opposed to standard outboard motors, trolling 
motors are rated in the kilograms of thrust they 
produce. Minn-Kota® being an American company 
basically expresses all their data in old imperial 
units, i.e. pounds, inches, etc. RTM have converted 
all of these archaic measurements accurately to 
metric.

Firstly, a bit of physics. Around 32-35kg of thrust (a 
median Minn-Kota® thrust rating) equates to 746 
watts which is the electrical equivalent of one horse 
power. In order to achieve this amount of thrust at 
12V you will need to draw about 62amps from your 
battery power source. While this seems a lot it is 
not a lot. Your power source (the 12V battery) should 
have rating of at least 100 Amp-hours. This means 
that, at 62amps your battery will be flat in less than 
1.5 hours. Its not as bad as it sounds. Firstly, you 
should NEVER completely discharge your battery 
and any battery, lead-acid starter motor, lead-acid 
house battery (probably the unit powering the Minn-
Kota®) or any one of the new Lithium battery types. 
NEVER.

You will only be drawing 62amps if you are pulling 
hard against a strong tidal current or want to travel 
to your next spot as quickly as possible. If you have 
a strong tide, consider throwing in an anchor to save 
electricity. Whilst you are actually fishing, you may 
not need to draw any power at all. In this way you 
can get many, many hours out of your battery. Also 
note that trolling at very low speed with little wind 
and tide draws only a relatively small amount of 
current, say 20amps. You must, then, be mindful of 
conserving battery power. With a little thought you 
can get a good days fishing out of a 100A/hr battery.

RULE OF THUMB

All things considered, the higher thrust trolling 
motors run more efficiently at lower speeds, and 
provide an extra cushion against abnormally strong 
winds or tides.

THE HIGHER THRUST TROLLING MOTORS 
RUN MORE  EFFICIENTLY AT LOWER SPEEDS, 
AND PROVIDE AN EXTRA CUSHION AGAINST 
ABNORMALLY STRONG WINDS OR TIDES.

120lb / 55kg

100lb / 45kg

80lb / 36kg

60lb / 27kg

40lb / 18kg

20lb / 9kg

0lb / 0kg

12’
4.7m

14’
5.5m

16’
6.2m

18’
7.0m

20’
7.9m

22’
8.7m

24’
9.45m

25’
9.85m

Thrust

Length

ROUGH Rule of Thumb: 2.3kg (5lb) of thrust for 
every 90kg (198lb) of boat weight.

A few years ago we would not have even considered this prospect. 
With the advent of electric cars, however, all has changed.
Propulsion on the water and propulsion on land are two very 
different things. To propel a car, on tyres on a smooth road uses a 
lot less energy than pushing a boat through water via a propeller. 
We have known almost forever that you can propel a small boat 
with oars or paddles and go a useful distance, albeit slowly. You 
can’t water-ski behind your dinghy but you can still move.
And so it is with electric powered outboard type motors. With the 
battery power available you can get up to about 3 horsepower. (By 
rowing, you can generate about ½ horsepower.)
Indeed its all about conserving your batteries for as long as 
possible consistent with how fast and where you want to go. Set a 
goal of about 1 horsepower and that should do you.

ELECTRIC POWER VS  
PETROL POWER

Call us on 1300 964 264 159



PLENTY OF MODELS TO CHOOSE FROM! 
The most popular model by far is the 12V MMC060 unit. It will suit most trolling applications. It is also on display in all RTM stores. 
The other models are for larger boats or where you may be operating in strong tide areas. Some of these models may not be on 
display in all RTM stores. Please ring the RTM store near you to check. All models, of course, can be ordered through any RTM 
store and delivery is generally a few days. Also see the “No pedal” models on the opposite page.

MINN-KOTA  
RIPTIDE  
TERROVA  
I-PILOT

The Saltwater Terrova includes the all new category 
leading i-Pilot with Heading Sensor antenna, Bluetooth 
communication with a new larger screen remote, lift assist 
as well as a new look design. The new foot pedal with spot 
lock button is optional with this motor. Australia’s favourite 
Bow Mount motor just got even better!

• Bluetooth® connectivity with I-Pilot APP

Reinvented Spot-Lock: Enhanced with new hardware and 
software algorithms, Spot-Lock works holds you tighter 
to your fishing spot than ever before, making it the most 
accurate electronic GPS anchor ever.

Spot-Lock Jog: Move your Spot-Lock five feet forward, 
backward, left or right – just by pushing a button. Feature 
available with Heading Sensor fitted.

Heading Sensor: ST i-Pilot systems feature a new Heading 
Sensor, which recognises changes in the boat’s heading due to 
wind and current, and communicates with the i-Pilot system 
to minimise boat swing for a more accurate, stronger hold.

Quieter Steering Motor: New Riptide Terrova has a 
completely new motor design – engineered to run quieter 
than ever before.

Digital Maximizer: Stay on the water up to five times longer 
on a single charge. Digital Maximizer controls the draw of 
power at variable speeds to keep you fishing longer.

I-PILOT WITH NEW PHONE APP

Boat positioning becomes automatic with the redesigned, 
GPS-powered i-Pilot system. i-Pilot lets you set Spot-Locks, 
record paths, control speed and steering, and more. i-Pilot 
features reinvented Spot-Lock – the most accurate electronic 
GPS anchor ever – and have redesigned the remote with a 
larger screens, more options, and Bluetooth technology, so 
you can connect to your smartphone for quick control of basic 
functions and easy software updates.

Lift-Assist

A new Lift-Assist mechanism on the redesigned Riptide 
Terrova carries the weight of the motor for you to make 
stowing easier – so you can save your strength to reel in the 
big ones. Raise Riptide Terrova by barely lifting a finger. Its 
new Lift-Assist Design takes the work out of stowing, making 
it effortless every single time.

1. Simply depress the handle on the mount 
2.  The spring-loaded assembly helps pull the motor from the 

water
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POWER THRUST SHAFT CAT NO. Qty 1+

12V 25kg(55lb) 137cm(54”) MMC060 $2,999.00

24V 36kg(80lb) 152cm(60”) MMC062 $3,749.00
24V Au-
to-Deploy 36kg(80lb) 152cm(60”) MMC064 $4,699.00

24V 36kg(80lb) 183cm(72”) MMC050 $3,999.00

24V 25kg(55lb) 152cm(60”) MMC074 $2,999.00

36V 50kg(112lb) 183cm(72”) MMC054 $4,499.00

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au160 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day



Minn-Kota  
Wiring Harness T/S 

Minn Kota Bow Mount Stabilizer Kit

CAT NO. Qty 1+

122cm(48") MMC030 $2,299.00

137cm( 54") MMC032 $2,399.00

CAT NO. Qty 1+
3 Metres Long MMC042 $269.00

CAT NO. Qty 1+
MMC068 $179.00

Riptide PowerDrive has been counted on for years by saltwater 
anglers who want reliable performance with smart boat control 
features. A tougher, sleeker new mount houses an arsenal of 
innovative options. Nobody outworks a Riptide!

Made with 10mm quality 
marine grade tinned copper 
wire, a 50 amp circuit breaker, 
an Anderson® plug kit and 
all terminals attached. The 
wiring is protected in a loom 
tube for neat installation.

Reduces bounce on bow-mount trolling motors. 
Equipped with a low profile mounting base that 
allows stabilizer to be easily removed. Pivoting 
arm can be folded down when not in use.

• Folds down when not in use
•  Easily removable, leaves only a low profile 

base
• Can be cut to fit
• Stainless steel mounting hardware
•  Multiple mounting locations to fit your boat

Minn-Kota Quick Release Bracket Mount

CAT NO. Qty 1+
MMC040 $179.00

Allows for easy removal 
of any Riptide® bow 
mount motor. The low 
profile puck design leaves 
the deck clear when 
the motor is removed. 
Includes stainless steel 
hardware and locking pin. 
Locking handle can be 
secured with padlock (not 
included).

Minn-Kota Heading Sensor  
For I-Pilot Motors
This Bluetooth-enabled sensor optimises 
Spot-Lock on i-Pilot or i-Pilot Link by 
enabling the Jog feature, which lets 
you move your Spot-Lock five feet in 
any direction at the push of a button. It 
also minimises boat swing for a better 
hold. Available as an add-on for i-Pilot and 
i-Pilot Link systems on PowerDrive and Riptide 
PowerDrive, and comes standard on all other models.

CAT NO. Qty 1+

MMC066 $409.00

Quick Release Bracket  
for 72" Minn-Kota Motor
A quick release 
bracket allows for 
easy removal of any 
Riptide® ULTERRA 
and TERROVA 50kg 
183cm(112LB 72”) 
models i-Pilot.

CAT NO. Qty 1+

MMC056 $449.00

Sheer Pin Replacement  
To Suit Minn-Kota I-Pilot Motors
Replacement Stainless steel shear pin to suit 12volt Minn Kota motors.

CAT NO. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Suits 25kg(55lb) MMC070 $2.50

Suits 36kg(80lb) MMC072 $2.00 $1.80

Lock For Minn-Kota Electric Motors
Secure your boat’s electric motor and prevent it from theft with this 
quality stainless steel lock. The lock also features a plastic cap to 
provide maximum water and dust resistance. A 5.5mm cylinder 
locking pin secures the quick release mounting base, shielding it from 
cutting and hammering.

•  Specially designed to suit Minn-Kota® electric motors
•  Secures the mounting base
•  Stainless Steel body for durability
•  Plastic cap to protect against dust & water
•  Can also be used to with the Kovix Hitch Pin

CAT NO. Qty 1+

TTA704 $34.95

MINN-KOTA  
RIPTIDE  
TERROVA  
I-PILOT

MINN-KOTA I-PILOT 12V  
55SP 48IN NO PEDAL
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MARINE

Outboard Spares & Accessories
ELECTRIC MOTOR

Torqeedo 3HP Equivalent Rechargeable Electric 
Outboard Motor

This product is the ultimate in simplicity, convenience and safety from 
fuel issues.
The motor (without battery) weighs 9kg (14kg with battery) and comes 
in 3 pieces, making it easy to carry from your car boot to the transom of 
your boat.
•  Always starts with the push of a button
•  On-board computer display
• Connects to your smart phone
• Waterproof (IP67)
• Low battery alarm
• 62cm drive shaft
• Mains charger included
• High speed propeller design

Run Time:

• Slow:   2 knots = 10.5hrs
• Half Throttle:  3 knots = 3.5hrs
• Full Throttle:  5 knots = 35min
Specifications:

• Dimensions: 1147(L) x 250(W)mm
• Weight: 15kg

SPEED, RUN TIME & RANGE
The 3 factors above are all closely related with a 
small light boat, no tide at slow speed, you could get 
10 hours run time on the other hand, flat out, fully 
loaded might get you only 40 minutes so speed is the 
greatest factor for run time.
Try to never run more than ½ throttle

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Extension Tiller for Outboards MGM305 $24.95 $22.45

OUTBOARD ACCESSORIES

Extension Tiller for Outboards

Sometimes sitting at the back of a dinghy with the outboard at the back 
adds up to too much weight aft. This unit allows you to sit comfortably 
forward and still operate the outboard. You can extend your reach by 
24” (600mm) to 40” (1m) with this telescopic device and still have twist 
throttle control.

Motor Support Hardware - 
Outboards

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Fixed, Bolt-On MTR420 $6.95 $6.25

Clamp-On, 25 x 50mm MTR425 $9.95 $8.95

Clamp-On, 50 x 50mm MTR430 $10.95 $9.45

A range of outboard motor 
support yokes with brackets. The 
brackets are meant to bolt to the 
rear cross member of your trailer. MTR420 MTR425

The keen fishing fan these days will often use what are called 
“Trolling Motors” to fish in lakes and a quiet part of the river.  A 
trolling motor is a type of outboard usually only a horse power or 
so, and always electric for quietness.
They are generally fixed to the front of a boat and pull the boat 
along at a low speed hopefully across grounds where fish are 
biting.  They obviously work well because they are very popular.  
They can be very sophisticated and can be, manual, GPS or 
phone-app controlled to steer a particular course.
Many of them run on 12V but the more substantial models are 
frequently powered by 24 or even 36V sources.
12V of course is very straight forward.  All you need to pack is a 
12V battery, fully charged, with all the leads etc.
You can use a 100AH Deep Cycle Lead-Acid battery (which 
weights 25kgs) or a more expensive Lithium Iron Phosphate 
battery, which is new technology, and only weights 11kg.  Up to 
you. There are two ways to convert 12V to 24V:

Option #1
Wire two 12V 
batteries in 
series.
Advantages
This 
configuration 
will give you 
twice the time 
or range of your trolling motor.
Downside
• You will need to lug 2 x heavy batteries every time you go 
fishing.
•  You will need to rewire the batteries in the boat before you start 

fishing.  (This can be reduced somewhat by putting the batteries 
in special battery boxes with Anderson connectors built-in.)

•  You will have to remember to separately charge the batteries 
with a 12V charger.  (Unless you have a 24V charger.)

Option #2
You can use just 1 x 12V battery and a 12-24V converter.

RUNNING 24V TROLLING 
MOTORS OFF 12V

Cat No. Qty 1+

MGA600 $2,999.00

12V
Battery

12V
Battery

To 
Trolling 
Motor
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Tools & Test Equipment

Outboard Trolley

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Outboard Trolley MGM105 $69.95 $62.95

Don’t break your back carting the outboard 
about. Compact enough to store in the 
boot or on the back seat until you need it. 
Wingnuts on frame allows the unit to fold flat. 
• Measures 1200(L) x 50(W)mm
• Wheels 140mm diameter
• Will carry up to about 9.8hp outboard (25kg)

Tinnie Mover

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Tinnie Mover Each MMA210 $69.95 $62.95

Tinnie mover “clamp on’ type (used in 
pairs, sold individually)
•  Galvanised - wheel 10” pneumatic 

with steel galvanised centre and 
bronze bush.

• Static load capacity: 200kg

Boat Wheels - Retractable

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Retractable Boat Wheels - Pair MMA205 $99.95 $89.95

Perfect for launching and retrieving small Tinnies, 
inflatables, car toppers and tenders up to 100kg.
•  Three locking positions
• Sold as a pair

OUTBOARD HANDLING

Propeller Flag

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Safety Flag MBG210 $6.95 $6.60

Alert other road users while you are 
towing your boat to help avoid a 
collision.

Outboard Motor Brackets

Transom mount brackets mainly used to connect an outboard 
motor to a yacht or an auxilliary motor to a power boat
• All spring loaded
Note: Colour may vary to one shown

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Flat Pad, 270(W) x 100(H)mm MGM025 $6.95 $6.25

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Alloy, up to 20hp Motor MGM015 $199.00 $178.95

Stainless Steel, up to 7.5hp Motor MGM020 $149.00 $133.95

Transom Pad

Designed to protect transom from the turnbuckle pads. Not designed to 
take any thrust at all. Must be attached to a solid transom.
•  Two may be required  

(one for each side)

OUTBOARD ACCESSORIES

MGM015MGM020

They might be smaller and lighter than your average cruiser, 
but the humble tinnie or rubber duck can still be a back-
breaker. Here’s a selection of very useful tools for wrangling 
and servicing your tinnie or inflatable. From loading on a 
trailer to servicing the outboard, these tools will keep it 
moving on land too.

Boat  
Handling

Support Struts

Provide better support for your 
outboard leg while towing the 
boat on a trailer.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Solid, Bolt adjust MTR405 $29.95 $26.95
Spring Loaded Roller 
Mount

Fits over a boat 
roller MTR410 $44.95 $39.95

Spring Loaded Roller 
Mount

Fits 
MTR420/425/430 MTR415 $44.95 $41.95

MTR410

MTR415

MTR405
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Since we introduced this quality range of NZ made products we have 
been impressed with the enthusiastic public acceptance. Indeed, we 
have been asked by customers for models either not considered at 
the time, or not made until recently. You will find these new models 
highlighted in the following pages. For those of you who are still 
unfamiliar with the Railblaza concept here is a brief explanation:
The Railblaza system relies on a unique versatile surface (vertical or 
horizontal) mount called the Star Port ®. All of the useful Railblaza 
accessories securely connect  to the Star Port making a durable and 
sturdy specialised fitting. There are varying versions of the mount for 
RIB’s, Kayaks, sailing boats and tinnies.

StarPort™ Flat Base Mount

StarPort™ RailMounts 32-41mmStarPort™ Extenders

Cat No. Qty 1+

03-4001-11 Black Pair MAC830 $28.95

03-4015-11 Black Each MAC835 $15.95

White* Pair Available special order

White* Each Available special order

Cat No. Qty 1+

03-4011-11 Black Pair MAC820 $29.95

White* Each Available special order

Cat No. Qty 1+

03-4016-11 Fixed 150mm MAC850 $16.95

03-4017-11 Adjustable 130mm MAC845 $28.95

This unit, sold individually (or in 
pairs) is available in Black or White* 
(special order). The product is made 
out of a heavy duty engineering 
plastic which is incredibly tough 
and virtually unbreakable. The 
base can be mounted vertically, 
horizontally or anywhere in 
between. They are supplied with 
Fasteners, sealing gasket and present 
a low profile. Accessories are locked 
into place via a click-detent slide lock.

The RailMount 32-41 is specifically 
designed for both circular and 
square 32 mm (1.25 in) rails, 41mm 
(1 5/8”) round rails such as those 
found on Hobie kayak outriggers, 
and the New Hobie H-Rail. All 
RailMounts come complete with 
adapters, rubber grips, self-adhesive 
grip tape and the necessary 
stainless-steel mounting screws.

StarPort™ Extenders plug into any 
StarPort™ and have the same star 
shape on top with a clever little 
lock. The Fixed Extender gives you 
125 mm (5 in) of clearance from 
the StarPort™ - perfect for raising 
RAILBLAZA’s Fillet Table, keeping 
fly rods clear of the water, and many 
other applications. With two rotating 
joints and a knuckle joint that tilts 
in 15° increments, the Adjustable 
Extender adds great versatility. When 
coupled with one of RAILBLAZA's 
large range of accessories.

StarPort™ RailMounts 19+25mm

RAILBLAZA RailMounts are simple-to-use 
mounts, allowing the easy attachment of 
RAILBLAZA accessories. Simply screw 
the RailMount together onto your rail, 
no need to drill holes so you can easily 
move the RailMount to a different spot. 
The RailMount 19-25 can be mounted 
onto any 19 or 25mm (0.75 or 1”) rail in 
minutes. All RailMounts come complete 
with adaptors, rubber grips, self-adhesive 
grip tape and the necessary stainless-steel 
mounting screws.
Available as single units in Black or White*  
(special order).
• Dimensions: 19 - 25mm

Cat No. Qty 1+

03-4013-11 Black Each MAC825 $34.95

Adaptor, StarPort™ Fitting

Cat No. Qty 1+

02-4043-11 Black Pair MAC815 $14.95

RAILBLAZA attachment 
adapators are designed to 
make many items StarPort™ 
compatible. You can also bolt 
the 2 adaptors together to make 
a male to male fitting enhancing 
the versatility of the RAILBLAZA 
StarPort™ system.

SidePort Mount

Cat No. Qty 1+

03-4014-11 Black Each MAC840 $14.95

This unit will mount to a vertical 
surface but still present itself 
vertically. It will also mount 
horizontally and present 
horizontally. Ideal for gunwales 
of small aluminium or fibreglass 
boats and cockpit wells on 
kayaks. Comes with fastener kit.
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Railblaza
Rod Holder, Spinning,  
Fly & Baitcaster Reels

Cat No. Qty 1+

04-4082-11 Rodholder R + StarPort™ HD Kit MJE250 $45.95

This is a smaller lighter version of the 
MJE245 on previous page. It is designed 
to hold the lighter tackle, such as Spinning, 
Baitcaster or Fly reels. It is not suitable for trolling 
but is at home in fresh water locations or light 
inshore fishing. The rod is secured by a simple 
stretchable strap.
Supplied with a StarPort™ HD mount.

RAILBLAZA RodStow  
Single Vertical Rod Holder

The RodStow rod holder system is a vertical fishing rod 
storage system for boats. RodStow rod racks will hold your 
rods above deck, safely and securely, ready for your fishing 
experience.The RodStow Single installs in minutes with the 
supplied stainless steel screws. It features a 
removable gimbal pin that you can leave in to 
support the rod and stop rotation, or remove to 
let the rod pass through.The vertical RodStow 
rod rack is suitable for most rods and reels, 
including spinning, trigger, boat and game reels, 
and any length of fishing rod.
• Tube size 40mm (1.57in) inside diameter
• Can holds gaffs, boat hooks or nets
• Removable gimbal pin to stop rod rotation
•  Made from UV Stabilised, fibreglass reinforced 

engineering polymers
• Fits all rod lengths
• Stainless steel screws

Railblaza RodStow  
Vertical Rod Holders with Caddy

The RodStow rod holder system is a vertical fishing rod 
storage rack and caddy for boats. RodStow rod racks will 
hold your rods above deck, safely and securely, ready for your 
fishing experience.The RodStow comes with stainless steel 
fasteners and can be installed in minutes. It features a storage 
caddy for lures, traces and other tackle, it’s even big enough to 
hold a small tackle box. These rod holders have a removable gimbal pin 
that you can leave in to support the rod and stop rotation, or remove to 
let the rod pass through.RodStow is a modular system, if you buy more 
you can add them together to make longer rod racks.Offset mounting 
is possible, giving you a solution for storing larger reels, without them 
hitting each other. The vertical RodStow rod rack is suitable for most 
rods and reels, including spinning, trigger, boat and game reels, and any 
length of fishing rod.
•  Storage caddy for lures, 

traces and other tackle
•  Tube size 40mm (1.57in) 

inside diameter
•  Can holds gaffs, boat hooks 

or nets
•  Removable gimbal pin to 

stop rod rotation
•  Made from UV Stabilised, 

fibreglass reinforced 
engineering polymers

• Fits all rod lengths
• Stainless steel screws

Cat No. Qty 1+

09-0009-11 MJE170 $12.95

Cat No. Qty 1+

Double - 09-0010-11 MJE172 $39.95

Triple - 09-0011-11 MJE174 $59.95
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Cat No. Qty 1+

02-4021-11 MAC870 $20.95

TracWedge Gunwale  
Mounting Port

Rod Holder, plus StarPort™  
Heavy Duty Kit

Cat No. Qty 1+

03-4127-11 StarPort™ TracWedge MAC865 $19.95

03-4126-11 SidePort™ TracWedge MAC860 $19.95

The RAILBLAZA TracWedge enables the easy 
installation of StarPorts and SidePorts into 
the gunwale tracks on most aluminium boat 
brands in Australia under 4m.
Fits gunwale channels on Quintrex, Stacer, 
Savage, Stessl, Stessco and Sea Jay open 
boats.

This unit includes a black rod 
holder with rotating rod collar 
lock with easy reel access and 
a heavy duty StarPort™ kit. It is 
suitable for fibreglass, timber or 
aluminium surfaces.
Once installed, you can rotate your 
rod through 360° and lock it in 
place in the direction you choose.
If you just want a rod holder with a 
StarPort™ mount, this is for you.

Heavy Duty StarPort™ Base

Cat No. Qty 1+

03-4046-11 Black MAC855 $13.95

Many Kayaks and boats are made 
to suit the 4-hole base pattern of 
Scotty, RAM, Cannon, Fish-On, and 
many others. The StarPort™ HD is 
a stylish, four screw base mount, 
which comes with the RAILBLAZA 
locking slide, and is lower in profile 
than others on the market. 

Rotating Platform, Flat

This unit will fit into any 
StarPort™ mount. It provides 
a flat surface 102 x 102 (4” 
x 4”) square. It is ideal to 
mount a fish finder, depth 
sounder, or chart plotter, etc. 
Platform only. Does not include 
StarPort™.

Cat No. Qty 1+

04-4055-11 Rod holder + StarPort™ HD Kit MJE245 $45.95

04-4020-11 Rod holder only MJE255 $44.95

02-4020-11 Rod holder + StarPort™ Kit MJE260 $34.95

TINNIE USERS 
PLEASE NOTE!
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Railblaza

Drink Holder 

Cat No. Qty 1+

02-4048-11 TCA200 $14.95

A sturdy drink holder in black with 
a slot to accommodate a cup 
handle. Will also accept water 
bottles, small insulated flasks or, 
heaven forbid, BEER!
Comes with a male star adaptor 
can be mounted into any vertical 
or horizontal StarPort™ mount 
(Ordered separately).

Railblaza QuikPort Black

The RAILBLAZA QuikPort is a durable and 
weatherproof stick-on mount which 
will securely stick to your Stand Up 
Paddleboard (SUP), Inflatable Boat 
(RIB), kayak and many other vessels. 
The QuikPort is the perfect solution for 
holding your GoPro, action camera, 
navigation lights, phone, gas bottle or 
drink holder without the need to drill 
any holes. Easily attach the RAILBLAZA 
QuikPort on virtually any surface and 
location you desire by using the supplied 3M VHB self-adhesive pad, or 
alternatively it can be glued if that’s your preference. The QuikPort is able 
to adhere to almost any surface and is proven to stick incredibly well to 
PVC, Hypalon, Fibreglass, Epoxy and more with the right preparation.

The QuikPort is designed to fit into much tighter spaces than our similar 
heavier duty product the RAILBLAZA RIBPort. Both are made in New 
Zealand from quality engineering plastics, which is ideal for both flat and 
slightly curved surfaces due to its partially flexible nature.

The QuikPort is ideal for a Inflatable Boat accessory mount or a Paddle 
Board accessory mount as many vessels such as these aren't suitable for 
drilling holes, using screws or bolts. The RAILBLAZA Ports are the perfect 
way to deck out your gear with a huge range of accessories, making them 
attachable and detachable by simply snapping them into place.

Cat No. Qty 1+

03-4087-11 MAC740 $22.95

Railblaza RodHolder  
Extender Only

If your rod holder is just out of reach, or the 
rod butt is hitting the deck of your kayak, 
then you need a RAILBLAZA Rod Holder 
Extender.
The addition of a Rod Holder Extender to 
your rod holder will let you offset your rod 
holder too, adding another level of versatility 
to any RAILBLAZA rod holder. You can make 
your setup ergonomically better, get easier 
access to your rod holder. More importantly, 
you’ll have the rod in your hand faster when 
you get a strike.
The Rod Holder Extender will fit any of our 
rod holders giving 125mm (5 in) of extension. 
It is fully adjustable, allowing the rod holder 
to be extended outwards or conveniently 
position your rod holder closer to you on 
your kayak, boat, inflatable, belly boat or 
anywhere else.
Care must be taken if used for trolling. 
Breakage can occur if drag is not set 
correctly on your fishing reel. Always use a 
leash.

Cat No. Qty 1+

02-4137-11 MAC738 $17.95

General Holding Device

A semicircular shaped “claw” 
with a retaining stretchable 
rubber securing strap. Will fit 
to any StarPort™. Ideal for 
securing; oars, boathooks, gaffs, 
torches, etc of up to 35mm 
diameter.

Stow Pod Drink, Tool, Phone Caddy

This handy multipurpose holder will 
fix to any StarPort® or SidePort It 
features an adjustable drink holder 
partition and room for fish lures/
hooks and pliers. Easily 
removed and stowed 
when not in use or 
transferred to another 
position.

Fillet Table/Baitboard

This table, which measures 525x350mm (20.7 x 13.8”) is 
moulded in heavy duty white plastic with a drain fence all 
round with fitting for drain hose. It has knife storage and 
requires 2 x StarPort™ type 
mount to secure (ordered 
separately). Can be 
raised with other 
RAILBLAZA 
with fixed or 
adjustable 
extenders.

Railblaza RodRak Rod Holders

The RodRak Pole Holder is an expandable paddle and pole 
storage system for hanging paddles and landing nets from 
any vertical or horizontal surface.Store gaffs, boat hooks, 
nets or paddles on the shed or garage walls, under the cabin 
roof, inside the gunnel or any other place you can screw into.
The hooks can be installed standalone, or joined together, if 
needed you can add a 4mm bungee cord (not supplied) as a 
retention band.
• Soft flexible inserts protect pole
• Fast & easy stow/removal
•  Pole size from 25mm - 38mm (1 - 1.5in) 

diameter
•  Holds gaffs, boat hooks, nets or paddles
• Stackable for multiple poles
• Vertical or horizontal surfaces
•  Made from UV Stabilised, fibreglass 

reinforced engineering polymers
• Stainless screws
• Fits any length

Cat No. Qty 1+

02-4026-11 MAC875 $19.95

Cat No. Qty 1+

02-4040-11 StowPod Black MAC880 $32.95

Cat No. Qty 1+

02-4024-11 Fillet table and platforms only MJE265 $94.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

09-0012-11 - Pair MJE178 $24.95 $22.45

09-0008-11 - 2 Sets (4 Pairs) MJE176 $34.95 $30.95
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Railblaza

Railblaza Portable LED  
Navigation Light Kit

The NaviPack Portable LED Navigation Light Kit is the perfect companion 
for small, tiller steered power boats, inflatables, or as an emergency 
nav light pack for larger vessels. In one convenient, value-for-
money pack you get everything you need to comply with the 
legal requirements in almost every country and territory.
Supplied with three RAILBLAZA mounts, you can use the 
StarPort, SidePort or QuikPort, and the good news is you’ll have one of 
them left over. There are endless mounting possibilities.
Disassembly when you’re finished is quick and easy, and in the handy 
storage bag it will stow just about anywhere.
Kit includes:
• All-round white light
• Port/starboard light
• Light pole
•  All required mounts  

and fasteners
• Carry bag

Cat No. Qty 1+

04-4092-11 MAC720 $199.00

Railblaza Extenda Pole 1000 

The robust and lightweight Extenda Pole 1000 is the 
most versatile light, flag and camera mounting pole 
you can buy. It disassembles to a short length 
for easy storage (350mm or 14’), and has great 
corrosion and UV resistance. You can extend it 
by adding extra 300mm long extender pieces 
which can be purchased separately.
The base of the pole clips into any of the 
many RAILBLAZA StarPort™ mounts, and 
the top will hold any RAILBLAZA accessory. 
Also featuring an eye to hold a flag, and tie 
down hooks on each section. Supplied 
complete with a velcro strap to keep the 
parts together when not in use.
Extenda Pole is perfect for holding 
lights, cameras, flags and torches.
Heights:
1 section = 380mm
2 sections = 680mm
3 sections = 980mm

Cat No. Qty 1+

02-4067-11 MAC722 $39.95

Railblaza Bimini Support Mounts  
Black - Pair

Connect it with a Clevis.
There are many uses for a 
clevis, and we’re sure you will 
find more uses than we can 
think of!
The RAILBLAZA Clevis is the 
simple way to attach a Bimini, 
and remove with a quick flick 
of the StarPort™ locking slide, 
no screws or tools required!

Cat No. Qty 1+

02-4032-11 - PAIR MAC724 $19.95

All-round white  
Navigation Light i360

Cat No. Qty 1+

i360 All round white 2NM MAC885 $69.95

When on board on a mooring or 
anchored, i.e. not moving you need a 
white light which can be seen from any 
direction (360°) for 2 nautical miles.
This product will do this. It is battery 
powered (3 x AA not supplied) which 
will work for approx. 25 hours.
The i360 is waterproof to one metre 
and will float if you accidentally drop it 
in the water. It will fit any RAILBLAZA 
mounting port (available separately.)

Railblaza Camera Mounts

Cat No. Qty 1+

02-4053-11 Camera Mount Adaptor MAC734 $19.95

02-4130-11 Camera Mount Kit MAC732 $44.95

Use the RAILBLAZA Camera Mount Kit to 
prove to your mates that you really did land 
that record fish, just get them to take a look at 
the clip from when you hauled it on board. This 
compact and lightweight camera holder will 
hold your devices securely as you record your 
aquatic adventures.
•  Quality New Zealand made from high quality, 

waterproof and UV proof materials
•  Easy single-handed adjustment using R-Lock 

friction joints
•  R-Lock swivel joints can be locked, adjustable 

knuckle joint
• Unscrew GoPro mount to use ¼ - 20” screw
• Light-weight and rigid
•  Quick release with a flick of the StarPort™ lock
•  Top Camera Mount Adaptor is removable to 

make a low-profile mount
This innovative GoPro mount will hold your 
camera and capture the action for you! It can 
be used on kayaks, bass boats, sailboats, 
inflatables, motorcycles and any other type of 
vehicle. 

Compatible with any RAILBLAZA mount, this is 
the most versatile camera mount on the market.
Being adjustable to shoot at any angle as 
well as swivel 360 degrees, you can trust the 
RAILBLAZA camera mount products to securely 
and firmly hold your camera steady despite the 
pitch and roll of waves.
Quickly and easily attach and detach your 
GoPro or action camera into the most 
convenient RAILBLAZA port on your kayak, 
boat, yacht, farm bike, rail or almost any 
other surface. This Camera Mount Kit has the 
universally accepted ¼ 20” screw and a GoPro 
tripod adapter, which makes it compatible with 
most cameras on the market, such as GoPro 
products, Contour, Garmin, Sony, Panasonic, 
HedCam and more. The RAILBLAZA kayaking 
and boating accessories allow for fast and easy 
unclipping of your valuables in seconds to stow 
them safely while you’re away from your gear.

MAC732
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Railblaza

MAC726

Railblaza Fishfinder Mounts

A platform for mounting fish finders or 
chart plotters with U shaped brackets 
(MAC726, MAC730) square, or round 
bases (MAC728), making them 
easily removable. 
All that remains on the deck 
once it's removed is a low 
profile RAILBLAZA mount.
This 3 axis mount has friction joints top 
and bottom featuring R-Lock lockable 
joints (pat pending). The centre 
joint is fully adjustable in 15-degree 
increments. Will take fish finders up 
to 1.5kgs (3.3 lb). Mount on an angled 
surfaces and have your display level!
Also with the correct RAILBLAZA 
mount, you can mount your fish finder 
on a rail, or inflatable tube!
Fits most fish finder brands, 
including:
• Lowrance Hook2, Lowrance Elite
•  Garmin Striker Plus, Garmin 

Echomap
• Humminbird PiranhaMAX
• Raymarine Dragonfly
•  You may need to drill holes to fit 

some sounders

Cat No. Qty 1+

R 02-4136-11 MAC726 $26.95

S 02-4140-11 MAC728 $43.95

R 02-4141-11 MAC730 $43.95

MAC728

MAC730

Railblaza Screen Grabba R-Lock  
iPad/Tablet Holder

Great for Powerboats, Sailboats and Automotive use.
Landscape to portrait with the flick of an R-Lock!
These days chartplotter, sounder and even radar output can be read 
on popular consumer electronics. The ScreenGrabba holds your iPad, 
Galaxy Tab or other touchscreen firmly, even when it’s in a waterproof 
bag or case. It allows 360° horizontal rotation, landscape to portrait 
adjustment, and over 90° of tilt.
•  Quality New Zealand made from high quality,  

waterproof and UV proof materials
• Fits 7" – 10" Tablets
•  360° rotatable, and lockable at any point
• Over 90° tiltable
•  Can be adjusted from Landscape to Portrait  

using R-Lock lockable friction joint
• 250mm (10") max height
• Thermo bonded elastomeric tablet grips
•  R-Lock allows friction joints to be locked 

at different positions 
Patent pending

•  Will hold most dry cases, both  
hard & soft designs

Once you have decided to buy a ScreenGrabba 
you simply need to decide how to mount it, 
do you need it on your rail, inflatable tube, 
in the cockpit or on the flybridge? There’s a 
RAILBLAZA mount to suit your choice.

Cat No. Qty 1+

02-4131-11 MAC736 $69.95

Railblaza Swing Arm Mount  
with R-Lock

The Swing Arm R-Lock is a great addition to your RAILBLAZA 
kit, adding the Swing Arm R-Lock lets you swing your fish 
finder display out of the way, move your chart plotter to a 
better angle, or swivel your GoPro or iPad with ease.With 
R-Lock on the top, and a friction joint on the bottom, you can 
set your viewing angle, and then just swing it out of the way..
•  Holds displays up to 1.5kg (3.3lbs)
•  Also holds tablets, GoPro, mobile phones
•  Good for all sounder makes, 

including Lowrance, Garmin, 
Humminbird

•  Goes with your RAILBLAZA Fish 
Finder Mount or other accessory

•  Made from UV Stabilised, fibreglass 
reinforced engineering polymers

• Stainless steel screws

Railblaza Trolling Motor Mount  
Support Kit

The Railblaza Trolling Motor Support Kit is a secure support 
for trolling motor shafts while travelling. It’s designed to help 
eliminate vibration and prevents damage to both your 
motor and kayak.The fixed extender gives you the 
correct height off the deck and the G-Hold gives tight 
retention for the trolling motor shaft. And what’s more 
the support can be removed from the StarPort when 
not used, clearing the deck for fishing. Other mounts 
are also available if the StarPort is not suitable for the 
application. An adjustable extender R-Lock can also 
be used where the shaft is offset from the mount.
•  Secure support for trolling motor shafts while 

travelling
•  Prevents vibration and damage to both your motor 

and kayak
•  Fixed extender gives the correct height off the deck
•  G-Hold gives tight retention for the trolling motor 

shaft
• Adjustable extender R-Lock
• Black Fasteners supplied
• Shaft height off deck: 160mm (6.3 in)

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

02-4147-11 MMC082 $29.95 $26.95

Cat No. Qty 1+

04-4148-11 MMC080 $34.95

RTM Making DIY Easier... 
CONVENIENCE

Save time by getting all the bits you need at RTM, 
in stock 7 days a week and at everyday low prices! 
Available in store, via click & collect or immediate 
despatch from our warehouse.

CONFIDENCE

Come in and check it out before you buy. If you don’t 
have an RTM store close to you or it’s easier to buy 
online, you can find everything on our website, open 
24/7. 

If you ordered the wrong item, you can return 
it to store or call and speak to one of our 
customer service representatives on  
1300 964 264.  

CHOICE

More ways to get the bits you need, drop into your local 
RTM store, order online via click and collect & pick it up 
when convenient to you, or we can send it to you. 

BETTER STILL SPEND OVER $99 ONLINE  
AND ENJOY FREE FREIGHT*

*A few T&Cs apply. See p467 for details.
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Burley Buckets + Muncher

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Small 410(H) x 140(dia)mm MJC205 $69.95

Large 430(H) x 170(dia)mm MJC210 $139.00

Burley Muncher 700mm Long MJC215 $39.95 $37.95

Moulded in white nylon. Will last 
forever.

SMALL
Meant to attach to transom by owner.

MJC205

LARGE
Supplied with stainless steel transom 
fitting hardware to remove easily.

MJC210

BURLEY MUNCHER
Aluminium alloy pole with cast fins at 
one end (to chop burley).

MJC215

BURLEY BUCKETS

MJC215

MJC205

Full Bait / Fillet / Food Prep & 
Washing Up Table

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Full Bait/Fillet/Food Prep/Washing Up Table TAC105 $99.00 $93.95

Perfect for use on larger boats, at the wharf or 
around the camping ground. The UV stabilised 
High Density Polyethylene table top measures 
1143 x 610mm. The table is 70mm thick! It has 
a sink at one end measuring 400(L) x 270(W) 
x 65(D)mm. It has a proper cold water tap 
that has a 1/2” garden hose connection, & a 
standard sink plug and hose.
•  4 x 25mm painted & folding steel legs
•  The unit folds completely flat

Bucket not included.

Rectangular Top,  
Through Deck

Top Colour Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Rectangular Black MJE025 $4.95 $4.45

Rectangular White MJE030 $4.95 $4.45

Oval Black MJE035 $4.95 $4.45

Oval White MJE040 $4.95 $4.45

Black or white UV resistant nylon. 60 x 
48mm hole required. 30°/60° angle.
Rectangle Top:
•  4 x No. 8 or 10 

countersunk screws
• 230mm clearance required
Oval Top:
•  3 x No. 10 countersunk screws required

Economy Flush Fits

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Black MJE015 $4.95 $4.45

White MJE020 $4.95 $4.45

Rectangular flange 85 x 50mm and 
a 48mm hole makes for a neat and 
tidy installation.
• 4 x countersunk screws
• Tube 230mm deep
• Right angle

As a rod holder has to be fitted to a boat (generally) we believe that our 
expertise in that area will help you make the right choice - especially if 
you may have to cut holes in your boat.

ROD HOLDERS - ECONOMY

MJE015

MJE025

MJE020

MJE040

May differ to one shown

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Adjustable Rod Holder MJE066 $14.95 $13.45

Adjustable  
Rod Holder
Surface & pole mounting for 
universal compatibility, it features 
a sliding lock clip to stop your 
rod from bouncing back out. Full 
angle adjustment and simple 
installation. 

MJC210

Plastic Rod  
Holders

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Black MJE005 $6.95 $6.25

White MJE010 $6.95 $6.25

Plastic moulded side mount. 
Holding tube is 230(D) x 55mm 
tapering down to 40mm. Provision 
for 6 x countersunk mounting 
screws.

MJE005 MJE010
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Inserts for Rod Holders

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

To Fit 44mm I.D. Tube (1¾”) MJE235 $3.95 $3.55

To Fit 48mm I.D. Tube (17/8”) MJE240 $3.95

These protect your rods from the sharp 
edges of metal tube holders (such as 
MJE205 bull-bar rod holder).
• Made from hard nylon

ROD HOLDER ACCESSORIES

Standard (Through Deck) Rod Holders

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Straight Rod Holder MJE110 $44.95 $39.95

Angled Stainless Steel MJE115 $34.95 $30.95

Straight head, rectanglar base, 4 x 
No. 10 countersunk screws required. 
215mm high x 40mm (I.D).

STRAIGHT, 90° TO DECK
MJE110

ANGLED, 30° TO VERTICAL
MJE115.

Rod Holder - Surface Mount

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Rod Holder - Surface Mount MJE105 $39.95 $35.95

This Australian made stainless (304 grade) unit 
enables you to mount a rod holder - at any 
angle - permanently. The unit is 275mm long 
overall x 58mm I.D. with rubber protectors 
on each end. 4 x No. 8 cheese head (not 
countersunk) or 4mm metal thread are 
required.
• A quality product

Oval Top Rod Holders

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Stainless Steel Standard Angled MJE120 $19.95 $17.95

With Cap Stainless Steel Heavy Duty MJE130 $39.95 $35.95

With Drain Tail Stainless Steel (Ultimate) MJE135 $49.95 $44.95

These products are very classy. They are 
made from 304 grade stainless, have a 
white PVC shaft insert and a neoprene 
rubber mounting gasket. You would expect 
to see these on the big Aussie or Euro-
made cruisers.
MJE120 is a 30° to vertical type, requires 
220mm below deck clearance.
MJE130 is very similar to MJE120 except 
that the head (flange) is heavier duty.
MJE135 is a very heavy duty all 316 
stainless steel cast unit which looks like it 
belongs on an ocean liner. It has a barbed 
drain outlet. It is the ultimate rod holder. It 
does not, however have a cover.

ROD HOLDERS - STAINLESS STEEL

MJE110

MJE206

MJE120

MJE130

MJE115

MJE135

Rod Holder, Rail Clamp 
Stainless (316 Grade)

Rod Holder

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Angled Rod Holder MJE140 $44.95 $39.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Single Rod Holder MJE206 $19.95 $17.95

Dual Rod Holder MJE208 $24.95 $22.45

This is a very high quality product. It is 
designed to bolt on to any rail, stanchion 
or round pipe 25- 32mm diameter. The rod 
holder can then be rotated in any direction 
- up to 360°.
• Classy mirror finish

SINGLE - RAIL MOUNT
This unit enables you to locate a fishing rod 
anywhere around the railing of your boat. A 
special strap fitting enables you to do this.

MJE206

DUAL
This is a more permanent unit, in that you screw 
it to a flat surface. The holders are 316 grade 
stainless steel. Holds two fishing rods.

MJE208

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

25mm Rail Clamp MJE211 $19.95 $17.95

32mm Rail Clamp MJE212 $27.95 $24.95

Rail Mount Fishing Rod Holders

Superbly made in case and welded/
polished 316 grade stainless steel. 
Adjustable on 2 axes. Designed to clamp 
on to tubular balustrading/railings of either 
25 or 32mm

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Extension MJE222 $99.95 $89.95

Extension Fishing Rod Holder

This heavy duty unit mounts into any 
standard flush deck rod holder. You then fit 
your rod into the flared extension tube. The 
tube is adjustable in two directions, and 
enables you to extend your rod in almost 
any height and direction from the boat deck. 
Has eyelet to connect a safety lanyard to the 
unit. Beautifully crafted from cast/welded 316 
stainless steel. Quality product. 
• 68cm long overall

Stainless Steel Cup or Rod 
Holder - Panel Mount

A marvellous 2-in-1 device that will hold a 
fishing rod in the central channel, or a cup in 
the expanded opening. They work so well in 
either configuration that you’ll probably want 
to buy two of them!

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

MJE160 $69.95 $62.95
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MJE045

MJE050

MJE055

Combined Gasket/Covers

To Suit Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Black MJE110, 115, 015, 020, 025, 030 MJE045 $6.95 $6.25

White MJE110, 115, 015, 020, 025, 030 MJE050 $6.95 $6.25

Black MJE035, 040 MJE055 $4.95 $4.45

White MJE035, 040, 130, 135 (Partially) MJE060 $4.95 $4.45

These products are usually custom 
made for particular rod holders. They 
can, however, be made to fit holders that 
have perished, cracked or broken covers 
on older rod holders.
Yes, we know that they are dearer than 
the holders themselves, but they are 
made out of an expensive rubber that 
does not crack in the sun.

Universal Chair Mount Rod Holder

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Universal Chair Mount Rod Holder MJE090 $6.95 $6.25

This product is designed to clamp 
onto the tubular frame of a camping 
chair and provide a sturdy holder for 
your fishing rod. It enables you to 
read, a book, have a beer or a coffee 
waiting for a fish to bite. 640mm long 
overall when folded flat. Moulded, 
reinforced nylon fittings with 
strong powder coated tubing.
Chair and rod not included

MJE060

Storage Rod Holders

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

3 Rod Storage MJE310 $9.95 $8.95

5 Rod Storage MJE315 $12.95 $11.45

In the classic style. the rods are 
held in place by sponge rubber 
inserts. Each unit supplied as a pair. 
(3 rods and 5 rods). Each holder has 
countersunk holes (No. 8) to screw 
down. Great for garage storage, 
caravan or motorhome ceilings, etc. 
• Screws included

2 & 3 Way Mount - Plastic

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Adaptor to Expand 1 Rod Holder to 2 MJE210 $34.95 $30.95

1 Rod Holder to 3 (Port) MJE215 $39.95 $35.95

1 Rod Holder to 3 (Starboard) MJE220 $39.95 $35.95

Rod holders set in 
sturdy frames.

Rod Storage Racks

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Rod Storage Racks MJE305 $29.95 $26.95

Vertical mount 3 x rod storing racks for on- board, 
caravan/RV or home garage use. Includes tube 
slots to support the reel and flared tube tops. 
Unique easy-to-clip together design. Includes 
slot on the bracket for knife and tool storage. UV 
stabilised white plastic (only available in white).
• Easy self assembly
• Stainless steel screws/nuts supplied

Bull Bar Mount

Cat No. Qty 1+

Bull Bar Mount MJE205 $49.95

Australian made (Queensland - where else!) out 
of marine grade aluminium alloy. Designed to 
bolt (via 2 x U-bolts supplied) to your bull-bar.
• Will take up to 4 rods
• Slot for reel bracket to retain rods 

ROD RACKS & ORGANISERS DEVICE/ACCESSORY MOUNTS

MJE210 MJE215

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Port MJE218 $84.95 $75.95

Starboard MJE221 $84.95 $75.95

3 Way Mount - Stainless

These devices fit in to your flush 
mounted single deck rod holders, 
converting them to 3x. They are 
beautifully made from 316 grade 
stainless steel castings and tubular 
stock. They have adjustability built 
into them. A left (PORT) and right 
(STARBOARD) version is available.

Aluminium Double Ball Joint Arm  
Universal Mount

Universal Swing Arm Mount Bases 

Universal ball mount.
• Double jointed arm
• Made from Aluminium
• Comes with top plate and round base

The RAM universal single swing arm mount consists of a 6” long arm 
mounted on a horizontal or vertical surface mounting base. At the device 
mounting end of the mount is a 
rectangular 6.25” x 2” plate. 
There are two (2) pivoting 
points on the mount. One at 
the swing arm and base and one at the 
center of the rectangular plate and the 
end of the swing arm. Each pivoting 
point allows a complete 360 degree 
rotation.
•  Powder Coated  

Marine Grade Aluminum

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

MDG120 $79.95 $71.95

Cat No. Qty 1+

Horizontal MDM396 $109.00

Vertical MDM398 $119.00
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Cat No. Qty 1+

Tackle Box - Vertical Type MJE420 $79.95

Tackle Box - Vertical Type

This unit is meant to fit into a cutout in a 
medium to large fiberglass cabin cruiser 
or perhaps, wooden vessel. This unit 
measures 365mm (14-1/4”) height and 
185mm (7-1/4”) width. The cut out needs 
to be 320mm (12-1/2”) high and 140mm 
(5-1/2”) wide, and you will need 150mm (6”) 
clearance behind whatever bulkhead you 
mount it on. Fixing is around the front frame 
by 10 x No.10 countersunk screws. The 
front polycarbonate door is clear and sealed 
with a rubber gasket. Inside the cabinet you 
will find 5 tackle drawers, each measuring 
145(W) x 120(L) x 40(D)mm (internally). 
They each have a clear lid. If you can find a 
space to fit this unit somewhere, you will be 
delighted how it will organise your fishing.

Tinnie Bait and Storage Bins

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Plain Storage Bin MJE405 $34.95 $30.95

Bin with Drink Holder MJE410 $49.95 $44.95

Solid white nylon Australian made bins especially made to fit 
over the gunwale of a tinny. MJE405 with moulded in nylon 
hooks. MJE410 with recepticals for a drink can/bottle & other small 
items. Measure 340(W) x 150(D) (sloping) x 200(H)mm

BAIT STORAGE

Live Bait Tank & Pump

Cat No. Qty 1+

Live Bait Tank & Pump MJC120 $299.00

Heavy duty nylon roto-moulded tank, with 
hinged door, Johnson 32-1015.01 bait pump, 
plumbing and instructions.
•  Tank (oval shaped) measures 570(L)  

x 340(W) x 435(D)mm
• Approx 80 litres

Waterscoops for Live Bait Tanks

Cat No. Qty 1+

1/2” Fitting MJA805 $29.95

To suit RULE Pumps MJA810 $44.95

Australian made stainless steel scoops, transom or bracket 
mount MJA805 designed to connect to a 1/2” hose, MJA810 
designed to bolt directly to a RULE 360 or 500 pump (with strainer 
base removed). 
• Australian made

Live Bait  
Bucket

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

10 Litres MJA040 $19.95 $17.95

Keep your live bait alive and healthier 
for longer with this bait bucket. The 
removable mesh cage holds the bait 
securely while you replace the water. 
The clear lid on top makes it easier 
to retrieve the bait without having 
to take the lid off, and there is an air 
tube hole if you want to run your own 
bait pump (available separately).
• Metal handles
• Measures 400mm dia x 260mm high

LIVE BAIT ACCESSORIES

MJA805 MJA810

INCLUDES 
PUMP

Live Bait Tanks

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Deep 200(W) x 300(H) x 300(D)mm MJC105 $79.95

Shallow 200(W) x 340(H) x 180(D)mm MJC115 $109.00 $102.95

Great for the tough 
fishing environment. 
Made from UV 
stabilised polyethylene 
which resists sun,  
salt water.

MJC105 MJC115
Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Storage Bin with Bait Board MJE416 $39.95 $35.95

Gunwale Storage Bin with Bait Board

This is a one-piece polypropylene storage 
bin that grips over your gunwale. The gap 
of 38mm holds the bin securely with two 
lugs. You are then presented with a large 
storage bin measuring 215(L) x 180(D) x 
90(W)mm. There is also a mounded cup 
holder (The storage bin actually extends 
under the cup holder). You also get a 
bait board which partly hangs over the 
side of your boat. It has a slot to hold a 
fishing knife. This board measures 340(L) 
x 160(W)mm. The unit clips apart for 
cleaning. 

Tackle Box - Horizontal Type

Cat No. Qty 1+

Tackle Box - Horizontal Type MJE415 $149.00

White shiny finish ABS unit measures 
375(W) x 278(H)mm and 165mm  
(behind bulkhead).
Inside you will find 7 trays (open top) 
measuring: 
195(L) x 125(W) x 48(D)mm (2 trays),  
125(L) x 90 (W) x 48(D)mm (2 trays),  
125(L) x 55(W) x 48(D)mm (3 trays).
•  Bulkhead cutout 305(W) x 205(H)mm. 

Screw covers supplied
•  Requires 10 x No.10-12 countersunk 

screws

TACKLE BOXES
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Low Cost Air Pumps

SMALL 
This unit is powered by a single ‘D’ type cell. If the 
cell is an alkaline one and is new (fresh) you will get 
approximately 48 hours of running. It is supplied with 
700mm of tubing with an “air stone” (aerator) at one 
end and a two speed air pump. The aerator case is 
waterproof, sealed with a rubber ‘O’ ring gasket.
• Measures 105(H) x 80(W) x 40(D)mm
• Accessories: Belt clip

MJA020

LARGE
This unit is powered by either 2 x ‘D’ cell or 
12V from a lead with a cigarette lighter plug on 
the other end. An adaptor is also provided to 
enable you to connect 12V directly from battery 
terminals.
• Two speed air pump
• Waterproof case
•  Accessories: Belt clip, 700mm  

air line with air stone
•  Measures 145(H) x 80(W)  

x 40(D)mm

MJA030

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Air Pump (Small) MJA020 $14.95 $13.95

Air Pump (Large) MJA030 $29.95 $26.95

TMC Portable Aerator Kit

Cat No. Qty 1+

TMC Portable Aerator Kit MJA005 $34.95

This unit which works equally as well in salt or 
fresh water is completely portable. It comes 
with a suction cup base on the pump and 
crocodile type battery clips.
•  It will pump up to 250GPH (946LPH) on a 2A 

battery drain
• Pump volume is adjustable

LIVE BAIT AERATORS & PUMPS

Live Bait Pump Kit - Johnson®

Cat No. Qty 1+

Live Bait Pump Kit -Johnson® MJA015 $99.95

This system works 
inside your live bait 
tank. You can use 
it as your primary 
aerator, or just to 
recirculate while 
you are making a 
long run to your 
next fishing spot. 
You can also, for 
example aerate your 
bait whilst your boat 
is still on the trailer 
prior to launching. 
With a 500GPH 
Johnson pump, you can be sure that your bait remains well oxygenated 
and fresh. All, of course leading to a more successful catch.
•  Contains all the plumbing and wiring to install, including 

aerator fitting. 500GPH (1890LPH)

Twin Port Aeration / Live Well  
for Washdown Pump

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Twin Port Aeration Pump MJA110 $79.95 $75.95

This unit offers you the convenience of using only one intake for both 
live well and raw water for washdown. The 3/4” NPT (19mm) connects 
directly to the sea cock. The upper outlet port provides a continuous flow 
of water to your live well, while the lower outlet port 
connects to a washdown pump via a 1/2” 
or 3/4” port. Right angle and straight 3/4” 
hose barb fittings supplied. Requires some 
extra plumbing.
• Pump capacity 500GPH (1890LPH)
• Johnson Pump

Live Bait Aerator/Pump Kit - RULE®

Cat No. Qty 1+

MJA105 $99.95

This unit differs from the MJA015 in that it is capable of drawing water 
either through the hull or by overboard hose (via adaptors). This unit also 
allows you to connect a deckwash pump (for extra capacity) via a 1/2” 
threaded inlet. (Capped off with a plug if you don’t need it.) 
Another major feature of this unit is the 
rotatable (through 360°) discharge nozzle 
head to maximise installation flexibility. 
Supplied with 2 x glass-filled hose- barb 
fittings - one straight, one right 
angle. Pump capacity 500GPH 
(1890LPH). Transom or through-deck 
mount.

OK, so maybe you’ll need to BYO bait and a few other things too, 
but we have a huge selection of fishing accessories to make every 
fishing trip comfortable, and keep the bait alive while you hunt that 
big catch. There’s a HUGE range of rod holders so you can keep hold 
of a cold beer; or water, or whatever you prefer. Or, why not invest in 
a new brass monkey compressor fridge. No need to buy ice anymore.

Fishing 
Equipment

Gift Cards 
Can’t choose from 
our huge range? 
Purchase a gift  
card, and your 
favourite person  
can choose for 
themselves!*  

Purchase in-store or online  
www.roadtechmarine.com.au/gift-cards

*A few T&Cs apply. See p7 for details.
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Bait Boards

Bait Boards

One & two hole mounting. Large waste/cutting 
area, separate tackle trays. 
• Drain point can be added
• Inbuilt measuring rule, provision for drain point
• UV stabilised polyethylene

BAIT BOARDS

MJC005

MJC010

MJC020

Mount Qty Size(mm) Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Small 1 460 x 375 MJC005 $59.95 $53.95

Rail Mount 1 500 x 275 MJC010 $59.95 $53.95

2 x Rod Holders 2 705 x 370 MJC020 $149.00 $140.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

840(L) x 450(W)mm MJC030 $189.00 $178.95

Extra Large Heavy Duty Bait Board

This unit is meant to fit on the narrow stern deck area at the transom or 
sides of a medium to large cruiser. It comes with 2 x vertical rod holders, 
which need to be mounted 570mm apart. They can, in fact replace 
existing angled rod holders. Two stainless steel mounts are supplied, 
which fit into the new rod holders and the base of the sink/base board. 
You end up with a very secure unit. The bait board has a work area 
of 740 x 370mm approx. , and has a door that opens to reveal a sink 
measuring 480 x 330mm. The sink itself is fairly shallow at 75-80mm 
deep. It has provision for a drain hose. To compensate for the lost rod 
holder sockets used to mount the bait board/sink there is provision 
for 2 x angled rod holder sockets in the board itself. The whole unit is 
moulded in very thick polypropylene which is tough against cuts and is 
UV resistant. All in all a very sound product. The unit measures 840(L) x 
450(W)mm by approx. 120mm deep overall. It is a great product for the 
serious fisherman. 

SEE PAGE 116 FOR 
“RAILBLAZA” BAIT BOARD & 

OTHER PRODUCTS.

Wall Mount Marine Holders

This knife, pliers and tackle holder is a convenient 
and safe fishing tackle station designed to store and 
protect two knives, a pair of pliers plus an assortment 
of hooks, lures and rigs in 15 pre-drilled holes. 
Alternativly use the wall mount knife block that has 
space to hold 4 knives and a pair of scissors.
Both units are manufactured from moulded white U.V. 
stabilised corrosion proof material providingimpact 
resistance and protection for knives and pliers. 
Supplied with stainless steel mount screws.
Note: Knives, pliers and lures not included.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Plier, Knife and Lures MJE430 $24.95 $23.45

Safety Fishing/Marine Knife Storage Rack MJE432 $14.95 $13.95

MJE430

MJE432

SEE PAGE 58 FOR OUR FANTASTIC  
MARINE-GRADE BBQ. IT MOUNTS STRAIGHT 

INTO YOUR ROD HOLDERS!

We have a fantastic range of cup and drink holders and “bit and 
pieces” organisers. These can be found on pages 54-55

DRINK & CUP HOLDERS

By The Metre
RTM sell a lot of essentials like hose, rope, 
chain, carpet & cable by the metre so you 
can get the exact amount you need for your 
next project. You can even order by the metre 
online for immediate despatch.
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ALSO SEE OUR “PENN TYPE”  
SALT & PEPPER GRINDER PAGE 51

FISHING TOOLS

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

180mm Long MJE520 $39.95 $35.95

Multi Purpose Fishing Pliers

Industrial anodised (alodised) 
aluminium, marine grade. 
Conventional needle nose. It can also 
open and crimp fishing hooks, lures, 
etc. It also has a wire cutter for trace 
wire, etc. You will fall in love with this 
product when you see it.
• Includes pouch and lanyard

Fishing / Filleting Knife

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Fishing / Filleting Knife MJE512 $14.95 $13.95

This is a magnificent knife for the price. The blade is made from grade 
420 (3Cr13) stainless steel with black oxide finish and a titanium coating. 
The blade is very sharp and the opposite side is serrated which is ideal 
to de-scale fish. The handle is protected by a forged stainless steel hand 
guard. The handle itself is heavy-duty moulded rubber with 
cushion-grip. A lifetime product. 
• 280mm long overall 
Note: Age Restrictions may apply in some states

Diamond Grit Pocket Knife Sharpener

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Diamond Grit Knife Sharpener MJE534 $9.95 $8.95

Diamond grit is by far the best material to put an edge on a knife - any 
knife. This unit resembles a large pen with a pocket clip. The sharpening 
‘steel’ slides into the pen body and is held in place with a knurled collet. 
The sharpening part will extend to 120mm out of the body. One side is 
round and the other side is flat. This will enable you to do a thorough 
sharpening job. We would say that this unit will give many, many years of 
service.
•  Will sharpen hook points as well
•  245mm deployed, 140mm withdrawn
A must for every tackle box!

Magnetic Holding Device

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Magnetic Holding Device MJE538 $13.95 $12.95

This unique product enables you to retain an item - keys, 
mobile phone, etc, with just the power of a magnet. But what 
a magnet! The unit consists of 2 ‘halves’, each with a sturdy 
split ring. You mate the two halves and they will snap together with 
tremendous force! Don’t let your fingers get between them, the strength 
is scary. You can pull them apart with some effort, thanks to the powerful 
rare earth magnets, but to all intents and 
purposes, the unit will remain secure, 
until you need to separate them.

1m Key Chain Tape Measure

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

1m Key Chain Tape Measure TIG008 $2.95 $2.65

Small enough to keep in your pocket, tackle box or 
attached to a set of keys. Great for measuring the catch.
• 1m, lockable
• Metric & Imperial scale
•  Durable ABS construction with soft black  

rubber surround
• 40(H) x 40(W) x 13(D)mm

Brag Mat 800 X 250mm

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

800 X 250mm MJA820 $16.95 $14.95

Keep this mat with your fishing equipment so you can quickly measure 
and document all of your prized catches. Lay your barra, snapper, 
flattie or bream on top of the mat, and easily measure and record the 
size from the tip of its snout to the tip of its tail. Capture the moment 
with a photo and share with friends who won’t just take your word for 
it! Also handy for determining if your catch complies with state fishery 
size requirements. Made of PVC, it’s easy to clean, dries quickly and 
folds up with a 
hook and loop 
fastener when 
not in use. A 
must for any 
sport, lure, 
fly or game 
fisherman.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Ceramic/Carbide Knife Sharpener TFI528 $9.95 $8.95

Pocket Size Knife  
and Fishhook Sharpener

This is actually two sharpeners. The first is a pocket tool which 
is fitted with two V-shaped sharpening stones. One is carbide for 
damaged or dull knives and the ceramic one is to hone-up knives 
in good condition. A tapered diamond rod 
is also supplied. This is for sharpening 
fish hooks, serrated knives, etc. It comes 
complete with instructions.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

30(L) x 15(Dia.)mm MIG003 $7.95 $7.15

This cute little device features a gold 
anodised overhead style reel with oversize 
winding handles, held by a braided chain 
and nickel plated sharp ring. It is a great 
small gift for the fishing tragic. 

Gold Anodised Overhead  
Reel Keyring

Round Crab Pot

This crab net measures 800mm dia when deployed. 
Will twist flat for storage. Made to comply with all 
state regulations. Sturdy 7mm galvanised rings and 
18ply nylon netting.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Round Crab Pot MJE550 $39.95 $37.95

Just Browsing? 
There’s a handy order form on p467 to list all the 
things you need or go onto our website 

www.roadtechmarine.com.au 
and build your own wish list.

Call us on 1300 964 264 175
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Fishing Accessories

FOR OUR HUGE RANGE OF HANDY  
CUP HOLDERS, AND ACCESSORIES,  

SEE PAGE 54

Suction Cup Drink Holder

Rail Mount Cup Holder

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Suction Cup Drink Holder TCA240 $12.95 $11.45

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Pack of 3 TCA262 $16.95 $14.95

Handy PVC suction cup holder with nautical logo. 
Holds cans, cups and small bottles up to a maximum 
65mm diameter. The convenient suction grip allows 
you to easily move the holder to wherever required.
•  Will fix to any shiny surface with  

giant suction holder
• Ideal for caravans, RV’s boats, etc.
• White in colour

A pack of 3 cup, or tinnie holders. The hook 
will clip over a 20-30mm rail and hang in a 
way to keep your drink upright.

DRINK HOLDERS

PRAWNING LIGHT

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Adjustable MJE214 $39.95 $35.95

Fixed MJE216 $29.95 $26.95

Rail Mount Drink Holders

These superbly made 316 
stainless drink holders can be 
permanently (or temporarily) 
fixed to any 25mm dia rail. One 
is fixed mount so the rail must be 
horizontal. The other is adjustable 
so the holder can meet the rail at 
any angle and still remain upright.

Cat No. Qty 1+

Batteries Included MJE545 $49.95

Lightweight Handheld LED  
Prawning Light

Nothing attracts prawns faster than a bright light 
near the surface of shallow water. As you walk 
along the sandy bottom you have your prawning 
light in one hand and a scoop net in the other. This 
unit, which has 18 x super bright LEDs is fed by 
3 x C batteries, which are included in the set. To 
cap it off, the handle has a handy lanyard which is 
attached to the handle. Unit is just 1m long overall, 
which is perfect for adults and teenagers. 

BIRD SCARERS

Bird Scare Owl

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Bird Scare Owl 410mm MQC006 $9.95 $8.95

The Owl is the traditional predator and enemy 
of a lot of birds, including sea birds. If you 
have a problem with birds fouling the deck 
of your moored boat this realistic looking 
owl could be your answer. It features large, 
realistic-looking hostile eyes! 410mm high. 
This owl is blow moulded and fairly light. It will 
need to be fastened down with wire or double-
sided foam tape to stop it being blown away. 

Bird Busta Wind Assisted  
Rotating Bird Deterrent

Keep birds at bay with the Bird Busta Bird Repeller.
The Bird Busta uses the wind to scare away birds that want to perch, 
therefore reducing bird droppings and in turn minimising maintenance 
on boats, solar panels, roofs, around pools, its environmentally friendly 
and with its no harm design any bird that sees the Bird Busta will feel 
threatened and intimidated to land near it. 
The 1 or 2 meter arms will rotate in the wind to scare of birds, it can be 
mounted virtually anywhere, from pool fences, ships masts, 
boat railing, and costs nothing to operate once installed. 
The bird busta is built to withstand strong winds and harsh conditions 
while weighing virtually nothing. 
Suitable for : 
• Jetties / Pontoons  • Pools 
• Clothes Lines  • Roofs 
• Boats   • Solar Panels 
• Gardens   • Antennas

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

1m MQC012 $69.95 $65.95

2m MQC014 $86.95

Accessories Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Rail Mount MQC016 $24.95 $23.45

Replacement Parts Pack MQC018 $24.95 $23.45

Seen It Cheaper? 
Give us a call or visit us in store and we’ll do our 
best to match or beat the competitions price on 
identical, stocked products.*

*A few T&Cs apply. See p4 for details.

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au176 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day

In some countries you can buy a sunscreen with an SPF (sun 
protection factor) of over 30. The fact is SPF30 sunscreen blocks 
out 97% of ultraviolet rays. Anything with an SPF factor over 30 
only gets to about 98%.
More important to use a “Broad Spectrum” Sunscreen. This 
means that the sunscreen blocks both UV-A and UV-B rays – 
both harmful.
Also remember to apply a generous amount of sunscreen.

SUNSCREEN
STAYING SUN SAFE
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Shade Control
BIMINI KITS & SUNSHADES

Bimini Kits - 2 Bow

Bimini Kits - 3 Bow

Bimini Kits - 4 Bow

Bimini Kits - White Water

Suitable for small open boats.
•  Height up to 1.15m
• Length 1.6m

Designed for use on medium to larger boats, open boats and runabouts.
• Blue or Black

Suitable for runabouts, open boats and centre console.
• Blue or Black
• Rated to 45 knots
• Length 2.2m

Whitewater series biminis are basically a deluxe version 
of our standard bimini range. They feature a snap lock 
framing system and a sleek modern design, and additional 
support struts. Whilst the Whitewater range are suitable for open boats, 
runabouts and centre console boats, they are particularly applicable for 
ski boats and half cabin boats.
• Storage boot supplied
• Rated to 45knots
• Stow when trailering
• Canopy length 1.3m

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

1.1 - 1.3m Blue MBA005 $159.00 $150.95

1.3 - 1.5m Blue MBA010 $169.00 $159.95

1.5 - 1.7m Blue MBA015 $199.00 $188.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

1.5 - 1.7m Blue MBA305 $269.00 $249.00

1.7 - 1.9m Blue MBA310 $289.00 $269.00

1.9 - 2.1m Blue MBA315 $299.00 $279.00

2.1 - 2.3m Blue MBA320 $319.00 $299.00

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

1.5 - 1.7m Black MBA105 $259.00 $239.00

1.5 - 1.7m Blue MBA110 $259.00 $239.00

1.7 - 1.9m Black MBA115 $269.00 $249.00

1.7 - 1.9m Blue MBA120 $269.00 $249.00

1.9 - 2.1m Black MBA125 $279.00 $259.00

1.9 - 2.1m Blue MBA130 $279.00 $259.00

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

1.5 - 1.7m Black MBA205 $299.00 $279.00

1.5 - 1.7m Blue MBA210 $299.00 $279.00

1.7 - 1.9m Black MBA215 $319.00 $299.00

1.7 - 1.9m Blue MBA220 $319.00 $299.00

1.9 - 2.1m Black MBA225 $339.00 $319.00

1.9 - 2.1m Blue MBA230 $339.00 $319.00

HALF 
CABINS

SKI 
BOATS

RUN 
ABOUTS

OPEN 
BOATS

RUN 
ABOUTS

OPEN 
BOATS

OPEN 
BOATS

CENTRE 
CONSOLE

RUN 
ABOUTS

OPEN 
BOATS

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

2.4(L) x 2.5(W)m. 850mm opening MBA432 $129.00 $121.95

3.2(L) x 3.0(W)m. 1.2m opening MBA434 $169.00 $159.95

4.2(L) x 3.6(W)m. 1.2m opening MBA436 $209.00 $197.95

Yacht & Sailboat Shade Awnings

Breakthrough price. 
Keep yourself cool and 
out of the dangerous sun 
at the top of the day. Fits 
over the boom or mast. 
UV resistant fabric.

Call us on 1300 964 264 177
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Shade Control Accessories

All that is necessary to determine which size top to order is choosing 
the length, height and width that best accommodate your boat and 
your requirements.
The height and length determines how much shade your Bimini top 
will provide. Consider the coverage area when the top is deployed or 
opened and also where it falls when it’s closed and folded down at the 
rear of the boat. Ensure there is enough space in front of and behind 
the deployed top to mount eye straps to secure the hold-down straps.

STEP 1:
Use a tape measure to decide which length top provides the desired 
amount of shade coverage to your boat.

STEP 2:
The pivotal mounting point will be approximately at the centre point 
of the top on each side of the boat. Swivel deck mounts included 
with the top are designed to mount on a variety of flat surfaces. 
Optional mounts are available for rail mountings.

STEP 3:
After determining where the pivotal mount location will be on each 
side of the boat, measure the distance between these mounting points 
to determine the width of top you need. This measurement is not the 
same as the beam width of your boat. The frame has some flex so it 
can be mounted over the width range indicated in the selection chart. 
Choose the width that most closely matches your mounting point 
width measurement. 
STEP 4:
While standing inside the boat, measure from the pivotal mounting 
point straight up to determined the desired height. The measurement 
should be the minimum headroom clearance desired. Note that the 
height of the top is not the distance from the boat floor or the length of 
the frame arms. Straps allow for 2” - 3” height adjustment.

HOW TO MEASURE FOR 
A BIMINI

Note: This is what your Bimini should look like if properly fitted.

Bimini Telescopic Support Poles

A pair of sturdy support poles, 70cm long which replace the rear 
tensioning straps on your bimini. They enable you to close back 
your bimini for full sun but prevent the bimini from collapsing on to 
the gunwales and out of the way. Fully adjustable for all bimini types 
and sizes. Includes reinforced nylon mounts and two jaw slides. You 
will love this product.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

700 - 1250mm MBG077 $49.95 $44.95

Rocket Launchers, 1.9m Wide

This unit fixes to 4 x points on the deck of your boat - fiberglass or 
aluminium, to mount independently of any bimini or any structure on 
your boat. Like the MBG310, it can be cut to size, both width 
and height. The MBG305 can fold down 
for trailering or boat storage with the 
“universal” mounts supplied. This rod 
holder is 1.9m wide (max). If you want 
to narrow it to suit your bimini and/
or boat, you must cut the horizontal 
support tubes. This can be done 
easily with a hand hacksaw. It is 
best to cut the tubing where rod 
holder No. 2 and 5 clamp to the 
tubing. If, say, you want the rod 
holder to be 100mm narrower, 
i.e. 1.8m wide, cut 2x50mm 
sections out - one at the rod 
holder position 2 and one at 5. 
It would be ideal if you could 
get someone to re-weld the 
tube together. Can be easily 
done by TIG-Welding. Any 
panel beater has this 
equipment. It should not 
cost even a slab!

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Rocket Launchers, 1.9m Wide MBG305 $179.00 $160.95

Whitewater Clamp On 
Rocket Launcher

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+
Whitewater Clamp  
On Rocket Launcher MBG310 $159.00 $142.95

Rod Holder to suit MBG315 $14.95 $13.45

Will fit to 3 Bow, 4 Bow Whitewater biminis, or any bimini 
with 25mm tube framing. Holds up to 6 fishing rods. 
Requires rear support rods for extra stiffness (MBA505).
Bimini not included.

Seen It Cheaper? 
Give us a call or visit us in store and we’ll do our 
best to match or beat the competitions price on 
identical, stocked products.*

*A few T&Cs apply. See p4 for details.

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au178 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day
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Shade Cover

T-Top Navigation 
Light Mount

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

MBG415 $9.95 $8.95

Box bracket made to fit to 32mm rocket 
launchers. From this bracket you can mount 
Nav/anchor lights, etc.
• Grey ABS

T-TOP CANOPY & ACCESSORIES

T-Top Centre  
Console Canopies

T-Top Rod Holder Kit  
(Standard Model) 

These products give you much needed shade and potential 
rod holding capacities for your centre console runabout. The 
tubing frames can be cut down to suit, with no re-welding.
• Small, attractive design. Light in weight
•  Adjusts to optimise headroom and shade requirements
•  Can be cut if necessary to accommodate centre console sizes
• Includes floor mounting hardware
•  Heavy duty polyester marine canvas - blue in colour
•  All fasteners are 316 grade stainless steel
•  Heavy duty 32mm marine aluminium tubing frame
•  Other marine accessories can be mounted on frame
• Easy assembly. Instructions provided

Fits either MBG405 or MBG410 
T-top canopy, or any canopy with a 
32mm tube frame.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

MBG420 $49.95 $44.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Small 1.7 x 1.2m MBG405 $339.00 $319.00

Large 1.7 x 1.4m MBG410 $369.00 $349.00

Note: Does not 
include nav light

Tarpaulins

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

2400 x 3000mm (8’ x 10’) MBG505 $19.95 $17.95

3600 x 5480mm (12’ x 18’) MBG510 $59.95 $53.95

5480 x 7300mm (18’ x 24’) MBG515 $89.95

Waterproof and tear resistant.
• Rust-proof aluminium eyelets
•  Rope reinforced edges provide 

extra strength
• Silver colour

TARPAULINS

Large Anchorage Shade

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

MBG096 $119.00 $106.95

This is a large 1.8M (6’) square shade, white in colour made 
from UV-resistant mildew-free nylon which will block out 85-
90% of the sun’s rays. It is designed to lay a canopy over a 
medium to large runabout. This is achieved with fibreglass 
struts and an adjustable centre pole which deploys up to 
8 feet wide (2.4m). You can erect it also on a beach or a 
grassy area. The adjustable straps also assist.
It is not meant for high wind loads but works well on a calm 
day. Supplied with a bag for the shade.

CRUISIN’ 
CLUB 
Join the Cruisin’ Club, it’s 
free! Get access to fantastic 
member benefits like:

• Price promise

• Hassle free returns

• Special offers & more

See p6 for more details  
or join online today at 
www.roadtechmarine.com.au/cruisinclub

Call us on 1300 964 264 179
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Tools & Test Equipment

SEE OUR MARINE  
DECK CHAIRS  
ON PAGE 182

High Back Fold Down

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

MUA150 $99.95 $89.95

This seat is very similar to the MUA155/
MUA160 seats but with a slightly higher back 
for extra support.
• Charcoal/off-white

Deluxe Hi Back Seat

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Grey/White MUA155 $99.95 $89.95

Grey/Charcoal MUA160 $149.00

This is really a serious boat chair. It has a 
metal folding/hinge mechanism with heavy 
foam rubber cushioning, enabling you to sit 
in it comfortably – without fatigue – for long 
periods. It has a securing strap to hold rear 
seat down. It comes with a set of 4 stainless 
steel metal thread mounting screws with 
threaded inserts. It features a high back for 
further comfort. You could fit a pedestal or 
combination swivel to this easily.

Basic Seats - Fold Down

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

White/Grey MUA115 $79.95 $71.95

Light Grey/Grey MUA120 $79.95 $71.95

This seat is notable for its width. It will seat 
the heaviest person’s rear with ease. It has 
a sturdy folding mechanism with cushion 
inserts in the seat and on the back. Moulded in 
polypropylene. Comes with a comprehensive 
set of mounting pads in the base with stainless 
steel screws supplied. Would take a swivel or 
pedestal.

Basic Seats with Padding

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

MUA005 $34.95 $30.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Blue/Grey MUA010 $89.95 $80.95

Grey/Charcoal MUA015 $89.95 $80.95

Economy Seat

Very similar to a stadium spectator seat. Very 
weatherproof. Ideal for tinnies. Can screw down 
straight to a tinnie, or even a fibreglass boat 
bench or rubber duck bench. Has provision for 
taking 4 x No.10 self-tappers. Hose down.
• Grey Polypropylene

These are basically the same moulded seat 
as the MUA005 but with a very comfortable 
two-tone padded vinyl seat cover factory 
fitted. Mounting arrangements identical to 
MUA005. Covers can be removed by loosening 
drawstring.

Available in Grey/White or 
Grey/Charcoal

Available in Blue/White or 
Grey/Charcoal

PADDED

FOLDING

HIGH 
BACK

FOLDING

HOSE TO 
CLEAN

PADDED

FOLDING

PADDED

Please note: From time-to-time our supplier updates the colour and pattern so stock may vary to ones shown. All seats shown only have mounting facilities for seat swivels, 
sliding bases, pedestals, etc. Most of the high-end seats are made to fit to this hardware. However, it pays to check to see if the seat hardware you have chosen actually fits 
your seat. The best time to do this is in our showrooms. Our staff will be happy to help, if needed.

Nothing beats a great seat, and nobody likes a sore 
backside! When you’re headed out for the day (or 
longer), the quality of the seat can directly affect 
your enjoyment of the trip. Our range of seats offer 
comfort and practicality, and a great price.

Boat Seats

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Blue/Grey MUA125 $99.95 $89.95

Light Grey/Grey MUA130 $99.95 $89.95

Skipper - fold down

Injection moulded polypropylene seats 
with comfortable vinyl padded cushions. 
Cushions (top and back) can be removed 
for cleaning and stowage. Can be seat 
swivel or pedestal mounted (or both). 
Come with stainless steel metal thread 
mounting screws. Two attractive colour 
combinations.

PADDED

FOLDING

NEW!  
ALL SEATS ON THIS PAGE NOW HAVE A 2 YEAR  
WARRANTY FOR NON COMMERCIAL APPLICATIONS

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au180 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day
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Boat Seats

Axis H52 Flip-Up Bolster Boat 
Seat - Grey / Charcoal

The H52 Sports Flip Up bolster seat features 
a hinged front cushion that lifts and folds up, 
allowing the helmsman to get closer to the 
controls. It has a relatively compact size for a 
bucket style seat and offers a tighter snug fit to 
give you more support at sea either sitting or 
standing at the helm. 
The seat’s upholstery is made of heavy-duty 
grey and charcoal marine-grade vinyl which is 
strong, long-lasting and UV-stabilised. Its high-
quality foam padding provides you with comfort 
and stability, even in rough seas. 
It has a high-impact, moulded plastic frame 
which is both lightweight and durable. This 
chair is compatible with any standard 7” x 7” 
swivel or slide such as MUA735 or MUA647 
 
• Anodised aluminium and stainless-steel frame 
•  Heavily padded grey and charcoal marine-

grade UV-resistant upholstery and heavy-duty 
stitching for maximum comfort 

•  Compatible with all standard 7” x 7” swivel 
and slide mounts 

•  High-impact, moulded plastic frame which is 
both lightweight and durable 

• Flip-up bolster to assist standing at the helm 
 
Dimensions: 
• Height: 600mm 
• Length: 670mm 
• Total spinning diameter: 720mm 
• Seat length: 470mm 
• Seat and back width: 403mm

Cat No. Qty 1+

MUA434 $369.00

Axis Mojo Deluxe  
Upholstered Seat - Black

The Mojo Deluxe is a high quality top end boat 
seat for the most stylish captain out there. 
Designed for mounting to a seat slide only such 
as MUA735, it is upholstered to a high level of 
detail with heavy duty marine grade black vinyl 
with grey stitching and high density padding for 
comfort. The Mojo seat can fold up to allow you 
to get closer to the controls and has 316 grade 
S/S hinges and arm rests. This seat will surly 
suit the most fastidious boat owner. 
• 316-grade stainless steel hinges & armrests 
• Fully upholstered cushion 
• Heavy duty marine-grade vinyl 
• High-density foam 
• Width : 590mm
• Depth : 690mm
• Height : 630mm

Cat No. Qty 1+

MUA436 $599.00

Cat No. Qty 1+

Off-white MUA205 $199.00

Flip Seat - Front to Back

This seat is symmetrical. You can flip the back 
so that you can sit facing either way. Could 
be a real space saver in a tight spot or in, say, 
an RV. Heavy metal pantograph mechanism. 
Base has threaded inserts for mounting screws 
(supplied). Heavy construction.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Folding Seat MUA140 $89.95 $80.95

Upholstered Folding Seat

A no-nonsense folding seat with a powder-
coated hinged mechanism in stainless steel 
riveted together. Seat is generously padded and 
contoured. Hold down strap. Has heavily rubber 
polypropylene base which can be configured 
for many mounting options. Masonry anchor 
fixing, for example is a possibility. Grey vinyl.

PADDED

FLIP

PADDED

FOLDING

Full Helm Type Seat

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

White MUA305 $369.00 $329.00

This is a classic helm seat design. The front part 
of the seat can fold up to allow you to stand up 
and get closer to the controls, or to give you 
extra visibility. It has a ventilated pocket in the 
back to enable you to store charts, maps, etc. 
It has the classic “wraparound” type armrests 
which give the seat that “captains” look. 
Upholstered in quality heavy duty vinyl. 
The heavy base has provision to mount 
a substantial pedestal. Threaded screw 
anchor points and screws provided. An alloy 
sliding seat base MUA735 or MUA740 is 
recommended, or other swivel hardware (sold 
separately).

DRY 
POCKET

PADDED

FLIP UP

PADDED

FLIP UP

PADDED

FLIP UP

NEW!  
ALL SEATS ON THIS PAGE NOW HAVE A 2 YEAR  
WARRANTY FOR NON COMMERCIAL APPLICATIONS

•  Check stock online at your local RTM store

•  Add the bits you need to  
your cart & checkout

Just Browsing? 
There’s a handy order form on p467 to list all the 
things you need or go onto our website 

www.roadtechmarine.com.au 
and build your own wish list.

Call us on 1300 964 264 181
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Marine Furniture / Boat Seats

Stand Up Upholstered Pad

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Stand Up Upholstered Pad MUA505 $49.95 $44.95

Meant to sit on a flat surface 
without necessarily being screwed 
down. Has mild lumbar support. 
Can be mounted to a pedestal but 
base is probably a bit small for 
swivel mounting. Grey vinyl. 

SEAT CUSHIONS & PADSMARINE INSPIRED SEATING

Seat Cushions

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

410 x 285mm MUA426 $34.95 $30.95

600 x 300mm MUA427 $44.95 $39.95

1200 x 300mm MUA428 $64.95 $57.95

Comfortable, hard wearing cushion made from high 
density foam, wrapped in a marine grade vinyl. A must 
have if you own a tinny.
•  Doubles as an emergency fender
• Blue in colour

Bucket Seat Cover

Cat No. Qty 1+

White MBE826 $19.95

Protect your seats just like you 
protect your boat! This heavy duty 
waterproof vinyl cover is vented 
to allow moisture to escape, while 
protecting your seat from UV, as 
well as dust and dirt. Fits most 
bucket type boat seats, with an 
elastic bottom band to securely 
stay in place. Easily folded for 
storage when you’re out boating.

Marine Folding Deck Chair

This unit features a 
generous wide seat with 
varnished hardwood arms 
in the maritime style. The 
back is made in durable 
600 denier polyester white 
fabric with a compass 
rose marine motif.

High Back Marine  
Folding Deck Chair

Just like a regular deck chair, 
but with a super comfortable 
foam padded back in full woven 
polyester style. It features 
a generous wide seat with 
varnished hardwood arms in the 
maritime style.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Navy MUA166 $109.00 $97.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Navy MUA168 $139.00 $124.95

RTM Making DIY Easier... 
SPEND OVER $99 ONLINE AND ENJOY FREE FREIGHT*
*A few T&Cs apply. See p467 for details.

CONVENIENCE

Save time by getting all the bits you need at RTM, in stock 
7 days a week and at everyday low prices! Available in 
store, via click & collect or immediate despatch from our 
warehouse.

CHOICE

More ways to get the bits you need, drop into your local 
RTM store, order online via click and collect & pick it up 
when convenient to you, or we can send it to you. 

CONFIDENCE

Come in and check it out before you buy. If you don’t have 
an RTM store close to you or it’s easier to buy online, you 
can find everything on our website, open 24/7. 

If you ordered the wrong item, you can return 
it to store or call and speak to one of our 
customer service representatives on  
1300 964 264. 

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au182 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day
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Boat Seats & Accessories

Alloy Sliding Seat Base

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Alloy Sliding Seat Base MUA740 $34.95 $30.95

This product which 
includes all mounting 
hardware enables you 
to install a seat on an 
aluminium boat typically 
and be able to slide out the 
seat for separate storage.

Alloy Sliding Seat Base

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Alloy Sliding Seat Base MUA735 $119.00 $106.95

Well made, will accomodate many 
seats, including marine, car and RV 
seats.
•  Spring loaded sliding mechanism 

just like a car

SEAT BASES

SEE PAGE 65 FOR TABLE BRACKETS

These attractive products 
with silver finish will 
enhance the look of any 
boat over say, 20 feet. One 
fixed, one adjustable. Both 
have provision for swivel 
top, lockable. 

Fixed Pedestals

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

175mm MUA625 $29.95 $26.95

330mm MUA630 $31.95 $27.95

2 heights, 7” (175mm) and 13” (330mm). 
•  Top and bottom identical 175mm square 

with slotted mounting holes

Aluminium Alloy Deck Base

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Aluminium Alloy Deck Base MUA620 $39.95 $35.95

175mm square x 5mm plate with 
mounting spigot TIG welded in the centre. 
Has nylon bush in spigot to take seat 
post 19-20mm diameter.
• 6 x 8mm mounting holes - very sturdy

Alloy Drop-Down Leg

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Alloy Drop-Down Leg MUA665 $39.95 $37.95

Used to support the end of tables, bunks, etc. 
Spring loaded locking mechanism.

TABLE PEDESTALS & BASES

Seat Swivels

Tinny Seat Base

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Black Economy MUA705 $14.95 $13.45

S/S MUA710 $39.95 $35.95

S/S Locking MUA720 $44.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Adj. Seat Swivel MUA730 $39.95 $35.95

Steel Boat Seat Swivels. 
175mm square.

The outriggers are meant to clamp on 
to the bench seat of a tinny. They can 
be screwed down or you just rely on 
the pressure clamping. A very 
simple and portable 
tinny seat base. 
Seat itself of 
course is 
extra.

SEAT SWIVELS

MUA705

MUA720

MUA710

“Belle” Pedestal

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

‘Belle’ Pedestal MUA635 $84.95 $75.95

Very attractive cast 
powder coated trumpet-
style round base 255mm 
diameter with adjustable 
height pedestal.
•  Rotates 360° and is 

supplied with fitting 
to suit standard boat 
seats

Regatta Pedestal

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

MUA640 $119.00 $106.95

MUA647 $189.00 $169.95

SEAT PEDESTALS

Economy Pedestal

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Economy Pedestal MUA680 $129.00 $115.95

2” - 3.8” Spare Base MUA685 $39.95 $35.95

The base is a die-cast alloy fitting finished but not painted. You simply paint 
the base with an aluminium etch primer and then a final coat the colour of your 
choice. The base measures 230mm diameter and requires an 80mm hole to 
be bored into the floor of your cockpit or cabin. Six holes 8mm diameter and 
countersunk will fasten the unit. The seat mounting bracket has a handwheel 
to friction clamp the seat base to the pedestal. The heavy duty seat base has 
slotted holes to fix to almost any commercial seat available, including 
all of our seat range. The floor-to-seat base height is 465mm, 
however, if you wanted to reduce this you could.

MUA640

FIXED
• 450mm (H)

MUA640

ADJ

• 450-600mm (H)

MUA647
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Boat Steering

The steering wheel shown 
below will fit industry 
standard hubs.

5 Spoke Steering Wheel

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

350mm MGK312 $74.95 $70.95

Quality 5 spoke wheel with a 
comfortable soft grip and is 
supplied with steering cap.
• 350mm (Dia.)

9 Spoke Steering Wheel

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

345mm MGK322 $89.95 $84.95

Stylish and classy. Meticulous craftsmanship 
for durability and superior performance.
• Corrosion resistance and well polished
•  13.5” (345mm) wheel diameter, stainless steel 

construction

Multiflex EC-133 control cable. 8mm outer conduit, S/S ends. Top quality, 
not a light duty cable. Morse 33C, Teleflex CC33 & Ultraflex C8 equivalent.

STEERING WHEELS STEERING ACCESSORIES

Ball Joint End

Cat No. Qty 1+

Ball Joint End MGA260 $24.95

To connect to throttle 
control cables. Will 
accept cable at one end. 
Then connects to throttle 
linkages, etc.

Clevis Pin/Jaw End

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

MGA270 $19.95 $17.95

As above MGA260, but with 
clevis pin jaw end instead.

Clamp Kit

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Clamp Kit MGA265 $14.95 $13.45

Clamp kit for above.

Steering Wheel Knob

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

MGK330 $29.95 $26.95

Handy accessory when 
berthing your boat.
•  Attractive stainless 

steel clamp

Control Cables (Engine/Gearbox)

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Cable 8' (2.4m) MGA210 $30.95 $28.95

Cable 9’ (2.7m) MGA215 $31.95 $29.95

Cable 10’ (3.0m) MGA220 $32.95 $30.95

Cable 11’ (3.3m) MGA225 $33.95

Cable 12’ (3.6m) MGA230 $34.95 $32.95

Cable 13’ (3.9m) MGA235 $36.95 $34.95

Cable 14’ (4.2m) MGA240 $39.95 $37.95

Cable 15’ (4.5m) MGA245 $40.95 $37.95

Cable 16’ (4.8m) MGA250 $42.95 $39.95

REPLACEMENT ENGINE CONTROLS & ACCESSORIES

Boat Windscreen Wiper Set

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Wiper Set MEK902 $94.95 $89.95

Spare Blade MEK904 $8.95 $8.05

Stainless steel wiper set for small pleasure 
boats. Features motor with stainless steel 
cover, adjustable 180-280mm stainless steel 
arm and 280mm rubber wiper blade.
• Self parking
•  110 degree sweep angle
• 12VDC 1.5 amp
Spare wiper blade 
also available 
MEK904

WINDSCREEN WIPERS

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

350mm Multiflex MGK305 $59.95 $56.95

“Multiflex” Economy
• 350mm dia
•  Black with attractive  

centre insert

MGK305

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

390mm MGK325 $99.95 $89.95

•  Quality imported all welded stainless 
steel unit, with classy teak centre

•  Elliptical outer ring for 
comfortable grip

•  3/4” taper, 16” 
(390mm dia.) 

3 Spoke  
Steering Wheel

5 Spoke Cruiser Wheel

LOOKING FOR HYDRAULIC 
STEERING CONTROLS? 

CHECK OUT PAGE 186

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au184 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day
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MARINE

Boat Steering

DRUM CABLE / PULLEY STEERING SPARES
Unless you want to maintain heritage integrity for a classic speedboat, 
etc. we recommend you replace cable/pulley systems with an 
appropriate Steering Helm planetary gearing system. However we carry 
some spare parts, listed below.

PVC Covered Steering Cable

Cat No. Qty 1+

PVC Covered Steering Cable MGK020 $3.20

6 x 7 galvanised wire rope 
encased in a soft PVC sheath.
•  Suitable for steering cables or 

balustrading, etc.

Planetary Gear Steering box

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Planetary Gear Steering Box MGK105 $89.95 $84.95

The heart of this system is the “multiflex” LM-H 
steering box unit. This connects behind the 
instrument panel where you intend to steer the 
boat. The technical term for this steering box 
is Helm. Only two parts come in the box that 
contains this product - the HELM and a 
plastic tube which is the recepticle for 
the played out steering cable.

Mounting Accessories

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

90° MGK110 $16.95 $15.95

20° MGK115 $16.95

Bezels to finish off the steering wheel 
side of the helm. A right angle unit or a 
unit that provides a 20° angle to vertical.

Steering Cable Sets

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

12’ (3.6m) MGK120 $119.00 $112.95

13’ (3.9m) MGK125 $124.00 $116.95

14’ (4.3m) MGK130 $129.00 $121.95

15’ (4.6m) MGK135 $134.00 $126.95

16’ (4.9m) MGK140 $139.00 $131.95

17’ (5.2m) MGK145 $144.00 $135.95

18’ (5.5m) MGK150 $149.00 $140.95

19’ (5.8m) MGK155 $154.00 $145.95

20’ (6.1m) MGK160 $159.00 $150.95

At first sight you may be surprised 
that the cable kits are dearer than the 
steering helm itself, but there is actually 
more materials and machining in the 
cable. They really are precision units.Steering Pulley

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Steering Pulley MGK005 $19.95 $17.95

This pulley features stainless steel load straps 
and eye with 12mm hole. A stainless steel 
saddle is supplied to anchor the assembly. The 
pulley sheave is 58mm diameter and is designed 
to work with our MGK020 steering cable.

Cable Tensioner Spring

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

MGK010 $17.95 $15.95

Stainless steel tension spring commonly used to maintain 
system tension in cables and pulley steering.
• Also used as a guy rope tensioner

Wire Rope Clamp

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Wire Rope Clamp MRI405 $1.10 $0.90

Similar to the stainless steel MRI410 series but more 
economical. Also, the smaller clamps 1:4” and 5:16” are 
commonly used in cable and pulley steering systems in 
older boats (clamps 1:4’ & 5:16’ steering cable).

There are two basic types of steering systems in RTM’s range, 
Mechanical & Hydraulic. Of the mechanical there are two, but one is not 
recommended. Our main systems start on the right side.

MECHANICAL STEERING SYSTEMS Steering Helm System

Mechanical systems may seem complicated at first, but upon 
examinations, are straightforward. Mechanical systems are 
simpler than hydraulic and are less temperamental. They relate to 
smaller boats with only one steering point. Mechanical systems 
have 3 (4 if you count the steering wheel) basic components.
1. The mechanism (“steering box”) correctly called the steering 
helm that converts the rotational motion of the steering wheel 
into longitudinal (back and forth) motion required to steer the 
boat.
2. The steering cable which connects the steering helm to the 
rudder or outboard motor(s). The cable can be a co-axial cable 
or wire rope and pulleys *
3. The actual mechanism that connects to the outboard or 
rudder.
*Please note. Cable and drum or wire rope and pulley systems are largely 
obsolete. Most suppliers only carry minimal spares for these systems. 

•  Add A + B + C and subtract 100mm 
for each 90° bend in the cable.

•  For installation through the engine 
tilt tube, add 305mm (1 ft) to 
the measure calculated above 
(When measuring cable length in 
millimetres (mm) divide by 305 to 
convert to feet) and then round up 
to the next whole foot.

STEERING SYSTEMS

MEASURING STEERING  
CABLES

INBOARD OUTBOARD

Call us on 1300 964 264 185
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Steering & Hydrofoils

Cat No. Qty 1+

150HP Outboard Steering System MGK202 $999.00

300HP Outboard Steering System MGK204 $1,199.00

SYSTEM 1: “COMKIT-6”
The kit consists of the model 501 helm unit (3 turns, lock to lock). It 
weighs 5kg and mounts easily onto any flat surface. At the outboard 
end is the model 512BH cylinder assembly. Unlike the Italian unit 
the Hydrive comes with hose kit included. This was an up to $200 
option on the Italian kit. Indeed, you don’t need anything else to fit an 
outboard to your boat. It even comes with 2 litres of hydraulic oil, a 
bleeding kit, and 15m (plenty) of hose. You will be delighted with this 
product which - best of all - has Aussie technical backup from the 
people who made the system.

MGK202

SYSTEM 2: “COMKIT-1-PRO”
This kit consists of a more powerful helm unit (5.4 turns lock to lock), 
and a sturdier, higher pressure steering cylinder. A comprehensive 
mounting fittings kit is included (on both models). (To fit multiple 
outboards, extra fittings may be required. See the store manager).

MGK204

Hydrive Hydraulic Steering Systems 
For Outboards Motors

We are delighted to say that these products are Australian-made. 
Our previous product was made in Italy and actually more expensive. 
Like the Italian product, there are two models, one for outboards up 
to 150HP (112kW) and a larger unit for single outboards up to 300HP 
(225kW). Unlike the larger Italian model, the larger HyDrive model will 
also accommodate 2 x counter rotating power units up to 600HP total!

MGK204 Shown. Both systems look very 
similar. See our website for individual images.

Hydraulic Steering Oil

Cat No. Qty 1+

1 Litre MGK232 $19.95

HyDrive Ultra 15 hydraulic fluid for use in HyDrive 
Skipper and Admiral series hydraulic steering 
systems. Compatible with HyDrive HF15, but 
should not be mixed with any other fluids.

If you run out of hydraulic steering fluid at sea on, say your top 
station helm, don’t worry.
Firstly you probably will have enough fluid in your bottom station 
steering helm if one is installed.
Failing that, and you don’t have some SAE-10 hydraulic fluid 
spare, you can use almost any fluid - TEMPORARILY - to top it 
up. You can use water, cooking oil or even coca-cola if you  
have to.
Most hydraulic steering leaks are slow ones so this should get 
you back to port. Obviously if you contaminate your steering 
system with a foreign fluid you will need to get a mechanic to 
clean the whole system out and eliminate the leak.
NOTE: IT IS ALWAYS WORTHWHILE TO CHECK THE FLUID 
LEVEL IN YOUR STEERING BEFORE TAKING OFF FOR THE 
DAY OUT.

COMPATIBLE STEERING FLUID
Even though you can use almost any fluid to top up your power 
steering in an emergency, listed below are fluids, which are 
compatible with hydraulic steering systems.
These fluids meet mil. H5606C specifications or equivalent. They 
are not available through service stations but available from 
specialty Ship’s Chandlers like RTM: 
MGK232 - 1 litre $19.95
Other products: Texaco H015, Shell aero 4, Esso Univis N15 or 
J13, Chevron aviation fluid A, Mobil aero HFA.

HYDRAULIC FLUID

You should really keep this on board 
incase you need to top up

MGE005

MGE010

Hydrofoils

These products add extra 
performance to most outboards. It’s 
a mystery why the manufacturers do 
not fit them as standard.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Up to 50hp MGE005 $29.95 $26.95

SE200 9.9-150hp Sport Edition MGE010 $169.00 $151.95

SE300 35-300hp Grey Sport Edition MGE020 $159.00 $142.95

2 HOUR 
CLICK & COLLECT 
•  Check stock online at your local RTM store

•  Add the bits you need to  
your cart & checkout

• Ready within just 2 hours

• Collect it when convenient for you
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Trim Tabs
HYDRAULIC TRIM TABS & HYDROFOILS

Hydraulic Trim Tab Kits

Cat No. Qty 1+

Economy Version SLT10 MGE120 $309.00

Bennett M120 Electric Hydraulic Trim Tab Kit MGE115 $949.00

Please note these are mainly references 
to the M120 (MGE115) unit, but they 
basically apply to both units in general 
terms).
In the past, trim tabs were most often 
found on cabin cruisers and sport- 
fishers over 7m, today they have become 
common equipment on boats 5m- 6.5m. 
You see trim tabs on everything from 
open tiller steer to bow riders, ski boats, 
cabin and hardtops. Many still believe 
that trim tabs are less important on 
smaller boats, but, in fact, the opposite 
is true. Trim tabs improve the ride of 
even the largest planing hulls, but on a 
smaller boat you will notice the difference 
much more. For instance bigger boats 
are much less affected by weight 
distribution than smaller boats. Bennett’s 
M120 Sport Tabs series are ideal for 
trailer boats in the 17’ - 23’ range. Their 
unique Batwing design provides 30% 
more lift than conventional trim tabs and 
their space-saving design ensures easy 
installation on virtually any transom. This 
kit includes two stainless steel trim tabs, 
two actuators, a hydraulic power unit, 
all necessary wiring, tubing, hardware, 
installation video and is completed with 
an auto tab retractor.

• Trim Tab Size: 10” x 10” - MGE120

• Trim Tab Size: 10” x 12” - MGE115

BENEFITS INCLUDE:
• Get you up on plane quickly

•  Allow you to plane at speeds lower than 
designed planing speed

•  Adjust the boat’s attitude for changes 
in speed, sea conditions and shifting 
weight

•  Correct boat’s side lean (listing) on 
either side of the boat

•  Less drag and engine labouring, which 
translate into increased performance, 
greater speed, and reduced fuel 
consumption

•  Reduced pounding, which means 
greater comfort

•  Greater visibility, which increase safety

ECONOMY VERSION, TYPE SLT
This is similar to the M120 except that it 
does not have hydraulic actuators. It has 
special drive cylinders that are spring 
actuated and AUTOMATICALLY respond 
to your boat speed, levelling the boat. 
No control, pump, hose or wiring. Whilst 
the M120 works for 17-23’ boats this unit 
works on boats 14-20’. It is far, far easier 
to install as well, generally under an hour. 

WHAT’S INCLUDED:
•  14 Gauge stainless steel tabs x 2
•  Strong durable actuators x 2
•  All stainless steel hardware no plastic!
•  Lifetime warranty on actuators

MGE120

MGE115

SEE PAGE 186 
FOR HYDRAULIC FLUID

Electric Hydraulic Trim Tab Kit LED Indicator 

These M120 Bennett Trim Tabs are a high quality, solid construction, 
designed to get your boat planing faster and longer, keep your ride 
smoother, and cut down on fuel costs.
Everything you need to get your boat moving at its full potential is 
included in a handy kit, whcih is easy to maintain.
For those wanting that extra bit of security and safety, the EIC option 
includes an LED indicator to display your tab level, as well as an auto 
retract feature, to prevent accidental banking or bottoming on trailers. 
Items Included in Sets:
(2) M120 Trim Plane Assemblies
(2) Hydraulic Actuators
(1) Hydraulic Power Unit
(1) Control unit including wiring
(1) Hardware Bag
(1) 20' Hydraulic Tubing
Features & Benefits:
 •  Unique batwing design provides 30% more lift than conventional trim 

tabs. Space-saving design will fit virtually any transom
• Get on plane fast, and stay on plane at intermediate speeds
• Correct listing for uneven loads
• Reduce pounding and eliminate porpoising
• Increase speed
• Improve visibility and safety
• Improve fuel efficiency
• Precise and accurate control
• Low maintenance with long-term value
• Easy to service
• Dimensions: Tab Size: 10" x 12"

Cat No. Qty 1+

BENNETT M120 MGE117 $1,479.00

Call us on 1300 964 264 187
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Flushers

You can get by without worrying about propellers unless 2 things 
happen:
1. You damage your propeller
2. They don’t do what you want them/it to do

This discussion will be confined to the propellers on outboards. 
Damage to shaft drive propellers or sterndrive propellers can be 
serious and you may (i.e. probably) need professional help.
As an outboard user, you should ALWAYS be conscious of how 
much water is under your propeller. If you are going into shallow 
water – and you have power tilt – always be ready to tilt the motor up 
and clear the rocks, coral, etc. Indeed, it is not a bad idea to tilt up 
the motor a little bit to familiarise yourself with the act of doing this. 
If you don’t and you are lucky you may just hit sand and this may 
just stall the motor. Generally, no harm done. If you hit a rock, you 
may just “nick” it. Hit the tilt up switch immediately and turn motor 
off is safe to do so. If you hit a rock HARD you will have done some 
damage to the prop for sure. If you have the prop that came with the 
motor it is probably aluminium alloy one. They are cheap and soft. If 
the prop is badly bent and vibrating (when in gear) you may be able 
to effect a temporary repair by bending back the damaged blade/s 
with a pair of multigrips. It may get you home but if you have a 
2-outboard rig leave the damaged unit off and limp home. 
If your prop is a write-off, consider a stainless steel version. 
Stainless steel is 5 times more durable than aluminium alloy. They 
are expensive, however. You will of course need to buy a pair of 
stainless steel props if you have twin motors At least you can keep 
the undamaged alloy prop as a spare! 

You are not happy with your props:
There are two main reasons why you are not happy with your props:
• You want to go faster
•  You want to pull water skiers out of the water better or want to get 

on the plane faster

See the diagram shown here. Propellers are described in a number 
of ways, but the important thing here is, the DIAMETER of the 
propellers and its PITCH. The diameter is always expressed first and 
is what it is, two times the distance from the centre of the hub to the 
tip of the blade. The PITCH is the theoretical distance a prop will take 
through the water in one revolution. i.e. 360 degrees. 
Outboard motor props are still generally specified in imperial (inch) 
dimensions, so we will stick to that. Small outboards have props that 
start at about 9” dia. with a 9-10” pitch. Medium units have props 
ranging from 13” and longer pitch i.e. 11”-19” and higher power (i.e. 
water-skiing) 15”-16” dia. to 17”-21” pitch. 
To summarise, changing to a shorter pitch propeller will increase 
acceleration and skier pull-out with a decrease in top speed. If you 
want higher top speed and less load pulling, you increase the pitch 
of your prop.

PROPELLER BASICS

Outboard Motor  
Flush Bag
Even though there are other 
ways to flush an outboard that 
has been in salt water, these 
products are the only ones that 
completely immerse the entire 
propeller and gearbox system 
with fresh water. They are 
described as bags but they are 
rigid and self-supporting as 
you can see by the illustration. 
• Suits 30-60hp units 
•  Completely collapsible for 

storage
•  Long lasting heavy duty 

material
•  Safe around petrol, 

solvents, etc.
• Easy to clean out
• Hose fitting connector

Outboard Motor Flushers

It is generally a good idea to connect your flusher to the motor (once it 
is in a secure position) first, connect the hose and turn the hose on. This 
will pressurise the system and show up any major leaks, etc. This is the 
time to fix it if it flies off! It is normal to see water coming out of the area 
where the flusher changes on to the outboard leg. If everything is ok, 
start the motor, out of gear, as soon as possible. Follow the instructions 
that came with the outboard motor.

MGA405 

Universal round. 1/2 snap-lock 
hose connection.

MGA410 

 Similar to MGA405, but oval 
for larger water inlet grilles and 
outboard leg.

MGA415 

 Similar to MGA405, but rectangular  
cups 140 x 90mm, extra deep arms

MGA405

Deluxe Double Action 
Flushers

Has plumbing which connects to the water inlets 
on either side of the outboard leg. Suitable for very 
large outboards up to 250HP. Hose connector kit 
supplied. 280mm deep throat.

Brass Tap Adaptor

Brass hose connector for connecting your 
water hose to 18mm snap fittings. Includes a 
connection for either 3/4” or 1” taps. Don't use 
cheap plastic ones. They will let you down!

Hose Adaptor

Snap on hose fitting to suit the Shurflo®. In-line water 
entry. Pressure Tested, UV Resistant & Leak Tested.
See page 407 on using this product  
to flush an outboard. 

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Large 600 x 600mm MGA454 $149.00 $133.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Round MGA405 $6.95 $6.25

Oval MGA410 $6.95 $6.25

Rectangular MGA415 $9.95 $8.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Deluxe Double Action Flushers MGA420 $19.95 $17.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Adaptor TPG480 $11.95 $10.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

13mm (1/2”) to 3/4” BSP TPG482 $6.95 $6.60
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Pitot Tube Driver Mechanism

Rugged, nylon moulded mechanism screws to transom of boat. Pitot 
tube assembly designed to swing clear of the water when moored or in 
pen. This prevents marine growth accumulating.
• Simple, reliable mechanism
•  Supplied with generous 6 metre of UV stabilised non-kink airline. Can 

be cut or joined without affecting accuracy of speedo
•  Supplied with stainless steel self tapping (no. 6) screws, saddle clamps 

& ‘P’ clamps to secure 
air line - assembly/
installation self-evident

PITOT TUBE

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Pitot Tube Driver Mechanism MGG035 $14.95 $13.45

Call us on 1300 964 264 189

Speedos - Analogue

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

0-35MPH Black MGG005 $64.95 $57.95

0-65MPH Black MGG010 $64.95 $57.95

0-65MPH White MGG012 $64.95 $57.95

• 12/24V
• Installation Dimension: 85mm
• Suitable for land or marine 
• Moving-magnet
• Anti-vibration 
• IP67 rated
•  Weight: 100g

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Digital White MGG026 $99.95 $89.95

GPS Digital Speedo/Compass/Distance

This unit is entirely digital and shows speed, compass bearing and 
elapsed distance on a 
60W x 30H LCD screen
•  You can change the 

measurement units 
(knots, KM/h, MP/h) 
at the press of a 
button

•  Advanced 32 channel 
GPS receiver

•  Supplied with GPS 
antenna, cable and 
coax connectors.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

0-3000 RPM Black MGG105 $84.95 $75.95

0-8000 RPM Black MGG110 $84.95 $75.95

0-8000 RPM White MGG112 $84.95 $75.95

Tachometers - Analogue + Digital

Clear white needle against high contrast background.
•  Simple calibration set-up with clear instructions
•  Extra technical tips for electrically noisy installations
Note:  For Tachometer RPM Calibration please see our website

100MM (4”) INSTRUMENTS
Also notice the large range of black face units with non-metallic bezels. 
“Chrome” bezels look nice but often after a few years they show 
annoying surface rust. Non-metallic do not have this failing. Our white 
metallic bezels are stainless steel by the way, not chrome plated steel. 

ALL GAUGES FEATURE:
• Clear needle against high contrast background
•  Simple calibration set-up with clear instructions supplied
• Extra technical tips for electrically noisy installations

• 3 3/8” (85mm) panel cut out
• 4” (100mm) bezel diameter overall
• Panel thickness 6mm-35mm
• Rear panel clearance 40mm
• 12 or 24V operation (automatic)
• Red or amber bezel back light (selectable)
• IP67 ingress protection
• Antifogging
• Pre-terminated connecting plug

STANDARD FEATURES OF ALL 100MM GAUGES.

WHITE  

MGG112

BLACK  

MGG110

WHITE  

MGG012

BLACK  

MGG010

GPS

Our range of panel meters are in historical terms 
astonishingly low price compared to expensive 
European units. It is no accident that many of them 
are analogue which we still believe to be the easiest 
to read. Of course the digital units are there when you 
need a very accurate readout.

Instrumentation  
Gauges
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High Range Oil Pressure

Both metric and imperial measurements 
on gauge face.
•  0-10 Bar (0-145 lbs/in2)
•  Accepts MGG420 mechanical oil 

pressure sender 10-184 ohms
• Accurate

Holding Tank Gauge

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Black MGG310 $44.95 $39.95

Shows full range of grey/black water in 
holding tank
•  Accepts standard range of fluid senders
•  Standard 0-190 ohms signal
•  Clear “low”, “high”, “full” annunciation

Water Temperature Gauge

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Black MGG505 $44.95 $39.95

White MGG506 $44.95 $39.95

No other markings.
•  Accepts output 

from MGG510 water 
temperature sender

• Accurate
• 40-120°C

Fuel Tank Gauges

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Black MGG605 $44.95 $39.95

White MGG606 $44.95 $39.95

Will work over entire range with 0-180 
ohm fuel level sender 
(see elsewhere in 
this section for 
senders.)
•  Works with 

petrol or 
diesel fuels

Water Tank Gauge

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Black MGG305 $44.95 $39.95

Displays relative water tank level, not 
actual litres.
•  Uses same gauge senders as fuel 

senders
• Simple, reliable

Oil Pressure

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Black MGG405 $44.95 $39.95

0-5 bar, (0-75lbs/in2).
•  Both metric & imperial measurements on face
•  Accepts MGG415 mechanical oil pressure 

sender
• 10-184 ohms
• Accurate

Standard features of all 60mm gauges. 

• 2” (52mm) panel cut out
•  Panel thickness 0.8mm-25mm.  

(reverse mounting the plastic lock nut achieves this.)
• IP67 ingress protection
• Anti-fogging function
• Pre-terminated connecting plug supplied
• Requires 55mm clearance behind mounting panel
• Optional red or amber background illumination
• Dropping resistors supplied for 24V panel
• High contrast matt black background, white lettering/symbols
• Overall bezel dia. 60mm.

60MM (2 3/8”) INSTRUMENTS

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

LCD Black MGG705 $64.95 $57.95

LCD White MGG706 $64.95 $57.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Black MGG410 $44.95 $39.95

LCD Hour Meter

Will measure engine (or any other equipment) 
elapsed hours by connecting to ignition or 
other power when equipment is in operation.
•  Works on +/- 12 or 

24V
•  Switchable AMBER/

RED bezel lighting
• 0-99999 hours

Battery Volt Meter - Analogue

Standard, easy-to-read battery volt meter. 
Suggest that positive (+) voltage sense 
wire placed as close as possible to battery 
terminal for most accurate reading.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

8-16V Black MGG205 $44.95 $39.95

Battery Volt Meter (Digital) 
8-32V

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Black MGG210 $44.95 $39.95

White MGG212 $44.95 $39.95

Will read 12V & 24V systems to full battery 
voltage automatically.
• Accurate to +/- 0.1V
•  Draws almost no power, so putting volt 

sense wire close to 
battery less critical

•  Switchable amber 
or red readout 
included

WHITE  

MGG506

BLACK  

MGG505

WHITE  

MGG706

BLACK  

MGG705

WHITE  

MGG212

WHITE  

MGG606

BLACK  

MGG605

BLACK  

MGG210
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BAROMETER / SHIP’S CLOCK RANGE

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Barometer MCA014 $99.95 $89.95

Clock MCA010 $79.95 $71.95

Comfort Meter MCA012 $59.95 $53.95

Brass Type Circular Barometers

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Barometer - 35mm Deep MCA002 $29.95 $26.95

Barometer with Thermometer & Hygrometer - 40mm Deep MCA004 $39.95 $35.95

This classical look unit is 125mm dia. and features an outer circular bezel to resemble brass. (It 
is actually anodised aluminium.) the gold/bronze face features black contrasting lettering with 
the classic weather condition markings, in both inches and mercury 
and hPa. It also has a front mounted brass predictor hand to 
identify weather trend.
MCA004 carries similar features, with the addition of 
thermometer and hygrometer gauges too. Finished in 
silveranodised aluminium for a great look.
• Keyhole-type wall mount
• No batteries required

Fantastic high quality products at great prices! Now you can afford to 
give your boat cabin a touch of class! They make great gifts. Oh! And 
why not think about doing the same thing in your caravan or RV! A 
barometer works just as well on land as at sea and can alert you to crook 
weather coming up or down the road. 

Matching Series:  
Classy Style Gauges

BAROMETER
This is a 300 degree analogue barometer 
calibrated in both millibars and inches of 
mercury. It also has the classical markings of 
“Storm”, “Change”, “Fair”, etc. 

MCA014

QUARTZ CLOCK
Featuring time increments in Roman 
numerals and sweep second, you will be 
delighted with the look of this instrument. 
This is a very elegant clock which would 
grace any environment, boat, office, RV or 
Caravan. Requires 1 x AA battery which lasts 
about 2 years.

MCA010

“COMFORT METER”
The hands of each gauge cross to give 
an at-a-glance indication of the comfort 
level around you. If, for example the gauge 
needles are at the top of the scale, it means 
that it is both hot with high humidity. When 
the needles cross each other about halfway 
along their length, the comfort factor is 
greatest. No battery required. 

MCA012

THE GAUGES SHOWN ON THIS PAGE DON’T 
HAVE TO GO ON A BOAT, A SET OF 3 LOOK 
VERY CLASSY ON THE WALL OF YOUR 
LIBRARY OR STUDY.

All gauges are the same size and are solid brass polished to a mirror 
finish. The glass window on the face is bevelled. Classy!

Dimensions:

• Face Dia.: 95mm
• Flange Dia.: 120mm
• Depth: 37mm

Call us on 1300 964 264 191
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LOOKING FOR A 
SUITABLE ANCHOR 
KIT? SEE PAGE 198 

Cat No. Qty 1+

GX-1 MAC624 $1,449.00

Remote MAC640 $99.95

Cat No. Qty 1+

GX-2 MAC626 $1,699.00

Remote MAC640 $99.95

LSM systems are surprisingly easy to use and 
maintenance free. These are the winch of choice of 
the pro line fisherman and the serious angler. You can 
pull up and change locations quickly and effortlessly. 
We carry two of the most popular models from Lone 
Star Marine.
•  Australian Owned, Designed, & Manufactured
•  Australian Manufactured 6061 T6 Alloy Motor Sleeve 

(waterproof)
• Quality Italian made transmissions
• Machined Solid Shaft 316 stainless steel
• Machined, not cast, bearing collars
•  Highly polished 6mm thick 316 stainless
• Twin shaft bearing design
• Triple sealed bearing systems
• Stator housing is machined, not rolled
• Perfect for deck mounting, made to get wet
• 24 adjustable gear/motor mounting positions
•  Easy to use manual release system in event of loss 

of power
• 5 Year + Life Warranty

EACH KIT INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING AS 
STANDARD:
• Winch
• 6mm 316SS backing plate
• Heavy duty 400 amp solenoid
•  Genuine MP (USA) marine grade circuit breaker
•  Anodised alloy toggle switch panel
•  All nuts, bolts, washers, instructions, switch panel template

Lone Star 
High Speed Anchor Winches

MODEL GX-1
This is for boats up to 6.5 metres. The 200mm 
drum will hold 68m of 6mm rope and 7m of 
6mm short link chain. Will drop/retrieve at up 
to 126feet (39m) per minute.
• 600 watt purpose built motor
• 2800kg+ holding power
• 350kg max pull (empty drum)
• 100kg max recc. working load
• Spool size 200 x 190mm
•  Measures 340L x 340W x 210Hmm overall

MAC624

MODEL GX-2
This is for boats up to 7 metres. 250mm drum 
will hold 90m of 8mm rope and 7m of 8mm 
short link chain. Will drop/retrieve at up to 
136feet (42m) per minute.
• 1000 watt purpose built motor
• 2800kg+ holding power
• 700kg max pull (empty drum)
• 100kg max recc. working load
• Spool size 250 x 220mm
•  Measures 383L x 391W x 260Hmm overall

MAC626

Supplied Accessories

SEE DECK ROLLER 
ON PAGE 195

Anchor Winches
High Speed Drum & Other
Chain-Type Anchor Winches & Windlasses
This section deals with both the specialised high-speed 
“drum” type winches and the conventional anchor–type.
We now stock two types of high-speed winch.  A high-
speed winch is a special type of unit made for fishers 
who generally do not have a rope or chain locker.  These 
people fish in open ocean which is generally very deep and 
subsequently need massive lengths of rope chain made to 
get the anchor to the bottom. They also need to release/
retrieve the anchor line at high speed, in order to relocate 
the boat to a more promising fishing area.

We have stocked the Aussie-made Lone Star marine range 
for some time now with great success.  In 2021 we have 
introduced another brand, also Aussie made, that is of 
similar quality but offered as a package deal product.
You will also find a range of conventional anchor chain 
winches later in this section.
Finally, you will also see the accessories to make your 
anchor deploying/retrieving job simpler.
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American Eagle 
Anchor Drum Winches
Road Tech Marine are proud to announce support of the all new “American Eagle” brand of high speed anchor 
winches. Built to last, these products are designed, fabricated, and assembled in Australia using industry 
proven design & materials. Available as a package including rope, chain, switchgear, and deck rollers, The 
American Eagle range of classically designed drum style anchoring systems are the perfect option for those 
who just want a strong, fast, and reliable anchor winch without the high price tag. Made from 316 stainless 
steel and anodized hubs, the American Eagle range is available in 3 sizes to suit all boats from 12-30 feet. 
•  Oversized solid 316SS drum shafts (not pipe)
•  IP66 Waterproof Motors for maximum longevity
•  Oversized, Fully sealed transmission with anodized housing
•  Machined & Anodized billet bearing hubs (not cast)
•  Quiet, Fast operation
•  Motor Adjustable to 8 positions
•  3 Year Warranty on all parts
•  Welded & Assembled in Australia

EACH KIT INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING AS STANDARD:
•  Winch
•  60m x 6mm nylon rope
•  6m x 6mm chain
•  Solenoid
•  Backing plate with mounting nuts and bolts
•  Switch Panel with Circuit Breaker

500W
•  200mm drum size
•  500w motor
•  Fast 40 metres per minute drop/retrieve
•  For boats to 18ft (5.5 meters)
•  Includes 60m x 6mm nylon rope & 6m x 

6mm chain
•  HD deck roller
•  Backing plate
•  Mounting nuts & bolts
•  Solenoid
•  Switch Panel with Circuit Breaker
•  Box dimensions 400x350x250
•  Package weight 27kg

MAC612

1000W
• 250mm drum size
• 1000w motor
• Fast 45 metres per minute drop/retrieve
• For boats to 22ft (6.5 meters)
•  Includes 80m x 8mm nylon rope & 10m x 

6mm chain
•  HD deck roller
• Backing plate
• Mounting nuts & bolts
• Solenoid
• Switch Panel with Circuit Breaker
• Box Dimensions 400x450x300
• Package weight 35kg

MAC614

1400W
•  300mm drum size
•  1400w motor
•  Fast 45 metres per minute drop/retrieve
•  For boats to 30 ft (9 meters)
•  Includes 90m x 10mm nylon rope & 8m x 

8mm chain
•  HD deck roller
•  Backing plate
•  Mounting nuts & bolts
•  Solenoid
•  Switch Panel with Circuit Breaker
•  Box Dimensions 450x450x350
•  Package weight 43kg

MAC616

MAC612

Cat No. Qty 1+

500W MAC612 $1,499.00

1000W MAC614 $1,699.00

1400W MAC616 $1,999.00

NOW EVERY BOAT OWNER CAN HAVE A 
QUALITY ANCHORING SYSTEM AT THE 
RIGHT PRICE!
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ALSO COMPATIBLE 
WITH AMERICAN EAGLE 

DRUM WINCHES

High Speed Horizontal Windlass

This unit does not require under deck space except for wiring and of 
course anchor chain. It will, however, require deck strengthening to 1”-2” 
(25-50mm) if your deck is not that thick already. Works with chain only or 
a rope/chain combination. Adjustable clutches and comes with mounting 
hardware kit.

Specifications:

•  Voltage: 12VDC
• Panel Rating: 45A
• Drop Speed met/min/ft/min: 35/115
• Weight: 13kg

900W
• Motor Power Rating: 900W
• Current Draw (Max Load): 35A
• Max Powerpull: 750kg / 1650lbs
• Recommended Chain Size: 8mm
• Recommended Rope Size: 14mm
• Boat Size: ≤35’ 

MAC642

Rocker Switch Panel  
(vertical mount)

This switch will accommodate any electrical load from 
any winch shown. Single action forward/reverse.
• Dimensions: 45(W) x 70(H) x 25(D)mm
Note: Keep all wiring as short as possible.

Rubberised Foot Switch (waterproof)

A simple foot switch with hinged rubber cover. 
Two required for up/down operation. Requires 
deck cut-out only 1” (25mm) dia.

Windlass  
Control Panel

Pre-labelled with a backlit label, suitable for 
20A. Includes push reset circuit breaker. 
•  20A Push Reset Circuit Breaker
• Rating: 12VDC @ 20A / 24DC @ 10A
• Dimensions: 54(W) x 114(H) x 75(D)mm

ACCESSORIES FOR WINCHES/WINDLASSESWINDLASSES

Lone Star Wiring Loom Kits

Quality looms to suit 2-pole winches up to 2000W. 
Built with Australian-made tinned copper cable, 
heavy duty tinned lugs, and dual-wall epoxy-filled 
heatshrink, it’ll last as long as your boat does. 
It’s a plug and play system to save you hours of 
installation traditionally required. 

1000XS

•  Suits:  
Half Cabin & Runabout Boats to 5.5m.

•  Looms measure:  
2 x 4.5m, 1 x 2.8m and 1 x 1m. 

MAC636

1000S

•  Suits:  
Half Cabin & Runabout Boats to 6.5m.

•  Looms measure:  
2 x 5.8m, 1 x 3.2m and 1 x 1m

MAC638

1000L

•  Suits: Half Cabin & Runabout Boats to 8m.
• Loom measures: 10m

MAC639

MAC638

Hawse Pipes

For internal drum anchor winch installations  
or where a roller is not desired.
• Ideal for boats with no anchor well
•  Use when the winch drum is more than  

150mm from the top deck
• Ideal for 200-250mm drums
• Keeps the rain out of your boat
• Use instead of a deck roller
• Comes with 8 pre-made mounting holes
• Includes mounting hardware
• High Polish 316 SS construction
• Slightly wider base than opening
• Small surface area with excellent line lay

MINI-WIDE GX1-GX2

• Mounting surface 145x85mm
• Overall Height 120mm

MAC650

WIDE GX3+

• Mounting Surface 100x225mm
• Overall Height 120mm
Note: Not stocked in all stores  
but can be ordered*

MAC652

WINCH ACCESSORIES

FOR ANCHOR CHAIN,
SEE PAGE 200

Cat No. Qty 1+

900W MAC642 $899.00

Cat No. Qty 1+

MAC645 $39.95

Cat No. Qty 1+

MAC646 $49.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

SZ1914 $24.95 $22.45

Cat No. Qty 1+

1000XS MAC636 $259.00

1000S MAC638 $279.00

1000L MAC639 $309.00

Cat No. Qty 1+

Mini-Wide GX1-GX2 MAC650 $219.00

Wide GX3+* MAC652* $245.00
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Winch Handle Pocket

Cat No. Qty 1+

Winch Handle Pocket MXJ320 $15.95

You would be crazy not to have one of 
these. Leave the handle on deck at sea 
and it will slide overboard while you are 
looking at it.
•  Made out of durable PVC, it will accept 

handles up to 300mm long.
• Measures 300(L) x 90(W)mm
•  Supplied with stainless steel screws

Winch Grease - Multipurpose

Cat No. Qty 1+

Winch Grease - Multipurpose MXJ325 $39.95

This European-made product is formulated from Calcium 
Sulfonate (whatever that is!). It is specifically made to 
lubricate winches, windlasses, steering gear, bearings, 
trailer wheel bearings, hydraulic equipment and outboard 
engine steering mechanisms. In other words, anywhere 
where lubricant is needed where there is salt or fresh 
water about.
• Not cheap, but very good
• 100g

Deluxe Deck 
Roller

Cat No. Qty 1+

135mm Long MAC902 $129.00

A highly polished deck roller with UV stabilised 
135mm roller. Captive design, adjustable height and 
curved design for better line lay and higher capacity.
• Made in Australia
• Mounting hardware included

Alloy Aluminium

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

200mm Long MAC905 $49.95 $44.95

Heavy 4mm body with quick release spring loaded 
9mm diameter captive pin and hard nylon self-centering 
roller. Provision for 3 x No. 12-14 countersunk head 
mounting screws. 
•  Overall 200(L) x 58(W)mm
• Quality product

Stainless Steel (304 Grade)

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Stainless - 200mm Long MAC915 $69.95 $62.95

Stainless - 227mm Long MAC920 $79.95 $71.95

Build quality same as MAC905. 
2.5 - 3.0mm polished stainless steel. 
All with 9mm captive sprung pins 
with hard nylon self-centering 
rollers. 

BOW ROLLERS

Winch Handles

Cat No. Qty 1+

250mm/10” Long Overall MXJ310 $29.95

Lightweight alumnium 
anodised. Plastic hand grip 
with lock mechanism.

WINCH ACCESSORIES

Super Heavy Duty, Hinged Long Bow Roller

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

440mm Long MAC932 $199.00 $178.95

By far the largest in our range, this unit features a 316 grade polished stainless 
steel frame in 3mm thick material. It has heavy hard nylon rollers in a very 
sturdy hinged housing. The mounting foot is a massive 225(L) x 80(W)mm. 
The foot is drilled to take 5x 8mm bolts. (The foot is stepped to allow the 
hinged mechanism to actually hang beyond the bow). This unit would be 
comfortable with anchors up to about 60kg in weight. 
•  Dimensions: 440(L) x 115(H) x 80(W)mm

Lone Star Bow Roller

Cat No. Qty 1+

CX315 - 315mm Long MAC904 $299.00

CX415 - 415mm Long MAC906 $309.00

This bow roller features durable heavy gauge 316SS in a mirror like finish 
and is suitable for almost any anchor and style. These are a static sprit with 
no hinge or moving parts and are favoured by commercial fishermen and 
those who are seeking ultra-tough anchoring accessories, these spirits are 
meant to be used day in day out.
100% Australian made with all extrusions, machining, stainless steel, and 
polishing done in house.

CX315
•  Suits boats up to 7m and 

anchors up to 20kg
• Overall 315(L) x 78(W)mm

MAC904

CX415
•  Suits boats up to 8m and 

anchors up to 20kg
• Overall 415(L) x 78(W)mm

MAC906

SEE LSM HIGH SPEED 
ANCHOR WINCHES  
ON PAGE 192

SEE LSM HIGH SPEED ANCHOR 
WINCHES ON PAGE 192
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*CQR = 
SECURE

Anchors - Grapnel

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

1.5lb - 0.7kg MAA102 $13.95 $12.45

3.3lb - 1.5kg MAA104 $19.95 $17.95

5.5lb - 2.5kg MAA106 $26.95 $23.95

7.0lb - 3.2kg MAA108 $36.95 $32.95

Ideal for inflatable 
boats.
• Galvanised

Plough or CQR*

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

10lb - 4.5kg MAA210 $44.95 $39.95

15lb - 6.8kg MAA212 $59.95 $53.95

20lb - 9.0kg MAA214 $79.95

27lb - 12kg MAA216 $99.95 $89.95

35lb - 16kg MAA218 $129.00 $115.95

45lb - 20kg MAA220 $169.00 $151.95

Ideal for mud or sand. Retrieval eye for 
ease of removal if snagged.
• Galvanised

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

4lb - 1.8kg MAA004 $11.95 $10.45

6lb - 2.7kg MAA006 $22.95 $20.45

8lb - 3.6kg MAA008 $29.95 $26.95

10lb - 4.5kg MAA010 $34.95 $30.95

13lb - 6.0kg MAA013 $47.95 $42.95

16lb -7.2kg MAA016 $59.95 $53.95

Sand Anchors

Suitable for use 
in sand & mud.
• Galvanised

Cat No. Qty 1+

8lb - 4kg MAA608 $39.95

Slip Rings (Anti-Snag)

Similar to a sand anchor 
which can be easily retrieved 
backwards.
• Galvanised

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

6mm - 1/4” MAA306 $10.95 $9.45

8mm - 5/16” MAA308 $14.95 $13.45

10mm - 3/8” MAA310 $23.95 $21.45

12mm - 1/2” MAA312 $32.95 $28.95

Reef - 4 Prong

Hooks onto rock or coral 
underwater structures.
• Hot dipped galvanised
•  Supplied with prongs 

straightened. 

Reef - 4 Prong - 
Folding

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

8mm - 5/16” MAA314 $29.95 $26.95

10mm - 3/8” MAA316 $34.95 $30.95

Twist design 4 prong 
reef anchors that lay 
flat after use for safe 
and easy stowage. To 
use, simply twist head 
and lock in.
•  Hot dipped 

galvanised

We have full anchor kits as well as individual 
components, even powered winches to take the  
back-breaking out of bringing it back from the depths. 
We also have special plastic anchors that won’t damage 
your fibreglass PWC too.

Boat 
Anchors

“Plastic” Anchor 

For Jet Ski’s, Kayaks & Small Craft
Plough-type anchors specifically to hold small craft in mud or sand. 
Being made from soft but rigid plastic they will not scratch the finish of an 
expensive jet ski, or fibreglass kayak or inflatable. The anchor can be ‘set’ in 
the usual fashion or simply pushed into mud, or sand on a beach when the 
water is shallow.

SMALL
• 230g 
• Red 
• 260mm long 
• Suits kayaks and canoes

MEDIUM 
• 1kg 
• Blue 
• 405mm long
•  Suits jet skis and boats to 3.5m (11.5’)
•  Small enough to fit in jet ski locker

MAA702

MAA704

Cooper Anchors  
1.5kg Nylon Anchor

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

MAA706 $79.95 $71.95

The holding power of any anchor is directly related to how deeply it sets 
and holds the sea bed. Most anchors on the market today are restricted 
by design to ploughing along near the surface of the sea bed and rarely, 
if ever disappear completely below the sea bed. This anchor has a very 
simple design with a weighted tip and straight streamline shank designed 
to completely disappear below the sea bed and stay there even through 
wind and tide changes.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Small - Red MAA702 $34.95 $30.95

Medium - Blue MAA704 $49.95 $44.95
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Lone Star MMX-2 Anchor

Cat No. Qty 1+

MAA740 $199.00

An anchor for any seabed, any boat, that is designed to set fast 
and dig deep. Featuring a lead free/hoop free design, the MMX 
is Manufactured in Australia from high tensile steel plate. The 
innovative retrieval slide drops all the way to the head for 170 
degree retrieval in rock or reef. Stabilizing wings and a folded drop 
tip design ensure excellent setting immediately and reduce the 
chance of the anchor breaking free in a tide change. 
• Fast Setting
• Lead Free
• Hoop Free
• Retrieval Slide
• High Holding Power
• Suitable for Most substrates
• Manufactured in Australia
•  Lifetime Warranty Against 

Bending

Quality “Lewmar” Brand Anchors

Cat No. Qty 1+

4kg MAA120 $169.00

6kg MAA122 $199.00

10kg MAA124 $279.00

16kg MAA126 $359.00

RTM are proud to announce the introduction of Lewmar Delta® 
self-launching anchors. The low centre of gravity and self-righting 
geometry ensures that this anchor will set itself. Of course 
tension on anchor chain/rode will complete the anchor-set 
process. All Delta® anchors are forged/fabricated from high grade 
manganese steel and heavily galvanised. 

Guaranteed for  
life against:

•  Lloyds register type 
approval

• Fast set
• High holding power
• 4 models/weights available

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

6lb-2.7kg MAA026 $59.95 $53.95

8lb-3.6kg MAA028 $74.95 $66.95

11lb-5.0kg MAA030 $89.95 $80.95

Includes anchor, 2m of galvanised 
chain, 2 galvanised D shackles and 
50m silver rope with stainless steel 
thimble spliced at one end.

Anchor Kits

“Mooloolaba” Pick Anchors

Weight Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

16lb - 7.25kg MAA732 $99.95 $89.95

20lb - 9kg MAA734 $119.00 $106.95

This is similar to a reef-type anchor except that the flukes are sharpish 
solid picks. It works very well on reef bottoms or rocky, rubble bottoms. 
The anchor works best when the anchor chain is connected by a shackle 
to the head of the anchor and the chain is run along the shaft and 
the chain is held in place with a light cable tie terminated at the other 
end of the anchor. If the anchor is difficult to release from the bottom, 
simply give the anchor line a sharp pull which will break the nylon tie. 
This will enable you to retrieve the anchor from the head end. Also, it is 
recommended to use double the usual length of anchor rode chain for 
best results. Galvanised steel construction.

16LB (7.25KG)
•  Dimensions (see diagram) AxBxCxDmm:  

705 x 255 x 160 x 28
•  Boat Suitability:  

20-28ft / 6.0-8.4m

MAA732

20LB (9KG)
•  Dimensions (see diagram) AxBxCxDmm:  

810 x 260 x 160 x 31
•  Boat Suitability:  

28-36ft / 8.4-10.8m

MAA734

SEA ANCHORS

Sea - Drogue Type

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Small MAA404 $21.95 $19.45

Medium MAA406 $24.95 $22.45

Large MAA408 $39.95 $35.95

This stowable fabric anchor is used to 
arrest drift from wind (mainly) and to 
a lesser extent, tidal action. If you are 
disabled and have lost your anchor, this 
may save you getting washed up on 
rocks. It is also used to hold you over 
a fishing area which is too deep to 
anchor and generally provide greater 
boat control.

Lone Star MMX-3 Galvanised Anchor

Everything you could want in an anchor for most substrates is here. The 
MMX by LSM spent 16 months in development with the goal to tackle 
the worst in anchoring substrate, soft mud. The result is an anchor for 
any seabed, any boat, anywhere the MMX sets in inches and is designed 
to set fast and dig deep. Featuring a lead free/hoop free design the 
MMX is Manufactured in Australia from High Tensile Steel Plate. The 
Innovative retrieval slide drops all the way to the head for 170 degree 
retrieval in rock or reef. With a massive holding power to weight ratio, 
the MMX features minimum 8mm plate head construction (min. 10mm 
handle) for incredible strength, excellent balance, and displacement. 
Stabilizing wings and a folded drop tip design ensure excellent 
setting immediately and reduce the chance of the anchor 
breaking free in a tide change. Available in 
hot dipped galvanised finish for 
boats to 80ft.

Cat No. Qty 1+

MAA742 $269.00

SEE LSM HIGH SPEED ANCHOR 
WINCHES ON PAGE 192
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Anchoring Products

Chain Grab Hook

Max Load Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

6mm (1/4”) Chain Jaw. 550kg MAC806 $13.95 $12.45

8mm (5/16”) Chain Jaw. 900kg MAC808 $19.95 $17.95

10mm (3/8”) Chain Jaw. 1100kg MAC810 $29.95 $26.95

This product is cast in 316 grade stainless steel and 
has a Clevis style pin retainer. It is polished to a 
mirror finish. It is a grab style hook which means that 
the jaw inserts across the chain for a secure lifting 
grab.

CHAIN HOOK

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Suits 6mm Chain. 6m. MAC630 $34.95 $30.95

Suits 8mm Chain. 8m. MAC632 $44.95 $39.95

Chain Socks

Reduce the noise of chains going over the deck 
whilst protecting your vessel from dents and 
scratches. The tight weave pattern is 
abrasion resistant and makes it easier to 
apply. It is easily cut with scissors or 
a sharp knife and the edges can 
then be sealed with a flame - 
just like nylon rope. 

Pre-Made Anchor Lines

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

6mm Rope x 30m 3 Strand MAC004 $11.95 $9.95

6mm Rope x 50m 3 Strand MAC006 $13.95 $11.45

8mm Rope x 30m 3 Strand MAC008 $16.95 $13.95

8mm Rope x 50m 3 Strand MAC010 $19.95 $16.95

10mm Rope x 30m 3 Strand MAC012 $29.95 $25.45

10mm Rope x 50m 3 Strand MAC014 $44.95 $37.95

12mm Rope x 50m 3 Strand MAC016 $54.95 $45.95

Silver rope is fine for this application. 
Each line has a stainless steel thimble 
factory spliced into one end. This enables 
connection via a shackle to a length of chain 
(generally) or straight to the anchor itself for 
smaller rigs.

Anchor Line - 50m Rope  
& 3m Chain

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

6mm Rope & 6mm Galvanised Chain MAC018 $29.95 $25.45

8mm Rope & 6mm Galvanised Chain MAC020 $34.95 $28.95

10mm Rope & 8mm Galvanised Chain MAC022 $69.95 $58.95

12mm Rope & 8mm Galvanised Chain MAC024 $79.95 $67.95

Complete kit, rope and appropriate 
size chain.
• 3m long chain
• 50m long rope

Anchor Line to suit Drum Winches

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

68m of 8mm Nylon - 7m of Chain MAC046 $139.00 $117.95

90m of 8mm Nylon - 7m of Chain MAC040 $199.00 $168.95

130m of 8mm Nylon - 9m of Chain* MAC042* $249.00 $209.00

Rather than using Silver rope, you can make your Drum anchor system 
much stronger (and softer on your hands) by using double- braided nylon 
rope. Shown below are variations for anchor rope. Double braided nylon 
is up to 3x stronger than silver rope, is U.V. resistant and has shock 
absorbing qualities making it an ideal anchor line.
Each has 8mm double braided nylon with 7 or 9m of 8mm short link 
galvanised chain and one stainless-steel D-shackle to suit.
Note: Not stocked in all stores but can 
be ordered.

Anchor Well Australian Made

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Small 480(W Max)x180(D)x30(L)mm MAC705 $119.00 $106.95

Made from tough polyethylene, 
they are designed to fit in the 
tapered bow of any style of boat. 
They are self draining with facility 
to connect drain hose. They 
have a flange all round which not 
only adds strength to the well, it 
enables you to screw them to the 
gunwale if necessary.

ANCHOR LINES ANCHOR WELLS

Chain Markers

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

8mm Pack of 10 MAC294 $13.95 $12.45

10mm Pack of 8 MAC296 $14.95 $13.45

12mm Pack of 8 MAC298 $15.95 $13.95

These soft plastic coloured 
inserts snap into an anchor chain 
to indicate how much chain has 
been deployed. You only have to 
insert a colour every 2-3 meters 
or so and you make your own 
colour code for the length passed 
out. Red for example, should be 
the last colour before you run out 
of chain.

Anchor Line 95m Rope & 9m chain - 10mm Rope 
& 8mm Galvanised Chain

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

95m of 10mm Nylon - 9m of Chain MAC048* $249.00 $219.00

Double braid nylon, eye spliced and stitched for maximum strength. Each 
run of rope is batch tested to ensure the breaking strains are accurate. 
Note: Not stocked in all stores  
but can be ordered.

The term for the short length of chain between the anchor and 
the anchor rope is called the “rode”. Sometimes the term is used 
to include the anchor rope as well.

RODE TERMINOLOGY

SEE LSM HIGH SPEED ANCHOR 
WINCHES ON PAGE 192
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Anchoring Products

Barrel Type - Stainless Steel

Max Working Load Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

6-8mm Single Swivel 850kg MAC440 $29.95 $26.95

6-8mm Double Swivel 2100kg MAC442 $36.95 $32.95

Stainless swivels are generally more sophisticated than the 
galvanised units. They tend to not wear out as quickly.
• 316 grade stainless
•  Design allows unit to slide over anchor roller 

(if necessary)

Anchor Swivels - Galvanised

Max Working Load Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

10mm 800kg MAC410 $11.95

12mm 1200kg MAC412 $19.95 $17.95

16mm 2000kg MAC416 $24.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

6mm MAC260 $6.95 $6.25

8mm MAC262 $7.95 $7.15

10mm MAC264 $8.95 $8.05

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

6mm MAC266 $2.50 $2.25

8mm MAC268 $2.95

10mm MAC270 $3.95 $3.55

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

10mm Max Breaking Strain 3000kg MAC402 $12.95 $11.45

12mm Max Breaking Strain 4000kg MAC404 $21.95 $19.45

16mm Max Working Load 2000kg MAC406 $24.95 $22.45

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

6mm Max Working Load 1350kg MAC430 $10.95 $9.45

8mm Max Working Load 2500kg MAC432 $13.95 $12.45

10mm Max Working Load 3500kg MAC434 $16.95 $14.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

6mm Max Breaking Strain 1200kg MAC420 $12.95 $11.45

8mm Max Breaking Strain 2250kg MAC422 $22.95 $20.45

10mm Max Breaking Strain 3150kg MAC424 $32.95 $28.95

12mm Max Breaking Strain 6000kg MAC426 $49.95 $44.95

Perfect for connecting a mooring weight to the mooring 
apparatus. Will keep the apparatus from twisting up. As 
the swivel is always under water, corrosion is almost non- 
existant. You must, however, inspect (or have inspected) 
your mooring apparatus every 12 months as the swivel will 
eventually wear out.
Note: Max working load at 1:2 life. Not SWL rated for lifting purposes.

Basic Anchor Swivels - 
Stainless Steel

316 grade stainless steel
Note: Not SWL rated for lifting purposes

Fork Anchor Swivels - 
Stainless Steel

316 grade stainless steel
Note: Not SWL rated for lifting purposes

Eye Type Anchor Swivels - 
Stainless Steel

Stainless swivels are generally more sophisticated 
than the galvanised units. They tend to not wear 
out as quickly.
• 316 grade stainless 
Note: Not SWL rated for lifting purposes

Chain Joining Links, Rivet Type

These 316 marine grade links are assembled 
permanently and easily by hammering the 
rivets in the links into ‘set’ rivets.
• Size is the chain size that they suit
• 2 piece

Chain Joiners, One Piece

Hot dipped galvanised steel.
•  Simply place in a  

vice or hammer flat

ANCHOR SWIVELS CHAIN JOINERS

FOR RIGGING 
AND OTHER 
SHACKLES SEE 
PAGE 224

300mm Anchor Buoy with 
Stainless Steel Ring

Cat No. Qty 1+

Anchor Buoy with S/S Ring MAC515 $69.95

High density foam buoy with 100mm 
stainless steel ring spliced on end.
• 300mm diameter

Anchor Securing / Retrieving - 
Speed Clip

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Anchor Securing/Retrieving - Speed Clip MAC505 $34.95 $30.95

Anchor retrieval clip. Made from stainless steel, this 
product can be custom-fitted with a rope and flotation 
device. Place your anchor line through the large hole. 
Run past the anchor line at 6-8 knots. The flotation 
device passes down to the anchor, pulling it free.

Sliding Gunwale Anchor Securing Ring

Cat No. Qty 1+

Sliding Gunwale Anchor Securing Ring MAC550 $22.95

When you are at anchor in a tinny, 
there are times when you want 
the boat to be side on to the tide, 
especially when fishing. This unit 
clips over the gunwale inner edge 
and provides a loop to connect 
your anchor rope. It is capable 
of sliding along the length of one 
side of your boat. It provides an 
adjustable and secure solution to 
maximise the number of people 
who can safely fish off the side of 
your craft.
•  100mm long x 30mm2 U channel 

with tying loop approx.  
60mm dia.

•  Opening in ring enables you to 
loop the anchor rope through but 
leave anchor rope tied at the bow

Call us on 1300 964 264 199
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size Cat No. Qty 1+

3m x 6mm MAC250 $24.95

3m x 8mm MAC252 $34.95

5m x 8mm MAC254 $54.95

Link Dia. Pitch/Width Max Work Load Breaking Strength
Drum Size / 
Weight Cat No. Per Metre 1+ Roll

6mm 18mm/7.5mm 445kg 1818kg 60m/48kg MAC282 $14.95 $768.00

8mm 24mm/26mm 818kg 3272kg 34m/48kg MAC284 $16.95 $488.00

10mm 30mm/32.5mm 1270kg 5090kg 22m/50kg MAC286 $24.95 $468.00

13mm 39mm/42.3mm 2045kg 8181kg 13m/50kg MAC288 $33.95 $378.00

Link Dia.
Max Work 
Load

Breaking 
Strength

Drum Size / 
Weight Cat No. Per Metre 1+ Roll

6mm 320kg 1300kg 57m/50kg MAC241 $18.95 $918.00

8mm 530kg 2160kg 35m/50kg MAC243 $27.95 $838.00

Link Dia.
Max Work 
Load

Breaking 
Strength

Drum Size / 
Weight Cat No. Per Metre 1+ Roll

4mm 110kg 450kg 156m/50kg MAC232 $10.95 $1,472.00

6mm 320kg 1300kg 69m/50kg MAC234 $15.95 $938.00

8mm 530kg 2160kg 39m/50kg MAC236 $22.95 $768.00

Link Dia.
Max Work 
Load

Breaking 
Strength

Drum Size / 
Weight Cat No. Per Metre 1+ Roll

6mm 500kg 2270kg 54m/50kg MAC216 $8.95 $435.00

8mm 850kg 3450kg 33.5m/50kg MAC218 $10.95 $335.00

10mm 1200kg 4800kg 21.5m/50kg MAC220 $13.95 $276.00

Link Dia.
Max WorK 
Load

Breaking 
Strength

Drum Size / 
Weight Cat No. Per Metre 1+ Roll

6mm 500kg 2270kg 60m/50kg MAC206 $7.95 $409.00

8mm 850kg 3450kg 37m/50kg MAC208 $10.95 $369.00

10mm 1200kg 4800kg 23.5m/50kg MAC210 $13.95 $314.00

ANCHOR CHAIN

Chain Kit with Shackles

Quality hot dipped galvanised chain with 2 x 
galvanished shackles. Cheaper than buying 
separate components. 3m or 5m long.

Short Link Grade ‘L’ (G30) Calibrated Chain

Grade L is low carbon steel chain specifically manufactured to 
Australian Standard AS2321-2006. Used for anchoring and mooring 
applications, Grade L calibrated short-link design ensures proper fit for 
most Australian windlasses. 
• Hot dip galvanised for best protection against corrosion and abrasion

Galvanised General Link
General lifting/rigging work, anchor chain.

Short Link Chain - Hot Dip Galvanised

Used for anchor winches, windlasses which are 
generally calibrated for this size chain.

General Link Chain 
Stainless Steel

Short Link Chain 
stainless Steel

Proof coil chain is great EXCEPT in 
winches, etc. It DOES NOT have a 
guaranteed uniform pitch and therefore 
can bind up in winches/windlasses, etc. 
Use “BBB” or “G-4” grade.

ANCHOR CHAIN SHOCK ABSORBER
Whilst anchor chain is very strong, it has no ‘give’. With plenty of chain out in heavy seas, the 
rode laying on the bottom is a natural shock absorber. In strong winds however, your anchor 
chain may become completely taught and your chain can deliver a shock load to windlasses 
and cleats, fairleads, etc.
You can quickly and easily make a shock absorber, called a ‘snubber’. It is best made with 
3-strand nylon line, typically RTM part number TRA115 found on page 210 of this catalogue. 
To install, follow the diagram here. Make the line about 1.2m long and when taught have 
about 150mm gap between the chain and the taught rope. Tie the rope to the chain with 
Bowline knots. Remove the snubber when stowing the anchor line.

“PROOF COIL”
 & WINCHES /  
WINDLASSES

FOR YOUR ANCHOR CHAIN
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Boat Accessories

Gunwale Hook. Economy, Removable

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Gunwale Hook. Economy, Removable MAE505 $49.95 $44.95

Aluminium, 25mm tubing with plastic tipped 
gunwale hooks and transom fend-off feet.
•  Will fit over gunwales up to 260mm wide
• Foldable

Folding Rope Ladder

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

1.5m MAE516 $39.95 $35.95

Convenient and suitable for just about any boat, it features 
non-slip moulded steps that are UV-resistant. It hangs 
about 1.5m tall, plenty 
of height for even tall 
gunwales. Simply hang the 
top of the rope over a cleat 
or other suitable load-
bearing anchor point.
•  Maximum Capacity: 90kg
• Step Width: 30cm
• Weight: 1.5kg
•  Length: 1.5m  

(Including Loop)

Telescopic, Stainless Steel (316 Grade)

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Telescopic, Stainless Steel (316 Grade) MAE520 $89.95 $80.95

Compact and efficient design with 
stainless steel steps with moulded 
black vinyl tread inserts for grip.
•  Hinged bracket affixes to transom 

topside of boat and folds over 
horizontally

• 295(W) x 300(D)mm
• 600mm long

Transom Mount - One Fold

Brackets Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

2 Step 480mm Ext Transom MAE535 $99.95 $89.95

3 Step 640mm Ext Transom MAE540 $129.00 $115.95

4 Step 1150mm Ext Deck MAE550 $189.00 $169.95

Sturdy welded stainless steel 
tubing enable the ladder to safely 
fold away when not in use. When 
deployed, the ladder has two 
plastic tipped feet which rest 
against the transom
•  240mm(W) steps with non-slip 

vinyl inserts

Transom Step/Handle

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Transom Step/Handle THE825 $8.95 $8.05

Made out of high impact black plastic with 4 x large (No. 10 or 12 pan 
head) screw locations. One side of the 
handle has an non slip area (for a step). It 
also doubles as a substantial handle to help 
when boarding over a transom. Great in 
combination with transom ladders.
• Measures 160(L) x 42(W) x 65(D)mm

Anti-Slip Deck Tread

This is a synthetic rubber product approx. 3mm thick that has a slight 
foam filled compressibility. Its upper surface consists of a dot pattern 
called “Octic.” This pattern is soft on bare feet but firm enough to retain a 
deck shoe, thong, etc. On the other side is a peel-off 3M® brand double-
sided adhesive.
You lay the pad down on a clean, dry surface, typically fiberglass, painted 
or metal and the 3M® sticks like what some stuff does to a blanket. So 
get it right the first time! Some of the pads are large enough to be cut into 
special shapes to confirm to your special antislip needs. A must where 
people need a ‘step’ such as the top of trailer mudguards, boat decks, 
transoms, etc. 3 handy sizes (NZ made)
Each tread pack comes with instructions.

GUNWALE STEP STRIP
2 pieces of tread, each 425 long x 120 wide. 
Ideal to place on gunwale where people step 
into the boat.

TSC250

TRAILER MUDGUARD TREAD
2 pieces of tread, each 310 long x 160 wide. 
Ideal for the tops of trailer mudguards but the 
convenient size makes them handy for many 
applications.

TSC252

GENERAL PURPOSE DECK TREAD 
(ONE SHEET)
This is a large rectangular panel, 
measuring 445 x 245mm. It can be cut to 
all sorts of geometric shapes and sizes for 
any application.

TSC254

Transom Mount - Mini

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Transom Mount - Mini MAE530 $119.00 $106.95

This 304 grade unit is a narrow 
3-step unit where transom space 
is at a premium. It has non-slip 
black vinyl treads and comes with 
a comprehensive transom (verticle) 
mounting kit.
•  Ladder fixes at 4 points, 2 

permanently, 2 semi-permanent
•  570mm long extended, only 225mm 

wide, 315mm when folded up

LADDERS

DECK TREAD

THERE IS NO MECHANICAL CONNECTION 
TO THE BOAT WITH THESE LADDERS. THIS 

MEANS THAT THEY COULD SLIP IN CHOPPY 
WATER, ETC. WE RECOMMEND THAT YOU 

USE SOMETHING BETWEEN THE GUNWALE 
HOOKS AND THE BOAT ITSELF. A FOLDED 

AND FLATTENED DAMP/WET TOWEL 
WOULD PROBABLY BE OK, OR SOFT 

RUBBER SHEETING, ETC. BE CAREFUL.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

425 x 120mm Pack of 2 TSC250 $25.95 $22.95

310 x 160mm Pack of 2 TSC252 $22.95 $20.45

445 x 245mm TSC254 $22.95 $20.45

MAE535 MAE540 MAE550

SEE LIGHTER GRADE ANTI-SLIP  
DECK TAPE ON PAGE 442
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Tools & Test Equipment

Sold as pairs. Now available in black or white.
•  Each label is self-adhesive for painted, metal 

and fibreglass surfaces and is UV resistant.
Note: 203mm stocked in QLD stores only.  
For letter ‘O’, use number ‘0’ 

Letter/Number 100mm 150mm 203mm* 100mm 163mm 200mm*

A MIC109 MIC143 MIC177 MIC308 MIC342 MIC376

B MIC110 MIC144 MIC178 MIC309 MIC343 MIC377

C MIC111 MIC145 MIC179 MIC310 MIC344 MIC378

D MIC112 MIC146 MIC180 MIC311 MIC345 MIC379

E MIC113 MIC147 MIC181 MIC312 MIC346 MIC380

F MIC114 MIC148 MIC182 MIC313 MIC347 MIC381

G MIC115 MIC149 MIC183 MIC314 MIC348 MIC382

H MIC116 MIC150 MIC184 MIC315 MIC349 MIC383

I MIC117 MIC151 MIC185 MIC316 MIC350 MIC384

J MIC118 MIC152 MIC186 MIC317 MIC351 MIC385

K MIC119 MIC153 MIC187 MIC318 MIC352 MIC386

L MIC120 MIC154 MIC188 MIC319 MIC353 MIC387

M MIC121 MIC155 MIC189 MIC320 MIC354 MIC388

N MIC122 MIC156 MIC190 MIC321 MIC355 MIC389

0 MIC100 MIC134 MIC168 MIC322 MIC356 MIC390

P MIC123 MIC157 MIC191 MIC323 MIC357 MIC391

Q MIC124 MIC158 MIC192 MIC324 MIC358 MIC392

R MIC125 MIC159 MIC193 MIC325 MIC359 MIC393

S MIC126 MIC160 MIC194 MIC326 MIC360 MIC394

T MIC127 MIC161 MIC195 MIC327 MIC361 MIC395

U MIC128 MIC162 MIC196 MIC328 MIC362 MIC396

V MIC129 MIC163 MIC197 MIC329 MIC363 MIC397

W MIC130 MIC164 MIC198 MIC330 MIC364 MIC398

X MIC131 MIC165 MIC199 MIC331 MIC365 MIC399

Y MIC132 MIC166 MIC200 MIC332 MIC366 MIC400

Z MIC133 MIC167 MIC201 MIC333 MIC367 MIC401

0 MIC100 MIC134 MIC168 MIC322 MIC356 MIC390

1 MIC101 MIC135 MIC169 MIC300 MIC334 MIC368

2 MIC102 MIC136 MIC170 MIC301 MIC335 MIC369

3 MIC103 MIC137 MIC171 MIC302 MIC336 MIC370

4 MIC104 MIC138 MIC172 MIC303 MIC337 MIC371

5 MIC105 MIC139 MIC173 MIC304 MIC338 MIC372

6 or 9 MIC106 MIC140 MIC174 MIC305 MIC339 MIC373

7 MIC107 MIC141 MIC175 MIC306 MIC340 MIC374

8 MIC108 MIC142 MIC176 MIC307 MIC341 MIC375

Price per pair $1.80 $1.85 $1.95 $1.80 $1.85 $1.95

WHITEBLACKRegistration stickers

100mm

100mm

150mm

163mm

203mm

200mm

STATE TYPE OF VESSEL MIN SIZE STICKER

VIC Jetski (PWC) 100mm

VIC Registered Vessels (not PWC) 150mm

NSW Jetski (PWC) & Sailing Vessels 100mm

NSW Registered Vessels (Not PWC/Sail) 150mm

QLD Boats Not Capable of Planing 75mm (use 100mm)

QLD Jetski (PWC) 100mm

QLD Boats Capable of Planing 150mm

If in doubt and you have a vessel over 30ft,  
use 150mm lettering in NSW/VIC or 200mm in QLD.

RTM stocks boat letters and numbers in pairs, one for each 
side of the boat. Most of the states accept 100 or 150mm 
letters and numbers. To check for what you need, please 
refer to the table below.

Rego 
Stickers
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Boat Handling / Management

Fenders 
Inflatable -  
Blue Tip

Rope Size Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

450mm(L) x 120mm(D) MAG048 $17.95 $15.95

610mm(L) x 150mm(D) MAG050 $24.95 $22.45

610mm(L) x 220mm(D) MAG052 $34.95 $30.95

750mm(L) x 220mm(D) MAG054 $46.95 $41.95

780mm(L) x 290mm(D) MAG056 $64.95 $57.95

1090mm(L) x 290mm(D) MAG058 $99.95 $89.95

1100mm(L) x 350(D) MAG021 $119.00 $106.95

Made from a very tough vinyl using a roto-mould 
process. They are pumped up at low pressure 
(hardly register on the pressure gauge) and can be 
topped up with a football inflation needle. (Always 
use vaseline or some similar lubricant.)
•  Reinforced star pattern head with eyelet  

at each end

Ribbed - Inflatable - TOUGH!

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

4 1⁄2” (115mm) Dia. x 16” (410mm) Long MAG060 $15.95 $13.95

5 1⁄2” (140mm) Dia. x 20” (508mm) Long MAG062 $17.95 $15.95

6 1⁄2” (165mm) Dia. x 23” (585mm) Long MAG064 $26.95 $23.95

8 1⁄2” (215mm) Dia. x 27” (685mm) Long MAG066 $39.95 $35.95

These products are so strong you can drive an 
18-wheeler semi-trailer over them and they won’t 
burst! Guaranteed. They are ribbed - so they resist 
rolling along the side of your boat. They use premium 
marine grade heavy wall vinyl for rugged durability. 
They are soft to prevent scratching to your precious 
hull, have UV protection and are specially treated to 
prevent rotting, developing mould or mildew. Each 
fender has a large eyelet at each end. (In the USA and 
Canada, fenders are generally tied festoon-like, rather 
than vertically, further preventing roll). 4 sizes - all white 
in colour.

SURVIVES BEING RUN 
OVER BY AN  
18 WHEELER  
SEMI-TRAILER

FENDERS & ACCESSORIES

Applies to any boat that you want to protect from other boats, 
docks, wharves, etc. It applies to the MAG01x & MAG02x black 
or blue round fenders. 

FENDER SIZES

Length of Boat
Round Fender 
Diameter

No. of 
Fenders

Under 10’ (3m) 120mm 2

10-15’ (3-5m) 120mm 2

15-20’ (5-7m) 120mm 2-3

20-25’ (7-8m) 150mm 3

25-35’ (8-11m) 180mm 3-4

35-50’ (11-15m) 210mm 4

50-60’ (15-18m) 240-300mm 4-5

60’ plus (18m+) Ask your staff to work it out!

BUY 4 OR MORE  

& SAVE 10%

BUY 4 OR MORE  

& SAVE 10%

Rail Mount Fender Basket Holder

This unit clamps on to boat railings 
to provide a secure mount for a 
fender basket. It consists of two 
plastic clamp pieces, stainless steel 
fasteners and a bracket clamp.
• Very neat

Round Fender Holders - Wire Baskets

This attractive tubular basket is
made out of stainless steel wire about
5mm diameter. It is meant to mount
on bow rails or uprights, preferably at a
rakish angle to look good. It provides
early access to a fender when you may
need that fender in a hurry.
Note: This range may seem limited, but wire 
baskets don’t seem to look any good or work 
properly in other sizes. Basket do not include 
Fenders

Fender socks help retain good aesthetics as your fenders age 
and may become discoloured. However they also provide 
another layer of protection for your hull. Additionally, in recent 
years vinyl wraps have become popular to customise the look 
and feel of your hull. While fenders themselves are not abrasive, 
fender socks are often recommended by vinyl wrap installers to 
help protect the vinyl, especially when birthed. It’s just an added 
layer of protection for your vinyl wrap to keep it looking great.

FENDER SOCKS

Fender Covers - Socks

These covers are knitted from 
a stretchy fabric which pulls 
down over the tapered ends.
• Black or Navy in colour
• Sold individually
Note: Fender not included

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Rail Mount Fender Basket Holder MAG320 $27.95 $24.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

195mm suits 180mm Fender MAG305 $69.95 $62.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Suits 180mm Black MAG405 $12.95 $11.45

Suits 180mm Navy MAG406 $12.95 $11.45

Suits 210mm Black MAG410 $15.95 $13.95

Suits 210mm Navy MAG411 $15.95 $13.95

Suits 240mm Black MAG415 $18.95 $16.95

Suits 240mm Navy MAG416 $18.95 $16.95

Call us on 1300 964 264 203
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SEE OTHER DOCK FENDERS  
ON PREVIOUS PAGE

Flat Boat Fender.  
Modular Capability

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

500 x 200 x 50mm MAG034 $32.95 $28.95

600 x 300 x 75mm MAG036 $64.95 $57.95

At last a reasonably priced closed cell fender 
that can be fastened together to form a 
continuous line of boat protection for rafting 
up, or stopping abrasion, etc. Because these 
fenders are not thick, they can be slipped 
into tight gaps between a jetty and a boat 
hull or 2 hulls. They come with a length of 
dock line on one end and a Velcro strap on 
the other to enable you to daisy chain them 
together. 
• 2 sizes available

Dock Fenders

Save yourself some anxious moments when approaching 
the dock, especially if you are a singlehanded or when the 
wind and current are working 
against you. This sturdy yet 
highly efficient air filled PVC 
fender protects your boat bow 
and hull from damage caused 
by contact with the dock. Easily 
secures to the dock or pontoon 
with screws.

Plastic Gunwale Fender Strips

This is a well-designed moulding made in white U.V. resistant PVC that comes 
in 2 pieces. The white large outer belt has a return lip that fits over a deck. You 
can then use self tapping screws to fix to the gunwale area. (We recommend 
that you also hold the strip down with contact 
cement.) You finish the job off by inserting the 
round bead (blue) which covers the screw heads 
and adds a neat, attractive appearance.

FENDER STRIPS

Foam Floats

High density styrene float which 
can be painted with any acrylic 
(water based) paint. Stands up to 
wear and tear surprisingly well.
• Centre hole

Teardrop Style Buoy or Fenders

Bright orange inflatable floats 
made from UV resistant PVC. 
Complete with a solid eye and 
supplied with a brass inflation 
valve. Ideal as a general 
purpose float or marker 
buoy, or for marking ski 
lanes, rowing lanes etc.

Yellow Round with Handle

You will see this Australian-
made buoy on many, many 
moorings on the Australian 
east coast. The shiny surface 
will take black stick-on 
marking I.D letters very well.

Conical Style Mooring Buoys

Foam filled
• Australian made

“Keel Shield” Boat Stem Protector

As many of you would know, the stem of a boat is where the 
sides of a boat come together in a sort of blunt point. Some 
people call this the “bow” but that is not technically the right 
term. The stem of the boat is generally subject to wear and 
tear. It is frequently the first part of the boat to hit a wharf or 
dock. It can be subjected to abrasion if you drive your boat on 
to a sandy beach.
Many hard working boats have their stems chipped or worn 
which is unsightly. This misleadingly named product is 
a urethane V-shaped strip that fastens to the highly 
exposed part of the stem of your boat. There are no 
screws, just a space-age 3M® double-sided tape 
that enables you to attach the urethane 
strip in place - permanently! 
Installation takes 5 - 10 minutes. 
Works on fibreglass, most 
aluminium and varnished timber. 
This made-in-USA product will 
instantly improve the appearance of 
your tired looking boat. The strip is 1.5m 
(5ft) long which is enough to run from beneath 
the bow towing/winch eye to well under most boats. 
127mm wide.

FLOATS & BUOYS

BOAT STEM & BOW PROTECTION

LOOKING FOR LIFEBUOYS?  
YOU’LL FIND THEM IN OUR SAFETY SECTION 

ON PAGES 240 & 242

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Straight Edge 457(L) x 100(D)mm MAG202 $36.95 $32.95

Corner Edge 228(L) x 228(D)mm MAG204 $36.95 $32.95

Cat No. Per Metre 1+ Roll

2 Piece Blue/White 30m Roll MAG215 $18.95 $519.00

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Round 100mm MAE205 $9.95 $8.95

Round 150mm MAE210 $10.95 $9.45

Round 200mm MAE215 $14.95

Round 300mm MAE220 $32.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

330(L) x 288(Dia.)mm MAE240 $22.95 $20.45

508(L) x 381(Dia.)mm MAE242 $44.95 $39.95

648(L) x 483(Dia.)mm MAE244 $66.95 $59.95

762(L) x 584(Dia.)mm MAE246 $99.95 $89.95

Cat No. Qty 1+

200mm dia - Supports 2.5kg MAE225 $34.95

Cat No. Qty 1+

250mm dia - Supports 7kg MAE255 $99.00

360mm dia - Supports 15kg MAE260 $139.00

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

“Keel Shield” Boat Stem Protector MHC402 $299.00 $269.00

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au204 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day
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“Silver Rope” White

Dia. x Length Loop Eye Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

8mm x 5m 200mm MAE408 $7.95 $6.75

12mm x 10m 300mm MAE414 $14.95 $12.45

Best Value, UV stabilised, 3 strands, heat sealed 
330kg  Breaking Load MAE406
1090kg Breaking Load MAE414
Purchase 3, get 1 free (same or lesser value)

Black Polypropylene Docking Line

Floats, is soft on the hands and very easy to handle.
•  300mm loop at one end. Heat 

sealed at other end
•  About twice as strong as 

silver rope
Purchase 3, get 1 free  
(same or lesser value)

Dia. x Length Breaking Load Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

10mm x 7m 1,650kg MAE450 $19.95 $16.95

10mm x 10m 1,650kg MAE452 $24.95 $20.95

12mm x 7m 2,350kg MAE454 $29.95 $25.45

12mm x 10m 2,350kg MAE456 $34.95 $28.95

16mm x 10m 3,000kg MAE458 $49.95 $41.95

16mm x 13m 3,000kg MAE460 $54.95 $45.95

20mm x 13m 4,700kg MAE462 $69.95 $58.95

20mm x 20m 4,700kg MAE464 $79.95 $67.95

Black Nylon, Mooring/Dock Line

Can be stored wet, is inert to oil & grease. 
Has shock absorbing qualities and is soft on 
hands. 3 strand, heat sealed.
• Loop on one end
Purchase 3, get 1 free  
(same or lesser value)

Dia. x Length Breaking Load Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

10mm x 7m 2,200kg MAE430 $29.95 $25.45

10mm x 10m 2,200kg MAE432 $34.95 $28.95

12mm x 10m 3,000kg MAE436 $44.95 $37.95

16mm x 10m 4,500kg MAE348 $69.95 $58.95

16mm x 15m 4,500kg MAE440 $79.95 $67.95

Nylon with  
Polyester Jacket

White, with gold fleck. Loop on 
one end, heat sealed on the other.
• Smooth finish. Classy.
Purchase 3, get 1 free 
(same or lesser value)

Dia. x Length Breaking Load Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

10mm x 10m 2,100kg MAE484 $48.95 $40.95

12mm x 8m 3,600kg MAE486 $47.95 $39.95

12mm x 12m 3,600kg MAE490 $58.95 $49.95

Speciality Fender Lines

Dia. x Length Loop Eye Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

6mm x 1.5m 100mm MAG505 $9.95 $8.95

8mm x 1.5m 100mm MAG510 $10.95 $9.45

10mm x 2.0m 100mm MAG515 $12.95 $11.45

Short, black woven polyester line with 
factory spliced loop meant to be threaded 
through the eye of a fender. The line 
itself is typically short.
• They come as a pair, i.e. two lines 
Purchase 3, get 1 free  
(same or lesser value)

GENERAL DOCK & MOORING LINES

Black Rope Socks

Cat No. Qty 1+

500mm - Pair MUA621 $49.95

Rope Protector socks to minimise chafing and wear of fender and 
mooring lines. These quality rope socks are hand made in France from 
quality UV stabilised acrylic fabric. Full length heavy duty hook and loop 
fastening enables the rope sock to remain in place in difficult conditions.
• 500mm length
• Suits up to 18mm rope.
• Black in colour
• Sold as a Pair

Portable Dock Ring

This unit enables you to create a tie-up point on 
any dock that may not have cleats. Simply slip 
it into a gap in the planks and turn 90 degrees. 
It is very strong.

Insert between 
dock planks

It’s as easy as 1-2-3:

1 2 3Turn 90° to secure
under dock

Slide to edge of 
dock and tie rope

Mooring Springers

Heavy duty rubber devices when correctly placed in a mooring line 
dampens shock in the line caused by wave movement etc.

TYPE 1:
Heavy Duty Rectangular Type 220 x 40mm. Suits rope 8-14 mm 
diameter. Extends line length approx 150mm at 100kg load.  
Comes with instructions.

TYPE 2:
Eye to Eye Springer Loop your mooring line through this and leave a 
loop. Will withstand about 400kg of tension before stretching to max.  
Will take ropes from 10-18mm.

DOCK RING

MOORING SPRINGERS

It is easy to forget that you are lucky enough to have a boat on 
a mooring. Moorings can be hard enough to get, especially in 
city/harbour locations. It is also easy to forget that your boat is 
ON that mooring. Make a note to check your boat every 6 to 8 
weeks, even in winter. You may be lucky to get to that flat battery 
(and therefore no bilge pump) just in time! If you are reading this 
and it applies to you, do we need to tell you this?. 

DO WE NEED TO SAY THIS?

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Portable Dock Ring MHA902 $9.95 $8.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Type 1 220mm MAE610 $19.95 $16.95

Type 2 720mm MAE605 $15.95 $13.45

Call us on 1300 964 264 205
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Boat Hook Telescopic, 1.7 - 3.2m

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Telescopic, 1.7 - 3.2m MAE020 $44.95 $39.95

•  Similar to our MAE010, but longer length and 
practical for use on a pitching boat

• Sturdy marine grade ribbed staff 30mm dia
•  UV stabilised nylon hook
• Heavy duty telescopic lock mechanism

Boat Hook Fixed, 1.8m

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Fixed, 1.8m MAE005 $16.95 $14.95

• Marine grade aluminium staff 25mm dia
•  UV stabilised nylon hook. End cap has built in hanger
• Budget price

Boat Hook - Telescopic, 1.2 - 2.2m

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Telescopic, 1.2 - 2.2m MAE010 $28.95 $25.95

• Sturdy marine grade ribbed staff 30mm dia
• UV stabilised nylon hook
• Heavy duty telescopic lock mechanism

BOAT & GRAB HOOKS

Tube / Gaff Holders

Cat No. Qty 1+

16mm MFG010 $1.80

19mm MFG012 $1.90

25mm MFG014 $1.95

30mm MFG016 $2.25

38mm MFG018 $2.95

44mm MFG020 $3.50

“Softer” hold - used mainly to 
retain gaff poles, paddles, etc.
• Size: 16 to 44mm. 2 x #6 screw 
Note: Screw holes can be drilled out 
to accept larger screws.

Tube Holders

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

19mm White MFG030 $1.95 $1.65

19mm Black MFG032 $1.95 $1.65

25mm White MFG034 $2.50 $2.10

25mm Black MFG036 $2.50 $2.10

32mm White MFG038 $2.95 $2.50

32mm Black MFG040 $2.95 $2.50

38mm White MFG042 $3.25 $2.75

38mm Black MFG044 $3.25 $2.75

44mm White MFG046 $3.95 $3.35

44mm Black MFG048 $3.95 $3.35

Firm hold for more permanent 
retention of balustrading, metal 
plumbing, etc. 
• Size: 19 to 44mm. 2 x #6 screw 
Note: Screw holes can be drilled out to 
accept larger screws.

TUBE HOLDERS

Deluxe Pole Holder

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Deluxe Pole Holder Pair MJE316 $7.95 $6.75

This is a better pole holder that the 
plain Salter-type clip. It consists of 
a plastic body with a stainless steel 
retaining clip. If this holder is located 
in a companion way, it is less likely to 
catch on your clothing. Supplied with 
stainless steel mounting screws.

Spare Boat Hook Head

• Countersunk 5mm dia mounting hole

Whether you are a 
mountaineer, boatie or 4WD 
enthusiast, the Bowline is 
the best thing you can put 
on the end of a rope. It has 
tremendous holding power 
and will not unravel. The 
sketches here show you 
how to make one.
Practice until you can do 
it in the dark - as you may 
need to one day (or night).
It is so important that you 
learn to do a Bowline IN 
A COMA, we are going to 
show you how to do it all 
over again, using a ‘bunny’ 
metaphor.

HOW TO TIE A BOWLINE

The rabbit runs out of the hole,
around the tree and down the hole again.

21

43

65

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

25mm MAE025 $4.95 $4.45

•  Check stock online at your local RTM store

•  Add the bits you need to  
your cart & checkout

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au206 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day
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Teardrop Anodes With Galvanised Strap

Anode Strap Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

0.4kg ZTS4 100x50x25 190mm MQA305 $12.95 $11.95

1.0kg ZTS6 150x60x30 250mm MQA310 $22.95 $20.45

Streamline shape usually means that anode is in line 
with hull water flow. 

It is absolutely necessary to replace dissolved anodes on your boat. 
Thousands of dollars of damage can result from negligence. Many boats 
have more than one anode - there is generally at least one inside your 
axillary power unit, or ‘ONAN’ to use a word that has become generic for 
this. Also check steering systems and outboard motors. If in doubt check 
with your shipwright.
RTM stock Australian made replacement anodes which are made from 
99.9% pure zinc. They confirm to Australian Standard AS2239 and also 
US Military Spec. 18001J. Each unit is embossed with the Australian 
standard number, anode code number and weight.

ZINC ALLOY SACRIFICIAL ANODES

Block Anode With Strap

These have a zinc electroplated 
mild steel strap cast in to the anode. 
The strap is generous in length to 
cover even the widest stud pitch. 
Trick: It may be a good idea to buy 
2 anodes. You fit one but keep the 
other in the shed. Drill both out. 
When you discover to your horror 
that your anode has dissolved 
out, you have an immediate 
replacement, predrilled. 
• Don’t forget to buy another spare! 

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

¾” 19mm ID 54mm OD 25(L)mm MQA202 $16.95 $15.95
7/8” 22mm ID 58mm OD 52(L)mm MQA210 $17.95

1” 25.4mm ID 58mm OD 52(L)mm MQA206 $19.95 $18.95

1¼” 31.75mm ID 64mm OD 33(L)mm MQA208 $21.95 $20.45

1½” 38.10mm ID 70mm OD 64(L)mm MQA212 $24.95 $23.45

Shaft Anode

2 piece anode designed to bolt on to an inboard propeller 
shaft. If doing this underwater (especially salt water) rinse 
out your tools with fresh water afterwards! These 
anodes are precision cast and should have no 
effect on propshaft or prop balance. Indeed 
replacing dissolved anodes may reduce shaft 
vibration. 
• Sold as a pair (2 halves)

Strap Size Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

1.2kg ZHS2B 100x75x25 190mm MQA005 $29.95 $26.95

1.8kg 160x80x23 290mm MQA006 $39.95 $35.95

4kg 155x155x25 275mm MQA020 $69.95 $62.95

MQA212

Sometimes called Zinc Anodes. NEVER paint over these anodes. 
It will reduce their efficiency. Also DO NOT paint between the 
anode and the metal object that it is bolted to. 

SACRIFICIAL ANODES

Rudder Anodes

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

0.6kg ZRD0 70 x 20mm MQA105 $18.95 $16.95

2.3kg ZRD2 130 x 20mm MQA115 $39.95 $35.95

2 piece anodes for mounting on either side 
of the rudder (where already installed). 
Supplied with 10mm central holes drilled. 
Come as a pair, but mounting bolt not 
supplied. Recommend stainless steel 
mounting bolt and shakeproof washer if 
existing bolt not too corroded for re-use.
• Sold as a pair
Limited Stock

Propeller Shaft Anodes

(Dia.)mm Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

3/4” Prop Shafts MQA202 $16.95 $15.95

7/8” Prop Shafts 0.5kg 54x22.2 MQA210 $17.95

1 - 3/4” Prop Shafts 1.2kg 83x44.4 MQA230 $39.95 $35.95

2 piece anode designed to bolt on to an 
inboard propeller shaft. Supplied complete 
with 2 x large Phillips Head drive bolts and 
stainless steel Nyloc nuts to suit. In keeping 
with underwater fitting convenience, the 
anodes have a recess large enough to get 
a socket spanner around the nut. If doing 
underwater (especially salt water) rinse out 
your tools with fresh water afterwards! These 
anodes are precision cast and should have 
no effect on propshaft:prop balance. Indeed 
replacing dissolved anodes may reduce shaft 
vibration.
• Sold as a pair (2 halves)
Limited Stock

Gift Cards 
Can’t choose from our huge range? 
Purchase a gift card, and your favourite 
person can choose for themselves!*  

Purchase in-store or online  
www.roadtechmarine.com.au/gift-cards

*A few T&Cs apply. See p7 for details.

Call us on 1300 964 264 207
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Rope

BETTER GOOD

Boat
Fenders

The most important thing that you must remember when 
tying a boat up is: are you tying up to a fixed dock, such 
as a wharf or are you tieing up to a floating dock - a 
“pontoon”. 
A pontoon is easy as it will float up and down on the tide 
with your boat. If you tie up to a wharf, your boat will 
float up and down alongside the wharf. Even this is not a 
problem if you are only tying up for a few minutes - to load 
and/or unload passengers for example.
It gets tricky when you want to be alongside the wharf 
for several hours. If the tide is going out, your boat will 
go down along side the wharf, and vice-versa if the tide 
is coming in. If this is what you are doing, its best to 
make the springlines as long as possible. This means 
that even if there are 3 cleats on the wharf, only use the 
ones furthest apart (fig. a). It is even better if the cleats are 
further apart than the length of the boat.
It is important to keep an eye on the fore and aft lines as 
they will come under tension in a falling or rising tide if not 
enough slack was allowed in the first place.
Best keep a regular watch on this, allowing time for you 
to occasionally attend your boat to make adjustments to 
your ropes to keep things shipshape.
Docking a boat is something you get better at with 
attention to detail and experience.

HOW TO TIE YOUR BOAT UP TO A DOCK

Double 
Braided-
Polyester 
(Euro Made)

Cat No. Per Metre 1+ Roll

6mm White/Dark Blue Fleck MRC005 $1.45 $119.00

6mm White/Green Fleck MRC010 $1.45 $119.00

6mm White/Red Fleck MRC015 $1.45 $119.00

6mm White/White Fleck MRC020 $1.45 $119.00

6mm Black/Black Fleck MRC025 $1.65 $139.00

8mm White/Dark Blue Fleck MRC105 $1.85 $149.00

8mm White/Green Fleck MRC110 $1.85 $149.00

8mm White/Red Fleck MRC115 $1.85 $149.00

8mm White/White Fleck MRC120 $1.85 $149.00

8mm Black/Black Fleck MRC125 $2.70 $219.00

10mm White/Dark Blue Fleck MRC205 $2.70 $219.00

10mm White/Green Fleck MRC210 $2.70 $219.00

10mm White/Red Fleck MRC215 $2.70 $219.00

10mm White/White Fleck MRC220 $2.70 $219.00

10mm Black/Black Fleck MRC225 $3.50 $279.00

12mm White/Red Fleck MRC305 $3.50 $279.00

16 braid, open wave core, 
tightly woven cover. Low 
stretch UV resistant. This rope 
is fantastic. Available in various 
colour combinations to identify 
functions. Absolutely ideal for 
high performance yachting.
• Sold by the metre or 100m roll

ROPE

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

8mm x 15m MRC126 $26.95 $23.95

Double Braided Black Rope

High quality polyester, double 
braided for soft, luxury feel. 
Black in colour. 

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

6mm dia x 15m Long TRA006 $5.25 $4.70

8mm dia x 15m Long TRA011 $7.95 $7.15

10mm dia x 15m Long TRA016 $11.95 $10.45

12mm dia x 15m Long TRA021 $17.95 $15.95

Bargain “Silver Rope” Packs

Due to popular demand we are introducing packaged rope 
deals. “Silver” rope deal. Silver rope is our most popular 
rope product. 4 sizes and lengths are offered; all are 3 
strand polyethylene. 

LOOKING FOR MOORING LINES?
SEE PAGE 381

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au208 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day
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Splicing Fid

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

165mm MRG705 $13.95 $12.45

280mm MRG710 $17.95 $15.95

These are specialised hand tools to enable you to work open braided 
rope to splice loops, etc. With a fid you can easily pass strands back 
through the rope for a professional job. There are many sites on the 
internet and in books which show you how to transform an ordinary rope 
to a work of art. Each fid has a smooth rounded handle to reduce wear 
on your hand. Two of the most common sizes stocked.

Dyneema/Polyester

Your hands will love this rope. 
Grippy but unbelievably strong
•  Core fibre construction is 

Dyneema with filament 
polyester sheath

•  Sold by the metre or 100m roll

BREAKING STRAIN:
2mm: 150daN
3mm: 450daN
4mm: 700daN
5mm: 1200daN
6mm: 1650daN
8mm: 3800daN
10mm: 5800daN

Cat No. Per Metre 1+ Roll

2mm Dark Blue MRE005 $1.85 $149.00

2mm Red MRE010 $1.85 $149.00

3mm Orange MRE105 $2.15 $179.00

3mm Green MRE110 $2.15 $179.00

3mm Red MRE115 $2.15 $179.00

3mm Yellow MRE120 $2.15 $179.00

4mm Dark Blue MRE205 $2.35 $189.00

4mm Green MRE210 $2.35 $189.00

4mm Red MRE215 $2.35 $189.00

4mm Orange MRE220 $2.35 $189.00

5mm Blue MRE305 $3.25 $259.00

5mm Green MRE310 $3.25 $259.00

5mm Red MRE315 $3.25 $259.00

5mm Purple MRE320 $3.25 $259.00

6mm Dark Blue MRE405 $4.45 $359.00

6mm Green MRE410 $4.45 $359.00

6mm Red MRE415 $4.45 $359.00

6mm Yellow MRE420 $4.45 $359.00

8mm White + Blue Fleck MRE505 $6.75 $539.00

10mm White + Red Fleck MRE510 $8.95 $719.00

100% Dyneema - Amazing Strength

Some say 10 x stronger than steel, 
we don’t say THAT, but it is far 
stronger than steel for the same 
diameter - yet it floats on water! 
Amazing product. Stretch 0.70% 
at 20% breaking strain. (Not 
much!) Suitable for most wire rope 
replacement including winch cable.
•  You definitely should replace 

your winch cable (the rusty steel 
stuff) with this product

BREAKING STRAIN:
3mm: 800daN
4mm: 1600daN
5mm: 2300daN
6mm: 3200daN
8mm: 4500daN

Cat No. Per Metre 1+ Roll

3mm 1500kg Breaking Strain MRE610 $2.45 $398.00

4mm 2050kg Breaking Strain MRE615 $3.95 $319.00

5mm 4000kg Breaking Strain MRE620 $5.25 $419.00

6mm 5400kg Breaking Strain MRE625 $6.75 $539.00

8mm 7400kg Breaking Strain MRE630 $10.50 $839.00

Polyester Cord - 3mm Utility

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

3mm x 20m Polyester Cord MRG105 $6.95 $6.25

A plastic spool of 20 metres of 16 plait 
polyester covered in a tough outer sheath.
•  Several colours available including, blue/

white, black/yellow, blue/black and red/white.
•  Spool (70mm(dia) x 65mm(W) x 13mm 

hole) 20m x 3mm 
Note: One stock number covers all colours, so 
specify colour if it is important to you. We cannot 
guarantee any one colour at any time

GENERAL DOCK LINE, MOORING & ANCHORING ROPES - EXOTIC / SYNTHETIC

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

10mm x 15m TRA116 $29.95 $26.95

14mm x 15m TRA126 $54.95 $48.95

Nylon Rope White+Black Fleck

Nylon is well-known for soft feel on hands and modest 
stretch combined with high breaking strain. This rope is 
identified with a black fleck in the weave. 

WE OFFER GREAT DISCOUNTS FOR FULL 
ROLLS. NOTE THE SPECIAL PRICING WHERE 

APPLICABLE, NOTED ON EACH PRODUCT.

Seen It Cheaper? 
Give us a call or visit us in store and we’ll do our 
best to match or beat the competitions price on 
identical, stocked products.*

*A few T&Cs apply. See p4 for details.

Call us on 1300 964 264 209
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Standard Quality Polyethylene Staple  
(Silver Ropes)

The most popular rope on the market today. 
Economical, strong, hard wearing, UV stabilised.
• 3 x strand, easy to splice
• Heat sealable
• Sold by the metre or 100m roll

Shock Cords

Woven polyester outer covering over pure latex rubber ribbon exterior. 
This product (naturally) has very high stretch capability, high UV 
resistance, is very durable, colourfast and won’t absorb water. Heat 
sealable. It has no breaking strain 
rating and is far superior to common 
bungee cord.
• Sold by the metre or 100m roll

Cat No. Per Metre 1+ Roll

4mm dia. Black TRM005 $1.15 $89.00

4mm dia. White TRM010 $1.15 $89.00

6mm dia. Black TRM015 $1.55 $129.00

6mm dia. White TRM020 $1.55 $129.00

8mm dia. Black TRM025 $2.85 $229.00

8mm dia. White TRM030 $2.85 $229.00

Nylon - 3 Strand

A fantastic general purpose product with dozens 
of uses. Has a super soft feel, is very flexible and 
hard wearing.
• Distinguished by white base with colour fleck
• Easy to heat seal, easy to splice
• Sold by the metre or 100m roll

Cat No. Per Metre 1+ Roll

6mm (1/4”) 950kg BS TRA105 $0.90 $68.00

8mm (5/16”) 1300kg BS TRA110 $1.65 $139.00

10mm (3/8”) 1900kg BS TRA115 $2.20 $165.00

12mm (1/2”) 3400kg BS TRA120 $2.95 $221.00

14mm (9/16”) 4000kg BS TRA125 $4.45 $359.00

16mm (5/8”) 5000kg BS TRA130 $5.50 $439.00

20mm (3/4”) 6070kg BS TRA135 $8.95 $719.00

Black Polyester - 3 Strand

This product is not as abrasive on the hands as 
silver rope. It is ideal for dock lines or anywhere 
where a lot of rope handling is done. It has 
low stretch (the lowest of any 3 strand line) 
and is easy to heat seal and easy to splice.
• Does not float
• Sold by the metre or 100m roll

Cat No. Per Metre 1+ Roll

10mm 1200kg BS TRA205 $4.25 $339.00

12mm 2800kg BS TRA210 $4.50 $359.00

14mm 3400kg BS TRA215 $5.50 $439.00

16mm 4000kg BS TRA220 $6.95 $559.00

Polyester ‘VB’ Cords

2 or 3mm, 8 plait cord.
• Sold by the metre or 100m roll

Cat No. Per Metre 1+ Roll

2mm White 130kg BS TRM205 $0.30 $23.00

3mm White 225kg BS TRM210 $0.45 $34.00

3mm Black 220kg BS TRM215 $0.45 $34.00

3mm Blue 220kg BS TRM220 $0.50 $38.00

3mm Green 220kg BS TRM225 $0.50 $38.00

3mm Red 220kg BS TRM230 $0.50 $38.00

Shock Cord Grips

“V” type cleat cord grip in a bright plastic clip.
Adjusts easily and locks tight.
Note: Colours may vary.

Quick-Connect Clips

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

4 - 5mm White 42mm Long TRM130 $1.45

4 - 5mm Black 42mm Long TRM150 $1.55 $1.35

6mm White 48mm Long TRM135 $1.55

6mm Black 48mm Long TRM155 $1.95 $1.75

6 - 7 - 8mm White 55mm Long TRM140 $1.95

Locking Snap White TRM145 $2.75

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

4 - 5mm Clip Black 45mm Long TRM115 $2.75 $2.45

6mm Clip Black 70mm Long TRM120 $2.95 $2.65

6 - 7mm Clip Black 75mm Long TRM125 $3.25 $2.90

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

4 - 5mm Clip 45mm Long TRM105 $2.25 $2.00

6mm Clip 45mm Long TRM110 $2.25 $2.00

Black nylon hook with a simple and effective 
cord anchor/locket collet

Shock Cord Hooks (Nylon)

Various hook configurations in black and 
white nylon.
• Make sure that cord is properly anchored
• All one-piece

ROPE - 3 STRAND

CORD - VB

SHOCK CORDS

SHOCK CORD ACCESSORIES

Rope Stop Balls

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Black MXL505 $2.95 $2.65

Blue MXL510 $2.95 $2.65

Green MXL515 $2.95 $2.65

Red MXL520 $2.95 $2.65

White MXL525 $2.95 $2.65

Hard moulded nylon ball 25.4mm (1”) diameter. Has 
6mm hole through, but with recess 12x12mm (1:2” x 
1:2”) on one side so that a knotted piece of rope can be 
snugly tucked inside the ball.
•  Commonly used on yachts to stop a rope from running 

completely through an eye or block

ROPE STOPS

Cat No. Per Metre 1+ Roll

6mm Three Strand TRA005 $0.40 $29.00

8mm Three Strand TRA010 $0.60 $49.00

10mm Three Strand TRA015 $0.90 $69.00

12mm Three Strand TRA020 $1.35 $109.00

14mm Three Strand TRA025 $1.80 $149.00

16mm Three Strand TRA030 $2.50 $199.00

18mm Three Strand TRA035 $2.85 $229.00

20mm Three Strand TRA040 $3.25 $259.00

24mm Three Strand TRA045 $5.45 $439.00

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au210 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day
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Rope Tidy Bags - Eyelets

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Small 370 x 250mm MRG505 $24.95 $22.45

Large 500 x 290mm MRG510 $29.95

• Expanding elasticised opening
•  Ropes dry quicker in a mesh bag than 

conventional rope tidy bag
•  Two reinforced attachment eyelets

Ideal for neatly stowing odds and ends, rope tails and reducing tangles. 
Made from tough polyester mesh PVC coated for good UV and weather 
resistance and long life. Water and dirt flow straight out allowing ropes to 
dry faster.

Rope Tidy Bag - Suction Mount

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Tidy Rope Bag - Suction Mount MRG512 $39.95 $35.95

• Expanding elasticised opening
•  Ropes dry quicker in a mesh bag than 

conventional rope tidy bag
• Suction mount for smooth surfaces
• Measures 370 x 310mm

Lifeline Netting

Cat No. Per Metre 1+ Roll

Sold by metre or 30 metre roll MRG010 $7.95 $178.80

Manufactured from strong, diamond mesh, saltwater resistant polyester 
fibre. Ideal for securing the deck area of yachts but can also be used for 
an enclosure for small children. Supplied in a length of 30 metres but that 
is when it is stretched to a height of 200mm (8”). It can be stretched to a 
height of 600mm (24”) but this shortens the length appreciably. It is sold 
by the metre, unstretched.

Rope Whipping Twine

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

0.8mm x 80m White MRG305 $14.95 $13.45

A very strong polyester product particularly suited to 
“whipping” the end of a rope. What is “whipping”? 
This is the process where you wind between 20-40 
turns of this product around the end of a large rope to 
prevent it from fraying or securing a splice. Undoubtedly you will have 
seen this somewhere. Instructions to do a good whipping job are on the 
internet or in any good rope knots book. If you REALLY want a classy 
finish, coat the whipping with our liquid electrical tape. See below for 
liquid tape. 

Whipping / Electrical Tape / Protector

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

28g Tube Black NM2836 $19.95 $17.95

28g Tube Red NM2838 $19.95 $17.95

118ml Tin Black NM2832 $29.95 $26.95

118ml Tin Red NM2834 $29.95 $26.95

A closely related product to the MRG305 whipping 
twine is a liquid vinyl product called “liquid 
electrical tape”. You can buy a 1oz (28g) tube in 
either red or black but we seriously suggest that 
you go for the 118ml tin. Such are the multitude 
of uses for this product you will go through the 
larger size. As the name implies, it’s major use 
is to cover electrical terminals from vibration or 
corrosion. It is fantastic when you have to splice 
wires together that may end up in a bilge. To use 
for whipping, simply cover the whipping with one 
coat, leave to tack-dry and do another coat.

SHEET BAGS

NETTING & SPOOLS

TWINE

Water Ski Rope - Bulk

Standard floating AWSA type. 
Yellow with grey fleck. 3:8” (8mm) 
nominal dia.
• Sold by the metre or 200m roll

Cat No. Per Metre 1+ Roll

Ski Rope MRG205 $0.99 $148.00

SKI LINE

SEALING THE ENDS
All rope, whether ‘natural’, (Manila, Hemp or Coir) or ‘synthetic’ (Nylon, Polyester, etc.) will unravel 
on its end unless properly terminated. The means to stop natural rope unraveling is an old art. There 
is simply no need to keep natural rope around because synthetic is better, stronger and cheaper.
What follows is a discussion on how to stop synthetic ropes from unraveling. The broad term for 
this process is “whipping”. Whilst whipping techniques have changed, it is fair to say that whipping 
techniques with synthetic rope are really quite easy and any reasonably competent 
person can do it. The first thing to understand is that all synthetic ropes are some sort 
of plastic – which melts as a fairly low temperature. This relatively low melting point is 
the key of successfully sealing the end of a rope to prevent it from fraying.
The illustration shown here, along with steps 1 through 4 is what you need to follow. 
The only deviation from this is, if you are an older male with work hardened rough 
hands, you can carefully shape the softened end before dipping it into water. Be very 
wary, as the rope may actually be ALIGHT and therefore very hot. When the rope has 
just been removed from the open flame it is very soft and pliable. Careful practice 
makes perfect. Do not touch the rope if you see any flame at all.
If you do a good job, no part of the rope will remain apart from the solid molten ball 
that is now the end of your rope. If you want a truly professional finish, you can dip the 
melted end of the rope into “Liquid Electrical tape” as shown above. It is available in 
black or red and is very handy stuff.
Alternatively, you can slip a piece of heatshrink sheathing (approx 30-40mm) over the 
end and heat shrinking. 

Acknowledgment: 
Thanks to Alan Lucas for artwork and editorial assistance in preparing this “Tech Talk”.

SYNTHETIC ROPE

Call us on 1300 964 264 211
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This is the most flexible in the range, but it is also 
susceptible to getting a broken wire which can catch your 
hand in a nasty way if you are not careful. Has the poorest 
stretch and tensile strength of the other two, but great for 
running rigging etc. Its great to work with, though. 
•  Sold by the metre 

or 100m roll

Lifeline/Guard Rail Wire 316 Stainless

Cat No. Per Metre 1+ Roll

7 x 7 Stranded Rope 580kg BS MRI305 $4.95 $1,436.55

UV resistant PVC coated 5.0mm Dia. Makes extra-safe, durable 
protection when used with accessory hardware, properly installed.
• Sold by the metre or 305m roll

Stainless 316 - 1 Strand of 19 Wires (1 x 19)

Consists of 19 strands of one solid wire. It is very strong 
for its size, and has high tensile strength. It has, however, 
low flexibility. It is low stretch. Commonly used in building 
balustrading and other applications such as standing rigging 
or where you just want the wire to be there.
•  Sold by the metre  

or 100m roll

Stainless 316 - 7 Strands of 7 Wires (7 x 7)

Semi-flexible, suitable for lifelines, balustrading, standing 
rigging, etc. This is the most common wire rope for industrial 
and architectural applications.
• Sold by the metre or 100m roll

Stainless 316 - 7 Strands of 19 Wires (7 x 19)

Break Strain Cat No. Per Metre 1+ Roll

1.6mm Dia. 236kg MRI005 $1.45 $119.00

3.0mm Dia. 950kg MRI010 $2.95 $221.00

Break Strain Cat No. Per Metre 1+ Roll

3.0mm Dia. 585kg MRI115 $2.25 $179.00

Break Strain Cat No. Per Metre 1+ Roll

2.4mm Dia. 395kg MRI205 $3.75 $299.00

3.0mm Dia. 695kg MRI210 $4.25 $339.00

4.0mm Dia. 1000kg MRI215 $5.25 $419.00

Stainless Steel 316 Grade

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

2mm TRG405 $1.10 $0.90

3mm TRG410 $1.80 $1.50

4mm TRG415 $2.00 $1.70

5mm TRG420 $2.30 $1.95

6mm TRG425 $3.10 $2.60

8mm TRG430 $3.50 $2.95

10mm TRG435 $6.25 $5.30

12mm TRG440 $8.45 $7.15

14mm TRG445 $9.95 $8.45

16mm TRG450 $10.95 $8.95

20mm TRG455 $11.95 $9.95

25mm TRG460 $13.95 $11.45

•  Size shown is the diameter of the wire you wish to use
• Suitable for wire rope and fibre rope

Mild Steel Hot Dip Galvanised

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

6mm TRG465 $1.10 $0.90

7mm TRG470 $1.40 $1.15

10mm TRG475 $1.65 $1.40

12mm TRG480 $2.15 $1.80

14mm TRG485 $3.25 $2.75

16mm TRG490 $4.45 $3.75

20mm TRG495 $6.45 $5.45

24mm TRG497 $7.45 $6.30

Nylon Thimbles

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Suit Rope Dia.: 10mm TRG432 $1.65

Suit Rope Dia.: 12mm TRG438 $1.90 $1.60

Suit Rope Dia.: 14mm TRG442 $2.20 $1.85

Suit Rope Dia.: 16mm TRG448 $2.50 $2.10

Suit Rope Dia.: 18mm TRG452 $2.80 $2.35

Nylon thimbles are handy if you want a 
thimble that, which laid on a surface will not 
scratch it. Naturally, they are completely 
rustproof. Not for wire rope.

LIFELINE WIRE THIMBLES FOR ROPE

WIRE ROPE

IT CAN BE CONFUSING.
There are basically 3 types of wire rope. 
They each have qualities to maximise their 
usefulness. As you can imagine they all 
start with a solid piece of wire, then woven, 
or more correctly twisted together to form 
a rope of wires. The main characteristic of 
the final rope is the combination of, size 
of original wires, number of them and how 
they are finally twisted together.

WIRE ROPE 
COMPOSITION 
EXPLAINED

1 X 19

7 X 7

7 X 19

The simplest of the 3 ropes is called 1 x 19:  
This consists of 19 individual wires twisted together. This 
is a cross section of such a rope. 1 x 19 is regarded as the 
strongest for its weight but it is not very flexible. If used 
where flexibility is not critical, say in augmenting safety 
railing on boats or balustrading it is fine. It is also the 
cheapest and stretches the least.

The next is 7 x 7 rope, which is 7 sets of 7 strands of 
individual wire: 
This rope is much more supple, but in some applications 
still too stiff. It is used where flexibility is important, but not 
critical. 

7 x 19 is as the term implies, 7 strands of 19 wires each: 
This yields by far the most flexible rope and frankly, a 
delight to handle. It has a ‘soft’ feel about itself.  
It is almost always used for running rigging or yachts.

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au212 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day
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Professional Swaging Tool

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

660mm Long 5 Hole MRI727 $79.95 $71.95

Nickel Plated Pure  
Copper Swages

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

1.5/2mm Wire Rope Dia. MRK305 $1.10 $0.90

2.5mm Wire Rope Dia. MRK310 $1.30 $1.10

3.0mm Wire Rope Dia. MRK315 $1.75 $1.45

4.0mm Wire Rope Dia. MRK320 $2.35 $1.95

5.0mm Wire Rope Dia. MRK325 $3.25 $2.75

These are suitable for stainless steel 
and galvanised steel rope.
• Once swaged, the copper hardens

Pure Copper Swages

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

4mm Rope Size (Approx.) MRK340 $1.90 $1.60

6mm Rope Size (Approx.) MRK345 $2.00 $1.70

8mm Rope Size (Approx.) MRK350 $2.10 $1.75

These swages have a thinner wall 
than swages for metal rope. You can 
still use as a standard swager. Less 
pressure is required.
• Use on synthetic rope only

Split Ring Plier

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Split Ring Plier - 180mm Long MJE522 $36.95 $34.95

Industrial Anodised (Alodised) Aluminium (Marine Grade).
This magnificently engineered unit features a special end 
on the stainless steel jaw that enables you to open a split 
ring. It can also open and crimp fishing hooks, lures, etc. 
It also has a wire cutter for trace wire, etc. You will fall in 
love with this product when you see it.
• 180mm long
• Includes pouch and lanyard
• 12 months warranty

TOOLS - RIGGING

SWAGE TOOLS

SWAGES

INDUSTRIAL / MARINE GRADE PLIERS

This range includes tools for cutting wire - particularly stainless steel wire 
which is extremely hard. We also have a range of swaging tools which 
are great value for money.

Lesser Swage Tool

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

450mm Long TH1849 $54.95 $48.95

This unit is basically an adjustable 
but large electrical terminal crimper 
that is capable of occasional swaging 
for non-critical operations.
•  Will swage 3.0mm, 4.0mm and 

5.0mm wire rope
• Economical

Full Stainless Steel Swaging & Wire 
Cutting Tool

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

270mm Long MJE530 $24.95 $22.45

This unit will crimp trace wire from 0.5 to 2.2mm (50 to 450lb test). It 
includes 2 x hardened side cutters for aluminium or copper sleeves as 
well as stainless steel trace wire to 0.5mm. The extra long handles and 
double lever mechanism ensures a very powerful crimping action. You 
will be delighted with this tool, and a very economical price as well.

These forged steel units enable you to compress 1.5, 2.5, 3.4 & 
5mm wire rope from suitable copper swage sleeves.

304 VS 316 GRADE
Whilst RTM almost exclusively stocks 316 grade stainless, you will 
undoubtedly encounter 304 grade either from other suppliers or 
already in your screw jar.
Generally if it is not marked 316, you can usually assume 304 grade. 

Some fasteners, particularly nuts or bolts have “A2” or “A4” marked 
on them. A2 is 304 grade and A4 is 316 grade.

THERE ARE OTHER GRADES OF STAINLESS, BUT YOU 
ARE UNLIKELY TO ENCOUNTER THEM IN EVERYDAY 
USE.

STAINLESS STEEL TYPES

•  Check stock online at your local RTM store

•  Add the bits you need to  
your cart & checkout

Call us on 1300 964 264 213
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Style Type Size Length SWL
316 Grade 
Stainless Steel

Open Frame 
with Locknuts Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Eye M-5 8mm Min: 120mm, Max: 170mm 200kg • • MRK505 $9.95 $8.95

Eye M-6 10mm Min: 150mm, Max: 220mm 375kg • • MRK506 $11.95 $10.45

Eye M-8 12mm Min: 200mm, Max: 290mm 575kg • • MRK508 $16.95 $14.95

Eye M-10 15mm Min: 245mm, Max: 350mm 795kg • • MRK509 $17.95 $15.95

Eye M-12 20mm Min: 315mm, Max: 470mm 1100kg • • MRK512 $26.95 $23.95

Fork M-5 Min: 114mm, Max: 170mm 188kg • • MRK605 $13.95 $12.45

Fork M-6 Min: 137mm, Max: 210mm 350kg • • MRK606 $16.95 $14.95

Fork M-8 Min: 180mm, Max: 270mm 550kg • • MRK608 $18.95 $16.95

Fork with Barrel M-5 10.5mm Min: 120mm, Max: 180mm 200kg • MRK610 $7.95 $7.15

Fork with Barrel M-6 10.5mm Min: 144mm, Max: 210mm 400kg • MRK615 $9.95 $8.95

Fork with Barrel M-8 11.5mm Min: 160mm, Max: 250mm 580kg • MRK620 $18.95 $16.95

Fork with Barrel M-10 1.5mm Min: 200mm, Max: 300mm 860kg • MRK625 $24.95 $22.45

Fork with Barrel M-12 19.2mm Min: 245mm, Max: 380mm 1250kg • MRK630 $39.95 $35.95

Hook M-5 3/16” Min: 120mm, Max: 170mm 130kg • • MRK705 $6.95 $6.25

Hook & Eye M-5 3/16” Min: 161mm, Max: 245mm 100kg MRK805 $4.75 $4.25

Hook & Eye M-8 5/16” Min: 170mm, Max: 246mm 250kg MRK810 $5.95 $5.35

Hook & Eye M-10 3/8” Min: 200mm, Max: 290mm 400kg MRK815 $6.95 $6.25

Hook & Eye M-12 1/2” Min: 230mm, Max: 330mm 550kg MRK820 $7.95 $7.15

Fork/Wire M-5 134mm Overall 33kg • MRK902 $18.95 $16.95

Fork/Wire M-6 134mm Overall 88kg • MRK904 $19.95 $17.95

Eye & Eye

Eyes are welded closed. Polished - 316 Grade 
Stainless Steel.

MRK505 - MRK512

Fork & Fork

Sometimes called jaw & jaw. 316 Grade Stainless Steel.
• Clevis-type pin retainer with split ring clip on both ends
• Metric thread

MRK605 - MRK608

Hook & Hook

316 Grade Stainless Steel

MRK705

Galvanised Turnbuckles

Our turnbuckles are hot dip coated and therefore suitable for occasional 
marine use. They are ideal, economical units for road use. They do not 
have lock nuts for some reason, as a drop of threadlocker may be a good 
idea if your application involves some vibration.

MRK805 - MRK820

Note: SWL is 25% of ultimate breaking load. It is generally limited to the 
threads holding.

Fork & Fork with Barrel 
Type Turnbuckle Body

Similar to MRK605, but with barrel type turnbuckle body.

MRK610 - MRK630

Swageless Turnbuckle Pipe

These are turnbuckles with a clevis-type pin and retainer at one end and 
a swageless collet-type anchor at the other. This mechanism will hold a 
3mm wire rope such as the MRI115 7x7 rope very securely. Whilst the 
purists do not approve, we recommend that you coat the wire rope with 
JB Weld epoxy cement (the best epoxy on the market) over the collet and 
tighten up as hard as you can.

MRK902 - 160MM LONG, MRK904 - 145MM LONG

TURNBUCKLES

A huge range of quality components and hardware. 
Turnbuckles, shackles, to specialised sailboat 
hardware components. Direct imports and quality 
Ronstan brand too.

Rigging 
Hardware

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au214 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day
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Eye Bolts

Length Eye Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

6 x 60mm 13mm 1000kg B.S. MRK006 $3.95 $3.35

8 x 80mm 17mm 1800kg B.S. MRK008 $6.95 $5.90

10 x 120mm 21mm 2400kg B.S. MRK010 $9.95 $8.45

12 x 120mm 30mm 4500kg B.S. MRK012 $12.95 $10.95

Length Eye Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

6 x 60mm 16mm 1000kg B.S. MRK025 $5.75 $4.85

8 x 80mm 21mm 1800kg B.S. MRK030 $9.25 $7.85

10 x 120mm 24mm 2400kg B.S. MRK035 $12.95 $10.95

12 x 120mm 30mm 4500kg B.S. MRK040 $18.95 $15.95

Length Dia. Eye Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

40mm 6mm 6.5mm MRK105 $1.99 $1.69

55mm 6mm 6.5mm MRK110 $2.70 $2.25

60mm 8mm 8.4mm MRK115 $3.40 $2.85

80mm 10mm 10.5mm MRK120 $4.80 $4.05

100mm 12mm 12.5mm MRK125 $6.20 $5.25

Length Dia. ID OD Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

55mm 6mm 30mm 42mm MRK080 $4.25 $3.60

60mm 8mm 51mm 66mm MRK082 $5.25 $4.45

80mm 10mm 61mm 81mm MRK084 $9.45 $8.00

Forged from high grade 316 bar with rolled threads. 
316 Grade Stainless Steel
• Supplied with nut and 2 washers
• Loop is welded closed 
Note: B.S. = Breaking Strain

Eye Bolts with Cast Eye Nut

Similar to MRK006 eye bolts, but with cast 
eye nut - 316 Grade Stainless Steel
Note: B.S. = Breaking Strain

Eye Nuts to Suit Metric Thread

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

M-6 1000kg Breaking Strain MRK060 $3.95 $3.35

M-8 1300kg Breaking Strain MRK065 $4.95 $4.20

M-10 2400kg Breaking Strain MRK070 $6.95 $5.90

M-12 3400kg Breaking Strain MRK075 $10.95 $8.95

316 Grade Stainless Steel.
• Use screw locker liquid when fixing

Lag Ring Bolts

316 Grade Stainless Steel

Screw Eyes

Cast 316 grade stainless steel. Wooden 
screw type thread one end, machined eye in the 
other. Mirror finish. Often used in balustrading.

U-Bolts - Stainless Steel  
(304 Grade)

Length Thread Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

M-8 x 80mm 40mm MRK205 $8.95 $8.05

M-8 x 100mm 48mm MRK210 $9.95 $8.95

M-10 x 130mm 55mm MRK215 $15.95 $13.95

M-12 x 150mm 60mm MRK220 $16.95 $14.95

Quality rolled thread for strength, with crimped 
shaff to assist location. Supplied with cross 
plate, 2 x washers and 2 x nuts.

Wire Rope Grips - Stainless 
316 Grade

316 grade cast body units with matching U-Clamps.
• Range covers wire from 1.5:2.0mm to 10.0mm

Wire Rope Grips - Galvanised

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

6mm (1/4”) MRI405 $1.10 $0.90

8mm (5/16”) MRI406 $1.25 $1.05

10mm (3/8”) MRI407 $1.40 $1.15

Similar to the stainless steel MRI410 series but more 
economical. Also, the smaller clamps 1:4” and 5:16” 
are commonly used in cable and pulley steering 
systems in older boats. 
(See the “Boat Steering” section for other cable and pully 
steering system products.)

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

1.5 - 2.0mm (3/32”) MRI410 $3.95 $3.35

3 - 4mm (5/32”) MRI415 $4.95 $4.20

5mm (3/16”) MRI420 $5.95 $5.05

6 - 7mm (1/4”) MRI425 $8.95 $7.60

8 - 10mm (3/8”) MRI430 $9.95 $8.45

WIRE ROPE GRIPS

U-BOLTSRIGGING ACCESSORIES

LOOKING FOR VEHICLE / CHASSIS 
U-BOLTS? CHECK OUT PAGE 381

THERE ARE CHEAPER PRODUCTS AVAILABLE, 
BUT THEY DON’T MEET THE SAME 

SPECIFICATION AND CAN’T BE COMPARED - 
THEY WON’T LAST. 

THESE ARE QUALITY, 316 MARINE GRADE 
STAINLESS STEEL PRODUCTS.

ID Round Ring Stainless

Perfectly round rings in 304 grade (for 
strength) stainless steel. Watch out for 
inferior types with poor welds. Ours 
are argon-arc welded. Under load, 
when ring starts to go out-of round, it 
has exceeded its Safe Working Load 
(SWL). It will not catastrophically 
break, however, as SWL is only 25% 
(approx.) of ultimate breaking load.

A
B

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

5mm x 35mm MXL460 $2.75 $2.45

5mm x 40mm MXL462 $3.75 $3.35

6mm x 50mm MXL464 $4.25 $3.80

8mm x 55mm MXL466 $5.25 $4.70

8mm x 75mm MXL468 $6.95
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Boat Management

Black Water/Toilet Waste Fittings

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Deck Filler MPM405 $39.95

Hose Coupling Adaptor MPM410 $12.95 $11.95

These fittings are described together as one won’t work without the 
other. Item #1 is the flush deck-mount waste deck filler outlet. It is a 
durable quality product cast in 316 grade stainless steel. It fits flush with 
the deck via a 54mm mounting hole. It is fixed with 3 x No. 10 mounting 
or 4mm screws (either self tapping or metal thread, not supplied.) You 
then connect the underside of the fitting to your pump-out plumbing with 
38mm (1 ½”) I.D. sewerage grade hose.
When you are at a suitable shore-based pumpout point, you unscrew 
the flush mount cover. You will see an internal 38mm (1 ½ BSP) screw 
thread. You screw an MPM410 black polypropylene adaptor firmly into 
this thread. You are now ready to accept the shore-based pump out 
hose. The hose simply clicks into the MPM410 fitting. When the pumpout 
operation is complete, simply disconnect the shore-based pumpout 
hose. Give the whole lot a hose down with fresh water, then unscrew the 
MPM410 and stow away.

DETAILS OF FILLER FITTING:
Internal 1 ½ BSP (NPT) 38mm internal thread to 
accept MPM410 coupling adaptor. Nameplate has 
“waste” cast into filler flange to avoid confusing 
with other deck filler hardware. Screw-on filler cap is 
‘O’-ring sealed and supplied with stainless steel fixing 
key. (This key should have a lanyard to not lose it. You 
will have to do this!)
• Flange dia: 88mm
• Depth of fitting under flange 77mm

MPM405

DETAILS OF DECK COUPLING:
Block polypropylene moulding with provision for 
lanyard (recommended.) Couples to standard shore 
pumpout house
• External 1 ½ BSP (NPT) 38mm thread

MPM410

WARNING! Be careful not to cross-thread this coupling to filler 
fitting. It is easily done.

Mako Deck Filler Hose

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

38mm Fuel Filler Hose MHC040 $44.95 $40.60

“Mako” brand approved rubber fuel filler hose.
• Sold per metre up to 10 metres
• Very high quality

Deck Filler Hose

Cat No. Qty 1+

Fuel Filler Hose MHC035 $27.95

Flexible, black neoprene for 38mm 
deck filler plumbing.
• Extends 18 - 24” (450 - 600mm)

Edge Trim

Cat No. Per Metre

Black Trim MHC110 $13.95

White Trim MHC115 $13.95

You see this stuff everywhere. It 
is used to finish off an opening 
in sheet metal, fibreglass, etc. It 
comprises of a PVC extruded cover 
and aluminium core. It is simply 
pushed on and given a gentle 
squeeze to lock in place. Some 
people reinforce the joint with contact cement 
pushed into the inside of the trim. Can be cut to 
length with a sharp knife.
• Will cover a panel 1:4” (6mm) thick.
•  Trim is 16.8mm(a) deep and  

12.8mm wide(b) x 6.4mm(c)
• Sold per metre or 50m roll

Gunwale Fittings

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Straight End Cap 29mm Internal MHC205 $19.95 $17.95

Straight End Cap 34mm Internal MHC210 $29.95 $26.95

Corner, Right Angle 34mm Internal MHC220 $44.95 $39.95

Chrome plated cast brass. All 
have No. 8 countersunk holes 
for attachment. As used in a lot 
of Australian made fibreglass 
runabouts.

Plastic Gunwale Fender Strips

Cat No. Per Metre 1+ Roll

2 Piece Blue/White MAG215 $18.95 $519.00

This is a well-designed moulding made in white U.V. 
resistant PVC that comes in 2 pieces. The white large 
outer belt has a return lip that fits over a deck. You can 
then use self tapping screws to fix to the gunwhale 
area. (We recommend that you also hold the strip 
down with contact cement.) You finish the job off by 
inserting the round bead (blue) which covers the screw 
heads and adds a neat, attractive appearance.
• Sold by metre or 30m roll

EDGE TRIM

GUNWALE FITTINGS
MPM405

MPM410

Deck Filler 
Fittings

Type Hose Dia Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Deck Filler (Black Nylon) MHC005 $13.95 $12.45

“Diesel” 316 2” (50mm) MHC015 $59.95 $53.95

“Petrol” 316 1-1/2” (38mm) MHC020 $42.95 $37.95

“Waste” (38mm Thread) 316 1-1/2” (38mm) MPM405 $39.95

“Waste” (32mm Thread) 316 1-1/4” (32mm) MHC025 $42.95 $37.95

“Water” 316 1-1/2” (38mm) MHC030 $42.95 $39.95

Black UV resistant nylon 
and 316 Grade Cast 
Stainless Steel. Will mount 
flush to a deck. 

DECK FILLERS

MHC005 MHC015

26mm Edge Trim and Seal

Cat No. Per Metre 1+ Roll

MHC120 $14.95 $679.00

The New Relaxn Edge Trim and Seal is the fastest and 
easiest way to create a finished edge with a water and 
weather proof seal. Made with EPDM, an extremely durable 
synthetic rubber. The Relaxn Edge 
Trim and Seal can easily be used 
on boats, truck cabs, fibreglass 
edges, hatches, tractor cabs and 
more. Reinforced with individual 
steel inserts, the Relaxn edge 
trim is a combination of strength 
and rigidity, yet flexibile enough 
to allow installation virtually 
anywhere.
SOLD BY THE METRE
OR 50M ROLL
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Bollards

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

85(H) x 80(W) Square Base 60 x 60mm MHA005 $17.95 $15.95

95(H) x 100(W) Base 95 x 70mm MHA010 $24.95 $22.45

All products are very, very strong, 
befitting their use. They are made 
out of aluminium (cast) or brass 
(cast) and then polished and 
chrome plated. The slotted units are 
generally cast stainless steel and 
mirror polished.

BOLLARDS

MHA005

Slotted Bollards

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Plain Slotted MHA030 $44.95 $39.95

Slotted with Spring Loaded Pin MHA035 $53.95 $47.95

Cast in 316 stainless, they scream 
quality. They are both slightly raked 
and have 65mm square bases 
which are drilled for 4 x 1:4” (6mm) 
countersunk metal thread screws. 
(Do NOT use wood screws.)

Black Moulded Nylon

Length Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

75mm 3/16” (4mm) Countersunk MHA505 $2.65 $2.35

98mm 3/16” (4mm) Countersunk MHA510 $2.95 $2.65

130mm 1/4” (6mm) Countersunk MHA515 $3.95 $3.55

165mm 1/4” (6mm) Countersunk MHA520 $5.95 $5.35

200mm 1/4” (6mm) Countersunk MHA525 $6.95 $6.25

Length Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

150mm 4x1/4” (6mm) Countersunk Holes MHA605 $15.95 $13.95

200mm 4x1/4” (6mm) Countersunk Holes MHA610 $19.95

250mm 4x7/16” (8mm) Countersunk Holes MHA615 $29.95 $26.95

Length Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

150mm 4x1/4” (6mm) Countersunk Holes MHA620 $24.95 $22.45

200mm 4x1/4” (6mm) Countersunk Holes MHA625 $34.95 $30.95

240mm 4x1/4” (6mm) Countersunk Holes MHA630 $49.95 $44.95

UV resistant, mounting 
holes through cleat body.

Slimline Style
Also called Herreshoff Cleats. Cast for 
strength and mirror polished. Stylish.

Traditional Style

Cast, mirror polished.

DECK, DOCK & PONTOON CLEATS

LIGHT DUTY CLEATS

MHA035

Stainless Steel 150mm  
Pull Up Folding Cleat

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

MHA670 $59.95 $53.95

Cast for strength and mirror 
polished. Stylish.

Length Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

150mm 1/4” (6mm) Countersunk MHA705 $6.95 $6.25

200mm 5/16” (7mm) Countersunk MHA710 $8.95 $8.05

250mm 3/8” (9mm) Countersunk MHA715 $10.95 $9.45

300mm 3/8” (9mm) Hex Bolt MHA720 $14.95 $13.45

Economy Cast Aluminium Cleats - 
Horn Style

Each one of these products has mounting holes that go right through the 
cleat, not just the base. They are meant to be fastened down with metal 
thread bolts - NOT coach or wood screws. Remember a cleat may be 
depended on to slow forward or backward movement of a heavily-laden 
boat via a mooring line. A cleat is only as strong as its mounting.

The belaying knot is commonly used to secure a 
boat to a dock cleat. It will hold fast and is simple to 
release when needed. 

HOW TO TIE 
A BELAYING KNOT

Belaying Knot

(make loop and rotate 
before pulling over the 
horn)

From Boat

From Boat

From Boat

(1)

(2)

(3)
(A)

(pull tight to complete 
the belaying knot)

Cast, Stainless Steel (316 Grade) - 
Fairleads

Mirror polished.
•  Sold as a pair, one port side, 

one starboard side

FAIRLEADS

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

120mm Long Pair MAE315 $19.95 $17.95

155mm Long Pair MAE320 $29.95 $26.95
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Deck Plate / Inspection Cover 
Extra Large 12”

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Deck Plate MHG005 $74.95 $66.95

Polypropylene plate measuring 315mm diameter 
overall. Deck cutout 265mm. Cover plugs for 
screw heads supplied. Round hatch has sturdy 
cam lock and neoprene gasket.
•  Lock operates in any position on plate.
• Deck penetration only 20mm
•  Requires 6 x No.12 pan head screws to fasten on 287 PCD

Access Hatches

Made from UV resistant ABS plastic.
• Have screw-in lids with ”O” ring seal.
• Requires 6 x No.8 countersunk screws

SMALL:
• Overall diameter: 145mm
• Deck cutout: 112mm
• Inspection hole size: 100mm

MHG205/MHG210

MEDIUM:
• Overall diameter: 172mm
• Deck cutout: 137mm
• Inspection hole size: 127mm

MHG215/MHG220

LARGE:
• Overall diameter: 217mm
• Deck cutout: 162mm
• Inspection hole size: 155mm

MHG225/MHG230

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

100mm (4”) Dia. Black MHG205 $13.95 $12.45

100mm (4”) Dia. White MHG210 $13.95 $12.45

125mm (5”) Dia. Black MHG215 $16.95 $14.95

125mm (5”) Dia. White MHG220 $16.95 $14.95

150mm (6”) Dia. Black MHG225 $19.95 $17.95

150mm (6”) Dia. White MHG230 $19.95 $17.95

Inspection Port with Bag

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

155mm White MHG245 $19.95 $17.95

6” inspection port with clear 
lid and bag to store wallets, 
keys, etc.

Metal Deck Plates - Stainless Steel 

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

140mm Stainless Steel MHG250 $59.95 $53.95

208mm Stainless Steel MHG255 $149.00 $133.95

Magnificent cast 316 grade mirror polished.

SMALL:
• Overall diameter 140mm.
•  Deck cutout 110mm. Access 

hole size 100mm.
•  Supplied with stainless steel 

opening wrench. A class act.
•  Requires 4 x No.12 stainless 

steel countersunk screws

MHG250

MEDIUM:
•  Overall diameter 208mm
•  Deck cutout 160mm. Access 

hole size 145mm
•  Supplied with cast and 

polished opening key.
•  A lifetime product. Pure 

class
•  Requires 6 x No.14 

stainless steel 
countersunk screws

MHG255

HATCHES & PORTS

Universal ‘Deck’ Key

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Universal ‘Deck’ Key TFI020 $8.95 $8.05

This 316-grade stainless unit will open spaced hole flush 
fuel filler screw down caps (both standard sizes) as well as 
slotted, raised lug and star (winch type) caps. It is a bottle 
opener, a flat blade screwdriver and a shackle key. It will also 
open or tighten hose clamps as it has hex recesses for 5:16” 
(8mm). It also has a hex 
hole for 7:16” (11mm) 
and 1:4” (6mm) nuts or 
bolt heads, common 
on rigging hardware. 
The tool is specially 
hardened and has a 
lifetime warranty. It 
includes a 500mm 
high-viz orange lanyard.
• 97(L) x 70(W)mm

DECK KEY

STERN PAD

White Stern Pad with VHB Adhesive

Mount a variety of external 
accessories to your boat without drilling or 
using messy epoxies!
•  CNC machined from a specially treated  

synthetic plastic polymer
• Includes site preparation materials
• Includes 3 adhesive cable clips
• VBH adhesive
•  Can be bottom painted if desired
• 115x89x19mm
Note: Accessories should be attached 
to stern pad without drilling a pilot 
hole.

Cat No. Qty 1+

MDG110 $69.95

28mm Grommets  
with Mounted Cover

Eliminate unsightly electrical 
cables protruding from the deck 
for onboard equipment with 
this panel mount grommet and 
cover. The grommet fits into a 
19mm hole, and the cover is 
simply mounted on top with 
screws.
• UV Resistant
•  Hard Wearing Nylon 

Construction

Cat No. Qty 1+

Black MDG130 $5.95

White MDG132 $5.95
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Ventilation Control
Soft PVC unit that snaps or unscrews for stowage with protective cap. 
Not good at keeping weather out but work well when fine.  
Easy on your toes!

SMALL
• 150(W) x 40(H)mm approx
•  80mm mounting hole: 90mm air opening 

MHI115

LARGE
•  190(W) x 60(H)mm approx
•  100mm mounting hole:  

130mm air opening

MHI120

SEE PAGE 352 FOR  
BLOWERS & HOSES TO SUIT

Louvre Type Vents

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Black 90mm x 90mm MHI205 $4.95 $4.45

White 90mm x 90mm MHI210 $4.95 $4.45

Flush mount. Nylon material. 
Good for lockers, cupboards, 
etc.
•  Available in black  

& white colours
•  Dimensions:  

90(L) x 90(W)mm
•  Requires 4 x No.8 pan head 

screws

Bilge Blower Type Vents

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Black MHI215 $6.95 $6.25

White MHI220 $6.95 $6.25

Similar to our MHI205/210, except the 
vent has 72(W) x 60(L)mm pipe at the 
back. This enables 75mm bilge blower 
(or other blowers) hose to be fitted.
• Available in black and white

MHI210

MHI220

MHI205

MHI215

Ventilation Scoops - Nylon

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

Black 90mm x 78mm MHI005 $4.95 $4.45

White 90mm x 78mm MHI010 $4.95 $4.45

Simply have a hole through deck 
or stern up to 40mm diameter.
•  For vertical mount, face 

opening downwards.
•  Available in black  

and white colours.
•  Dimensions: 90(L) x 78(W)mm
•  Requires 3 x No.6  

pan head screws

Ventilation Scoops - 
Stainless Steel

Also called clam vents. Commonly used as 
anchor well drain covers or through-transom 
wiring connectors.
•  Requires 3 x No.6-8 pan head screws

Ventilator - Seabird

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Ventilator - Seabird MHI110 $14.95 $13.45

Made out of UV resistant reinforced nylon. Low profile. 
Includes provision to fit a 75mm blower hose (mounting 
holes is 75mm as well). Also ideal for venting floating 
docks, pontoons, etc.
•  Dimensions: 190(L) x 145(W) x 110(H)mm
•  Requires 4 x No.10 pan head screws

Cowl Ventilators - Low Profile

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Small - 150mm x 40mm MHI115 $34.95 $30.95

Large - 190mm x 60mm MHI120 $44.95

VENTILATION

MHI005

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

45mm x 40mm MHI015 $2.95 $2.65

53mm x 54mm MHI020 $4.95 $4.45

Mushroom Ventilator

Cat No. Qty 1+

Mushroom Ventilator MHI125 $24.95

This unit can be operated from below decks. When closed 
only presents 30mm above deck height. When fully open 
65mm. Comes complete with built-in but removable insect 
screen. Has plastic dress rim to hide deck opening hole.
• PVC plastic
•  Brass operating spindle  

with sturdy control knob
• Base diameter: 145mm
• Deck cutout: 102(dia)mm
•  Requires 6 x No.10-12 countersunk screws

MHI010

SEE PAGE 465 FOR AIR EXTRACTOR FANS 
THAT FIT IN DECK HATCHES

These vents are generally used to get air or fumes in or out 
of below decks in yachts and larger power boats. They work 
remarkably well, especially when there is a breeze around. They 
are generally good at keeping unwanted rain or deckwater out 
as well. Cowl vents forward should face forward, cowl vents aft 
should face aft. That will maximise ventilation through boat.

COWL TYPE VENTS

WATER
& AIR

VENT TOP

WATER
DRAIN

AIR ONLY

BAFFLE
PLATE
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Ventilation Control
Plastic Rectangular Louvre Vents

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Small Black 200mm x 100mm MHI225 $6.95

Large Black 255mm x 125mm MHI230 $8.95 $8.05

Black ABS for natural ventilation in cupboards, behind built-in fridges, 
compressors, etc.

SMALL
•  With slightly rounded design.  

Max cutout 170(L) x 75(H)mm
•  Requires 4 x No.8-10 

countersunk screws

MHI225

LARGE
•  Completely rectangular. Rounded corners. Max cutout 220Lx90Hmm
•  Requires 6 x No.8-10 countersunk screws

MHI230

Louvre Vents - Stainless Steel

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

127mm x 65mm MHI235 $6.95 $6.25

127mm x 115mm MHI240 $7.95 $7.15

230mm x 115mm MHI245 $10.95 $9.45

SMALL
•  3 Louvre. 127(W) x 65(H)mm.
• Max cutout 90(W) x 35(H)mm.
•  Requires 6 x No.6-8 pan head screws

MHI235

MEDIUM
•  6 Louvre, 127(W) x 115(H)mm
•  Max cutout 90(W) x 70(H)
•  Requires 6 x No.6+8 pan head screws

MHI240

LARGE
• 12 Louvre, 230(W) x 115(H)
• Max cutout 200(W) x 70(H)
•  Requires 10 x No. 8-10 pan head

MHI245

Bess Louvre Vents ‘V’ Type - Stainless
Often used for engine room ventilation on larger boats or areas where 
a lot of ventilation is required, such as generators, etc. All sizes have a 
12mm wide external flange with a 25mm inside flange depth.
• 304 Grade

3 LOUVRE
• Hole cutout 188(W) x 92(H)mm.
• Requires 4 x No.8-10 pan head screws

MHI260

5 LOUVRE
• Hole cutout 302(W) x 92(H)mm
• Requires 6 x No.8-10 pan head screws

MHI265

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

3 Louvre MHI260 $20.95 $18.45

5 Louvre MHI265 $29.95

Louvre Vents Round - Stainless Steel

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Stainless Steel MHI250 $9.95 $8.95

• 100(dia)mm round
• Slightly raised style
• Very compact
• Max cutout 80(dia)mm
•  Requires 4 x No.6 pan head screws 

Rotating Vane (‘Butterfly’) Vent

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Rotating Vane (‘Butterfly’) Vent MHI255 $11.95 $10.45

A knob allows ventilation to open or close 
airflow. Suitable for internal cabinetry, 
bathrooms, heads, etc.
• 304 Grade
• Highly polished
• 127(dia)mm. Max cutout 95(dia)mm.
• Requires 4 x No.6 pan head screws

MHI260

MHI265

MHI225

MHI235

MHI240

MHI245

Trim Rings, Slop Stoppers

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Trim Ring - Round MGK180 $2.95 $2.65

Trim Ring - Oval MGK185 $3.50 $3.15

Slop Stopper - Round MGK190 $3.95 $3.55

Slop Stopper - Oval MGK195 $4.50 $4.05

Protect hoses, wiring from chafing at transom or boat, etc. Made from 
soft PVC plastic, which has good weather, chemical and oil resistance. 
Slop stoppers have a sleeve which resists water from flowing back into 
the boat.

Outboard Motor Slop Well Drain

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Outboard Motor Slop Well Drain MPC110 $2.95 $2.65

Fits through the slop well behind and under your outboard through the 
transom and then overboard. It is meant for fiberglass boats. You will 
need to bore a 25mm hole from the very bottom of the slop well, facing 
slightly downwards (which will make the job easier anyway) and through 
the outside (transom) side of the hull. This drain 
is about 55mm long but the outer ring seal 
needs about 7-8mm of this, so the effective 
gap (between the inner wall and the outer 
wall) needs to be 45mm or less. The outer 
ring & inner sleeve need to be sealed with 
Silastic or similar. Generally 2 of these are 
fitted, one for each side of the well.

SLOP STOPPERS

MGK180 MGK185 MGK190 MGK195

TERMINOLOGY
Sheave This is the name of the pulley wheel.
Becket A hole of an extra loop to provide a take-off point.
Cleat  A mechanism to anchor a rope fast. There are several styles 
of cleat.
Universal Head Basically a combination swivel combined with a 
shackle.
Shackle A loop connector which can be dismantled and 
reassembled easily to fix to an anchor point.
MWL Maximum working load.

Block A sheave embedded in a housing to; take a rope, change the 
angle of load on the rope, etc.
Nylatron™ This is a very hard plastic material that resists wear, very 
good for abrasive wire rope. Black in colour.
Acetal A light self lubricating plastic commonly used as a sheave for 
rope blocks.
Ferrule A large hole, generally lined to prevent rope chafing.
Rivet A permanent metal fastener, non threaded made by impacting 
a tube or solid component.
Composite A glass fibre reinforced polymer capable of replacing 
metal in many applications. Hard wearing, corrosion proof.
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Sailboat Blocks & Pulleys

Single Block Ronstan No. M.W.L Rope Dia. Cat No. Qty 1+

19mm Loop Head RF666 150kg 5mm MXA005 $9.95

19mm 2 x Tube Rivet RF661 150kg 5mm MXA010 $10.95

25mm Loop Head RF571 300kg 6mm MXA105 $8.95

25mm Loop Head, Becket RF572 300kg 6mm MXA110 $14.95

25mm Swivel Shackle Head RF573 300kg 6mm MXA115 $16.95

29mm Loop Head RF280 300kg 8mm MXA205 $9.95

29mm 2 x Tube Rivert RF185 300kg 8mm MXA210 $15.95

29mm Swivel Ring Head RF443 500kg 10mm MXA215 $21.95

29mm Ferrule Eye Head RF469 500kg 10mm MXA220 $14.95

29mm Swivel Shackle Head RF467 500kg 10mm MXA225 $22.95

29mm Swivel Shackle Head, Becket RF567 500kg 10mm MXA230 $29.95

29mm Ferrule Eye Head, Becket RF470 500kg 10mm MXA235 $20.95

29mm (Fiddle) 3 x Tube Rivert RF186 300kg 8mm MXA250 $27.95

29mm (Fiddle) 3 x Tube Rivert, V-Jam Cleat RF187 300kg 8mm MXA255 $33.95

29mm 3 x Tube Rivet, Becket, Light Weight RF188 300kg 8mm MXA260 $19.95

Double Block Ronstan No. M.W.L Rope Dia. Cat No. Qty 1+

19mm 2 x Tube Rivet RF662 150kg 5mm MXA015 $20.95

29mm Loop Head, 2 x Tube Rivet RF81 450kg 8mm MXA240 $27.95

29mm Loop Head, 2 x Tube Rivert, Becket RF83 450kg 8mm MXA245 $33.95

Single Block Ronstan No. M.W.L Rope Dia. Cat No. Qty 1+

25mm Tube Rivet, Nylatron Sheave RF418 450 3 MXA715 $19.95

25mm Ferrule Top, Nylatron Sheave RF468 450 3 MXA720 $23.95

45mm Ferrule Top Removable Sheave RF104 850 6 MXA725 $38.95

Upright Lead Block Ronstan No. M.W.L Rope Dia. Cat No. Qty 1+

19mm RF568 250kg 5mm MXA810 $10.95

19mm RF569 250kg 8mm MXA815 $11.95

19mm Open At Top RF917 250kg 8mm MXA820 $12.95

22mm Nylatron Sheave, Rope or Wire RF453 160kg 3mm MXA825 $21.95

Exit Block Ronstan No. M.W.L Rope Dia. Cat No. Qty 1+

20mm Side Tabs RF20711AHL 275 6 MXA905 $20.95

30mm Side Tabs, 2 x 5mm Screws RF30711HL 300 8 MXA910 $26.95

Sheave Box Ronstan No. M.W.L Rope Dia. Cat No. Qty 1+

30mm RF31712 375 8 MXA915 $20.95

40mm RF41712 500 10 MXA920 $25.95

Midget Wire Block Ronstan No. M.W.L Rope Dia. Cat No. Qty 1+

Loop Top, Nylatron Sheave, Rivet RF667 200 2 MXA705 $12.95

19mm, Nylatron Sheave, Ferrule Eye RF650 250 3 MXA710 $15.95

Kite Block Ronstan No. M.W.L Rope Dia. Cat No. Qty 1+

Very Light, Very Strong (Pair) RF13101-2 150 4 MXA805 $9.95

MXA005 MXA110

MXA215 MXA235

MXA015 MXA240

MXA810 MXA820

MXA905 MXA915

MXA705 MXA715

MXJ105 MXJ120

All-Purpose Utility Blocks, Smaller Pulleys

This range features UV stabilised ACETAL (White) or NYLATRON (Black) sheaves. The products in this panel have  
SLEEVE BEARINGS, which have a high load capacity and are very rugged. All feature marine grade 316 frames/cheeks.

Upright Lead Blocks, Sheave Boxes, Exit Boxes, etc. (Sleeve Bearing)

• Sheave: UV stabilised acetal (rope only) or nylatron (for wire or rope) 
• Frame cheeks marine 316 grade stainless steel.

Nylatron Sheave (Mainly Wire Type) Mini Kite Block

M.W.L = MAXIMUM 
WORKING LOAD

Sail Slides or “Slugs”

Ronstan No. Cat No. Qty 1+

9mm dia, 32mm Long PNP29T MXJ105 $1.50

10mm dia, 38mm Long PNP18T MXJ110 $1.50

12mm dia, 38mm Long PNP17T MXJ115 $1.60

Internal Track 16(W)x32(L)mm PNP27T MXJ120 $1.80

Internal Track 22(W)x42(L)mm PNP28T MXJ125 $1.95

SEE RTM WEBSITE FOR FULL DETAILS
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Sailboat Blocks & Rigging
Ball Bearing Standard & High Load Blocks

Upright Lead Blocks, Sheave Boxes, Exit Boxes, etc

Single Block Ronstan No. M.W.L Rope Dia. Cat No. Qty 1+

20mm Loop Head RF20101 250kg 6mm MXA505 $12.95

20mm Swivel Shackle Head RF20100 250kg 6mm MXA510 $18.95

20mm Loop Head, Becket RF20111 250kg 6mm MXA515 $14.95

20mm Stand-Up Head, Spring RF20141 250kg 6mm MXA520 $22.95

20mm Swivel Hook Head RF20180 135kg 6mm MXA525 $21.95

30mm Loop Head RF30101 300kg 8mm MXA605 $18.95

30mm Swivel Shackle Head RF30100 300kg 8mm MXA610 $26.95

30mm Loop Head, Becket RF30111 300kg 8mm MXA615 $19.95

30mm Swivel Shackle Head, Becket RF30110 300kg 8mm MXA620 $28.95

40mm Swivel Shackle Head RF41100 00kg 10mm MXA305 $29.95

40mm Swivel Shackle Head, Becket RF41110 350kg 10mm MXA310 $34.95

50mm Swivel Shackle Head RF50100 750kg 12mm MXA405 $35.95

50mm Swivel Shackle Head, Becket RF51110 750kg 12mm MXA410 $48.95

Double Block Ronstan No. M.W.L Rope Dia. Cat No. Qty 1+

20mm 2-Axis Shackle Head RF20202 350kg 6mm MXA530 $31.95

20mm 2-Axis Shackle Head, Becket RF20212 350kg 6mm MXA535 $34.95

40mm Swivel Shackle Head, Becket RF41200 500kg 10mm MXA315 $48.95

Sail Shackle Ronstan No. Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Screw on, Suits MXJ105/110/120, Uses #6 x 1/2 Self-Tapper PNP63 MXJ130 $1.95 $1.85

Snap on, Suits MXJ105/110/115/120/125, Small Size PNP81A MXJ135 $1.95

Snap on, Suits MXJ110/115/125 PNP81B MXJ140 $2.25 $2.10

Fair Lead Deck Mount Ronstan No. Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Ferrule Type, 6.4mm (1/4”) Hole, Requires 2 x 3mm Fasteners PNP120 MXL305 $7.95 $7.55

Ferrule Type, 8.0mm (5/16”) Hole, Requires 2 x 4mm Fasteners PNP121 MXL310 $9.95

Ferrule Type, 10.0mm (3/8”) Hole, Requires 2 x 5mm Fasteners PNP122 MXL315 $13.95 $12.95

Ferrule Type, 11.5mm (7/16”) Hole, Requires 2 x 5mm Fasteners PNP123 MXL320 $17.95 $16.95

Flags or “Sister” Clip Ronstan No. Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Nylon, 4.7mm (3/16”) Eye Clearance PNP16B MXL605 $1.55

Nylon, 8.0mm (5/16”) Eye Clearance PNP16A MXL610 $1.85 $1.75

Nylon, 13mm (1/2”) Eye Clearance PNP16 MXL615 $2.45

316 Stainless Steel, 7mm (9/32”) Eye RF536 MXL620 $3.95

316 Stainless Steel, 10.0mm (13/32”) Eye RF89 MXL625 $6.95 $6.60

316 Stainless Steel, 15.0mm (19/32”) Eye RF2665 MXL630 $10.95

Saddle Ronstan No. Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Forged 316 Stainless Steel, 10mm Opening, 28mm Pitch RF498 MXN405 $3.95 $3.75

Forged 316 Stainless Steel, 14mm Opening, 36mm Pitch RF134A MXN410 $3.95 $3.55

Forged 316 Stainless Steel, 14mm Opening, 44mm Pitch RF528 MXN415 $4.95 $4.45

Forged 316 Stainless Steel, 16mm Opening, 50mm Pitch RF1055 MXN420 $5.95 $5.35

Flared 316 Stainless Steel, 5mm Opening, 29mm Pitch RF94A MXN605 $3.95 $3.75

Flared 316 Stainless Steel, 15mm Opening, 41mm Pitch RF148 MXN610 $4.95 $4.45

Other Ronstan No. Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

Deck Lead, 10.0mm Internal Hole, Glue-in Nylon PNP39A MXL205 $2.95

Deck Lead, 12.5mm Internal Hole, Glue-in Nylon PNP39B MXL210 $3.95 $3.75

Retaining Clip, 316 Stainless Steel, Suits Clevis Pin MXC520 RF413 MXP005 $4.95 $4.70

Rail Clamp, Nylon, 22-25mm Rail, with Fasteners MXN025 $6.95 $6.25

Boom Hanger, 10mm (3/8”) Internal Clearance RF87 MXP105 $14.95 $13.95

Mast Tang, Small Angled with 6.4mm Ferrule Eye, 38mm Long RF1189 MXP010 $14.95 $13.95

Mast Tang, with 6.4mm Clevis Pin, 51mm Long RF347 MXP015 $19.95

Stay Adjuster, 115mm Long, 17 Settings RF2331 MXP020 $34.95

Cheek & Pivoting Head Blocks Ronstan No. M.W.L Rope Dia. Cat No. Qty 1+

20mm Cheek Block, Rivet Mount RF20151 200 6 MXA540 $18.95

20mm Pivoting Head Block with Cleat RF20175 150 6 MXA545 $64.95

Fiddle Block Ronstan No. M.W.L Rope Dia. Cat No. Qty 1+

40mm + 24mm Universal Head RF40500 350 8 MXA320 $42.95

40mm + 24mm Swivel Shackle, Cleat, Becket RF41530 1000 8 MXA325 $86.95

50mm Swivel Shackle Head RF51500 750 10 MXA425 $58.95

50mm Swivel Shackle Head, Cleat, Becket RF51530 750 10 MXA420 $116.95

MXA505 MXA610

MXA320 MXA420

MXA540 MXA545

MXJ130 MXL305

MXL605 MXL630

MXN405 MXN610

MXL205 MXP005

MXP010 MXP020

M.W.L = MAXIMUM 
WORKING LOAD

SEE RTM WEBSITE FOR FULL DETAILS
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Sailboat Cleats, Cams & Rigging

M.W.L = MAXIMUM WORKING LOAD

Standard Cam & Other Cleats

Cam Cleat Ronstan No. Cat No. Qty 1+

Small 2-8mm Rope, MWL 75kg RF5001 MXC005 $18.95

Medium 3-12mm Rope, MWL 125kg RF5011 MXC010 $22.95

Swivelling 180 deg, 28mm Ball Bearing Cheave, MWL 150kg RF5 MXC060 $49.95

“Powergrip Clamcleat” Double Hold Handle 3-6mm CL262 MXC125 $21.95

“Clamcleat” Safety Railing Wire, Fender Cleat, 6-12mm CL234 MXC130 $11.95

“Clamcleat” “Lime-Lok” Rope Guy Lines Lock, 2-5mm Rope, 8 Pack CL260/R MXC135 $10.95

“Clamcleat” Jiffy Ties (Rope Ties), Pack of 6 C806 MXC156 $12.95

“Clamcleat” V-Cleat Ronstan No. Cat No. Qty 1+

Micro Plastic, 1-4mm Rope, Pair CL263 MXC105 $5.95

Micro Hard Anodised, 1-4mm Rope CL268AN MXC110 $12.95

Micro Hard Anodised, 3-6mm Rope CL211MK2AN MXC115 $14.95

Standard Hard Anodised, 3-6mm CL211MR1AN MXC120 $15.95

Toggle Pin, 316 Stainless Steel Ronstan No. Cat No. Qty 1+

1/4” x 1/2” (Imperial) RF115X1/2 MXC605 $14.95

1/4” x 5/8” (Imperial) RF115X5/8 MXC610 $14.95

1/4” x 3/4” (Imperial) RF115X3/4 MXC615 $14.95

1/4” x 1” (Imperial) RF115X1 MXC620 $14.95

1/4” x 1 1/4” (Imperial) RF115X11/4 MXC625 $14.95

Clevis Pin, 316 Stainless Steel Ronstan No. Cat No. Qty 1+

4.8mm dia x 19mm (3/4”) Long RF261 MXC505 $4.95

4.8mm dia x 25mm (1”) Long RF262 MXC510 $5.95

6.4mm dia x 32mm (1 1/4”) Long RF266 MXC515 $6.95

7.9mm dia x 23mm (29/32”) Long RF268 MXC520 $6.95

Plate, 316 Stainless Steel Ronstan No. Cat No. Qty 1+

169W) x 50(L)mm RF27 MXC305 $5.45

16(W) x 76(L)mm RF192 MXC310 $5.95

19(W) x 127(L)mm RF488 MXC315 $8.95

25(W) x 203(L)mm RF47 MXC320 $13.95

Split Ring Ronstan No. Cat No. Qty 1+

1/2” RF114 MXC705 $1.95

3/4” RF687 MXC710 $2.75

1” RF688 MXC715 $2.95

Perforated Strip, 316 Stainless Ronstan No. Cat No. Qty 1+

12.7(W) x 915(L)mm RF39A MXC325 $26.95

15.9(W) x 923(L)mm RF39 MXC330 $29.95

Universal Joint for Tiller Extension Ronstan No. Cat No. Qty 1+

Suits 13.5mm (17/32”) I.D. Tube RF3133 MXN305 $14.95

V-Cleat Ronstan No. Cat No. Qty 1+
Trapese, 4-8mm Rope, Hard 
Anodised RF5121 MXC140 $29.95

Lateral (Starboard) , 6-10mm Rope CL206 MXC145 $9.95

Lateral (Port) , 6-10mm Rope CL207 MXC150 $9.95

Small, 3-6mm Standard Ronstan RF5100 MXC205 $6.95

Small, 3-6mm with Fairlead RF5101 MXC210 $7.95

Medium, 5-8mm RF5105 MXC215 $8.95

Medium, 5-8mm with Fairlead RF5106 MXC220 $12.95

Large, Open 8-12mm RF5110 MXC225 $13.95

Rigging Products

Fairlead Ronstan No. Cat No. Qty 1+

Composite for MXC005 RF5405 MXC015 $6.95

Composite for MXC010 RF5415 MXC035 $7.95

Wire Type for MXC005 RF5404 MXC020 $6.95

Wire Type for MXC010 RF5414 MXC040 $7.95

Medium Duty for MXC010 RF5417 MXC045 $19.95

Saddle Clip for MXC005 RF5003 MXC030 $3.95

Saddle Clip for MXC010 RF5013 MXC055 $2.95
Swivelling Dead Eye, Cam Cleat, 
360 deg Rotation RF67 MXC065 $54.95

Wedge Kit Ronstan No. Cat No. Qty 1+

Angle Adjust for MXC005 RF5402 MXC025 $4.95

Angle Adjust for MXC005 RF5412 MXC050 $5.95

“R” Clip, 316 Stainless Steel Cat No. Qty 1+

2.0mm Wire, 45mm Long MXC805 $1.95

2.5mm Wire, 55mm Long MXC810 $2.25

3.0mm Wire, 70mm Long MXC815 $2.50

4.0mm Wire, 78mm Long MXC820 $2.95

Lynch Pin, 316 Stainless Cat No. Qty 1+

Lynch Pin, 4mm 316 Stainless Steel MXC825 $4.95

Lynch Pin, 6mm 316 Stainless Steel MXC830 $5.95

Saddle, Ferrule Type, 316 Stainless Cat No. Qty 1+

8mm Opening MXN505 $6.95

10mm Opening MXN510 $7.95

MXC325

MXC605 MXN215

MXC005 MXC030 MXC220 MXC110

Series 19 Track & Accessories Ronstan No. Cat No. Qty 1+

Slide for Series 19 Tracks MXN225/205/210, Saddle Top, 56mm Long, MWL 225kg RC81901 MXN215 $24.95

Slide for Series 19 Tracks MXN225/205/210, Saddle + Plunger Stop, 71mm Long, MWL 225kg RC81940 MXN220 $34.95

Slide for Series 19 Tracks, Plunger Stop Slide + Saddle, 71mm Long, MWL 220kg NEW RC91940 MXN222 $39.95

Insulator (UV Resistant Nylon) to Suit Series 19 RC7250 MXN230 $4.95

Series 19 Plastic Track End RC81980 MXN225 $4.95

Series 19 Traveler Track, 304 Stainless, 300mm Long NEW RC9190-0.3 MXN207 $24.95

Series 19 Track 1500mm Long R 8190-1.5 MXN210 $64.95

SEE RTM WEBSITE FOR FULL DETAILS
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Rigging
Bow and Dee Shackles

Shackle Type Bail Size Pin Size Work Load Limit Breaking Load Limit Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Standard Strength Bow 6mm 8mm 500kg 3000kg MAC338 $4.95 $4.20

Standard Strength Bow 8mm 10mm 750kg 4500kg MAC339 $6.95 $5.90

Standard Strength Dee 6mm 8mm 500kg 3000kg MAC350 $4.95 $4.20

Standard Strength Dee 8mm 10mm 750kg 4500kg MAC351 $6.95 $5.90

Standard Strength Dee 10mm 11mm 1000kg 6000kg MAC352 $8.95 $7.60

Standard Strength Dee 13mm 16mm 2000kg 12000kg MAC354 $11.95 $9.95

Standard Strength Dee 16mm 19mm 3250kg 19500kg MAC355 $14.95 $12.45

Standard Strength Dee 19mm 22mm 4750kg 28500kg MAC356 $18.95 $15.95

High Strength Bow 10mm 11mm 2000kg 10000kg MAC360 $11.95 $9.95

High Strength Bow 13mm 16mm 3300kg 16500kg MAC362 $13.95 $11.45

High Strength Dee 10mm 11mm 2000kg 10000kg MAC370 $12.95 $10.95

High Strength Dee 13mm 16mm 3300kg 16500kg MAC372 $14.95 $12.45

These Titan shackles from Canada Metal are truly world class 
and assures you peace of mind. Proof tested and load rated, 
they all meet or exceed the current US Federal RR-C- 271 
Type IV Grade A specifications. Each shackle is hot-dip 
galvanised for premium corrosion resistance and easily 
identifiable with coloured pin. Maximum working load (MWL) 
and size stamped on each shackle.
• Bow (Anchor) or Dee (Chain) type
• Standard Strength (yellow pin)
•  High Strength (black pin) - Breaking strength exceeds that 

of high test G4 chain and over 30% stronger than standard 
Grade A shackles.

MAC338 MAC350 MAC370

When you rein a small boat, say a tinnie under 4 metres you really 
don’t have to worry too much about the info below. All you have to 
do is fling the anchor and chain/rope (or even just rope) out over 
the front of the boat, pull on the rope until the anchor sets (grips the 
bottom) and you can get on with fishing. 
The bigger the boat you have, the more you have to think about 
anchoring. 
There are two things apart from the nature of the anchor itself, that 
you need to know about to have secure knowledge that you have 
anchored correctly. 
Firstly, you must know what the name is of the various parts of your 
anchoring equipment. The first term you will have to learn is RODE 
(like “road”). Rode is the CONNECTION between your anchor and 
where that connection ends in your boat. 

The RODE consists of two main parts:
(i) The anchor chain that runs from your actual anchor. This chain 
(in big boats, not tinnies) is as important to secure anchoring as the 
anchor itself. The WEIGHT of the anchor chain holds the anchor flat 
on the bottom so that the anchor itself can GRIP into the bottom. The 
bigger the boat, the longer and heavier the chain. In boats under 30 
feet (9-10m) you probably won’t have an anchor winch and you will 
have to pull the anchor and the chain in yourself. Enjoy the exercise! 
If your boat is really big your RODE will be ALL chain and you will 
drag it in with a winch or windlass. 
(ii) SCOPE. This can be 
a calculation (if you are 
mathematically minded) or an 
estimation based on experience. 
IT is the ratio of water depth and 
freeboard to anchor line (RODE) 
paid out. Most experts and 
anchor manufacturers agree that 
a scope of 7:1 will achieve an 
anchor’s holding power for winds 
up to 30 knots. Also, more scope 
is better than less. A lot better. 
This means that the length of 

your RODE is at least 7 times the depth of the water below you plus 
the height of your deck above the water. For a big boat, this can be 
several metres but is generally about 2 metres. You can get the depth 
of the water with your fishfinder/depth sounder.
SO FOR EXAMPLE, 
• Boat: 2 metres above water
Depth: 8 metres
Total: 10 metres x 7 = 70 metres to hold in winds up to 30 knots.
• Boat: 1 metre above water
Depth: 5 metres
Total: 6 metres x 7 = 42 metres to hold in winds up to 30 knots. 
In calm (still) water you can use a scope ratio down to about 4:1. 
P.S. That’s why you carry heaps of nylon rope attached to your chain. 
And by the way, always tie the end of the nylon rope off to something 
solid. That end, incidentally is called the bitter end. How ironic!

DON’T FORGET 
Once you have dropped your anchor SET IT by reversing your boat 
to make the anchor bite in to the bottom*. Otherwise all of the above 
is wasted. 
*This is done when your anchor line goes taught. Always keep a 
watch on your anchor to make sure that is has not slipped. Once 
your anchor has set, you can turn your motor off but be on standby 
to start it again if you begin to drift. 

PROPER ANCHORING

Bow Height

Rode Length

Rode

Water Depth
Scope

Rode Length = (Bow Height + Water Depth) x Scope (usually)
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A must on the road. The No. 1 accessory for all 
rigging towing/anchoring applications. Very strong 
high tensile mild steel, hot dip galvanised. Roughly the 
same strength of proof coil gal chain of the same size.
• Not recommended for vehicle recovery
•  For safety, use a piece of wire to secure shackle pin
•  For extra safety, use a shackle size larger than the chain you are using

Bow (American style) Shackles - 
Galvanised

Absolute Max Breaking Strain Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

6mm 450kg MAC326 $2.25 $1.90

8mm 650kg MAC328 $3.45 $2.90

10mm 950kg MAC330 $4.45 $3.75

12mm 2000kg MAC332 $5.45 $4.60

16mm 3000kg MAC334 $8.45 $7.15

Stainless Steel Shackles

Throat Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Dia 4mm, SWL 138kg 14mm MXE008 $2.95 $2.50

Dia 5mm, SWL 250kg 18mm MXE010 $3.95 $3.35

Dia 6mm, SWL 425kg 22mm MXE015 $4.95 $4.20

Dia 8mm, SWL 625kg 28mm MXE020 $9.95 $8.45

Dia 10mm, SWL 1025kg 36mm MXE025 $14.95 $12.45

Dia 12mm, SWL 1350kg 43mm MXE030 $16.95 $13.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

4mm Slotted Pin Throat 15mm MXE105 $4.95 $4.20

5mm Slotted Pin Throat 18mm MXE110 $5.95 $5.05

6mm Slotted Pin Throat 24mm MXE115 $7.95 $6.75

8mm Slotted Pin Throat 30mm MXE120 $11.95 $9.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

5mm Pin, 20mm Wide Throat 29mm MXE205 $7.95 $6.75

6mm Pin, 32mm Wide Throat 32mm MXE210 $9.95 $8.45

High quality 316 grade 
forged stainless steel 
shackles.

‘D’ Shackle, Captive Pin

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Body dia 5mm Throat 18mm MXE035 $3.95 $3.35

Body dia 6mm Throat 22mm MXE040 $4.95 $4.20

Body dia 8mm Throat 28mm MXE045 $9.95 $8.45

Body dia 10mm Throat 36mm MXE050 $14.95 $12.45

Body dia 12mm Throat 43mm MXE055 $17.95 $14.95

These are handy when you are working up 
to your knees in water. The pin is captive to 
the shackle and will not fall out. Otherwise 
identical to the MXE008 series including 
Safe Working Load.

‘D’ Shackle - Extra Long

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Dia 4mm Throat 30mm MXE125 $4.95 $4.20

Dia 5mm Throat 34mm MXE130 $5.95 $5.05

Dia 6mm Throat 45mm MXE135 $6.95 $5.90

Dia 8mm Throat 60mm MXE140 $7.95 $6.75

Dia 10mm Throat 75mm MXE145 $9.95 $8.45

Dia 12mm Throat 90mm MXE150 $14.95 $12.45

316 grade forged shackle with extra 
deep throat. Very handy.

“D” Shackle - Twisted

Body Dia. Breaking Load Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

5mm 1000kg MXE405 $6.95 $5.90

6mm 1500kg MXE410 $8.95 $7.60

8mm 2500kg MXE415 $15.95 $13.45

316 grade forged long ‘D’ shackle. 
Screw pin is at 90° to bale (loop).
• Pins drilled for security wire.

Slotted Screw ‘D’ Shackle

You can nip up the pin with a screwdriver 
or shackle key. Use a drop of 
threadlocker for extra security

Generally made by Ronstan, they are cut from heavy 316 grade stainless 
steel sheet. They are surprising strong and durable.

Wide Aperture ‘D’ Shackle

Similar to our MXE105 series, but with finger 
pin opening and extra wide body.

Shackle Keys

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Shackle Key MXE805 $3.95 $3.35

Ronstan - For the Pro’s MXE810 $19.95

Standard shackle key, 316 stainless steel. 
Suitable for screw pin (finger operated) and 
slotted type shackles, include bottle opener 
(not as good as Bill) spanner for 8, 10 and 
13mm nuts.
• Has hole for lanyard
• Measures 32(W) x 100(L)mm

PRESSED METAL SHACKLES

MXE805

MXE810

Bow Shackles

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

3mm with Slotted Head MXE305 $3.95 $3.35

4mm with Standard Head MXE310 $5.95 $5.05
5mm with Standard Head,  
Max Working Load 300kg MXE315 $5.95 $5.05
6mm with Standard Head,  
Max Working Load 520kg MXE320 $6.95 $5.90
8mm with Standard Head,  
Max Working Load 1050kg MXE325 $11.95 $9.95

Commonly called American Shackles. Wider opening 
allows for multiple ropes or wire to be fed through.
• Ronstan brand
• A common rigger’s shackle
•  316 grade stainless steel, forged

Dee Shackles - Galvanised

Absolute Max Breaking Strain Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

6mm 400kg MAC306 $2.15 $1.80

8mm 600kg MAC308 $2.25 $1.90

10mm 900kg MAC310 $2.95 $2.50

12mm 1800kg MAC312 $3.45 $2.90

16mm 2800kg MAC316 $7.95 $6.75

Great for anchor lines and general 
purpose rigging.
•  High tensile mild steel, hot dip 

galvanised
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Shackles & Snap Hooks
Cast Stainless Steel  
(316 Grade), Snap Shackles

Length Type Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

57mm Fixed MXE705 $17.95 $14.95

72mm Fixed MXE710 $22.95 $19.45

102mm Fixed MXE715 $29.95 $25.45

70mm Swivel MXE720 $22.95 $19.45

90mm Swivel MXE725 $24.95 $20.95

126mm Swivel MXE730 $29.95 $25.45

These are ruggedly made cast 316 stainless 
steel units with a fixed eye or a swivel eye. 
The shackle will not shake open under load, 
however they are not meant for 
lifting applications.

Length Eye Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

60mm 6mm MXG530 $7.95 $6.75

80mm 8mm MXG535 $10.95 $8.95

100mm 10mm MXG540 $16.95 $13.95

Snap Hook, Stainless Steel  
(316 Grade)

CARABINA STYLE  
WITH LOCKING COLLAR
When loads are subject to vibration, sprung 
sliding collar covers keeper holding mechanism. 
Very safe shackle.

Length Eye Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

70mm 16mm MXG218 $9.95 $8.45

85mm 20mm MXG220 $12.95 $10.95

100mm 20mm MXG225 $14.95 $12.45

120mm 20mm MXG230 $18.95 $15.95

Stainless Steel Snap Hook, 
Swivel Eye

Load bearing, cast, 316 grade.

Length Eye Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

84mm 18mm MXG205 $4.95 $4.20

94mm 20mm MXG210 $6.95 $5.90

Snap Hook Brass Swivel Eye

Load bearing capacity of swivel limited. 
Not for lifting applications.

Halyard Shackles,  
Captive Pin

Length Pin Cat No. Qty 1+

70mm 5mm MXE505 $17.95

70mm 6mm MXE510 $21.95

Two types, one with 5mm captive pin 
and shackle, the other 6mm.

Quick Link Shackles

Length Dia. Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

40mm 4mm MXE605 $3.95 $3.35

50mm 5mm MXE610 $4.95 $4.20

60mm 6mm MXE615 $5.95 $5.05

75mm 8mm MXE620 $9.95 $8.45

90mm 10mm MXE625 $16.95 $13.95

These shackles hold together with 2-3 turns 
of coarse metric thread. They are handy, but 
can unscrew. They only have to unscrew by a 
turn or so and their safe working load strength 
falls away. Not for 
load bearing 
or vibrating 
applications.

Cast Brass, Spring Lever 
Snap Hook, Economy

Smooth body style, single handed 
operation.

Length Eye Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

55mm 10mm MXG105 $3.95 $3.35

72mm 16mm MXG110 $4.95 $4.20

81mm 20mm MXG115 $5.95 $5.05

Stainless Steel  
(316 Grade), Large Eye

Length Eye Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

52mm 10mm MXG120 $10.95 $8.95

72mm 16mm MXG125 $12.95 $10.95

120mm 28mm MXG130 $14.95 $12.45

Cast Stainless Steel (316 Grade), Spring 
Snap Hook

Length Spacing Hole Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

50mm 10mm 6mm MXG005 $4.95 $4.20

70mm 12mm 10mm MXG010 $6.95 $5.90

100mm 20mm 14mm MXG015 $9.95 $8.45

Smooth body, soft on the hands.

Length Eye SWL Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

60mm 6mm 300kg MXG305 $4.95 $4.20

90mm 8mm 550kg MXG310 $7.95 $6.75

100mm 10mm 700kg MXG315 $11.95 $9.95

120mm 12mm 1100kg MXG320 $15.95 $13.45

Snap Hook, Forged, Formed Eye

Very common, very strong. Torsion spring keeper.

Length Eye Opening Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

50mm 6mm 8mm MXG505 $4.95 $4.20

60mm 7mm 9mm MXG510 $5.95 $5.05

80mm 10mm 9mm MXG515 $8.95 $7.60

100mm 14mm 14mm MXG520 $11.95 $9.95

120mm 18mm 18mm MXG525 $14.95 $12.45

Snap Hook, Stainless Steel 
(316 Grade)
CARABINA STYLE
With riveted ferrule eye (S/S) to reduce rope chafe.
•  Keeper has tooth which mates to shackle body.

LOOKING FOR U-BOLTS SEE PAGE 381 
RECOVERY GEAR? SEE PAGE 391

Not recommended for load bearing applications
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Rigging

Eye Plate, Stainless Steel (304 Grade)

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

6mm MXL405 $4.95 $4.45

8mm MXL410 $5.95 $5.35

‘D’ eye is TIG welded to underside of base.
• 2 sizes available. 

MXL405 -  ‘D’ EYE 6MM DIA, OPENING 
34MM, BASE 35(L) X 40(W)MM, 4 X 
COUNTERSUNK NO.8 HOLES 

MXL410 -  ‘D’ EYE 8MM DIA, OPENING 
40MM, BASE 40(L) X 50(W)MM, 4 X 
COUNTERSUNK NO.8 HOLES

Eye Plate with Ring,  
Stainless Steel (304 Grade)

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

6mm MXL425 $4.95 $4.45

8mm MXL430 $8.95 $8.05

8mm Diamond MXL435 $24.95

Similar to MXL405/410 but comes with ring. 
• 3 sizes available

MXL425 - RING 40MM I.D, ‘D’ EYE 6MM DIA.

MXL430 - RING 45MM I.D, ‘D’ EYE 8MM DIA.

MXL435 -  RING 45MM I.D, ‘D’ EYE 8MM DIA. 
DIAMOND PATTERN BASE.

Eye Plate, Diamond Pattern, 
Stainless Steel (304 Grade)

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

6mm MXL417 $7.95 $7.15

8mm MXL419 $9.95 $8.95

Very strong as 2 fasteners directly under load.
MXL417 
‘D’ eye 6mm dia, base 64(L) x 40(W)mm,  
4 x countersunk. No. 8 holes.
MXL419 
‘D’ eye 8mm dia, base 80(L) x 48(W) mm, 4 x countersunk. No. 10 holes.

Eye Plate, Hinged, Recessed, 
Stainless Steel (304 Grade)

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

8mm MXL440 $12.95 $11.45

‘D’ ring under pressed base.
•  ‘D’ ring folds flat when not in use

Sailmaker Accessories

Cat No. Qty 1+

Sail Repair Kit MXJ025 $54.95

A must for any cruising yacht.

Consists of:

• 1 x Standard right hand palm
• 1 x container of 5 x assorted sail needles
• 1 x reel of waxed sewing thread

Sail Ties Shock Cord Set

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

4 Pack MXJ205 $19.95 $18.95

2 lengths each of 4mm shock cord terminated 
with plastic ball ends. 
• 600mm long but can be made shorter
• Much neater than ocky straps
• 4 cords/set

Splicing Fid

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

165mm MRG705 $13.95 $12.45

280mm MRG710 $17.95 $15.95

These are specialised hand 
tools to enable you to work open braided rope to splice loops, etc. With 
a fid you can easily pass strands back through the rope for a professional 
job. There are many sites on the internet and in books which show you 
how to transform an ordinary rope to a work of art.
Each fid has a smooth rounded handle to reduce wear on your hand. Two 
of the most common sizes stocked.

Winch Handles

Cat No. Qty 1+

250mm/10” Long Overall MXJ310 $29.95

Lightweight aluminium 
anodised. Plastic hand grip 
with lock mechanism.

Winch Handle Pocket

Cat No. Qty 1+

Winch Handle Pocket MXJ320 $15.95

You would be crazy not to have one of these. 
Leave the handle on deck in a sea and it will 
slide overboard while you are looking at it. 
•  Made out of durable PVC, it will accept 

handles up to 300mm long. 
• Measures 300(L) x 90(W)mm. 
•  Supplied with stainless steel screws.

Winch Grease - Multipurpose

Cat No. Qty 1+

Winch Grease - Multipurpose MXJ325 $39.95

This European-made product is formulated from 
Calcium Sulphanate (whatever that is!). It is 
specifically made to lubricate winches, windlasses, 
steering gear, bearings, trailer wheel bearings, 
hydraulic equipment and outboard engine steering 
mechanisms. In other words, anywhere where 
lubricant is needed where there is salt or fresh 
water about.
• Not cheap, but very good
• 100g

PAD EYES

SAILMAKER ACCESSORIES

WINCH ACCESSORIES

Length Dia. Fits Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

50mm 6mm 12mm Rope MXG605 $4.95 $4.45

75mm 8mm 18mm Rope MXG610 $5.95 $5.35

80mm 10mm 18mm Rope MXG615 $6.95 $6.25

‘S’ Hooks - Stainless Steel  
(316 Grade)
Formed out of rod stock.
•  Not recommended for lifting 

applications.

LOOKING FOR EYE BOLTS &  
LAG RING BOLTS? SEE PAGE 215
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Tools & Test Equipment

Slat Deck  
3 Person Inflatable

Air Deck  
3 Person Inflatable

The slat deck boat has rigid slats (crossways) in the rubber 
floor. Even though the slats are embedded in rubber and 
are therefore easy on the feet, you get a very stable floor, 
especially if you have to stand up in the boat frequently.
• 29kg dry weight
•  360mm tube diameter
• 1 seat
•  3 air chambers
•  Inner size: 1.4 x 0.6m

The floor on these boats is inflated separately from the main 
buoyancy chambers. You can put higher pressure in the air 
deck floor making it more rigid, but still soft on your feet. 
• 31kg dry weight
• 360mm tube diameter
• 1 seat
• 3 air chambers
•  Inner size: 1.4 x 0.6m

2.3M 
LONG

UP TO 3 
PEOPLE

UP TO 
5HP

349KG
RATED 
LOAD

2.3M 
LONG

UP TO 3 
PEOPLE

UP TO 
10HP

349KG 
RATED

Rigid Inflatable Boats

3.3M 
LONG

UP TO 5 
PEOPLE

UP TO 
15HP

590KG 
RATED 
LOAD

Air Deck  
5 Person Inflatable
Similar to the MMA074 above but much larger.
• 47kg dry weight
• 420mm tube diameter
• 2 seats
• 3 air chambers
• Inner size: 2.2 x 0.7m

(Also known as RIBS)
Direct import inflatables that eliminate the middle man, 
so we can pass savings directly on to you. The range 
represents outstanding value for money. They include 
oars (paddles) a heavy duty air pump and a repair kit. 
Made from 0.9mm thick German PVC. They resist UV 
and colour fade. They are guaranteed for 2 years. The 
material has high tensile strength and is tear resistant. 
All seams are hand-glued.

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au228 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Slat Deck 3 Person MMA070 $899.00 $809.00

Air Deck 3 Person MMA074 $1,199.00 $1,079.00

Air Deck 5 Person MMA078 $1,499.00 $1,349.00
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Rib Spares

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Spare Drain MMA080 $16.95 $14.95

Spare Air Valve MMA081 $12.95 $11.45

Spare Seat Hook MMA082 $4.95 $4.45

Spare D-Ring (3.1 Stainless) MMA083 $29.95 $26.95

Spare Seat Patch MMA084 $8.95 $8.05

Spare Oar Lock Core MMA085 $16.95 $14.95

Spare Oar Lock Top MMA086 $4.95 $4.45

Spare Safety Valve MMA087 $4.95 $4.45

Spare Middle D-Ring (316 s/s) MMA088 $16.95 $14.95

Spare Air Valve Cap MMA068 $9.95 $8.95

Spare Parts For Inflatables

To suit inflatables on previous page.
Not stocked at all stores but can be ordered. Call store for details.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Pack of 2 MWA640 $16.95 $14.95

Boston valves

This is the familiar air inlet that you find 
on air mattresses, ski tubes, etc. They 
often fail if a careless person over-inflates 
a product. It’s not a bad idea to carry 
a spare or two if you are at a water-ski 
camp or anywhere where large inflatable 
devices are used. Packet of 2 supplied 
with instructions on back of pack.

Hypalon Repair Kit

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

MQO328 $49.95 $44.95

This is a very comprehensive repair kit for RIB’s made from Hypalon 
fabric. 

It consists of:

• 5pcs 3” (76mm) patches
• 4pcs 4” (102mm) patches
• 2pcs 5” (127m) patches
•  A generous tube of  

special glue
•  A sheet of emery  

sandpaper
• Instructions

Amara Synthetic Leather Gloves

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Cut Finger Small MKC006 $14.95 $13.45

Cut Finger Medium MKC007 $14.95 $13.45

Cut Finger Large MKC008 $14.95 $13.45

Cut Finger Extra Large MKC009 $14.95 $13.45

Cut Finger XXL MKC011 $14.95 $13.45

Made of washable Amara synthetic 
leather, these comfortable gloves 
provide the essential grip and hand 
protection needed while boating. 
They have silicone grip protection 
on the palm side to prevent rope 
burns. Contoured fit to ensure 
excellent grip and durability.

GLOVES

MKC006

Sailing Gloves, Kevlar Stitched

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Small MKC130 $19.95 $17.95

Medium MKC131 $19.95 $17.95

Large MKC132 $19.95 $17.95

Extra Large MKC133 $19.95 $17.95

Extra-Extra Large MKC134 $19.95 $17.95

These are beautiful. They feature 
Red Spandex back, Amara 
leather facings, Neoprene cuffs 
and waterproof fleece. The 
index and thumb are ½ finger 
and the other 3 are full finger in 
a classic design which enables 
you to handle a stop watch 
but still not get rope burns. A 
Velcro wrist strap completes the 
design. Grey highlights.

Ronstan Racing Gloves

Type Size Cat No. Qty 1+

Half Finger 4X Small MKC140 $26.95

Half Finger 3X Small MKC142 $26.95

Half Finger X Small MKC144 $26.95

Half Finger Small MKC146 $26.95

Half Finger Medium MKC148 $26.95

Half Finger Large MKC150 $26.95

Half Finger X Large MKC152 $26.95

Half Finger XX Large MKC154 $26.95

Full Finger Small MKC160 $30.95

Full Finger Medium MKC162 $30.95

Full Finger Large MKC164 $30.95

Full Finger X Large MKC166 $30.95

These gloves are half fingered to allow maximum protection 
without compromising on manouverability. Made from 
synthetic leather and black spandex with a neoprene cuff.
•  Synthetic leather for maximum durability, minimum stretch and 

shrinkage
• Double aramid stitched in high wear areas
• Double thickness palm and fingers for protection and grip
• Hook-and-loop wrist closure/adjustment
•  Low cut wrist band for free movement and ClearStart™ watch visibility 

and operation
• Mesh panels for flexibility and comfort
• Sizes XXXXS - XXL
•  Synthetic leather for maximum durability, 

minimum stretch and shrinkage
• Double aramid stitched in high wear areas
•  Double thickness palm and fingers 

for protection and grip
•  Hook-and-loop wrist closure/

adjustment
•  Low cut wrist band for free movement 

and ClearStart™ watch visibility and 
operation

• Mesh panels for flexibility and comfort

FOR MORE REPAIR KITS AND ADHESIVES,
SEE PAGE 427

Call us on 1300 964 264 229
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Rowboat Accessories

Open, Nylon Rowlock

UV stabilised. Quieter and easier on 
the oar than steel rowlocks.
•  Has hole in bottom of shaft for split 

pin and washer

Galvanised Ring

Hot dipped galvanised steel.
•  Ideal for those new to rowing,  

especially children

Open, Steel, Galvanised

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

10mm (3/8”) Shaft Each MME040 $5.95 $5.35

11mm (7/16”) Shaft Each MME042 $5.95 $5.35

12mm (1/2”) Shaft Each MME044 $5.95 $5.35

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

17mm (5/8”) Shaft Each MME046 $9.95 $8.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

10mm (3/8”) Shaft Each MME048 $13.95 $12.95

12mm (1/2”) Shaft Each MME050 $11.95 $10.45

Hot dipped galvanised with hole at 
bottom to take split pin and washer 
(not supplied).

As good a range as you will see anywhere. Rowlock Plates - Oar Stops

Cat No. Qty 1+

41mm I.D. Pair MME032 $4.95

43mm I.D. (Ideal for Gull Oars) Pair MME034 $4.95

Solid rubber oar stops with retaining lugs. 43mm 
unit specifically for Gull brand oars but will fit any 
timber oar with the approximate diameter. If the 
hole is slightly too big, use contact cement to fix.
• Sold as a pair

Top/Side Mount Plates

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

16-17mm (5/8”) Side Mount Each MME072 $3.95 $3.55

16-17mm (5/8”) Top Mount Each MME074 $3.95 $3.55

UV stabilised black nylon. Side 
mount unit needs 4 x countersunk 
screws, top mount x 2.
•  Both units are for 5/8”  

(16-17mm) rowlocks
•  Borehole for top mount is  

1” (25.4mm)

ROWLOCKS ROWLOCK PLATES

MME074

MME072

Rowlock Rod Holders

Cat No. Qty 1+

Right Side MJE147 $34.95

Left Side MJE149 $34.95

These holders, made out of 304 
grade stainless, are meant to fit into 
the rowlock of a dinghy or rowboat. 
They will fit up to a 3/8” (9.6mm) 
rowlock, but will fit into larger 
rowlocks but not smaller.
• Right & left hand versions

ROWLOCK ROD HOLDER

MJE147

Whether you just need a paddle for a rubber ring, kayak or small 
inflatable, RTM has the product for you.

Quality “Oceansouth” Heavy Duty PVC

Lightweight but incredibly strong, UV stabilised. Comes with oarstops 
fitted. Soft grip handles.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

1.5m Pair MME005 $61.95 $54.95

1.8m Pair MME015 $72.95 $64.95

2.1m Pair MME025 $79.95 $75.95

OARS & PADDLES

OARSTOP 
FITTED

DURABLE 
PVC

SOFT 
GRIP 

HANDLES

WATER HAND SIGNALS

Economy Paddle

Anodisied aluminium shaft. Reinforced UV stabilised polypropylene blade 
and handle. Models marked as Heavy Duty have reinforced blades and a 
32mm dia. shaft.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

1.2m Each MME105 $14.95 $13.45

1.2m Heavy Duty Each MME110 $19.95 $17.95

1.5m Heavy Duty Each MME115 $29.95 $26.95

GRIP 
HANDLE

ANODISED 
ALUMINIUM 

SHAFT

MME110

MME115

MME105

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au230 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day
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Rowboat Management

Oars that are hard to pull or 
too long may not clear the 
water on the backstroke. 
Oars that are too short won’t 
dig into the water or allow 
the rower adequate leverage. 
Narrow beam boats and low-
freeboard boats will require 
shorter oars.
The basic rule for sizing is:
Oar length = 1/2 beam 
(distance between oarlocks) 
x 3 + 6” 

THE BEST OAR 
LENGTH

Beam at 
Oarlocks

3’4” 
(1m)

3’8” 
(1.15m)

4’  
(1.2m)

4’4” 
(1.3m)

4’8” 
(1.4m)

5’ 
(1.5m)

Recommended 
Oar Length

5’6” 
(1.7m)

6” 
(1.8m)

6’6” 
(2m)

7’ 
(2.1m)

7’8” 
(2.3m)

8’  
(2.4m)

Alloy Paddle - Telescopic

Twist lock adjustable. Tubular aluminium. 2 sections.

Kayak Paddles

Paddle separates into 2 pieces for easy storage.
• Blade angle can be adjusted
•  Paddles have anti-drip guards.

Plastic / Aluminium Snap Apart

Light and strong. Can be simply pulled in half at the press of a button.

Kayak Paddles - Double Blade
Double blade unit, Fixed blades (no offset)

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

1.6m Pair MME030 $39.95 $35.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

0.76 - 1.06m Each MME125 $19.95 $17.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

2.1m Pair MME130 $28.95 $25.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

2.1m Each MME135 $39.95 $35.95

DOUBLE 
BLADE

ANODISED 
ALUMINIUM 

SHAFT

TWO  
PIECES

ANODISED 
ALUMINIUM 

SHAFT

TELESCOPIC
ANODISED 
ALUMINIUM 

SHAFT

OARSTOP 
FITTED

ANODISED 
ALUMINIUM 

SHAFT

Gear Bags

Cat No. Qty 1+

24L MKA220 $64.95

Waterproof bags developed with performance and durability in mind.
•  Made from tough double coated PVC fabric
•  Seams sewn and tape welded making it 100% waterproof
•  50mm wide webbing handles that are sewn around the bag for strength
•  Waterproofing 

storm flap secured 
with hook and 
loop fastener on 
all pockets and 
opening

•  Chunky plastic non 
corroding zips  
610 x 280 x 240mm

GEAR BAGS

“Sports Type” Bag Range

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

45L Black 520(L) x 320(W) x 320(D)mm MKA236 $49.95 $44.95

60L Black 600(L) x 570(W) x 370(H)mm MKA238 $54.95 $48.95

85L Black 680(L) x 420(W) x 370(H)mm MKA240 $59.95 $53.95

3 durable “Splashdown” bags. All featuring .45mm heavy duty nylon 
with rubberised waterproof lining. They are heavily reinforced with 50mm 
(2”) nylon webbing (similar to a car seatbelt) to reinforce the bags from 
heavy or sharp contents. They have carry handles made from the same 
material and an adjustable shoulder strap, also from the same material. 
They also have end handles. The opening of the bag is via a u-shaped 
sturdy zipper. 
The bags are virtually waterproof and ideal for yacht race crew or any 
rugged outdoor use. They are very, very durable indeed. These are not 
cheap, flimsy bags and are meant for heavy duty use.

MORE BAGS ON NEXT PAGE

2 HOUR 
CLICK & COLLECT 
•  Check stock online at your local RTM store

•  Add the bits you need to  
your cart & checkout

• Ready within just 2 hours

• Collect it when convenient for you

Call us on 1300 964 264 231
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Watersports Bags
Large Yachtsman’s  
Waterproof Gear Bag

Waterproof bags developed with performance and durability in mind.
• Made from tough double coated PVC fabric
• Seams sewn and tape welded making it 100% waterproof
• 50mm wide webbing handles that are sewn around the bag for strength
•  Waterproofing storm flap secured with hook and loop fastener on all 

pockets and opening
•  Internal waterproofing flap with drainage gutter on all pockets and 

opening
•  External waterproofing storm flap secured with hook and loop fastener 

on all pockets and opening
• Strong webbing end grab handle
• Chunky plastic non corroding zips
• Comfort grip handle

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

63L MKA225 $89.95 $80.95

30L Beach Bags

Visit the beach in style with this nautical themed beach bag. It is made 
from 100% polyester and measures 580x400x230mm. That's 30 litres of 
room to carry your towels, sunscreen and other beach essentials. 
• 30L Capacity

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Nautical Design TKA070 $9.95 $8.95

Sailboat Design TKA072 $9.95 $8.95

Palm Tree Design TKA074 $9.95 $8.95

Dry Bags

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

2L MKA130 $14.95 $13.45

4L MKA132 $17.95 $15.95

8L MKA134 $20.95 $18.45

15L MKA136 $24.95 $22.45

25L MKA138 $29.95 $26.95

A range of waterproof bags to keep your 
valuables dry while you’re on the water.

DRY BAGS

12L Canvas Tool Bag

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

12L Canvas Tool Bag RAC710 $14.95 $13.45

Heavy duty canvas tool bag with 
reinforced web handles for added 
strength and a full length zippered top.
•  12 litres volume
•  450(L) x 180(W) x 150(H)mm
• Feel / look improves with age

Heavy Duty Canvas Carry Bags

L x W x H(mm) Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Medium 45L 600 x 250 x 300 TKA002 $29.95 $26.95

Large 80L 760 x 320 x 360 TKA004 $39.95 $35.95

Great for storing camping equipment, 
tools, etc. as you travel.
•  Full length zippered top opening
•  Reinforced handles for  

added strength
•  Available in two sizes
• Feel / look improves with age
ALSO FANTASTIC AS A TRAVEL BAG  
FOR CLOTHING, TOILETRIES, ETC.

50kg Digital Luggage Scale

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

50kg Digital Luggage Scale QM7234 $19.95 $17.95

With airlines ever-tightening baggage restrictions on over-weight fees, these 
handy scales are great for any traveler. they’re compact, yet measures up to 
50kg! A hook and strap are included to allow weighing of just about any type 
of luggage. Extremely useful for balancing your shopping between luggage 
on the return trip, so no one-piece is over-weight! Provides measurement in 
grams and kilograms, as well as pounds and ounces. Bright display with 
clear numbers and blue-backlight. Battery included. 
• Up to 50kg
• kg/g and lb/oz
• Blue backlight

Specifications:

• Batteries: 1 x CR2023 (Included)
• Weight: 6.5kg
• Dimensions: 147(W) x 46(H) x 30(D)mm

Mobile Phone Dry Bag
Lalizas Dry Bags offer 
protection for all your 
handheld electronic 
equipment - GPS, VHF, 
mobile phone Etc. Made 
of durable vinyl, they 
have a clear front panel 
which allows you to see 
displays and buttons 
so you can access 
many functions on 
the handhelds without 
removing it from the bag.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

95mm(W) x 190mm (H) MKA150 $17.95 $16.95

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au232 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day
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Watersports

SKI TUBES

SEA SCOOTER

PoolJet Sea Scooter

Cat No. Qty 1+

GG2356 $169.00

The new Yamaha POOLJET sea scooter is designed for family water fun. 
Cruise around the pool or lake at speeds up to 2km/h. The POOLJET is 
loaded with safety features including a protective grill and auto shut-off 
dual trigger control. Suitable for adult supervised youngsters aged 5+.
•  Runs up to 30 minutes with normal use 

(continuous use up to 20 mins)
•  Recharge time approx.: 

2-3 hours
•  Speed up to:  

1.2mph / 2.0 km/h
•  Compact design, fully  

waterproof construction
• Positive buoyancy
• Weight only 1.6kg
•  Dimensions: 

270 x 262 x 202mm

Axis Slider Single 54” Sit In Ski Tube  
for 1 Person

You’ll have a real blast on the AXIS SLIDER! The 4 neoprene 
knuckle guards and deluxe nylon covered handles provide a 
sure and comfortable 
grip. The heavy duty 
virgin PVC bladder has 
electronically welded 
seams and a Boston 
Valve for quick inflating 
and deflating. The 
SLIDER has a double 
stitched nylon cover, 
reinforced internal tow 
harness and a self 
draining floor vent. It is 
equipped with a heavy 
duty Kwik-Connect for 
easy and secure tow 
rope hook-ups.

Axis Vortex Single 54” Ski Tube Kit  
with 12V Pump and 50’ Rope  
for 1 Person

Just about everything you 
need for a super fun filled day 
on the water is in this combo 
pack. Contains a VORTEX 2 
rider 54” tube, portable 12V 
pump and a 16 strand, 18m 
long tube tow rope.

Axis F2 60” Flat Ski Tube  
for 1-2 Persons

You’ll really slice up the water with this 60” diameter low 
profile towable. Peak performance is guaranteed with the 
F2’s topside neoprene panel, 4 nylon wrapped handles and neoprene 
knuckle guards. The 
durable 30 gauge virgin 
PVC bladder is fully 
encased by a double 
stitched nylon cover 
with a reinforced internal 
tow harness. Equipped 
with a convenient 
Kwik Connect for easy 
hookups and a Boston 
valve for fast inflating 
and deflating. Designed 
for 1 or 2 riders.

Axis Double Sit In Ski Tube  
for 1-2 Persons

SWITCH is a 2 person 
sit-in towable tube. Four 
deluxe handles with 
neoprene knuckle guards 
provide a secure and 
comfortable grip. The 
heavy gauge PVC bladder 
and durable double 
stitched nylon cover 
ensure years of service. 
SWITCH is equipped with 
a patented Speed Safety 
Valve for easy inflating 
and deflating.

Axis Blaze Tapered Ski Tube  
for 1-3 Persons

BLAZE is a wild ride for up to 3 thrill-seekers! Defy centrifugal 
force with BLAZE’s top stabilizer fins. The 6 deluxe nylon-
wrapped handles with neoprene knuckle guards provide a sure and 
comfortable grip. BLAZE 
has a tough 30 gauge 
virgin PVC bladder, fully 
covered with an 840 
denier double stitched 
nylon cover. It measues 
at 72 x 72 inches and is 
equipped with a heavy-
duty Kwik-Connect 
for easy and secure 
hookups. A Speed 
Safety valve provides the 
ultimate in inflation and 
deflation convenience.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

SLIDER - 1 Person MWA184 $129.00 $121.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

VORTEX - 1 Person MWA186 $159.00 $150.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

F2 - 1-2 Person MWA188 $199.00 $188.95

Cat No. Qty 1+

SWITCH - 1-2 Person MWA190 $199.00

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

BLAZE - 1-3 Person MWA192 $339.00 $319.00
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Watersports
Square Tip Kneeboard

Try a new watersport this summer with 
kneeboarding! If you find it a little bit wobbly 
on your feet with some other watersports, 
kneeboarding is going to give you 
the same adrenaline rush but with 
a lot more balance, comfort and 
control. Designed with a wide 
forebody for great stability 
and lift off the wake, 
traction control grooves, 
contoured EVA kneepad 
and a nice wide padded 
neoprene security strap 
with heavy duty hook 
and loop.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

MWA216 $199.00 $178.95

Adult Water Skis

Trendy new graphics really highlight the strong multi 
laminated construction of this top class, budget 
priced, combo pair. A wide tunnel concave 
marries up with bevelled edges to give a 
smooth stable ride. Easy to learn on and 
suitable for the whole family.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

1.7m MWA426 $279.00 $249.00

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

1-2 person MWC006 $22.95 $20.45

SKI ROPES

Ski Tube Tow Rope 1-2 person

Suitable for 1 or 2 person tubes, it includes two quick connect loops for 
ease of attachment. A large loop and float are on the boat-end. It’s 17m 
long and includes a storage case with a huge 500kg breaking strain (not 
to be used for lifting). 

Features:

• Easy-to-see colours
• EVA float handle
• 2 quick connect loops
• Includes storage case

Specifications:

• Breaking Strain: 500kg
• Suitable For: 1-2 Person Tubes
• Rope: 8mm x 16 Strand Multibraid PE
• Length: 17m (55ft)

Ski Rope

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Classic MWC105 $24.95 $22.45

Classic style handle ski rope.
• 70’ long (21m)

Ski Line Float, Round (Small)

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Ski Line Float MWA460 $2.95 $2.65

Distinctive red/white.
• 2” (50mm) x 37/8”(90mm)
•  Hole through middle for ski line

Bridle Float & Pulley

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Bridle Float & Pulley MWC205 $39.95 $35.95

Helps keep your ski rope 
clear of your outboard 
motor.
• Heavy duty

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

1-5 Rider MWC008 $29.95 $26.95

“Superstar” Ski Tube Tow Rope
This is an extra-strong 
polyethylene 10mm dia x 16 
strand constructed tow rope. 
It has a 1000kg (1 tonne) load 
rating suitable for multiple 
riders – up to 5 adults. It is 17 
metres (55ft) long and has a 
Qik connect loop either end, 
an EVA float and a special high 
contrast colour combination to 
assist the observers and rider, 
keeping an eye on the rope.

REAR VISION MIRRORS

Universal Suction Mount

Cat No. Qty 1+

Suction Mount MVG200 $44.95

This unit is ideal - no tools required for mounting. 
The large suction cup holds to any clean, non-
porous surface, for example, a windshield, console 
or dashboard. If you mount it and the rear-view is 
not satisfactory, simply remove 
and re-stick elsewhere. No 
holes to cover!
The mirror itself is 100mm (4”) 
x 200mm (8”) and is fully swivel 
adjustable. It is made of non-
corrosive materials and is ok 
with salt spray. Body and other 
parts all black. 

Clamp Mount

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Clamp Mount MVG210 $49.95 $44.95

This mirror measures 260(W) x 
90(H)mm and will give a distortion-
free panoramic view of the wake 
of your boat. It features a clamp 
that will affix to a square-type 
frame, fitting the opening of which 
can be up to 1” (25mm). It has 
two threaded hand screws and a 
rubberised gasket to prevent any 
cosmetic damage. No tools are 
needed. 
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Watersports / Accessories

Bathiscope

Cat No. Qty 1+

Large (Orange) MWA010 $89.95

Great for checking moorings, anchors, cray 
pots or simply to look for fish or the bottom.
•  Large (Orange) 

510(H) x 360(D)mm

BATHISCOPES

This is an example of the classic manual hand 
pump. It will even fill (or top up) a rigid inflatable 
boat in a surprisingly short time. The secret is that it 
is double action. It pumps on the downstroke AND 
the upstroke. A great feature of this style of pump 
is the improved locking system on the hose and 
fittings. They are less likely to “blow off” while you 
are pumping.
Comes with 4 air adaptors and 1m long non-kink 
hose. Also has extra-large handle and foot stirrups. 
• Nominal pressure 0.3bar
• Stroke volume 3.5l
•  Dimensions: 

450(H) x 200(W) Handle x 100(Dia.)mm

SEE PAGE 66 
FOR THE FULL 
RANGE OF 
POWERED 
AIR PUMPS

Bellows foot pumps for pumping up 
your favourite tubes. The pumps folds 
compactly for storage and transport. 
Includes three nozzles to fit small, medium 
and large air valves.

Foot Pumps

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

2 Litres MWA605 $9.95 $8.95

MANUAL PUMPS FOR INFLATABLES

Double Action Air Pump

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

2 Litres x 2 MWA626 $14.95 $13.45

Diving Mask & Snorkel Sets

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Blue Adult MKC220 $24.95 $22.45

Red Adult MKC222 $24.95 $22.45

Green Child MKC224 $19.95 $17.95

Red Child MKC226 $19.95 $17.95

The masks have a single window design with an 
oversized 4mm tempered glass lens for better 
peripheral vision. The double edge liquid silicon skirt 
creates a comfortable fit and prevents water leaks. The 
snorkels have a quality silicon mouthpiece for comfort, 
efficient draining purge valve, and effective dry-top 
device to avoid excessive water infiltration. The adult 
snorkel is adjustable for best fit.  

DIVING MASK / SNORKEL ACCESSORIES

Diving Fins

Size Women’s Men’s Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Small 6 MKC208 $29.95 $26.95

Medium 8 6 MKC210 $29.95 $26.95

Medium/Large 10 7½ MKC212 $29.95 $26.95

Large 12 9½ MKC214 $29.95 $26.95

XL 11½ MKC216 $29.95 $26.95

XXL 13/14 MKC218 $29.95 $26.95

Firstly, they’re not called 
Flippers! We have a 
great range of diving/
snorkling fins which have 
an exclusive soft foot to 
the fin. The streamline 
design actually improves 
propulsion efficiency. 
There are 6 sizes which 
correspond to the 
following mens/womens/
childrens sizes:

MKC220

MKC226

Water Ski Rope - DIY

Standard floating AWSA type. 
Yellow with grey fleck. 3/8” (8mm) 
nominal dia.
•  Sold by the metre or 200m roll

Cat No. Per Metre 1+ Roll

Ski Rope MRG205 $0.99 $148.00

If you want to make your own, we have standard floating AWSA 
type in yellow with grey fleck available by the metre on a 200 
metre roll. Alternatively we have a selection of pre-terminated ski 
and ski-tube ropes available too so you can load & go!. 

DIY SKI ROPES

Ski Hooks

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Standard Unit MWA465 $19.95 $17.95

Special Snag Resistant MWA470 $24.95 $22.45

Both 316 grade stainless steel.

MWA465 MWA470
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Tools & Test Equipment

Relevant Standards
THE OLD STANDARDS OF “LEVEL 1” ETC. HAVE NOW BEEN 
REPLACED BY A RANGE OF NEW, AUSTRALIAN STANDARDS
There are recognised buoyancy ratings and standards for life jackets, 
which have been updated relatively recently. The Australian Standard 
AS4758:2006 is used, which is based off ISO 12402 (also approved for 
use in Australian waters).

LEVEL 275 
Designed for offshore and coastal use, and not applicable to our range.

LEVEL 150 
Designed for offshore and coastal use with moderate clothing. Such 
applications may be deep sea fishing, offshore sailing, etc.

LEVEL 100 
Designed for coastal use where land is in sight. Such applications may 
be coastal boating / fishing, etc.

LEVEL 50 
These are classified as buoyancy aids, not life jackets. The main 
differentiator is that they will not automatically rotate an unconscious 
person onto their back. They’re therefore useful for waterskiing etc., and 
will help keep you afloat, however they’re not designed to save your life 
or be used in an emergency situation.

WE CARRY LEVEL 50 FLOTATION AIDS, AS WELL AS LEVEL 
100, AND LEVEL 150 LIFE JACKETS
The relevant levels are noted against each product where applicable. If 
you’re unsure, ask in-store. You can use high level rated life jackets in 
calm conditions to, just not the reverse. Remember, they might just save 
your life!! 

Foam or inflatable?
• Foam life jackets suit boating, sailing, fishing and offshore activities.
• Inflatable life jackets are not suitable for personal watercraft activities.
•  Inflatable life jackets require servicing every 12 months  

(or in accordance with manufacturer instructions)
•  Inflatable life jackets also require detailed briefing on how they work in 

order to be effective
•  Inflatable life jackets use CO² for buoyancy. This makes them lighter 

and less bulky than foam life jackets. Because of this, inflatable 
life jackets are becoming the preferred option for most maritime 
enthusiasts (where they are suitable based on the type of water 
activity).

Find the right size for you! 
All RTM standard foam filled life jackets are sized based on the wearer’s 
body mass. Whereas inflatable life jackets are typically “one size fits all” 
(except the junior life jacket option). Always choose a life jacket correct to 
your age and body mass recommendation.

What features should you look for?
Children’s life jackets must have a crotch strap to secure it properly. Even 
for adults, the plus of having a crotch strap on your life jacket is that it 
won’t come off in an emergency situation. 
Children’s life jackets should be brightly coloured for visibility. For both 
children and adults, look for “reflectors” as a listed feature if you are 
seeking a maximum visibility life jacket option.
A pealess whistle is another handy feature to look for as it can assist 
you in being located in the water if you are ejected from your vessel. It is 
easier to locate you by sound than by eye - particularly at night.

USEFUL SAFETY TIPS
•  Keep your life jacket in good condition by rinsing it out after each use in 

freshwater and thoroughly drying it before storing it away.
•  Always be sure to check your life jacket for wear and tear. If no longer 

in good condition, replace your life jacket so it’s reliable in emergency 
situations.

•  Always practice putting on (and if inflatable - deploying) your life jacket 
within 1 minute of being notified of an emergency situation.

•  Always keep your life jacket accessible in case of emergency!

Have fun and stay safe
Avoid headaches (and nasty fines) by always checking the state and local 
“maritime safety” regulations of the area you plan to boat in.
RTM recommends you and your passengers always WEAR A LIFE 
JACKET AT ALL TIMES WHEN BOATING, so you can relax and enjoy 
the water without all the worry! 

HAPPY BOATING.

You can use high 
performance level jackets 
in low risk situations  
but not the reverse.

PLEASE NOTE: WHILE WE HAVE DONE OUR 
BEST TO PROVIDE REFERENCES TO STANDARDS 
AND VALIDATE ACCURACY HERE. YOU SHOULD 
ALWAYS MAKE YOUR OWN ASSESSMENTS, AND 
CHECK WITH LOCAL AUTHORITIES WHERE 
REQUIRED.

IF YOU WOULD LIKE A DIGITAL 

COPY OF THIS GUIDE, DOWNLOAD 

IT FOR FREE BY SCANNING THIS 

QR CODE WITH YOUR PHONE  

OR VISIT:

BLOG.ROADTECHMARINE.COM.AU/LIFE-JACKET-SELECTION-GUIDE/

THE NATIONAL MARINE SAFETY 
COMMITTEE STATES THAT YOU 
DOUBLE YOUR CHANCE OF 
SURVIVAL IN AN OVERBOARD 
EVENT IF YOU WEAR A LIFE 
JACKET.

Boating and getting out on the water can be great fun for 
the whole family! However, safety should always be front of 
mind when preparing for water activities.
The following guide will help you understand Australian life 
jacket requirements and how to decide on the right type of 
life jacket for you!

Choosing  
The Right PFD
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Personal Flotation Devices

SUITABLE FOR 
MOST 4-LEGGED 
PETS WITHIN 
WEIGHT RANGE

Size Body Mass Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Medium 4.5-16kg MSE710 $25.95 $24.45

Large 16-34kg MSE715 $29.95

Dog Flotation Device (DFD)

Sure, dogs are usually great 
swimmers. But if your best 
mate falls into open water, 
their swimming abilities are 
certainly going to be tested. 
If you’re boating more than 
a few dozen feet from shore 
(i.e. anything more than some 
estuary fishing), these are a 
great idea.

PERSONAL FLOTATION DEVICES

Cyclone Basic 
Jackets

Basic PFD in blue/black or red/
black. Cannot guarantee that all 
colour combinations will be available 
at any one time.

Size Body Mass Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Small 22-40kg MSE605 $39.95 $35.95

Medium 40-60kg MSE610 $39.95 $35.95

Large 60kg+ MSE615 $39.95 $35.95

X Large 60kg+ MSE620 $39.95 $35.95

50 NEWTONS 
BUOYANCY

Neoprene PFD Blue

Size Body Mass Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Small Child 10-15kg MSE675 $89.95 $84.95

Medium Child 15-25kg MSE676 $89.95 $84.95

Junior 25-40kg MSE677 $99.95 $94.95

Junior+ 25-60kg MSE678 $99.95 $94.95

X Small 40-70kg MSE679 $109.00 $102.95

Small 60-70kg MSE680 $109.00 $102.95

Medium >70kg MSE681 $109.00 $102.95

Large >70kg MSE682 $129.00 $115.95

X Large >70kg MSE683 $129.00 $115.95

XX Large >70kg MSE684 $129.00 $115.95

The Axis range also comes 
in a Junior Size. All the same 
features as the Adult PFD’s 
but includes crutch straps.

After you buy a boat, these are the first accessory you should buy. It’s 
not the law that should make you wear a life jacket, it’s sound common 
sense. The extensive RTM range help sailors, surfers, paddlers and 
anglers safely enjoy their leisure time to the fullest.

STANDARD FOAM FILLED JACKETS

Size Body Mass Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

XS Child 10-15kg MSE425 $59.95 $53.95

Child 15-25kg MSE430 $59.95 $53.95

Junior 25-40kg MSE435 $59.95 $53.95

Small 40-60kg MSE440 $59.95 $53.95

Medium 60kg+ MSE445 $59.95 $53.95

Large 60kg+ MSE450 $59.95 $53.95

X Large 60kg+ MSE455 $59.95 $53.95

“Seamaster” L100

The “Seamaster” adds several levels 
of comfort over the economy versions 
of L100 PFD’s shown above. It comes 
with a front zip and an adjustable 
waist strap. The two child sizes 
come with crotch and lifting straps. 
As with all the L100 series PFD’s, 
they are suited to a more sheltered 
environment. 

LEVEL 100 
STANDARD

INCLUDES 
WHISTLE

Size Body Mass Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Child (Inc. crotch strap) 25-40kg MSE405 $18.95 $17.95

Adult 40-70kg MSE410 $14.95 $13.95

Standard L100 
Economy Foam 
Jackets
These jackets are generally 
the cheapest approved jackets 
available. They are intended 
for those who may have to 
wait for rescue, but are likely 
to do so in a safe position in 
reasonably sheltered water, 
say in a harbour or on a 
river. If you use your boat in 
rough conditions, you should 
consider a more sophisticated 
Personal Flotation Device. 
This product features closed 
foam, a synthetic cover, has 
adjustable waistband and 
pealess whistle.

LEVEL 100 
STANDARD

INCLUDES 
WHISTLE
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Personal Flotation Devices
Coastal Foam Jacket

Easy to don, durable and designed 
to be as compact as possible to 
maximise space in the boat. Suitable for 
Commercial vessels, Charter vessels, 
fishing and pleasure vessels.
•  Designed in Australia for  

Australian conditions
• Bright design for search and rescue
• SOLAS approved reflective material
•  Measures 180 x 400 x 320mm  

when folded

Size Body Mass Cat No. Qty 1+

Adult 50-150kg MSE006 $59.95

LEVEL 100 
STANDARD

Spiral 100N Foam Jacket

The Spiral is a modern and stylish, 
inexpensive entry level lifejacket 
constructed from super soft foam 
for comfort and protection. It is 
easy to don with its zip lifejacket 
with waist strap and crotch strap. 
With 100N permanent foam 
buoyancy and retro-reflective tape 
the Spiral offers high visibility, 
giving instant reassurance and 
security.

Size Body Mass Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Baby <15kg MSE463 $89.95 $84.95

Child <20kg MSE467 $89.95 $84.95

Large Child 20-30kg MSE469 $89.95 $84.95

Junior 25-40kg MSE471 $89.95 $84.95

Small 40-60kg MSE473 $99.95 $94.95

Medium 60-70kg MSE477 $99.95 $94.95

LEVEL 100 
STANDARD

CROTCH 
STRAP

Saving a fine. The best thing 
about these jackets is that 
they are approved, and that 
they are capable of saving 
your life. They are not pretty 
but they will do the job. If 
your boat size requires you 
to carry, say 14 life jackets, 
buying a quantity of these 
will not break the bank. Their 
square shape helps you stow 
them efficiently. (Always have 
them for ready access). 
We do not mean to encourage 
you to have a cynical attitude 
to life jackets, but as you 
must carry the number of 
jackets appropriate for your 
boat, this may be the best 
way for you to achieve that. 

L-100 
Economy 
Jackets

INFLATABLE VESTS

Cat No. Qty 1+

Manual MSE102 $99.95

MANUAL 
INFLATION

LEVEL 150 
STANDARD

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Blue MSE117 $79.95 $71.95

Pink MSE118 $79.95 $71.95

Grey MSE116 $79.95 $71.95

Red MSE124 $79.95 $71.95

Recharge Cylinder MSE235 $19.95 $18.95

150 Manual PFD
Manual inflatable personal flotation 
devices (PFD) are very popular because 
they are not bulky in normal wearing, 
fit a lot of sized people and inflate to 
your size when you need them to. 
The SPLASHDOWN 150 is the latest 
development in their popular class. 
• 150 Newtons of buoyancy (inflated) 
• Neoprene collar for comfort 
• Uml mini manual operating system 
•  Simple pull-toggle (ripcord)  

operation 
• Latest AS4758.1 approval 
• One size fits all
•  Available in 4 colours, Grey, Red and 

now also Blue and Pink

Rock Fisherman’s Waiststyle Lifejacket

This jacket is designed for beach or rock 
fisherman. It is made for a wide range of body 
mass: 40-50kg, 50-60kg, 60-70kg and 70+ 
kgs persons. It is designed to allow maximum 
freedom as you do not fit it until you are actually 
fishing. (You wear it as a bum bag until you 
need it.) It is supplied with a CO2 
inflator and can be activated with 
a lanyard. Like all approved jackets 
it has a whistle and inflation 
can be topped up with a 
conveniently located tube. 
All instructions are actually 
printed on the jacket itself.

MANUAL 
INFLATION

LEVEL 150 
STANDARD

RTM carry a huge range of inflatable vests. They are not nearly as bulky as 
foam filled flotation units but can save your life when needed. Inflatables, 
whether manual (pull the rip cord) or auto (self inflating when submerged 
in water) are inflated with a small gas cylinder. This must be exchanged 
occasionally.
They are not expensive and are a very small price to pay for the 
convenience. Adult size inflatables will inflate to the size of the person 
wearing the unit. The adjustable straps will accomodate the adult size range.
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Personal Flotation Devices

Crewfit Ergofit+ With Automatic Inflator - Navy/Lime Hammar Professionals Jacket

It has long been known that the addition of a spray hood 
inside a lifejacket can significantly enhance the wearer’s 
safety. It increases visibility and protects the airway by 
reducing the risk of secondary drowning which can result 
from water inhalation. Enter the ErgoFit+ 290N and its 
halo hood system. This industry first spray hood system 
works with the shape of the inflated bladder to significantly 
reduce the risk of water inhalation as well as heat loss. 
This is achieved through improved bladder and spray 
hood compatibility combined with a new double-halo 
hood construction. As a result the spray hood is fully 
self-supporting once deployed and forms a spacious 
cavity above the wearer’s face. The hood also includes an 
internal panel which further protects the wearer against 
spray whilst doubling up as an anti-glare panel shielding 
the wearer’s eyes from the lifejacket light. 
The renowned ErgoFit bladder is as always a step above 
the rest. With its tailored shape the bladder distributes 
buoyancy uniquely around the wearer to maximise in-
water support and airway protection. Even when wearing 
heavy clothing the ErgoFit is designed to rotate the wearer 
in less than 2 seconds whilst increasing the distance 
between the waterline and airway. The sculpted shaping 
around the shoulders provides improved in-water mobility 
and with it the ability for the wearer to self-help recovery 

back to safety. In addition the ErgoFit+ incorporates a 
new-to-market buckle system. With its slimline design 
the quick lock buckle makes the lifejacket easy to don 
and accommodates the use of a single loop harness 
attachment point for ease of tethering. 
•  INDUSTRY FIRST - Halo hood system for elevated 

airway protection 
•  INDUSTRY FIRST - Tailored window pocket designed 

for full Exposure OLAS integration 
•  INDUSTRY FIRST - Slimline quick lock buckle system to 

provide easy donning 
•  Market leading bladder buoyancy distribution to 

maximise in-water support and airway protection 
•  Sculpted bladder profile for improved in-water 

mobility to aid self rescue 
•  A built-in inflatable chin support to help protect 

your airway 
•  Fusion 3D shape providing the ultimate in comfort 
• Soft loop D-ring for attaching safety harness 
• Three-layer cover construction for durability 
• Easy to adjust side waist adjusters 
• AIS and PLB compatible 
• Lifejacket light fitted as standard 
•  Increased buoyancy - 290N 

Newtons (approved to ISO 275N)

Cat No. Qty 1+

190N MSE242 $499.00

290N MSE244 $529.00

THIS IS THE JACKET 
PRO’S WORK IN FOR 
EVERYDAY USE

Crewfit® 150 Junior

The Crewfit range also offers a design for the 
juniors with 150N buoyancy and featuring an 
indicator window showing the status of the 
inflator.
• ISO 12402-3
• 20-50kg

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Red MSE810 $159.00 $150.95
Recharge  
Cylinder MSE930 $34.95

AUTOMATIC 
INFLATION

LEVEL 150 
STANDARD

CROTCH 
STRAP

Crewfit Sport Pro 180 PFD with Automatic Inflatable  
and PFD Pro Sensor

An everyday boating lifejacket designed using 3D technology to radically increase comfort levels. 
Successful integration of a high volume 3D shaped bladder design a peninsula chin support and 
increased buoyancy to 180N provides you with maximum in water performance. The Crewfit 180N Pro 
wraps all of these safety features into a fun stylish 3D shaped and super comfy cover. Now fitted with 
the Pro Sensor Elite® Automatic inflation mechanism. 
Key Features: 
•  Pro Sensor Elite® Automatic inflation mechanism. 
•  ISO 12402-3 (150N) approved but with superior buoyancy 

(180N) to float you higher in the water 
•  Indicator window showing the status of the inflator 
•  Designed with a Peninsular Chin support to keep your 

airway well clear of the water whatever the conditions 
•  Attachment point for S20 AIS unit activates automatically 

on inflation 
•  Attachment point for Crewsaver Surface Light and Spray 

Hood 
•  Soft loop D-ring for attaching safety harness (with harness 

option) 
•  Robust outer cover for durability 
•  Twin forward pull side waist adjusters

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Manual MSE240 $189.00 $178.95

MANUAL 
INFLATION

LEVEL 150 
STANDARD

Crewfit® Sport 165

Crewsaver® are recognised as 
a world leading designer and 
manufacturer of lifejackets and 
sailing equipment. 
•  Fusion 3D design for superior fit 

and comfort
•  Quick burst zip for improved 

inflation speeds and durability
•  Large webbing for comfort and 

support in the water
•  165 Newton bladder for 

superior performance
•  Unique chin support for 

comfort and protection in 
the water

Other features include:

•  Single contour side adjuster with single lifting Becket
•  50mm linesman buckle & waist belt
• ISO 12402-3
• One size fits all
• Includes whistle
•  PLB / AIS compatible

Cat No. Qty 1+

Red Manual MSE222 $99.95

Blue Manual MSE800 $99.95

Light Blue Manual MSE802 $99.95

Blue Auto MSE224 $129.00

Blue Auto w/Harness MSE808 $139.00

Recharge Cylinder MSE932 $34.95

AUTO OR 
MANUAL 

INFLATION

LEVEL 150 
STANDARD

Call us on 1300 964 264 239
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Boat Safety Products

Safety Throw Bag 

This bag contains 15m of safety line. You 
simply hold one end of the bag (which has a 
loop) towards the person overboard. If you 
have landed the bag near the victim, they 
should be able to grab it and you can haul 
them in. Further instructions on bag.

Crutch Strap - Child

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Crutch Strap - Child MSE905 $9.95 $8.95

This strap will fit most PFD jackets with 
loops up to Junior size.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

MSE920 $34.95 $32.95

Water Activated Lifejacket Light

This unit is very similar to the above MSE915 
and is also SOLAS approved. Measuring only 
40(L) x 40(W) x 30(H)mm, it is meant to be 
clipped (clip provided) to any jacket, preferably 
near the chest area.
•  Can be manually operated, but does operate 

automatically in contact with water

LIFEJACKET ACCESSORIES THROW BAG

Lifebuoy Ring

This is a fully SOLAS approved 28” (710mm) 
diameter orange plastic lifebuoy for all 
commercial and pleasure craft in Australia 
or international waters. Foam filled, has 
reflective tape and has a poly rope attached.

LIFEBUOYS & ACCESSORIES

INFLATABLE PFD RECHARGE CYLINDERS

CO2 Re-Arming Kits for 
Inflating Lifejackets

CO2 Weight Compatible For Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

23g Suit Crewfit 150 Junior MSE930 $34.95

33g Suit Crewfit 165 MSE932 $34.95

33g Suit Crewsaver 150N MSE936 $24.95 $23.45

38g Suit Crewsaver 190N MSE934 $39.95 $37.95

CO2 re-arming packs for inflating 
lifejackets.

MSE930

“Sea Flash” Auto  
Lifejacket Light
This is a SOLAS approved extremely bright 
lifejacket light that is automatically activated 
when it makes contact with water. Measures 
a tiny 45(L) x 19(W) x 31(H)mm and weighs 
32g (including clip).
•  Comes with rubber holder
Note: Whistle sold separately, see next page 

Cat No. Qty 1+

MSE915 $44.95

33G Inflatable  
Recharge Cylinders

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

MSE235 $19.95 $18.95

Universal MSE135 $26.95 $23.95

These cylinders fit inflatable jackets.
MSE135 includes adaptors to suit most 
inflatable PFDs on the market
MSE235 suits the Axis inflatable PFD

Axis Replacement  
Auto Cartridge

Replacement automatic 
firing mechanism to suit 
UML MK5 or Pro-Sensor 
inflators. Also requires a 
replacement gas cylinder to 
be purchased separately.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

MSE230 $19.95 $18.95

Pro-Sensor Elite Capsule Auto Inflator

The Pro Sensor Elite® Automatic Inflator replaces the Pro Sensor® Automatic 
Inflator. Being 13mm shorter and 4 grams lighter than the original Pro Sensor® 
Automatic Inflator the Elite Inflator range also benefits from a more 
rounded design and improved manual lever retention. 
The Pro Sensor Elite® Automatic Inflator provides additional 
improvement on the standard MK5 Automatic Inflator, 
affording the user one point of status indication to 
confirm that the unit has been automatically or manually 
activated. 
The unit also provides the added benefit of detecting 
if the CO2 cylinder has been pierced, eradicating the 
possibility of accidentally fitting an empty gas cylinder. 
As with the UML MK5 Inflator the great benefit of this 
inflation system is the functionality of the automatic 
override which under normal operating conditions 
activate within 3 seconds of the system being 
submerged in water. The automatic capsule contains a 
powerful spring which is compressed and retained in place 
using a paper element. 
Once the paper element becomes wet, it releases the spring 
which pushes a plunger forward enabling a cutter to pierce the CO2 gas 
cylinder. The CO2 gas from the cylinder instantly passes through the inflator head, 
inflating the lifejacket. 
The product is independently approved in accordance with the ISO12402 Part 7 
standard requirement for lifejackets. 

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Pro Sensor Elite® Auto Inflator MSE350 $22.95

38g Re-Arm Kit MSE352 $49.95 $46.95

60g Re-Arm Kit MSE354 $52.95 $49.95

Cat No. Qty 1+

Safety Throw Bag (Person Overboard) MSG005 $34.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

MSG105 $79.95 $71.95

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au240 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day
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Boat Safety Lighting
Horseshoe Style Lifebuoy

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Horseshoe Style Lifebuoy MSG110 $64.95 $57.95

This is a firm but flexible unit with 
PVC zippered cover, closed cell 
foam inner, webbing straps, snap 
buckle, reflective tape and whistle.
• 600mm diameter

Stainless Steel Strap

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Stainless Steel Strap MSG115 $6.95 $6.25

With 2 x No. 12 countersunk holes. 
Can be bent further to accomodate 
various size life rings.

Rail Mount Lifebuoy Holders

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Lifebuoy Holder MSG120 $24.95 $22.45

Lifebuoy Holder with Light Holder MSG130 $27.95 $24.95

Rail mount life ring 
holder in stainless steel. 
Includes bungy-cord 
lanyard to hold life 
ring securely. MSG130 
includes holder for 
MSG135 lifebuoy light.

Horseshoe Lifebuoy Holder

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Horseshoe Lifebuoy Holder MSG125 $26.95 $23.95

Horseshoe lifebuoy holder, rail 
mount, with holder for MSG135 
lifebuoy light (opposite page).

MSG130

MSG120

Bosun’s Chair

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Bosun’s Chair MSC105 $129.00 $121.95

Featuring a rigid seat with lower back support 
padding. Has double-layer, 48mm lifting strap 
with reinforced loops for lanyard attachment. 
Handy, wide mouth utility pouches with 
webbing loops for tool/spare lanyards. Down 
haul/lazy guy attachment point.
A bosun’s chair (or boatswain’s chair) is a 
device used to suspend a person from a rope 
to perform work aloft. Hard wearing.

Survivor Distress Strobe LED Light

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

Survivor Distress Strobe LED Light ST3230 $6.95 $6.25

A handy safety device that is a must when you are venturing 
out in open water. Unit is small, lightweight with a lanyard and 
clip for easy attachment to any life jacket or 
clothing. The bright LED distress light activates 
automatically when submerged in water.
• Water activated
• Lanyard & clip
• Waterproof
• Battery life up to 100 hours

BOSUN’S CHAIR

SAFETY LIGHTING

Floating Lifebuoy Lights

Cat No. Qty 1+

Floating Lifebuoy Light MSG135 $29.95

This is quite a large unit, measuring 355mm long and 
95mm diameter. It is SOLAS approved. The light will 
operate automatically when it is turned to the upward 
position. This will energise a bright light.
•  It requires 4 x ‘D’ batteries (not supplied). Also has 

provision for a lanyard, but it is not supplied either.
•  A special holder keeps the light upside down until 

required

Floating LED Torch With Water Activation

A multifunction waterproof torch that turns on a flashing 
red beacon if dropped into water. Automatically turns off 
after 1 hour to preserve battery power.

MODES OF OPERATION:
• White torch
• White lantern
• Red lantern
• Flashing red lantern
•  Combined white torch and red lantern

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

50 Lumen (Requires 3x AA) MLE004 $14.95 $13.45

Signalling Mirror

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Signalling Mirror  MSA505 $9.95 $9.45

Highly polished piece of stainless 
steel measuring 72 x 97mm so it 
won’t shatter.
•  Works with modest sun for several 

kilometers

V-Sheet

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

V-Sheet  MSA705 $11.95 $10.45

Regulation size orange sheet 
with large black ‘V’.
•  Four corner eyelets  

with rope lanyards
•  Supplied in plastic pouch  

for ready use
• 1.6(W) X 1.3(H)m

SIGNALLING DEVICES

QUICK TO BE DISMISSED, THESE SAFETY 
PRODUCTS MAY JUST SAVE YOUR LIFE.

Call us on 1300 964 264 241
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Safety Products

Ships Bell - Bronze

Heavily sand cast out of solid 
bronze. Mirror finished bell housing 
with wall bracket, striker and rope 
lanyard.
• 150mm (6”) across base of bell
• Striking!

SHIPS BELL

Cat No. Qty 1+

Ships Bell - Bronze MIG105 $119.00

Mini Gas Air Horn

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Mini Gas Air Horn MSA405 $13.95 $12.95

This unit is very compact, measuring only 
125(H) x 44(W)mm.
•  Could be kept in a handbag as a personal 

safety device, but also suitable for small boats

Air Horns - Regular 
Size Model

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Air Horn - Regular Size Model MSA410 $19.95 $18.95

Spare Canister for MSA410 MSA415 $14.95

Hand held and operated.
•  Ideal for marine, camping or sporting events
•  Non CFC, non flammable propellant

Mini Horn - 12V

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Mini Horn - 12V MEK505 $29.95 $26.95

This unit is for small boats and vehicles. 
It has a stainless steel cover and 
mounting base with black plastic base.
• Measures 90(L) x 80(W) x 50(H)mm 
• 100dB at 12V, 3 amps

Compact Single

Cat No. Qty 1+

Compact Single MEK510 $44.95

At only 225mm long, it will fit 
anywhere. Chrome plastic/stainless 
steel fastenings (supplied).
• 100dB at 12V, 3 amps

Classic Trumpet Horn

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Classic Trumpet Horn MEK515 $69.95 $62.95

Made in 100% marine 316 grade 
stainless steel including fittings. 
Would look great on your runabout 
or cruiser.
• Measures 390(L) x 100(dia)mm
• 110dB at 12V, 3.5 amps

ACOUSTIC WARNING DEVICES

HORNS

Tell Tales

Cat No. Qty 1+

Pack of 3 MNE005 $6.50

These lightweight rip-stop ribbons attach to the 
sails themselves by our adhesive pad. They 
graphically show the airflows of the wind 
across the sail allowing you to maximise 
trim for extra sailing performance.

Tell Tales By Ronstan

Cat No. Qty 1+

Pack of 6 (3 Pairs) MNE010 $6.50

Essential guide for proper sail trim. 
•  Adhesive patches to ensure 

permanent bond to sail
•  Clear bright colours ensure 

maximum visibility
• Made from ripstop nylon fabric
• Comes with location instructions

WIND INDICATORS

INCLINOMETER

Dual Scale Inclinometer

Cat No. Qty 1+

Dual Scale Inclinometer MDQ002 $19.95

White plastic dual scale inclinometer with 
easy-to-read markings. Main scale from ± 
45 degrees with minor scale calibrated ± 5 
degrees to obtain optimum heel angle. Plate 
measures 100 x 81mm with provision for 4 x 
No. 6 or No. 8 mounting screws.

“Windward” Wind Indicators

Cat No. Qty 1+

200mm Unit Small Skiffs MNE115 $32.95

285mm Reflective Tape For Night MNE120 $44.95

400mm Full Ocean Racing Model MNE125 $79.95

100% accurate in only 2 knots of wind
• Accurately balanced
• Instant response
• UV stabilised acetal plastic

Whistle, Mouth Operated with 
Pocket Clip

Cat No. Qty 1+

Whistle  MSA605 $0.95

Simple, pealess, effective 
and economical.

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au242 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day
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Boat Navigation

Flags

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Australian Flag 600 x 900mm MIC010 $19.95 $17.95

Jolly Roger 900 x 1500mm MIC020 $26.95 $23.95

5 o’Clock Somewhere 900 x 1500mm MIC025 $26.95 $23.95

Larger flags have have brass eyelets for durable connection.

Flagpole for Pennants

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Stainless Steel MIC060 $17.95 $15.95

Stainless steel, rail mount.
• Clip fittings x 2 - rail clamp 20-30mm
• 360mm Long

FLAGS & FLAGSTAFFS

MIC010 MIC020 MIC025

Compasses

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

100 Series MNA005 $12.95 $11.45

150 Series MNA010 $19.95 $17.95

200 Series MNA015 $29.95 $26.95

Easy to install compasses for fresh or salt water operation.
• Adjustable compensators
• Vibration dampened capsules
• Bracket or adhesive pad mounts

100 SERIES COMPASS
•  Low profile dash/console  

mount options
• 38mm apparent card
• 5° graduation marks
• 60(H) x 58(W) x 62(D)mm

MNA005

150 SERIES COMPASS
• 50mm apparent card diameter
• High accuracy, 5° graduation marks
• 74(H) x 86(W) x 63(D)mm

MNA010

200 SERIES COMPASS
• 65mm apparent card diameter
•  2° accuracy, marked in 5° graduations
•  Individual balanced dials for 

precision
• 12 volt red illumination
• Adjustable sun visor
• 136(H) x 113(W) x 94(D)mm

MNA015

Plastimo White Style

Cat No. Qty 1+

Compass Head 95mm Dia - White MNA020 $159.00

Compass Head 120mm Dia - Black MNA025 $199.00

Specifically designed for power boats up 
to 30’. They are exceptionally vibration 
resistant and stable in rapid change of 
motion situations. They are made in 
France (which is hard to find out!) and 
fairly straightforward to install with 
typical Euro instuctions. Both can be 
backlit with 12V.

COMPASSES

MNA005

MNA010

MNA020

MNA015

Cat No. Qty 1+

Compass Head 55 mm Dia - Black MNA016 $109.00

Plastimo Compass Offshore 55

The Offshore 55 Powerboat Compass has a 
clever bracket that allows mounting on a 
horizontal, vertical or inclined surface. 
They have a large stable base to absorb 
vibrations and are watertight and UV 
treated. They also have Universal Global 
Balance so they can be used anywhere in 
the world. 
• Suitable for boats up to 6m
• Dimensions: 55(dia.) x 69(H)mm

Cat No. Qty 1+

83mm Overall Diameter MNA018 $119.00

Plastimo Compass Iris 50

Ideal handbearing compass - easy to use, very accurate and compact. 
The magnified card has 1 degree graduations and is free from parallax 
error. The battery-free photo luminescent light feature allows you to read 
it in low light conditions and it can even be read from above - just like a 
normal compass. 
• 20 degree field of view
• Balanced for Zone C
• Australia and South Pacific
• SOLAS-MED 96/98 approved
• Supplied with lanyard
• Weight: 105 grams

Aluminium Flag Pole

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Aluminium MIC070 $14.95 $13.45

This is a lightweight, simple 
aluminium flagpole, 50cm long. It 
comes with a black nylon screw 
down base which will set the pole 
at a jaunty angle. It comes with 
clips to enable you to fasten a flag.

SEE PAGE 292 FOR ELECTRONIC GPS 
DEVICES

Gift Cards 
Can’t choose from 
our huge range? 
Purchase a gift  
card, and your 
favourite person  
can choose for 
themselves!*  

Purchase in-store or online  
www.roadtechmarine.com.au/gift-cards

*A few T&Cs apply. See p7 for details.

Call us on 1300 964 264 243



Wooden Safety Plug. AYF-regs

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

100mm Long Tapered 13mm - 32mm MSC205 $3.75 $3.55

150mm Long Tapered 20mm - 45mm MSC210 $4.60 $4.35

Soft timber plugs that can be banged in 
to a sudden hole in your boat.
•  Required when operating under AYF 

regulations

EMERGENCY PREPARATIONFIRST AID

126 Piece Boating First 
Aid Kit

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Boating First Aid Kit  TSC425 $39.95 $35.95

Features a water-resistant hard plastic case 
with 316 marine grade hinges and ‘O’ ring 
seal. The outside of the case has a water-
resistant clear set of instructions 
for resuscitation CPR, etc. Inside 
you will find 126 items ranging 
from heaps of adhesive plasters to 
antiseptic cream, all sorts of wound 
dressings, a blanket, tweezers, 
scissors, swabs, eye wash, etc etc.
•  Case measures 280(W)  

x 220(H) x 130(D)mm

Cat No. Qty 1+

MSA325 $64.95

Cat No. Qty 1+

MSA340 $129.00

Flare Parachute Red

Emergency - distress flare for day or night use.

Off-Shore Flare Kit

Simple to operate.  
Four per kit (2 x Orange, 2 x Red). 
OFF SHORE 
FLARE KIT FOR 
WESTERN AUS 
ONLY

Flare Containers

Cat No. Qty 1+

MSA330 $17.95

A storage container. Waterproof, 
rigid poly containers with screw on 
lid and O-ring seal.

Pyrotechnics
Being pyrotechnics (like fireworks), they are potentially dangerous at all 
times. There are rules for these devices which must be followed. Also, 
there are expiry dates on them to indicate when they can be safely used 
and when they can be safely disposed of.

Heavy Fines Exist For  
Not Carrying Flares
If you’re taking your boat into open waters (generally more than two 
nautical miles from shore). There are some exceptions, but even if 
you’re exempt, they’re a critical piece of safety gear.

WHAT ABOUT INLAND?
There is less legal requirement to carry flares when you’re  
inland, even on a large lake. But let’s face it - things still happen out 
there too. Carrying in-date flares is a good idea whenever you’re 
taking your boat out - regardless of the laws to do so,  
or lack thereof. 

WHAT ABOUT OLD FLARES?
Expired flares will more than likely ignite and work as expected. 
Therefore you should be cautious not to ignite old flares as a means 
of disposal. Expired flares must be disposed of properly and cannot 
be sent to landfill. Check your local state or territory regulations and 
available disposal options. Some states allow carriage of expired 
flares (as long as you have in-date flares too), as they’ll more than 
likely work when required too.

Cat No. Qty 1+

Orange MSA310 $19.95

Red MSA315 $17.95

White MSA320 $22.95

Red MSA325 $64.95

Flares

On hand in case of an emergency. Self contained 
flares for marine use. Instructions on labels.

MSA320

MSA315

MSA310

DUE TO CURRENT GOVERNMENT REGULATIONS, FLARES ARE ONLY AVAILABLE FROM YOUR LOCAL RTM STORE. THEY ARE CONSIDERED 
CLASS 1 EXPLOSIVES, AND THEREFORE REQUIRE DANGEROUS GOODS PERMITS TO TRANSPORT. 

IF FLARES BECOME PERMISSABLE TO SHIP DIRECT TO YOU, YOU WILL BE ABLE TO PURCHASE ONLINE.

Cat No. Qty 1+

MSA305 $74.95

Flare Kit Inshore

The water can be a dangerous place and it is vital 
that you have the necessary safety equipment to 
ensure the safety of you and your crew. If you are 
within five nautical miles from the mainland, or 
within one nautical mile from an island (more than 
five nautical miles from the mainland), than your 
vessel needs this handy flare kit 
•  Two hand-held orange smoke flares  

for day use 
• Two hand-held red flares for night use

RED FLARES
Used specifically at night (or dawn / dusk).

ORANGE FLARES
A smoke-type flare used during the day.

WHITE FLARES
Required when sailing in Cat 1-4 yacht races 

FLARE COLOURS

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au244 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day

Safety Flares
A flare is a pyrotechnic device that is used to bring attention 
to yourself in the event of an emergency at sea, or inland 
waters. If your boat is sinking or in serious trouble or you 
have somebody on board who is gravely ill, you are entitled 
to use a flare or orange smoke flare to get attention.
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Safety Products

SEE PAGE 84 FOR 
MORE KEYRINGS.

Retro-Reflective Tape

This product is SOLAS approved, measures 50mm wide and sold by the 
metre (minimum 1 metre). Adhesive on the reverse side.
•  Ideal for all safety-related 

applications
• Sold by the metre

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

Retro-Reflective Tape  MSG205 $11.95 $10.22

Floating Keyrings

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Fender Black Tip 95mm long  MIG005 $8.95

Fender Blue Tip 95mm long  MIG010 $8.95

Yellow Key Float Style 60 x 45mm  MIG025 $4.95 $4.45

These are not novelties. Keep your 
keys on one of these and you won’t 
need to go diving!
Keys not included.

MIG005 MIG010 MIG025

Anti-Slip Deck Tread

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

425 x 120mm Pack of 2  TSC250 $25.95 $22.95

310 x 160mm Pack of 2  TSC252 $22.95 $20.45

445 x 245mm  TSC254 $22.95 $20.45

This is a synthetic rubber product approx. 3mm thick that has a slight 
foam filled compressibility. Its upper surface consists of a dot pattern 
called “Octic.” This pattern is soft on bare feet but firm enough to retain a 
deck shoe, thong, etc. On the other side is a peel-off 3M® brand double-
sided adhesive.
You lay the pad down on a clean, dry surface, typically fiberglass, painted 
or metal and the 3M® sticks like what some stuff does to a blanket. So 
get it right the first time! Some of the pads are large enough to be cut into 
special shapes to confirm to your special antislip needs. A must where 
people need a ‘step’ such as the top of trailer mudguards, boat decks, 
transoms, etc. 3 handy sizes (NZ made).
Each tread pack comes with instructions.

GUNWALE STEP STRIP
2 pieces of tread, each 425 long x 120 
wide. Ideal to place on gunwale where 
people step into the boat.

TSC250

TRAILER MUDGUARD TREAD
2 pieces of tread, each 310(L) x 
160(W)mm. Ideal for the tops of trailer 
mudguards but the 
convenient size makes them handy for 
many applications.

TSC252

GENERAL PURPOSE DECK TREAD 
(ONE SHEET)
This is a large rectangular panel, 
measuring 445 x 245mm. It can be 
cut to all sorts of geometric shapes 
and sizes for any application.

TSC254

DECK TREAD

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Black 25mm x 10m NM2872 $9.95 $8.95

Black 50mm x 10m NM2874 $16.95 $14.95

Black with Fluoro Strip. 50mm x 10m NM2880 $29.95

White 25mm x 10m NM2876 $9.95 $8.95

White 50mm x 10m NM2878 $16.95 $14.95

Anti-Slip Tape

Reduce the chance of slipping on surfaces around the boat, 
steps on the caravan, etc.
• Coated with long ageing adhesive
• 50 grit sandpaper surface
• 10m rolls

FOR FIRE BLANKETS SEE PAGE 55

Fire Extinguishers
An essential product to have on any boat, even 
a tinnie or a rubber dinghy. Anything over 25’ 
should have 2. Suitable for grease, oil, petrol and 
electrical fires.
• Fire rated
• AS1841.5 compliant
• Non toxic
•  Complete with pressure gauge and mounting 

bracket
• 2kg & 4.5kg include service tag

Fire Extinguisher Box

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Fire Extinguisher Box  TSC325 $44.95 $39.95

A recessed plastic enclosure for our GG2346 
1kg unit. Internal dimensions of recess  
370(H) x 120(W) x 100(D)mm.
• Italian made
•  Even has plastic covers for screw holes
• Very classy!

FIRE CONTROL

KEYRINGS

Bracket Cat No. Qty 1+

1kg 1A:20B:E Metal GG2344 $26.95

1kg 1A:10B:E Plastic GG2346 $24.50

1.5kg 2A:30B:E Metal GG2348 $39.95

2.5kg 3A:40B:E Metal GG2352 $59.95

4.5kg 4A:60B:E Wall Mount GG2354 $99.95

See our Tech Talk on Powder Fire Extuinguishers 
Basics. It's must read.
www.roadtechmarine.com.au/fire-extinguishers-101

Call us on 1300 964 264 245
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Small Equipment Labels

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Gas White on Black  MSC605 $6.95 $6.25

Fire Extinguisher White on Black  MSC610 $4.95

Flares White on Red  MSC615 $4.95

Life Jackets White on Red  MSC620 $4.95

These are small (38mm long x 10mm wide) pieces of laminated plastic 
machine engraved through to reveal white lettering. They have 2 x 
mounting holes 1.5mm dia. You could find a small screw to fix them but 
double sided tape would be ok as well. 4 types.
•  White on black or white on red

SAFETY LABELS, SIGNS & ANNUNCIATORS

Adhesive Marine Labels

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Red - Safety MSC622 $9.95 $8.95

Blue - Common Items MSC624 $9.95 $8.95

Self adhesive marine labels constructed from waterproof and 
UV resistant vinyl. For best results, make sure the surface is 
clean and dry before application.
Most of the red labels are 65 x 12mm, however fire extinguisher labels are 
65 x 22mm. The “Remember Turn Off Gas at Bottle” label is 130 x 65mm. 
All blue labels below are 65 x 10mm.

Laser Etched Adhesive Labels

A range of safety related labels commonly used around 
the boat (some could also be used on an RV). Made from 
durable 2ply plastic, with the top layer laser etched to reveal 
a contrasting colour underneath. The genuine 3M® adhesive 
backing means they won’t fall off in the harsh Australian conditions 
(Ensure the surface is clean and dry before application). 
• Signs are 100mm wide
*Note: RTE550 is a self adhesive sticker measuring 120mm by 50mm.

SIGN HEIGHT BODY TEXT Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

First Aid 30mm Green White MSC631 $8.95 $8.05

First Aid 30mm Red White MSC636 $8.95 $8.05

Fire Extinguisher 60mm Red White MSC634 $12.95 $11.45

Life Jackets 30mm Red White MSC633 $8.95 $8.05

Life Jackets 30mm Red White MSC637 $8.95 $8.05

Life Jackets 30mm White Red MSC641 $8.95 $8.05

No Smoking 30mm Red White MSC635 $12.95 $11.45

Crew Only 30mm Blue White MSC638 $8.95 $8.05

Flares 30mm Red White MSC632 $8.95 $8.05

Flares 60mm Red White MSC640 $12.95 $11.45

Turn Off Gas 60mm Red White MSC639 $12.95 $11.45

EPIRB 30mm Red White MSC630 $8.95 $8.05

Diesel Fuel* 50mm R/W Red RTE550 $3.95 $3.75

MSC622 MSC624

ACTUAL SIZE 10mm

38mm

ACTUAL SIZE

100mm

30mm

MSC631

MSC634

MSC638

MSC633

MSC632

MSC635

MSC630

RTE550

MSC641

MSC639

LOOKING FOR OTHER STICKERS?
SEE PAGE 86 FOR CARAVAN SAFETY & 
SEE PAGE 416 FOR TOILET WARNING 

STICKERS

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au246 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day
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SMALL ENOUGH
TO FIT IN A POCKET

Cat No. Qty 1+

PLB1 TSA210 $369.00

Call us on 1300 964 264 247

Wherever you are, at sea, on land, the rescueME PLB1 provides 
the reassurance that global emergency services can be alerted by 
the press of a button. It can be operated with a single hand in even 
the most challenging situations, and a simple spring loaded flap 
covers the activation button preventing inadvertent use. It works 
with the only officially recognised worldwide dedicated search and 
rescue satellite network (operated by Cospas Sarsat). As this is 
funded by governments there are NO CHARGES to use this service. 
When activated, it transmits your position and your ID to a Rescue 
Coordination Centre via satellite link. Rescue services nearest to your 
are promptly notified of your emergency and regularly advised of your 
current location to assist prompt rescue.
Features:

• 406MHz Satellite Transmitter
• 121.5MHz Homing Beacon
• GPS Receiver
• Low Duty Cycle Strobe Light
• Waterproof to 15metres
Specifications:

• Dimensions: 72(H) x 72(W) x 31(D)mm
Note: Coded for use in Australia Only.

Ocean Signal RescueME® 
Personal Locator Beacon

PERSONAL LOCATOR BEACONS (PLB)
These are basically similar to an EPIRB, but are for wearing on your 
person. You can use them for ocean use, or even if you are flying in a 
small aircraft, but the overwhelming application is for outdoor exploration 
on land such as bush walking. 
Like an EPIRB you have to register the unit with the authorities and you 
should be fully familiar with the PLB before you need it. 
If you get into trouble (for example you may break a leg from a fall 
incapacitating you) and you cannot walk to safety. You simply activate 
the unit and a rescue party will find you. Its really as simple as that.

You really should never go into the wilderness without one. 

EPIRBS
The EPIRB is a very ruggedly built radio transmitter which is activated 
in an emergency. They are only to be used when other means of rescue 
or communications have failed. This means that your VHF (or HF for 
that matter) radios have FAILED. They may have failed because they 
are underwater or your mast, yacht mast/rigging antennas have been 
smashed/broken or are also underwater. 

You can use the EPIRB if you are in danger of sinking, or if you have a 
life-threatening accident or medical emergency. If you are in doubt, but 
strongly feel that you are in serious trouble use it anyway. 
Before you get into trouble, indeed before you leave shore, read up 
on the shiny new EPIRP you have bought from us. You will need to be 
familiar with the device well before you need it. You will not have time to 
read the instructions when you are sinking.

WHAT DO EPIRBS DO?
Before you use this product, you must register your EPIRB and its unique 
code with the authorities. You can do this online. 
If you get into trouble your EPIRB will transmit a signal which will 
automatically identify you (as you have registered your EPRIB).
It will send a signal out for around 3 days at least. Before you need it, the 
internal battery will last at least 10 years. Some EPIRBs have GPS which 
tells rescuers exactly where you are. Some also transmit on 121.5MHz 
which is the aircraft distress frequency. And most these days have a 
strobe light, which helps locate you at night.
All in all, an EPIRB is truly fantastic product that hopefully will never be 
needed but will probably save your life if it is.

A PERSONAL LOCATOR BEACON (PLB) 
IS QUITE LIKELY THE BEST INVESTMENT 

YOU’LL MAKE IN YOUR PERSONAL 
SAFETY WHEN HEADING OUT.

While not legally required for land-based travel or  
near-shore boating, why risk It? 

Absolutely essential when adventuring with kids too.

EPIRBS (Emergency Beacons for short)
A bureaucrat got hold of the name of this for sure. They 
are electronic beacons but the tongue-tieing name in full is 
Emergency Position Indicating Radio Beacon.
They can save your life.

Epirb / PLB
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Australian Marine EPIRBS By GME
GME's digital Emergency Position Indicating Radio Beacons (EPIRBs) have lead 
to hundreds of successful rescues in Australia and around the world. With over 35 
years of experience in engineering and manufacturing EPIRBs in Australia, GME 
is at the forefront in development of life saving safety equipment. The MT600 
builds on this heritage, delivering next generation performance to commercial and 
recreational mariners alike.Compact and lightweight, the MT600 is easy to install 
on any vessel utilising the specially designed quick release mounting bracket. The 
MT600 features zero warm-up digital technology and an automatically deployed 
antenna.Testing the MT600 is fast and easy. Simply remove the beacon from its 
bracket, press the test button and the full functionality of the beacon is tested and 
confirmed.Certified by COSPAS SARSAT for worldwide usage, and boasting a 10 
year battery life. MT600G includes a 66 channel GPS receiver for accurate position 
locating as well as a short range VHF beacon for pinpointing your location. 

COMMON FEATURES:
• Compact , lightweight, easy-to-mount design
•  121.5 MHz VHF homing beacon to assist in guiding  

rescuers to your precise location
• Zero warm-up digital technology
• Ultra high performance solid state strobe
• Quick and easy test facility with audio / visual indication
•  COSPAS-SARSAT CLASS 2 (C/S T.001).  

Internationally approved, worldwide operation
•  Meets or exceeds the applicable requirements of: AS/NZ 4280.1:2003  

standards C/S T.001/007
• Includes quick release mounting bracket
• Antenna deploys automatically when the unit is removed from the bracket
• 10 year battery life
• Dimensions: 260(H) x 102(W) x 83(D)mm (stowed in bracket)
• Weigth: 550g

MT600GAUS
•  Integrated 66 channel GPS receiver with top mounted  

Quad helix antenna for better than 100 metre accuracy.
DC9072

Cat No. Qty 1+

MT600AUS DC9070 $249.00

MT600GAUS DC9072 $299.00

Ocean Signal EPIRB1 RescueME®  
Emergency Loacting Beacon

The rescueME EPIRB1 provides peace of mind with an impressive 10 year 
battery life. The worlds most compact EPIRB can always be on hand, as its 
small size allows it to be easily retained within its quick release bracket or 
placed in an emergency grab-bag or life raft.
EPIRB1-dimensions A simple protective tab over the operating keys 
prevents inadvertent activation, yet allows for easy operation when required.
The rescueME EPIRB1 also features two high brightness strobes to 
maximise visibility in low light conditions.
The retractable antenna provides maximum protection and a reduced 
outline for storage. When required the antenna is easily deployed with a 
gentle pull.
For longer offshore or ocean passages, the Ocean Signal 
E100G EPIRB offers an exceptional 96 hour operational life 
with the option of an automatic release housing (mandatory 
for vessels approved under SOLAS regulations).
• 30%(typ) smaller
• 10 year battery life
• 48+ hours of operational life
• 5 year warranty
• Fast accurate positioning with 66 channel GPS
• Retractable antenna
• Quick release bracket
• Secure lanyard
 • Coded for use in Australia only

WE HAVE A HUGE 
SELECTION OF FIRST AID 
KITS. THEY WILL PROVIDE 
YOU WITH ESSENTIAL ITEMS 
FOR SMALL EMERGENCIES 
YOU MIGHT ENCOUNTER 
ON THE WATER. CHECK 
OUT PAGE 76 FOR OUR 
EXCELLENT RANGE - 
INCLUDING A MARINE 
SPECIFIC KIT.

Cat No. Qty 1+

EPIRB1 TSA122 $329.00

NOTE: AUSTRALIAN & NEW ZEALAND MODEL 
ONLY. NEW ZEALAND CUSTOMERS NOTE 
- IF PURCHASED OUTSIDE NEW ZEALAND, 
ADDITIONAL PROGRAMMING IS REQUIRED. NOT 
FOR SALE IN THE UNITED STATES OR EUROPE.

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au248 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day
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KTI SA3G Marine EPIRB with GPS
KTI SafetyAlert SA3G EPIRBs incorporate a 66 channel GPS 
receiver which is accurate to 1.8 metres** and provides the 
highest possible search-and-rescue location accuracy. Once 
activated, the SA3G will continue to transmit an updated 
GPS location every five (5) minutes for over three (3) days.
An in-built high intensity strobe light ensures visual detection 
at night or in poor visibility and provides its GPS location 
to search-and-rescue authorities within one (1) minute of 
activation.
Extremely cost effective and low maintenance due to an 
engineering world first COSPAS/SARSAT approved 10 Year 
Battery. It is designed to go the distance so you can have 
complete confidence on land or at sea.
** Whilst the GPS receiver has an accuracy of 1.8 metres, search-
and-rescue authorities advise that the maximum accuracy they can 
resolve in all cases from an EPIRB is 120 metres.

• New rugged switch mechanism
• Tough spring-based antenna
• Updated components & technology

Specifications:
•  Design: GPS Equipped, high stability oven-free frequency 

reference for rapid satellite-compatible transmission. 
Durable, flexible, stainless-steel antenna.  Free of 
permanent magnets.  Waterproof to a depth of greater than 
5 metres.  Floats with antenna vertical.

•  Frequencies: 406 MHz satellite communication with 121.5 
MHz homing transmitter.

•  GPS Receiver: Internal 66 channel.
•  Approvals: COSPAS-SARSAT C/S T.001, AS/NZS 4280.
•  Activation: Manual switch with test facility.
•  Strobe Light: High intensity photo-flash, sequenced in an 

attention attracting double flash.
•  Batteries:  SO2 -free lithium with 20 year shelf life, 

recommend replacement after 10 years.
•  Dimensions: 250mm  x 80mm diameter.
•  Antenna: 265mm flexible blade, marine grade  

stainless steel.
•  Gross Weight:  860 grams approx.
• Warranty: 10 Year parts and labour.
•  Accessories: Supplied with quick release  

mounting bracket.

Cat No. Qty 1+

SA3G TSA120 $299.00

OFFSHORE YACHTIES 
READ THIS!!

Hand Bailer

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Hand Bailer  MSC005 $9.95 $8.95

This compact high impact plastic 
one-piece unit works in either 
hand. 
•  It will scoop between 1.5 and 

2.0 litres at a time

BAILERS & BUCKETS

Full Bailer Kit

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Full Bailer Kit  MSC010 $29.95 $28.45

This comprehensive product features a 1.5 litre bailer with screw-on lid 
with O-ring seal. Importantly, when it is NOT operating as a bailer (a very 
good one at that) it contains:
•  50’ poly rope with an 

orange float
•  Rubberised AA torch 

(batteries required)
• Whistle
• Signal mirror
•  Liquid damped nav. 

Compass
•  Bailer with a security 

lanyard 

WATER SAFETY PRODUCTS ON PAGE 242

Ocean Signal Personal Man Overboard Locator Device 
using AIS with integrated DSC and GPS

Introducing the world's smallest AIS MOB 
device with integrated DSC - the rescueME 
MOB1 from Ocean Signal. The MOB1 is 
compatible with even the most compact 
inflatable life-jackets.
The MOB1 is intended to be installed within 
the life-jacket and will activate automatically 
on inflation, sending the first alert within 15 
seconds. The MOB1 is waterpoof to 10 metres.
The integrated strobe light ensures maximum 
visibility in low light conditions.
The MOB1 communicates with the vessel you 
have been separated from and other vessels 
in the vicinity (up to 5 miles range dependent 
on conditions). To alert rescue authorities, 
an alternative product the rescueME PLB1 
communicates directly via a dedicated search 
and rescue satellite network.
In an emergency rescueME MOB1 provides 
2 methods of rapidly communicating your 

position, accurate to a few metres, back to the 
vessel, plus providing visual indication via its 
built in strobe light.
The best chance of rapid rescue if you fall 
overboard comes from your own vessel. Your 
crew needs to be immediately aware of the 
incident and keep track of your position 
whilst recovery is carried out. Even 
in the most moderate of seas it is 
alarming how quickly a visual sighting 
of a man overboard can be lost.
MOB1-dimentionsOnce activated 
your MOB1 will transmit an alert to 
all AIS receivers and AIS enabled 
plotters in the vicinity. The integrated 
GPS ensures precise location is sent 
to your vessel and any others that may 
be assisting.
An additional feature of the MOB1, is its 
ability to activate the DSC alarm on your 
vessels VHF, alerting your crew to the situation.

Cat No. Qty 1+

MOB1 TSA200 $399.00

Call us on 1300 964 264 249
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Similar to MHS050 (MDC230) except it has 
switchable 1/2.5/5W output power.
•  Has an SOS strobe (3 dots, 3 dashes, 

and 3 dots) or steady torch mode.  
See full details and specifications  
on page 268

5W VHF WATERPROOF FLOATING  
MARINE TRANSCEIVER

More VHF Radios on page 268

Cat No. Qty 1+

5W (MHS127) MDC232 $199.00

Marine Transceivers

FIXED MOUNT, 265MM HIGH, 
FOLD-DOWN, 360°

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

9” Top Shroud MLG215 $39.95 $35.95

Like MLG205 but larger and capable of folding 
down to deck to clear a boat cover, etc. 
See full details and specifications on page 322

A compact VHF Marine Radio designed for boats where space is 
limited. It is waterproof to IPX7 and delivers crystal clear audio via the 
dual speaker system. Dual and triple watch with programmable priority 
channel, 25/1W switchable power, waterproof speaker mic, and much 
more.
See full details and specifications on page 270

25W COMPACT VHF MARINE TRANSCEIVER

Cat No. Qty 1+

25W (GX700W) MDC716 $249.00

More Navigation Lighting on page 321

Navigation Lights

The perfect accessory for every 4x4, boat, 
camper, or just anyone who likes a big 
spotlight! 12V powered via a cigarette lighter 
coiled lead. It provides MASSIVE power for search 
operations. Comfortable pistol-grip style design, includes 
a hang-hook on the top of the case.
• Range: 550m
See full details and specifications on page 315

1700 LUMEN 12V SPOTLIGHT

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

1700 Lumen ST3244 $39.95 $35.95

MARINE LIGHTING

Bright enough to illuminate objects 
almost half a kilometre away! Ultra-bright, 
perfect for every boat, 4x4, camper or 
spotlight enthusiast. It is fully waterproof 
(IP67) and floats in case you knock it into 
the water. Use the non-slip handle with 
wrist strap for handheld use or swing 
out the adjustable bracket for hands-
free operation. Features rechargeable 
Lithium batteries, flashing SOS mode, 
and intelligent circuitry to regulate the 
brightness to avoid overheating and extend battery life.  
See full details and specifications on page 315

4500 LUMEN FLOATING  
RECHARGEABLE SPOTLIGHT

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

4500 Lumen ST3329 $129.00 $115.95

More Trailer Hardware on page 367

More Spotlights on page 315

FULTON XLT TRAILER WINCHES 

The Fulton XLT hand winch is attractive, moulded 
in high impact plastic and looks far neater than 
cadmium plated mild steel units. It should stand 
up to the weather quite well. Not only does it work 
as a winch for getting you out of trouble but it can 
also be used in domestic applications, such as 
deploying blinds and awnings.  
See full details and specifications on page 367

Trailer Hardware

Kit out your 
trailer boat

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Webstrap 720kg MTI090 $209.00 $187.95

Webstrap (2 speed) 1450kg MTI092 $249.00 $219.00

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au250 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day



What’s new in 2021
We love electronics, it’s in our DNA, and it can often mean a 
substantial investment for you and your particular vehicle. 
Get the best advice from one of our trained sales assistants 
at your local Road Tech Marine store. You will get much 
better support than trying to select and buy the equivalent 
unit online. We do our best to offer you the best advice, 
range, and value for money in the market today. 
This year you will find new fish finder models from 
Lowrance, Simrad and Humminbird along with the always 
popular Raymarine models we sell. We have added several 
new Fusion marine audio products including premium head 
units and speakers, see page 262. 
Our range of VAST satellite receivers continues to please 
many customers and we have added new 12V SMART TV’s 
to the range. For caravan and RV (even boat) owners there 
is a new 2 camera, 4 channel DVR and 7” screen so you can 
have a similar CCTV surveillance setup on your van like you 
have at home. Peace of mind for when you’re on a day trip 
or overnighter away from the van park. 
Lastly, we have added some great new “tech” products like 
Garmin handheld GPS on page 292, an affordable 4K UHD 
dash camera on page 289 and a 4K UHD trail camera on 
page 299.

Electronics
ACOUSTIC INSULATION 267

ALARM CLOCKS 300

ALARMS 287

AM RADIO ANTENNA 272

AM/FM/SW WORLD BAND RADIOS 298

ANTENNA BASES 273

BUZZERS & SIRENS 287

DASH CAMS 288

DIGITAL TELEVISION 295

EVENT RECORDERS 288

FISHFINDERS & GPS COMBO UNITS 252

FM TRANSMITTERS 285

FUSION® MARINE ENTERTAINMENT 262

GPS OFFROAD NAVIGATION 292

HANDSFREE KITS 285

MARINE AM/FM RADIO 265

OUTDOOR CAMERAS 299

PHONE & TABLET BRACKETS 285

PORTABLE AUDIO 298

REVERSING CAMERAS & SYSTEMS 290

RADAR FOR BOATS 260

SATELLITE TV ANTENNA KIT 294

SECURITY EQUIPMENT 287

SPEAKER CABLE 267

SPEAKERS 280

THERMOMETERS 300

TV ANTENNAS & ACCESSORIES 295

UHF TRANSCEIVERS & ANTENNAS 275

VHF TRANSCEIVERS & ANTENNAS 268

251
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CHIRP HAS RAPIDLY ENABLED EVEN 
GREATER CLARITY OF IMAGING, PREVIOUSLY 

IMPOSSILBLE

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au252 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day

TYPICAL SINGLE-
FREQUENCY SONAR CHIRP TYPE SONAR

Fishfinders
Electronic fish finders are not fair. They have improved so 
dramatically in the last 5 years the fish don’t have a chance! 
On the following pages you will find the best fish finder to 
suit your ambition and your budget.  Basically the more you 
spend on a fish finder, the better idea you will get on what is 
going on below.
This is called “situational awareness.” All fish finders will 
give you a pretty good idea what is going on downstairs.

The dearer ones give it to you in greater resolution and 
down deeper.
We really love it if you call in to an RTM store as we have 
fish finders on display with simulated images on them. This 
will give you an idea what to expect when you have water all 
around you. This way you can familiarise yourself before you 
launch your boat.
Happy Hunting!

Firstly, How Does It Work?
All fishfinders operate as echo sounders, which is a form of active 
sonar. It’s not too dissimilar to how submarines find other submarines 
underwater, but here we’re using it to get you on the fish! An electrical 
signal is sent from your fishfinder to your transducer, which converts 
it into an acoustic pulse. It is actually a sound wave, but several times 
higher than the limits of average human hearing (of around 20kHz). Just 
like yelling “coooeeee” from the side of a mountain, the fishfinder can 
then “hear” the echo.
The sound waves from the transducer emit in a beam fashion. It’s not all 
that different from floodlights vs spotlights on a car. The spotlights might 
be able to see further, but floodlights will light up a wider portion of the 
road. Of course the higher the transducer power, the further you’ll be 
able to “see” too. Just as objects on the road would create a shadow, a 
similar thing happens underwater. Anything with a different density than 
regular seawater (such as a fish’s swim bladder) will reflect back sound 
waves at the transducer. The complex task of the “imaging” all that data 
into a sophisiticated display is then up to the individual fishfinder. The 
technology and features doing this is what separates fishfinders from 
each other, even if they have the same frequency transducers. 
Of course that’s a rather simple explanation of the technology at its core, 
but it gives you a rough concept of how the technology works.

THAT’S ALL GREAT 
BUT HOW DOES IT HELP ME 

FIND THE FISH?

There are a few questions that need to be asked to help with selection. 

1. WHAT WATER DEPTH DO YOU FISH IN?
Using a fishfinder in a lake is quite different to using it for game fishing 
in open water. You see, in order to decipher what’s what, the frequency 
needs to be just right. A higher frequency sound provides more 
information back to the fishfinder, but can’t penetrate the same water 
depth without boosting power significantly. 
If you’re fishing on a lake (or other shallow water), say 100m or less, 
you have the luxury of using a higher frequency (circa 200kHz). If 
you’re headed to the open water or fishing in >100m deep water, lower 
frequencies closer to 50kHz will work better. Of course most units using 
typical single-frequency sonar have selectable frequency ranges to work 
in various different environments.
What about CHIRP? CHIRP is the latest in high-quality imaging 
technology, which stands for Compressed High-Intensity Radar Pulse. 
Unlike traditional sonar technology, they emit a multitude of frequencies 
at the same time (rather than a specific frequency). This provides even 
more clarity to the returned information. CHIRP has rapidly enabled 
even greater clarity of imaging, previously impossilble. See diagram 
above.
Many manufacturers are now using multiples of this technology together 
to provide unprecidented information. Now it’s possible for a single 
model to provide you with fish depth, length estimation, water depth, 
sea-floor composition, and more, all bundled into a single unit!

2. WHAT ELSE ARE YOU LOOKING FOR?
Returning to your favourite fishing spot, attaching a larger screen, or 
specific functionality, are all part of your unique requirements. Here’s a few 
features to consider.

Down Imaging: 

  This uses a very focused beam to display images of structure. It’s a 
method of gaining even greater resolution and imaging, which makes 
novice use of a fishfinder even easier.

Screen Size & Type:

  This is fairly straight forward (nobody likes to watch the footy on a small 
screen if they have a large screen as an option!). Larger screens will 
generally cost more, but will allow greater amounts of information to 
be displayed at the same time. The type of screen is also important. 
Depending on your boat, visibility in full sun (especially if it’s a tinnie) is 
critical. Most will feature ultra-bright sun-viewable displays, also with anti-
fog properties.

Built-In GPS:

  Returning to your favourite locations has never been easier. A built-in GPS 
means one-less screen at the helm to review.

Expansion:

  Some models feature monitor outputs (to connect to any screen via 
HDMI), and others allow interfacing with certain entertainment systems 
for even greater flexibility and control. Network interconnectivity is a great 
feature for larger boats, especially with dual helm setups.

WiFi Integration:

  The precise features will depend on the model of fishfinder, but WiFi 
extension is very powerful. This generally means that you can install an 
app on your smartphone or tablet, then use it as a fully featured controller 
for your fishfinder.

3. WHAT BUDGET DO YOU HAVE?
Chances are, if you’re purchasing your own fishfinder, it’s not going into a 
100ft yacht and budget is at least a consideration for you. While there’s no 
simple scale, starting with the essential features (such as water depth) and 
moving up to less essential features (such as expansion) as your budget 
allows, is a great way to go. Most critical features first, luxuries last. That 
way you’ll get the most fishfinder for your budget.

Still unsure?
If you don’t feel you can decide on a fishfinder, or would like to chat to a 
knowledgeable person about it, drop in to your local RTM store. They’ll 
be glad to help you determine which fishfinder is most suited to your 
particular fishing adventures. 

IT IS ACTUALLY A SOUND WAVE, BUT 
SEVERAL TIMES HIGHER THAN THE LIMITS 

OF AVERAGE HUMAN HEARING

Selecting the correct fishfinder unit may seem daunting, and there’s a lot 
of features and names being used in the marketing. But in reality, there’s 
a few key features that distinguish actual performance. Then it’s up to 
you to determine what additional features you’d like based on the type 
of fishing you do, how often you do it, and the budget you have too. This 
guide will help you understand the technical aspects of what to consider. 
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HOOK REVEAL PRODUCTS ALL FEATURE 
SIMILAR SOUNDING ABILITIES. 

THE PRIMARY DIFFERENCE BETWEEN “X” 
AND “NON-X” MODELS IS SIMPLER MAPPING 

IN THE “X” MODELS. 
IF YOU PREFER DETAILED MAPS, SELECT A 

“NON-X” MODEL.XZ

The all-new HOOK Reveal makes fishing easier, delivering powerful 
performance with proven fish-finding tools including, Autotuning Sonar, 
SideScan, DownScan Imaging™ and now FishReveal™ which makes 
fish easier to see by combining the benefits of Lowrance CHIRP sonar 
and DownScan Imaging™ on one display. Whether you’re fishing a 
local spot or unfamiliar water, find the best fishing areas with preloaded 
Australian and New Zealand Coastal mapping from C-MAP or map 
uncharted water - in real time - with C-MAP Genesis Live. *

• FishReveal™* Autotuning sonar 
• Double the sonar coverage of other fish finders
• Split screen functionality 
• New fish-finding colour palettes 
• 5” and 7” SolarMAX™ Display
• Optimized keypad with one-touch access to key features 
• GPS plotter 
• Mapping options are C-MAP, C-MAP Genesis, Navionics® and more 
• Preloaded AUS/NZ chart *
• Genesis Live Real-Time Mapping * 
• Easy front-dash or gimbal-bracket mount

Transducer:

SplitShot transducer with High CHIRP and DownScan Imaging 
MDM230/MDM234

Tripleshot™ transducer with High CHIRP, SideScan and DownScan 
Imaging™
MDM232/MDM236

*Preloaded C-MAP charts only available on MDM234 and MDM236

Call us on 1300 964 264 253

Hook2 Fishfinder

An affordable model with 4” colour screen to 
make finding fish easy again. Supplied with 
Bullet Skimmer transducer for traditional sonar 
that tracks baits and marks fish. 

Cat No. Qty 1+

HOOK2-4X MDM007 $119.00

HOOK FISHFINDERS / COMBOS

FEATURE 
PACKED

BASIC 
GPS / 

PLOTTER

Cat No. Qty 1+

Hook Reveal 5x Splitshot MDM230 $449.00

Hook Reveal 5 Splitshot MDM234 $529.00

Hook Reveal 7x Tripleshot MDM232 $699.00

Hook Reveal 7 Tripleshot MDM236 $849.00

Hook Reveal Combos

5” OR 7” 
SCREEN

GPS 
PLOTTER
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SIMRAD CRUISE FISHFINDERS

Cruise MFD with AUS/NZ C-Map Maps and 
83/200 Transducer

Cat No. Qty 1+

Cruise 5 MDM254 $649.00

Cruise 7 MDM256 $749.00

Simrad Cruise is the most intuitive, easy-to-use chartplotter 
available. Everything you need for simple and straightforward 
GPS navigation is right inside the box – sunlight viewable display 
with C-Map® charts, mounting bracket and a sonar transducer. 
Simrad Cruise can display charts, navigation and sonar in split-
screen view, or separately in full screen. Rotary dial and keypad 
controls make navigating through menus, creating routes and 
accessing temperature, speed, depth readings and battery 
voltage effortless.

Features:

• Cruise confidently with simple menus 
• Easy-to-use rotary dial and keypad controls
• Bundled with C-Map® chart card
• Pre-selected split screens to keep important data in view
• Display depth, position, battery voltage and more
•  Supports a wide range of enhanced charts from C-MAP®  

and Navionics®

FURUNO DIGITAL FISHFINDERS

Cat No. Qty 1+

FCV-628 50/200 W/XD MDM403 $1,499.00

FCV-588 50/200 W/XD MDM407 $2,299.00

The Furuno fish finders work via a dual frequency sounder and are 
equipped with Rezboost® technology to raise the resolution and see fish 
echoes more clearly. They have a coloured screen that gives excellent 
readability for displaying underwater conditions - even in broad daylight! 
Their waterproof construction means they can be mounted on open 
areas of the boat and they feature Automatic mode for the angler that 
doesn’t want to spend all day adjusting settings. 
• MDM403 – 140mm screen
• MDM407 – 200mm screen
• ACCU-FISH to estimate fish length 
• Bottom discrimination to estimate bottom composition 
• Fish alert alarm 
• Dangerous situation alarm 
• 600W 50/500kHz output 
• Airmar P66 transducer

140MM 
OR 

200MM 
SCREEN

FISH 
ALERT 
ALARM

Furuno Fishfinders

MDM407

MDM403

5” OR 7” 
SCREEN

DEPTH
DISPLAY
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ELECTRONICS

Fishfinder  / GPS
These combos will allow you to observe fish 
with a very high level of resolution which are 
displayed in a distinct boomerang shape. It will 
mark individual game fish and bait fish, even 
when tightly schooled together. The smart 
interface, inherited from the NavNet TZtouch2, 
features slide-out menus containing all the tools 
and data you need to be in total control.
With the Finger Gestures (one or two fingers) 
you can zoom-in, zoom-out, double tap to 
take a screenshot and even jump to a full-
screen mode when using Split-screen display 
mode. The incredibly rich C-MAP 4D charts 
deliver plenty of useful information, such as 
relief vectors, tidal streams and marine plans. 
C-Weather data can be downloaded from 
C-map.com providing Wind, Wave, Weather, 
Humidity and Temperature information.  When 
connected to an AIS receiver, the unit will 
display the latest AIS data and provide vessel 
information. 
The high level of detail available with TruEcho 
CHIRP™ technology helps to distinguish fish 
schools, even when close to the sea bed.  
With FURUNO’s RezBoost™ data processing 
technology, fish schools and echoes are shown 
with high resolution while you can assess fish 
size and bottom composition thanks to ACCU-
FISH™ and Bottom Discrimination functions. 
Internal GPS antenna for simple and easy 
installation daylight viewable with excellent 
readability, brightness of 1000 cd/m2. 
• Display modes customization
• Finger Gestures
• Detailed Chart with C-MAP 4D compatibility
• Autopilot controls
• Plotter with AIS symbols 
• Various display modes 
• Unmatched detail with TruEcho CHIRP™
•  ACCU-FISH™ and Bottom Discrimination 

with RezBoost™ 
• DRS4W 1st Watch Wireless Radar 

Display Unit:
•  Screen Type: GP-1871F 7” / GP-1971 9” 

Wide Color TFT LCD - 800 x 480 pixels
•  Display Modes: Chart Plotter, Fish Finder, 

Radar (DRS4W required), AIS (AIS sensor 
required), Instruments (Nav Data, Engine, 
Wind, Fuel tank), Autopilot (NAVpilot-300 or 
700 series required)

• Receiving Type: GPS 72 channels 
•  WAAS: 1 channel
•  Receiving Frequency: L1 (1575.42 MHz)
•  Accuracy GPS: 10m max, 
• WAAS: 5m max
• MSAS: 7.5m max
PLOTTER
• Chart: C-MAP 4D
•  Memory Capacity: 30,000 points for ship’s 

track and waypoints 

FISH FINDER
• Frequency CHIRP: 40 to 225 kHz
• CW: 50/200 kHz
•  Transducer: 300 W or 600 W or 1kW 

(Transducer dependent)
• Range: 5-1, 200m, shift :0-500m
•  Modes: TruEcho CHIRP™*, RezBoost™**, 

ACCU-FISH™**, Bottom Discrimination**, 
Dual Frequency**, Dual Range** Auto gain 
(Fishing/Cruising), Manual gain, A-Scope, 
Marker Zoom, Bottom Zoom, Bottom Lock

* CHIRP dedicated transducer required 
** Dual frequency CW compatible transducer required
OTHERS
• Waterproofing: IP56
• Power Supply: 12-24 VDC, 1.1-0.6 A

Furuno Combos with C-Map 4D

Cat No. Qty 1+

7” Screen - GP-1871F MDM440 $1,599.00

9” Screen - GP-1971F MDM442 $1,999.00

BUILT-IN 
GPS

TRUECHO 
CHIRP

7” OR 9” 
SCREENMDM442

EXTRA FEATURES 
OF PLATINUM+ XL3

•  SONARCHARTSTM HD 
BATHYMETRY MAP

•  SATELLITE OVERLAY  
AND 3D VIEWS

•  PANORAMIC PICTURES OF 
HARBOURS AND MARINAS

Nautical Charts to suit GPS/Fishfinders

Cat No. Qty 1+

Gold Stocked MDO008 $339.00

Platinum+ Stocked MDO012 $479.00

A choice of two nautical charts by Navionics to suit several branded GPS chartplotters 
on the market. If you are running Silver charts in your plotter then upgrade to Gold or 
Platinum+ to take your boating experience to a whole new level. Visit our website for 
suitability and comprehensive details on each version.
Silver-2 (Australia only) SonarchartsTM - HD bathymetry map of your favourite areas on the 
Platinum+ Satellite overlay and 3D view on the Platinum+ Panoramic pictures of harbours 
and mariners on the Platinum+ Silver includes coastlines, drying lines, all navigation aids, 
depth information up to 10 metres (30 ft), plus other information as recommended by 
international standards for safe navigation with a simplified, uncluttered chart. 
User selectable safety depth contours and spot soundings to 10m.
• Zoom level up to 1/2NM

GOLD (AUSTRALIA, NEW ZEALAND & PACIFIC)

Gold cards cover:

• Zoom level up to 1/32NM
•  Full user selectable safety depth contours  

and spot soundings
• Port plans
• Tides & Current database
•  Coastal points of interest with  

telephone numbers
• Community Edits compatible
• 12 months of free Freshest Data updates† 

PLATINUM+ XL3 (AUSTRALIAN EAST COAST)

Platinum+ offers all Gold features plus:

•  Sonarcharts compatible (exclusive HD bathymetry 
map of your favourite areas)

• High resolution Satellite Overlay and 3D view.
• Geo-referenced coastal pilot books
•  Panoramic Port Pictures (Over 35,000 photos of 

harbours and marinas)
• Dynamic Tides & Currents and much more!
• 12 months of free Freshest Data updates†
 † Register your Platinum+ or Gold at navionics.com 

within 2 months from purchase

Supplied on 
microSD cards with 
an SD Card adapter

NAUTICAL CHARTS

Call us on 1300 964 264 255



ELECTRONICS

Fishfinder / GPS

LARGE 
DIGITS

MEGA  
DI

7” 
SCREEN

OUR RANGE COVERS THE MOST POPULAR MODELS AND OPTIONS AVAILABLE IN THE HELIX FAMILY.
PLEASE NOTE NOT EVERY MODEL IS STOCKED BUT IS USUALLY AVAILABLE WITHIN A FEW DAYS.

CALL INTO YOUR LOCAL RTM STORE OR CHECK OUR WEBSITE FOR MORE DETAILS

*Stocked models.

Helix Series

Sonar (2D) Down Imaging Side Imaging CHIRP Ethernet
GPS (Charts & 
Navigation) *

Cat no.

Helix Sonar G2 • MDM134

Helix DI G2 • • MDM136

Helix CHIRP GPS G2 • • • MDM131

Helix CHIRP SI GPS G2 • • • • • MDM138

Helix CHIRP GPS G3N • • • • • MDN115

Helix CHIRP MEGA DI GPS G3N • • • • • MDN116

Helix CHIRP MEGA SI GPS G3N • • • • • • MDN118/119

Helix CHIRP MEGA DI+ GPS G4N • • • • • MDN131/141/151/161

Helix CHIRP MEGA SI+ GPS G4N • • • • • • MDN133/143/153/163

The HELIX range of fish finders offer unprecedented underwater clarity 
and coverage below your boat. With multiple display modes, you 
can add or remove detail, account for water depth, temperature and 
turbulence, even watch lure presentations – all at the push of a button.
To enhance visibility, selected models feature CHIRP Digital Sonar, 
MEGA Side Imaging and MEGA Down Imaging. The built-in Humminbird 
Basemap gives you a clear view of underwater terrain and surrounding 
points of interest so you can fish and navigate with total confidence. 
AutoChart Live creates real-time maps of your fishing spots. Map depth 
contours, bottom hardness and vegetation as you drive your boat, with 
eight hours of built-in recording time.
High-speed Ethernet allows you to easily connect multiple fish finders, 
or upgrade to add-on technologies like Minn Kota i-Pilot Link, 360 
Imaging and CHIRP Radar. Bluetooth enables wireless software updates 
from the Humminbird FishSmart App and notifications from your phone 
on your Humminbird. 
•  Side imaging up to 244m,  

Down imaging up to 122m,  
Depth imaging up to 1067m

• 10Hz precision GPS
•   Built in mapping, Humminbird Basemap and  

AutoChart Live
• Ethernet, Bluetooth and Wi-Fi (Gen4 only)
•  Includes transducer and mounting hardware,  

power cable, gimbal mounting bracket.
• 2-Year limited warranty 
 
See our website for full technical specifications  
of each model

MDM136

MDN135

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au256 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day

8” 
SCREEN GPS NAV 

CARD



ELECTRONICS

Fishfinder / GPS

Cat No. Qty 1+

8” CHIRP MEGA DI+ GPS G4N MDN131 $1,799.00

8” CHIRP MEGA SI+ GPS G4N MDN133 $1,999.00
8” CHIRP MEGA SI+ GPS G4N  
+ NAV CARD MDN135 $2,229.00

Cat No. Qty 1+

12” CHIRP MEGA DI+ GPS G4N MDN161 $3,599.00

12” CHIRP MEGA SI+ GPS G4N MDN163 $3,999.00
12” CHIRP MEGA SI+ GPS G4N  
+ NAV CARD MDN164 $4,299.00

Cat No. Qty 1+

9” CHIRP MEGA DI+ GPS G4N MDN141 $1,899.00

9” CHIRP MEGA SI+ GPS G4N MDN143 $2,599.00
9” CHIRP MEGA SI+ GPS G4N  
+ NAV CARD MDN146 $2,829.00

Helix 5 Series Helix 7 Series

Cat No. Qty 1+

7” CHIRP GPS G3N MDN115 $1,059.00

7” CHIRP MEGA DI GPS G3N MDN116 $1,199.00

7” CHIRP MEGA SI GPS G3N MDN118 $1,299.00
7” CHIRP MEGA DI GPS G3N  
+ NAV CARD MDN117 $1,399.00

Helix 8 Series

Cat No. Qty 1+

10” CHIRP MEGA DI+ GPS G4N MDN151 $2,699.00

10” CHIRP MEGA SI+ GPS G4N MDN153 $3,099.00
10” CHIRP MEGA SI+ GPS G4N  
+ NAV CARD MDN155 $3,599.00

Helix 9 Series

Helix 10 Series Helix 12 Series

* Charts sold separately

Available special order

Cat No. Qty 1+

5” SONAR G2 MDM134 $439.00

5” SONAR DI G2 MDM133 $649.00

5” CHIRP GPS G2 MDM131 $569.00

5” CHIRP SI GPS G2 + NAV CARD MDM138 $999.00

Call us on 1300 964 264 257

10” 
SCREEN

12” 
SCREEN

8” 
SCREEN

9” 
SCREEN

5” 
SCREEN

7” 
SCREEN



Element Series

Display Size Display Type Dimensions(mm) Power Consumpion Cat No. Qty 1+

7 S 7” 800 x 480 WVGA 240 x 135 x 62 15 Watts MDM536 $899.00

7 HV 7” 800 x 480 WVGA 240 x 135 x 62 15 Watts MDM530 $1,199.00

9 S 9” 800 x 480 WVGA 287 x 161 x 62 20 Watts MDM538 $1,349.00

9 HV 9” 800 x 480 WVGA 287 x 161 x 62 20 Watts MDM532 $1,699.00

12 S 12” 1280 x 800 WXGA 357 x 215 x 62 25 Watts MDM540 $2,699.00

12 HV 12” 1280 x 800 WXGA 357 x 215 x 62 25 Watts MDM534 $2,299.00

Element S Series 
Sonar/GPS 2D Mapping

The ELEMENT series from Raymarine gives you the upper hand when 
hunting for fish and their habitat. Choose between the S series with 
single channel High CHIRP sonar or the ELEMENT HV series with 
CHIRP Sonar, DownVision (Standard and Hyper), SideVision (Standard 
and Hyper), RealVision™ 3D (Standard and Hyper). Both series are 
available in 7”, 9” and 12”, and include Raymarine LightHouse NC2, 
Navionics, C-MAP Essentials, C-MAP 4D MAX+ cartography.

• Brightness: 1,500 nits
• 12VDC
•  Bright and rugged display  

for viewing in strong sunlight
• Hard-key operation
•  Warranty upgradeable to  

3 years on the Raymarine website

7-12” 
SCREENS

CHIRP 
SONAR

BUILT-IN 
GPS

• Quad Core processor
• 10 Hz GPS/GNSS
• NMEA 2000
• Wi-Fi for radar support, software updates and chart updates.
• Navionics State based download chart included.
•  Supplied with CPT-S transom mount Chirp fishfinder  

(compatible with CPT-S through hull and in-hull transducers)

Element HV Series
Sonar/GPS/Chirp & 3D Down/Side Mapping

• Integrated GPS/GNSS receiver
• 1.2 megahertz CHIRP sonar technology
• RealVision™ 3D Built-In- All-in-one Transducer
• High frequency CHIRP technology
• 1.2MHz HyperVision mode

MDM540

MDM530

WITH NAVIONICS 
MAPS AND HV-100 

TRANSDUCER

Get the upper hand
when hunting for fish

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au258 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day



ELECTRONICS

Fishfinder / GPS

Cat No. Qty 1+

12 RV MDM592 $4,399.00

Cat No. Qty 1+

9 RVX MDM594 $3,499.00
RV100 
Transducer MDM656 $569.00

Axiom Pro 9 RVX

Compatible with the Raymarine® CP470 and 
CP570 Professional CHIRP sonars*. Enjoy 
powerful sonar output up to 2 kilowatts and 
dual, independent transceivers on CP570.
•  Built-in RealVision 3D  

& 1kW CHIRP

Axiom 12 RV

The Axiom Range

• 12.1” Display
• Built-in RealVision 3D & 600W Sonar
• SideVision & DownVision
•  Includes RV100  

Transducer

Compatible with the full range of Raymarine® accessories including 
Quantum Radar, CHIRP Sonar, FLIR thermal cameras, and so much 
more. Standard WiFi and Bluetooth® connectivity allows connection to 
the latest Raymarine® apps. 
Powered by the powerful LightHouse 3 operating system, they’re 
extremely fast and user friendly. All Axiom units include surface and 
trunnion mounting kits, as well as mounting hardware, power/data 
cables, and installation instructions.
Featuring all-glass displays, they’re optimised for flush or surface 

mounting. Buttonless design with swipe-to-power control. They respond 
to multi-touch functions such as pinch-zoom too. 
Supporting the best charts from Navionics and LightHouse Raster and 
Vector Charts, sourced from leading map makers like NV Digital, Blue 
Latitude, and more. 
Leveraging the all-new Gyro-stabilised Sonar technology, you’ll gain 
clarity like never before. Compensating for boat movement, they deliver 
life-like 3D sonar imagery.
These units are top of class, and you won’t be disappointed. 

Axiom Series

INCLUDES NAVIONICS 
PLUS MAPS

Cat No. Qty 1+

9 RV MDM590 $2,399.00

Image shows Radar in use, 
sold seperately

9-12” 
SCREEN 3D BUILT-IN 

GPS

Axiom 9 RV
•  Built-in RealVision 3D  

& 600W Sonar
• SideVision & DownVision
•  RV Includes RV100  

Transducer

9” 
SCREEN

9” 
SCREEN

12” 
SCREEN

*Transducer not included. High power 
transducers available by special order

Cat No. Qty 1+

7RV+ MDM630 $1,849.00

9RV+ MDM632 $2549.00

Axiom+ Series
Similar to the Axiom series but features a faster GPS, 
HydroTough nano-coated display that is  higher 
resolution and 25% brighter, and more.
• Built-in RealVision 3D & 600W Sonar
• SideVision & Downvision
• Includes RV100 Transducer
• 7” or 9” Display

7” OR 9” 
SCREEN

STILL CONFUSED ABOUT 
WHICH FISHFINDER IS 

RIGHT FOR YOU?  
 

ASK OUR FRIENDLY AND 
KNOWLEDGEABLE STAFF 

IN-STORE. THEY’RE READY  
TO HELP!

Call us on 1300 964 264 259



Cat No. Qty 1+
QUANTUM RADAR with 10M 
Raynet Cable MDM702 $2,195.00

Quantum Chirp Radar

Input Voltage 12 or 24 VDC (Min: 10.8V, Max: 31.2 V)

Networking Wi-Fi or wired Ethernet (RayNet)

Antenna Type Patch Array

Power Consumption
Transmit mode 17W; standby mode 7W; sleep 
mode 2W

Range Scales From 1/16 to 24 nautical miles

Transmit Frequency 9354 to 9446 MHz

Peak Power Output 20W

Duplexer Circulator

Pulse Widths (3 dB) 40 ns to 14.7 μs

CHIRP Lengths 400 ns to 20 μs

CHIRP Bandwidth Up to 32 MHz

IF Bandwidth 26 MHz

Noise Less than 4 dB

Max. Range Scale from 1/16 to 24 nautical miles

Beamwidth (nominal) 4.9º horizontal and 20º vertical

Polarisation Horizontal

Waterproofing IPX6

Weight 5.6 kg (12.3 lb)

NOT STOCKED IN STORES,  
BUT EASILY ORDERED!

EV-150 Hydraulic Autopilot System

Cat No. Qty 1+

MDM680 $2,999.00

The Evolution ACU150 Hydraulic Autopilot System Pack is a complete 
autopilot-in-a-box kit that is ready to install on many popular fishing 
and cruising powerboats with hydraulic steering. EV-150 system is 
engineered specifically to meet the needs of small to medium sized 
hydraulically steered vessels with a steering ram capacity between 4.9 
cu. in. (80cc) and 14.0 cu. in. (230cc).

The Pack Contains:

EV1 SENSOR CORE
The EV-1 is designed for Evolution mechanical and hydraulic autopilot 
systems.
SeaTalkng networking enables a single cable connection for power and 
data to the Evolution ACU (actuator control unit) and extended SeaTalkng 
and NMEA2000 networks.

ACU-150
The Raymarine® ACU-150 is a component of the Evolution™ Autopilot 
system and is designed to provide power and control to a Raymarine® 
Type-1 Hydraulic Drive Unit (M81120.)
The ACU-150 connects to the SeaTalkng network for communication 
with its other peripherals. It also has connections for an optional Rudder 
Reference Unit (sold separately.) The ACU-150 works on 12-volt DC 
systems only.

P70R / P70RS AUTOPILOT CONTROL HEAD (POWER)
The p70R / p70Rs autopilot control head is designed for power craft with 
push buttons and a rotary control dial. Advanced LED backlighting offers 
low power consumption and delivers vibrant colour and contrast. Wide 
horizontal and vertical viewing angles ensure the display can be seen 
clearly from acute positions.
The p70R / p70Rs control head also features the LightHouse user 
interface and a start up wizard to help you configure the pilot  
quickly and easily.

TYPE 1 HYDRAULIC PUMP (12V)
The Type 1 Hydraulic Pump is intended to operate the boat’s steering 
mechanism as part of a Raymarine® autopilot system. It is primarily 
designed for use on boats with an existing hydraulic steering system. 
Alternatively, you can use this pump on a boat with mechanical steering 
in conjunction with a secondary steering ram.
The hydraulic pump contains a precision gear pump and a check valve 
driven by a servo motor.

EVOLUTION CABLING KIT
1 x Power Cable (0.4m)
1 x SeaTalkng Backbone Cable (5m)
1 x SeaTalkng Spur Cable (0.4m)
1 x SeaTalkng 5-way Connector Block
2 x SeaTalkng T-piece Connector
2 x SeaTalkng Terminator

NOT STOCKED IN STORES, 
BUT EASILY ORDERED!

RADAR Display  
on Axiom Unit, 

not included

RADAR

CHIRP

12/24VANY COMPETENT HANDYMAN OR 
MARINE ELECTRICIAN CAN INSTALL

Raymarine® Quantum Radar, by FLIR, is the next generation of marine radar 
featuring CHIRP pulse compression technology.
Setting a new standard for compact solid state radar, Quantum delivers 
superior radar imaging on both long and extremely short ranges. Integrated 
Wi-Fi and thin cabling simplifies installation plus Quantum’s energy efficient and 
lightweight design provides safe radiated emissions and substantially reduced 
power consumption.
• Superior RADAR imaging.  • CHIRP Pulse Compression
• Small Target Detection • Immediate Awareness
• Simplified Installation • Energy Efficient and Lightweight Design
• Includes 10m Raynet Cable • Compatible with the Axiom, Element range.

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au260 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day
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ELECTRONICS

Fishfinder Accessories 

NOT STOCKED 
IN STORES, BUT 

EASILY ORDERED!

Ais700 Class B  
Transceiver/Antenna Splitter

Cat No. Qty 1+

MDM620 $1,299.00

The AIS700 from Raymarine® is a Class B Automatic Identification 
System (AIS) transceiver designed for use with Raymarine® multifunction 
navigation display systems. As a Class B AIS transceiver, the AIS700 not 
only receives broadcasts from other vessels, it also transmits your own 
boat’s information too helping you to be seen on other vessels’ systems.
•  Full transmit and receive AIS for enhanced situational awareness and 

safety
•  Latest SO-TDMA networking for longer range and faster performance
•  Built-in antenna splitter simplifies installation with existing VHF radio 

antenna
•  NMEA2000, NMEA0183, PC (setup 

& diagnostics) and SeaTalkng 
compatible.

•  Software or hardware 
switchable Silent Mode for 
enhanced security when 
needed

Aluminium Sliding Transducer Brackets

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Small Flat Vertical Mount MDG100 $17.95 $15.95

Large Flat Vertical Mount MDG102 $19.95 $17.95

90° Angle Horizontal Mount MDG104 $22.95 $20.45

Attach to the boat’s transom to 
allow the fishfinder’s transducer 
unit to be quickly adjusted on the 
sliding 200mm track. Made from 
anodised aluminium alloy. The 
angled bracket can also be used 
for mounting bait pumps.

FISHFINDER ACCESSORIES

Raymarine® i40 Instrument Displays

Big displays for smaller powerboats, yachts and RIBs. These compact 
yet powerful SeaTalk instrument displays offer full integration with 
Raymarine® autopilots and navigation equipment and can be surface 
or trunnion mounted. Extra large (28mm max) digits and razor sharp 
LCDs - easy to use Raymarine® i40 instrument displays have outstanding 
visibility in all lighting conditions.

Key features:

•  Red backlighting for improved visibility
•  Large controls for ease of 

use at sea
•  Low power consumption for 

increased battery life.
•  SeaTalk interface (SeaTalkng 

when used with SeaTalk 
converter)

•  Built-in transducer interface

Specifications:

•  Power: 12VDC
•  Current consumption: 

100mA max.
•  Waterproof rating: IPX6
•  Connections: SeaTalk, 

Transducer connections. 
Compatible with marine 
industry CAN systems

•  Dimensions: See illustration

I40 DEPTH
•  Crystal clear depth readout
•  Shallow and deep 

anchor alarms
•  Minimum depth display

MDM664

I40 WIND
•  Apparent wind speed 

and direction and 
true wind speed and 
direction.

•  Talks to your autopilot 
to steer your boat to 
a selected apparent 
wind angle.

MDM666

Cat No. Qty 1+

Depth Pack with P7 Transducer MDM664 $379.00

Wind Pack with Rotavector MDM666 $589.00

DeviceNet Adaptor 
Cables

Adapts SeaTalkng to NMEA2000 
network. Available with Male or 
Female ends.

Cat No. Qty 1+

Female 400mm (A06045) MDM672 $44.95

Male 1.5m (A06046) MDM674 $44.95

MDM672 MDM674

STILL CONFUSED ABOUT WHICH FISHFINDER 
IS RIGHT FOR YOU? ASK OUR FRIENDLY AND 

KNOWLEDGEABLE STAFF IN-STORE.  
THEY’RE READY TO HELP!

Alloy Transducer Cover

Cat No. Qty 1+

MDG200 $39.95

Eliminate the spray caused by the transducer 
and reduce noise from your sounder 
while travelling. Constructed from 
marine grade aluminium.

Raymarine® ST1000 Tiller Pilot

Cat No. Qty 1+

ST1000 Tiller Pilot MDM668 $659.00

Removeable Cockpit Autopilots for Tiller steered yachts. Invented by 
Autohelm in 1973, tiller pilots have consistently been the world’s most 
popular pilot ever since, setting the standard for performance, reliability 
and ease of use. AutoTack lets you handle the sheets while the pilot 
tacks the boat and AutoSeastate intelligently keeps the boat on course 
while conserving power. Whether used as a stand-alone pilot or with 
SeaTalkng / NMEA GPS, the clear backlit LCD and 6 button keypad make 
these pilots safe and easy to use.
Note: Remember to always take the fully laden displacement weight of your vessel 
into account (often 20% above the designed displacement).

Specifications:

•  Recommended Maximum Displacement: 3,000kg (6,600lbs)
• Power: 12VDC
• Power consumption: 40mA
•  Mounting methods: Reversible port or starboard
• Display: 45mm
•  Connections:  

NMEA 0183 input | SeaTalk
• Thrust: 125lb (57kg)
• Stroke: 236mm (9.3”)
• Weight: 1.53kg

Call us on 1300 964 264 261



WI-FI MINIMAL 
SPACE

TWO
CHANNEL

MS-SRX400 Apollo  
Marine Stereo with Wi-Fi 
The Apollo Marine Sound System is designed for 
installation where minimal space is available, and will 
provide superior sound quality so you can listen to high 
quality audio customized for your ears in 
every environment. 
•  IPX7 water resistant front panel
•  Protected against salt, fog, 

temperature, vibration and UV radiation
•  Control directly from compatible Apple 

or Android devices

Cat No. Qty 1+

MS-SRX400 MDA076 $369.00

MS-RA770 Apollo Marine  
Entertainment System with Built-In Wi-Fi 

The world’s first touchscreen marine stereo with Apple AirPlay 
2 and built-in Wi-Fi, the Apollo RA770 has redefined audio 
excellence with revolutionary technology and innovative 
design including Fusion’s Digital Signal Processing, enhanced 
PartyBus-Network capabilities, over-the-air software updates, 
a one-piece glass display and more source options than ever 
before. The Apollo has made it inherently simple to customise 
your audio entertainment for superior sound quality in any 
area of your boat.
•  Sources:  

AM / FM / Wi-Fi Audio Streaming / Apple AirPlay 2 / UPnP / Bluetooth 
/ Optical Audio In / USB / AUX x 2 / iPhone / iPod / MTP / DAB+ Ready 
(Requires MS-DAB100A) / SiriusXM-Ready (Requires SiriusXM Connect 
Vehicle Tuner)

•  Industry-First Marine Stereo With Apple AirPlay 2
•  World’s First Marine Wi-Fi Stereo
•  Digital Signal Processing (DSP)
•  PartyBus™-Network
•  Glass Touchscreen Display
•  Over-The-Air Software Updates
•  More Source Options Than Ever Before
•  True-Marine™ Designed and Engineered
•  Fusion-Link™
•  Multi-Zone Technology™

Cat No. Qty 1+

MS-RA770 MDA082 $749.00

MS-RA210 Marine  
Entertainment System with Bluetooth®

Cat No. Qty 1+

MS-RA210 MDA084 $499.00

Introducing the MS-RA210, a compact marine stereo designed 
to deliver a quality audio entertainment experience out on 
the water. The MS-RA210 features Fusion’s new-look design 
aesthetics and revolutionary Digital Signal Processing 
technology for optimized listening in any environment. The 
sleek design with the option of either mounting the stereo 
with a conventional flush finish or integrating it flat ensures 
a visually appealing finish to your dash, making the MS-
RA210 a stylish addition to your vessel.
• New-Look Design Aesthetics
• Digital Signal Processing (DSP)
• Multiple Source Options Available
• IPX6 and IPX7 Ingress Protection
• Fusion-Link™
• Multi-Zone™ Technology
• Class-D Amplifier (minimum 4 Ohm impedance)
• Compact Design With Multiple Mounting Options

FOUR
CHANNEL WI-FI TOUCH

SCREEN
TWO

CHANNEL
COMPACT
DESIGN DSP

SUPPORTS
APPLE® AIRPLAY 2
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YOU’LL FIND OUR EXPANDED RANGE OF 
MARINE SPEAKERS TO GO WITH THESE 

UNITS ON PAGES 264

Bluetooth® Module

Cat No. Qty 1+

MS-BT100 MDA043 $59.95

Integrates your Bluetooth® enabled 
music player (such as an iPhone®) 
with your Fusion® player. See 
website for full specifications.
• Cable length: 1.5m (5ft)
• Water-resistant design: IP65
• Operation range: 10m (33ft)
 Compatible with the  
MS-RA205 (MDA034), 
and other FUSION® 
radios.

MS-RA55KTS Marine 
Stereo & Speaker Kit
The most compact Fusion® stereo system yet, delivers clear 
and dynamic sound reproduction in a marinized, space-saving 
chassis. With Bluetooth®audio streaming, users can stream 
music from any compatible device, allowing boaters to enjoy 
their favourite streaming service apps. Featuring a sleek 
front face finish with a shallow-mount case design, the new 
low-profile design allows for easy installation on small boats, 
tenders and personal watercraft, adding the highest quality 
sound to vessels that previously lacked the space for a full-
feature stereo system.
• A2DP Bluetooth® Wireless Technology
•  Multi-zone™ Technology - Two independent audio zones are 

available, each with localized menu controls
•  Line out - stereo (L+R) RCA line out for connection to an 

external amplifier. The line out zone volume control is linked 
to zone 1.

•  Auxiliary input - stereo (L+R) RCA line input for connection 
of compatible accessories

•  Tuner - am/fm with RDS (where available)
•  2.3" LCD Display - the daylight viewable display features 

adjustable contrast and brightness to ensure viewability
•  IPX5 rated water resistant front panel - when mounted 

correctly, the front panel of the MS-RA55 has an IPX5 water 
resistance rating

•  Compact size - a shallow dash mount depth of only 55mm  
(2 1/8") makes it perfect for small boats and personal 
watercraft

MS-RA70N Marine Stereo

Cat No. Qty 1+

MS- RA70N MDA072 $399.00

FUSION®’s sleekest value-packed marine stereo, designed to deliver 
a quality on-water entertainment experience by incorporating some 
of the latest marine technologies. Engineered to seamlessly replace 
any standard DIN sized non-marinized stereo without the need to 
reconfigure dash space. Clever styling gives the installer the option of 
either mounting the stereo with a conventional dash finish or integrating 
it into a glass helm with a flush surface, ensuring a high-end finish to the 
installation.
•  A2DP Bluetooth® Audio streaming with FUSION®-Link app (remote 

control available) 
•  Multiple sources available including USB MP3 playback and AM/FM 

radio
•  IPX7 water resistant front face with optically bonded LCD
• Flush or dash mounting installation options
• Multi-Zone control (2 zone system) 

Marine Wired Remote

Cat No. Qty 1+

MS-NRX300 MDA040 $199.00

This plug-and-play remote allows you to control the stereo from 
another area on your vessel. Controls most stereo functions including 
volume, balance and subwoofer level. The screen is high contrast so 
it is viewable in direct sunlight. It can also communicate with other 
NMEA 2000 devices connected to the same NMEA 2000 network, to 
display information like depth, speed and wind 
direction.
• IPX5 water resistant
• FUSION-LinkTM NMEA 2000 ready
• Large 2.6” Monochrome LCD screen
• Key/LCD adjustable backlight
• Mounting hardware included
•  Dimensions: 100(W) x 68(H) x 30(D)mm  

50mm Dia mounting hole required)
•  Supplied with 6m cable, 2 x T connectors, 

1 x male & 1 x female terminator

Cat No. Qty 1+

MS-RA55KTS MDA070 $329.00

FOUR
CHANNEL IPX7

FOUR
CHANNEL

SHALLOW
55MM
DEPTH

FOR LOWER COST AM/FM UNITS, 
SEE PAGES 265-266
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XS 120W Speaker with RGB lighting and White 
and Grey Sports Grills Pair

The Fusion XS Series speakers feature quality audio reproduction, enhanced marine 
aesthetics and LED illumination – at a favourable price point. Designed 
to produce consistently high quality audio at all volume levels, 
season after season. 
Get the party started with LED illumination 
in a wide range of colors. The innovative 
translucent cone on the Sports style 
speakers produce bright, even LED 
illumination in any color you choose using 
the MDA344 wireless RBG remote (sold 
seperately MDA344).
Includes grey and white speaker grills.
• 600W Peak Power Output (120W RMS)
• Polypropylene Cone
• Aluminium Dome Tweeter
• RGB LED Light

Cat No. Qty 1+

010-02196-20   6.5" MDA340 $249.00

010-02198-20  10" MDA342 $249.00

RGB Light Controller  
with Remote

Enhance your on-board audio entertainment 
experience with not only brilliant audio, but with 
real time LED illumination control! The MS-
RGBRC wireless remote lets you take control of 
your on-water experience to adjust the lighting of 
your Fusion RGB speakers.
Works up to 10m from the speaker lighting 
control module, giving you the freedom to adjust 
the illumination from anywhere on your boat. Both 
static and dynamic color options are available, 
with the color easily selectable on the intuitive 
color select wheel. 
Controls up to 4 pairs of Fusion speakers.

Cat No. Qty 1+

MS-RGBRC MDA344 $59.95

6.5” Marine Speakers with RGB LEDs

Featuring a translucent injection-molded polypropylene cone to 
ensure an even, bright LED illumination on board. With a range of 
colors available, you can choose the color to set the tone or suit 
your music.Note: Colour is determined by wiring configuration at 
installation.The shallow basket design makes it ideal for installations 
where mounting depth is limited, ensuring your speakers will fit in 
thin wall cavities.Designed to withstand harsh outdoor and marine 
environments, your speakers are protected from sun, 
salt, water and dust damage. So you can relax 
knowing that your speakers will last the test of 
time on board. 
• Translucent RGB Illuminated Cone
• Shallow Basket Design
•  Engineered for the Marine Environment
•  Full Control of the Illumination

Cat No. Qty 1+

010-02080-20  - 6.5” MDA328 $129.00

Marine 2 Way  
Full Range Speakers

Cat No. Qty 1+

MS-FR4021  4” - Pair MDA322 $84.90

MS-FR6021  6” - Pair MDA324 $139.00

A range of speakers designed specifically for 
the marine environment. The 6” model includes 
black and white grilles to match your interior.
•  IP65 water resistant & UV stable
• Titanium dome tweeter
•  Fully sealed cross-over, magnet and tweeter

4” 2 WAY - MDA322

• 120W Max

6” 2 WAY - MDA324
• 200W Max

Cat No. Qty 1+

010-02432-00  6.5” - Pair MDA332 $449.00

MARINE SPEAKERS WITH RGB LED ILLUMINATION

S3 Coaxial Classic  
Marine Speakers
Pushing the boundaries of what is possible on the water even further, Fusion’s Signature 
Series 3 marine speakers deliver unparalleled performance even when exposed to the 
harshest marine conditions.
Incorporating the finest materials and latest acoustic technologies, we have combined 
‘CURV’ cone composite technology with a silk dome tweeter and fully sealed crossover 
components to create a speaker system with a stunning signature sound for premium 
on-water listening.
These 6.5” Signature Series 
3 speakers can handle up to 
a harmonious 230 Watt peak 
power, to deliver a true symphony 
to your ears.
• CURV Cone Technology
•  Fully Sealed Crossover 

Components
• Perforated Metal Grille
• Silk Dome Tweeter
•  Designed To Comply  

with ISO12216
• 230 Watt peak power

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au264 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day
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REQUIRES  
80mm Dia,  
CUTOUT

AM/FM Marine Stereo with Bluetooth®,  
USB and Aux Input
Introducing GME’s brand new GR350BTW compact AM/FM Marine 
Stereo with Bluetooth®.
Bluetooth® streaming now makes it easier than ever to pair your 
smartphone or tablet, wherever you are on the boat. The GR350BTW 
also offers convenient USB/ AUX inputs and a built-in AM/FM tuner. 
The unit is designed for quick and easy installation, with the design 
allowing installation in existing gauge holes, left vacant by switching from 
analogue to digital gauges. It also features an IPX5 Ingress Protection 
rating, ensuring years of reliable performance in the harsh Australian 
marine environment. 
For those users looking to take their entertainment to the next level, it 
features 4 x 40W speaker outputs, ensuring crisp, clear, stereo sound 
regardless of the conditions. The unit also features a full colour 2.7” TFT 
LCD display to guarantee a clear, easy-to-use interface, even in bright 
sunlight.
• Bluetooth wireless audio streaming
• AM/FM Receiver
• IPX5 Ingress protection
• USB Input
• 4 x 40 watt external speaker outputs
• Compact design
• Large backlit LCD display
• RCA input / Output
• Requires 80mm Dia. Cutout
In the Box:
• AM/FM marine radio
• Mounting Bracket
• Mounting Hardware
• Wiring Loom
• Instruction manual

Cat No. Qty 1+

GR350BTW MDA012 $239.00

4 Channel 500W Marine Class AB Amplifier MS-AM504

The FUSION AM Series marine amplifiers are purpose-built for the marine environment. Boasting some of the 
most impressive environmental protection available, they deliver performance on the water like never before.
With 4 channels and a 500 Watt peak power output, the MS-AM504 will power 
either a pair of Fusion speakers plus a 10” subwoofer, or up to four pairs of 
speakers (with 2 speakers in parallel each channel at 2 Ohms), to spread the 
sound around your vessel.
Incorporating heat-tempered and conformal coated PCBs for maximum 
product life, and gold-plated connectors for improved signal flow, the MS-
AM504 reproduces clean and powerful audio with enough power to rock the 
boat.
• 500W peak power output to power up to eight speakers
•  Class-AB amplifier – power efficient with less  

cross-over distortion
•  Conformal coated PCBs – water resistant protection  

from salt air and moisture
•  FUTRANZ heat sink technology – transfers heat more efficiently and provides 

more thermal stability with maximum  
component reliability

•  F.R.A.T (Fusion Regulated Amplifier Technology) – provides enormous power 
output at low voltage.

•  F.I.S.T (Fusion Intercooled Semi-Conductor Technology) – clams down 
internal power switching to rapidly remove heat from all associated semi-
conductors

• 1 year limited Consumer Warranty
•  The Fusion AM Series marine amplifiers are the perfect complement to any 

Fusion marine stereo system.

Cat No. Qty 1+

MS-AM504 MDA346 $399.00

Cat No. Qty 1+

Radio Only (GR300BTW) MDA001 $199.00

With Pair of 60W GS300 (GR300BTWEP) MDA002 $219.00

A powerful, yet compact AM/FM radio with 
Bluetooth® audio streaming that can be wirelessly 
paired with any Smartphone, Tablet or compatible 
device. Built to withstand the harsh marine 
environment with its UV stabilised, waterproof chassis 
(IPX7). The large backlit LCD display makes it easy to 
read on-screen information, even on a bright sunny 
day, yet the compact depth design enables mounting 
in limited space. Supplied with cabin cover, 2 x speaker 
leads, power lead and mounting kit.
• 2 x 15WRMS built-in amplifier
• Bluetooth® wireless audio streaming
• AUX input
•  Dimensions:  

164(W) x 65(H) x 70(D)mm

AM/FM Marine Stereo with Bluetooth®, 
USB and Aux Input

Call us on 1300 964 264 265
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Marine 2 Way Coaxial Speakers

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

5” Marine Coaxial Speakers - Pair CS2410 $39.95 $35.95

6.5” Marine Coaxial Speakers - Pair CS2412 $49.95 $44.95

A pair of marine worthy speakers designed to withstand the demands of ocean use 
and provide excellent audio quality in your boat. Both models feature high salt and UV 
resistance and are fully splash proof thanks to the special indented design.
• Sold in pairs

5” MARINE COAXIAL SPEAKER 6.5” MARINE COAXIAL SPEAKER
• Frequency: 80-20kHz, Sensitivity: 88dB • Frequency: 65-20kHz, Sensitivity: 89dB
• Max Power: 100W, 4 ohms  • Max Power: 120W, 4 ohms
• 30mm Mylar Dome Tweeter

Cover to suit QM3815 
Radio Head Unit

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

QM3819 $16.95 $14.95

Protect your marine stereo head unit against 
the elements with this easy to install cover. 
Fits over any standard head unit and is flush 
mountable. Features include an easy open flip 
cover and mounting material is provided.
• UV resistant plastic housing
• White base colour
• Mounting gasket included
•  Dimensions:  

230(L) x 105(H) x 50(D)mm

Marine AM/FM Radio  
with MP3 Player
An attractive marine radio perfect for your boat or caravan. In 
addition to standard AM/FM radio the front panel includes USB 
& SD card slots which allow playback of MP3s. There’s also a 
3.5mm auxiliary port so you can connect an iPod, headphones, 
or Smartphone for playing back music. The unit can be 
controlled with the infrared remote or front panel interface. There 
are also rock, pop, and classical equalisation pre-sets to suit 
your taste in music.
• MP3/USB/SD Player 
• Rust-resistant chassis
• ISO/DIN mountable
• Electric Detachable Panel
• UV-resistant faceplate and trim ring
• 3.5mm front panel aux input
• USB/SD front panel input
• Wireless infrared remote
•  Power: 8.25WRMS / 8 Ohm x 4, 

13WRMS / 4 Ohm x 4
• Dimensions: 189(L) x 117(W) x 57(H)mm

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

With MP3 Player QM3815 $109.00 $97.95

Green Island, QLD. Image Credit: Edward

BUNDLE DEALS!

Marine AM/FM Radio 
Player Deals
The marine stereo unit is already great value,  
but we have something even better! 

5” SpeakerS  
+ head unit QM3816

1 x Head unit (QM3815)
1 x Pair of 5” speakers (CS2410)

VALUED AT $148.95

6.5” SpeakerS  
+ head unit QM3817

1 x Head unit (QM3815)
1 x Pair of 5” speakers (CS2412)

VALUED AT $158.95

$129 
QM3816

SAVE OVER $19

$139 
QM3817

SAVE OVER $19

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au266 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day
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Rubber Top Mount Car Antenna

Small rubber antenna bends when it hits something
• Good for 4WDs etc. - 1 section
• Length 350mm - Cable length 1.2 metre

Car Aerial Extension Lead

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Car Aerial Extension Lead AR3253 $9.95 $8.95

Need a longer aerial lead in your car?
• With standard aerial socket to plug
• 3 metre length

ANTENNA ACCESSORIES

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Rubber Top Mount Car Antenna AR3260 $19.95 $17.95

Light Duty Speaker Flex

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Light Duty Speaker Flex WB1703 $14.95 $13.45

Light duty 2-core 24AWG figure 8 speaker 
cable ideal for wiring your electronic 
equipment, extension speakers & security 
systems.
• Grey with black trace
• Stranding: 14 x 0.14mm
• Roll length 30 metres

SPEAKER CABLE - ROLLS 

Self-Adhesive Sound Absorbing Foam

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

AX3662 $14.95 $13.35

This durable crush and tear- resistant material has the highest heat 
blocking properties available in a single layer 
synthetic foam-type material. Not affected by oil 
and does not absorb water. It provides acoustic 
isolation and excellent thermal insulation 
for roof, firewall, floor, quarter 
panels, doors and even as an 
under bonnet liner. Adhesive 
backed for easy installation.
•  Size: 660 x 330mm /  

Thickness: 5mm
• Temperature range: -15 - 100°C

ACOUSTIC INSULATION

Heavy Duty Speaker Flex

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Heavy Duty Speaker Flex WB1709 $35.95 $31.95

Bring out the best from your HI-FI speaker 
systems with this heavy duty 2-core 
18AWG figure 8 speaker cable. Save more 
by buying off a big reel.
• Clear with black trace
• Stranding: 24 x 0.2mm
• Roll length 30 metres

OUR CAR ANTENNAS FEATURE MULTI-FIT 
MOUNTING FOR COMPATIBILITY WITH MOST 

THROUGH-METAL ANTENNAS. 
THEY ARE A STRAIGHT PLUG-IN 

REPLACEMENT, WITH NO SPECIAL CABLE-
CRIMP TOOLS REQUIRED.

IT’S EASY TO GET BIG BASS IN A BOAT!
When you are installing speakers in a boat try to mount the 
speakers where they have a large void behind them. An ideal 
place is where you have a bunk with storage bins below. Mount 
the speakers between the storage locker doors or in the doors 
themselves. You will be rewarded with massive bass response! 
Don’t forget to seal the front of the speaker from the back of the 
speaker.

Call us on 1300 964 264 267

RTM Making DIY Easier... 
CONVENIENCE

Save time by getting all the bits you need at RTM, 
in stock 7 days a week and at everyday low prices! 
Available in store, via click & collect or immediate 
despatch from our warehouse.

CONFIDENCE

Come in and check it out before you buy. If you don’t 
have an RTM store close to you or it’s easier to buy 
online, you can find everything on our website, open 
24/7. 

If you ordered the wrong item, you can return 
it to store or call and speak to one of our 
customer service representatives on  
1300 964 264.  

CHOICE

More ways to get the bits you need, drop into your local 
RTM store, order online via click and collect & pick it up 
when convenient to you, or we can send it to you. 

BETTER STILL SPEND OVER $99 ONLINE  
AND ENJOY FREE FREIGHT*

*A few T&Cs apply. See p467 for details.

Doing A Project? 
To compliment a lot of the accessories we 
stock, RTM also sells the tools, service aids 
and essentials you need to complete your  
DIY project. 

Not sure it’s the right one? Come into your 
local store or order online via click & collect 
and if it’s not the right one for your job we’ll 
help you sort it out on the spot.



LOOKING FOR UHF TRANSCEIVERS?  
SEE PAGE 275

There is a long history of boat-to-boat and boat-to-shore 
communication going back to Morse code at the beginning of the 
last century. After Morse, there was voice communication on short 
wave (between about 1 & 1/2 to 25MHz). This short wave or HF 
(High Frequency) is still used today but only for extra-long range 
communication between large freighters, passenger liners, etc. 
Even this has largely been overtaken by satellite technology. A 
simple and reliable means for communication for pleasure boaters, 
fishermen, etc. was needed. This has led to VHF (Very High 
Frequency) Marine. A special frequency band was developed, 
which is standard all over the world. You don’t have to ‘tune’ your 
transceiver to a special frequency. You just use simple channel 
numbers.
RTM has an extensive range of fully-approved VHF marine 
equipment which enable you to add an extra dimension (not to 
mention safety) to your marine adventures. Call into any RTM store 
for expert advice on your marine two-way needs.

HISTORY OF VHF

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au268 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day

VHF Marine 
Transceivers
VHF radio has been around for quite a long time. Police, 
ambulance, fire brigade and taxis have been using it for 
over 60 years. VHF radios were used in Vietnam in the war 
there. In dash, under dash, & hand held models shown.

2.5W VHF Marine 
Transceiver
Not only just waterproof, this product is 
completely submersible. It also floats. 
It is the ideal handheld transceiver for 
really wet outdoor activities, such as jet 
skiing, open tinnies etc. you can select 
output power between 1 and 2.5 watts 
to conserve batteries when in continuous 
use. It automatically monitors CH16 
and while you are monitoring a selected 
channel. Fantastic!
• Digital squelch - 3 levels 
• Battery level indicator
• Table-top drop in charger included
• Backlit LCD display
• Auto battery save
• Keypad lock
•  Memory scan, scan programmed 

channels
•  Includes: 

MHS050 Radio/TX, Rechargeable 
NiMH battery packs, Charger, 
AC adaptor, Owner’s manual, 
Carabiner & Belt clip

5W VHF Waterproof Floating 
Marine Transceiver 

Similar to MHS050 (MDC230) except it 
has switchable 1/2.5/5W output power.
•  Has an SOS strobe (3 dots, 3 dashes, 

and 3 dots) or steady torch mode

Cat No. Qty 1+

2.5W (MHS050) MDC230 $129.00

5W VHF Waterproof Floating  
Marine Transceiver

Icom are world-renowned for very high quality, reliable and 
ease-of-use gear. When you choose Icom, you will have no 
need to worry that the equipment will ever let you down. By 
the way the RTM range of Icom products are made in JAPAN not China.
This handheld VHF marine transceiver is slim, light and designed to deliver 
uncompromised performance that will exceed expectations.The LCD is 
30% larger than its predecessor, and clearly shows the channel number and 
status icons. The buttons on the front panel are well laid out and provide 
simple and straightforward operation. A standard USB connector (Micro-B 
type) is used for charging the IC-M25. Cigarette lighter cables or mobile 
batteries for charging smartphones or other devices can be used with the 
IC-M25*.* The IC-M25 accepts 5 V/1 A (Max.) input. Use of 
third-party products is not guaranteed.If the unit happens to fall 
overboard, it will float and indicate its position via the flashing 
red LED light and LCD/key backlight.The optional waterproof 
speaker-microphone provides commercial grade convenience 
while mounting the radio around the waist. The radio floats even 
when the speaker microphone is attached.
• Instant access to Ch16 or programmable call ch
• 4-step battery life indicator 
• Weather channel with weather alert 
• Dual/Tri-watch functions 
• Favourite channel function 
• Monitor function opens noise squelch 
• Auto scan function 
• LCD auto backlighting 
•  AquaQuake™ prevents audio degradation  

from a water-logged speaker 
• Dual/Tri-watch functions 
• Micro-B USB connector for charging
General Specifications:
• Frequency Range  Tx: 156.025-157.425 MHz 

Rx: 156.050-163.275 MHz
Transmitter:
• Max. Frequency Deviation: ±5.0kHz
• Frequency stability: ±10ppm
• Spurious emissions: -68dBc typical
• Adjacent channel power: 70dB
• Residual modulation: 40dB
Receiver:
• Squelch sensitivity: 0.25 µV typical (at threshold)
• Adjacent channel selectivity: 70 dB typical
• Spurious response: 70 dB typical
• Intermodulation: 70 dB typical

Cat No. Qty 1+

5W (IC-M25) MDC254 $249.00

Cat No. Qty 1+

5W (MHS127) MDC232 $199.00
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Cat No. Qty 1+

5W/2.5W (MHS155UV) MDC234 $249.00

VHF & 
UHF

5W VHF Marine Transceiver

Cat No. Qty 1+

5W (GX625) DC9060 $179.00

The all-new GX625 Handheld VHF Marine Radio is a low-cost portable 
VHF marine radio that doesn’t sacrifice features or compromise on 
quality. 
Offering 5/1 Watt switchable power, IP66 ingress protection, 
dual/ triple watch, programmable scan, and a large bright 
LCD display the GX625 is ideal for dinghies 
or tenders that need to keep in touch with 
the ‘mother ship‘, or small watercraft such as 
tinnies, kayaks and jet skis that may not have 
electrical systems or sufficient space for a 
conventional fixed-mount radio. 
GX625 boasts a class-leading 1200mAh 
Lithium Ion (Li-Ion) battery pack, providing 
extended operating life and great stamina for 
a small handheld radio. A 240V ‘drop-in‘ style 
charger, wrist strap and belt clip are supplied 
as part of the standard package to ensure the 
GX625 is always ready to go when you are.

Product Details

• 5/1 Watt switchable power
• IP66 Ingress Protection
• Dual watch, triple watch function
• Programmable Scan
• Large, bright LCD Display
•  Complete International, US and Canadian 

channel sets
• Flexible, removable antenna3W VHF Waterproof  

Marine Transceiver

This transceiver will give you coverage of all international 
VHF marine channels so you can call for help when needed 
or communicate with other boats. Fully submersible so if 
you find your boat has been capsized and you are stuck 
under the hull you know you’ll be still be able to call 
for help. Includes a Li-ion rechargeable battery 
pack, AC adaptor, charging cradle and belt clip.
• 88 channels
• Up to 10km range 
• Dual and triple watch function
• 3W Switchable output power 
• Backlit LCD 3W VHF - Floating
• Channel scan function
• Auto power saver mode
• IP67 rated
• One-touch emergency channel 16 
•  Dimensions:  

130(L) x 60(W) x 35(D)mm

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

3W DC1093 $109.00 $97.95

5W VHF Waterproof  
Marine Transceiver
Marine safety in the palm of your hand
Built tough to withstand the harsh marine environment, 
GME’s GX800 handheld VHF radio delivers crystal clear 
communication in a flexible format.
Programmable Scanning including Dual and 
Tri Watch - Program the way in which your 
GX800 scans channels to suit your activity. 
Dual and Tri Watch enable you to monitor a 
working or club channel while still being able 
to receive important broadcasts on Channel 
16.
• Float and Flash
• Waterproof to IP67
• Dual and Tri Watch
• 5/1 watt Switchable Power
• All International, US and Canadian Marine 
VHF Channels
• Private Channel Facility
•  Integrated Rechargable 1,700 mAh 

Lithium Polymer Battery
• Programmable Scan
In the Box:
• GX800 Handheld Marine VHF Radio
• Belt Clip
• 240V AC Charger
• Wrist Strap
• High Gain Flexible Antenna
• Instruction Manual

Cat No. Qty 1+

5W (GX800W) DC9061 $229.00

Emergency channels for marine radio are just that, but with a 
proviso...
The principle of emergency channels is that when you are not 
using the rig to talk, you listen (or monitor) the emergency 
channels. This gives everyone who is in trouble the opportunity to 
be heard by lots and lots of potential rescuers. Let’s confine this to 
VHF Marine, the most likely radio transceiver you will have.
You start up your boat and if the transceiver is wired to the ignition 
power circuit, it will come on just like your car radio. If it is not 
wired up in this way, simply turn it on. It will automatically go to 
CH16 which is the emergency channel. Wind the ‘Squelch’ control 
so that the noise just disappears. Then forget that the radio is 
on. You will only hear something if a user wants to call someone. 
When they make contact, they will switch to another channel and 
go away from CH16 and keep it clear. Your set will go quiet again.
Do not hesitate to use CH16 if you or a crew member or the boat 
gets into trouble.
Hopefully you will never need to get involved in a genuine 
emergency and you will only use your radio to tell lies to your 
colleagues at sea about how many fish you have caught.

EMERGENCY 
CHANNELS

DUAL BAND

The Uniden® Dual Band VHF/UHF CB 2-Way 
Radio is suited for all marine and land 
uses, with a table-top charger letting you 
conveniently charge your unit. This radio 
meets JIS7/IPX7 waterproof levels which 
allows it to be fully submersible.
•  5W VHF
• 2.5W UHF

5W VHF / UHF  
Dual-Band 
Transceiver 

Call us on 1300 964 264 269
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25W VHF Transceivers

Ideal for off-shore communication, the Uniden® UM355 & UM455 
VHF transceivers are built in a JIS4 water-resistant radio housing and 
a rugged splashproof design for the speaker microphone. Capable of 
boosting transmission from 1 watt to 25 watts for maximum
transmission distance, these radios are powerful as well as easy to 
use with its extra large LCD display and backlit keypad for low light 
conditions. Designed and engineered in Japan. Both units Include, 
Radio, power cable, accessory cable, mounting bracket and knobs, 
microphone hanger & screws and flash mount bracket. These units share 
many features:
• Measures 65(H) x 162(W) x 126(D)mm
• Backlit Keys and Displays
• 1W/25W Transmitter Power Level Select
•  Large LCD Display  

with Brightness Control 

UM355
• Splashproof
• Triple Watch mode
MDC708

UM455
• Rugged Waterproof Housing
• GPS Input / Output 
• Built-In PA Output
• One-Touch Channel 16/67 
• Programmable Memory & Scan
• DSC (Digital Selective 
• Dual Speakers
• International Channels
MDC712

Cat No. Qty 1+

25W (UM355) MDC708 $199.00

25W (UM455) MDC712 $239.00

Designed to operate in the 156-163MHz marine 
band, the GX750 includes a full function LCD 
controller, programmable channel scanning, 
dual watch, triple watch and two instant 
channel memories.

• Full Function LCD controller microphone
• Compact Modular Design
• IPX7 rating
•  Selectable channel sets
•  Selectable power output (25/1 watt)
•  Digital Squelch

25W VHF Transceiver

Cat No. Qty 1+

25W (GX750B) MDC714 $319.00

25W Compact VHF Marine Transceiver
A compact VHF Marine Radio designed for boats where space is 
limited. It is waterproof to IPX7 and delivers crystal clear audio via the 
dual speaker system. The LCD display features large, easy to read 
numbers and adjustable brightness - read from virtually any angle, 
day or night.
Dual Watch, Triple Watch and two programmable priority channels 
provide easy access to regularly used channels. Channel 
scanning is programmable, making it easy to monitor all important 
communications. 

•  25/1W switchable power
•  Waterproof speaker mic
•  Ingress protected to IPX7
•  Dual & triple watch with programmable priority channel
•  Two working channel memories
•  Rear microphone input socket for flexible installation
•  Multiple mounting options, backwards compatible  

with all GME radio installations
•  Cabin cover included
•  Compact design, overall depth only 75mm,  

flush mount depth only 46mm
•  Dimensions: 164 (W) x 65 (H) x 77 (D)mm

MDC717

Cat No. Qty 1+

25W (GX700W) White MDC716 $249.00

25W (GX700B) Black MDC717 $249.00

Flush Mount Kit White MDA017 $29.95

Microphone White MDC635 $59.95

MDC716

MDC708 MDC712

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au270 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day
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25W VHF Transceiver

Cat No. Qty 1+

25W (IC-M200) MDC730 $279.00

Cat No. Qty 1+

25W (IC-M330GE) MDC734 $389.00

This IPX-7 submersible body unit features full 
25watt power (switchable to 1 watt on battery 
save), a front mount speaker for clear reception 
and clear, easy to read LCD display. Its 
compact dimensions make it great when space 
is at a premium. It also features a hand-held 
microphone that has channel switch buttons on 
the mic itself. It will also default to CH16 (the 
emergency channel you should monitor when 
not using the radio) and low battery voltage 
warning. Made in Japan. Includes microphone, 
fused power lead and mounting hardware.
•  Top Performance, Reliability, Quality and 

Great Value
• Compact and IPX7 Submersible Body
• Powerful Front Mount Speaker
• Class Leading Receiver Performance
• Large Easy-to-see LCD
• Dualwatch and Tri-watch Function
• Favourite Channel Function
• AquaQuake Draining Feature
•  Accurate and reliable temperature 

compensated frequency stability
•  Channel operation with the supplied hand mic
•  Instant-access button for Ch16 & call channel
• Priority scan and Normal scan
• Built-in low voltage indicator
•  Programmable private channels (subject to 

local regulations)

•  Frequency range  
Tx: 156.025–162.000MHz 
Rx: 156.025–162.025MHz

•  Type of emission: 16K0G3E (FM)
•  Power supply voltage: 13.8V DC nominal
•  Current drain 

 Tx (at 25W output): 5.5A (Maximum) 
Rx (Maximum audio): 1.5A (Maximum)

•  Operating temperature range: –20°C to +60°C
• Antenna impedance: 50Ω
• Weight: 790g
•  Dimensions:  

153(W) x 67(H) x 133(D)mm

RECEIVER
•  Intermediate frequency  

1st: 21.7MHz 
2nd: 450kHz

•  Sensitivity:  
–14dBμ typ. (at 12dB SINAD)

•  Squelch sensitivity:  
Less than –10dBμ

•  Adjacent channel selectivity:  
75dB typical

• Spurious response: 75dB typical
• Intermodulation: 75dB typical
• Hum and noise: More than 40dB
•  Audio output power: 4.5W typ  

at 10% distortion with a 4Ω load

TRANSMITTER
•  Output power:  

25W (High) 1W (Low)
• Max. frequency deviation: ±5kHz
• Frequency stability: ±5ppm
•  Spurious emissions: 

Less than –70dBc (High power) 
Less than –56dBc (Low power)

•  Audio harmonic distortion:  
Less than 10% (at 60% dev.)

•  Residual modulation:  
More than 40dB

25W Ultra Compact VHF Marine Transceiver  
with GPS Receiver

The compact IC-M330E/GE is the ideal 
transceiver when cockpit space is limited. 
Directional keypad and soft keys provides 
simple, smooth operation. Most used functions 
are assigned to soft keys for quick one push 
function access. A newly designed speaker 
delivers distortion-free clear audio even at full 
volume. It provides dynamic and clear audio 
over a wide bass and treble range. Monitor CH 
70 continuously, even while you are receiving 
another channel. DSC functions include: 
distress, individual, group, all ships, urgency, 
safety, position request/report, polling request 
and DSC test calls. The built-in GPS receiver 
provides your location, bearing and speed by 
using information from GPS, GLONASS and 
SBAS. The acquired position information can be 
used for DSC calls. 
•  IPX7 waterproof (1m depth of water for 30 

mins)
•  AquaQuake™ prevents audio degradation from 

a water-logged speaker
•  Common NMEA interface for external GPS/

NAV connection
•  MA-500TR Class B AIS transponder 

compatible
• Tag scan & favourite channel functions
•  Dual/Tri-watch function for monitoring CH16 

and/or call ch
• Priority scan function
• Display and keypad backlighting
•  External speaker connection
•  3-digit or 4-digit channel display selectable

RECEIVER
Sensitivity:
• Main: –5 dBμ emf typ. (20 dB SINAD) 
• DSC: –5 dBμ emf typ. (1% BER)
• Squelch sensitivity: Less than –2 dBµ emf
 Adjacent channel selectivity: 
• Main: More than 70 dB 
• DSC: More than 73 dBµ emf (1% BER)
Spurious response: 
• Main: More than 70 dB 
• DSC: More than 73 dBµ emf (1% BER)
Intermodulation: 
• Main: More than 70 dB
•  DSC: More than 68 dBµ emf (1% BER)
•  Hum and noise:  

More than 40dB
•  Audio output 

power: > 2W 
typical at 10% 
distortion with a 
4Ω load

TRANSMITTER 
•  Output power:  

25W (High), 1W (Low)
• Max. frequency deviation: ±5kHz
•  Frequency stability: < ±0.75 kHz
•  Spurious emissions: < 0.25 µW

SEE THE NEXT PAGE FOR ANTENNAS TO SUIT
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VHF Marine Whip Antenna with Gain  
“Longreach Pro”

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

1.8m Halfwave 3dBi Gain MDE222 $84.95 $75.95

2.5m Colinear 6dBi Gain MDE228 $129.00 $115.95

Exeptional quality. Made out of 316 grade stainless with glass reinforced 
high tech plastic. Two models offered, designed to fit into 3 base styles. 
All bases have electrical connections to fit these antennas.

Ultraglass VHF Marine Antennas

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

1.8m MDE012 $94.95 $84.95

2.5m MDE018 $109.00 $97.95

Half-wave antenna for two way marine radio. Crafted from Ultraglass, 
the rugged and durable design is perfect for small boat owners. 
Supplied with 5m of 50Ω coaxial cable and fast fit plugs.
• Frequency: VHF 156–162MHz
• Gain: 3dBi
• VSWR: 1.2:1

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

1.8m MDE112 $89.95 $80.95

2.5m MDE024 $69.95 $62.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+
VHF - 1.8m MDE249 $74.95 $66.95

VHF - 1.8m MDE223 $49.95 $44.95

VHF - 2.5m MDE224 $54.95 $48.95

27MHz - 2.5m MDE020 $74.95

Marine Antennas

AIS 1.8M ULTRAGLASS  
TRACKING ANTENNA 
This antenna is especially tuned to the Automatic 
Identification System (AIS) which is used to 
identify and locate vessels by electronically 
exchanging data with nearby vessels. Data is 
transmitted at a higher frequency than standard 
marine VHF so a standard tuned VHF antenna 
may be ‘deaf’ to these signals. Fits most 
standard 1” mounts. Half wave design.
• Frequency: VHF 161-163MHz
• 3dBi gain, VSWR 1.2:1
MDE249

SEAMASTER PRO VHF MARINE 
ANTENNAS 
Half-wave VHF marine antenna. Constructed 
from Ultraglass with a glass filled nylon ferrule.
• Frequency: 156 - 162MHz
• Gain: 3dBi, VSWR: 1.2:1 at 156.8MHz
MDE223 / MDE224

SEAMASTER PRO 27MHZ 
This is a quality 27MHz HF antenna for older 27MHz VHF systems. It 
is made from fibreglass filled nylon for durability with a 1” thread, for 
use with wired mounts. This means the antenna can be removed while 
leaving the cable in place - perfect for trailer boats where height may be 
a problem on the road. Note: May not be stocked in all stores but can be ordered.

MDE020

AM/FM Antennas

SEAMASTER PRO
This 2.5m UltraGlass antenna with glass filled 
nylon ferrule is an excellent choice for new 
installations on small to medium sized boats. 
Robust, reliable and good looking, it will 
provide outstanding performance for years.
The extra height can mean that the antenna 
gets an all roun clear view and therefore 
maximises the performance.
It must be used with SeaMaster Pro Series 
Mounts, which give the options of side, deck 
or rail mounting your antenna.

MDE112

AM/FM 1.8M ANTENNA
1.8m AM/FM radio antenna that will increase reception range while you 
are out at sea. It is designed to pair with the MDE227 VHF extension 
cable for a complete radio reception solution. Constructed from 
Ultraglass and stainless steel, the cable is hardwired to the antenna itself, 
so it can be installed and removed at will.
MDE024

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Square MSA520 $39.95 $35.95

Round MSA524 $34.95 $30.95

Safety Radar Reflectors

Two reflectors. Both designed to be fitted (generally) to the top of a yacht 
mast. These help vessels, such as commercial vessels, to pick up your 
boat on their radar to avoid collision in bad weather or poor visibility at 
night. 

TYPE 1
“Square” type corner reflector. This  
provides maximum reflection but is a  
little bit bulky. 
• 415 x 350 x 305mm 

MSA520

TYPE 2
Very omnidirectional reflection with  
compact size and low windage load. 
• 600mm long x 50(dia)mm

MSA524

MSA520

MSA524

There is another marine band 
apart from the VHF (FM) marine 
band. It is the original AM band 
still near the old 27MHz CB 
band. Many people still use 
it. The emergency channel 
is 27.880 which you monitor 
(just like channel 16VHF). You 
then switch to other channels 
to talk to your friends. It is an 
economical system to use.

WHAT IS 27MHZ  
MARINE BAND

Flush Mount Brackets for Marine Radios

These flush mount bracket provide an easy way to 
install your marine radio. Supplied with mounting 
screws and caps you need to get it installed. 
Bracket to suit Uniden models

Suits Uniden UM455, UM355 and UM255 radios.
DC9074

Bracket to suits GME Models

Suits GME G-DEK, GR300 AM/FM Stereo’s, 
GX400 27MHz & GX700 VHF Marine Radio’s.
DC9076

Cat No. Qty 1+

Suits Uniden - White DC9074 $39.95

Suits GME - Black DC9076 $34.95

FLUSH MOUNT BRACKETS

MORE 
ANTENNAS

ON PAGE 274
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FOR GENERAL ANTENNA MOUNTING
This product is meant to mount standard Australian whip 
antennas with 1” 14 T.P.I. thread bases. They do not 
have provision for inbuilt electrical connectors in the 
base. Generally the coax cable comes out of the 
bottom of the whip on the side.
Two way knuckle bases have a vesatile dual 
swiveling ratchet design that adapts 
easily to deck or side mounting on 
slanted or level surfaces. The quick 
action handle makes raising and 
lowering the antenna easy, and the ratchet makes 
it easy to return the antenna to its correct, upright 
position. Rail mount version available in 
white polycarbonate. This product is meant 
to mount standard Australian whip antennas 
with 1” 14 T.P.I. thread bases.

Two Way “Knuckle” Type Base

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Multi-Adjustable with Plastic Lever MDE320 $19.95 $17.95

AM/FM Heavy Duty Fold Down Bases

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Plastic MDE336 $49.95 $44.95

Can be used for Long Reach Pro Series AM/
FM antennas (MDE112). Includes 5m cable 
with RG62 car radio plug pre-wired into the 
mount. Use in side or deck mount installations. 
Available in stainless or plastic.
• 132mm high
•  Base Plate Dimensions: 93 x 66mm
•  Hole Centres / Sizes: 73 x 46mm,  

Hole diameter: 8mm
• UV resistant, 560g

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Knuckle Base MDE330 $64.95 $57.95

This mount is probably the most 
popular VHF base. It has a strong, 
wide base and the ability to mount 
your antenna vertically no matter 
how “slopey” you start! One quick 
flick of the wrist lowers your rig 
to get a boat cover on. Internal 
electrical connections for “Long 
Reach Pro” antennas. Fibreglass 
filled plastic ensures that this mount 
will not break. Includes 5m of coax 
cable. Mounts with 4 x No.12-14 
countersunk screws.

Reinforced Plastic 
“Knuckle” Ratchet  
Mount Base

Fixed Mount Base

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Fixed Mount Base MDE325 $5.95 $5.35

Glass filled nylon construction. Female 14 
TPI thread. Requires 3 x No.10 mounting 
screws or 6mm metal thread screws.

ANTENNA BASES

Fixed Vertical Base 
Stainless Steel

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Vertical Base MDE334 $74.95 $66.95

A 316 grade mount that offers simplest and 
most elegant antenna mount solution. It works 
best thru deck but could conceivably be rail 
mounted. No visible cable topside. Supplied 
with 5m of coax cable.

Rail Mount Antenna Base

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Fixed Mount Base MDE315 $19.95 $17.95

Designed for use on 1” pipe. Made from UV 
resistant glass filled nylon. 
• Weight: 100g
• Height: 61mm

Seamaster VHF Marine Pro Base -  
Fold Down

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Fold Down MDE331 $33.95 $29.95

This versatile screw mounted antenna 
base can be side or deck mounted and is 
suitable for VHF marine or cellular phone 
antennas. Includes 5m 50Ω coaxial cable 
with FME connector and PL259 adaptor.
•  Dimensions: 

80(L) x 60(W) x 115(H)mm

Longreach Heavy Duty Fold Down  
Stainless Steel Mount

This high quality stainless steel fold down antenna 
base can be used with LongReach antennas where 
the cable is built into the antenna. The base Plate 
Dimensions: 93 x 66mm
Use in side or deck mount installations.
Specifications:
• Material: 316 Grade stainless steel
• Weight/Height: 890g/155mm
• Base Plate Dimensions: 93 x 66mm
•  Hole Centres / Sizes:  

73 x 46mm / Hole diameter - 8mm
• Cable and Plug: On antenna
•  Use With LongReach or SeaMaster antennas

Cat No. Qty 1+

Stainless Steel MDE344 $89.95

Call us on 1300 964 264 273

Gift Cards 
Can’t choose from 
our huge range? 
Purchase a gift  
card, and your 
favourite person  
can choose for 
themselves!*  

Purchase in-store or online  
www.roadtechmarine.com.au/gift-cards

*A few T&Cs apply. See p7 for details.
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VHF Antenna Kit

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

1.5m MDE208 $69.95 $62.95

Includes 1.5m (5’) fibreglass VHF antenna, 
5m (17’) cable with PL259 connector and 
dual swivel corrosion resistant nylon 
base with mounting hardware.
• Frequency: up to 162MHz
• Gain: dBi: 3
• Impedance: 50 ohms

MARINE ANTENNAS

CABLE EXTENSION

May vary slightly from 
item shown.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Band Splitter (Diplexer) VHF - AM/FM MDE126 $49.95 $44.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

5m MDE227 $29.95 $26.95

Band Splitter (Diplexer) VHF - AM/FM

This device allows you to connect your AM/
FM radio to the VHF marine antenna. It will 
prevent the high-power VHF signal going 
into the front end of your radio so you get 
the benefit of a nice and high antenna for 
your broacast signal when you are not using 
the VHF marine rig. There is virtually no loss 
of VHF power.

BAND SPLITTER

Cast 316 Grade “Knuckle” 
Ratchet Mount Base

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Knuckle Base, Stainless Steel MDE332 $94.95 $84.95

This mirror polished cast 316 base is 
so nice you will want to take it with you 
when you eventually trade your boat 
in! Unbreakable. Comes with 5m of 
coax cable. Mounts with 4x No.12 14 
countersunk screws.

VHF 0.6m Flexi Antenna

Cat No. Qty 1+

VHF 0.6m Flexi Antenna MDE324 $39.95

Flexible design comes with 2m cable and is ideal for 
aluminium boats. Requires a suitable ground plane.

Specifications:

• Frequency: VHF 156-162 MHz
• Radome: Flexi PVC
• Ferrule: Nylon
• Antenna Type: Quarter Wave
• Gain: Unity
• “Marine Gain”: 3dB
• Typical VSWR @ 156.8 MHz: 1.5:1
• DC Meter Reading: Open Circuit
• Height: 0.6m

475mm Stainless Steel VHF  
Marine Antenna

VHF Extension Cable

This 1/4 wave marine antenna is made from high-
grade stainless steel and works best with a ground 
plane such as the centre of a metal roof. Stainless 
Steel antennas are generally capable of handling 
abusive environments and have a longer lifespan 
compared to braided fibreglass whips, although they 
do have a slightly reduced electrical performance. It is 
fitted with a standard 27TPI threaded ferrule for easy 
mounting to a standard base. 
•  Stainless Steel Construction- 27TPI Screw Mount

5m VHF extension cable with FME 
(FastFit) connectors
• 5m Length
• FME (FastFit) connectors on cable
• Male to Female cable
• Suits MDE112

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

475mm DC2070 $16.95 $14.95

Universal Swing Arm Mount Bases

The RAM universal single swing arm mount consists of a 
6” long arm mounted on a horizontal or vertical surface 
mounting base. At the device mounting end of the mount is a 
rectangular 6.25” x 2” plate. There are two (2) pivoting points 
on the mount. One at the swing arm and base and one at the 
center of the rectangular plate and the end of the swing arm. 
Each pivoting point allows a complete 360 degree rotation.
• Powder Coated Marine Grade Aluminum

Cat No. Qty 1+

Horizontal Mount MDM396 $109.00

Vertical Mount MDM398 $119.00

MDM396 MDM398

CHANNEL CHART STICKER

VHF Marine Radio Channel Chart Sticker

5 individual stickers outlining marine radio channels used in the VHF 
marine radio band, Mayday distress call procedure, Log on procedure 
when contacting your local marine rescue organisation, the phonetic 
alphabet, and emergency contact details.
STICKER DIMENSIONS:
• 100x129mm (marine radio channels)
• 100x128mm (mayday distress call)
• 102x70mm (log on procedure)
• 99x53mm (phonetic alphabet)
• 100x14mm (emergency contact)
•  Printed on high quality vinyl,  

water and fade resistant

Cat No. Qty 1+

MDC700 $19.95
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Cat No. Qty 1+

2W (UH820S) TDC085 $129.00

2W UHF Transceiver

The Uniden® UH820S handheld CB radio 
features Master Scan technology which 
allows a group of users to seamlessly 
communicate on a group of channels. 
If your current channel is interrupted, all 
radios in the group will automatically 
hop to a new clear channel.
• 2W transmitter output
• 13 kilometre range (line of sight)
• VOX function
• CTCSS and DCS capable
• Charge through USB
• Battery level indicator

RECHARGEABLECTCSS VOX

2W UHF Transceiver

The TX677 2 watt UHF CB two way radio is both compact 
and lightweight, featuring a flexible detachable antenna, rotary 
power/volume control and a USB multi-charging system for 
charging on the go. It offers 14 hours operating time using low 
output power, and up to 10 hours using high output power 
(based on 5% transmitting, 5% receiving and 90% waiting 
mode).
• Up to 9km range 
• 80 Channels 
• Switchable power output (2W/0.5W) 
• Scan, CTCSS & VOX function 
• Dual watch, monitor two channels 
• Key lock/tone function 
• DCS digital coded squelch 
• Li-ion rechargeable battery 
• Recharge via USB 
• Backlit LCD 
•  Dimensions:  

90(L) x 52(W) x 30(D)
mm

TX677 HANDHELD
Supplied 1600mAh Li-ion 
battery,  
belt clip, USB power 
supply and  
USB charging lead. 

DC9048

TX677TP  
TWIN PACK KIT 
Twin pack contains a twin 
desktop charger and 12V 
vehicle charger.

DC9049

Cat No. Qty 1+

2W (TX677) Each DC9048 $109.00

2W (TX677TP) Kit DC9049 $209.00

RECHARGEABLECTCSS VOX

Accessories Cat No. Qty 1+

Antenna to Suit DC9032 $46.95

Belt Clip to Suit DC9034 $10.95

1600mAh Li-ion Battery Pack DC9044 $46.95

TransceiverThe ultimate compact UHF handheld with 
voice enhancer, Smart Key and Master 
Scan technology. The Master Scan 
ensures minimal disruptions for continuous 
communications - if the current channel 
is uninterrupted by outsiders, all radios in 
the group will automatically jump to a new 
clear channel. The Smart Key allows you 
to toggle between voice enhancer, instant 
channel or call tone feature. Designed 
and engineered in Japan. Supplied with 
external speaker mic, earphone mic and 
2220mAh li-ion battery.
• Waterproof (IPx7)
• Voice scramble
• 2,220mAh li-ion rechargeable battery
• CTCCS Interference eliminator
• Range extender (Duplex) capability
• VOX hands free capable
• Digital Code Squelch
• Auto battery save

5W UHF 
Transceiver

Cat No. Qty 1+

5W (UH850S) TDC086 $279.00

RECHARGEABLECTCSS VOXIP67
MANY MORE UHF TRANSCEIVERS  

OVER THE NEXT FEW PAGES
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UHF CB Radios
HAND HELD UNITS
A great range of UHF CB radios perfect for the road trip, 
camping, hiking, fishing, around the sporting venue, and 
more! Each features 80 channels (75 voice channels), 
and the advanced models include CTCSS which reduces 
interference from other users on the same channel.
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0.5W UHF Transceiver

This lightweight hand-held transceiver is suitable 
for all manner of recreational and professional 
activities such as building sites, IT-cablers, 
electricians, inter-car road trip communication 
or keeping in touch with the kids while they play. 
Open field transmission range is up to 6km, 
with typical city range up to 1km. It runs off 3 
x AAA batteries, and has features you usually 
only find in more expensive models, including 
VOX hands free, monitor, call tones, roger 
beep, backlit display, headset connection, and 
CTCSS sub-channels. There is also an LED 
torch built into the top in case you're stuck 
in the dark. Thanks to the auto-battery saving 
feature, the batteries won't go flat in case you 
forget to turn it off.
• Sold individually • Black in colour
• Automatic Squelch • 10 call melodies
• 38 CTCSS codes • Channel Scan
• Monitor Function • Key Tone
• Backlit Display • Auto Battery Saving
• Integrated LED Torch
• 3 Levels Sensitivity VOX (Hands Free)

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

0.5W Single DC1102 $27.95 $24.95

Cat No. Qty 1+

5W UHF (TX6160) Each DC9052 $319.00

5W UHF Yellow* (TX6160XY) Each DC9063 $249.00

5W UHF (TX6160TP) Pair DC9053 $579.00

Accessories Cat No. Qty 1+

Universal Speaker/Microphone DC9024 $66.95

Universal Earphone/Microphone DC9026 $33.95

Headset to Suit Nextech 0.5W UHF Radios

Handy VOX headset for use with a variety of our NEXTECH transceivers 
and similar Transceivers that use the standard 3.5mm connection. 
Features a clip for securing to your clothes and 1m cable length.
Suitable for the following NEXTECH transceivers: 
DC1102, DC1103, DC1104, DC1032 
• Ear Hook
• Transmit Button on Cable
• Clip attached to Cable

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

DC1101 $9.95 $8.95

0.5W UHF Transceivers

A great way to keep in touch with 
all the family or with colleagues 
around the workplace. This pack 
includes four lightweight hand-held 
transceivers, with an open field 
transmission range up to 6km, and 
typical city range up to 1km. They 
run off 3 x AAA batteries, and have 
features you usually only find in 
more expensive models, including 
VOX hands free, monitor, call 
tones, roger beep, backlit display, 
headset connection, and CTCSS 
sub-channels. There is also an LED 
torch built into the top in case you're 
stuck in the dark. Thanks to the auto-
battery saving feature, the batteries 
won't go flat in case you forget to turn 
them off.
• Sold as a pack of four
• Camouflage pattern  • Automatic Squelch
• Monitor Function • 38 CTCSS ch
• Channel Scan • 10 Call Tones
• Backlit Display • Auto Battery Saving
• Integrated LED Torch
•  3 Levels Sensitivity VOX (Hands Free)

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

0.5W Quad Pack DC1104 $89.95 $80.95

RECHARGEABLECTCSS VOXIP67

5W UHF Transceiver
This rugged Australian designed handheld UHF radio is built with a diecast 
chassis and is rated IP67 water and dust proof. With a powerful 2600mAh 
lithium ion battery pack and intelligent battery management it can operate for 
a maximum of 30 hours on low power or 15 hours on high power - 50% longer 
than any other 5W UHF CB radio. It is equipped with a super sensitive receiver 
with input filtering and has an extensive list of innovative software features in 
scanning, memory, signal processing and privacy. Supplied with earpiece style 
microphone, IP67 speaker microphone, desktop charger with mains adaptor, 
and in-car charging lead.
• Up to 14km range  • 80 Channels 
•  Switchable power output (5W/1W)  • IP67 weatherproof 
• Scan, CTCSS & VOX function  •  Dual watch, monitor two channels 
• Key lock/tone function  • DCS digital coded squelch 
• Li-ion rechargeable battery  • Recharge via USB 
• Backlit LCD  •  Dimensions: 102(L) x 57(W) x 35(D)mm

*Note: DC9063 does not include earpiece style microphone, IP67 speaker 
microphone and in-car charging lead.
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2 HOUR 
CLICK & COLLECT 
•  Check stock online at your local RTM store

•  Add the bits you need to  
your cart & checkout

• Ready within just 2 hours

• Collect it when convenient for you
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UHF Communication - Hand Held

IT’S EASY TO REMEMBER
UHF = LAND

VHF = WATER

FOR VHF HAND HELDS 
SEE PAGE 268

2W UHF Transceiver

An advanced 80 channel UHF transceiver for 
professional or recreational use. Compact in 
appearance but feature packed with a VOX 
hands-free function, CTCSS & DCS, PTT IT 
transmit, a group call mode, emergency alarm, 
selectable 25kHz wideband or 12.5kHz narrow 
band, and much more. An LED at the top helps 
shine the way at night, and an FM radio is 
also integrated so you can listen to important 
broadcasts or for entertainment purposes. A 
feature not seen in many other models is the 
Stun, Kill and Revive function. This enables 
you to use a second similar transceiver to 
send a signal that prevents unauthorised 
use of a lost or misplaced transceiver. The 
high capacity 1300mAh Li-ion battery can 
last up to 13 hours of average use, and a 
lower power mode helps extend battery 
life when long range communication isn't 
required. A mains powered charging cradle 
is supplied to keep the battery charged. 
• CTCSS/DCS Function
• FM Radio
• Emergency Alarm
• VOX
• LED Light

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

2W Single DC1110 $79.95 $71.95

2W Twin Pack DC1112 $149.00 $133.95

Accessories Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

Headset DC1111 $19.95 $17.95

Spare Battery DC1113 $17.95 $15.95

Spare Belt Clip DC1114 $5.95 $5.35

Spare Antenna DC1115 $9.95 $8.95

Charging Dock DC1116 $14.95 $13.45

Power Supply DC1117 $17.95 $15.95

12V Car Charger DC1118 $14.95 $13.45

1W UHF Transceiver

This 80 channel UHF transceiver is no toy. It 
is compact in size but packed with plenty of 
features, suitable for all manner of recreational 
and professional activities such as building 
sites, IT-cablers, electricians, inter-car road trip 
communication, etc. Features include VOX 
hands-free operation, 155 group CTCSS/
DCS sub-channels to reduce interference 
from other users on the same channel, 9 
level squelch, scan/monitor, integrated LED 
torch, and voice encryption (scrambler) 
for private conversations. The built-in 
rechargeable Li-ion battery can be charged 
from any USB power source. A battery save 
function helps conserve battery power, 
along with a selectable low power setting 
(500mW) for local communications (such 
as around the campsite.). A mains power 
adaptor is included with dual USB output to 
charge a second transceiver or other USB 
gadgets at the same time. 
•  155 Group CTCSS/DCS Private Code  

(Sub-Channel)
• iVOX/VOX Hands-free Operation
• LED Torch
• Rechargeable High Capacity Li-ion battery
• Voice Encryption (Scrambler)
• Battery Save function/Low Power Alert
•  High/Low Power Selectable (0.5W Low, 1W High)
• Squelch Level (1-9)

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

1W Single DC1106 $49.95 $44.95

1W Twin Pack DC1108 $89.95 $80.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

5W UHF - Waterproof Each DC1068 $189.00 $169.95

IP67 CTCSS VOX RECHARGEABLE

Transceiver

Accessories Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

Spare Battery DC1090 $34.95 $30.95

Cigarette Lighter Charging Cable DC1073 $17.95 $15.95

Spare Antenna DC1091 $19.95 $17.95

VOX Headset & Microphone DC1056 $14.95 $13.35

Ultra high powered UHF 
transmission from a compact 
handheld unit. It has all the 
feature you would expect such 
as 1W/5W power selection (to 
save battery), CTCSS, VOX, and 
a large backlit LCD. Advanced 
repeater and triple-watch 
features are on-board too, often 
reserved for more expensive 
units. Providing up to 20km 
range in a weatherproof case, it’s 
exceptionally good value. 
• CTCSS
• VOX
• 20 memory store
• Call tone melody
• Large backlit LCD
• Triple watch
• Repeater function
• IP67 waterproof
• 3.5mm headset socket
• Belt clip
• Ingress Protection: IP67
•  Dimensions:  

60(W) x 185(H) x 45(D)  
(Including Antenna)  
60(W) x 119(H) x 45(D)  
(Excluding Antenna)

DC1068

5W UHF Waterproof 
Transceiver

WATERPROOF

Call us on 1300 964 264 277
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UHF Communication - Hand Held / Dash Mount

GME Accessories Pack

Cat No. Qty 1+

GME Accessories Pack DC9055 $99.00

Accessories pack to suit GME UHF Radios.

Compatible Models: 

• DC9052
• DC9053

Includes: 

• Earpiece style microphone with VOX & PTT 
• IP67 speaker microphone 
• Desktop rapid charger with mains adaptor 
• In-car charging lead

DASH MOUNT

5W UHF CB Transceiver

A 5W unit with Flip LCD Display allowing large icon 
display with flip feature for optional reverse mounting. 
The built-in AVS circuitry allows for an automatic volume 
stabiliser detecting narrowband and wideband transmission 
automatically adjusting incoming audio to comparable levels. 
Built Rugged for Australian and NZ conditions.
• Mini Compact Size
•  Flip LCD Display and Mounting
•  7 Colour LCD Key Backlight
•  External Speaker Jack
Note: Speaker in handset & base unit

Cat No. Qty 1+

5W UHF (UH5000) TDC662 $219.00

5W UHF CB Transceiver

Cat No. Qty 1+

5W Din Size (UH5050) TDC230 $299.00

A DIN sized console mounted 2 way CB radio with 80 
narrowband channels suitable for 12 and 24 volt vehicle 
systems. Features a front mounted speaker and large LCD 
screen for comfortable viewing.
• 5W transmitter output
• Automatic volume stabiliser
• CTCSS and DCS capable
• External speaker jack
Note:  Speaker in base unit

12/24V

Antenna to suit GME TX6155/6160

Cat No. Qty 1+

DC9043 $32.95

Replacement antenna to suit various 
models of GME handheld UHF CB radios 
including:
• TX6155 - DC9008
• TX6160 - DC9054

Universal RJ-45 Pass-Through Adaptor 
for XRS Series

Cat No. Qty 1+

XRS-RJ45RND DC9065 $31.95

The XRS-RJ45RND universal fit pass-through adaptor allows 
for an XRS™; Connect controller microphone to be integrated 
into a number locations and in a variety of vehicles, providing 
a neat and professional finish. Featuring a Cat5e compliant 
RJ45 insert molded into the housing for 
an extremely stable connection ensuring 
trouble-free communication.
• Suits XRS™; Connect UHF CB Radios
•  Cat5e Compliant
• Fully-Shielded Housing
• Universally Compatible

GME 5W Accessories Pack

Cat No. Qty 1+

ACC6160K DC9067 $119.00

The ACC6160CK accessory car kit provides flexible and 
unique options such as in-car charging through a mounting 
cradle, magnetic holder and mounting bollard for quick access 
and a magnetic base antenna for external vehicle mounting.
• Suits GME handheld radios - TX6150, TX6155 and TX6160
• 12V DC In-car charging
• Charging cradle can be securely mounted
• Magnetic mount external antenna
•  Mounting bollard replaces belt clip
• 12/24V DC Input
In the box:

•  12V DC charging 
cradle (BCV013)

•  Magnetic handheld 
mount (MB207HH)

•  Magnetic mount 
UHF CB antenna 
(AE4026SMA)

GME ACCESSORIES

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au278 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day
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UHF Communication - Dash Mount
5W UHF CB Transceiver

Cat No. Qty 1+

5W Starter Kit (TX3100VP) DC9014 $289.00

Begin your UHF CB experience with everything 
you need from the get-go. The super compact 
size and power, combined with its ease of use, 
makes it a perfect UHF CB radio for all types 
of users. Coupled with a high performance 
antenna and mounting bracket, this Starter Kit 
is all you’ll need in the one box!

CB radio features:

• Digital Signal Processing
• CTCSS and DCS
• Selectable duplex channels
• Dynamic volume control
• Display flip function
• Programmable scan function
• Adjustable squelch

In the box:

• 5W UHF CB radio (TX3100)
• Radio mounting bracket and screw pack
• Microphone and microphone clip
• Cigarette lighter DC power lead
•  6.6dBi ground independent antenna (930mm 

high) with 4.5m lead
• Universal “Z” bonnet/boot antenna mount
Note: Speaker in base unit

This ultra-compact under-dash UHF CB transceiver features a remote 
LCD screen (full feature) on the microphone itself. The mic doubles 
as a speaker as well, reminiscent of transceivers police (on foot) use. 
Despite its modest size, it is a full 5watt unit.
It has all of the usual advanced features you would expect in a unit 
like this, PLUS a feature you just don’t see elsewhere. You can 
program the LCD display on the LCD microphone screen to display in 
7 different colours!
•  Included: the radio, remote speaker/mic with LCD readout, 2m 

extension cable, mic hanger chip, mounting bracket, fused DC 
power cord and manual

Note: Speaker in handset & base unit

5W UHF CB Transceiver  
with Microphone Display and Control

5W UHF CB Transceiver  
with Mic Controls

CTCSS  
& DCS VOX REPEATER 

FUNCTION
ROGER 
TONE

15KM 
RANGE

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

5W UHF DC1122 $269.00 $239.00

This unit allows you to remotely locate the transmit/receive 
base unit and only have the microphone itself within easy 
reach. All functions for the unit are on the face of the 
microphone, there are no controls on the power unit at all. 
The microphone has a speaker in it, which enables you to 
completely control the transceiver from this unit.
• 100 User Programmable RX Channels
• Group Scan
• 3 LCD and 1 Key Backlight Colour
• Signal Strength and Power Meter 
• CTCSS & DCS 
• Channel / Memory Scan
• Voltage: 12-24VDC
•  Dimensions: 127(W) x 100(L) x 25(H)mm (Base Unit)
Note: Speaker in handset & base unit

STARTER 
KIT

Cat No. Qty 1+

5W UHF (UH8060S) TDC222 $349.00

Call us on 1300 964 264 279
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UHF Communication - Dash Mount

AVAILABLE WITH OR WITHOUT  
ANTENNA KIT

Cat No. Qty 1+

5W UHF (UH9060) TDC231 $399.00

5W UHF Kit (UH9060 + Antenna) TDC660 $479.00

5W UHF Transceiver  
with Antenna Pack Option

A trade quality professional series UHF Radio. 
The compact base can be mounted on the roof 
or dash out of the way. There is a speaker in the 
base and also front-facing in the mic. The mic 
has a large LCD screen with 7 colour settings, 
and innovative 3-way smart key. A great feature 
is the Instant Replay, allowing you to record 
and replay up to one minute of recent received 
signals ensuring important transmissions 
are not missed. Other features include voice 
enhancer, master scan and 12/24V operation. 

CB Radio Features:
•  UHF CB Mobile Radio with Smart MIC 

Technology
• Dual Speakers, Speaker Mic + Base
• Voice Enhancer
• Replay Function
• Large 7 Colour LCD
• Voltage Suitable For Any Vehicle
• Mini Compact Size
• Master Scan

In The Box: 

• Radio
• Remote speaker/mic with LCD readout
• 2m extension cable
• Mic hanger clip
• Mounting brackets
• Fused DC power cord and manual.
TDC660 also includes 3dBi antenna,  
6dBi antenna and antenna bracket.

DUAL 
SPEAKER

INSTANT 
REPLAY 12/24V

COMMUNICATION SPEAKERS

Rectangular Communications Speaker

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Large 115(W) x 65(H) x 60(D)mm AS3182 $26.95 $23.95

Small 80(W) x 80(H) x 55(D)mm AS3185 $24.95 $22.45

For use with CB’s and other communication devices, this mono speaker 
can be mounted in any position for enhanced listening of incoming 
transmissions. Both come with a 3.5mm plug on a 2m cable and includes 
screws and bracket mounting. It incorporates an 8 ohm speaker and can 
handle 5 watts max.
•  Frequency Response: 

100Hz - 15kHz

By The Metre
RTM sell a lot of essentials like hose, rope, 
chain, carpet & cable by the metre so you 
can get the exact amount you need for your 
next project. You can even order by the metre 
online for immediate despatch.
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RTM Making DIY Easier... 
SPEND OVER $99 ONLINE AND ENJOY FREE FREIGHT*
*A few T&Cs apply. See p467 for details.

CONVENIENCE

Save time by getting all the bits you need at RTM, in stock 
7 days a week and at everyday low prices! Available in 
store, via click & collect or immediate despatch from our 
warehouse.

CHOICE

More ways to get the bits you need, drop into your local 
RTM store, order online via click and collect & pick it up 
when convenient to you, or we can send it to you. 

CONFIDENCE

Come in and check it out before you buy. If you don’t have 
an RTM store close to you or it’s easier to buy online, you 
can find everything on our website, open 24/7. 

If you ordered the wrong item, you can return 
it to store or call and speak to one of our 
customer service representatives on  
1300 964 264. 
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UHF Communication - Dash Mount

Cat No. Qty 1+

XRS-330COB DC9058 $629.00

5W UHF Transceiver  
with Bluetooth® Communication
The XRS family is a new Australian made radio platform designed to 
be smart, adaptable and rugged.
Enabled by Bluetooth® wireless technology, XRSTM is the first of 
a new generation of connected UHF radios with unique features 
never before seen. It is the first ever UHF CB radio with app control 
and introduces new features such as creating and sharing scan 
lists and instant access to the entire Australian and New Zealand 
registered analogue frequency database.
Much like a smart device, the XRS family are software upgradable 
via the app, keeping customers up to date with the latest 
features and technology. The new XRS Connect professional 
grade speaker microphone features a powerful 2 watt speaker, 
customisable buttons and a high contrast OLED screen 
guaranteeing crystal clear, anti-glare display.
Visit Google Play or the App Store and search 'XRS Connect'.  
App compatible with iOS9.0, Android 5.0 and above
• 5W max output
• 80 channels
• Operating voltage 10-16VDC
• Bluetooth connectivity
• Digital signal processing
•  CTCSS, DCS and adjustable squelch
•  Selectable duplex channels
• Dynamic volume control
•  XRS Connect speaker microphone
•  Programmable scan function
• Backlit OLED display
• Diecast chassis with built-in speaker (DC9059 only)

Model Chassis In-Built Speaker Speaker Mic Mic Mount Cat No. Qty 1+

XRS-330C Super Compact No Yes Standard DC9057 $499.00

XRS-370C NEW Diecast Metal Yes Yes Magnetic DC9059 $549.00

XRS™; Connect is the first of a new generation of connected UHF CB radios with unique 
features never seen before. They are the first ever UHF CB radios with app control, 
introducing new features such as creating and sharing scan lists and providing instant access 
to the entire Australian and New Zealand registered analogue frequency database. XRS™; 
Connect products are software upgradable via the apps, keeping users up-to-date with the 
latest features and technology.
• Bluetooth Wireless Technology - Smartphone Control
• Professional Grade OLED Speaker Microphone
• 2 Watt Front-Facing Speaker
• User-Customisable Buttons
• Super Compact Design
• 2.1dBi Medium Duty Radome Antenna
• XRS Connect App on Google Play or the App Store

5W UHF Transceiver Kit  
with Bluetooth® Communication

Call us on 1300 964 264 281
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Communications Equipment

UHF 5dBi External Antenna

For use with our external antenna base 
(DC3066) or any other antenna base 
with suitable connecting thread.
• Operating Frequency: 477MHz
• Length 653mm
• Gain: 5-6dBi
• Impedance: 50Ohm
• Operating Temp: -20°C to +65°C
• Dimensions: 60(L) x 7(Dia)mm

UHF 3dBi Antenna  
with 4.5m Cable

Heavy duty Uniden® brand ground 
independent 3dBi fibreglass 
Raydome antenna. Features 
heavy duty barrel style stainless 
steel spring and 4.5m low loss 
coax cable, terminated with FME 
socket and PL259 adaptor. 
• Length: 725mm

UHF 6.6dBi Antenna  
with 4.5m Cable

Heavy duty Uniden® brand 
ground independent 6.6dBi 
fibreglass Raydome antenna. 
Features heavy duty barrel style 
stainless steel spring and 4.5m 
low loss coax cable, terminated 
with FME socket and PL259 
adaptor. 
• Length: 1m

UHF ANTENNAS & ANTENNAS KITS

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

1.2m Single TDE236 $299.00 $269.00

1.2m Twin TDE238 $379.00 $339.00

Genuine UNIDEN® Brand  
UHF Antennas

These whip-type antennas are ideal 
for on or off road use. The long 
1.2m units feature 6.6dBi gain, a 
quality stainless steel shock spring, 
terminated FME connector cable 
4.5m long and ground (ground 
plane) independent design. The 
TDE238 has two antennas, one as 
described above and one 725mm 
long with the slightly less passive 
gain figure of 3.3dBi. The shorter 
one is more suitable for heavily 
vegetated bushland which may 
cause excessive whipping stress on 
the larger antenna.
•  4.5m low-loss coax lead 

terminated with FME 
socket and PL259 adaptor.

UHF 4dBi Flexible  
Antenna Kit

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

UHF 4dBi DC3073 $89.95 $80.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

UHF 5dBi DC3076 $22.95 $20.45

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

UHF 3dBi TDE234 $229.00 $199.00

Cat No. Qty 1+

UHF 6.6dBi TDE232 $169.00

Flexible, robust and compact 
antenna that can be mounted 
anywhere on your caravan, 
campervan or motorhome. 
Omnidirectional radiation pattern in 
all mounting positions. Kit includes 
‘L’ stainless steel bracket for 
bonnet or boot mount, 4dBi flexible 
antenna, 5m RG58 lead with FME 
socket and PL259 adaptor (No tools 
required).
• Frequency: 470 - 490MHz
• Antenna length: 407mm

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Heavy Duty TDE230 $149.00 $133.95

UHF 3 & 6dBi Antenna Kit

Heavy duty Uniden® branded 
antenna kit. Includes two ground 
independent omnidirectional 
antennas for short and long distance 
transmission. Includes heavy duty 
barrel style stainless steel spring and 
elevated feed base. 4.5m low-loss 
coax lead terminated with FME 
socket and PL259 adaptor.
•  Antenna length:  

3dBi: 442mm - 6dBi: 932mm

IF ALL THIS TECHNICAL 
JARGON CONFUSES YOU, 
SIMPLY CALL INTO ANY 

STORE FOR HELP

Uniden Fold Down  
Antenna Bracket Mount 

Cat No. Qty 1+

4 Position Locking DC9078 $129.00

This folding antenna 
bracket can be set to 
four different angles from 
vertical to horizontal by 
simply pulling on the 
spring loaded latch. 
It has a durable metal 
frame with stainless 
steel hardware for many 
years of service.
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Communications Equipment

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

AR3344 $49.95 $44.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

AR3342 $129.00 $115.95

3G / 4G ANTENNAS

7dBi Spring Mount  
4G Antenna

This spring mounted vertical 
antenna for the 4G network is 
supplied with a 5 metre RG58 
lead and packs 7dBi gain to get 
your signal out there! Please use 
common sense and never operate 
a mobile device while in control of 
a vehicle!

4G 7dBi 700-2700MHZ Antenna 
with SMA Connection and  
Magnetic Mount

Designed to help boost 4G 
data signals for a reliable flow 
of data. Features a strong 
magnetic base so you can fix 
it to the roof of your vehicle 
or any other steel surface. 
Designed to support 700~960, 
1710~2170, and 2500~2700MHz 
frequency ranges. The 3m cable 
is terminated with an SMA 
connector.

Cat No. Qty 1+

1.2m AE4705B DC9068 $279.00

3G / 4G ANTENNAS CAN PROVIDE  
GREAT RECEPTION BENEFITS WHEN YOU’RE 

WAY OUT IN THE OUTBACK

1.1m 6.6dBi Gain UHF Car Antenna 
Mount Kit with 4.5m Cable

1.2m 6.6dBi Gain UHF Car Antenna  
Mount Kit with 4.5m Cable

This is for semi-serious off-road driving. It is meant 
to be bull-bar mounted. It features a medium coil 
spring base coupled to a very strong fibreglass whip 
mast that is actually 30mm (1¼”) diameter where 
it connects to the spring base. The entire antenna 
is over 1.1m (3.5 feet) long. Even at its top it is still 
20mm diameter!
This is the sort of whip antenna that will not 
be broken by bush saplings, or other heavy 
undergrowth.
It comes with 4.5 metres of RG58 commercial grade 
coax and a screw-demountable UHF PL259 plug. 
You can remove the plug to feed the cable through 
narrow openings, holes, etc and reassemble at the 
back of the rig later.
Many professional bull-bars will have a horizontal 
mounting plate and the base of this unit will go 
straight on via a ½” (13mm) hole. Or you can use a 
heavy duty mounting bracket such as the DC3077 
stainless steel unit.

This is for truly serious off-road driving. It is meant 
to be bull-bar mounted. It features massive coil 
spring base coupled to a very strong fibreglass whip 
mast that is actually 30mm (1¼”) diameter where it 
connects to the spring base. The entire antenna is 
over 1.2m (4 feet) long. Even at its top it is still 20mm 
diameter!
This is the sort of whip antenna that will not 
be broken by bush saplings, or other heavy 
undergrowth.
It comes with 4.5 metres of RG58 commercial grade 
coax and a screw-demountable UHF PL259 plug. 
You can remove the plug to feed the cable through 
narrow openings, holes, etc and reassemble at the 
back of the rig later.
Many professional bull-bars will have a horizontal 
mounting plate and the base of this unit will go 
straight on via a ½” (13mm) hole. Or you can use a 
heavy duty mounting bracket such as the DC3077 
stainless steel unit.

Cat No. Qty 1+

1.1m AE4703B DC9066 $229.00

Doing A Project? 
To compliment a lot of the accessories we 
stock, RTM also sells the tools, service aids 
and essentials you need to complete your  
DIY project. 

Not sure it’s the right one? Come into your 
local store or order online via click & collect 
and if it’s not the right one for your job we’ll 
help you sort it out on the spot.

Call us on 1300 964 264 283
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Universal Bullbar  
Mounting Brackets

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

25-38mm (Dia.) SL3925 $14.95 $13.35

40-46mm (Dia.) SL3927 $14.95 $13.35

70-80mm (Dia.) SL3929 $19.95 $17.70

These brackets are designed to mount driving 
lights, spotlights, UHF antenna’s and other 
various applications to a tube frame (such as 
a bull-bar). Allows for much easier attachment 
to bull- bars, trailer railing, ute roll-bars or even 
a roof rack. Stainless steel construction with 
shockproof rubber insulation so your tube frame 
isn’t scratched or dented. Ideal for use with our 
range of 12VDC LED lights. 3 sizes available to 
fit various diameter frames:

SL3925

SL3927

SL3929

ANTENNA HARDWARE

UHF External Antenna Base 
with Cable

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

DC3066 $29.95 $26.95

Designed for use with our fixed installation 
transceiver unit (TDC610) to enable 
you to add a larger antenna for better 
communication range. 
• PL259 connection: 17(dia)mm
• Antenna base: 44(Dia) x 40(H)mm
•  RG58 Coax Cable length: 450mm

This plus a cheap whip =  
A low cost kit!

Right Angle Bull Bar Bracket 
Stainless

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

Bull Bar Bracket DC3077 $16.95 $14.95

This stainless steel bracket will 
allow you to attach an antenna to 
your vehicles bull bar to improve 
reception to your UHF radio. For 
those who frequently work or travel 
to remote areas this 
is ideal.
•  L bracket: 56 x 57 x 

54mm / Length of U 
brackets: 72mm

•  Material: 304 Grade 
Stainless steel

Trunk Groove Bracket 
Z Shape

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

DC3075 $10.95 $9.45

Polished stainless steel bracket in a Z shape 
to mount an antenna on the vehicle boot or 
bonnet.
•  Antenna mounting: 16mm
•  Mounting holes: 4 x 4.6mm
•  Cable entry: 5.5mm
•  Back plate: 

52(W) x 57(H)mm

WE HAVE A HUGE RANGE 
OF UHF ANTENNAS AND 
BASES ON PAGE 273

UHF Line Joiner

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

PS0690 $3.95 $3.45

PL259 Double female 
line joiner.

UHF Line Plug - PL259 Type

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

UHF Line Plug PP0680 $3.50 $3.15

Solder - RG-58U - 
with Reducer

UHF PL259 Type Line Plug

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

Type Line Plug PP0682 $3.50 $3.15

• Solder type
•  Suits RG-8U  

coax cable

FME to PL259 Adaptor

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

FME - PL259 PA0611 $9.95 $8.95

Plug to plug

Plastic Microphone Bracket

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

Plastic DC3080 $6.95 $6.25

Microphone bracket clip to suit TDC610 UHF 
handset. The back plate features mounting 
holes for screwing it in 
and is flat enough to use 
double sided adhesive 
tape. Stainless steel 
mounting screws included.
•  Dimensions:  

33mm x 36mm

UHF ACCESSORIES

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

Metal DC3082 $8.95 $8.05

Metal Microphone Bracket

Microphone bracket clip to suit most UHF/
VHF receiver handsets. The metal plate 
features mounting 
holes for screwing it 
in for a solid mount. 3 
screws Included. 

WE HAVE SOME  
FANTASTIC 

COMMUNICATIONS 
SPEAKERS AVAILABLE FOR 

DASH MOUNT RADIOS.
SEE PAGE 280

Self Amalgamating Tape

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Self Amalgamating Tape 10m NM2826 $24.95 $22.45

This insulating tape will “cure” into a single mass (once 
applied) to help seal and waterproof cable, wires or even 
pipes. The tape has good corona resisting properties and 
can be used on high voltage cables. 
•  Useful where water and chemical resistance is important. 
•  Corona & chemical resistant 
•  Self amalamating 
•  Good for waterproofing antenna outdoor plugs

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au284 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day
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FM Transmitters & Device Holders
FM & BLUETOOTH® ACCESSORIES 

FM Transmitter  
with Bluetooth® Technology

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

AR3140 $24.95 $22.45

Stream music to your vehicle’s FM stereo untethered with full Bluetooth® 
functionality. It converts the Bluetooth® signal to FM transmission so you 
can tune in on your stereo. The frequency is adjustable, displayed on the 
front of the unit which plugs straight into a spare cigarette lighter socket. 
Two USB ports are provided for charging your phone and other devices, 
as well as MicroSD / USB MP3 / WAV file playback too. An onboard 
microphone also gives you full hands-free call functionality. 
• Built-in microphone
• Supports USB & Micro SD Card
• Voice prompt and hands-free calling
• Bluetooth® Version: 4.2
• Frequency Range: 87.5 - 108MHz
• Voltage Input: 12-24V
• USB Output: 5V / 2.4A

FM Transmitter with Bluetooth® Technology & 
QC3.0 USB

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

AR3142 $44.95 $39.95

No Bluetooth® in your car? No worries! Now you can stream music 
and calls to your car’s FM stereo. The internal microphone allows you 
to handle calls, and QuickCharge 3.0 ultra-fast charging port keeps 
your smarphone ready for action (as well as a standard USB, useful 
for GPS or similar). The unit plugs straight into an available cigarette 
lighter socket and includes a small screen on a gooseneck for optimum 
positioning. A 3.5mm connection is provided for non-Bluetooth® enabled 
devices, as well as a microSD slot for MP3 file playback. Remote control 
included
• 1.4” LCD display  
• Flexible goosneck
• Full hands-free functionality. 
• Bluetooth® Version: 4.2
•  Freq. Range: 87.5-108.0MHz
•  Charger Output: QC3.0+5V/1
•  FM Tx Distance: 1m Approx.
•  Dimensions: 

45Wx140Hx170Dmm

Flexible Magnetic Phone 
Bracket & Mount

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Phone Bracket & Mount Small HS9054 $19.95 $17.95

Phone Bracket & Mount Large HS9055 $19.95 $17.95

This suction mounted mobile phone holder will 
secure your phone magnetically by using one of the 
provided metal backing plates. It is constructed 
of black ABS and PVC and will fit many different 
sized phones. The 360 degree ball joint connector 
will ensure that you get the optimum viewing angle.

Magnetic Phone Holder with FM Transmitter

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

HS9053 $39.95 $35.95

This universal phone holder features Bluetooth technology and an integrated FM 
transmitter to stream music or hands-free phone calls through your vehicle’s FM radio. 
The provided thin metal plate attaches to your phone or slips inside your phone’s cover. 
Then by simply putting your phone close to the magnetic holder, it will firmly snap into 
place. Simply pull to remove! No clips, cradles, or other inconveniences. Brackets are 
included for windscreen or vent mounting, and an adjustable ball joint ensures you 
get the optimum viewing angle. Other features include a large control knob, built-
in microphone, microSD slot to play your favourite tunes from a microSD card (not 
included), Google Assistant support, and dual USB charging ports (3.4A shared) on the 
power plug to charge your phone as you drive. 
• Stream music and calls via FM Radio or Bluetooth
• Dual USB charging
• Supports microSD card up to 64GB

Universal Tablet and Phone Holder  
Headrest Mount

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

HS9035 $19.95 $17.95

This universal bracket fits in between the posts of your car’s 
headrest and holds a Smartphone or Tablet to keep your 
backseat passengers entertained on a road trip. Spring 
clamps hold your Smartphone or Tablet in position, and a 
360° ball joint enables you to get the screen into the best 
position, including vertical or horizontal orientation. Supports 
devices between 4.7 to 10” and features a soft gel pad 
backing to help support your device. No tools required. 
•  Spring clamps hold Tablet/Phone in position
•  To suit 120-150mm headrests
• Supports 4.7-10” screens
• Easy press-in installation
•  Vertical & horizontal view
•  360° rotating ball jointUniversal  

Tablet Holder Suction 
Cup Mount 

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

HS9041 $34.95 $30.95

This universal tablet holder supports 
tablets up to 270mm wide and has 
a strong suction cup mount to stick 
to most surfaces. The adjustable 
swivel-mount bracket enables you to 
position your tablet for the optimum 
viewing angle.  
• Pivot/swivel head
• Adjustable stand

DEVICE MOUNTS

HS9054

Call us on 1300 964 264 285
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Device Holders

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Spring Clamp HS9039 $19.95 $17.95

Spring Clamp Phone Holder

Suits virtually any smartphone, and 
securely mounts to your windscreen 
or other non-porous flat surface 
with a super strong suction cup. The 
bracket adjusts to firmly hold your 
phone in place. The ballhead allows total 
360° rotation. Bracket adjusts between  
55 and 80mm. 
• High Strength Suction Cup 
• Universal Phone Compatibility
• 360° Rotation
• Dimensions: 125(L) x 75(W) x 95(H)mm

Gooseneck Suction Cup  
Mount Phone Holder

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

HS9048 $24.95 $22.45

A universal phone mount which simply sticks onto your window by 
suction cup to secure in place. The long flexible gooseneck 
mount means you can position the phone to just about 
any angle. Simple to use and totally universal.
• 3.5-5.3” Supported Phone Size 
• 360° Spring Clamp Phone Mount
• Dimensions: 285(L) x 80(H) x 40(W)mm

Air Vent Phone Holder

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

Airvent Phone Holder HS9057 $19.95 $17.95

The mount itself simply 
slips firmly onto the grilles 
of your air-vents. You then 
have two options: use the 
small (40mm Dia.) adhesive 
mounting plate, or slip the 40 
x 60mm mounting plate inside 
your protective case. Both 
mounting plates are just a 
fraction of a millimetre thick 
and weigh barely 1 gram, so 
you won’t even notice it’s 
there. Then by simply putting 
your phone close to the 
magnetic holder, it will firmly 
snap into place. Simply pull 
to remove! 

Magnetic Dash Mount Phone Holder

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Magnetic Dash Mount Phone Holder HS9056 $19.95 $17.95

This adhesive mounted mobile phone 
holder will secure your phone magnetically 
by using the provided magnetic disc. It 
is extremely compact and will fit many 
different sized phones. The 360 degree 
connection will ensure that you get the 
optimum viewing angle.

ADHESIVE MOUNTING PLATE

Universal Air Vent Mount Phone Holder

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

HS9046 $19.95 $17.95

• Holds any phone up to 750g
• 360°+ 360° rotation
• Magnetic backing plate

Specifications:

Weight: 50g
Dimensions:  
80(W) x 40(H) x 105(D)mm

Box Contents:

1 x Universal Air Vent Mount Phone Holder
1 x Magnetic Backing Plate

Phone Cradle with Fast  
Wireless Qi Charger

A phone holder for your car that 
features a fast wireless phone 
charger. By activating the button 
on the side, the phone holder 
will open and close automatically 
after inserting the phone. Heavy 
duty construction ensures it is 
suitable for even the heaviest 
of phones. Compatible with Qi-
enabled smart phones or phones 
equipped with a Qi adaptor.
• Greater than 73% efficiency
• Built-in FOD function
•  Short circuit and over 

temperature protection

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

HS9059 $59.95 $53.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

“Universal” Mini Tripod Kit QC8099 $16.95 $14.95

A small lightweight tripod that will mount a 
Smartphone, 1/4” camera mount or a GoPro®. 
With locking adaptor and you can make some 
adjustments to your phone/camera when they are 
securely mounted. A very handy and inexpensive 
accessory.

“Universal” Mini Tripod Kit

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au286 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

HS9017 $24.95 $22.45

Car Smartphone Charger Holder

This is genius! It plugs straight into your cigarette 
lighter socket to provide a phone holder, as well as 
two high-power USB charging outlets (up to 4.8A 
combined)! What’s more is it doesn’t even use up 
the cigarette lighter socket, providing you with 
another one too! The flexible gooseneck allows you 
to position the phone conveniently, and adjusts to 
firmly hold just about any phone size. It works with 
12 and 24V systems, so suitable for trucks 
too! It even includes a microUSB charging 
cable, but you can bring your own for other 
devices as well. 
• 360° rotation
• Dual USB charger
• Suitable for phones with 4~6.3” screen

Specifications:

• Output: Dual USB 5VDC, 4.8A 
• Max. Input: 12-24VDC
• Phone Suitability: 44 
• 90mm Wide, 113 x 168mm High
• Weight: 26g
• Dimensions: 210(H) x 190(W) x 95(D) mm
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Security / GPS Hardware

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

100dB Siren. 60mm Long LA5141 $9.95 $8.95

130dB Siren. 105mm Long LA5181 $16.95 $14.95

Mini Personal Alarm with LED Torch
Attaches to your handbag, backpack or 
keychain. In vulnerable or threatening 
situations simply pull the keychain to 
activate the powerful alarm (Turn off by 
re-inserting the pin). Also includes a handy 
LED light, pushbutton activated. 
Red in colour. 
• Includes batteries

LA5141

LA5181

Dash Mount Flashing Red LED 12V

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

Flashing Red LED 12VDC LA5082 $7.95 $7.15

Non-Flashing Version SL2644 $3.50 $3.15

With a mounting bezel and a very bright 5mm LED, this flasher is 
excellent as a fake car alarm. Installed on your dash, thieves can be led 
to believe that your car is alarmed.
• Bezel Dimensions: 30(D) x 7(W)mm
• Face Diameter: 11mm
• Wire Lead Length: 400mm
LA5082

ALSO AVAILABLE:
Non-flashing version.  
Chrome bezel, 3mm red LED.
SL2644

Mini Reverse Warning Siren

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

12 - 24VDC LA8904 $9.95 $8.75

Extremely easy to install on 12 or 24V vehicles. 
Beeps when power is applied, and features 
a mute function that you can connect to the 
parker lights to mute the siren at night time if 
desired.
• Current consumption: <200mA
• Sound output: >90dB
• Dust and water resistance rating: IP65
• Termination: Fly leads
• Dimensions: 50(Dia.) x 37.5(H)mm, 6.5mm mounting hole.

SIRENS & PERSONAL ALARMS

FLASHING LED DETERRENTS

Resettable Tacho & Hour Meter  
for Petrol Engines

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

71(W) x 41(H)mm MGG130 $39.95 $35.95

An easy to install inductive 
tacho with hour meter for 
petrol engines to help indicate 
when you should schedule 
engine maintenance to avoid 
downtime and costly rebuilds. 
It is completely waterproof and 
dustproof with IP68 rating making 
it ideal for use on boats, trucks, compressors or similar harsh 
environment. When the engine is running, the LCD unit reads revolutions 
up to 60,000 RPM with accuracy of 10 RPM; switches to hour meter 
when the engine is off. To install simply connect one connection on the 
1.6m long lead to ground and the other around a spark plug lead.
•  No battery required - charges from the spark plug wire
•  User adjustable spark setting from 1 spark to 8 sparks per revolution
• Max RPM reading
•  Max reading: 60,000RPM and 99,999 hours

TACHO / HOUR METER

LA5082

SL2644

Screen Cleaner Kit  
for Small Devices

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Screen Cleaner Kit for Small Devices AR1415 $5.95 $5.35

This handy screen cleaner is suitable for all 
small screens including Smartphones, Tablets, 
GPS, cameras & fishfinders. The unique 
cleaning solution removes fingerprints, dust 
and stains without scratching the screen. 
Supplied with a washable microfibre 
finger cloth and a 12ml cleaning solution 
bottle. Small and compact design.
•  Drip-free cleaning solution
•  Includes 12ml cleaning solution bottle
Note: iPhone® not included

SCREEN CLEANERS

LCD GPS Speedometer

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

2” LCD with GPS LA9025 $109.00 $97.95

More accurate than mechanical speedometers, this GPS speedo works 
independently of the vehicle so it is not subject to factors such as tyre 
pressure. This wireless unit is also safer to use on the road as the big 
LCD display can be mounted on the 
windshield and allows you to check 
speed without having to take your 
eyes off the road. You can also take 
this anywhere, use it on your boat, 
ATV or bike. Supplied with suction 
mount holder, USB cable and 
cigarette lighter charger.
• Selectable mph or km/h
• 2” Large digit display
•  Rechargeable via USB, 5V/500mA
•  Dimensions: 67Wx51Hx25Dmm

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

LA9036 $59.95 $53.95

Keep your eyes on the road and read all the important driving info, 
such as speed, from a head up display reflected off the windscreen. 
At the touch of the built-in scroll button, you can switch between 
GPS and OBD II modes. In GPS mode, the display will show your 
speed, battery voltage, and the number of connected satellites. 
Switch over to OBD II mode to display speed, engine RPM, water 
temperature, battery voltage, and distance traveled. The main 
unit has a glare hood and features auto dimming for night time 
operation, While the OBD 
II mode is limited for use 
in 12V vehicles only, it will 
happily operate in GPS 
mode in 24V vehicles.
•  OBD II or GPS 

Operation
•  Auto Brightness Adjust
Note: Check local regulations 
regarding installation position. 
Compliant installation requires 
the position to be within fixed 
distances from the dashboard 
for some locations.

GPS Speedometer  
Head Up Display  
with OBDII Data

SPEEDOMETERS
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1080p Event Recorder 
with 2.0” LCD
Our low cost model, which still allows 
you to record and watch in real time. 
Includes a built in rechargeable Li-ion 
battery to keep recording should the 
car battery disconnect in the event of 
an accident.
• Built-in rechargeable battery
• Accepts microSD cards up to 32GB
• Size: 53(L) x 49(W) x 35(D)mm

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

2” HD QV3845 $49.95 $44.95

140°2” 
SCREEN

1080p Dash Camera  
with 2.7” LCD, GPS & Wi-Fi

Compact in size, but packed with a Full HD 1080p camera! A large 2.7" 
screen on the back is included for view/review functions, while a built-in 
G-sensor automatically locks the recording when a collision or crash is 
detected so it cannot be looped over. The wide 140° 
lens offers a great field of view, while the adjustable 
suction mounting bracket gives you total control 
over the position. GPS geotagging records 
the vehicle's speed and location, and Wi-Fi 
connectivity allows playback of photos or 
video using the freely available app on the 
App Store or Google Play. Works on 12-
24VDC systems, so it's suitable for trucks 
too. Audio mic/speaker built-in, as well 
as a rechargeable battery so it can provide 
monitoring while parked too. 
• G-Sensor 
• Wide dynamic range lens
• Loop & manual recording
• Parking mode
• Wide 140° lens
• Auto power on
• 12/24VDC operation
• In-built mic & speaker

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

2.7” HD QV3848 $139.00 $124.95

SEE PAGE 299 FOR MEMORY CARDS

Event 
Recorders

2.7” 
SCREEN GPS WI-FI

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au288 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day

In a world where litigation seems so common place, a 
device to record the facts can place major advantage 
on your side. Our new range of automatic event records 
(“dash cams”) can give you that crucial advantage in 
vehicle accident situations. 
The video of the event, of course, also enables you to 
crystallise your recollection of the briefest amount of 
time that these situations take.
Also, of course, you may actually financially benefit if you 
can prove to your insurance company that you may not 
be at fault.

Powered from your 12V cigarette lighter socket, they 
record audio and video straight to your supplied microSD 
card (see individual specs for max. capacity). 
Replace the video on the built-in screen, output to a 
larger screen (where available), or transfer files to your 
computer.
All supplied with 12V cigarette lighter & USB cables. 
G-Sensor motiong detection for automatic recording. 
They are truly set-and-forget units, until you need them. 
Then they’re powerful video evidence of any unfortunate 
situation you might find yourself in. 
See our website for more detailed specifications.
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Event Recorders

3” 
SCREEN 180°

2.4” 4K UHD Car Event Camera IGO80

This feature-packed dash cam records ultra-high definition 4K video 
(2160p) as you drive, along with audio, and the speed and location from 
the built-in GPS. An ultra-wide 150° lens captures a wide field of view, 
and the footage is made sharp and clear thanks to the Wide Dynamic 
Range (WDR) that balances the light on days of high contrast, or at 
night when lights are bright. Review footage on the built-in 2.4" colour 
screen, on your Windows PC, a HDTV or monitor using HDMI (cable not 
included), or directly transfer to your Smartphone via Wi-Fi using the free 
Uniden iGo app. Other features include loop recording, large speedo 
display, parking mode, speed/red light camera warnings, and footage 
lock protection to avoid overwriting important video. This camera is also 
perfect for recreational road users to capture scenic drives and off-road 
adventures in crisp detail. Wi-Fi for direct footage transfer to smart 
device
• 2160p 4K video resolution • Wide Dynamic Range (WDR)
• 3-axis G-sensor  • GPS geotagging
• Dual channel recording • HDMI output
• Smartphone app  • Footage lock protection
• Large speedo display • Speed/Red light camera warnings

Cat No. Qty 1+

QV6002 $279.00

2.4” 
SCREEN 150°

3” 4K UHD Dash Camera  
with Touchscreen 

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

QV3868 $249.00 $219.00

This very compact unit takes up very little dashboard space 
(and therefore maximises forward vision.) It bonds to your 
dashboard via quality 3M® double sided foam tape and is 
powered by micro USB plug via cig lighter socket.  Features 
a 3” (diagonal) screen 640x360 resolution, Sony video 
sensor 3840x2160/30fps and viewing angle of 180°. 3.7V 
300mAh battery backup. Will operate with car engine off 
to record if car is bumped. Requires microSD card up to 
512GB. (sold seperatly)
• 3” IPS screen with 640x360 resolution
• Video Resolution 3840x2160 @ 30fps
• Up to a 512 microSD card supported
• In-built 300mAh battery
• Lensors sensor - Sony IMX415
• 170° viewing angle
• H.264 video compression
• MP4 video format 
• JPEG photo format
• G sensor supported

3” 2K UHD Dash Camera  
with LCD & Rear Camera 

A feature rich dash camera with a Super HD camera to record the finer 
details such as number plates. The supplied rear-facing camera records 
vision from behind you as you drive, and doubles as a reversing camera 
when you are reverse parking or backing out of your driveway. A large 3" 
screen on the back is included to view/review functions, while a built-in 
G-sensor automatically locks the recording when a collision or crash is 
detected so it cannot be looped over. The wide 140° lens offers a great 
field of view, while the adjustable suction mounting bracket gives you 
total control over the position. GPS geotagging records the vehicle's 
speed and location. Works on 12-24VDC systems, so it's suitable for 
trucks too. Audio mic/speaker built-in, as well as a rechargeable battery 
so it can provide monitoring while parked too. 
• 2K recording • Rear camera
• GPS geotagging • G-Sensor 
• Wide dynamic range lens • Loop & manual recording
• Parking mode • Auto power on
• 12/24VDC operation • In-built mic & speaker

Front Camera:  Rear Camera:
• Video Resolution: Up to 1296p • Video Resolution: 640 x 480
• Image Resolution: 3MP  • Lens Angle: 60°
• Frame Rate: 30fps  • Cable Length: 5.5m
• Lens Angle: 140°

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

QV3849 $199.00 $178.95

REAR 
CAMERA 180° GPS

TOUCH
SCREEN

GPS

FOR HEAD UP DISPLAY, SEE PAGE 287
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Reversing Camera Kits
REVERSING CAMERA KITS

GREAT FOR 
TOWING

7” 
SCREEN

7” LCD Wired Reversing Camera Kit

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Wired Reversing Camera System QM3742 $269.00 $239.00

10m Extension QM3743 $16.95 $14.95

The system comes with a 7” LCD display that has two video 
inputs, so you could (for example) have another camera 
monitoring, say bus passengers (camera extra). The rear 
vision camera is fitted with a SHARP® (Japan) CCD device 
with 18 x IR LED’s for night vision. The housing of the camera is metal, 
IP65 and has a gymbal bracket. It can be mounted externally. The kit is 
supplied with 5m of pre-terminated connecting cable. A remote control 
for the monitor is also provided.
• Power: 12/24VDC
•  Camera Resolution:  

420 TV Lines
•  Monitor:  

178Wx120Hx28Dmm

4.3” LCD Long Range Wireless 
Reversing Camera Kit

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

4.3” LCD QM3856 $289.00 $259.00

Spare Camera QM3857 $149.00 $133.95

Features signal stabilisation 
and processing for high speed 
observation of up to 100m range 
as standard reversing cameras 
will not provide enough distance 
to reach a caravan, truck or trailer. 
The camera features infrared night 
vision, adjustable angle and 
waterproof housing. Includes 
suction cup mount and cigarette 
lighter plug power for the monitor. 
•  Supports up to 2 cameras,  

1 supplied
•  On-Screen Backup Guideline
•  2.4GHz Digital Wireless 

Technology 
•  Camera Angle: 110°
•  12–24VDC
•  100m Transmission Range 
•  Monitor Resolution:  

480 x 272
•  Camera Resolution:  

720 x 480
•  Monitor Dimensions: 

140(L) x 87(W) x 21(H)mm
•  Camera Dimensions: 

84(W) x 42(H) x 36(D)mm

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

7” Wireless Kit QM8046 $329.00 $289.00

Wireless Infrared Camera QM8047 $109.00 $97.95

7” LCD Wireless  
Reversing Camera Kit

Utilising digital 2.4GHz wireless 
technology, this wireless reversing 
camera system offers up to 80m 
range with crystal clear picture 
quality and negligible video lag. 
The IP65 waterproof camera 
supplied comes fitted with IR 
LEDs for operation in low light 
conditions. Video is displayed 
on the slimline 7” LCD monitor, 
which has a quick latch 
bracket, so it can be easily 
removed and hidden away 
from prying eyes when not 
in use. Additional cameras 
available, up to 4 can be 
used.

• Power: 12 - 24VDC
•  Effective pixels:  

640 x 480
• Frequency: 2.4GHz Digital
• Channels: 4
•  Dimensions:  

205(L) x 120(H) x 25(D)mm

7” 
SCREEN

4.3” Digital Wireless  
Reversing Camera Kit

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

4.3” Wireless Kit QM3840 $229.00 $199.00

Spare Camera QM3854 $109.00 $97.95

The best thing about wireless 
cameras is that they’re easy to 
install and use. This camera kit 
consists of an 4.3" LCD monitor 
for viewing as well as a reversing 
camera for the rear of your car. 
The reversing camera is great for 
checking your tail blind spot. The 
LCD monitor plugs directly into 
your car’s cigarette lighter socket 
and receives video wirelessly. 
Supports an additional camera 
(available separately) for dual 
camera display. Includes suction 
cup mount, car cigarette lighter 
charger and mounting hardware. 

• Dual Camera Display
•  On-Screen Backup  

Guideline
•  2.4GHz Digital Wireless
• 12/24VDC Operation
•  50m Transmission Range
• Infrared Night Vision
•  Camera Angle: 105°
•  100m Transmission Range 
• Monitor Resolution: 480 x 272
•  Camera Resolution: 640 x 480
•  Monitor Dimensions: 

127(L) x 82(H) x 17(D)mm
•  Camera Dimensions: 

84(W) x 42(H) x 36(D)mm

4.3” 
SCREEN

4.3” 
SCREEN

LONG 
RANGE

Colour Wide Angle Rear View Camera

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Spare Camera - 12VDC QC3532 $49.95 $44.90

Easily mounted with the attached mounting bracket to your rear licence 
plate, or any area other suitable nearby area. Wide angle lens low light 
capable. Supplied with a 6m wiring and video 
loom cable.IP67 rated.
• Resolution: 420 TV lines
•  View Angle: 120°
• Minimum Illumination: 0.5 Lux
• Dimensions: 22(W) x 15(Dia.)mm

Heavy Duty Camera with Night Vision

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Spare Camera - 12VDC QC3536 $119.00 $106.95

Constructed using tough aluminium alloy and 
has a black metal shield which helps deflect sun 
glare, rain and dust. Shock and vibration resistant 
and fitted with Infrared LEDs for night illumination. 
IP67 rated. Suitable for heavy duty applications 
such as trucks, buses, RV’s and caravans.
• Resolution: 420 TV lines
•  View Angle: 120°
• Minimum Illumination: 0.5 Lux

REVERSING & SIDE CAMERAS
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Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

1080P - Mini Dome QC3541 $99.95 $89.95

1080P - Wedge Style QC3542 $99.95 $89.95

1080p External  
Waterproof IP69 Vehicle Cameras

HD cameras designed to mount around your vehicle to help reduce 
blindspots or to assist when reversing. The metal case with IP69K rating 
allows for all weather operation, built in IR LEDS allow clear image during 
night operation, image changes to black and white at night automatically. 
120° viewing angle with 4 way position adjustment to make sure you get 
the ideal viewing angle. 
• Cameras connect to display using 4 pin din style connector cables. 
• Suitable as additional cameras for QM3742 and QV3500.

MINI HD DOME CAMERA
Ideal for front or rear of vehicle as a reverse camera,

WEDGE STYLE HD CAMERA
Ideal for mounting on side of vehicle or under external mirrors to reduce 
blind spots

QC3541

QC3542

Cat No. Qty 1+

Kit QV3500 $399.00

Call us on 1300 964 264 291

7” 1080p LCD Monitor Kit  
with Built-In 4CH AHD Vehicle DVR  
+ 2 x Wedge Style Vehicle Cameras

This monitoring/surveillance system is ideal 
for a towed caravan, motor home or large 
boat, etc. It could even be adapted to a beach 
house, barn, workshop, etc. all that is required 
is a +12V supply if in a house, etc. As the 
monitor is configured to accept 4 x cameras 
in standard form, extra weatherproof cameras 
are available, or you can fit a dashboard 
forward facing dome camera which can also 
be mounted. The heart of this system is a high 
quality 7” (diagonal) LCD screen full colour 
monitor with a Digital Video Recorder built-
in. The screen ratio is 16:9 and has a 500:1 
contrast ratio. 

Supplied with the kit is the following: 

• 7” monitor with sun visor & mounting bracket
•  2 x QC3542 1080p weatherproof cameras 

with IR illumination
•  Monitor wiring harness and camera wiring 

harness (for up to 4 x cameras)
•  2 x 10-metre-long camera extension  

cables (QM3743) 
Specifications:

7” monitor unit:
• Resolution 1024 RGB (Analogue HD)
• Backlight luminance 400 cd/m2
• Viewing angle 85° all directions
•  OSD control: Recording playback, record 

setting, display and system setting
• PAL, UTSC compatible
•  Signal input: 4CH1080p/960p/720p/D1 

(CVBS), 1CH audio input
•  Record function, support SD card  

up to 256GB
• Multi-image display (switchable)
• Power supply: 12-24V D.C.*

Side (external) & Dome Cameras:
• Image sensor CMOS F23
• Resolution 1920 (H) x 1080 (V)
• Min illuminance 0.1 lux*
• Signal to noise ratio 80dB
• Back light control: Auto
•  Will revert to Black/White night vision when 

light is insufficient for colour
• Viewing angle 120°
• Image can be switched to mirror reverse
• Water ingress IP69K
• 4G shock resistance
• Cameras are position adjustable 4 ways
• Connector 4 pin

IDEAL FOR  
TOWED CARAVAN,  

MOTORHOME OR LARGE BOAT

7” 
SCREEN

FOUR
CHANNEL



ELECTRONICS

Navigation Tracking

Prepaid 4G Sim  
Starter Kits

Cat No. Qty 1+

BOOST YT6101 $2.00

TELSTRA YT6100 $2.00

•  Activate this SIM and recharge on 
your chosen Pre-Paid plan

•  Includes single SIM card in all 
sizes: standard, micro and nano

•  Transfer your number from another 
provider or get a new number

4G GPS Tracking Device OBD II

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

LA9039 $239.00 $209.00

This 4G GSM and GPS tracking solution will locate and track 
the whereabouts of your vehicle in realtime via the Internet on 
a computer, Smartphone or Tablet. Easy installation via your 
vehicles OBD port. Once you insert your 4G Sim card (not 
included), it will start sending the vehicle’s GPS coordinates 
via the 4G LTE network to the free online tracking service, 
which shows the location on Google Maps. It can also SMS 
longitude and latitude coordinates to up to 3 mobile phones, 
as well as alerts when the vehicle exits a pre-determined area or when 
the integrated shock sensor has been triggered. Other features include a 
built-in microphone to listen to what is happening in your car in realtime. 
There is no setup or on-going tracking charges. You only pay for the 
GSM sim card and service. 
• 2G/3G/4G Capable
• GPS & GSM module
•  Monitor via PC, Smartphone, 

or Tablet
•  SMS Location & Tracking 

Return
• Geo Fence Alarm
•  iOS, Android and Web 

Tracking

VEHICLE TRACKERS

4G GPS Vehicle Tracker

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

LA9038 $229.00 $199.00

This 4G GSM and GPS tracking solution will locate and track 
the whereabouts of your vehicle in realtime via the Internet 
on a computer, Smartphone or Tablet. There are only 2 - 4 
wires to connect, so installation is easy. Once you insert your 4G Sim 
card (not included), you hide the device away. It works by sending the 
vehicle’s GPS coordinates via the 4G LTE network to the free online 
tracking service, which shows the location on Google Maps. It can also 
SMS longitude and latitude coordinates to up to 3 mobile phones, as 
well as alerts when the vehicle exits a pre-determined area or when 
the integrated shock sensor has been triggered. Other features include 
a built-in microphone to listen to what is happening in your car in 
realtime, and an engine kill function to remotely disable the engine. The 
built-in rechargeable lithium battery will keep the device functioning for 
up to 3 hours when power is 
disconnected, which could help 
you locate the vehicle should it 
have been stolen and abandoned. 
There is no setup or on-going 
tracking charges. You only pay for 
the GSM sim card and service. 
• GPS & GSM module
•  Monitor via PC, 

Smartphone, or Tablet
• Rechargeable Battery
•  SMS Location & 

Tracking Return
• Geo Fence Alarm

FOR HEAD UP DISPLAY, SEE PAGE 287

Garmin Handheld GPS Navigator  
with 2.2” Mono LCD Screen

Cat No. Qty 1+

eTrex 10 RNC120 $159.00

The eTrex 10 by Garmin retains the core functionality, rugged 
construction, affordability and long battery life that made 
eTrex the most dependable GPS device available. With 
improved user interface and added a worldwide basemap, 
paperless geocaching and added support for spine mounting 
accessories. eTrex 10 has an enhanced 2.2 in monochrome 
display that’s easy to read in any lighting 
situation and comes packed with its 
high-sensitivity, WAAS-enabled GPS 
receiver and HotFix® satellite prediction, 
eTrex 10 locates your position quickly 
and precisely and maintains its GPS 
location even in heavy cover and deep 
canyons.
Features:

• Worldwide basemap
•  2.2” monochrome display,  

easy to read in any light
•  GPS and GLONASS satellites  

for faster positioning
• Paperless geocaching
• 25-hour battery life with 2 AA batteries

Garmin Handheld GPS Navigator  
with 2.2” Colour LCD Screen

Cat No. Qty 1+

eTrex 22 RNC122 $329.00

The Garmin eTrex 22x offer enhanced 2.2inch, 65K color, 
sunlight-readable displays. Durable and water resistant, these 
handhelds are built to withstand the elements. The handheld 
devices come preloaded with road-routable TopoActive maps 
that feature streets and trails so you can take the journey 
off the grid. Now you can know your surroundings such as 
waterways, natural features as well as buildings, international boundaries 
and more. You can also find thousands of points of interests, including 
shops, restaurants, universities, car parks and accommodations. The 
eTrex series uses both GPS and GLONASS satellite systems so the 
receiver has the ability to track in more challenging environments than 
GPS alone.
Features:
•  2.2” sunlight-readable colour display with 

240 x 320 display pixels for improved 
readability

•  Preloaded with TopoActive maps with 
routable roads and trails for cycling and 
hiking

•  Support for GPS and GLONASS satellite 
systems allows for tracking in more 
challenging environments than GPS 
alone

•  8 GB of internal memory plus a 
microSD™ card slot

•  Battery life: up to 25 hours in GPS mode 
with 2 AA batteries

GPS NAVIGATION

LOOKING FOR COMPASSES?
SEE PAGE 243

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au292 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day
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Navigation / Satellite TV

SatKing Orbit 85cm Motorised  
Satellite Television Dish

The SatKing Orbit is the latest fully automatic Satellite TV dish to hit the 
Australian market. No need to manually align dishes on the ground to 
watch TV anymore. Simply combine this system with a VAST or Foxtel 
Satellite receiver and you will be watching TV anywhere in Australia within 
80 seconds. The Orbit has an 85cm high gain dish to provide coverage 
for VAST & Foxtel Australia wide. The SatKing Orbit is backed with a 2 
year Australian warranty and fully supported by SatKing, a big Australian-
owned company. Need 
assistance or help whilst 
on the road? Don’t worry, 
just call the 1300 helpline 
to assist you on your 
travels.
• Fully Automatic Self 
Aligning
•  Built in 24CH GPS to 

Find Satellites Fast
• Australia-Wide 
Coverage
• 2 Year Warranty
•  Dual Output LNB as 

Standard to suit  
Twin Tuner STB’s

•  Suits both Caravans 
and Motorhomes

• Automatic LNB Skew
• MPEG4 HD Compatible
• 1300 Number Help Line

SatKing Satellite Finder  
with Digital Satellite Meter

A digital satellite finder designed for VAST 
satellite TV systems. The unit has been pre-
programmed with the VAST paraFinders pre-set 
making it very easy to use. Simply plug the unit 
in to the dish and use the signal level bars to 
align your dish. Then plug the antenna cable 
into your vast receiver or Foxtel STB and it will 
scan the channels in for you. The unit has a built 
in high power battery so it does not need to 
be connected to the VAST receiver to be used. 
Unlike many other lower priced Finders on the 
market, this Finder can actually receive VAST 
transponders. 
• 2.4" Colour LCD • Built in Speaker
• Built in Light • Signal buzzer
• Built in Compass • BER Display
• dBuV/dBm Display • Signal To Noise Ratio Display
Special Note: All VAST services are MPEG4, there are no VAST MPEG2 services. 

Cat No. Qty 1+

TDE420 $119.00

Cat No. Qty 1+

TDE403 $2,295.00

Cat No. Qty 1+

HEMA HX1 RNC106 $559.00

Sunvisor to suit RNC106 RNC107 $34.95

7” 
TOUCH 
SCREEN

GPS 45,000 
POI WI-FI

SatKing 10700 Wide Band LNB

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

TDE422 $19.95 $17.95

A Low-Noise Block downconverter (LNB) is the receiving 
device mounted on satellite dishes used for satellite TV 
reception, which collects the radio waves from the dish and 
converts them to a signal which is sent through a cable to the receiver 
inside the building. It serves as the 
RF front end of the satellite receiver, 
receiving the microwave signal from 
the satellite collected by the dish, 
amplifying it, and downconverting the 
block of frequencies to a lower block of 
intermediate frequencies (IF).

SATELLITE DISH & ACCESSORIES

SEE THE NEXT PAGE FOR  
SATELLITE TV RECEIVER KITS

COMPUTER/SMARTPHONE/GPS NAVIGATION ASSISTANCE.
Compared to driving around in the city, it’s usually straightforward 
to navigate in the bush. There is only one road in front of you and 
a regular sign saying, say, Oodnadatta 182km, which is where you 
want to go. A good road atlas is sometimes all you need. Even so, 
there are benefits to be had by high technology navigation assistance. 
For example, a company called HEMA produce a special GPS unit 
with a much better library of outback GPS references than the one 
supplied with your new car. The HEMA navigator is the ultimate GPS 
based map. It comes as a 7” (180mm) touchscreen with all mapping 
software installed – over 6000 campsite locations and 40,000 verified 
points of interest. This product is available from RTM (RNC106).

Google Maps are available on your phone or tablet (generally), 
however these maps are not very frequently updated and lack detail. 
They don’t work well in some outback areas but they are cheap.
There are other apps for smartphones which are handy. There is an 
app called Wiki Camps Australia (for around $8) which lists, obviously, 
campsites. Another useful one is Fuel Map (Free app) giving location 
and pricing of fuel.
There are also hand-held GPS units for bushwalking and exploring. 
See page 292.

What’s the difference between a Hema HX-1 Navigator and your average 
GPS? The 45,000 verified points-of-interest of course, as well as over 6,000 
campsites, caravan parks, and dump points. Put it into explore mode, and 
you get award-winning Hema topographic mapping, backup and share of 
your tracks and waypoints, and even share photos online.  
•  Over 6000 campsites, caravan parks,  

and dump sites Australia-wide
• Over 40000 Hema-verified points of interest
For a comprehensive list of features and specifications  
see the hemamaps.com website.

The Ultimate Speciality GPS for 
Outback 4WD & Camping

Call us on 1300 964 264 293
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Cat No. Qty 1+

Complete Satellite System TDE400 $699.00

No longer do you have to forego your favourite TV programs just 
because you are in the remote outback!
You can use a domestic TV antenna and other hardware to 
get domestic TV in quite a lot of Australia, but the reception can be 
patchy and is plagued with interference. You are limited to local TV 
programming. The alternative is a satellite-based system called VAST. 
This is NOT subscription TV. No monthly payments. VAST TV gives you 
all the channels that you get at home on UHF high definition TV (such as 
ONE HD, GO!, ABC HD, SBS HD, 7 Mate, etc.) plus many others in other 
parts of Australia, such as IMPARJA. Embedded in these stations are 
your usual favourite programs, from Channel 9, 7, 10 and the ABC etc 
from where you come from.
Once you have purchased the RTM/VAST outback TV kit, there is nothing 
else to pay, EVER!
Your RTM/VAST Kit comprises the following components:
•  A 75cm (29”) diameter satellite dish with removable amplifier arm, 

bubble level, wing nut, other hardware, etc.
• Includes padded stowing bag
•  A special amplifier to pull in the satellite signal,  

which attaches to the dish
•  Sturdy galvanised steel tripod with bubble spirit level. For uneven 

ground, tent pegs are supplied to secure the tripod/dish assembly
•  A map compass and special satellite meter to enable you to home 

in on the satellite signal. You will learn how to align the dish 

roughly from an instruction book. The meter is basically for fine tuning.
• 2m and 10m RG6 coax leads with F-type connectors
•  A special VAST certified decoder box (similar to a Foxtel box but 

different) to interface between the dish and your TV. You can record 
from this box.

•  A comprehensive installation/instruction manual written in clear English 
to guide you step-by-step through the procedure

•  Remote control
Once you have set up the unit at your campsite, you can forget where 
you are and enjoy your telly as if you were at home! We have 
the full VAST.RTM TV system set up in most RTM stores 
so you can call in and see for yourself what’s involved. You 
don’t have to take chances buying such products on the 
Internet. Our friendly staff will walk you through the process, 
more than once if you like. Why deny the pleasure of your 
favourite TV just because you are travelling! Call in to an 
RTM store today.
•  Can be powered by 12VDC or mains power (cigarette lighter 

lead & mains power adaptor included)
• Receiver measures 200(W) x 180(D) x 47(H)mm

Premium Grade Satellite TV Kit

WHAT IS V.A.S.T?
The Viewer Access Satellite Television service, or VAST, is a satellite 
television platform in Australia, providing digital television and radio 
services to remote and black spot areas using the Optus C1 and 
Optus D3 satellite. It is partly funded by the Australian Government 
and managed through a joint-venture between Southern Cross 
Media and Imparja Television. Now you can watch your favourite TV 
shows while you are on the road around Australia.

Entertainment 
On The Go

This is the latest model with a Twin Tuner receiver. Now you will be able 
(because of the Twin Tuners) to record any 2 channels and watch a 3rd 
channel in real time (you will need a separate Hard Drive to record the 
second channel.)
• Signal finder
• Full function front panel
• Use any USB or Hard Drive for 2nd HDD to access 2nd channel
• 1080p upscaling
• 8-day electronic programming
• MPEG-4 compliant
• Records in either NTFS or FAT32
• 12/240V operation

Includes:

• Learning remote • Receive itself
• CVBS cable • RF loop cables
• Instructions

SatKing Twin Tuner V.A.S.T Freeview Receiver

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

DVBS2-980CA TDE410 $295.00

Cigarette Lead TDE407 $14.95 $13.45
MORE SATELLITE RELATED PRODUCTS ON 

PREVIOUS PAGE
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Television & Antennas

Omni-Directional Amplified  
Digital Antenna

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

LT3141 $89.95 $80.95

With inbuilt low noise and high 
gain booster, this compact 
and weather resistant outdoor 
digital antenna is ideally suited 
for caravans, boats, and other 
fixed or mobile applications where space is 
constrained or harsh environmental conditions 
require a little extra durability. Excellent wide 
frequency reception for local free-to-air analogue and digital TV, DAB+ 
digital radio as well as FM radio transmissions. It can be either base 
mounted or mast mounted; and includes mounting bracket, 12V mains 
power adaptor and a 12V in-car charger. 75 Ohm impedance.
• FM 87.5-108MHz • VHF 174-230MHz
• UHF 470-862MHz • Output level : Max 108dB
• Receiver dish size: 350(Dia) x 60(H)mm
• Mounting base size: 120(Dia) x 70(H)mm

TV ANTENNAS & ACCESSORIES

Outdoor UHF/VHF/
Caravan/RV TV Antenna
Digital ready and it rotates! Ideal for “grey nomads” as you 
can be in any part of Australia and this antenna will work on 
all frequencies (some better than others, we admit). It covers 
VHF low, down to 47MHz (channel 2) to 862MHz (channel 69). 
It includes a signal amplifier (240VAC adaptor supplied) and a 
rotator motor built into the antenna housing 
with a remote control to fine tune reception at 
any new location. It also comes with approx. 8 
metres of TV lead with a weatherproof plug on one 
end. Supplied with hardware.
•  Compatible with our TDE404 telescopic mast
•  750(W) (deployed) x 300(L) x 100(D)mm  

(Folds down for storage)

Note: Not suitable for salt water 
environments. Mast not included.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

LT3143 $69.95 $62.95

ROTATES

12VDC 1080p HD Set Top Box  
with USB Recording

Designed for use in caravans, motorhomes, boats, or homes where
mains power is not available. Watch all the common free-to-air channels
in high definition.
• Supports up to 1080p HD
• USB playback and recording
• HDMI and Composite (RCA) video outputs
• Analogue (RCA) and Coaxial Digital audio outputs
• EPG electronic program guide
• 12VDC Powered
• Includes Remote Control

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

XC4937 $59.95 $53.95

12V DIGITAL TELEVISION & SET TOP BOX

12VDC 1080P LED Panel In-Car TV  
With DVD Player

Full HD TVs with built-in digital tuner and DVD player. 12V operation 
makes it suitable for caravans and other places where mains power 
might not be available. Full 1080p resolution gives high quality video and 
the USB socket allows recording onto a thumb drive or external HDD so 
you never miss any action. External video devices may also be played via 
the HDMI socket.
• 1080p Full HD • Built-in DVD Player
• HD Digital Tuner • HDMI Input
• Headphone Socket • Remote Control
• 12VDC Operation • Record onto USB Memory Device

Cat No. Qty 1+

21.5" / 55cm TET112 $329.00

32" / 81cm TET114 $399.00

81CM

55CM

SEE THE NEXT PAGE FOR TV ACCESSORIES

12VDC 1080P LED Panel TVs  
with Smart Features

These TVs are like any other 12V TV except that come jam-packed 
with smart features. From setup to streaming, the Crystal 1080p full HD 
Smart TV allows you to easily navigate different apps such as Netflix, 
Amazon Prime, Disney+, Apple TV, Google Play, Kayo, Foxtel Now, 
Stan, ABC iView, SBS On Demand, 7Plus, 9Now, 10Play, Amazon Alexa. 
Internet connection required for online features to operate, most network 
providers sell hotspot dongles that will give you a internet connection 
when you don’t have a hardline accessible. 
Data and subscription charges may apply.  
Menu interface shown is for illustration purposes only.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

24” / 61cm TET116 $449.00 $399.00

32” / 81cm TET118 $549.00 $489.00

81CM

61CM

Call us on 1300 964 264 295
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Antenna Hardware

COAXIAL CABLES

75 Ohm RG59 Gas Injected Foam Coax

Cat No. Per Metre 1+ Roll

75 Ohm WB2004 $0.85 $69.00

Brand new generation TV Coax. Has both a braid and foil, which provides 
100% screening. Black in colour.
• Won’t get water logged 
• Also includes metre marking
• Outside diameter 6mm
• Sold per metre or 100m roll

TV Coaxial Plug to Plug Cables

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

1.5m WV7350 $5.95 $5.35

3m WV7351 $8.95 $8.05

Double shielded RG-59U coaxial 
plug-to-plug cable in blister pack.

TV Coaxial Plug to Socket Cables

Double shielded RG-59U coaxial plug-
to-socket cable in blister pack.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

1.5m WV7360 $5.95 $5.35

F Plug to TV Coaxial Plug Cables

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

1.5m WV7384 $5.95 $5.35

5m WV7385 $11.95 $10.45

RG-59U coaxial cable

RG6 Quad Shield Leads  
with Crimped Connectors

High quality cables designed specifically for use with the new generation 
of video signals like Pay TV installations, digital television and traditional 
analogue video signals. RG6 coax cable with quad shielding - just like 
what the pro installers use, solid copper 
centre conductor with braid and foil 
shielding, high quality crimped F58 
plugs at each end. 75 Ohm.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

1.5m WV7390 $8.95 $8.05

3m WV7392 $11.95 $10.45

5m WV7394 $16.95 $14.95

12VDC Masthead Amp Power Injector

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

12VDC Masthead Amp Power Injector LT3259 $49.95 $44.95

An easy solution to powering a masthead amp 
on a caravan, RV, camper trailer etc. It plugs 
into a cigarette lighter/12V power socket and 
feeds power for a masthead amplifier. Simply 
connect between the antenna down lead and 
your set top box. F-type connections fitted. 
•  Suitable with TDE446 VHF/UHF masthead 

amplifier above

Digital TV Signal Strength Meter

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Digital TV Signal Strength Meter LT3332 $39.95 $35.90

Take out the stress from installing your digital 
TV antenna by using this DVB-T signal 
strength meter. Connect the pocket sized 
DVB-T signal strength meter and adjust the 
angle of your digital TV antenna, the easy 
to read LED indicator lets you know when 
you’ve hit the right spot. Adapters included 
and requires 1 x 9V battery.
• Frequency range: 40-862MHz

SIGNAL IMPROVEMENT

Caravan/RV (General Purpose) Mast

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Caravan/RV (General Purpose) Mast LT3204 $29.95 $26.95

This unit in natural finish anodised aluminium is a telescopic mast 
suitable for TV and other antennas. It will extend to 1.5m in 3 sections. 
The top section is 27mm dia., which is compatible with almost all TV 
antenna mounting hardware. The bottom section is 36mm dia., which 
would easily be accommodated by U-bolt or other clamping hardware 
(not supplied). The top section has a sturdy cap and features a slot, 
which enables you to neatly thread the coax lead down through the mast.

Telescopic Antenna Mast

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Telescopic Antenna Mast LT3202 $69.95 $62.95

With adjustable height and durable aluminium 
construction, this versatile 36mm diameter 
telescopic antenna mast is suitable for just about 
any domestic application as well as marine and 
mobile use.
•  It has a maximum height of 4.5 metres and 

includes base mount and three guy wires for 
ensured stability.

TV ANTENNAS & ACCESSORIES

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Omni TV Antenna MDE400 $249.00 $219.00

Free-to-Air (Terrestrial)  
Marine TV Antenna
DIGITAL MODEL FOR LATEST 
AUSTRALIAN TV 
It’s a common situation on boats, 
especially cruisers that TV reception on 
the water can be a problem. Most land-based TV 
aerials are very directional, and they are pointed 
to the TV station. This won’t work if you are on the 
water and can be anywhere. You cannot therefore 
use a directional antenna which can have quite high 
passive gain. You must use an ‘omni- directional’ 
antenna which has no natural gain, and then amplify it. To make matters 
worse, most existing systems on boats are useless because - as you 
know - all the TV channels have changed. The boat TV systems are 
listening for signals that no longer exist. If any of these problems relate 
to you, perhaps you should look at the Pacific Aerials “Omni Pro” marine 
TV antenna system. If you spend a lot of time up in the remote reaches 
of the Hawkesbury, even we may not be able to help you. But at least 
with this system you may still be able to see some cricket this summer! 
Comes complete with weatherproof omni antenna, mounting hardware, 
wiring & converter box. You will probably need a nice new stainless steel 
mount unless you can salvage your old one. Good Luck!
Note: Mounting Base not stocked in all stores but can be ordered.

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au296 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day
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TV Mounting Hardware

CABLE ENTRY BOXES

Weatherproof Cable Entry Boxes  
For Caravans & Boats

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Double F-Type Connection LT3072 $24.95 $22.45

Pal & F-Type Connection LT3074 $24.95 $22.45

This weatherproof cable sockets include two 
connections to support dual-cable satellite 
dishes and receivers, or two different antennas, 
for instance. Close the cover partially to protect 
the socket from the weather. 
When you want to hit the road 
again, disconnect the satellite 
cables and close the cover fully.
•  Protective Cover
• 3m Cables

White Roof Mount Cable Entry Cover

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

LT3076 $9.95 $8.95

This handy weather-proof cable entry cover will allow 
you to run your caravan’s TV antenna cable outside 
without introducing unnecessary leaks. 
•  Dimensions: 150(L) x 65(W) x 30(D)mm

TV WALL BRACKETS

LCD Monitor Wall Bracket  
with Cable Management

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

CW2853 $39.95 $35.95

• Steel full motion flat panel mount
• Fit for 13-27” flat panel TVs
• Max loading 20kgs
• VESA 75x75, 100x100
• Tilt -15°/+15°, Swivel 60°, Rotation 360°
• Distance to the wall: 80mm
• Steel material and cable management system
• Easy and fast installation, built in spirit level

LCD Monitor Swing Arm Wall Bracket

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

CW2851 $49.95 $44.95

Anti-theft full motion flat panel mounts designed to fit 13-27” flat panel 
TVs. Aluminium arms, plastic cover and cable management system. Easy 
and fast installation.
• Max loading 20kgs
•  VESA 75x75, 100x100
•  Tilt -15°/+15°, Swivel 180°, 

Rotation 360°
•  Distance to the wall:  

80-442mm

LCD Monitor Wall Bracket with Twin Mounts

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

Twin Mounting Brackets CW2878 $59.95 $53.95

An adjustable LCD screen wall bracket, which you can tilt and swivel to 
get the best possible viewing angle. The industry standard VESA mount 
supports most LCD screens between 13-27”, with a weight up to 15kg. 
A second wall bracket is supplied so you can easily relocate the TV from 
inside to the outside (or another room) of your caravan. Supplied with 
spirit level and mounting hardware. 
• Tilt angle: +55 degrees up to -35 degrees down
• Swivel angle: 180 degrees left & right
• Max. weight: 15kg (33lbs)
•  VESA mounting 

system: 
75x75, 100x100 

•  Extends up to 382mm 
from wall

•  Wall bracket 
dimensions: 158(H) x 
66(W)mm

TWO BRACKETS SUPPLIED

One for All 13-40” Full-Motion Wall Mount TV 
Bracket with 180° Swing

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

TET200 $69.95 $65.95

An adjustable LCD screen wall 
bracket, which you can tilt and swivel 
to get the best possible viewing 
angle. The industry standard VESA 
mount supports most LCD screens 
between 13-40”, with a weight up 
to 30kg.
• 15° Tilt, 180° swivel
•  VESA sizes: 75x75, 100x100, 

200x100, 200x200
•  Mounting hardware included

13-42” LCD Monitor Swing Arm Wall Bracket 
with 2 Slide In Locking Plates

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Twin Mounting Plates CW2811 $59.95 $53.95

An articulating wall mount for 13”-27” flat-panel TVs 
up to 15kg. Suitable for RV, motor home, caravan 
and anywhere that a TV needs to be protected from 
damage while travelling. Tilt, swivel and extend your 
TV up to 366mm from the wall in every direction for 
easy viewing. It can also can be folded when not in 
use for saving space. In-arm cable clip routes cables 
for a clean appearance. VESA-compatible fits 75 x 75 
and 100 x 100 hole patterns.
•  Easy-grip knobs for quick 

tilt and lock
•  Built-in level adjustment for 

perfect positioning
•  Cable management to hide 

cables
•  Stopping pin locks arm to 

prevent transit damage
•  Detachable VESA plate design for easy 

installation

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

115(H) x 71(W)mm LT3065 $4.95 $4.45

Flushmount TV Wall Socket  
with F59 Connection

Standard power point size.
• PAL socket output, F59 connection at rear
• Mounting screws

TV Adaptor Plugs

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Adaptor F59 Plug PA3671 $2.95 $2.60

Coax Plug to RCA Socket Adaptor PA3675 $3.95 $3.45

TWO BRACKETS 

SUPPLIED

Flexible Coax Leads

A range of super flexible coax leads with multi-
stranded core and a flexible blue outer casing 
that is less likely to tangle and prevents kinking. 
Its flexibility makes it easier to run through 
entertainment cabinets and along skirting 
boards, etc. Nickel plated, moulded F59 plugs. 

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

RG-59 10m WV7450 $19.95 $17.95

RG-59 20m WV7452 $29.95 $26.95

Call us on 1300 964 264 297



ELECTRONICS

Portable Radios & Speakers

2-In-1 Waterproof 360° Speaker  
with Bluetooth® Technology

Take your beats anywhere you go with this stylish 360° stereo surround 
sound speaker system with Bluetooth® technology. By simply removing 
the silicon cover, you can twist and rotate to separate the speaker 
into two for true left and right stereo sound using the integrated True 
Wireless Stereo (TWS) technology. The fully waterproof design makes 
it the perfect portable companion for listening to your favourite tunes 
while camping, by the pool or at the beach. Once the speaker is 
paired with your Smartphone 
or MP3 player, you can 
blast your tunes for up 
to 15 hours from a full 
charge. Separates into Twin 
Speakers.
• IPX7 Waterproof
• Rechargeable Battery
• 3-15 Hours Playback
•  True Wireless Stereo 

(TWS)

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

XC5242 $99.95 $89.95

PORTABLE AUDIO

Waterproof 360° Speaker  
with Bluetooth® Technology

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

XC5236 $39.95 $35.95

This is a totally 360° stereo surround sound speaker which is 
perfect for entertaining. The IPX7 rating means it will withstand 
depths of up to a metre so you can use it at the beach or by the 
pool. True Wireless Stereo (TWS) technology which allows you 
the ability to play true left and right channel audio 
with the purchase of an additional speaker. Also 
features NFC™ connectivity for quick connection 
with your smartphone or tablet and Aux input 
for non-Bluetooth® devices. Over 12 hours of 
playtime and a 5 hour charge time with the 
rechargeable Lithium battery. Includes 3.5mm to 
3.5mm auxiliary and USB charging cables. 
• 360° Stereo Surround Sound
• True Wireless Stereo (TWS) 
• NFC™ Connectivity 
• Waterproof 
• Rechargeable Battery
• 3.5mm Auxiliary Jack 
• Hands-free Calls
• Bluetooth® Version: 4.2+EDR
• Power: 5VDC, 1A (Micro B USB)
• Power Consumption: 700mA (Max)

Mini Waterproof 360° Speaker  
with Bluetooth® Technology

This mini waterproof speaker with Bluetooth® Wireless Technology 
has a full 360° projected sound so nobody misses out on the party! 
Features a 3.5mm audio jack to run a direct audio cable and 
a microphone so you can take calls through the speaker. 
Runs up to 8 hours on the internal rechargeable battery. 
Perfect for the beach, camping, boating or by the 
pool. Includes 3.5mm to 3.5mm auxiliary and USB 
charging cables. 
• 360° Surround Sound
• Waterproof 
• Rechargeable Battery
• 3.5mm Auxiliary Jack 
• Hands-free Calls

Specifications:

• Power: 5VDC, 1A (Micro B USB)
• Power Consumption: 500mA (Max)

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

XC5240 $69.95 $62.95

RADIOS

9 Band FM/MW/SW Pocket Radio

Compact World Band PLL Radio with SSB

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

9 Band FM/MW/SW Pocket Radio AR1736 $24.95 $22.35

A powerful little radio capable of receiving FM/
MW/SW1-7 bands. Features full clock functions, 
an alarm, antenna, and a 3.5mm headphone jack for 
personal listening. Also features a handy fold-out stand so 
it can sit on a table at a comfortable viewing angle.
• FM/MW/SW 1-7 bands
• Digital tuning dial with LCD readout
• Requires 3 x AAA batteries
• Size: 110(L) x 70(H) x 24(D)mm

This is a very compact world band radio, covering the most popular 
frequencies. It features rapid digital tuning, 1000 memory presets, and an 
easy to read display. Single Sideband Modulation (SSB) is used to listen 
in on 27MHz CB radio, short wave amateur radio and morse code. The 
large internal speaker provides clear audio, and you can connect your 
favourite set of headphones for personal listening. Powerful enough to 
receive what you want, and compact enough to take wherever 
you want.
• FM/MW/SW/LW/AIR
• Single Side Band (SSB)
• Telescopic Antenna
•  3.5mm socket for 

external antenna
•  Selectable Bandwidth: 

1 - 6kHz
•  Radio Bands: 

FM 87.5 - 108MHz 
MW 522 - 1620kHz / 
520 - 1710 kHz 
SW 1711 - 29,999kHz 
LW 150 - 450kHz 
AIR 118 - 137kHz

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

AR1780 $129.00 $115.95

Phase Lock Loop (PLL) World Band Radio

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

AR1733 $84.95 $75.95

A Phase Lock Loop world band radio loaded with a great list of features 
but easy to operate. Select from 5 available bands, FM, AM, MW (with 
9k or 10k step), SW, LW and AIR bands. Tune to a desired frequency 
using the fast or slow scroll function 
and store up to 500 of your 
favourite radio stations.
• 5 bands
• 500 memory locations
•  Phase locked loop 

technology (PLL) for drift 
free stability.

•  Requires 2 x AA batteries
•  Size: 120(W) x 75(H) x 

30(D)mm

WORLD BAND RADIO 
ALLOWS YOU TO  

PICK UP STATIONS FROM 
ALL OVER THE WORLD. 

CHECK OUT OUR ARTICLE 
ON WORLD-BAND RADIO

blog.roadtechmarine.com.au/worldband

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au298 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day



ELECTRONICS

Outdoor Cameras

MEMORY CARDS

Class 10 microSDHC Cards 
with SD Adaptor

Cat No. Qty 1+

16G XC4989 $19.95

32G XC4992 $36.95

64G XC4993 $69.95

Some products demand extremely fast SD cards 
to properly record HD footage or transfer data. 
This is where class 10 comes in. Up to 20MB/s 
transfer speed. Perfect for HD recording.

4K Outdoor Trail Camera

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

QC8051 $299.00 $269.00

The 4K sensor is housed behind a glass lens and 
the housing is a rugged black plastic case with 
a waterproof rating at IP66. This unit features a 
30mp CMOS sensor, with F4.3 lens and 80degree 
field-of-view. Simply mount where you want to 
Catch unwanted trespassers and thieves in your 
backyard, farm or other remote locations where 
no power is located. This unit features No-Glow 
Infrared LEDs which provide covert night vision for 
up to 20m so it won’t startle people or any local 
wildlife. Power is provided by 8 x AA batteries to 
last up to 6 months or can be used with a mains 
power supply (not included) for extended use. A 
large integrated 2.4” LCD provides easy review of 
footage and adjustment of settings.
•  Video resolution: 

3840x2160P at 30fps (default) 
1440P (12,560 x 1440) at 30fps 
1296P (2340 x 1296) at 30fps 
Or 1080P (1920 x 1080) at 30fps

• Video format: MP4 (H.264)

• Illumination: 40 x 850nm I.R. LEDs. 20m vision
• Trigger speed: 0.3 second, pre-boot 0.2sec.
• Memory: supports SD/SDHC card upto 256GB
•  Comms:  

2.4-2.5GHz 802.11 WiFi speed up top 150mbps 
Hotspot WiFi function 
Bluetooth® 5.0

• Video: 2.4” TFT colour screen
• Sensors: 3x max angle 120°
•  Image resolution: 

30mp/24mp/20mp/16mp/ 
12mp/8mp/5mp(default)/3mp/2mp

•  Main functions: Photo, video, burst shooting, 
interval, timer, time lapse

•  Power: 8 x AA batteries (up to 6 months)  
6V D.C. plug.

•  Accessories: Mounting hardware, clamps, power 
leads, straps

•  Dimensions (body): 90Wx135Hx70D ¼” threaded 
camera mount

MOTION ACTIVATED CAMERAS

1080p Outdoor Trail Camera

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

1080P QC8043 $199.00 $178.95

Catch unwanted trespassers and thieves in 
your backyard, farm or other remote locations 
where no power is located. This water 
resistant casing can be mounted to a tree or 
wall using the supplied mounting strap and 
wall mount. A total of 3 PIR motion detection 
sensors offer a wide 120° angle for capturing 
any range of movement which will save on 
an SD card up to 32GB. This unit features 
No-Glow Infrared LEDs which provide covert 
night vision for up to 20m so it won’t startle 
people or any local wildlife. Power is provided 
by 8 x AA batteries to last up to 3 months or 
can be used with a mains power supply (not 
included) for extended use. A large integrated 
2.4” LCD provides easy review of footage and 
adjustment of settings. 

Box Contents:

1 x 1080p Outdoor Trail Camera
1 x Wall Mount 
1 x Tree Mounting Strap
1 x USB TV Out RCA Cable 
1 x USB Data Cable 
1 x Mounting Hardware 

Features:

.  10s-3m Motion Detection Recording

. 1-9 Quick Shot Image Capture

. TV & PC Connection 

. Water Resistant Housing

. Time Lapse Recording

. In-Built Audio

. Time & Date Stamp

. Password Protection 

. Low Battery Alarm

Specifications:

LCD: 2.4”
Image Sensor: 1/2.5” CMOS
Image Resolution: 12MP (Interpolated) 

Frame Rate: 15fps (1080p), 30fps (720p)
Lens Angle: 55°
Infrared: 42 x No-Glow IR LEDs
Infrared Range: Up to 20m
PIR Trigger Time: 0.4 Seconds
PIR Sensor Angle: 120° (Total)
Storage: Up to 32GB SD (Class 10)
IP Rating: IP66
Battery Life: Up to 3 Months Standby
Power Supply: 12VDC, 1A (Not Included)

2 HOUR 
CLICK & COLLECT 
•  Check stock online at your local RTM store

•  Add the bits you need to  
your cart & checkout

• Ready within just 2 hours

• Collect it when convenient for you

Call us on 1300 964 264 299



ELECTRONICS

Thermometers & Clocks

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Alarm Clock XC0103 $19.95 $17.95

Travel World Time Alarm Clock  
with LED Torch

LCD Clock with Thermometer

With the twist of a knob this clock will automatically update the time zone 
to one of 18 time zones. A bright screen displays current time, time zone, 
full date, and current temperature. It also features an alarm clock. One 
the other end is a 3 LED torch which is very handy too! 
•  Batteries: Clock: 2 x AAA Batteries (Not Included)  

LED Torch: 3 x AG13 Button Batteries (Included)
• Weight: 65g
•  Dimensions: 132(W) x 39(H) x 38(D)mm
• LCD Dimensions: 41(W) x 20(H)mm

A slimline LCD clock that displays both the time and temperature 
simultaneously on a large, easy to read display. Stylish design with white 
face and silver coloured surround.
* 12/24 hour selectable
* C° / F° selectable

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

LCD Wall Clock XC0225 $59.95 $53.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

LCD Wall Clock XC0230 $26.95 $23.95

LCD Wall Clock with Calendar and 
Temperature Display

This sleek device features a huge 194 x 110mm LCD to provide 
convenient time display at a glance. In addition to the time however, it 
also includes an alarm clock, calendar, day of the week, as well as the 
current temperature and humidity (indoor). It features an integrated stand 
and hang-hole for desktop or wall mounting. It’s a great looking unit that 
will suit any decor. 
• Thermometer
• Hygrometer
• Alarm 
• Snooze functions
•  Time, date, and 

day of the week 
display

Specifications:

•  LCD Size:  
194W x 110Hmm

•  Time Format:  
12 Hour/24 Hour

• Languages: 7
•  Snooze Setting:  

1 - 60min
• Temperature Range: -9.9 to +50°C (14.1 to 122.0°F)
• Humidity Range: 20 - 95% relative humidity
• Batteries: 3 x AA (Not Included)
•  Weight: 540g (Including Batteries)
•  Dimensions: 306(W) x 176(H) x 36(D)mm

306mm

Digital Thermometer  
for Fridge or Freezer

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

QM7209 $24.95 $22.45

Simply attach the sensor to the desired position in the fridge or freezer 
and the thermometer on the outside with the attached magnets or 
enclosed hook and loop strip. Set your preferred reading of °C or °F and 
then set the minimum and maximum temperatures with the alarm. If the 
fridge goes below or above these set temperatures the alarm will sound 
until you manually turn it off to 
investigate the problem.
•  Room temp range -10 

to 50°C
•  Fridge/freezer temp 

range -50 to 70°C
•  Display size: 

26(W) x 13(H)mm
• 1m fridge sensor cord
•  Requires 1 x AAA 

battery (supplied)
•  Size: 67(W) x 39(H)  

x 15(D)mm

Wireless In / Out LCD Thermometer

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

XC0321 $19.95 $17.70

Now you can easily monitor both outdoor and indoor temperatures 
without exposing the LCD display to the harsh elements. Great for 
monitoring the differentiation in temperature in/out of your caravan or 
campervans.
• Indoor temp range: 0°C to 60°C
•  Outdoor temp range: -40°C to 60°C
•  Display & remote require  

2 x AAA batteries
•  Receiver dimensions: 

86(H) x 57(W) x 18(D)mm
•  Sensor dimensions: 

68(H) x 50(W) x 21(D)mm

Dual Display Digital Thermometer for Fridge 
Freezer with Dual Probes

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

QM7322 $39.95 $35.95

This Dual display Fridge/Freezer Thermometer will help 
keep food fresh and accurately stored in all zones of the 
fridge or freezer. The bold LCD screen provides an instant 
reading in either Celsius or Fahrenheit, in two zones of the fridge/freezer. 
Simply place each suction cup probe in the required zone, and then 
place the reading screen in a handy location, for instant reading of your 
food storage temperature. The dual digital thermometer will let you 
set the maximum and minimum temperatures you require and sound 
an alarm when it deviates from the range. This clever fridge/freezer 
thermometer will take the guesswork out of storing your food at the 
correct temperature and give you peace of mind that your food is fresh 
and ready to eat.

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au300 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day



For indoors or outdoors
When you count how many incandescent, (by incandescent, 
we mean that light is generated by passing an electric 
current through (generally) a Tungsten wire which is made 
to glow white hot. It is the white-hot glow which produces 
the light), lighting fixtures we still have, you will find it is just 
a handful. 
When you think about this, it is not surprising. Since the 
entry of the Light-Emitting-Diode in the ‘70’s their growth 
has been phenomenal. They are just so superior to filament 
globes in every application, there is simply no niche left 
where filament types dominate. 
But is this bad? No, it certainly isn’t. Not only do LED’s 
consume 1-5% of the power of conventional bulbs, they last 
about 1000 times longer. 
We can all probably remember growing up and being told 
to “turn the lights off” when you leave a room – to save 
electricity. Because LED’s are so efficient, it really does not 
matter whether you leave them on or off!! 
So have a good look through the following pages. You will 
not only find lighting fixtures that are cheap to run – they 
will last a long time as well. 

Lighting
AWNING LIGHTS 309

BOAT LIGHTING 302

CAMPSITE LIGHTING KIT 312

CANBUS VEHICLE LIGHTS 305

CARAVAN & BOAT INTERIOR LIGHTING 308

DOME LIGHTS 309

DRIVING LIGHTS 303 - 304

FLEXIBLE LED STRIP LIGHTING 306 - 307

HEAD TORCHES 316

LANTERNS 312

LED REPLACEMENT LIGHTING 311

LED TORCHES 321

MASTHEAD NAVIGATION LIGHTS 311

NAVIGATION LIGHTING 321

NUMBER PLATE LIGHTS 309, 326

READING LIGHTS 310

REFLECTORS 326

REPLACEMENT NAVIGATION LIGHTS 324

REPLACEMENT VEHICLE LIGHTS 305, 311, 324

REVERSING LIGHT GLOBE 305

SOLAR LIGHT KITS 318

SPOTLIGHTS - HANDHELD 315

STROBE LIGHT 318

SWITCH & RELAY KIT 304

TRAILER LIGHTING 325

TRAILER WIRING 326

UNDERWATER LIGHTS 320

WORKLIGHTS 318

301



LIGHTING

Camping & Boating Lighting

Camp Light Kits  
with Orange & White LED  
Bar Strips & Controller
A perfect starter kit for small setups and those who are just starting out with 
camping. It is also a popular choice for illuminating canopies or toolboxes. 
With up to 2,360 lumens total light output (4-strip kit on white setting) and 
over 2m of high quality plug-and-play cabling per strip included, you will 
have plenty of different options when lighting up your campsite.
• Thicker bar profile for added strength and improved appearance
• Inbuilt magnets for attachment to most metal surfaces
•  Removable pole clips for easy attachment to tent poles  

(including non-magnetic aluminium poles)
• Removable diffusers for a wider angle, softer light beam
• Reinforced grommets to prevent wire breakage at light bar ends
•  IP68 waterproof rating means the lights are completely watertight  

(in fact they will run underwater)
• Waterproof locking DC connectors on all cables
•  Heavy-duty, double insulated cables to prevent voltage drop,  

which results in brighter bars
• Minimal heat output, unlike gas lamps
•  Low power consumption - can be left on all night without  

affecting your battery
•  Housing Material: 6063 aluminium alloy
•  LED Type: Genuine OSRAM® SMD5050
•  LED Coating: Ultra clear UV-resistant epoxy resin
•  Ingress Protection: IP68 (excl. dimmers)
•  Beam Angle: 180 degrees
•  LED Lifespan: 50,000 hours

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

2 x 48cm Light Kit TLC100 $119.00 $112.95

4 x 48cm Light Kit TLC102 $229.00 $199.00

Boat Light Kit with 10 x 25cm  
RGB Flex Strips and Controller

If you're a keen night-time fisherman or just want the flexibility to use 
your boat when the sun isn't shining, then this boat lighting kit is the 
perfect solution. Combining high quality, waterproof components with 
easy installation, it is sure to give you years of reliable service. 12V 
powered & 50,000 hour lifespan.
• Easy DIY installation
•  Genuine 3M®  

double-sided tape
•  Fully waterproof and weatherproof (IP68)
•  RGB colour output

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

TLC104 $129.00 $121.95

Boat Light Kit with 40 x 10cm  
Blue & White Flex Strips and Controller

This LED boat light kit is a favourite of keen fisherman all over the world. 
Each LED module contains both blue and white LED's, so you can easily 
switch between the two colours by pressing the dimmer dial.The kit 
comes with a dimmer / colour change switch incorporating a 316 marine-
grade stainless steel plate which can be screwed into your dashboard.
• Fully waterproof and weatherproof (IP68)
• Bright enough to rig up with
• Easy DIY installation
•  Blue and white light output

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

TLC106 $159.00 $150.95

HARD KORR LIGHTING

Current Draw: 
Light Output:

 

TLC100 2-Light Kit
12V @ 1.2A
1,180 lumens (white)
700 lumens (orange)

TLC102 4-Light Kit
12V @ 2.4A
2,360 lumens (white)
1,400 lumens (orange)

ORANGE LED TO REDUCE PRESENCE OF 
INSECTS AND BUGS

Wireless Dimmer Switch with Remote

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

TLC108 $29.95 $28.45

On/off and brightness control for 
all KORR® camping & marine light 
products. 

• Flicker-free dimming. 
• Works up to 40m away. 
• Working temp: -20°C to 60°C. 
• Voltage: 9-24VDC. 
• Output current: 8A. 
• Requires A27 battery (supplied)

TLC100

TLC102

FOR 
UNDERWATER 

LIGHTS,
SEE PAGE 320

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au302 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day



LIGHTING

Camping & Off-Road Driving Lights

Solid LED Driving Lights

2000 Lumen 4 Bar LED Camping Kit 12/240V

9” SL4011

7” SL4001

These impressive looking solid LED driving 
lights are durable and produce super-bright 
white light from their combination spot and 
flood beam. This means that they light up the 
road ahead as well as to the sides. Supplied 
with steel brackets and mounting hardware.  
For off-road use only.

Size Lumens Dimensions (Excluding bracket) Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

7” Pair 6,000 175Dia.) x 72(D)mm SL4001 $129.00 $115.95

9” Pair 7,900 229(Dia.) x 72(D)mm SL4011 $149.00 $133.95

21.5”Bar Each 6,500 547(L) x 74(D) x 54(H)mm SL4020 $99.95 $89.95

• 21.5”
• 6,500 LUMEN
• 16 X 5W LEDSIP68

50,000 
HOUR 
LIFE

SHOCKPROOF

• 9” 
• 7,900 LUMEN
• 32 X 5W LEDS

• SOLD AS A PAIR

• 7” 
• 6,000 LUMEN
• 32 X 3W LEDS

• SOLD AS A PAIR

All models feature:

• IP68 water and dustproof rating
• Premium PMMA (Poly Methyl Methacrylate) lens
•  Suitable for 12V or 24V vehicles

21.5” SL4020

Call us on 1300 964 264 303

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

2000 Lumen (total) SL8969 $169.00 $151.95

This is a fast and effective way to provide light for a campsite, worksite, 
or anywhere you like. It’s built from four individual aluminium LED light 
strips, each one featuring 30 LEDs for 500 Lumens of light. That’s 2,000 
Lumens for the whole kit, which is a lot of light! Everything is plug and 
play, with two 5m cables, two 2.5m cables, two 1m cables, four 0.5m 
cables, and a 3 to 1 joiner, you can connect them however you like to 
suit your particular use. A remote control for brightness and on/off is 
included, as well as three on/off dimmer switches, all contained in a 
convenient nylon carry case. They’re powered by 12VDC, with battery 
clips and a cigarette lighter socket provided. You can easily run from 
mains power using a 12V adaptor too. 

Features:

•  IP68 Rated LED Light Bars
•  Extremely High 2,000 Lumen Output
•  Includes Nylon Carry Case

Specifications:

• Working Voltage: 12VDC
• Rated Power: 4 x 7W 
•  Colour Temperature: 6000K
•  IP Rating: IP67 (LED Strips)
• Working Current: 2.33A
•  Light Bar Dimensions: 13(W) x 520(H) x 7(D)mm

ALL THESE 
ACCESSORIES 
INCLUDED

ZIP-UP CARRY 
CASE INCLUDED

4 X LED  
LIGHT STRIPS



LIGHTING

Driving Lights & Hardware

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

Square Each SL3935 $39.95 $35.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 6+

Round Each SL3937 $39.95 $35.95

2272 Lumen Floodlights

These are stunningly bright floodlights, with 
a massive 2,272 lumen output. Available in a 
round or square aluminium enclosure to suit your 
personal style, both styles encase the same LED 
array and produce the same light power. Built 
with 16 individual 1.5W Osram LEDs for huge 
light output, they’re shockproof, weatherproof, 
and UV shielded. Powered from 9-36VDC so 
they’ll run on cars or trucks. Fitted with stainless 
steel mounting hardware. 
• Input: 9-36VDC @ 24W
• Waterproof Rating: IP68

Dimensions:

SQUARE
128(W) x 51(D) x 142(H)mm

SL3935

ROUND
128(W) x 51(D) x 152(H)mm

SL3937

SL3935

SL3937

Compact but powerful, it uses eight 1.5W Osram LEDs to 
throw a huge, wide beam in front of you. A broad 50° angle 
gives you plenty of light spread, while still retaining up to 
57m illumination range. Powered from 12-24VDC so they’re 
suitable for trucks too, they’re built tough. Protected against 
shock, water, and UV shielded, 
their powdercoated aluminium 
frame and stainless steel 
mounting hardware will go 
anywhere you do. 
• Input: 9-36VDC @ 12W
• Ingress Rating: IP68
•  Dimensions: 128(W) x 51(D) 

x 90(H)mm (Excluding Cable)

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 6+

1,136 Lumen - Each SL3931 $29.95 $26.95

1,136 Lumen Rectangular Floodlight

VEHICLE LIGHTS

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

Floodlight Each SL3975 $59.95 $53.95

Gift Cards 
Can’t choose from our huge range? 
Purchase a gift card, and your favourite 
person can choose for themselves!*  

Purchase in-store or online  
www.roadtechmarine.com.au/gift-cards

*A few T&Cs apply. See p7 for details.

Features 5x high power Epistar® 5W LEDs, IP67 rated 
against water. Powder coated aluminium heatsink 
case, with an unbreakable Lexan® polycarbonate lens. 
Protected against shock and vibrations.
• Beam pattern: Flood 
• Beam distance: 92m 
•  Lumen output: 2,250 - equivalent halogen: 175W 
• Input current: 1.56A (12VDC), 0.80A (24VDC) 
•  Dimensions: 140(L) x 45(H) x 71(D)mm
• Sold individually

2,250 Lumen Single Row 
LED Vehicle Light

FOR OTHER CONTURA STYLE 
SWITCHES AND ACCESSORIES 
SEE PAGE 147

LIGHTING CONTROLLERS

MOUNTING BRACKETS

Universal Bullbar Mounting Brackets

These brackets are designed to 
mount driving lights, spotlights, 
UHF antenna’s and other various 
applications to a tube frame (such 
as a bull-bar). Allows for much easier 
attachment to bull-bars, trailer railing, 
ute roll-bars or even a roof rack. Ideal 
for use with our range of 12VDC LED 
driving lights. 3 sizes available to fit 
various diameter frames.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

25-38mm Dia. SL3925 $14.95 $13.35

40-46mm Dia. SL3927 $14.95 $13.35

70-80mm Dia. SL3929 $19.95 $17.70

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

12VDC 30A Single Relay SY4081 $39.95 $35.95

12VDC 30A Dual Relay SY4184 $49.95 $44.95

12VDC 30A Relay Wiring Kit Universal

Taking a shortcut might be fine when 
you’re driving through the bush. But 
don’t do it with your electrical wiring. 
These relay kits take the hassle 
out of figuring out relay wiring, to 
provide a safe and easy method 
to install any high current device. 
That might be a fridge, driving 
lights, awning lights, or anything 
else. By wiring through a relay, 
you’re not feeding all the 
power through your switch 
mechanism, which keeps 
the high current cabling to a 
minimum. They’re easy to install 
and will save you time. The kit 
includes a 2m wiring loom, 30A relay, 
a contura style switch, and one high 
current output. 
• Cable Length: 2m

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au304 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day
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LED Replacement Lighting

LED T10 3D Wedge Globe

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

LED T10 3D Wedge Globe ZD0760 $14.95 $13.45

LED BA9S 3D Globe ZD0762 $14.95 $13.45

LED 31mm Festoon 3D Globe ZD0764 $19.95 $17.95

LED 36mm Festoon 3D Globe ZD0766 $19.95 $17.95

LED 41mm Festoon 3D Globe ZD0768 $19.95 $17.95

Many cars are now employing an electronic control system called 
CANBus, which can be a problem when using LED replacement 
globes as the system will give a globe failure indication. Being CANBus 
compatible, these LED globes don’t cause these failure indications. 
Each globe features a special “3D” type of LED lamp, which provides an 
extremely even, wide light output that is very similar to a normal globe in 
style and appearance. This makes them a perfect replacement for interior 
lights, and automotive lamps where the light fitting has a lot of “clear” 
elements making other LED globes unattractive to look at. Powered by 
12VDC, and suitable for off-road use only.

ZD0760 ZD0766ZD0762

ZD0732

LED Replacement Globes  
with 6x 5730SMD LEDs

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

E10 Screw ZD0732 $16.95 $14.95

BA9S Bayonet ZD0734 $16.95 $14.95

This range of common automotive and general use 
LED globes are also compatible with modern CANbus 
systems. Each globe is powered by 12VDC, is fitted with 
six high brightness 5730SMD type LEDs, and have non-
polarity circuit so you don’t have to worry about fitting 
them the right way around. 
• Dimensions: 28(H) x 12(Dia)mm

Automotive BA15 Type LED  
Replacement Globes

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Stop/Tail Lamp CANBus ZD0740 $21.95 $19.45

Interior/Navigation Lamp CANBus ZD0742 $21.95 $19.45

Interior/Park/Reverse Lamp CANBus ZD0744 $21.95 $19.45

CANBus compatible. This range of BA15 type LED globes 
feature universal polarity, very low power consumption and 
a high lumen output. Powered by 12VDC, can be used as 
tail/brake light (BAY15D), parker light (BA15S), or even as 
interior light globes (BA15D/BA15S) thanks to their high 
brightness. The BA15D is very commonly used in caravan 
and marine interior lights. For off-road use only.
• Dimensions: 50(H) x 18(Dia)mm

CANBUS COMPATIBLE GLOBES

LED Festoon Replacement Globes

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

31mm ZD0750 $12.95 $11.35

36mm ZD0752 $12.95 $11.35

41mm ZD0754 $12.95 $11.35

CANBus Compatible. A range of ultra-bright LED replacement 
“festoon” globes for car interior lights, which are fully compatible with 
modern “CANBus” systems that would otherwise give a globe failure 
warning when using an LED globe. Each globe features six ultra bright 
wide angle SMD LEDs, a non-polarity circuit (can fit the globe either 
way), and a CANBus circuit. There are three models to chose from, 
each working on 12VDC.

ZD0750 ZD0752 ZD0754

ZD0740

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

180 Lumen ST3952 $22.95 $20.45

Led Strip Light / Lantern

With the proliferation of USB power in portable power devices (power 
banks, mains inverters etc), USB power is often more 
available than mains or 12V power. This waterproof 
flexible LED strip light connects into any USB port to 
power its 120 LEDs. Use it as a strip light, or keep it 
in the included nylon bag and it will behave more 
like a lantern! It includes magnetic sliders and 
reusable cable ties for absolute convenience. 
Lightweight and handy, perfectly suited for 
camping as well as a backup emergency kit. 
• Power: 5VDC @ 1.55A
• Length: 2m
•  Storage bag  

doubles as a lantern

FOR OUR FULL RANGE 
OF CABLE TIES SEE 

PAGE 138

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Pack of 8 HP1234 $6.95 $6.25

Reusable Flexible Cable Ties

Reusable cable ties used to temporarily mounting LED strip 
lights in place on poles, tree branches, etc. 

2 Pin Led Strip Connectors

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

2.1mm DC Socket ZD0640 $6.95 $6.25

Bare Wire Lead ZD0642 $2.95 $2.65

Straight Joiner 4 Pack ZD0644 $4.95 $4.45

Corner Joiner 2 Pack ZD0646 $3.95 $3.55

T Joiner ZD0648 $4.95 $4.45

A simple clip on connector suitable with any single colour 5050/5060 SMD 
LED strip lights. It allows you to connect a mains power adaptor up to 4A 
and power the LED strip without the need for soldering the connections. 

Specifications:

• Voltage: 12/24VDC
• Current:  4A (12V) 

2A (24V) 
• LED Type: 5050/5060 
• LED Colour: Single 2 Pin
• LED Strip Width: 10mm 
• Dimensions: 161(L)mm

ZD0648

Flexible Adhesive LED Strip Lights -  
50mm Length

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 20+

Cool White 50mm Segments ZD0570 $2.95 $2.15

Flexible adhesive LED strips made using the highest brightness type 
LEDs, and feature 60 of these LEDs per metre of stripping. Each strip 
comes as a 5m length, which can be broken down into individual 50mm 
sections with 3x LEDs that can be individually soldered to apply power. 
We understand that not all applications require a full 5m length, so we cut 
them to length and sell by the 5cm section, so that you can get the exact 
length you require. The strip itself is a flexible circuit board, backed with 
quality 3M® brand adhesive tape to ensure a long term adhesion to your 
mounting surface. 
• Voltage: 12VDC 
• Current per section: 55mA 
• Current per metre: 1100mA (1.1A) 
• Lumen per metre: 960 
• 60 x 5060 LEDs per metre 
• LEDs per section: 3 x 5060 
• Sections per metre: 20 
• Dimension per section: 50x10mm

REPLACEMENT LIGHTS LED STRIP LIGHTING & ACCESSORIES

Call us on 1300 964 264 305
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LED Strip Lighting

1 OR 5M AVAILABLE

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Cool White 1m ZD0579 $39.95 $35.95

Cool White 5m ZD0576 $79.95 $71.95

Cigarette Lighter Lead to Suit 3m PP1981 $19.95 $17.95

Waterproof Ultra Bright LED 
Flexible Strip Light

Fully weatherproof yet flexible. It’s 
made from an array of ultra high 
brightness LEDs. Everything’s 
encapsulated in a protective 
casing to keep the dust and water 
out. Weatherproof male / female 
connections are provided at either 
end. 12VDC powered. 
Available in 1m or 5m length
• Voltage: 12VDC
• Colour: Cool White
• Current Per Section: 50mA
• Current Per Metre: 1A
• Ingress Protection: IP67
• Lumen:  1m: 850 

5m: 4250

Flexible LED Strip Light for Outdoors

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

1000 Lumen ST3954 $44.95 $39.95

A simple solution for campsite lighting. Just plug it into a 12V cigarette 
lighter socket, flick the switch and you have over 1,000 lumens of brilliant 
white light to light up under your awning, inside a tent, or anywhere else 
around the campsite. The 1.2m long LED strip is fitted inside a fabric 
strip with hook and loop backing allowing you to easily attach it to 
tent poles or awning frames. Metal hooks are also fitted for alternative 
mounting options. The supply cord is 5m long with a waterproof in-line 
switch. The LED strip is IP67 water resistant - so there’s no worries if you 
leave it out in the pouring rain. Includes carry bag.

Specifications:

• Dimensions: 1350(L) x 50(W) x 7(H)mm
• Water Resistant: IP67
• Input: 12VDC @ 1A
• LEDs: 72 x 5050SMD
• Cord Length: 5m

Flexible LED Strip Light  
with IR Controller - 5m

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

5m SL3954 $89.95 $80.95

This kit includes a tape 10mm wide with a double- sided adhesive on 
the underside. On the top side are 150 x red, green and blue LEDs, 
sequentially mounted, 5 metres long. The unit works on 12V D.C. power, 
but includes a 240V - 12V power supply, controller and infra-red remote 
control unit. (All controls are via the I.R. controller.) You can create beautiful 
special lighting effects with the 
controller, including, ‘Meteor’, 
‘Flowing Water’, ‘Curtain’, 
‘Shooting Star’, etc. This unit 
is not to be confused with 
cheap Christmas decorations 
and would be spectacular at 
a camping ground at night or 
over the water.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

5m SL3942 $59.95 $53.95

RGB Led Flexible Strip Light  
with IR Controller - 5m

This is an extremely versatile lighting solution. The 150 RGB LEDs allow 
you to change the colour to suit your mood, match your shoes, or just 
change it just because you want to. It uses a handy remote control for 
all on/off/colour selections, and you can change the brightness of any 
colour too. You can even trim the LED strip to a shorter length if required. 
Amazing! Totally flexible and self-adhesive strip. Mains power supply 
included. 

LED STRIP LIGHTING

4 x RGB LED Strips with Controller  
for Car Interior

Add some colour and lighting effects to your car interior with these bright 
RGB LED light strips. The kit includes four LED strips with twelve LEDs 
in each, a controller, and a remote control. The LEDs can be remotely 
controlled to change between eight different colours with four different 
lighting patterns. The lights can be set to change with the beat of the 
music, and the brightness and speed can also be adjusted. 12 volt.
• 4 X 12 5050 SMD LED 
• Less than 1W standby power

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

SL3948 $19.95 $17.95

Rovin 1.2m Waterproof IP67 White and Orange 
FlexIble LED Strip

A simple solution to light up an outdoor area such as a campsite, tent, 
caravan annex, outdoor gazebo, etc. Simply plug it into an available 12V 
cigarette lighter power socket and switch between 850 Lumens of bright 
white light or 700 Lumens of orange light to help keep the pesky insects 
away. The 1.2m long LED strip is fitted inside a fabric strip with hook-
and-loop backing allowing you to easily attach it to tent poles or awning 
frames. The power supply cord is 5m long with an in-line switch, and the 
LED strip is IP67 water resistant - so there’s no worries if you leave it out in 
the pouring rain. Includes carry bag.
•  Bright White LED to brighten outdoor spaces
•  Orange LED to reduce presence of insects and bugs
•  Easily fits into existing camping set up

Bright White Orange Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

850 Lumen 700 Lumen ST3956 $49.95 $44.95

IF YOU’RE STILL USING TRADITIONAL 
INCANDESCENT GLOBES, SWITCHING TO LED 
WILL GIVE YOU MUCH LONGER RUNNING TIME 

FROM THE SAME BATTERIES.

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au306 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day
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LED Strip Lighting
Waterproof IP65 LED Light Module  
String -1m

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

10 x 3 x 3528 Cool White 1m ZD0590 $19.95 $17.95

10 x 3 x 3528 Blue 1m ZD0593 $19.95 $17.95

10 x 3 x 5050 Cool White 1m ZD0594 $34.95 $30.95

A very flexible and 
weatherproof (IP65) 
solution for low 
power lighting; use 
for backlighting of signs, illuminating stairwells, marine lighting, caravan 
lighting, etc. Each string is supplied as a 1m length of wire, with ten 
“modules” containing three high brightness SMD LEDs along the length 
of the string. You can cut the string to supply power to each module 
separately if you wish, allowing for a whole host of different applications. 
Simply provide 12VDC power and you are in business. 
Available in standard 3528-LED or ultra-bright 5050-LED 
versions, and in cool white or blue colours depending on the 
model you choose.

LED Solid Strip Lights - 500mm

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

8mm Cool White 500mm ZD0461 $14.95 $13.35

11mm Cool White 500mm ZD0552 $24.95 $22.45

An efficient, bright and affordable LED lighting solution, which is safe 
and easy to install. Each strip features wide angle, high brightness SMD 
LEDs which are powered by 12VDC. They are fixed easily using the 
strong 3M® brand self adhesive backing tape or mounted into a range 
of aluminium and plastic extrusions and diffusers available separately. 
Each 500mm length can be snapped into individual segments and are 
powered by 12VDC. Applications include under cabinet kitchen bench 
lighting, hallway or mood lighting, marine/caravan/motorhome lighting, 
commercial strip lighting, retail shop fit outs, and many more. 
• Available in 8mm and 11mm widths, 12VDC 
•  Strips can be snapped into individual segments and  

powered individually 
•  Strips can be integrated with aluminium and plastic  

extrusions and diffusers.

Stylish Slimline Fitting

Cat No. Qty 1+

100mm Long TLA405 $24.95

150mm Long TLA410 $34.95

300mm Long TLA415 $69.95

600mm Long TLA420 $129.00

Stylish slimline LED light fittings that suit 
caravan or marine applications. 
• Cool White LEDs
• From 100mm to 600mm long

Swivel Type  
Strip Lighting

Length Illumination Switch Cat No. Qty 1+

205mm 180° On/Off TLA605 $49.95

450mm 180° On/Off TLA610 $74.95

350mm Slimline Mini Rocker TLA615 $49.95

Swivel-type lamps have the advantage of being able to adjust 
light to maximise effect. Eg. above a bed you can tilt down to 
read only to tilt back up again to improve room illumination. 
• Cool white 
• We have a great range!

FIXED LED STRIP LIGHTING

600MM

300MM

150MM

100MM

TLA405

TLA410

TLA415

TLA420

TLA615

TLA605

TLA610

FOR A GOOD RANGE OF CAMPING 
BATTERIES SEE OUR UNSPILLABLE GEL 

BATTERIES ON PAGE 96

Linkable Aluminium LED Strip Lights

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

280 Lumen 324mm Long ST3934 $29.95 $26.95

520 Lumen 524mm Long ST3936 $42.95 $37.95

Dimmer to Suit ST3938 $14.95 $13.45

A stylish aluminium LED strip light kit. Easily connect multiple 
lights together. Supplied with a 100mm DC plug with lead 
for hardwiring, adaptors and cable. Screw mounting holes 
provided on the ends for easy installation in three different 
ways - 180°, 360° and 90°. 
•  Suitable in-line Dimmer use ST3938 
• Voltage input: 12VDC 
• Input: 3.5 x 1.35mm DC socket 

280 LUMEN 48 LED LINKABLE LIGHT STRIP 
• Dimensions: 324(L) x 30(W) x 12(H)mm

  

520 LUMEN 84 LED LINKABLE LIGHT STRIP 
• Dimensions: 524(L) x 30(W) x 12(H)mm 

ST3936

524MM ST3936

RIGID

Much has been written about LEDs & how long they last. Firstly, 
incandescent or filament type globes have a tiny tungsten wire 
inside them that glows white hot when the electric current is 
passed through the wire.
It is the white hot wire that produces light (generally only about 
3% of the energy consumed is emitted as light). As you can 
imagine, the white hot tungsten wire is under considerable stress. 
Despite this, an incandescent lamp globe can be quite reliable. 
(100+ years of engineering refinement has helped.) They rarely, 
however, last more than 180 - 500 hours.
In a Light Emitting Diode, the electrical current stimulates 
photons (the tiny unit of light) to radiate out from a 
semiconductor junction. There is far, far less stress on this & the 
reliability is up to 1000 times better.

LEDS & 
LONGEVITY

Call us on 1300 964 264 307
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LED Strip Lighting

Cat No. Qty 1+

250 Lumen TLA620 $84.95

LED Light Strips with Switch - 12VDC

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

280 Lumen ST3930 $27.95 $24.95

520 Lumen ST3932 $39.95 $35.95

Inline Dimmer to suit ST3938 $14.95 $13.45

A quick and easy LED strip light solution. The LED strip is  
pre-assembled in the channel diffuser with an integrated 
switch encased in attractive anodised aluminium alloy. They 
feature a generous beam angle with evenly distributed light 
thanks to the frosted white diffuser. Great for use on window 
displays, restaurant foyers, showrooms, hotels, and caravan 
or RV applications. Four mounting screws are included for fast 
and easy installation. Available in 48 and 84 LED strips. 
•  Input: 3.5 x 1.35mm DC socket centre positive 
• LEDs: 3528 SMD 
• 4 x mounting screws included
48 LED LIGHT STRIP - ST3930
•  Power rating: 12VDC 5W
• Cool white
• Lumen: 280
•  Dimensions: 313(L) x 30(W) x 12(H)mm

84 LED LIGHT STRIP - ST3932
•  Power rating: 12VDC 9W
• Cool white
• Lumen: 520
• Dimensions: 513(L) x 30(W) x 12(H)mm

313MM

513MM

HELLA LED Strip Light with Switch

Completely waterproof bright LED strip light designed for the harsh 
marine environments. Excellent for chart lamps, above bench tops, bulk 
head lamps and around bait boards to name only a few applications. 
Completely sealed, salt water durable, UV and corrosion resistant, and 
under 3 watt power consumption. Supported with a 5 year warranty for 
a total ‘fit and forget’ solution and complete peace of mind. Pre-wired 
500mm power lead and supplied with 2 x self tapper screws (6mm hole 
required for wiring access). 
• UV resistant
• IP67 waterproof rating
• Cool white
• 250 Lumens (85 CRI rating)
• 12VDC (250mA max. )
• Dimensions: 283(L) x 25(W) x 14(D)mm

BUILT-IN SWITCH

WATERPROOF

IF YOU’RE STILL USING 
TRADITIONAL INCANDESCENT 

GLOBES, SWITCHING TO 
LED WILL GIVE YOU MUCH 
LONGER RUNNING TIME 

FROM THE SAME BATTERIES.

RIGID

White LED Ceiling Light

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

185mm SL3452 $29.95 $26.90

Ideal for caravans, boats and RVs. 
• Dimensions 185(L) x 126(W) x 25(H)mm.
• 12 Cool White LEDs
• 140 Lumen
• 12V
• Built in on/off switch

Long Ceiling Light

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

368mm TLA120 $79.95 $75.95

Ideal for hallways or any area which is longer 
than wide. Great for galley lighting. 
• Dimensions 368(L) x 45(W) x 10(H)mm
• 90 Cool White LED clusters
• 12V
• Flush push button switch
• Metal powdercoat body
• Rigid

White LED Ceiling Light With Rocker Switch

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

400mm SL3460 $59.95 $53.95

A fixed installation roof lamp suitable for a caravan, boat, truck, or even a 
car. The LEDs sit behind a diffuser to help spread the light evenly. Mounting 
holes on the backing will allow attachment to the roof.
•  Dimensions 400(L) x 78(W) x 28(H)mm
• 12 Cool white LEDs
• 280 Lumen
• 12/24V
• Rigid

LED Ceiling Light

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

White Surround TLA110 $89.95 $84.95

This classy product will enhance the look of 
any caravan or cabin cruise interior. It does not 
restrict head room being only 20mm deep. 
• Dimensions: 110(L)x 185(W) mm
• 48 Cool white LEDs
• 3.9W power consumption
• 12V
• Single screw-fixing
• Clip together Body frame
• Edge mounted On/Off switch

CARAVAN & BOAT INTERIOR LIGHTING

185MM

185MM
368MM

400MM

Seen It Cheaper? 
Give us a call or visit us in store and we’ll do our 
best to match or beat the competitions price on 
identical, stocked products.*

*A few T&Cs apply. See p4 for details.

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au308 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day
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Dome Lights

Ultra-Slim LED Panel Caravan 
Ceiling Lights

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

120mm 420 Lumen SL3474 $34.95 $31.45

165mm 590 Lumen SL3476 $44.95 $40.45

215mm 680 Lumen SL3478 $59.95 $53.95

These stylish lights are just 7mm thick. Mount 
them to the roof of your caravan, RV or boat for 
a bright, cool white light around the cabin. The 
side-lit Epistar LED panel design produces an 
evenly spread light. They are easy to 
install and mounting hardware is included.
• Beam Pattern 120degrees
• Non-dimmable

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

70(Dia) x 10mm ST3915 $39.95 $35.95

Cat No. Qty 1+

75(Dia) x 25(H)mm TLA045 $14.95

Super Stylish - Touch  
On/Off Switch

•  This unit is very low profile and has 
36 cool white LEDs. 

•  Silver bezel. Supplied with 
extra long wiring

• 190 Lumen
• 12/24VDC

“Hockey Puck” Light

•  “Hockey-puck” 
style fitting, 3 x 
LEDs easy surface 
mount

• 12VDC

DOME LIGHTS

LED Dome Lights

A range of LED dome lights suitable for caravan and boat cabin interiors. 
Each light comes with flyleads that you simply hard wire into the 12V 
electrics. Operated with a simple on/off rocker switch. Choice of 
white plastic or stainless steel bezel. TLA254 
and TLA258 include a red 
LED for dim night time 
illumination.

Dia. LED Bezel Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

100mm White Plastic TLA250 $19.95 $17.95

115mm White Plastic TLA252 $29.95 $26.95

115mm White / Red Plastic TLA254 $34.95 $30.95

140mm White Stainless Steel TLA256 $39.95 $35.95

140mm White / Red Stainless Steel TLA258 $44.95 $39.95

TLA250 TLA256TLA254

LED Courtesy Lights

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

3 x Cool White LED Stainless Steel TLA310 $23.95 $22.45

3 x Blue LED Stainless Steel TLA315 $23.95 $22.45

Sealed weather resistant surface mounting LED light units. 
Neat and compact, perfect for use in places requiring high 
levels of illumination such as decks, docks, cabinets, work 
areas and work vehicles. Primarily used as a step courtesy light. 
• Rated up to 50 000 hours of use

Mini Waterproof LED Light

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Mini Light 40(L) x 10(W) x 15(D)mm ST3193 $16.95 $14.95

This unit is very good for step-tread illumination. 
Being waterproof (IP65) it is equally 
good indoors or outdoors. 4 x 
high-brightness LED’s light up the 
gloomiest corners. 12V. 
• Cool white 
•  Can be fitted horizontally  

or vertically

COMPACT LIGHT FITTINGS

TLA310

77(W) x 20(H)mm

TLA315

77(W) x 20(H)mm
173MM

Waterproof “Porch” Light

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Entrance Light TLC205 $44.95 $41.95

Ideal for a caravan entrance light. This unit is waterproof and 
would make a handsome statement to illuminate your caravan 
entrance stairs. It would be suitable for all applications where 
and entrance needs illuminating. Includes 
waterproof On/Off switch. 
• Cool white 
•  18 x Super-Bright LEDs.  

Only 1.5W consumption 
• 12V 
• Hidden screw fixing
• 173(W)x110(H)x56(D)mm

Waterproof Awning Light

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

30 LED Oval 200(W) x 100(H) x 50(D)mm TLC210 $69.95 $65.95

The super bright outdoor 12 Volt LED Awning Light is an 
ideal solution for Caravans, Pop Tops and RVs. Simply mount 
and run the power to a internal or 
external switch and the 30 cool 
white LEDs will keep you seeing in 
complete darkness. 
• 30 Cool white LEDs
• 12 Volts, 2.4 watts
•  Requires separate switch to 

operate
•  200(W)x100(H)x50(D)mm

CARAVAN AWNING LIGHTING

200MM

SEE PAGE 311 FOR AN 
EXPLANATION OF COOL 

WHITE VERSUS WARM WHITE.

Call us on 1300 964 264 309
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Courtesy, Reading Lights

120 Lumen COB LED  
Desk Lamp With Clamp

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

120 Lumen SL3145 $16.95 $14.95

Fantastically stylish with touch-sensing 
brightness control. It’s rechargeable and 
will run for up to 12hrs depending on the 
brightness setting. The gooseneck allows 
you to position it just where you want, and 
the desk clamp keeps it firmly in place. Ultra 
bright, white COB LED for daylight white 
light. The LED head also features rubberised 
ABS for durability. So delightful it suits the 
workbench, bedside table, or study area all 
very well.
• 3 Level Adjustible Brightness
• Flexible Stand
• Touch Sensor Switch

Specifications:

• Battery: Polymer Lithium Battery 500mAh
• Burn Time: Up to 12hrs
• Recharge Time: 5hrs
• Weight: 130g
• Dimensions: 115(L) x 55(W) x 380(H)cm
• Material: ABS, Rubber
• 3 Level Brightness: 100%, 70%, 30%
• Max Brightness: 120 Lumens

Swivel Reading Light

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Swivel Reading Light Silver TLA005 $39.95 $37.95

Plastic, silver plated unit.
• 6 x super bright LEDs.
• Cool white
• Compact 42 x 80mm base, 86mm high
• Head unit 55(Dia) x 65(L)mm
•  Cute On/Off rocker switch 

conveniently located on head unit

Personal Reading Light

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Stainless Steel Reading Lamp TLA015 $64.95 $60.95

All stainless steel double-swivel model. 
• Cool white 
• Base 85mm diameter 
• Double swivel arm covers 50mm 
• Head unit is 75mm long x 50mm diameter 
• Has 10 large LEDs 
•  On/Off rocker switch on base 
A classy product.

Chart Light / Reading Light

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

40cm Gooseneck Chart Light MLA005 $39.95 $37.95

Featuring 8 super bright LEDs in the lamp 
head, this chart reading light will ensure 
you stay on course! The 40cm gooseneck 
can be positioned to any angle, and folds 
away after use so it never gets in the way. 
Mounting the unit is simple via the 3 x 
No.8 screw holes.
• On/Off Rocker Switch on the Base
• Requires 12VDC

READING LIGHTS

“NOOK” LED LIGHTS

Extra Bright LED Sensor Light

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

80 Lumen SL3506 $19.95 $17.95

This unit is tubular in outward appearance, measuring 255(W) x 22(Dia.) x 
30(H)mm. It features a sturdy, stainless steel mounting bracket. The design 
allows the light to rotate even though the bracket is screwed to a surface. The 
movement detector rotates on the same axis as the 9x High efficiency white 
LEDs. (The LEDs sit behind a diffuser for even light). The unit is powered by 3 
x AA batteries (not supplied). Sensor on time 60 seconds approx.

255MM

COURTESY LIGHTS

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

Pack of 3 with Remote SL3511 $19.95 $17.95

Remote Controlled LED Puck Light Kit  
- 3 Lights

Each puck light contains not one, two, or three, but 5 ultra bright LEDs. 
There’s no pesky wiring to get them to work though - just install three 
AA batteries in to each light and put them in a location that’s begging 
to end the darkness. The included adhesive tabs also mean no screws 
are required! The remote control then caters for centralised on and off 
functionality, as well as a “low brightness” dim setting, or set them to 
turn off in 30-minutes automatically. Not near the 
remote? Simply press a puck light and it will turn on 
for you too. Amazing! 
• Batteries: Puck Lights: 3 x AA Each (Not Included) 
• Remote Control: 2 x AAA (Not Included)
• Remote Transmission Range: 8m Max 
• Puck Light Dimensions: 95(Dia.) x 30(H)mm Each

PUCK LIGHTS

Installs in seconds, without wiring. Touch-sensitive on/off 
operation so there’s no fumbling for a switch in the dark. 
Includes self-adhesive pad. Uses a bright LED light for energy 
efficiency. Pack of two lights. 
• Lumens: 15
•  Battery: Each light requires  

3 x AAA batteries
• Dimensions: 28(H) x 76(Dia.)mm

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

15 Lumen (ea.) Pack of 2 SL3501 $9.95 $8.95

Touch Controlled LED Lights

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au310 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day



LIGHTING

LED Replacement Lighting

Waterproof 12V G4  
LED Replacement Globe

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Warm White 100 Lumen 3000K ZD0564 $14.95 $13.35

Cool White 110 Lumen 6500K ZD0566 $14.95 $13.35

Low wattage replacement G4 LED lamps suitable 
for use in recreational vehicles. Completely 
encapsulated in resin, making them waterproof. 
• Available in Warm or Cool White 
• Power: 1.5W 
• Input voltage: 12VAC/DC 
• Dimensions: 35(L) x 9.5mm

G4 LED Replacement Light, 120°, 12VAC/DC

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Cool White ZD0655 $13.95 $12.35

Warm White ZD0657 $13.95 $12.35

An easy replacement for a G4 2-pin type halogen globe that uses 
significantly less power, and lasts much longer. Great for benchtop 
lighting, reading lamps, and a whole host of other applications. 
• Fitting: G4 
• Power: 2.2W, 12VAC/DC 
• Light output: 230 Lumen 
• Lens angle: 120° 
• LED source: 15x 2835 SMD LEDs 
• Dimensions: 27mm Dia.

MR11 LED Replacement Light,  
120° - 12VAC/DC

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Cool White ZD0650 $14.95 $13.45

Warm White ZD0652 $14.95 $13.45

High brightness MR11 LED globes commonly used for lighting caravan 
and marine interiors, some desk lamps, and also used in retail shop 
display cabinets. High lumen level, available in cool and warm white. 
• Fitting: MR11 
• Input power: 12VAC/DC, 2.2W 
• Brightness: 230 Lumen 
• Beam angle: 120° 
• LED source: 15x 2835 SMD LEDs 
• Dimensions: 34(Dia.) x 29(D)mm

LED Replacement Lamp  
for 2D Fluoros in Caravans

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

Cool White ZD0670 $29.95 $26.95

One of the most common lights used in 
caravans up until quite recently, is the 
16W 2D fluoro. The problem with these 
is not only do they draw a lot of power 
for the light they produce, but they also 
blow very frequently, take a long time to 
“warm up”, and they aren’t very pleasant 
on the eye. These LED replacement lamps 
solve all that! The circular shape metal core 
PCB is backed with the same moulding as 
a normal 2D fluoro, so it fits into the same light 
socket - all you have to do is bypass the fluoro 
ballast and supply the lamp with 12VDC 
directly. No need to carry spare globes as 
the LED lamp is impervious to vibrations, 
and the LEDs are rated to last over 
50,000 hours. 
• Input voltage: 12VDC 
• Power: 9W 
• Lumen: 900 
• Beam: 180°
• LED type: 60x2835 SMD 
• Dimensions: 150(Dia.)mm

2D TUBES & REPLACEMENTSREPLACEMENT LIGHTING

Warm white is generally similar to the light from low wattage 
incandescent bulbs. The ultimate warm white is the buttery light 
from a candle.
Cool white is the typical “cold” white that you get from 
fluorescent lighting in shops, offices etc.
Although warm white is nice, it is not as efficient as cool white.
Cool white is good around kitchen areas, but many people prefer 
warm white for reading.

WARM WHITE/ 
COOL WHITE

LUMENS, LUX, WATT?
Comparing light output between products can be confusing. With 
all the terminology being used, what does it mean?

LUMENS
A MEASURE OF TOTAL LIGHT OUTPUT
Luminous Flux, is known as Lumens (LM) is a very useful 
measure. However, it may be overstated by a manufacturer.

WATTS
A MEASURE OF POWER CONSUMPTION
This is not an accurate method to compare light output, because 
power consumption is not a direct correlation to light output.

LUX
A MEASURE OF LIGHT INTENSITY
Lux does have a relationship to Lumens, however it considers 
light intensity over a specific area. Lux = 1 Lumen / m2.

HOW DO THEY RELATE?
In short, they don’t always.  
However it’s not that simple.
For all intents and purposes, Watts can be disregarded between 
different models. The only time when it has some usefulness is 
when comparing similar LED sources. If you have a 5W and a 
10W LED, you can approximate the latter is twice as bright. While 
not precisely true, it does have its usefulness. But only when 
comparing like-products such as worklights.
Lux and Lumens do relate to each other, however the beam style 
(spot vs flood) can influence the results heavily. In order to keep 
things simple, you can approximate that the more Lumens, the 
brighter the light. This is why we generally stick with Lumens for 
comparison purposes. 

THINGS TO REMEMBER!
1. COMPARE LUMENS
Without test equipment or critical specifications you must meet, 
this is the most useful specifiction for comparing the “brightness” 
of a torch, lantern, or other similar product.

2.  WATTAGE HAS LIMITED VALUE
For a floodlight, Lumens isn’t terribly useful as it’s designed to 
spread the light. The way Lumens are measured, could mean 
these are poorly represented and appear to have low output 
compared to a torch. This isn’t correct.

3. IT COULD BE OVERSTATED
Manufacturers can use varying techniques to test Lumens. If 
you really want to test a light, come and see us. We’ll gladly 
demonstrate our range at any RTM store.

Call us on 1300 964 264 311
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LED Lanterns
BATTERY POWERED LANTERNS

Ultra compact yet ultra bright. This mini lantern is super 
compact for storage, but expands out to reveal an ultra 
bright LED light. Integrated carry / hanging handles 
mean you can hang it up easily, and provides 360° 
light. Includes 3 x AAA batteries, so it’s ready to go (but 
don’t forget extra batteries if you anticipate a lot of use)! 
Available in red, orange, blue and grey finishes. 
• Batteries: 3 x AAA (Included)
• Burn Time: 4 Hours
• Weight: 160g (Including Batteries)
• Dimensions:  95(H) x 70(Dia.)mm (Closed)  

140(H) x 70(Dia.)mm (Open)

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

180 Lumen Each ST3145 $12.95 $11.45

Mini Collapsible Lantern

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 6+

260 Lumen ST3130 $14.95 $13.45

Collapsible LED lantern

Ultra-convenient and clever design 
allows the lantern to collapse down 
when not in use. Pop it up and switch 
it on, and the three ultra-bright COB 
LEDs provide stunning brightness. 
The lantern is designed with a metal 
hanging handle, as well as magnets in 
the base to hold on any ferrous metal 
such as a car, steel pole, etc. Available 
in black or silver. 
• Batteries: Requires 3 x AA batteries
• Weight: 290g
•  Dimensions:  

Closed: 128(H) x 85(Dia.)mm  
(Excluding Handles)  
Open: 185(H) x 85(Dia.)mm  
(Excluding Handles)

Outdoor Lantern  
Support Stand

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Outdoor Lantern Support Stand RAA402 $12.95 $11.45

This product is for anyone who wants 
to mount a light up high and securely. 
It consists of a 4 leg ‘tripod’. You don’t 
have to use all the mast sections, 
but with all 4 it is almost 2.4m (8 feet) 
high. The top section has a hook to 
safely hold a lamp. The whole unit 
collapses into a compact 600mm(2ft) 
long x 100(Dia.)mm nylon bag.
•  Made out of reinforced nylon 

components and black powder 
coated steel

Lantern not included.

2.4M

Collapsible Mosquito Zapper  
with Camping Lantern

Avoid sleepless nights in your tent, van or camper with this rechargeable 
mosquito zapper camping lantern. Instead of those pesky mosquitoes 
buzzing in your ear, they will instead be attracted to the UV light where 
they will be zapped dead. Simply slide the mosquito zapper 
out to turn it on, or collapse away to operate just as a 
lantern, which you can carry with the fold-out handle or 
hang using the integrated swivel hook. The push button 
switch on the case lets you select between high and 
low brightness or a flashing mode for times when 
you need to attract attention. The internal Li-Po 
battery can provide power for up to 6 hours at 50% 
brightness, which can be charged from an available 
USB power source. The lantern also features an 
emergency USB port to provide enough power to 
charge your phone so you won’t be left stranded. 
• Mosquito zapper with finger guard
• Camping lantern with swivel hook
• Two brighness levels
• Emergency 5V power USB output
• 6 x 0.06W UV LEDs
• 360~400nm UV Wavelength
• Bugzapper can run up to 30hrs

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

YS5560 $39.95 $35.95

Multi-Purpose Lantern Hanger

A multi-use bracket for hanging lanterns, 
water containers, clothing, etc from a pole.
• Designed to fit 22mm tent poles
• Lantern and pole not 
included

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

TLE356 $11.95 $10.45

Portable Multipurpose Cabinet  
Camping Light

A superb rechargeable LED light that you can use on-the-go or mount in 
your tent, caravan, camper, etc. The versatile 3-in-1 base holder enables 
you to mount the light almost anywhere using the supplied strong 3M® 
double-sided tape, timber screws and built-in magnets, and the 360° 
angle adjustment means you get light to where you need it. A 1m long 
USB cable is provided so you can charge the light’s internal Li-ion battery 
from a USB power source such as a powerbank, computer or USB power 
adaptor. To operate, simply touch the button at the end of the light, which 
can cycle between natural, warm, and cool white light up to 200 lumens. 
An SOS flashing mode is also included if you need to attract attention. 
By holding the switch in, you are also able to dim the brightness from 
100% to 2%, which can help save power if you only need some ambient 
lighting. The light can be used for other applications where mains power 
is not available, including cupboards and cabinets, garages, sheds, 
outdoor gazebos, etc. 
• Rechargeable
• 4 Light Modes
• 360° Rotation

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

200 Lumen SL3519 $24.95 $22.45

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au312 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day
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Specialty Lighting & Torches
HANDY KEYRING LIGHT

35 Lumen LED Keyring Light with Clip

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

35 Lumen ST3429 $4.95 $4.45

Has keyring/lanyard fitting and pocket clip. Super-bright COB (chip on 
board) LED array. 3 settings, super bright, bright, and flashing (Flashing 
could be used to bring attention). Has special feature so that button 
battery compartment cannot be accessed by children, 
who have been known to access button batteries 
and swallow them.
• Excellent battery life
• Assorted colours
•  Dimensions:  

55(L) x 30(W) x 18(H)mm

TORCHES

INCLUDES 
BATTERIES!

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

100 Lumen Each 98mm Long ST3432 $4.95 $4.45

100 Lumen LED Torch

You don’t need one of these, you need three! This 100-Lumen LED torch 
will run for up to 12hrs on the included AAA batteries, and is compact 
enough to store anywhere. Perfect for the emergency kit, the glove box, 
the go bag, anywhere you need it. 
• Batteries: 3 x AAA (Included)
• Beam: 12m approx
• Burn Time: 12 Hours
• Weight: 63g (Including Batteries)
• Dimensions: 98(L) x 30(Dia.)mm

CHOICE OF  
COLOURS

260 Lumen LED Torch  
with Adjustable Beam

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

260 Lumen ST3449 $14.95 $13.45

Compact and lightweight metal construction, with an integrated beam 
adjustment. Simply twist the head to change from spot to flood modes. 
Includes a convenient belt clip, with high / medium / low power and 
flashing modes. Uses 3 x AAA batteries (Included).
• Belt clip
• High, medium, low, flashing modes
• Durable case

Specifications:

• Batteries: 3 x AAA (Included)
• Lumens: 260
• Weight: 124g (Including Batteries)
• Dimensions: 122(D) x 31(Dia.)mm

150 Lumen Waterproof LED Torch

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

150 Lumen ST3242 $12.95 $11.45

Perfect for boating or trekking. This waterproof torch will go wherever 
you do and provide loads of light when you need it. Lightweight at just 
over 100 grams, you’ll barely notice it in your pack. Wrist strap included 
in case you lose your grip, and features high / low power and flashing 
modes. 3 x AAA batteries required.
• Waterproof IP67
• High / low and flashing modes
• Wriststrap

Specifications:

• Lumens: 150
• Range: 100m
• Batteries: 3 x AAA (Not Included)
• IP Rating: IP67
• Weight: 128g (Including Batteries)
• Dimensions: 133(D) x 38(Dia.)mm

FOR TORCHES USED INFREQUENTLY, MODELS 
WITH REPLACEABLE BATTERIES MAY BE A 

BETTER CHOICE, SO YOU DON’T GET CAUGHT 
WITH A FLAT BATTERY RIGHT WHEN YOU 
NEED IT. OTHERWISE, ENSURE IT’S LEFT 

CHARGING WHEN NOT IN USE

Illumistick Lightsticks

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Coleman® Illumistick Lightsticks TLE532 $1.95 $1.85

Handy for backpacking, camping or even home 
use, the Coleman® Illumistick Lightstick is a 
must for both safety and fun. Perfect for 
emergency kits, no power needed! Just 
bend, snap, shake and use! They can be 
easily hung from anywhere by string, hook 
or carabiner.
•  Runtime: 6 hours
•  Completely non-toxic & 

weatherproof
•  Choose from green, blue, 

orange and yellow
•  140mm long

LIGHTSTICKS

WOBBLE LIGHT

Wobble Activated Night Light

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

10 Lumen TLE092 $5.95 $5.65

Turn this sturdy, portable night light on with a 
tap, shake or bump. The perfect light for when 
you’re fumbling around in the dark! Made from 
aircraft-grade aluminium, this tough egg-shaped 
light features a weighted bottom and self balances 
when set down, so the light always shines the 
right way. The light automatically shuts off after 
6 minutes to preserve the batteries. Suitable for 
use outdoors with an o-ring seal that protects the 
batteries from rain and dust. Powered by two 3V 
Lithium batteries (included).
• 10 Lumen
• Automatic Off After 6 Minutes
• Weatherproof IP44
•  Battery Size: 2 x 3V Lithium, CR2032 (included)
• Dimensions: 70(L) x 35(Dia)mm

INCLUDES 
BATTERIES!

ADJUSTABLE 
BEAM

WATERPROOF

Call us on 1300 964 264 313
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Torches
370 Lumen  
Rechargeable Torch

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

370 Lumen 150(L) x 37(Dia)mm ST3490 $29.95 $26.95

A nifty little torch with 370 Lumen of bright white light, and a slide 
adjustable beam to go from a wide flood beam to a narrow spot 
beam. Features a 2200mAh li-ion 18650 rechargable battery, which 
you can recharge inside the torch by plugging into any USB port. 
Charge it off your computer or the charger from your mobile phone.
USB charging is literally everywhere! Burn time: 4 hours (at 100%)

ADJUSTABLE 
BEAM RECHARGEABLE

1,000 Lumen Rechargeable Torch

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

1,000 Lumen 200(L) x 53(Dia.)mm ST3498 $59.95 $53.95

Aircraft-grade aluminium featuring an o-ring seal protecting the inside 
from the elements including rain and dust. An ultra-bright 1000 lumen 
LED light produces a beam that reaches 390 metres and provides up 
to two hours of continuous use. The adjustable head allows you to 
focus the beam, and you can utilise the three light modes: high, low and 
strobe. A handy wrist strap is included so you can hang the torch from 
your arm or equipment for hands-free operation.
• Battery:  3.7V 3400mAh Li-ion
• Burn time:  2 hours
• Distance:  390m
• Light Modes:  High, Low, Strobe
•  Weight:  390g  (including battery)

RECHARGEABLE

RECHARGEABLE TORCHES

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

500 Lumen ST3522 $29.95 $26.95

1,000 Lumen ST3524 $59.95 $53.95

4,000 Lumen ST3526 $129.00 $115.95

ADJUSTABLE 
BEAM RECHARGEABLE

A range of heavy duty, aircraft-grade aluminium torches, made for use in 
the toughest of conditions. All models feature an o-ring seal, protecting 
the inside from the elements including rain and dust. The ergonomic 
design of the torch handle prevents it from slipping from your 
hand. An adjustable head allows you to focus the beam, and 
you can utilise the three light modes: high, low and strobe. 
When the battery power is low, simply plug the torch into the 
supplied mains charger. When the battery is full, the charger 
will indicate green, and you’re ready to go again. A handy wrist strap 
is included so you can hang the torch from your arm or equipment for 
hands-free operation.
• Heavy-Duty Construction Aircraft-Grade Aluminium
• 3 Light Modes High, Low & Strobe
• Adjustable Beam Width 
• Suits Indoor or Outdoor Use

500 LUMEN
Produces a beam that reaches 
172 metres and provides up to two 
hours of continuous use. 
• LED: Osram P8 
•  Battery: 700mAh Lithium-ion 

16340 Rechargeable Battery 
• Lumens: 500/160lm 
• Range: 172m 
• Run-time: 1 hour (High) / 2 hours (Low)
ST3522

1,000 LUMEN
Produces a beam that 
reaches 172 metres and 
provides up to six hours 
of continuous use. 
• LED: Osram P9
•  Battery: 2600mAh 

Lithium-ion 18650 
• Rechargeable Battery 
• Lumens: 1000/250lm 
• Range: 320m 
•  Run-time: 4 hour (High) / 6 hours (Low) 
• Dimensions: 170(L) x 54(Dia.)mm
ST3524

4,000 LUMEN
Produces a beam that reaches 390 metres and provides up to two hours 
of continuous use. 
• LED: Cree XHP70
• Battery: 2x3400mAh Lithium-ion 26650 
• Rechargeable Battery 
• Lumens: 4000/480lm 
• Range: 320m (high) 130m (low) 
• Run-time: 4.5 hour (High) / 12.5 hours (Low) 
• Dimensions: 205(L) x 50(Dia.)mm
ST3526

USB Rechargeable LED Torches

Water Activated

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

50 Lumen 200(L) x 55(Dia.)mm MLE004 $14.95 $13.45

A multifunction waterproof torch that 
turns on a flashing red beacon if dropped 
into water. Automatically turns off after 1 
hour to preserve battery power.
• White torch
• White lantern
• Red lantern
• Flashing red lantern
•  Combined white torch 

and red lantern
•  Requires 3 x AA 

Batteries

FLOATING / EMERGENCY TORCHES

FLASHES RED WHEN 
DROPPED IN WATER

FLOATS

Seen It Cheaper? 
Give us a call or visit us in store and we’ll do our 
best to match or beat the competitions price on 
identical, stocked products.*

*A few T&Cs apply. See p4 for details.

•  Check stock online at your local RTM store

•  Add the bits you need to  
your cart & checkout

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au314 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day
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Spotlights
LED SPOTLIGHTS

1,500 Lumen 
Waterproof Floating 
Spotlight

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

1,500 Lumen ST3327 $119.00 $106.95

Designed for taking on the boat. It is fully waterproof and will float 
if it is knocked into the water. Includes a hand strap that you can 
tighten so you can’t lose it if you find yourself falling overboard. 
Supplied with mains and cigarette lighter charger. 
•  Burn Time: 

 High: 6.5Hrs 
 Low: 14Hrs 
 SOS: 15Hrs

•  Dimensions:  
185(L) x 115(Dia.)mm

•  Battery: 3 x S1P 
Rechargeable Lithium 
18650 Batteries 
(11.1V 2200mAh)

• Weight: 820g

RECHARGEABLE

700 Lumen Waterproof Spotlight

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

700 Lumen ST3311 $59.95 $53.95

Designed for taking on the boat, 
fishing trips, etc. It is fully 
waterproof and will float if it is 
knocked into the water. Features 
a lock switch and swing out 
bracket for when you need 
hands-free operation. Includes 
red-LED strobe function too! The 
hand strap also includes a whistle for getting 
attention. Supplied with mains and cigarette 
lighter charger. 
• Weight: 329g
•  Dimensions: 160(H) x 145(D) x 75(Dia.)mm

RECHARGEABLE

350 Lumen Floating Spotlight - CREE® LED

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

350 Lumen ST3240 $22.95 $20.45

For search and rescue or retrieving the garbage bins from the kerb, it’s 
fully waterproof (IP67) and floats in water. A fold-out stand allows you to 
put it down, while a pistol-grip and lanyard ensure it stays firmly in-hand 
too. An integrated whistle in the lanyard can be used to draw attention in 
emergencies also. High / low power and flashing 
modes, 3 x AA batteries required.
• 4W CREE LED
• IP67 waterproof and floats
• High, low, and flashing modes
• Power: 4W
•  Batteries: 3 x AA  

(Not Included)
• Lumens: 350
• IP Rating: IP67
• Range: 350m
•  Weight: 400g  

(Including Batteries)
• Dimensions: 78(W) x 162(H) x 142(D)mm

FLOATS

FLOATS

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

4,500 Lumen ST3329 $129.00 $115.95

BRIGHTER 
THAN MANY 

VEHICLE-
MOUNTED 

SPOTLIGHTS!

1,700 Lumen 12V Spotlight

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

1,700 Lumen ST3244 $39.95 $35.95

The perfect accessory for every 4x4, 
boat, camper, or just anyone who 
likes a big spotlight! 12V powered 
via a cigarette lighter coiled lead. 
It provides MASSIVE power for 
search operations. Comfortable 
pistol-grip style design, includes a 
hang-hook on the top of the case. 
• Hang-hook
• 12V powered
• Massive light output
•  Power: 12VDC @ 10A, 100W
• Lumens: 1700
• Range: 550m
• Weight: 750g
•  Dimensions: 155(W x225(H)x165(D)mm
•  Cable Length: 2.7m (Coiled)

RECHARGEABLEFLOATS

4,500 Lumen Floating 
Rechargeable Spotlight

Bright enough to illuminate objects almost half a kilometre away! 
This ultra-bright spotlight is perfect for every boat, 4x4, camper or 
spotlight enthusiast. It is fully waterproof (IP67) and floats in case 
you knock it into the water. Use the non-slip handle with wrist strap 
for handheld use or swing out the adjustable bracket for hands-free 
operation. The built-in rechargeable Lithium batteries hold enough 
power for up to 75 minutes at full brightness or 150 minutes at 
low brightness. It also features a flashing SOS mode to attract 
attention if you are in distress, and intelligent circuitry regulates the 
brightness to avoid overheating and helps to extend battery life. A 
mains and in-car 12/24VDC charger are supplied, along with a 1.2m 
USB cable to charge from an available USB port or powerbank.
•  3 x Cree XHP50.2 Super Bright LEDs (45W Total)
•  Over-charge/over-discharge protection
• Floating
• Shatterproof head
• Adjustable stand
•  Magnetic trigger switch

This spotlight is seriously bright! 
Ask in-store for a demo. We are 
more than happy to show you.  

It’s impressive!

Call us on 1300 964 264 315
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LED Head Torches
LED HEAD TORCHES

550 Lumen Head Torches  
with Adjustable Beam

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

550 Lumen ST3298 $29.95 $26.95

550 Lumen Rechargeable ST3299 $49.95 $44.90

Cree® XML LED Light up the way when hiking, camping, caving, or 
when working on your car or boat. Will output 550 Lumen of bright 
white light which is more than enough for all of the above and more. The 
headstrap is adjustable and the light beam can be adjusted for a variety 
of purposes. 
• Lumen: 550 
• Burn time: 4 - 5 hours 
•  Light Modes: high, dim, flashing 
•  ST3298 Requires 4 x AA batteries 
•  ST3299 has a rechargeable 18650 

Li-ion battery included

120 Lumen Ultra Bright COB Head Torch

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

120 Lumen ST3211 $12.95 $11.65

Great for tinkering on the 
car at night, cooking 
snags on the camp fire, 
in around the campsite, 
or just reading a 
book. Incorporating 
a comfortable and 
adjustable elastic strap 
and made from shock resistant ABS 
plastic, this unit is built to last.
•  Light Modes: High and low
•  Batteries 3 x AAA required
•  Dimensions: 57(W) x 44(D) x 40(H)mm
•  Weight: 67g with batteries

120 Lumen  
Head Torch Beanie

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

120 Lumen Grey ST3215 $19.95 $17.95

120 Lumen Black ST3214 $19.95 $17.95

This LED equipped beanie is literally a bright 
idea that keeps you warm! It features 
three adjustable intensity levels 
and is recharged via USB.
• 120 Lumen
• 4 hours illumination
• 4 hour charge time
•  Beanie: 35% acrylic,  

65% polyester

RECHARGEABLE

RECHARGEABLE

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 6+

250 Lumen ST3210 $19.95 $17.95

250 Lumen Head Torch  
with Red and Green LEDs

Designed with two 
distinct light 
sources to suit 
different uses. 
The first is a 
powerful CREE® 
LED for long range 
/ torch style illumination 
when hiking or searching 
etc. The large COB LED provides 
you a broad flood-style light which is perfect 
for more general illumination. Red and green LEDs are especially 
useful in adverse conditions. All bundled into a shock-resistant case 
for durability. A small red light and whistle is also included on the head-
strap as an additional emergency feature. Ultra-long burn time, up to 
16hrs use from 3 x AAA batteries. 
•  Lumens:   250  • Beam Distance: 54m
• Burn Time: 16 Hours • Ingress Rating: IP44
• White Default Light • Batteries 3 x AAA required 
• Weight: 108g with batteries
•  Dimensions: 67(W) x 35(D) x 46(H)mm (Excluding Strap)

Beanie with Bluetooth® Speakers  
and LED Torch

If you spend many hours fishing, camping, or hiking in the colder months, 
then this beanie will not only keep your head warm but also light your 
way and keep you entertained. Stream your favourite music wirelessly 
from your Smartphone via Bluetooth to the two speakers positioned 
either side of the brim. The front mounted COB LED with power switch 
has three brightness settings so you can conserve power when you just 
need a little light to illuminate the area around you. A built-in rechargeable 
battery provides up to 10 hours of run time at full volume, and can easily 
be charged from a USB power source using the supplied USB cable. 
The speakers and light are removeable for when you need to wash the 
beanie. 
• Available in Grey or Black
• 120 Lumen
• 10 hours illumination
• 4 hour charge time
• Beanie: 100% acrylic
• Removeable COB Torch
• Bluetooth® Speakers
• 3 Brightness Levels

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Grey ST3216 $29.95 $26.95

Black ST3217 $29.95 $26.95

SPEAKER

LED WORKLIGHTS

Magnetic LED Worklight with Torch

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

360 Lumen ST3218 $9.95 $8.95

One of the most convenient worklight designs around. Powerful 360 
lumen illumination with a fantastic light spread, or use the integrated 
torch, all fitted in a well moulded wand-style case. Includes magnets to 
quickly mount to any ferrous metal surface, as well as a hang hook. 
• Magnetic / hook mounting
• Durable case
• Worklight and torch mode

Specifications:

• Lumens: 360
•  Batteries 4 x AA required 
• Weight: 76g
•  Dimensions:  

40(W) x 288(H) x 27(D)mm 

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au316 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day
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LED Worklights

Rechargeable Handheld 3W COB Worklight

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

ST3492 $24.95 $22.45

Features a chip-on-board (COB) LED for an even spread of light, switch to 
toggle between worklight or torch, with a soft rubber finish. To avoid being 
stranded with a flat mobile phone there is also a USB port to charge your 
phone or to power other USB gadgets. Recharge the torch via USB.
• 2 light modes: COB light, 6 LED light
• USB powerbank
•  Magnetic base and hang hook mounts
• 180° rotateable stand

10W Rechargeable LED Worklight

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

1,000 Lumen SL2858 $49.95 $44.95

With a rubberised protective surround, this LED work light is a rugged 
addition to your work equipment. It’s rechargeable for around a 3-hour 
run time of each charge, and there are four light modes which include 
high, medium, low and flashing. It also provides a USB charging port so 
it can be used as a battery bank too! There’s a charge level indicator to 
keep an eye on remaining charge, and it includes a versatile stand with 
adjustable angle too. Includes a USB charging cable.
• High, Medium, Low & Flashing Modes
• USB Charging Port
• Battery Level Indicator
• Charge & Discharge Protection

Specifications:

• LED: 10W COB
• LED Colour: Cool White
• Lumens: 1,000
• Burn Time: 3hrs
• Charging Time: 5hrs 
•  Charging Input: 

5VDC, 1A
•  Battery: Li-Ion 3.7V, 

4400mAh
•  USB Charging Port: 

5VDC, 1A
• IP Rating: IP54
•  Dimensions:  

172(W) x 127(H) x 
46(D)mm

5W Portable LED Worklight

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

470/150 Lumen SL2869 $22.95 $20.45

Ultra rugged and totally portable. A huge 5W COB LED provides amazing 
light output with low heat. Convenient fold-out stand. Perfect for the 
work site, camping, and more. High / low light modes to suit your 
requirements.
• High & Low Brightness
• 180° Adjustable Bracket
• Ultra-Bright Cool White LEDs
• Weatherproof Design

Specifications:

• LED: 5W COB
• LED Colour: Cool White
• Lumens:  470 (High) 

150 (Low)
• Burn Time: 3hrs
• Batteries 6 x AA included
• IP Rating: IP44
•  Dimensions:  

182(W) x 130(H) x 55(D)mm

Multiple Mount LED Worklight

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

250/200 Lumen ST3250 $14.95 $13.45

This unit features 3 mounting configurations; a magnet to attach to steel 
car/truck bodies, a sturdy hook hanger, and a tilting ‘bail’ to sit on a 
floor at a convenient angle. The main light itself is a COB (chip on board) 
array of 27 LEDs on two light settings: super bright and bright. There 
is a torch-type LED light on one end to view into confined spaces. It is 
compact and will easily fit into a glove box or tool kit until it is needed, it 
is even small enough to fit into a pocket nicely when working on a job. 
• Yellow with soft black accented hand grip
• Main light output: 250/200 lumens
• Torch output: 80 Lumens
• Batteries 4 x AA required
•  Dimensions:  

150(L) x 55(W) x 23(H)mm

240 Lumen Rechargeable and Adjustable 
COB Worklight with Magnet + Hook and 
USB Output

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

240 Lumen ST3494 $24.95 $22.45

One of the most convenient worklight 
designs around. Powerful 240 lumen 
illumination with a fantastic light spread, 
three level light settings, red flashing mode, 
all fitted in a well moulded wand-style case. 
Includes magnets to quickly mount to any 
ferrous metal surface, as well as a hang 
hook and a magnetic pickup. 
• Requires 4 x AA batteries
• Supplied with a durable case
Dimensions: 220(L) x 58(W) x 29(D)mm

1,000 Lumen Rechargeable COB LED Worklight 
with Magnet + Hook

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

1,000 Lumen ST3528 $39.95 $35.95

One of the most convenient worklight designs around. 
Powerful 1000 lumen illumination with a fantastic light spread, 
three level light settings, red flashing mode, all fitted in a well 
moulded wand-style case. Includes magnets to quickly mount 
to any ferrous metal surface, as well as a hang hook and a 
magnetic pickup.

TELESCOPIC 

MAGNETIC 

PICKUP

USB PORT

2 HOUR 
CLICK & COLLECT 
•  Check stock online at your local RTM store

•  Add the bits you need to  
your cart & checkout

• Ready within just 2 hours

• Collect it when convenient for you

Call us on 1300 964 264 317
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LED Worklights & Solar Lights
SOLAR LIGHT KIT

Cat No. Qty 1+

3 x 100 Lumen Solar LED Light Kit MB3699 $79.95

All-in-one solar lighting and power solutions for the garage, shed, 
caravan, boat, or even tent! The kit comes with a mains power adaptor 
to charge from mains and a solar panel for when mains power is not 
available. 
Also includes a USB port so you can charge your phone, and lights on 
long leads so you can get lighting to where you most need it. There are 
three models to choose from with different power and lighting options.

Solar Light Kit with USB Port

This unit features 2 x 3W LED lights built-in with two different brightness 
settings. The carry handle makes it a useful portable lantern.
• 3 individually switched LED lights (2 x 3W and 1 x 2W) with 5m leads
• Provides up to 15 hours of light (lowest brightness)
• USB output
•  Dimensions: 

Solar panel: 256(L) x 143(W) x 15(D)mm 
Base unit: 190(H) x 100(W) x 75(D)mm

Keeping safe on a worksite, or attracting attention to your vehicle at an 
event. Whatever your purpose, this multi-pattern strobe is versatile and 
couldn’t be easier to install.
Two strong magnets hold it firmly in place on your roof and a curly-cable 
to cigarette lighter plug means you can power it without any special 
wiring. Inside the protective plastic case are 24 high power amber LEDs 
- 6 banks of 4 LEDs each to be precise. There are 10 different display 
patterns, so you can select the most attention-grabbing one for your 
situation. Modes include clockwise / anticlockwise rotation, side to 
side, fade in/out, and more. Two rubber feet on the bottom of the unit 
cover powerful magnets and protect your paintwork. If you prefer to 
mount it permanently however, they unscrew for a clean, flush mount. 
The cigarette lighter plug incorporates an on/off switch with LED power 
indicator, as well as a switch for selecting the display mode. Of course, 
please make yourself aware of any local laws for using external lighting 
on vehicles, on and off public roads.

12VDC LED Strobe with 
Magnetic Base for Cars

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

12V LED Strobe Light ST3295 $49.95 $44.95

Designed to be mounted onto the roof for maximum visibility. 
Moulded curly cord with cigarette plug for power.
•  64 super bright, high intensity LED’s
•  Cigarette lighter plug for power
•  Heavy duty magnetic base
Note: For off-road use only

STROBES

24 LED Magnetic Strobe

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

12 / 24V ST3278 $129.00 $115.95

WE PROBABLY DON’T NEED TO SAY THIS, 
BUT THE STROBES ABOVE AREN’T FOR USE 
ON THE ROAD. THEY’RE OFFROAD / EVENT / 
PARTY LIGHTS ONLY. SORRY.
RULES WILL VARY FROM STATE TO STATE, 
BUT HEAVY FINES TEND TO EXIST FOR USING 
THEM ON A REGULAR ROAD.

1.5W Solar Rechargeable  
Wall Light with PIR Sensor

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

SL3512 $32.95 $28.95

With no mains wiring required this unit 
has an internal Li-ion battery giving it a 
self-contained design. The solar panel 
automatically recharges the internal 
battery, so you only have to mount 
the unit where you want it, and you’re 
ready to go! The internal motion sensor 
provides wide 6m detection range to 
switch on the ultra bright LEDs. Great 
security and convenience.
• Easy and quick installation
• PIR sensor
• IP65 Waterproof
• 6m detection range, 120° angle
• 2 modes: both lights on, front off back on
•  LEDs: SMD2835 x 14PCS (Front 12PCS+Back2PCS) 
• Li-ion Battery: 1200mAh/3.7V
•  Solar Panel: 0.7W, Poly-crystalline silicon
• Detection Angle/Area: 120°/≤6m
• IP Degree: IP65 Waterproof
• Installation Height: ≤4m

Gift Cards 
Can’t choose from 
our huge range? 
Purchase a gift  
card, and your 
favourite person  
can choose for 
themselves!*  

Purchase in-store or online  
www.roadtechmarine.com.au/gift-cards

*A few T&Cs apply. See p7 for details.

Just Browsing? 
There’s a handy order form on p467 to list all the 
things you need or go onto our website 

www.roadtechmarine.com.au 
and build your own wish list.
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LED Marine Lighting
LED MARINE LIGHTING

498 Lumen LED Marine Lights

Use them as side lights on your boat, permanently 
mount them on your tinny as night fishing lights or 
navigation lights, use them for deck lighting - we’re 
sure you get the idea! 
•   Beam distance:  Flood 50m
•  Equivalent halogen 

lamp: 35W 
•  Dimensions: 70(H) x 

40(W) x 55(D)mm
•  Sold individually

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Floodlight Each MLC132 $29.95 $26.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

1,000 Lumen SL3941 $49.95 $44.95

1,000 Lumen LED Worklight, 
Flood Beam, White

1000 lumens of bright cool white light. Ideally suited as a vehicle or boat 
mounted work light or on the side of a 4WD or caravan to light up a large 
area. Stainless steel hardware included. Sold individually
• IP67 waterproof
• Shockproof
• Equivalent halogen lamp: >70W
•  Input current:  12V: 1.67A,  

24V: 0.5A
• Dimensions:  105(W) x 70(H) x  

60(D)mm

2,250 Lumen LED Marine Light

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

2,250 Lumen Each TLE422 $59.95 $53.95

Features 5x high power Epistar® 5W LEDs. Flood 
beam output.
• Beam distance: 92m 
• Equivalent halogen: 175W 
•  Input current: 1.56A (12VDC), 0.80A (24VDC) 
•  Dimensions: 140(L) x 45(H) x 71(D)mm
• Sold individually

These LED lights output over 3,400 Lumen of brilliant white light - 
that’s more light than a 300W halogen! Fully adjustable mounting 
position and quality hardware everywhere.
•  Equivalent light to a 300W 

halogen 
•  Beam distance:  

Floodlight - 183m 
Spotlight - 378m 

•  Dimensions:  
160(Dia) x 90(D)mm  
(excl. bracket)

•  Sold individually

3,486 Lumen LED  
Marine Lights

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Floodlight Each MLC136 $89.95 $80.95

Spotlight Each MLC134 $89.95 $80.95

MLC134

IF YOU ARE USED TO WIRING UP HALOGEN 
SPOT/FLOODLIGHTS YOU KNOW YOU 

NEEDED VERY HEAVY CABLING. NOT SO 
WITH LED-TYPE LIGHTING GEAR. ALWAYS 

CHECK THE INSTRUCTIONS WITH THE LAMP 
BUT GENERALLY YOU ONLY NEED 3.5MM 

WIRE FOR MOST RUNS. SEE PAGE 133

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

6,300 Lumen Each TLI321 $159.00 $142.95

6,300 Lumen LED Floodlight

Equivalent of over 500W of halogen 
light. Each unit supplied with a 
2m wire harness with waterproof 
connector, and 2 bracket options 
to suit different applications.  
For off-road use only.
•  Beam pattern/distance: 

Floodlight: 210m
• Input voltage: 9-36VDC
•  Input current: 6.6A(12VDC), 

2.64A(24VDC)
•  Dimensions:  

160(Dia) x 90(D)mm  
(excl. bracket)

UNDERWATER LED LIGHTS

Stainless Steel Underwater Blue LEDs  
for a Trailer or Boat

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

343 Lumen MLC120 $49.95 $44.95

9 COB mounted blue LEDs in a stylish stainless mount to 
give bright light and set the atmosphere. 
•  Designed to operate from 12 or 24VDC
•  COB - chip on board LED
•  Dimensions: 88(W) x 30(H) x 38(D)mm
• Cable length: 200mm

Call us on 1300 964 264 319
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Tools & Test Equipment

LEDs and underwater lighting make a perfect combination. The 50,000 
hour bulb life means no replacement - ever. Virtually zero maintenance! 
The surface mount configuration means that only a 6mm dia. hole is 
required for the power wire. No large, clumsy cut-outs. You should 

have no trouble effectively sealing such a small hole. The screw fixing 
holes need not go right through the hull at all. They have IP68 ingress 
protection. 

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

6 x 1W Blue 500 Lumens Round MLC165 $119.00 $106.95

6 x 2W Blue 1000 Lumens Rectangular MLC176 $169.00 $151.95

6 x 2W Green 1000 Lumens Rectangular MLC180 $169.00 $151.95

6 x 2W RGB 700 Lumens Rectangular MLC182 $189.00 $169.95

Surface Mount Underwater LED Lights
This quality range of surface mount underwater lights provide years of 
service, without having to cut huge holes in the hull of your boat. All 
that’s required is a small hole for the cable (a few mm in diameter), and 
some short screws which don’t even need to go right through the hull. 
Once installed, they provide a brilliant underwater light source, which 
will dress up your boat, attract fish, and more. Select your colour from 
blue, green, or white. Alternatively, the RGB version allows you to 
adjust the colour to suit your mood, fishing, or match your hull. 
• 2m lead length
• IPx8 Waterproof to 40m
• 12/24VDC 12W
• 60 - 90 degree light angle
• 8 hour working period per day
• Dimensions:  Round: 90(Dia.) x 26mm 

Rectangular: 206 x 68 x 30mm

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Mounting Kit MLC184 $39.95 $35.95

6 x 2W Underwater LED Light  
Mounting Kit

Use this mounting bracket if you don’t want 
to drill through your hull to install the 6x2W 
Lights shown above. Simply attached the 
light to this bracket and use silicon sealant 
to mount the light. 
Suits rectangular underwater lights  
above (rectangular only)

12/24V

12/24V
20W

IPX8
UP TO 
40m

Green Underwater Fishing Light

This high intensity light has 72 green LED lights, which is meant to 
attract marine life such and prawns, squid, etc. when you’re fishing. The 
LEDs are housed in a durable waterproof case with an IP67 gland entry. 
It comes with a 5m long lead with alligator clips to connect directly to 
a 12V battery. There is a matching waterproof plug and socket inline 
that allows you to run the cable through a 19mm hole for permanent 
installation. 
Note: This light is very bright and really should only be operated under water. 
Operating out of water may overheat LEDs.

FRONT

BACK

20W Surface Mount  
Underwater LED Lights
These underwater lights feature a 
100% fully epoxy sealed, ultra-bright 
LED design. With IPX8 protection 
which means they can comfortably 
live submerged and also have a 2 

metre cord length for convenient 
installation. These will create a nice 
effect to your Boats, Jet Ski or even 
your Dock.

• Dimensions: 290 x 108 x 29H(mm)
• 60-90° Light Angle
• 2m Lead

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Blue MLC194 $269.00 $239.00

Green MLC196 $269.00 $239.00

RGB with WiFi control MLC198 $289.00 $259.00

ONLY DRAWS A 
SMALL CURRENT

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

1296 Lumen MLC190 $69.95 $62.95

This range of lights use LED technology for virtually zero 
maintenance. Importantly, they require minimal intrusion 
to your hull. Whether you just want it to look great, or 
something more practical like locating your boat when 
night diving, they’ll provide years of faithful service.

Underwater  
Lights

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Wi-Fi Controller MLC186 $99.95 $89.95

Wi-Fi Controller to suit 6X2W RGB  
Underwater LED Light

Wi-Fi controller 
to suit MLC182 
6 X 2W RGB 
underwater light. 12/24V WI-FI
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Tools & Test Equipment

Low Profile Combined Port & Starboard

• Horizontal surface mount 
• White body with red & green lenses 
•  Meant to mount on centreline  

of vessel, facing forward
• Red/Green Lens
• 90(L) x 75(W) x 30(D)mm

Cat No. Qty 1+

Port & Starboard Set White Finish MLG160 $59.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Port & Starboard Set Polished Chrome MLG150 $24.95 $22.45

Our most popular port & 
starboard light sets.
•  Side mount with only 1 

x No. 8 mounting screw 
required (not supplied)

•  Extra fixing location by 
plastic lug

• Red / Green Lens
•  97(L) x 60(W) x  

35(D)mm
•  Available in 3 different 

finishes

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Black Finish MLG125 $39.95 $37.95

White Finish MLG130 $39.95 $37.95

Stainless Steel MLG135 $54.95 $51.95

MLG125

MLG130

MLG135

Combined Port & Starboard

•  Polished chrome housing mounted on 
an Insulated non-corrosive plastic base 

• 12V 5W Bulb 
•  Meant to mount on centreline  

of vessel, facing forward
• Red/Green Lens
• 100(L) x 77(W) x 50(H)mm

• Economical model
• Classic design
•  Side mount with 2 x No. 8-10 

countersunk self tappers 
(not supplied)

•  12V 5W festoon bulbs 
included

• Red/Green Lens
•  135(L) x 62(W) x 47(D)mm
Two versions available:

MLG110 - WHITE BODY

MLG105 - BLACK FINISH

These are essentially the 
same as MLG110/MLG105 
above, however fitted with 
high power long life LEDs. 
The LEDs should out-last the 
life of your boat!
• Red/Green Lens
•  135(L) x 62(W) x 47(D)mm
Two versions available:

MLG120 - WHITE BODY

MLG115 - BLACK FINISH

Side Mount Port & Starboard Sets

Side Mount Port & Starboard Sets

MLG110

MLG120

MLG105

MLG115

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Port & Starboard Off-White Finish MLG110 $18.95 $16.95

Port & Starboard Black Finish MLG105 $18.95 $16.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Port & Starboard Set White Finish MLG120 $39.95 $37.95

Port & Starboard Set Black Finish MLG115 $39.95 $37.95

• Modern teardrop shape
• Horizontal surface mount
• Red/Green Lens
•  90(L) x 75(W) x 30(D)mm

Low Profile Port & Starboard Set

Cat No. Qty 1+

Port & Starboard Set White MLG155 $54.95

Teardrop Style Port/
Starboard Light Sets

GREAT VALUE 
FOR MONEY

SEE PAGE 324  
FOR PORTABLE  
NAVIGATION  
LIGHTS!

When night falls, it is a completely 
different world on the water. Vessels 
that operate from sunset to sunrise, 
whether at anchor or underway, must 
carry and exhibit the correct lights.

Navigation  
Lights

Call us on 1300 964 264 321
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Boat Navigation Lighting
MASTHEAD LIGHTS

• Compact design
• 12-24V
• Sealed - Side mount
•  76(L) x 52(W) x 24(D)mm
• Red/Green Lens

Slimline Sealed Port & Starboard Lights

Cat No. Qty 1+

Port (Red) White Each MLG140 $34.95

Starboard (Green) White Each MLG145 $34.95

STERN LIGHTS

Fixed LED Stern Light

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

LED White Oval 75 x 52 24mm MLG305 $39.95 $37.95

Designed to be permanently attached 
to the stern of your boat. 
• Plastic, oval shape 
•  75(L) x 52(H) x 24(D)mm 
• White 12-24V LED

CLAMP 
INCLUDED

Battery Powered Stern/
Anchor Light with Pole

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Clamp On MLG025 $24.95 $22.45

Low cost, with 2 x clamps supplied. Can 
be permanently mountable or completely 
removable. 
•  600mm high (250mm for suction cap model 

- MLG015) 
•  Handy On/Off switch on side -  

requires 3 x ‘C’ batteries
Fixed Mount, 100mm High, 360° LED

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

4” MLG205 $49.95 $44.95

Mount straight to deck of boat. 
•  Requires 2 x No. 6 or 8 self tappers (not 

supplied) and one 6mm hole for wiring access 
•  Black nylon body 55(dia)mm on short mast 
• Approved

Fixed Mount, 265mm 
High, Fold-Down, 360°

Fixed Mount, 265mm High, 
Fold-Down, 360°

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

9” Diffuse MLG210 $24.95 $22.45

Spare Bulb suit MLG210 MLG211 $3.95 $3.75

9” Top Shroud MLG215 $39.95 $35.95

Similar to fold-down units 
above but 24” high.
•  Diffuse fitting  

45(dia)mm (max) 
•  Total shroud 55(dia)mm

Like MLG205 but larger 
and capable of folding 
down to deck to clear  
a boat cover, etc. 
•  Diffuse fitting  

45(dia)mm (max) 
•  Total shroud 55(dia)mm

MLG225MLG220

MLG215MLG210

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

24” Diffuse MLG220 $24.95 $22.45

Spare Bulb suit MLG220 MLG211 $3.95 $3.75

24” Top Shroud MLG225 $39.95 $35.95

When changing filament bulbs (e.g. stop/tail or navigation) etc, 
put a liberal amount of this grease around the contacts. It is also 
good for any low voltage electrical connectors.
We actually don’t sell this stuff. Its generically called petroleum 
jelly but you know it as Vaseline. Wonderful stuff.

CONNECTOR 
DIELECTRIC GREASE

By The Metre
RTM sell a lot of essentials like hose, rope, 
chain, carpet & cable by the metre so you 
can get the exact amount you need for your 
next project. You can even order by the metre 
online for immediate despatch.

Seen It Cheaper? 
Give us a call or visit us in store and we’ll do our 
best to match or beat the competitions price on 
identical, stocked products.*

*A few T&Cs apply. See p4 for details.
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Boat Navigation Lighting

Fixed Mount, Plug-In, 360°

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

24” (590mm) Diffused MLG230 $22.95 $20.45

Spare Bulb suit MLG230 MLG211 $3.95 $3.75

24” (590mm) Shroud MLG235 $39.95 $35.95

Options of standard 12V 10W globe or 12V LED 
•  Remove light fitting completely when boat 

unattended 
•  360° anchor white riding light with plug-in poles 
• Internal electrical connection 
•  Black nylon base with rubber splash proof cover 
• Anodised aluminium tube

Fixed Mount, Telescopic, 360°

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

24-48” MLG245 $59.95 $56.95

34-60” MLG250 $79.95 $71.95

•  Remove light fitting completely when 
boat unattended 

• Top shroud 12V LED

MLG230

Plug-in Base Fittings to suit 
Anchor Lights

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

90° MLG252 $9.95 $8.95

45° MLG232 $9.95 $8.95

Both suits ¾” dia. pole

90°
• 70.0mm x Ø 53.0mm (overall size) 
• Stainless cover with nylon base 
• Suits ¾” dia. pole 
MLG252

45°
• Suits ¾” dia. pole 
• Nylon base 
MLG232

MLG245 

MLG250

MLG252 MLG232

Note: Stock may 
vary from image.

Boat 
Type Length Under

Speed 
(Knots) Side Stern

Mast-
head

360 
White Tri Colour

Power Less than 7m Motor Less than 7 •

Power Less than 7m Motor 7+ • •

Power 7m or greater Motor Any • •

Or • • •

Sail Less than 7m Sail Any •

Sail Less than 7m Motor Any •

Sail 7m or greater Sail Any • •

Or •

Sail 7m or greater Motor Any • • •

Or • •

All Any Anchor 0 •

NO LIGHTS SHOWN IN 
THIS CATALOGUE ARE 

“APPROVED” FOR USE ON 
ANY VESSEL OVER 20M IN 
LENGTH OR THOSE WHICH 
MUST BE BUILT TO SURVEY 
(E.G. COMMERCIAL. SEE:
BLOG.ROADTECHMARINE.COM.AU/

APPROVEDLIGHTS

ALL ROUND WHITE LIGHT: 
A white light showing an unbroken light over an 
arc of the horizon of 360°.

MASTHEAD LIGHT:
A white light placed over the fore and aft 
centreline of a vessel, showing an unbroken light 
over an arc of the horizon of 225° and fixed to 
show from anywhere ahead, to just behind the 
beams of the vessel.

STERNLIGHT:
A white light placed near the stern, showing an 
unbroken light over an arc of the horizon of 135°, 
fixed to show from behind the vessel.

SIDELIGHTS:
A green light on the starboard 
(right) side, and a red light on the 
port (left) side of a vessel. Each 
shows an unbroken light over 
an arc of the horizon of 112.5°, 
and is fixed to show from ahead 
to just behind the beams of the 
vessel on its respective side.
On a vessel of less than 20 
metres in length, the sidelights 
may be combined in one light 
unit, carried on the fore and aft 
centreline of the vessel.

NAVIGATION LIGHTS

CRUISIN’ 
CLUB 
Join the Cruisin’ Club,  
it’s free! Get 
access to 
fantastic 
member 
benefits like:

•  Price 
promise

•  Hassle free 
returns

•  Special 
offers & 
more

See p6 for 
more details 
or join online today at 
www.roadtechmarine.com.au/
cruisinclub

Call us on 1300 964 264 323



LIGHTING

Boat Navigation Lighting
BATTERY POWERED NAVIGATION LIGHTS

Portable Emergency Navigation Light Kit

Emergency set. 3 x ‘D’ cell powered (not included). 1 x port, 1 x 
starboard and 1 x white (stern, anchor) with bodies that float and are 
waterproof. Have provision to tie a lanyard on each hood for occasional 
daylight boating where there may be a chance you are caught in dark 
conditions. 
•  Ideal for tinnies and boats up to 7m 
• Each 130(H) x 45(Dia.)mm 
•  Supplied with screw-on brackets & quick release clip
•  Your loved ones will want you to buy these!

Ideal for rubber, tin, fibreglass, power or sail. Quick mounting.  
On/Off switch on body. Suitable for boats up to 7m long.  
Each requires 3 x ‘C’ batteries (not supplied).
• Dimensions: 200(L) x 70(dia)mm

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Port & Starboard Combo - Suction Cap MLG010 $23.95 $21.45

360° White - Suction Cap MLG015 $23.95 $21.45

Port & Starboard Combo - With Clamp MLG020 $21.95 $19.45

MLG015

MLG010

MLG020

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Three Light Kit MLG005 $29.95 $26.95

Battery Powered LED Navigation lights

T5/T10 Wedge LED Globes

Replace or jazz up your automotive 
dashboard or indicator lighting with 
LEDs! Not only will they spruce up the 
look of your car, they are also long 
life with low current consumption and 
total reliability. T5 and T10 sizes to 
suit most applications. 
• 12VDC

REPLACEMENT LIGHTING

Universal T10/211/BA9S LED Retrofit Kits

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

21 x SMD LEDs ZD0585 $9.95 $8.75

24 x SMD LEDs ZD0587 $12.95 $11.35

36 x SMD LEDs ZD0589 $14.95 $13.45

Fantastic little kits to upgrade your car/caravan/boat’s interior lighting 
with LED technology. Each kits consists of an array of LEDs on a board 
with 3M adhesive foam backing, making it easy to retrofit into almost any 
existing light. There are 3 bases which can connect to T10, 211, or BA9S 
sockets. The base is then connected to the SMD LED array, couldn’t 
be easier! The LEDs will give greater lifespan and brighter light in many 
cases. Three modules available.

ZD0589

Size LED Type Colour Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

T5 Wedge Globe White ZD0380 $2.25 $2.00

T5 Wedge Globe Red ZD0381 $2.25 $2.00

T5 Wedge Globe Blue ZD0382 $2.25 $2.00

T5 Globe B8.5D Red ZD0384 $2.75 $2.45

T5 Globe B8.5D Red ZD0385 $2.75 $2.45

T5 Globe B8.5D Blue ZD0386 $2.75 $2.45

T10 Wedge Globe White ZD0390 $2.25 $2.00

T10 Wedge Globe Red ZD0391 $2.25 $2.00

T10 Wedge Globe Blue ZD0392 $2.25 $2.00

T10 Wedge Quad Globe Quad White ZD0394 $3.85 $3.45

T10 Wedge Quad Globe Quad Red ZD0395 $3.85 $3.45

T10 Quad Globe Quad Blue ZD0396 $3.85 $3.45

LED, if you don’t already know, stands for Light Emitting Diode. 
A diode is an electronic device that allows electric current to flow 
down a wire one way only. This is terrifically handy in a circuit and 
diodes (sometimes called rectifiers) have been around in one form or 
another for over 100 years. Some observant person in about 1917 
noticed a feeble glow come out of some diodes in a darkened room. 
Not much was thought about it at the time. Once transistors were 
invented in 1947, diodes were made the same way as transistors and 
the light was noticed again. This time, with the benefit of knowledge 
of Quantum mechanics, the bright guys (no pun intended) worked 
out what was going on. A large American chemical company called 
Monsanto got in on the act and started making red LED lamps in 
the mid ’60’s. Others (like Hewlett-Packard) followed. Soon green, 
orange and yellow LED’s followed but it was not until the ’90’s 
before blue LED’s became commonplace. Massive improvements 
in brightness and efficiency came in the ‘90’s and the turn of the 

millennium. It soon became apparent that the LED, which up until the 
‘80’s was just a pilot light on an appliance, could actually challenge 
an incandescent or fluoro light for, well, light. Today there is hardly 
any application where there isn’t a LED version of an incandescent 
device. They have changed lighting design philosophy with their 
incredible efficiency and long life. Car or RV driving lights, for 
example, would often draw 100 amps out of a 12V circuit to achieve 
that blinding illumination needed for safe off-road driving at night. In 
this catalogue, you will see LED versions of the old halogen lamps 
that draw only 3 amps, yes 3 AMPS for the same amount of light. 
And a halogen (a good one), will last about 100 hours before you 
need to replace it. A LED unit will last 50 to 100,000 (yes, thousand) 
hours before replacement. As a famous person once said, “You 
would need your head read.” if you didn’t go over to LED technology. 
They are not ridiculously expensive, either.

WHAT ARE LED’S & WHAT ARE THEIR MAIN BENEFITS?

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au324 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day



LIGHTING

Tools & Test Equipment

278MM

Large LED Trailer Light  
Combo Units

Cat No. Qty 1+

Individual - Black Surround TTE124 $79.95

TTE124

These are 278 x 100mm, 
stop / tail / turn lights.
• 12V
•  IP67 rated  

waterproof
• ADR Approved
•  Sold individually

100MM

EXTREMELY  
POPULAR BUT  
ALWAYS IN STOCK!

Bar-Mounted Waterproof LED Trailer Light Kit

This kit uses the same waterproof LED kits featured above. It is a 1.5m long 
boxed PVC plastic section measuring 140(H) x 18(D)mm. It has plastic end 
caps. On each side of the board is a waterproof (IP67) LED light assembly 
measuring 90 x 100mm, containing LED red tail, stop and amber turn lights, 
along with reflectors. The whole unit comes with 8 metres of power connector 
cord, approved trailer plug and number plate light. Connector holes provided 
to attach to the rear of the boat trailer would work with box trailers as well.

Waterproof LED Trailer 
Light Kits

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Pack of 2 - 200mm Leads ZD0720 $39.95 $35.90

Pack of 2 - 7m Loom and Plug ZD0722 $69.95 $62.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

8m with Flat Plug TTE103 $79.95 $75.95

8m with Round Plug TTE104 $79.95 $75.95

These trailer lights are an “all-in-one” solution measuring only 100mm wide by 
90mm high, providing all the legal illumination needs of a caravan, boat trailer, 
camping trailer etc., being; Stop, Tail, Turn and number plate illumination, along 
with a red reflector panel. The housing is submersible which is perfect for boat 
trailers, and each light is fitted with a connector and wiring for easy installation. 
Two models available, each with different cable lengths included.
ZD0720 includes 200mm fly leads, to wire to your own 
existing loom. Great for replacing existing lights.
ZD0722 includes a full 7m loom to 7-pin trailer plug. Ideal for 
new intallations of complete electrical overhaul.
• ADR Approved 
• Screw stud mount
•  Dimensions: 100(W) x 90(H)mm
• IP67 rated waterproof
•  Includes two lights and wiring as per below

Large LED Light Set

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Pack of Two TTE121 $99.95 $94.95

This is a 2 bar set, one standard, one with number 
plate illuminator for smaller caravans, boat trailers, 
etc. 
• Fully submersible 
• ADR approved 
• 200(L) x 93(W)mm

ZD0722 INCLUDES FULL 7M 

PRE-WIRED LOOM.

Trailer Light LED Combo Units

These are 100 x 100mm, stop / tail / turn lights.
• 12V
• IP67 rated waterproof
• ADR Approved
•  Available as a single unit, or as a pair

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Individual TTE109 $22.95 $21.45

Pair TTE112 $44.95 $41.95

RTM carries a comprehensive range of state road authority 
compliant products including complete tail light/number 
plate boards for boat trailers, stop-tail-turn indicators for all 
other vehicles etc. Most of the products offered are fitted 
with state-of-the-art LED type.

Trailer  
Lighting

200MM

IF YOU’RE STILL USING TRADITIONAL 
INCANDESCENT GLOBES, SWITCHING TO LED 
WILL GIVE YOU MUCH LONGER LIFE WITH NO 

BLOWN GLOBES.

Call us on 1300 964 264 325
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Trailer Lighting & Accessories

Large Single Function LED Lights

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Individual - Stop / Tail TTE142 $32.95 $30.95

Combination stop/tail. 12 or 24V, 
completely sealed and waterproof (IP68). 
• ADR approved 
• Polycarbonate housing 
•  200(L) x 50(H) x  

28(D)mm

LED Vehicle Clearance Lights

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Amber TTE180 $11.95 $10.95

Red TTE186 $11.95 $10.95

Red / Amber TTE189 $11.95 $10.95

White Front Outline Marker TTE183 $16.95 $15.95

Side clearance lights for extra long trailers, caravans, etc. 
• LED in an IP68 waterproof case 
• 12 / 24V 
•  58(W) x 35(H)  

x 21(D)mm 
• All ADR approved
• Sold individually

SINGLE APPLICATION LIGHTS

58MM

200MM

TTE180 TTE186

TTE189 TTE183

Trailer / Caravan 
Wiring

10m Packs Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

5 Core 10m Long WH3091 $34.95 $30.95

7 Core 10m Long WH3090 $39.95 $35.95

A length of trailer wire with 
heavy PVC. No connectors fitted. 
Convenient 10m packs, or 
purchase by the metre or roll for 
custom installations.
• Bare wire ends

Trailer Light Wiring Harness

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

8m TTE156 $26.95

7 Pin Flat 1m TTE159 $26.95 $25.45

Y Connector TTE162 $9.95 $9.45

This boat trailer lamp to gooseneck cable is fully water proof 
using anti corrosive tinned copper wire and water proof 
grease at the plug 
ends. 
•  Accessory wires 

for marker lamps 
with 2C plug ends

TRAILER WIRING

5 CORE 7 CORE

STATE REGULATIONS REQUIRE YOU TO 
USE ADR COMPLIANT LIGHT SETS FOR ALL 
VEHICLES AND TRAILERS. IF YOU TAKE THE 

RISK WITH NON-APPROVED LIGHTS, YOU MAY 
HAVE DIFFICULTY WITH REGISTRATION

30m Rolls Cat No. Per Metre 1+ Roll

5 Core Per Metre TTP205 $2.75 $75.00

7 Core Per Metre TTP210 $3.50 $93.00

Specialty Licence Plate Lamps

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Incandescent TTE305 $6.95 $6.60

LED Type TTE310 $11.95 $10.95

Full Plate Length Unit TTE315 $39.95 $37.95

Ideal for replacing damaged units, or upgrading an older trailer.  
Made with UV resistant plastic.

NUMBER PLATE LIGHTS

TTE305

TTE310

TTE315 
Licence plate example only.

INCANDESCENT TYPE
Right angle shroud fitting.
• 12V
•  Measures 75(W) x 38(H) 

x 33(D)mm
• Uses 12V festoon lamp
•  ADR approved

TTE305

LED TYPE
Right angle shroud fitting.
• 12-24V
• Fully submersible
•  Measures 72(W) x 50(H) 

x 41(D)mm

TTE310

FULL WIDTH
Full licence plate width.
• 12-24V
•  Measures 375(L) x 35(H) 

x 22(D)mm

TTE315Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Amber 85 x 22mm Pk 2 Adhesive TTE205 $3.50 $3.30

Red 85 x 22mm Pk 2 Adhesive TTE210 $3.50 $3.30

Clear 85 x 22mm Pk 2 Adhesive TTE215 $3.50 $3.30

Combo 85 x 22mm Pk 4 Adhesive TTE220 $6.95 $6.60

Amber 73 x 43mm Pk 4 Screw TTE225 $6.95 $6.25

Red 73 x 43mm Pk 4 Screw TTE230 $6.95 $6.25

Clear 73 x 43mm Pk 4 Screw TTE235 $6.95 $6.25

Trailer & Other Vehicle Reflectors

It is important to fit reflectors to the side and rear of long towed objects. 
Fortunately this is easy with our range of amber, clear and red reflectors.
• Self Adhesive or Screw Mount
• Packs of 2 or 4
• All ADR approved

REFLECTORS

TTE225
TTE205

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au326 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day



Pumps, Pipes and more
You don’t think about plumbing until the toilet is blocked 
or there is a leak spilling water all over the floor. So if 
something DOES go wrong with the waterworks, you will 
find in this section the means to get you going again. OK, 
sure, right now your plumbing is fine. That’s the time to 
have a read of this section. No, you don’t have to memorise 
it, but it will be handy when you can recall where you saw 
that 1/2” elbow which has just cracked….

Plumbing
BILGE BLOWERS 352

BILGE PUMPS & ACCESSORIES 332

BUNGS, DRAIN COCKS & SCUPPERS 337

DECK WASH PUMPS & ACCESSORIES 331

FUEL LINE ASSEMBLIES 357

FUEL TANKS 353

GAS BOTTLES 360

GAS FITTINGS, HOSES & CYLINDERS 360

HOSES & CLAMPS 361

IMPELLER PUMPS 330

JERRY CAN 353

JOHN GUEST TUBING & FITTINGS 344

JOINTING PASTE 342

MACERATOR PUMPS 335

OIL EXTRACTION PUMPS 352

PLUMBING FITTINGS 343

PORTABLE FUEL TANK 353

PRESSURE SWITCH 336

PRIMER BULBS 358

PUMP OUT FITTINGS 336

PUMPS & ACCESSORIES 328

SINKS 350

SKIN FITTINGS 337

SUMP PUMPS 330

TAPS & FAUCETS 350

THREAD SEALING TAPE 359

TOILETS & SANITATION 336

WASHDOWN KIT 331

WATER CONDITIONER 340

WATER FILTERS & STRAINERS 351

WATER HEATERS 349

WATER HOSES 347

WATER TANKS AND CARRIERS 339

WATER FITTINGS 343

327



PLUMBING

Jabsco® Par-Max Pump

Cat No. Qty 1+

4.3 LPM 35PSI 3/8" Connections TCE205 $139.00

11 LPM 50PSI 1/2" Connections TCE210 $149.00

13 LPM 40PSI 1/2" Connections TCE215 $229.00

16 LPM 25PSI 1/2" Connections TCE230 $289.00

12V freshwater pressure pumps. These 
pumps produce a steady flow rate 
to supply multiple outlets including 
kitchen/galley, shower, and additional 
taps (dependent on pump size).

PUMPS - 12V FRESHWATER PRESSURE

Johnson® Mini Aquajet Pump

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

3.8 LPM TCE235 $69.95 $65.95

This is an ideal pump for a small pressurised water system in a boat, 
caravan or RV. As the pump runs, pressure builds until reaching 2.8 Bar 
or 41 PSI. At this point, the pressure switch cuts the pump motor off. The 
pump is equipped with checking output valves which hold the pressure 
internally. When there is a water demand, the moderate pressure drop 
switches the pump on again. The result is 
that when you turn a tap or shower on, 
you have almost instant water flow.
• Body: Polypropylene
• Max Water Temp: 50°C
• Fasteners: Stainless Steel x 4
• Max Lift: 2.0m (6½ ft)
• Cut-In Pressure: 1.7 Bar (25 PSI)
• Cut-Off Pressure: 2.8 Bar (41 PSI)
• Connection: 3/8” BSP (10mm)
•  Motor: 87 Watts, 12V 

with Thermal Protection
•  Typical Flow: 3.8 Litres/Minute

3.8LPM

41PSI / 
2.8BAR

4.3 
-16LPM

LPM PSI Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

2.4 65 2.1A 150x100x64mm TCE236 $44.95 $39.95

3.6 65 3.8A 150x100x64mm TCE232 $54.95 $48.95

13.2 10 6.3A 222x92x97mm TCE234 $139.00 $124.95

Economy Fresh Water 
Pumps
Suitable for camp showers and general pump applications. 
•  High pressure, low noise, low corrosion
• Handles liquid up to 60°C temp
• Inbuilt pressure switch
• Easy fit and removal
• Self-priming

TCE236 2.4 LPM

TCE234 13.2 LPM

H2Flow Water Tank Gauge with Display 
and in-line Flow Sensor

Cat No. Qty 1+

Flush Mount MGG508 $129.00

This unit which has front panel dimensions of 80mm x 87mm
will provide a display of the contents of a water tank once
set up. It relies on a flow sensor (fitted with ¾” (19mm) pipe threads) to 
count the amount of water consumed and then the net amount of water 
left is displayed.
To fit, you will need  a panel cut-out of 72 x 57 x 21 mm and then use two 
screws to secure the unit in place. Runs off 12V D.C.
Kit Includes:
• Instructions, 
• Display and sender unit.

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au328 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day

Freshwater
Pumps
Good water pressure makes simple tasks like doing the 
dishes or taking a shower simpler. Our range suits every 
application whether you’re on the road, or on the water. 
Just make sure you select a pump suited for salt or fresh 
water, depending on your requirements.



PLUMBING

Water Management

TMC Inline Pump 12V

Cat No. Qty 1+

TMC Inline Pump 12V TCE115 $34.95

A simple, cylindrical unit (43mm dia) that can be 
held down with a saddle clamp or even a couple 
of cable ties. Will pump up to 1,060 litres/hour on 
a 7 metre head but continuous use for such large 
amounts of water should be avoided. Total current 
draw is only 3 Amp.
• Required 5 Amp fuse
• Hose in/out ½” (12mm)

12V INLINE PUMPS

WATER FILTERS

These pumps are quiet, reliable & will pump a 
surprising amount of water when needed. Suitable 
for off-road equipment or any boat with a cabin.

17LPM

CHECK OUT PAGE 332 FOR OUR  
HUGE RANGE OF BILGE PUMPS!

Johnson® AQUA JET WPS - 2.9 Pump

Cat No. Qty 1+

11 LPM TCE240 $129.00

This pump is very similar to the TCE235 
pump (previous page), but with higher 
capacity.
•  Connection: 3/8” BSP or ½” Hose,½” BSP 

or ¾” Hose (Use hose clamps if applicable)
• Max Head: 2.0m (6½ ft)
• Motor: 85 Watts, 12V
•  Typical Flow:  

11 Litres/Minute

11LPM 41PSI / 
2.83BAR

“Whale” Brand Inline Pump

Cat No. Qty 1+

“Whale” Brand Inline Pump TCE120 $49.95

Similar to TMC Pump above, best gravity 
primed by being mounted below water tank, 
shower pump, etc. Can be mounted in-line with 
a submersible pump when extra high pressure 
shower hot water/cold water is needed. 
• Submersible
• Measures 85mm long x 36mm diameter
• Hose barbs 3/8” (10mm)

13LPM

B.E.S.T stands for Bacteria Eliminating Silver Treatment. 
This is basically a very high quality water filter and 
purifier. It has basically 3 levels of protection. Firstly, it 
has a Micron-level membrane to filter out water-borne 
pathogens that come in from the local water supply. 
This also stops dirt, rust and sediment getting to you. Next is a 
carbon/charcoal filter (which occupies a large portion of the body 
of the filter). This charcoal filter almost completely eliminates 
other chemicals and contaminants that the membrane mines. 
Finally, there is a wall of silver coated crystals that the inlet 
water must pass through. These crystals kill virtually all bacteria 
including cryptosporidium, giardia, cysts, etc. 
The B.E.S.T. water filter is easily connected to a water supply. 
Simply use ½” hose connectors at each end. The unit will 
process 5,000 litres (5 tonnes) of water before it expires. Even 
then you can reverse the unit and back-flush. It will last a 
little longer.  The unit comes with 
comprehensive instructions and 
information. It is Australian made and a 
very good product indeed. 

B.E.S.T Inline  
Water Filter

Cat No. Qty 1+

Inline Water Filter TCE302 $119.00

Mounting Clips to suit TCE304 $5.95

TCE302

TCE304

RV Supreme Auto 12V Fresh  
Water Pump 55psi / 9.5LPM

The Seaflo Supreme 12V water pump provides high volume water flow 
with reduced pump cycling, thanks to the quad chamber diaphragm 
and internal bypass. The Supreme water pump is designed to run on 
water systems with no accumulator tank necessary. It is also suited for 
use with a holding tank water system, as may be found in a boat, RV 
or remote cabin. It provides up to 9.5 litres per minute.The 42 series 
Seaflo Supreme 12V water pump is self-priming, and can run dry without 
damage. This automatic demand water system pump has a built-in 
pressure switch, which automatically starts and stops the pump when 
faucet is opened and closed. It's an easy to install service 
with quick 1/2" screw on 
fittings.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

TCE226 $139.00 $131.95

You only think about them when they have let you down. When 
installing or replacing a pump don’t be a naughty cheapskate. 
Always choose the best quality you can afford. RTM only carry 
the best pumps so you can remain virtuous.

PUMPS

MORE WATER FILTERS  
ON PAGE 351 

95LPM 55PSI / 
3.79BAR

Call us on 1300 964 264 329



PLUMBING

Water Management

Inline Pumps

Cat No. Qty 1+

760 Litres/Hour 12V TCE125 $59.95

1080 Litres/Hour 12V TCE130 $89.95

1920 Litres/Hour 12V TCE135 $139.00

MODEL IL200 (BLACK HOUSING)
Will pump 200 gallons/hour (760 litres/hour). 
Has a clip on filter (for Bilge applications) 
which can be discarded if not needed. Inlet 
and outlet hose connections 10mm and 
12.5mm (3/8” and ½”) inline.
• 12V @ 2.8 Amp
•  Pump body 85(L) x 40(Dia)mm
TCE125

MODEL IL280P (RED HOUSING)
Similar to iL200 except 280 gallons/hour 
(1080 litres/hour). ½ barb type inlet and 
outlet hose fittings.
• Ok to pump diesel fuel
• 12V @ 4.5 Amp
•  Pump body 102(L) x 

40(Dia)mm

TCE130

MODEL IL500P  
(GREY HOUSING)
Similar to both units above, 
but 500 gallons/hour (1920 
litres/hour). Has ¾” (19mm) 
hose inlet and outlets.
• Ok to pump diesel fuel
• 12V @ 6.0 Amp
•  Pump body 105(L) x  

40(Dia)mm

TCE135

A range of small, high capacity pumps suitable for many, many uses, in 
both fresh and salt water. (Not all suitable for pumping fuel.)

RULE® INLINE PUMPS - 12V

32LPM

18LPM

12LPM

PUMP SPARES & REPAIR KITS

Shurflo® 2088 Housing Replacement Kit

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

TPA508 $64.95 $60.95

Contains Shurflo® part 94-232-00 
valve kit.

Lowboy Repair Kit

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

TPA550 $39.95 $37.95

This repair kit contains 19 
parts (diaphragms, valve seals, 
plungers, seals and springs) 
to repair Lowboy series 131 
water pumps. Easy to follow 
instructions included.

Automatic Shower Sump Pump

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Shower Sump Pump MPA212 $119.00 $112.95

Removable mesh filter allows easy cleaning.
• Clear screw-down cover.
• Check valve on outlet
• Ignition protected.
•  Handles waste water from more than one tapping point
• Easy to install

SHOWER SUMP PUMPS

12V General Purpose Impeller Pump

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

MPA605 $269.00 $249.00

Bronze body unit with nitrile rubber impeller. 18 litres/min capacity. 
Suitable for washdown and any clean water applications where the head 
does not exceed 5’ or 1.5m. Should not be allowed to run dry.
• Hose connection 1/2” BSP both ends
• Water type: Fresh or salt
•  Internal thread: 

1/2" BSP Female
•  External thread: 

3/4" NPT Male
• Power: 12V at 8 amps
• Suction height: 4m (13ft)
•  Dimensions: 

170(L)x150(W)x85(H)mm
• Quality product

IMPELLER PUMPS

SOME OF THE PUMPS ON THIS PAGE  
ARE ALSO SUITABLE FOR SUPPLYING  

HOT WATER FOR YOUR  
JOOLCA HOT WATER SYSTEM.

HOSE CONNECTIONS FOR PUMPS AND OTHER 
PLUMBING FITTINGS ARE NOT CRITICAL.  FIRSTLY, 
THE PRESSURE THAT MOST PUMPS WORK ON IS 
FAIRLY LOW SO IT'S NOT AS IMPORTANT AS THE 
70LB-ODD PRESSURE THAT YOU MAY ENCOUNTER 
AT HOME FROM GOOD WATER MAINS.

YOU WILL COMMONLY SEE 3/8” OR 9-10MM OR ½” 
OR 12MM “BARB” FITTINGS.  THESE ARE ALWAYS 
LOW PRESSURE. SIMPLY FIND A SUITABLE PLASTIC 
HOSE AND PUSH ON.  JUST TO BE SURE, YOU CAN 
SECURE WITH A WORM DRIVE HOSE CLAMP.

THREADED CONNECTORS ARE GENERALLY ½” 
(12MM) OR ¾” (19MM) BSP OR MPT.  IF THE 
FITTING IS NYLON, IT PROBABLY MEANS LOW 
PRESSURE.  THIS IS OK TO USE PLASTIC THREADED 
COUPLINGS.  IF THE CONNECTOR IS METAL (BRASS 
OR DIE CAST) IT PROBABLY MEANS THE PUMP 
IS CAPABLE OF GIVING HIGHER PRESSURE.  USE 
METAL THREADED COUPLINGS IN THIS CASE.
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Washdown

WE DARE YOU TO BUY A CHEAPER 
70PSI KIT OF THIS QUALITY FOR 

LESS MONEY!

Jabsco® Washdown Kit

A complete washdown system that includes a Jabsco Par-Max 4.0 
fully automatic pump that delivers 15 litres per minute at 60 PSI 
pressure to blast decks and anchors clean with ease.
• 60 PSI high pressure cut out
• Thermal overload protection
• Ignition protected - won't create a spark
• Self priming to 3 metres
• Up to 15 litres per minute flow rate
• Diaphragm design can run dry for extended periods
• Spray resistant motor coating - NOT waterproof
• Sealed pressure switch extends pump life
• 3 Year Warranty
Included:
• Jabsco Par-Max 4.0 fully automatic pump
• 7.5 metre HoseCoil delivery hose
• Universal plug-in salt water filter 
• 2 x 20mm straight snap-in hose fittings 
• 1 x 20mm 90 degree snap-in hose fitting
• Hose gun 
Note: Motor is not waterproof and 
should not be subject to  
external water 
contact.

Cat No. Qty 1+

12/24V Washdown Kit MPA420 $329.00

Seaflo® Portable Wash Down Kit

Cat No. Qty 1+

12/24V Washdown Kit MPA413 $249.00

Seaflo® Washdown Kit

Clean boats, fish boxes, anchor wells, dinghies, and other similar 
applications. Huge 5 GPM capacity. This pump has an on-demand 
switch, so the pump automatically turns on when you squeeze the spray 
gun handle. With 70 PSI cutoff, it has the pressure to get rid of stubborn 
debris. Suitable for fresh and saltwater 
applications. 
•  5.2gallon/minute (20 

litre) pump.
•  70 PSI high 

pressure

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

MPA400 SZ1912 $24.95 $22.45

Deck Wash Switch Panel

Pre-labelled with a clear “Deck Wash” backlit label and 
contura style illuminated rocker switch. IP66 protected 
with a handy resettable 20A circuit breaker. Panel cut-
out template included.
• IP66 rated
• Dual voltage (12-24VDC)
• Backlit label
Circuit Protection: 20A push reset circuit breaker
Switch Rating: 12VDC @ 20A / 24VDC @10A
Dimensions: 54(W) x 114(H) x 75(D)mm

Cat No. Qty 1+

12/24V Washdown Kit MPA410 $299.00

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

12V Washdown Kit MPA412 $199.00 $178.95

WASHDOWNS

Johnson®  
Washdown Kit
This unit is generally fitted in a permanent installation in a 
6m+ boat or box trailer, etc. It prefers a source of mains pressure water 
but will pull from a substantial tank (it will use a fair bit of water). 
The main unit, the pump, really must be bolted down. It will provide 
up to 70PSI (5Bar) which is about 3 times better than a typical garden 
hose water supply.

What you get:

• 70psi High pressure
• 5.2 gallon/minute (20 litre) pump
• 7.5m of coiled hose and trigger gun
• Electrical 12/24V panel switch with fuse holder
• Bulkhead type water outlet fitting
• All connections ½” (13mm), supplied with some adaptors
This pump kit is a very high quality unit. It will provide you with the 
basics of a good, mobile wash-down unit, especially suitable for 
cleaning dirt bikes or messy decks after fishing, etc.
To complete the installation, you will need some ½” hose and hose 
clamps, some electrical wiring, etc. 
This product will save you a lot of time cleaning up.

The portable washdown system is designed to suit multiple outdoor 
washing applications such as a car or boat etc. High performance and 
simple installation makes operation very easy, even a child could do it! 
By using a local source of water, you won't even need to carry a tank in 
order to use it.
•  gallon/minute (17 litre) pump
•  70 PSI high pressure

Call us on 1300 964 264 331
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MPA015

MPA020

MANUAL

ELECTRIC

Hand Cranked Pumps

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Economy Unit MPA015 $39.95 $37.95

With Removable Handle MPA020 $46.95 $41.95

Designed to be permanently installed so that bilgewater can be pumped 
out as required. 
MPA015 is self-priming and will deliver approximately 35 litres of water 
per minute. This unit fits 25mm (1”) inlet and outlet hose. Convenient 
fixed rubber handgrip.
MPA020 features a removable handle. It will deliver approxmiately 55 
litres of water per minute. It is also self-priming and will accomodate 
25mm (1”) and 38mm (1½”) I.D. hose.

Portable Hand Bilge Pump 
Compact

Cat No. Qty 1+

MPA010 $49.95

Quality USA made unit. Will not only pump water 
but can also be used for sump oil, fuel, etc. 
• Will pump up to 30 litres/min
• Ideal for sea kayaks
• 550mm stroke

Johnson® Bilge Mate Pumps

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

32 Series. 30 LPM 1798 LPH MPA135 $28.95 $27.45

L450 Series. 40 LPM 2384 LPH MPA140 $42.95 $39.95

L550 Series. 50 LPM 3027 LPH MPA145 $59.95 $56.95

L750 Series. 60 LPM 3600 LPH MPA150 $64.95 $60.95

MPA135 MPA140 MPA150

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

360 GPH 23 LPM MPA152 $22.95 $21.45

550 GPH 34 LPM MPA154 $26.95 $25.45

750 GPH 47 LPM MPA155 $34.95 $30.95

1100 GPH 69 LPM MPA156 $42.95 $37.95

Economy Bilge Pumps
This range of submersible pumps is similar to our well-known 
RULE® branded pumps but especially for the budget conscious. 

Common to all types:

• 12V 6A fused
• Submersible
• Ignition suppressed
• Stainless steel shaft
•  No burn-out when dry
•  MPA152-MPA154: ¾” (19mm) barb type outlet
•  MPA155-MPA156: 1-1/8” (28mm) barb type outlet`

EVEN MORE BILGE PUMPS  
ON THE NEXT PAGE!

Starting with the 32 series, this submersible 
pump is capable of removing up to 30 litres/
min (475 gallons/hour) from the bottom of your 
boat at a 12V current consumption of only 2A. 
Connection is via a standard ¾” (19mm) hose.

MPA152

MPA158 MPA160

MPA154 MPA155 MPA156

Economy Full Auto Bilge Pumps

These units have a water level switch built-in. Both are 
supplied with ¾” straight and right angle outlet hose 
adaptor, and wiring loom. 

12V 2.7A 

MPA158

12V 4.0A

MPA160

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

500 GPH 31 LPM MPA158 $74.95 $66.95

1100 GPH 69 LPM MPA160 $99.95 $89.95

SOMETIMES YOU WILL ENCOUNTER A SPLIT 
CONNECTION AT A PUMP OR SOME OTHER 
PLUMBING FITTING EVEN THOUGH IT IS NOT HIGH 
PRESSURE.
• 2 OR 3 SMALL WORM DRIVE HOSE CLAMPS
• THREAD SEALING TAPE, PINK
• MAYBE SOME THREAD SEALING FLUID
• A ROLL OF “RESCUE” TAPE
• A SMALL TUBE OF SILASTIC

Bilge  
Pumps
A pump failure can send your precious craft to the sands 
below in less time than you think. Our extensive range of 
bilge pumps have you covered. We even have compact 
hand powered pumps perfect for emergencies and tinnies.
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Bilge Pumps & Accessories
Regular Bilge Pumps

Automatic  
Bilge Pumps
As is appropriate for the market leader, the World’s 
largest manufacturer of bilge pumps has completely 
redesigned and upgraded their “Rule-Mate” range.
The new pumps incorporate water level sensing 
inside the pump housing.  This avoids the need for a 
separate float switch and wiring.  (Corroded wiring and 
connectors are one of the main reasons for bilge pump failure.)
Apart from that, the new model has a removable strainer to 
access impeller area to remove debris. The discharge 
nozzle is now threaded, allowing for more 
secure hose coupling. RTM stocks many 
straight and right angle plastic fittings 
for any installation configurations.

Cat No. Qty 1+

500GPH 31 LPM MPA113 $119.00

800GPH 51 LPM MPA117 $146.00

1100GPH 69 LPM MPA123 $176.00

Cat No. Qty 1+

 RULE® 360. 23 LPM MPA106 $36.95

 RULE® 500. 31 LPM MPA112 $46.95

 RULE® 800. 50 LPM MPA116 $56.95

 RULE® 1100. 69 LPM MPA122 $76.95

• All non-automatic. 
•  Pump ratings are now at 12V, rather than 13.2V 

previously
•  Wiring is now 16g tin coated with silicone infusion to 

resist electrical corrosion
• Higher flow rate impellers
• Built-in thermal cutout
•  Now includes a check valve in the discharge port and 

also now included in the kit
•  New hidden air vent, prevents air lock
•  All these new features at no extra charge!
Warning! Some of the smaller boat shops will 
still have stock of the old models. Double check 
for this. 

MPA123

Side Mount Pump Bracket
Heavy duty plastic mounting bracket to enable side 
mounting of the Rule® bilge pumps. The bracket allows 
variable direction mounting positions and can be used 
to side mount a bilge pump against a bulkhead or 
transom when bottom mounting is not convenient.

Cat No. Qty 1+

MPA326 $29.95

This low profile bilge pump features full rotation discharge with non-return 
valves making it the best choice of pump for tight areas.
• 12V 4A
• Up to 3300 litres per hour flow rate (900GPH)
• 3/4” (19mm) straight and elbow hose barbs
• 1” (25mm) straight hose barb
• 1 1/8” (28mm) hose barb
•  Features three automatic modes  

(high, low and timer)
• 60(H) x 228(W) x 60(D)mm)

Low Profile Bilge Pump

Cat No. Qty 1+

Automatic 900 GPH MPA134 $139.00

Cat No. Qty 1+

1500 GPH 94 LPM 12VDC 4.8A MPA125 $199.00

2000 GPH 126 LPM 12VDC 8.4A MPA130 $249.00

2000 GPH 126 LPM 24VDC 4.1A MPA131 $269.00

These high capacity pumps are built to industrial standards. They 
are built for boats that are generally permanently moored, and 
are at least 30 foot long. Boats over 40 foot long often have 24V 
electrics so we stock a 24V version of the RULE® 2000. Even if 
you get your boat serviced by professionals, it is still not a bad 
idea to carry a spare bilge pump. The 24V RULE® 2000 is the most 
commonly used 24V bilge pump in Australia. All include a snap-on 
strainer base and mounting hardware. These units will work with all 
float switches in RTM range. 

Common features to RULE® 1500 and RULE® 2000 pumps:
• Fully submersible
• Teflon seals and stainless shaft
• Ignition protected
• 28mm (1-1/8”) hose outlet
• 152(W) x 108(H)mm

MPA125 MPA130 24V MODEL 

MPA131

High Capacity Bilge Pumps

LOOKING FOR MACERATOR PUMPS?
THEY'RE ON PAGE 335

Side Mount Rule® Pump Bracket

Cat No. Qty 1+

Side Mount Rule Pump Bracket MPA325 $18.95

This bracket allows you to mount virtually any 
360 - 1100 GPH Rule pump on a vertical surface 
(e.g. a stringer, etc) when screwing straight to the 
bottom of the hull is not 
an option.
Note: Pump not included
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Bilge Pumps & Accessories

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

SZ1908 $24.95 $22.45

Bilge Pump Switch panel

Pre-labelled with a clear “Bilge Pump” backlit label and 
contura style illuminated rocker switch (auto / manual 
bilge selection). IP66 protected with a handy resettable 
20A circuit breaker. Panel cut-out template included. 
•  Circuit Protection: 20A push reset circuit breaker
•  Switch Rating: 12VDC @ 20A / 24VDC @ 10A
•  Dimensions: 54(W) x 114(H) x 75(D)mm

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

With Alarm SZ1910 $29.95 $26.95

Bilge Pump Switch Panel with Alarm

Features “Bilge Pump” backlit label and contura style illuminated rocker 
switch. It also includes a VERY useful alarm buzzer. Install a second 
float switch (higher than the one that triggers your bilge 
pump). If water reaches the second float (meaning your 
pump has likely failed) a visual and audible alarm will 
activate. Very handy. Includes panel cut-out template 
and is IP66 rated. This switch does not feature a circuit 
breaker like others in the range, so a fuse or circuit 
breaker should be added in circuit. 
• Switch Rating: 12VDC @ 20A
• Siren Level: 85dB
• Dimensions: 54(W) x 114(H) x 75(D)mm

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

20 Amp MPA332 $27.95 $24.95

Low Cost Float Switch

Will switch 20 amps DC reliably to drive a bilge pump up to 
2000 GPH.
• 12V/24V/32VDC 20A
• Ignition protected
•  Activates when water level 

reaches 2" (51mm)
•  Turns off when water level 

reaches 3/4" (19mm)

Electric Float Switches - Rule-A-Matic

Cat No. Qty 1+

14 Amp MPA310 $49.95

20 Amp MPA315 $69.95

The Rule-A-Matic is probably the 
world’s most popular float switch. 
The MPA310 will switch 14A at 
12VDC, but can operate up to 32V 
which makes it ok for large boat 24V 
electrics.
•  The MPA315 is the same but the 

float is enclosed and it will switch 
up to 20A at 12V

• It is also ok for 24V boats

Electric Float Switches - TMC

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

10 Amp MPA305 $24.95 $23.45

The TMC switch is, despite its 
low price, very reliable. Simple 
design, easy to mount with only 2 
screws (No. 8/10). Will switch 10 
amps DC reliably to drive a 1000 
gallons/hour pump.

Bilge Pump Switch Panel

Cat No. Qty 1+

Bilge Pump Switch Panel MPA320 $19.95

Measures 90 x 50mm and requires a 75 
x 38mm cut-out. It has a fuse holder 
(all bilge pumps must have a fuse in the 
circuit. The fuse rating is stated in the 
instructions). It has a 3-way automatic-
off-manual switch with a red light for 
manual and a green light for automatic.

Mesh Strainer for Rule® Pumps

Cat No. Qty 1+

Mesh Strainer MPA330 $9.95

Stainless steel strainer that fits most Rule 
electric bilge pumps. Stops further debris from 
entering pump. 
• Ensures longer pump life.

THINK ABOUT CARRYING A SPARE PUMP & 
FLOAT SWITCH ON YOUR LARGER BOAT.
IF EITHER FAILS YOU MAY BE ANCHORED 
IN A REMOTE BAY AND A LONG WAY FROM 

AN RTM SHOP!

BILGE PUMP ACCESSORIES

LPM VS GPH. LET'S COMPARE
Litres per min Litres per hour Gal per min (US) Gal per hour (US) Gal per min (Imperial) Gal p/hour (Imperial)
2.4 144 0.63 38 0.53 31.7
2.9 174 0.77 46 0.64 38.2
3.6 216 0.95 57 0.79 47.5
3.8 228 1 60.2 0.84 50.1
4.2 252 1.11 66.5 0.92 55.4
7.6 456 2 120 1.6 100
11 660 2.91 174 2.4 145
13.2 792 3.49 209 2.9 174
16 960 4.23 253 3.5 211
23 1380 6.08 364 5 303
30 1800 7.93 475 6.6 395
31 1860 8.2 491 6.8 409
34 2040 9 538 7.4 448
40 2400 10.5 634 8.8 527
47 2820 12.4 745 10.3 620
50 3000 13.2 792 11 660
60 3600 15.8 951 13.2 791
69 4140 18.2 1093 15.1 910
70 4200 18.5 1109 15.4 923
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Manual & Macerator Pumps

Cat No. Qty 1+

Bilge Pump Plumbing Kit MPA350 $16.95

Bilge Pump Plumbing Kit

This kit enables you to 
connect from a bilge 
pump to the outside of 
your boat. It consists of 
two basic components. 
The hull skin fitting 
(white) which requires 
you to drill a 25mm (1”) 
hole through your hull. 
It will accommodate hulls up to 40mm thick. Make sure you place the 
fitting well above the water line. As high as possible. This fitting has a 
barb-type receiver for the outlet hose which is 1.5m long x 19mm (3/4”) 
dia. It simply slides onto the skin fitting on one end and the pump outlet 
pipe on the other. Even though this kit is made by Johnson and is ideal 
for their products, it will work with any pump that has 19mm (3/4”) outlet. 
It is also supplied with two stainless steel hose clamps. 
Note: An actual bilge pump is NOT included with this unit. Plumbing only. 

Galley Foot Pump

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Galley Foot Pump TCE005 $49.95 $46.95

“Whale” brand unit, meant to screw 
to floor with 4 x No.8 cheese head 
screws (not supplied). Constructed 
from moulded copolymer nylon, 
stainless steel and neoprene 
rubber. Will pump 8 litres/minute 
up to 1.5m head.
• 13mm barb hose fitting in/out
•  Measures 137 x 100mm overall, 

70mm high.
•  4 x No.8 cheese head fasteners required

Galley Foot Pump. Lever Action

Cat No. Qty 1+

Galley Foot Pump. Lever Action TCE010 $74.95

This is a very popular unit seen everywhere. It is probably the most 
popular foot pump ever made. The unit is meant to fix 
to a floor, but if you are clever, you can fit the unit 
behind a bulkhead or sink cupboard so that 
only the foot actuator sticks out. Very neat! 
Constructed from the same material as the 
TCE005 above. Will pump up to 15 litres/
minute up to 2.0m head.
• 15mm barb hose in/out
•  Measures 152 x 131mm overall, 

196mm front to back.
•  4 x No.8-10 cheese head 

fasteners required

PUMPS - MANUAL

Fits into the counter top and features a 
combination hand pump, mains pressure 
switch and control switch for a 12V 
electric pump (Pump not 
included).
•  Features aluminium 

spout and lever arm
•  Low profile to suit fold down campers
•  Measures: 100(L) x 100(W) x 65(H)mm

Lowboy Electric / Manual Faucet Pump

Cat No. Qty 1+

Lowboy Triple Action Pump TPA552 $129.00

Accumulator Tank

Cat No. Qty 1+

Accumulator Tank TCE405 $149.00

Accumulator tanks improve performance and 
lengthen pump life in all pressurised water 
systems. The accumulator tank holds a small 
store of pressurised water to decrease pump 
cycling and gives a smoother quieter water 
flow.
This unit has a 1 litre capacity and is 
factory precharged with air. It comes with a 
comprehensive connector kit for 12mm (1/2”) 
hose.

ACCUMULATOR TANK

Macerator Pump - TMC

Cat No. Qty 1+

Macerator Pump - TMC MPM105 $189.00

Self priming toilet waste pump. Will disintegrate all toilet waste to fluid 
(“black water”). Designed for in-line installation on Black water holding 
tank pump out systems. Can convert manual vacuum toilets to electric. 
Not meant to run dry. Very reliable.
•  50 litre/min unrestricted flow
• Lift up to 1.5 metres
• Head 5 metres
•  Inlet combination 38mm 

barbed and 1½”: BSP
• Outlet 25mm(1”) barbed
•  Dimensions: 283 (L) x 

120(W) x 98(H)mm

Macerator Pump

Cat No. Qty 1+

Macerator Pump - Jabsco® MPM110 $269.00

Similar to MPM105 but Jabsco® brand. This unit is also self priming. 
It features a fully sealed motor and heavy duty chopping (macerator) 
blade. Whilst it's most common use is to transfer waste from a toilet to 
a Black water holding tank, it works well with fishbox and live bait tank 
evacuations. Run dry protected. 
• 46 litre/min unrestricted flow
• Lift up to 1.2 metres
•  Inlet 38mm hose barbed and/or 1½” BSP
• Outlet 25mm (1”) hose barb
•  Dimensions: 294 (L) x 119(W) x 82(H)mm

MACERATOR PUMPS

SEE THE NEXT PAGE FOR 12V TOILETS

Do NOT allow guests to put anything down the boat toilet except 
human waste and approved toilet paper. A thoughtless cigarette 
butt (filter) or sanitary tampon will completely disable a macerator 
pump. It will stop all toilet use that day and require a new pump 
or workshop rebuild. Be vigilant and tell all guests of this. See 
page 336 for warning sticker. 

WARNING (MACERATOR PUMPS)

SEE OUR NOTE 
ABOVE ABOUT 
MACERATORS

SEE OUR NOTE BELOW 
ABOUT MACERATORS

Call us on 1300 964 264 335
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Sanitation

Vent Filter

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Vent Filter MPM265 $69.95 $65.95

An activated carbon filter element ensures that your boat smells like 
a rose. Fits in line with the black water tank breather hose. Comes 
complete with mounting brackets. Has boat connections each end (in/
out) 19 and 25mm (dia) for either size breather hose.
•  Body is 200mm long (plus connections)

12V Cassette  
Replacement Pump

Cat No. Qty 1+

12V Cassette Replacement Pump TPM205 $139.00

A 12VDC electric replacement 
pump to suit Thetford Cassette 
Toilets. Suitable for use with the 
C200CW, C200CWE, C2 and C4 
Thetford Cassette Toilets.

TOILET PARTS & ACCESSORIES

12V Toilets

Cat No. Qty 1+

TMC 12V Toilet MPM005 $349.00

TMC 12V Toilet Luxury MPM010 $499.00

Spare TMC Macerator Pump MPM106 $209.00

Macerator Pump - Jabsco® MPM110 $269.00

Top quality vitreous china 
bowl, solid plastic seat and 
cover. Easy to clean. Supplied 
with electrical switch and 
wiring and 25 to 38mm 
plumbing outlet adaptor. 
Simple; water in, waste out. 
Electric pump motor (included) 
is also a macerator unit. 
12V @18A (while flushing). 
Comes with comprehensive 
installation instructions.

TMC 12V
•  Dimensions: 352(H) x 

360(W) x 445(D)mm
• Weight 17kg

MPM005

TMC 12V LUXURY
• Fully enclosed pump
•  370(W) x 480(D) x 460(H)mm
• 28kg
MPM010

TOILETS FIXED

Black Water/Toilet Waste Fittings

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Deck Filler MPM405 $39.95

Hose Coupling Adaptor MPM410 $12.95 $11.95

These fittings are described together as one won’t work without the 
other. Item #1 is the flush deck-mount waste deck filler outlet. It is a 
durable quality product cast in 316 grade stainless steel. It fits flush with 
the deck via a 54mm mounting hole. It is fixed with 3 x No. 10 mounting 
or 4mm screws (either self tapping or metal thread, not supplied.) You 
then connect the underside of the fitting to your pump-out plumbing with 
38mm I.D. sewerage grade hose.
When you are at a suitable shore-based pumpout point, you unscrew 
the flush mount cover. You will see an internal 38mm (1 ½ BSP) screw 
thread. You screw an MPM410 black polypropylene adaptor firmly into 
this thread. You are now ready to accept the shore-based pump out 
hose. The hose simply clicks into the MPM410 fitting. When the pumpout 
operation is complete, simply disconnect the shore-based pumpout 
hose. Give the whole lot a hose down with fresh water, then unscrew the 
MPM410 and stow away.

DETAILS OF FILLER FITTING:
Internal 1½ BSP (NPT) 38mm internal thread to 
accept MPM410 coupling adaptor. Nameplate has 
“waste” cast into filler flange to avoid confusing with 
other deck filler hardware. Screw-on filler cap is ‘O’-ring 
sealed and supplied with stainless steel fixing key. (This 
key should have a lanyard to not lose it. You will have to 
do this!)
• Flange dia: 88mm
• Depth of fitting under flange 77mm

MPM405

DETAILS OF DECK COUPLING:
Black polypropylene moulding with provision for 
lanyard (recommended.) Couples to standard shore 
pumpout house.
• External 1½ BSP (NPT) 38mm thread
MPM410

WARNING! Be careful not to cross-thread this coupling to filler fitting. It is easily done.

MPM405

MPM410

MPM010

MPM005

DO NOT USE ORDINARY TOILET PAPER IN 
MARINE TOILETS (ANY BRAND). 

ONLY USE PAPER ESPECIALLY MADE FOR 
MACERATOR TOILETS. SEE PAGE 416

Safety Warning Sticker for Toilet Use

3 Way Flow Selector Valve

Cat No. Qty 1+

TPM200 $4.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

MPM205 $129.00 $121.95

Many people who are not familiar with boats assume that the toilet on a 
boat is the same as those on dry land. A boat toilet is not, of course. 
A guest on your boat can ruin everyone's day by simply putting a 
cigarette butt or a tampon down the toilet when you are out for the day. 
The macerator pump in your boat toilet system is not designed to chop 
up semi-solid objects and 
can easily be clogged up 
- even with non-approved 
toilet paper. 
By applying this sticker 
right near the toilet 
(preferrably at eye-line) 
you warn people about 
this. It can save an 
otherwise ruined day.

Simple way to divert fluids around 
your blackwater/ greywater 
pumpout system. Disaster safe! 
Has a provision to lock the control 
to stop unauthorised use (use a 
padlock).
• Also has plastic “closed” knob
•  Removable rear mounting 

flange/1½” Hex spanner
• 100mm (dia) approx
• White colour

SEE PAGE 414 FOR FULL 
RANGE OF THETFORD TOILETS, 
CHEMICALS & ACCESSORIES
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Skin Fittings & Bungs

Threaded Only

Cat No. Qty 1+

1/2” No Gasket MPK125 $17.95

3/4” No Gasket MPK130 $22.95

1” No Gasket MPK135 $29.95

1 1/8 ” No Gasket MPK140 $39.95

Stainless Steel (316 Grade). Similar to 
above, but far, far stronger. Mirror finish. 
Very sturdy cast nut.

Threaded, Barbed Tail

Stainless Steel (316 Grade) Similar to above, 
but far, far stronger. Mirror finish. Very sturdy 
cast nut.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

1/2” BSP 13mm MPK105 $22.95 $21.45

3/4” BSP 19mm MPK110 $24.95 $23.45

1” BSP 25mm MPK115 $32.95 $28.95

1½” BSP 38mm MPK120 $44.95 $39.95

SKIN FITTINGS - STAINLESS STEEL

SKIN FITTINGS REINFORCED NYLON 6 DRAIN BUNGS

Barbed Only

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

3/4" Tail Int. Dia 13mm MPK060 $9.95 $8.95

1” - 1½” Int. Dia 19mm MPK065 $11.95 $10.45

3/4” Tail Through Bulkhead MPK070 $15.95 $13.95

Handy when space is tight. Through hull/bulkhead threaded part is quite 
generous, good for partitions or wooden hulls, etc.

MPK060 MPK065 MPK070

Wooden Safety Plug. AYF-regs

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

100mm Long Tapered 13mm - 32mm MSC205 $3.75 $3.55

150mm Long Tapered 20mm - 45mm MSC210 $4.60 $4.35

Soft timber plugs that can be banged in 
to a sudden hole in your boat.
•  Required when operating under  

AYF regulations

EMERGENCY PREPARATION

Emergency  
Rubber Bungs

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

15mm Diameter MPC005 $1.50 $1.35

17mm Diameter MPC010 $2.15

19mm Diameter MPC015 $2.35

22mm Diameter MPC020 $2.50

12V LED Bung Light with Base

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

White Light MPC090 $44.95 $41.95

You can now enjoy the stunning effect of underwater lighting without 
cutting extra holes in the hull of your boat. You may also catch more fish! 
The LED bung light takes a no-nonsense approach to achieving this. 
Rather than having a separate LED product for all the drain cocks (RTM, 
for example stock nine different drain cocks) you get a new drain plug 
housing which fits where your old drain plug and housing is. You remove 
the old drain plug and housing assembly. As your old assembly is 99% 
likely to be smaller than the new unit, you may have to file out the hole in 
the transom of your boat to take the larger housing.
The new housing is designed to be as low as possible to facilitate better 
drainage in your boat. If your boat is fibreglass or aluminium you can 
make the larger hole by filing it out with a round/and/or ½ round file (not a 
rasp file). (If your boat is a Quintrex® or Stacer®, it may have the correct 
housing already.)
Fitting the new housing is easy. Indeed you can watch a video of this on
our website.
Once you have fitted the housing you connect up the bung/LED fitting. 
You will need access under the floor, (probably through a hatch cover) to 
wire up the unit. Waterproof connectors are provided, along with extra 
hookup wire, etc. All you need extra is some silicone or similar gasket 
material.
This light looks spectacular and you will be the envy of your mates. It 
may help catch a few fish as well!

•  Check stock online at your local RTM store

•  Add the bits you need to  
your cart & checkout

2 HOUR 
CLICK & COLLECT 
•  Check stock online at your local RTM store

•  Add the bits you need to  
your cart & checkout

• Ready within just 2 hours

• Collect it when convenient for you

Call us on 1300 964 264 337



PLUMBING

Drain Cocks / Bungs

Self Bailer

Cat No. Qty 1+

Self Bailer MPC085 $14.95

This bailer screws into the coarse 
thread drain bungs such as the 
MPC025. You will need to remove 
the bung and screw this bailer in. You will need 
to try it on your drain. This unit is meant to automatically 
drain your boat while you are moving. It is not meant to be left overnight 
as it will leak back-wards a bit, say 3 hours max before moving.

Cockpit Drain

Cat No. Qty 1+

Cockpit Drain MPC105 $17.95

This is a flush mount floor grate mainly meant for 
fibreglass or large aluminium boats that have a 
floor. Two are usually installed right at the rear of 
the cockpit, port and starboard sides. It requires 
a 48mm hole to be bored through the floor and 
underflow access is required, so check this first 
before drilling. A large plastic nut holds the fitting in 
place on the underside. Use Silastic to hold and seal 
the fitting. The drain side of the fitting has a 38mm 
(1½”) hose barb. A length of 38mm hose can then 
be run to the transom scupper valve. (See MPC115)

Outboard Motor Slop Well Drain

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Outboard Motor Slop Well Drain MPC110 $2.95 $2.65

This unit fits through the slop well behind and under your 
outboard through the transom and then overboard. It is 
meant for fibreglass boats. You will need to bore a 25mm 
hole from the very bottom of the slop well, facing slightly 
downwards (which will make the job easier anyway) and 
through the outside (transom) side of the hull. This drain 
is about 55mm long but the outer ring seal needs about 
7-8mm of this, so the effective gap (between the inner 
wall and the outer wall) needs to be 45mm or less. The 
outer ring and inner sleeve all need to be sealed with 
Silastic or some similar sealing agent. Generally two of 
these are fitted, one for each side of the well.

Rubber Flap - Valve Scupper

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Rubber Flap - Valve Scupper MPC115 $7.95 $7.55

This unit which is generally mounted on the 
outside of the transom is usually just above the 
waterline. The rubber valve flap can be adapted 
to a skin fitting internally.

DRAINS AND SCUPPERS

WE HAVE A GREAT RANGE OF  
FLUSH BAGS FOR OUTBOARD MOTORS, 

MAKING MOTOR FLUSHING EASY
SEE PAGE 188 FOR DETAILS

MPC027 MPC028

Drain Cock, Medium Size

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Drain Cock MPC045 $5.95 $5.65

Spare Bung MPC055 $4.50

UV resistant nylon housing.
•  Suits 4mm countersunk screws on a 

45mm pitch

Drain Cock, Large Size

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Drain Cock MPC065 $7.95 $7.55

Spare Bung MPC075 $7.95 $7.55

Housing similar to MPC045, 
except flange has flat bottom. 
Drain hole 35mm dia. Suits 4 x 
No. 8 screws.

Standard Plastic Drain Cock

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Standard Plastic Drain Cock MPC025 $2.95 $2.65

• Plastic flange
• 18mm Hole Dia.
•  Suits No.8 countersunk 

screws on a 37mm pitch

Plastic Drain Cocks - 30mm

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Black MPC027 $5.95 $5.65

White MPC028 $5.95 $5.65

• I.D. 30mm 
• Cutout: 40mm

Spare Drain Screw-In Plugs

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Course Thread MPC035 $2.75 $2.45

Fine Thread MPC040 $2.95 $2.65

The most common size.
• You should keep a spare 
on the boat

DRAIN COCKS

Generally made from marine grade black nylon (black has better UV 
resistance). The range below will guarantee a suitable replacement for 
your lost or damaged unit.

Solid Cast 316 Stainless Steel  
Drainage Bung

Cat No. Qty 1+

MPC032 $19.95

This high quality heavily cast unit is all metal 
except for a 3mm diameter nitrile rubber 
O-ring seal. The square-cut threads positively 
engage the bung for a guaranteed water-tight 
seal. The metal construction ensures no cross-
threading or wearing out. Requires 2 x 4mm 
s/s countersunk mounting screws, preferably 
metal thread, but woodscrew fixing ok if 
transom is in sound condition. 2-year warranty.
• Dimensions 37 x 54mm pitch of mounting 
holes 40mm.

Interior Deck

Clamp
Scupper
Valve

Maximum
Water Line

Hose

Water Line

Scupper Drain

Transom

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au338 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day



PLUMBING

WASTE WATER TANKS

40L Portable Grey/Blackwater Tank
Up until recently, caravan park operators would normally allow you to 
discharge grey water straight onto their lawns or garden beds. This 
practice is now disallowed at most parks meaning that you have to store 
your greywater until acceptable disposal is 
possible. 
This tank from FIAMMA of Italy is made out 
of durable blow-moulded plastic with an 
inbuilt handle and wheels that work well, 
even on gravel. This makes handling the 
weight of 40 litres easy. 
The inlet and outlet connections make for 
easy and no-mess disposal. It can also be 
used to store/dispose of black water, but 
we see the most common application is for 
greywater. Entirely washable/rinseable.

Specifications:

• Capacity: 40 litres
•  Dimensions:  

810(H) x 410(W) x 200(D)mm
• Empty weight: 3.5kg

SEE PAGE 444 FOR OUR  
PLASTIC TANK REPAIR KIT

65 Litres

Cat No. Qty 1+

65 Litres RPI120 $239.00

Flat bottomed unit with domed top. Has 3 inlet/outlets (3/4” 
and 1/2”) at one end and a 3/4” inlet at the opposite end. 
Some openings, of course could be plugged.  
Very solid tank.
•  Measures:  

810(L) x 615(W) x 
190(H)mm at top 
of dome

90 Litres

Cat No. Qty 1+

90 Litres RPI115 $109.00

Narrow rectangular 
tank. Has ½” right angle 
barb at one end and 1” three way 
outlet/inlet on the opposite end.
•  Measures 1270(L) x 400(W) x 210(H)mm

Rotomoulded black plastic tanks. Ideal for caravans, RVs, etc.

Cat No. Qty 1+

40 Litres RPI150 $179.00

Cat No. Qty 1+

54 Litres - 25mm Threads RPI106 $119.00

54 Litres

This rectangular heavy duty tank 
is either an original fit or 
replacement tank. It features 3 
x 25mm threaded outlets on a 
diagonal line across one end. 
Internal capacity of 54 litres.
•  Measures:  

755(L) x 355(W) x 220(H)mm

Similar in shape to the RPI120, except 255mm at the top of 
the dome yielding greater internal capacity.
•  810(L) x 615(W) x 255(H)mm at top of dome

83 Litres

Cat No. Qty 1+

83 Litres RPI125 $269.00

Can be used upside down as illustrated

Water Jerry Cans

Virtually indestructible self venting 
jerry can.
• Child proof lid
•  High density unbreakable 

polyethylene
• 450(H) x 330(L) x 185(W)mm
Note: Do not use for fuel

WATER JERRY CANS

SEE PAGE 353 FOR  
FUEL JERRY CANS

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

20 Litres MPI110 $39.95 $35.95

10 Litres MPI112 $17.95 $15.95

We occasionally get calls from people who want 5 litre water
containers. We don’t sell them for a good reason.
You can go into any supermarket and get a 5 litre container of juice
or spring water very cheaply. Simply buy these. They are actually 
cheaper than what we could sell you an empty container for. They 
are generally fairly durable.

5L WATER CONTAINERS

MPI110

MPI112

You might be able to go without a shower, but  clean water 
is essential for any adventure. For fixed installations or a 
few jerry cans, our huge range has you covered.

Water  
Cartage

Call us on 1300 964 264 339



PLUMBING

Water Storage / Management

SPACE SAVING TANKS

20L Collapsible Water Carrier

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

20 Litres RPI207 $12.95 $11.45

This unit when full measures a compact 280 
x 280 x 280mm (approx.). It will sit on a side 
under its own stiffness and has a screw 
on tap. When full the tap is thoughtfully 
placed to dispense water into, say a cup. 
The seams are heavily welded. Will collapse 
down to almost nothing when empty. In-
built carrying handle.

50 - 200L Water Tank Plastimo

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

50 Litres 700(L) x 700(W)mm MPI115 $99.95

100 Litres 1050(L) x 700(W)mm MPI120 $129.00 $121.95

150 Litres 1400(L) x 700(W)mm MPI125 $149.00

200 Litres 1750(L) x 700(W)mm MPI130 $199.00

These tanks will give a surprising amount of volume in a 
tight space. A couple of things need to be considered. The 
tank must basically lay flat. It cannot be suspended by 
straps or ropes. The inlet is via a 38mm (1½”) BSP male 
and outlet via a 12mm. These inlets are positioned so that the inlet is at 
the logical top of the tank and the outlet is at the bottom. The tank will 
not completely empty, probably only 95%.
The tanks are made out of a plastic that won’t taint the flavour of the 
water. They are at their best if used regularly and completely (95%) 
emptied often. 4 sizes available. Only use for water.

25L Collapsible Water Carrier

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

25 Litres RPI208 $19.95 $18.95

This very strong unit is 130mm high (plus handle) 
when collapsed and expands accordion-like 
to around 300mm high! It is 340mm in 
diameter. It also features a screw-on tap 
that can be filled through up to a 50mm 
dia. You can therefore fill all 25 litres in 
seconds!
When on the road this unit will become 
an indispensable part of 
your daily life.

Water Conditioner - Starbrite

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

128g (4.5oz) TPI205 $22.95 $20.45

This US-made product will treat 450 litres 
of water. Eliminate that ‘tank taste’ and 
discolouration.

WATER CONDITIONER

Water Treatment and Freshener

Prevents water from taking on chlorine, sulphur, 
plastic or metal odour or taste. Ideal to maintain 
perfect drinking water quality in your boat or RV, 
and can be used as often as needed to ensure 
quality of bathing and drinking water and ice.
•  Biodegradable formula 
•  30ml treats 75 litres of water.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

237ml TPI206 $19.95 $17.95

Water Shock

Removes foul smell and bad taste from your boat 
or RV’s potable water tank or system. Ideal for use 
after seasonal storage to “freshen” water tanks, and 
formulated to remove chlorine, sulphur, plastic or 
metal odour and taste.
•  Biodegradable formula 
•  Provides long-lasting effect, even in extreme 

temperatures
•  30ml treats 37 litres of water

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

475ml TPI208 $26.95 $23.95

FIND LOTS MORE SANITISING PRODUCTS IN 
OUR MAINTENANCE SECTION

WE CARRY A GREAT RANGE OF HOSES FOR 
WATER PLUMBING. FIND IT ON PAGE 347

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

200g TPI202 $16.95 $15.95

Tank Cleen Cleaner

An effective remedy for water tainting problems 
in boats, caravans and plastic containers. Clean 
and deodorise freshwater systems up to 182 litres. 
TANK CLEEN will also de-stain melamine ware, 
cutlery, cups and glassware.

55 Litre Water Bladder

The slim design allows this water bladder to be laid flat across the back 
seat footwell in your 4x4 or a similar narrow space in your RV. It is made 
from food-grade PVC with a tough outer layer, and is able to carry up to 
55 litres of fresh drinking water for your trip. Flexible connections at each 
end of the bladder provide access to water at either side of your vehicle. 
When empty, it can be easily stored away without taking up too much 
valuable space. Only use for water. 
• Measures 1420(L) x 90(D) x 340mm(W) approx.
•  Inlet and outlet tubes
•  Folds flat for storage

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

55L capacity RPI210 $119.00 $112.95

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au340 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day



PLUMBING

Hoses & Clamps

Braided PVC Hose

Cat No. Per Metre 1+ Roll

ID: 10mm TPE205 $3.95 $71.00

ID: 12mm TPE210 $4.95 $89.00

ID: 16mm TPE215 $8.95 $161.00

ID: 19mm TPE220 $9.95 $179.00

ID: 25mm TPE225 $10.95 $189.00

ID: 32mm TPE230 $17.95 $319.00

ID: 38mm TPE235 $26.95 $479.00

Non toxic translucent PVC with blue tint, suitable for 
the delivery of air, water, food and beverages and also 
petroleum based products. Polyester yarn with red tracer 
to denote petroleum capability.
• Sold per metre or 20m roll

Spiral Hose

Cat No. Per Metre 1+ Roll

ID: 19mm TPE005 $6.95 $169.00

ID: 25mm TPE010 $10.95 $284.00

ID: 28.5mm TPE015 $12.95 $344.00

ID: 38mm TPE020 $15.95 $419.00

Extremely flexible, smooth bore black plastic hose for pumping out 
bilges. Very tight bending radius without kinking.
• Sold per metre or 30m roll

Cuffed Hose

Cat No. Per Metre 1+ Roll

ID: 20mm TPE025 $6.95 $85.00

ID: 28mm TPE030 $9.95 $119.00

Black plastic bilge hose which has hose clamp cuffs every foot for easy 
hose clamping. Sold per metre or 15m roll

HOSES

Clear PVC Hose

Cat No. Per Metre 1+ Roll

ID: 6mm TPE105 $1.60 $42.00

ID: 9mm TPE110 $2.40 $65.00

ID: 13mm TPE115 $2.95 $80.00

ID: 19mm TPE120 $4.50 $122.00

ID: 25mm TPE125 $6.25 $149.00

Non toxic clear tube, for use in low pressure transfer of water 
and beverage products. Food contact to AS2070. Sold per 
metre or 30m roll

AVOID USING A SERRATED CUTTING TOOL 
(LIKE A HACKSAW) WHEN CUTTING PLASTIC 

PIPE, IT CAN CREATE BURRS OR SHARP 
EDGES THAT IN TURN MAY DAMAGE “O” 

RINGS USED ON VARIOUS FITTINGS. 
USE A SHARP BOX CUTTER TYPE KNIFE.

Worm-Drive Hose Clamps

Tridon #
Width 
(mm)

Clamp  
Range (mm) Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

004P 8 6 -16 TPE405 $2.45 $2.20

005P 8 11 - 18 TPE410 $2.70 $2.40

006P 8 8 - 22 TPE415 $2.80 $2.50

010 12 14 - 27 TPE420 $2.95 $2.65

020 12 19 - 44 TPE425 $3.10 $2.75

028 12 33 - 57 TPE430 $3.20 $2.85

040 12 52 - 76 TPE435 $3.95 $3.55

048 12 65 - 89 TPE440 $4.15 $3.70

052 12 71 - 95 TPE445 $4.25 $3.80

080 12 117 - 140 TPE450 $5.45 $4.90

Australian made hose clamps in 304 
grade stainless steel. These products 
are a distinctively higher quality than 
cheap imported units. You can use these 
clamps over-and-over again without 
stripping the worm drive or thread rack. 
The table below gives Tridon No. & 
clamping diameter range. Very handy.

T-Bolt Drive Hose Clamps

High performance, high pressure, high criticality applications. 
These are Australian-made Tridon products as 
well. 304 grade stainless steel.
The nature of construction of the T-Drive 
mechanism is incredibly strong & can 
impart huge pressure on the hose.
With this in mind the edges of the 
clamping band is rolled upward slightly. 
This stops the edge of the band cutting 
into the hose.
You will also notice with T-bolt drive clamps 
that their actual clamping range is so much narrower. 
You must be more careful in selecting a clamp 
that is appropriate for your application.

Width
Clamp Range 
(mm) Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

5/8” (16mm) 17 - 19 TPE505 $5.95 $5.35

5/8” (16mm) 20 - 22 TPE510 $6.95 $6.25

5/8” (16mm) 23 - 25 TPE515 $7.25 $6.50

5/8” (16mm) 26 - 28 TPE520 $7.45 $6.70

3/4” (19mm) 29 - 31 TPE525 $7.75 $6.95

3/4” (19mm) 32 - 35 TPE530 $7.95 $7.15

3/4” (19mm) 36 - 39 TPE535 $8.45 $7.60

3/4” (19mm) 40 - 43 TPE540 $8.95 $8.05

3/4” (19mm) 44 - 47 TPE545 $10.95 $9.45

3/4” (19mm) 48 - 51 TPE550 $11.95 $10.45

3/4” (19mm) 52 - 55 TPE555 $12.45 $10.95

3/4” (19mm) 56 - 59 TPE560 $12.95

3/4” (19mm) 60 - 63 TPE565 $13.45 $11.95

11/16” (23mm) 66 - 70 TPE570 $13.95 $12.45

HOSE - CLAMPS

CARE MUST BE TAKEN WITH ALL 
PLUMBING WORK, ESPECIALLY GAS.

SEE PAGE 363 FOR GAS JOINTING GUIDE

Call us on 1300 964 264 341



PLUMBING

Water Distribution

Pipe Jointing Compound

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Pipe Jointing Compound 200g TFG405 $19.95 $18.95

An easy-to-use semi liquid jointing paste for quick and 
efficient sealing of galvanised fittings and pipe as well 
as steam, chemical, LPG and oil pipe line connections. 
It is also suitable for sealing of flanged connections 
on petrol and diesel engines, gear boxes and oil 
immersed switches and transformers.
• Oil, water and petrol proof
• Anticorrosive
• Suitable for petrol to heavy fuel oils
• Suitable for hot or cold water
• Suitable for NG, LPG, TG and TLPG
• Temperature range 0 to 60°C
• 20kPa gas appliance rated working pressure
• AGA Approved (No. 4068)

Thread Seal Tape

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

Pink for Water TPP445 $2.95 $2.80

Yellow for Gas RGE705 $3.95 $3.55

This product is made from Teflon Film. The 
original was white in colour and is obsolete. 
It was found to be just too thin. It is replaced 
with a version that is coloured PINK. It is 
thicker and works better. The tape for thread 
sealing threaded gas fittings is yellow.

HARDWARE HELPERS

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

6mm - 10 Pack TPE580 $16.95 $14.95

8mm - 10 Pack TPE582 $17.95 $15.95

10mm - 10 Pack TPE584 $18.95 $16.95

13mm - 10 Pack TPE586 $20.95 $18.45

18mm - 10 Pack TPE588 $23.95 $21.45

Stainless Steel P Clamps

Sometimes only the best quality is good enough. Our range of ‘P’ type 
wiring, pipe or hose clamps are made of 304 grade stainless steel, with 
extra cover plates over the mounting holes. You would use these clamps 
to secure brake or other hydraulic lines along a chassis, secure bundles 
of wiring or heavy duty cabling. When cheap nylon ‘P’ clamps would 
simply snap and you want something that will simply, utterly not let you 
down, these are called for. Not cheap, but once you examine one of 
these clips you will know what 
we mean about their quality. 
All sizes have 6mm mounting 
holes. Supplied in boxes of 10.
• Often used in motor racing

WATER FILLERS

Water Fillers

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

25mm Lockable Filler and Cap White RPA605 $34.95

25mm Lockable Filler and Cap Black RPA610 $34.95

Spare Cap and Keys Only White RPA615 $22.95 $21.45

Spare Cap and Keys Only Black RPA620 $22.95 $21.45

AC41 Filler with Lid RPA625 $4.95

Jayco® Dual Lockable RPA630 $69.95

RTM stocks a range of water fillers to suit the most major models of 
caravans and RV’s.

RPA620

RPA615

RPA610

RPA625
RPA630

RPA605

High Impact Plastic Ball Valves/Adaptors

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

1/2” 3-Way ‘Y’ Ball Valve TPP405 $19.95

3/4” 3-Way ‘Y’ Ball Valve TPP410 $19.95

1/2” In-Line Tap TPP415 $7.95 $7.15

3/4” In-Line Tap TPP420 $11.95 $10.95

1” In-Line Tap TPP425 $14.95 $13.95

Similar to garden hose fittings but heavy duty and for more permanent 
installations. ‘Y’ adaptors have leak-free internal ball valves. Have ½” 
or ¾” BSB male and female screw connectors and ½” or ¾” hose barb 
connections. Use hose clamps.

Shut-Off Valve

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Shut-off Valve TPG662 $12.95 $11.95

This ¼ turn valve is designed to allow 
temporary servicing of downstream equipment 
and must only be used in the fully open or 
fully closed position. It should not be used 
in a partially open position to control flow, to 
provide a permanent termination, or as a tap, 
or faucet. Fits the 12mm John Guest Pipe.

Non Return Valve

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

1/2” Plastic TPP430 $14.95 $13.45

Multi-Barb 1/2, 3/4” to 1” TPP435 $19.95 $17.95

Multi-Barb 1” to 1½” TPP440 $19.95 $17.95

All work the same way with a ball valve action. 
They will maintain suction in a line.

VALVES - PLASTIC

TPP405 TPP415 TPP425

THERE HAVE BEEN SOME RUMOURS THAT 
STAG IS NO LONGER RECOMMENDED FOR 

PETROL LINES. WE HAVE CHECKED WITH THE 
FACTORY AND THEY DENIED THIS. 

STAG IS STILL FINE TO USE FOR PETROL.

SEE PAGE 363 ON THE CORRECT WAY TO 
TAPE A GAS JOINT

LOOKING FOR WATER  
PUMPS? SEE PAGE 328

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au342 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day



PLUMBING

Water Fittings

LOOKING FOR FUEL HOSE?  
SEE PAGE 357

Hose sizes, with few exceptions, are 
designated by the inside diameter, (ID), which 
is the size of a round rod that the hose can 
be slipped onto. The outside diameter (OD) 
of the hose is only important when selecting 
hose clamps.
In reality, a “half-inch” pipe doesn’t actually 
measure a half inch either inside or outside. 
We generally list the size designation and 
often the inside diameter. Use this diagram, 
together with careful measuring, to help pick 
out what you need.

TAILPIECE  
AND HOSE SIZES

BRASS ADAPTORS TO SUIT BALL VALVES 
 ON PAGE 359

Ball Valves, Bronze

Cat No. Qty 1+

1/2” BSP Female TPP005 $16.95

3/4” BSP Female TPP010 $27.95

1” BSP Female TPP015 $37.95

1¼” BSP Female TPP020 $54.95

1½” BSP Female TPP025 $79.95

Being Bronze, these products 
are made to last. Almost as 
good as stainless steel, some 
say better. Self lubricating 
stainless steel ball valve 
assembly. Vinyl covered 
actuating lever.
• All thread fittings are BSP

Ball Valves, PVC

PVC ball valves are a good economical 
choice for low pressure water or black/
greywater waste systems. The ball valve is 
PVC with a nitride rubber O-ring-type seal. 
Actuation is via a large red handle.
• All units have female BSP threads

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

1/2” BSP Female TPP205 $7.95 $7.15

3/4” BSP Female TPP210 $9.95 $8.95

1” BSP Female TPP215 $12.95 $11.45

Ball Valves, Metal Body

These are high quality products. The actuating lever is vinyl coated for 
comfort. The handle has an actuator tab to enable you to lock the valve 
in the closed or open position.
• All BSP Female thread

The ball valve is stainless 
steel housed in a dense 
nylon seal housing.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

1/2” TPP305 $26.95 $23.95

3/4” TPP310 $34.95 $30.95

1” TPP315 $49.95 $44.95

1½” TPP320 $89.95 $80.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

1/4” Female TPP322 $11.95 $10.95

3/8" Female TPP324 $11.95 $10.95

VALVES - BALL

Ball Valves, Chrome Plated
The ball valve is housed in a dense nylon seal 
housing, which is chrome plated.
Note: Will vary slightly to one shown.

High Grade Bronze

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

1/2” (12mm) to 1/2” TPP505 $11.95 $10.95

3/4” (19mm) to 3/4” TPP510 $15.95 $14.95

1” (25mm) to 1” TPP515 $24.95 $23.45

1¼” (32mm) to 1¼” TPP520 $39.95

1½” (38mm) to 1½” TPP525 $44.95

• All Barb to BSP Female

These extremely high quality products will last a lifetime. They are ideal 
for high performance plumbing applications where failure would be 
serious. In keeping with this, don’t let yourself down with cheap hose or 
hose clamps.

316 Grade Stainless

• All Barb to BSP Female

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

1/2” (12mm) to 1/2” TPP530 $6.95 $6.25

3/4” (19mm) to 3/4” TPP535 $8.95 $8.05

1” (25mm) to 1” TPP540 $11.95 $10.45

1½” (38mm) to 1½” TPP545 $22.95 $20.45

FULLY MACHINED CONNECTORS/TAILS

SIZE A B C D

1/2" 1/2" 5/16" 13/16" 2 1/4"

3/4" 3/4" 1/2" 1" 2 1/4"

1" 1" 13/16" 1 5/6" 2 1/2"

1 1/4" 1 1/4" 1" 1 5/8" 2 3/4"

1 1/2" 1 1/2" 1 1/4" 1 7/8" 3"

B

D

A

C

Jayco 350KPA Mains  
Pressure Limiting Valve

Commonly used in Jayco vans, 
this pressure limiting valve is 
watermark approved and has a 
built in check valve.
•  Max Inlet Pressure: 2000KPA
•  Outlet Pressure: 350KPA
•  Max Temp: 80 degrees celsius
•  1/2 inch BSP threads

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

TPP350 $59.95 $56.95

Call us on 1300 964 264 343
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Water Fittings

Speedfit Adaptors (Connection Pieces)

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

12mm Hose to 3/8” BSP Female TPG604 $6.95 $6.60

12mm Hose to 1/2” BSP Female TPG606 $7.95 $7.55

12mm Hose to 3/8” BSP Adaptor Female TPG608 $6.95 $6.60

12mm Hose to 3/8” BSPT Adaptor Male TPG610 $4.95 $4.70

12mm Hose to 1/2” BSPT Adaptor Male TPG612 $6.95 $6.60
12mm Hose to 3/8” BSP Adaptor Straight 
Male TPG614 $5.95 $5.65
12mm Hose to 1/2” BSP Adaptor Straight 
Male TPG616 $7.95 $7.15

12mm Hose to Equal ‘T’ (All 12mm) TPG618 $7.95 $7.55
12mm Hose to Equal Right Angle 
(All 12mm) Elbow TPG620 $6.95 $6.60

12mm Hose to 12mm Straight Connector TPG622 $4.95 $4.70

12mm Hose to 3/8” BSPT Male TPG624 $3.95 $3.75

12mm Hose to 1/2” BSPT Male TPG626 $3.95 $3.75

12mm Hose to 3/8” BSPT Stem Adaptor TPG628 $3.95 $3.55

12mm Hose to 1/2” BSPT Stem Adaptor TPG630 $3.95 $3.75

12mm Hose to 8mm Straight Connector TPG632 $4.95 $4.70

12mm Hose to 10mm Straight Connector TPG634 $5.95 $5.65

12mm Hose to 8mm Elbow Connector TPG636 $5.95 $5.65

12mm Hose to 10mm Elbow Connector TPG638 $5.95 $5.65

12mm Hose to 12mm Stem Elbow TPG640 $6.95 $6.60
12mm Hose to 1/2” BSP Brass Male 
Straight TPG642 $9.95 $9.45
12mm Hose to 1/2” BSP Brass Male 
Elbow TPG646 $19.95 $17.95

12mm Hose to 3/8” BSPT Male Elbow TPG648 $9.95 $8.95

12mm Hose to 1/2” BSPT Male Elbow TPG650 $10.95 $9.95

12mm Hose to 3/8” BSP Swivel Elbow TPG652 $11.95 $10.95

12mm Hose to 1/2” BSP Swivel Elbow TPG654 $13.95 $12.45

12mm Hose to 12mm Hose 3 Way Divider TPG656 $8.95 $8.50
12mm Hose to Check Valve 12mm 
(Against Flow Rev) TPG658 $24.95 $23.45

12mm Hose to Bulkhead Connector TPG660 $9.95 $9.45

12mm Hose to Plug (Termination) TPG664 $2.75

12mm Hose to 1/2” Barb Brass Connector TPG666 $9.95 $9.45

12mm Hose to 1/2” BSP Female Elbow TPG647 $19.95 $17.95

12mm Locking Clips - Pack of 6 TPG671 $2.95 $2.80

12mm Tube Inserts - Pack of 6 TPG645 $2.95 $2.65

TPG652 TPG656 TPG658 TPG660 TPG664

TPG604 TPG608 TPG610 TPG614 TPG618

TPG620 TPG622 TPG624 TPG628 TPG632

TPG640 TPG642 TPG646 TPG648TPG636

JOHN GUEST® PUSH TO CONNECT FITTINGS

This is an industry-standard plumbing connection system for 
½" (12mm) "Speedfit" pipe to be connected to "Speedfit" 
Twist & Lock fittings. The system allows you to connect 
pressure hot (80°C) and cold water plumbing throughout 
your RV, caravan or boat on your own, without help and with 
almost zero likelihood of hose bursts. The hose comes in 
2 colours, there is a huge number of standard (BSP, etc.) type fittings to 
enable you to connect to sink faucets, hot water systems, toilet cisterns, 
indeed any potable plumbing at all. If you need to connect up almost any 
plumbing application, this is the one for you. 
Shown below are the various fittings that connect to the Speedfit plastic 
pipe via Twist & Lock fittings. To do the job, you will need fittings, pipe, 
pipe inserts, clips and spacers, and a pipe cutter. (You may not need all 
of this.) Most of the time, the hose simply pushes into the fitting. There 
are some fittings which are 'barb' type or 'stem' type. These connections 
are generally secured with a hose clamp. You will see 'stem' or 'barb' 
in the description to denote this. The tubing (Red or Blue) is made from 
Linear Low Density Polyethylene (LLDPE) and is foodgrade. You can even 
run compressed air, CO2 or nitrogen through it. It will take up to 150 PSI 
(10 Bar) at 20°C. 
Trust us, unless you are a plumber, this is the best and most efficient way 
to tackle that otherwise daunting plumbing job!

JOHN GUEST BRASS SUPERTHREAD CAN 
MATE WITH BSP, BSPT, NPT, PF & PT  

THREADED FITTINGS.
TO SEE HOW SUPER SPEEDFIT WORKS VISIT 

WWW.ROADTECHMARINE.COM.AU

TUBING AND CUTTERS TO SUIT ON PAGE 346

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au344 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day
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Water Fittings

Tee Joiner

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

12mm Tee TPG050 $8.95 $8.50

19mm Tee TPG055 $9.95 $9.45

25mm Tee TPG060 $11.95 $10.95

38mm Tee TPG065 $18.95 $17.95

Reducing Joiner

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

13mm (½") to 10mm Reducer TPG068 $1.95 $1.75

25mm (1") to 15mm Reducer TPG075 $9.95 $8.95

32mm (1¼”) to 20mm Reducer TPG085 $10.95 $9.95

Hose Tail to BSP Male Tee

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

12mm (1/2”) Hose to 1/2” BSP Thread TPG205 $7.95 $7.55

19mm (3/4") Hose to 1/2" BSP Thread TPG110 $8.95 $8.50

19mm (3/4”) Hose to 3/4” BSP Thread TPG210 $8.95 $8.50

25mm (1”) Hose to 1” BSP Thread TPG220 $10.95 $9.95

38mm (1½”) Hose to 1½” BSP Thread TPG225 $13.95 $12.95

BSP Male to Female Converter

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

1/2” (12mm) TPG305 $4.45 $4.20

3/4” (19mm) TPG310 $5.45 $5.15

1” (25mm) TPG315 $6.75 $6.40

1½” (38mm) TPG320 $9.95 $9.45

BSP Male to Male Joiners

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

1/2” (12mm) to 1/2” (12mm) TPG405 $2.95 $2.65

1/2” (12mm) to 3/4” (19mm) TPG410 $2.95 $2.80

3/4” (19mm) to 3/4” (19mm) TPG415 $3.45 $3.10

1/2” (12mm) to 1” (25mm) TPG420 $3.95 $3.55

3/4” (19mm) to 1” (25mm) TPG425 $4.45 $4.00

1” (25mm) to 1” (25mm) TPG430 $4.45 $4.00

1½” (38mm) to 1½” (38mm) TPG435 $5.45 $4.90

BSP Male to Female Adaptors

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

1/2” (12mm) to 3/4” (19mm) TPG440 $3.95 $3.75

1/2” (12mm) to 1” (25mm) TPG445 $4.95 $4.70

3/4” (19mm) to 1” (25mm) TPG450 $4.95 $4.70

End Plugs

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

½” (12mm) End Plug TPG505 $2.50 $2.35

¾” (19mm) End Plug TPG510 $2.95 $2.65

1” (25mm) End Plug TPG515 $3.95 $3.55

1½” (38mm) End Plug TPG520 $5.95 $5.65

Manufactured from a glass reinforced nylon composite providing high 
strength and light weight. Immune to corrosion and electrolysis, resistant 
to chemicals and UV and a wide operating temperature range of -20°C 
to +110°C. The use of two hose clamps is recommended for secure hose 
fitting.

TEE JOINER REDUCING JOINER END PLUGS HOSE TAIL TO BSP 

MALE TEE

BSP MALE TO FEMALE 

ADAPTOR

BSP MALE TO MALE BSP MALE TO FEMALE 

CONVERTER

NYLON JOINERS & ADAPTORS ARE YOU BUYING LOTS OF FITTINGS?
IF YOU’RE IN THE TRADE, YOU MAY QUALIFY 

FOR AN RTM TRADE CARD. 
ASK IN-STORE OR VISIT  

ROADTECHMARINE.COM.AU/TRADE-CARD

12mm Hose Connector

Brass Tap Adaptor

1/2 Inch (13mm) to BSP  
Hose Adaptor

12mm (1/2") Hose Connector

20/25mm Universal.

Quality snap-on hose fitting to suit the Shurflo 
In-line water entry. Converts a 1-1/16" BSP 
American thread to 13mm (1/2") hose.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

TPE728 $2.95 $2.65

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

TPG480 $11.95 $10.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

TPG482 $6.95 $6.60

Jabsco Pump to 12mm ID Hose Adaptor Fitting - 
Pack of 2

Snap-in adaptor fittings for connecting water 
hose to Jabsco Par-Max pumps. Connects 
directly to the Jabsco port fittings on the pump 
input and output. Suits 12mm (1/2") ID hose. 
Right angle adaptor.

Cat No. Qty 1+

2 Pack TCE222 $10.95

Jabsco Pump to 19mm ID Hose Adaptor Fitting - 
Pack of 2

Snap-in adaptor fittings for connecting water 
hose to Jabsco Par-Max pumps. Connects 
directly to the Jabsco port fittings on the pump 
input and output. Suits 19mm (3/4") ID hose. 
Right angle adaptor.

Cat No. Qty 1+

2 Pack TCE224 $10.95

LOOKING FOR MOTOR FLUSH PRODUCTS? 
SEE PAGE 406

Call us on 1300 964 264 345
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Water Fittings

TruDesign Polymer Plumbing Fittings

Suitable for drawing water into, or subject to regulations, discharging 
out, of a boat. The smaller ones are commonly used for bilge pump 
discharges, etc. To connect to the threaded part, simply cut off the 
barbed connectors.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

1½" BSP Male - 1" Barb (25mm) MPM215 $7.95 $7.15

1½" BSP Male - 1¼" Barb (32mm) MPM220 $10.95 $9.95

1½" BSP to Male 1½" Barb MPM225 $11.95 $10.45

3 x 1" (25mm) Barb MPM230 $16.95 $15.95

2 x 1 (25mm) 1 x 1½" (38mm) Barb MPM235 $17.50 $16.50

3 x 1½ (38mm) Barb MPM240 $17.95 $16.95

2 x 3/4" (19mm) Barb MPM245 $29.95 $28.45

2 x 1" (25mm) Barb MPM250 $39.95 $37.95

120° 1½" BSP - 38mm Barb MPM280 $14.95 $13.95

120° 1½" BSP - 25mm Barb MPM285 $14.95 $13.95

90° 1½ BSP - 38mm Barb MPM290 $14.95 $13.95

Elbow 90° 1½" BSP - 25mm Barb MPM295 $14.95 $13.95

½" (13mm) 8mm Barb MPK005 $9.95

¾"19mm - 12mm Barb MPK010 $10.95 $9.95

1"25mm - 18mm Barb MPK015 $11.95 $10.95

1 1/8"28mm - 22mm Barb MPK020 $15.95 $14.95

1/4"32mm - 25mm Barb MPK025 $16.95 $15.95

1/2"38mm - 29mm Barb MPK030 $18.95

1/2"BSP - 12mm MPK035 $9.95

3/4"BSP - 17mm MPK040 $10.95 $9.95

1"BSP - 23mm MPK045 $12.95 $11.95

1 1/4"BSP - 30mm MPK050 $16.95 $15.95

1/2"BSP - 36mm MPK055 $21.95 $20.45

TruDesign Nylon Composite

Manufactured from glass reinforced nylon composite providing high 
strength and light weight. Immune to corrosion and electrolysis, resistant to 
chemicals and UV. Wide operating temperature range of -20°C to +110°C. 
The use of two hose clamps is recommended for secure hose fitting.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

13mm(½") Hose - ½" BSP Thread TPG105 $5.95 $5.65

19mm(¾") Hose to ¾" BSP Thread TPG120 $6.95 $6.60

25mm(1") Hose - 1" BSP Thread TPG125 $8.95 $8.50

32mm(1¼") Hose to 1¼" BSP Thread TPG130 $9.95 $9.45

38mm(1½") Hose - 1½" BSP Thread TPG135 $10.95 $9.95

13mm(½") Hose - ½" BSP Thread TPG140 $7.95 $7.55

19mm(¾") Hose to ¾" BSP Thread TPG145 $9.95 $9.45

25mm(1") Hose - 1" BSB Thread TPG150 $10.95 $9.95

32mm(1¼") Hose to 1¼" BSP Thread TPG155 $11.95

38mm(1½") Hose - 1½" BSP Thread TPG160 $15.95 $14.95

13mm - Straight TPG005 $6.95 $6.60

19mm - Straight TPG010 $7.95

25mm - Straight TPG015 $9.95 $9.45

38mm - Straight TPG020 $9.95 $9.45

12mm - Right Angle TPG025 $6.95 $6.60

19mm - Right Angle TPG030 $8.95 $8.50

25mm - Right Angle TPG035 $12.95 $11.95

31mm - Right Angle TPG040 $11.95 $10.95

38mm - Right Angle TPG045 $14.95 $13.95

19-13mm - Reducing TPG070 $5.95 $5.65

25-19mm - Reducing TPG080 $6.95

32-25mm - Reducing TPG090 $6.95

38-25mm - Reducing TPG095 $7.95 $7.55

38-32mm - Reducing TPG097 $7.95 $7.55

TRUDESIGNS® CONNECT FITTINGS

TruDesign is a market leader, creating world-class marine 
products for over 45 years. Based in Auckland NZ, its 
award winning lineup of fittings provide quality and reliability 
anywhere you're headed. 

TPG105TPG025 TPG140 TPG005 MPM285MPM245 MPK015MPM295

MPM235

MPM215 MPM225

Tubing

Cat No. Per Metre 1+ Roll

Blue TPE705 $2.75 $219.00

Red TPE710 $2.75 $219.00

Semi-rigid 12mm tubing availabe in blue and red for ease 
of identification. Suits the John Guest range of 12mm 
push-to-connect fittings.
• Suits hot water up to 65°C
• Sold by the metre or 100m roll

Pipe Cutter

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Pipe Cutter TPG680 $49.95 $46.95

John Guest pipe cutters are designed to give 
a clean, square cut which makes attaching 
fittings easier and more secure. Suitable for 
cutting Speedfit barrier pipe, nylon pipe, 
plastic hose and rubber hose up to 22mm.

Budget Pipe Cutter

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Budget Pipe Cutter TPG682 $9.95 $9.45

Simple to use plastic pipe cutter suitable for 
cutting soft plastic pipe up to 15mm.
•  For hard plastic or larger pipes use TPG680

JOHN GUEST® - TUBING & CUTTERS

LOOKING FOR JOHN GUEST PUSH TO 
CONNECT FITTINGS? SEE PAGE 344

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au346 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day
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5m Expandable Hose with Spray Gun

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

5 - 15m TPE740 $29.95 $26.95

Regular hoses are bulky, heavy and can be cumbersome to pack - 
especially when trying to keep everything compact. This hose packs 
light at just 790g, but expands from 5m to 15m. Use to clean muddy or 
salt water affected camping and fishing gear, camper trailers and motor 
homes. Suitable for use with ¾ and 1-inch tap fittings. Supplied with a 
handy 7-pattern trigger nozzle, and crimped with aluminium rings for 
durability. Made using a latex inner tube with stretch yarn polyester outer. 
Includes ¾” and 1” tap connectors.

Features:

• Expandable
• Kink Free
• 7-pattern trigger nozzle
•  Durable latex and stretch 

polyester design
• Ultra lightweight

Specifications:

Length: 15m
Weight: 790g

15m Flat Hose On Reel  
with Spray Gun

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

15m TPE742 $24.95 $22.45

A 15 metre hose that winds up flat to 
conserve space. The hose is kink free, 
light weight and durable. 
The supplied trigger spray nozzle has 
four different settings:
• Flow thick
• Flow fine
• Rain
• Spray

HOSES SHOWERS & ACCESSORIES - FIXED

Hand Shower Unit

Cat No. Qty 1+

2.5m Hose TPI015 $23.95

Italian made white hand shower set which is 
ideal as a transom shower. The moulded plastic 
shower head has a lever action on/off and a 
moulded eye to hang it up after use. The set 
comes complete with 2.5M of reinforced PVC 
hose that has 1/2” female chrome connection 
fittings and rubber washers.

Handheld Shower Rose  
with Hose and Bracket

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

1.5m Hose TPI016 $34.95 $32.95

A replacement hand held shower rose 
that will attach to an existing shower 
mixer.
• On/Off push button on handle
• 1.5m (60”) hose
• Wall mount bracket included

Brass Tap Adaptor

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Adaptor TPG480 $11.95 $10.95

Brass hose connector for connecting your 
water hose to 18mm snap fittings. Includes a 
connection for either 3/4” or 1” taps. 
Don't use cheap plastic ones. They will let 
you down!

SEE OUR PORTABLE 
HOT WATER HEATER PAGE 349

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

13mm (1/2”) to 1 1/16” BSP TPG482 $6.95 $6.60

Hose Adaptor

Snap on hose fitting to suit the 
Shurflo® In-line water entry. 
• Pressure Tested 
• UV Resistant 
• Leak Tested 

HOSES & ADAPTORS

Drinking Hoses - Food Grade

Australian made and high quality. 
Caravan, RV or marine drinking hose 
made from food grade polyethelene. 
10m roll (TPE722) includes 1/2” and 
3/4” BSP quick connect fittings.

Hose Adaptors

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

1/2” BSP to 1/2” BARB Straight TCE250 $6.95 $6.60

1/2” BSP to 3/4” BARB Straight TCE252 $8.95 $8.50

1/2” BSP to 1/2” BARB Right Angle TCE254 $7.95 $7.55

1/2” BSP to 3/4” BARB Right Angle TCE256 $9.95 $9.45

These adaptors enable you 
to screw to 1/2” BSP male 
outlets on fresh water pumps 
to ½” hose barb fittings. Don’t 
forget to use a TPE410 or 
TPE415 hose clamp.

TCE254TCE250

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

10m TPE722 $31.95 $27.95

20m  TPE726 $54.95 $51.95

Washing the dishes, filling a glass, taking a shower. All the 
water in the world is useless without a good hose. Fresh 
water, waste water - we’ve got hoses for everything!

Water  
Hoses

Call us on 1300 964 264 347
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Water Management

Flat Out Sullage Hose

Cat No. Qty 1+

I.D: 25mm Length 6m RPE305 $110.00

I.D: 25mm Length 9m RPE310 $99.95

I.D: 32mm Length 9m RPE315 $119.00

Grey Water Hose Carrier 450mm Dia. TFI484 $16.95

Used for removing waste water from sinks, showers or baths. Made 
from heavy duty memory vinyl which will automatically expand when 
unwound (after first use). Available in multiple sizes and lengths, stores 
conveniently on the reel when not in use.
•  Flat surface for easy cleaning, supplied with 

two end plugs and a joiner

Sanitation Hose

Cat No. Per Metre 1+ Roll

ID: 25mm TPE305 $13.95 $229.00

ID: 38mm TPE310 $26.95 $439.00

White PVC helix smooth bore hose suitable for plumbing of marine 
toilets. Remains flexible at low temperatures.
• Sold per metre or 20m roll

TFI484

RPE305

Water Hose/Electric  
Cable Stow Bags

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Electric Cable 300mm Dia TFI480 $14.95 $13.95

Drinking Water Hose 335mm Dia TFI482 $16.95

Grey Water Hose 450mm Dia TFI484 $16.95

When you are travelling in a confined space, say on 
a boat or caravan/RV, there is nothing more annoying 
than uncoiled cables and hoses tangling around your 
feet. To have a truly enjoyable holiday, you must be 
organised. These simple products secure hoses and 
cables so that you can stow them properly.
The bags themselves are made out of 
non-rotting woven synthetic 
material. They are 
designed so that you 
can feed the cable/
hose in through the 
round hole in the top.  
Drawstring close.

TFI480 TFI482 TFI484

DECK WASH PUMPS & ACCESSORIES

Wash Down Hose & Gun

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Wash Down Hose & Gun MPA505 $69.95 $62.95

7.5m of coiled high pressure 
hose and trigger hose gun.
•  Factory crimped fittings at 

each end.

Full Deck Wash Hose System

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Full Deck Wash Hose System MPA515 $74.95 $66.95

Consists of 7.5m hose, gun, plumbing to 
connect to pump hose clamps and wall-
mount housing.
• Good value

Trigger Gun

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Trigger Gun MPA510 $19.95 $17.95

Special high pressure unit for 
washdown systems.

Flat Drinking Water Hose with Reel

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

ID: 16mm Length: 9m TPE746 $82.95 $77.95

This handy 9m x 16mm ID flat hose 
reel kit is suitable for caravans, 
RV’s, marine and recreational 
applications. The highly flexible 
UV resistant non-collapsing hose 
features reinforced side walls and a 
compact reel for effortless rewinding 
and easy storage after use.
•  Special design eliminates  

kinks and tangles!
•  Reinforced side wall construction  

for improved water flow.
•  Handy reel/winder with  

integrated carry handle.
•  Food grade safe construction 

makes it suitable for drinking water

When first using a new drinking water hose, always run fresh 
water through it first. This will remove the slight taint that comes 
with the hose when it’s been stored after manufacture. Once this 
is done, the hose will become tasteless. It will come good but 
may require a few rinses. We have found the Australian product 
the best.

TASTY WATER  
- A TIP FOR NEW HOSES

Ask our friendly team in any RTM store, or check out our great step-
by-step video at blog.roadtechmarine.com.au/Anode

HOT WATER ANODE 
REPLACEMENT GUIDE

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au348 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day
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Water Heaters

Cat No. Qty 1+

22.6 Litres RPI510 $1,225.00

Replacement Water Heater Anode

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Replacement Water Heater Anode RPI520 $19.95 $17.95

Spare anode for Suburban SW6DEA and similar water 
heaters. Normally need to be replaced every few years.

Truma 14L Gas / Electric

Cat No. Qty 1+

14 Litres RPI505 $949.00

“Truma” unit. Easy to install and operate, 
this lightweight hot water system is a must 
have. Combination of gas and electric. It 
features a 12 volt electronic remote ignition 
and stainless steel tanks. With short 
heating times and quiet operation.
•  Hourly Gas Consumption: 

120g/hour
• Max Water Pressure: 280kPa
•  Dimensions: 

350(L) x 350(W) x 320(D)mm

Suburban SW6DEA Gas / Electric

This unit will work on LPG or 240V. The user is able to control 
which energy source with an internal switch for gas and an 
external switch for electricity. Made in the USA.
•  Max working pressure: 850kPa
•  Hourly Gas Consumption: 10.5mj/hour
•   Propane Gas/240V 1440W,  

6 Amp Element
•  320(L) x 320(W) x 500(D)mm

WATER HEATERS

14  
LITRES

22.6  
LITRES

GAS / 
240V

GAS / 
240V

Athanor Portable  
Gas Water Heater
This portable outdoor gas water heater makes cleaning up after a 
day’s adventure in the outdoors very easy. The adjustable temperature, 
water flow, and shower head makes it very versatile, from showering 
yourself or the kids to washing the dishes, cleaning pets, removing the 
mud or salt-water from your equipment, and much more. To operate, 
simply connect up your water source and LPG gas cylinder, and 
open the shower head to activate the heater. Water will heat to your 
desired temperature up to 45°C, which is shown on the LED display. 
Safety features include a temperature sensor to stop the water temp 
from exceeding 50°C, and a water flow sensor that only enables the 
burner to work when water is flowing. Supplied with shower head on a 
generous length shower hose and hanging kit with mounting hardware 
for temporary or permanent mounting. 2 x standard D cell batteries are 
required. 
Note: For outdoor use only, hung upright, and not to be used for drinking water. A 
water pump is required (sold separately) when water pressure is below 0.25MPa.  

• Easy to set up
• Adjustable temperature and water flow
• Heats to a maximum of 50°C
• Hangs upright

Specifications:

Gas Input: 1/2” Connection (with pre-fitted 
adaptor)
Gas Pressure: 2.8kPa
Approval: GMK10498
Max. Water Temperature: 50°C (+/-3°C)
Water Connection: 1/2” (input/output)
Water Pressure: 0.3MPa (min), 1.0MPa (max)

Cat No. Qty 1+

YS2850 $189.00

> CONNECT WATER 
> CONNECT GAS
> HAVE A HOT SHOWER!

MASSIVE PRICE BREAKTHROUGH OVER PREVIOUS MODELS!  
SAVE OVER $100

This U.S. made product features a porcelain lined, twice 
pressure-tested tank.  Tens and tens of thousands of these 
products are made and sold all around the world.  It goes 
without saying that they are very, very reliable.  The RPI510 unit 
that you see on this page is more than likely the one that was 
factory fitted in your caravan or R.V.  They are generally not fitted 
in large boats.  We only sell the unit generally for new custom 
installations.
They work on Propane or 240V which is switchable.  We 
recommend that when you have access to campsite power you 
use 240V to conserve your gas.
The most common thing to wear out is the “sacrificial” water 
heater anode.  Depending on where you travel (and therefore the 
quality of the water available) and how much you use hot water 
will depend on how often you change the anode.  You should 
replace the anode every two years anyway, more often with heavy 
use.  The spare anode (shown on this page) is only $20 so it 
doesn’t hurt to carry a spare.  It is easily installed and replaced 
but must drain the hot water to do this.

NOTES ON THE “SUBURBAN” SW6DEA 
HOT WATER HEATER

Call us on 1300 964 264 349
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Sinks, Taps & Faucets

Acrylic Corner Basin

Cat No. Qty 1+

275(W)x275(D)x120(H)mm TCE605 $49.95

Stylish white acrylic basin that is 
both lightweight and sturdy.
•  The waste hole measures 35mm, 

requiring a separate 25mm waste 
drain and plug. (Sold separately, 
see TCE655 or TCE660).

Sinks - Stainless Steel

Cat No. Qty 1+

Square 370(W)x370(D)x125(H)mm TCE630 $99.95

Rectangular 380(W)x280(D)x145(H)mm TCE635 $99.95
Rectangular & 
Drainer 650(W)x380(D)x145(H)mm TCE640 $149.00

Cramer Round 407(Dia) x 153(H)mm TCE645 $299.00
Round, Drainer 
w/Lid 600(W) x 445(D)mm TCE650 $399.00

High quality top fixing sinks with a smart 
inox finish. Constructed from stainless 
steel, these sinks will last the test of time.

Trojan Hand Galley Pump

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Trojan Hand Galley Pump TCE030 $34.95 $32.95

This unit is a self contained tap and pump. It requires 
no power. Simply push down on the top of the unit 
as you would ‘pump’ a liquid soap dispenser. It will 
deliver water from a tank source - as long as you 
keep pumping.
• 1/2” (12mm) barb fitting
• Requires 180mm minimum clearance under sink
• 30mm mounting hole

High Spout Taps

Hot and Cold Mixer Fold Down Tap

Cat No. Qty 1+

Single Tap TCE520 $49.95

Double Tap TCE525 $79.95

Double Tap/Shower Mixer TCE530 $119.00

These are single, double or mixer taps made 
from traditional chrome plated brass. They 
suit both 3/8” or 1/2” BSP connectors and are 
ideal for caravan/RV and marine applications.
• Height above bench 170mm
• Height below bench 60mm minimum

This Hot Cold mixer is a high quality chrome 
plated brass body tap that has both the looks and 
build quality in one package. It comes with 
detailed installation instructions (which are 
straightforward anyway).
•  It includes hot and cold flexible lines with 

1/2" BSP Female fittings, factory crimped
• The spout on this one is 150mm long

Cat No. Qty 1+

TCE552 $115.00

TCE640

TCE525

TCE645

25mm Sink Waste Drain & Plug

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Straight TCE655 $19.95 $17.95

Angled TCE660 $19.95

Sink waste drain with ¾” (19mm) 
straight hose connector and 
rubber sink plug.

TCE655 TCE660

SINKS - PLASTIC & STAINLESS STEEL

TAPS & FAUCETS

Rubber Plug

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

25mm Dia. TCE665 $1.95 $1.75

Red rubber 25mm sink plug with pull shackle.  
Cord or chain can be attached for convenience,  
as well as preventing loss and burning fingers.

Triple function water outlet fits into the counter top and can 
be operated in multiple situations. Operates as a 
hand pump for manual delivery, mains 
pressure valve when connected to site 
water, and 12V electric pump switch 
for vehicle power operation.
•  Features aluminium spout and lever arm
• Low profile to suit fold down campers
• 12V delivery pump sold separately

Lowboy Electric / Manual Faucet Pump

Cat No. Qty 1+

100(L) x 100(W) x 65(H)mm TPA552 $129.00

12V Fresh Water Pump & Faucet Set

Cat No. Qty 1+

12V TCE505 $44.95

A simple yet powerful fresh water 
pump that won’t break the budget. 
Has a 12 volt galley pump system and 
chrome plated tap.
•  Has up to 6.3 litres per minute flow rate

Electric Faucet

Cat No. Qty 1+

12V TCE510 $99.95

This tap is designed to swivel 360° so it is 
handy for galleys or RV/caravans. It has a 
pressure switch (12V, 4A 
rating) which can activate a 
water pump motor instantly. 
See page 328 for water 
pumps (This is not a mixer 
tap so it's cold water only.) 
•   Accepts 3/8” (10mm) hose

TAPS & FAUCETS - 12V

These pumped faucets are a very convenient way to integrate a pump 
and faucet together. Fully automatic operation without the need for 
pressure switches and such.

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au350 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day
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Water Filters & Strainers

Inline Drinking Water Filter

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Inline Drinking Water Filter TCE315 $59.95 $56.95

This unit is designed to fit into the cold water line leading to the cold 
water tap. Designed to be replaced every 4,500 litres or one year 
whichever comes first. Whilst it is possible to connect 1/2” (13mm) hose 
to it with hose clamps, plumbing quick-connectors are recommended.  
The filter contains an activated carbon product as a filter.
• Mounting hardware included

Inline Strainers (Fine)

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

13mm (1/2”) BARB Hose Fitting TCE330 $22.95 $21.45

19mm (3/4”) BARB Hose Fitting TCE335 $24.95 $23.45

These units have a 50mm 
mesh cartridge inside a 
tubular canister. Canisters are 
175mm long (body) and have 
1/2” or 3/4” barb fittings. 
Note: these are not filters, they only intercept fine to coarse material.

Vertical Strainers (Coarse)

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

13mm (1/2”) BARB Hose Fitting TCE340 $19.95 $18.95

19mm (3/4”) BARB Hose Fitting TCE345 $21.95 $20.45

Coarse stainless steel mesh screen easily 
observable from viewing glass. 
• Height 90mm, diameter 55mm

Filter, Drinking Water

Cat No. Qty 1+

Jabsco Water Filter Kit TCE305 $129.00

Spare Filter Cartridge TCE310 $89.95

This system, made in the UK is very similar to 
a domestic under sink water filter. It consists 
of the wall mounting bracket, water inlet/outlet 
pipes and screw fit filter cartridge. The filter is 
impregnated with activated carbon and all the 
usual stuff.
• Will withstand up to 60 PSI
•  Initial flow capacity up to  

14 litres/minute
•  Screw in replaceable filter 

cartridge
•  Inlet/Outlet accepts ½” BSP 

or 1/2” hose with  
hose clamps

•  Dimensions: 230(H) x 140(D) 
x 100(W)mm

These products are meant to filter city tap water or reasonably good 
other water supply (such as tank water or caravan park water). Unless 
your source of water is pristine we recommend that you use further 
processing of water to produce a totally satisfactory result. They are 
perfect for all non-potable water needs.*
They are roughly equivalent to domestic under-sink filters, which you can 
consider fairly safe, of course. Because you are travelling and your water 
supply will therefore be variable, we advise you to exercise caution. 
Always ask at caravan parks about the quality of their water supply.

FILTERS / STRAINERS

*Note: The TCE330, 335, 340 & 345 of course are not fine filters and further filtration 
is required to approximate potable drinking water.

In-Line Water Filter  
with Standard Hose Fittings 

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Inline Water Filter TCE320 $29.95 $28.45

This quality water filter by Haigh is ideal for caravans, camper 
trailers and boats. Reduces dirt, rust and algae as well as 
removing chemical tastes and odours from drinking water.
• Removes taste & odour
• Click-on hose fittings included
• Ideal for filling tanks
• Suitable for under-sink fitment
• 3 litres per minute flow rate
• 100PSI maximum pressure
• 38°C maximum temperature

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Inline Water Filter TCE320 $29.95 $28.45

B.E.S.T. stands for Bacteria Eliminating Silver Treatment. 
This is basically a very high quality water filter and 
purifier. It has basically 3 levels of protection. Firstly, it 
has a Micron-level membrane to filter out water-borne 
pathogens that come in from the local water supply. 
This also stops dirt, rust and sediment getting to you. 
Next is a carbon/charcoal filter (which occupies a large portion 
of the body of the filter). This charcoal filter almost completely 
eliminates other chemicals and contaminants that the membrane 
mines. Finally, there is a wall of silver coated crystals that the inlet 
water must pass through. These crystals kill virtually all bacteria 
including cryptosporidium, giardia, cysts, etc. 
The B.E.S.T. water filter is easily connected to a water supply. 
Simply use ½” hose connectors at each end. The unit will process 
5,000 litres (5 tonnes) of water before it expires. Even then you 
can reverse the unit and back-flush. It will last a little longer. The 
unit comes with comprehensive instructions and information. It is 
Australian made and a very good product indeed. 

B.E.S.T. Line  
Water Filter

Cat No. Qty 1+

Inline Water Filter TCE302 $119.00

Mounting Clips to suit TCE304 $5.95

TCE302

TCE304

TCE305TCE310

Call us on 1300 964 264 351
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Oil / Air / Water Control

Engine Oil or Fuel Manual Pump

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Sump Pump MGI305 $29.95 $26.95

This pump is primarily used to withdraw old 
sump oil via the dipstick hole. It is by far 
the easiest way to remove sump oil from an 
engine. (Don’t forget to put fresh oil back!) It 
can also be used for transferring diesel. 

Large Capacity Oil Extraction Pump

Cat No. Qty 1+

6.5 Litre Unit (Cylindrical) MGI315 $149.00

The big difference with this unit to the 
one above is that it has oil storage in 
the pump itself. This makes removing 
oil potentially a lot less messy. It will 
retain a lot of oil, and is suitable for 
large engines on trucks, earth moving 
equipment, etc. Not only is it fantastic 
for lawn mowers, boats, motorcycles, 
4WD’s, etc. It is also designed in the 
USA. It comes with clear instructions.

In-line Blowers

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

TMC Brand, Inline Blower 3” MGA005 $42.95 $37.95

RULE® Brand, Inline Blower 3” MGA015 $59.95

RULE® Brand, Inline Blower 4” MGA020 $64.95

We stock both 3” (76mm) and 4” (102mm) 
blowers and flexible ducting hose. The 4” 
unit will extract almost twice the volume of 
air/second. Both 3” and 4” are very, very 
effective, however a good vent for 3” systems 
is the MHI215/220 blower vent shown 
elsewhere in this catalogue.

“Salt Off” Cooling System Flush Kit

Cat No. Qty 1+

MGA444 $39.95

Incredibly, it is actually quite difficult to 
completely remove salt from cooling 
systems - even with a good flush 
with fresh water. Whilst a good flush 
is OK when you are using the boat daily, 
it is important to give the cooling system a 
THOROUGH flush fairly frequently. This is when 
you use this flush kit combined with SX-50 salt 
remover.
This product is a must for:
• Outboard motors
• Inboard/stern drives
• Jet skis 
All of the engines in these products are made from 
a die-cast alloy which is very susceptible to salt water corrosion. The 
exterior of the engines are protected by enamel paint but the interior 
water cooling galleys are not painted at all (It's impossible to get paint 
to them). Your only long-term protection from standing salt/salt water 
deposits sitting in there for months/years at a time is this product. If 
you value your property you must use this product. It not only removes 
salt from the galleys, it protects thermostats, impellers, seals etc. This 
product is totally safe on all surfaces. Easy to set up and use.
• Includes hose connectors

Intake Strainers

Cat No. Qty 1+

150 Litres/min, 3/4” (19mm) Female x 2 MGO005 $64.95

300 Litres/min, 1½” (38mm) Female x 2 MGO010 $109.00

These units have multiple uses. Anywhere where you want 
to take water that may have debris (leaves, etc.) in it to 
run through pumps, etc. They have a clear strainer bowl 
with removeable litter basket retained by a large brass 
wingnut.
•  Ideal for seawater intake

Scoop Skin Fitting, Strainers

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

3/4” (19-20mm) BSP Thread MGO105 $29.95

1” (25mm) BSP Thread MGO110 $34.95

1½” (38mm) BSP Thread MGO115 $49.95 $46.95

Designed for the larger vessel with in-board 
engines. Cast out of marine grade 316 stainless 
steel, they feature coarse hull strainer grills to 
allow the maximum water flow.
•  Each unit features a generous inside hull 

threaded union to accomodate the thickest 
wooden or fibreglass hulls

Note: Once installed it must be checked every 12 
months, especially if boat is on a mooring.

MGA015

SUMP PUMP

OIL EXTRACTION PUMPS

BILGE BLOWERS

WATER STRAINERS

MACS

These units are absolutely necessary in cabin cruisers which have 
petrol inboard or sterndrive motors. It is essential to ventilate the engine 
compartment/bilge area before starting up the engine/s.

Blower Ducting Hoses

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

3” (75mm) x 10’ (3m) MGA025 $29.95 $26.95

4” (100mm) x 10’ (3m) MGA030 $34.95 $30.95

This US-made product is a coil spring 
supported flexible vinyl tube. Both 3” 
and 4” products simply push onto the 
ends of the blowers and are secured 
with a big cable tie.

MGO005 MGO010

SEE PAGE 406 FOR SALT  
CLEANING SOLUTION

MGA005

SEE PAGE 219 FOR  
BLOWER VENTS TO SUIT

SEE PAGE 351 FOR OUR  
OTHER PUMP STRAINERS

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au352 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day
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TVE425

TVE422

This unit features a very rugged fuel 
tank pickup unit (¼” BSP Female) with a 
combination fuel gauge.
• Australian/NZ Standards Approved 
• Made in Canada
•  Dimensions: 560(L) x 350(W) x 230(H)mm

Meets ISO13591 standards. Supplied with 
vented fuel filler (no gauge) cap and right angle 
¼” BSP internally threaded fuel tank pickup.
• Australian Standards Approved
• Dimensions: 240(L) x 255(W) x 350(H)mm

11.3L (3 Gallons)

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

11.3L (3 Gallons) MGC505 $39.90 $37.90

22.7L (6 Gallons)

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

23L (6 Gallons) MGC510 $69.90 $65.90

Has a direct reading fuel gauge in the 
filler cap (which is breathable). Has right 
angle ¼” BSP internally threaded fuel tank 
pickup.
• Australian Standards Approved
• Dimensions: 235(L) x 290(W) x 590(H)mm

25L (6.6 Gallons)

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

25L (6.6 Gallons) MGC525 $84.95 $79.95

30L (7.9 Gallons) Extra Heavy Duty

Cat No. Qty 1+

30L (7.9 Gallons) MGC520 $79.90

Designed for use by professional fishermen, divers 
or anyone who puts these products to constant 
use. Ultra robust. Comes with vented 
cap & seal. Has right angle pickup 
with 8mm barb fuel hose connector. 
This connector can be unscrewed to 
reveal ¼” BSP Female socket. Both 
have separate fuel gauge.
• Made in Italy
• Australian Standards Approved
•  Measures 345(L) x 250(W) x 490(H)mm

45L (11.9 Gallons)

Similar to MGC525 but 
45L. Canadian made.
•  Australian Standards 

Approved
•  Dimensions: 617(L) x 

460(W) x 273(H)mm

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

45L (11.9 Gallons) MGC530 $149.00 $140.95

Scepter Jerry Cans

H x L x W(mm) Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

5L Self Vent 250 x 215 x 155 TVE405 $16.95 $14.95

10L Self Vent 300 x 285 x 195 TVE410 $23.95 $21.45

20L Manual Vent 450 x 330 x 185 TVE415 $29.95 $28.45

20L Self Vent 370 x 355 x 240 TVE420 $34.95 $30.95

Scepter jerry cans are the perfect solution for camping, 
hiking, fishing and travelling when you need to carry fuel 
safely. They are virtually indestructible, manufactured 
from high density, unbreakable polyethylene that is rustproof, 
crush-resistant and noncorroding. All come with a moulded-in 
handle that provides superior comfort, pouring and carrying ability.
•  TVE405 and TVE410 feature a child resistant closure and 

reversible self venting spout - no need to worry about separate 
vent closures.

TVE405 TVE410 TVE415

20L Scepter Diesel  
Jerry Can

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

450(H) x 330(L) x 185(W)mm TVE425 $29.95 $28.45

355(L) x 240(W) x 370(H)mm TVE422 $34.95 $30.95

Supplied in yellow colour marked for 
diesel. Cap with inner sealing, and 
moulded carry handle.
•  TVE425 manual venting
• TVE422 self venting, low profile

ONCE USED FOR FUEL, NEVER 
THEN USE FOR WATER.

JERRY CANSPORTABLE FUEL TANKS

METAL FLEXIBLE POURER  
NOW AVAILABLE - SEE PAGE 355

RTM carries a comprehensive range of the familiar 
portable fuel tanks for the smaller outboard motors. 
They can be conveniently taken straight to the 
service station to be refilled and returned to the 
boat. With this in mind, they are tough and durable. 
Australian Standards Approved.

Fuel  
Tanks

Call us on 1300 964 264 353
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Fuel Tanks

Road Tech Marine carries a large 
range of fuel storage containers 
in both plastic (Polyethylene) and 
painted steel.
When you are selecting a container 
for your application the environment 
in which you are using the container 
must be taken into account. If you are 
using a container to refuel outboard 
motors or jet skis, etc, you will be 
near water, fresh or (worse) salt. In this 
case we strongly recommend a plastic 
container as they are not going to rust. They are very rugged 
and can be dropped into the bottom of a boat without chipping 
gelcoat or paint.
On the other hand, if you are using a fuel container on the road 
(especially in the outback) we believe that a steel container 
is best suited to your needs. The steel has abrasive and 
(importantly) chafing resistance and rust won’t be an issue.  
Steel jerry can holders are recommended to securely locate the 
container.  Steel containers also have lockdown lids which will 
not shake loose on corrugated outback roads and open with the 
flick of the wrist.

WHICH FUEL CONTAINER?
PLASTIC OR STEEL?

PLASTIC FUEL TANKS

Extended range of heavy duty seamless plastic tanks suitable for 
permanent or semi-permanent installation in boats with large outboard 
motors. 
They come in 3 sizes, the largest being suitable for high horsepower or 
multiple outboards. They are also great for ski or wakeboard boats when 
you want to go for long spells between fill-ups. 

Each tank comes with:

• Vented cap with mechanical fuel gauge
• Nylon plastic fuel pickup with stainless steel filter
• 32mm plastic plug to block off breather insert
All tanks can be converted to take deck mounted fuel filling, remote 
breather and dashboard mounted type fuel gauge. They are very 
versatile!
They are also compatible with “Cruisetank” type fuel take-offs.
• 45 Litres 775(L) x 470(W) x 235(Deep)mm
• 50 Litres 850(L) x 470(W) x 200(Deepest) to 135(Smallest)mm
• 75 Litres 850(L) x 470(W) x 240(Deepest) to 190(Smallest)mm

Seamless Plastic Fuel Tanks

Cat No. Qty 1+

45L MGC534 $239.00

50L MGC536 $259.00

75L MGC538 $309.00

MGC538

MGC536

The first thing you need to know is that mixing two stroke fuel 
is not absolutely critical. If your engine manufacturer requires a 
50:1 mixture, you are not going to do any damage to your motor 
if you end up with, say, 45:1 or a 55:1 mixture. Indeed, the older 
the motor the less critical your mixture can be. The first thing you 
should do is get a plastic measuring cup. You can buy these in 
Woolies or Coles for about $2. A typical handy size is a plastic 
cup with a handle that has graduations on the side that go from 
50ml to 250ml. 250ml is about a coffee mug size. There are two 
basic mixtures: 25:1 & 50:1
25:1 – this means 1 part oil to 25 parts petrol. So 100ml oil to 
2.5 litres petrol. If you have a 5L fuel container, use 200ml oil for 
a full container. If you just leave a gap in the top of your 5L fuel 
container, you will fit 200ml of oil in without the mixture coming 
out the lid. Shake the container vigorously before use.
50:1 – this means 1 part oil to 50 parts petrol. If you have a 5L 
container, only use 100ml of oil.
Remember to clean the oil out of your measuring cup by putting 
about 100-150ml of petrol in it, swirling it about and emptying it 
in to your fuel container. If you leave the container oily, you will 
end up with dead bugs in the cup. Use TC-W3 oil see page 423.

MIXING TWO STROKE FUEL SEE PAGE 359 FOR BRASS FITTINGS

Spare Screw-on Lid with gauge For 
Portable Fuel Tanks

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Vented Cap with Gauge MGC592 $22.95 $20.45

This replacement fuel cap has an ingenious 
design that rotates the dial gauge as the 
internal float rises and drops. So you 
always know how much fuel you have left 
at a glance! 

Scepter® Jerry Can Accessory Kit

Cat No. Qty 1+

MGC600 $12.95

A great replacement for lost or damaged caps, 
vent caps and spout. The Scepter replacement 
kit has you covered and keeps your Scepter 
gas can safe in between uses.

Scepter® Vented Fuel Cap with Gasket

Cat No. Qty 1+

Vented Cap with Gasket MGC602 $24.95

A great replacement for lost or 
damaged caps, the Scepter® 
replacement vented fuel cap helps keep 
your Scepter gas can safe in between 
uses.

LOOKING FOR OIL?
SEE PAGE 423

MGC534

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au354 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day
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Fuel Tanks

WHEN TRANSPORTING FUEL, REMEMBER 
THATS IT'S ALMOST AS HEAVY AS WATER. 

USE CARE WHEN LIFTING FULL TANKS OVER 
ABOUT 20L, AND GET A MATE TO HELP!

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Suits TVE430 & TVE432 TVE434 $29.95 $28.45

Metal Flexible Pourer For Jerry Cans

Designed to clip onto a metal jerry can to make pouring fuel 
easier and to avoid spills. Nozzle suits unleaded fuel. Can 
empty a 20L jerry can in under one minute.

Jerry Can Holders

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+
Top Entry - suits up to  
477(H)x355(W)x180(D)mm RVE405 $69.95 $65.95
Front Entry - suits up to  
510(H)x355(W)x195(D)mm RVE410 $89.95 $84.95
Zinc - Measures  
300(H) x 180(W) x 370(D)mm RVE415 $32.95 $28.95

Adjusts to fit most cans
•  Anti-theft adjustable bar  

with padlock
•  Anti-siphon petrol lid protector
•  Heavy duty frame with powder 

coated finish
• RVE405 & RVE410 lockable
•  For standard bracket without  

lock, use RVE415

RVE405
RVE415

12mm square breather pipe with wide funnel opening 
for smoother pouring of fuel.
•  Available in 2 colours:  

Green for diesel  
Red for petrol

•  Used by the 
Australian Army!

•  Quality bayonet 
closure with 
secondary locking 
pin

• Made in Latvia
•  Measures  

470(H) x 345(L) x 
165(W)mm

Note: These are not cheap 
Chinese products

20L Metal Jerry Cans

Cat No. Qty 1+

Green - Diesel TVE430 $59.95

Red - Petrol TVE432 $59.95

UV Rated Diesel Fuel Sticker

This self adhesive sticker measuring 120mm by 50mm 
is designed to give caution to anyone reading that there 
is diesel fuel in the area. It is made from very sticky self-
adhesive vinyl, so get it square 
the first time when applying. 
One sticker only supplied.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

120x50mm RTE550 $3.95 $3.75

You may not know it, but the popular fuel (& other liquid) container 
called the Jerry can was invented in Germany in the 1930s. Even 
Hitler had a hand in it, as he realised that his future war plans 
(Blitzkrieg & Panzer Tank motorised divisions) would require massive 
availability of a universal fuel container that was easy to handle, was 
very strong and reliable. i.e. did not leak.
It was developed in secret from clear specifications. For example, it 
was made in two halves from flat steel that were welded together like 
an automotive fuel tank.
Another distinct feature was the three handle design. This enabled a 
soldier to carry up to two empty cans in each hand, or one full one 
or, with two people, one full can (see illustration). The handles also 
facilitated two empty cans to be easily transferred from one person to 
another. They can also feature an air pocket at the top. This air pocket 
ensured that even a full can would float if dropped in the water. 
Another feature was the flip-top spout which had an air breather pipe 
to allow rapid filling or emptying.
The cans were designed to stack on top of each other, and/or side by 
side.
The British and Americans had inferior, flimsy equivalents and when 
the British saw the German container during the Norwegian campaign 
in 1940, they immediately realised just how superior the can was, and 
named it after the slang name for German – “Jerry”. They took copies 
to England, reverse engineered them and made them in the millions, 
eventually supplying the U.S. Indeed the British (and later American) 
copies will stack up and mate with the original German containers.

The Russians, at war with Germany, also copied the container.
Today the Jerry Can is as popular as ever with adaptions, particularly 
plastic versions in common use.
There is a colour code for the can, although it is slightly confusing. 
Red cans are definitely for petrol (all types) but diesel containers can 
be yellow, or green (ours are green.)
RTM stocks a steel Jerry can which is made in Latvia (!) and is of very 
high quality. Even the Australian Army use this can. We refuse to stock 
a Chinese made can as they are generally of poor quality. All of our 
competitors stock Chinese made cans. 

THE JERRY CAN – ITS HISTORY

METAL JERRY CANS

ONE CAN  

SINGLE HAND

ONE CAN 

TWO PERSON

TWO CANS 

SINGLE HAND
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Fuel “Jiggler” Syphon

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

½” (12mm) Hose x 1.5m TVE440 $14.95 $13.45

¾” (19mm) Hose x 2m TVE445 $19.95

Simply put one end in a fuel 
container and “jiggle”. The one way 
valve pumps fuel up the hose to 
start the syphon process. (Always 
have the fuel donator tanks above 
the receiver to make sure siphoning 
happens.  
No more mouthfuls of petrol!

Simple Liquid 
Transfer Pumps

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Battery Powered TVE447 $19.95 $17.95

Manual TVE446 $7.95 $7.15

Two pumps, one manual, one battery 
powered to transfer most low viscosity fluids. 
•  Petrol, Diesel, Liquid soap, detergent etc.
•  They are not recommended for transferring 

potable water but fine for pumping bilge or 
other sump water

•  They are great for transferring fluid from 
one container to another in moderate 
volumes, say 5 litres to 30 litres

BATTERY POWERED
• Suction tube length: 375mm
• Suction tube Dia.: 32mm
• Discharge tube length: 605mm
• Discharge tube Dia.: 14.5mm
• Requires 2 x “D” batteries
• Delivery volume: 10 litres/min

TVE447

MANUAL
• Suction tube length (max): 385mm
• Discharge tube length (max): 540mm
• Discharge tube diameter: 12mm
•  Max pumping volume: 7 litres/min approx.

TVE446

TVE447

TVE446

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

140mm 3-in-1 TVE450 $4.95 $4.45

3 In 1 Funnel

Features a rotating spout and mesh filter - 
ideal for ensuring contaminants don’t enter 
the stream while you’re transferring liquids. 
• Rotating Spout
• Mesh Filter
• Black Colour
•  Dimensions: 220(W) x 380(H) x 138(D)mm

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

160mm Flexible TVE452 $4.95 $4.45

Flexible Funnel

A must have when pouring liquids into other 
containers, to reduce spills. 
•  Dimensions:  

370(H) x 157(Dia.)mm

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

4 Pack TVE454 $4.95 $4.45

4 Pack of Funnels
This multi-size pack of funnels is useful for transferring and decanting all 
sorts of liquids (and pourable items such as sand, sugar, etc). Different 
sizes to suit a variety of applications and uses. 
•  Dimensions:  

Small: 75(H) x 55(Dia.)mm  
Medium: 80(H) x 75(Dia.)mm  
Large: 120(H) x 101(Dia.)mm  
XLarge: 140(H) x 122(Dia.)mm

The enormous bulk of fuel tank filling/handling assumes petrol - 
mainly because that’s how outboards are powered. Until you see 
it, you would not believe how frightening a petrol fire or explosion 
can be. Petrol EXPLOSIONS generally occur when petrol vapour 
is allowed to stand, generally in the confined space below the 
deck of a cabin cruiser. Petrol fires frequently take place from 
spilled fuel out in the open (but still in a boat).
Be very, very careful when handling petrol. Clean up all spilled 
petrol and always check under-deck hoses, fittings, etc.

SAFETY AROUND FUEL

53L Fuel Caddy with Pump and Hose

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

TVE460 $309.00 $289.00

This unit is ideal to fill small fuel tanks in the bottom of tinnies 
or jet skis floating alongside the dock. Frequent use of a jet 
ski uses lots of fuel and constantly manhandling a plastic 
container with a funnel often ends in a serious spill into the jet 
skis bilge.
This caddy virtually eliminates fuel spills. You simply use the trigger 
handle dispenser to accurately meter fuel into the tank receptacle.
The unit has no D.C. power so sparks are not a problem. The fuel flows 
by gravity feed and is very safe.

Features:

• Familiar “gas pump” type operation
• Fuel hose 3.05m long
•  Works with petrol, diesel or 

kerosene (for filling tanks in kero 
heaters.)

•  Heavy duty ribbed fuel hose does 
not kink

•  Includes bolt-on hanger for wall 
storage

•  Inlet has UL approved mechanically 
vented fuel cap

•  Wheels & “luggage” type handle 
takes the weight when full

• Easy to refill at service station
•  Shut off valves at tank and hose 

connector
• Heavy blow-moulded plastic

We all know fuel can be dangerous. One little spill can 
create harmful fumes in a closed space, or worse - a fire! 
Handled with care, and the right tools for the job, you can 
be sure you’re handling fuel in the safest way possible.

Fuel
Handling

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au356 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day
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Fuel System Management

Fuel lines and primer bulbs come in two basic sizes – 5/16” 
or 3/8”. This translates to 8mm or 10mm fuel hose. You really 
should carry a spare primer bulb. Primer bulbs come with a 
different colour band fitting at each end. This enables you to 
work out which is the “suck” end or the “blow” end. It will be self 
apparent when you see one.

PRIMER BULBS

5/16” (8mm) Universal Fuel Line

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

5/16” (8mm) Universal MGC405 $19.90 $17.90

Includes primer bulb but no fittings at each end.
• Minimum 2.1m long

5/16” (8mm) “OMC” Premium Quality

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

5/16” (8mm) “OMC” Premium MGC412 $29.95 $26.95

JOHNSON, EVINRUDE, BOMBARDIER
Premium grade fuel line with tank/engine connector at each end.
• Minimum 2.1m long.

3/8” (10mm) Premium Grade Fuel Line
Includes premium grade hose and primer bulb.
• No fittings at each end.
• Minimum 2.1m long

Yamaha® 5/16” (8mm) Universal Fuel Line

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Yamaha® 5/16” (8mm) Universal MGC420 $29.95 $26.95

Includes Yamaha® tank/engine connector at each end.
• Minimum 2.1m long.

FUEL LINE ASSEMBLIES

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

0.3-1.2LPM 12VDC MC7250 $49.95 $44.95

Oil Pump

Perfect for siphoning oil to a holding tank, or refilling oil on your inboard 
while reducing the potential of a bilge full of oil from a spill. Suitable for 
motor oil and diesel, but not 
petrol or other highly flammable 
liquids. Includes 1.2m hose. 
• Fast transfer
• Quick battery connection
• Up to 1.2 litres per minute
Specifications:

• Power: 12VDC @ 5A, 60W
• Maximum Duty Cycle: 30 mins
•  Maximum Flow Rate:  

 Diesel or Heated-Oil: Approx. 250 l/h  
Motor-Oil (40°- 60°C): Approx. 3 l/min

• Dimensions: 140(W) x 128(D) x 85(H)mm
• Cable Length: 1m Coiled Cable
Note: Motor oil should be warm where possible (40-60°C) for maximum transfer 
speed. Not suitable for pumping of water or high viscosity oils (such as gearbox oil).

Easterner Gear Oil Pump
This universal lube pump allows you to pump 
directly into most outboard and sterndrive 
gearboxes using the supplied adaptors. 
Simply screw onto a 946ml or 3.78Ltr 
lube bottles and pump the correct 
amount of lube required mess free. 
• 3/8inch adapter 
• M10 adapter 
• M8 adapter

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

TVE458 $16.95 $15.95

3/8” (10mm) “OMC” Premium Quality

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

3/8” (10mm) “OMC”  Premium MGC415 $69.90 $62.90

JOHNSON, EVINRUDE, BOMBARDIER Similar to MGC412. 
Includes premium grade hose and primer bulb with tank/engine 
connector each end.
• Minimum 2.1m long

Yamaha® 3/8” (10mm) Premium Quality

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

 (10mm) Premium Quality MGC425 $69.90 $62.90

Similar to MGC420. Includes premium grade hose and primer bulb with 
factory tank/engine connector each end.
• Minimum 2.1m long

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

3/8” (10mm) Premium MGC410 $59.95 $53.95

LOOKING FOR WATER HOSE? SEE PAGE 348

Fuel Hose Australian Made

Cat No. Per Metre 1+ Roll

5/16” (8mm) I.D. MGC430 $8.95 $242.00

3/8” (10mm) I.D. MGC435 $9.95 $269.00

Grey reinforced fuel line.
• Alcohol/Ethanol resistant.
• UV resistant.
• Sold per metre or 30m roll.

OIL PUMPS

Liquid:

US Measure Litres
1 Pint 0.4732
1 Quart 0.9463
1 Gallon 3.7854
45 Gallons 170.344

UK Measure Litres
1 Pint 0.5683
1 Quart 1.1365
1 Gallon 4.5461
45 Gallons 204.574

Weight:
1 ounce = 28.349 grams
1 pound (lb) = 0.4535 kg
1 kg = 2.20462 pounds (lb)

Length:

Inches (Fractions) mm
1/16 1.5
1/8 3
1/4 6
1/2 12
3/4 19

10 feet = 3.048 metres
50 feet = 15.24 metres
1 yard = 91.43 cm
1 metre = 3.28 feet = 39.37in

WEIGHT & MEASURES 
CONVERSION CHART

Call us on 1300 964 264 357
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Fuel Line
Standard Primer Bulbs

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Standard - 5/16” (8mm) MGC105 $9.95 $8.95

Standard -  3/8” (10mm) MGC110 $12.95 $11.45

Premium - 5/16” (8mm) MGC115 $19.95 $17.95

Premium - 3/8” (10mm) MGC120 $19.95 $17.95

Our standard ones are still bigger 
than our competitors'.

MGC105: 8MM (5/16”)

MGC110: 10MM (3/8”)

Premium Primer Bulbs
These premium bulbs are bigger than our standard bulbs, 
and are OK for petrol, petrol/ethanol and diesel fuels.

MGC115: 8MM (5/16”) 
MGC120: 10MM (3/8”)

MGC105

MGC330

MGC115

Fuel Tank Breathers - Nylon

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Black MGC015 $4.95 $4.20

White MGC020 $4.95

Has shrouded air entry. 15mm (5/8”) 
hose barbed entry.
• 3/4” threaded fixing.

Fuel Tank Breathers - 
Chrome Plated Brass

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Up to 1/2” Hose Fitting 5/8” Threaded Fixing MGC005 $14.95 $12.45

Similar to MGC005, But Right Angle Entry MGC010 $16.95 $13.95

Vertical or horizontal mounting.
•  Vertical is preferred, with breather holes 

facing downwards

Fuel Fittings -  
Mercury®/Mariner® (1999 on)

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Fuel Tank Fitting MGC340 $15.95 $13.45

Fuel Line Fitting 3/8” (10mm) MGC335 $10.95 $8.95

FUEL TANK 
FITTING
• Brass
•   Screws into tank 

with 1/4” NPT thread

MGC340

FUEL LINE FITTING
•  Suits MGC340 Fuel 

Tank Fitting
•  Plastic body 
• 3/8” (10mm) hose 
fitting

MGC335

Fuel Fittings - OMC

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Fuel Tank Fitting MGC315 $9.95 $8.45

Fuel Line Fitting 5/16” (8mm) hose MGC305 $7.95 $6.75

Fuel Line Fitting 3/8” (10mm) hose MGC310 $7.95 $6.75

Both line fittings plug into 
MGC315.

Fuel Fittings - Mercury® Old Style

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Tank Fitting Diecast Zinc MGC330 $16.95 $13.95

Motor End Diecast Zinc MGC320 $15.95 $13.45

Tank End Diecast Zinc MGC325 $12.95 $10.95

Hose-to-motor fitting.
• 5/16” (8mm) hose

FUEL SYSTEM FITTINGS & PLUMBING

MGC340

MGC005

MGC015

MGC010

MGC020

MGC335

MGC315 MGC305

Fuel Fittings - Yamaha®

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Fuel Tank Fitting MGC355 $9.95 $8.45

Fuel Line Fitting 5/16” (8mm) MGC345 $7.95 $6.75

Fuel Line Fitting 3/8” (10mm) MGC350 $7.95 $6.75

FUELTANK FITTING
• Brass
•  Screws into tank 

with 1/4” NPT thread

MGC355

FUEL LINE FITTING
•  Fits MGC355 Fuel 

Tank Fitting
• Plastic body
•  5/16” (8mm) fuel line 

barb

MGC345

FUEL LINE FITTING
•  Fits MGC355 Fuel 

Tank Fitting
• Plastic body
•  3/8” (10mm) fuel line 

barb

MGC350

Fuel Fittings - Honda®

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Tank Fitting MGC370 $9.95 $8.45

Fuel Line Fitting MGC360 $15.95 $13.45

Fuel Motor End Fitting 3/8” MGC365 $8.95 $7.60

TANK FITTING
• Plated Brass
•  1/4” NPT thread - 

Quick connect type

MGC370

FUEL LINE FITTING
•  Fits MGC370 Fuel 

Tank Fitting 
• Plated brass
•  3/8” (10mm) hose 

barb

MGC360

FUEL MOTOR  
END FITTING
•  Fits MGC370 Fuel 

Tank Fitting
• Plated brass
•  3/8” (10mm) hose 

barb

MGC365

Fuel Fittings - Chrysler® Suzuki®

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Tank Fitting 70HP Down MGC382 $10.95 $8.95

Tank Fitting 75HP and Up MGC386 $10.95 $8.95

Fuel Hose Fitting 70HP Down MGC380 $19.50 $16.50

Fuel Hose Fitting 75HP and Up MGC384 $18.50 $15.50

TANK FITTING
• 1/4” NPT thread
• Plated brass

MGC382 - 70HP Down 
MGC386 - 75HP and up

FUEL HOSE FITTING
• 5/16” (8mm) hose barb

MGC380 - 70HP Down 
MGC384 - 75HP and up

MGC382

MGC380It is easy to get confused with these fittings, so we are separating 
the fittings that connect to the fuel tank and the fittings that 
connect to the outboard motor, via the 2 standard sizes of fuel 
line hose. Having said that, many engine side fittings are the 
same!
For all barbed fittings, we recommend that you clamp the hose 
with a suitable worm drive hose clamp.

FUEL LINE & TANK FITTINGS
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Fuel System Fittings
Fuel Fittings - Tohatsu®

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Fuel Tank Fitting MGC390 $8.95 $8.05

Fuel Line Fitting MGC388 $17.95 $15.95

TANK FITTING
• Plated Brass
• 1/4” NPT thread

MGC390

FUEL LINE FITTING
• Quick connect to MGC390
• Nickel plated
• 3/8” (10mm) barb hose fitting

MGC388

Note: All Mercury 15 - 50HP from 2003 MGC388

MGC390

Right Angle Fittings

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+
Elbow, 1/4” NTP Female-to-1/4” NTP 
Male MGC730 $10.95 $9.45
Elbow, 3/8” NTP Female-to-3/8” NTP 
Male MGC735 $12.95 $11.45

Tee, 1/4" x 1/4" to 1/4" BSP Male RGE160 $14.95 $13.95

Fuel Valve - 3 Way (2 in, 1 out)

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Fuel Valve - 3 Way (2 in, 1 out) MGC705 $28.95 $25.95

With mounting plate, 2 x 5mm hole. Chrome 
plated fuel supply selection lever.
• 50 x 50mm approx, plus central cock
• All 1/4” NPT Female connectors

Straight Fittings

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

1/4” NTP - 5/16” (8mm Barb) MGC710 $7.50 $6.75

1/4” NTP - 3/8” (10mm Barb) MGC715 $7.95 $7.15

3/8” NTP - 5/16” (8mm Barb) MGC720 $7.95 $7.55

3/8” NTP - 3/8” (10mm Barb) MGC725 $7.95 $7.15

Listed below is a summary of the RTM range of brass fittings that are 
generally used in fuel tank plumbing. These parts are pretty standard and 
are also used elsewhere. They are perfectly suitable for petrol, diesel and 
oil pressure lines, etc. Please note: 
•  NPT threads are the American version of BSP thread. They are 

interchangeable. 
•  They are non-metric threads but are still widely used. (BSP threads are 

still common in German plumbing!)
•  The barb ends are meant to take the appropriate fuel line, generally 

8mm (5/16”) or 10mm (3/8”). Always use a hose clamp with barb fittings 
and even ‘STAG’ joint paste (TFG405)

•  The threaded ends really should be treated with pink or yellow thread 
sealing tape, but some people say that you should not use it. We think 
it doesn’t hurt to use the tape and thread sealant TFG452.

Remember a man does not look like a man unless he has a spanner in 
his hand!

BRASS FUEL TANK AND OTHER FITTINGS

MGC720

MGC740

MGC710

TPP462 TPP460

MGC730

MGC750

THREAD SEALANT

High Performance Thread Sealant

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

10ml TFG452 $12.95 $11.45

If you are sick and tired of paying silly prices for tiny containers 
of thread locker, this product is for you. Chem-Tools, a respected 
industry supplier, has released a Methacrylate Ester product that 
is as good as anything you are now using but at a realistic price.
• Cure time: 10-30 mins
• Full data sheet on request

The thread sealant is suitable for:

• Hydraulics • Gas
• Water   • Most chemicals
• Sewerage  • Fuels, etc.

Thread Seal Tapes

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

Water / Fuel Thread Seal Tape TPP445 $2.95 $2.80

Gas Thread Sealing Tape RGE705 $3.95 $3.55

WATER / FUEL THREAD SEAL TAPE
This product is made from Teflon Film. The original tape 
was white in colour and is obsolete. It was found to be just 
too thin. It is replaced with a version that is coloured PINK. 
It is thicker and works better. 12mm, 10m roll.

TPP445

GAS THREAD SEAL TAPE
Gas thread sealing tape is not the same as standard 
plumbing (white) thread sealing tape. Gas sealing tape, 
denoted by its yellow colour, is double the density of the 
standard white tape. This increased density helps to create 
a better seal. All tapered gas fittings should be sealed 
using gas sealing tape. 12mm, 10m role.

RGE705

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Tee, 5/16” (8mm) Barb x 3 MGC750 $10.95 $9.95

Tee, 3/8” (10mm) Barb x 3 MGC755 $11.95 $10.95
Joiner, 
5/16” 

(8mm Barb) - 5/16” (8mm 
Barb) MGC740 $6.95 $6.25

Joiner, 
3/8” 

(10mm Barb) - 3/8” 
(10mm Barb) MGC745 $6.95 $6.25

Barb Fittings

Note: Other brass fuel tank fittings for specific engines are MGC315, MGC340, 
MGC355 shown on oppopsite page.

MGC725

RGE160

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

50 Pieces 5-20mm TPP460 $2.95 $2.65

225 Pieces 3-22mm TPP462 $9.95 $8.95

Assorted O-Ring Kits

Suitable for a huge range of applications. Very handy to have on 
hand. Various sizes contained within a handy storage tray or case.
• Operating Temperature: -21°C - 121°C
See website for full list of o-rings.

It is VERY important that you do not have fuel leaks in all of your 
plumbing. We recommend that you use YELLOW thread tape 
AND “Stag” jointing compound BEFORE you wind the tape on 
the thread and AFTER the tape has been applied. Double check 
for leaks afterwards.

PERFECT THREADS

Call us on 1300 964 264 359
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Gas Cylinder (POL)

Cat No. Qty 1+

4kg Bottle Only RGA105 $45.95

9kg Bottle Only RGA110 $49.95

Standard POL valve and durable 
grade 2 finish.
•  Ideal for BBQ, leisure and 

domestic appliances

GAS CYLINDERS & ACCESSORIES

Gas Cylinders (3/8”)

Cat No. Qty 1+

2kg Bottle Only RGA101 $34.95

4kg Bottle Only RGA103 $44.95

These LPG cylinders are 
suitable for propane and 
butane gas. They have an 
indefinite life as long as 
they are not misused and 
can be used for up to 10 
years before they require a 
safety check.
Note: Colour may vary from  
store to store

Gas Cylinder Cradle

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

4kg RGA205 $29.95

9kg RGA210 $34.95 $30.95

Galvanised gas cylinder cradle 
with a quick release mechanism.
• Two sizes available

LOOKING FOR SINGLE-USE GAS 
CARTRIDGES? CHECK OUT  
PAGE 57

It is important to know how much gas you have left before you fill 
up again. After all, refills are expensive and you pay the full price 
for a fill even if there is some gas in there that you previously 
paid for. 
To find out how full your cylinder is:
•  Pour very hot (but not boiling) water over the sides  

of the gas cylinder from the top
• Wait 5 to 10 seconds
•  Starting where you poured the water, run your hand  

down the cylinder
•  Where the cylinder changes from warm to cold,  

that is the gas level
On a warm day, with the 
cylinder in full sunlight, you 
may not need to apply hot 
water to be able to feel the 
difference in temperature 
where the gas level is.
The easiest way to get full 
value out of a gas cylinder 
is to run it until empty, 
of course. This implies, 
however, that you should 
carry a spare cylinder (full).
We wish to thank ELGAS 
for providing this info on the 
back of their gas bill!

GAS.  
HOW MUCH IS LEFT?

FEELS
WARM

FEELS
COLD

GAS LEVEL

50%
FULL

IS
FULL

Copper Pigtail - POL M  
to ¼” Inverted Flare

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Length 450mm RGC005 $14.95 $13.95

Length 750mm RGC010 $19.95 $18.95

This copper pigtail has a POL fitting on 
one end and ¼” inverted flare on the other.
•  This pigtail is used to connect to 

automatic changeover regulators and tees 
that have a ¼” inverted flare inlet

Stainless Steel  
Braided Hoses

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Single Bottle Kits RGC015 $27.95 $26.45

Double Bottle Kits RGC020 $27.95 $26.45

Stainless steel braiding helps to extend 
the life of your gas hoses by reducing 
kinks and other environmental stresses.
• Length: 450mm
• Hose diameter: 8mm
•  Tapered BSP fittings, require sealing tape
RGC015:  Avalanche Valve to 1/4” BSPT Male for Single Bottle Kits 
RGC020:  Avalanche Valve to 1/4” Inverted Flare for Double Bottle Kits

Stainless Steel Braided  
Hoses with Hand Wheel

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Single Bottle Kits 450mm RGC025 $21.95 $20.45

Single Bottle Kits 600mm RGC030 $24.95 $23.45

Double Bottle Kits 450mm RGC035 $21.95 $20.45

Double Bottle Kits 600mm RGC040 $24.95 $23.45

Stainless steel braiding helps to extend 
the life of your gas hoses by reducing 
kinks and other environmental stresses.
•  Hand wheel improves grip, making it 

easier to get a tight & secure connection.
RGC025 -  450mm POL to 5/16” NPTM for Single Bottle Kits
RGC030 - 600mm POL to 5/16” NPTM for Single Bottle Kits
RGC035 - 450mm POL x 1/4” Fixed for Double Bottle Kits
RGC040 - 600mm POL x 1/4” Fixed for Double Bottle Kits

GAS HOSES

Allow you to connect your heaters, 
showers, ovens or any device with a BOM 
fitting, directly to an external gas cylinder. 
Inlets available in both POL and 3/8” LH.
•  Hose length: 1500mm
• Outlet: BOM

Gas Hose to suit BOM Outlet

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

BOM - POL Hose Kit ROC060 $29.95 $28.45

BOM - 3/8”LH ROC065 $29.95 $28.45

Probably the most bang-for-buck in terms of portable 
energy. LPG is versatile for cooking, heating, and a gas 
fridge if you have one. Handled with care it’s safe too.

Gas Bottles
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Gas Fittings
Gas Hoses - 3/8” BSP

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

3/8” BSP Male - 3/8” SAE Male 300mm RGC050 $13.95 $12.95

3/8” BSP Male - 5/16” SAE Male 300mm RGC055 $13.95

3/8” BSP Male - 1/4” BSP Female 600mm RGC060 $15.95 $14.95

3/8” BSP Male - 1/4” BSP Female 900mm RGC065 $17.95

3/8” BSP Male - 1/4” BSP Female 1200mm RGC070 $19.95 $18.95

Standard gas hoses to suit 
many early model caravans 
and RV’s.
•  BSP fittings are tapered 

and require sealing tape
RGC060 RGC050

Stainless Steel Braided Gas Hoses

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

3/8” BSP Male - 3/8” SAE Female 900mm RGC080 $18.95 $17.95

3/8” BSP Male - 3/8” SAE Female 1200mm RGC082 $26.95 $25.45

3/8” BSP Male - 1/4” BSP Female 900mm RGC084 $22.95 $20.45

3/8” BSP Male - 1/4” BSP Female 1200mm RGC086 $28.95 $27.45

3/8” BSP Female - SAE Bayonet 1200mm RGC088 $44.95 $41.95

3/8” BSP Female - SAE Bayonet 2000mm RGC090 $44.95 $41.95

Stainless steel braiding helps to extend the life of your gas hoses by 
reducing kinks & other stresses.
•  BSP fittings are tapered and require sealing tape

RGC084RGC080

GAS DETECTORS & MONITORS

Carbon Monoxide Gas Detector Alarm  
with Digital Display

The Quell Worry-Free Carbon Monoxide 
Alarm is made for living, bedroom and 
dining room areas to detect highly 
poisonous CO gas. Battery operation 
ensures alarm continues to work (3 x AA 
batteries included). Always on display 
showing the PPM of CO detected. Test/
Reset button tests the alarm circuitry and horn. 
Digital display recalls the highest levels of carbon.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

RGA336 $69.95 $62.95

Companion Gas Leak Detector Spray

Companion gas leak detection spray can be used with all gas equipment 
to ensure there are no leaks prior to igniting. Supplied in a 
handy 125ml atomizer spray bottle, simply spary the liquid 
on and around any gas joint and then simply watch to see if 
any bubbles form indicating there is a gas leak present. 
•  Easy economical method for detecting leaks
• Biodegradable
• Non-toxic, non-flammable, non-corrosive
•  Fluorescent mixture can be used in low light conditions
Ideal for detecting leaks on
• Gas heating tools • Gas welding tools
• Gas bottles • Gas BBQ's
• Gas stoves • Gas hose connections

Cat No. Qty 1+

125ml RGA338 $9.95

Gas Leakage Detector

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Gas Leakage Detector QP2299 $49.95 $44.95

Run a quick check over your campervan, caravan or gas 
powered devices to make sure all outlets are safely sealed. 
Hold the detector near the suspected leak and visual/audible 
warnings will sound if the leak is bad, moderate or safe. 
• Measurement ranges: 0-10,000 ppm
• Requires 2 x AAA batteries (not included)
•  Sensor detects butane, propane, acetylene, and methane 

(natural gas)
• Dimensions: 165(L) x 27(W) x 21(D)mm

Electronic LPG Gas Level Monitor

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Electronic LPG Gas Level Monitor QM1662 $15.95 $13.95

The clever unit attaches to your steel LPG bottle. It 
detects the gas in your bottle, (typically 9kg) and gives a 
musical alarm when the gas in your bottle is low. Don’t 
run out of gas halfway through a barbie ever again!
• Works on any steel LPG cylinder
• Uses 2 x AA batteries (supplied)
• Virtually no installation
• Magnetically attaches to cylinder

12VDC Gas Detector

Cat No. Qty 1+

12VDC Gas Detector RGA305 $59.95

Can be installed in homes, motor homes, caravans 
and the like. It detects gas leakage and triggers 
the alarm when the gas level reaches 10% of the 
LEL (Lowest Explosion Limit) in the air.
• Size: 120(H) x 80(W) x 40(D)mm

NOTE:  
UNDERSTAND THAT MOST GAS COUPLINGS 

ARE LEFT-HANDED (FOR SAFETY). 
THIS MEANS THAT YOU MUST ROTATE THE 
COUPLING IN THE OPPOSITE DIRECTION 

THAT YOU ARE USED TO.

LP gas in marine vessels is commonly used for cooking or heating 
water. From the connections to the stove/hot water service, these are 
all potential points for dangerous gas leaks inside the vessel. The bilge 
is another compartment for flammable gases to accumulate. The flush 
mount design eliminates the need to 
cut large holes in a fascia and the LP 
gas solenoid can automatically shut 
off the gas when dangerous levels 
are detected. Includes single or dual 
sensor with 4m lead, solenoid, relay 
contacts & CO detector input.

Peel Carbon Monoxide (CO) Gas Detector

Cat No. Qty 1+

RGA330 $169.00

Carbon Monoxide is an odourless and extremely dangerous 
gas that can be produced from appliances such as stoves 
and hot water services. The Peel Carbon Monoxide detector 
has the ability to monitor dangerous levels of this gas as well 
as shut the gas off in the event the 
alarm is activated. It can also be 
wired in conjunction with an LPG 
(Liquid Petroeum Gas) detector.
Power: 12/24V AC/DC
Current:  2mA when safe,  

100mA in alarm mode
Alarm Level: 200ppm CO
Sensor Life: 7 Years

Peel LPG/Propane Detectors

Cat No. Qty 1+

Single Sensor with Solenoid RGA332 $299.00

Dual Sensor with Solenoid RGA334 $399.00

Call us on 1300 964 264 361
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Gas Fittings

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Gas Floor Socket RGE090 $14.95 $13.95

Gas Regulator - Single Stage

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Gas Regulator - Single Stage RGC405 $24.95 $22.45

Standard single stage gas regulator to suit  
all bottles fitted with a POL valve. Adjustable  
to a maximum gas output of 3.5kg/hour,  
the rubber nose on the inlet helps to provide a 
tight and secure seal just with finger tightening.
• Hose not included
• The oulet is a 3/8” BSP female
Note: These are NOT to be used for new Recreational 
Vehicles with fixed copper pipe installation, after July 2012

Gas Regulator - Dual Stage

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Gas Regulator - Dual Stage RGC410 $59.95 $53.95

Dual stage regulator, 160mj/hour, mounting bracket and pigtail adaptor. 
Two-stage regulation results in a consistent inlet pressure to the second 
stage, thereby minimizing minor outlet pressure variations 
from the second stage regulator.
• Mounting holes 90mm apart
• Inlet pressure 10 to 250psi
• Outlet pressure 11” WC
• Inlet 1/4 Inch FNPT
•  Outlet 3/8 Inch FNPT. (connects to 

m-BSP-3/8)
• Capacity 210,000 BTU/hr
•  Dimensions: 142mm x 83mm wide, 

75mm thick (excluding bracket)
• Offset bracket adds 19mm to thickness

Gas Regulator

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Gas Regulator RGC445 $24.95 $23.45

Standard single stage gas regulator to 
suit all bottles fitted with a POL valve. 
Adjustable, the rubber nose on the inlet 
helps to provide a tight and secure seal just 
with finger tightening.
• The oulet is a 1/4” BSP female

Gas Regulator Kit  
for Single Bottle

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Gas Regulator Kit for Single Bottle RGC415 $109.00 $102.95

Kit contains a dual stage regulator with elbow, 
metal bracket, 3/8” adaptor with T point and a 
flexible hose with hand wheel.
• Includes 500mm braided hose
• Supplied assembled

Gas Regulator Kit  
for Two Bottles

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Gas Regulator Kit for Two Bottles RGC420 $139.00 $131.95

Kit contains a dual stage manual change 
regulator, metal bracket, 3/8” adaptor with T 
point and two flexible hoses with hand wheels.
• Supplied assembled

Gas Testing Nipples

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

3/8” x 3/8” SAE Flared RGE080 $9.95 $9.45

3/8” x 5/16” SAE Flared RGE082 $9.95

Both of these units have a tap with screw-
down washer seal. If the occasion arises 
that the gas in the line needs to be tested or 
drawn off, simply unscrew and connect a ¼” 
rubber hose.

Gas Floor Socket

This sturdy fitting is nickel plated in an attractive 
“frosty” finish. It is designed to fit to a floor 
or wall to accept a standard bayonet fitting 
(typically for a gas heater). It is drilled for 2 x 
No. 10 countersunk screws. 
• 1/2” BSP female on blind side

Gas Bayonet Socket

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Gas Bayonet Socket RGE092 $19.95 $17.95

This is the bayonet connector for the RGE090 
above. This fitting is not plated, it comes in 
natural brass machined state and will not 
normally discolour or corrode.
• Connection is via 1/4” BSP thread

Gas Regulator & Hose

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Gas Regulator & Hose RGC440 $24.95 $22.45

Standard single stage gas regulator and hose to  
suit all bottles fitted with a POL valve. Adjustable, 
the rubber nose on the inlet helps to provide a 
tight and secure seal just with finger tightening.
•  The hose is 600mm in length with a 1/4” BSP 

female outlet

Gas Regulator and Hose - 3/8” SAE

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

POL 3/8” SAE Female 1200mm RGC455 $39.95 $35.95

POL 3/8” SAE Female 1800mm RGC460 $49.95 $44.95

POL 1/4” BSP Female 1200mm RGC465 $39.95 $35.95

Standard single stage gas regulator 
and stainless steel braided hose to suit 
all bottles fitted with a POL valve.
•  Adjustable, the rubber nose on the 

inlet helps to provide a tight and 
secure seal just with finger tightening

1/4” Inverted Flare Male Union Adaptor

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Straight RGE006 $4.95

Right Angle (Elbow) RGE008 $9.95 $9.45

A union adaptor connects two pipes, but 
is quite different than a coupling, as it 
allows future disconnection of the pipes for 
maintenance. These union adaptors are brass 
made and join 1/4" MNPT to 1/4" Female 
inverted flare connectors.

GAS REGULATORS

Gas Source Control Tap

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Gas Source Control Tap RGC480 $18.95 $17.95

Manual changeover valve used for dual 
regulator set ups.
Note: May vary slightly to one shown.

GAS FITTINGS

RGE006 RGE008

RGE082
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Gas Fittings

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

R/H Valve -  L/H Adaptor RGE105 $16.95 $15.95

L/H Valve -  R/H Brass Adaptor RGE110 $9.95 $9.45

2 Way Valve -  L/H Thread RGE120 $34.95 $32.95

POL -  R/H Adaptor R/A RGE125 $14.95 $13.45

POL -  L/H Adaptor R/A RGE130 $14.95 $13.95

POL -  L/H Adaptor Straight RGE135 $14.95 $13.95

POL -  R/H Adaptor Straight RGE140 $14.95 $13.95

3/8” L/H Female -  1/4” BSP Male RGE145 $14.95 $13.45

3/8” L/H Female -  1/4” BSP Male R/A RGE150 $14.95 $13.45

3/8” L/H Male -  1/4” BSP Male R/A RGE155 $14.95 $13.45

Tee 1/4” x 1/4”     1/4” BSP Male RGE160 $14.95 $13.95

Pol Nut Tail - 1/4” BSP Male RGE165 $14.95 $13.45

Replacement Seal -  POL Regulator RGE170 $4.95 $4.45

5/16” SAE Male -  1/4” BSP Female RGE010 $6.50 $5.85

5/16” SAE Male -  3/8” BSP Female RGE012 $4.95

3/8” SAE Male -  1/4” BSP Female RGE014 $4.95 $4.45

3/8” SAE Male -  3/8” BSP Female RGE016 $4.95 $4.70

3/8” SAE Male -  1/2” BSP Female RGE018 $7.95 $7.55

5/16” SAE Male -  5/16” SAE Male RGE020 $4.95 $4.70

3/8” SAE Male -  3/8” SAE Male RGE022 $4.95 $4.70

These fittings are machined from pristine brass merchant bar to exacting specifications.  
You can be assured that non - RTM fittings will mate with these.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

3/8” SAE Male - 5/15” SAE Male Reducer RGE030 $10.95

5/16” SAE Male - 5/16” SAE Male Elbow RGE032 $7.95 $7.15

5/16” SAE Male Tee RGE034 $12.95 $11.45

3/8” SAE Male Tee RGE036 $9.95 $9.45

1/4” BSP Male - 1/4” BSP Female Elbow RGE040 $7.95 $7.55

5/16” SAE Flare Nut RGE042 $3.95 $3.55

3/8” SAE Flare Nut RGE044 $3.95 $3.55

3/8” 5/16” SAE Reducer Nut RGE046 $3.95 $3.55

5/16” SAE Male - 1/8” BSP Male RGE050 $4.95 $4.45

5/16” SAE Male - 1/4” BSP Male RGE052 $4.95 $4.45

5/16” SAE Male - 3/8” BSP Male RGE054 $4.95 $4.70

3/8” SAE Male - 1/8” BSP Male RGE056 $4.95 $4.45

3/8” SAE Male - 1/4” BSP Male RGE058 $4.95 $4.45

3/8” SAE Male - 3/8” BSP Male RGE060 $4.95 $4.45

5/16” SAE Male - 1/4” BSP Male Elbow RGE064 $7.95 $7.15

5/16” SAE Male - 3/8” BSP Male Elbow RGE066 $7.95

1/4” BSP Female Ball Valve RGE070 $16.95 $14.95

5/16” SAE Flared Ball Valve RGE072 $16.95 $15.95

3/8” BSP Flared Ball Valve RGE074 $16.95 $14.95

1/2” BSP Flared Ball Valve RGE076 $16.95 $14.95

RGE034/36 RGE040 RGE042 RGE044 RGE046 RGE050 RGE052 RGE054 RGE056

RGE058 RGE060 RGE064 RGE066 RGE070 RGE072 RGE074 RGE076

RGE010 RGE014 RGE018 RGE022RGE012 RGE016 RGE020 RGE030 RGE032

RGE105 RGE110 RGE120 RGE125 RGE130 RGE135

RGE140 RGE145 RGE150 RGE155 RGE160 RGE165 RGE170

BRASS FITTINGS

When making sure threaded gas fittings are secure from leaking 
gas, you must use a special Teflon thread sealing tape on the pipe 
threads. DO NOT use white thread tape it is too thin for the job. Use 
YELLOW (Gas) tape, RTM Cat no. RGE705. Firstly, turn all gas off.
Taping a joint correctly is easy to do. Start with your finger/thumb on 
the tape and hold it against the thread to make sure it doesn’t slip. 
Then wrap four full turns around the fitting in a clockwise direction 

with enough tension so that you can see the fitting threads through 
the tape. When you have done this, pull the tape with sufficient 
tension to break the tape. Press down firmly over the existing tape. 
Make sure that no tape hangs over the inner passageway of the 
fitting.
Remember, wind the tape in a CLOCKWISE direction looking at the 
end away from the cylinder.

CORRECTLY TAPING A GAS JOINT
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Copper Pipe & Jointing

For cutting copper pipe between  
3 - 22mm (1/8” - 7/8”).

Copper Tube Cutter

Pipe Jointing Compound

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Pipe Jointing Compound 200g TFG405 $19.95 $18.95

An easy-to-use semi liquid jointing paste for quick 
and efficient sealing of galvanised fittings and pipe 
as well as steam, chemical, LPG and oil pipe line 
connections. It is also suitable for sealing flanged 
connections on petrol and diesel engines, gear 
boxes and oil immersed switches and transformers.
• Oil, water and petrol proof
• Anticorrosive
• Suitable for petrol to heavy fuel oils
• Suitable for hot or cold water
• Suitable for NG, LPG, TG and TLPG
• Temperature range 0 to 60°C
• 20kPa gas appliance rated working pressure
• AGA Approved (No. 4068)

Solder

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

0.71mm (15g) NS3008 $2.25 $2.00

1mm (15g) NS3013 $2.25 $2.00

Duratech solder available 
in hobby packs.
• 60% tin 40% lead
• 15g weight  
• Handy canister

SOLDER

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Copper Tube Cutter TFI310 $19.95 $17.95

Copper Pipe Compact Gas Blow Torches

Cat No. Per Metre 1+ Roll

5/16”    30m Length RGC205 $9.95 $223.00

3/8”      18m Length RGC210 $10.95 $147.00

Copper pipe, 5/16” & 3/8” OD sizes 
available. Any gas work should be tested 
for leaks.
•  Recommended for most caravan  

installations
• Sold by the metre or bulk length

COPPER PIPE & CUTTER

Butane Cartridges

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

4 Pack NA1021 $6.95
Convenient Single Pack  
with Refill Adaptors NA1020 $4.95 $4.45

Butane cartridges commonly 
used in gas stoves and 
heaters. Supplied in a 
pack of 4 to help you avoid 
running out of gas half way 
through the cook. 
• Capacity: 220g each
•  Size: 68(Dia.) x 180(H)mm

Gas Blow Torch  
with Gas

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Includes 220g Gas TH1632 $34.95 $30.95

Useful for lighting a combustion fireplace, out camping, 
and a range of handyman and hobbyist functions. The 
ergonomically designed torch features an adjustable 
flame, lit with an integrated piezo igniter. There’s no 
tiny gas-cartridge that lasts only a few minutes, with 
constant refilling. This unit attaches directly onto the 
gas canister, so you can just get the job done. You’ll 
get more than 2hrs usage from a single can.

Specifications:

• Gas Consumption: 100g/hr
• Included Gas: Butane 227g
•  Dimensions: 180(L) x 60(W) x 35(H)mm

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Mini Blow Torch 1300°C TH1610 $27.95 $24.95

Blow Torch / Soldering Iron 450°C TH1604 $34.95 $30.95

Fully self-contained Butane portable blow torches. 
Simple press button Piezo ignition, flame or 
temperature control and safety lock. Recharged via 
a suitable Butane refill (such as the NA1020). 

Ideal for: 
•  Low temp silver soldering 
•  Heat Shrinking 
•  Soft soldering (“sweating”) 
TH1604 also includes a soldering iron tip for mild 
electronics soldering such as cables and lugs.

BLOW TORCHES

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Butane Torch TS1660 $39.95 $35.90

Butane Torch

Ideal for brazing, silver soldering, jewellery 
work, heat shrinking, plumbing and general 
hobby work. Includes bonus stand.
• Piezo ignition.
• Adjustable flame up to 1300°C
• Use our NA1020 butane gas refill.
• Size 155mm high x 35mm dia tank.

TH1610

TH1604

THERE HAVE BEEN SOME RUMOURS THAT 
STAG IS NO LONGER RECOMMENDED FOR 

PETROL LINES. WE HAVE CHECKED WITH THE 
FACTORY AND THEY DENIED THIS. 

STAG IS STILL FINE TO USE FOR PETROL.

FOR TOOLS AND TEST EQUIPMENT,
SEE PAGE 448
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BOAT LOADING SYSTEMS 367

BOW CHOCKS 368
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JACK 392
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MASTER CYLINDER 371
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SLIPPER SPRINGS 381
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TRAILER & CARAVAN BEARING KITS 376
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For whatever you tow
Even if you are driving an RV there will be things in this 
section that will be of interest to you. Like swapping your 
lead-acid house batteries for Lithium (see page 92) or jacks, 
or recovery tracks, etc. 
But if you tow a boat, caravan or camper trailer, this section 
has a wealth of useful additions to render your life outdoors 
that much more pleasurable. Check the spare wheel/ 
carrier unit on page 379. A flat tyre on a caravan or trailer 
could otherwise be a disaster! Or a sway controller, towing 
mirrors, levelling systems, you name it. 
So, have a good look at this section, especially if you are 
a boatie. We betcha that there are things in there that you 
have never seen before!

Towing
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Boat Trailer Hardware

RC Electric Power Winch  
for Boats up to 25’ 

Cat No. Qty 1+

Suits Boats up to 25’ / 7.5m MTI104 $899.00

Operate by the included remote control for easy loading of 
boats up to 25ft (7.5m) 
•  Built-in LED light to illuminate the boat and trailer at night
• Power-in / freewheel out
•  Max. boat weight: 11,500lb (5200kg)
•  Speed: 8 FPM, gear ratio: 450:1
•  Cable length: 40ft (12m) x 7/32”
•  Dimensions: 292 x 241 x 228mm

SEE PAGE 370 FOR WINCH CARRIER

Electric Power  
Winches
Electric power winches make it much easier to load your boat onto the trailer. 
No more cranking, struggling and pulling.
• Made from high grade materials and designed for long wear
•  Powered by 12V and supplied with a colour-coded wiring harness for easy 

installation to the vehicle’s battery
• Same mounting bolt holes as manual winches
Boat size and weight is approximate and varies depending on boat type. When 
calculating boat weight, use the fully loaded weight that includes boat, motor, 
fuel, water, gear etc. 

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

900kg MTI108 $129.00 $115.95

1.6 Tonne MTI110 $199.00 $178.95

900KG
Ideal for medium sized boats etc. and other loads up to the rated 900kg (2000lb) 
capacity. The 900kg rating provides capability to trailer a boat approximately 
2700kg (around 6000lb), or pulling capacity up to 900kg (2000lb).
•  2000lb pulling power to trailer up to a 6000lb boat
•  Remote switch with water sealed plug
•  Pull boats, vehicles, and other heavy items
•  Line Speed: 1.8m/min under Load
•  Cable Length: 9.2m
•  Power Supply: 12VDC
•  Dimensions: 241(W) x 178(H) x 254(D)mm
• Weight: 8.44kg

MTI108

1.6 TONNE
Ideal for medium to large trailer boats, and other loads up to the rated 1600kg 
(3500lb) capacity. The 1600kg rating provides capability to trailer a boat 
approximately 4500kg (around 10,000lb), or pulling capacity up to 1600kg (3500lb).
• Line Speed: 1.2m/min with Load
• Cable Length: 9.2m
• Power Supply: 12VDC
• Winch Motor: 400W
• Dimensions: 240(W) x 208(H) x 230(D)mm
• Weight: 34kg

MTI110

MTI110

MTI108

PICK ME FOR:
•  MEDIUM SIZE 

BOATS
•  2700KG (6000LB)

PICK ME FOR:
•  LARGE SIZE 

BOATS
•  4500KG 

(10,000LB)

Do not (of course) let the 
winch become submerged.

Launch And Retrieve Latches

Cat No. Qty 1+

Suits Aluminium Boats MTI114 $339.00

Suits Fibreglass Boats MTI116 $359.00

Automatic boat launch and retrieve latching kit 
from L&R products. Easily launch or retrieve 
a trailer boat without leaving 
your vehicle.
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Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

12V Light Duty Winch MTI112 $129.00 $115.95

12V Light Duty Winch

Remove the need for back-breaking sweat-inducing winch winding. 
Ideal for small boats, personal watercraft, etc. and other loads up to the 
rated 1500lb (680kg) capacity. It includes a wired remote control for safe 
operation. A 12m cable with heavy duty hook means you can hook up 
early and let the winch do the work. Requires 12VDC 
power with battery-clamps 
supplied. Can also be used 
for mild recovery / pulling 
work within rated loads. 
• Capacity: 1500lb (680kg) 
• Cable Length: 12m
• Power Supply: 12VDC
• Dimensions: 285(W) x 105(H) x 105(D)mm
• Weight: 28kg
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Boat Trailer Hardware

3.2:1 Light Duty

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

No Cable MTI005 $39.95 $35.95

3.5m Webbing & ‘S’ Hook MTI010 $49.95 $44.95

Compact in size with a 300kg pulling 
capacity. Ideal for small tinnies, rowboats 
or most jet skis.
• Available without cable or nylon webbing
• Fixed handle

4:1 Medium/Light Duty

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

No Cable MTI015 $49.95 $44.95

6m Webbing & ‘S’ Hook MTI020 $69.95 $62.95

Similar to the above, but slightly 
higher capacity (400kg).
• Fixed handle

AL-KO 3 Speed Winches

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Webstrap 1000kg MTI060 $149.00 $133.95

Steel Zinc Cable 1200kg MTI065 $149.00 $133.95

Webstrap 1200kg MTI070 $169.00 $151.95

These are very strong 3-speed winches which 
will pull 25’-30’ boats onto your trailer.
•  MTI060 10:1, 5:1 & 1:1
•  MTI065/MTI070 15:1, 5:1 & 1:1
•  AL-KO quality guarantees a 

lifetime of service 
•  Snaphook 
•  7.5m Cable/Strap Length 

Winch Handles

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

7/8” Hex MTI075 $19.95 $17.95

Slotted Handle MTI080 $24.95 $22.45

Replacement handles 
for common winches.

AL-KO 2 Speed Winch

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Webbing 700kg MTI055 $129.00 $115.95

Similar to the MTI045, but 
higher capacity (700kg)
• 5:1 & 1:1
• 6m Webbing

WINCHES - HAND

All winches described as the number of turns of the handle 
to the one turn of the cable drum. E.g. 3.2:1 means 3.2 
turns to 1 turn, in other words, a 320% reduction or, 320% 
multiplication of torque to the cable drum.

MTI070

MTI060

MTI080

MTI075

AL-KO 2 Speed Winch

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Webbing 500kg MTI045 $99.95 $89.95

This unit features 2 speeds. When the line is slack, 
you can dial 1:1. When the line starts to load up, 
dial 3:1.The frame is galvanised and has stainless 
steel drive shaft, pawl and spring system.
• 3:1 & 1:1
• Standard bolt hole pattern
• Removable handle
• 4m Webbing

Fulton XLT Trailer Winches 

Fulton two speed trailer winches are 
designed to make light work of heavy 
loads. Featuring one fast speed for quick 
pull-in, and a second low speed for 
increased mechanical advantage, these 
winches also include a shift 
lock design which allows 
changing gears without 
moving the crank handle 
from shaft to shaft. Simply 
lift the shift lock and slide 
the shaft into the desired 
position to hold the shaft 
in gear.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Webstrap 1,180kg MTI090 $209.00 $187.95

Webstrap (2 speed) 1,450kg MTI092 $249.00 $219.00

Trailer Skid Mould

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Boat Skid MTR505 $8.95 $8.05

Strip, 1.5m Long MTR510 $11.95 $10.45

Strip, 1.5m Long Teflon NEW MTR515 $79.95 $71.95

Moulded (one piece) polyethylene 
skid, 280mm long x 45mm wide, with 
10mm mounting hole.
•  Use a 2” yoke 

mounting bracket

PADS & SKIDS

MTR505

MTR510

Ezi-Guide Self-Align Boat Loaders

Cat No. Qty 1+

Ezi-Guide for 14-16ft (4.2 - 4.8m) Boats MTI410 $159.00

Ezi-Guide for 16-20ft (4.8 - 6.0m) Boats MTI415 $169.00

Ezi-Guide for 20-28ft (6.0 - 8.5m) Boats MTI420 $169.00

This system consists of 
V-mounted rollers, mounted on 
380mm long (15”) arms which are 
spring loaded. The unit bolts onto 
the rear cross-member of your 
trailer. As you winch the boat in, 
the rollers align the boat along 
with the keel-line, enabling you to 
retrieve the boat single-handed.
THESE ARE IMMERSED IN SALT 
WATER AND IT’S A GOOD IDEA TO 
HOSE DOWN WITH FRESH WATER 
AFTER USE.

BOAT LOADING SYSTEMS

MTR515

MTI092

Call us on 1300 964 264 367
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Keel, Centering, Sydney, Bilge Rollers

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

3” (75mm) Black 17mm Bore MTM005 $4.45 $4.00

4” (100mm) Black 17mm Bore MTM010 $4.95 $4.45

4-1/2” (110mm) Black 17mm Bore MTM015 $6.95 $6.25

4-1/2” (110mm) Black 17mm Bore (Flat) MTM020 $9.95 $8.95

6” (150mm) Black 17mm Bore MTM025 $7.95 $7.15

6” (150mm) Black 17mm Bore (Syd) MTM030 $6.95 $6.25

6” (150mm) Black 17mm Bore (Flat) MTM035 $9.95 $8.95

8” (200mm) Black 17mm Bore MTM040 $8.95 $8.05

8” (200mm) Black
20mm Bore  
(Concave) MTM050 $10.95 $9.45

8” (200mm) Black 20mm Bore (Flat) MTM055 $13.95 $12.45

3” (75mm) Red 17mm Bore MTM105 $9.95 $8.95

4” (100mm) Red 17mm Bore MTM110 $10.95 $9.45

4-1/2” (110mm) Red 17mm Bore MTM115 $14.95 $13.45

6” (150mm) Red 17mm Bore MTM120 $13.95 $12.45

8” (200mm) Red 17mm Bore MTM125 $18.95 $16.95

8” (200mm) Red 20mm Bore MTM130 $19.95 $17.95

8” (200mm) Red
20mm Bore  
(Concave) MTM135 $23.95 $21.45

8” (200mm) Red 20mm Bore (Flat) MTM140 $32.95 $28.95

12” (300mm) Red
25mm Bore  
(Concave) MTM145 $34.95 $30.95

12” (300mm) Red 25mm Bore (Flat) MTM150 $49.95 $44.95

4” (100mm) Blue 17mm Bore MTM205 $9.95 $8.95

4-1/2” (110mm) Blue 17mm Bore MTM210 $10.95 $9.45

6” (150mm) Blue 17mm Bore (Syd) MTM215 $11.95 $10.45

8” (200mm) Blue 17mm Bore MTM220 $14.95 $13.45

ROLLER - KEEL, SYDNEY, BILGE, CENTERING

MTM020
MTM050

MTM030 MTM210

MTM110

Self-Centering Rollers

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

6” (150mm) Black 17mm Bore MTM305 $14.95 $13.45

6” (150mm) Blue 17mm Bore MTM310 $21.95 $19.45

8” (200mm) Blue 17mm Bore MTM325 $27.95 $24.95

6” (150mm) Red 17mm Bore MTM315 $16.95 $14.95

8” (200mm) Red 17mm Bore MTM335 $22.95 $20.45

8” (200mm) Red 20mm Bore MTM340 $22.95 $20.45

ROLLER - SELF CENTERING

MTM315

Trailer Rollers

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Grey 3” (75mm) x 20mm MTM415 $12.95 $11.45

Grey 3” (75mm) x 26mm MTM420 $12.95 $11.45

Black 4“ (100mm) x 20mm MTM435 $13.95 $12.45

Black 4” (100mm) x 26mm MTM440 $13.95 $12.45

Blue 4” (100mm) x 20mm MTM445 $13.95 $12.45

Blue (100mm) x 26mm MTM450 $13.95 $12.45

Red 3” (75mm) x 20mm MTM425 $12.95 $11.45

Red 3” (75mm) x 26mm MTM430 $12.95 $11.45

Red 4” (100mm) x 20mm MTM455 $13.95 $12.45

Red 4” (100mm) x 26mm MTM460 $13.95 $12.45

• Black rubber. Still the cheapest. Ok for tinnies
• Blue. Hard and suitable for tinnies 
• Red. Softer for fibreglass boats
• Grey. Only used for wobble rollers
For ribbed wobble rollers, grey is generally best although red is ok as 
well, if you need to match existing red rollers. For smooth rollers use blue 
or black for metal boats.

ROLLERS - WOBBLE

MTM415 MTM425 MTM435

IF YOU NEED TIE DOWNS,  
YOU’LL FIND THEM ON PAGE 395

Bow Chocks

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Black Base 85mm Wide MTI510 $8.95 $8.05

Red Base 80mm Wide MTI525 $16.95 $14.95

BLACK
V=85(W) x 50(D)mm, 16mm Hole

MTI510

RED
V=80(W) x 45(D)mm,13mm Hole

MTI525

BOW CHOCKS

Bow V chocks. For tinnies, use Black or Red. For fibreglass, use Red.

Motor Support Hardware, Outboards

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Fixed, Bolt-On MTR420 $6.95 $6.25

Clamp-On, 25 x 50mm MTR425 $9.95 $8.95

Clamp-On, 50 x 50mm MTR430 $10.95 $9.45

A range of outboard motor support 
yokes with brackets. The brackets 
are meant to bolt to the rear cross 
member of your trailer.

MTR420

MTR425

RTM only carries the finest machined and welded trailer 
fittings and spindles, fabricated from quality mild steel and 
thoroughly hot dipped galvanised.
Most of the products shown below are made to attach 
to steel or aluminum frame trailers but some fittings are 
meant to attach to wooden stringers. Either way you will 
find the products below fully described with all dimensions 
shown. You will have confidence in tackling that upgrade on 
your boat trailer.

Boat Trailer  
Hardware

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au368 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day
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Boat Trailer Hardware

Wobble Roller Stems & Brackets

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+
Single R/A Roller Bracket,  
250mm Long Stem MTR205 $18.95 $16.95
Double Roller Arm  
with U-Bracket 40x40mm* MTR210 $18.95 $16.95

Twin Wobble Roller Bracket, Swivel MTR215 $29.95 $26.95

4 x Wobble Roller Bracket, Double Swivel MTR220 $44.95 $39.95

•  MTR210* requires 2x Washers, Split Pins
•  Galvanised, dish shaped Washers (MTR226)

BRACKETS - WOBBLE ROLLER

MTR205 MTR210 MTR215 MTR220

Roller Spindles

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

For 4.5” Rollers 15mm Dia. MTM515 $4.50 $4.05

For 6” Rollers 15mm Dia. MTM525 $4.95 $4.45

For 8” Rollers 15mm Dia. MTM530 $5.95 $5.35

For 8” Rollers 18mm Dia. MTM540 $6.95 $6.25

For 12” Rollers 20mm Dia. MTM545 $12.95 $11.45

For 2 Hole 12” Rollers 24mm Dia. MTM550 $12.95 $11.45

RTM supplies the finest hot dipped galvanised 
spindles where possible. Many spindles are 
supplied with one end flattened so that it 
won’t come loose, this is fine provided that a 
galvanised flat washer is placed between 
the flattened end and the outside face of 
the roller bracket. This will prevent the 
flattened edge wearing the galvanising 
off itself and the outside of the 
bracket. Strictly speaking it is 
not necessary to grease the 
rollers/spindles, but 
many do.

Washers, Split Pins for Spindles

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Washer 17mm ID, Pack of 2 TFC672 $1.55 $1.35

Washer 20mm ID, Pack of 2 TFC674 $1.95 $1.75
Split Pin M4 x 32mm, Pack of 4 (316 
grade) TFE712 $6.95 $6.25
Wobble Roller Washer 21mm ID, 42mm 
OD, Pack of 2 MTR226 $4.95 $4.45

The washers are zinc. The split pins 
are stainless steel.

SPINDLES (AXLES) FOR KEEL TYPE ROLLERS

TFC672

Other Brackets

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+
Bolt on Stem 
Clamp

2x1/2” on 
3” Pitch MTR015 $10.95 $9.45

Bolt on Stem 
Clamp Double

145mm 
Stem Pitch MTR020 $17.95 $15.95

Clamp Bracket Stem 50x25mm MTR025 $9.95 $8.95

Clamp Bracket Stem 50x50mm MTR030 $11.95 $10.45

Clamp Bracket Stem 50x75mm MTR035 $13.95 $12.45

Clamp Bracket Stem 50x100mm MTR040 $15.95 $13.95

Compression Clamp 50x25mm MTR045 $14.95 $13.45

Compression Clamp 50x50mm MTR050 $15.95 $13.95

Compression Clamp 50x75mm MTR055 $16.95 $14.95

Compression Clamp 50x100mm MTR060 $17.95 $15.95

This range of hardware is 
required to give options to mount 
your roller axles to different boat 
configuratons.

Stems (Or Roller Bracket With Stem)

Hole Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

4” (100mm) with 3/4” Stem 16mm MTR130 $11.95 $10.45

4-1/2” (115mm) with 3/4” Stem 16mm MTR135 $12.95 $11.45
6” (150mm), 2x Stem 
(Round 16mm) 16mm MTR140 $16.95 $14.95
8” (200mm), 2x Stem 
(Round 16mm) 19mm MTR145 $22.95 $20.45
12” (300mm) , 2x Stem 
(Round 16mm) 25mm MTR150 $29.95 $26.95

4” (100mm) Flat 16mm MTR105 $7.95 $7.15

4-1/2” (115mm) Flat 16mm MTR110 $8.95 $8.05

6” (150mm) Flat 16mm MTR115 $9.95 $8.95

8” (200mm) Flat 16mm MTR120 $10.95 $9.45

Stems are the products that hold a boat roller in place so that a boat can 
both roll over and then to locate the boat on the trailer. They then carry 
the static load of the boat. There are actually more stem brackets than 
stems as there are lots of ways to mount a stem to the chassis of a trailer.
• Flat Roller Stems & Brackets - 155mm Long Stems

BRACKETS - STEM ADJUSTING

BRACKETS - WOOD YOKES

MTR015 MTR035 MTR050

MTR130 MTR140 MTR105

MORE WASHERS ON PAGE 457

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Solid, Bolt adjust MTR405 $29.95 $26.95
Spring Loaded Roller Mount 
Fits over a boat roller MTR410 $44.95 $39.95
Spring Loaded Roller Mount  
Fits MTR420/425/430 MTR415 $44.95 $41.95

SUPPORTS - OUTBOARD

Support Struts

Provide better support for your 
outboard leg while towing the 
boat on a trailer.

MTR410

MTR415

MTR405

Call us on 1300 964 264 369
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Boat Trailer Hardware
Clamp-On Stems  
(Sometimes called Wood Yokes)

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Straight MTR310 $11.95 $10.45

Angled MTR320 $11.95 $10.45

Meant to clamp through or around a trailer chassis.
• 200(L) x 18mm Square Stem, 55 x 30mm Bracket, 10mm Bolt

MTR310
MTR320

Cable Type Line

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

6.0m (20ft) x 4mm Cable ‘S’ Hook TTI205 $21.95 $19.45

7.6m (25ft) x 5mm Cable ‘S’ Hook TTI210 $26.95 $23.95

6.0m (20ft) x 4mm Cable Snaphook TTI215 $21.95 $19.45

7.6m (25ft) x 5mm Cable Snaphook TTI220 $26.95 $23.95

7.6m (25ft) x 6mm Cable Snaphook TTI225 $32.95 $28.95

Synthetic Winch Rope - 
5mm x 6m (20ft)

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Synthetic Winch Rope - 5mm x 6m (20ft) TTI230 $39.95 $35.95

It is hard to get your head around this product. 
Its about twice as strong as steel for the same 
diameter, but it floats on water! Not cheap, but 
you will never buy another winch rope.
• Dyneema
• ‘S’ hook, 1700kg breaking strain

WINCH CABLES, ROPES & STRAPS

SNAPHOOK‘S’ HOOK

WINCHES - ACCESSORIES

Cat No. Qty 1+

Synthetic Winch Rope - 7mm x 7m (24ft) TTI235 $69.95

Synthetic Winch Rope - 
7mm x 7m (24ft)

As above but 7mm with snap hook.
• Dyneema
• 3400kg breaking strain

Nylon Strap Line

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

4.5m (15ft) x 50 (2”) 8mm (5/16”) ‘S’ Hook TTI240 $24.95 $22.45

6.0m (20ft) x 50 (2”) 9mm (3/8”) ‘S’ Hook TTI245 $27.95 $24.95

4.5m (15ft) x 50 (2”) Snaphook TTI250 $24.95 $22.45

6.0m (20ft) x 50 (2”) Snaphook TTI255 $29.95 $26.95

7.5m (25ft) x 50 (2”) Snaphook TTI260 $37.95 $33.95

TTI240

WINCH

TTI250

Handle Crank to suit Powerwinch

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Handle Crank to suit Powerwinch MTI106 $39.95 $35.95

Emergency crank handle to suit Powerwinch electric winches. 
Constructed from plated solid steel for long life and reliable performance.

Trailer Winch Post

Cat No. Qty 1+

Trailer Winch Post MTI302 $199.00

Heavily galvanised mild steel welded post suitable for 
setting up a secure winch post on a wooden or steel 
hand-made trailer, boat dolly etc. Post is inclined from 
vertical to accommodate a winch carrier/boat roller.
• 64 x 64mm square RHS mild steel
•  76mm wide base plate with pre-drilled mounting holes
• All hot dipped galvanised

Trailer Winch Carrier

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Trailer Winch Carrier MTI310 $149.00 $133.95

This unit is meant to bolt to the MTI302 
Trailer Winch Post. The MTI310 Winch 
Carrier features a pad with pre-drilled 
holes to accept standard hand and 
motorised boat winches. It also has a bow 
roller assembly to capture the boat’s bow 
when the boat is fully pulled in. A length 
of safety chain is welded to the fitting to 
enable you to lock the boat to the trailer if 
necessary. Fully hot dipped galvanised.
• Suits 64mm x 64mm winch posts

Winch Grease - Multipurpose

Cat No. Qty 1+

Winch Grease - Multipurpose MXJ325 $39.95

This European-made product is formulated from 
Calcium Sulphanate (whatever that is!). It is specifically 
made to lubricate winches, windlasses, steering gear, 
bearings, trailer wheel bearings, hydraulic equipment 
and outboard engine steering mechanisms. In other 
words, anywhere where lubricant is needed where 
there is salt or fresh water about.
• Not cheap, but very good
• 100g

CAN BE USED WITH TTG105/110  
TRAILER RESCUE KIT. SEE PAGE 379

• Galvanised steel cable
•  Nylon webbing (like seatbelt webbing)
• “Dyneema” synthetic rope
Even though it is strong and economical, we do not recommend 
galvanised steel wire cable. The galvanising is thin (You cannot hot 
dip galvanised wire, it is electrogalvanised.) As a consequence of 
this: the cable quickly rusts, and a broken strand on a wire rope can 
give you a nasty painful cut.
The alternatives, both synthetic non-metal products are far superior.

WINCH LINE

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au370 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day
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Couplings & Towing Gear

Trailer Coupling

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

2 Hole 2000kg TTA605 $29.95 $26.95

Electric 3500kg TTA610 $89.95 $80.95

Zinc plated couplings suit box 
trailer or caravans.
• Suit 50mm dia ball
• Snap on with ball adjust
•   2 Hole bolt on: 

2000kg / 77mm
• Electric: 3500kg / 
128mm

Override Coupling

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Override, 2000kg Coupling TTA630 $119.00 $106.95

Override Coupling Plate TTA635 $39.95 $35.95

Override Coupling Arm, Suit 2” Drawbar TTA640 $32.95 $28.95

Override Coupling Arm, Suit 3” Drawbar TTA645 $32.95 $28.95

Override Coupling Arm, Suit 4” Drawbar TTA650 $37.95

Galvanised Mounting Bracket TTA655 $44.95 $39.95

Tow ball to first mounting 
hole 137mm 
•  Snap on, ball adjust
• 50mm ball

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

3/4” Master Cylinder TTA660 $49.95 $44.95
Spare Master Cylinder, Brake Oil Top 
Up Cap TTA665 $9.95 $8.95

Suitable for over-ride brake coupling.
•  Mounting bolts with nyloc nuts included

Mounting Bolts for Couplings

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Suits 2 Hole and RHS Couplings - 1pc TTA670 $6.95 $6.25

Suits 3 Hole Couplings. 1½” x ½” - 3pc TTA675 $9.95 $8.95

Suits Over Ride Couplings, 4” x ½” - 4pc TTA680 $14.95 $13.45

These bolt sets are used to mount couplings. 
Due to their critical performance requirement 
(ie - make sure they don’t fail and send your 
trailer to the ground), they’re high grade, high 
tensile steel bolts. Zinc plated with nyloc 
nuts for exceptional durability. Probably also 
a good idea to add some thread lock as an 
additional precautionary measure - see page 
432.

COUPLINGS

TTA605

TTA610

TTA630

TTA635

TTA640

TTA655

TTA650

TTA645

TTA665
TTA660

3/4” Master Cylinder

TTA680

MORE HIGH TENSILE BOLTS ON PAGE 456Cat No. Qty 1+

2 Tonne Over-Ride TTA622 $279.00

3.5 Tonne Fixed Including 50mm Towball TTA616 $299.00

XO Off Road Coupling

Whether you are looking to improve your offroad capability, or 
just tired of constantly having to switch between an offroad 
hitch and a standard ball hitch, then this Extreme Offroad 
Coupling is for you! The unique “Quick-Hitch” locking system 
also makes it easy to hitch up and un-hitch on your own in 
just seconds. Fits 50mm tow balls that comply with Australian 
Standards AS4177.2 and don’t have a flat flange. Full offroad 
articulation. Visit our website to see videos on how great 
these units really are. 
Two models available:
2 Tonne for mechanical  
over-ride brake systems 

TTA622

3.5 Tonne for electric brake systems 

TTA616

APPROACH 

ANGLE

BREAK OVER 

ANGLE

DEPARTURE 

ANGLE

ROLL  

ANGLE

TTA622

TTA616

Call us on 1300 964 264 371
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Towballs & Hitches

Towball - 50mm

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Towball - 50mm 3500kg TTA715 $12.95 $11.45

• Shank size 7/8” diameter x 51mm length
• Towing capacity 3500kg.
• Complies to AS4177.2 - 2004

Towball Covers

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Black PVC TTA720 $3.75 $3.35

Chrome Plastic with Spring Clip TTA725 $4.95 $4.45

Durable towball covers that suit 
50mm and 1-7/8” tow balls.
•  Available in black and chrome 

colours

Shin Protector & Ball Cover

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Shin Protector & Ball Cover TTA730 $14.95 $13.45

Protect your shins and your balls! Ark’s patented shin protector & built-in 
ball cover not only does it protect your shins, but with the built in ball 
cover it also prevents oily or ruined clothes. When towing the ball cover 
is neatly stored in the custom made 
slot - so you’ll no longer lose your ball 
cover (or have it stolen!). 
•  Fits most 50mm & 1 7/8” towballs
•  Made from flexible, durable rubber
•  Special “non-slip” teeth to help 

towball grip better when tightened
•  Special storage groove to store ball 

cover whilst towing

Note: Tongue & Hitch Pin  
not included

51mm

7⁄8” 50mm

12mm

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Towball - 70mm 4500kg TTA716 $139.00 $124.95

Towball - 70mm

For the larger trailer load with 70mm hitch 
hardware. Mounting stud (shank) is 1 & 1/4” 
diameter. Ball, shank and nut all high grade steel!
•  Towing capacity  

4.5 tonnes
68mm

1 1⁄4” 70mm

17mm

IF YOU ARE SHOPPING 
FOR TRAILER COUPLING 
HARDWARE, DON’T 
FORGET GREASE!  
FOR MORE 
INFORMATION ON  
THESE PRODUCTS SEE PAGE 377

Hayman Reese Hitch Step for Towball

Quick, safe and easy to assemble the Hayman Reese Hitch Step will 
have you reaching all areas of your vehicle with ease.Designed to stay 
in place whilst towing, the Hitch Step mounts over your tow ball. Three 
simple steps is all it takes to assemble your step onto the towbar's tow 
ball mount. The step features a high grade aluminium body with machine 
cut non-slip tread, making it corrosion resistant and giving extra grip for 
those slippery situations.
• Easy to install, 4 bolts and you're done
• Fits virtually any towbar, with a flat sided tow ball mount
•  Aluminium construction, that is light-weight, corrosion resistant and 

looks great on the back of your car
• High-grip non-slip step, keeping you safe in the wet
• Raised upper lip to prevent you sliding off
• Trailer ready, no need to remove the step when you're towing*
• Weight rated to 120kg**
•  Ideal for boat owners, helps keep your feet dry when launching or 

retrieving your boat
* Step cannot be used with weight distribution and may need to be removed for tight 
turns while towing.

** Weight rating cannot exceed towbar's down ball load rating, if it is less than 120kg

Note: Towbar and Towball not included.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

TTA735 $89.95 $80.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Tow Ball Multi-Spanner TTA718 $17.95 $15.95

Tow Ball Multi-Spanner

This handy multi-spanner is actually three tools in one and can be used 
for tightening and removing tow-balls, “D” shackles and axle nuts. Suits 
7/8” and 3/4” tow ball shanks.

Couple Mate® Trailer Coupling Guide

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Couple Mate® Trailer Coupling Guide TTA685 $74.95 $66.95

Helps you guide the coupling on to the tow ball.
• Very handy
• Heavy steel “V”

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au372 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day
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Towballs / Hitches & Breaking
Suitable for most 4WDs, this adjustable tow hitch 
allows the tow ball to be adjusted at the right height 
for a simple & safe leveling ride between trailer & 
vehicle. Suitable for 4WDs.
• 2500kg max. towing capacity
• 5 Hole adjustable ball mount
• Complies to AS4177.1-2004

Electric Brake Controller

Cat No. Qty 1+

Tekonsha Voyager, 1-4 Axles TTA516 $149.00

This unit, when correctly connected to your caravan or trailer, will detect 
the deceleration of your towing vehicle and apply a control signal to your 
trailer’s fitted electric brakes. 

You then can have your 
towed vehicle decelerating 
at the same rate as the tow 
vehicle for better weight 
distribution and stopping 
power.

BRAKINGTOW BALL SCALE

Hayman Reese Compact  
IQ Brake Controller

The remote mount CompactIQ proportional brake controller gives you 
greater control over your braking, on and off road.The remote function 
dial and LED indicator can be mounted in a spare switch panel rather 
than through the main dashboard or centre console. Leaving the brake 
controller out of sight and out of the way behind the vehicle's dashboard 
- with only the dial and indicator visible. 
• Remote mounted controls
•  Electrical brake control for 1, 2, or 

3 trailer axles
•  SmartClick™ compatibility offers 

Plug and Play installation
•  SmartClick™ Brake Control 

Harness and Hayman Reese 
Towbar Wiring

•  "Boost" feature to set minimum 
braking power and control over your braking

• 3-year warranty.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

IQ Brake Controller TTA522 $249.00 $219.00

Wiring Harness to Suit TTA524 $99.95 $89.95

Tow Ball Weight Scale

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Tow Ball Weight Scale RTI502 $69.95 $62.95

Measure the ball weight of 
your caravan or trailer. Ideal for 
determining the correct weight 
distribution system to use.

TTA522

TTA524

Towing Kit

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

160mm TTA750 $99.95 $89.95

190mm TTA755 $119.00 $106.95

Complete towing kit with 160/190mm tow ball mount.

Contains:

• 50mm chrome tow ball
• 50mm x 50mm tow ball mount
• Chrome hitch pin with “R” clip
•  Convenient, protective plastic storage case

Adjustable Tow Hitch 2500kg

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Adjustable Tow Hitch 2500kg TTA760 $119.00 $106.95

Receiver Hitch

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Receiver Hitch RSC334 $49.95 $44.95

Suits any 2” receiver and compatible with 
most general winch or strap recoveries.
•  Includes both bracket and bow shackle
•  Powder-coated finish to prevent rust 

and corrosion
• 4,700kg max. load

When you drive into Birdsville from the South, one of the first 
things you will see is Peter Barnes’ mechanical workshop on the 
left. 
Peter is a busy fellow. You will probably find him on his back 
fixing a 4WD’s suspension.
Most of the time it’s broken leaf springs or shackles, airbags - or 
- if it is really bad, bent or broken chassis members.
If you ask him why even expensive aftermarket suspension 
accessories break, he will usually give you one reason - weight.
Weight is the suspension killer. Even though you may have the 
capacity to carry 500 litres of water, should you always carry it? 
500 litres of water is 1/2 a tonne.
Carrying weight on bitumen or well-graded highway is one 
thing. Carrying it on rough, corrugated roads is a totally different 
proposition.
Remember, if you can do something about optional weight, such 
as too much water, ridiculous amounts of fuel, - even provisions 
- consider this when traversing the really rough sections of the 
outback.
You will hardly ever suffer from carrying 200 litres less water but 
you will suffer if you do thousands of dollars damage to your 
suspension.

TOO MUCH WEIGHT
THE DANGERS INVOLVED...

SEE THE NEXT 
PAGE FOR WEIGHT 
DISTRIBUTION KITS
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Braking & Weight Distribution
Pro Series 4 Bar Weight Distribution Kit

Cat No. Qty 1+

135kg Load Capacity Unit RTE004 $199.00

Designed to restore correct suspension and steering geometry. It also 
returns the natural balance of the tow vehicle and reduces the tyre wear. 
Original braking efficiency and headlight alignment are restored, and 
distributes towball weight evenly to all axles.
• 4 x 20mm dia. weight compensation bars
• Works with standard 50mm tow ball
•  Easy to install with simple chain holding brackets
•  Suitable for camper trailers and small vans
• Ball load capacity 135kg

Rapid Bar 600/800 
Weight Distribution Kit

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

275kg Load Capacity Unit RTE042 $359.00 $339.00

365kg Load Capacity Unit RTE044 $399.00 $379.00

Virtually identical to RTE004 except it’s 
meant for a medium caravan.
•  Ball load capacity 275 or 365kg
• 4 bar configuration

WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION

Friction Type Sway Controller

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Friction Type Sway Controller RTE052 $69.95 $62.95

This product, (best when used with any one of the weight distribution 
systems above) is meant to reduce trailer sway. It improves safety, tyre 
wear & stability. It can be mounted to the left or the right of the trailer 
centre

Read the information below and you will probably find something 
that you will find useful. This info relates mainly to caravans and 
camper trailers but generally applies to boat trailers as well. 
Firstly, proper trailer loading is an important defence against 
dangerous instability and sway. The weight at the tow ball should 
be about 10% (up to 15%) of the gross weight of the trailer. i.e. 
around 90% of the weight of the trailer should be borne by the 
caravan/trailer axle/s. If the weight on the tow ball is too low, 
the caravan/trailer may sway. You can help prevent sway further 
by placing heavy items in front of the trailer/caravan and on the 
floor. Other weight should be kept on the centreline as much 
as possible or distributed evenly on each side of the centreline. 
Make sure these loads are not able to shift. 
Other factors: When starting your trip, have a checklist and then 
re-check the items every few hundred km’s or so, or when you 
refuel. DO NOT use the list below as your ultimate check. There 
are more comprehensive ones. Sometimes there is one that is 
supplied with your caravan.
•  Check Car/RV tyre inflation for towing. Follow manufacturers 

recommendations.
•  Check all trailer lighting, including turn signals, brake lights, 

break away switch connections, electric brake circuits (if fitted), 
house charger lead (if fitted), etc. 

•  Check that the tow ball is bolted up tightly to the goose neck
• Check that the ball has a slight smear of grease on it. 
•  Check hitch pin and that the safety chains cross over 

underneath the coupling and the shackles are tight. DO NOT let 
them drag on the road. Have a couple of spare shackles in your 
glove box.

Finally, before heading off with your family, take the rig for a drive. 
Get used to the weight of the caravan/trailer has on the efficiency 
of your brakes. Even with trailer brakes your braking will be 
probably not as sharp as when you are not trailering. Also check 
cornering dynamics with the trailer load. You may find that your 
towing vehicle oversteers with a load behind. Get used to the feel 
of that. 
Happy motoring!

TIPS FOR SAFER TOWING

Electric Break Away Switch

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

TTA529 $32.95 $28.95

This break-away switch is used as peace of mind if the trailer
ever comes away from the towing vehicle. When the switches
actuator is pulled on if the trailer comes away from the vehicle
it then activates the Electric emergency braking Break-away
System and stops the trailer from continuing on its own way. 
Unit can be used with other Electric break away kits.

Electric Break Away Kit

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

TTA528 $129.00 $115.95

Electric Break-away System is an emergency braking 
system automatic engage when for any reason the trailer 
comes away from the towing vehicle. Built-in battery 
charger, charges battery while plugged into vehicle.
• Suitable for 2 and 4 wheel brake systems
• LED test lights indicate state of a battery charge
• Includes Break-away switch
• 5Ah battery
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Plugs & Sockets Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

7 Pin Flat Plug PP2050 $8.95 $8.05

7 Pin Flat Socket PS2051 $8.95 $8.05

7 Pin Large Round Plug PP2052 $8.95 $8.05

7 Pin Large Round Socket PS2053 $8.95 $8.05

7 Pin Small Round Plug PP2054 $8.95 $8.05

7 Pin Small Round Socket PS2056 $8.95 $8.05

Trailer Plugs  
& Sockets
A range of the most common 7 pin trailer plugs and 
sockets, featuring easy to use screw down terminals, corrosion 
resistant metal contacts and high quality UV stabilised plastics.
•  In each type, the socket is fitted to the vehicle, and the plug is 

fitted to the trailer.

PP2050 PS2051 PP2052

PS2053 PP2054 PS2056

Adaptors Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

7 Pin Flat Plug to 7 Pin Large Round Socket PA2061 $17.95 $15.95

7 Pin Flat Plug to 7 Pin Small Round Socket PA2062 $17.95 $15.95

7 Pin Small Plug to 7 Pin Flat Socket PA2063 $17.95 $15.95

7 Pin Large Plug to 7 Pin Flat Socket PA2064 $17.95 $15.95

7 Pin Small Plug to 7 Pin Large Round Socket PA2065 $17.95 $15.95

7 Pin Large Plug to 7 Pin Small Round Socket PA2066 $17.95 $15.95

Trailer Adaptors

Often we find that the trailer we’ve borrowed from a mate does not 
plug into the socket on your vehicle, and that’s where these trailer plug 
adaptor leads come in handy. About 30cm in length, and 6 versions 
available to fix up any mismatch of the 7 pin flat, 7 pin large round and 7 
pin small round trailer connectors.
* Remember, match the plug end of the adaptor to the socket on your car, & the socket 
end of these adaptors to the plug end on your trailer.

PA2061 PA2062 PA2063

PA2064 PA2065 PA2066

Trailer/Caravan Wiring Sets

Cat No. Per Metre 1+ Roll

5 Core, Per Metre / 30m Roll TTP205 $2.75 $75.00

7 Core, Per Metre / 30m Roll TTP210 $3.50 $93.00

A length of trailer 
wire with heavy PVC. 
No connectors fitted.
• Bare wire ends

Trailer Light Wiring Harness

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

8m TTE156 $26.95

7 Pin Flat ,1m TTE159 $26.95 $25.45

Y Connector TTE162 $9.95 $9.45

This boat trailer lamp to gooseneck cable is fully 
waterproof using anti corrosive tinned copper wire and 
water proof grease at the plug ends.
•  Accessory wires for marker lamps 

with 2C plug ends.

12 Pin Plugs/Sockets & Mount Brackets

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

12 Pin Flat Plug TTP035 $19.95 $17.95

12 Pin Flat Socket TTP040 $21.95 $19.45

Mount Flat TTP045 $4.95 $4.45

Mount Angled TTP050 $4.95 $4.45

Trailer plugs are the vital electrical link between any trailer and the vehicle 
towing it, and if positioned correctly and installed with a bit of care, it 
should be fairly trouble free.
These flat 12 pin plugs and sockets are suitable for high current caravan 
& trailer appliances. Secure your socket either with the flat or angled 
mounting brackets. Brackets suitable for large round plastic and metal 
sockets.

TTP035 TTP040 TTP045 TTP050

SEE PAGES 108 FOR ANDERSON® HIGH 
CURRENT TAKE-OFF CONNECTORS

Before 1988, the only trailer connector in common use was a 6 pin 
unit (There were some 5 pin plug/sockets found in Victoria, TAS, SA & 
NT). Since 1988 you must have a 7 pin (minimum) connector in order 
to register your boat, camper trailer etc. (You may need a bigger 
connector in some cases, so consult an auto electrician for this). All 
trailer plugs and adaptors are made from the highest quality material.
Nowadays it is quite common to wire an anderson connector as well 
as your trailer connector for electrical power take off purposes.  
See “anderson connectors”

Trailer Plugs  
& Sockets

MORE TRAILER PLUGS ON NEXT PAGE
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Trailer Plugs & Sockets

ALL BEARINGS AND SUBASSEMBLIES ON THIS PAGE ARE 
MANUFACTURED TO THE SAME STANDARDS AS THE BEARINGS 
ON THE ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT.

Wheel Bearing Kits

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Holden Type Kit MTA305 $15.95 $13.95

Ford Type Kit MTA310 $19.95 $17.95

Consists of small (outer) bearing 
3/4” cone diameter, large 
(inner) bearing 1- 1/4” cone 
diameter, waterproof rubber 
seal and seal retaining ring. 
Includes split pin for trailer 
axle. Does one wheel only.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Small TTP070 $11.95 $10.45

Large TTP074 $14.95 $13.45

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Small TTP072 $14.95 $13.45

Large TTP076 $17.95 $15.95

7 Pin Round Metal Trailer Plugs

These plugs (actually line 
sockets) are cast in rugged die 
cast metal with a metal cable 
gland wire protector. They 
are both 7 way which covers 
all lighting requirements. The 
electrical connectors are bright 
brass and ruggedly made. 

7 Pin Round Metal Trailer Sockets

These sockets (actually they are technically 
Chassis Plugs) are meant to mate with 
the TTP070/4 trailer plugs. They are 
die cast and feature heavy duty 
construction. Each unit features 
a spring loaded hinged flap 
to protect the brass electrical 
connectors when not plugged in. 
Mounting Brackets to Suit; Flat 
Mount TTP045 Angle Mount TTP050.

RTM carry a comprehensive range of wheel bearings, seals and bearing 
protectors for the popular Australian-made caravans, box trailers and 
boat trailers. We carry these products in two brands, AL-KO, a respected 
German supplier of quality trailer components, and ARK, an Australian 
supplier of 4WD accessories and trailer components. They are both well 
respected suppliers.
Changing crook bearings is easy and very satisfying when you have done 
it yourself. All bearing kits fit 39mm round and 40mm square trailer axles.

TRAILER & CARAVAN BEARING KITS

Drawing courtesy of Attwood Marine Products.

TTP074

TTP070

1. Grease Seal
2. Inner Bearing Cone
3. Inner Bearing Cup
4. Hub
5. Outer Bearing Cup
6. Outer Bearing Cone
7. Cotter Pin
8. Spindel Nut
9. Grease Cap
10. HubMate Bearing Protector

7 Pin Trailer Socket  
with 50Amp Anderson®

Hitching up in the dark just got a little 
easier. The ARK Dual Trailer Socket 7 
pin flat connector not only features a 
50amp Anderson® style connection it 
also has a built in night light. 
•  Suitable for vehicles towing 

campers / caravans
•  Chromed brass terminals

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

TTP060 $49.95 $44.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

TTP062 $74.95 $66.95

12 Pin Flat Dual Trailer Socket  
with 50A Anderson®

Suitable for vehicles towing camper 
trailers and caravans that need 
high current power.  This 
unit is a combination of 
12pin flat trailer socket 
and a 50A Anderson-
type connector – all in 
one housing.
There are separate spring-loaded 
covers to keep electrical contacts 
dust and moisture free when not in 
use. Quality made by ARK.

Firstly, when replacing bearings, replace the whole lot, not just 
the obvious crook bearing or seal. Do both sides as well, even 
though only one side might be noisy.
Before tightening off the axle nut, make certain that you cover 
the whole assembly with good quality bearing grease, and in the 
case of boat trailers, quality marine grade bearing grease
Finally, because the bearings are tapered, you must put a gentle 
pre-load on them. This means that the whole bearing assembly 
must be slightly compressed. Experienced mechanics can do this 
by hand, but when in doubt use a tension wrench to tighten the 
wheel nut. Don’t forget to fit the split (cotter) pin. Which bearing 
do you have? Ford or Holden.
The easiest way to find out is to check the inner diameter of 
the front (small) bearing. The Ford bearing is about 22mm, the 
Holden about 19mm. You need to have this information before 
you get a spare!

BEARING 
REPLACEMENT

FOR ANDERSON CHASSIS MOUNTED PLUGS, 
SEE PAGE 109
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Wheel Bearings

On page 373, we tell the story of Peter Barnes at Birdsville. 
We’ve heard that Peter has retired, but his son Sam is still there.
Sam will still tell you that weight is the killer of suspensions.
One way to reduce weight is to replace the lead-acid batteries in 
your house power bank. Depending on your house power setup, 
you may be carrying up to 350-400kgs back there. You can cut 
this weight back by at least 50% if you swap your lead-acid 
battery bank with Lithium Iron Phosphate (LiFePO4) units. (See 
this catalogue page 92). They work far better than lead, have a 
longer life and are more vibration proof. They also last about 4 
times as long.
If you get suspension damage in the outback, the repair costs 
could be horrendous. That cost may have just been avoided if 
you were 100-150kg lighter, and the batteries would have paid 
for themselves.

WEIGHT & SUSPENSION

BEARING MAINTENANCE

Dust Cap, Wheel Bearing

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Dust Cap, Wheel Bearing TTA325 $4.95 $4.45

• Zinc plated
• Protects bearing
•  Suits hubs with LM  

series bearing

High Performance Grease  
with PTFE by Nulon

Special Marine Grease by LubriMatic

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Nulon - 450g TTA810 $16.95 $15.95

Cat No. Qty 1+

Lubrimatic - 450g TTA815 $14.95

This grease is an EP (Extreme Pressure) 
type and includes Teflon (PTFE). It has 
good anti-seizing properties. Suitable for 
chassis lubrication, CV joints, universal 
joints, suspension components, 
wheel bearings, etc. Handles high 
temperatures, is water resistant and 
resists flinging off fast rotating parts. 
• L80 rated
• Dark red colour
• 450g tub.

This grease, which is made in the USA 
is especially good for boat trailers that 
are immersed in salt water. It has strong 
corrosion control properties. It is also 
excellent as a general purpose grease 
for caravan and boat trailer wheel 
bearings (especially if your rig runs 
through mud or creek beds) and general 
towbar and other chassis lube work. 
• Green in colour
• 450g tub

Bearing Protectors

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Plastic Cover, Pair, Blue Colour MTA340 $19.95 $17.95

Stainless Steel Body, PVC Cap. ARK MTA345 $34.95 $30.95

Full Polycarbonate Dust Covers Pack of 2 MTA350 $4.95 $4.45

Range from simple pressed steel covers to combined protector/grease 
nipple refilling capability. The following products are not only covers, 
but they provide a means to re-grease the bearing assembly without 
dismantling it. They both use a standard bearing grease nipple built into 
the bearing protector.

MTA340 MTA345

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Castrol - 500gm MGI152 $16.95 $14.95

Castrol Premium Heavy Duty Grease

This is a premium heavy duty (Blue) Lithium complex grease with extra 
tackiness enhancement. It has corrosion protection features and will withstand 
extreme heat from brake discs etc. It is a general purpose grade grease but is 
particularly suited for, truck, passenger car, RV, caravan and all types of trailer 
wheel bearings including those that are immersed in water, salt or fresh. 

Other typical applications include:

• Chassis lubrication via grease nipples
• Truck turntables
• Disc brake wheel bearings
• Plain, ball and other bearings
• Sleeve bearings
•  All general industrial equipment
When travelling long distances with or 
without trailer equipment, you really should 
carry spare grease. Make it this one. 
Supplied in a very sturdy container with 
dust and water proof snap on lid. 

Trailer Bearing Kit, Combined Seal/Ring

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

ARK Combined Seal/Ring Kit Holden TTA305 $16.95 $14.95

ARK Combined Seal/Ring Kit Ford TTA310 $16.95 $14.95

AL-KO Combined Seal/Ring Kit Holden TTA315 $24.95

AL-KO Combined Seal/Ring Kit Ford TTA320 $26.95

These kits differ from previous in that the inner 
seal and retaining ring are one piece.
• Comes with dust cover

“Japanese Holden/Ford” Bearing Kits -  
Marine Use

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Bearing Kit, “Japanese Holden” MTA315 $29.95 $26.95

Bearing Kit, “Japanese Ford” MTA320 $32.95 $28.95

No, they are not making full 
size Holden’s in Japan - yet. 
The description is more an 
implication than anything else. 
In typical Japanese fashion 
you get more for your money. 
In this kit (which is designed 
for marine use) you also get a 
bearing cap.

Call us on 1300 964 264 377
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Trailer Hardware

Hubs and Discs

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Disc Type HT Holden Stud Pattern TTA440 $119.00 $106.95

Disc Type Ford 6” Stud Pattern TTA445 $119.00 $106.95

Quality natural finish and galvanised hub 
sets. Include inner and outer bearings, 
seal and cap. Also wheel studs are 
pressed in.
• Disc type, all galvanised
Yes, we know this pic is a bit confusing!

Hubs

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

5 1/2” - Suits HT Holden - Natural Finish TTA452 $44.95 $39.95

6” - Suits HQ Holden - Natural Finish TTA450 $44.95 $39.95

Suits Ford - Galvanised Finish TTA444 $44.95 $39.95

5 stud hubs complete with:
• LM/SL bearings
• Nuts
• Dust cap
• Oil seal.

Electric Brake Plates

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Standard Brake Plate - Left Hand RTA505 $119.00 $106.95

Standard Brake Plate - Right Hand RTA510 $119.00 $106.95

Off-Road Version - Right Hand RTA520 $199.00 $178.95

These plates work very well, require 
minimum maintenance and provide 
smooth efficient braking when operated 
by a vehicle mounted controller, which 
also provides the option for an operator 
to apply the trailer brakes independent 
of the tow vehicle braking system. For 
extreme rough road use we recommend 
the RTA520 off-road unit. These units will 
fit all drum hubs above. Brake magnets 
and shoes are required to complete the 
picture (see below).

Electric Brake Magnet

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Electric Brake Magnet RTA525 $44.95 $39.95

One required per brake plate.

Electric Brake Shoes

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Brake Shoe Primary RTA535 $32.95 $28.95

Brake Shoe Secondary RTA540 $34.95 $30.95

Electric brakes require slightly different brake shoes in each set. 
One is called the primary and the other, 
(of course) the secondary.
•  One each is required for each plate
•  One each RTA535 and RTA540 

comprises one set

Mechanical Disc Caliper

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Disc Brake (Each) TTA530 $89.95 $80.95

Pack of 4 Disc Brake Pads to suit TTA532 $24.95 $22.45

40mm Mounting Plate TTA539 $14.95 $13.45

45mm Mounting Plate TTA540 $14.95 $13.45

This is the actual disc brake caliper 
which attaches to the caliper 
mounting plate. (For 45mm square 
axles, see TTA540 mounting plate 
adaptor.) It includes a new set of 
non-asbestos disc brake pads.
•  Fully galvanised, stainless steel 

bushes

Drum Hub Components, 
Spares & Accessories

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Brake Drum 10 x 2-1/4 Ford RTA410 $89.95 $80.95

Brake Drum 10 x 2-1/4 Landcruiser RTA420 $89.95

All brake drums are in natural finish 
with appropriate wheel studs pressed 
in at the factory. All components are 
compatible with each other, within 
their series.

Brake Cable Adjuster

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Brake Cable Adjuster TTA510 $18.95 $16.95

Goes between the ratchet - anchored trailer/caravan 
hand brake and brake cables, (see diagram).
•  Suitable for 4 and 5mm brake cable.
• Galvanised.

Brake Cable Set & Wire Clamps

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Brake Cable Set & Wire Clamps TTA512 $15.95 $13.95

This kit consists of 8 metres of 4mm dia 7 
x 7 galvanised wire cable and 4 x 
galvanised wire clamps.
•  They connect to a mechanical brake 

assembly

TRAILER / CARAVAN BRAKING

We carry a huge range of spare components and accessories to make 
towed equipment safe and efficient.
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Trailer Hardware

Trailer Mudguards & Other Parts

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Galvanised, Suit 9” & 10” Wheels TTG205 $47.95 $42.95

Galvanised, Suit 13” & 14” Wheels TTG210 $53.95 $47.95

Plastic, Silver, Suit 9” & 10” Wheels TTG215 $47.95 $42.95

Plastic, White, Suit 9” & 10” Wheels TTG220 $47.95 $42.95

Plastic, Black, Suit 13” Wheels TTG225 $53.95 $47.95

Plastic, Silver, Suit 13” Wheels TTG230 $53.95 $47.95

Plastic, White, Suit 13” Wheels TTG235 $53.95 $47.95

Plastic, Black, Suit 14” & 15” Wheels TTG240 $59.95 $53.95

Plastic, Silver, Suit 14” & 15” Wheels TTG245 $59.95 $53.95

Plastic, White, Suit 14” & 15” Wheels TTG250 $59.95 $53.95

All steel components are hot-dip galvanised.
•  The plastic mudguards are high density UV 

resistant polypropylene

MUDGUARDS

TTG220

TTG205

TTG230

TTG225

Trailer Rescue

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Holden Style Trailer Rescue TTG105 $54.95 $48.95

Ford Style Trailer Rescue TTG110 $54.95 $48.95

This kit consists of a bracket which 
bolts to your boat, box or camper 
trailer winch post (generally*). It 
enables you to mount a spare disc 
hub assembly, a spare wheel/tyre. 
This means if you have a flat tyre 
or, more seriously a seized wheel 
bearing, you have the wherewithal to 
fix the problem on the road.
Note: You must still purchase a free 
wheeling or disc hub assembly and spare 
wheel/tyre to complete this. Available as a 
Ford or Holden unit.

Spare Wheel Carrier - 
Galvanised

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

TTG120 $44.95 $39.95

A universal heavy 
duty spare wheel 
holder. Suits 4, 5, 6 
stud and different 
sized rims including 
Holden, Ford, Land 
cruisers and etc. 
Fits 75mm and 
100mm drawbar. 
Australian made.

SPARE WHEEL CARRIERS

SEE OUR SPARE TYRE  
ON PAGE 394

BOLTS ON TO TRAILER 
CHASSIS HERE

* In order to mount this product onto a box 
or camper trailer, you will need a fitting like a 
boat trailer winch post. (See page 370)

Road Tech Mud Flap - Pair

Helps to protect the exterior of the vehicle from loose stones and gravel. 
Made from heavy duty PVC, easty to install, and suits most trucks, 
4WDs, utes, and trailers. Four sizes available.
•  Made from heavy duty PVC
• Sold as a pair

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

235 x 255mm TTG290 $34.95 $30.95

230 x 350mm TTG292 $34.95 $30.95

280 x 280mm TTG294 $34.95 $30.95

285 x 355mm TTG296 $34.95 $30.95

Universal Rustproof Mudguard Bracket

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Universal Rustproof Mudguard Bracket TTG280 $15.95 $13.95

This extremely sturdy product is moulded in glass-fibre 
filled nylon. It bolts to the main chassis rail of your trailer 
and provides mounting holes for your mudguards. All holes 
will accept a 10mm (or 3/8”) bolt. The product is universal-
left handed, right handed or middle- between two ‘guards 
for dual wheel setup. It is 230mm long so that you can find 
a spot to mount your ‘guards as near or as far away from 
the wheel/tyre as you like. You can also cut the bracket 
down if it is too long (use a panel or hacksaw and file the 
burrs down with a metal file). No need for touch up paint to 
protect unpainted steel! This is a well thought-out product. 
• Mounting foot 85 x 75mm
• U-shaped bracket 73(W) x 55(D) x 23(L)cm overall

MUDGUARD BRACKET

Just Browsing? 
There’s a handy order form on p467 to list all the 
things you need or go onto our website 

www.roadtechmarine.com.au 
and build your own wish list.

Call us on 1300 964 264 379
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Trailer Hardware

Straight Beam Axles

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+
40mm x 65” (1651mm) 1000kg,  
Max. 14” Wheel TTA002 $89.95 $80.95
40mm x 77” (1955mm) 1000kg,  
Max. 14” Wheel TTA004 $109.00 $97.95
40mm x 79” (2000mm) 1000kg,  
Max. 14” Wheel TTA006 $114.00 $101.95
45mm x 65” (1651mm) 1450kg,  
Max. 16” Wheel TTA010 $119.00 $106.95
45mm x 75” (1955mm) 1450kg,  
Max. 16” Wheel TTA012 $129.00 $115.95
45mm x 79” (2000mm) 1450kg,  
Max. 16” Wheel TTA014 $129.00 $115.95

These axles are made from high strength steel, machined at each end for 
a tapered wheel bearing set. Simply measure the length of the old axle 
(accurately) and choose the equivalent length from the axles available.
• All axles are square section, 40 or 45mm
• 40mm axle taper for LM(Holden) bearings
• 45mm axle taper for SL(Ford) bearings
• All axles made from solid medium tensile steel
• Screw threads of bearing retainer: UNF
• Includes UNF bearing retainer Nut

Axle, Wheel Studs & Nuts

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Nuts, Washers & Spilt Pins TTA460 $7.95 $7.15

Suit Holden, Toyota, Mini & Datsun TTA465 $14.95 $13.45

Suit Ford, Landcruiser & Nissan TTA470 $14.95 $13.45

Quality machined and plated products, all UNF. 
TTA460 -  Set of 2 Castellated 3/4” UNF Nuts, 

Washers & Spilt Pins
TTA465 -  Set of 5 7/16” x 1-5/8 Studs With 

Nuts. Suit Holden, Toyota,  
Mini & Datsun

TTA470 -  Set of 6 1/2” x 1-5/8 Studs With Nuts. 
Suit Ford, Landcruiser & Nissan

AXLES

SEE NEXT PAGE FOR THREADED 
U-BOLTS, ETC

TTA460

TTA465

CONVERT A STANDARD TRAILER TO A  
MORE OFFROAD DISPOSITION WITH OUR 

OFFROAD LEAF SPRING KITS
THEY’RE ON PAGE 381

The term ‘slipper spring’ describes a leaf spring style where one end of 
the spring has the ‘traditional’ eye and the other end comprises the open 
leaf or ‘leaves’ of the spring forming a ‘tail’ which slides in a “keeper” or 
“hanger” which is generally welded to the chassis of the trailer. This style 
of spring is very simple and long wearing. Springs stocked by RTM are 
zinc coated. Length of spring is from eye to tail of spring. Spring bush 
dimensions 1/2” x 7/8” x 45mm (All).

TRAILER SUSPENSION

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

1/2” x 7/8” x 45mm TTK006 $6.95 $6.25

Spring Bush, Hard Plastic

This is the replacement bush for 
perished or broken units. Outstanding 
quality. Probably a good idea to replace 
old bushes before a long road trip. 
Come as a pair. 

Ensure your axles meet the correct specifications  
using the guide shown here:
•  CAPACITY:  

Total weight of trailer & payload
•  FACE TO FACE:  

Mounting face of drum/hub from one side to the other
•  CHASSIS WIDTH:  

Is measured from outside the chassis rail
•  TYRE CLEARANCE:  

Distance between inside of body and tyre (per side)
Note: Maximum registrable width permissible is 2.5m, which refers 
to the widest part of the trailer or caravan. It may be the tyres, the 
axle grease caps or even the lights on the body, but it cannot be 
exceeded.

AXLE ORDERING

Universal Fish Plate

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Universal Fish Plate TTK216 $7.95 $7.15

This product is meant to hold axles 
and spring suspension components 
together. It suits 45mm wide 
springs, 40 and 50mm trailer axles. 
It is made from mild steel, is 6mm 
thick and is hot dipped galvanised. 
The U-bolt holes are slightly slotted to fit 40-45mm axles.
•  Measures 100 square with 18mm locating  

hole in the centre

FISH PLATE

SEE PAGE 456 FOR WIDE RANGE OF HIGH 
TENSILE BOLTS & NUTS

Gift Cards 
Can’t choose from 
our huge range? 
Purchase a gift  
card, and your 
favourite person  
can choose for 
themselves!*  

Purchase in-store or online  
www.roadtechmarine.com.au/gift-cards

*A few T&Cs apply. See p7 for details.

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au380 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day
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Trailer Suspension

Slipper Springs

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

900kg 45 x 6mm x 4 Leaf TTK110 $44.95 $39.95

1000kg 45 x 6mm x 5 Leaf TTK115 $49.95 $44.95

1200kg 45 x 6mm x 6 Leaf TTK120 $57.95 $51.95

•  Free Camber - 765mm
• Shackle - 150mm
• Bolt Dia: 1/2” Dia

Hanger Kits for Slipper Springs

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Rear TTK230 $2.85 $2.55

Front (Without Shackle Bolt) TTK225 $3.95 $3.55

Shackle Bolt (M12 x 890mm) Pair TTK226 $7.95 $7.15

This kit consists of the front captive 
hanger shackle bolts and a rear 
keeper hanger. Both are generally 
welded to the chassis and accordingly 
have no metal finish. Kit comprises 
of one shackle bolt hanger and one 
keeper hanger. Two sets, of course, 
are required for new installations. Will 
accept a 45(W)mm spring, such as 
the TTK110 through to TTK120.

FRONT 
(Shown with bolt TTK226)

REAR

U-Bolts
ALL GALVANISED UNLESS OTHERWISE ADVISED

7 Leaf Eye-to-Eye Offroad Spring Kit

This is a truly serious spring set capable of carrying up to 1530kg off-
road (set of 2) reliably. It consists of 7 leaves 60mm wide with eyes at 
both ends coupled to hangers on the chassis frame. One end is fixed and 
the other is coupled via shackle bolts and shackle plates.
• Length of spring eye-to-eye: 841mm
• Free camber: 158mm
•  Chassis frame fastening to shackles: bolt
• Shackle bolt dia: 16mm
• Finish: black oven enamel
• Single axle setup dimensions (no load) 865/875mm

U-Bolts with Square Ends

Heavy Duty U-Bolts
Black Finish

Size L x W 
(inches)

Size L x W 
(mm)

typical 
use Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

3.0 x 2.0 75 x 50 1 TTK315 $6.50 $5.85

3.0 x 3.0 75 x 75 1 TTK335 $6.95 $6.25

4.0 x 1.5 100 x 39 2 TTK366 $4.95 $4.45

4.0 x 2.0 100 x 50 1 TTK320 $6.50 $5.85

4.0 x 3.0 100 x 75 1 TTK340 $6.95 $6.25

4.0 x 4.0 100 x 100 3 TTK322 $14.95 $13.45

4.5 x 1.5 115 x 39 3 TTK305 $6.50 $5.85

5.0 x 1.75 127 x 45 1 TTK310 $6.95 $6.25

5.0 x 2.0 127 x 50 1 TTK325 $6.95 $6.25

5.2 x 1.6 130 x 40 4 TTK342 $5.95 $5.35

5.5 x 1.8 140 x 45 4 TTK343 $5.95 $5.35

6.0 x 2.0 150 x 50 1 TTK330 $7.95 $7.15

Size L x W 
(inches)

Size L x W 
(mm)

Typical 
use Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

6.3 x 1.8 160 x 45 5 TTK344 $11.95 $10.45

6.3 x 2.0 160 x 50 6 TTK346 $12.95 $11.45

• 1/2” Whitworth threads
•  2 x matching nyloc nuts 

supplied with each u-bolt
• Sold individually (not pairs).

• 5/8” / 16mm threads
•  2 x matching nyloc nuts supplied with 

each u-bolt
• Sold individually (not pairs).

Typical Uses:
To assist with selection, we have indicated typical uses for all u-bolts in 
the 6 uses listed below.
1.  General trailer, jockey wheel mounts
2.  To suit 39mm round or square axle with 45mm wide leaf springs
3.  To suit timber components or 100mm RHS
4.  To suit 40mm square axle with 45mm wide leaf spring
5.  To suit 45mm square axle with 60mm wide leaf spring
6.  To suit very large 50mm square axle with 60mm wide leaf spring

U-Bolts with Round Ends

Size L x W 
(inches)

Size L x W 
(mm)

typical 
use Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

4.0 x 2.0 100 x 50 1 TTK355 $6.95 $6.25

4.5 x 1.5 113 x 38 2 TTK345 $6.95 $6.25

4.75 x 1.5 120 x 39 2 TTK368 $4.95 $4.45

5.5 x 1.75  140 x 45 1 / 2 TTK350 $6.95 $6.25

5.0 x 2.0 125 x 50 1 TTK360 $6.95 $6.25

6.0 x 3.0 150 x 75 1 TTK365 $7.95 $7.15

• 1/2” Whitworth threads
•  2 x matching nyloc nuts 

supplied with each u-bolt
• Sold individually (not pairs)

Galvanised Spring Pads

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Galvanised Spring Pads TTK205 $6.95 $6.25

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Single Spring Kit TTK135 $199.00 $178.95

Fits between the axle and the springs to stop 
the axle rocking on the centre bolt of the 
spring. Square hot dipped galvanised 
steel, a sturdy 7mm thick with 16mm 
hole in centre. Basically a washer 40mm 
square.
• Supplied as a pack of 2

TRAILER SUSPENSION

Call us on 1300 964 264 381
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You don’t need to break a sweat or pull a disc every time 
you hitch your trailer. Road Tech Marine carry a great 
range of Dolly and Jockey Wheels. If you are disappointed 
with the low grade jockey wheel that comes with your 
caravan or trailer, come in and see just what is available. 
Remember! Whether you are boating or camping, your 
jockey wheel ends up doing a lot of work. Make sure you 
have the best product for your needs. Oh, and by the way, 
the larger the jockey wheel the easier it is to push over soft 
ground.

Jockey Wheels

6” Wheels

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Clamp Assembly TTC105 $34.95

Swing Up Plate TTC110 $49.95 $46.95

U Bolt Mount TTC115 $54.95 $51.95

Pneumatic 10”

Ratchet Drive 10”

8” Wheels

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Clamp Assembly TTC130 $69.95 $62.95

Swing Up Plate TTC135 $79.95 $71.95

U Bolt Mount TTC140 $129.00 $121.95

Premium TTC145 $89.95 $80.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Clamp Assembly TTC205 $79.95 $75.95

Swing Up Plate TTC210 $89.95 $84.95

U Bolt Mount TTC215 $179.00 $169.95

U Bolt Mount with Spoked Wheel TTC220 $94.95 $89.95

10” Wheels

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

TTC230 $97.95 $92.95

Cat No. Qty 1+

TTC305 $159.00

TTC310 $249.00

PNEUMATIC 
TYRE

TTC130 TTC135 TTC140 TTC145

TTC110 TTC115

TTC205 TTC210 TTC215 TTC220

TTC105

TTC305 TTC310

•  Maximum Load Capacity: 350kg

•  Maximum Load  
Capacity: 350kg

TTC130, TTC135 & TTC145

•  Maximum Load  
Capacity: 500kg

TTC140

•  Maximum Load Capacity: 
350kg

TTC205, TTC210 & TTC220

•  Maximum Load Capacity: 
500kg

TTC215

•  Maximum Load 
Capacity: 350kg

• U Bolt Mount

RATCHET 
DRIVE 

MOTION

6”  
WHEEL

8”  
WHEEL

10” 
WHEEL

•  Swing Up 350kg - TTC305
• Dual Wheel 500kg - TTC310

SEE OUR TOWBALL / JOCKEY 
WHEEL SCALES ON PAGE 373

SEE BELOW FOR NON 
TYRE JOCKEY STANDS

Jockey Stands

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

TTC405 $49.95 $46.95

TTC410 $69.95 $65.95

TTC410TTC405

No wheel just a solid base.
•  350kg load cap 10” (250mm) extension

With Standard Clamp
TTC405

With Swing Up  
U-Bolt Mount
TTC410

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au382 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day
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Jockey Wheels & Accessories

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

TTC322 $299.00 $279.00

6” Jockey Wheel Set  
with Central Mount A Frame Drawbar

The Ark CMJW350 Dual jockey wheel system 
permanently mounts to the centre a-frame 
allowing the drawbars to be clear for other 
accessories, such as Stone Guards and Weight 
Distribution Systems. The dual wheels provide 
a wider footprint which is extremely important 
when unhitching on soft ground. The longer 
body design makes for less bending over 
and a simplified operation of the side winding 
handles. A quick release lock lets you freely 
raise the jockey wheel by hand, before locking 
it securely in place once the wheels hit the 
ground.

Features

• Central A-frame Mount Clamp
• Twin 6” Steel Wheels on Sealed Bearings
• Trailing Yoke Design for Easy Maneuvering
• Extreme Adjustable Height - Up to 850mm
• 350kg Static Down Weight Rating
•  Dual Side-Winding Feature Wind from Drivers 

or Passenger Side with Ease
• Removable Magnetic Winder Handle
• 850mm of max height adjustment
•  Long lasting and durable zinc coating with a 

600hr salt spray testing

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Swing Up 750kg TTC320 $349.00 $329.00

Extreme Offroad XO 750

Tough and versatile. 
•  Magnetic and removable side-winding 

handle for easier raising and lowering
•  Dual wheel with sealed bearings and 

offroad tread
•  4 adjustable height positions
•  Heavy duty swivel clamp
•  Suitable for 100mm, 130mm and 150mm 

drawbars
•  Max load is 750kg

DUAL 
WHEEL

750KG 
MAX 
LOAD

Cat No. Qty 1+

TTC350 $389.00

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Swing Up 500kg TTC318 $299.00 $279.00

Extreme Offroad XO 500

This is our most rugged unpowered jockey wheel. 
Not only does it have a 500kg (1/2 tonne) load 
carrying rating, it has 4 different height locking 
positions. It has a highly maneuverable trailing dual 
wheel setup with sealed bearings and off-road tred. 
•  Magnetic, removable handle
•  4 adjustable height positions
•  Comes with all mounting hardware
• No welding
•  Wheel pivots easily - even under heavy load`
•  Suitable for 50, 75, 100, 130  

and 150mm drawbar

1000KG 
MAX 
LOAD

E-Go Quickey - Quick Release 
Caravan Mover

Cat No. Qty 1+

Quick Release Caravan Mover TTA900 $1,495.00

This is a 12V powered device that connects to your 
caravan’s tyres to safely and easily manoeuvre your caravan 
into exact parking position. It differs from a lot of more 
expensive products in that once used it unclips from its 
location to be safely stowed, away from water and slush.
•  Can be fitted to caravans with slipper spring suspension
• Fits almost any other caravan
•  A bracket must be installed under the van, which can be 

fitted easily by a handy or competent person. There is a 
video on our website 
to demonstrate this. 
Alternatively, there 
is a mobile fitting 
service available - ask 
at the sales desk

• Supplied as a pair

CARAVAN MOVER

500KG 
MAX 
LOAD

OFF 
ROAD

DUAL 
WHEEL

Call us on 1300 964 264 383

Hydraulic  
Jockey Wheel and Jack

A hydraulic jockey wheel that converts into 
a jack when you need it. Simply swap the 
wheel for a solid base plate. Brilliant! 
• Requires very little effort to operate 
•  Fully compliant with Australian safety 

standards (2693:2007) 
•  Suitable for Caravanning, Horse Floats, 

Trailers, Food Vans, Motor Homes, etc.

Specifications:

• Max Height: 780mm
• Min Height: 145mm
• Max Lift: 380mm
• Working Load Limit: 1000kg
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Jockey Wheels & Accessories

TOW BALL WEIGHT SCALE ON PAGE 373

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

12VDC TTC602 $499.00 $469.00

Motorised Jockey Wheel
At the touch of a button you can easily move your 
large caravan or boat without breaking your back! 
Better still, we have brought you this product at 1⁄3 
to ½ the price of comparable US or Euro sources!
This unit features a 350W (approx. ½ horse power) 
DC motor which is permanently connected to a 
sealed gearbox. The gearbox drives the heavily 
cast 7-1/2” (190mm) dia. wheel, which has a solid 
ribbed tread 3” (75mm) wide tyre. The unit has a 
standard mast which clamps to your trailer in the 
usual way. A jackscrew winder raises and lowers 
your trailer in the usual way as well. Attached 
to the motor gearbox assembly is the motor 
controller electrics and electrical connector. 
A heavy cast socket accepts the steering tiller 
which has a convenient forward/reverse rocker 
switch in the handle. This tiller enables you to steer 
the motorised jockey wheel in any direction to park 
your trailer into the tightest of spaces very, very 
easily. 
You will need a source of 12V power. Fortunately, 
this unit comes with a kit with 3 (THREE!) separate 
power leads depending on what your preference 
is. 
Firstly, you can use the cable that is fitted with 
a 50A Anderson plug. You may wish to fit an 
Anderson plug adaptor to the trailer chassis near 
where the jockey wheel is located, and run a 
permanent cable back to the house battery power. 

You then simply plug the jockey wheel in when you 
need it.
Or, you use the power lead with alligator clips and 
connect to, say, a car battery.
Or, you can put 2 x 12V 12Ah batteries 
(24Ah total) in a bag (such as our RAC710 
or TKA002) and keep the wiring set in the 
bag as well to plug into the jockey wheel 
when you need it. And yes, you will have 
to charge up the unspillable batteries 
occasionally, but this is a pretty cheap and 
simple solution that does not involve much 
wiring. 
•  Each lead is 2m long with a set of 

connectors on the other end that plug 
into the jockey wheel controller. 

•  Each lead has a heavy outer protection 
sleeve

Specifications:

• Max vehicle load: 2270kg
• Max jockey wheel load: 272kg
•  Max speed: 6-7metres  

per minute
•  Braking: Automatic when  

power removed
• Max incline: 5 degrees

Included mounting 
hardware and wiring.

Corner Steady  
Drop Down

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Corner Steady 590mm RTC605 $74.95 $66.95

Corner Steady 740mm RTC610 $89.95 $80.95

Handle Hex 450mm RTC620 $12.95 $11.45

Handle Hex 800mm RTC625 $15.95 $13.95

Wind down caravan leg with 
weight displacement foot
• Zinc plated

JACKS & STANDS

Corner Steady Winder Drill Adaptor

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

13-19mm Winder Adapt Corner Steady RTC626 $9.95 $8.95

This unit will enable you to use a cordless drill to wind up leadscrew-type 
corner steadies. It will save you heaps of time and is easier on your back. 
The adaptor has 1/4-inch hex fitting that goes into the drill chuck. On 
the other end is a 19mm socket for the corner steady. The body of the 
adaptor is fibreglass filled plastic which is very strong.
The unit comes with a 19mm to 13mm A/F adaptor socket. This enables 
you to drive 
13mm screw-in 
tent pegs and 
other 13mm drive 
accessories as 
well.

RTC605

RTC620

RTC625

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au384 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day
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Stabilisers

Stabiliser Jacks

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Aluminium 2721kg Max. Load RTC657 $99.95 $89.95

Aluminium Jacks. 
Sold in set of 4.
• Black

Jockey Wheel Stand / Base

Cat No. Qty 1+

Jockey Wheel Stand TTC415 $16.95

Sturdy black UV resistant self-draining stand 
measuring 170(L) x 130(W) x 35(D)mm 
(outer). Will take jockey wheels from 120 - 
190mm diameter.
• Rated for 400kg
•  Saves your jockey wheel from sinking 

into the mud

Cat No. Qty 1+

Stay Pads - Set of 4 RTC645 $44.95

Stay Pads - Set of 4

“Plates Pro” Jack Levelling Bases
•  Supplied with locks to fasten the 

RV’s lifting jacks
• For caravan jack legs
• Ideal for soft ground
• Helps to support the RV’s weight

Jockey Clamp

Spare Handle to suit  
XO Jockey Wheel

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Jockey Clamp TTC505 $13.95 $12.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Suits XO Series TTC500 $19.95 $17.95

Standard clamp with 2 holes. Bolt on.
• Suits 350kg jockey wheels

Magnetic snap-on handle to suit ARK 
winches including TTC318 and TTC320 
XO Jockey wheels. 
• Rust resistant
• Soft grip handle

Jockey Handles

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Roll Pin Secured TTC510 $8.95 $8.50

Grub Screw Secured TTC515 $9.95

Spare Wheels

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

6” Solid Tyre (Plastic Wheel) TTC520 $19.95 $17.95

8” Solid Tyre (Steel Wheel) TTC530 $34.95 $30.95

10” Pneumatic Tyre TTC535 $39.95 $37.95

TTC520 TTC530 TTC535

TTC510 TTC515

Wheel Chock

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Suits up to 26” Wheel Each RTE705 $9.95 $8.95

Suits up to 29” Wheel Each RTE710 $24.95 $22.45

Solidly constructed of 
durable hard plastic 
with UV inhibitors, these 
wheel chocks are ideal for 
caravans & motor homes. 
Yellow in colour. 
• Sold individually

LEVELLING SYSTEMS

Sand Jack Pads - Pack of 4

Stop your caravan legs sinking in 
the ground with these 4pack sand 
pads, simple to use and light for 
storage when not in use.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

RTC658 $19.95 $17.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

600mm RTC607 $89.95 $80.95

750mm RTC612 $99.95 $89.95

Drop Down Corner Steadies

Latest design with locking swivel bracket 
and large grip handle for comfortable and 
easy swivelling. Also features a large flat 
load bearing foot ideal for soft ground. 
Large foot locks away and silencer pads 
reduce noise caused by vibration. Hex 
drive and zinc finish.
Note: Corner steadies are not designed to lift 
the trailer or caravan off the ground. They are 
designed to stabilise the trailer or caravan when 
stationary.

• Zinc & Powder coated black

All RTM boat trailer hardware (clamps, axles, brackets, etc) are 
hot dipped galvanised. Beware of some hardware (especially 
axles or spindles) that are only electro plated. 
Electro plating will not last 5 minutes in salt water. 
Do not use electro plated nuts & bolts either.

KNOW YOUR HARDWARE

Call us on 1300 964 264 385
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Trailer Levelling

Level Pro

Solidly constructed in HD UV 
resistant polyethylene with an 
anti-slip finish. Ideal for RV’s with 
smaller wheels the Pro’s can also 
overlap. Its max axle weight is 5t.
•  For suitable chock use RTE740

Level System Magnum

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Level System Magnum Pair RTE715 $69.95 $62.95

Lightweight blocks to level your RV 
that won’t crack like wood. It has 
a self-locking overlapping system 
& has a max axle weight of 8t.
• For suitable chock use RTE740

Level Up “Plus” Ramps

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Level Up “Plus” Ramps Pair RTE735 $49.95 $44.95

Level-Up “Plus” Ramps (Yellow) 
- has three levels & a max axle 
weight of 5t.
Note: Colour may vary

Chocks

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Chocks Pair RTE740 $16.95 $14.95

Chocks suitable for use 
with our RTE725 and 
RTE735 levelling systems.

Level Bag

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Level Bag Each RTE745 $14.95 $13.45

Made of washable polyester, this 
levelling bag has a comfortable carry 
belt making transporting your Level Up’s 
& Level Up Jumbo’s extremely easy.
• Dimensions: 650(L) x 245(W) x 185(H)mm
•  You frequently get mud on your levelling ramps. 

Keep mud away from the inside of your vehicle by 
keeping it inside this bag!

Level Indicator

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Screw on Pair RTE770 $8.95 $8.05

Tee Screw On Each RTE775 $7.95 $7.15

Screw-mounted level 
provides front-to-back 
or side-to-side levelling.

Bullseye Level Indicator

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Bullseye Level Indicator RTE780 $9.95 $8.95

Round, dome-shaped level that 
reads 360° at once.

RTE770 RTE775

Note: Colour may vary.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Level Pro Pair RTE725 $29.95 $26.95

Tandem Leveller

Cat No. Qty 1+

Tandem Leveller Pair RTE755 $89.95

Made from lightweight UV resistant polyethylene these quality levellers 
will keep caravans and motorhomes level when parked on an uneven 
surfaces. They are completely rustproof and extremely durable.
They are designed for use on both single and twin axle vehicles. The 
rear section is removable so the front section can be positioned between 
the rear wheels. The leveller width is 250mm which is suitable for most 
caravans and motorhomes.
• Load Capacity: 5000kg

Stabiliser Jack Pads   
2 Pack
Place these large pads under the stabiliser 
jacks or awning legs on your caravan or RV 
to prevent them sinking into the ground. 
Solid plastic construction with a handle 
to make them easy to carry. Supplied as 
a set of two and blue in colour.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Set of 2 RTC660 $19.95 $17.95

Levelling Blocks 10 Pack

These versatile levelling blocks make 
it easy to level your caravan or camper 
trailer. Simply stack the 40mm high blocks at 
the desired height and drive your caravan 
or trailer on top. The blocks will interlock in 
place under the weight. Made from durable 
plastic, so they won’t rot, split or crack like 
wooden alternatives. Simply stack away 
when not in use.
• Pack of 10
• Blue in colour

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Pack of 10 RTC662 $49.95 $44.95

Explore Caravan Levelling Ramp 
Chocks Sold as a Pair

Designed to be used in 
conjunction with RTE755 
levelling ramps. They lock into 
the ramp and help keep the 
wheel in position.
•  Notches in bottom of chocks 

lock to levelling ramps,  
securing wheel in position

• UV Resistant
• Lightweight
• Hi Durability Polyethylene
• 2 Chocks per pack
• Made in Australia.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Ramp Chocks Pair RTE757 $19.95 $17.95

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au386 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day
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Hitch Pin Lock

Cat No. Qty 1+

Hitch Pin Lock TTG505 $29.95

This unit protects your hitch 
pin/tow ball assembly from 
theft.
• Includes lock
• Tow rating 3500kg

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Suits 50mm and 1 7/8” Couplings TTA688 $44.95 $39.95

Trailer Coupling Lock-Internal

This Trojan coupling lock is a device which fits into the 
coupling ball socket preventing the trailer from being 
connected to the tow vehicle. It is expandable so will 
suit both 50mm and 1 7/8” couplings. Two keys are 
supplied with each lock. 

Cat No. Qty 1+

Alarmed Trailer Lock TTA689 $199.00

Alarmed Trailer Lock

This is the ultimate lock to secure your Trailer/Caravan/Jet Ski etc. when 
left unattended. It consists of a massive, heavily built cast stainless 
steel frame with a security crossbar that is almost impossible to drill or 
cut through - even with an angle grinder! It is not only secure but it has 
a tamper alarm with a +120dB siren! The siren electronics is absolutely 
water resistant and comes with a CR123A long life battery (Spare 
batteries available). It comes with 3 x 
security keys that must be reordered 
from the factory if needed. Will work 
with or without the dummy towball and 
fits non-towball trailer hitches as well, 
including DO35 and Treg couplings. 

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Spare Hitch Pin with “R” Clip TTG502 $16.95 $14.95

Spare Hitch Pin with “R” Clip

These frequently get stolen so it’s 
wise to carry a spare. Standard 2” x 
2” class 4 receiver unit. Works from 
65-80mm. Chrome plated finish. 
Towing capacity rating 3500kg. 
Comes with retaining ‘R’ clip.

Towball Mount Hitch Pin Lock

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Towball Mount Hitch Pin Lock TTG510 $29.95 $26.95

A heavy duty and lockable anti-theft 
hitch pin. Straight and minimalist design 
to fit all common hitch receivers. Has a 
dust & weather proof lock cover.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

Spare CR123A Panasonic Battery SB2980 $11.45 $9.95

Pad Lock Alarmed Stainless Steel

The unit has a siren alarm which emits up to 120dB 
if tampered with. You really need to handle this unit 
to realise just how heavy duty the product is. The 
main lock body is industrially cast out of 304 grade 
stainless steel and then precision machined. The 
siren electronics are weatherproof and powered by 
Lithium Ion technology. All metal is drill and saw 
resistant. Great for peace of mind.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

TTA686 $99.95 $89.95

RTM is proud to announce a massive extension of our 
towing equipment protection products. 

Theft 
Prevention

Selecting the right theft prevention products can be a challenge. 
Ask our friendly team in any RTM store, or check out our great 
video at blog.roadtechmarine.com.au/caravansecurity

TRAILER SECURITY

96mm Stainless Steel Lock  
with Alarm, IP67 Rated

The Kovix KVH trailer lock allows you to secure your boat, jet ski, caravan 
or tool trailer. Made from high strength 304 
stainless steel, this lock is designed for 
Australia’s tough conditions. 

Suitable for the following couplings: 

• Standard 50mm ball 
• Standard 70mm ball 
• ALKO Offroad 3.5T 
• ALKO Offroad 2T 
•  On most ball couplings, the KVH can also 

be locked on while the trailer is attached to 
your vehicle

*IMPORTANT – Use caution when driving with the 
lock attached as extreme conditions may cause 
damage to the lock 

Features: 

• Built-in 120db alarm system 
• CR2 long-life lithium battery 
• On and Off alarm functions 
• Water resistant electronics

Cat No. Qty 1+

TTA702 $199.00

Call us on 1300 964 264 387
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Theft Prevention

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

5mm Dia x 1.8m long TTA687 $15.95 $13.95

12mm Dia. x 2.5m long TTA697 $44.95 $39.95

Steel Loop Security Cable

These are highly cut and saw resistant cables that are used to loop 
through your valuables when unattended. They are especially handy 
when you have to leave, say a camping site or boat camp and it is 
inconvenient to pack things away and lock them up. The cables are 
made out of braided steel, have swaged loops (for locks) and have 
a protective vinyl coating so that your valuable stuff does not get 
scratched. Rust resistant. 

TTA687

TTA697

Padlocks, Stainless Steel

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

30mm Padlock THE340 $17.95 $16.95

40mm Padlock THE345 $24.95 $23.45

50mm Padlock THE350 $34.95 $32.95

30mm Long Shackle THE355 $19.95 $18.95

A range of 304 grade locks 
especially made for the marine 
environment.
• Each lock supplied with 3 keys
•  THE355 comes with 50mm 

extra long shackle

Coupling & Anti-Theft Lock

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Basic Unit. Padlock NOT Included. TTA690 $19.95 $17.95
Regular Unit, Extra Features. Includes 
Padlock. TTA694 $29.95 $26.95
Heavy Duty. Dual Purpose. Includes 
Padlock. TTA696 $49.95 $44.95

These devices secure your caravan 
or trailer against theft when your tow 
vehicle is elsewhere. They connect 
directly to your coupling, preventing 
it from connecting to a tow ball. 
TTA696 has a two position locking 
system for when trailer is attached or 
unattached to vehicle.

TTA696

Off-Road Hitch Lock, suits DO35 Hitches

The new Saracen® Off-Road hitch lock provides the same combination of 
toughness and easy fitting for the DO35 articulated hitch as the standard 
Saracen® models do for standard 
50mm ball hitches. As with all Purple 
Line® anti-theft products, it features 
tough metal construction, engineered 
to give maximum protection for 
Aussie caravanners. It comes with 
Purple Line's tough, 7-pin locking 
mechanism, and is fitted simply by 
placing the backing plate in position, 
clamping over the cover and locking 
the stout locking pin. Backed by a 2 
year warranty, it is as tough as the 
tough Aussie vans it protects - and it 
makes life even tougher for would-be 
thieves. Now fits DO35 V1, V2 and 
V3.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

TTG512 $179.00 $160.95

Caravan & Trailer Hitch Lock

WORKS HITCHED OR UNHITCHED!
Similar to the TTA698, but even more robust and 
with the fantastic facility of being able to 
lock your tow vehicle and trailer WHEN 
HITCHED (The TTA698 cannot do this). 
This unit (TTA699) has all the strength 
and damage resistance of the TTA698. 
Its bright orange powdercoat finish tells 
thieves, “Don’t even try!”. This is a very high 
security lock. It is quick and easy to fit and is 
made from high strength steel. 
It is fitted with a high-security 
7-pin tubular style cylinder lock. 
Supplied are three (3) special 
security keys.

Suits:
• Boat trailers • Work trailers 
• Horse floats • Box trailers
• Car trailers • Caravans
• Camper/Trailer • Motorcyle trailers
This device is designed to accommodate standard Australian 50mm ball 
hitches including:
•  AL-KO, Trigg Bros, Meher, Trojan
•  Most other Australian standard ball hitches
You can feel very safe parking your valuable investment anywhere with 
this security device!

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Caravan & Trailer Hitch Lock TTA699 $149.00 $133.95

Saracen® Trailer Hitch Lock

This quality product is manufactured 
from hardened high-strength steel 
which is highly resistant to drilling and 
cutting. It incorporates a British-made 
Lowe & Fletcher 9-level barrel key lock 
which is resistant to picking, drilling and 
gas freezing, etc. The Saracen® is suitable 
for most Caravans, Camper Trailers, Boat 
and general purpose trailers (especially 
car carrier trailers) fitted with AL-KO type 
hitch couplings. This lock will prevent your 
trailer from being towed away and is a 
must for trailers permanently street-parked.
• Supplied with two keys

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Trailer Hitch Lock TTA698 $84.95 $75.95

Seen It Cheaper? 
Give us a call or visit us in store and we’ll do our 
best to match or beat the competitions price on 
identical, stocked products.*

*A few T&Cs apply. See p4 for details.

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au388 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day
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Hitch Locks / Wheel Clamps
Trail-A-Mate Anti-Theft Lock  
for Jockey Wheel or Stand Mount

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Suits Jockey Wheel or Stand TTC360 $59.95 $56.95

A universal locking mechanism that makes it 
nearly impossible for someone to remove a 
jockey wheel or stand from your caravan. This 
product replaces the 
normal winder and 
protects any jockey 
wheel or stand that 
utilises a standard 
jockey wheel clamp.
• Includes 2 keys

Simple Wheel Clamp

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

140mm - 245mm TTG602 $99.95 $89.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

330mm - 431mm TTG608 $69.95 $62.95

Most wheel clamps are large and bulky, and when not in use present 
a storage problem if you are on the road. This unit is very effective but 
is compact for storage. The TTG602 has hardened steel jaws to resist 
cutting and a multiple position locking system. It has rubber coated 
arms to resist damage to wheel finishes, and an anti-pick lock which 
is supplied with 2 keys. Don’t lose them! The jaws of the clamp will fit 
tyres from 140mm to 245mm. Sometimes, you have to park in a dodgy 
area and just the sight of this product 
is generally enough to scare 
potential thieves away.

Nemesis Wheel Clamp

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Nemesis wheel Clamp TTG606 $249.00 $219.00

The Ultimate Wheel Clamp! Built with composite metals, resistant to 
cutting, drilling and gas freezing. Incorporating British made Lowe & 
Fletcher nine-pin, anti-pick and anti-drill locking bolt. One 
of the few Wheel Clamps that exceeds GOLD SOLD 
SECURE testing standards and remains quick and 
easy to fit.
• Suitable for on and off road wheels
• Up to 17” 275mm Off road wheels

WHEEL CLAMPS

STABILITY CHOCKS

Expanding Dual Axle Metal  
Stability Chock

Designed to fit between the tyres on a tandem axle 
caravan, motorhome, RV or trailer to stabilise the 
suspension, which eliminates sway, rocking, and 
other movement while parked. To install, you simply 
hold the chock between the tyre using the 
integrated handle, expand to conform 
with the tyres, hand tighten the nut on 
the tightening bolt, then finish using 
the included ratchet spanner. A padlock 
is also included to secure the chock in 
place. Made from heavy gauge steel with 
a corrosion resistant zinc plating. Suitable 
for dual axles with a tyre spacing up to 10”
•  Expanding Dual Axle Metal 

Stability Chock
• Padlock and Keys
• Ratchet Spanner
Note: These chocks are not meant to 
replace brakes or wheel wedges to prevent the trailer or 
vehicle rolling. But they can be expected to reasonably 
hold the wheels from turning in all but the most extreme 
circumstances.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

RTE764 $49.95 $44.95

Contracting Dual Axle Stability Chock

13-17” Over the Tyre Wheel Clamp

This chock can also be referred to as a Wheel Stop. It is designed to fit 
between the tyres on a tandem axle caravan, motorhome, RV or trailer 
to stabilise the suspension, which eliminates sway, rocking, and other 
movement while parked. The chock is very easy to install - position it 
between the tyres and tighten using the knob on top until the top and 
bottom chocks are firmly in place. To remove, simply turn the knob the 
other way. Suitable for dual axles with a tyre spacing of 1-1/2” to 3-1/2” 
and tyres between 26” to 30” diameter.
Note: These chocks are not meant to replace brakes or wheel wedges to prevent the 
trailer or vehicle rolling. But they can be expected to reasonably hold the wheels from 
turning in all but the most extreme circumstances.

This wheel clamp has a heavy duty steel 
construction with highly visible powder 
coated yellow finish, Includes a security disc 
which helps to cover the wheel nuts, adding 
further deterrent from theft. It is compact and 
portable weighing 5Kg, its quick and simple 
suiting wheels from 13inch up to 17inch 
in diameter and a max width of 215mm. 
This double action security wheel clamp is 
secured with a high security built in push 
lock for total security being resistant to 
cutting, drilling and gas freezing. Built-in 
push lock, comes with 2 keys. Suitable 
for marine, trailer, caravan, small to large 
cars, 4WDs and golf carts.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

RTE762 $19.95 $17.95

Call us on 1300 964 264 389
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Towing Mirrors

Blind Spot Mirror

Dual Mirror Pantograph Mount

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Dual Mirror Pantograph Mount RVG002 $29.95 $26.95

The small, outer mirror measures 110(H) x 40(W)mm and is adjustable 
up-down and right- left. A larger, second mirror, 115(H) x 125(W)mm 
enables you to see the lower sides of your car, caravan in relation to 
nearby traffic, etc. 
• All black colour
•  250mm clearance max (+ mirror)
• Sold individually

Vertical Height Adjustable Style

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Vertical Height Adjustable Style RVG004 $29.95 $26.95

This unit features easy connection to the streamlined “bullet” type 
standard side-vision fitted to many modern cars. It has pantograph-
action height adjustment and a semi-oval mirror measuring 180(W) x 
105(H)mm. All black colour
•  260mm clearance max
• Sold individually

Convex Mirror

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+
Extra Wide Rear Convex Vision 
Mirror RVG006 $34.95 $30.95

It’s all about the mirror. This one features a large rectangular mirror 
170(W) x 105(H)(max)mm with slightly convex optics. The convex 
shape magnifies the rear vision image slightly improving image clarity. 
The mounting arm gives 300mm (1 ft) of clearance from the side of 
your car/RV. The arm itself has strong neoprene rubber and heavy 
duty plastic clip 
hardware to attach 
to your existing 
external rear-vision 
apparatus. Sold 
individually

Towing Mirror

Reich Towing Mirrors

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Door Mount RVG005 $59.95 $53.95

Cat No. Qty 1+

Reich Excellent View RVG010 $44.95

Reich Handy XL RVG015 $59.95

Reich Handy XL Ext RVG020 $64.95

Ideal for towing caravans, campers, horse floats & boats. 
Includes an additional large bracket and strap to suit thicker 
door types.
• Sold individually

Ideal for towing caravans, 
campers, horse floats 
& boats. Comes with a 
bonus 50mm blind spot 
mirror for maximum vision 
capability. Also includes 
an additional large bracket 
and strap to suit thicker 
door types. 
• Sold individually

RVG010

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

50mm RVG030 $6.95 $6.25

This unit is metallised acrylic 
and convex in shape. You 
simply stick it in the corner 
of your side mirror (driver 
or passenger side) and it 
will give you that extra few 
degrees of view. Cheap 
enough to justify using a 
few of them.

Shown adhered to side mirror.

Suction Cup Mounted  
Towing Mirror

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Suction Mount RVG040 $24.95 $22.45

Towing a caravan 
is lots of fun, but 
losing the sight from your 
rear view mirror can be 
a right nuisance! This 
simple device uses a 
suction cup to create 
an extension mirror with 
zero installation effort. 
Once installed, it can be 
adjusted with the existing 
power mirror controls.
• 280mm long

2 HOUR 
CLICK & COLLECT 
•  Check stock online at your local RTM store

•  Add the bits you need to  
your cart & checkout

• Ready within just 2 hours

• Collect it when convenient for you

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au390 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day
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Heavy Duty Tow Straps

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

10m, 2,250kg SWL RSC306 $44.95 $39.95

10m, 4,500kg SWL RSC310 $54.95 $48.95

Tow straps and Snatch straps are 
basically made from the same material 
but a tow strap has slightly different 
features. A tow strap is generally longer 
and has a slightly lesser stretch than a 
snatch strap. The RSC310 tow strap has 
a centre length safety flag attached to 
prevent inattentive other road users from 
attempting to get between you and the 
towed vehicle. This strap is designed to do a 
long tow haul. It is not uncommon in the 
outback to tow a vehicle 100km or so to a 
service facility.
• Heavily reinforced ends
• 9000kg breaking strain
•  2250kg Safe Working Load (RSC306), 

4,500kg Safe Working Load (RSC310)
• Length 10m, width 75mm

Equaliser Strap

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Equaliser Strap RSC302 $19.95 $17.95

This device is used to locate two 
connection points on the towed vehicle. 
It enables the towing vehicle to naturally 
centre the load. It is good for a long-haul 
tow. 4000kgs SWL 8000kg breaking strain
•  Strap is 2.5m long x 75(W)mm with 

reinforced ends

Recovery Snatch Straps

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

9m Long 55mm Wide 5,000kg Rated RSC312 $64.95 $57.95

9m Long 100mm Wide 15,000kg Rated RSC314 $119.00 $106.95

The two specialised snatch-type recovery straps shown below have very 
high shock load handling, up to 20% stretch, heavily reinforced ends and 
special eye and seam protector sleeves to prevent chafing. Guidelines for 
the safe use of these products is included. The first unit is 5,000kg rated 
and is suitable for most cars and small 4WD’s. The second is 15,000kg 
rated and is suitable for all large 4WD’s and vehicles with towed caravans 
or boats, etc.

Winch Extension Strap

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Winch Extension Strap RSC308 $64.95 $57.95

Depending on the model winch you have, it may 
only come with 30m of cable or so. This may not 
be enough if your travelling companion is stuck in 
a wide creek bed. Worse, it may be you stuck in 
the creek bed! 
The RSC308 is a 20m long, 50mm wide strap with reinforced loops at 
both ends. It has a Safe Working Load (SWL) of 2,250kg and a breaking 
strain of 4,500kgs. It is also handy when you have to anchor around a 
remote tree, etc. Don’t forget to also carry suitable shackles!

Tree Trunk Protector

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Tree Trunk Protector RSC304 $19.95 $17.95

This short, but wide, (3metre long x 75mm wide) 
accessory enables you to use a tree as an anchor 
point (and trees are fantastic for this) but without 
damaging it in anyway. Simply loop it around 
the tree and connect up a snatch block or some 
other recovery gear. It is absolutely essential that 
you do not loop steel cable or chain around a 
tree. This will probably kill the tree! 
• 3,250kg SWL

RSC306

RSC310

RSC312 RSC314

LOOKING FOR BOAT WINCHES? 
POWERED AND MANUAL WINCHES -  

SEE PAGES 366

Soft Shackle

Soft shackles are a safer and more flexible alternative to traditional steel 
D-shackles. A traditional D-shackle quickly becomes a lethal projectile if 
something breaks during a recovery. They require no tools or knot-tying 
skills, you simply feed the knot through the eyelet. It will automatically 
prevent the knot from pulling back through the eye under load. Once 
you're done, reverse the process! Soft shackles also provide a much 
larger eye-diameter than a similar-rated D-shackle. Lightweight and hard-
wearing, with safety to boot. Includes carry bag!
Note: soft shackles cannot be used in place of D-shackles for towing and 
other constant operations. They are designed for recovery use only. 
MXE420
• 8mm diameter
• 152mm eye size
• 8,500kg capacity
MXE425
• 10mm diameter
• 152mm eye size
• 13,200kg capacity
MXE430
• 13mm diameter
• 152mm eye size
• 17,700kg capacity

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

8,500kg MXE420 $24.95 $20.95

13,200kg MXE425 $32.95 $27.95

17,700kg MXE430 $42.95 $35.95

Snatch straps are characterised by a tightly woven 
polyester webbing similar to your car seatbelt but much 
heavier and wider. They have improved the ease and safety 
of vehicle towing and recovery enormously. 
One of the greatest single benefits of using this style of 
product is the forgiving nature of the polyester strap. No 
matter how hard you try, there will always be a ‘shock’ 
load as the towing vehicle or winch takes up the slack. 
The polyester has some ‘give’ which reduces any potential 
damage to vehicles, etc. This can be a serious problem with 
chains or steel cables.

Recovery 
Gear

Call us on 1300 964 264 391
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Vehicle Recovery

8,000kg Heavy Duty Snatch Block

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

8,000kg Heavy Duty Snatch Block RSC320 $54.95 $48.95

This is a very substantial product that is 
suitable for very heavy loads. A Snatch 
Block is basically a pulley in a housing. 
It enables you to safely change the 
direction of your tow cable to increase 
the versatility of your winch.
• 8,000kg of working load
• 16,000kg Breaking strength
•  Accepts wire rope or cable from 6-11mm
• 106mm dia solid billet steel pulley
•  Pressure grease lubricated (1/8” BSP nipple) bearing
• Powder coated side plates
•  Opens up to accept bulk Clevis-type hooks or chain-grab hooks
• Large eye to accept Snap-straps or any shackle
• Weight 3kgs, 265(L) x 130(W) x 45(D)mm (max)

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

3,600kg Snatch Block RSC318 $24.95 $22.45

A smaller snatch pulley for lighter 4WD’s, 
RV’s and cars. Will accept steel tow 
cable up to 5/16” (8mm) and similar for 
synthetic (Dyneema) type cable. All steel 
construction. Will last a lifetime.
• 3,600kg of working load
• Weighs 1kg, 145(L) x 80(W) x 25(D)mm

Clevis Hook

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

1/4” Clevis Hook RSC326 $7.95 $7.15

5/16” Clevis Hook RSC328 $8.95 $8.05

These hooks are drop-forged from a solid billet of 
steel, machined and hot-dipped galvanized. They have 
a plated spring loaded Clevis pin and a nylon webbing 
lanyard to assist in handling. The lanyard can be 
removed. Accepts a 3/8” (9mm) shackle, or the anchor 
pin can be temporarily removed by a split pin to take a 
swaged cable thimble. A larger unit otherwise identical 
but 5/16” Clevis hook will accept a 1/2” shackle and 
larger cable.

Recovery Work Gloves, Light but Heavy Duty

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Recovery Work Gloves RSC360 $13.95 $12.45

Made of lightweight and breathable spandex with hard-wearing but 
supple inserts on finger pads and palm. Also featured is a panel on the 
thumb for mopping up sweat. The glove only comes in large, but its 
stretchy nature is OK to fit smaller hands.
Included is a hook and loop wrist strap 
which keeps the glove in place especially 
for smaller hands. Totally synthetic and 
machine washable.
Absolutely essential when handling heavy 
machinery, especially recovery chains, 
blocks, etc. You will love these gloves.
• Sold as a pair

High Lift 48” (1,200mm) Jack

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

High Lift 48” (1,200mm) Jack RSC340 $149.00 $133.95

Base Plate to Suit RSC341 $49.95 $44.95

This very sturdy jack is made from forged high 
grade steel. When set on secure ground it 
will lift 1.75 metric tonnes, more than enough 
for most 4WD’s. The massive lifting capacity 
enables you to get right under a vehicle with 
ease, once it is safely chocked up. DO NOT 
RELY JUST ON THE JACK! It is fantastic when 
you have to remove debris (tree branches etc.) 
from under the vehicle. (Unit must have at least 
a 50kg load to ratchet down again). The max 
lifting height is 1,070mm, has a base which 
measures 180 x 100mm which must be flat and 
secure on the ground before operating.
• Instructions supplied

JACKS & LIFTS

RSC340

RSC341

When pulling a vehicle out of a bog, or just towing in general 
it’s always a good idea to put a ‘damper’ on the rope, chain or 
recovery strap. The damper can basically be a beach towel, 
blanket, etc. It is tied at around the middle of the recovery device. 
If the tow breaks, it is likely to do so under maximum strain and 
therefore the rope will have a lot of energy when it snaps. The 
damper will absorb most of this energy and hopefully render the 
rope harmless. You can, of course, use 2 dampers, one each 
third along each side. This is especially important if there are a lot 
of spectators around!

TOWING DAMPERS

You used to see truckies using this hitch everywhere but not so 
much these days with shrink-wrapped pallets. It is still handy, 
however. It is basically used to tie a load down securely. The 
diagram is self-explanatory. The trick is to make the knot and 
loop secure. You then pass the running end around a hard point 
(such as a railing or eye, etc) back up to the loop and pull down 
hard. This action will give you a 2:1 mechanical advantage and 
really secure your load. Once you have done that, you can either 
tie off the running end as shown, or secure it through your railing, 
eye, etc.

TRUCKIES  
TIE DOWN HITCH

3,600kg Snatch Block

LOOKING FOR 
POWERED AND MANUAL WINCHES -  

SEE PAGES 366
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Air Compressors & Tyre Care
12V Air Compressors
Powerful air compressors great for a variety of outdoor activities 
and emergency situations such as pumping flat car/4x4/truck tyres, 
inflatable boats, air beds, etc. Both models incorporate automatic 
thermal cut-out for added protection as well as cleanable air filters to 
keep the units free from dirt and other contaminants. Includes heavy 
duty battery clamps for secure connection to your 12V power source 
and extendable coil hoses for reaching those tricky spots. Each unit 
has anti-vibration mounting feet to ensure they stay planted to the 
ground and a foam grip handle. Accessory nozzles for pumping bike 
tyres, balls, and other inflatables included as well as a black carry bag. 
12 Month Warranty.

•  Power: 12VDC  
•  Gauge: 150psi  
•  Max pressure: 150psi

Warning! Be very careful when inflating airbeds, beach balls, inflatable 
boat-towing devices,etc. They only need very low pressure (e.g. 4psi 
typically) and this powerful compressor will quickly over-inflate them 
and possibly cause a split seam. Do not leave filling operation and be 
ready to pull out inflating hose if necessary.

HIGH FLOW - 72L/MIN 
•  Power: 420W, 35A
•  Max air flow: 72L per minute
•  Hose: 10m PA Hose
•  289(L) x 185(H) x 139(W)mm

MC7202 

MEGA FLOW - 180L/MIN 
•  Power: 540W, 45A
•  Max air flow: 180L per minute
•  Hose: 5m PA Hose
•  345(L) x 215(H) x 150(W)mm

MC7200

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

High Flow Compressor 72L/min MC7202 $129.00 $115.95

Mega Flow Compressor 180L/min MC7200 $199.00 $178.95

THESE ARE HIGH-PRESSURE 
(150PSI) AIR COMPRESSORS. 
GREAT FOR INFLATING TYRES 
AND LIGHT DUTY AIR TOOLS. 
IF YOU’RE INFLATING AN AIR 
MATTRESS, SKI TUBE, OR 
OTHER PLASTIC INFLATABLES, 
YOU’LL FIND OUR MANUAL 
PUMPS ON PAGE 235

SEE PAGE 100 FOR 
OUR NIFTY 4-IN-1 
JUMP STARTER & AIR 
COMPRESSOR UNIT

Do not use air compressors to inflate air 
mattresses, ski tubes or plastic inflatables!  
They will burst!

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

5-100PSI QP2285 $11.95 $10.45

Tyre Pressure Tester

Tyre wear is exaggerated when your tyre 
pressure isn’t kept at the manufacturers 
recommendations. Now you can check 
your tyre pressure before you set off with 
confidence. Simply push onto the valve, 
press the button, and presto! Your pressure is 
displayed on the screen. It couldn’t be easier! 
• Air Pressure Units: psi, bar, kPa, kgf/cm2
• Battery: 1 x LR44 Button Cell (Included)
• Dimensions: 42(W) x 98(H) x 26(D)mm

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

5-100PSI with Deflator QP2287 $29.95 $26.95

Tyre Pressure Tester with Deflator

Keeping your tyre pressure in check is important 
for maximising the life of your expensive tyres. 
But if you’re travelling on sand or muddy terrain, 
or 4WDing in general, you often want to reduce 
pressure in the tyres to maximise your overall 
footprint and stability. Sure, you can grab a stick 
and manually deflate the tyres, but who wants to do 
that! Use this gauge and it will show current pressure 
while it deflates, so you can stop at any time! Also 
helps prevent over-deflation of tyres! Also features 
a bright LCD and LED torch to help you see what 
you’re doing. 
• Measurement Range: 5-100psi
• Units of Measurement: psi, bar, kPa
•  Batteries: 2 x CR2032 Button Batteries (Included)
• Dimensions: 33(W) x 150(H) x 36(D)mm

TYRE PRESSURE TESTERS

Call us on 1300 964 264 393
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Spare Tyre, Tyre Care & Repair Kits

Tyre Repair Kit

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Tyre Repair Kit RSC350 $44.95 $39.95

This 43 Piece Tyre Repair Kit allows anyone to plug a punctured tyre 
and carry on. Look for the puncture by coating the tyre in a layer of fluid 
and looking for bubbles. Depending on the size, one can either use one 
of the 5 assorted cold patches or a professional repair plug. To insert a 
plug, use the spiral reaming tool. A repair plug inserting tool can be used 
with one of the provided 20 repair plugs. Lubricant and a trimming knife 
along with 4 new valve caps, and 4 new valve cores are also included 
in the package as well as a tyre pressure gauge. Don’t get stuck in the 
wild again!
Kit includes:
• 0-100 PSI tyre gauge
• Spiral hole reaming tool
• Repair plug inserting tool
• 20 x repair plugs
• 2 x hex keys
• Lubricant
• Trimming knife
•  5 x assorted cold patches  

with rubber cement
• 4 x valve caps
• 4 x valve cores
• 1 way valve tool

TYRE REPAIR KITS

Tyre Deflator Tool

A quick and easy way to deflate the 
tyres on your vehicle to suit the driving 
conditions. PSI is accurately indicated 
between 0 to 70 on the dial gauge, 
which has an outer rubber knock-
proof surround. Features 100% brass 
fittings and is supplied in a durable 
case with a valve remover and four 
spare caps. 
• 0-70 PSI
• 0-500 kPa
•  Includes valve remover  

and caps
• Heavy duty storage case

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

RSC358 $34.95 $30.95

4 Way Cross Wheel Brace

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

4 Way Cross Wheel Brace RSC380 $11.95 $10.45

A carbon steel 4 way cross wheel brace 
with chrome plated surface. 4 sockets size 
at each end, 17, 19, 21 and 23mm.
• Size: 400mm (16”) x 15.5mm

Extendable Wheel Brace Wrench

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Extendable Wheel Brace Wrench RSC382 $24.95 $22.45

Extend to full length for maximum strength when you need it, then simply 
retract and hide it away for easy stowage. Made of carbon steel with 
chrome plated surface.
•  4 socket sizes included: 17, 19, 21 & 23mm
•  Extension range: 350 - 510mm

WHEEL BRACES

SPARE TYRE

By carrying this product as a spare you not only have the 
satisfaction of not being stranded anywhere, you can help a fellow 
traveller as well. How? Firstly, this is a 13” rim and 155R13C tyre. It 
is by far the most common trailer wheel. It also has no offset so it will 
fit inside any mudguard. Here’s the clever 
bit! It has a pre-punched hole stud 
pattern that will accommodate Ford 
5 stud AND the slightly smaller 
Holden (HT) 5 stud patterns! 
Finally, the wheel is hot dipedp 
galvanised and will not go rusty 
on you. 

STUD PATTERN:
Ford: 5 stud x 114.3mm
HT: 5 stud x 107.95mm

Multi-Fit Rim’s  
with Tyre 

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

10” TTG000 $129.00 $115.95

13” TTG002 $179.00 $160.95

14” TTG004 $199.00 $178.95

If you live in a large metropolitan or provincial city, you could 
easily get through life without ever having to change a tyre 
yourself. If you are unlucky enough to get a “flat” at home, you 
only have to ring the RAC or NRMA – or even a garage mechanic 
– and they will save you getting your hands dirty. 
Not so in the Bush! It is probably 100 times more likely that you 
will need to change a tyre in the outback. 
Before you travel, find out how to do this. You should even watch 
people do it if you can, and carry all the tools and bits ‘n pieces 
required. This includes a couple of blocks of sturdy wood, a good 
wheel brace and a good jack. Oh, and always regularly check to 
see if your spare tyre has air in it!

CHANGING A TYRE

SEE PAGE 379 FOR THE GALVANISED 
BRACKET THAT FITS THIS TO YOUR TRAILER.

TYRE SAVER

Tyre Saver/Flat-spot Preventer

These units when placed beneath a tyre, reduce the tendency of tyres, 
when left standing for some time, to get flat spot on them. Whilst this 
applies to caravans, RVs or boat trailers standing on concrete for some 
time, it also applies to seldom-driven cars (such as classic cars) just 
sitting in your garage. You simply place them on the ground and drive 
onto them. It is better if you anchor them in place with a masonry screw. 
Suitable for most tyre diameters. If product is not wide enough, lay two 
side-by-side. 
• Dimensions: 460(L) x 210(W) x 60(H)mm

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Tyre Saver/Flat-spot Preventer RTE716 $29.95 $26.95
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Tyre Protection & Cargo Accessories
TYRE COVERS

UV Resistant Wheel/Tyre Covers

In the old days you would see experienced caravanners putting a piece 
of fibro over the caravan wheels. This was to shade the rubber tyres 
from damaging UV rays from the sun. Given time, these rays will damage 
the rubber tyre, causing it to 
crack and severely limit tyre 
life. Now you don’t have to 
handle or find dangerous 
fibro-asbestos. RTM have 
made all-round UV resistant 
covers for caravan wheels. 
Two sizes available - sold 
individually. Don’t forget one 
for the spare wheel if it is 
exposed too, or use a spare 
tyre cover shown above.
(Tyre measurement is 
measured diagonally across 
the wheel and tyre)

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

22” to 25” TVM012 $19.95 $17.95

21” to 24” TVM014 $19.95 $17.95

Spare Tyre Covers

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Suits 13” Rims TVM002 $19.95 $17.95

Suits 14” Rims TVM004 $19.95 $17.95

Suits 15” Rims TVM006 $19.95 $17.95

Suits 16” Rims TVM008 $19.95 $17.95

Suits 17” Rims TVM010 $19.95 $17.95

Tough and durable PVC cover for 
your 4WD’s spare tyre. Universal fit to 
suit all types of rim and no need for 
tools to put on or remove.
• Black with RTM logo
• Protects tyre from UV radiation

Rubber Tie-Down Straps

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

250mm TTE650 $4.45 $4.20

380mm TTE653 $4.95 $4.70

530mm TTE656 $5.95 $5.35

790mm TTE659 $6.95 $6.25

Quality U.V. resistant tie-down straps, 
stainless steel hooks.
Warning - Use with care.  
Accidental slippage can lead to injuries

WARNING STICKER

TIE DOWN STRAPS

Turning Vehicle Warning Sticker

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

300 x 100mm RTE540 $9.95 $8.95

This is a compact 300(W) x 100(H)mm sign warning following 
drivers not to cut inside you on the left when you are turning 
left. It is especially useful when towing large caravans or 
boats. It is made from very sticky self-adhesive vinyl, so get it 
square the first time when applying.
• One sticker only supplied. 

POLE CARRIER & ACCESSORIES

Pole Carrier

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

2m Pole Carrier RVE714 $89.95 $80.95

Spare Metal Bracket RVE716 $16.95 $14.95

Spare End Cap RVE718 $9.95 $8.95

A pole carrier consists of a 2m length 
of 150mm diameter PVC water pipe 
with mounting brackets and end 
pieces that are hinged. You mount this 
carrier to the side or the roof of your 
caravan or RV. You can use this carrier 
to stow all the poles and struts you 
need for erecting awnings and other 
shade accessories. A pole carrier is an 
incredibly handy storage space.
• Great for fishing rod stowage
Product may vary to one shown

RVE718 RVE716

RVE714

High Grade Snap Hook Marine 
Tie Straps

Secure your load in place 
with these UV resistant tie 
straps with nylon webbing. 
The 316 stainless snap hooks 
and marine-grade materials 
make them suitable for 
marine use. Supports up to 
140kg.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

30cm TTE600 $14.95 $13.45

40cm TTE602 $16.95 $14.95

50cm TTE604 $18.95 $16.95

MORE TIE DOWN STRAPS
ON THE NEXT PAGE

SEE PAGE 68  
FOR POLES, PEGS AND GUY ROPES

Call us on 1300 964 264 395
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Shackle Hardware

STANDARD 
HOOK

TRANSOM 
HOOK

ROOF RACK 
STRAP

LIGHT  
DUTY

MEDIUM 
DUTY

HEAVY DUTY 
STAINLESS

HEAVY  
DUTY

These heavy duty dual purpose webbing and ratchet sleeves provide 
protection against chaffing and mechanism damage to your boat, kayak, 
canoe, jet ski or general cargo. May also be used in conjunction with 
ropes to help prevent mooring rope wear.
•  Heavy duty pads provide additional Gunwale 

or Transom protection
• Padded body with reinforced hems
•  Tough scratch resistant materials to protect 

gelcoats
• Ratchet can be centred through loops
•  Designed to accept straps to a maximum 

width of 70mm
• Sold in pairs, straps not included

This great range of quality 
products feature two things:
1.  Polypropylene webbing 

which retains 100% of its 
strength when wet.

2.  Stainless steel or mild 
plated steel ratcheting 
hardware.

type Classification Length Load Tensioner Webbing Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Transom Hook Specialty 1.0m 500kg Stainless Ratchet 25mm Each TTE611 $69.95 $65.95

Standard Light Duty 1.5m 800kg Steel Ratchet 25mm Twin Pack TTE605 $44.95 $41.95

Roof Rack Light Duty 3.0m 300kg Plastic Buckle 25mm Each TTE638 $23.95 $22.45

Standard Light Duty 4.0m 450kg Steel Ratchet 25mm Each TTE614 $16.95 $15.95

Standard Light Duty 6.0m 500kg Steel Ratchet 50mm Each TTE629 $29.95 $28.45

Standard Medium Duty 4.5m 700kg Plated Steel 25mm Each TTE617 $22.95 $21.45

Standard Medium Duty 5.5m 1000kg Stainless Ratchet 50mm Each TTE632 $54.95 $51.95

Standard Heavy Duty 4.5m 700kg Stainless Ratchet 25mm Each TTE623 $43.95 $40.95

Standard Heavy Duty 5.5m 1400kg Steel Ratchet 50mm Each TTE620 $46.95 $43.95

“AEROFAST” NZ MADE TIE-DOWNS

Cat No. Qty 1+

Red 300(L) x 100(W)mm TTE644 $24.95

Tie-Down Straps

Tie-Down Protection Sleeves

Cargo Nets Octopus Straps

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

2.5m x 1.4m RTE600 $14.95 $13.45

1.8m (6’) x 1.2m (4’) with Hooks RTE604 $18.95 $17.95

2.1m (7’) x 1.5m (5’) with Hooks RTE606 $24.95 $22.45

Provides a fast and easy 
way to secure the trailer load 
by using high quality shock 
cord. Avoid unnecessary 
police fines!
• Includes storage bag
• New Australian Standard

These are now more commonly called elastic luggage straps but they are 
good for 101 uses. 8 pieces are included with safety vinyl coated hooks 
securely attached to each end. Mandatory warning label included. 
• 2 x 30cm (12”)
• 2 x 45cm (18”)
• 2 x 60cm (24”)
• 2 x 90cm (36”)

CARGO NETS ELASTIC RUBBER STRAPS

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

8 Pieces TTE662 $9.95 $9.45

Tarp Clips

Cat No. Qty 1+

Pack of 4 RBE309 $6.95

Designed to create an anchor point anywhere along the edge of a 
tarp. Made with impact resistant material that will not damage tarps or 
canopies.
• Vice-like gripping power
• Won’t damage tarps or canopies
• Quality tested and approved
• Easy to tighten

TARP ACCESSORIES
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P-Bar Roof Racks

A high quality pair of roof racks ideal for weekend trips, holidays, 
moving house, or any outdoor adventure. These P-Bar roof racks 
are highly adaptable able to be fitted to almost any car.
• 75kg max load rating
• Fits most vehicles
• Locks as standard
• Integrated tiedown point
• Fitting kits available separately (see below)

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

P16 1200mm, Pair RVE020 $229.00 $209.00

Fitting Kits For Prorack Roof Racks

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

K328 RVE030 $69.95 $64.95

K927 RVE031 $69.95 $64.95

K325 RVE032 $69.95 $64.95

K493 RVE033 $69.95 $64.95

K189 RVE034 $69.95 $64.95

K671 RVE036 $69.95 $64.95

K331 RVE037 $69.95 $64.95

K954 RVE038 $69.95 $64.95

K585 RVE039 $69.95 $64.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

K324 RVE040 $69.95 $64.95

K775 RVE041 $69.95 $64.95

K624 RVE042 $69.95 $64.95

K199 RVE043 $69.95 $64.95

K611 RVE044 $69.95 $64.95

K682 RVE045 $69.95 $64.95

K683 RVE046 $69.95 $64.95

K710 RVE047 $69.95 $64.95

K451 RVE049 $69.95 $64.95

A range of Prorack rail mount fitting kits to suit P-Bar, S-Wing 
and HD roof racks and allow you to easily swap your roof racks 
between cars. 

Heavy Duty Roof Racks

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

T16 1200mm, Pair RVE022 $344.00 $324.00

T17 1375mm, Pair RVE024 $354.00 $334.00

Heavy duty Prorack roof racks built for those who want maximum 
performance. Each roof rack cross bar is constructed from tough 
aluminium with a universal channel to accommodate heavy duty roof 
rack accessories. Special inlay technology protects the bar and load. 
“Owl wing” design helps to drastically reduce noise as you cruise down 
the highway.
• Integrated tie down point
• Lockable
• Wind noise reducer
•  Smartfoot technology allows for adaptability to virtually any vehicle
• Rubber load strips

Kayak Carrier with Pivot Cradles

Carry your canoe or kayak on just about any roof rack
Supplied with 2 tie downs, 4 kayak cradles and custom 
adaptor kit
• Cradles pivot to the perfect angle
• Flexible pads mould to the shape of your hull
• Easy adjustment with a single knob
• Fits any roof rack with included adaptors

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

PR3032NK RVE720 $229.00 $209.00

RTM is proud to stock Prorack roof racks and accessories. 
Tried and tested with over 30yrs of product in the Aussie 
market. They’re built tough and tested rough, so you can 
confidently load up and get out there.

Roof  
Racks

Call us on 1300 964 264 397
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Prorack Roof Racks
Shovel Holder

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Voyager Shovel Holder (PR3204) RVE064 $52.95 $49.95

Don’t waste vehicle storage space on a shovel. Chuck it on the roof, so 
you can free up space for more important things. Could also be used to 
hold other pole like items.
• Solid moulded nylon construction
• Quick to install and easy to use
•  Suitable for most shovels up to 40mm in diameter

Carry a 4kg gas bottle on your car’s roof basket or tray. Includes 
stainless steel ratchet & hooks and reinforced strap restraint.
•  M10 Eye Bolts and channel nuts to suit steel mesh baskets fitted to 

Prorack HD, Tradesman and S-Wing roof racks included
•  Aluminium extrusion plate to 

suit Prorack and other popular 
Heavy Duty Alloy Trays also 
included

What you get:

•  1x Gas Bottle Restraint Strap
• 1x Rachet Strap
• 1x Restraint Mount
• 2x Restraint Clamps
• 2x Eye Bolts
Gas bottle not included.

Gas Bottle Holder

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Voyager Gas Bottle Holder (PR3208) RVE070 $85.95 $80.95

Universal/Awning Mounting Kit

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Mounting Kit (PR3104) RVE084 $28.95 $27.45

This kit will allow you 
to adapt awnings to 
Prorack HD and S-wing 
crossbars.

Folding 270° Awning for 4WDs

Cat No. Qty 1+

Folding 270° Awning RBE035 $249.00

This fold-out awning covers the rear and (passenger) side of your vehicle 
in a shape that looks like the shape of a bat wing. The awning covers an 
area approx. 270 degrees and provides an enormous amount of shade, 
looking very stylish at the same time. 
The unit is intended to fit standard roof racks. It comes with 4 telescopic 
aluminium poles. The fabric is a 28g ripstop polyester/cotton (canvas) 
which is both waterproof and UV resistant. The poles provide at least 6’ 
(1.8m) of height clearance. Overall, the awning provides approx. 10m of 
cover.
This awning deploys in minutes and takes even less time to pull down. It 
turns an informal parking spot to a proper campsite. All poles, ropes and 
pegs are included in their own bag for storage. 

Cat No. Qty 1+

2m x 2m RBE040 $149.00

Shade Awning

This shade awning that covers the side of your vehicle. The awning 
covers an area approx. 4 square metres and provides a good amount 
of shade. The unit is intended to fit standard roof racks. It comes with 
2 telescopic aluminium poles. This awning deploys in minutes and 
takes even less time to pull down. It turns an informal parking spot to 
a proper campsite. All poles, ropes and pegs are included in their own 
bag for storage. 

RTM Making DIY Easier... 
SPEND OVER $99 ONLINE AND ENJOY FREE FREIGHT*
*A few T&Cs apply. See p467 for details.

CONVENIENCE

Save time by getting all the bits you need at RTM, in stock 
7 days a week and at everyday low prices! Available in 
store, via click & collect or immediate despatch from our 
warehouse.

CHOICE

More ways to get the bits you need, drop into your local 
RTM store, order online via click and collect & pick it up 
when convenient to you, or we can send it to you. 

CONFIDENCE

Come in and check it out before you buy. If you don’t have 
an RTM store close to you or it’s easier to buy online, you 
can find everything on our website, open 24/7. 

If you ordered the wrong item, you can return 
it to store or call and speak to one of our 
customer service representatives on  
1300 964 264. 
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Maintenance
ACETONE 433

ADHESIVES & SEALANTS 432 - 433

AIR MATTRESS REPAIR 443

ANTI-CORROSION PRODUCTS 429

BILGE CLEANERS & BILGE OIL PADS 405

BOAT CLEANING 400 - 401

BOAT COVERS 418 - 420

BUCKETS & TUBS 413

CLEANING PRODUCTS 408 - 410

ENGINE OIL 423

GLASS FILLER, FIBREGLASS & GELCOAT REPAIR 433 - 434

GREASE 410, 428, 429

INFLATABLE REPAIR 443

LUBRICANTS 410, 427 - 429, 
444

MEGUIAR’S CAR CARE 412 - 413

MOISTURE CONTROL 411

PAINT, EPOXY ROLLERS & ROLLER KITS 434 - 438, 440

PAINTS 437 - 438

POLISHES 400, 402 - 404, 
412

PUTTY 431, 433

RV CLEANING 409 - 413

SALT REMOVAL 406 - 407

SAND PAPER & SANDING BLOCKS 439

SEWING REPAIR KIT 444

SINGLE USE ADHESIVES 431

SKELETON GUN 430

SPARK PLUGS 425

SPRAY TOUCH UP PAINTS 434, 440

TANK REPAIR KITS 444

TAPES 441 - 442

TEAK OIL 439

TEF-GEL 427

THINNERS & PAINT PREP 435, 436,  
439 - 442

TOILET / SANITATION PRODUCTS 414 - 416

WASH MITTS & BRUSHES 417

WATERWELD 433

Clean, Restore or Protect
DIY maintenance on your boat, caravan or 4WD is inevitable 
and at times can even be a rewarding experience. Good 
maintenance and upkeep on your craft can also help you 
avoid expensive repair bills down the track. Road Tech 
Marine carry a huge range of cleaning and restorative 
chemicals and applicators, along with many preventative 
solutions. We have introduced a new range of anti-foul kits 
for props and underwater equipment, like transducers, on 
page 405. 
Protective covers also play a huge role in extending the life 
of your much-loved asset, like we say the cost of the cover 
is often much less than the cost of the item under it, be sure 
to check out the new range of Camec caravan coves on 
page 422. 
Don’t forget we also stock a handy range of small, single 
use adhesives and sealants perfect for keeping in your 
glove box or tool bag when you’re out on your next 
adventure, see page 431.

399
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Boat Cleaning

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

3.8 Litre MQE002 $54.95 $51.95

#54 Gel Wash

Super thick, super rich and super concentrated. 
It blends rich conditioners with optical 
brighteners to enhance the brilliance and gloss 
of your gel coat surface. Rich emulsifiers lift 
boat scum, dirt, salt spray and grime as well 
as bird droppings and other stuff without 
back breaking scrubbing! It is pH balanced 
and biodegradable and won’t strip off your 
wax protection. You only need one capful of 
detergent per 4 litres of water (Unless you have 
a very big boat!). Made in the USA.

Premium Cleaner / Wax

One Step Heavy Duty Cleaner Wax with PTEF. 
Formulated to remove oxidation and hazing from 
fibreglass or painted surfaces. The PTEF polymers 
seal the restored finish to keep it looking its best, 
while providing unmatched protection against UV 
rays and a deep, long-lasting gloss. Application 
is simple, whether by hand or with a buffer; apply, 
let dry to a haze and wipe off. For best results, 
protect the restored finish with a coat of Premium 
Marine Polish with PTEF. Specially formulated for 
fibreglass, metals and painted surfaces.
• Cleans, shines and protects in one step.
• Quick and easy to use.
• UV inhibitors help prevent fading and oxidation.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

Premium Cleaner/Wax 473ml RQE018 $29.95 $26.95

Pre-Softened Boat Wax

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

397g MQE205 $21.95 $19.49

This product brings back fibreglass surfaces which are mildly chalking, 
oxidised or faded. It contains petroleum distillates so use it outside. 
•  For use on fibreglass, aluminium chrome  

and painted surfaces.

BOAT WAX

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

473ml MQE226 $49.95 $46.95

Premium  
Marine Wax
This is by far the best marine gloss wax 
product that Meguiar’s have ever made. We 
admit, its not cheap but we’ll tell you why you 
need it. What makes the formula so special 
is the incredible deep gloss and long lasting 
protection this wax imparts. It dramatically 
deepens the colour of your fibreglass boat 
and creates a rich, dazzling shine. If you are 
absolutely anal about having the best looking 
boat on the ramp or at the ski park, this wax 
is for you. Not only that, it helps keep your 
boat that way. It doubles as a UV protector 
keeping oxidation at bay. Long lasting, 
durable protection. 
Made in USA.

Sea Safe Boat Wash

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

950ml MQE005 $26.95 $25.45

This is a specially-formulated product that is supplied 
in highly concentrated form. You only need 3 x capfuls 
in water to clean a 25’ boat. It is biodegradable (as all 
cleaning products should be these days). 
•  Low sudsing formula to conserve water 
•  Instantly removes, salt deposit, grime, fish blood, etc. 
•  Will not remove wax or polish 
•  Works on all surfaces including paint, stainless steel, 

vinyl and rubber, etc. 
•  Made in the 

USA

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

473ml MQE006 $14.95 $13.45

3.8 Litre MQE008 $69.95 $62.95

Boat Wash In a Bottle
Powerful, biodegradable formula safely 
cleans dirt and grime off fibreglass, metal, 
plastics, vinyl and all painted surfaces. 
Special cleaning agents remove dirt, fish 
blood, salt deposits, road grime, exhaust 
smudges, waterline stains and more. Leaves 
hulls, decks, chrome and fittings sparkling.
•  Non-streaking, does not leave residue
•  Will not remove wax or polish
•  Concentrated Heavy-Duty Formula
•  3 capfuls clean a 7m boat 
•  Safe for use on all marine surfaces

Boat Wash & Wax

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

473ml MQE020 $19.95 $17.95

This is an ongoing maintenance product. It is meant 
to make an already good-looking boat stay that way. 
This product will not only clean your boat, it will leave 
a fine wax behind which keeps your boat shiny.
•  Made in the USA

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

473ml MQE224 $29.95 $28.45

#50 Cleaner Wax
This product is particularly designed to restore 
colour, brilliance and gloss while removing spotty 
old wax residue. It reapplies a light wax finish.  
Made in the USA.

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au400 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day
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Specialised Marine Cleaners

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

473ml MQE106 $29.95 $28.45

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

473ml MQE108 $29.95 $28.45

#49 Oxidation Remover

#44 Colour Restorer

This product is similar to the #50 colour restorer 
except that it does not strip wax. It is very 
good for removing light oxidation on weathered 
fibreglass surfaces. Has a very light cutting 
compound action. Made in the USA.

This product is similar to No. 44 oxidation/
colour restorer except that it has a more 
aggressive cutting compound for older more 
weathered fibreglass surfaces. It will not scratch 
as the abrasive in this product “diminishes” 
after it has done its job. Made in the USA. 

FIBREGLASS CARE

SEE PAGE 439 FOR OUR 
TEAK CLEANING RANGE

General Boat Hull Cleaner

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

950ml MQE305 $25.95 $22.95

This stuff is so good it will remove your boat rego labels, 
etc. if you are not careful! Will remove marine growth, 
rust, the scum line, fish blood, etc. Make sure that you 
don’t let it on the antifoul paint. The stuff is pretty strong - 
you have to wear rubber gloves but it is good! USA made.

SPECIALISED MARINE CLEANERS

instant Hull Cleaner Spray Gel
Cleans scum lines and stains on boat hulls effortlessly by 
penetrating and dissolving them. Formulated to remove 
tough stains including rust, dried fish blood and leaf stains. 
Does not contain harmful acids so it’s safe and easy to use.
• Sticks to vertical surfaces
•  Gel complexity envelopes stains for max cleaning power
•  Ideal for all fibreglass and painted surfaces

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

946ml Spray Bottle MQE306 $39.95 $35.95

Sail & Canvas Cleaner

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

473ml MQE350 $24.95 $22.45

Concentrated formula for sails, sail covers, boat covers, 
Sunbrella® fabric, etc. Brightens colours and whites. Can 
be diluted down. Made in the USA.

Inflatable Boat/Fender 
Cleaner & Protector

Cat No. Qty 1+

500ml MQE335 $23.95

This product will reduce oxidation, dirt, tidal scum and 
stains on flexible hull products and vinyl boat fenders. If 
used regularly with a short, medium bristle brush, your 
equipment will look like new. Made in the USA.

Vinyl Cleaner/Polish

Cat No. Qty 1+

473ml MQE345 $19.95

Astonishing results from dirt or mildew/fungal infested 
seats. There’s a downside! Anything this good is pretty 
strong - it contains petroleum distillates so use out in 
the open! Will also soften vinyl again. Not cheap. 
•  Made in the USA

Marine Waterline Cleaner

This product is used on larger boats, generally cruisers 
or yachts that spend a fair bit of time in the water. It 
is meant to remove that annoying dark mark right on 
the waterline of your boat. This line which is generally 
a combination of water scum, oil and algae. You can 
go round the boat in a dinghy and apply it or do it 
alongside a pontoon or dock. 

Rust Stain Remover

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

650ml MQE365 $23.95 $22.45

This product contains Oxalic acid which is about the 
best stuff to remove rust streaks and tea stains from 304 
stainless. It means no matter how hard you try, you will 
get caught with a rust stain. This is it for you. 
•  Made in the USA 
•  Bio-degradable - amazing!

Black Streak Remover

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

650ml MQE355 $20.95 $18.45

Who knows where black streaks come from? Everyone 
who has a boat seems to suffer from them. They are 
probably bacterial. This product removes them from 
fibreglass, vinyl and metal surfaces including painted. 
•  Made in the USA

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

500ml MQE172 $26.95 $23.95

Call us on 1300 964 264 401
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Polishing

Aluminium Polish with PTEF®

Cat No. Qty 1+

473ml MQE137 $29.95

Aluminium surfaces need special care and treatment to prevent them 
from staining and oxidising. This polish has been specifically formulated 
for use on pontoon boats, tinnies, and canoes. It can easily be applied 
by hand or with an electric buffer. The Protective Polymer Barrier 
Coating (PTEF®) repels stains and UV rays that can cause your precious 
equipment to lose its shine. PTEF® is a brand name for 
Polytetrafluoroethylene. While that might be a mouthful, 
another brand name for it is Teflon® - which you’re 
no doubt more familiar with. PTEF® bonds to the 
treated areas and seals them to protect against grime 
and stains. The polish can also be used to remove 
the white stains left behind when hull cleaners don’t 
completely wash off.
•  Protects against grime and discolouring 

UV rays
• Works on wet and dry surfaces
•  Can be used on any outdoor 

aluminium 
surface

METAL POLISHING

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

64oz MQE134 $49.95 $46.95

Ultimate Aluminium Cleaner

Ultimate Aluminum Cleaner & Restorer is engineered to bring back 
unpainted aluminum surfaces that have become dull or stained. Unlike 
other “all surface” cleaners, this product is formulated specifically for 
use on aluminum and strips away grime, stains and oxidation without 
harming the metal. Ultimate Aluminum Cleaner & Restorer is the best 
choice for quickly cleaning and improving the appearance of all aluminum 
pontoon boats, john boats, canoes and other unpainted aluminum 
surfaces that have lost their original luster. 

DO NOT USE PRODUCTS CONTAINING HYDROFLUORIC OR 
OTHER DANGEROUS ACIDS! 
No aluminum is worth losing your 
skin or eyesight! 
•  Formulated to clean and restore 

stained or dull aluminum pontoon 
boats, jon boats and canoes

•  Use Ultimate Aluminum Polish as 
Step 2 when removing stains and 
restoring older boats

•  Convenient 64 fl. oz. size with 
sprayer for easy application

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

75ml Tube RQE130 $11.95 $10.95

Special Aluminium Paste

This specially formulated product is ideal for softer metals, 
especially aluminium. It is great on aluminium welded assemblies, 
such as bull bars and aluminium engine components. Can be 
buffed to a mirror shine. Made in Germany.

Chrome & Stainless Polish

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

237ml MQE140 $19.95 $17.95

This product is meant to apply to shiny and satin finish 
chrome or stainless steel surfaces that are basically OK 
but are just a little grubby. Apply with a clean, soft cloth 
and rub in. It will dry and form a hazy look. Wipe off 
with a fresh, clean cloth. For best results, repeat 10-30 
days later. This is a good maintenance product, really. 
Use in well ventilated area. 
•  Made in the USA

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

250ml RQE120 $18.95 $16.95

Metal Life Saver

This is a German-made product that is used to 
prepare degraded metal surfaces. It will remove heavy 
corrosion (contains Hydrochloric Acid 5%) which gives 
it mild pickling properties. It will also remove severe 
chemical stains, even blueing from heat/welding, and 
prepare surface for polishing. After use the surface 
will be slightly dull but very clean. You must use hand 
and eye protection when using this product, but you 
only need to wipe (or brush) it on but it may need 
rubbing off. Once this product is applied and cleaned 
off, simply use AutoSol Metal Polish for a complete 
restoration. Made in Germany.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

75ml RQE126 $9.95

350gm RQE128 $34.95 $30.95

Metal Polish

Made in Germany. This 
polish was formulated 
in 1929 and has 
won numerous 
international gold 
medals for its 
effectiveness. It 
comes as a soft 
paste in a 75g 
tube with its own 
special non-scratch application cloth. The product is ideal for: Stainless 
Steel, bronze, copper, brass, chrome plated objects, etc. The product 
is capable of removing tarnish, staining, oxidation and even tea-stain 
rust form Stainless Steel. The metal surface is left with an ultra-thin wax 
coating to enhance finish and protect the surface. The product is non-
toxic and ammonia free and is safe around food and food processing 
equipment.

RTM IS PROUD TO CARRY AN EXTENSIVE 
RANGE OF BOAT/RV/CARAVAN CARE 

PRODUCTS FROM THE LEADERS  
IN THE INDUSTRY –  

GERMAN “AUTOSOL” PRODUCTS AND  
POPULAR US “MEGUIAR’S”.

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au402 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day
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Polishing

POLISHING

RV Polish With PTEF Premium

Specially formulated for use on RV and auto 
fibreglass, metal, plexi-glass and painted surfaces. 
The ultimate in cleaning, shine and protection. Special 
UV inhibitors guard against fading and chalking.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

946ml RQE105 $46.95 $41.95

Marine Polish

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

473ml MQE110 $23.95 $21.45

This product is a combination mild cutting compound 
and a polish. For severe oxidation of your fibreglass 
boat gel coat, we recommend that you use MQE105 
first. If your boat is not too bad, just use this product. 
•  Made in the USA. 
•  It also works well if you want to 

polish your aluminium boat

Fibreglass Colour Restorer

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

473ml MQE105 $26.95 $25.45

This product is a mild cutting/polishing compound specifically formulated 
to restoring the outer (gel coat) finish on fibreglass boats. A fibreglass 
boat when left in the sun (unprotected by a cover) will 
slowly oxidise on the surface. This manifests itself as 
a faded “chalky” appearance. You apply this product 
in the same way that you would restore cars’ paint. 
Use a dry cloth and rub, rub, rub. You can also use an 
electric buff with either wool or sponge rubber buffing 
pad. You will end up with a boat that looks like new. 
It will not harm the fibreglass gel coat. When finished, 
use our MQE110 Marine Polish to enhance the final 
result. Made in the USA. One bottle should do a 16’ 
boat in fair condition

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

75ml MQE160 $12.95 $11.45

350g MQE162 $35.95 $31.95

Marine Shine Metal  
& Fibreglass Polish

This German made product comes in 2 sizes, a 75ml tube and a 350g 
tub. The tube comes with a bonus polishing cloth and the tub has 
an applicator built into the lid. It can be used on stainless steel and 
fibreglass but not limited just to boats. The 10x concentrated formula has 
a very mild rubbing abrasive which removes the “weathering”, particularly 
of fibreglass. It also removes light stains, rust and metal tarnish including 
mild tea-staining. When polished after application of this product, a light 
wax protective film remains which also has UV inhibitors. To prove how 
good this product is, try a little polish on your stainless steel kitchen sink. 
Apply polish per instructions on an area about the size of 2 x 50c coins. 
Just look how shiny you have made that spot! Warning, only do this on 
a non-obvious area of your sink, otherwise you will need to do the whole 
sink to hide the shiny part! Good also for chrome and polished aluminium 
bull bars. Can also be used as a mild buffing compound.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

473ml MQE220 $29.95 $28.45

#45 High Gloss Polish

Famous No. 45 polish contains rich polishing oils 
to feed the pores of gel coat helping produce a 
high gloss finish. Note. This is not a cleaner. You 
must wash your boat/RV before applying this 
product. Made in USA
• Creates a brilliant, high gloss finish
•  Restores valuable oils to feed and nourish the gel 

coat of boats are RV’s.

THESE METAL POLISHES WILL  
RESTORE AND PROTECT YOUR  
EXPENSIVE METAL FIXTURES.
SUITABLE FOR BOAT AND RV.

Premium Marine Polish

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

473ml MQE125 $29.95

950ml MQE130 $46.95 $41.95

Once you have done the hard work with the cutting 
compound, use this product to impart a lasting shine. 
It is also very good for boats that love a good shine 
anyway. 
•  Repels water and oil based stains & deposits, 

making future cleaning easy 
•  Works well on, Plexiglass windscreens & painted 

surfaces, apart from fibreglass cars 
•  Can be applied over old wax or polish 
•  Claimed to last 4-5 times longer than competitors’ 

products 
•  Includes PTEF which is another name for Teflon 
•  Made in the 

USA

Liquid Rubbing Compound 
Medium Oxidation

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

473ml MQE117 $24.95 $23.45

Liquid formula rubbing compound designed for 
light to medium duty applications. Does not set 
up like most rubbing compounds so removal is 
quick and easy.
•  Removes stains, medium oxidation & 

scratches
• For fibreglass, metal and painted surfaces
• Convenient liquid formula
• Great for hand or buffer application

RUBBING COMPOUNDS

Call us on 1300 964 264 403
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Polishing & Cleaning

Rubbing Compound

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

Medium Cut Compound - 397g MQE115 $19.95 $17.95

Heavy Cut Compound - 397g MQE120 $19.95 $17.95

This product is a heavy duty version of MQE105. It is a pre-softened 
paste of an abrasive product, often called “cutting compound”. It is to 
be used when a boat surface has severely deteriorated or indeed in fairly 
badly scratched. In other words, you can polish out scratches with these 
products. Remember your boat may look bad, but with work you will be 
able to make it look new again. This is very important when buying or 
selling a boat. If you are looking at a boat to buy and it is oxidised and 
scratched, you can use this to bargain down the price. On the other hand 
you should never sell a boat in this condition. It will either cost you, or 
you will save hundreds and hundreds of dollars. This product will also 
remove scuff marks from black rubber, etc. 
•  Made in the USA
•  Will also work on aluminium boats

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

500ml MQE168 $32.95 $28.95

Marine Rubbing Cleaner 500ml

This is a restorative product. It contains absolutely 
no silicone. It provides a deep cleaning action 
for painted, plexiglass and fibreglass surfaces. 
Contains no harsh abrasives. You would use this 
product first and then follow up with MQE164 wax 
for an unbeatable shine. 
• 500ml bottle

Polish VuPlex

Originally designed for the aviation industry, VuPlex 
polish will clean, polish, and remove static on clear and 
coloured plastics. It will make fine scratches less visible 
and will extend the life of your plastics by sealing the 
porous surface with a micro-layer of protection.

Plastic Scratch Remover & Polish

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

Plastic Scratch Remover - 237ml MQE145 $18.95 $17.95

Plastic Polisher - 237ml MQE150 $18.95 $17.95

Step 1: The MQE145 is a mild abrasive 
scratch remover that has a cutting 
compound to help eliminate unsightly 
scratches from otherwise polished surfaces.
Step 2: is a protective polish which contains 
special polymers that restore the shine 
caused by Step 1. Has UV blockers to 
prevent yellowing and hazing.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

375g TQE906 $25.95 $24.45

WINDSCREEN WASHER FLUID

Windscreen  
Washer Fluid  
Super Strength

Cat No. Qty 1+

1 Litre TQE908 $9.95

GOES A LONG WAY  
– DILUTE UP TO 75%!
This formula is designed to dissolve bug 
and other residue from your windscreen. 
Bottle is large enough to refill your 
windscreen at least 5 times. This should be 
enough for a road trip right across Australia 
and back – depending on bug activity!
Don’t pay high prices for small bottles of 
windscreen cleaner. Buy enough for the 
whole trip and save a fortune!

Directions: (when screen washer 
reservoir is empty)

Add 100ml (about ½ a cup) to reservoir 
and then fill reservoir with clean water 
to fill reservoir completely. Movement of 
vehicle will automatically mix the solution. 
If bug activity is severe, 
add another 50ml of 
cleaner. Harmless to 
paintwork.

NON-SKID DECK CLEANING

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

650ml Spray MQE312 $19.95 $17.95

Non-Skid Deck Wax

Protective polymers bond to treated surfaces to keep 
them clean and looking their best by repelling stains 
and damaging UV rays. Enhances the appearance of all 
textured decks, especially older decks that have begun 
to appear chalky. Ideal for use after Non-Skid Deck 
Cleaner (MQE310) or whenever you want to make your 
decks look like new. 
•  Provides a non-slippery barrier against stains  

and UV exposure
•  Helps restore luster to fibreglass decks
•  Helps keep decks clean and stain-free
• Protects painted surfaces, too

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

950ml MQE310 $21.95 $19.45

Non-Skid Deck Cleaner

Non-skid decks are great, safe, etc. But they can 
accumulate grime because the grime won’t skid off 
either! This stuff is especially formulated for cleaning 
these areas, but you will still need to scrub. We 
recommend the MQE840 brush with a handle. The 
product also contains a Teflon-like product which 
apparently leaves a protective coating afterwards.

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au404 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day
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Bilge Cleaning / Degreaser

BILGE OIL PADS

BILGE CLEANERS

Citrus Bilge Cleaner

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

950ml MQE320 $17.95 $15.95

For those who are much more disciplined with their 
bilge cleaning chores. Much less rugged than MQE315. 
Pleasant citrus smell. 
•  Fairly benign, but may irritate eyes if not careful
•  Bio-degradable

Heavy Duty Bilge Cleaner

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

950ml MQE315 $24.95 $23.45

We reckon there is no such thing as a light duty bilge 
clean unless you are abnormally anal. If you are, you 
won’t need this! If like most of us you have been a bit 
slack in this department, this is your product. You pour 
it in the bilge, add some water and leave it for a while. 
Make sure you pump out the dirty water thoughtfully, 
preferably in an authorised pump out facility. Caution! 
Like all good stuff, it is a little bit bad. It contains 
Z-Propanol and Dipropythene Glycol Methyl Ether. If 
you are allergic to any of this, don’t come near it. 
•  Made in the USA

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

3.79 Litre MQE136 $74.95 $66.95

Heavy Duty Bilge Cleaner

Disperses and loosens sludge and grime in the 
bilge so it can be pumped out. Leaves bilge 
clean and odor-free. 
•  Bio-degradable 
•  Easy to use; just pour in, run boat, pump out 
•  Dissolves and eliminates oil, grease, fuel, 

scum and sludge.
•  Will not harm fibreglass, rubber hoses, wiring, 

metal or plastic

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

43cm x 48cm MQE708 $9.95 $8.95

Bilge Oil Soak Up Sponge Cloth

This is a piece of nonwoven polyester cloth 43cm x 48cm made up of 
individual layers (like filo pastry) adding up to about 1cm thickness. It is 
similar to the MQE706 bilge boom/log but for smaller jobs. 2 x cloths are 
provided in each pack. The cloth/sponge is used to soak up oil or oil/
water in a bilge but for less spills than the booms. We cannot guarantee 
how effective the sponge cloth will be 
a second time around, but you can 
give it a go. 
• Pack of 2

This unit absorbs oil/fuel in the bilge. It enables the remaining clean 
water to be legally pumped overboard. The unit has rope loops at each 
end to allow you to tie the absorber in place. This is important as a loose 
absorber could interfere with steering gear, cables, fan belts, etc. The 
product is designed to absorb the maximum amount of weight/volume of 
floating oil. Don’t pay high prices for American products when, in the end 
you are only going to throw the used one in the bin! Absorbs over 1½ litre 
of hydrocarbons (total). 
• Dimensions: 500(L) x 130(dia.)mm
• Bulk price for 5 pieces

PRICE BREAKTHROUGH

Oil Absorbent Boom

LOOKING FOR BILGE PUMPS?  
CHECK OUT PAGE 332

BUY IN BULK AND SAVE!

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

13 x 50cm MQE706 $19.95 $17.95

PROPSPEED is used around the world and is trusted by 
thousands of boat owners and captains as an incredibly 
effective, long-lasting way to keep their vessels running at 
peak performance. A two-part system, PROPSPEED is made 
up of a super strong etching primer that bonds firmly to the 
metal substrate, followed by an ultra smooth clear coat which 
provides a non-toxic slick surface that marine growth can’t 
get a grip on. Applied and maintained correctly, PROPSPEED will protect 
propellers and running gear from marine growth for 1-2 years.
• Lower maintenance cost
• Reduced corrosion
• Decreased fuel burn
• 200ml easy use bottle

The 200ml DIY kit 
includes:
•  1 x 96ml Etching 

Primer Base
• 1 x 80ml Clear Coat
•  1 x 24ml Etching 

Primer Hardener
• 1 x Propclean wipes
• 1 x Propprep wipes
• 1 x stirring stick

LIGHTSPEED is a clear foul release coating designed to 
protect your transducer and underwater lights from marine 
growth. 
The 15ml DIY kit includes:
• 1 x 15ml Transducer Coating
• 1 x 25mm paint brush
• 1 x XDclean wipes
• 1 x Scourer

Ocean Max PropSpeed  
Foul Release Coating Kit

Ocean Max Propspeed Foulfree 
Transducer Coating Kit

Cat No. Qty 1+

200ml MQG200 $249.00

Cat No. Qty 1+

15ml MQG202 $59.95

PROPSPEED COATING KITS

Call us on 1300 964 264 405
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Outboard Cleaning

SEE PAGE 407 FOR  
CONVENTIONAL MOTOR FLUSHERS

“Salt-Off” Cooling System 
Flush Kit

Cat No. Qty 1+

“Salt Off” Cooling System Flush Kit MGA444 $39.95

Incredibly, it is actually quite difficult to 
completely remove salt from cooling systems - 
even with a good flush with fresh water. Whilst 
a good flush is OK when you are using the 
boat daily, it is important to give the cooling 
system a THOROUGH flush fairly frequently. 
This is when you use this flush kit combined 
with SX-50 salt remover.
This product is a must for:
•  Outboard motors
•  Inboard/stern drives 
•  Jet skis
All of the engines in these products are made 
from a die- cast alloy which is very susceptible 
to salt water corrosion. The exterior of the 

engines are protected by enamel 
paint but the interior water cooling 
galleys are not painted at all (It’s 
impossible to get paint to them). 
Your only long-term protection from 
standing salt/salt water deposits 
sitting in there for months/years at a 
time is this product. If you value your 
property you must use this product. 
It not only removes salt from the 
galleys, it protects thermostats, 
impellers, seals etc. This product 
is totally safe on all surfaces. Easy 
to set up and use. 
•  Includes hose connectors

“Salt-Off” Salt Removal Fluid

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

1 Litre SX-50 MGA440 $29.95 $26.95

4 Litre SX-50 MGA442 $84.95 $75.95

1 Litre B-50 MQE030 $29.95 $28.45

4 Litre B-50 MQE032 $84.95 $79.95

You would think that you could just hose off salt-water encrustation but it does not work 
that way. RTM is proud to announce the distribution of an Australian made product which is 
attracting international recognition in this little understood area.
The system consists of two basic products: SX-50 corrosion removal rinse and B-50 corrosion 
removal and cleaning product.

SALT REMOVAL

MGA440 MGA442

MQE030 MQE032

SX-50
This product is used to lift salt - including 
embedded salt in hard to-get places in order 
to remove any possibility of corrosion. It 
is ideal on Jet Skis, scuba gear, outboard 
motor cooling systems, boats, boat trailers, 
fishing tackle (especially reels) etc. One litre 
of concentrate makes 35 litres of full-strength 
solution (It can be used 17 to 1 to soak fishing 
reels, etc. for extra active de-salting for badly 
embedded salt deposits).
Available in 2 sizes:
MGA440 - 1 Litre 
MGA442 - 4 Litres

B-50
This is a combination of the SX-50 formulation 
along with a 3 stage cleaner. It will thoroughly 
clean up your equipment without any further 
clean up materials needed! B-50 is also a 
concentrate and can be diluted in up to 35:1 
with water. It does not damage wax finishes. 
Available in 2 sizes:
MQE030 - 1 Litre 
MQE032 - 4 Litres

Outboard Motor Flush Bags

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Small Size 1 340 x 330mm MGA450 $69.95 $62.95

Large Size 2 600 x 600mm MGA454 $149.00 $133.95

Even though there are other ways to flush an outboard that has been 
in salt water, these products are the only ones that completely immerse 
the entire propeller and gearbox system with fresh water. They are 
described as bags but they are rigid and self-supporting as you can see 
by the illustration. Two sizes are available.
Size 1 for 2-20hp motors,  
size 2 for 30-60hp units. 
• Completely collapsible for storage
• Long lasting heavy duty material
•  Safe around petrol, solvents, etc.
• Easy to clean out
• Hose fitting connector

SEE PAGE 407 FOR 
CONVENTIONAL 

OUTBOARD FLUSHER 
PRODUCTS

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au406 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day
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Outboard Cleaning
Star brite® Salt Remover Concentrate
Star brite® Salt Remover® is specifically formulated to quickly and 
effectively remove salt deposits from metal, fiberglass, plastic or painted 
surfaces. It contains special polymers that bond to the treated surface 
to help prevent the formation of future deposits. Depending on the 
application, Salt Off® can be sprayed directly onto the surface to be 
treated and then rinsed with fresh water, or simply left in place. 
The formula is safe for use on all boats, vehicles, trailers, marine 
parts, engines, fishing and dive gear and more. It will not etch, stain or 
otherwise damage metal or plastic surfaces. It is ideal for removing salt 
water deposits from boats and fishing gear, as well as for protecting 
cars or trailers from the damage caused by 
exposure to salt water. Salt Off® is also very 
effective at protecting marine engines used 
in salt water; when used with the Salt Off® 
Applicator, it will flush deposits from the 
engine’s cooling system to help insure 
maximum performance and service 
life. The Applicator can also be used 
to more easily apply Salt Off® to large 
areas. See our website for detailed 
instructions on how to use Salt Off®.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

650ml Ready to Use MQE034 $20.95 $18.45

1 Litre Concentrate MQE035 $29.95

3.8L Concentrate MQE033 $84.95

Star brite® Salt Remover Applicator

Cat No. Qty 1+

MQE037 $39.95

Works with a garden hose and can connect to your “ear-muff” 
outboard flusher or a spray nozzle. It automatically mixes and 
dispenses the Salt Off® and has an on/off 
switch to control the flow of water or Salt Off® 
being treated.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

1 Litre MQE040 $18.95 $17.95

5 Litre MQE042 $39.95

CT18 Superwash

CT14 Bilge and Engine Cleaner

A concentrated general purpose cleaner. 
Removes dirt, oil, greasy film, fuel 
and soot from decks, hulls or bilges 
whether fibreglass, steel or wood. Can 
be diluted – either in salt or fresh water 
and totally harmless to any material 
normally found on boats. Non solvent 
and biodegradable. 
• Available in two sizes

To clean bilges you need a lot of cleaner 
and this one’s for you. You can dilute 
this down to 10 to 1 with NO LOSS OF 
CLEANING POWER. That gives you up 
to 10 or 50 litres of cleaner in one go! It 
will remove engine and transmission 
oil and grease in the bilge water 
dissolving it so that it can be pumped 
out or removed by absorbent mop/
towel. It is non-flammable and can be 
safely stored. 
• Available in two sizes

CHEMTECH MARINE CLEANERS

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

1 Litre MQE044 $17.95 $15.95

5 Litre MQE046 $44.95

Outboard Motor Flushers

Screw-In Outboard Flusher Adaptor

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Round MGA405 $6.95 $6.25

Oval MGA410 $6.95 $6.25

Rectangular MGA415 $9.95 $8.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

1/2 Inch (13mm) to BSP TPG482 $6.95 $6.60

It is generally a good idea to 
connect your flusher to the 
motor (once it is in a secure 
position) first, connect the 
hose and turn the hose on. 
This will pressurise the system 
and show up any major leaks, 
etc. This is the time to fix it if 
it flies off! It is normal to see 
water coming out of the area where the 
flusher changes on to the outboard leg. If 
everything is ok, start the motor, out of gear, 
as soon as possible. Follow the instructions 
that came with the outboard motor.

MGA405 

Universal round. 1/2 snap-lock hose 
connection.

MGA410 

 Similar to MGA405, but oval for larger water 
inlet grilles and outboard leg.

MGA415 

 Similar to MGA405, but rectangular cups 
140 x 90mm, extra deep arms

Larger outboards generally have a short hose with in-
line screw-in connectors just underneath the motor 
cowling cover. These are used to flush an outboard 
with water if the boat is still in the water, alongside 
a wharf, etc. You simply screw the hose apart and 
screw in the TPG482 adaptor. You can then click a 
½” snap-lock hose to this fitting and turn source of 
fresh water on, but at fairly low pressure.
Once the water is on, start the motor in neutral. You will find that fresh 
water starts coming out of the “telltale” under the motor in a steady 
stream. Run for 2-3 minutes to flush all salt water out of motor.
We suggest that you buy at least two of these adaptors as they get “lost” 
or pilfered by other boaters if left around.

Deluxe Double Action 
Flushers

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Deluxe Double Action Flushers MGA420 $19.95 $17.95

Has plumbing which connects to the water inlets on either side 
of the outboard leg. Suitable for very large outboards up to 
250HP. Hose connector kit supplied. 280mm deep throat.

OUTBOARD MOTOR FLUSHERS

MGA405

MGA410

MGA415

Call us on 1300 964 264 407



MAINTENANCE

Cleaning Products

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

Autosol Leather & Protection Kit RQE134 $34.95 $30.95

Special Leather Protector and Care Kit

This product is similar to the RQE136 plastic care kit but is especially 
formulated for vehicle interiors that are leather. It contains special oils 
suitable for leather.

This kit consists of 3 products:

1 x 75ml leather cleaner tube paste
1 x 200ml leather care spray
1 x Microfibre cloth

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

Autosol Plastic Protection & Care Kit RQE136 $34.95 $30.95

Plastic Protection and Care Kit

As most of the inside of a car or RV is plastic, it’s important to take care 
of it. Unless maintained plastic will crack from exposure to the sun’s rays. 

This kit consists of 3 products:

1 x 75ml Plastic Cleaner Tube Paste
1 x 200ml Plastic Care Spray
1 x Microfibre Cloth
You use the paste first to remove all stains (including nicotine stains), 
scuff marks etc. from plastic surfaces. You then use the plastic care 
spray to protect from brittleness, greying and other ageing effects. You 
end up with 
a beautiful 
matt finish. 
This product 
is ideal to 
restore the 
interior of a 
tired car to 
prepare for 
sale.

Fabric Cleaner & 
Protectant Spray

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

946ml Spray Bottle MQE322 $34.95 $30.95

Formulated to dissolve and remove grease, fish blood, 
food spills and more. Not only it cleans the surface 
but the PTEF polymers also bond to treated surface to 
help repel stains and UV damage. 
•  For spot cleaning or treating large areas 
•  Can be used in cars, boats and RVs

Easy Scrub, Heavy Duty Mild 
Abrasives

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

473ml Squeeze Bottle MQE340 $14.95 $13.45

Mild enough not to scratch fibreglass and painted 
surfaces but strong enough for the shower grout. 
•  A good all-round cleaner, made in the USA

MULTI-PURPOSE CLEANERS CARE KITS

Ultimate Xtreme Clean

Formulated to remove the toughest dirt, grimy smears 
and nasty, greasy stains. It cleans vinyl, fibreglass, 
plastic, rubber, polished and bare metal, carpets, 
painted surfaces and more. Safe for use on all metal, 
fiberglass, plastic, chrome, stainless, wrapped, 
leather and rubber surfaces. Doesn’t contain caustic, 
dangerous chemicals that can damage the finish either. 

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

650ml Spray Bottle RQE016 $23.95 $21.45

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

650ml Spray Bottle MQE300 $28.95 $25.95

Cleaner and Degreaser

Sea Safe All-Purpose Citrus Cleaner & Degreaser uses the power of 
natural citrus extracts to quickly remove dirt, black streaks, grease, 
grime, fish blood, smudges and other stains from fibreglass, vinyl 
and painted surfaces. It goes to work instantly, dissolving dirt without 
removing polish or wax finishes. Also ideal for removing gummy residue 
from decals. 
•  Environmentally friendly, biodegradable formula
•  Spray on to remove dirt, fish blood, grime and 

stains
•  Powerful citrus cleaning agents strip away greasy 

smudges
•  Uses powerful citrus cleaning agents to remove 

dirt, greasy marks and grime from fibreglass, vinyl, 
painted-surfaces, plastic, rubber, metals and more

•  Ideal for keeping boat clean between washings; 
safe for use on all marine surfaces

•  Cleans tough stains without removing polish or wax
• Spray on & wipe away dirt
•  Contains no harsh chemicals; safe for use while 

boat is in or near the water
• Powerful formula quickly removes dirt & grime
• Keep on the boat to clean up spills. 

USING THESE PROTECTION PRODUCTS 
REGULARLY WILL KEEP THINGS LOOKING 

GREAT, AND MAY EVEN HELP GET A BETTER 
PRICE FOR YOUR EQUIPMENT IF YOU  

SELL OR UPGRADE.

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au408 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day



MAINTENANCE

RV Cleaning & Clears

KEEP YOUR CARAVAN OR RV SPARKLING 
WHEN BEING STORED - WE HAVE A HUGE 

RANGE OF COVERS ON PAGE 422

RV Guard Speed Detailer 
& Protectant

Cleans and shines your RV in one easy 
application. It uses PTEF to create a protective 
polymer carrier coating to help avoid stains, 
bugs and damaging UV rays.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

946ml RQE014 $26.95 $23.95

SPECIALIST RV CLEANERS WATERPROOFING

View Guard Clear 
Plastic Treatment

Repels water, spray, salt and dirt from plastic 
surfaces to improve wet weather visibility. Works 
on clear plastic enclosures such as Strataglass, 
EZ2CY and Eisinglass.
It also provides a barrier to damaging UV rays that 
can cause clear plastic to crack and turn yellow.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

650ml Spray Bottle MQE152 $28.95 $25.95

RV Awning Cleaner

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

946ml RQE305 $14.95 $13.45

Bring your awning back to like new with little work. 
Concentrated product. Cleans all types of awning 
material quickly and easily. Lifts out ground in dirt 
with no rubbing or scrubbing. Makes whites bright 
and colours sparkle.

RV Bug Off

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

650ml RQE315 $22.95 $21.45

Quickly and easily removes insects and road film 
from glass, paint, plastic and metal. Does not 
remove waxes or polishes. No hard rubbing or 
scrubbing required. Convenient spray-on, wipe off 
application.

This product is meant to apply to a dry 
windscreen or window. It keeps a windscreen 
or window remarkably clear with or without 
windscreen wipers. You will be amazed by this 
product. The bigger the windscreen the better. 
Ideal for motorhomes or large boats.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

650ml TQE405 $23.95 $21.45

Star brite® Waterproofing with PTEF is the easiest and 
most effective way to waterproof car covers, tents, tarps, 
foul weather gear, convertible tops, etc. It restores water 
repellency to virtually all marine fabrics from boat covers 
to bimini tops and does not change the colour or feel 
of fabric. Ideal for boat covers, bimini tops, sail covers, 
clothing and tents. Also great for use on new fabrics 
extending their service life by providing an additional 
barrier to moisture as well as the damaging UV rays. 
•  Easy to use and safe for use on all marine fabrics. 
•  A 650ml bottle can cover 80 sqm (approx).

RV Wash

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

Wash - 473ml RQE005 $13.95 $12.95

Wash & Wax - 473ml RQE010 $19.95 $17.95

Removes road film, dirt and grime. Safe for all 
RV finishes. Use on fibreglass, metal, painted 
surfaces, plastic, rubber or glass.

PLASTIC / CLEARS TREATMENTS

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

240ml TQE905 $19.95 $17.95

Star brite® Waterproofing

Rain View

Call us on 1300 964 264 409

OUTBOARD CLEANING 406
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MAINTENANCE

Carpet Cleaner & Dry Lubricant

Snap & Zipper - Lubricants

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Snap & Zipper - Lubricants MGI175 $19.95 $18.95

This product is a must where there are zip-up covers or upholstery 
snaps. The convenient squeeze tube will deliver just enough grease to 
make ‘dry’ zippers run like a dream. If you apply a little to an upholstery 
snap you will be amazed how much more easily it will operate!

LUBRICANTSCARPET CLEANERS

Lithium Grease

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Lithium Grease NA1015 $9.95 $8.75

This grease has 100’s of applications but is 
fantastic on plastic bearings or where plastic 
objects slide together. It is great on yachts where 
plastic fittings slide in track runners. 
•  Reduces friction

Teflon-Like Lubricant

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

4oz (US) / 113gm MGI170 $29.95 $28.45

This USA-made product is fantastic for 
turnbuckles, blocks, shafts, winches, etc. Being 
white it does not show. 
•  A must for any sailing or larger boat

Ultimate Carpet Cleaner  
with PTEF

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

650ml MQE372 $34.95 $30.95

This heavy duty carpet cleaner will dissolve 
grease, grime and fish blood while eliminating 
odours. It contains PTEF to help repel dirt, 
stains and damage caused by UV rays. 
Convenient pump pack makes it ideal for spot 
cleaning or cleaning large areas.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

1 Litre MQE170 $36.95 $32.95

Marine Shampoo
While this is called a marine shampoo, it is 
great for grubby RVs and caravans as well. 
It dissolves oil and grease and other grime. 
It is pH neutral, biodegradable and does not 
produce lots of useless foam. 1L bottle goes a 
long way.

CORROSION PREVENTION

Cat No. Qty 1+

350g Can MGI100 $13.95

Deodorised Fish Oil

A deodorised protective coating that has 
long been considered one of the most 
effective products in the prevention of rust. 
It penetrates through rust to the parent 
metal to protect it from further rusting. 

Corrosion Buster Pen

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

120mm long NA1410 $24.95 $22.45

This pen type product enables you to remove rust, spot corrosion and 
clean burnt contacts etc. without abrasion! It does it by 20,000 tiny glass 
fibres at the tip of the pen. The pen has an ample sized body with finger 
indent to provide a comfortable & secure grip while the adjustable length 
allows for more aggressive cleaning when required. 
•  Really only for small jobs 
•  Very good to clean up electrical terminals

CORROSION PREVENTION MAY  
SEEM LIKE A CHORE, BUT IT CAN SAVE YOU 

THOUSANDS IN THE LONG RUN

RTM Making DIY Easier... 
CONVENIENCE

Save time by getting all the bits you need at RTM, 
in stock 7 days a week and at everyday low prices! 
Available in store, via click & collect or immediate 
despatch from our warehouse.

CONFIDENCE

Come in and check it out before you buy. If you don’t 
have an RTM store close to you or it’s easier to buy 
online, you can find everything on our website, open 
24/7. 

If you ordered the wrong item, you can return 
it to store or call and speak to one of our 
customer service representatives on  
1300 964 264.  

CHOICE

More ways to get the bits you need, drop into your local 
RTM store, order online via click and collect & pick it up 
when convenient to you, or we can send it to you. 

BETTER STILL SPEND OVER $99 ONLINE  
AND ENJOY FREE FREIGHT*

*A few T&Cs apply. See p467 for details.

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au410 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day
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Damp / Mildew Control 

Moisture Absorber & Dehumidifier

Hanging
This product is a chemical 
(Calcium Chloride) enclosed in a 
permeable bag. You can hang the 
bag with the inbuilt hook. Ideal 
for any equipment that is left in 
storage: caravans, box campers 
trailers, boats (all kinds), etc. 
•  Keeps musty, mildewy areas 

under control. 
•  Pack is boxed, sealed and fresh 

to use once opened.(A good idea 
to keep a spare pack.)

Bucket
Much the same but in a bucket 
with a perforated lid.
• Will sit in bilges, etc.
• Refill Pack available (TQE520)

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

400g Hanging Permeable Bag TQE505 $9.95

340g Bucket TQE510 $11.95 $10.95

1kg Bucket TQE515 $19.95 $18.95

340g Refill Pack TQE520 $12.95 $11.45

Damp, caused by rainwater or other water ingress can make life 
miserable. Once you have found the source of water, these products will 
dry your place out. Make sure, however, to locate the source of the damp 
and eliminate it as no damp control products will overcome a constant, 
uncontrolled source of moisture.

TQE520 TQE510

TQE505 TQE515

DAMP/MOISTURE CONTROL

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

1 x 10g Sachet MQE374 $24.95 $22.45

High Tech Chlorine Dioxide Odour Killer

This is new technology. It relies on the release of small quantities of 
Chlorine Dioxide (ClO2) gas. This product does not mask small smells, 
it oxidises and neutralises them. It will not fade furniture or fabrics, but 
is not meant to be used when humans or pets are present. If you have a 
problem with the following, this product could be for you:
• Toilet odours
• Pet odours
• Food smells
• Cigarette smells
• Mould/Mildew
The product will treat up to 1000 square feet 
(90m2) and will deodorise a car, boat or caravan 
cabin in 4 to 6 hours. Area must be empty of 
humans and pets when purging process is in 
operation. 
• Supplied as 1 x 10g sachet

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

650ml Spray MQE364 $29.95 $26.95

Mildew Stain Blocker

Nano-tech barrier prevents mould stains 
& mildew stains from forming. 
•  Easy to use; just spray on area to be 

treated
• Lasts up to 3 months (interior areas)
•  Non-toxic formula; safe for use around 

people & pets
•  For use on fibreglass, vinyl, plastic, 

rubber, fabric and painted surfaces. 

Mildew Stain Remover

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

650ml MQE360 $21.95 $20.45

This product is great for a boat or 
caravan that has been locked up 
for a while. It is very strong stuff 
and has Sodium Hypochlorite 
and Sodium Hydroxide in it. It 
comes with warnings telling you 
not to use it on flimsy stuff, so 
we know it’s good! 
•  Made in the USA

Baking Soda (Sodium Bi-carbonate) is a non-toxic product that is 
mildly abrasive but will not scratch. Indeed, it is fantastic as a tooth 
paste, either on its own or mixed with regular toothpaste. But it goes 
way beyond this. Listed below are just some of the applications for 
this product.
Whether you are on the road or on the water, you should carry this 
product. Here are just some proven applications:
• Black streak remover • Vinyl stain remover
• Tar remover • Cabin freshener
• Mildew stain (anywhere) • Toilet cleaner
• Wall stain remover • Soap scum remover
• Scouring powder • Appliance whitener
• Upholstery cleaner • Hand cleaner
• Battery terminal corrosion remover 
• Non-abrasive stainless steel polish
This product is even more effective when combined with White 
Vinegar.

BAKING SODA  
– WONDER PRODUCT

Call us on 1300 964 264 411
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Meguiar’s Car Care
MEGUIAR’S CAR CARE RANGE

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

1.42 Litre RQE030 $32.95 $30.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

2 Pads RQE150 $5.95 $5.65

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

Microfibre Wash Pad RQE152 $10.95 $9.95

Ultimate Wash and Wax

Foam Applicator pads

Microfibre Wash Pad

This is a formula of hybrid carnauba wax and 
synthetic polymers which not only cleans your 
vehicle but waxes it at the same time. Super-
sudsy formula removes grease, dirt, insects 
and other road grime. The carnauba wax finish 
absorbs and dispels water making your car 
almost self-drying. No water marks!

•  Cushioned foam for swirl and scratch free 
results

•  Recommended to apply cleaners, polishes 
and waxes to paintwork, trim and tyres.

• Reusable and machine washable

The super plush pile of this cloth holds 
the maximum amount of detergent with 
the thousands of microfibre strands 
reaching all dirt and grime. Can be used 
dry for a non-scratching dusting cloth.
Machine wash after use to bring back to 
brand-new condition.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

40 x40cm RQE154 $8.95 $8.50

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

450ml RQE156 $34.95 $32.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

207ml RQE158 $24.95 $23.45

Microwipe Polishing Cloth

Ultimate Compound Polish

Scratch X

This microfibre cloth, measuring 40cm x 40cm 
is meant to wipe down your vehicle after you 
have washed it. It stops water marks from 
forming. It is ideal for super-shiny clean coat 
paint surfaces. Can be machine washed to 
bring up like new again.

This product is used to rectify paint defects, 
harsh surface scratches and swirls, abused, 
oxidised, water marks and other blemishes. You 
can use it by hand or with an orbital machine 
with a foam pad. Whilst this product will polish 
your vehicle for the ultimate finish follow up with 
a high grade non-cutting polish/wax.

This product is for problem areas on the body 
of your car – not the whole car. It is used on 
areas which have had some form of trauma-
paint fade, orange peel, poor initial spray paint, 
poor touch-up, oxidation, etc. “Scratch X” uses 
micro-abrasive technology which does not add 
to scratches on your paint surfaces. For best 
results use soft cloth or applicator pad and 
polish off dried residue with a microfibre cloth.

THESE MEGUIAR’S PRODUCTS ARE SIMPLY 
FANTASTIC. YOU WON’T BE DISAPPOINTED.

Whilst we thoroughly recommend all of the products shown in these 
pages it would be remiss of us not to mention a humble product that 
is in a class of its own.
It is plain white vinegar. As a general purpose cleaning product, it 
is probably the most versatile.  Whilst some patent products work 
better, try vinegar on the following:
• Brass cleaner, 
• Gelcoat shiner
• Glass cleaner
• Wiper blade cleaner
• Mildew odour remover
• Paint odour remover
• Refrigerator cleaner and deodoriser (Very good!)
• Mirror defogger
• Shower head cleaner
• Soap film removal
• Cabin furniture polish
• Paint spot remover
• Mosquito bite treatment 
• Rust stain remover
• Cabin blinds cleaner

We bet you will thank us!

WHITE VINEGAR.   
A WONDER CLEANER

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au412 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day
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Cleaning Products

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

710ml Pump Pack Bottle RQE162 $18.95 $17.95

“Perfect Clarity” Glass Cleaner

This product is far superior to your 
supermarket-type trigger action glass 
cleaning sprays. Such sprays are made 
to a cheap formula using poor quality 
detergents. The Meguiar’s product is an 
outstanding quality, professional cleaner that 
requires only a short, light spray to achieve 
outstanding results. The glass inside a car 
can get surprisingly grubby. This product 
also has dust repellent technology which 
cheap glass cleaners do not. 

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

500ml RQE138 $21.95 $19.45

Autosol Multipurpose Interior 
Cleaner

This product comes in a 500ml pump pack 
that lasts quite a long time. It will clean 
plastics, dashboards, gauges, all painted 
surfaces, upholstery, roof linings and even 
leather. It is silicone free and leaves a pleasant 
peach fragrance.

Autosol Microfibre  
Polishing Cloth

This is an absolutely no-scratch cloth 
40cm x 40cm that you can safely use to 
apply rubbing compound, polish, etc. It 
is ideal with AutoSol products but works 
with other care products. Can be brought 
back to brand-new with a wash in warm 
soapy water and a rinse out.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

Autosol Scourer Sponge 3Pk RQE124 $7.95 $7.55

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

Autosol Microfibre Polishing Cloth RQE122 $4.95 $4.45

Autosol Scourer Sponge 3 Pack

This is a double sided product. The black side 
is a soft but firm scourer that cleans up soiled 
metal or painted surfaces. The yellow side 
is a softer sponge suitable for applying soft 
polishes, waxes etc. The sponge/scourer can 
be washed out in warm, soapy water, new again 
for future use. Suitable for use with all AutoSol 
cleaning and polishing products.
• Pack of 3 sponges

MAKES A GREAT  
EMERGENCY ICE BUCKET!

SEE PAGE 37 FOR 
TOILET SEAT TO SUIT.

White Buckets

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

15L TAE430 $9.95 $8.95

20L TAE432 $12.95 $11.45

Lid to Suit (Free with bucket purchase) TAE434 $2.95 $2.65

These are Australian made very sturdy buckets used in the food industry. 
They are very rigid and made for industrial use. They are cheap because 
they are often not returnable. They are perfect for RTM users, including 
live bait buckets, toilet receptacles, etc. Sterile when new.

9L Stainless Steel Bucket

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

9 Litre TAE440 $39.95 $35.95

Highly polished stainless steel 9 litre 
bucket to withstand the harsh marine 
environment.
• Durable and rustproof
• Includes handle

BUCKETS

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

10 Litre TAE414 $16.95 $14.95

10L Collapsible Bucket

A great space saving idea! Fully 
collapsible and incredibly durable, this 10 
litre bucket is a truly versatile addition 
to your adventure equipment. Capable 
of withstanding extreme hot and 
cold temperatures it’s able to hold 
boiling water, ice and everything in 
between. Improved design includes 
solid rings within the collapsing 
section to make packing much easier 
than other models. 
•  Compact foldaway silicone 

construction
• Integrated carry handle
•  Ideal for boating, camping, and home

Call us on 1300 964 264 413
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Tools & Test Equipment

Fresh Water Tank (Flush)

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

1 Litre TPM521 $13.95 $12.45

2 Litre TPM523 $24.95 $22.45

Available in 2 sizes, 1 litre 
and 2 litre. This product 
is inserted in the flush 
water tank of your mobile 
toilet when you fill that 
tank with water. It keeps 
the flush water clean, 
ensures a more effective 
and smoother flush. Leaves 
a protective layer in the 
toilet bowl. Suitable for 
plastic and ceramic bowls. 
Lubricates seals. Pleasant 
lavender scent.

Wastewater Tank 
Cleaner

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

1 Litre TPM527 $13.95 $12.95

This is a powerful cleaner 
for the periodical cleanout 
of the waste water cassette 
tank. This must be done 2-3 
times a year when you are 
regularly using the toilet. It is 
so powerful that mechanical 
scrubbing is not required. It 
has a pleasant, fresh scent.

Aqua Kem  
Toilet Fluid

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

Blue 1 Litre TPM507 $13.95 $12.45

Blue 2 Litre TPM509 $24.95 $23.45

Green 1 Litre TPM513 $13.95 $12.45

Green 2 Litre TPM511 $24.95 $23.45

This product which has a pine scent 
is meant to go in the waste-holding 
tank. It suppresses unpleasant smells, 
reduces gas build-up and stimulates the 
breakdown of solids and toilet paper. 
Familiar deep blue colour.
The Green is similar to Aqua-Kem Blue 
except a different pleasant smell and 
green colour and stronger biological 
action.

Additive Toilet Spray 
Aqua Rinse

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

500ml TPM570 $12.95 $11.95

The original Aqua Rinse toilet bowl spray. Spray 
the inside of the toilet bowl before or after 
flushing for a fresh smell and a smooth flush.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

1.5 Litre TPI212 $16.95 $15.95

Tank Freshener

Use this effective fluid for maintenance 
of the waste-water tank and pipes. With 
Tank Freshener you will experience no 
more unpleasant smells from the waste-
water tank, shower, wash basin or sink 
in your caravan or motor home. Simply 
pour the correct dose directly into the 
sink or shower drain for daily 
care and maintenance. Deposits 
and accumulation of grease will 
be effectively reduced. 

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au414 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day

Keeping the toilet in your caravan or boat doesn’t have 
to be tough. With the right products, keeping it clean and 
sanitary is a simple task which can be undertaken in mere 
minutes. Using the right products also helps ensure pump-
out is a breeze, and your equipment will thank you for it.
Just getting started? As our knowledgeable staff in-store 
for the best solution for you.

Toilet  
Sanitation
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Toilet Sanitation

Toilet Treatment Star Brite® 

A simple one-step, highly effective 
way to deal with the RV or boat’s 
holding tank that eliminates the need 
for multiple chemicals.

Toilet Bowl Cleaner 

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

473ml TPM555 $17.95 $15.95

An easy to use Toilet Cleaner 
•  Ideal for RVs, vans and marine 
•  473ml

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

750ml TPM504 $14.95 $13.95

Toilet Bowl Cleaner 
750ml

A plastic and ceramic safe cleaning agent for 
the inside of the toilet bowl. Thetford Toilet 
Bowl Cleaner thoroughly cleans the inside 
of the toilet bowl and is absolutely safe for 
plastic and ceramic. With its unique qualities 
Toilet Bowl Cleaner provides optimal hygiene 
also creating shine and brilliance. No need to 
spend time scrubbing your mobile toilet when 
you should be enjoying your holiday. The thick 
concentrated formula of Toilet Bowl Cleaner 
coats the bowl for better cleaning and targets 
even the hard to reach areas of the bowl, 
leaving a lovely fresh scent behind! 
•  Safe to use on plastics, ceramics  

and toilet seals
•  Removes limescale build-up
•  Thick, concentrated formula
•  Results in a clean, fresh smelling toilet bowl
•  Ultimate toilet bowl cleanliness

Cat No. Qty 1+

946ml TPM550 $28.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

500ml TPM502 $12.95 $11.95

Bathroom Cleaner

Can be used to safely and thoroughly clean 
plastic surfaces in caravans and motor 
homes including your Thetford cassette 
toilet and Porta Potti. Its active foam easily 
removes calcium deposits, gives a lovely 
shine and guarantees perfect hygiene. 
Whereas the aggressive ingredients of most 
ordinary household products can be harmful 
to the plastic of mobile toilets, Bathroom 
Cleaner is 100% safe.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

500ml TPI210 $36.95 $34.95

Waste Tank Treatment

Control odour and sludge naturally without toxic 
chemicals and prevent sediment crystallisation in 
pipes and sensors. Equally suitable for fresh and 
salt water systems. It also liquefies solids to allow 
faster draining with less strain on pumps. The 
microbes are self sustaining and as long as there 
is water in the tank, they will multiply to ensure 
continued performance and eliminate the need for 
frequent dumping.

Aqua Kem Concentrate

Aqua Kem Green and Blue lavender is 
Thetford’s septic safe waste-holding 
tank toilet additive. The biological 
action stimulates the breakdown 
of solid waste and toilet paper with 
outstanding odour control.

This is suitable for use in septic 
systems and pit toilets.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

Green 780ml TPM500 $20.95 $19.45

Blue Lavender 780ml TPM501 $26.95 $23.95

MORE SANITATION PRODUCTS  
ON NEXT PAGE

SEE PAGE 36  
FOR PORTABLE TOILETS

Call us on 1300 964 264 415
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Toilet Sanitation
DROP-IN TREATMENTS

Odour-B-Gone Deodorisers

Cat No. Qty 1+

Pk 20 TPM535 $34.95

Pk 40 TPM540 $49.95

A tablet form of compressed  
per-oxy salts. It contains no fillers 
i.e. it is made of 100% active 
ingredients. The tablets slowly 
dissolve in the holding waste tank 
of the portable toilet over a 7 day 
period, releasing hydrogen peroxide 
which is known for effective 
bleaching, deodorising & sanitising. 

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

Green 12 Pack TPM514 $24.95 $23.45

Blue 12 Pack TPM512 $24.95 $23.45

Aqua Kem Concentrated  
Sachets, 12 Pack

Highly concentrated single dose sachets for the 
waste holding tank of your Porta Potti. Get the 
right dose every time to achieve outstanding 
odour control. Liquefies waste for easier 
emptying and helps to reduce gas build-up.
BLUE FORMULA
• 1 dose lasts up to 5 days
GREEN FORMULA 
•  Biological action is safe  

for septic tanks.
• 1 dose lasts up to 4 days

Compact Toilet Brush  
and Holder

Cat No. Qty 1+

TPM718 $19.95

This compact unit will fit in the tiniest of spaces 
measuring 100mm wide and 365mm high. It 
attaches to any shiny surface (no screws) via 
suction pad which has a load rating of 1kg. 
white in colour with translucent bowl.

Stylish Toilet Roll Holder

Cat No. Qty 1+

TPM707 $24.95

This full size toilet roll holder uses only 
one powerful suction cup which will carry 
a load of up to 1kg. It features a stylish 
transparent paper roll unspool suppressor 
and a handy little tray which keeps your 
mobile phone, keys etc. in sight.  
White in colour.

Toilet Tissue Packs

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

6 Rolls TPM715 $9.95 $9.45

Environmentally friendly and dissolves rapidly 
to assist in eliminating blockages.

Safety Warning Sticker For Toilet Use

Cat No. Qty 1+

80 x 35mm Self Adhesive TPM200 $4.95

Many people who are not familiar with boats assume that 
the toilet on a boat is the same as those on dry land. A boat 
toilet is not, of course. 
A guest on your boat can ruin everyone's day by simply 
putting a cigarette butt or a tampon down the toilet when you 
are out for the day. 
The macerator pump in your boat toilet system is not designed to chop 
up semi-solid objects and can easily be clogged up - even with non-
approved toilet paper. 
By applying the sticker below right near the toilet (preferrably at eye-line) 
you warn people about this. It can save an otherwise ruined day.

The toilet in your boat, caravan, or motorhome cannot 
be treated the same as one at home. Whether you’re 
on land or water, the macerator pump used to ensure 
pumpability of your waste to the holding tank (and out 
again at the pump out station) is easily clogged by 
foreign objects, but also regular toilet tissue! 
By using toilet tissue which is designed for this specific 
purpose, you can eliminate the possibility of blockage 
or broken equipment due to improper use. You should 
also warn your guests that only human waste and 
appropriate toilet tissue is allowed into the toilet! 
We have designed a handy warning label to ensure 
everyone is aware too.

No-Blockage  
Toilet Tissue

Happy Bowl Toilet Bowl Liners

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Orange - Pack of 50 TPM545 $16.95 $14.95

No fuss, no brush! Happy Bowl liners 
are designed specifically for caravan and 
motorhome toilets and porta potties. 
These biodegradable toilet bowl liners 
are hygenic, eliminate toilet brushes, 
minimise water usage and keep your 
bowl sparkling clean and streak free.  
• Safe for septic tanks! 

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au416 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day
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Washing Accessories

This system consists of two handles/poles 
which snap-in to various brushes and 
accessories which have individual cleaning 
applications. 

The Brushes
The brushes feature a hardwood base, premium bristles and a wraparound safety 
bumper to prevent accidental scratching. All brushes have flared bristles. Angled head 
design helps you reach those hard to get nooks and crannies! 

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

12” MQE892 $29.95 $26.95

12” Wide Squeegee

This squeegee clips into 
either of the poles enabling 
you to reach windows that 
need a clean and/or out of 
reach by normal means.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

1.5m Fixed MQE878 $19.95 $17.95

1.5-2.7m Adj MQE880 $24.95 $22.45

The Poles

The first unit is a fixed length 1.2m 
(4’) pole with a comfortable plastic 
handle one end and a mounting spigot 
hole on the other. The other pole has 
adjustable length 1.5m-2.7m.

6” (15CM) DECK/UPPER AREA  
BRUSH - SOFT BRISTLE

The brushes are extra-soft nylon 
treated on the ends for 
supreme softness. Good 
general purpose brush for 
all but the biggest cruisers, 
yachts & caravans.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

6” Soft Bristle MQE870 $19.95 $17.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

8” Hard Bristle MQE874 $22.95 $20.45

8” DECK BRUSH, FIRM BRISTLE

Wider body with firmer 
bristles. Aggressively 
scrub down decks that 
have ingrained dirt, 
etc. It will not scratch, 
however. 

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

10” Firm Bristle MQE872 $24.95 $22.45

10” DECK BRUSH, FIRM BRISTLE

Same as the MQE874 
but for scrubbing 
teak decks on 
motor cruisers 
and yachts, 
hard, non-slip 
surfaces, etc. 

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

10” Soft Bristles MQE876 $24.95 $22.45

10” DECK/UPPER AREA  
BRUSH - SUPER-SOFT

Similar to the MQE870 but 
in a larger, wider format. 
It is suitable for 
boats up to 40’ and 
larger caravans, 
Winnebago’s etc.

Premium Washing System

Washing Mitt/Sponge

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

Washing Mitt MQE905 $12.95 $11.45

Washing Sponge MQE910 $12.95 $11.45

MQE905 fits like a glove, literally. It is covered in a ‘spaghetti’ of 
microfibre worms which absorb detergent and soak up grease, dirt, etc.
MQE910, similar to to MQE905 except you hold it in 
your hand. It had a durable sponge 
surrounded by microfibre worms.
•  Very easy to use 
•  Ideal for. boats, cars, caravans, etc.

Utility Brush

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

215mm Long MQE825 $14.95 $13.45

This fibreglass reinforced handle/
head unit features an impressive 
brush structure of medium/firm 
bristles. Ideal for scummy waterlines, 
bait wells and trailer wheels, etc.

Star brite® Scrubber Medium Red

Suction Handle

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

Suction Handle MQE845 $14.95 $13.45

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

Suction Handle MQE860 $29.95 $26.95

Medium Scrub Pad for all-purpose scrubbing Excellent for cleaning teak.
•  One handle and three pads and you can handle any job.
•  Attaches to Premium Handles with the 

use of Star brite’s Adjustable Knuckle 
(40030).

•  By using with handle it lets you scrub 
standing or to reach over and 
clean the sides of the boat 
and hard to reach areas.

You really cannot float in a dinghy around your boat and wash, sand, 
paint, etc. your boat without one of these. You can hold yourself against 
the hull. Consists of two large suction cups 
with a yellow handle.  
• Measures 230 x 100mm.

Tack Cloth

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

450(18”) x 900(36”)mm TQK840 $3.95 $3.55

This cloth is completely wax and silicone free. It 
is anti-static. This is the cloth you need to clean 
a surface for that very, very special 
paint job - high gloss for example. 
It removes microscopic surface 
contaminants.

Aion Plas Chamois

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

690 x 430mm MQE922 $29.95 $26.95

Once, the best way to remove surface water from a shiny surface was 
to use a natural chamois made from lambskin leather. They were great 
water absorber, but occasionally they would ‘stick’ to the paint or gel 
coat and trap a dirt particle causing a scratch. The new synthetic soft 
buff chamois has even better water absorption but does not stick at all. 
Streak-free finish guaranteed. Colours may vary.

Call us on 1300 964 264 417
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Tools & Test Equipment

Side Console Boat Covers

Open Boat Covers

These covers accommodate the 
bulk of the side console.
•  Covers for smaller boats from 

4.1m - 5.0m
• Grey
• Includes tie downs

Meant to stretch across open style of boat - typically a tinnie but also 
good on wooden ‘clinker’ style. Can accommodate a bow rail up to 
150mm high.
•  Covers for smaller boats from 3.5m - 5.0m
• Grey
• Includes tie downs

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

4.1 - 4.3m MBE305 $179.00 $169.95

4.3 - 4.5m MBE310 $189.00 $178.95

4.5 - 4.7m MBE315 $199.00 $188.95

4.7 - 5.0m MBE320 $229.00 $209.00

Economy Boat Covers

Inflatable Boat Covers

•  Covers for smaller boats from 3.3m - 6.4m
• Will fit a variety of boat styles
• Excellent for seasonal storage
•  Epsilon™ breathable and water resistant fabric
• 20m of tie-down rope included
• No metal parts or abrasive seams
• Elastic cord in hem for snug fit
• Includes tie downs
• Grey

Protect your inflatable boat with these strong and sturdy boat covers. 
UV and water resistant, it is constructed from 320gsm (9.40oz/sq.yd) 
polyester canvas. A full rear cut accommodates outboard storage and 
rear panels add strength and protection to your device. Double buckle 
straps sewn into hem for easy fitting of tie-downs & trailerable straps. 
•  Covers for smaller boats from 2.3m - 3.6m
• Grey
• Includes tie downs

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

3.3 - 4.0m MBE005 $59.95 $56.95

4.0 - 4.5m MBE010 $99.95 $89.95

4.5 - 5.4m MBE015 $139.00 $131.95

5.4 - 6.4m MBE020 $179.00 $169.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

2.3 - 2.6m MBE105 $89.95 $84.95

2.6 - 2.9m MBE110 $99.95 $94.95

2.9 - 3.2m MBE115 $119.00 $112.95

3.2 - 3.6m MBE120 $129.00 $121.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

3.5 - 3.7m MBE205 $99.95 $94.95

3.7 - 3.9m MBE210 $109.00 $102.95

3.9 - 4.1m MBE215 $119.00 $112.95

4.1 - 4.3m MBE220 $129.00 $121.95

4.3 - 4.5m MBE225 $139.00 $131.95

4.5 - 4.7m MBE230 $149.00 $140.95

4.7 - 5.0m MBE235 $159.00 $150.95

COVERS FOR CENTRE 
CONSOLE & MORE - ON 

NEXT PAGE!

NEED HELP WITH SIZING? CHECK OUR 
MEASURING GUIDE PAGE 419

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au418 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day

A cover, whether it be for your boat, caravan - even your 
BBQ can be one of the wisest investments you can make. 
The cover is always cheaper than the object you are 
protecting, so it makes sense to slowly sacrifice it over 
time.
Covers designed for the application last a surprising 
amount of time, but the object underneath will last 
almost forever because of the covers’ protective nature. 
Remember, the clothes around your body are really a cover!

Weather
Protection
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Boat Covers

In order to select the proper size cover, you must measure 
your boat!

STEP 1
Measure your boat’s centre-line length (straight 
measurement from bow to stern, not including the 
motor). Note: Measurement should include allowance for 
excessive bow rail heights, trolling motors, and transom 
platforms and ladders. Do not measure up and over the 
windshield.

STEP 2
Measure your boat’s beam width, the widest distance 
across the boat in a straight flat line. The boat’s widest 
point is generally in the windshield area. Do not measure 
up and over the windshield.

STEP 3
Find the boat description which best represents your style 
of boat. If your length measurement falls on a max length, 
it’s recommended that you move up to the next size.

BOAT COVER SIZING

Runabout Console Boat Covers

Bowrider Console Boat Covers

Cabin Cruiser Boat CoversThese are meant for boats with full width windscreens.
•  Covers for smaller boats from 4.1m - 5.9m
• Grey
• Includes tie downs
• Double-stitched

Cover has wider cut to accommodate the bowrider area and bow rail 
area. Also accommodates a large windscreen.
•  Covers for smaller boats from 4.7m - 6.3m
• Grey
• Includes tie downs
• Double-stitched

The cover for cabin cruisers that has accommodation for the large bulk of 
the centre cabin area.
•  Covers for smaller boats from 4.7m - 6.7m
• Grey
• Includes tie downs
• Double-stitched

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

4.1 - 4.3m MBE505 $179.00 $169.95

4.3 - 4.5m MBE510 $189.00 $178.95

4.5 - 4.7m MBE515 $199.00 $188.95

4.7 - 5.0m MBE520 $219.00 $207.95

5.0 - 5.3m MBE525 $239.00 $219.00

5.3 - 5.6m MBE530 $249.00 $229.00

5.6 - 5.9m MBE535 $259.00 $239.00

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

4.7 - 5.0m MBE605 $199.00 $188.95

5.0 - 5.3m MBE610 $219.00 $207.95

5.3 - 5.6m MBE615 $239.00 $219.00

5.6 - 5.9m MBE620 $259.00 $239.00

5.9 - 6.3m MBE625 $279.00 $259.00

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

4.7 - 5.0m MBE705 $239.00 $219.00

5.0 - 5.3m MBE710 $259.00 $239.00

5.3 - 5.6m MBE715 $279.00 $259.00

5.6 - 5.9m MBE720 $299.00 $279.00

5.9 - 6.3m MBE725 $329.00 $309.00

6.3 - 6.7m MBE730 $339.00

Centre Console Boat Covers

Similar product to the side console cover except allowance 
made for centre console bulk. Would work for boats with large 
windscreens as well.
•  Covers for smaller boats from 4.7m - 5.9m
• Grey
• Includes tie downs
•  Double-stitched

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

4.7 - 5.0m MBE405 $219.00 $207.95

5.0 - 5.3m MBE410 $239.00 $219.00

5.3 - 5.6m MBE415 $259.00 $239.00

5.6 - 5.9m MBE420 $279.00 $259.00

Call us on 1300 964 264 419
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Boat Protection
Jumbo Boat Covers

The jumbo boat cover will accommodate the very large central bulk of 
these craft as well as a substantial bow rail.
•  Covers for boats from 5.2m - 8.2m
• Grey
• Includes tie downs
• Double-stitched

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

5.2 - 5.8m MBE805 $379.00 $359.00

5.8 - 6.4m MBE810 $399.00 $379.00

6.4 - 7.0m MBE815 $449.00

7.0 - 7.6m MBE820 $499.00 $469.00

7.6 - 8.2m MBE825 $549.00 $519.00

Outboard Covers Half Length

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Up to 15hp MBG005 $19.95 $17.95

15 - 30hp MBG010 $22.95 $20.45

30 - 60hp MBG015 $29.95 $26.95

60 - 100hp MBG020 $32.95 $28.95

100 - 150hp MBG025 $34.95 $30.95

175 - 250hp MBG030 $39.95 $35.95

Outboard Covers  
Full Length

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Up to 3.5hp MBG105 $29.95 $26.95

3.5 - 6hp MBG110 $34.95 $30.95

8 - 20hp MBG115 $39.95 $35.95

10 - 30hp MBG120 $44.95 $39.95

25 - 60hp MBG125 $49.95 $44.95

40 - 100hp MBG130 $59.95 $53.95

70 - 150hp MBG135 $64.95 $57.95

135 - 250hp MBG140 $69.95 $62.95

Propeller Cover & Flag

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Safety Flag MBG210 $6.95 $6.60

Alert other road users while 
you are towing your boat 
to help avoid a collision.
•  Choose between a 

propeller cover or bright 
orange flag

OTHER COVERS

It is easy to forget the outboard cowling when you have your boat in 
storage. The cowling will also need attention! Stop fading and cracking 
by covering the outboard with one of our covers. The same goes for the 
full leg and props as well.  
Remember to remove before use.

Boat Cover Support Pole

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

0.9 to 1.64m ADJ MBG075 $24.95 $22.45

This product is like a prop that supports your cover preventing water 
pooling in a depression. It will extend the life of the cover by reducing 
long-term dampness. The pole features a large rubber cap on one end, a 
male canvas snap spike and grommet tip. It adjusts from 36” (900mm) to 
64” (1.64m). a simply but handy product.

Boat Cover Support Strut

The ocean south adjustable pole simply 
props up your boat cover which prevents 
rain water pooling on your cover or leaves 
and other debris from collecting there as 
well. Your cover will last longer as it will 
stay dry. The pole is adjustable and comes 
with wheel-like top and bottom bases. The 
wide wheel shape stops the cover from 
chafing through. The pole is adjustable 
from 700mm to 1220mm and can be 
locked at any length with a thumbscrew. 
Also provided are two marine grade 25mm 
wide webbing straps which are 20m long. 
The webbing straps locate the pole so 
that it stays in place under the cover and 
provides further support for the cover. 
Suits boats up to 24ft (7.1m)

JET SKI COVERS

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

2.5m - 2.9m 98” - 114” MBE056 $89.95 $80.95

2.9m - 3.4m 114” - 134” MBE058 $109.00 $97.95

3.4m - 3.7m 134” - 145” MBE060 $129.00 $115.95

Heavy Duty Jet Ski Covers

In addition to our standard Jet Ski covers 
(above) we now have a range of heavier 
duty products with extra warranty. 
They are two-tone (black-grey), 
are made from 600 denier 
fabric, have a shock cord 
and webbing straps. 
In keeping with the 
quality of this 
product, it has a 3 
year warranty.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Boat Cover Vent MBG078 $4.95 $4.45

Boat Cover Vent

This boat cover vent is easily installed onto 
the cover and the under plate is secured 
into the top dome with 4 fastener screws 
(supplied). It provides excellent ventillation 
around the boat to prevent moisture build up 
and damage from mould and mildew, which is 
essential for long term storage. 

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

0.7 to 1.22m ADJ MBG076 $34.95 $30.95

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au420 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day
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Outboard Covers

Some people have asked us about extra small flushers for small 
horsepower units. Basically, we cannot find one smaller than our 
MGA405 unit. We have found the best way to flush small outboards 
is with a large bucket, such as our TAE432, however any large bucket 

will do. Simply hold the outboard firmly and lower into the bucket 
filled with fresh water. Do not rev engine, idling the motor will flush 
enough. You could also add a cup of “Salt Off” below for even better 
results.

SMALL OUTBOARD FLUSHERS

OUTBOARD COVERS

Vented Covers for Mercury, Evinrude,  
Yamaha & Suzuki Outboard Motors
These covers are designed to remain on your engine 
when motoring. The vents in the cover allow air to 
enter into the engine compartment. The covers only 
cover the engine cowling. Obviously they cannot 
extend any lower as this would impede the operation 
of the motor. They also have a soft felt inner lining. 
The covers are exceptional high quality and feature 
an elasticised hem and are made in 380gm polyester 
canvas. The complete range is not stocked in all 
stores. You can order online or through any store. 
The complete list of covers is shown here.

Part No. Model Type HP Colour Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

M00-V Mercury Verado 6CYL 2.6L
400R, 200HP, 225HP, 250HP, 300HP, 350HP, 200HP PRO, 
250HP PRO, 300HP PRO Black MBG080 $219.00 $196.95

M05-V Mercury Verado 4CYL 1.7L 135HP, 150HP, 175HP, 200HP Black MBG081 $189.00 $169.95

M10-V Mercury 4stroke 4CYL 3.0L 135HP, 150HP Black MBG082 $179.00 $160.95

M15-V Mercury 4stroke 4CYL 2.1L 75HP, 80HP, 90HP, 100HP, 115HP Black MBG083 $149.00 $133.95

M20-V Mercury 4stroke 4CYL 995cc 40HP, 50HP, 60HP Black MBG084 $104.00 $92.95

M25-V Mercury 4stroke 3CYL 526cc 25HP, 30HP, 40HP Black MBG085 $99.95 $89.95

E00-V Evinrude G2 V6 3.4L 225HP, 250HP, 300HP, 200H.O, 225H.O, 250H.O Grey MBG089 $239.00 $209.00

E02-V Evinrude G2 V6 2.7L 150HP, 175HP, 200HP, 150H.O Grey MBG090 $229.00 $199.00

E05-V Evinrude E-TEC V6 3.3L 225HP, 250HP, 300HP, 200H.O, 225H.O, 250H.O Grey MBG091 $209.00 $187.95

E10-V Evinrude E-TEC V6 2.6L 150HP, 175HP, 200HP, 135H.O, 150H.O Grey MBG092 $169.00 $151.95

E15-VH Evinrude E-TEC V4 1.7L 115HP, 130HP Grey MBG106 $145.00 $129.95

E15-V Evinrude E-TEC V4 1.7L 115HP, 90H.O Grey MBG107 $149.00 $133.95

E20-V Evinrude E-TEC 3 CYL 1.3L 75HP, 90HP, 60H.O Grey MBG108 $114.00 $101.95

E25-V Evinrude E-TEC 2 CYL 863cc 40HP, 50HP, 60HP Grey MBG109 $98.95 $88.95

E30-V Evinrude E-TEC 2CYL 577cc 25HP, 30HP, 15H.O Grey MBG111 $89.95 $80.95

Y00-V Yamaha V8 5.3L F350 Grey MBG086 $214.00 $191.95

Y05-V Yamaha V6 4.2L F225, F250, F300 Grey MBG184 $174.00 $155.95

Y10-V Yamaha 4 CYL 2.8L F150, F175, F200 Grey MBG185 $149.00 $133.95

Y20-V Yamaha 4 CYL 1.8L F115, F130 Grey MBG186 $129.00 $115.95

Y24-V Yamaha 4 CYL 1.8L F90C, F100F Grey MBG187 $124.00 $110.95

Y25-V Yamaha 4 CYL 996cc F50, F60, F70 Grey MBG188 $94.95 $84.95

Y30-V Yamaha 3 CYL 747cc F30, F40 Grey MBG189 $89.95 $80.95

Y35-V Yamaha 2 CYL 498cc F25D Grey MBG190 $84.95 $75.95

Y35-VP Yamaha
2 CYL 498cc Pull 
Start F25D Grey MBG191 $88.95 $79.95

S25-V Suzuki 3 CYL 941cc DF40A, DF50A, DF60A Black MBG087 $99.95 $89.95

S30-V Suzuki 3 CYL 489cc DF25A, DF30A Black MBG088 $89.95 $80.95

S00-V Suzuki V6 4.0L DF250AP, DF300AP Black MBG192 $179.00 $160.95

S05-V Suzuki V6 3.6L DF200, DF225, DF250 Black MBG193 $164.00 $146.95

S06-V Suzuki V6 3.6L DF200AP Black MBG194 $164.00 $146.95

S10-V Suzuki 4 CYL 2.8L DF150, DF175 Black MBG195 $149.00 $133.95

S11-V Suzuki 4 CYL 2.8L DF150AP, DF175AP Black MBG196 $137.00 $122.95

S15-V Suzuki 4 CYL 2.0L DF100A, DF115A, DF140A Black MBG197 $134.00 $119.95

S20-V Suzuki 4 CYL 1.5L DF70A, DF80A, DF90A Black MBG198 $109.00 $97.95

MBG086
MBG080

MBG089
PLEASE NOTE: 
Not stocked in all stores but can be ordered.
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Outboard & Caravan Covers
Vented Covers for Honda Outboard Motors

CARAVAN COVERS

Caravan Covers
If you store your caravan outdoors when it is not in use, then it 
is subject to the adverse effects of weather conditions. While 
caravans are things that are meant to be outdoors, the months 
of harsh conditions may impact adversely on them. Protect your 
caravan from nature’s harsh elements now! Our fabric is a triple 
layered, non-woven polypropylene, UV and weather resistant. 
Range include various models and sizes to suit Caravans and Pop 
Tops.
• Fit without the use of a ladder
• Non-abrasive lining
• Mould & mildew resistant
• Elasticised skirt
• Storage bag included

Cat No. Qty 1+

Pop Top 12’ - 14’ (3.6m - 4.2m) RBA205 $309.00

Pop Top 14’ - 16’ (4.2m - 4.9m) RBA210 $319.00

Pop Top 16’ - 18’ (4.9m - 5.5m) RBA215 $329.00

Pop Top 18’ - 20’ (5.5m - 6.1m) RBA220 $339.00

Caravan 14’ - 16’ (4.2m - 4.9m) RBA106 $319.00

Caravan 16’ - 18’ (4.9m - 5.5m) RBA111 $329.00

Caravan 18’ - 120 (5.5m - 6.1m) RBA116 $349.00

Caravan 20’ - 22’ (6.1m - 6.7m) RBA121 $359.00

Caravan 22’ - 24’ (6.7m - 7.3m) RBA126 $409.00

ATTENTION!
Check our rotary vent on page 463 of this catalogue! You can easily 
fit it to the roof of your camper trailer or caravan and give year round 
ventilation. You will be amazed how it reduces mildew and stuffy smells!

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au422 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day

Oceansouth vented outboard motor cover to suit Honda 
engines. Designed to be left on during use, providing protection 
both on and off the water. Durable woven polyester fabric with 
soft felt inner lining to prevent damage to your engine cowling.
• Hem and buckle fastening 
• CAD pattern for optimal fit 

Size Model No. Suits Honda Models Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

V6 3.6L H00-V BF250 (2011>) MBG220 $179.00 $160.95

V6 3.5L H05-V BF175, BF200, BF225 (2010>) MBG221 $165.00 $147.95

4CYL 2.3L H10-V BF115, BF135, BF150 (2010>) MBG222 $149.00 $133.95

4CYL 1.5L H15-V BF75, BF80, BF90, BF100 (2014>) MBG223 $119.00 $106.95

3CYL 1L H20-V BF60 (2009) BFP60 (2009>) MBG224 $105.00 $93.95

3CYL 808cc H25-V BF40, BF50 (2017>) MBG225 $99.90 $89.90

3CYL 552cc H30-V BF25, BF30 (2002>) MBG226 $94.90 $84.90

2CYL 350cc H35-V BF15, BF20 (2002>) MBG227 $89.90 $80.90

2CYL 222cc H40-V BF8, BF9.9, BF10 with lifting harness (2000>) MBG228 $99.90 $89.90

1CYL 127cc H45-V BF4, BF5, BF6 with lifting harness (2016>) MBG229 $93.90 $83.90

1CYL 57cc H50-V BF2.3 with lifting harness (2014>) MBG230 $87.90 $78.90

PLEASE NOTE: 
Not stocked in all stores but can be ordered.
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Tools & Test Equipment

E.P. Gear Oil

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

1 Litre MGI224 $14.95 $13.45

This Extreme Pressure oil is especially formulated 
for hypoid or spiral bevel gear sets including diffs, 
steering boxes, gearboxes, transfer cases, of all 
automotive equipment including, 4WD’s, cars, 
light trucks, etc. Prevents galling, tooth wear and 
scuffing of gears in all severe load and routing load 
applications. Its SAE viscosity rating is 80W-90. 
Resists foaming and metal corrosion. The need for 
seasonal oil changes is eliminated. It is wise to 
carry such a product on the road for long trips. 
•  Brand: Gulf Western 
•  Can be used to top up gearbox cases  

in outboards

2 Stroke Self-mixing  
Outboard Oil (TC-W3)

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

1 Litre MGI200 $9.95 $9.45

4 Litre MGI204 $29.95

This product is designed for all water and 
air-cooled 2 stroke Outboard motors. It is 
absolutely ashless. It can be used in all oil-
injected and pre-mix systems. Most 2 stroke 
outboard manufacturers recommend a 50:1 
ratio for premix systems. This can be easily 
done by simply adding 100ml to 5 litres of 
petrol. 
•  Suitable for TC-W3 and TC-W2 

requirements 
•  Ashless formulation for superior 

piston, port and spark plug 
cleanliness 

•  Self mixing with both leaded and 
unleaded petrol 

•  Formulated using synthetic and 
conventional mineral oils to give 
excellent protection against engine 
wear Gel resistant formulation 
reduces the likelihood of fuel filter or 
oil filter blockage and subsequent 
engine damage 

•  Brand: Gulf Western 

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

1 Litre MGI226 $12.95 $11.45

Premium 10W30 Api Oil

Premium low viscosity engine oil that offers 
excellent protection during low temperature 
start up. Ideal for late model engines calling for 
a 5W30, 7.5W30 or 10W30 engine oil.

Hydraulic Steering Oil

Cat No. Qty 1+

1 Litre MGK232 $19.95

HyDrive Ultra 15 hydraulic fluid for use in HyDrive 
Skipper and Admiral series hydraulic steering 
systems. Compatible with HyDrive HF15, but 
should not be mixed with any other fluids.

OILS
MGI200

MGI204

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

4 Litre MGI213 $34.95 $32.95

Outboard 4 Stroke Oil

Premium grade, semi-synthetic four 
stroke engine oil meeting the latest 
maritime specification FC-W. 
• 10W-40 grade 

As all diesel engines have fuel injectors it is absolutely critical that 
fuel, once it reaches the injector has absolutely no particles in it. A 
blocked fuel injector can cause a lot of trouble! Listed below is the 3 
sizes of common diesel fuel filters and what they do for your engine.
30-Micron Filter Element
These are your first line of defence. They are to be used to remove 
coarse debris. They must be used with a secondary filter down the 
line. 
10-Micron Filter Element 
Can be used as a primary or secondary filter, depending on 
whether a 10-micron filter meets your engine manufacturers 
recommendations. 

2-Micron Filters
Can be used as the only filters in the system since they remove 
almost all dirt, and even dirty water. They are very effective but the 
downside is that they need to be replaced very regularly. You don’t 
need the irony of a sluggish or blocked filter compromising engine 
performance!

NOTE: Diesel fuel is very prone to bacterial infection. Always use fuel 
bacteria killers when filling up. It is wise to keep your fuel tanks as 
empty as possible in between use. 

DIESEL ENGINE FUEL FILTERS

There’s an old advertising slogan - “oils ain’t oils”. If you 
don’t recognise it, it doesn’t really matter, because even at 
face value it holds true. Quality engine fluids and filtration 
will help your motors provide many years of faithful 
service. Unless of course, you like rowing back to shore...

Oils &  
Lubricants

Call us on 1300 964 264 423
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Engine / Fuel Management

Cat No. Qty 1+

280ml MGI206 $9.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

2 Litre TVE456 $6.95 $6.25

2 Stroke Oil Measuring Cylinder

Mixing two stroke fuel is not rocket science. If your 
engine manufacturer requires a 50:1 mixture, you 
are not going to do any damage to your motor 
if you end up with, say, 45:1 or a 55:1 mixture. 
Having said that, this handy measuring cylinder 
with convenient ratio chart printed on the side 
will save you from getting the mixture critically 
wrong. Remember to clean the remaining oil out 
by putting about 100-150ml of petrol in it, swirling 
it about and emptying it in to your fuel container. 
If you leave the container oily, you will end up with 
dead bugs in the cup! 

Engine Oil Pot

Featuring a flexible spout for 
spill-free top-ups, the clear 
construction makes it easy to check 
for contaminants. 
• Weight: 160g
• Flexible Spout 
• Length: 135mm
• Dimensions:  215(W) x 265(H) x 130(D)mm  

(Excluding Flexible Spout)

“Star Tron” Fuel Treatment

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

237ml MGI005 $27.95 $24.95

473ml MGI010 $34.95 $30.95

USA made product. Stabilises petrol that has 
problems, specifically with ethanol in petrol - 
E5, E10, E15+. 
•  Makes engines start more easily 
•  Improves octane rating in old, stale fuel 
•  Helps eliminate carbon, gum and varnish 

deposits

Additives - Stabil
Keeps fuel fresh in tanks for over 
12 months. Contains a water 
remover as well. Essential for the 
boat that is stored for some length 
of time. 
•  Saves draining the fuel tank 
•  Made in USA

FUEL TREATMENT

MGI015 MGI030

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

118ml MGI015 $14.95 $13.95

236ml MGI020 $19.95

473ml MGI025 $32.95 $30.95

Diesel - 946ml MGI030 $64.95 $60.95

“Start Ya Bastard”  
Engine Start”

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

350g MGI165 $15.95 $14.95

The famous product that, when sprayed down the carby 
of your lawn mower, outboard, car - or whatever - it 
almost guarantees to start the engine (provided you 
have a spark!).

CAUTION! DO NOT USE THIS AS A 
DEFIBRILLATOR!
Can also be used to freeze off a tick.

ENGINE STARTOIL MANAGEMENT

ENGINE PROTECTION & REPAIR

Chem-i-Weld Cylinder Head/Casting Repair

Cat No. Qty 1+

325ml Bottle MQO340 $9.95

This product is basically used to 
PERMANENTLY repair cracks, flaws or porosity 
in heavy automotive castings like cylinder 
heads, water pump housings, etc. It will work 
on cast iron, steel, brass, copper, aluminium 
and bronze castings. It works by leaking out of 
the crack and hardening after being exposed to 
air in a confined space. It works best on smaller, 
weeping cracks. 
Note 1: It is not designed to permanently repair 
semi- flexible cracks such as head gaskets, 
flexible radiator components, however, but may 
work temporarily. 
Note 2: It is not a cure for overheating. The 
source of that problem must be rectified 
separately. Apart from that, it’s fantastic stuff!

FOR FUNNELS,  
SEE PAGE 356

2 HOUR 
CLICK & COLLECT 
•  Check stock online at your local RTM store

•  Add the bits you need to  
your cart & checkout

• Ready within just 2 hours

• Collect it when convenient for you

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au424 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day
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Spark Plugs

NGK ZS - Outboard Applications

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

BR7HS-1 MGA300 $6.95 $6.25

BR8HS-10 MGA302 $6.95 $6.25

BP8H-N-10 MGA304 $6.95 $6.25

BPZ8HS-10 MGA306 $22.95 $20.45

B8HS-10 MGA308 $7.95 $7.15

BUHW-2 MGA310 $10.95 $9.45

DPR6EA-9 MGA312 $6.95 $6.25

BUHW MGA314 $10.95 $9.45

DR7EA MGA316 $6.95 $6.25

BPR7HS-10 MGA318 $6.95 $6.25

DCPR6E MGA320 $7.95 $7.15

IZFR5J MGA322 $37.95 $33.95

B7HS MGA324 $5.95 $5.35

BP8HS-15 MGA326 $5.95 $5.35

CR7HSA MGA374 $6.95 $6.25

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

BUZHW-2 MGA328 $27.95 $24.95

BUZ8H MGA330 $27.95 $24.95
BPR6HS (Suits MGA002  
2.5hp Outboard) MGA352 $5.95 $5.35
BPR7HS (Suits MGA010/20  
5 & 9.8hp Outboards) MGA354 $5.95 $5.35

BP7HS (Suits MGA030/040  
15hp Outboards) MGA356 $6.95 $6.25

B7HS-10 MGA358 $6.95 $6.25

BPZ8H-N-10 MGA360 $22.95 $20.45

BR6FS MGA362 $12.95 $11.45

BR9HS-10 MGA364 $14.95 $13.45

BU8H MGA366 $16.95 $14.95

BZ7HS-10 MGA368 $19.95 $17.95

ITR4A15 MGA370 $39.95 $35.95

LFR6A MGA372 $24.95 $22.45

NGK is the largest brand of spark plugs in the marine business. Listed 
below is a range of outboard & jet ski plugs that will cover most of your 
needs. Look out for our handy dispensing cabinets in store.

NGK Spark Plugs - PWC Applications

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

BR8E MGA332 $6.95 $6.25

BR9ES MGA334 $6.95 $6.25

BR8HS MGA336 $6.95 $6.25

DCPR8E MGA338 $6.95 $6.25

Ideal for Jet Ski etc.

SPARK PLUGS

SEE OUR ANTI-SEIZE THREAD  
LUBRICANT ON PAGE 427

THINGS TO LOOK FOR
Basic Theory. A spark plug is always required in a PETROL engine, 
whether it be an outboard, jet skior inboard in a speedboat, cruiser, 
etc. DIESEL engines do not require spark plugs (but they may require 
heating plugs called glow-plugs to help achieve ignition if conditions 
are cold).
Spark plugs are very reliable and have been around for over 120 
years. Like most things, they do, however require attention from 
time-to-time.
If you have a 4-stroke engine, inboard or outboard, the work that a 
spark plug has to do is less than if you have a 2-stroke.
4-Stroke Spark Plugs. If your engine is “running rough” it generally 
comes down to two things – fuel or plugs/electrics. It is frequently 
fuel which is either contaminated with water, “fuel bug” and/or a 
crook fuel fi lter. This is the most common form of non-electrical 
problem in boating activity. A separate “Tech Talk” will cover this 
elsewhere in this catalogue.
We assume that you know what a spark plug looks like and that you 
have a spark plug removal spanner, and that you know where they 
are in your engine.
When you gently unscrew a spark plug, look at the end with the 
thread on it in good natural light. If the insulator and spark gap is 
a very light brown to grey colour, it means that the upper cylinder 
environment and the plug itself is OK. Check that all plugs are the 
same and screw back in. Not too tight, and make sure you put the 
plug lead back on the appropriate spark plug. (You can swap the 
plugs around, but the plug leads MUST go back to where they come 
from.)
If all spark plugs look the same, you can fairly safely look elsewhere 
for your problem.
Problems. If the plug is very black, oily, or wet, etc, you have 
problems.

•  Black. You are either running fuel ratio which is too rich or have 
poor engine timing, (retarded), or too-large plug gap or you are 
running the wrong spark plug. If you are not an experienced 
mechanic, the only practical thing to do is fi t a new set of (correct) 
plugs and see what happens. Even if the problem is elsewhere, a 
new set of plugs would be fi tted by a mechanic anyway.

•  Wet. With fuel it is a carburettor or injector problem. With water it 
means that the cylinder head gasket has probably failed.

•  Centre electrode corroded and not black. This means that the plug 
/ upper cylinder is probably running too hot and the fuel mixture 
is lean. It could also mean the wrong plug. This can cause engine 
damage in the long term.

2-Stroke Outboards / Jet Skis. Spark plugs for these engines work 
harder because they have to burn a small amount of engine oil (for 
lubrication) as well as petrol. The oil deposit almost always leaves the 
plug electrodes black. (2-strokes run a richer mixture than 4-strokes.)
Always check the spark plug gap which means you will need a little 
gap tool for this. If the gap is OK, the easiest thing to do is to change 
the plugs to see if things improve. It’s always a good idea to have a 
spare set of plugs with 2-Strokes anyway.
Once again, always check that you have the manufacturer’s 
recommended plugs fitted.
Conclusion. Black plugs may use a bit more fuel but a slightly 
rich motor will generally not do damage to itself. If you still have 
an engine running rough it may be the ignition module. These are 
very reliable these days and can be an expensive failure. It is not a 
good idea to play with them as they are capable of producing lethal 
voltage.
It is always a good idea to start up the motors on the trailer for 10 – 
20 seconds before you go out so that you are not stranded on the 
boat ramp with problems.
Always have a can of spray silicone to get rid of any moisture around 
the plug leads if your boat has been out in the weather.

SPARK PLUG MAINTENANCE
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Fuel Filters

Filter Kit - “Mercury” Type

Includes filter head with mounting 
bracket, filter element, 2 x 3/8” BSP/NPT) 
x 10mm hose barbs and 2 x 3/8” BSP/
NPT plugs. Screw-on element removes 
98.8% emulsified water and particles as 
small as 10 microns. (Will not separate 2 
stroke oil from fuel, however). 
•  Dimensions (with filter fitted): 105(W) x 

106(D) x 146(H)mm

Even though many of these units are named after 
the outboard manufacturers, they are basically pretty 
standard.

WATER SEPARATING FUEL FILTERS

Filter Kit - “OMC” 
(Evinrude/Johnson etc) Type

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Fuel Filter MGC225 $42.95 $37.95

Replacement Element MGC230 $26.95 $23.95

Includes filter head with mounting bracket, 
filter element, 2 x 3/8” BSP/NPT) x 10mm hose 
barbs and 2 x 3/8” BSP/NPT plugs. Screw-
on element removes 98.8% emulsified water 
and particles as small as 10 microns. (Will not 
separate 2 stroke oil from fuel, however). 
•  Dimensions (with filter fitted):  

105(W) x 106(D) x 146(H)mm Drainable Water-Separating  
Fuel Filter

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Fuel Filter MGC235 $69.95 $62.95

Replacement Element MGC240 $22.95 $20.45

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Fuel Filter MGC215 $39.95

Replacement Element MGC220 $14.95 $13.45

This unit is very similar to the MGC215/225, 
but uses a different filter element which 
is open at the bottom and screws into a 
clear plastic receiver. The receiver tank is 
clear and you can see any water that has 
been captured and precipitated from the 
fuel. A tap enables you to drain this water 
away. The full system includes fuel filter 
head with mounting bracket, brass fittings, 
special water separating fuel filter and clear 
bowl. It is compatible with most outboards 
including Mercury and Yamaha. Almost 
unrestricted fuel flow.

Clear Bowl For Water 
Purging Filters

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

MGC247 $27.95 $24.95

This enables you to convert non-
purging filters to purging. 
• Requires MGC240 filter as well.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Replacement OMC Filter Element MGC232 $16.95 $14.95

Replacement OMC Filter Element

Removes 98.8% of emulsified water and 
foreign particles as small as 10 microns. 
Will not separate oil from fuel, so it is 
suitable for premixed 2 stroke and 4 
stroke fuel.
• Dimensions: 110(H) x 95(dia)mm

FUEL FILTER ELEMENTS

WATER SEPARATING
If you are having trouble getting the fuel bulb to pull fuel through, 
it’s possible that the fuel filter element has a pinhole in the casing 
caused by rust. You will have difficulty seeing it as the paint on 
the element will still cover the hole. It gives itself away when you 
look closely at the element while pumping the bulb. You will see 
the paint “blister” as the air pushes through the rust hole. Get a 
new element.

Fuel filters are often overlooked but they are incredibly important.
Every time you take your boat out you should check it (or them but 
if you don’t use your boat regularly you should check them between 
outings as well. The consequences? You will have a boat full of 
people on a sunny day and your motor won’t start because your fuel
filter is stuffed.
A can of baked beans has thicker steel (generally) than a fuel filter 
canister. It has flimsy cardboard “blotting paper” as a filter. There is 
no point in thinking that you can buy a higher quality one because 
they are ALL like that. Why? Because they are a disposable product 
and they do a great job as is. When they are REPLACED regularly, 
that is.

FUEL FILTER REPLACEMENT 101
If you have a trailer boat under cover in a backyard and use;
•  Frequently:  

Replace filter every 3-6 months.
•  Infrequently: 

Replace filter every year. Try to keep fuel tanks empty  
when not in use.

Always have a spare filter on hand. If you notice water (in the fuel 
separator bowl if fitted) find where the water is coming from. It will 
rust your filter. Replace filter and clean bowl.

If you have a boat on a mooring or in a pen you will probably end up 
with some water in your fuel. You should DEFINITELY have a water 
separating filter assembly.
If you use your boat;
•  Frequently:  

Check filter every time for water. Frequent use should purge water 
out of system. Replace filter/s every 3-6 months

•  Infrequently: 
Check filter even when you are not taking your boat out. Run 
motor/s. A crook filter will not show up if you just let the motor/s 
only idle. Give motors a rev once warmed up. The increased fuel 
flow will sometimes show up a dodgy filter. Check separator bowl 
for water. It may be dirty and look like fuel so try to observe a water/
fuel boundary.

Biological contamination. Bacteria will grow in petrol AND diesel.
It will clog a filter easily. You may have to purge the fuel system if 
contamination is really bad. A nightmare. If you use the boat infrequently, 
leave from last outing with fuel tanks as empty as possible. Only fill up 
with fresh fuel on the day or a day or so before you go out. Use a biocide/
fuel treatment product (see page 424).
They are fairly expensive but worth it.

THE IMPORTANCE OF FUEL FILTERS

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au426 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day
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Motor Repair & Lubricants

Rugged, nylon moulded mechanism 
screws to transom of boat. Pitot tube 
assembly designed to swing clear of 
the water when moored or in pen. This 
prevents marine growth accumulating.
• Simple, reliable mechanism
•  Supplied with generous 6 metre of UV stabilised non-kink airline. Can 

be cut or joined without affecting accuracy of speedo
•  Supplied with stainless steel self tapping (no. 6) screws, saddle clamps 

& ‘P’ clamps to secure air line - assembly/installation self-evident

Universal In-Line Filter Kit

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

In-Line Filter Kit MGC205 $24.95 $22.45

This is an essential spare for boats that are not 
location specific. 
•  This unit comes with adaptors for 1/4”, 5/16” 

(8mm) and 3/8” (10mm) fuel lines
•  Outboard engines only 
•  Dimensions: 85(L) x 28(dia)mm

FUEL FILTERS

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

To suit 1/4” and 5/16” Fuel line MGC206 $6.95 $6.25

To suit 3/8” Fuel line MGC208 $8.95 $8.05

Inline Fuel Filter

Disposable in-line fuel filter for outboard motors. 

1/4” and 5/16” hoses - MGC206

3/8” hoses - MGC208

The gauges on your dashboard are only as good as the senders 
providing them with a signal. These items below are quality. We know 
they will work with our gauges available in the Electronics section of this 
catalogue, and will work with many other gauges available on the market 
for similar applications too.

Tef-Gel Anti-Corrosion, Anti-Seizing, 
Anti-Galling

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

10ml NA1040 $14.95

30ml MQO338 $26.95 $25.45

Used to prevent dissimilar metals when fastened together from corroding 
due to galvanic action. For example, you fasten down a stainless steel 
sail track slide to the metal deck of a yacht, you use this product to 
prevent dissimilar metal electrolytic corrosion. This product also stops 
rotating objects from seizing and prevents galling in stainless steel screw 
fasteners. It also protects electrical terminals/connectors. 
•  Will not cold flow or dry out 
•  Is resistant to salt water and detergents 
•  Contains PTFE (Teflon®) and NO (0%) volatile solvents, no silicone,  

or petroleum solvents. Nothing to evaporate 
•  It is dielectric  

(Non-electrical conducting) 
•  No known hazardous 

ingredients 
•  High flashpoint & Non toxic

Anti-Galling, Anti-Seize 
Thread Lubricant

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

56g MGI172 $29.95 $26.95

This grease-like compound prevents seizing and 
galling of stainless steel fasteners in particular. 
Withstands extreme heat and is therefore 
indispensable in applying to spark plugs as well as 
the keyway of propeller shafts, etc.

Water Temperature Sender

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Water Temperature Sender MGG510 $24.95 $22.45

• Rated voltage 6-24V
•  Temp response time, minimum 3 

minutes after powered up
• M5 thread screw terminal
•  Resistance; 300Ω at 40°C 20Ω at 120°C
•  Thread of body 1/4” 18THD (NPT or BSP)

Fuel, Water, Black/Grey Water Senders

Shaft Length 
(Depth)

Useful range of 
float Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

150mm 110mm MGG805 $54.95 $48.95

175mm 130mm MGG810 $56.95 $50.95

200mm 140mm MGG815 $58.95 $52.95

250mm 195mm MGG820 $60.95 $53.95

300mm 240mm MGG825 $62.95 $55.95

350mm 290mm MGG830 $64.95 $57.95

These senders are very sturdily constructed indeed. 
The main body/flange is made out of solid & cast 316 
marine grade stainless steel Tig welded together. The 
flange has 5 x fixing holes to SAE standard.
• 5 x M5 stainless steel screws supplied
• IP67 protection
•  Will work with petrol (extra gasket supplied,) Diesel, 

Grey water or Black water
•  Operating temp -40 to +85°C (some tank fluids may 

freeze at approx. ± 1°C.)
• Length of connecting wire 450mm
• Resistance 0-190 Ohm, 0.125W

SEE PAGE 189 FOR OUR  
RANGE OF GAUGES TO SUIT

Oil Pressure Senders

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

0 - 5 Bar MGG415 $69.95 $62.95

0 - 10 Bar MGG420 $69.95 $62.95

• Operating voltage 8-32V (5W)
• Operating temp -25 to +120°C (1 hour)
• High vibration resistance
•  Alarm terminal goes low (under 10 ohm) at 

pressure below 0.8 Bar.
• Automatically switches off above that pressure
• Standard 1/8” NPT (BSP) mounting thread
•  Chassis is earth - make sure engine block earth 

is connected to gauge earth

SENDERS TO SUIT GAUGES

Pitot Tube Driver Mechanism

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Pitot Tube Driver Mechanism MGG035 $14.95 $13.45

PITOT TUBE

ANTI-SEIZING LUBRICANTS

Clear Bowl Fuel Filters, Petrol

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Spare Filter Element For MGC245 MGC250 $49.95 $44.95

Element For Mercury/Yamaha MGC260 $36.95 $32.95

Complete kit, including bulkhead 
mounting head, selection of fuel fitting 
plumbing and stainless steel fuel hose 
clamps. Also included is a Griffin GGF22-
10 filter and water separating bowl.

GRIFFIN FILTER PRODUCTS

MGC250 MGC260

Griffin are a quality manufacturer of fuel filter 
heads, cartriges and other components

Call us on 1300 964 264 427



MAINTENANCE

Water Displacement
SILICON BASED LUBRICANTS

“Woolube” Ozspray

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Aerosol - 300g MGI140 $13.95 $12.95

Triggerpack - 750ml MGI145 $24.95 $23.45

This product has virtually hundreds of uses, 
from protecting electrical terminals, tapping/
drilling lubricant, timber preservation, etc. It is 
non toxic and can operate in food machinery 
environments. Choose from Pump-pack or 
aerosol

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

300g MGI194 $12.95 $11.95

750ml Spray Pack NA1044 $26.95

5L Bottle with Spray Applicator NA1046 $89.95

LANOX MX4 Lanolin Lubricant

This product is a formulation made with high-grade lubricating oil 
embedded in a Lanolin base (Lanolin is a greasy natural wax extracted 
from sheep’s wool). It has been used for many centuries as a cosmetic 
and rust-proofing product. Lanox contains No silicon, kerosene, acid 
or petroleum fuels. It is harmless to 
delicate metal surfaces; plastics 
painted or enameled finishes, 
fibreglass, rubber or neoprene. It 
does not become sticky or gum 
up. It does not dry out or dissolve 
in water. This product is ideal where 
protection is required for exposed 
surfaces (generally metals) that are 
subject to corrosion. It is ideal for 
farming, excavation and mining 
machinery etc. It is also ideal to 
protect the couplings on your 
boat or caravan trailer. It is good 
around gas fittings and the 
hydraulic tilt/trim components of 
outboard motors, etc.

LUBRICANTS - LANOLIN BASED
LANOLIN IS THE NATURAL GREASE FROM 

WOOL. IT HAS FABULOUS APPLICATIONS IN A 
WET OR MARINE ENVIRONMENT.

Lanolin Grease - “Woolube”

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Lanolin Grease - “Woolube” MGI150 $14.95 $13.95

Has similar properties and applications to 
“Woolube” Ozspray MGI140/MGI145, except that 
it holds in place as a grease. It is commonly used 
on propellers to keep growth off.

Inox Premium Food Grade  
Machinery Grease

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

30g NA1032 $11.95 $10.45

General-purpose synthetic grease in a handy 30g tube size. 
Ideal for bearings, ball joints, chains, sprockets, O- rings, 
bushes and other rubber and plastic etc. Fully synthetic, 
and highly resistant to water, salt, chemicals and drying. 
•  Food grade  
•  High temperature,  

non-melt 

OILS, LUBRICANTS & GREASE

General WD-Type Lubricant - INOX

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Pump Pack - 125ml NA1022 $8.95 $8.05

Spray Can - 300g NA1024 $12.95 $11.45

A classic Aussie product. This product behaves like silicon 
based water-displacement products, but is totally non-
poisonous and can be used on food machinery. It is totally 
benign on everything except some natural rubber but even 
that only in the long term. Will not dry out or wash off. 
•  Make this your next ‘WD’ purchase, you will be delighted.

Dry Lubricant Spray

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

175g Can NA1013 $14.95 $13.45

This water displacing lubricant is formulated to provide a 
dry, lubricating film of PTFE (polytetrafluoroethylene). It’s 
perfect for use with electronic & mechanical assemblies, 
chains & sprockets, rollers, runners, & power tools etc. 
It prevents rusting on ferrous metals and helps loosen 
stiff or sticking parts. The spray can be used in marine, 
automotive and household environments.

Cat No. Qty 1+

750ml Spray Pack NA1038 $19.95

5L Bottle with Spray Applicator NA1039 $74.95

INOX MX3 Lubricant
A classic aussie product. This product behaves 
like silicon based water-displacement products, 
but is totally non-poisonous and can be used 
on food machinery. It is totally benign on 
everything except some natural rubber but even 
that only in the long term. Will not dry out or 
wash off. Make this your next ‘WD’ purchase, 
you will be delighted. 

Water Displacing Lubricant

Multi-use water displacing and rust preventing 
lubricant specially formulated for use with 
electronic and mechanical assemblies. Displaces 
moisture from metal surfaces including: relays, 
switches, distributors etc. Quickly penetrates 
rusted and corroded metal parts like nuts and 
bolts, valves, tools. 
Silicon product.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Servisol 175g NA1025 $5.95 $5.35

WD-40 150g NA1029 $7.95 $7.15

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au428 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day



MAINTENANCE

Corrosion Prevention & Lubricants
GREASE

Winch Grease - Multipurpose

Cat No. Qty 1+

100g MXJ325 $39.95

This European-made product is formulated from 
Calcium Sulphanate (whatever that is!). It is 
specifically made to lubricate winches, windlasses, 
steering gear, bearings, trailer wheel bearings, 
hydraulic equipment and outboard engine steering 
mechanisms. In other words, anywhere where 
lubricant is needed where there is salt or fresh water 
about. Not cheap, but very good.

Cat No. Qty 1+

450g Tub TTA815 $14.95

Special Marine Grease by LubriMatic

This grease, which is made in the USA is 
especially good for boat trailers that are 
immersed in salt water. It has strong corrosion 
control properties. It is also excellent as a 
general purpose grease for caravan and boat 
trailer wheel bearings (especially if you rig 
runs through mud or creek beds) and general 
towbar and other chassis lube work. 
• Green in colour

Cat No. Qty 1+

300g Spray Can NA1036 $14.95

INOX MX8 High Performance 
Grease

A lithium complex grease that will hold 
together extremely well under high pressure 
and variable temperatures. The inclusion of 
PTFE (polytetrafluoroethylene) gives increased 
lubrication and reduces operating temperatures 
to bearings, bushes, shafts, gears, chains, 
splines, ball joints and any other surface where 
friction occurs. 

“INOX” Wheel Bearing 
Grease (Cartridge)

Cat No. Qty 1+

MGI125 $19.95

Australian-made high temp, high pressure 
general purpose grease. Ideal for truck or 4WD 
universal joints, marine control cables, winches, 
ball joints, chains, wheel bearings, etc. Has PTFE 
(Teflon) and Lithium components in the grease. 
•  Standard grease - gun cartridge size

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

450g Tub TTA810 $16.95 $15.95

High Performance Grease  
with PTFE by Nulon

This grease is an EP (Extreme Pressure) type and 
includes Teflon (PTFE). It has good anti-seizing 
properties. Suitable for chassis lubrication, CV 
joints, universal joints, suspension components, 
wheel bearings, etc. Handles high temperatures, 
is water resistant and resists flinging off fast 
rotating parts. L80 rated.
• Dark red colour

GREASE GUNS

GREASE NIPPLES

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

500gm MGI152 $16.95 $14.95

Castrol Premium Heavy Duty Grease

This is a premium heavy duty (Blue) Lithium complex grease with extra 
tackiness enhancement. It has corrosion protection features and will 
withstand extreme heat from brake discs etc. It is a general purpose 
grade grease but is particularly suited for, truck, passenger car, RV, 
caravan and all types of trailer wheel bearings including those that are 
immersed in water, salt or fresh. 

Other typical applications include:

• Chassis lubrication via grease nipples
• Truck turntables
• Disc brake wheel bearings
• Plain, ball and other bearings
• Sleeve bearings
•  All general industrial equipment
When travelling long distances with or 
without trailer equipment, you really should 
carry spare grease. Make it this one. 
Supplied in a very sturdy container with 
dust and water proof snap on lid. 

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Grease Gun MGI126 $39.95 $35.95

Grease Gun

This sturdy unit enables you to fit a full standard 500ml cartridge. It 
features a 270m long flexible hose with adaptor for 1/8” BSP nipple. 
30cm handle enables you to send a torrent of pressure into any 
lubricated joint that requires servicing. 

Trailer or Caravan Wheel Grease

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Mini Grease Gun Kit MGI115 $49.95 $44.95

Replacement Cartridge - 25g MGI120 $14.95

The MGI115 mini grease gun kit comprises 
the grease gun pump with grease nipple/
general applicator and tube (85g) of high 
quality wheel bearing grease. It is suitable 
for all applications where bearings are 
immersed in water of any kind or in dusty 
environments. 
•  This kit is a must for frequent trailer users.

BSP Grease Nipples 2 Pack

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

1/8” MGI130 $6.95 $6.25

6mm MGI132 $6.95 $6.25

1/4” MGI134 $6.95 $6.25

Spare grease nipples for when the old ones have broken off, permanently 
blocked, rusted, etc. Handy to have a spare pack of 2. Metric and 
imperial.

Available in 3 sizes:

1/8"  - MGI130
6mm  - MGI132
1/4"  - MGI134

Call us on 1300 964 264 429



MAINTENANCE

Sealants & Adhesives

IDEAL FOR INTERIOR / EXTERIOR. This is the product if 
you have to mount glass in a frame - even underwater. It 
remains flexible and will withstand vibration and maintain 
seal integrity. It conforms to DNV(Norway), GL(Germany) 
and AS/NZ4020 for structural bonding and glazing and 
immersion in water. 
•  Outstanding bond strength 
•  No bubble formulation within the sealant 
•  Excellent mechanical properties 
•  Easy application 
•  Non-hazardous 
•  OTHERWISE SIMILAR TO TQO254 

•  Can bond underwater 
•   Will bond a Fly-bridge to a Deck Hull 
•  Direct glaze bond and seal

Fix 15 Exterior/
Interior Joint 
Sealant

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

White 290ml Cartridge TQO250 $17.95 $16.95

Black 290ml Cartridge TQO252 $17.95 $16.95

This MS Polymer product in your classic low-
movement joint sealant. It is ideal to seal a wire 
through a hole or deck. It is compatible with: steel, 
aluminium, stainless steel, timber, mirrors, etc. It 
will even hold seal leaks in small boats. It can be 
painted over. Similar in other ways to TQO254. 
•  Mastic-like qualities

Fix Clear Multipurpose Adhesive Sealant

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Fix Clear 290ml Cartridge TQO254 $18.95 $17.95

This is similar to a Mastic-like product except that 
it is clear (transparent) and unlike Mastic has strong 
adhesive-like qualities. Because its transparent it is ideal 
for fastening LED lighting strips, etc. It does not require 
a primer. As a joint sealant, it will work from 5 to 30mm, 
however, a 30mm joint will require several passes to fill 
the gap. (The gap will also need support). For bonding 
(glueing) a 2mm minimum width is recommended. It is an 
MS-Polymer with a respectable 18- month cartridge life
•  100% clear 
•  Great adhesion to porous surfaces 
•  Flexible elastic rubber up to 20% movement 
•  Good UV resistance 
•  Can be painted 
•  Resistance to many chemicals 
•  Good for sticking mirrors, etc.

Fix 190 Structural Glass 
Bonding & Sealing

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Black 290ml Cartridge TQO256 $19.95 $18.95

White 290ml Cartridge TQO257 $19.95 $18.95

Fix It Grip - FMP100

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Fix It Grip 310ml TQO262 $16.95 $15.95

This is a polyurethane single-component adhesive with very 
high bond strength. It is translucent, 100% waterproof and 
does not stain. It is effective on damp surfaces. This product 
is ideal for bonding porous surfaces including; wood, MDF, 
cement sheet, brickwork, concrete, etc. It can also bond 
some non-porous surfaces, including some metals. 
•  Fast curing. 3-4 times better than main competitors glue 
•  Foaming penetration fills bond cavities automatically 
•  Waterproof D-4 
•  Clamp time only 1 - 2 hours 
•  Supplied as a 310ml cartridge 
•  Clean up Metho or alcohol mixed after using

Fix It Glue - FMP200

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

750ml Bottle TQO264 $22.95 $21.45

Very similar product to Fix It Grip FMP100 except that it 
is supplied in a 750 gram squeeze bottle. It has a honey 
colour. Material can be brushed or combed on for large 
surfaces. Very good with hardwoods (oak, teak and other 
exotics) otherwise as per TQO262 in all other respects.

Silicon-type Window Sealant FIX200

Cat No. Qty 1+

310ml Cartridge TQO260 $16.95

This product (black) is almost odourless, has a massive 
extension/compressibility +/-50%! and has absolutely 
no-primer adhesion. It is specifically designed for acrylic, 
Perspex, polycarbonate and other polymer based window 
systems. Is highly UV stable and absolutely at home in 
Marine/RV environments. Is tackless in 3 hours, completely 
cured in 7 days. Temp -48°C to +93°C. Black.

We sell a range of urethane, silicone, Polymer 
and Polyurethane adhesives, caulking and sealing 
products. They are Euro made (like the market 
leader) but they have a longer shelf life and superior 
characteristics. They are now used by Australia’s 
largest manufacturer of luxury cruisers. Listed below are 
a range of products that are a delight to use. You don’t make decisions 
to change from well-known brands lightly. It is only when there are clear 
benefits to do so. We have done so.

FIX PRODUCTS

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

290ml Cartridge TQO259 $19.95 $18.95

Black Deck Caulking FIX1DC

A high quality single component adhesive sealant with low 
viscosity and excellent adhesive properties designed for 
Teak and Synthetic caulking. Suitable for use in the Marine, 
Transport and Construction industry where a strong UV and 
soap resistant flexible rubber bond is required. Also suitable 
for caulking of seams in Teak, most other timber types, Cork 
and Synthetic Teak decking and will withstand all weather 
climatic conditions. Flexible elastic rubber with movement 
accommodation up to 30%.
• Chemically neutral Silicone
•  Moisture curing and forms a permanent elastic product
• Free of isocyanates and solvents
• UV stable and colour fast
Note: NOT paintable. Refer to the TDS for more information

FixTech Fix 2 White 125ml

A high quality single component joint sealant with high 
adhesive strength. Hybrid Polymer, chemically neutral and 
fully elastic. Free of Isocyanates and solvents. Above and 
below waterline application. Primeless bonding to most 
common substrates. UV stable, paintable and resistant to 
mould (Compatibility tests recommended.) 
• Equivalent to holding 18Kg per cm2

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

125ml TQO248 $16.95 $15.95

Caulking Gun

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Caulking Gun TQO305 $9.95 $8.95

Sturdy reinforced frame gun. 
Not a flimsy dispenser. 
•  Fits all standard cartridges

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au430 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day



MAINTENANCE

Tools & Test Equipment

Epoxy Bond Glue - 34ml

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

34ml Tubes NA1510 $9.95 $8.95

Two part epoxy resin- based adhesive 
recommended for use where a quick set 
high strength adhesive is required. Bonds 
in approximately 4 minutes to give a 
colourless, permanent bond. Maximum 
strength after 1 hour. Ideal for rigid plastics, 
metal, glass, concrete, china & pottery.

Permatex Clear RTV Silicone  
Adhesive Sealant

General-purpose, clear RTV indoor/ outdoor 
sealant. Seals, bonds, repairs, mends, and 
secures glass, metal, plastics, fabric, vinyl, 
weather stripping, and vinyl tops. Protects and 
repairs electrical wiring. May be applied to 
horizontal or vertical surfaces. Waterproof and 
flexible. Temperature range -75°F to 400°F 
(-59°C to 204°C); resists water, weather, and 
vibration. Not recommended for windshield 
installation. 
Suggested Applications: 
Door frames, electrical connections, 
vinyl tops, seams and roofs. (Not 
recommended for engine gasket 
applications).

Permatex Black Silicone  
Adhesive Sealant

Low odour formula! General-purpose, black RTV 
indoor/outdoor sealant. Seals, bonds, repairs, 
mends and secures glass, metal, plastics, fabric, 
vinyl, weather stripping and vinyl tops. Protects 
and repairs electrical wiring. May be applied to 
horizontal or vertical surfaces. Waterproof and 
flexible. Temperature range -59°C to 232°C; 
resists water, weather, and vibration. 
Suggested Applications: Door frames, electrical 
connections, seams and roofs, 
vinyl tops, weather stripping 
(Not recommended for engine 
gasket applications or windshield 
installations).

Permatex Contact 
Cement Tube

Makes a tough, permanent bond on 
contact. Instantly bonds metal, wood, 
ceramic, leather, rubber and many other 
surfaces. Instantly bonds rubber to glass 
and metal. Heat and water resistant. Easy-
to-use. Requires no clamping.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

85g TQO280 $8.95 $8.50

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

85g TQO282 $8.95 $8.50

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

44ml TFG408 $5.95 $5.35

J-B Weld Epoxy

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

25ml Tubes NA1518 $16.95 $14.95

It’s an easy, convenient and inexpensive alternative to welding, soldering 
and brazing. Its a two-part epoxy resin and when mixed together forms 
a compound as tough as steel -- and with similar properties. Use it as 
adhesive, laminate, plug filler, sealant or electrical insulator. Like metal, 
it can be formed, drilled, ground, tapped, machined, filled, sanded and 
painted. It has an open time of about 30 
minutes sets in 4-6 hours, and cures 
fully in 15-24 hours. Its waterproof, 
petroleum, chemical, and acid-resistant; 
resists shock, vibration and temperature 
variations. 
•  Super strong, non-toxic and cleans up 

with soap & water before setting. 
•  Bonds almost any combination of iron, 

steel, copper, aluminium, brass, bronze, 
pewter, porcelain, ceramic, marble, 
glass, PVC & ABS, concrete, fibreglass, 
wood, fabric, paper -- just about any 
porous & non-porous material. 

•  US made product - far superior 
to expensive Euro alternatives!

JB Weld Kwick Plastic Epoxy Putty

PlasticWeld is a hand-mixable, fast-setting 
epoxy putty that forms a durable bond to 
most major plastic types. After mixing, it forms 
a polymer compound that can be molded 
or used to build up and repair just about 
anything made from plastic. When cured, it 
can be sawed, drilled, carved, sanded and 
painted. PlasticWeld has a 20-25 minute 
work life; functional cure occurs in 2-3 hours. 
PlasticWeld cures to an off-white color, is 
rated at a tensile strength of 350 PSI. Does 
not adhere to polyethylene, polypropylene or 
some other plastics. Test for adhesion 
first.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

NA1526 $19.95 $17.95

Call us on 1300 964 264 431

Single-Use  
Adhesives  
& Sealants
RTM is delighted to announce that we have sourced 
a range of repair products in tube sizes that are not 
excessively large. Often when you need to glue or seal a 
small problem you are forced to buy a large “builders size” 
cartrige or tube. You only need a little to do the job and 
you end up with 90% of the tube left which you know will 
dry out before you use it again. RTM have solved this with 
once-only use products that allow you to do the job, save 
money and not have to keep useless leftovers!



MAINTENANCE

Sealants & Adhesives

Cat No. Qty 1+

NA1530 $44.95

Primer/Bonding Agent for 
‘Difficult to Repair’

Cat No. Qty 1+

Bonding Agent MQG624 $19.95

This is an intriguing product. When you have a damaged object that 
will not take an adhesive filler this is the prep product you would use. It 
will behave like a glue-primer on plastic (especially), aluminium, wood, 
ceramic (especially) and fibreglass. It has powerful absorption properties 
and will form a strong base over weakened or cracked surfaces. Once 
set, you then use the “MagicEzy” products to complete the repair. 
Requires a final topcoat for a permanent job. Supplied in a 12.9ml tube. 
Enough supplied to last a long, long time.
•  Water cleanup 
•  90 day warranty

SEE PAGE 436 FOR EPOXY THINNER

Bondic Liquid Plastic Welding Kit with Case and 
UV-LED light for Hardening

How many times has glue let us down? Fingers stuck 
together, broken toys that we just can’t fix, having to throw 
out our stuff because gluing it only made it worse. Not to 
mention just when we need glue most we discover our 
3-month-old bottle is as dry as the Sahara Desert on a hot 
day. Bondic® is the only product that works where glue 
fails. It’s liquid plastic that only hardens when you need it 
to. YES it stays liquid and won’t dry out like those crazy 
glues on the market today. Bondic® is a very simple 4-step 
process (clean, fill, cure and shape) to fix almost anything, 
saving countless precious items from ending up in the 
trash before their time. This incredible adhesive is a 100% 
water proof and heat resistant tool. A solvent free formula 
stays liquid until cured with the included UV LED Light. 
The Bondic® solution dries clear and creates a permanent 
bond. Bond, build, fix and fill virtually anything in 
seconds. Bondic® works on : plastic, wood, metal, PVC, 
steel, rubber, wiring, ceramic, figurines, vinyl, Kevlar, 
polypropylene, leather and so much more.

BONDIC UV

Roof Sealer White

Cat No. Qty 1+

946ml RQO205 $34.95

Elixir roof coating seals off and provides superior 
reflectivity helping to lower interior temps. It is UV 
resistant and expands and contracts with the roof.

Norglass Staybond Epoxy Glue

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

400g when mixed TQO007 $36.95 $32.95

950g when mixed TQO008 $59.95

Easy to use 2 pack glue. Solventless and non 
staining with exceptional strength. Bonds 
to most prepared surfaces. Timber, metals, 
fibreglass, concrete, fibro, ceramics and glass. 
It is totally waterproof when cured. Excellent 
gap filling and non sagging characteristics.
• Colour: Cream when mixed
• Finish: Non staining, light amber
• Mixing ration: 2:1 by volume

Multi-Purpose Contact Adhesive

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

1 Litre Tin TQO030 $29.95 $26.95

This is a reliable and fast contact adhesive for wood, 
metal, leather, textile, rubber, cork, felt, PVC and many 
more. Ideally suited to the RTM range of carpet. 
•  One component adhesive, very short flash-off time 
•  High initial strength, and easy to apply 
•  Resistant against ageing

Spray-On Contact Adhesive Spray
This pressure-sensitive contact adhesive is in an aerosol 
can, and bonds to paper, fabric, leather, rubber, foam, vinyl, 
concrete, metal, in fact almost any surface! No more spills 
and dribbles from a tube, or sticky screwdrivers (and plastic 
applicators) from applying glue to a surface.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

400g Spray Can NA1504 $16.95 $14.95

Thread Locker 10ml

Use it to lock and seal threaded fasteners to prevent 
loosening on vibrating parts such as pumps, motor mounting 
bolts, gearboxes, etc. Tolerant of oil and other contaminants, 
it also protects threads from rust and corrosion. 
•  Ideally suited for fasteners between 6 and 20(dia.)mm
• Cures reliably even on stainless steel

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

NA1528 $14.95 $13.45

Works just like the UV-cured 
product your dentist uses!

Pipe Jointing Compound

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Pipe Jointing Compound 200g TFG405 $19.95 $18.95

An easy-to-use semi liquid jointing paste for quick 
and efficient sealing of galvanised fittings and 
pipe as well as steam, chemical, LPG and oil pipe 
line connections. It is also suitable for sealing of 
flanged connections on petrol and diesel engines, 
gear boxes and oil immersed switches and 
transformers.
• Oil, water and petrol proof
• Anticorrosive
• Suitable for petrol to heavy fuel oils
• Suitable for hot or cold water
• Suitable for NG, LPG, TG and TLPG
• Temperature range 0 to 60°C
• 20kPa gas appliance rated working pressure
• AGA Approved (No. 4068)

THERE HAVE BEEN SOME RUMOURS THAT STAG IS NO LONGER 
RECOMMENDED FOR PETROL LINES. WE HAVE CHECKED WITH 

THE FACTORY AND THEY DENIED THIS. 
STAG IS STILL FINE TO USE FOR PETROL.

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au432 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day



MAINTENANCE

Putty & Fillers

Normally to repair impact damage on a fibreglass craft you would 
turn to fibreglass matt and gel coat. This is a complex, messy 
job with a repair taking several stages of filling, sanding, etc. 
The MagicEzy “9 Second Chip Fix” avoids all that. If the 
needed repair is modest, say, below the size of a 50 cent coin, this 
product is for you. It is strong enough not to need glass mat reinforcement 
and mixing colours, etc.
To fix, simply make sure hole is clean and dry. Simply squeeze the product 
into the hole and smooth with end of tube. It comes in standard colours, 
so use the one closest for you. When dry, simply sand flat. For a high gloss 
finish, use a small amount of Magic Ezy Hairline Fix. (Hairline Fix is ideal 
to repair hairline cracks, crazing, gouges or small holes in fibreglass on its 
own.)
Once completely set, the product may be buffed if necessary.
The 9 Second Chip Fix is also suitable to repair: bath tubs, tiles, showers, 
vanities. It will also adhere to: wood, ceramics or masonry along with 
fibreglass and acrylic if used with MagicEzy Mega Fusion, see MQG624.
It is available in a number of colours, mainly derivations of white to get the 
best colour match possible.
Hairline Fix is a low viscosity gloss product to fill fine cracks or crazing, etc. 
It is virtually a gloss paint. (Great on its own without MagicEzy Chip Fix.)
• 12.9ml Bottle

MQG600

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

57g (2oz) Tube NA1519 $17.95 $15.95

JB Weld SteelStik Epoxy Putty

SteelStik is a hand-mixable, steel-reinforced, non-rusting 
epoxy putty that quickly repairs or rebuilds anything made 
of metal. After mixing, it forms an industrial-strength 
polymer compound that can be moulded into shapes 
or used to build up, patch and repair steel components. 
SteelStik sets in 3-5 minutes and after 60 minutes, can 
be drilled, tapped, machined, ground, filed and painted. 
SteelStik cures to a dark grey colour, is rated at a tensile 
strength of 900PSI and will withstand temperatures up to 
148°C. Drinking water safe. 

Applications include:

• Automotive Parts • Machine Parts • Exhaust Systems
• Stripped Threads • Rust Damage • Plumbing  
• Household Repairs • Fuel Tanks

PUTTY

Smart Steel Epoxy Putty Repair

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

114g Tube MQO325 $19.95 $17.95

This product will adhere to almost anything, but especially steel when the 
surface has been properly prepared. It sets rock-hard and can be filed, 
drilled, machined, etc. Fantastic product.

Underwater Epoxy Putty (WaterWeld)

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

57g Tube MQO322 $14.95 $13.45

From the makers of JB Weld (the best epoxy glue in the world) comes 
another fantastic product. This time its a putty. You simply cut a “slice” 
off the 20mm dia. roll and knead the putty to a uniform colour. You can 
then repair underwater cracks in almost anything. It will repair: fibreglass, 
PVC plastic, copper/brass, iron/steel, aluminium, etc. It will fix a water 
tank (Drinking water safe), fuel tank, shower well drain, etc. This stuff will 
set under water! If you have a hole in a fuel tank, simply clean up around 
the hole, press WaterWeld in place and it will set in 15-25 minutes. It is 
rock-hard in one hour. (Correct procedure is to drain the tank and tip the 
vehicle so that there is no fuel over the hole). It is also fantastic to re-glue 
pool tiles, especially those mosaic ones, above or under the water line. 
We are really excited about this product and our staff are too. Resistant 
to water, oil, petrol diesel fuel,hydraulic fluids & most chemicals 
•  Sets off-white 
•  Shrinkage: <1% 
•  Strength: 900PSI 

Gelcoat Repair Putty

Cat No. Qty 1+

400g Tin MQO305 $24.95

2 pack repair putty. Similar to plastic body 
filler putty - and can be used as such. It is 
compatible with fibreglass, however, which can 
be applied over the top.  Hardener included.

GELCOAT REPAIR

Glass Fibre Filler

Cat No. Qty 1+

500g MQO310 $24.95

Similar to MQO305, but 
contains glass fibre filler. 
•  Will repair anything

GLASS FILLER

“MagicEzy” Fibreglass Repair System

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Chip Fix Snow White MQG600 $24.95 $23.45

Chip Fix Oyster White MQG604 $24.95 $23.45

Chip Fix Eggshell White MQG606 $19.95

Chip Fix Cream MQG608 $24.95 $23.45

Chip Fix Midnight MQG610 $24.95 $23.45

Hairline Fix Snow White MQG612 $24.95 $23.45

Hairline Fix Matterhorn White MQG614 $19.95

Hairline Fix Oyster White MQG616 $24.95 $23.45

Hairline Fix Eggshell White MQG618 $19.95

Hairline Fix Cream MQG620 $24.95 $23.45

Hairline Fix Midnight MQG622 $24.95 $23.45

GELCOAT REPAIR

Acetone - Clean Up

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

500ml Bottle TQG505 $13.95 $12.95

Widely used as a solvent and cleaner with excellent 
solvency power for resins, gums, fats, oils, waxes, 
rubber, plastics, adhesives and rubber cements. 
Acetone is a colour-less, thin liquid that evaporates 
quickly with cooling effect. Miscible with water or 
alcohol. Thins and cleans up fibreglass resins (caravans, 
boats, etc.) 
•  Dissolves most plastics 
•  Deglazes leather 
•  Solvent for most lacquers

ACETONE

Call us on 1300 964 264 433



MAINTENANCE

Fibreglass - Other Repair
Polyester Resin

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

500ml MQI105 $15.95 $14.95

1 Litre MQI110 $22.95 $21.45

2 Litres MQI115 $37.95 $35.95

4 Litres MQI120 $69.95 $65.95

This is the standard product you use with 
fibreglass mat, etc. It is sold as resin and 
hardener (catalyst) SEPARATELY. 
•  Do not mix more than you can use in 10 mins

Resin Roller

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

Resin Roller MQI130 $13.95 $12.95

An essential tool to roll resin into 
fibreglass mat. Almost impossible 
to do a good job without it or a 
throwaway coarse bristle paintbrush.

Catalyst (Hardener) For  
Polyester Resin

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

10ml MQI205 $4.95 $4.70

20ml MQI210 $5.95 $5.65

40ml MQI215 $7.95 $7.55

80ml MQI220 $11.95 $10.45

Use 1.5ml (or 60 drops per 100ml). Mix thoroughly. On cold 
days increase to 80 drops. On hot days reduce to 40 drops. 
•  Containers have eye dropper dispensers

Fibreglass Repair Kit

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Fibreglass Repair Kit MQO315 $34.95 $32.95

Kit consists of 250ml of 
Polyester resin, adequate 
hardener, a piece of chopped 
fibreglass mat (¹/8m2), Talc 
powder (filler), 250ml acetone 
for clean-up, an application 
brush and stirrers. 
•  Nothing else to buy to do a 

pro job, not just a repair

Chopped Strand Mat, Bulk & Bagged

Per Metre Cat No. Qty 1+

Bulk Mat. Per Metre MQI715 $9.95

1050mm wide bulk roll, 300g/sq metre.

Woven Cloth, Bulk

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 50+

Woven Cloth, Bulk Per Metre MQI805 $11.95 $10.95

On a roll 900mm wide, 175g/sq metre.

Tape, Cloth

Cat No. Qty 1+

50mm Tape by the metre MQI810 $1.95

On a roll 50mm wide. 
•  Roll length 50m. Sold by the metre 
•  192gm weight

FIBREGLASS

In Bags Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

1 x 1/2m2 in Bag MQI705 $10.95 $9.95

1m2 in Bag MQI710 $16.95 $14.95

Ultracolor Cold Galvanising 
Touch Up Paint

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

350g Silver TQG350 $12.95 $11.45

A heavy duty primer that forms a self sacrificing 
protective barrier against corrosion. This silver spray 
galvanising paint contains metallic zinc (98.5% purity), 
which protects steel substrates by cathodic reaction, 
in the same way as hot dip galvanising. It protects 
ferrous metals including steel and wrought iron in 
highly corrosive environments such as coastal areas. 
Ideal for repairing damaged galvanised surfaces that 
are damaged from welding, scratches, or cutting. 
•  Heavy duty, long lasting rust protection 
•  Fast drying, dries in 10-20min in most environment 
•  Easy application

TOUCH UP PAINTS

LOOKING FOR ENGINE  
SPRAY PAINT?
SEE PAGE 438

ACETONE CAN BE FOUND ON PAGE 433

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au434 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day

WHY YOU DON’T NEED GELCOAT:
As many of you know, fibreglass boat hulls are made up of several 
layers of glass fibres. Stage 1 of this process is to spray the boat hull 
mould with GELCOAT. This is what you see on the exterior of the hull. 
It is often white but can be coloured. This is generally sprayed on with 
a thickening agent added to it. 
Now, you THINK you may need a Gelcoat if you have damaged 
the exterior of your hull in some way. It could be a deep scratch 
or gouge, or you have polished the hull several times and further 
repolishing is not an option. Even though it might sound ok, you DO 
NOT re-Gelcoat the outside of the hull. Even if you sand the hull well, 
Gelcoat will NOT take to this. In other words, Gelcoat is only used 
in the original manufacturing process. It has NO application as an 
aftermarket product.

WHAT YOU NEED TO DO:
You need good surface preparation, including removing all 
silicon waxing, and polishing products that have been previously 
applied. After proper preparation, you need a good undercoat, 
such as Norglass Shipshape undercoat. You then use a two pack 
polyurethane gloss, such as Northane. For detailed information on 
this see the website www.norglass.com.au. Remember! You do NOT 
need Gelcoat it is old technology and at RTM we only sell the best.

WHY YOU DON’T NEED FLOWCOAT:
Flowcoat is the product that goes on LAST in the process to make 
a fibreglass boat from a mould. It is applied basically to seal the un-
reacted un-waxed resins in the lower layers of the hull. It gives a crisp 
hard finish inside of the hull.
You may think you need to apply Flowcoat again for some reason, but 
it’s less likely that the inside of a fibreglass hull will be damaged, even 
a hull that does not have a deck. You may, however simply want to 
change the colour of this inside part of the hull. To do this, you simply 
use Shipshape primer undercoat after the usual preparation. You can 
then use Weatherfast enamel on the inside or Northane two pack 
polyurethane on the outside. All of the products that you need to fix or 
maintain your boat can be found in all RTM stores.

FIBREGLASS REPAIR 101



MAINTENANCE

Marine / Antifoul / Hull Paint

EPOXY REPAIR

MARINE ANTIFOUL

Primers

Cat No. Qty 1+

1L Tin - Grey TQG280 $54.95

PA 10 is suitable as an anticorrosive primer 
on steel and aluminium surfaces above the 
waterline. It can be used as a concrete floor 
finish and as a primer for non-ferrous metals. 
A single pack anti-corrosive vinyl etch primer. 
Perfect for painting awkward shapes. Quick 
drying and combines primer and etching 
primer in one.

Awlcraft Antifouling Black

Cat No. Qty 1+

4L Tin - Black   MQG410 $169.00

Awlcraft is a general purpose, high strength, 
cuprous oxide based antifouling. Quick drying. 
Can be used on fibreglass, wood, & primed 
underwater metals, but not aluminium.
•  Cuprous oxide based antifouling that protects 

against most conditions 
•  Wears away with use for low paint build up
• Quick drying and easy to apply
• Do not use on aluminium.

Trilux 33 Antifouling Primer 1L

Cat No. Qty 1+

1L Tin - Black MQG412 $99.95

1L Tin - Blue MQG414 $99.95

1L Tin - White MQG416 $99.95

A premium antifouling for use on aluminium craft, 
Trilux 33 offers a tin-free formulation with added 
Biolux® for extra antifouling protection. Such 
strength makes it suitable for boats in all waters.
Biolux® Technology for long-lasting antifouling 
protection
Slow polishing formula suitable for use on 
aluminium craft, outdrives, outboards and any 
substrate

Primocon Primer Grey 1L

Cat No. Qty 1+

1L Tin - Grey TQG284 $52.95

Primocon is a fast drying, one-part primer for 
use below the water line before antifouling 
is applied. Formulated for timber, steel, 
aluminium, cast iron keels and lead keels. An 
aluminium pigmented, vinyl anti-corrosive 
primer than can be recoated with itself after 
long periods
Quick drying even in poor conditions
Can be applied by brush, roller or spray

Etch Primer Two Pack Yellow 1L Kit

Cat No. Qty 1+

1L Tin - Yelllow TQG286 $59.95

This product is applied in thin films to provide 
anchorage of the subsequently applied paint 
system. Application of the chosen paint system 
leads to a reaction between that system and 
the Etch Primer resulting in enhanced adhesion 
levels.
Two pack chromate free above and below 
water primer with excellent anticorrosive 
protection
Allows extended re-coat times
Can be applied by brush, roller or spray

Antifouling Thinners #3  
Clear 1L

Cat No. Qty 1+

1L Tin - Clear MQG418 $29.95

Antifouling Thinner No.3 is a useful and 
effective product for thinning antifouling 
paints and Primocon Primer.

Epoxy Glue & Filler

Cat No. Qty 1+

EPIGLUE Epoxy Glue 385g TQG446 $49.95

EPIFILL Epoxy Filler 440g TQG448 $49.95

Epiglue is a thixotropic adhesive. 
Epiglue doesn’t sag. Once applied 
it creates a virtually colourless 
glue line that’s very tough. It’s also 
perfect for filling gaps and close 
contact type joints.
Epifill is a medium to high density, 
general purpose filler that can be 
drilled, tapped and used under compressive 
loads. It’s also perfect for coving and a wide 
range of filling jobs.

MARINE PAINT & THINNER

Toplac Topcoat Snow White 1L

Toplac is long-lasting gloss marine enamel perfect 
for all substrates above the waterline. It’s highly 
UV resistant, easy to apply, comes in a range 
colours and importantly, creates a deep, lustrous 
finish.
•  Silicone alkyd formula lasts twice as long as 

one-part enamels
•  Superb UV resistance and colour retention

Cat No. Qty 1+

1L Tin - Clear MQG420 $25.95

Cat No. Qty 1+

1L Tin - White TQG510 $59.95

Interdeck Topcoat White 1L

Cat No. Qty 1+

1L Tin - White TQG515 $64.95

Interdeck is a tough, slip resistant deck paint 
that protects the surface from every day wear 
and tear. It’s easy to apply, comes in a range of 
colours and its low sheen finish helps prevent 
sunlight from reflecting off decks. Slip-resistant 
urethane modified alkyd deck paint that’s 
suitable for all substrates
•  Contains fine mineral additive for hard 

wearing, non-slip surface
•  Low sheen finish prevents sunlight dazzle

Enamel Thinners #1 Clear 1L

With a special blend of solvents, Enamel 
Thinner No.1, is a general purpose thinner 
and cleaner you can use with one-part 
paints and varnishes, except antifouling.

Call us on 1300 964 264 435
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Primers & Thinners

Two types of Weatherfast Thinners are available to 
suit your needs.
The Norglass Weatherfast Spraying Thinner is a 
blended thinner formulated for use with Weatherfast 
Enamel, Weatherfast Marine Varnish, Weatherfast 
Poly Clear (gloss or satin), NoRust Primer, 
Weatherfast Deck and Nortex Paving Paints.
The Norglass Weatherfast Brushing Thinner is 
a retarder-thinner for Weatherfast products to 
slow the drying rate and improve bushability. It is 
also used as a clean up solvent for Weatherfast 
products.

Norglass Shipshape Epoxy 
Primer Undercoat

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

White Colour 1L Tin Kit TQG342 $65.95 $61.95

Norglass Shipshape Epoxy Primer-Undercoat is the ultimate high-build 
performance coating to obliterate background irregularities and provide 
filling properties prior to coating with a single or 2 pack finish. Suitable 
for areas of continuous immersion and osmosis repairs. Commonly used 
as a primer-undercoat for non ferrous metals and as 
a topcoat in the bilge areas of boats because of its 
satin gloss finish. 
•  Covers approx up to 10sq metres/litre 
•  Surface drys in approx 2 hours 
•  Thin for spraying with Northane Spraying Thinner 

(use TQG438) 
•  Thin for brushing with Northane Brushing Thinner 

(use TQG436) 
•  Clean up with Northane Spraying Thinner (use 

TQG438) or Norglass Epoxy Thinner (use TQG434) 
•  Mixing Ratio: 3:1 (base to hardener) by volume 
•  Apply using brush, roller or spray
• Use for Gelcoat & Flowcoat repair & preparation

Norglass NoRust All Surface Primer

Cat No. Qty 1+

White Colour 1 Litre Tin TQG344 $44.95

Norglass NoRust All Surface Primer is a very fast drying stain sealing 
primer, with excellent corrosion inhibiting pigments for ferrous and non-
ferrous metals. Because of its outstanding adhesion 
to almost every surface NoRust is the preferred 
multipurpose coating for most paint systems. Not 
suitable for areas of continuous immersion. 
•  Covers approx up to 10sq metres/litre 
• Surface drys in approx 20 minutes 
•  Rapid recoating in 2-3 hours 
•  Thin for spraying with Weatherfast Spraying Thinner 

(use TQG430) 
•  Clean up with Weatherfast Brushing Thinner (use 

TQG432) 
• Apply using brush, roller or spray

Norglass Epoxy Thinner

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

1 Litre Tin TQG434 $27.95 $26.45

4 Litre Tin TQG435 $66.95

Norglass Epoxy Thinner is a slow-
evaporating solvent for thinning and cleaning 
up after using Norglass epoxy products.

Norglass Weatherfast Thinners

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Spraying Thinner 1L Tin TQG430 $24.95 $23.45

Spraying Thinner 4L Tin TQG431 $59.95

Brushing Thinner 0.5L Tin TQG432 $16.95 $15.95

Norglass Northane Thinners

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Brushing Thinner 0.5L Tin TQG436 $19.95 $18.95

Spraying Thinners 1L Tin TQG438 $32.95 $30.95

Spraying Thinner 4L Tin TQG439 $66.95

Two types of Northane Thinners available. The 
Norglass Northane Brushing Thinner is a retarder-
thinner for Northane products, commonly 
used to slow the drying rate and improve 
brushability. Available in 0.5L tin. The Norglass 
Northane Spraying Thinner is a formulated 
blend of solvents specifically designed for use 
with Norglass Northane, Norshield Primer and 
Shipshape Primer- Undercoat. It can also be 
used as a clean-up solvent for theses products.

“Norclean Plus” Surface Cleaner/Primer

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

1 Litre Tin TQG266 $12.95 $11.95

This product is lightly rubbed on to a surface (almost 
any surface) with a clean, dry cloth, and then wiped off. 
It is a perfect preparation for a good paint job. When 
used it will provide a squeaky clean key on the surface 
to be painted. It is best for metal or fibreglass surfaces. 
Perfectionists love this product. 
•  1 Litre tin with screw lid

Norglass is an Australian-owned family 
company who have been researching and 
manufacturing marine products for over 
30 years. The Norglass philosophy is to 
produce Australian products that are "the 
best of the best". Because Norglass products 
are designed and manufactured in Australia - the 
unique Australian conditions are taken into account. 
For example, many marine paints are developed in 
Northern Europe. The sun is not nearly as strong in 
Northern Europe and it is far, far colder. The factors 
that drive the research into these products simply 
do not exist here. Road Tech Marine is proud to 
carry this quality range of marine coating materials.

PREPARATION

THINNERS

Metal-etch Cleaner/Prep

Cat No. Qty 1+

Metal-Etch Cleaner/Prep - 500ml TQG260 $39.95

This is a product that is far, far better than paint-type etch primers. 
Metal-etch gel is a phosphoric acid based metal conditioner/cleaner. It 
is suitable for bare aluminium, galvanized iron and non 
ferrous alloys, brass, copper and bronze. You simply 
paint it on and rinse off thoroughly after about 20 
minutes. Allow job to then dry completely. You can then 
paint the surface with a standard metal primer, such as 
TQG342 and TQG344. This product will give you the 
best possible preparation a metal surface can get. It can 
be clear lacquered as well. Comes with all application 
instructions including safety handling etc.

Cat No. Qty 1+

1 Litre TQG460 $39.95

Orange Peel Paint Stripper

This high performance citrus style paint stripping 
gel is suitable for polyurethanes, epoxies, enamels, 
clears, single and 2 pack products as well as water 
based paints. It holds on to vertical surfaces, 
removes multiple paint layers and cleans up 
conveniently with water. It evaporates slowly and 
works faster than other citrus style paint strippers. 
It doesn’t contain methylene chloride, and can be 
used both indoors and outdoors. 

NORGLASS  
PROUDLY AUSTRALIAN

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au436 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day
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Paints

Northane Below Waterline Paint

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

White 1 Litre Tin TQG240 $89.95 $84.95

Clear Gloss 1 Litre Tin TQG242 $89.95 $84.95

This is a two-pack paint that can be used to touch-up 
or re-spray the inside or outside of a fibreglass hull. If 
the exterior of a fibreglass hull has been scratched or 
gouged or, if cutting and polishing no longer works, 
this product should be used instead of Gelcoat or 
Flocoat. Use Norglass Ship Shape primer undercoat – 
suitably prepared first. This product is also very good 
for applications where painted surfaces remain under 
water (apart from boat hulls). Such examples are, fish 
ponds, bilges, fountains etc. Hard wearing properties 
render it suitable for floors, furniture, etc. The clear 
gloss product will not yellow.
• Use for Gelcoat Repair

Topflight Antifouling Paint - 4L

Cat No. Qty 1+

Red 4 Litre Tin MQG030 $369.00

Black 4 Litre Tin MQG032 $369.00

Blue 4 Litre Tin MQG034 $369.00

A premium long life copper coating designed to provide outstanding 
resistance to fouling from marine organisms. Designed for below 
waterline areas on vessels that are continuously immersed in salt 
water from stationary to up to 35 knots. It can 
be repeatedly scrubbed or wet sanded for a 
high-speed racing finish, and you can launch 
your boat as soon as the next tide or within 7 
days of the final coat being applied. If you store 
your boat out of the water it may be left out of 
the water for up to 4 weeks without impairing 
performance, or the need for a re-coat. See 
our website for the product data sheet with 
application instructions. 
•  Low sheen 
•  Covers up to 7m sq. per litre (2 coats recommended) 
•  Wash down with Norglass Epoxy Thinner (TQG434)
Note: Contains copper. Must not be used on aluminium or its alloys as severe 
corrosion will result. 

*Note: This antifouling paint is special order. It is not stocked in stores but can be 
ordered (100% deposit required). Allow 5 - 7 days delivery

Weatherfast Premium Enamel Gloss Paint

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Poly Clear 1L TQG140 $45.95 $40.95

White 2L TQG144 $75.95 $71.95

Fleet Red 1L TQG146 $45.95 $42.95

Air Sea Orange 1L TQG162 $45.95 $42.95

Marker Yellow 1L TQG160 $45.95 $42.95

Opal White 1L TQG154 $45.95 $42.95

Deck Paint Arctic White 1L TQG158 $45.95 $42.95

Sandstone 1L TQG164 $45.95 $42.95

White 1L TQG142 $45.95 $42.95

Sea Mist 1L TQG168 $45.95 $42.95

Deck Paint Misty Grey 1L TQG156 $45.95 $42.95

Reef Blue 1L TQG166 $45.95 $42.95

Botany Blue 1L TQG150 $45.95 $42.95

Admiralty Blue 1L TQG148 $45.95 $42.95

Black 1L TQG152 $45.95 $42.95

White 100ml TQG180 $7.95 $7.15

Fleet Red 100ml TQG184 $7.95 $7.15

Air Sea Orange 100ml TQG190 $7.95 $7.15

Marker Yellow 100ml TQG188 $7.95 $7.15

Vintage Green 100ml TQG192 $7.95 $7.15

Botany Blue 100ml TQG194 $7.95 $7.15

Admiralty Blue 100ml TQG186 $7.95 $7.15

Black 100ml TQG182 $7.95 $7.15

Premium quality, low odour, high gloss enamel with excellent weathering 
characteristics and gloss retention in salt laden environments. Can be 
used on most surfaces including timber, steel, aluminium, concrete. For 
all areas of severe exposure, and interior applications. Not recommended 
for areas of continuous immersion. Note: Used for finish coat, area 
should be primed first with the appropriate primer.

Blend your own colour:

By adding a 100ml tin to the 1L base colour you can blend your own 
colour. Here’s a few examples:
Oyster  = 1L White + 100ml Black
Fiesta Red  = 1L Air Sea Orange + 100ml Fleet Red
Calypso  = 1L Reef Blue + 100ml Marker Yellow
Regency Blue = 1L Botany Blue + 100ml Fleet Red
Clover  = 1L Marker Yellow + 100ml Botany Blue
Flamingo  = 1L Sandstone + 100ml Fleet Red
Buttercup  = 1L White + 100ml Marker Yellow
Carnival  = 1L White + 100ml Fleet Red
Coco  = 1L Bamboo + 100ml Black
French Blue = 1L Reef Blue + 100ml Fleet Red
Lavender  = 1L Sea Mist + 100ml Fleet Red

PAINT

TQG140 TQG148 TQG158 TQG160

TQG144

Please 
note actual 
colour may 
vary from 
printed 
version.

• Use for Flowcoat Repair

Northane

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

White 2L TQG244 $159.00 $150.95

White 4L TQG246 $269.00

Fleet Red 1L TQG249 $89.95 $84.95

Fleet Reef Blue 1L TQG251 $89.95 $84.95

Fleet Marker Yellow 1L TQG250 $89.95 $84.95

Fleet Air-Sea Orange 1L TQG252 $89.95 $84.95

Fleet Admiralty Blue 1L TQG253 $89.95 $84.95

Shadow Grey 1L TQG254 $89.95 $84.95

Botany Blue 1L TQG255 $89.95 $84.95

Port Wine 1L TQG257 $89.95 $84.95

Opal White 1L TQG259 $89.95 $84.95

Black 1L TQG256 $89.95 $84.95

Pacific Blue 1L TQG261 $89.95 $84.95

The premium two-pack aliphatic linear 
polyurethane for durability and fade resistance. 
Excellent chemical, waterproofing and 
weathering properties. Ideal for refurbishing 
most surfaces and where a superior long lasting 
coating is required. Home, leisure, commercial, 
industry and suitable as a food grade coating.

Call us on 1300 964 264 437



MAINTENANCE

Painting & Preparation

Cat No. Qty 1+

1kg when mixed TQG138 $62.95

Clear Epoxy Norglass 
Liquid Glass

Water clear pour-on glass finish for bar and 
table tops. Gives that ‘liquid glass look’ and 
can be used for découpage applications. 
Other uses are for laminating fibreglass, Dynel 
and other composite reinforcings. Excellent 
adhesion, abrasion resistance and flexibility. 
Can be extended with Glass Bubbles, Talc or 
other extenders to make fairing fillers.
• Colour: Water-clear when mixed
• Finish: Clear gloss
• Mixing ration: 2:1 by volume

Norclean-Plus

Leaves the surface “squeaky clean” 
on paints, clears, resins and oils with 
no residue.
Note: Not to be used as a thinner

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

4 Litres TQG268 $44.95 $41.95

Shipshape Primer Undercoat

The ultimate high-build performance coating to 
obliterate background irregularities and provide 
filling properties prior to coating with single or 2 
pack finishes. Suitable for areas of continuous 
immersion and osmosis repairs. Commonly 
used as a primer-undercoat and as a topcoat 
in the bilge areas of boats because of its satin 
gloss finish.
• Colour: White
• Finish: Low to semi-gloss
•  Mixing ratio: 3 parts base to 1 part 

hardener by volume

Cat No. Qty 1+

2L TQG345 $99.95

4L TQG343 $189.00

Cat No. Qty 1+

25g Bag Makes 1 Litre TQG139 $9.95

100g Tub Makes 4 Litres TQG134 $19.95

FLATTENING AGENT

A fine silica powder designed to absorb the 
gloss of Norglass paint films converting them 
into a satin finish. Addition rate of 100g for 4 
litres of paint, 25g for 1 litre. More or less 
can be added to achieve the desired 
gloss level.

Cat No. Qty 1+

1 Litre TQM103 $46.95

4 Litre TQM105 $139.00

Varnish Microshield

A clear, low odour, high gloss urethane/
alkyd blend with high levels of state of the art 
inhibitors and stabilizers for maximum exterior 
protection. For panelling, doors, outdoor 
furniture, railings, general bright work on 
boats and all areas not subjected to 
heavy traffic.

Weatherfast Deck Paint

A unique slip resistant coating incorporating 
plastic granules to provide a uniform paint film 
for traction when wet. The profile also facilitates 
easy cleaning. For use on fibreglass, steel, 
concrete, timber and aluminium decks.
Applications include paths, pool 
surrounds, boat decks, stairs & floors.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Squall Grey 1L TQG800 $49.95 $46.95

Squall Grey 4L TQG802 $129.00

Misty Grey 4L TQG804 $129.00

Misty Grey Non Slip 4L TQG806 $129.00

A tough abrasion resistant gloss coating with 
high levels of U.V inhibitors for interior and 
exterior use. Ideal for floors, furniture and 
marine applications. Ideal for floors, furniture 
and all marine applications especially in heavy 
duty areas. Has very good water resistance, 
although not recommended for areas of 
constant immersion. 
• 1 litre covers up to 14sq.m

Poly Clear Satin

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

1 Litre TQM126 $46.95 $43.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

50g Makes 1 Litre TQG136 $9.95 $8.95

200g Makes 4 Litres TQG137 $19.95

Slip Resistant Agent

A plastic, non-settling agent that can be incorporated 
in most types of paint finishes (except high-gloss 
paints) to increase slip resistance. Uniform particle 
size gives a professional finish to all coatings. 
Can also be used in clear satin varnishes.
Applications include stairs, paths, ramps, 
driveways and pool area

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Yamaha Grey MQG700 $16.95 $15.95

Yamaha Blue/Grey MQG702 $19.95 $18.95

Honda Silver MQG704 $16.95 $15.95

Evin/John White/Present MQG706 $16.95 $15.95

Mercury/Phantom/Black MQG708 $16.95 $15.95

Suzuki Charcoal MQG710 $19.95 $18.95

Acrylic Lacquer
Fast drying Moeller marine acrylic laquer. 
Resistant to petrol, oil and heat. 
• Available in six colours. 
• 340g Spray Can

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Primer MQG712 $19.95 $18.95

Primer
Moeller marine zinc phosphate primer. 
May be top coated with two coats or 
left as is. Ideal for aluminium surfaces 
above or below the water line. Excellent 
resistance to the corrosive marine 
environment. Outstanding durability and 
abrasion resistance. 
• 340g Spray Can

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Clear MQG714 $16.95 $15.95

Clear Coat
Moeller marine clear coat. 
Increases lustre and depth. 
Quick dry formula with 
enhanced UV protection.
• 240g Spray Can

MARINE ENGINE PAINT

A range of high quality marine engine 
spray paints from Moeller to suit 
outboard, stern drive and inboard motors. 
Made in the USA under strict quality 
control to ensure the best protection 

for your motor from harsh marine 
environments. Supplied in a aerosol can 
with a big button spray nozzle to cover a 
larger area with an even consistent spray. 
Formulated for the marine environment 
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Timber / Teak Treatment

Norglass Weatherfast Premium 
Timber Oil

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

1 Litre Tin TQM100 $32.95 $30.95

The Norglass Weatherfast Premium Timber Oil is a modified 
low odour synthetic resin coating primarily used for open grained 
timbers/decks where a temporary “natural” wet look is desired without the 
cumulative effect of build-up coats being produced which would involve 
eventual stripping. Fast drying and does not leave a greasy film. Excellent 
penetration into open grained woods. For use on decks, floors and furniture. 
Contains UV inhibitors for additional protection. Multiple coats can be used 
providing that they are all applied in a wet on wet fashion. Once drying 
commences further coats will only be deposited on top of the previous layer 
and thus produce a “varnish like” film. Where this happens, 
eventual stripping will be required to reinstate the original 
condition. 
•  Covers approx 9 to 12sq metres/litre per coat 
•  Surface drys in approx 1 hour at 20°C and  

50% relative humidity 
•  Colour: Light amber 
•  Finish: Satin 
•  Clean up with Weatherfast Brushing Thinners 

(use TQG432)

Norseal Epoxy Wood Treatment Kit

Cat No. Qty 1+

1 Litre TQG340 $49.95

2 Litre TQG341 $86.95

This is a low viscosity solution designed to 
penetrate, seal and waterproof, timber and even 
particle board. In permanently shaded areas, 
Norseal can be coated with a clear finish. 
•  Colour: Clear when mixed 
•  Mixing ratio - 1:1 by volume 
•  Apply using brush or roller

TIMBER, OIL & TREATMENT

TEAK MAINTENANCE

Teak by Star brite

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Teak Cleaner 473ml TQM104 $26.95 $23.95

Teak Brightener 473ml TQM106 $26.95 $23.95

Teak Oil 473ml TQM102 $24.95 $22.45

TEAK CLEANER - STEP 1
Teak is a wonderful wood but it can get shabby with 
wear and tear. Luckily it can be cleaned up easily. 
This product is used to remove old oils, stains, etc. 
If the teak is not too bad you may not even have to 
sandpaper down. (You may have to sand if teak has 
gone grey but not always). No hard rubbing required! 

TQM104

Teak Brightener - Step 2
This product is to be used after TQM104 TEAK 
Cleaner. If the teak is basically in good condition, use 
straight away. If the teak has not greyed you should 
be able to get a warm, natural teak colour just with 
this. Handy to keep in a cupboard for regular teak 
touch-ups.

TQM106

Teak Oil - Step 3
•  It removes surface dirt and grease 
•  It seals the teak to protect it from moisture and dirt 
•  It brings out the fabulous warm brown colour that 

got you to use teak in the first place 
•  It provides UV protection which helps keep the wood 

from fading This product, which comes in a 946ml 
bottle (almost a litre) will last for years and years with 
normal use. It will not deteriorate in the bottle.

TQM102

Norglass Norfill Epoxy Filler

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Norglass Norfill Epoxy Filler TQO100 $29.95 $28.45

The Norglass Norfill Epoxy Filler is a paste-like white, 
waterproof filler that can be sanded and left as a finish, or 
painted over. It has excellent non- sagging properties so even 
large cracks or holes can be filled in one application. 
Norfill is solventless and does not shrink, making 
it the perfect filler where strength and adhesion is 
important. It may be applied to all prepared surfaces 
and will not react with other coatings or treatments. 
The finished product can be drilled and tapped where 
desired. Ideal for repairing dings in Fibreglass and 
does not have to be coated over if a colour match is 
achieved.
•  Drying Time: Hard cure 12 hours,  

full cure 7 days 
•   Mixing Ratio: 2:1 (base to hardener) by volume

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

Teak Scrub TQM108 $24.95 $22.45

Teak Scrub

Marine grade 100% stainless steel scrub 
specifically designed to remove embedded 
dirt and grime from teak and other fine 
wood. Replaces bronze and steel wool as 
Teak Scrub will not splinter, rust or wear out. 
Teak Scrub is also great for refinishing wood 
furniture and removing surface oxidation 
from stainless steel and metal tools. 

Surface Preparation Abrasive Paper

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

80 Grit Dry Rub TQK222 $1.45 $1.30

120 Grit Dry Rub TQK224 $1.45 $1.30

180 Grit Dry Rub TQK226 $1.45 $1.30

320 Grit Dry Rub TQK228 $1.45 $1.30

80 Grit Wet and Dry TQK230 $1.95 $1.75

120 Grit Wet and Dry TQK232 $1.95 $1.75

180 Grit Wet and Dry TQK234 $1.95 $1.75

240 Grit Wet and Dry TQK236 $1.95 $1.75

320 Grit Wet and Dry TQK238 $1.95 $1.75

400 Grit Wet and Dry TQK240 $1.95 $1.75

A range of Aluminium Oxide and Carborundum 
Abrasive papers for both dry and wet grit 
operations.
•  Each sheet measures approx. 280 x 230mm
• Sold individually

TQK205

Sanding Blocks

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Medium/Fine Block TQK205 $2.95 $2.65

Medium/Coarse Block TQK210 $2.95 $2.65

Cork Block TQK215 $2.95 $2.65

Two models, medium-fine (about 200 grit) and medium-
coarse (about 100 grit). These blocks are foam filled with 
abrasive material on all 4 sides. They are easy to hold in 
your hand and work around curved surfaces. They last 
well and can be washed out in water to clear embedded 
debris from grit. The cork block is for sheet 
abrasive. A sheet (cut into 4 from a standard 
sheet) fits the block perfectly. 
•  Cork block is long lasting TQK215

SANDING
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Painting & Preparation

Narrow Carbon Steel Filling Blades

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Filler/Paint Scraper 38mm Wide TQK850 $6.95

Filler/Paint Scraper 50mm Wide TQK855 $8.95 $8.05

These products double as paint (& other material) scrapers as they have 
a hard edge. 50mm one is good on the barbie!

Brass Plated Wire Brush

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Brush TQK220 $7.95 $7.15

The brass plated steel bristles on this 
wire brush are ideal for removing rust, 
paint and grime from metal and hard 
wood surfaces. The ergonomic handle 
and curved shape will allow you to 
easily clean hard to reach places.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

3 Piece Wire Brush Set TQK221 $12.95 $11.45

All purpose mini brush set.
•  Brass brush suitable for cleaning  

spark plugs
•  Steel brush for removing rust  

and flaking paint
•  Nylon brush for more delicate 

surfaces

3 Piece Wire Brush Set

Filling Blades 

Cat No. Qty 1+

80mm Stainless Steel TQK830 $7.95

Stainless steel flexible filler application blade 
(80mm wide) with teak handle.

Plastic Paint Stirrer

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Plastic Paint Stirrer TQK835 $2.95 $2.65

A very handy 39cm long for even the biggest paint tins. Triangular holes 
are particularly useful to thoroughly mix acrylics. Not just a stick, 
you could have this 
sturdy unit forever (If 
you keep it clean!).

Smooth Coat Brushes

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

1” (25mm), 225mm Overall TQK050 $3.95 $3.55

1-1/2” (38mm), 240mm Overall TQK055 $4.95 $4.45

2” (50mm), 250mm Overall TQK060 $6.95 $6.25

3” (75mm), 275mm Overall TQK065 $9.95 $8.95

2” (50mm), Angled Cut In, 300mm Long TQK080 $6.95 $6.25

Various sizes for various applications.

“Marine” Brush

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

2” (50mm), 210mm Overall TQK030 $4.95 $4.45

3” (75mm), 225mm Overall TQK040 $6.95 $6.25

Similar to the economy coarse bristle but 
slightly higher quality.
• Plastic handle.

It’s really a matter of attitude, but it’s a line-ball decision whether to 
clean some brushes after use or to just throw them away. If you used 
the economy brushes to apply epoxy you would be facing a clean up 
nightmare to get them back to pristine condition. On the other hand, it 
is probably worthwhile to clean the smooth coat brushes. It’s really up 
to you.

BRUSHES, PAINT, EPOXY, ETC

Economy Coarse Bristle 
Brushes

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

1” (25mm), 180mm Overall TQK005 $1.50 $1.35

1-1/2” (38mm), 180mm Overall TQK010 $2.50 $2.25

2” (50mm), 200mm Overall TQK015 $2.95 $2.65

3” (75mm), 220mm Overall TQK020 $3.95 $3.55

•  Good brush for degreasing/cleaning 
•  Chuck ‘em away rather than clean 

them up after using them to apply 
epoxy resin

100mm/230mm Roller Kits

Uni-Pro Hi-Tech Microfibre Roller Cover

Cat No. Qty 1+

100mm Kit TQK105 $8.95

230mm Kit TQK110 $11.95

Consists of paint tray, roller applicator, sponge roller 
for acrylic or gloss enamel paint and ultra 
soft mohair roller 
for flat, low sheen 
and oil based 
paint.

Superior paint pick up and release. Perfect for doors, 
cupboards and floors. Best suited with water-based aqua 
gloss and satin paints but can also be used with an oil based 
enamel gloss or satin finishes. 
High absorption, rolls further 
with less spatter. No fibre shed. 

Spare Rollers

Cat No. Qty 1+

2 x 100mm Foam Rollers TQK120 $5.95

2 x 100mm Fabric Rollers TQK125 $5.95

1 x 230mm Foam Roller TQK115 $9.95

70mm(W) Fibreglass/Resin Roller MQI130 $13.95

MQI130

TQK120

Universal Spray Gun Pack

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Universal Spray Gun Pack TQK150 $22.95 $20.45

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

230mm x 4mm nap TQK130 $9.95 $8.95

Uses an eco-friendly propellant to dispense virtually any 
paint, formula and solution with professional results. It 
is compact, easy to use and ideal for touch-ups on the 
van, RV, boat, etc. Propellent to dispense up to 530ml 
of most liquids, paints, oils and solvent-based products. 
See our website for further details & instructions.

Includes:

1 x Sprayer Unit
1 x 177ml (6oz) Glass bottle
1 x Long dip tube
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Tape

Insulating Tape

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Insulating Tape - 6 Pack NM2806 $3.95 $3.45

One each of green, 
black, yellow, white, 
blue, red and yellow/
green stripe for proper 
earth marking. 
•  Each roll 19mm 

wide x 5 metres

PVC Insulation Tape

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Red 20m NM2802 $2.95 $2.65

Black 20m NM2803 $2.95 $2.65

White 20m NM2807 $2.95 $2.65

Top quality PVC tape.
•  Three colours  

available
• 18mm wide

Cloth Tape

This is not your cheap plastic stuff. It 
is the genuine cloth backed tape that 
you can split with your thumbnail. This 
waterproof tape is black in colour, low 
sheen and is the industry standard 
48mm wide. 
•  Very adhesive and very strong 
•  Ideal for taping leads to the floor, 

repairing flexible duct work, or 
holding things together in general. 

A must in every toolbox!

Double Sided Mounting Tape

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

10m With Foam NM2821 $4.95 $4.45

25m Without Foam NM2823 $3.95 $3.45

These products are double-sided adhesive 
tape with about 1mm of insert foam in 
between (NM2821 only). The foam enables 
surface irregularities to be taken up. Will 
hold lightweight (such as warning signs, 
annunciation signs - “Fire Extinguisher” for 
example) in place semi-permanently. The 
NM2823 is better to hold posters, etc. 
•  Both work best on glossy smooth surfaces

TAPE

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Black NA2830 $14.95 $13.45

Red NA2832 $14.95 $13.45

Clear NA2834 $14.95 $13.45

Tuff Silicone Tape

TUFF TAPE is a self-bonding wrap made from a special 
high quality silicone rubber compound which adheres to 
itself when wrapped under tension. The tape forms a non-
conductive, air and water tight, insulating seal. Hundreds of 
uses including emergency radiator hose repair, plumbing or 
garden hose repair, extension cord connections, marine, sport 
and tool grips, etc. Buy one for the glove box and another for 
the tool box. 
• Won’t melt up to +260°C 
• Remains flexible down to -50°C 
• Insulates to 400 volts/mil. 
• Tensile strength of 600psi 
• 25mm wide x 3m long

Cat No. Qty 1+

25mm x 10m NM2882 $19.95

Glow-in-the-Dark Tape

For use around the boat, 
caravan steps, etc. to avoid 
tripping over in the dark.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Eight 75 x 30mm Strips NA1522 $9.95 $8.95

UGlu Industrial Glue Strips

Make quick repairs without tools. Simply cut a strip to the 
size you need, then fix just like double-sided tape to create 
a permanent, instant bond. Bonds to just about anything 
- carpet, plastic, canvas, wood, metal, tile, plasterboard, 
cement, paper, glass, even on rough surfaces. Non-toxic, acid 
free, no mess. Millions of uses at home, office and workshop. 
Pack contains eight 75 x 30mm strips.
• Strength of glue, convenience of tape
• Instant bond, permanent hold
• Waterproof and weatherproof
• Removable 
• Safe for kids to use
• Made in USA

Genuine “Gaffer” Brand Tape

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Fluoro Green 10m NM2813 $15.95 $13.95

Fluoro Pink 10m NM2815 $15.95 $13.95

Genuine made-in-USA 24mm 
wide x 10m roll in Hi Viz green 
or hot pink. Matte finish. Ideal 
for highlighting a piece of 
equipment, avoiding a hazard, 
etc. 100’s of uses. 
•  Waterproof 
•  24mm wide x 10m

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

48mm x 25m Roll NM2810 $16.95 $14.95

Nashua Gaffer Tape - 40m

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Black 40m NM2812 $37.95 $33.95

Silver 40m NM2814 $37.95 $33.95

Preferred by the Professionals. Genuine 
Nashua brand Gaffer tape. Professional 
quality 40 metre rolls in both black and silver. 
Leaves no residue behind and sticks to most 
clean surfaces, including carpet. 
• 48(W)mm x 40(L)m. 
•  Keeping mains leads tidy around caravan 

sites 
•  Holding temporary posters up 
•  Non-pressure hose repair 
•  Repairing stripped threads on mops, 

brooms, etc

WILL HOLD A BURST RADIATOR HOSE  
IF APPLIED WELL
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General Repair
Whipping/Electrical Tape / Protector

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Black 28g Tube NM2836 $19.95 $17.95

Red 28g Tube NM2838 $19.95 $17.95

Black 118ml Tin NM2832 $29.95 $26.95

Red 118ml Tin NM2834 $29.95 $26.95

A closely related product to the MRG305 
whipping twine is a liquid vinyl product called 
“liquid electrical tape”. You can buy a 1oz (28g) 
tube in either red or black but we seriously 
suggest that you go for the 118ml tin. Such 
are the multitude of uses for this product you 
will go through the smaller size very quickly. 
As the name implies, it’s major use is to cover 
electrical terminals from vibration or corrosion. 
It is fantastic when you have to splice wires 
together that may end up in a bilge. To use for 
whipping, simply cover the whipping with one 
coat, leave to tack-dry and do another coat.

Quick and easy to apply for a 
clean edge and protection.
Recommended to be 
removed within 24 hours of 
application.

Self Amalgamating Tape

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Self Amalgamating Tape 10m NM2826 $24.95 $22.45

This insulating tape will “cure” into a single mass (once applied) to help 
seal and waterproof cable, wires or even pipes. The tape has good 
corona resisting properties and can be 
used on high voltage cables. 
•  Useful where water and chemical 

resistance is important. 
•  Corona & chemical resistant 
•  Self amalamating 
•  Good for waterproofing antenna 

outdoor plugs

Masking Tapes

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

24(W)mm x 50(L)m TQK805 $4.95 $4.45

36(W)mm x 50(L)m TQK810 $6.95 $6.25

24(W)mm x 50(L)m TQK815 $9.95 $8.95

MASKING TAPE

Engine/Insulation Tape

Cat No. Qty 1+

50mm x 45mm MGE410 $1.95

Self-adhesive, reinforced aluminium tape. 
•  High temperature rated 
•  Easily cut and installed.
• Sold per metre.

REPAIR TAPE

SEE OUR ENGINE ROOM SOUND BARRIER 
INSULATION SHEETS ON PAGE 466 

YOU CAN USE MGE410 TAPE ABOVE WITH 
THESE INSULATING SHEETS

...is a specially formulated paper based adhesive tape that is generally 
“creped”, that is, it enables you to place the tape very close to a surface 
you do not want paint to adhere to. Masking tape, however, has a 
very common and annoying problem. Your must not leave masking 
tape in place for any length of time. If, for example, you want to do a 
second (or third) coat before you remove the masking tape, you must 
do this QUICKLY. If you leave ordinary masking tape in place for over, 
say, a week, it may not peel off easily after this time. The tape may 
half-disintegrate leaving a messy residue. So don’t be slack with your 
paint job! Some new types of masking tape will last longer before 
disintegrating - up to 14 days. See our TQK815 for example, but it is a 
little bit more expensive.

MASKING TAPE

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Black 25mm x 10m NM2872 $9.95 $8.95

Black 50mm x 10m NM2874 $16.95 $14.95

Black with Fluoro Strip. 50mm x 10m NM2880 $29.95

White 25mm x 10m NM2876 $9.95 $8.95

White 50mm x 10m NM2878 $16.95 $14.95

Anti-Slip Tape

Reduce the chance of slipping on 
surfaces around the boat, steps on 
the caravan, etc. Coated with 
long ageing adhesive
•  50 grit sandpaper 

surface
• 10m rolls

Retro-Reflective Tape

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

Sold by the metre MSG205 $11.95 $10.22

This product is SOLAS 
approved, measures 50mm 
wide and sold by the metre 
(minimum 1 metre). Adhesive 
on the reverse side. Ideal for all 
safety-related applications

Hatch Seal

Size Roll Length Cat No. Per Metre 1+ Roll

3 x 12mm 25m THG160 $1.40 $29.00

6 x 12mm 12m THG165 $2.10 $23.00

6 x 15mm 12m THG170 $2.25 $25.00

6 x 18mm 12m THG175 $2.85 $29.00

10 x 18mm 7m THG180 $3.95 $25.00

10 x 24mm 7m THG185 $4.95 $29.00

10 x 48mm 7m THG190 $8.95 $59.00

Black polyethylene foam tape 
with acrylic adhesive backing. 
Sizes available to suit most 
hatch sealing applications.
• Density: 45kg/m3

• Sold by the metre

SAFETY

Sail Repair Tape

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

50mm x 7m TSC220 $22.95 $21.45

This is a roll of white ripstop tape, 50mm wide 
and 7m long. It will last a long time for most 
minor jobs. It is for temporary repairs only, and 
is ideal also for reinforcing batten pockets. 
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MAINTENANCE

General Repair

EVEN IF YOU DON’T NEED THESE  
PRODUCTS RIGHT NOW, THEY’RE HANDY  

TO KEEP WITH YOU. 

THEY’RE USUALLY NEEDED WHEN YOU’RE 
WELL AWAY FROM A NEARBY STORE!

Nylon Tent Repair Kit

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Nylon Tent Repair Kit TFG410 $9.95 $8.95

Essential kit for your travel gear, allows 
you to carry out quick on the spot repairs 
when you find an unexpected tear or hole 
in your nylon tent or outdoor equipment. 

Kit Contains:

• 2 nylon swatches
• 1 mesh swatch
• 1 tube of fabric cement
• 1 reel of cotton
• 1 needle

Vinyl Repair Kit

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Vinyl Repair Kit TFG412 $9.95 $8.95

Allows you to carry out quick on 
the spot repairs when you have an 
unexpected puncture or leak on your 
vinyl air mattress, boats, pools or other 
inflatables. 

Kit Contains:

• 2 patches
• 1 tube of cement
• 1 replacement plug

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Air Mattress Repair Kit TFG422 $7.95 $7.15

Air Mattress Repair Kit

Carry out quick on the spot repairs 
when you have an unexpected puncture 
or leak on your rubberised cotton air 
mattress or other inflatables.

Kit Contains:

• 4 round PVC patches
• 1 x 4g tube of cement
• 2 x 25mm bungs with caps.

VLP Vinyl Repair Tube

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

29ml TQO012 $19.95 $17.95

The VLP Vinyl Repair Tube is a smart accessory 
to keep on your caravan or boat. Great for 
mending pinholes, rips or tears on awnings and 
canvas! VLP is a clear, high strength and flexible 
adhesive that is suitable for use on most types 
of flexible vinyl surfaces. It has an air dry formula 
that dries clear, thus blending with coloured 
fabric. Typically used on vinyl furniture, awnings, 
tarps, vinyl sheeting, luggage, rain gear, covers, 
tent floors and boots. All surfaces to be glued 
must be free of oil and dust, to achieve this, 
simply wipe the surface with alcohol and let it dry 
before applying VLP. 
•  Temperature Use Range: -23°C to 93°C 
•  Tensile: (ASTM D-882) 2900Psi

Fabric Cement

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

20ml TFG414 $4.95 $4.45

Used for repairing nylon or cotton 
fabric tents.
• Clear

Seam Sealer

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

50ml TFG416 $12.95 $11.45

For use with most fabrics including nylon 
and synthetic, ideal for waterproofing tent 
seams. 
• Colourless

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Inflatable Boat Repair Kit MQO330 $29.95 $26.95

Inflatable Boat Repair Kit

A must for any inflatable. Kit contains: 
• 6 x 25mm round patches 
• 2 x 50mm round patches 
• 1 x 70mm square patch 
• 1 x Tube Bostik #1669 rubber glue 
• 1 x glue brush 
• 1 x set of clear instructions

Hypalon Repair Kit

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Hypalon Repair Kit MQO328 $49.95 $44.95

This is a very comprehensive repair kit for 
RIB’s made from Hypalon fabric. 

It consists of:

• 5pcs 3” (76mm) patches
• 4pcs 4” (102mm) patches
• 2pcs 5” (127m) patches
•  A generous tube of  

special glue
•  A sheet of emery  

sandpaper
• Instructions

Nylon Repair Tape

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 5+

Four Coloured Pieces TFG418 $7.95 $7.55

Quick fix solution ideal for tents, backpacks and other nylon camping 
gear. The adhesive backed tape can be cut to size and easily applied. 
•  Four different  

coloured pieces included 
•  Measure approx 80 x 270mm 

each

Leak Repair Tape

Cat No. Qty 1+

100(W)mm x 7.5m TSC216 $69.95

•  Will fix low grade, low pressure water or air leaks. 
Not a permanent fix but works surprisingly well. 

•  Guaranteed not to shrink, harden, streak or crack 
•  Works on nearly all types of surfaces except 

silicone 

REPAIR TAPE

FOR FIBREGLASS REPAIR, SEE PAGE 433

Call us on 1300 964 264 443



MAINTENANCE

Repair Kits

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Pack of 2 MWA640 $16.95 $14.95

Boston valves

This is the familiar air inlet that you find on air 
mattresses, ski tubes, etc. They often fail if a 
careless person over-inflates a product. It’s 
not a bad idea to carry a spare or two if you 
are at a water-ski camp or anywhere where 
large inflatable devices are used. Packet of 2 
supplied with instructions on back of pack

Air Bed Pump Adaptor

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

3 Nozzles RAC420 $4.95 $4.45

•  For use on air mattresses and inflatable 
boats 

•  3 different sized replacement nozzles 
•  Fits most air pumps and are made from 

heavy duty black plastic

No matter how good your equipment is, from time to time things might 
need a little repair. Our range of repair kits can help you repair tents, 
windscreens, and other things, saving you hundreds, perhaps even 
thousands. Though a tent repair kit in your camping gear could also save 
you from a very wet night.

Air Mattress Plugs

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Pack of 3 RAC410 $3.95 $3.55

Pk 3 plugs that suit most common 
air mattresses.

Waterproof Pen

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Waterproof Pen TM3002 $6.95 $6.25

Great for labelling things on or about the boat, caravan or motorhome. 
The ink will wash off afterwards with metho, turps, etc. 
•  Excellent smudge-proof and waterproof qualities 
•  Dries in seconds 
•  Low-odour ink 
•  Xylene and toluene-free ink 
•  Line width fine approx. 0.6mm

WATERPROOF MARKING PEN

REPAIR

Chipped Windscreen Repair Kit

You only need a small chip in your 
windscreen to attract a hefty fine. 
Worse, a small chip may only need 
a bump from a pothole to turn it into 
a full crack. Avoid all of this with our 
nifty repair kit.
It will fix:
• Star breaks
• Bullseye breaks
• Chips, cracks, etc.
The kit contains a 2ml repair resin 
pen enough to do several breaks. 
All parts necessary to effect a good 
repair are included.

Cat No. Qty 1+

Chipped Windscreen Repair Kit TFG454 $5.00

Sewing Repair Kit

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Sewing Repair Kit TIG250 $3.50 $3.15

This comprehensive kit contains a liberal 
amount of cotton thread in 6 colours: 
white, black, red, pink, grey and orange. It 
also has 3 sewing needles, a safety pin, 
2 x snaps and two pearl shirt buttons 
- the most common button to lose. 
It also has scissors, a tweezers, 
a special needle threading tool 
and 3 dressmakers pins. Even if 
you use this once it will have paid 
for itself. A lifesaver!

OTHER REPAIR

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Medium Zipper MBC630 $24.95 $23.45

Large Zipper MBC632 $24.95 $23.45

Zipper Rescue
Quite often harsh UV will cause a trusty nylon bodied zipper 
mechanism to simply shatter rendering you unable to close 
up the “clears” on your boat. It always happens at the most 
inconvenient time. This made-in-the-USA product is a diecast, 
nickel plated replacement zipper. How do you fit it onto the clear 
zip?! Here’s the trick; This unit actually screws apart to retro-fit 
it on. You fit it on to the existing zipper tracks on each side of 
the clears, screw up the unit and you have the ability to zip up 
the clears again! Magic. Great to tidy up a boat you are about to 
sell or to fix those clears that have not worked properly for some 
time. Not cheap, but US made. 
•  2 sizes, one of  

which will fit  
your zipper

Actual units much 
smaller than pic shown.

Snap & Zipper - Lubricants

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Snap & Zipper - Lubricants MGI175 $19.95 $18.95

This product is a must where there are zip-up covers or upholstery 
snaps. The convenient squeeze tube will deliver just enough grease 
to make ‘dry’ zippers run like a dream. If you apply a little to an 
upholstery snap you will be 
amazed how much 
more easily it will 
operate!

TANK REPAIR KITS

Plastic Tank Repair Kit

Complete kit contains everything required 
for making professional-quality permanent 
repairs in just minutes. State-of-the-art 
components and easy-to-follow instructions 
with photographs. Repairs all types of plastic 
tanks. The repair resin is designed to harden 
within 8 – 10 minutes and cure in 30 minutes. 
Repairs can be made ideally at temperatures 
from 10°C to 24°C. Repairs cracks up to 
10 cm in length and holes up to 9.5 mm in 
diameter. 
NOTE: THESE PRODUCTS ARE NOT FOR 
USE ON PLASTIC FUEL TANKS.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Plastic Tank Repair Kit TFG460 $32.95 $28.95

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au444 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day



To Build or Repair
Having the right selection of tools at home or on the boat 
will always come in handy. Better still, at Road Tech Marine 
we offer you both the range and value you need to tackle all 
types of projects and maintenance. 
If you are planning to run your boat, van, or campsite on 
battery power, take our advice and never leave home 
without a multimeter, they start at just $10, and you’ll find 
them on page 449. 
Our comprehensive range of fasteners and cabin hardware 
are all made from quality materials, conveniently packaged, 
and sold at our everyday low prices. 

Tools & Hardware
ALLEN KEYS 447

ANTI-SLIP TAPE 466

BARREL BOLTS 460

BOLTS 458

CABIN HARDWARE 451

CANOPY ACCESSORIES 453

CANVAS SNAP FASTENING / UNFASTENING TOOL 466

DECK TREAD 466

FASTENERS 452

FLUSH PULLS 460

GAS SPRINGS 462

GUARD & HANDRAIL FITTINGS 461

HATCH SEAL 465

HATCH SUPPORTS 463

HATCHES 464

HINGES 459

LIFT-O-MATIC 462

MULTIMETERS 449

NUTS 457

OBD2 READERS 448

PADLOCKS 458

PLIERS 446

PLYWOOD 458

PORTS 464

SAFETY & RETRO-REFLECTIVE TAPE 466

RIVETS 454

RIVET HARDWARE 454

SCREWS 455

SKYLIGHTS 465

SOLDERING 466

SOUND INSULATION 466

STORAGE CASES 450

TOOLS 446

VENTS 463

VOLTAGE TESTERS 449

WASHERS 457

WEBBING 452

445



Tools & Test Equipment
TOOLS & HARDWARE

Automotive Crimp Tool with Connectors

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Automotive Crimp Tool with Connectors TH1848 $17.95 $15.95

Unlike other automotive crimp pliers, this excellent tool comes with 80 of 
the most popular automotive connectors and NOT a bunch of junk you 
will never use. The tool will cut & strip wire, crimp connectors and also 
cut a range of metric bolts. Every car enthusiast should have a set.

Included connectors:

•  8 male & 8 female blue bullets •  8 male & 8 female red bullets
•  8 male & 8 female blue spades  •  8 male & 8 female red spades
•  8 x red eye connectors •  8 x blue butt joiners

Crimping Tool for Non-Insulated Lugs

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

185mm Long TH1834 $16.95 $14.95

A quality Taiwanese tool at a budget 
price. It has comfortable spring loaded 
handles making it an easy crimper to 
use all day. It handles non-insulated lugs 
from 14-18 AWG and 22-26 AWG and 
also includes  
a built-in wire cutter.

WIRE STRIPPERS & CRIMPERS

There is a correct way and incorrect way to crimp wire 
connectors. The tunnel in the connector is bent metal so there is 
a split where the two ends meet. Ensure you place the split into 
the cradle side of the crimping tool otherwise the seam may open 
and the wire will not hold securely.

CRIMPING A CONNECTOR

Correct Incorrect

125mm Precision Long Nose Pliers

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

125mm Precision Long Nose Pliers TH1885 $34.95 $31.45

These quality pliers are made in Japan 
from the same high carbon steel that 
is used to make professional chefs 
knives. The pliers feature serrated jaws 
and a box joint to provide a precise 
action and strong grip. Coil spring 
ensures smooth, fatigue-free use. 
•  Insulated soft touch handles.

180mm (7”) Bull Nose Pliers

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

180mm (7”) Bull Nose Pliers TH1984 $24.95 $22.45

Strong, tough & reliable.These high quality drop forged alloy steel pliers 
are a professional tool and manufactured to the rigid German DIN 
standards for electrical safety & mechanical strength. They 
are for serious tradesmen who need a quality 
tool.  These pliers will cut hard (piano wire) 
wire up to 1.6mm & soft (annealed 
copper, aluminium silver etc.) 
up to 4.0mm. Non slip 
double inset handles are 
comfortable to hold. 
•  GS approved. 

170mm (6.5”) Long Nose (Snipe) Pliers

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

170mm (6.5”) Long Nose Pliers TH1986 $24.95 $22.45

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

TH2330 $27.95 $24.95

You can see the quality German design in these strong and 
attractive pliers. They are drop forged and can cut up to 
4.0mm electrical wire, and with comfortable 1000VAC 
rated handles. The high quality manufacture 
means they can take the work and last for 
ages. This could be the last pair of long nose 
general purpose pliers you need to 
buy! 
•  GS approved

175mm Fujiya Screw Removing Pliers

Designed to remove, by brute force, a hopelessly stripped out head of 
any type of small non-countersunk screw. The secret is an oval-shaped 
serrated hole in the end of the plier. You place the plier over the head of 
the screw, grip and rotate the plier. This system applies a lot more torque 
to the head of the screw than a drill bit ever could. It’s reminiscent of the 
plier that a dentist used to extract your tooth!! Its Japanese manufacturer 
has provided a beautifully made and finished product.  
Suitable for any screw in the range of 2.0 to 
5.0mm or so, although it will work on 
larger screws to lesser 
effect.

150mm Carbon Steel 
Precision Side Cutters

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

150mm - Side Cutters TH1891 $44.95 $39.95

These cutters are made from the same high 
carbon steel as our long nose pliers and 
are designed for sharp cutting in 
precision wiring. They have 
insulated soft-touch handles 
and a coil return spring for 
fatigue free use. Japanese made

160mm (6”) Side Cutters

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

160mm (6”) Side Cutters - Insulated TH1985 $24.95 $22.45

This drop forged alloy tool is made to the same 
standards as our combination pliers. It 
is just as tough and will also cut piano 
wire up to 1.6mm. This is a 
quality tool and designed 
for dedicated wire cutting. It 
has comfortable double inset 
handles.
• GS approved

PLIERS
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Tools & Test Equipment
TOOLS & HARDWARE

100 Piece Driver Bit Set

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

100 Piece Driver Bit Set TD2038 $27.95 $24.95

This is what you get - (All in tool steel): 1 x magnetic bit 
holder, 1 x square to hex socket driver 50mm, 1 x square to 
hex socket driver 25mm, 1 x square to hex bit adaptor. 
•  Phillips # 0, 1, 2 (x5) & 3 
• Pozidriv # 0, 1, 2 (x5) & 3 
•  Square drive # 0, 1, 2 & 3 
•  Slotted 3, 4, 4.5, 5.0, 5.5, 6.0, 6.5, 7.0 & 8mm 
•  Pin drive (snake) # 4, 6, 8 & 10  
•  Torque Set # 6, 8 & 10 
•  Tamper proof Torx (Metric) T8, T10,T15, T20, T25, T27 & T30  
•  Tri-Wing # 1, 2, 3 &4 
•  Clutch drive # 1, 2 & 3 
•  Hex (Allen) Imperial 1/16, 5/64,  

3/32, 7/64, 1/8, 9/64, 5/32, 3/16, 7/32 
& 1/4”

•  Torx T8, T10, T15, T20, T25, T27, 
T30, T40 & T45

•  Hex (Allen) Metric 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 
4.0, 5.0, 5.5, 6.0 & 8.0mm

•  Spline drive M5, M6 & M8 
•  Tamper Proof Allen (Metric) 2.0, 

2.5, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0 & 6.0mm 
•  Tamper Proof Allen (Imperial) 

5/32, 9/64, 1/8, 7/64, 3/32 
& 5/64”

The Power Driver Bit Set

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

The Power Driver Bit Set TD2035 $19.95 $17.95

BIT SETS

The set consists of 32, yes 32 of the driver bits that you don’t normally 
see. You don’t get any slotted, Phillips or PozidrivTM bits. 
•  4 x Tri - wing, size 1, 2, 3, and 4 
•  9 x Torx (tamperproof), size T8, T10, T15, T20, T25, T27, T30 and T35 
•  4 x Pin drive (snake), size 4, 6, 8 and 10 
•  6 x In - Hex (allen), *metric, size 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5 & 6 
•  6 x In - Hex (allen), *imperial size 5/64”, 3/32”, 

7/64”, 1/8”, 9/64” and 5/32” 
•  3 x Torque Set, size 6, 8 and 10. With this you get a hex driver with 

magnetic retainer, all in a nifty 
plasticy - rubber holder that is 
smaller than a deck of cards!  
(67 x 45 x 30mm).

•  Tamperproof Torx works as 
normal Torx as well.

• Tamperproof In - Hex drive type.

25 Piece Allen Key Set

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

25 Piece Allen Key Set TD2052 $11.95 $10.70

25 different size allen keys in a plastic wallet.  
Both metric and imperial sizes.
•  Metric: 1.27, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 4.0, 4.5, 5.0, 5.5, 6.0, 7.0, 8.0, 10.0mm 
•  Imperial 3/8, 1/4, 7/32, 3/16, 5/32, 9/64, 1/8, 7/64, 3/32, 5/64, 1/16

ALLEN KEYS

HEAVY DUTY. Manufactured from quality carbon steel and fitted with 
hardened and tempered jaws. Features a chemically blackened finish for 
improved corrosion resistance and heavy duty PVC handles to provide 
operator comfort. Has easy identification for crimping Red, Blue, and 
Yellow Terminals. Suitable for crimping insulated terminals from 0.5mm to 
6.0mm in size.

Heavy Duty Wire Stripper/ 
Cutter/Crimper with wire guide

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

204mm Long TH1827 $32.95 $28.95

Alloy steel can strip all types of cable from AWG 10-24 gauge 
(0.13 - 6.0mm). It incorporates a precision cutting blade for 
easy wire cutting. This is the best all round wire tool we’ve 
seen for a long time. Spring return.
•  Insulated terminals (1.5 - 6mm) 
•  Non-insulated terminals (1.5 - 6mm) 
•  Auto ignition terminals (7 - 8mm) 

Ratchet Crimping Tool for 
Insulated Terminals

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

220mm Long TH1829 $39.95 $35.90

Ring spanners are basically fantastic for efficiently tightening 
and loosening bolts, nuts, etc. There are times, however, when 
some mechanic who did their apprenticeship in a cave, has used 
shifting spanners and even multigrips to work on a bolt or nut 
because they were too lazy to find the correct spanner. (Perhaps 
there is a case for capital punishment!)
This has resulted in a rounded hex head, sometimes so that you 
cannot get the proper spanner on to get purchase on the flats on 
the fastener. By trying to turn the fastener, (which may be rusted 
as well) all that you are going to do is round the head further.
Here’s what you do:
1.  If you can gain access to the thread, use a silicon base thread 

penetrating agent and spray all parts of the fastener liberally. 
Leave for several minutes.

2.  Give the head of the bolt or nut a bit of a tap with a hammer, 
avoiding further damage to the fastener.

3.  Use a slightly smaller ring spanner, preferably a 6-point rather 
than the more modern 12-point spanner. For example, for an 
(imperial) 9/16” bolt/nut, use a 6 point 14 millimeter. Tap the 
spanner on if necessary. For a 5/8” bolt/nut use a 15 millimetre 
ring spanner and so on...

If all else fails, or in conjunction, use a propane torch. If the 
fastener is not a bolt but a machine screw, be careful not to heat 
the casting or fitting the machine screw is bolted into.
Good luck! Hold securely.

DAMAGED FASTENERS

Call us on 1300 964 264 447
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Tools & Test Equipment

OBD2 Engine Code Reader with Bluetooth® 
Technology

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

Code Reader PP2145 $69.95 $62.95

Modern car engines are controlled by computers which regulate engine 
performance. Sensors are connected to major components which 
constantly send data to the computer which then adjusts performance 
accordingly to ensure minimal emissions and optimal performance. 
Reading data from these computers helps mechanics pinpoint where 
problems may lie in car performance. You can also find out this 
information with this OBD2 Bluetooth® engine code reader. It connects to 
your OBD2 port and will immediately interpret the information in the ECU 
(engine control unit). You can use this information 
to find faulty sensors which adversely 
affect performance, see if cylinders are 
misfiring, see how hot your engine 
coolant is, view engine RPMs and 
much more. Diagnosing and fixing 
certain problems yourself can save a 
lot of time and money.
See website for full details.

Low Voltage Circuit Tester 6, 12, 24 Volts

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Low Voltage Circuit Tester 6, 12, 24 Volts TD2049 $3.95 $3.45

Looks like a neon screwdriver but instead of a blade on the end, this 
tester has a probe and a 28” lead which clips to ground.
• Suitable for 6/12/24 volt cars, trucks, boats, etc.

Smart Test Screwdriver

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Smart Test Screwdriver TD2055 $11.95 $10.70

• Capacitor, diode, transistor, 
resistor check 
•  Globe/relay/fuse/speaker check 
•  Picks up static radiation of Tyre 

Valve Tool Set 

•  Locate broken wires 
•  Instantly checks AC power
•  Batteries included 
•  Earth disconnection check
•  Also a screwdriver!

12V Battery, Charger & 
Alternator Tester

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

QP2258 $12.95 $11.35

These indicate the condition of your car or truck 
battery, charger or alternator. They use 3 LEDs 
to indicate battery & charge under engine on/
engine off conditions. They include 600mm 
leads with crocodile clips, and an inbuilt 
magnet. 
•  Dimensions: 120(L) x 33(W) x 20(D)mm

ENGINE DIAGNOSTICS

AUTOMOTIVE TESTERS

LOOKING FOR GAS  
DETECTORS & MONITORS? 
SEE PAGE 55.

Floating Screwdrivers

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

4.7 Flat - 75mm TFI002 $8.95 $8.05

5.7 Flat - 100mm TFI004 $9.95 $8.95

Phillips #1 - 75mm TFI006 $8.95 $8.05

Phillips #2 - 100mm TFI008 $9.95 $8.95

This range of stainless steel floating screwdrivers has been introduced by 
popular demand from our customers. They will not sink when dropped in 
water. Ideal when working close to water. Try them! 
•  Ideal for the tackle box

1000V - 7 Piece Screwdriver Set

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

1000V - 7 Piece Screwdriver Set TD2022 $34.95 $31.45

A quality set of 7 screwdrivers with storage box that offers both 
uncompromising reliability and value. GS and DVE tested and approved 
to 1000V. With red handles and insulation right to the tip, you will find 
them amongst your tools quickly and easily. DIN EN 60900.

FLAT:
1.2 x 6.5 x 150mm
1 x 5.5 x 125mm
0.8 x 4 x 100mm
0.4 x 2.5 x 75mm

PHILLIPS:
#2 x 100mm
#1 x 80mm
#0 x 75mm

THEY FLOAT!

SCREWDRIVERS

A survey conducted by people in the USA (who obviously had 
nothing else to do) made an amazing finding. The organisers 
of the survey set up an experiment where they tried to (as 
scientifically as possible) find the best penetrating fluid to release 
rusted-on nuts. They basically found that popular brand silicone-
based products halved the amount of torque required to unscrew 
a non-oil (dry) rusted nut. Well and good. What they then found 
was that “an old wives tale recipe” beat the brand-name product 
by a factor of almost 80%! In summary (These are not actual 
torque wrench numbers, they are scale numbers).
SUMMARY OF RESULTS
• No penetrating oil at all: 500ft/lbs
• Most popular silicon-based product: 245 ft/lbs
• “Home brew” mix: 50 ft/lbs
Well, here goes. The magic mix is 50% Automotive Transmission 
Fluid (ATF), 50% Acetone mixed together. How it was applied to 
the crook nut wasn’t mentioned but you can imagine using an old 
paint brush or something. It could also be used on larger rusted 
out sub-assemblies (ie. trailer hubs) etc.*
If you are curious, please give this a try and send us your 
feedback. You never know, we might put it in a pump-pack and 
sell it to you! If you don’t want the hassle, you can always buy 
some INOX.
We’ve already had some positive feedback on this recipe. Try it!
*Note: You have to be a bit careful with ATF as it can lift paint, so 
keep an eye on spills. Naturally, we do not make any warranties 
for this, as we are not actually selling you anything! Do just be 
careful. Remember also Acetone is flammable and a solvent to a 
lot of things including some plastics.

INOX - THE PRODUCT

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au448 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day
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Test Equipment

Analogue Multimeter

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Analogue Multimeter QM1020 $29.95 $26.95

For those who prefer to use the old analogue meter - it’s still the best 
way to test a capacitor. This well-made meter has audible continuity, in 
addition to the normal set of functions. Holster included. 
•  Basic DCV accuracy: 3% 
•  DC voltage: 100mV to 1000V 
•  AC voltage: 10V to 1000V 
•  DC current: 50µA to 10A 
•  Resistance (multiplier): x1 to x10,000
•  Dimensions: 148(H) x 100(W) x 35(D)mm

Low Cost Digital Multimeter

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Low Cost Digital Multimeter QM1500 $9.95 $8.75

This is a full featured meter with plug-in 4mm 
probes and transistor tester. This is the ideal 
first multimeter, and will give years of faithful 
service, in fact, you will only need to replace 
this meter if you require a unit with very high 
input impedance. 
•  19 Range
•  Dimensions: 125(H) x 68(W) x 23(D)mm

Automotive Multi-Function 
Circuit Tester with LCD

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

With LCD QM1494 $64.95 $58.45

Designed to test the electrical system of an automotive vehicle running 
on 12V or 24V. It is able to activate components with positive or negative 
without using a jumper wire, which would for example, allow you to send 
voltage to a relay that controls whether or not a fan switches on. You 
can quickly test the voltage and polarity of a circuit or whether it’s short 
or open, check continuity, locate cylinders which are misfiring, measure 
frequency of ignition pulses, test solenoids, lights and more. To top it all 
off the easy to read LCD is backlit so it’s perfect for the dark crevices of 
an engine bay. 
•  Works on 12 or 24V systems 
•  Dimensions: 

240(L) x 78(H) x 40(W)mm

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Multifunction Environment Meter QM1594 $139.00 $124.95

Multifunction Environment 
Meter with DMM

A multi-function environment meter that 
combines the functions of a sound level 
meter, light meter, humidity meter and 
temperature meter. 
•  Temperature: -20 °C - 750 °C 
•  Lux, SPL, Humidity 
•  Also measures voltage, current, 

resistance, etc.
•  Dimensions: 170(H) x 75(W) x 48(D)mm

MULTIMETERS

Autorange Multimeter with 
Non-Contact Voltage Sensor

Digital Tachometer with Memory 
includes Min-Max

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Digital Multimeter QM1529 $27.95 $24.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Digital Tachometer QM1449 $69.95 $62.95

A hobbyist multimeter that is exceptional value for money, and has 
good features for a range of applications. It measures both DC and AC 
voltages and currents. The default autoranging setting automatically 
selects the best range for your measurements. If a different range is 
preferred, simply switch it to manual. A built-in buzzer and LED warning 
light alert you to low resistance, detected voltage and live wires. In 
low light conditions you can activate the 10 second backlight to view 
measurements. Use the data hold button to lock them on screen for data 
capture and analysis.
• Security Class: Cat III 600V
• Basic DCV Accuracy: 0.8%
• DC/AC Voltage: 200mV - 600V
• DC/AC Current: 200uA - 10A 
• Dimensions: 144(L) x 70(W) x 32(H)mm

This non-contact digital tachometer provides fast and 
accurate RPM and surface speed measurements of rotating 
objects. It has a wide measurement range from 2 to 99,999 RPM with 
high resolution on the 5-digit backlit LCD screen. The easy to use device 
also features an integrated laser pointer, RPM and Revolution test 
modes, a sampling time of 0.5 seconds (over 120 RPM), and built-in 
memory recalls for maximum, minimum, and last values stored. Carry 
case included.
• RPM & revolution modes
• Min & Max values
• High resolution
• 2 - 99,999 RPM

Specifications:

• Accuracy: ± (0.05%+1 digits)
• RPM Test Range:  2 to 99,999 RPM
• Count Range: 1 to 99,999 REV
•  Resolution: 0.1 RPM (2 to 999.9 RPM),  

1 RPM. (Over 1000 RPM)
•  Sampling Time: 0.5 Sec.  

(over 120 RPM)
• Detecting Distance: 50mm to 500mm

NON 
CONTACT 

ACV
AUTORANGE

LUX

MIN/
MAX

DIODE 
TEST

BUZZER

TEMP

LASER 
POINTER

HUMIDITY

RPM

12/24V

The product shown above may not be something that would 
normally be on your wish list. The product, a digital multimeter, 
is, however one of the handiest things you will ever own.
You will only know this, though, if you fork out $9.95 or more.
There. We told you! 

VERY USEFUL

Call us on 1300 964 264 449
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Component / Storage

18 Compartment 
Storage Case

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

18 Compartment Storage Case HB6312 $11.95 $10.45

This storage box can also be 
configured in a wide range of 
variations. The basic box has 
18compartments measuring  
274 (W) x 40 (D) x 175 (L).
These can be divided into 2, 3 or 4 sub-
compartments using the dividers provided.
•  2 snap action latches secure the hinged lid.

Heavy Duty Storage Cases

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

15 Compartment HB6304 $9.95 $8.95

19 Compartment HB6305 $18.95 $16.95

Tough and durable. Made from sturdy ABS 
plastic with solid clasps and removable 
compartment trays so you can take parts with 
you to the job.

Two sizes available:

15 COMPARTMENT STORAGE 
CASE
•  12 compartments: 

55(L) x 40(W) x 50(D)mm
•  3 compartments: 

80(L) x 50(W) x 50(D)mm
HB6304

19 COMPARTMENT STORAGE CASE
•  4 compartments: 

55(L) x 40(W) x 50(D)mm
•  8 compartments: 

80(L) x 50(W) x 50(D)mm
•  7 compartments: 

110(L) x 80(W) x 50(D)mm
HB6305

4 Tray Tool/Storage Case

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

4 Tray Tool/Storage Case HB6302 $24.95 $22.45

Each compartment tray has a 233 
x 122 x 32mm 13 compartment 
storage box for small items with 
dividers that can be removed to 
accommodate larger things.
All the hinges and catches are the 
durable pintle type.
The top tray has a generous 265 
x 160 x 65mm space for ancillary 
items and its finished in a tasteful 
shade of industrial yellow and black.

Aluminium Cases with 
Foam Insert

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Small, 405(W) x 260(D) x 95(H)mm HB6355 $49.95 $44.95

Large, 450(W) x 320(D) x 145(H)mm HB6356 $79.95 $71.95

Ideal for camera, video, fish finders, GPS 
units and test equipment, these cases 
feature removable 15mm square foam 
pieces so you can make a hole to the 
exact size of your valuable equipment. 
The lid also has a foam insert for complete 
protection. Cases are lockable and supplied 
with two keys. Great for wine and glasses 
also. 
•  Includes carry strap

STORAGE

HB6304

240V 25W Soldering Iron

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Soldering Iron TS1465 $14.95 $13.45

Spare Tip TS1466 $4.95 $4.45

This is an ideal soldering iron for those who can do electrical repairs on 
the road. It has a stainless steel handle, a cool grip impact resistant (non- 
bakelite) handle. Get a hobby pack solder & multimeter and nothing will 
stop you!

Duratech Solder

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

0.71mm (15g) NS3008 $2.25 $2.00

1mm (15g) NS3013 $2.25 $2.00

1mm (200g) NS3010 $16.95 $14.95

Duratech solder available in 
a hobby pack or 200g roll.
•  60% tin 40% lead 

SOLDERING IRONS

240V 20/130W Soldering Iron Starter Kit

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

240V 20/130W TS1651 $27.95 $24.95

Represents great value, as the parts included would cost double 
the price of this kit. However, if you don’t need this level of 
sophistication, check the TS1465 iron only unit. It is ideal for road 
use. Kit contains: 
•  240V 20/130W Turbo soldering iron 
•  Spare tip / Basic stand / 1mm solder in dispenser tube 
•  Metal solder sucker with spare tip and O-ring

240V

Gas Soldering Iron / Torch Kit

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 3+

Gas Soldering Iron / Torch Kit TS1112 $39.95 $35.90

Spare Catalyst TS1104 $14.95 $13.35

1mm Conical Tip TS1105 $4.95 $4.45

3mm Flat Tip TS1116 $5.95 $5.35

4mm Chisel Tip TS1117 $5.95 $5.35

Hot Blower Tip TS1118 $14.95 $13.45

Everything you need to solder, silver solder, braze, heatshrink, strip paint 
etc. The iron is refillable with standard butane gas and has an on/off 
switch and a built-in stand for safety. Extra soldering, torch and cutting 
tips are included, all housed in a moulded storage case. 
•  3 soldering tips  •  1 torch attachment 
•  1 rope cutter  •  178mm long

GAS

240V

HB6305
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Canopy Parts

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+
11mm Hook (Clearance hole),  
2 x 4mm c/s Screws MBC230 $1.95
5mm Clearance, Low Profile,  
2 x 5mm c/s Screws MBC240 $1.95
Stainless 316 cast,  
2 x No. 8 c/s Screws or 4mm MBC245 $2.95 $2.65

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Double Knuckle, 25mm MBC070 $9.95 $8.95

Thumbscrew, Fits All Screw Fixed Fittings MBC075 $2.95 $2.65

Side Mount Version of MBC105 MBC110 $10.95 $9.95

Aluminium Tubing

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

1” x 2m MBC805 $17.95 $15.95

Alloy tube, 25.4mm dia (1”) for all sorts of 
canopy or strut applications. 
• Natural finish

MBC070 MBC110MBC075

Canopy Deck Mounts

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Black, with S/S Screws 20mm Fittings MBC005 $2.50 $2.25

White, with S/S Screws 20mm Fittings MBC010 $2.50 $2.25

Black 25mm Fittings MBC015 $2.95 $2.65

316 Stainless Universal MBC105 $10.95 $9.45

MBC005

MBC010 MBC015 MBC105

Canopy Loops & Buttons

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Revealed Screw - #8 75mm MBC210 $2.95 $2.65

Fabric Fixing - 90mm MBC215 $2.95 $2.65

Nylon Anchor Button MBC220 $0.95 $0.85

Stainless Steel (316) Canopy Button MBC225 $4.95

Used to hold down fabric canopies, clears, 
etc. Made from UV stabilised 5mm cloth 
covered rubber shock cord.

TYPE 1:
Will attach to a hard surface (typically wood, 
fibreglass, or aluminium) by self tapper.

TYPE 2:
Will attach to fabric clears, canopies, etc. 
with a nylon locking clip which can be 
fastened by multi-grips or a light hammer 
tap on a firm surface. Nylon hard surface 
anchor button also available. Use #8 or #10 
countersunk self tapper to fix.
Note: We do not stock white in this product 
because they go yellow and brittle

Canopy Loops & Eyes Hooks (Loops)

• Manufactured in UV resistant nylon or cast 316 stainless steel
• Not recommended for high loads - nylon 20kg, stainless 50kg

Eyes

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+
11mm I.D. 2 x 4mm Countersunk 
Screws  MBC250 $1.95
12mm I.D. 2 x No.8 Countersunk 
Screws or 4mm MBC255 $5.95 $5.35

TYPE 1:

MBC210

TYPE 2:

MBC215

MBC230 MBC240 MBC245

MBC250 MBC255

Just like everything on your boat, your canopy or tonneau cover will 
require a little maintenance from time to time. Our range of canopy 
fittings, loops, buttons, and eyelets will suit virtually any make and model 
of boat and canopy. From your humble dingy to the floating mansion. 
They can repair, replace, or improve you current hardware. If you’re not 
sure what you need, just ask our friendly staff in-store!

CANOPY ACCESSORIES

CANOPY PARTS & ACCESSORIES

Canopy Tube Coupling Clamps

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Black Suits 20mm Tube MBC020 $1.95 $1.85

White Suits 20mm Tube MBC025 $1.95 $1.85

Black Suits 22mm Tube MBC030 $2.95 $2.65

Black Suits 25mm Tube MBC035 $2.95 $2.65

316 S/Steel
Suits 22mm Tube (With 
Grubscrew) MBC115 $9.95 $8.95

316 S/Steel
Suits 25mm Tube (With 
Grubscrew) MBC120 $9.95 $8.95

316 S/Steel
Suits 22mm Tube, Hinged 
Fitting MBC125 $18.95 $17.95

316 S/Steel
Suits 25mm Tube, Hinged 
Fitting MBC130 $18.95

316 S/Steel
Suits 32mm Tube, Hinged 
Fitting MBC132 $29.95 $28.45

Canopy Tube End Fittings

Plastic or stainless steel

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Black Suits 16mm Tube, Internal Fit MBC040 $1.99 $1.79

White Suits 16mm Tube, Internal Fit MBC045 $0.95

S/S 316 Suits 16mm Tube, Internal Fit MBC135 $9.95 $9.45

Black Suits 22mm Tube, Internal Fit MBC055 $2.95 $2.65

316 S/S Suits 22mm Tube, External Fit MBC140 $9.95 $8.95

316 S/S Suits 25mm Tube, External Fit MBC145 $10.95 $9.95

MBC040

MBC020 MBC025
MBC030

MBC035

MBC115

MBC120

MBC125

MBC130

MBC132

MBC045

MBC140MBC135
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Shade Control Accessories

Webbing Saddle

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Webbing Saddle MBC755 $3.95 $3.55

25mm webbing saddle.  
Stainless steel
Note: We do not stock plastic shortener 
buckles as they break easily

Canopy Straps

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Canopy Straps MBC770 $19.95 $17.95

Set of 2 straps 25 x 1.5m long. 
Have 60mm dia loop at one end 
and canopy strap at the other. Has 
a webbing buckle to shorten strap 
as required.

Hook-and-Loop Tape

Cat No. Qty 1+

Hook 25mm Wide MBC775 $6.95

Hook 50mm Wide MBC785 $8.95

Loop 25mm Wide MBC780 $6.95

Loop 50mm Wide MBC790 $8.95

Classic hook and loop fabric in long 
tape form. Buy in any length (minimum 
1 metre) and sew or contact cement to 
any appropriate surface.
• Black only

Material Type Pack Cat No. Qty 1+

White Nylon Single Horizontal 6 MBC405 $5.95

White Nylon Double Horizontal 6 MBC410 $5.95

White Nylon Single Vertical 6 MBC415 $5.95

White Nylon Double Vertical 6 MBC420 $5.95

White Nylon Single Canvas 6 MBC425 $7.95

Stainless Steel Single Vertical Each MBC430 $5.95

Stainless Steel Double Vertical Each MBC435 $5.95

Stainless Steel Single Horizontal Each MBC440 $5.95

Stainless Steel Double Horizontal Each MBC445 $5.95

A classic design for solid fabric and/or clears. No need for springs or 
heavy pressure. Will only open when the flat toggle is aligned with the 
metal eyelet. Available in white nylon or stainless steel.

“Stay Put” Fasteners

MBC405 MBC410 MBC425

MBC415 MBC420 MBC430

MBC440MBC435 MBC445

Webbing

5 METRE ROLL:

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

25mm Black MBC706 $8.95 $8.05

25mm White MBC707 $8.95 $8.05

25mm Navy Blue MBC708 $8.95 $8.05

50mm Black MBC716 $10.95 $9.45

PER METRE:

Cat No. Per Metre

50mm Black MBC715 $2.95

• Polyester
•  5m rolls or  

by the metre

Webbing Buckle Camlocks

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

25mm MBC725 $2.50 $2.25

50mm MBC726 $4.95 $4.45

Webbing camlock buckles. Black.
Note: We do not stock plastic shortener 
buckles as they break easily

Webbing Buckle

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

2 Piece 25mm MBC730 $2.50 $2.25

2 Piece 50mm MBC735 $8.95 $8.05

Webbing locking buckle joiner set. Black.

Webbing Buckle - Fixed Bar

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

25mm Stainless Steel MBC740 $3.95 $3.55

50mm Stainless Steel MBC745 $5.95 $5.35

Webbing shortener/extender clip 25mm.
• Stainless steel
Note: We do not stock plastic shortener  
buckles as they break easily

Webbing Snap Hook

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Webbing Snap Hook MBC750 $4.50 $4.05

A stainless steel spring-loaded hook to secure 
25mm to a hook, eyelet, etc.
Note: We do not stock plastic shortener 
buckles as they break easily

WEBBING & ACCESSORIES

FASTENERS & ACCESSORIES

LOOKING FOR A BRAND NEW BOAT COVER? 
SEE OUR HUGE RANGE FOR BOATS BIG 

AND SMALL ON PAGE 420.

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au452 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day
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Shade Control Accessories

Canopy Eyelets & Eyelet Kits

Pack of Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Eyelets, 16mm Brass 10 MBC615 $11.95 $10.45

Eyelets, 16mm Stainless 10 MBC620 $12.95 $11.45
Eyelet Tool &  
10mm Brass Eyelets 10 MBC605 $14.95 $13.45
Eyelet Tool &  
12mm Brass Eyelets 10 MBC610 $14.95 $13.45

MBC605 & MBC610 include an eyelet tool.

Lift Dot Fasteners (Dura Dot Brand)

Pack of Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Lift Dot Socket & Clinch Plate 6 MBC275 $13.95 $12.45

Canopy Stud 6 MBC260 $11.95 $10.45

This is a very common system for holding clears 
or vinyl covers to a surface or each other. It 
consists of a socket and clinch plate (2 pieces). 
You need to put a small (5mm) hole in the clear 
or canvas, or vinyl cover. You then press the 
socket (with the spring clip) through the material 
over the hole. The teeth on the socket should 
penetrate the material. You place the clinch 
plate so the teeth go into the slots in the plate. 
Bend them and flatten them on a hard surface 
to set. The stud is screwed into a timber or 
fibreglass surface where you want the cover to 
be anchored.
As both fasteners are only nickel plated steel, 
we recommend that you keep them protected 
with a film of Vaseline or some other proprietary 
product. 

Canopy Press Stud Button Stainless (Dura Dot 
Brand)

Packs of 6 Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Button Rivet for Stud/Socket MBC305 $2.50 $2.25

Eyelet Rivet for Stud/Socket MBC315 $2.50 $2.25

Canopy Fastening Stud MBC320 $2.50 $2.25
Canopy Fastening Socket  
(Suits MBC305/315) MBC310 $2.50 $2.25

Most common type of canopy/clear fastening product. 4 basic 
components, plug or socket and mounting stud fixing pieces. 

MBC305 MBC315 MBC320 MBC310

MBC505 MBC510

MBC275

MBC260

Turn Button Fasteners (Dura Dot Brand)

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+
Flanged Stud, 2 x #6 Countersunk 
Screws MBC505 $14.95

Eyelet & Washer MBC510 $9.95 $8.95

Simple, durable, for low-stress fastening of covers, clears, etc. Ideal for 
hatch covers nickel plated brass with plated steel spring.
• Sold in packs of 6.

Canvas Snap Fastening/ Unfastening Tool

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Hand-Tool MFI001 $24.95 $22.45

Unless you are a gorilla, fastening and 
unfastening upholstery snaps can be a 
nightmare. Often, in an attempt to get 
your clears or covers to part, you pull 
on the fabric itself and often tearing the 
fabric around the snap. Disaster!
This tool enables you to connect and 
disconnect snap-type fasteners - 
externally or internally - without effort. 
It is so good you won’t know how you 
did without it. It is especially ideal  
for arthritis sufferers.
• It’s a simple hand-tool
•  Stainless steel with  

durable handle
• Comes with lanyard
•  Measures 180mm long x  

32mm dia(handle)

To assemble the Dura-DOT caps and sockets to clears or fabric, 
you need a simple hand-riveter/setter shown on the next page 
under Cat No. MBC325. 
To assemble the Cat No. MBC310 to fabric or clears you need 
the Cat No. MBC305 or MBC315 post as well. The same riveter/
setter works for this as well. In both cases you need to hammer 
the fasteners to a firm (but not metal) backing to absorb the 
stout hammer blow required to set the hollow rivet posts. If new 
to this, practise on a scrap piece of vinyl cloth or clear. Better to 
sacrifice a fastener set than doing your practice on the expensive 
covers themselves!
If you are mounting the Dura-DOT studs straight to a fibreglass 
deck, check exactly where you want the stud to be, including a 
bit of ‘stretch’ on the fabric so that the cover is taut. Drill for #8 
self tapper and be careful with the depth.
If you are repairing a cover that has had the fasteners torn out, 
take the whole cover/clear off the boat/caravan and retire to 
the workshop, where you have access to a firm baseboard 
to hammer to. If you are lucky, the fastener will have just torn 
out leaving only a small hole/tear. If this is the case you know 
exactly where to put the new fastener. It’s a good idea to find a 
scrap patch of vinyl to act as a strengthener to the hole. Do not 
hesitate to put a piece of fabric on both sides of the hole if it has 
been badly torn. (Badly torn: longer than 9mm.)
To further strengthen the repair, use a few drops of CLEAR 
contact cement over all parts to be sandwiched together.
Be brave! You will end up with covers that will be like new again.
For Lift-The-DOT and Twist-stud fasteners, you can bend the 
prongs with pliers. To set the prongs, place on a bench and 
hammer the prongs through the back plate/washer with a nail 
punch. Do not use excessive force

FABRIC FASTENERS

ABOUT DURA-DOT®

You might not know the name, but you would have seen the 
product in all walks of life, all your life. The most common is the 
metal ‘snap’ about13mm diameter used to hold down fabrics, 
straps, etc. The product was invented almost a century ago by 
a firm going under the name Four-Dot. The patents ran out long 
ago and there are hundreds of cheap copies on the market. The 
original Dura-Dot fastener is still the best and is in fact military 
grade. Any US Marine will have his or her gear held together with 
at least a dozen of them. You will also see them on NFL helmets 
and don’t they take a pounding! RTM have chosen Dura-Dot 
fabric fasteners because, quite frankly they are not expensive 
anyway compared to what’s expected of them. You may have 
spent thousands of dollars on a set of clears for your big cruiser 
or even only $100 or so for fabric cover for your runabout or 
4WD tarp. The constant opening and closing of these puts an 
enormous wear and tear on the fasteners. By trying to save a few 
dollars on cheap Chinese copies is poor logic indeed. Dura-Dot 
also invented other fabric fastening systems, all of the same 
military quality. RTM also carry the Dura-Dot brand of these 
products where it is practical to do so.

Call us on 1300 964 264 453
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Rivet Hardware

RIVET SIZES AND OPERATION

Monel Truss-Head Blind Rivets

Dia.
Overall Body 
Length

Grip 
Range Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

3.2mm 1/8” 8.35mm 3.2-4.8mm TFE120 $4.25 $3.80

4.0mm 5/32” 9.05mm 3.2-4.8mm TFE122 $5.95 $5.35

4.8mm 3/16” 9.65mm 3.2-4.8mm TFE124 $7.50 $6.75

4.8mm 3/16” 11.00mm 4.8-6.4mm TFE126 $7.95

Monel metal, an alloy of 60% nickel and 40% copper (400HQ grade) is an 
old ship building product, which has largely been replaced by stainless 
steel alloys. It is still unavoidable in some applications, especially where 
galvanic or other corrosion is a problem. It has similar tensile strength as 
stainless. Mandrel is zinc plated steel which pulls 
clear when set.
•  Supplied in handy packs 

of 10.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

4-5. 3.2 x 11.7mm. Pack of 15 TFE002 $4.95 $4.45

5-6. 4.0 x 13.8mm. Pack of 12 TFE004 $4.95 $4.45

6-6. 4.8 x 14.6mm. Pack of 10 TFE006 $4.95 $4.45

6-8. 4.8 x 17.8mm. Pack of 8 TFE008 $4.95 $4.45

Aluminium Blind Rivets

Convenient packs of economical rivets in various sizes.
Note these are high quality rivets.

Shown below is a chart of rivet sizes. Note break mandrel 
type (blind) rivets are still imperial. The metric conversions are 
approximate. The diameter and grip length of these rivets are 
still in imperial (inch) dimensions. Most of rivets of this type are 
described as 2 numbers, hyphenated. These numbers are not 
self-descriptive. This chart applies to aluminium and stainless 
steel types. 

The nail-like mandrel that fits into the rivet gun is pulled inside 
the gun with considerable force. It in turn pulls a ‘nailhead’ which 
sits at the top end of the tubular rivet. This nailhead pulls down 
the length of the rivet. In the process the rivet diameter expands. 
This enables you to fasten two objects together even if you do 
not necessarily have access to one side of the assembly. This 
is why they are sometimes called ‘blind’ rivets. The mandrel has 
a calibrated “weakness” just below the nailhead, which breaks 
when a certain force is reached. The rivet gun pulls the rest of 
the mandrel clear and all you have is a neat looking rivet head 
and you have two objects clenched together. The grip length is 
the MAXIMUM distance you can hold two items together. You 
can actually get the rivet to hold a slightly smaller distance. It is 
important in all cases to drill a hole as close to the rivet diameter 
as possible.

Size Inches mm

#2 5/64 2.0

#3 3/32 2.4

#4 7/64 2.8

#5 1/8 3.2

#6 9/64 3.6

#8 5/32 4.0

#10 3/16 4.8

#11 13/64 5.2

#12 7/32 5.6

#13 15/64 6.0

#14 1/4 6.3

#16 17/64 6.8

#18 19/64 7.5

#20 5/16 8.0

#24 3/8 9.5

25/64 10

7/16 11

35/64 14

5/8 16

25/32 24

“Pop” Rivet Gun & Rivet Set
This is a sturdy steel frame riveter that 
enables you to set blind rivets from 2.4, 
3.2 (1/8”), 4.0 & 4.8mm dia from mandrels 
included. You also get 75 assorted rivets 
as well. Each size rivet comes in a separate 
bag. The clenching handle is long and 
has a cushion grip. A mandrel wrench is 
included. Riveting tips appear on the rear of 
the packaging.
Even if you use this riveter only once, it will 
easily pay you back.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

“Pop” Rivet Gun & Rivet Set TFI260 $13.95 $12.45

RIVETS & RIVET GUN

Stainless Steel Rivets

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

4-4 - Pk 15 TFE103 $3.45 $3.10

4-6 - Pk 15 TFE106 $3.75 $3.35

6-4 - Pk 10 TFE109 $3.75 $3.35

6-6 - Pk 10 TFE112 $3.95 $3.55

6-8 - Pk 10 TFE115 $4.15 $3.70

These are quality 304 grade stainless steel. Also called blind rivets. 
Standard shank appropriate for the rivet diameter. They are technically 
called break mandrel type rivets
• 304 Stainless Steel

FOR TEF-GEL  
SEE PAGE 427

Blue Canopy/Tarp Eyelets

Cat No. Qty 1+

Pack of 12 MBC280 $12.95

Whilst not quite as strong as metal eyelets, they are 
surprisingly durable. They are 2-piece. Best if you can 
punch a 1/2” (12mm) hole first. then a dab of contact 
cement and finally a light tap with a hammer 
against a firm surface.
•  Eye hole size 15 diameter  

overall 35mm Dia.
• Easily fitted to a tarp 

Press Stud Starter Kit

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Press Stud Starter Kit MBC325 $14.95 $13.45

Canopy press stud starter kit. 
Includes the following:
• 1 x Flaring Tool
• 1 x Base
• 16 x Nickel Caps
• 8 x Snap fastener Studs
• 8 x Snap fastener Sockets

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au454 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day
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Fasteners

“EXOTIC” METAL ALLOYS
Monel Metal (Commonly referred to as “Monel 400”): This is an alloy of nickel and copper. 
It was once commonly used in wooden boat building. Monel woodscrews were once very 
popular. Now they have almost disappeared.
Monel has a very low corrosion rate in seawater and has excellent resistance to stress 
cracking. It also works well at very low temperatures. RTM stock monel blind (Pop) rivets.
Inconel: This is a special nickel-chrome alloy similar in some ways to stainless steel, but 
specifically formulated for specialised fasteners. Expensive.
Silicon Bronze: Often simply referred to as “bronze” It is an alloy of copper and tin and was 
once a very popular screw fastener in wooden boat building.
Brass: This is an alloy of copper zinc. Once commonly used in wooden boat building. 
Fairly soft and susceptible to corrosion.
Summary: Most of the materials above when used as fasteners have largely been replaced 
by stainless steel alloys.

Nickel Plated

• Phillips Head
• Hard carbon steel
• Pack of 25

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

No.4 x 6mm HP0550 $3.00 $2.60

No.4 x 9mm HP0565 $4.95 $4.45

No.4 x 12mm HP0554 $3.50 $3.15

No.8 x 12mm HP0558 $4.00 $3.60

Pan Phillips

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

4G x 12mm - Pk 25 TFE403 $4.10 $3.45

6G x 12mm - Pk 25 TFE406 $4.40 $3.70

6G x 18mm - Pk 20 TFE409 $4.60 $3.90

6G x 25mm - Pk 20 TFE412 $4.80 $4.05

6G x 38mm - Pk 15 TFE415 $5.40 $4.55

8G x 12mm - Pk 15 TFE418 $4.20 $3.55

8G x 18mm - Pk 15 TFE421 $4.50 $3.80

8G x 25mm - Pk 12 TFE424 $4.30 $3.65

8G x 32mm - Pk 12 TFE427 $4.60 $3.90

8G x 38mm - Pk 12 TFE430 $5.10 $4.30

8G x 50mm - Pk 8 TFE433 $4.70 $3.95

10G x 18mm - Pk 8 TFE436 $3.80 $3.20

10G x 25mm - Pk 6 TFE439 $3.50 $2.95

10G x 32mm - Pk 6 TFE442 $3.70 $3.10

10G x 38mm - Pk 6 TFE445 $4.30 $3.65

10G x 50mm - Pk 6 TFE448 $4.80 $4.05

12G x 25mm - Pk 4 TFE451 $3.70 $3.10

12G x 38mm - Pk 4 TFE454 $4.30 $3.65

12G x 50mm - Pk 4 TFE457 $4.60 $3.90

14G x 25mm - Pk 4 TFE460 $5.30 $4.50

14G x 32mm - Pk 4 TFE463 $5.70 $4.80

14G x 38mm - Pk 4 TFE466 $6.10 $5.15

14G x 50mm - Pk 4 TFE469 $6.50 $5.50

Countersunk 
Phillips

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

4G x 12mm - Pk 25 TFE303 $4.10 $3.45

6G x 12mm - Pk 25 TFE306 $4.40 $3.70

6G x 18mm - Pk 20 TFE309 $4.60 $3.90

6G x 25mm - Pk 20 TFE312 $4.80 $4.05

6G x 38mm - Pk 15 TFE315 $5.40 $4.55

8G x 12mm - Pk 15 TFE318 $4.20 $3.55

8G x 18mm - Pk 15 TFE321 $4.50 $3.80

8G x 25mm - Pk 12 TFE324 $4.30 $3.65

8G x 32mm - Pk 12 TFE327 $4.60 $3.90

8G x 38mm - Pk 12 TFE330 $5.10 $4.30

8G x 50mm - Pk 8 TFE333 $4.70 $3.95

10G x 18mm - Pk 8 TFE336 $3.80 $3.20

10G x 25mm - Pk 6 TFE339 $3.50 $2.95

10G x 32mm - Pk 6 TFE342 $3.70 $3.10

10G x 38mm - Pk 6 TFE345 $4.30 $3.65

10G x 50mm - Pk 6 TFE348 $4.80 $4.05

12G x 25mm - Pk 4 TFE351 $3.70 $3.10

12G x 38mm - Pk 4 TFE354 $4.30 $3.65

12G x 50mm - Pk 4 TFE357 $4.60 $3.90

14G x 25mm - Pk 4 TFE360 $5.30 $4.50

14G x 32mm - Pk 4 TFE363 $5.70 $4.80

14G x 38mm - Pk 4 TFE366 $6.40 $5.40

14G x 50mm - Pk 4 TFE369 $6.95 $5.90

Hex Coach

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

M6 x 30mm TFA103 $1.85 $1.55

M6 x 50mm TFA106 $2.20 $1.85

M8 x 30mm TFA109 $2.55 $2.15

M8 x 40mm TFA112 $2.75 $2.30

M8 x 50mm TFA115 $3.30 $2.80

M10 x 50mm TFA118 $5.50 $4.65

Cheesehead

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

M4 x 25mm TFA303 $3.90 $3.50

M4 x 50mm TFA306 $6.40 $5.75

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

M5 x 12mm - Pk 8 TFA209 $3.60 $3.20

M5 x 20mm - Pk 6 TFA212 $3.70 $3.30

M5 x 25mm - Pk 6 TFA215 $3.90 $3.50

M5 x 40mm - Pk 4 TFA218 $3.80 $3.40

M5 x 50mm - Pk 2 TFA221 $3.10 $2.75

M5 x 70mm - Pk 2 TFA224 $3.90 $3.50

M6 x 12mm - Pk 6 TFA227 $3.90 $3.50

M6 x 20mm - Pk 6 TFA230 $4.10 $3.65

M6 x 25mm - Pk 6 TFA233 $4.30 $3.85

M6 x 40mm - Pk 4 TFA236 $4.10 $3.65

M6 x 50mm - Pk 4 TFA239 $4.70 $4.20

M6 x 70mm - Pk 2 TFA242 $4.50 $4.05

M8 x 25mm - Pk 2 TFA245 $4.10 $3.65

M8 x 50mm - Pk 2 TFA248 $5.10 $4.55

SCREWS - SELF TAPPERS

SCREWS - HEX COACH

SCREWS - CHEESEHEAD

SCREWS - COUNTERSUNK

STAINLESS STEEL CLASSES
“Austenitic” stainless steel. This is the most 
common one for marine or everyday use. 
The grades 304 and 316 are Austenitic. Even 
though it still contains iron, it is regarded as 
non-magnetic. Contains nickel “Martensitic” & 
“Ferritic” stainless steels. Both are magnetic. 
They both contain almost no Nickel.

316 Pan 
Stainless Steel

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

M5 x 12mm - Pk 8 TFA309 $3.60 $3.20

M5 x 20mm - Pk 6 TFA312 $3.70 $3.30

M5 x 25mm - Pk 6 TFA315 $3.90 $3.50

M5 x 40mm - Pk 4 TFA318 $3.80 $3.40

M5 x 50mm - Pk 2 TFA321 $3.10 $2.75

M5 x 70mm - Pk 2 TFA324 $3.90 $3.50

M6 x 12mm - Pk 6 TFA327 $3.90 $3.50

M6 x 20mm - Pk 6 TFA330 $4.10 $3.65

M6 x 25mm - Pk 6 TFA333 $4.30 $3.85

M6 x 40mm - Pk 4 TFA336 $4.10 $3.65

M6 x 50mm - Pk 4 TFA339 $4.70 $4.20

M6 x 70mm - Pk 2 TFA342 $4.50 $4.05

M8 x 25mm - Pk 2 TFA345 $4.10 $3.65

M8 x 50mm - Pk 2 TFA348 $5.10 $4.55

SCREWS - 316 PAN

• 316 Stainless Steel

• 316 Stainless Steel

• 316 Stainless Steel

• 316 Stainless Steel
• Pack of 8

• 316 Stainless Steel
• Slotted
• Pack of 8

• 316 Stainless Steel
• Philips Head

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

M4 x 25mm TFA203 $3.90 $3.50

M4 x 50mm TFA206 $6.40 $5.75

A SCREW JAR! Almost every handyman’s workshop has a jar full of 
assorted nuts, screws and self tappers. you should have one of these for 

your caravan/RV. Make sure that the jar is plastic with a tight fitting lid and 
metal thread screws have compatible nuts.

Call us on 1300 964 264 455
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HIGH TENSILE STEEL FASTENERS
Many people who are familiar with a spanner 
would put their trust in, say, a 9mm (or 3/8”) 
Hex head nut and bolt to hold just about 
anything together. Most of the time, this trust 
is vindicated. A standard fastener of this type 
is made out of mild steel, the most common 
steel in the universe and the fastener you will 
find for sale in any common hardware store.
It is very important for you to know, 
however, that there is no place for mild steel 
fasteners for any type of rigging or truck/
car bodybuilding application. Whether you 
are bolting a pad-eye or a towbar to your 
4WD, etc, you must use high tensile steel 
fasteners. A mild steel bolt/nut will often 
fail in these circumstances – often with 
disastrous results.
What is high tensile steel? High tensile steel 
is a steel alloy made to much more stringent 
steelmaking process than mild steel. Mild 
steel is typically iron with a small amount of 
carbon (0.25%). A chemical analysis of high 
tensile steel is set out in Figure 1.

Figure 1. 
Typical Chemical Analysis

Typically high tensile steel is more than twice 
as strong as low-carbon mild steel for the 
same size bolt. You can identify a high tensile 
steel bolt easily from the markings on the top 
of the bolt head. There are several grades – 
in both Imperial size and Metric, but the most 
common by far are shown in Figure 2. These 
are both the minimum grade bolts.

Figure 2. 
High Tensile Steel Bolt Head Markings

Imperial Grades
Grade 5* 
Tensile Strength = 120,000 lbs/in2 
Designated by 3 radial lines on 
the head (refer AS 2465)
Metric Classes 
Property Class 8.8 
Tensile Strength = 800Mpa
 On metric high tensile bolts the 
relevant property class is shown 
on the head (refer AS1110)

Figure 3 shows a table of typical high tensile 
steel bolt sizes and their actual strength/
diameter in both Metric and Imperial.

Figure 3. 
High Tensile Steel Bolt Size/Strength

*Grade 5 = 120,000 psi@1” Class 8.8 = 830 MPa

High Tensile Bolt & Nuts

• Pack includes nuts

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

M6 x 30mm Pk5 TFE500 $4.95 $4.45

M6 x 40mm Pk5 TFE502 $4.95 $4.45

M8 x 25mm Pk5 TFE504 $5.25 $4.70

M8 x 35mm Pk4 TFE506 $5.25 $4.70

M8 x 40mm Pk4 TFE508 $5.25 $4.70

M8 x 50mm Pk4 TFE510 $5.25 $4.70

M10 x 25mm Pk4 TFE512 $6.65 $5.95

M10 x 35mm Pk4 TFE514 $6.65 $5.95

M10 x 40mm Pk4 TFE516 $6.65 $5.95

M10 x 45mm Pk4 TFE518 $6.65 $5.95

M10 x 50mm Pk4 TFE520 $6.65 $5.95

M12 x 45mm Pk3 TFE522 $6.95 $6.25

M12 x 50mm Pk3 TFE524 $6.95 $6.25

M12 x 60mm Pk3 TFE526 $6.95 $6.25

M12 x 75mm Pk3 TFE527 $8.95 $8.05

M14 x 40mm Pk3 TFE528 $9.95 $8.95

M14 x 75mm Pk3 TFE530 $14.95 $13.45

M16 x 40mm Pk3 TFE532 $10.95 $9.45

M16 x 75mm Pk3 TFE534 $16.95 $14.95

M16 x 100mm Pk3 TFE529 $18.95 $16.95

• 316 stainless steel

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

M6 x 20mm TFA003 $0.50 $0.45

M6 x 25mm TFA006 $0.55 $0.49

M6 x 40mm TFA009 $0.70 $0.63

M6 x 50mm TFA012 $0.95 $0.85

M6 x 60mm TFA015 $1.10 $0.95

M6 x 75mm TFA018 $1.40 $1.25

M6 x 100mm TFA021 $1.95 $1.75

M8 x 20mm TFA024 $0.75 $0.67

M8 x 25mm TFA027 $1.25 $1.10

M8 x 40mm TFA030 $1.35 $1.20

M8 x 50mm TFA033 $1.50 $1.35

M8 x 60mm TFA036 $1.75 $1.55

M8 x 75mm TFA039 $2.10 $1.85

M8 x 100mm TFA042 $2.95 $2.65

M10 x 25mm TFA045 $1.50 $1.35

M10 x 40mm TFA048 $1.80 $1.60

M10 x 50mm TFA051 $2.20 $1.95

M10 x 60mm TFA054 $2.60 $2.30

M10 x 75mm TFA057 $2.70 $2.40

M10 x 100mm TFA060 $3.25 $2.90

M12 x 40mm TFA063 $3.20 $2.85

M12 x 50mm TFA065 $3.45 $3.10

M12 x 60mm TFA068 $4.10 $3.65

M12 x 75mm TFA071 $4.45 $4.00

M12 x 100mm TFA074 $5.30 $4.75

M12 x 120mm TFA077 $6.35 $5.70

M12 x 150mm TFA080 $7.95 $7.15

BOLT & NUT

HEX BOLTS

Carbon 0.40%

Silicon 0.25%

Manganese 0.70%

Nickel 1.85%

Chromium 0.80%

Molybdenum 0.25%

Bolt Size Tensile Strength
Imperial 
(Grade 5)

Metric 
(Class 8.8)

1/4” 
(6.35mm)

3817 lbs
(16.98 kN)

M6 16.68 kN
5/16”
(7.938mm)

6287 lbs
(27.97 kN)

M8 30.38 kN
3/8”
(9.525mm)

9300 lbs
(41.37 kN)

M10 48.14 kN
1/2”
(12.7mm)

17,029 lbs
(75.75 kN)

M12 69.97 kN
5/8”
(15.875mm)

27,121 lbs
(120.64 kN)

M16 130.31 kN

Some suppliers keep their nuts, bolts, and 
screws in loose form. Frankly, we think this is 
disastrous. Why?
•  The sizes and types get hopelessly mixed 

up. You get M6 & M8 mixed together for 
example, you get countersunk & cheese 
head mixed up.

•  You can never be sure you are getting 304 
or 316 grade screws.

•  The bin for the screws you want will be 
empty as the shop assistant has put the 
product in the wrong bin.

We have decided to put all small diameter 
fasteners in sealed packs.
•  Whatever the pack says is what you get.
•  We only stock 316 grade Stainless Steel 

fasteners.
•  By buying in a pack, you actually get better 

value-for-money.
Nothing, nothing is more frustrating than 
getting home only to find that you have 
7 x cheese or pan head screws and ONE 
maverick countersunk because you failed to 
notice.
We hope that you appreciate that we are 
doing this in your interest.

NOTES REGARDING NUTS, BOLTS & SCREWS

Tef-Gel Anti-Corrosion, Anti-Seizing, Anti-Galling

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

10ml NA1040 $14.95

30ml MQO338 $26.95 $25.45

Used to prevent dissimilar metals when fastened together from corroding due to 
galvanic action. For example, you fasten down a stainless steel sail track slide 
to the metal deck of a yacht, you use this product to prevent dissimilar metal 
electrolytic corrosion. This product also stops rotating objects from seizing and 
prevents galling in stainless steel screw fasteners. It also protects electrical 
terminals/connectors. 
•  Will not cold flow or dry out  •  Is resistant to salt water and detergents 
•  Contains PTFE (Teflon®) and NO (0%) volatile solvents, no silicone, or petroleum 

solvents. Nothing to evaporate  •  It is dielectric (Non-electrical conducting) 
•  No known hazardous ingredients •  High flashpoint & Non toxic

Shop online www.roadtechmarine.com.au456 Permanent Low Prices - Every Day
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Din125A

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

M4 - Pk 25 TFC603 $4.20 $3.75

M5 - Pk 20 TFC606 $3.70 $3.30

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

M5x15 Pk 20 TFC609 $5.25 $4.70

M6 - Pk 20 TFC612 $4.55 $4.05

M6 x 18 - Pk 15 TFC615 $4.75 $4.25

M8 - Pk 15 TFC618 $4.55 $4.05

M8 x 24 - Pk 10 TFC621 $6.95 $6.25

M10 - Pk 10 TFC624 $4.55 $4.05

M10 x 30 - Pk 8 TFC627 $7.75 $6.95

M12 - Pk 8 TFC630 $4.55 $4.05

Hot Dipped Washers

• Galvanised
•  Supplied as a Pk 2
• For trailer spindles

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

17mm - Pk 2 TFC672 $1.55 $1.35

20mm - Pk 2 TFC674 $1.95 $1.75

Spring

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

M5 - Pk 8 TFC633 $2.95 $2.65

M6 - Pk 8 TFC636 $3.10 $2.75

M8 - Pk 8 TFC639 $3.30 $2.95

M10 - Pk 6 TFC642 $2.90 $2.60

M12 - Pk 6 TFC645 $3.30 $2.95

Cup

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

6G - Pk 8 TFC648 $2.60 $2.30

8G - Pk 8 TFC651 $2.70 $2.40

10G - Pk 6 TFC654 $2.80 $2.50

12G - Pk 6 TFC657 $2.90 $2.60

Two Piece Dome

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

M5 - Pk 4 TFC003 $5.50 $4.95

M6 - Pk 4 TFC006 $5.95 $5.35

M8 - Pk 2 TFC009 $4.50 $4.05

M10 - Pk 2 TFC012 $4.95 $4.45

Hex

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

M4 - Pk 8 TFC103 $2.95 $2.65

M5 - Pk 8 TFC106 $3.25 $2.90

M6 - Pk 8 TFC109 $3.45 $3.10

M8 - Pk 6 TFC112 $3.95 $3.55

M10 - Pk 4 TFC115 $3.95 $3.55

M12 - Pk 2 TFC118 $3.25 $2.90

Nyloc 

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

M4 - Pk 8 TFC203 $3.75 $3.35

M5 - Pk 8 TFC206 $3.95 $3.55

M6 - Pk 8 TFC209 $4.95 $4.45

M8 - Pk 6 TFC212 $4.75 $4.25

M10 - Pk 4 TFC215 $4.50 $4.05

M12 - Pk 2 TFC218 $3.95 $3.55

Wing

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

M5 - Pk 4 TFC306 $4.75 $4.25

M6 - Pk 4 TFC309 $5.95 $5.35

M8 - Pk 2 TFC312 $4.75 $4.25

M10 - Pk 2 TFC315 $6.25 $5.60

Threaded Rod

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

M5 x 1m TFE803 $9.95 $8.95

M6 x 1m TFE806 $9.95 $8.95

M8 x 1m TFE809 $12.95 $11.45

M10 x 1m TFE812 $16.95 $14.95

M12 x 1m TFE815 $19.95 $17.95

Split Pin
• For trailer spindles
• 316 Stainless Steel
• Pack of 4

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

M1.6 x 20mm TFE703 $2.95 $2.65

M2.5 x 20mm TFE706 $3.20 $2.85

M3.2 x 25mm TFE709 $4.50 $4.05

M4 x 32mm - TFE712 $6.95 $6.25

WASHERS NUTS THREADED ROD

SPLIT PINS

• 316 Stainless Steel

• 316 Stainless Steel

Din9021

• 316 Stainless Steel

•  TFC648/TFC651  
316 Stainless Steel 

•  TFC654/TFC657  
304 Stainless Steel 

• 316 Stainless Steel

• 316 Stainless Steel

• 316 Stainless Steel

• 316 Stainless Steel

• 316 Stainless Steel

Silicone Bronze Ring Nails

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+
1.83 x 15mm - 
Pk 100 TFE980 $9.95 $8.95
2.00 x 20mm - 
Pk 100 TFE982 $12.95 $11.45
2.77 x 40mm - 
Pk 50 TFE984 $19.95 $17.95
3.14 x 50mm - 
Pk 25 TFE986 $14.95 $13.45

Also known as bronze boat nails or ring 
shank nails. Threaded with annular ring barbs 
to create a locking effect and resist pullout 
stresses. The thread provides holding power 
similar to wood screws to help prevent it 
backing out. 
•  Flat head

NAILS

MINIMUM TOOL KIT
AS A BARE MINIMUM, YOU SHOULD HAVE 2 x SLOTTED SCREWDRIVERS, A 3.0, (FOR ELECTRICAL) AND A 6.5 OR 8mm 

FOR BIGGER SCREWS. ALSO A No.1 AND No.3 PHILLIPS, A GOOD PAIR OF PLIERS AND A SET OF MULTIGRIPS.

Call us on 1300 964 264 457
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Cabin Hardware
KNOBS & DOOR STRIKES

Push Button Catch

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

Small RHE705 $10.95 $9.95

Large RHE710 $13.95 $12.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

Small Nickel RHE715 $12.95 $11.45

Nickel push button catches. Available in 2 sizes. 
RHE705 -  Small. Mates with RHE730 and RHE715 
RHE710 - Large. Mates with RHE730

Rosettes & Knobs

Nickel rosettes and knobs. Mates with 
RHE705 and RHE730

Nickel Striker Plate

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

Nickel Striker Plate RHE730 $1.95 $1.75

Nickel striker plate, angled.
•  Mates with RHE705 and RHE715

Push Button Door Latches

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

1/2” Latch THE065 $29.95 $28.45

3/4” Latch THE070 $32.95 $30.95

Both units have similar appearance
from front. Push to open. Push
to close. THE065 has Chrome
pushbutton for 1/2” (13mm)
cupboard/door thickness. THE070
is a slightly heavier duty alloy type
for 3/4” 19mm) cupboard/door. The
finish is a light bronze colour.

Nylon Cupboard Catches

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

Straight THE075 $1.50 $1.40

Offset THE080 $1.50 $1.40

Moulded in long lasting dense white nylon, consist of a round tongue that 
mates with a circular recepticle. The 
recepticle holds the round tongue until 
you force the coupling open via a door 
handle. Simple. Reliable.

THE070THE065

Finger Catch & Teak Dress Ring

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

Brass Finger Catch THE085 $6.95 $6.25

Teak Dress Ring 28mm I.D. THE090 $5.95 $5.35

Simple cupboard catch in lacquered polished brass. To tidy up, a dress 
ring made out of lathe turned teak makes for an attractive look.

THE085

THE090

Stainless Steel

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

30mm Padlock THE340 $17.95 $16.95

40mm Padlock THE345 $24.95 $23.45

50mm Padlock THE350 $34.95 $32.95

30mm Long Shackle THE355 $19.95 $18.95

A range of 304 grade locks especially 
made for the marine environment.
• Each lock supplied with 3 keys
•  THE355 comes with 50mm extra 

long shackle

KEY LOCKS

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

2 Pack THE078 $19.95 $17.95

Cupboard Catches - 2 Pack

Handy spring-loaded catches to stop your cupboard doors from opening. 
Ideal for boats and caravans.  
Easy installation. 
•  Stops cupboard doors opening 

while travelling
• Spring-loaded
• Screw mounted

Specifications:

• Weight: 14g (One Catch Pair)
•  Dimensions:  

Catch: 50(W) x 40(H) x 25(D)mm  
Hook: 38(W) x 10(H) x 22(D)mm

Baggage Door Catches White

These spring loaded door catches hold 
RV baggage and access compartment 
doors open, so you have easy access 
while you are loading or unloading. 
Made from durable ABS plastic and 
white in colour. 
• Spring loaded
• Easy installation

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Pack of 2 RHG568 $7.95 $7.15

PLYWOOD

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

1220 x 610 x 9mm TCA300 $34.95 $32.95

1220 x 610 x 12mm TCA302 $39.95

AA Grade Marine Plywood Sheet

RTM stocks two 
thicknesses of quality 
mixed hardwood plywood in 
popular sheet sizes – 1220 
(4’) by 610mm (2’). This 
plywood will not deteriorate 
in a watery environment 
unlike standard furniture ply 
or particleboard. It is ideal 
for all repairs or cabinetry 
on boats, RVs or Caravans. 
It has high quality finishes on both sides and is ready for primer paint, 
stain or varnishing. Extremely strong for its thickness.  
• Two thicknesses, 9mm (3/8”) or 12mm (1/2”).

FOR OTHER PADLOCKS,  
CHECK OUT PAGE 388.
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Hinges

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

40 x 35mm Hinge Each THE504 $6.95 $6.25

60 x 38mm Hinge Each THE506 $6.95 $6.25

80 x 38mm Hinge Each THE508 $6.95 $6.25

38 x 22mm Butt Each THE510 $10.95 $9.45

64 x 35mm Butt Each THE512 $13.95 $12.45

76 x 41mm Butt Each THE514 $18.95 $16.95

89 x 50mm Butt Each THE516 $24.95 $22.45

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

38mm Butt Pair, 304 THE546 $10.95 $9.45

54mm Butt, Cabin Pair, 304 THE548 $12.95 $11.45

72mm Butt, Cabin Pair, 304 THE550 $12.95 $11.45

84mm Butt, Cabin Pair, 304 THE554 $21.95 $19.45

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

50 x 23mm Butt Pair, 304 THE534 $11.95 $10.45

63 x 38mm Butt Pair, 304 THE536 $15.95 $13.95

75 x 46mm Butt Pair, 304 THE538 $17.95 $15.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

36 x 40mm Offset Pair THE520 $12.95 $11.45

64 x 40mm Offset Pair THE522 $14.95 $13.45

64 x 40mm Offset Pair THE524 $14.95 $13.45

130 x 34mm Offset Each THE526 $14.95 $13.45

Nylon Black

These products are manufactured from U.V 
resistant high density nylon. They can be used 
outside.

Small Butt Hinges

The hinges shown below are made in either 
304 or 316 grade stainless. The cast ones are 
generally 316 grade and the stamped ones 
304. When we know, we will say it, when we 
don’t, assume 304.

Light Duty Standard Butt

Offset Hinges (304 Grade)

Stainless Steel Strap

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

43(W) x 126(L)mm Pair, 304 THE556 $21.95 $19.45

43(W) x 176(L)mm Pair, 304 THE558 $24.95 $22.45

304 grade stainless steel 
strap hinges, heavy flat 
pressed with solid pins 
and end caps.
• Sold in pairs

HINGES

HINGES-STAINLESS STEEL

THE520 THE526

THE556

THE558

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

38mm Butt Pair THE564 $26.95 $23.95

58mm Butt, Round Pair THE566 $28.95 $25.95

72mm Butt, Round Each THE568 $12.95 $11.45

102mm Butt, Round Pair THE570 $28.95 $25.95

154mm Butt, Round Pair THE572 $32.95 $28.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

57 x 55mm Square Pair THE584 $59.95 $53.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Left Hand Each THE580 $17.95 $15.95

Right Hand Each THE582 $17.95 $15.95

Piano Hinge - Stainless Steel (304 Grade)

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Piano Hinge THE528 $74.95 $66.95

Continuous length. 1.83 metres (6’) long. Can be cut to size.
•  5mm countersunk screw holes with hole centres 50mm apart
•  Hinge is 38mm wide overall

Cast Stainless Steel (316 Grade)

Separating - Stainless Steel (316 Grade)

Left and right hand cast hinges 
featuring a very solid 8mm hinge pin.
• Sold per EACH hinge
• 85 x 50mm

Offset Separating, Hatch 
Style (316 Grade)

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Offset Hinge Each THE586 $39.95 $35.95

This beautiful quality cast unit features a clevis-
style removable hinge pin measuring a sturdy 
6.4mm (1/4”) diameter. It is specifically made for 
hatch covers, or other removable panels, vertical 
or horizontal.
• Single unit only

Separating Hinge - 316 Cast Stainless

This hinge can be dismantled 
with a thumbscrew and does 
not require left and right hand 
versions.

THE572THE564

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

LA5097 $8.95 $8.05

Lock with Key and Latch

Push button latches are ideal for 
cupboards and small doors in boats, 
yachts and caravans. Operation is simple, 
handle is locked when the key is inserted 
and turned to lock position and the handle 
is unlocked when the button is out.

Call us on 1300 964 264 459
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Cabin Hardware

Standard Brass

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

50mm THE010 $11.95 $10.95

75mm THE015 $13.95

Chrome plated brass in 
two lengths.

Nautical Design

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Stainless Steel THE020 $16.95

Chrome Plated Brass THE025 $14.95 $13.95

Nautical pattern barrel bolts in 
polished 316 grade stainless 
steel and chrome plated brass.
• Size: 75 x 30mm

Stainless Steel

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

95 x 38mm THE030 $15.95 $13.95

110 x 38mm THE035 $19.95 $17.95

Solid, non-corrosive, cast 
316 grade stainless steel 
barrel bolts in two sizes.

Cabin hook, Chrome Brass

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

50mm THE050 $7.95 $7.55

75mm THE055 $8.95 $8.50

100mm THE060 $9.95 $9.45

Solid brass, cast 
and polished.

BARREL BOLTS, DOOR HOOKS & LOCKS

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

160(L) x 42(W) x 65(H)mm THE825 $8.95 $8.05

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Chrome Plated Brass THE805 $12.95 $11.45

Cast 316 Grade Stainless THE810 $17.95

Snap Cover - Black THE815 $10.95 $9.45

Snap Cover - White THE820 $10.95 $9.45

Grab Handles

THE805 - 122mm long, 22mm clearance
THE810 - 145mm long, 32mm clearance
THE815/THE820 - 225mm long, 42mm clearance

Transom Step/Handle

Manufactured from high 
impact plastic. Can be 
used as a large handle or 
as a transom step.

HANDLES

THE805
THE815

THE810
THE820

Flush Pull - Stainless Steel Anti-Rattle

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

44 x 38mm THE105 $7.95 $7.15

65 x 55mm THE110 $8.95 $8.05

76 x 57mm THE115 $9.95 $8.95

These flush pulls are very commonly used in hundreds of marine 
applications, but can be as easily adapted for caravan/RV use. They 
have an “anti-rattle” spring. (which is handy when boat inboard diesels 
are idling!)
•  Made in 304 grade  

stainless steel

Flush Pull Cast 316 Grade S/s

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

47 x 37mm Rectangular THE120 $12.95 $11.45

62 x 44mm Rectangular THE125 $16.95 $14.95

52mm Round THE130 $14.95 $13.45

Quality cast product factory polished to mirror finish. Made to last. 
Large countersunk holes for secure fixing.
•  No.8 or 10 countersunk  

screws required

FLUSH PULLS

THE120 THE125 THE130

THE105
THE115

Stainless Steel

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Light Duty Padlock Style 304 THE205 $10.95 $9.45

Medium Duty Rotatable 304 THE210 $10.95 $9.45

Heavy Duty Rotatable 316 THE215 $19.95 $18.95

3 grades of product here - Light, Medium and Heavy Duty. The first two 
products are pressed 304 grade and the final product is cast 316.

Round Style Flush Latches

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Fit up to 7/8” Door Black THE305 $12.95 $11.45

Fit up to 7/8” Door White THE310 $12.95 $11.45

Flush, Key Handle Open THE315 $49.95 $44.95

Simple Key Lockable THE320 $49.95 $44.95

Made from either high grade U.V resistant 
dense PVC or cast 316 grade stainless steel.

• THE305/310 REQUIRES 52MM HOLE

HASP & STAPLE

THE205

THE305 THE310 THE315

THE210 THE215
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Handrail Fittings

These handrails feature mounting 
feet that have countersunk holes 
(No. 10) when you do not have 
access to the other side.
• Beautifully welded
• Suit 25mm rail

Handles/Grabs

These are not cheap diecast 
or plastic handles, such as 
you will find in a hardware 
store. The metal handles are 
cast 316 stainless and the 
plastic units are generally ABS 
or some similar quality plastic.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

229mm Long x 19mm dia MHE804 $14.95 $13.45

305mm Long x 19mm dia MHE806 $15.95 $13.95

457mm Long x 19mm dia MHE808 $17.95 $15.95

610mm Long x 19mm dia MHE810 $19.95 $17.95

Handrail, 316 Stainless Steel - Wave 
Pattern Grip

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

260mm Long MHE816 $29.95 $26.95

350mm Long MHE818 $32.95 $28.95

450mm Long MHE820 $37.95

500mm Long MHE822 $42.95 $37.95

655mm Long MHE824 $52.95 $46.95

If you are looking for a more stylish product, this is for you. They feature 
hidden 8mm mounting studs welded in. They also feature a wave 
pattern handgrip on the underside of the rail for extra safety. Rails are 
a generous 25mm diameter and will give you 60mm clearance from the 
mounting surface.
• 25mm Dia.

Handrail, 316 Stainless Steel - Top Fixing

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

355mm Long x 49mm Standoff MHE830 $26.95 $23.95

465mm Long x 50mm Standoff MHE832 $32.95 $28.95

665mm Long x 43mm Standoff MHE834 $39.95

HANDRAIL FITTINGS

GUARDRAIL / HANDRAIL FITTINGS - 316

SEE PAGE 212 FOR 
GUARD RAIL WIRE

These fittings, cast in 316 grade stainless steel are mirror polished 
and shout ‘quality’ at you. They are ideal for the larger boat for both 
inside cabin and deckside. (All tubing fits internally into the fittings.) The 
handrail fittings have a modern rakish design.
They are also applicable for domestic architectural applications being 
reasonably priced compared to European or American architectural 
hardware.

• Available in 22mm (7/8”) hand rail size
• All bases are countersunk drilled
• Available in 25mm (1”) safety rail size*
• All have stainless steel grub screw retainers
• 25mm of course can also be used for handrails
• Mirror finish

60° Base - 
70mm dia

42 x 30mm Base

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

22mm (7/8”) MHE840 $19.95 $17.95

25mm (1”) MHE848 $24.95 $22.45

Support Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

22mm (7/8”) MHE860 $14.95 $13.45

25mm (1”) MHE862 $19.95 $17.95

90° Base - 
70mm dia

42 x 30mm Base

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

22mm (7/8”) MHE844 $16.95 $14.95

25mm (1”) MHE852 $24.95 $22.45

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

22mm (7/8”) MHE842 $19.95 $17.95

25mm (1”) MHE850 $24.95 $22.45

End Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

22mm (7/8”) MHE864 $14.95 $13.45

25mm (1”) MHE866 $19.95 $17.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

22mm (7/8”) MHE870 $36.95 $32.95

25mm (1”) MHE875 $42.95 $37.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

22mm (7/8”) MHE846 $16.95 $14.95

25mm (1”) MHE854 $24.95 $22.45

60° Tee

S/S (304) Tubing - 
Mirror Finish

90° Tee - Right 
Angle

Suits the fittings shown on this 
page. Minimum purchase 2 
metres. Material cannot be 
cut to length.
• 2m long

60° offset for easy 
installation.

60° offset for easy installation.

These economical grabrails feature one-piece construction 
with black PVC footpads and mounting screws supplied.
•  Ideal for anywhere you need support from stair climbing, 

hatch entry, caravan access, etc
• Nothing else to buy

Length Clearance Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

122mm 22mm S/Steel 316 THE805 $12.95 $11.45

145mm 32mm S/Steel 316 THE810 $17.95

225mm 42mm Plastic, White THE820 $10.95 $9.45

225mm 42mm Plastic, Black THE815 $10.95 $9.45

Step 160mm 42mm Plastic, Black THE825 $8.95 $8.05

One Piece Handles / Grabs 
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Cabin Hardware

CABINET FITTING

Cupboard Stay

Cat No. Qty 1+

Colonial English Finish RHA010 $9.95

This spring-loaded door strut offers strong support for overhead and 
under bench cupboards whilst in the open position. Features a flat swivel 
bracket on one end.
• 165mm strut

You should carry a small selection of auto wire, about ½ - 1m of each, 
3.0mm red and black and a bit of heavier cable, even if you use it to tie 

a broken part together.  
Also carry a roll of electrical tape and that new silicone  

“rescue tape” which will hold a burst radiator hose.

Lift-O-Mat  
Gas Springs - 195mm

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

125N Rated Each TVI005 $29.95 $26.95

150N Rated Each TVI010 $29.95 $26.95

With their accurately adjusted extension force and excellent 
damping characteristics, these Lift-O-Mat non-locking gas 
springs from Stabilus allow you to handle heavy doors and 
lids effortlessly, hold them securely in place, and also ensure 
that they close softly and quietly. Extremely easy to mount and 
maintenance-free with a very long service life, they are an ideal 
choice for cabinet doors and lid supports that open upwards 
commonly found in caravans or motorhomes. Available in a range 
of sizes and pressures to suit different load sizes. 
Requires 2 gas springs per installation. Mounting brackets and 
screws sold separately.
• Extended length: 195mm
• Stroke length: 60mm

Lift-O-Mat Gas Spring - 525mm

Similar to our TVI005/TVI010 Lift-O-Mat gas springs, except they are 
rated for higher loads.
• Extended length: 525mm
• Stroke length: 220mm

Lift-O-Mat Gas Springs - Stainless Steel

Similar to our TVI series of Lift-O-Mat gas springs, these high-grade 
stainless steel gas springs are ideal for the demanding marine 
environments. They are extremely easy to mount and maintenance-free 
with a very long service life. Available in a range of sizes and pressures to 
suit different load sizes. 
Requires 2 gas springs per installation. Brackets & screws sold separately.

GAS SPRINGS GAS SPRING BRACKETS

Lift-O-Mat Bracket - Flat

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

90° Bracket TVI045 $9.95 $8.95

Flat Bracket TVI050 $9.95 $8.95

A range of zinc 
brackets to suit our 
TVI005 series of 
Stabilus Lift-O-Mat 
gas springs. TVI045 TVI050

Lift-O-Mat Bracket - Stainless Steel

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Flat Bracket MHG108 $19.95 $17.95

90° Bracket MHG110 $19.95 $17.95

90° Reverse Bracket MHG112 $19.95 $17.95

A range of stainless steel brackets to suit our MHG100 
series of Stabilus Lift-O-Mat gas springs.

MHG108 MHG110 MHG112

INSTALLING NEW OR REPLACING TIRED 
GAS SPRINGS WILL SAVE YOUR BACK!

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

275mm 100N Rated MHG100 $99.95 $89.95

375mm 100N Rated MHG102 $119.00 $112.95

539mm 200N Rated MHG104 $119.00 $112.95

649mm 300N Rated MHG106 $169.00 $159.95

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

150N Rated Each TVI015 $32.95 $28.95

200N Rated Each TVI020 $32.95 $28.95

300N Rated Each TVI025 $32.95 $28.95

350N Rated Each TVI030 $32.95 $28.95

400N Rated Each TVI035 $32.95 $28.95

500N Rated Each TVI040 $32.95 $28.95

Gas struts have replaced springs as a means of reducing the 
load weight of a hatch, door, etc. They are compact and reliable. 
You need to know a few things about them, however.
•  The lifting force of a gas strut is proportional to the pressure 

inside the cylinder and the cross-sectional area of the piston 
inside.

•  The cylinder part of the strut should always be at the top, or 
highest, part of the strut mechanism. This allows the small 
amount of lubricant inside to lubricate the shaft/piston and also 
to lubricate the seals.

•  NEVER open a gas strut. The pressure inside can be very high 
- up to 200BAR!

•  Do not allow strut to get excessively hot. i.e. Over 100°C. This 
can degrade seals. 

•  Do not allow lateral forces on struts, only force down the axis 
of the strut.

• Protect piston rod from dirt, moisture and paint
•  Gas strut ratings are generally in Newtons. To convert this to 

kilograms, the lifting force is divided by 10. i.e. 500 Newtons 
equals approximately 50kg lifting force. 

GAS STRUTS & SPRINGS
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Cabin Hardware

Spring Style

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

210mm Long THG105 $9.95 $8.95

Marine grade stainless steel spring style hatch and window support. 
When hatch or window is in an open position the spring coil becomes a 
rigid support. To close, apply side pressure to the middle of the spring 
coil and the support will collapse to a closed position.

Adjustable Style

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

250mm - 475mm THG110 $29.95 $28.45

350mm - 600mm THG115 $49.95 $46.95

310mm - 530mm Heavy Duty THG120 $79.95 $75.95

Chrome plated brass telescopic hatch adjusters with positive locking nut. 
One end swivels and the other end pivots, allowing a variety 
of installation positions.

HATCH SUPPORTS & FASTENERS

Rubber

Cat No. Qty 1+

106mm Long THG125 $13.95

A constant pressure fastener that can be used 
in almost any application, even around corners.
• Self aligning.
•  Radiused edges to prevent  

hang-up or injury
•  Made from black thermoplastic 

elastomer and glass reinforced nylon

Toggle Catch

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

100mm Chrome Brass Plated THG130 $15.95 $13.95

110mm Cast Stainless Steel THG135 $19.95 $17.95

Lever action, silent anti-rattle type with an 
eye for a padlock.
•  Bolt down area size is 82mm x 48mm

Toggle Catch -  
S/S Adjustable

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

78mm - 87mm THG140 $16.95 $14.95

110mm - 120mm THG145 $17.95 $15.95

Stainless steel toggle catch adjustable.
• Lockable

Flat Mount Cast Stainless Steel

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

90mm Long THG150 $19.95 $17.95

Standard flat mounting. Lever action 
with an eye for a padlock.
• Bolt down area: 70mm x 33mm

Angle Mount Cast Stainless Steel

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

80mm Long THG155 $19.95 $17.95

Angle mount hook. Lever action 
with an eye for a padlock.
• Bolt down area: 62mm x 27mm

MORE VENTS ON PAGE 465

Ventilation Kit A1625

Cat No. Qty 1+

Dometic Ventilation Kit A1625 RHI220 $99.95

The advanced ventilation system A1625 is especially designed for 
significantly better cooling performance of the Dometic absorption 
refrigerator. It features 2 mounting frames that are permanently installed 
onto the outer wall of your RV, plus easily removable ventilation grills that 
differ from the top and bottom. 
The bottom grill lets fresh cool air in, while the top vent has 2 outlet 
sections. The small section to the right takes the exhaust gases/heat 
directly outside and the larger section takes the warmed up air that flows 
past the fridge fins to the outside. 

Kit contains:

•  Upper ventilation system: includes mounting frame (R1640U)  
and ventilation grill (A1625U)

•  Lower ventilation system: includes mounting frame (R1650L)  
and ventilation grill (R1635L)

• Ventilation grill: 479(W) x 185.2(H)mm
•  Cut-out (top and bottom vents): 451(W) x 156(H)mm
Note: Mounting screws not supplied

VENTS

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

240mm RHG140 $49.95 $44.95

Rotary Vent

These can be used in caravans, boats, camper trailers etc. Very easy to 
install. To suit 100mm diameter hole.

BOTTOMTOP
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Hatches & Access Doors
Access Hatches - Economy 

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Small 380(W) x 280(H)mm MHG010 $58.95 $52.95

Large 520(W) x 270(H)mm MHG015 $109.00 $97.95

Deck Hatches

Cat No. Qty 1+

310 x 310mm MHG405 $199.00

475 x 475mm MHG410 $399.00

560 x 560mm MHG415 $469.00

Made to the same standards as the MHG-3 series above, but for 
horizontal mounting as hatches. All are fitted with air springs, very sturdy 
locking handles and sealing gaskets 
that have no joins. Another 
feature of these units is that 
when the hatch is closed (i.e. 
90% of the time), the mounting 
screws are covered by the 
hatch itself. This helps prevent 
the screw from being a source 
of a water leak. Thoughtful.
Once again, dimensions are of 
the hatch overall taken from the 
outside.

Aluminium Framed Port Lights

Cat No. Qty 1+

322(W) x 175(H)mm MHG305 $149.00

366(W) x 193(H)mm MHG310 $169.00

You will need to come in to the store to actually examine these units. You 
will be astonished at the quality for the price. Firstly, the alloy frames are 
hydraulically factory pressed. They look like they have been extruded 
around corners! The frames themselves look like they were made for 
much larger openings such is the sturdiness.
The “lights” (or window) made from 3/8” (9mm) thick glass which is 
dark (smoked) grey. The hinge mechanism looks like it belongs on the 
Titanic. The glass (which is actually Perspex) seals against heavy rubber 
surrounds which are locked down with heavy rotating lugs. The inner 
frame fits snugly and is surprisingly 
light. Available in two sizes. 
Dimensions given are of the 
outside frame.

Made from durable and UV resistant ABS plastic.
•  Supplied with cutout template.
• Reinforced lid (non skid)
• Weather tight door gasket.
• Horizontal or vertical mount.
• Supplied with screw covers.

SMALL:
•  Deck hole 300(W) x 200(H)mm.  

Access hole 265(W) x 165(H)mm.
•  Requires 10 x No.12-14 countersunk 

screws.
MHG010

LARGE:
•  Deck hole 520(W) x 270(H)mm.  

Assess hole 480(W) x 235(H)mm
•  Requires 12 x No.14 countersunk screws
MHG015

Access Door Seitz

Cat No. Qty 1+

375 x 305mm RHG005 $119.00

700 x 305mm RHG020 $179.00

700 x 405mm RHG015 $199.00

1000 x 305mm RHG010 $249.00

These access doors come in the 
style and design of the Dometic 
Seitz framed windows. Cast from 
weatherproof ASA and is fitted in 
the cut out opening on the vehicle 
without screws (for vertical and 
horizontal assembly).
•  Suitable for wall thicknesses of 

23 to 32mm. RHG010 suits 23 
to 42mm

•  Supplied complete with a 
system lock

Access Hatches
A low profile hatch, designed for installation on internal or external flat 
surface. Constructed from heavy duty, UV stabilised white ABS material 
with weatherproof rubber seals, made to last and withstand the harsh 
sea environment. The reinforced lid has a non-skid surface; it hinges 180° 
and completely covers the mounting flange for a flush finish. Supplied 
with strong recessed handle. Easy to install, pre-drilled countersunk 
fastening holes (screws not included).

SMALL:
•  Overall Size: 375 x 270mm / Cut-out size: 293 x 195mm
•  Protrusion above deck: 17mm / Intrusion below deck: 26mm
•  1 Recessed Handle

MHG022

MEDIUM:
•  Overall Size: 440 x 315mm / Cut-out size: 360 x 242mm
•  Protrusion above deck: 17mm / Intrusion below deck: 26mm
•  2 Recessed Handles

MHG024

LARGE:
•  Overall Size: 606 x 353mm / Cut-out size: 526 x 280mm
•  Protrusion above deck: 17mm / Intrusion below deck: 26mm
•  2 Recessed Handles

MHG026

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

291 x 193mm opening MHG022 $54.95 $48.95

358 x 240mm opening MHG024 $89.95 $80.95

524 x 278mm opening MHG026 $109.00 $97.95

HATCHES & PORTS - RECTANGULAR

If mounting vertically, we recommend that you mount the ring 
lock on the bottom edge. This will ensure if the hatch is left 
unlocked the door will auto close. If you mount it with the lock on 
top and leave it unlocked, the door may flop down, leaving it in 
danger of being stood on. If this happens, the plastic hinges will 
be broken. Install ring lock on bottom edge to avoid damage.

HATCH MOUNTING

SEE PAGE 219 FOR OUR  
EXTENSIVE RANGE OF DECK (VENTILATION) 

COWLINGS FOR BOATS

MHG022
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Tools & Test Equipment

Replacement Vent Covers

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

Smoke RHG120 $34.95

White RHG122 $34.95 $30.95

Replacement durable polypropylene 
vent covers to suit new style 
Jensen.
• 356mm long. 

SMOKE COLOUR
• Wedge shape

RHG120

WHITE COLOUR
Suits A-Van caravans/campers.
• Rounded shape

RHG122

Stainless Steel “Clearview” Vent 
(304 Grade)

Cat No. Qty 1+

Stainless Steel “Clearview” Vent MHI315 $59.95

This superb product has a clear round 
window on top to allow light to enter 
the cabin. Unrestricted airflow 
is possible from 16 x 20 (dia) 
airholes - all with a 30mm deck 
profile!
• All fasteners included.
• Air entry via a 90mm aperture.
• Dimensions: 220(dia)mm

Solar Powered Air Vent

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

White ABS Plastic MHI305 $69.95 $62.95

Moves 25m3 (90 cu ft) of air in or out of RV, boat cabin, 
caravan, etc. per hour with modest unimpeded sunlight. Design 
effectively prevents surface deck water and rain from entering 
from outside to inside.
• No wiring necessary
•  Great to suppress mildew  

and remove that damp smell
•  Supplied with gasket. 
•  Requires 3 x No.10 pan head 

screws
•  Dimensions: 215(dia) x 40(H)mm
• Cutout hole: 120(dia)mm

Don’t live in the dark ages. Our ventilation kits help prevent 
mould and stagnate air, and keep the air clean. You can 
smell that fresh air already - can’t you! Also useful if you 
burn dinner...

Skylights  
& Vents

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Fan Blade to suit Jensen/Elixir RHG110 $19.95 $17.95

Winder Handle Suit Jensen/Elixir Hatches

Fan Blades
This replacement fan blade is 
designed to suit the Jensen or 
Elixir branded 355 x 355mm 
(14” x 14”) roof hatches 
installed with 12V fans.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

RHG105 $14.95 $13.45

Elixir / Jensen Winder handle to 
suit mechanical lift.
•  White plastic handle approx 

50mm from screw centre to 
handle centre

12VDC Vent Fan D-Shaft Motor

Replacement 12V motor 
with D-shaft to suit vent 
fans. Short fly leads are 
attached to provide an 
easy installation.

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

RHG142 $39.95 $35.95

Hatch Seal

Size Roll Length Cat No. Per Metre 1+ Roll

3 x 12mm 25m THG160 $1.40 $29.00

6 x 12mm 12m THG165 $2.10 $23.00

6 x 15mm 12m THG170 $2.25 $25.00

6 x 18mm 12m THG175 $2.85 $29.00

10 x 18mm 7m THG180 $3.95 $25.00

10 x 24mm 7m THG185 $4.95 $29.00

10 x 48mm 7m THG190 $8.95 $59.00

Black polyethylene foam tape 
with acrylic adhesive backing. 
Sizes available to suit most 
hatch sealing applications.
• Density - 45kg/m3

• Sold by the metre

QUALITY SEALS ARE AN IMPORTANT TOOL 
FOR KEEPING THE WEATHER OUT OF YOUR 
CARAVAN. AN EQUALLY USEFUL TOOL WHEN 

YOUR CARAVAN IS BEING STORED IS A 
QUALITY COVER. SEE PAGE 422.

Call us on 1300 964 264 465



TOOLS & HARDWARE

Sound Insulation & Deck Safety
SOUND INSULATION

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

1.3m x 1m x 25mm MGA104 $135.00 $120.95

Cat No. Qty 1+

1.3m x 1m x 25mm MGA100 $160.00

Engine Room/Noisy Area  
Sound Insulation - General Purpose

Engine Room Sound Insulation - Deluxe

This product, trade name Sorberfoam AGC is basically 
made with combustion modified (fire resistant) foam with an 
aluminised glass cloth face and press-n-peel backing. It will 
self-extinguish. The foam is rot resistant. It does not have the 
sound blocking capacity of MGA100 but it’s a bit cheaper 
and you can use more of it over larger areas. (Its surface looks much the 
same as MGA100 so you won’t notice the difference if you butt them up). 
Not only is this good in boats. You can use it in swimming pool pump 
rooms, laundries, air-conditioning plant rooms, etc. The internal surface 
can be cleaned with soapy cloth or a spray-n-wipe type product.
Size: Car convenient 1.3m x 1m x 25mm thick.  
Can be cut with a box-cutter type knife.

This product, trade name Sorberbarrier AGC is a high 
efficiency noise absorbing product that does not require the 
use of other types of noise absorbers. In other words, it is an 
absorber and barrier in one. 
Many polyurethane foams degrade over 5 to 7 years 
(“foam rot”) especially in hot environments. The foam in this product 
is engineered to resist this degradation. It is also superior to fibrous 
products which tend to fall apart in critical environments leaving not only 
a mess but a noisy environment.
This product also has a ‘decoupling’ layer embedded about ¾ of the way 
through the foam. This layer severely attenuates any noise - especially 
low frequency noise-– through to the outside cabins, etc. 
Indeed, the MGA100 product only needs to be used on surfaces you 
want to stop noise passing through. This is significant because this is the 
material that you want to put between the noise source (Say an engine) 
and you and the passengers. To attenuate noise generally, you can use 
the less expensive MGA104.
The MGA100 has a barrier weight of 4.5kg/m2 and attenuates noise by 
27dB – especially low frequencies. 
This product is used on the top quality Australian made boats like 
Riviera, Palm Beach Motor Yachts, Grand Banks, Malibu Boats, etc. 
Finally, the product is faced with a hard-wearing (but flexible) dimpled 
aluminised facing surface which resists grease and oil. It can be wiped 
down with warm soapy cloth or Spray-n-Wipe, etc. 
This product can be cut with a box-type cutter. If you keep the cut 
square you can butt pieces together and finish the seam with Gaffer tape 
or MGE410 Silver Tape, see page 442. It can be screwed (with washers) 
or even nailed in place. 
Size: The product has been especially cut for RTM. You can collect the 
product and it will fit the back seat of your car – 1.3m x 1m x 25mm. 
One sheet should be enough to do the critical walls of your engine 
compartment. 

ALUMINISED FACE

PEEL-N-STICK SURFACE

PEEL-N-STICK SURFACE

ALUMINISED FACE

DECOUPLING  

BARRIER

Anti-Slip Deck Tread

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 2+

425 x 120mm Pack of 2  TSC250 $25.95 $22.95

310 x 160mm Pack of 2  TSC252 $22.95 $20.45

445 x 245mm  TSC254 $22.95 $20.45

This is a synthetic rubber product approx. 
3mm thick that has a slight foam filled 
compressibility. Its upper surface consists of a 
dot pattern called “Octic.” This pattern is soft 
on bare feet but firm enough to retain a deck 
shoe, thong, etc. On the other side is a peel-
off 3M® brand double-sided adhesive.
You lay the pad down on a clean, dry surface, 
typically fibreglass, painted or metal and 
the 3M® sticks like what some stuff does to a 
blanket. So get it right the first time! Some of 
the pads are large enough to be cut into special 
shapes to conform to your special antislip 
needs. A must where people need a ‘step’ such 
as the top of trailer mudguards, boat decks, 
transoms, etc. NZ made. Each tread pack 
comes with instructions.

Gunwale Step Strip
2 pieces, each 425L x 120Wmm. Ideal to place 
on gunwale where people step into the boat.

TSC250

Trailer Mudguard Tread
2 pieces, each 310L x 160Wmm. Ideal for the tops of trailer mudguards 
but the convenient size makes them handy for many applications.

TSC252

General Purpose Deck 
Tread (One Sheet)
This is a large rectangular 
panel, measuring 445 x 
245mm. It can be cut to all sorts 
of geometric shapes and sizes 
for any application.

TSC254

DECK SAFETY

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 4+

Black 25mm x 10m NM2872 $9.95 $8.95

Black 50mm x 10m NM2874 $16.95 $14.95

Black with Fluoro Strip. 50mm x 10m NM2880 $29.95

White 25mm x 10m NM2876 $9.95 $8.95

White 50mm x 10m NM2878 $16.95 $14.95

Anti-Slip Tape

Reduce the chance of slipping on surfaces around the boat, steps on the 
caravan, etc. Coated with long ageing adhesive
•  50 grit sandpaper  

surface
• 10m rolls

Retro-Reflective Tape

Cat No. Qty 1+ Qty 10+

Sold by the metre MSG205 $11.95 $10.22

This product is SOLAS approved, measures 50mm wide and sold by the 
metre (minimum 1 metre). Adhesive on the reverse side.
•  Ideal for all 

safety-related 
applications
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PRODUCTS TOTAL
Min order $10

INSURANCE†

FREIGHT^

SUBTOTAL

TOTAL

QTY CAT NO. DESCRIPTION UNIT PRICE TOTAL PRICE OFFICE USE ONLY

^FREIGHT CALCULATOR

INVOICE 
VALUE

ROAD 
FREIGHT

Up to $99 $8.00^

Over $99 FREE^

Express $16.00

Overseas 
Airmail POA*

^ For unusually large or 
bulky orders our customer 
service staff may contact 
you if any additional freight 
costs are needed.

* POA: Our staff will calculate 
the freight charge based on 
the order, freight method 
and destination. Staff will 
promptly contact you to 
advise of the charge.

†One whole dollar per $100 
goods value or part there of 
(Australia only). See Terms 
& Conditions for details.

Aerosol, flammables, 
products containing lithium 
batteries, heavy & bulky items 
can only be sent by road.
Out of stock lines: Are 
not back-ordered. Please 
re-order once item(s) are 
in stock. If your order is 
unusually bulky, heavy or 

fragile, we may choose to 
send your goods to you by 
road. We cannot send goods 
to a PO Box. However, if you 
feel your order may fit into 
this category, please include 
a street address - either work 
or home.

Freight information: Simply 
add the amount shown in 
the freight charges chart on 
the right. Don’t forget to add 
extra amount for insurance if 
you require this service. 
Final check: Please make 
sure that you have given 
full details of the products 

you require, the correct 
prices, the full postage or 
transportation cost, plus 
make sure that your name & 
address are legible.
Your order will arrive faster if 
all details given are correct. 
Minimum order is $10. 

14 day satisfaction 
guarantee: You must keep 
your invoice as proof of 
purchase. We will not refund 
post, packaging insurance 
or other transport charges. 
Freight on returned goods 
must be pre-paid. Do not 
return goods by COD.

*Overnight delivery. Available 
on request subject to 
conditions. Max physical/
cubic weight 5kg. Area must 
be covered by next day 
service (phone for details). 
No PO Box address.

MAIL ORDER T&CS

If you have used our 
mail order before 
(else leave blank):

Has your billing 
address changed 
since your last order?

NoYes

DELIVERY DETAILS

Address

Phone

Email

Name

PostcodeState Country

Cruisin’ Club No., Trade Card No. 
or Promotional Code (if applicable)

OTHER INFORMATION

POST
Road Tech Marine
Reply Paid
PO Box 7172, Silverwater 1811

PHONE
Enquiries & Credit Card Orders
1300 964 264

EMAIL sales@roadtechmarine.com.au

WEBSITE Order Online 
www.roadtechmarine.com.au

FAX (02) 8832 3333

OFFICE HOURS Mon -Fri: 8.30am-5.30pm 
Sat: 8.30am-5pm (AEST)

Please provide your 
account number:

PAYMENT DETAILS

OR CREDIT CARD

Cheque/Money Order in A$ 
(do not post cash)

Credit Account 
(approved customers)

Gift Card

Mastercard Visa Amex

Credit Card Number

Expiry [MM/YY] Name on Card

Card Security Code Signature of Cardholder

ORDER FORM

Call us on 1300 964 264 467



PRICES 
All prices quoted in this catalogue include Goods 
and Services Taxes (GST) and are current at the time 
of printing. At Road Tech Marine, we make every 
endeavour to maintain prices for the life of the catalogue. 
However, factors beyond our control (such as changes 
in foreign currency exchange rates, changes in base 
material costs etc.) may vary costs and we reserve the 
right to amend prices accordingly. 
STORE LOCATIONS & TRADING HOURS 
For new stores and current trading hours visit our 
website at www.roadtechmarine.com.au/store-finder
DISCLAIMER 
All possible care has been taken in the preparation of 
this catalogue, however, specifications, prices and 
particulars in relation to the products referred to in 
the catalogue are subject to change without prior 
notice. Some photographs contain samples which are 
representative only. Stocked items may vary in colour 
and look. Road Tech Marine will not be held liable for 
any errors or omissions. 
STOCK AVAILABILITY 
At Road Tech Marine we are constantly seeking new 
products and due to the rapid developments within the 
marine and electronics industry some products in this 
catalogue may become obsolete or discontinued during 
its life. In the event of this happening we apologise for 
the inconvenience and where possible will substitute a 
similar product of equal or better quality. 
‘CHANGE OF MIND’ RETURNS 
Although not obligated to do so, at Road Tech Marine we 
appreciate that you may have second thoughts about 
your purchases and will give a ‘Change of Mind’ refund 
if goods* are returned within 14 days. For ‘Change of 
Mind’ purchases, goods can only be accepted back 
for refund or exchange in “as sold” condition including 
undamaged original packaging, complete instruction 
books, manuals, accessories, etc. If freight expenses of 
any type have been incurred, these are not refundable. 
We regret that any cash, credit card, or EFTPOS refunds 
over $999 must be refunded by Electronics Funds 
Transfer/Direct Deposit for security reasons. Your Sales 
Docket must accompany all returns. 
*Note: ‘Change of Mind’ refunds do not apply to 
purchase of books, light globes, batteries, aerosols, 
chemicals, paints, headphones, some tools, non-
Multimeter test equipment, products which are subject 
to health regulations including clothing, portable toilets, 
flares and items purchased by the metre such as wire, 
rope, chain and carpet. 
WARRANTIES 
Road Tech Marine warranty period is 3 months from 
date of purchase, or such longer period as stated in 
the catalogue. Many products carry one year, two year, 
five year, or lifetime warranty or may qualify for over-
the-counter replacement. These items are identified in 
the catalogue and website. If any defect in materials 
or workmanship in product sold by Road Tech Marine 
is identified and notified to us within the warranty 
period then we will, at our discretion repair or replace 
the product. Road Tech Marine does not accept any 
liability beyond this for consequential loss. Warranty is 
subject to us being satisfied that a defect was caused 
by defective workmanship or materials and was not 
caused by or was not substantially contributed to by 
other factors beyond our control, including (but not 
limited to) defective installation, maintenance, or repair; 
alterations or modifications of the product in a manner 
not recommended by the manufacturer; or any neglect, 
misuse or excessive use. The original Sales Docket must 
accompany warranty claims to provide starting date of 
the warranty period. Our goods come with guarantees 
that cannot be excluded under the Australian Consumer 
Law. You are entitled to a replacement or refund for 
a major failure and for compensation for any other 
reasonably foreseeable loss or damage. You are also 
entitled to have the goods repaired or replaced if the 
goods fail to be of acceptable quality and the failure 
does not amount to a major failure. 

FREIGHT CHARGES RELATING TO WARRANTY 
ITEMS
Warranty repairs or replacements of goods is free of 
charge however freight charges to and from the service 
department is required to be paid by the customer.
ACCOUNT FACILITIES
Road Tech Marine is happy to provide account facilities 
for the following organisations: 
•  Schools (Government & non-Government), TAFE, 

Colleges and Universities 
•  State & Federal Government Departments,  

including research facilities 
• Hospitals 
• Mining companies 
• TV & Radio Stations 
• ALL public (‘LTD’) companies 
•  ALL ‘Pty Ltd’ companies, Sole Traders or Partnerships 

must complete an account application form. Simply 
write to “The Financial Controller”, P.O. Box 7172 
Silverwater 1811. 

If you are one of the above you can buy from us on 
a 30-day EOM account. The invoice will go to your 
accounts payable office (you nominate). Non Payment 
of monies due will be cause to discontinue supply and 
to commence recovery procedures. 
RECOVERY OF MONIES OWED 
In the event that Road Tech Marine needs to recover 
monies owed then the full balance on the account 
becomes due and payable and all costs of recovering 
this money will be born by the debtor. 
CRUISIN’ CLUB 
For a full list of terms and conditions go to  
www.roadtechmarine.com.au/cruisinclub 
TRADE CARD 
For a full list of terms and conditions go to  
www.roadtechmarine.com.au/trade-card 
MAIL ORDER & INTERNET PURCHASES 
For Mail Order & Internet Purchases special conditions 
apply: 
•  Goods - Aerosols, flammable, products containing 

lithium batteries, heavy and bulky items cannot be 
sent by post. 

•  Payment - via cheque, money order or credit card 
(Credit card surcharges may apply.) 

•  Minimum Order Value - Mail order purchases have a 
minimum order value of $10. 

•  International Orders - Please remember you may 
have to pay customs and importing charges at your 
end (if applicable). We cannot supply full customs 
documentation, but all parcels include required 
customs dockets. Should you require to return goods 
for any reason from outside Australia it is essential 
that customs documentation is included. If customs 
dockets are not included it can be a costly exercise to 
have the goods cleared by Customs and the customer 
must pay this charge. Failure to include customs 
documentation may result in long delays. Note: Road 
Tech Marine cannot accept any responsibility or 
liability for the suitability of any product for use outside 
Australia, nor its compliance with local regulations. 

•  Freight - Various freight options and rates are given 
on the order form. After selecting the freight option 
that suits you, please clearly mark it and add these 
additional changes to the total on your order. Goods 
cannot be delivered to a post office box. 

•  Missing or Damaged Goods - We’ve found road 
and air transportation equally as reliable. However 
it must be emphasised that our responsibility for the 
goods ceases when the goods are handed over to 
the nominated carrier. Risk on the goods passes to 
you when the goods leave our warehouse. Our order 
form allows you to elect to have goods insured against 
loss in transit at your cost – otherwise loss of goods in 
transit is at your own risk. All claims for missing and 
damaged goods in transit must be lodged with the 
carrier or local Post Office. If goods have been insured 
please contact Road Tech Marine 

•  Insurance - This insurance covers goods DAMAGED 
in transit. If you order by phone you will be asked if you 
wish us to insure on your behalf. Insurance will cost $1 
for every $100 value or part thereof eg. If your order is 
for $145 the insurance will be $2. (Note: Some items 
such as solar panels etc. are difficult to ship and have 
a higher insurance fee of $7.50 per $500.) If you post 
an order don’t forget to consider insurance. We do not 
automatically issue insurance unless you specify. If 
you don’t mention insurance you will NOT be insured. 

PRIVACY POLICY 
Road Tech Martine Pty. Ltd. (RTM) is committed to 
protecting the privacy of all individuals. To deliver 
our commitment to privacy, we will comply with 
the legislation and regulations of the countries 
in which we operate. This statement provides a 
succinct overview of how we handle personal 
information. Our Privacy Policy can be accessed 
on our website. This was last updated March 2014  

www.roadtechmarine.com.au/privacy-policy. 
As an Australian registered company, RTM is bound 
by the current Privacy Act, any amendments and the 
Australian Privacy Principles (APPs) contained within 
that Act. All employees and officers of RTM are required 
to comply with the Act and this Privacy Statement. RTM 
has a Privacy Act Procedure which can be obtained 
by emailing privacyofficer@roadtechmarine.com.au. 
Information or opinions which are collected, held, used 
or disclosed by RTM about an individual whose identity 
is apparent, or can reasonably be ascertained, will be 
protected by the standards outlined in this Statement. 
To deliver our commitment to privacy, we will: 
•  Be bound by, and comply with, the APPs under the 

Act in relation to personal information communicate 
this Privacy Statement to all employees and 
stakeholders to ensure awareness of their requirement 
to comply with our privacy standards and to anyone 
else who asks for it 

•  Ensure lawful, fair and unobtrusive means are used to 
collect personal information that is necessary for our 
business purposes 

•  Collect sensitive information only with the individual’s 
consent and not disclose any personal information to 
an unrelated third party, except with the individual’s 
consent or where we are required to do so by law 

•  Take reasonable steps to destroy or de-identify 
personal information in a secure manner when we have 
no further need for it or are required to do so by law 

•  Ensure only authorised personnel who have agreed to 
keep personal information confidential have access to 
the information 

•  Take reasonable steps to keep personal information 
up to date, accurate and complete 

•  Provide individuals access to their personal 
information on request 

•  Periodically review and revise this Privacy Statement 
and related procedures to maintain relevance. 

RTM recognises and respects the importance of 
each individual’s privacy. This Statement and related 
procedures ensure all personal information held by RTM 
is handled appropriately and kept confidential. 
WHAT DO WE USE PERSONAL INFORMATION 
FOR? Any personal details you provide will be used 
for the purpose of dealing with your request, enquiry, 
transaction or application for employment. This 
may involve disclosing your personal information to 
companies within the Company Group, or to service 
providers who assist us in operating our business. 
These organisations are required to comply with the 
principles of this Statement. 
DATA SECURITY 
We take steps to protect the personal information 
we hold against loss, unauthorised access, use, 
modification or disclosure, and against other misuse. 
When the personal information that we collect is no 
longer required, we destroy or delete it in a secure 
manner, in accordance with our documented procedure. 
YOUR CHOICES 
You can access the personal information that we hold 
about you, and you can ask us to correct the personal 
information we hold about you. For more information, 
see our Privacy Policy which is located on our website. 
If you are listed on one or more of our media or network 
email lists, you can opt out at any time. You can 
unsubscribe by using the ‘unsubscribe’ link in our emails. 
OUR OBLIGATIONS 
RTM is bound by the information Privacy Principles 
in the Privacy Act. For more details, see our complete 
Privacy Policy on our website. 
CONTACT US
For further information, contact us on privacyofficer@
roadtechmarine.com.au or alternatively you can write 
to Privacy Officer, Road Tech Marine PO Box 7172 
Silverwater NSW 1811, Australia.
For wholesale enquiries, please refer to our main
supplier Electus Distribution 1300 738 555.
LEGAL JURISDICTION 
Road Tech Marine operates under the laws and 
regulations of the State of New South Wales. Therefore 
any legal disputes will be conducted in courts or 
tribunals situated in New South Wales and under the 
laws and regulations of New South Wales, Australia.
ANY PROBLEMS 
We are proud of our standing with our Customers and 
are keen to get any feedback, good or bad, to improve 
our service, products, stores - in fact any aspect of our 
business. So please, do not hesitate to contact us. 
COPYRIGHT 2021 RTM 
Road Tech Marine (RTM) claim the entire contents 
of this catalogue as their exclusive property. Under 
no circumstances is any part of this catalogue to 
be reproduced by third parties without the written 
permission of RTM.

TERMS & CONDITIONS
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AA0262 112
AA0348 124

AR1415 287
AR1733 298
AR1736 298
AR1780 298
AR3140 285
AR3142 285
AR3253 267
AR3260 267
AR3342 283
AR3344 283

AS3182 280
AS3185 280

AX3662 267

BE1535 129
BE1536 129

CS2410 266
CS2412 266

CW2811 297
CW2851 297
CW2853 297
CW2878 297

DC1056 277
DC1068 277
DC1073 277
DC1090 277
DC1091 277
DC1093 269
DC1101 276
DC1102 276
DC1104 276
DC1106 277
DC1108 277
DC1110 277
DC1111 277
DC1112 277
DC1113 277
DC1114 277
DC1115 277
DC1116 277
DC1117 277
DC1118 277
DC1122 279
DC2070 274
DC3066 284
DC3073 282
DC3075 284
DC3076 282
DC3077 284
DC3080 284
DC3082 284
DC9014 279
DC9024 276
DC9026 276
DC9032 275
DC9034 275
DC9043 278
DC9044 275
DC9048 275
DC9049 275
DC9052 276
DC9053 276
DC9055 278
DC9057 281
DC9058 281
DC9059 281
DC9060 269
DC9061 269
DC9063 276
DC9065 278
DC9066 283
DC9067 278
DC9068 283
DC9070 248
DC9072 248
DC9074 272
DC9076 272

GG2340 55
GG2342 55
GG2344 55
GG2346 55
GG2348 55
GG2352 55
GG2354 55
GG2356 233

GH1071 29
GH1072 29
GH1162 82
GH1163 82
GH1281 30
GH1282 30
GH1285 30
GH1286 29
GH1289 29
GH1290 29
GH1291 29
GH1294 30
GH1303 50
GH1369 26
GH1379 26
GH1386 45
GH1399 31

GH1400 31
GH1402 31
GH1403 31
GH1510 35
GH1560 26
GH1580 33
GH1582 33
GH1608 22
GH1611 16
GH1613 22
GH1615 23
GH1617 22
GH1621 17
GH1623 17
GH1624 18
GH1625 23
GH1626 23
GH1627 16
GH1628 23
GH1629 23
GH1631 23
GH1640 20
GH1642 20
GH1644 20
GH1646 22
GH1648 22
GH1650 23
GH1651 23
GH1652 23
GH1653 23
GH1654 23
GH1655 23
GH1656 23
GH1658 23
GH1660 25
GH1662 25
GH1665 23
GH1670 23
GH1672 23
GH1673 24
GH1674 23
GH1675 24
GH1676 24
GH1677 24
GH1678 24
GH1679 24
GH1681 23
GH1683 23
GH1684 21
GH1685 23
GH1709 24
GH1711 24
GH1748 24
GH1970 28
GH1972 28
GH2001 23
GH2003 23
GH2005 23
GH2006 18
GH2008 25
GH2011 23
GH2013 23
GH2014 15
GH2015 15
GH2016 15
GH2017 23
GH2020 20
GH2021 23
GH2022 20
GH2023 23
GH2024 20
GH2025 23
GH2026 17
GH2027 17
GH2028 18
GH2029 23
GH2030 19
GH2032 19
GH2034 19
GH2036 21
GH2038 21
GH2040 19
GH2041 23
GH2042 19
GH2043 23
GH2044 19
GH2045 23
GH2046 17
GH2048 17
GH2050 15
GH2052 15
GH2054 15
GH2080 21
GH2082 21

GT3018 82
GT3019 82
GT3023 82
GT3024 82
GT3026 82
GT3028 82
GT3029 82

HB5015 53
HB6065 154
HB6080 154
HB6172 152
HB6211 154
HB6217 154
HB6219 154
HB6302 450
HB6304 450
HB6305 450

HB6312 450
HB6355 450
HB6356 450
HB6381 80
HB6383 80
HB6388 80
HB6389 80
HB6421 80
HB6423 80
HB6425 80
HB6440 154
HB8100 106
HB8102 106
HB8104 107
HB8106 107
HB8502 106
HB8504 106
HB8520 106

HC4020 141
HC4030 140
HC4034 140
HC4038 140
HC4039 107
HC4040 140
HC4064 137
HC4065 137

HM3010 135
HM3012 135
HM3015 135
HM3060 135
HM3085 135
HM3196 140
HM3198 140
HM3204 140

HP0550 455
HP0554 455
HP0558 455
HP0565 455
HP0702 140
HP0704 140
HP0724 140
HP0732 140
HP0740 140
HP0754 139
HP0756 139
HP0784 139
HP0786 139
HP1182 138
HP1184 138
HP1186 138
HP1188 138
HP1195 138
HP1198 138
HP1200 138
HP1201 138
HP1202 138
HP1203 138
HP1204 138
HP1209 138
HP1216 138
HP1224 137
HP1225 137
HP1234 305
HP1235 138
HP1245 138
HP1246 138
HP1330 138
HP1332 138
HP1801 137
HP1804 137
HP1807 137
HP1810 137

HS8780 127
HS8860 127
HS8862 127
HS8864 127
HS8866 127
HS9017 286
HS9035 285
HS9039 286
HS9041 285
HS9046 286
HS9048 286
HS9053 285
HS9054 285
HS9055 285
HS9056 286
HS9057 286
HS9059 120

LA5082 287
LA5097 459
LA5141 287
LA5181 84
LA5374 79
LA8904 287
LA9025 287
LA9036 287
LA9038 292
LA9039 292

LT3065 297
LT3072 297
LT3074 297
LT3076 297
LT3141 295
LT3143 295
LT3202 296

LT3204 296
LT3259 296
LT3332 296

MAA004 196
MAA006 196
MAA008 196
MAA010 196
MAA013 196
MAA016 196
MAA026 197
MAA028 197
MAA030 197
MAA102 196
MAA104 196
MAA106 196
MAA108 196
MAA120 197
MAA122 197
MAA124 197
MAA126 197
MAA210 196
MAA212 196
MAA214 196
MAA216 196
MAA218 196
MAA220 196
MAA306 196
MAA308 196
MAA310 196
MAA312 196
MAA314 196
MAA316 196
MAA404 197
MAA406 197
MAA408 197
MAA608 196
MAA702 196
MAA704 196
MAA706 196
MAA732 197
MAA734 197
MAA740 197
MAA742 197

MAC004 198
MAC006 198
MAC008 198
MAC010 198
MAC012 198
MAC014 198
MAC016 198
MAC018 198
MAC020 198
MAC022 198
MAC024 198
MAC040 198
MAC042 198
MAC046 198
MAC048 198
MAC206 200
MAC208 200
MAC210 200
MAC216 200
MAC218 200
MAC220 200
MAC232 200
MAC234 200
MAC236 200
MAC241 200
MAC243 200
MAC250 200
MAC252 200
MAC254 200
MAC260 199
MAC262 199
MAC264 199
MAC266 199
MAC268 199
MAC270 199
MAC282 200
MAC284 200
MAC286 200
MAC288 200
MAC294 198
MAC296 198
MAC298 198
MAC306 225
MAC308 225
MAC310 225
MAC312 225
MAC316 225
MAC326 225
MAC328 225
MAC330 225
MAC332 225
MAC334 225
MAC338 224
MAC339 224
MAC350 224
MAC351 224
MAC352 224
MAC354 224
MAC355 224
MAC356 224
MAC360 224
MAC362 224
MAC370 224
MAC372 224
MAC402 199
MAC404 199
MAC406 199
MAC410 199

MAC412 199
MAC416 199
MAC420 199
MAC422 199
MAC424 199
MAC426 199
MAC430 199
MAC432 199
MAC434 199
MAC440 199
MAC442 199
MAC505 199
MAC515 199
MAC550 199
MAC612 193
MAC614 193
MAC616 193
MAC624 192
MAC626 192
MAC630 198
MAC632 198
MAC636 194
MAC638 194
MAC639 194
MAC640 192
MAC642 194
MAC645 194
MAC646 194
MAC650 194
MAC652 194
MAC705 198
MAC720 167
MAC722 167
MAC724 167
MAC726 168
MAC728 168
MAC730 168
MAC732 167
MAC734 167
MAC736 168
MAC738 166
MAC740 166
MAC806 198
MAC808 198
MAC810 198
MAC815 164
MAC820 164
MAC825 164
MAC830 164
MAC835 164
MAC840 164
MAC845 164
MAC850 164
MAC855 165
MAC860 165
MAC865 165
MAC870 165
MAC875 166
MAC880 166
MAC885 167
MAC902 195
MAC904 195
MAC905 195
MAC906 195
MAC915 195
MAC920 195
MAC932 195

MAE005 206
MAE010 206
MAE020 206
MAE025 206
MAE205 204
MAE210 204
MAE215 204
MAE220 204
MAE225 204
MAE240 204
MAE242 204
MAE244 204
MAE246 204
MAE255 204
MAE260 204
MAE315 217
MAE320 217
MAE348 205
MAE408 205
MAE414 205
MAE430 205
MAE432 205
MAE436 205
MAE440 205
MAE450 205
MAE452 205
MAE454 205
MAE456 205
MAE458 205
MAE460 205
MAE462 205
MAE464 205
MAE484 205
MAE486 205
MAE490 205
MAE505 201
MAE516 201
MAE520 201
MAE530 201
MAE535 201
MAE540 201
MAE550 201
MAE605 205
MAE610 205

MAG021 203
MAG034 204
MAG036 204
MAG048 203
MAG050 203
MAG052 203
MAG054 203
MAG056 203
MAG058 203
MAG060 203
MAG062 203
MAG064 203
MAG066 203
MAG202 204
MAG204 204
MAG215 204
MAG305 203
MAG320 203
MAG405 203
MAG406 203
MAG410 203
MAG411 203
MAG415 203
MAG416 203
MAG505 205
MAG510 205
MAG515 205

MB3504 122
MB3595 122
MB3607 104
MB3611 104
MB3613 104
MB3617 105
MB3621 94
MB3623 103
MB3627 104
MB3668 120
MB3685 113
MB3699 318
MB3736 100
MB3757 100
MB3759 101
MB3763 100
MB3764 94
MB3766 94
MB3791 99
MB3822 94
MB3880 113
MB3900 103
MB3902 103
MB3940 94

MBA005 177
MBA010 177
MBA015 177
MBA105 177
MBA110 177
MBA115 177
MBA120 177
MBA125 177
MBA130 177
MBA205 177
MBA210 177
MBA215 177
MBA220 177
MBA225 177
MBA230 177
MBA305 177
MBA310 177
MBA315 177
MBA320 177
MBA432 177
MBA434 177
MBA436 177

MBC005 451
MBC010 451
MBC015 451
MBC020 451
MBC025 451
MBC030 451
MBC035 451
MBC040 451
MBC045 451
MBC055 451
MBC070 451
MBC075 451
MBC105 451
MBC110 451
MBC115 451
MBC120 451
MBC125 451
MBC130 451
MBC132 451
MBC135 451
MBC140 451
MBC145 451
MBC210 451
MBC215 451
MBC220 451
MBC225 451
MBC230 451
MBC240 451
MBC245 451
MBC250 451
MBC255 451
MBC260 453
MBC275 453
MBC280 454
MBC305 453
MBC310 453
MBC315 453

MBC320 453
MBC325 454
MBC405 452
MBC410 452
MBC415 452
MBC420 452
MBC425 452
MBC430 452
MBC435 452
MBC440 452
MBC445 452
MBC505 453
MBC510 453
MBC605 453
MBC610 453
MBC615 453
MBC620 453
MBC630 444
MBC632 444
MBC706 452
MBC707 452
MBC708 452
MBC715 452
MBC716 452
MBC725 452
MBC726 452
MBC730 452
MBC735 452
MBC740 452
MBC745 452
MBC750 452
MBC755 452
MBC770 452
MBC775 452
MBC780 452
MBC785 452
MBC790 452
MBC805 451

MBE005 418
MBE010 418
MBE015 418
MBE020 418
MBE056 420
MBE058 420
MBE060 420
MBE105 418
MBE110 418
MBE115 418
MBE120 418
MBE205 418
MBE210 418
MBE215 418
MBE220 418
MBE225 418
MBE230 418
MBE235 418
MBE305 418
MBE310 418
MBE315 418
MBE320 418
MBE405 419
MBE410 419
MBE415 419
MBE420 419
MBE505 419
MBE510 419
MBE515 419
MBE520 419
MBE525 419
MBE530 419
MBE535 419
MBE605 419
MBE610 419
MBE615 419
MBE620 419
MBE625 419
MBE705 419
MBE710 419
MBE715 419
MBE720 419
MBE725 419
MBE730 419
MBE805 420
MBE810 420
MBE815 420
MBE820 420
MBE825 420
MBE826 182

MBG005 420
MBG010 420
MBG015 420
MBG020 420
MBG025 420
MBG030 420
MBG075 420
MBG076 420
MBG077 178
MBG078 420
MBG080 421
MBG081 421
MBG082 421
MBG083 421
MBG084 421
MBG085 421
MBG086 421
MBG087 421
MBG088 421
MBG089 421
MBG090 421
MBG091 421
MBG092 421

MBG096 179
MBG105 420
MBG106 421
MBG107 421
MBG108 421
MBG109 421
MBG110 420
MBG111 421
MBG115 420
MBG120 420
MBG125 420
MBG130 420
MBG135 420
MBG140 420
MBG184 421
MBG185 421
MBG186 421
MBG187 421
MBG188 421
MBG189 421
MBG190 421
MBG191 421
MBG192 421
MBG193 421
MBG194 421
MBG195 421
MBG196 421
MBG197 421
MBG198 421
MBG210 163
MBG220 422
MBG221 422
MBG222 422
MBG223 422
MBG224 422
MBG225 422
MBG226 422
MBG227 422
MBG228 422
MBG229 422
MBG230 422
MBG305 178
MBG310 178
MBG315 178
MBG405 179
MBG410 179
MBG415 179
MBG420 179
MBG430 63
MBG505 179
MBG510 179
MBG515 179

MC7200 393
MC7202 393
MC7250 357

MCA002 191
MCA004 191
MCA010 191
MCA012 191
MCA014 191

MCC300 51

MCI205 55
MCI210 55
MCI212 55

MDA001 265
MDA002 265
MDA012 265
MDA017 270
MDA040 263
MDA043 263
MDA070 263
MDA072 263
MDA076 262
MDA082 262
MDA084 262
MDA322 264
MDA324 264
MDA328 264
MDA332 264
MDA340 264
MDA342 264
MDA344 264
MDA346 265

MDC230 268
MDC232 250
MDC234 269
MDC254 268
MDC635 270
MDC700 274
MDC708 270
MDC712 270
MDC714 271
MDC716 250
MDC717 270
MDC730 271
MDC734 271

MDE012 272
MDE018 272
MDE020 272
MDE024 272
MDE112 272
MDE126 274
MDE208 274
MDE222 272
MDE223 272

MDE224 272
MDE227 274
MDE228 272
MDE249 272
MDE315 273
MDE320 273
MDE324 274
MDE325 273
MDE330 273
MDE331 273
MDE332 274
MDE334 273
MDE336 273
MDE344 273
MDE400 296

MDG100 261
MDG102 261
MDG104 261
MDG110 218
MDG120 171
MDG130 140
MDG132 140
MDG200 261

MDM007 253
MDM131 257
MDM133 257
MDM134 257
MDM138 257
MDM230 253
MDM232 253
MDM234 253
MDM236 253
MDM254 254
MDM256 254
MDM396 171
MDM398 171
MDM403 254
MDM407 254
MDM440 255
MDM442 255
MDM530 258
MDM532 258
MDM534 258
MDM536 258
MDM538 258
MDM540 258
MDM590 259
MDM592 259
MDM594 259
MDM620 261
MDM656 259
MDM664 261
MDM666 261
MDM668 261
MDM672 261
MDM674 261
MDM680 260
MDM702 260

MDN115 257
MDN116 257
MDN117 257
MDN118 257
MDN131 257
MDN133 257
MDN135 257
MDN141 257
MDN143 257
MDN144 257
MDN151 257
MDN153 257
MDN155 257
MDN161 257
MDN163 257
MDN164 257

MDO008 255
MDO012 255

MDQ002 242

MEK005 111
MEK162 146
MEK164 146
MEK505 242
MEK510 242
MEK515 242
MEK902 184
MEK904 184

MFG010 206
MFG012 206
MFG014 206
MFG016 206
MFG018 206
MFG020 206
MFG030 206
MFG032 206
MFG034 206
MFG036 206
MFG038 206
MFG040 206
MFG042 206
MFG044 206
MFG046 206
MFG048 206

MFI001 453

MG4550 129

MG4551 129
MG4553 129
MG4554 129
MG4556 129
MG4561 129
MG4565 129

MGA005 352
MGA015 352
MGA020 352
MGA025 352
MGA030 352
MGA100 466
MGA104 466
MGA210 184
MGA215 184
MGA220 184
MGA225 184
MGA230 184
MGA235 184
MGA240 184
MGA245 184
MGA250 184
MGA260 184
MGA265 184
MGA270 184
MGA300 425
MGA302 425
MGA304 425
MGA306 425
MGA308 425
MGA310 425
MGA312 425
MGA314 425
MGA316 425
MGA318 425
MGA320 425
MGA322 425
MGA324 425
MGA326 425
MGA328 425
MGA330 425
MGA332 425
MGA334 425
MGA336 425
MGA338 425
MGA352 425
MGA354 425
MGA356 425
MGA358 425
MGA360 425
MGA362 425
MGA364 425
MGA366 425
MGA368 425
MGA370 425
MGA372 425
MGA374 425
MGA405 188
MGA410 188
MGA415 188
MGA420 188
MGA440 406
MGA442 406
MGA444 352
MGA450 406
MGA454 188
MGA600 162

MGC005 358
MGC010 358
MGC015 358
MGC020 358
MGC105 358
MGC110 358
MGC115 358
MGC120 358
MGC205 427
MGC206 427
MGC208 427
MGC215 426
MGC220 426
MGC225 426
MGC230 426
MGC232 426
MGC235 426
MGC240 426
MGC247 426
MGC250 427
MGC260 427
MGC305 358
MGC310 358
MGC315 358
MGC320 358
MGC325 358
MGC330 358
MGC335 358
MGC340 358
MGC345 358
MGC350 358
MGC355 358
MGC360 358
MGC365 358
MGC370 358
MGC380 358
MGC382 358
MGC384 358
MGC386 358
MGC388 359
MGC390 359
MGC405 357
MGC410 357
MGC412 357
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MGC415 357
MGC420 357
MGC425 357
MGC430 357
MGC435 357
MGC505 353
MGC510 353
MGC520 353
MGC525 353
MGC530 353
MGC534 354
MGC536 354
MGC538 354
MGC592 354
MGC600 354
MGC602 354
MGC705 359
MGC710 359
MGC715 359
MGC720 359
MGC725 359
MGC730 359
MGC735 359
MGC740 359
MGC745 359
MGC750 359
MGC755 359

MGE005 186
MGE010 186
MGE020 186
MGE115 187
MGE117 187
MGE120 187
MGE410 442

MGG005 189
MGG010 189
MGG012 189
MGG026 189
MGG035 189
MGG105 189
MGG110 189
MGG112 189
MGG130 287
MGG205 190
MGG210 190
MGG212 190
MGG305 190
MGG310 190
MGG405 190
MGG410 190
MGG415 427
MGG420 427
MGG505 190
MGG506 190
MGG508 328
MGG510 427
MGG605 190
MGG606 190
MGG705 190
MGG706 190
MGG805 427
MGG810 427
MGG815 427
MGG820 427
MGG825 427
MGG830 427

MGI005 424
MGI010 424
MGI015 424
MGI020 424
MGI025 424
MGI030 424
MGI100 410
MGI115 429
MGI120 429
MGI125 429
MGI126 429
MGI130 429
MGI132 429
MGI134 429
MGI140 428
MGI145 428
MGI150 428
MGI152 377
MGI165 424
MGI170 410
MGI172 427
MGI175 410
MGI200 423
MGI204 423
MGI206 424
MGI213 423
MGI224 423
MGI226 423
MGI305 352
MGI315 352

MGK005 185
MGK010 185
MGK020 185
MGK105 185
MGK110 185
MGK115 185
MGK120 185
MGK125 185
MGK130 185
MGK135 185
MGK140 185
MGK145 185

MGK150 185
MGK155 185
MGK160 185
MGK180 220
MGK185 220
MGK190 220
MGK195 220
MGK202 186
MGK204 186
MGK232 186
MGK305 184
MGK312 184
MGK322 184
MGK325 184
MGK330 184

MGM015 163
MGM020 163
MGM025 163
MGM105 163
MGM305 162

MGO005 352
MGO010 352
MGO105 352
MGO110 352
MGO115 352

MHA005 217
MHA010 217
MHA030 217
MHA035 217
MHA505 217
MHA510 217
MHA515 217
MHA520 217
MHA525 217
MHA605 217
MHA610 217
MHA615 217
MHA620 217
MHA625 217
MHA630 217
MHA670 217
MHA705 217
MHA710 217
MHA715 217
MHA720 217
MHA902 205

MHC005 216
MHC015 216
MHC020 216
MHC025 216
MHC030 216
MHC035 216
MHC040 216
MHC110 216
MHC115 216
MHC120 216
MHC205 216
MHC210 216
MHC220 216
MHC402 204

MHE804 461
MHE806 461
MHE808 461
MHE810 461
MHE816 461
MHE818 461
MHE820 461
MHE822 461
MHE824 461
MHE830 461
MHE832 461
MHE834 461
MHE840 461
MHE842 461
MHE844 461
MHE846 461
MHE848 461
MHE850 461
MHE852 461
MHE854 461
MHE860 461
MHE862 461
MHE864 461
MHE866 461
MHE870 461
MHE875 461
MHE876 129

MHG005 218
MHG010 464
MHG015 464
MHG022 464
MHG024 464
MHG026 464
MHG100 462
MHG102 462
MHG104 462
MHG106 462
MHG108 462
MHG110 462
MHG112 462
MHG205 218
MHG210 218
MHG215 218
MHG220 218
MHG225 218
MHG230 218

MHG245 218
MHG250 218
MHG255 218
MHG305 464
MHG310 464
MHG405 464
MHG410 464
MHG415 464

MHI005 219
MHI010 219
MHI015 219
MHI020 219
MHI110 219
MHI115 219
MHI120 219
MHI125 219
MHI205 219
MHI210 219
MHI215 219
MHI220 219
MHI225 220
MHI230 220
MHI235 220
MHI240 220
MHI245 220
MHI250 220
MHI255 220
MHI260 220
MHI265 220
MHI305 465
MHI315 465

MI5128 132
MI5130 131
MI5132 131
MI5136 131
MI5300 131
MI5302 131
MI5304 131
MI5306 131
MI5308 131
MI5310 131
MI5732 132
MI5734 132
MI5736 132
MI5738 132
MI5740 132
MI5742 132

MIC010 243
MIC020 243
MIC025 243
MIC060 243
MIC070 243
MIC109 202
MIC143 202
MIC177 202
MIC308 202
MIC342 202
MIC376 202

MIG003 51
MIG005 84
MIG010 84
MIG025 84
MIG105 242

MJA005 173
MJA015 173
MJA020 173
MJA030 173
MJA040 172
MJA105 173
MJA110 173
MJA805 172
MJA810 172
MJA820 175

MJC005 174
MJC010 174
MJC020 174
MJC030 174
MJC105 172
MJC115 172
MJC120 172
MJC205 169
MJC210 169
MJC215 169

MJE005 169
MJE010 169
MJE015 169
MJE020 169
MJE025 169
MJE030 169
MJE035 169
MJE040 169
MJE045 171
MJE050 171
MJE055 171
MJE060 171
MJE066 169
MJE090 171
MJE105 170
MJE110 170
MJE115 170
MJE120 170
MJE130 170
MJE135 170
MJE140 170
MJE147 230

MJE149 230
MJE160 170
MJE170 165
MJE172 165
MJE174 165
MJE176 166
MJE178 166
MJE205 171
MJE206 170
MJE208 170
MJE210 171
MJE211 170
MJE212 170
MJE214 176
MJE215 171
MJE216 176
MJE218 171
MJE220 171
MJE221 171
MJE222 170
MJE235 170
MJE240 170
MJE245 165
MJE250 165
MJE255 165
MJE260 165
MJE265 166
MJE305 171
MJE310 171
MJE315 171
MJE316 206
MJE405 172
MJE410 172
MJE415 172
MJE416 172
MJE420 172
MJE430 174
MJE432 174
MJE512 175
MJE520 175
MJE522 213
MJE530 213
MJE534 175
MJE538 84
MJE545 176
MJE550 175

MKA130 232
MKA132 232
MKA134 232
MKA136 232
MKA138 232
MKA150 232
MKA220 231
MKA225 232
MKA236 231
MKA238 231
MKA240 231

MKC006 229
MKC007 229
MKC008 229
MKC009 229
MKC011 229
MKC130 229
MKC131 229
MKC132 229
MKC133 229
MKC134 229
MKC140 229
MKC142 229
MKC144 229
MKC146 229
MKC148 229
MKC150 229
MKC152 229
MKC154 229
MKC160 229
MKC162 229
MKC164 229
MKC166 229
MKC208 235
MKC210 235
MKC212 235
MKC214 235
MKC216 235
MKC218 235
MKC220 235
MKC222 235
MKC224 235
MKC226 235
MKC280 69
MKC282 69
MKC284 69
MKC286 69
MKC288 69
MKC290 69
MKC292 69
MKC294 69
MKC296 69
MKC298 69
MKC400 72
MKC402 72
MKC404 72
MKC406 72
MKC408 72
MKC410 72
MKC412 72
MKC414 72
MKC416 72
MKC418 72

MLA005 310

MLC120 319
MLC132 319
MLC134 319
MLC136 319
MLC165 320
MLC176 320
MLC180 320
MLC182 320
MLC184 320
MLC186 320
MLC190 320
MLC194 320
MLC196 320
MLC198 320

MLE004 241

MLG005 324
MLG010 324
MLG015 324
MLG020 324
MLG025 322
MLG105 321
MLG110 321
MLG115 321
MLG120 321
MLG125 321
MLG130 321
MLG135 321
MLG140 322
MLG145 322
MLG150 321
MLG155 321
MLG160 321
MLG205 322
MLG210 322
MLG211 322
MLG215 250
MLG220 322
MLG225 322
MLG230 323
MLG232 323
MLG235 323
MLG245 323
MLG250 323
MLG252 323
MLG305 322

MMA068 229
MMA070 228
MMA074 228
MMA078 228
MMA080 229
MMA081 229
MMA082 229
MMA083 229
MMA084 229
MMA085 229
MMA086 229
MMA087 229
MMA088 229
MMA205 163
MMA210 163

MMC030 161
MMC032 161
MMC040 161
MMC042 161
MMC050 160
MMC054 160
MMC056 161
MMC058 144
MMC060 160
MMC062 160
MMC064 160
MMC066 161
MMC068 161
MMC070 161
MMC072 161
MMC080 168
MMC082 168
MMC220 162

MME005 230
MME015 230
MME025 230
MME030 231
MME032 230
MME034 230
MME040 230
MME042 230
MME044 230
MME046 230
MME048 230
MME050 230
MME072 230
MME074 230
MME105 230
MME110 230
MME115 230
MME125 231
MME130 231
MME135 231

MNA005 243
MNA010 243
MNA015 243
MNA016 243
MNA018 243
MNA020 243
MNA025 243

MNC002 73
MNC006 73
MNC007 73
MNC011 73
MNC013 73
MNC014 73

MNE005 242
MNE010 242
MNE115 242
MNE120 242
MNE125 242

MP3209 112
MP3356 112
MP3573 23
MP3575 26
MP3616 116
MP3618 116
MP3663 120
MP3667 120
MP3682 120
MP3692 120
MP3694 120
MP3739 125
MP3741 126
MP3743 126
MP3745 126
MP3746 126
MP3747 126
MP3748 126
MP3750 124
MP3752 124
MP3755 94
MP3756 124
MP3758 124
MP3760 125
MP3762 124
MP3764 125

MPA010 332
MPA015 332
MPA020 332
MPA106 333
MPA112 333
MPA113 333
MPA116 333
MPA117 333
MPA122 333
MPA123 333
MPA125 333
MPA130 333
MPA131 333
MPA134 333
MPA135 332
MPA140 332
MPA145 332
MPA150 332
MPA152 332
MPA154 332
MPA155 332
MPA156 332
MPA158 332
MPA160 332
MPA212 330
MPA305 334
MPA310 334
MPA315 334
MPA320 334
MPA325 333
MPA326 333
MPA330 334
MPA332 334
MPA350 335
MPA410 331
MPA412 331
MPA413 331
MPA420 331
MPA505 348
MPA510 348
MPA515 348
MPA605 330

MPC005 337
MPC010 337
MPC015 337
MPC020 337
MPC025 338
MPC027 338
MPC028 338
MPC032 338
MPC035 338
MPC040 338
MPC045 338
MPC055 338
MPC065 338
MPC075 338
MPC085 338
MPC090 337
MPC105 338
MPC110 220
MPC115 338

MPI110 339
MPI112 339
MPI115 340
MPI120 340
MPI125 340
MPI130 340
MPI140 41
MPI142 41

MPI144 41

MPK005 346
MPK010 346
MPK015 346
MPK020 346
MPK025 346
MPK030 346
MPK035 346
MPK040 346
MPK045 346
MPK050 346
MPK055 346
MPK060 337
MPK065 337
MPK070 337
MPK105 337
MPK110 337
MPK115 337
MPK120 337
MPK125 337
MPK130 337
MPK135 337
MPK140 337

MPM005 336
MPM010 336
MPM105 335
MPM106 336
MPM110 335
MPM205 336
MPM215 346
MPM220 346
MPM225 346
MPM230 346
MPM235 346
MPM240 346
MPM245 346
MPM250 346
MPM265 336
MPM280 346
MPM285 346
MPM290 346
MPM295 346
MPM405 216
MPM410 216

MQA005 207
MQA006 207
MQA020 207
MQA105 207
MQA115 207
MQA202 207
MQA206 207
MQA208 207
MQA210 207
MQA212 207
MQA230 207
MQA305 207
MQA310 207

MQC006 176
MQC012 176
MQC014 176
MQC016 176
MQC018 176

MQE002 400
MQE005 400
MQE006 400
MQE008 400
MQE020 400
MQE030 406
MQE032 406
MQE033 407
MQE034 407
MQE035 407
MQE037 407
MQE040 407
MQE042 407
MQE044 407
MQE046 407
MQE105 403
MQE106 401
MQE108 401
MQE110 403
MQE115 404
MQE117 403
MQE120 404
MQE125 403
MQE130 403
MQE134 402
MQE136 405
MQE137 402
MQE140 402
MQE145 404
MQE150 404
MQE152 409
MQE160 403
MQE162 403
MQE168 404
MQE170 410
MQE172 401
MQE205 400
MQE220 403
MQE224 400
MQE226 400
MQE300 408
MQE305 401
MQE306 401
MQE310 404
MQE312 404

MQE315 405
MQE320 405
MQE322 408
MQE335 401
MQE340 408
MQE345 401
MQE350 401
MQE355 401
MQE360 411
MQE364 411
MQE365 401
MQE372 410
MQE374 411
MQE706 405
MQE708 405
MQE825 417
MQE845 417
MQE860 417
MQE870 417
MQE872 417
MQE874 417
MQE876 417
MQE878 417
MQE880 417
MQE892 417
MQE905 417
MQE910 417
MQE922 417

MQG030 437
MQG032 437
MQG034 437
MQG200 405
MQG202 405
MQG410 435
MQG412 435
MQG414 435
MQG416 435
MQG418 435
MQG420 435
MQG600 433
MQG604 433
MQG606 433
MQG608 433
MQG610 433
MQG612 433
MQG614 433
MQG616 433
MQG618 433
MQG620 433
MQG622 433
MQG624 432
MQG700 438
MQG702 438
MQG704 438
MQG706 438
MQG708 438
MQG710 438
MQG712 438
MQG714 438

MQI105 434
MQI110 434
MQI115 434
MQI120 434
MQI130 434
MQI205 434
MQI210 434
MQI215 434
MQI220 434
MQI705 434
MQI710 434
MQI715 434
MQI805 434
MQI810 434

MQO305 433
MQO310 433
MQO315 434
MQO322 433
MQO325 433
MQO328 229
MQO330 443
MQO338 427
MQO340 424

MRC005 208
MRC010 208
MRC015 208
MRC020 208
MRC025 208
MRC105 208
MRC110 208
MRC115 208
MRC120 208
MRC125 208
MRC126 208
MRC205 208
MRC210 208
MRC215 208
MRC220 208
MRC225 208
MRC305 208

MRE005 209
MRE010 209
MRE105 209
MRE110 209
MRE115 209
MRE120 209
MRE205 209
MRE210 209

MRE215 209
MRE220 209
MRE305 209
MRE310 209
MRE315 209
MRE320 209
MRE405 209
MRE410 209
MRE415 209
MRE420 209
MRE505 209
MRE510 209
MRE610 209
MRE615 209
MRE620 209
MRE625 209
MRE630 209

MRG010 211
MRG105 209
MRG205 211
MRG305 211
MRG505 211
MRG510 211
MRG512 211
MRG705 209
MRG710 209

MRI005 212
MRI010 212
MRI115 212
MRI205 212
MRI210 212
MRI215 212
MRI305 212
MRI405 185
MRI406 215
MRI407 215
MRI410 215
MRI415 215
MRI420 215
MRI425 215
MRI430 215
MRI727 213

MRK006 215
MRK008 215
MRK010 215
MRK012 215
MRK025 215
MRK030 215
MRK035 215
MRK040 215
MRK060 215
MRK065 215
MRK070 215
MRK075 215
MRK080 215
MRK082 215
MRK084 215
MRK105 215
MRK110 215
MRK115 215
MRK120 215
MRK125 215
MRK205 215
MRK210 215
MRK215 215
MRK220 215
MRK305 213
MRK310 213
MRK315 213
MRK320 213
MRK325 213
MRK340 213
MRK345 213
MRK350 213
MRK505 214
MRK506 214
MRK508 214
MRK509 214
MRK512 214
MRK605 214
MRK606 214
MRK608 214
MRK610 214
MRK615 214
MRK620 214
MRK625 214
MRK630 214
MRK705 214
MRK805 214
MRK810 214
MRK815 214
MRK820 214
MRK902 214
MRK904 214

MS4040 153
MS4044 151
MS4045 153
MS6192 111

MSA305 244
MSA310 244
MSA315 244
MSA320 244
MSA325 244
MSA330 244
MSA340 244
MSA405 242
MSA410 242

MSA415 242
MSA505 241
MSA520 272
MSA524 272
MSA605 242
MSA705 241

MSC005 249
MSC010 249
MSC105 241
MSC205 244
MSC210 244
MSC605 246
MSC610 246
MSC615 246
MSC620 246
MSC622 246
MSC624 246
MSC630 246
MSC631 246
MSC632 246
MSC633 246
MSC634 246
MSC635 246
MSC636 246
MSC637 246
MSC638 246
MSC639 246
MSC640 246
MSC641 246

MSE006 238
MSE102 238
MSE116 238
MSE117 238
MSE118 238
MSE124 238
MSE135 240
MSE222 239
MSE224 239
MSE230 240
MSE235 238
MSE240 239
MSE242 239
MSE244 239
MSE350 240
MSE352 240
MSE354 240
MSE405 237
MSE410 237
MSE425 237
MSE430 237
MSE435 237
MSE440 237
MSE445 237
MSE450 237
MSE455 237
MSE463 238
MSE467 238
MSE469 238
MSE471 238
MSE473 238
MSE477 238
MSE605 237
MSE610 237
MSE615 237
MSE620 237
MSE675 237
MSE676 237
MSE677 237
MSE678 237
MSE679 237
MSE680 237
MSE681 237
MSE682 237
MSE683 237
MSE684 237
MSE710 237
MSE715 237
MSE800 239
MSE802 239
MSE808 239
MSE810 239
MSE905 240
MSE915 240
MSE920 240
MSE930 239
MSE932 239
MSE934 240
MSE936 240

MSG005 240
MSG105 240
MSG110 241
MSG115 241
MSG120 241
MSG125 241
MSG130 241
MSG135 241
MSG205 245

MTA305 376
MTA310 376
MTA315 377
MTA320 377
MTA340 377
MTA345 377
MTA350 377

MTI005 367
MTI010 367
MTI015 367
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MTI020 367
MTI045 367
MTI055 367
MTI060 367
MTI065 367
MTI070 367
MTI075 367
MTI080 367
MTI090 367
MTI092 367
MTI104 366
MTI106 370
MTI108 366
MTI110 366
MTI112 366
MTI114 366
MTI116 366
MTI302 370
MTI310 370
MTI410 367
MTI415 367
MTI420 367
MTI510 368
MTI525 368

MTM005 368
MTM010 368
MTM015 368
MTM020 368
MTM025 368
MTM030 368
MTM035 368
MTM040 368
MTM050 368
MTM055 368
MTM105 368
MTM110 368
MTM115 368
MTM120 368
MTM125 368
MTM130 368
MTM135 368
MTM140 368
MTM145 368
MTM150 368
MTM205 368
MTM210 368
MTM215 368
MTM220 368
MTM305 368
MTM310 368
MTM315 368
MTM325 368
MTM335 368
MTM340 368
MTM415 368
MTM420 368
MTM425 368
MTM430 368
MTM435 368
MTM440 368
MTM445 368
MTM450 368
MTM455 368
MTM460 368
MTM515 369
MTM525 369
MTM530 369
MTM540 369
MTM545 369
MTM550 369

MTR015 369
MTR020 369
MTR025 369
MTR030 369
MTR035 369
MTR040 369
MTR045 369
MTR050 369
MTR055 369
MTR060 369
MTR105 369
MTR110 369
MTR115 369
MTR120 369
MTR130 369
MTR135 369
MTR140 369
MTR145 369
MTR150 369
MTR205 369
MTR210 369
MTR215 369
MTR220 369
MTR226 369
MTR310 370
MTR320 370
MTR405 163
MTR410 163
MTR415 163
MTR420 162
MTR425 162
MTR430 162
MTR505 367
MTR510 367
MTR515 367

MUA005 180
MUA010 180
MUA015 180
MUA115 180
MUA120 180

MUA125 180
MUA130 180
MUA140 181
MUA150 180
MUA155 180
MUA160 180
MUA166 182
MUA168 182
MUA205 181
MUA305 181
MUA426 182
MUA427 182
MUA428 182
MUA434 181
MUA436 181
MUA505 182
MUA620 66
MUA621 205
MUA625 66
MUA630 66
MUA635 183
MUA640 183
MUA647 183
MUA665 66
MUA680 183
MUA685 183
MUA705 183
MUA710 183
MUA720 183
MUA730 183
MUA735 183
MUA740 183

MVG200 234
MVG210 234

MWA010 235
MWA184 233
MWA186 233
MWA188 233
MWA190 233
MWA192 233
MWA216 234
MWA426 234
MWA460 234
MWA465 235
MWA470 235
MWA490 72
MWA492 72
MWA605 66
MWA616 66
MWA620 66
MWA622 66
MWA626 66
MWA632 66
MWA640 229

MWC006 234
MWC008 234
MWC105 234
MWC205 234

MXA005 221
MXA010 221
MXA015 221
MXA105 221
MXA110 221
MXA115 221
MXA205 221
MXA210 221
MXA215 221
MXA220 221
MXA225 221
MXA230 221
MXA235 221
MXA240 221
MXA245 221
MXA250 221
MXA255 221
MXA260 221
MXA305 222
MXA310 222
MXA315 222
MXA320 222
MXA325 222
MXA405 222
MXA410 222
MXA420 222
MXA425 222
MXA505 222
MXA510 222
MXA515 222
MXA520 222
MXA525 222
MXA530 222
MXA535 222
MXA540 222
MXA545 222
MXA605 222
MXA610 222
MXA615 222
MXA620 222
MXA705 221
MXA710 221
MXA715 221
MXA720 221
MXA725 221
MXA805 221
MXA810 221
MXA815 221
MXA820 221
MXA825 221

MXA905 221
MXA910 221
MXA915 221
MXA920 221

MXC005 223
MXC010 223
MXC015 223
MXC020 223
MXC025 223
MXC030 223
MXC035 223
MXC040 223
MXC045 223
MXC050 223
MXC055 223
MXC060 223
MXC065 223
MXC105 223
MXC110 223
MXC115 223
MXC120 223
MXC125 223
MXC130 223
MXC135 223
MXC140 223
MXC145 223
MXC150 223
MXC156 223
MXC205 223
MXC210 223
MXC215 223
MXC220 223
MXC225 223
MXC305 223
MXC310 223
MXC315 223
MXC320 223
MXC325 223
MXC330 223
MXC505 223
MXC510 223
MXC515 223
MXC520 223
MXC605 223
MXC610 223
MXC615 223
MXC620 223
MXC625 223
MXC705 223
MXC710 223
MXC715 223
MXC805 223
MXC810 223
MXC815 223
MXC820 223
MXC825 223
MXC830 223

MXE008 225
MXE010 225
MXE015 225
MXE020 225
MXE025 225
MXE030 225
MXE035 225
MXE040 225
MXE045 225
MXE050 225
MXE055 225
MXE105 225
MXE110 225
MXE115 225
MXE120 225
MXE125 225
MXE130 225
MXE135 225
MXE140 225
MXE145 225
MXE150 225
MXE205 225
MXE210 225
MXE305 225
MXE310 225
MXE315 225
MXE320 225
MXE325 225
MXE405 225
MXE410 225
MXE415 225
MXE420 391
MXE425 391
MXE430 391
MXE505 226
MXE510 226
MXE605 226
MXE610 226
MXE615 226
MXE620 226
MXE625 226
MXE705 226
MXE710 226
MXE715 226
MXE720 226
MXE725 226
MXE730 226
MXE805 225
MXE810 225

MXG005 226
MXG010 226
MXG015 226
MXG105 226

MXG110 226
MXG115 226
MXG120 226
MXG125 226
MXG130 226
MXG205 226
MXG210 226
MXG218 226
MXG220 226
MXG225 226
MXG230 226
MXG305 226
MXG310 226
MXG315 226
MXG320 226
MXG505 226
MXG510 226
MXG515 226
MXG520 226
MXG525 226
MXG530 226
MXG535 226
MXG540 226
MXG605 227
MXG610 227
MXG615 227

MXJ025 227
MXJ105 221
MXJ110 221
MXJ115 221
MXJ120 221
MXJ125 221
MXJ130 222
MXJ135 222
MXJ140 222
MXJ205 227
MXJ310 195
MXJ320 195
MXJ325 195

MXL205 222
MXL210 222
MXL305 222
MXL310 222
MXL315 222
MXL320 222
MXL405 227
MXL410 227
MXL417 227
MXL419 227
MXL425 227
MXL430 227
MXL435 227
MXL440 227
MXL460 215
MXL462 215
MXL464 215
MXL466 215
MXL468 215
MXL505 210
MXL510 210
MXL515 210
MXL520 210
MXL525 210
MXL605 222
MXL610 222
MXL615 222
MXL620 222
MXL625 222
MXL630 222

MXN025 222
MXN207 223
MXN210 223
MXN215 223
MXN220 223
MXN222 223
MXN225 223
MXN230 223
MXN305 223
MXN405 222
MXN410 222
MXN415 222
MXN420 222
MXN505 223
MXN510 223
MXN605 222
MXN610 222

MXP005 222
MXP010 222
MXP015 222
MXP020 222
MXP105 222

NA1000 76
NA1013 428
NA1015 410
NA1020 364
NA1021 57
NA1022 428
NA1024 428
NA1025 428
NA1029 428
NA1032 428
NA1036 429
NA1038 428
NA1039 428
NA1040 427
NA1044 428
NA1046 428

NA1112 57
NA1114 57
NA1410 410
NA1420 107
NA1504 432
NA1510 431
NA1518 431
NA1519 433
NA1522 441
NA1526 431
NA1528 432
NA1530 432
NA2830 441
NA2832 441
NA2834 441

NM2802 441
NM2803 441
NM2806 441
NM2807 441
NM2810 441
NM2812 441
NM2813 441
NM2814 441
NM2815 441
NM2821 441
NM2823 441
NM2826 284
NM2832 211
NM2834 211
NM2836 211
NM2838 211
NM2872 245
NM2874 245
NM2876 245
NM2878 245
NM2880 245
NM2882 441

NS3008 364
NS3010 450
NS3013 364

PA0611 284
PA2061 375
PA2062 375
PA2063 375
PA2064 375
PA2065 375
PA2066 375
PA3671 297
PA3675 297

PM4434 108
PM4436 108

PP0680 284
PP0682 284
PP1970 119
PP1981 306
PP1982 23
PP1984 23
PP1986 26
PP1992 118
PP1995 119
PP1996 119
PP1997 119
PP1998 119
PP2000 119
PP2001 119
PP2005 118
PP2006 118
PP2007 117
PP2008 119
PP2012 118
PP2014 118
PP2016 118
PP2020 115
PP2021 115
PP2022 115
PP2024 115
PP2026 115
PP2030 115
PP2032 115
PP2034 115
PP2050 375
PP2052 375
PP2054 375
PP2062 115
PP2064 115
PP2066 115
PP2068 115
PP2069 115
PP2075 115
PP2090 114
PP2094 114
PP2099 114
PP2110 115
PP2112 115
PP2114 115
PP2116 115
PP2118 117
PP2120 117
PP2136 117
PP2144 118
PP2145 448
PP2148 115
PP2149 115
PP2150 115
PP2151 117
PP4002 151
PP4006 151

PP5102 127

PS0690 284
PS1972 119
PS1974 119
PS2002 118
PS2003 119
PS2004 119
PS2008 119
PS2009 116
PS2011 119
PS2015 119
PS2016 116
PS2017 116
PS2019 118
PS2020 116
PS2022 116
PS2024 116
PS2026 116
PS2030 116
PS2034 116
PS2036 146
PS2039 117
PS2051 375
PS2053 375
PS2056 375
PS2073 115
PS2074 115
PS2092 114
PS2096 114
PS2118 117
PS4004 151
PS4051 153
PS4059 153
PS4060 153
PS4062 153
PS4063 153
PS4065 153
PS4069 153
PS4152 152
PS4155 152
PS4157 152
PS4182 151
PS4186 151
PS4188 151
PS4196 152
PS5100 127
PS5110 127
PS5112 127
PS5122 110

PT4402 108
PT4405 108
PT4406 108
PT4407 108
PT4420 108
PT4422 108
PT4424 108
PT4425 108
PT4426 108
PT4427 108
PT4428 108
PT4429 108
PT4440 109
PT4442 109
PT4444 109
PT4446 110
PT4447 110
PT4448 110
PT4449 109
PT4451 118
PT4460 109
PT4470 109
PT4472 109
PT4474 109
PT4476 109
PT4477 109
PT4478 109
PT4480 108
PT4482 108
PT4484 108
PT4500 136
PT4502 136
PT4507 136
PT4509 136
PT4510 136
PT4514 136
PT4518 136
PT4522 136
PT4525 136
PT4527 136
PT4530 136
PT4537 137
PT4560 137
PT4562 137
PT4564 137
PT4565 137
PT4567 137
PT4590 129
PT4600 136
PT4602 136
PT4607 136
PT4609 136
PT4614 136
PT4618 136
PT4622 136
PT4625 136
PT4627 136
PT4637 137
PT4700 136
PT4702 136
PT4707 136
PT4709 136

PT4714 136
PT4717 136
PT4718 136
PT4722 136
PT4725 136
PT4727 136
PT4737 137
PT4930 137
PT4932 137
PT4934 137
PT4935 137
PT4936 137
PT4937 137
PT4938 137
PT4939 137
PT4940 137

QC3532 290
QC3536 290
QC3541 291
QC3542 291
QC8043 299
QC8051 299
QC8099 286

QM1020 449
QM1449 449
QM1494 449
QM1500 449
QM1529 449
QM1594 449
QM1662 361
QM3536 79
QM3742 290
QM3743 290
QM3815 266
QM3819 266
QM3840 290
QM3854 290
QM3856 290
QM3857 290
QM7209 300
QM7234 79
QM7320 53
QM7321 53
QM7322 300
QM8046 290
QM8047 290

QP2006 152
QP2222 113
QP2258 448
QP2263 101
QP2265 112
QP2285 393
QP2287 393
QP2299 361
QP2302 81
QP2304 81
QP2305 81
QP2307 81
QP2320 114
QP2321 114
QP2322 114
QP2325 112
QP5581 114
QP5582 112
QP5583 114
QP5584 112
QP5589 114

QV3500 291
QV3845 288
QV3848 288
QV3849 289
QV3868 289
QV6002 289

RAA204 66
RAA402 312

RAC029 64
RAC078 64
RAC080 63
RAC082 63
RAC084 63
RAC088 64
RAC090 64
RAC092 64
RAC094 64
RAC100 65
RAC138 65
RAC140 65
RAC410 444
RAC420 444
RAC432 67
RAC710 79

RAE506 38
RAE511 38
RAE516 39
RAE518 39
RAE520 39
RAE525 38
RAE535 38
RAE550 39

RBA106 422
RBA111 422
RBA116 422
RBA121 422
RBA126 422

RBA205 422
RBA210 422
RBA215 422
RBA220 422

RBE035 398
RBE040 398
RBE304 87
RBE305 87
RBE306 87
RBE307 87
RBE309 87
RBE310 87
RBE311 87
RBE315 87
RBE318 87
RBE320 87
RBE321 85
RBE322 85
RBE325 85
RBE330 85
RBE335 85
RBE345 85
RBE350 85
RBE352 68
RBE355 68
RBE360 68
RBE362 68
RBE363 68
RBE364 68
RBE365 68
RBE370 68
RBE372 75
RBE374 68
RBE375 67
RBE376 68
RBE378 68
RBE380 68
RBE381 67
RBE382 67
RBE383 67
RBE384 68
RBE385 67
RBE386 68
RBE388 67
RBE390 86
RBE391 86
RBE392 86
RBE394 86
RBE395 86
RBE396 86
RBE397 86
RBE399 86
RBE450 85
RBE455 85
RBE460 85
RBE470 85
RBE472 85
RBE474 85
RBE476 85
RBE478 85
RBE480 85
RBE482 85
RBE484 85
RBE490 85
RBE492 85
RBE494 87

RBG006 63
RBG008 63

RCC219 61
RCC220 61
RCC221 45
RCC222 45
RCC223 45
RCC228 61
RCC229 61
RCC230 43
RCC232 43
RCC234 46
RCC237 46
RCC239 46
RCC241 46
RCC243 46
RCC245 46
RCC249 60
RCC250 60
RCC251 60
RCC252 60
RCC253 61
RCC254 60
RCC256 60
RCC257 60
RCC258 60
RCC259 60
RCC270 42
RCC272 42
RCC274 42
RCC286 41
RCC288 41
RCC414 39
RCC422 38
RCC424 38
RCC702 59
RCC704 59
RCC712 45
RCC720 59

RCG105 44
RCG110 44
RCG113 44

RCG114 51
RCG116 51
RCG120 63
RCG132 63
RCG309 43
RCG311 43
RCG313 43
RCG314 43
RCG315 35
RCG316 43
RCG318 43
RCG321 43
RCG322 43
RCG324 43
RCG328 43
RCG330 43
RCG335 63
RCG406 42
RCG408 42

RCI004 42
RCI006 42
RCI114 43
RCI125 39
RCI180 42

RGA101 56
RGA103 56
RGA105 360
RGA110 360
RGA205 360
RGA210 360
RGA305 361
RGA330 361
RGA332 361
RGA334 361
RGA336 361
RGA338 361

RGC005 360
RGC010 360
RGC015 360
RGC020 360
RGC025 360
RGC030 360
RGC035 360
RGC040 360
RGC050 361
RGC055 361
RGC060 361
RGC065 361
RGC070 361
RGC080 361
RGC082 361
RGC084 361
RGC086 361
RGC088 361
RGC090 361
RGC205 364
RGC210 364
RGC405 362
RGC410 362
RGC415 362
RGC420 362
RGC440 362
RGC445 362
RGC455 362
RGC460 362
RGC465 362
RGC480 362

RGE006 362
RGE008 362
RGE010 363
RGE012 363
RGE014 363
RGE016 363
RGE018 363
RGE020 363
RGE022 363
RGE030 363
RGE032 363
RGE034 363
RGE036 363
RGE040 363
RGE042 363
RGE044 363
RGE046 363
RGE050 363
RGE052 363
RGE054 363
RGE056 363
RGE058 363
RGE060 363
RGE064 363
RGE066 363
RGE070 363
RGE072 363
RGE074 363
RGE076 363
RGE080 362
RGE082 362
RGE090 362
RGE092 362
RGE105 363
RGE110 363
RGE120 363
RGE125 363
RGE130 363
RGE135 363
RGE140 363
RGE145 363

RGE150 363
RGE155 363
RGE160 359
RGE165 363
RGE170 363
RGE705 342

RHA010 462
RHA115 65
RHA120 65
RHA125 65
RHA130 65
RHA182 65
RHA190 89
RHA192 89
RHA608 86
RHA612 86
RHA614 86
RHA620 86
RHA622 86

RHC105 86
RHC110 86
RHC115 86
RHC120 86

RHE305 86
RHE310 86
RHE315 86
RHE320 86
RHE605 88
RHE610 88
RHE615 88
RHE620 88
RHE625 88
RHE630 88
RHE705 458
RHE710 458
RHE715 458
RHE730 458

RHG005 464
RHG010 464
RHG015 464
RHG020 464
RHG105 465
RHG110 465
RHG120 465
RHG122 465
RHG140 463
RHG142 465
RHG500 88
RHG502 88
RHG568 458
RHG572 88
RHG573 88
RHG574 88
RHG575 88
RHG577 88
RHG578 88
RHG579 88
RHG580 88
RHG585 88
RHG590 88

RHI220 463

RHK005 88
RHK010 88

RIA102 83
RIA105 83
RIA108 83
RIA113 83
RIA803 83

RNC106 293
RNC107 293
RNC120 292
RNC122 292

ROC006 33
ROC010 33
ROC022 33
ROC052 33
ROC060 360
ROC065 360

RPA605 342
RPA610 342
RPA615 342
RPA620 342
RPA625 342
RPA630 342

RPE305 348
RPE310 348
RPE315 348

RPI106 339
RPI115 339
RPI120 339
RPI125 339
RPI150 339
RPI207 41
RPI208 41
RPI210 340
RPI505 349
RPI510 349
RPI520 349
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RQE005 409
RQE010 409
RQE014 409
RQE016 408
RQE018 400
RQE030 412
RQE105 403
RQE120 402
RQE122 413
RQE124 413
RQE126 402
RQE128 402
RQE130 402
RQE134 408
RQE136 408
RQE138 413
RQE150 412
RQE152 412
RQE154 412
RQE156 412
RQE158 412
RQE162 413
RQE305 409
RQE315 409

RQO205 432

RSC302 391
RSC304 391
RSC306 391
RSC308 391
RSC310 391
RSC312 391
RSC314 391
RSC318 392
RSC320 392
RSC326 392
RSC328 392
RSC334 373
RSC340 392
RSC341 392
RSC350 394
RSC358 394
RSC360 392
RSC370 75
RSC374 75
RSC380 394
RSC382 394

RTA410 378
RTA420 378
RTA505 378
RTA510 378
RTA520 378
RTA525 378
RTA535 378
RTA540 378

RTC605 384
RTC607 385
RTC610 384
RTC612 385
RTC620 384
RTC625 384
RTC626 384
RTC645 385
RTC657 385
RTC658 385
RTC660 386
RTC662 386

RTE004 374
RTE042 374
RTE044 374
RTE052 374
RTE540 395
RTE550 86
RTE600 396
RTE604 396
RTE606 396
RTE705 385
RTE710 385
RTE715 386
RTE716 394
RTE725 386
RTE735 386
RTE740 386
RTE745 386
RTE755 386
RTE757 386
RTE758 89
RTE762 389
RTE764 389
RTE770 386
RTE775 386
RTE780 386

RTI502 373

RVE020 397
RVE022 397
RVE024 397
RVE030 397
RVE031 397
RVE032 397
RVE033 397
RVE034 397
RVE036 397
RVE037 397
RVE038 397
RVE039 397
RVE040 397

RVE041 397
RVE042 397
RVE043 397
RVE044 397
RVE045 397
RVE046 397
RVE047 397
RVE049 397
RVE064 398
RVE070 398
RVE084 398
RVE405 355
RVE410 355
RVE415 355
RVE714 395
RVE716 395
RVE718 395

RVG002 390
RVG004 390
RVG005 390
RVG006 390
RVG010 390
RVG015 390
RVG020 390
RVG030 390
RVG040 390

RVI205 89
RVI207 89
RVI210 89
RVI215 89
RVI217 89
RVI219 89
RVI220 89

RVK205 90
RVK210 90
RVK215 90
RVK220 90
RVK230 90
RVK232 90
RVK234 90
RVK236 90
RVK240 90
RVK242 90
RVK244 90
RVK246 90
RVK255 90
RVK256 90
RVK257 90
RVK258 90
RVK290 90

RVM005 54

SB1680 95
SB1682 95
SB1683 95
SB1684 95
SB1686 95
SB1695 96
SB1698 96
SB1699 96
SB1738 99
SB1739 99

SB2210 92
SB2211 92
SB2212 92
SB2213 92
SB2215 92
SB2216 92
SB2217 92
SB2218 92
SB2220 93
SB2299 99
SB2320 99
SB2321 99
SB2328 99
SB2332 99
SB2333 99
SB2334 99
SB2394 99
SB2413 99
SB2423 99
SB2425 99
SB2486 95
SB2487 95
SB2489 95
SB2490 95
SB2512 99
SB2522 99
SB2524 99
SB2529 99
SB2550 99
SB2552 99
SB2980 387

SF1910 143
SF1912 143
SF1913 143
SF1914 143
SF1915 143
SF1916 143
SF1917 143
SF1970 144
SF1972 144
SF1974 144
SF1976 144
SF1978 144
SF1980 142

SF1982 142
SF1984 142
SF1990 142
SF1992 142
SF1995 142
SF1997 142
SF1999 142
SF2127 143
SF2128 143
SF2130 143
SF2132 143
SF2134 143
SF2136 143
SF2137 143
SF2138 143
SF2139 143
SF2141 143
SF2142 144
SF2143 143
SF2148 143
SF2152 143
SF2153 143
SF2154 143
SF2155 143
SF2156 143
SF2157 143
SF2158 143
SF2159 143
SF2160 143
SF2161 143
SF2162 143
SF2163 143
SF2164 143
SF2166 143
SF2167 143
SF2168 143
SF2169 143
SF2186 143
SF2188 143
SF2189 143
SF2190 143
SF2192 143
SF2194 143
SF2196 143
SF2200 143
SF2204 143
SF2206 143
SF2208 143
SF2210 143
SF2243 111
SF2244 110
SF2245 110
SF2249 111
SF2250 111
SF2251 110
SF2252 144
SF2254 144
SF2258 144
SF2261 144
SF2265 144
SF2266 144
SF2330 144
SF2331 144
SF2333 144
SF2334 144
SF2335 144
SF2336 144
SF2337 144
SF4100 144
SF4102 144
SF4104 144
SF4106 144
SF4108 144
SF5115 143
SF5125 143
SF5130 143

SK0800 147
SK0802 147
SK0804 147
SK0910 147
SK0912 147
SK0914 147
SK0916 147
SK0920 147
SK0921 147
SK0922 147
SK0923 147
SK0924 147
SK0925 147
SK0926 147
SK0927 147
SK0928 147
SK0929 147
SK0955 148
SK0968 148
SK0969 148
SK0980 148
SK0997 148
SK0998 148
SK0999 148

SL2644 287
SL2858 317
SL2869 317
SL3145 310
SL3452 308
SL3460 308
SL3474 309
SL3476 309
SL3478 309
SL3501 310
SL3506 310

SL3511 310
SL3512 318
SL3519 312
SL3918 301
SL3919 301
SL3920 301
SL3921 301
SL3925 284
SL3927 284
SL3929 284
SL3931 304
SL3935 304
SL3937 304
SL3941 319
SL3942 306
SL3948 306
SL3954 306
SL3975 304
SL4001 303
SL4011 303
SL4020 303
SL8969 303

SP0732 149
SP0743 149
SP0773 149
SP0774 149

ST0574 148
ST0575 148
ST0578 149
ST0579 148
ST0580 148
ST0581 148
ST0582 148
ST0583 148
ST0584 149
ST0585 148
ST0586 148
ST0592 148
ST3130 312
ST3145 312
ST3193 309
ST3210 316
ST3211 316
ST3214 316
ST3215 316
ST3216 316
ST3217 316
ST3218 316
ST3230 241
ST3240 315
ST3242 313
ST3244 250
ST3250 317
ST3278 318
ST3295 318
ST3298 316
ST3299 316
ST3311 315
ST3327 315
ST3329 250
ST3429 313
ST3432 313
ST3436 52
ST3449 313
ST3490 314
ST3492 317
ST3494 317
ST3498 314
ST3522 314
ST3524 314
ST3526 314
ST3528 317
ST3915 309
ST3930 308
ST3932 308
ST3934 307
ST3936 307
ST3938 307
ST3952 305
ST3954 306
ST3956 306
ST3965 77
ST3970 76
ST3972 76
ST3974 76

SY4068 150
SY4069 150
SY4070 150
SY4074 150
SY4076 150
SY4077 150
SY4078 150
SY4081 150
SY4184 150
SY4200 150
SY4202 150

SZ1902 145
SZ1903 145
SZ1906 145
SZ1907 145
SZ1908 334
SZ1910 334
SZ1912 331
SZ1913 145
SZ1914 194
SZ1915 145
SZ1916 145
SZ1917 146

SZ1918 145
SZ1919 146
SZ1920 145
SZ1922 145
SZ1923 146
SZ1924 146
SZ1925 146
SZ1926 146
SZ2002 141
SZ2004 140
SZ2012 141
SZ2014 143
SZ2015 142
SZ2016 143
SZ2020 143
SZ2031 141
SZ2032 141
SZ2040 142
SZ2042 142
SZ2043 142
SZ2044 142
SZ2047 142
SZ2060 143
SZ2078 142
SZ2081 144
SZ2083 144
SZ2085 144
SZ2090 141
SZ2092 141
SZ2094 141
SZ2095 141
SZ2096 141
SZ2097 141
SZ2098 141

TAA032 35
TAA135 31
TAA140 31
TAA146 31

TAC105 169
TAC302 67
TAC332 39

TAE414 41
TAE415 41
TAE416 40
TAE417 40
TAE419 41
TAE428 40
TAE430 413
TAE432 413
TAE434 413
TAE436 40
TAE440 413
TAE442 40
TAE902 77
TAE903 77
TAE904 77
TAE922 78

TCA002 61
TCA109 56
TCA113 56
TCA117 62
TCA121 62
TCA139 62
TCA140 62
TCA144 61
TCA180 62
TCA200 166
TCA215 54
TCA220 54
TCA225 54
TCA230 54
TCA235 54
TCA240 54
TCA260 54
TCA262 176
TCA264 53
TCA265 53
TCA266 53
TCA267 53
TCA268 53
TCA270 54
TCA272 54
TCA284 53
TCA286 54
TCA288 54
TCA300 458
TCA302 458
TCA305 90
TCA308 90
TCA310 90
TCA315 90
TCA320 90
TCA322 90
TCA330 90
TCA542 58
TCA590 58
TCA592 58
TCA594 58
TCA596 58

TCC005 58
TCC010 58
TCC050 56
TCC101 56
TCC104 57
TCC122 57
TCC126 57
TCC132 57

TCC216 45
TCC218 45
TCC222 45
TCC226 45
TCC228 46
TCC230 46
TCC250 61
TCC502 44
TCC504 44

TCE005 335
TCE010 335
TCE030 350
TCE115 329
TCE120 329
TCE125 330
TCE130 330
TCE135 330
TCE205 328
TCE210 328
TCE215 328
TCE222 345
TCE224 345
TCE226 329
TCE230 328
TCE232 34
TCE234 328
TCE235 328
TCE236 328
TCE240 329
TCE250 347
TCE252 347
TCE254 347
TCE256 347
TCE302 329
TCE304 329
TCE305 351
TCE310 351
TCE315 351
TCE320 351
TCE330 351
TCE335 351
TCE340 351
TCE345 351
TCE405 335
TCE505 350
TCE510 350
TCE520 350
TCE525 350
TCE530 350
TCE552 350
TCE605 350
TCE630 350
TCE635 350
TCE640 350
TCE645 350
TCE650 350
TCE655 350
TCE660 350
TCE665 350

TCG020 47
TCG022 47
TCG026 47
TCG030 46
TCG031 46
TCG032 46
TCG035 62
TCG038 40
TCG040 40
TCG050 47
TCG052 47
TCG054 47
TCG056 47
TCG058 47
TCG070 46
TCG072 49
TCG074 46
TCG076 49
TCG100 52
TCG106 52
TCG108 52
TCG111 52
TCG115 52
TCG120 52
TCG122 42
TCG124 40
TCG204 48
TCG210 48
TCG212 48
TCG214 48
TCG220 48
TCG221 48
TCG222 48
TCG223 48
TCG226 48
TCG230 48
TCG244 49
TCG246 49
TCG249 49
TCG251 49
TCG254 49
TCG259 49
TCG261 50
TCG262 50
TCG263 50
TCG267 50
TCG268 50
TCG271 50
TCG272 50
TCG273 50
TCG274 50
TCG275 46

TCG278 48
TCG279 48
TCG284 48
TCG285 48
TCG290 48
TCG291 48
TCG300 48
TCG302 48
TCG304 48
TCG306 48

TCI116 39

TD2022 448
TD2035 447
TD2038 447
TD2049 448
TD2052 447
TD2055 448

TDC085 275
TDC086 275
TDC222 279
TDC230 278
TDC231 280
TDC660 280
TDC662 278

TDE230 282
TDE232 282
TDE234 282
TDE236 282
TDE238 282
TDE400 294
TDE403 293
TDE407 294
TDE410 294
TDE420 293
TDE422 293

TEA105 98
TEA110 98
TEA115 98
TEA120 98
TEA125 98
TEA130 98
TEA135 98
TEA140 98
TEA142 98
TEA145 98
TEA148 98
TEA150 98
TEA152 98
TEA154 98
TEA162 96
TEA164 96
TEA172 97
TEA174 97
TEA176 97
TEA178 97
TEA180 97
TEA320 106
TEA340 107
TEA345 107
TEA350 107
TEA368 107
TEA705 110
TEA710 110
TEA715 110
TEA720 110
TEA725 110
TEA730 110
TEA745 111
TEA760 111
TEA860 134
TEA862 134
TEA864 134
TEA866 134
TEA868 134
TEA870 134
TEA872 134
TEA874 134
TEA876 134
TEA877 134
TEA881 134
TEA883 134
TEA885 134
TEA886 134
TEA888 134
TEA890 134
TEA892 134
TEA894 134
TEA896 134
TEA898 134

TEI642 128
TEI643 128
TEI644 128
TEI645 128

TEK053 149
TEK090 149
TEK092 149

TEP076 115
TEP078 115

TET112 295
TET114 295
TET200 297

TEV066 152
TEV068 152
TEV070 152
TEV250 154
TEV252 154
TEV254 154
TEV256 154
TEV260 153

TFA003 456
TFA006 456
TFA009 456
TFA012 456
TFA015 456
TFA018 456
TFA021 456
TFA024 456
TFA027 456
TFA030 456
TFA033 456
TFA036 456
TFA039 456
TFA042 456
TFA045 456
TFA048 456
TFA051 456
TFA054 456
TFA057 456
TFA060 456
TFA063 456
TFA065 456
TFA068 456
TFA071 456
TFA074 456
TFA077 456
TFA080 456
TFA103 455
TFA106 455
TFA109 455
TFA112 455
TFA115 455
TFA118 455
TFA203 455
TFA206 455
TFA209 455
TFA212 455
TFA215 455
TFA218 455
TFA221 455
TFA224 455
TFA227 455
TFA230 455
TFA233 455
TFA236 455
TFA239 455
TFA242 455
TFA245 455
TFA248 455
TFA303 455
TFA306 455
TFA309 455
TFA312 455
TFA315 455
TFA318 455
TFA321 455
TFA324 455
TFA327 455
TFA330 455
TFA333 455
TFA336 455
TFA339 455
TFA342 455
TFA345 455
TFA348 455

TFC003 457
TFC006 457
TFC009 457
TFC012 457
TFC103 457
TFC106 457
TFC109 457
TFC112 457
TFC115 457
TFC118 457
TFC203 457
TFC206 457
TFC209 457
TFC212 457
TFC215 457
TFC218 457
TFC306 457
TFC309 457
TFC312 457
TFC315 457
TFC603 457
TFC606 457
TFC609 457
TFC612 457
TFC615 457
TFC618 457
TFC621 457
TFC624 457
TFC627 457
TFC630 457
TFC633 457
TFC636 457
TFC639 457
TFC642 457
TFC645 457
TFC648 457
TFC651 457
TFC654 457

TFC657 457
TFC672 369
TFC674 369

TFE002 454
TFE004 454
TFE006 454
TFE008 454
TFE103 454
TFE106 454
TFE109 454
TFE112 454
TFE115 454
TFE120 454
TFE122 454
TFE124 454
TFE126 454
TFE303 455
TFE306 455
TFE309 455
TFE312 455
TFE315 455
TFE318 455
TFE321 455
TFE324 455
TFE327 455
TFE330 455
TFE333 455
TFE336 455
TFE339 455
TFE342 455
TFE345 455
TFE348 455
TFE351 455
TFE354 455
TFE357 455
TFE360 455
TFE363 455
TFE366 455
TFE369 455
TFE403 455
TFE406 455
TFE409 455
TFE412 455
TFE415 455
TFE418 455
TFE421 455
TFE424 455
TFE427 455
TFE430 455
TFE433 455
TFE436 455
TFE439 455
TFE442 455
TFE445 455
TFE448 455
TFE451 455
TFE454 455
TFE457 455
TFE460 455
TFE463 455
TFE466 455
TFE469 455
TFE500 456
TFE502 456
TFE504 456
TFE506 456
TFE508 456
TFE510 456
TFE512 456
TFE514 456
TFE516 456
TFE518 456
TFE520 456
TFE522 456
TFE524 456
TFE526 456
TFE527 456
TFE528 456
TFE529 456
TFE530 456
TFE532 456
TFE534 456
TFE703 457
TFE706 457
TFE709 457
TFE712 369
TFE803 457
TFE806 457
TFE809 457
TFE812 457
TFE815 457
TFE980 457
TFE982 457
TFE984 457
TFE986 457

TFG405 342
TFG408 431
TFG410 443
TFG412 443
TFG414 443
TFG416 443
TFG418 443
TFG422 443
TFG452 359
TFG454 444
TFG460 444

TFI002 448
TFI004 448
TFI006 448
TFI008 448

TFI020 218
TFI260 454
TFI302 52
TFI310 364
TFI403 80
TFI404 80
TFI480 348
TFI482 348
TFI484 348
TFI490 152
TFI524 74
TFI526 74
TFI528 75
TFI531 74
TFI538 74
TFI540 74
TFI542 74
TFI544 74
TFI552 74

TH1604 364
TH1610 364
TH1620 138
TH1632 364
TH1827 447
TH1829 447
TH1834 127
TH1848 446
TH1849 213
TH1885 446
TH1891 446
TH1925 74
TH1973 142
TH1984 446
TH1985 446
TH1986 446
TH2330 446

THA105 65

THE010 460
THE015 460
THE020 460
THE025 460
THE030 460
THE035 460
THE050 460
THE055 460
THE060 460
THE065 458
THE070 458
THE075 458
THE078 458
THE080 458
THE085 458
THE090 458
THE105 460
THE110 460
THE115 460
THE120 460
THE125 460
THE130 460
THE205 460
THE210 460
THE215 460
THE305 460
THE310 460
THE315 460
THE320 460
THE340 388
THE345 388
THE350 388
THE355 388
THE504 459
THE506 459
THE508 459
THE510 459
THE512 459
THE514 459
THE516 459
THE520 459
THE522 459
THE524 459
THE526 459
THE528 459
THE534 459
THE536 459
THE538 459
THE546 459
THE548 459
THE550 459
THE554 459
THE556 459
THE558 459
THE564 459
THE566 459
THE568 459
THE570 459
THE572 459
THE580 459
THE582 459
THE584 459
THE586 459
THE805 460
THE810 460
THE815 460
THE820 460
THE825 201

THG105 463
THG110 463
THG115 463
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THG120 463
THG125 463
THG130 463
THG135 463
THG140 463
THG145 463
THG150 463
THG155 463
THG160 442
THG165 442
THG170 442
THG175 442
THG180 442
THG185 442
THG190 442

TIA317 44
TIA320 44

TIG007 84
TIG008 84
TIG012 84
TIG101 82
TIG250 444

TII002 79
TII004 79
TII006 79
TII100 53
TII110 82

TKA002 79
TKA004 79
TKA022 77
TKA024 78
TKA034 69
TKA036 69
TKA038 69
TKA040 69
TKA070 232
TKA072 232
TKA074 232
TKA080 35
TKA204 71
TKA206 71
TKA208 71
TKA210 71
TKA212 71
TKA214 71
TKA216 71
TKA218 71
TKA220 71
TKA222 71
TKA224 71
TKA226 71
TKA228 71
TKA230 71
TKA232 71
TKA234 71
TKA235 71
TKA237 71
TKA244 71
TKA246 71
TKA248 71
TKA250 71
TKA254 71
TKA352 70
TKA353 70
TKA354 70
TKA355 70
TKA356 70
TKA357 70
TKA358 70
TKA359 70
TKA360 70
TKA361 70
TKA362 70
TKA363 70
TKA371 71
TKA372 71
TKA373 71
TKA374 71
TKA375 71
TKA376 71
TKA377 71
TKA378 71
TKA379 71
TKA381 71
TKA382 71
TKA383 71
TKA384 71
TKA385 71
TKA386 71
TKA387 71
TKA405 70
TKA406 70
TKA407 70
TKA408 70
TKA409 70
TKA410 70
TKA411 70
TKA412 70
TKA413 70
TKA414 70
TKA415 70
TKA416 70

TLA005 310
TLA015 310
TLA045 309
TLA110 308
TLA120 308

TLA250 309
TLA252 309
TLA254 309
TLA256 309
TLA258 309
TLA310 309
TLA315 309
TLA405 307
TLA410 307
TLA415 307
TLA420 307
TLA605 307
TLA610 307
TLA615 307
TLA620 308

TLC100 302
TLC102 302
TLC104 302
TLC106 302
TLC108 302
TLC205 309
TLC210 309

TLE092 313
TLE356 312
TLE422 319
TLE532 313

TLI321 319

TM3002 444

TNA002 79
TNA004 79

TOG400 28
TOG404 28
TOG406 28
TOG450 27
TOG462 27
TOG466 27
TOG468 27
TOG470 27
TOG626 28
TOG628 28
TOG630 28
TOG632 29

TPA508 330
TPA550 330
TPA552 335

TPE005 341
TPE010 341
TPE015 341
TPE020 341
TPE025 341
TPE030 341
TPE105 341
TPE110 341
TPE115 341
TPE120 341
TPE125 341
TPE205 341
TPE210 341
TPE215 341
TPE220 341
TPE225 341
TPE230 341
TPE235 341
TPE305 348
TPE310 348
TPE405 341
TPE410 341
TPE415 341
TPE420 341
TPE425 341
TPE430 341
TPE435 341
TPE440 341
TPE445 341
TPE450 341
TPE505 341
TPE510 341
TPE515 341
TPE520 341
TPE525 341
TPE530 341
TPE535 341
TPE540 341
TPE545 341
TPE550 341
TPE555 341
TPE560 341
TPE565 341
TPE570 341
TPE580 139
TPE582 139
TPE584 139
TPE586 139
TPE588 139
TPE705 346
TPE710 346
TPE722 347
TPE726 347
TPE728 345
TPE740 347
TPE742 347
TPE746 348

TPG005 346

TPG010 346
TPG015 346
TPG020 346
TPG025 346
TPG030 346
TPG035 346
TPG040 346
TPG045 346
TPG050 345
TPG055 345
TPG060 345
TPG065 345
TPG068 345
TPG070 346
TPG075 345
TPG080 346
TPG085 345
TPG090 346
TPG095 346
TPG097 346
TPG105 346
TPG110 345
TPG120 346
TPG125 346
TPG130 346
TPG135 346
TPG140 346
TPG145 346
TPG150 346
TPG155 346
TPG160 346
TPG205 345
TPG210 345
TPG220 345
TPG225 345
TPG305 345
TPG310 345
TPG315 345
TPG320 345
TPG405 345
TPG410 345
TPG415 345
TPG420 345
TPG425 345
TPG430 345
TPG435 345
TPG440 345
TPG445 345
TPG450 345
TPG480 188
TPG482 188
TPG505 345
TPG510 345
TPG515 345
TPG520 345
TPG604 344
TPG606 344
TPG608 344
TPG610 344
TPG612 344
TPG614 344
TPG616 344
TPG618 344
TPG620 344
TPG622 344
TPG624 344
TPG626 344
TPG628 344
TPG630 344
TPG632 344
TPG634 344
TPG636 344
TPG638 344
TPG640 344
TPG642 344
TPG645 344
TPG646 344
TPG647 344
TPG648 344
TPG650 344
TPG652 344
TPG654 344
TPG656 344
TPG658 344
TPG660 344
TPG662 342
TPG664 344
TPG666 344
TPG671 344
TPG680 346
TPG682 346

TPI007 34
TPI008 35
TPI015 347
TPI016 347
TPI041 34
TPI043 34
TPI202 340
TPI205 340
TPI206 340
TPI208 340
TPI210 415
TPI212 414

TPM027 37
TPM029 37
TPM030 37
TPM040 36
TPM042 36
TPM044 36
TPM050 36
TPM200 37

TPM205 336
TPM500 415
TPM501 415
TPM502 415
TPM504 415
TPM507 414
TPM509 414
TPM511 414
TPM512 416
TPM513 414
TPM514 416
TPM521 414
TPM523 414
TPM527 414
TPM529 36
TPM535 416
TPM540 416
TPM545 416
TPM550 415
TPM555 415
TPM570 414
TPM707 416
TPM715 416
TPM718 416
TPM720 37
TPM724 37
TPM740 39
TPM742 39
TPM744 39

TPP005 343
TPP010 343
TPP015 343
TPP020 343
TPP025 343
TPP205 343
TPP210 343
TPP215 343
TPP305 343
TPP310 343
TPP315 343
TPP320 343
TPP322 343
TPP324 343
TPP350 343
TPP405 342
TPP410 342
TPP415 342
TPP420 342
TPP425 342
TPP430 342
TPP435 342
TPP440 342
TPP445 342
TPP460 359
TPP462 359
TPP505 343
TPP510 343
TPP515 343
TPP520 343
TPP525 343
TPP530 343
TPP535 343
TPP540 343
TPP545 343

TQE405 409
TQE505 411
TQE510 411
TQE515 411
TQE520 411
TQE905 409
TQE906 404
TQE908 404

TQG134 438
TQG136 438
TQG137 438
TQG138 438
TQG139 438
TQG140 437
TQG142 437
TQG144 437
TQG146 437
TQG148 437
TQG150 437
TQG152 437
TQG154 437
TQG156 437
TQG158 437
TQG160 437
TQG162 437
TQG164 437
TQG166 437
TQG168 437
TQG180 437
TQG182 437
TQG184 437
TQG186 437
TQG188 437
TQG190 437
TQG192 437
TQG194 437
TQG240 437
TQG242 437
TQG244 437
TQG246 437
TQG249 437
TQG250 437
TQG251 437
TQG252 437
TQG253 437
TQG254 437

TQG255 437
TQG256 437
TQG257 437
TQG259 437
TQG260 436
TQG261 437
TQG266 436
TQG268 438
TQG280 435
TQG284 435
TQG286 435
TQG340 439
TQG341 439
TQG342 436
TQG343 438
TQG344 436
TQG345 438
TQG350 434
TQG430 436
TQG431 436
TQG432 436
TQG434 436
TQG435 436
TQG436 436
TQG438 436
TQG439 436
TQG446 435
TQG448 435
TQG460 436
TQG505 433
TQG510 435
TQG515 435
TQG800 438
TQG802 438
TQG804 438
TQG806 438

TQK005 440
TQK010 440
TQK015 440
TQK020 440
TQK030 440
TQK040 440
TQK050 440
TQK055 440
TQK060 440
TQK065 440
TQK080 440
TQK105 440
TQK110 440
TQK115 440
TQK120 440
TQK125 440
TQK130 440
TQK150 440
TQK205 439
TQK210 439
TQK215 439
TQK220 440
TQK221 440
TQK222 439
TQK224 439
TQK226 439
TQK228 439
TQK230 439
TQK232 439
TQK234 439
TQK236 439
TQK238 439
TQK240 439
TQK805 442
TQK810 442
TQK815 442
TQK830 440
TQK835 440
TQK840 417
TQK850 440
TQK855 440

TQM100 439
TQM102 439
TQM103 438
TQM104 439
TQM105 438
TQM106 439
TQM108 439
TQM126 438

TQO007 432
TQO008 432
TQO012 443
TQO030 90
TQO100 439
TQO248 430
TQO250 430
TQO252 430
TQO254 430
TQO256 430
TQO257 430
TQO259 430
TQO260 430
TQO262 430
TQO264 430
TQO280 431
TQO282 431
TQO305 430

TRA005 210
TRA006 208
TRA010 210
TRA011 208
TRA015 210

TRA016 208
TRA020 210
TRA021 208
TRA025 210
TRA030 210
TRA035 210
TRA040 210
TRA045 210
TRA105 210
TRA110 210
TRA115 210
TRA116 209
TRA120 210
TRA125 210
TRA126 209
TRA130 210
TRA135 210
TRA205 210
TRA210 210
TRA215 210
TRA220 210

TRG405 212
TRG410 212
TRG415 212
TRG420 212
TRG425 212
TRG430 212
TRG432 212
TRG435 212
TRG438 212
TRG440 212
TRG442 212
TRG445 212
TRG448 212
TRG450 212
TRG452 212
TRG455 212
TRG460 212
TRG465 212
TRG470 212
TRG475 212
TRG480 212
TRG485 212
TRG490 212
TRG495 212
TRG497 212

TRM005 210
TRM010 210
TRM015 210
TRM020 210
TRM025 210
TRM030 210
TRM105 210
TRM110 210
TRM115 210
TRM120 210
TRM125 210
TRM130 210
TRM135 210
TRM140 210
TRM145 210
TRM150 210
TRM155 210
TRM205 210
TRM210 210
TRM215 210
TRM220 210
TRM225 210
TRM230 210

TS1104 450
TS1105 450
TS1112 450
TS1116 450
TS1117 450
TS1118 450
TS1465 450
TS1466 450
TS1651 450
TS1660 364

TSA120 249
TSA122 248
TSA200 249
TSA210 247

TSC216 443
TSC220 442
TSC250 201
TSC252 201
TSC254 201
TSC325 245
TSC418 77
TSC425 76
TSC462 76
TSC464 76
TSC470 77
TSC472 77
TSC474 77
TSC602 86

TTA002 380
TTA004 380
TTA006 380
TTA010 380
TTA012 380
TTA014 380
TTA305 377
TTA310 377
TTA315 377

TTA320 377
TTA325 377
TTA440 378
TTA444 378
TTA445 378
TTA450 378
TTA452 378
TTA460 380
TTA465 380
TTA470 380
TTA510 378
TTA512 378
TTA516 373
TTA522 373
TTA524 373
TTA528 374
TTA529 374
TTA530 378
TTA532 378
TTA539 378
TTA540 378
TTA605 371
TTA610 371
TTA616 371
TTA622 371
TTA630 371
TTA635 371
TTA640 371
TTA645 371
TTA650 371
TTA655 371
TTA660 371
TTA665 371
TTA670 371
TTA675 371
TTA680 371
TTA685 372
TTA686 387
TTA687 388
TTA688 387
TTA689 387
TTA690 388
TTA694 388
TTA696 388
TTA697 388
TTA699 388
TTA702 387
TTA704 161
TTA715 372
TTA716 372
TTA718 372
TTA720 372
TTA725 372
TTA730 372
TTA735 372
TTA750 373
TTA755 373
TTA760 373
TTA810 377
TTA815 377
TTA900 383

TTC105 382
TTC110 382
TTC115 382
TTC130 382
TTC135 382
TTC140 382
TTC145 382
TTC205 382
TTC210 382
TTC215 382
TTC220 382
TTC230 382
TTC305 382
TTC310 382
TTC318 383
TTC320 383
TTC322 383
TTC350 383
TTC360 389
TTC405 382
TTC410 382
TTC415 385
TTC500 385
TTC505 385
TTC510 385
TTC515 385
TTC520 385
TTC530 385
TTC535 385
TTC602 384

TTE103 325
TTE104 325
TTE109 325
TTE112 325
TTE121 325
TTE124 325
TTE142 326
TTE156 326
TTE159 326
TTE162 326
TTE180 326
TTE183 326
TTE186 326
TTE189 326
TTE205 326
TTE210 326
TTE215 326
TTE220 326
TTE225 326
TTE230 326

TTE235 326
TTE305 326
TTE310 326
TTE315 326
TTE600 395
TTE602 395
TTE604 395
TTE605 396
TTE611 396
TTE614 396
TTE617 396
TTE620 396
TTE623 396
TTE629 396
TTE632 396
TTE638 396
TTE644 396
TTE650 395
TTE653 395
TTE656 395
TTE659 395
TTE662 396

TTG000 394
TTG002 394
TTG004 394
TTG105 379
TTG110 379
TTG120 379
TTG205 379
TTG210 379
TTG215 379
TTG220 379
TTG225 379
TTG230 379
TTG235 379
TTG240 379
TTG245 379
TTG250 379
TTG280 379
TTG290 379
TTG292 379
TTG294 379
TTG296 379
TTG502 387
TTG505 387
TTG510 387
TTG512 388
TTG602 389
TTG606 389
TTG608 389

TTI205 370
TTI210 370
TTI215 370
TTI220 370
TTI225 370
TTI230 370
TTI235 370
TTI240 370
TTI245 370
TTI250 370
TTI255 370
TTI260 370

TTK006 380
TTK110 381
TTK115 381
TTK120 381
TTK135 381
TTK205 381
TTK216 380
TTK225 381
TTK226 381
TTK230 381
TTK305 381
TTK310 381
TTK315 381
TTK320 381
TTK322 381
TTK325 381
TTK330 381
TTK335 381
TTK340 381
TTK342 381
TTK343 381
TTK344 381
TTK345 381
TTK346 381
TTK350 381
TTK355 381
TTK360 381
TTK365 381
TTK366 381
TTK368 381

TTP035 375
TTP040 375
TTP045 375
TTP050 375
TTP060 109
TTP062 109
TTP070 376
TTP072 376
TTP074 376
TTP076 376
TTP205 326
TTP210 326

TVA060 55
TVA064 55

TVE405 353
TVE410 353
TVE415 353
TVE420 353
TVE422 353
TVE425 353
TVE430 355
TVE432 355
TVE434 355
TVE440 356
TVE445 356
TVE446 356
TVE447 356
TVE450 356
TVE452 356
TVE454 356
TVE456 424
TVE458 357
TVE460 356

TVI005 462
TVI010 462
TVI015 462
TVI020 462
TVI025 462
TVI030 462
TVI035 462
TVI040 462
TVI045 462
TVI050 462

TVM002 395
TVM004 395
TVM006 395
TVM008 395
TVM010 395
TVM012 395
TVM014 395

WB1703 267
WB1709 267
WB2004 296

WC7776 117

WH3009 133
WH3040 133
WH3041 133
WH3042 133
WH3045 133
WH3046 133
WH3047 133
WH3049 133
WH3053 133
WH3054 133
WH3055 133
WH3056 133
WH3057 133
WH3060 135
WH3062 135
WH3063 135
WH3064 135
WH3066 135
WH3067 135
WH3070 135
WH3072 135
WH3073 133
WH3075 133
WH3077 133
WH3079 133
WH3080 133
WH3082 133
WH3087 133
WH3090 326
WH3091 326
WH3092 135
WH3094 135
WH3121 127
WH3122 127
WH3123 127
WH3124 127
WH5520 139
WH5521 139
WH5524 139
WH5620 139
WH5622 139
WH5624 139
WH5626 139
WH5640 139
WH5641 139
WH5642 139
WH5643 139
WH5644 139
WH5645 139
WH5668 137
WH5669 137
WH5670 137
WH5671 137
WH5672 137
WH6012 101

WV7350 296
WV7351 296
WV7360 296
WV7384 296
WV7385 296
WV7390 296
WV7392 296
WV7394 296
WV7450 297
WV7452 297

XC0103 300
XC0225 300
XC0230 300
XC0321 300
XC4937 295
XC4989 299
XC4992 299
XC4993 299
XC5236 298
XC5240 298
XC5242 298

YS2800 35
YS2811 59
YS2814 36
YS2820 59
YS2850 34
YS5520 78
YS5534 78
YS5539 78
YS5541 78
YS5544 78
YS5545 77
YS5560 78

YT6100 292
YT6101 292

YX2513 154
YX2522 154
YX2523 154
YX2600 32
YX2604 32
YX2605 32
YX2606 32
YX2607 32
YX2608 32
YX2610 32
YX2612 32
YX2614 32

ZD0380 324
ZD0381 324
ZD0382 324
ZD0384 324
ZD0385 324
ZD0386 324
ZD0390 324
ZD0391 324
ZD0392 324
ZD0394 324
ZD0395 324
ZD0396 324
ZD0461 307
ZD0552 307
ZD0564 311
ZD0566 311
ZD0570 305
ZD0576 306
ZD0579 306
ZD0585 324
ZD0587 324
ZD0589 324
ZD0590 307
ZD0593 307
ZD0594 307
ZD0640 305
ZD0642 305
ZD0644 305
ZD0646 305
ZD0648 305
ZD0650 311
ZD0652 311
ZD0655 311
ZD0657 311
ZD0670 311
ZD0720 325
ZD0722 325
ZD0732 305
ZD0734 305
ZD0740 305
ZD0742 305
ZD0744 305
ZD0750 305
ZD0752 305
ZD0754 305
ZD0760 305
ZD0762 305
ZD0764 305
ZD0766 305
ZD0768 305

ZM9050 121
ZM9051 121
ZM9052 121
ZM9056 121
ZM9061 121
ZM9065 121
ZM9102 121
ZM9124 122
ZM9157 123
ZM9158 123
ZM9159 123
ZM9175 122
ZM9177 122
ZM9178 122
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#
0GA Wire 135
12V

Air Compressor 393
Air Pump 66, 235
Axial Equipment 
Fans 154

Batteries 92-99
Battery Chargers 103-105
Boat Motor 160
Camping Shower 35
Cigarette Lighter 
Connectors 116-120

Cooler / Warmer 26
Cooling Fans 29-32
Cranking Batteries 97-98
Dual Battery 
Isolators 113

Discharge Pretection 112
Electric Motor 162
Fridge 16, 25
Horn 242
Kettles 45
Masthead Amplifier 296
Power Adaptors 119
Power Inverters 131-132
Seamaster Batteries 98
Set Top Box 295
Solar Panels 121-123
Speed / Dimmer 
Controller 112

Stove 59
Strobe For Cars 318
Television 295
Toilet 336
Trolling Motors 160
Water Pumps 328-330
Winch 366-367

15A Mains 
Accessories 151-154

2 Stroke Oil 423
240V Inline Circuit 
Breakers 152

240V Inverters 131-132
240V Power 
Products 151-154

2D LED Replacement 
Tubes 311

2GA Wire 135
3G/4G Antenna 
Leads 283

4G 292
Tablet / Smartphone 
Brackets 286

4GA Wire 135
4-Stroke Oil 423
4WD

Safety Flag 163, 420
Shade Awning 398

7 Leaf Off-Road 
Springs 381

8GA Wire 135
9-Second Chip Fix 433

A
A & E Awning Spare 
Parts 86

AA / AAA Batteries 99
AC Adaptors 23, 118
AC Power 
Distribution 151-154

Access Doors & 
Hatches 464

Personal 287
Accumulator Tanks 335
Acetone 433

Acoustic Warning 
Devices 242

Adhesive Stickers 202
Adhesives 430-431
Aerator Pumps 173
Aero Mesh Mattress 
Matting 67

AGM Batteries 95-97
Air

Bed Spare Parts 444
Compressors 393
Horn 242
Mattress Plugs 444
Vents 219, 465

Alarm
Speedos 189, 287

Heads-Up Speed 
Display 287

Alarm Clocks 300
Alcohol Testers 53
Alkaline Batteries 99
Allen Keys 447
Aluminium Edging 88
AM/FM

Antenna & 
Accessories 267

Marine Radio 262-266
AM/FM/SW World 
Band Radios 298

AMPFIBIAN 152
Anchor

Boats 197
Bow Shackles 224
Chain 200
Dee Shackles 224
High Speed 194
Lights 322
Lines 198
Powered 194
Retrieving Apparatus 199
Sliding Gunwale 
Anchor Ring 199

Swivels 199
Wells 198
Winch 192-193
Winch remote 194

Anderson Leads & 
Connectors 110, 129

Anodes
Hot Water 349
Marine 207

Antenna
3G/4G 283
Accessories - CB 
Radio 284

Bases 273
Cable Entry Boxes 297
Car AM/FM 267
Marine 273
TV 295-296
UHF CB Radio 282-283

Anti-Corrosion
Duralac / Tef-Gel 427, 456
Pen 410

Antifouling Paint 437-438
Anti-Galling Tef-Gel 427, 456
Anti-Seize Thread 
Lubricant 427

Anti-Slip

Deck Tread 245, 442, 
466

Pads 385
Tape 441

Ashtray 54
Atlas 83
Automotive

Power Adaptors 117
Power Connectors 115
Testers 448

Awning
4WD 398
Accessories 85
Cleaner 409
Foxwing 398
Hooks 87
Lights 309
Roof Rafters 85
Sail Boat 177
Sail Track 85
Spare Parts 86
Tie Downs 87

Axle For Rollers 369
Axles 380

B
Bag

Beach 231-232
Dry 231-232
Gear 231-232
Heavy Duty Canvas 79, 232
Rope 211
Sheet 211
Throw 240

Bailers & Buckets 249
Bait Bucket 172
Bait Management 172-173
Ball Valves 343
Balustrade Fittings 461
Band Splitter 
(Diplexer) 274

Barometer
Analogue 191

Barrel Bolts 460
Basket - Pop-Up 39
Battery

AGM 95-97
Boxes 106-107
Chargers - Large 
Cells 94, 105

Chargers - Marine 105
Chargers - Small 
Cells 103-104

Clips 135
Conditioner 107
Discharge Protector 112
Holders 107
Isolators 110-111
Jet Ski 98
Kill Switch 111
Lithium Deep Cycle 92
Management 
Products 113

Metering 114
Power Leads 134, 140
Power Meter 114
Rechargeable 
Ni-MH 99

Seamaster 98
Solar Charge 
Controllers 124-126

Switches & Isolators 110-111
Terminals 140
Testers 101
Trays 107

BBQ
Accessories 62
Grate 61
Jaffle Iron 61
Non-Stick Liner 62
Plate 61
Stand 56
Thermometer 62

Windshield 56
Beanie 316
Bearing Kits 376-377
Beer

Bottle Opener 52
Mug 48

Bell 242
Best Water Filter 329, 351
Bilge

Blowers 352
Cleaner 405
Cleaning Pads 405
Ducting Hoses 352
Pump Accessories 334
Pump Switches 334
Pumps 332-333
Strainer 334

Bilge Oil Pads 405
Bill Bottle Opener 52
Billy 61
Bimini Kits & 
Accessories 177, 453

Binoculars 73
Bird Scarers 176
Bird Busta 176
Bit Sets 447
Blade Fuses 143-144
Blender 44
Blindspot Mirror 390
Block Anodes 207
Blocks - Ronstan 221-223
Blocks & Pulleys - 
Ronstan 222-223

Blower Vents - Bilge 219
Blowers - Bilge 352
Blowtorch 364
Bluetooth® 
Handsfree Kits 285

Boat
AM/FM Radio 262-266
Anchors 196
Anodes 207
Antifouling Paint 435
Bailers 249
Bait Accessories 172-173
Batteries 96-98
Battery Chargers 105
Bimini & T-Tops 177-179
Canopy Accessories 451-453
Cover Strut 420
Covers 418-420
EPIRB 248-249
Fenders & 
Accessories 203

Gauges 189-191
Grab Hooks 206
Handheld Spotlight 315
Handling & 
Management 206

Horns 242
Inflatable 228
Instrumentation 189-191
Ladders 201
Lights - Underwater 320
Loading 368-370
Loop 67
Maintenance Tool 74
Movers 163
Navigation 243-253
Navigation Lighting 321-324
Personal EPIRBs 247-249
PFD 237-239
PLB 247-249
Registration Stickers 202
Rocket Launchers 178
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Safety Lighting 240
Seats & Pedestals 180-181
Shoes 70
Spark Plugs 425
Speakers 264-266
Steering 184-185
Stem Protector 204
Strobe Lights 241
Switch Panels 145
Tackle Boxes 172
Toilet 336
Trailer Body 
Hardware 371-385

Trailer Roller 
Hardware 368-370

Transportation 163
TV Antenna 295
Underwater Lights 320
Wind Indicators 242
Windscreen Wiper 
Kit 184

Wooden Safety Plug 244, 337
Boat & Grab Hooks 206
Bollards 217
Bolts And Nuts 456
Books

Atlas 83
Camping 83
Cooking 44
Motorhome Electrics 129

Boom Hanger 222
Boots 71
Boston Valves 229
Bosun's Chair 241
Bottle Opener 52
Bottled Gas 57
Bow

Chocks 368
Rollers 195

Boxes
Battery 106-107
Bulkhead 154
Sheave 221
Storage 80, 450
Tackle 172
Waterproof 80, 152
Brackets
Jerry Can 355
Mudguard 379
Outboard Motor 161-163
Solar Panel 127
Stem Adjusting 369
Trailer 369-370
TV 297
Wobble Roller 369
Wood Yokes 369-370

Brag Mat 175
Brake Light 326
Brakes 378
Braking Equipment 378
Brass Monkey

Accessories 15, 23
Console 16
Covers 23
Drawer 23
Fridge 16-22
Freezer 20
Ice Boxes 27
Ice Maker 26
Power Supplies 26
Upright 25

Breath Alcohol 
Testers 53

Breathers - Fuel 358
Brewster Fasteners 453

Bridles 234
Bronze Boat Nails 457
Brush

Cleaning 417
Painting 440
Wire 440

Brushes & Handles 417
Bucket

Collapsible 41, 413
Collapsible 41, 413
Plastic 413
Stainless Steel 413
Toilet 37

Bug Off Spray 409
Bulkhead Deck 
Connectors 116

Bull Bar Rod Holder 171
Bullbar Brackets 284
Bullet Quick 
Connectors 136

Bung Light 337
Bungs 337
Buoys & Floats 204
Burke

Hats 69
Jackets 69

Burley Buckets & 
Muncher 169

Bus Bars 140
Bushman Insect 
Repellent 77

Butane Gas 
Blowtorch 364

Butane Gas Refill 364

C
Cabinet Fittings 462
Cabinet Lighting 309
Cable Duct 138
Cable Reel Organiser 152
Cable Ties & 
Accessories 138

Cabling 133-135
Caddy 54
Caffe Insulated Cups 49
Caframo Fans 32
Camera Battery 
CR123A 387

Cameras
Alarm 287
Outdoor 299

Resettable Tacho & 
Hour Meter 287

Camlock Deck 
Coupling 216, 336

Camp Oven 60
Camper Covers 422
Campfire 
Accessories 62

Camping
BBQ 56-62
Binoculars 73
CB Radios 275-277
Chairs 63
Clothes Lines 39
Coffee Maker 45
Dutch Oven 60
Enamelware 46
Fan 30
Fire Starter 364
First Aid Kits 76
Head Torches 316
Heater 33
Insect Repellent 78, 312
Knives 74
Lanterns 312

Mirror 67
Oven 60
Phone Chargers 120
Potty 37
Safety Lighting 241
Shower 34, 349
Soap Holder 39
Solar Panels 122-123
Spotlights 250, 315
Table 65
Tent Pegs & Poles 67-68
Torches 313-318
Tripod 61
Trivet 60
Urinals 37

Campsite Lighting Kit 302
Can Opener 52
Canopy

Accessories / 
Fittings 451-454

Lifting - Caravan 86
Canvas Cleaner 401
Canvas Snap Tool 453
Car

Alternator Tester 448
AM/FM Antenna 267
Ashtray 54
Battery Chargers 104
Battery Monitor 113-114
Circuit Tester 449
Driving Lights 303-304
Buzzer 287
Pole Carrier 395

Screen Cleaner 287
Speakers 264-266
Voltmeter 114

Caravan
15A Power Leads 151-152
15A To 10A 151
Aluminium Edging 88
Antenna 295-296
Awning Accessories 86
Bearing Kits 376-377
Bolts 460
Canopy Lifters 86
Carpet 90
Cook Tops 58
Cover Cleaner 401
Covers 422
De-Flappers 87
Do Not Overtake 
Sticker 395

Door Catch 458
Door Locks 88
Finger Catch 458
Fold-Down Table 65
GPO - 2 Pole 153
Guy Rope Set 68
Handle 460, 461
Hasp 460
Hatch Accessories 465
Hatches 464
Hinges 459
Knobs 458
Latches 460
Lighting 302-310
Matting 90
Mover 383-384
Padlocks 388, 458
Powerpoint - 2 Pole 153
Privacy Screens 85
Pulls 460
Rosettes 458
Side Sunscreens 85
Spare Parts 86

Staple 460
Steps 89
TV & Antenna 295
TV Outlet Box 297
Vents 463
Washing & Cleaning 400-408

Carefree Awning 
Spare Parts 86

Carpet
Cleaner 410
Floor 90

Catch - Door 458
Caulking Gun 430
CB Radios

GME 279
NEXTECH 278-281
Transceiver 275-281
UNIDEN 280

Ceiling Fan 31
Ceiling Lights 308-309
Century Batteries 97
Chain

Chain 200
Hook 198
Joiners 199
Length Markers 198
Socks 198

Chair Rod Holder 171
Chairs 63-64
Champagne Flutes 48
Charts - Navigation 255
Chemiweld Cylinder 
Head Repair 424

Chip Fix 433
Cigarette Lighter 
Connectors 23, 118

Circuit Breakers 144
Cleaning & 
Maintenance 409-449

Cleaning & Washing 
Liquids 409-410

Cleaning Brushes & 
Handles 417

Cleats - Deck 217
Cleats & Cams 223
Clevis Hooks 392
Clevis Pins 223
Clocks & Alarms 300
Clothes Lines 39
Clothing

Hats 69
Jackets 69

Coach Screws 455
Coax - TV 296
Cockpit Drain 338
Coffee

Mugs 50
Percolator 45

Colander 40
Cold Galvanising 
Touch Up Paint 434

Cold Pack - Instant 29, 77
Collapsible

Bowls 40
Bucket 41
Chairs 64
Colander 40
Cooking Pots 46
Cutting Board 42
Dish Tray 41
Garbage Bag Holder 39
Laundry Basket 39
Sink With Drain 41
Storage Tub 40
Tables 65
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Collapsible (Continued)
Trolleys 80
Tubs 40
Wash Basin 41
Water Carrier 41

Coloured Tape 441
Comfort Gauge 191
Comms Speaker 280
Communication 
Equipment 272

Compact Light 
Fittings 302

Compass
Marine 243
Pocket 79

Compressors 393
Contact Adhesive 432
Contact Connectors 137
Containers 40
Cook Set 46
Cook Tops 58
Cookbooks 44
Cookers

Portable 56
RV/Caravan 58
Trekking 57

Cookware 46
Cooler Bags 51
Cooler/Warmers - 
Thermoelectric 26

Cooling
Equipment 154
Personal 29-30

Cooling System 
Flush Kit 352, 406

Copper Pipe & Cutter 364
Cordage

Polyester 208-209
VB 210

Corner Steady Drop 
Downs 385

Corrosion
Buster Pen 410
Inhibitor 427, 456

Coupling Guide 372
Couplings 371
Covers - Caravan / 
Camper Trailers 422

Covers - Jet Ski 420
Cowl Vents 219
CQR Anchor 196
CR123A Battery 387
Cricket Set 82
Crimp Terminals 136-137
Crockery 47
Cup Holder Ashtray 54
Cupboard Stays 462
Cutlery 44
Cutters 446
Cutting Board

Fishing 174
Kitchen 42

Cylinder Head/
Casting Repair 424

D
Damp / Moisture 
Control 411

Speedometer - HUD 287
DC Power Cable

Connectors 108-110
Distribution Blocks 141
High current Joiners 137
Meters 111

DC To AC 
Conversion 131-132

DC To DC Chargers 94, 105
Deadeye 223
Deck

Bow Rollers 195
Caulking 430
Cleaners 404
Cleats 217
Connector 116
Coupling 217
Fillers & Hose 216
Hardware 218, 461
Key 218
Paints 437-438
Plates 218

Tread 245, 442, 
466

Wash Pumps 331-348
Deep Cycle Batteries 96-97
De-Flappers 87
Dehumidifier 411
Detergents 409
Deutsch Connectors 115
Diamond Pocket 
Knife Sharpener 175

Digital
Gauges 190
Handheld 
Tachometer 449

Power Monitor 111
Television 295

Dimmer - 12V 112, 302
Dinner Sets 46-47
Diplexer Band 
Splitter 274

Disc Caliper 378
Dish Drainer 42
Distress Strobes 241
Distribution Blocks 141
Diving Masks & Fins 235
Do Not Overtake 
Sticker 395

Dock Fenders 204
Dock Line Holding 
Tool 206

Dock Ring 205
Docking Mooring 
Lines 205

Dog Flotation Device 237
Dolly Wheels & 
Spares 385

Dome Cap For Tent 
Pole 68

Dome Lights 309
Door

Catch 458
Door Strikes 458
Hooks 460
Latch 458
Locks 88
Remote Latch 88
Rosettes 458

Double Sided Tape 441
Drain Cocks & Bungs 337-338
Drains & Scuppers 338
Drink Holders 53-54
Drinking Hose 341-347
Drinkware 49-50
Driver Bit Set 447
Driving Lights 303-304
Drum Winch 192-194
Dual Battery Solar 
Controller 125

Duct - Cable 138
Ducted Heater 33
Duffle Bag 79, 232
Dune Tube 138

Dutch Oven 60

E
Earth Leakage Tester 152
Edge Trim 216
Egg Holder 43
E-Go Quickey 
Caravan Mover 383

Electric
Anchor Winch 192-194
Bilge Pumps 332-333
Braking 373-374
Float Switch 334
Kettle 45
Stoves & Ovens 59
Switch Panels 145
Trim Tab Kit 187
Trolling Motors 160-162
Water Heater 349
Winches 366-367

Electrical
Liquid Tape 211, 442
Switch Panels 145

Emergency
Preparation 244, 337
VHF Antenna Pack 274

Enamel Plates & 
Bowls 46

Enclosures 80, 154
Engine

Controls & 
Accessories 184

Monitoring 427
Oil & Accessories 423
Paint 438
Room Sound 
Insulation 466

Tape 442
Environment Meter 
with DMM 449

EPIRBs 247-249
Epoxy Glue 432
Epoxy Putty 
Waterweld 433

Esky 27
Evaporative Cooler 30
Explorers Shovel 75
Extendable

Brush Handle 417
Caravan/RV Mast 296
Knife Sharpener 175
Paddle 231
Tent Poles 68
Tiller For Outboards 162
Transom Mount 201
Wheel Brace 
Wrench 394

Extension
Leads - 240V 151-152
Tiller For Outboards 162

Exterior Shower 34, 349
Extra Long Panel 
Switches 149

Eye Bolts 215
Eye Terminals 136-137
Eyelets 454

F
Fabric Cement 443
Fabric Cleaner & 
Protectant Spray 408

Fairleads 217
Fan Blades 465
Fans

Caframo 32
Enclosure 30-31

Motor 465
Personal 29
Ventilation 30

Fasteners 455-457
Faucets 350
Fender Baskets 203
Fenders 203
Festoon LED Globes 305
Fibreglass Repair 434
Fid - Splicing 209, 227
Filters & Strainers 351
Fire

Blankets 55
Extinguishers 55, 245

First Aid Kits 76-77
Fish Plate 380
Fishfinders 253-259
Fishing

Bait Accessories 172
Bait Tanks 172
Boats Inflatable 228
Brag Mat 175
Burley Buckets 169
Drink Holders 170
Filleting Board 169-174
Filleting Knife 175
First Aid Kits 76
Fishfinders 253-259
Head Torches 316
Knife 175
Knife Sharpener 175
Motor 160
Reel Salt & Pepper 
Grinders 51

Rocket Launchers 176
Rod Holders 169-171
Sunglasses 72
Tackle Boxes 172
Tools 175

Fittings - Fuel 358-359
Fixed LED Strip 
Lighting 307

FixnZip 444
Fixtech Adhesives & 
Compounds 430

Flags & Poles 243
Flares 244
Flasks 45
Flexible

Funnel 356
LED Strip Lighting 305
Solar Panels 122-123

Float Switch - Rule-
A-Matic 334

Floating
Fishing Knife 175
Keyrings 84, 245
Lifebuoy Light 241
Screwdrivers 448
Torch 241, 314

Floats & Buoys 204
Floodlight

Marine 319-320
Portable 317
Vehicle 303-304

Floor
Carpet 90
Coverings 90
Galley Pump 335
Gas Socket 362
Matting 90

Flush Bags 406
Flush Pulls 460
Fly Gun 77
Fly Swatter 77
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FM & Bluetooth® 
Accessories 285

FM Modulator 285
Foam Floats 204
Fold-Up

BBQ Plate 61
Caravan Table 65
Chair 63-64
Clothes Line/Stand 38
Colander 40
Dish Drainer 42
Drink Holder 54
Fridge Stand 22
Ladder 201
Shovel 75
Solar Panels 122
Steps 89
Storage 40
Stool 89
Tables 65
Toaster 62

Food
Container - 
Collapsible 40

Food Cover Set 43
Storage 40
Vacuum Sealer 42

Footwear
Boots 70-71
Shoes 70-71
Thongs 70-71

Foxwing Awning 71, 398
Freezer Spray 76
Freshwater Pumps 328-330
Fridge

Brackets 24
Brass Monkey 15, 22
Console 16
Covers 23
Drawer 22
Freezers 15, 22
Power Supplies 26, 118
Replacement Leads 23
Stand 22
Thermoelectric 26
Thermometer 300
Upright 25

Fridges 16, 25
Frypans 60
Fuel

Additives 424
Cleaning Pads 405
Filters 427
Funnel 356
Hose 357-359
Jerry Can 353-356
Line & Tank Fittings 358-359
Line Assemblies 357-359
Management 427
Plumbing 358-359
Primer Bulbs 358
Sender 427
Syphon 356
System Fittings & 
Plumbing 358

Tank Fittings 358-359
Tank Gauge 190
Tank Spare Lids 354
Tanks 353-356
Transfer Pumps 356
Treatment 424
Valve 359

Funnel 356
Furniture 64-65

Furuno Fishfinder/
GPS 254-255

Fuse
Blocks 141
Holders 141-143
Panels 145

Fuses 143-144
Raymarine 260

G
Gaff Holders 206
Gaffer Tape 441
Galley Foot Pump 335
Galley/Kitchen 54
Galvanising Touch 
Up Paint 434

Games 82
Garbage Bag Holder 39
Gas

Butane 364
Cooker 58
Cylinder Level 
Monitor 361

Cylinders 360
Detectors 361
Fittings 362-363
Floor Socket 362
Hoses 360-362
Hot Water Systems 34, 349
Leak Alarm 361
Leak Detector 361
Monitors 361
Oven 57
Propane Cartridge 57
Regulators 362
Sealing Tape 342, 359
Soldering Iron 450
Springs 462
Stoves 56
Tank Gauge 361
Trekking Stove 57

Gauges & Senders 190, 427
Gazebo 63
Gear Bags 231
Gear Oil 423
Gelcoat Repair 433
General Cleaners 404-410
Glass Filler 433
Glasses - 
Polycarbonate / 
Tritan

48

Globes
Interior Lighting 
Replacements 311-324

Gloves
Marine 229
Protective 62
Work 392

Glow-In-The-Dark
Sticks 313
Tape 441
Tent Pegs 67

Glowstick 313
Glues 430-432

Bondic 432
Spray 432

GME
Antenna 283
EPIRB 248
Stereo 265
Transceiver 269-281

GPS
PLB 247-249

Accident Recorders 288
Grab

Handles 460, 461
Hooks 206

Grapnel Anchor 196
Grease

Food Grade 
Machinery 428

Gun 429
Inox 428
Lithium 410
Wheel Bearings 377, 429

Winch 195, 227, 
370, 429

Woolube 428
Grey Nomad 
Cookbook 44

Greywater Tank 339
Grille - BBQ 61
Grommets 140
Ground Plate For 
Tent Poles 68

Growler Flask 45
Guardrail Fittings 461
Gulf Western Oil 423
Gunwale

Fender Strips 204, 216
Fittings 216
Ladder 201
Sliding Anchor Ring 199

Guy Ropes 68

H
Hair Dryer 35
Hand-Held

Shower Rose 35, 347
UHF CB Radios 278-281
VHF Radios 268-269

Handles 460, 461
Handrail Fittings 461
Handsfree Kits 285
Hanger Kits For 
Slipper Springs 381

Hasp 460
Hatch

Fasteners 463
Seal 442, 465
Supports 463
Winder 465

Hatches & Hardware 
- Caravan 464

Hatches & Ports - 
Boats 464-465

HD Cameras 299
HDTV TV Antennas 295
Head

Beanie 316
Insect Net 77
Torches 316

Headliner Material 90
Heat Blower 364
Heating & Cooling 31-33
Heatshrink Tubing 138-139
Hema

Books & Guides 83
Event Recorders 288

Hex Bolts 455-456
High Lift Jack 392
High Tensile Bolts 
& Nuts 456

Hinge Bow Roller 195
Hinges 459
Hitch Pin Lock 387-388
Hi-Viz Tape 441
Hook Fishfinders 253
Hookup Wire 133
Horns - Marine 242
Hose

Clamps 341-347
Connectors 344-346
Deck Filler 216
Drinking 347-348

Hoses 341-347
Hot Air Blower 364
Hot Water

Portable Systems 35
Hour Meter 190
Hubs, Discs, Drums, 
and Accessories 378

Hull
Cleaner 401
Maintenance 435-439

Humidity Control 411
Hunting Knife 74
HUMMINBIRD 
Fishfinder/GPS 257

Hydraulic
Oil 186, 423
Steering System 186

HyDrive Hydraulic 
Steering 187

Hydrofoils 186
Hypalon Repair Kit 229, 443

I
I40 Displays 261
Ice Boxes 27
Ice Bricks 28
Ignition Switches 149
Inline DC Plug 148
Illumisticks 313
Impeller Pumps 330
Inclinometer 242
Indoor / Outdoor 
Thermometers 300

Inflatable Boat Repair 
Kit 443

Inflatables 228
Inox Lubricant 428
Insect

Head Net 77
Repeller 77-78
Zapper 78

Inspection Port 218
Instant Cold Pack 29, 77
Instrument Cases 80, 450
Instrumentation 
Gauges 189-191

Insulated Mug 49-50
Insulation Tape 441
Interior Lighting 306-310
Inverters 131-132
iPad®/iPod®/
iPhone® Brackets 285

Isolators - Battery 110

J
J Hook 86
Jack

Camper 385
High Lift 392
Stay Pads 385

Jack Tar Shoes 70-71
Jackets

Life 237-238
Jaffle Iron 61
Jar Opener 52
Jeep Shovel 75
Jensen Replacement 
Vent Cover 465

Jerry Can
Brackets 355
Fuel 353-356
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Jerry Can (Continued)
Metal Pourer 355
Water 41, 340

Jet Ski
Anchor 196
Batteries 98
Covers 420

Jiggler 356
Jockey Wheel Stand 385
Jockey Wheels 385
John Guest

Cutters 344-346
Fittings 344
Tubing 344-346

Joint Sealant 430

Jointing Compound 342, 364, 
432

Joocla Hot Water 34, 349
Jump Starter - 
Chargers 100-101

Jumper Leads 101

K
Katabat Fans 29
Keel Shield Boat 
Stem Protector 204

Kettles 45
Key Switches 149
Keyring

Screwdrivers 84
Spirit Level 84
Tape Measure 84, 175

Kill Switch 111
Kitchen / Galley 54
Knives

Cutlery 44
Survival 74

Knobs 458

L
Labels - Equipment 246
Ladders For Boats 201
Lady-J Urinal 37
Lag Ring Bolts 215
Lantern

Hanger 312
LED 312
Support Stand 312

Latches 458
Laundry Tub - Pop-
Up 39

Dash Cams 288
Lead Acid Batteries 96-97
Lead Acid Battery 
Tester 101

Leak Repair Tape 442
LED

2D LED 
Replacement 311-324

Canbus Compatible 305
Globes 311
Lantern 312
Strip Lighting 306-307
Torches 313-317
Worklights & 
Floodlights 317

Leech & Tell Tales 242
Lensatic Compass 79
Lettering 202
Level Indicator - 
Keyring 84

Levelling Systems 386
Lid Opener 52
Life Jackets & 
Accessories

Dog PFD 237-238

Inflatable PFD 239
Inflatable PFD 
Accessories 240

PFD 237-239
Lifebuoy

Holders & 
Accessories 240-241

Lights 241
Lifeline

Netting 211
Wire 212

Lifting Handle 
Replacement 86, 212

Lift-O-Mat Springs 462
Lighting Controller 320
Lights

2D LED 
Replacement 311

Awning 309
Camping Kit 302-303
Ceiling 308-309
Chart Reading 310
Courtesy 302-309
Dome 309
Driving 303-304
Floodlights - 
Portable 317

Handheld Spotlight 315
Head 316
Lanterns 312
Marine Safety 240-249
MR11 LED 
Replacement 311

Navigation 321-324
Nook 310
Number Plate 326
Puck 309-310
RAILBLAZA 164
Reading 310
Relay Wiring Kit 150, 304
Strip 306-307
Strobe For Cars 318
Switches 153
Torches 316-317
Trailer 326
T-Top Mount 179
Ultra-Slim Ceiling 309
Underwater 320
Vehicle Driving 
Lights 303-304

Vehicle LED 
Replacement 321-324

Vehicle Spot / 
Floodlights 303-304

Wedge LED Globes 321-324
Worklight 316-317
Workshop 313-317

Lithium
Automotive Batteries 97-98
Batteries - Bulk 
Storage 92

Batteries - Small 
Cells 99

Battery Charger - 
High Current 94, 105

Battery Charger - 
Low Current 103

Cranking Batteries 97-98
Deep Cycle 
Batteries 92-96

Grease 410
High Capacity 92, 93
Jump Starter 100-101
Lead Acid 96-97
Lithium - Bulk 
Storage 92

Lithium - Small Cells 99
Little John Urinal 37

Live Bait 
Management 172-173

Load Equalizers 374
Load Securing 395-396
Lock - Padlock 388, 458
Locks - Hitch Pin 387-388
Louver Vents 219-220
Lowboy Pump & 
Accessories 335, 350

Lowrance Fishfinder/
GPS 253

Lubricants 429
Luggage Scales 79, 232

M
Macerator Pumps 335
Machete 74
Macs 406
MagicEzy Fibreglass 
Repair 432

Magnetic Holding 
Device 84, 175

Mains
Boxes 152-154
Extension Leads 151-152
Power Adaptors 151
Power Boards 153
Wallplates 153

Mallet 68
Marine (Also See 
Boat)

Antenna - TV 295
Masking Tape 442
Master Cylinder 371
Matting

Floor 90
Mattress 67
Non-Slip 43

Mattress Matting 67
Mechanical Steering 185
MegaFusion 
(MagicEzy) 432

Memory Cards 299
Merit Connectors 114
Metal Detectors 81
Metal Etch Cleaner/
Prep 436

MicroSD Memory 
Cards 299

Mildew Remover 411
Military Compass 79
Mini

Blender 44
Dish Drainer 42
Rocker Switches 148
Table 65
Tape Measure 84, 175

Minipresso Coffee 
Machine 45

MINN KOTA
Accessories 160
Trolling Motors 161

Mirror
Blindspot 390
Boating 211, 235
Camping 67
Signalling 241
Towing 390

Missile Switches 149
Misting Fan 29
Mitt

Cleaning 417
Mobile Phone 
Chargers 120

Modified Sine Wave 
Inverters 131

Moisture Absorber 411
Monel Rivets 454
Monocular 73
Mooloolaba Pick 
Anchors 197

Mooring
Buoys 204
Springers & 
Snubbers 205

Mosquito Net 78
Motion Sickness 
Wristband 76

Motor
Bracket 163
Covers 420-422
Flush Bag 188, 406
Flushers 188, 407
Pilot 160
Support Hardware 163, 369
Trolley 163

Motorcycle Mount 
Power Sockets 26, 119

Motorised Jockey 
Wheel 384

Motors & 
Accessories 161

MPPT Controllers 126
MR11 LED 
Downlights 311

Mudguard Brackets 379
Mudguards 379
Mud Flaps 379
Multi-Function Tools 74
Multimeters 449
Multi-Pin Connectors 115

N
Nails - Silicone 
Bronze Ring 457

Navigation
Charts 255
Compass 243
Reversing 290
Light Mount 179
Lighting 321-324
Pocket Compass 243

Navionics Charts 255
Netting & Spools 211
NEXTECH CB Radios 276-277
NGK Spark Plugs 425
No Damp 411
Non-Breakable 
Drinkware 48

Non-Slip
Matting 43
Travel Mugs 50

Non-Stick BBQ Liner 62
Nook Lights 309
Number Plate Lights 326
Numbers 202
Nuts And Bolts 456
Nuts, Bolts & Screws 456-457
Nylon Joiners & 
Adaptors 345

Nylon Repair Tape 443

O
O-Ring 359
Oars & Paddles 230
OBD2 Engine Code 
Reader 448

Occy Straps 396
Oil

2 Stroke 423
4 Stroke 423
Cleaning Pads 405
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Control 352
Extraction Pumps 352
Gear 423
Measuring Cylinder 424
Pot 424
Pressure Gauge 190
Pressure Sender 427
Timber 439

Oils & Lubricants 428
Omni Marine TV 
Antenna 295

On Board Storage 55
Organisers 174
Outboard

Covers 421-422
Motors 160-162

Outboard Motor
Accessories 162-163
Bracket 163
Covers 421-422
Flushers 188, 407
Lock 161
Oil 423
Slop Well Drain 220, 338
Spark Plugs 425
Support Struts 163, 369
Trolley 163

Outdoor
Cameras 299
Leisure 81-82
Powerbox 107
Shelter 35
Shower Stand 34
Showers 34, 349
Shower Tents 35
Toilets 36-37

Oven
Dutch 60
Electric 59
Gas 57

Owl Decoy 176

P
Pad Eyes 227
Paddles 230
Padlock 388, 458
Pads & Skids 367
Paint

Brushes & Rollers 440
Spray Gun Pack 440
Stirrer 440

Painting & 
Preparation 436

Panel Meters & 
Monitors 114

Panel Switches 149
P-Clamps 342, 359
Pegs 39
Pen Waterproof 444
Percolator 45
Personal

Flotation Devices 237-239
Urinals 37

Pest Control 
Products 77-78

Pest Repellant 77
Petrol Generators 128
Phone & Tablet 
Brackets 285-286

Phone Network 
Antennas 283

Pick Anchors 197
Picnic Sets 51
Pipe

Cutter 364

Jointing Compound 342, 364, 
432

Pitot Tube 189, 427
Planetary Gear 
Steering System 185

Plastic
Anchor 196
Drinkware 48

Plate Holder 42
Plates - Stainless 46
Playing Cards 82
PLBs 247-249
Pliers 446
Plough Anchor 196
Plugs - Sink 350
Plywood 458
Pocket

Compass 79
Knife 74

Pole
Carrier 395
Tube Holders 206

Polishes 400-408
Polycarbonate 
Drinkware 48

Poncho 77
Pontoon Cleats 217
Pop Rivets 454
Pop-Top Caravan

Covers 422
Roof Clamp 86
Roof Supports 87

Pop-Up
Bucket 41, 413
Garbage Bag Holder 39
Kettle 45
Laundry Tub 39
Outdoor Shelter 35
Tub 40

Portable
Bait Aerators 173
Clothes Line 38
Dock Ring 205
Fan 29-32
Gas Cooker 56
Metal Detectors 81
Oven 60
Refrigeration 20-26
Speakers 298
Toilets 36-37
Washing Machine 38

Ports & Hatches 464
Potty Seat 36-37
Power

Battery Meter 114
Boxes 107
Cable 133-135
Generators 128
Inlet - 240V 154
Inverters 131-132
Mains Adaptor with 
RCD 151-152

Outlets - 240V 153-154
Outlets - 240V 
Shroud 154

Point Tester 152
Supplies 23, 118
Winch 366-367
Wiring Products 115-116

Powerboards 153
Press Studs 453
Pressure Shower 35
Primer Bulbs 358
Privacy Screens 85
Propane Bottle 57

Propeller Covers 163, 420
ProRack 397-398
Prospecting 81
Puck Lights 309
Pull Strap 
Replacement 86

Pump Accessories 334-348
Pump Out Fittings 216, 336
Pumps

Air 66
Bait 173
Bellow 66, 235
Bilge Pumps 332-333
Cassette 336
Deck Wash 331-348
Double Action 66, 235
Foot 66, 235
Fuel 330-352
Hand 66, 235
Impeller 330
Inflatable 66, 235
Oil Extraction 352
Oil Pump 357-359
Sump 352
Washdown Kits 331
Water 328-335

Pure Sine Wave 
Inverters 132

Pushbutton Switches 149
Putty 433
PVR 294

Q
Quick Connect 
Terminals 136

Quick Splice 
Connectors 137

R
Racks

Galley 42
Roof 397-398

Radar 260
Radios (Fushion) 262-264
Reflectors 262-263
Radios 298
Rafters - Caravan 85
RAILBLAZA

Lights 167
Mounts 164-168
Platforms 165

Rain Poncho 77
Rain View 409
Raymarine 
Fishfinders/GPS 258-259

RCD Switches 152
Reading Lights 309
Receiver Hitch 373
Recliner 64
Recovery

Straps 391
Winch 366-367

Reef Anchor 169
Reef Shoes 70-71
Reflectors 326
Refrigeration 15, 22
Registration Stickers 202
Relay Wiring Kit 150, 304
Relays 150
Repair Products 441-444
Repair Tape 441-443
Repellent 77
Replacement Hot 
Water Anode 349

Rescue

Tape 441
Trailer Kit 379

Resin 434
Reversing

Monitor 290
Camera Kit 290

Ribbed Fender 203
Rigging

Accessories 212-215
Ronstan 222

Rivets 454
Robo-Cup Drink 
Holder 54

Rocker Switches 148
Rocket Launchers 178
Rod Holders & 
Organisers 169-171

Roller
Axle 368
Paint 440
Trailer 368
Wobble 368

Ronstan Rigging 
Products 222

Roof
Clamp 86
Racks & Accessories 395-397
Rafter - Caravan 85
Supports - Pop-Top 87
Vents 463-465

Rope
Camouflage 75
Double Braided 
Polyester 208

Dyneema / Polyester 209
Dyneema 100% 209
Lifeline Wire 212
Mooring Lines 205
Nylon 210
Polyester 209
Shock Cord 210
Silver 210
Stops 210
Thimbles 212
Tidy Bags 211
Tools 213
Whipping Twine 211
Winch 370
Wire 212

Ropes 208
Rosettes 458
Rowboat 
Accessories 230

Rowlock Plates 230
Rowlocks 230
Rubber Grommets 140
Rubbish Bins 39
Rudder Anodes 207
RULE

Accessories 334
Bilge Pumps 332-333

Rust Stain Remover 401
RV Wash 409

S
Sacrificial Anodes 207
Safety

Accessories 242-249
Air Horns 242
Anchors 196-197
Bosun's Harness 241
EPIRB 247-249
Equipment Labels 246
Fire Blanket 55
Fire Extinguisher 55, 245
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Safety (Continued)
First Aid Kits 76-77
Flag Pole 4WD 243
Flares 244
Floating Keyrings 84, 245
Hand Bailer Kit 249
LED Lighting 241
Lifebuoy & Holders 240-241
Lifejacket Light 240
Lighting 241
Mirror 241
PFD 237-239
PLB 247

Reflective Tape 245, 442, 
466

Ships Bell 242
Smoke Alarm 55
Tent Pegs 
Illuminated 67

Throw Bag 240
V Sheet 241
Whistle 242
Wooden Safety Plug 244, 337

Sail
Cleaner 401
Repair Tape 442
Ties 227
Track 85

Sailboat Handling 
Components 221

Sailmaker 
Accessories 227

Salt & Pepper 
Grinders 51

Salt Removal 406
Sand Anchor 196
Sand Pads 385
Sand Paper 439
Sanding Blocks 439
Sanitation

Accessories 414-416
Chemicals 414-416
Fittings 344-346
Macerator Pump 335
Plumbing 336
Pumpout Fittings 216, 336
Pumps & Pumpout 335-336
Toilets 336

Saracen Trailer Hitch 
Lock 388

Satellite TV 294
Scale - Luggage 79, 232
Screwdrivers 448
Screws 455
Scuppers 338
SD Memory Cards 299
Sea Anchors 197
Sealant - High 
Performance 359

Sealers & Primers 436
Seam Sealer 443
Search Lights 250, 315
Seat

Boat 180-182
Cushions 182
Pedestals 183
Swivels & Bases 183

Seitz 464
Self Amalgamating 
Tape 284, 442

Self Tappers 455
Semi-Flexible Solar 
Panel 123

Set Top Box 294-295
Sewing Repair Kit 444
Shackles

Anchor 225
Rigging 225
Soft Shackles 391

Shade Control 177, 453
Shaft Anodes 207
Sharpener 175
Sheet Bags 211
Shelter - Privacy 35
Shin Protector 372
Ships Bell 242
Shock

Absorbers - Mooring 205
Cord Accessories 210
Cords 210

Shoes 70-71
Shovel 75
Shower

Fixed 347
Portable 35
Sump Pump 330

Side Cutters 446
Side Screens 85
Signalling Devices 241
Sikaflex Equivalent 430
Silicon Rescue Tape 441
Silicon Spray Lube 428
Silicon Bronze Ring 
Nails 457

Silver Rope
By The Metre 210
Dock & Mooring 
Lines 205-209

SIM - Mobile 292
SIMRAD Fishfinder/
GPS 254

Sink Cutting Board 42
Sinks 350
Skeleton Gun 430
Ski

Accessories 234
Bridles 211, 235
Hooks 235
Line/Rope 211, 235
Mirror 234
Sports 234
Tubes 233

Skids 367
Skin Fittings 337
Skis 234
SLA Batteries 96-97
Slide Drawer For 
Fridges 22

Sliding Gunwale 
Anchor Ring 199

Slipper Springs & 
Accessories 381

Slop Stoppers 220
Slotted Bollards 217
Slugs - Ronstan 221
Smartphone Mobile 
Chargers 120

Smoke Alarm 55
Snake Bite Kit 77
Snap Fastening Tool 453
Snap Hooks 226
Snatch Blocks 392
Snatch Straps 391
Snorkel Sets 235
Snubbers - Mooring 205
Solar

Anderson Leads 109-110
Books 129
Cables 127
Charge Controllers 124-126
Light Kits 318

Panel Kits 122
Panel Mounting 
Hardware 127

Panels & Hardware 121-123
Plugs & Sockets 127
Phone Charger 122
Premade Leads 127
Shower 34

Soldering & Solder
Gas 450
Electrical 450
Solder 364, 450

Solenoids 150
Sorona Plates & 
Bowls 47

Sound Insulation 466
Sound Level Meter 449
Spade Terminals 136
Spare

Parts For Awnings 85
Wheel 13” 394
Wheel Carriers 379

Spark Plugs 425
Speaker Cable 267
Speakers

Marine 264-266
Portable 298

Speedos 189
Spindles 369
Spirit Level Keyring 84
Splashdown Vests 238
Splicing Fid 209, 227
Split

Pins 369, 457
Ring Pliers 213
Rings 223

Sponge 417
Spotlights 315
Spray Gun Pack 440
Springer Lines - 
Mooring 205

Springs 381
Squeegee 417
Stabil Fuel Stabiliser 424
Stability Chocks 389
Stabiliser Jacks 386
Stag Jointing 
Compound

342, 364, 
432

Stain Removers 410-411
Staple 460
Start Ya Bastard 424
Stay Pads 385
Stays - Window 88
SteelStick 433
Steering
Cable & Accessories 184

Pulley 185
Systems 185
Wheel Knob 184
Wheels 184

Stern Pad 218
Stem Protector 204
Steps 89
Stickers

Caravan 86
Do Not Overtake 395
Marine Safety 246
Rego 202

Stop, Tail, Turn Lights 325-326
Storage

Cases 80, 450
Galley/Kitchen 55

Stove
Cook Top 58
Portable - Butane 59

Portable - LPG 57
Stove Stand 56
Windshield 56

Strahl Plastic 
Drinkware 48

Strainers 352
Straps

Towing 391
Trailer 395-396

Streak Remover 401
Striker Plate 458
Strip Lighting 306-307
Strobes

Marine Safety 240
Roof Mount 318

Structural Glass 
Bonding & Sealing 430

Stubbie Holder 53
Suction Handle 417
Sump Pumps 330
Sunglasses 72
Sun Screens 85
Superglue 432
Supports - Outboard 162, 368
Surface Cleaner & 
Primer 436

Surface Preparation 
Abrasive Paper 439

Survival
First Aid Kits 76
Knife 74
Tool 74
Torch 241, 314

Suspension 381
Swages 213
Swaging Tools 213
Sway Controller 374
Switch Panels 145
Switches 147
Switchmode Power 
Supplies 23, 118

Swivels 199
Syphon 356

T
T10 LED Retrofit Kits 321-324
Table

Brackets 65
Caravan 65
Folding 65
Legs 66, 183
Tennis 82

Tables 65
Tableware 46-50
Tachometer

Dash Mount 189
Hand-Held 449
4G GPS 292

Tackle Boxes 172
Tank Gauge 190
Tanks

Fuel 353-356
Water 41, 340

Tape
Cloth 434
Electrical Liquid 211, 442
Gaffer 441
Hatch Seal 442, 465
Insulation 441
Masking 442
Measure 84, 175

Reflective 245, 442, 
466

Rescue 441
Sail Repair 442
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Sealing - Leak 
Repair 443

Sealing - Thread 342, 359
Self Amalgamating 284, 442
Silicone 441
Teflon 342, 359

Taps & Faucets 350
Tarpaulins 179
Teak Oil 439
Teardrop Anodes 207
Teardrop Buoy 204
Tef-Gel 427, 456
Television - 12V 295
Tell Tales 242
Tent

Accessories 68
Guy Rope Set 68
Hook And Loop 452
Pegs 68
Poles & Accessories 68
Repair Kit 229, 443

Terminal Strips 140
The Amazing Fly Gun 77
Theft Prevention 387-389
Thermoelectric 
Cooler/Warmer 26

Thermometer
BBQ 62
Indoor/Outdoor 300

Thermos Mugs & 
Flask 45

Thimbles For Rope 212
Thinners 436
Thongs 70
Thread

Locker Adhesive 432
Lubricant 427
Sealant Liquid 359
Sealing Tape 359

Threaded
Fasteners 455-457
Rod 457

Three Point Door 
Locks & Latches 88

Throw Bag 240
Thunder Buster Toilet 37
Tick Spray 76
Tie-Downs

Awning 87
Trailer 395-396

Tiller For Outboards 162
Timber Oil 439
Tin Opener 52
Tinnie Bait & Storage 
Bin 172

Toaster - Fold Down 62
Toggle Switches 148
Toilet

Chemicals 414-416
Fixed 12V 336
Macerator Pumps 335-336
Maintenance 414-416
Marine 336
Paper 416
Personal 36-37
Portable 36-37
Potty Seat 36-37
Pump Out 
Accessories 336

Sanitation 414-416
Tool Boxes 80, 450
Tools

Crimping 446
Cutters 446
Driver Bit Set 447

Mallet 68
Multi-Function 74
Pliers 446
Rigging 213
Swaging 213
Testers 448

Topflight Antifouling 
Paint 437-438

Torch Holder 241, 314
Torches 312-317
Touch Up Paint

Cold Galvanising 434
Tow Ball Weight 
Scale 373

Tow Balls & Covers 372
Tow Hitch 373
Towing

Hardware 371-374
Jockey Wheels 385
Kit 373
Mirrors 390
Receiver Hitch 373
Straps 391
Trailer Plugs & 
Sockets 109, 376

Tracker - GPS 292
Tradies UHF CB 
Radios 275-277

Trailer
Bearing Kits 376-377
Braking 378
Cargo Nets 396
Coupling Guide 372
Couplings 371
Dolly Wheels 385
Electric Winches 366-367
Hardware 371-381
Hitch Pin Lock 387-388
Hub Disc Drums 378
Levelling Systems 386
Lighting 325-326
Load Equalizers 374
Locks 387-388
Mudguards 379
Pads 367
Plugs & Sockets 109, 376
Power 326
Reflectors 326
Rescue 379
Rollers 368
Skids 367
Spindles 369
Suspension 381
Tie-Downs 395-396
Tow Balls 372
Tyre And Rim 394
Weight Distribution 
Kits 374

Winch Cables & 
Straps 370

Winch Carrier 370
Winch Post 370
Winches 367
Wiring 326
Wobble Rollers & 
Brackets 368-370

Transom

Handle 201, 460, 
461

Pads 163

Step 201, 460, 
461

Trash Bin 39
Travel

Atlas 83
Mugs 50

Speakers 298
Tree Trunk Protector 
Strap 391

Trekking Stove 57
Trekking Poles 72
Trim Rings & Tabs 187
Trim Tabs 187
Tripod - Steel 61
Trivet - Cast Iron 60
Trolleys 80
Trolling Motors 160
TRUDESIGN

Fittings 344-346
T-Tops 179
Tub Storage 40
Tube Holders 206
Tumblers 48
Turnbuckles 214
Turntables - Seat 183
TV

Antennas & 
Accessories 295-297

Brackets 297
Digital TV 295
Leads & Cables 296
Marine Antenna 296
Outlet Box 297
Signal Strength 
Meter 296

Wallplates 297
Twine 211
Tyre

13 Inch With Rim 394
Covers - Spare 395
Pressure Gauge 393
Repair Kit 394
Saver 395
Valve Repair 394
Wheel Brace 394

Tyvek Covers 422

U
U-Bolts

Rigging 215
Suspension 381

UHF
Accessories 284, 304
Plugs & Sockets 297
Transceivers 275-277
TV Antennas 295-296

Ultracolor Cold 
Galvanising Paint 434

Ultrasonic Pest 
Repeller 78

Under-Dash USB 
Socket 116

Underwater Epoxy 
Putty Repair 433

Underwater LED 
Boat Lights 320

Uniden
UHF CB Radios 279
VHF Marine Radios 268-270

Universal Deck Key 218
Universal Fish Plate 380
Universal Mounting 
Arms 171, 274

Umbrealla - Picnic 63
Urinal 37
USB

Dual Charge Lead 117
Power Banks 94, 99
Power Sockets 116

V
Vacuum

Flask 50
Sealer 42

Valve Scuppers 338
Valves

Ball 343
Flow 336
Shut Off 344

Vast Satellite 
Antenna TV Kit 294

Vehicle
Lights - Driving 303-304
Recovery 391-392
Spot/Floodlights 303-304

Vent Covers 465
Ventilation 219, 465
Vents

Caravan 465
Marine 219, 465

VHF
Antenna 272
Channel Chart 
Sticker 274

Transceivers 268-271
TV Antennas 295-296

Vinyl Repair 443
Voltage Sensitive 
Relay 113

Voltmeter 190
VSR 113
V-Sheet 241

W
Walkie Talkies 275-281
Washers 457
Washing

Accessories 417
Liquids 400-409
Tubs 38

Washing & Cleaning 
Liquids 409-410

Waste Deck Filler 216, 336
Water

Bag Cooler 51
Carriers 41, 340
Conditioner 340
Control 328-330
Cubes 41
Distribution 341-348
Drinking Hose 347-348
Fillers 342
Filter 351
Fittings 341-347
Heaters - Fixed 349
Heaters - Portable 349
Hoses 341-347
Maintenance 340
Pumps 328-335
Scoops For Bait 
Tanks 172

Sender 427
Separating Fuel 
Filters 426

Ski Rope 211, 235
Sports 233-235
Strainers 352
Tank Gauge - Boats 190
Tanks 339
Taps & Faucets 350
Temperature Gauge 190

Waterproof
Cases 80
Pen 444
Playing Cards 82
Power Adaptor with 
RCD 151

Spray 409
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Waterweld 433
Waxing 400
WD-40 428
WD-Type Lubricant 428
Webbing & 
Accessories 452

Weight Distribution 
Kits 374

Wharf Cleats 217
Wheel

13” Multi-Fit 394
Bearings & 
Hardware 376-377

Carrier - Spare 379
Chock 385-386
Clamp 389
Covers 395
Grease 429
Jockey 385
Locks 389
Mudguard 379
Trailer Rescue 379

Whipping
Liquid Tape 211, 442
Twine 211

Whistle 242
Winch

Accessories 195, 227

Grease 195, 227, 
370, 429

Handle - Marine 195, 227
Pocket 195, 227
Recovery 366-367
Ropes & Straps 370
Trailer Carrier 370
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Confus(e)ing? 143
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Crimping A Connector 446
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Diesel Powered Heaters 33
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Equivalent Wire Sizing 136
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Flare Colours 244
For Your Anchor Chain 200
Fuel Filter Elements 426
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History Of Vhf 268
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Measuring Steering Cables 185
Melamine Tableware - Why We No 
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Mixing Two Stroke Fuel 354
Motor Thrust 159
Navigation Lights 323
Perfect Threads 359
Portable Power 106
Powerboards, Extension Leads & 
Powerboard Boxes 151

Primer Bulbs 357
Propeller Basics 188
Proper Anchoring 224
Pumps 329
Rivet Sizes And Operation 454
Rode Terminology 198
Running 24V Trolling Motors Off 12V 162
Safety Around Fuel 356
Small Outboard Flushers 421
Spark Plug Maintenance 425
Stainless Steel Types 213
Steering Systems 185
Sunscreen Staying Sun Safe 176

Switch Types 149
Synthetic Rope 211
Tailpiece And Hose Sizes 343
Tasty Water - A Tip For New Hoses 348
Terminology 220
The Best Oar Length 231
The Importance Of Fuel Filters 426
The Jerry Can – Its History 355
Tips For Safer Towing 374
Too Much Weight The Dangers 
Involved... 373

Towing Dampers 392
Truckies Tie Down Hitch 392
Using Ice In Your Icebox 27
Very Useful 449
Warm White/Cool White 311
Warning (Macerator Pumps) 335
Water Hand Signals 230
Weight & Measures Conversion Chart 357
Weight & Suspension 377
What Are LEDs & What Are Their 
Main Benefits? 324

What Is 27MHz Marine Band 273
When Is A Battery Dead? 96
Which Fuel Container?  
Plastic Or Steel? 354

White Vinegar. A Wonder Cleaner 412
Winch Line 370
Wind Generators 128
Wire Rope Composition Explained 212
Wire Sizes 134



12CHANCES TO 

WIN!

win.roadtechmarine.com.au
Full terms and conditions on the website. Prizes subject to change. New prize will be announced at the start of each new competition.

WIN
A 25L BRASS MONKEY  
FRIDGE / FREEZER WITH 
DUAL BATTERY CAPACITY 
WORTH $399! 

THE NEXT 
PRIZE? 
A 1000A 12V  
JUMP STARTER & 
POWERBANK WITH 10W  
WIRELESS QI CHARGER  
VALUED AT $299!

WHERE DO YOU TAKE YOUR 
FAVOURITE RTM GEAR?
Head over to our site and submit your photo to win! Upload an original photo of a  

place you love to visit, and tell us where it is. It’s that simple!

WE’LL HAVE A NEW ROUND AND A 
DIFFERENT PRIZE EVERY MONTH!
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QUEENSLAND

NORTHERN TERRITORY

SOUTH AUSTRALIA

WESTERN AUSTRALIA

BENNETTS GREEN 
PH: 02 4920 6820 
20 Pacific Hwy 
Bennetts Green NSW 2290 
Mon-Fri:  8:30am - 5:30pm 
Thurs:  Open ‘til 9:00pm 
Sat:  8:30am - 5:00pm 
Sun:  9:00am - 5:00pm

CARINGBAH 
PH: 02 9540 9865 
23 Koonya Ct 
Caringbah NSW 2229 
Mon-Fri:  8:30am - 5:30pm 
Thurs:  Open ‘til 6:30pm 
Sat:  8:30am - 5:00pm 
Sun:  9:00am - 4:00pm

COFFS HARBOUR 
PH: 02 6600 1419 
Homeco Coffs Harbour 
211 Corner Pacific Hwy & Hurley Dr 
Coffs Harbour NSW 2450 
Mon-Fri:  8:30am - 5:30pm 
Thurs:  Open ‘til 8:00pm 
Sat:  8:30am - 5:00pm 
Sun:  9:00am - 4:00pm

LAKE HAVEN 
PH: 02 4317 2853 
Mega Centre, 53 Lake Haven Dr 
Lake Haven NSW 2263 
Mon-Fri:  8:30am - 5:30pm 
Thurs:  Open ‘til 6:30pm 
Sat:  8:30am - 5:00pm 
Sun:  9:00am - 4:00pm

MCGRATHS HILL 
PH: 02 4577 8088 
3 Curtis Rd 
Mulgrave NSW 2756 
Mon-Fri:  8:30am - 5:30pm 
Thurs:  Open ‘til 6:30pm 
Sat:  8:30am - 5:00pm 
Sun:  9:00am - 4:00pm

NARRABEEN 
PH: 02 8914 0885 
1402 Pittwater Rd 
North Narrabeen NSW 2101 
Mon-Fri:  8:30am - 5:30pm 
Thurs:  Open ‘til 6:30pm 
Sat:  8:30am - 5:00pm 
Sun:  9:00am - 4:00pm

PENRITH 
PH: 02 4722 4555 
81-83 Batt St 
South Penrith NSW 2750 
Mon-Fri:  8:30am - 5:30pm 
Thurs:  Open ‘til 6:30pm 
Sat:  8:30am - 5:00pm 
Sun:  9:00am - 4:00pm

PORT MACQUARIE 
PH: 1300 964 264 
COMING SOON 

WAGGA WAGGA 
PH: 1300 964 264 
129 Hammond Rd 
Wagga Wagga NSW 2650 
Mon-Fri:  8:30am - 5:30pm 
Thurs:  Open ‘til 8pm 
Sat:  8:30am - 5:00pm 
Sun:  9:00am - 4:00pm

FYSHWICK 
PH: 02 6239 2155 
74 Newcastle St 
Fyshwick ACT 2609 
Mon-Fri:  8:30am - 5:30pm 
Sat:  8:30am - 5:00pm 
Sun:  9:00am - 4:00pm

BROWNS PLAINS 
PH: 07 3445 4001 
24-48 Browns Plains Rd 
Browns Plains QLD 4118 
Mon-Fri:  8:30am - 5:30pm 
Thurs:  Open ‘til 6:30pm 
Sat:  8:30am - 5:00pm 
Sun:  9:00am - 4:00pm

BUNDABERG 
PH: 07 4152 6866 
7 Johanna Blvd 
Bundaberg QLD 4670 
Mon-Fri:  8:30am - 5:30pm 
Thurs:  Open ‘til 6:30pm 
Sat:  8:30am - 5:00pm 
Sun:  9:00am - 4:00pm

CAIRNS 
PH: 07 4051 2060 
189-193 Mulgrave Rd 
Bungalow QLD 4870 
Mon-Wed:  8:30am - 5:30pm 
Thurs:  8:30am - 6:30pm  
Fri:  8:30am - 6:00pm 
Sat:  8:30am - 5:00pm 
Sun:  8:30am - 4:00pm

CAPALABA 
PH: 07 3914 9543 
20 Redland Bay Rd 
Capalaba QLD 4157 
Mon-Fri:  8:30am - 5:30pm 
Thurs:  Open ‘til 6:30pm 
Sat:  8:30am - 5:00pm 
Sun:  9:00am - 4:00pm

HERVEY BAY 
PH: 07 4124 0996 
2 Boat Harbour Dr 
Pialba QLD 4655 
Mon-Fri:  8:30am - 5:30pm 
Thurs:  Open ‘til 6:30pm 
Sat:  8:30am - 5:00pm 
Sun:  8:30am - 4:00pm

KAWANA 
PH: 07 5478 2811 
26 Nicklin Way 
Parrearra QLD 4575 
Mon-Fri:  8:30am - 5:30pm 
Thurs:  Open ‘til 6:30pm 
Sat:  8:30am - 5:00pm 
Sun:  9:00am - 4:00pm

LABRADOR 
PH: 07 5537 8922 
Units 8 & 9, 138-142 Brisbane Rd 
Labrador QLD 4215 
Mon-Fri:  8:30am - 5:30pm 
Thurs:  Open ‘til 6:30pm 
Sat:  8:30am - 5:00pm 
Sun:  9:00am - 4:00pm

MACKAY 
PH: 07 4942 4877 
Cnr Bruce Hwy & Heaths Rd  
North Mackay QLD 4750  
Mon-Fri:  8:30am - 5:30pm 
Thurs:  Open ‘til 6:30pm 
Sat:  8:30am - 5:00pm 
Sun:  8:30am - 4:00pm

NORTH LAKES 
PH: 07 3448 6395 
144 Flinders Pde 
North Lakes QLD 4509 
Mon-Fri:  8:30am - 5:30pm 
Thurs:  Open ‘til 6:30pm 
Sat:  8:30am - 5:00pm 
Sun:  9:00am - 4:00pm

ROCKHAMPTON 
PH: 07 4927 9904 
Cnr Caroline & Bruce Hwy 
Rockhampton QLD 4700 
Mon-Fri:  8:30am - 5:30pm 
Thurs:  Open ‘til 6:30pm 
Sat:  8:30am - 5:00pm 
Sun:  9:00am - 4:00pm

TOWNSVILLE 
PH: 07 4728 4422 
374 Bayswater Rd 
Garbutt QLD 4814 
Mon-Wed:  8:30am - 5:30pm 
Thurs:  8:30am - 7:00pm  
Fri:  8:30am - 6:00pm 
Sat:  8:30am - 5:00pm 
Sun:  8:30am - 5:00pm

DARWIN 
PH: 08 8947 1504 
474 Stuart Hwy 
Winnellie NT 820 
Mon-Thurs:  8:30am - 5:30pm 
Fri:  8:30am - 6:30pm 
Sat:  8:30am - 5:00pm 
Sun:  9:00am - 4:00pm

MILE END 
PH: 08 8450 9814 
37 Sir Donald Bradman Dr 
Mile End SA 5031 
Mon-Fri:  8:30am - 5:30pm 
Thurs:  Open ‘til 6:30pm 
Sat:  8:30am - 5:00pm 
Sun:  9:00am - 4:00pm

CANNINGTON 
PH: 08 6183 5824 
Unit 3, 1429 Albany Hwy 
Cannington WA 6107 
Mon-Fri:  8:30am - 5:30pm 
Thurs:  Open ‘til 6:30pm 
Sat:  8:30am - 5:00pm 
Sun:  11:00am - 5:00pm

INNALOO 
PH: 08 6184 6820 
Level 2 Unit 10 
401 Scarborough Beach Rd 
Innaloo WA 6018 
Mon-Fri:  8:30am - 5:30pm 
Thurs:  Open ‘til 6:30pm 
Sat:  8:30am - 5:00pm 
Sun:  11:00am - 5:00pm

ROCKINGHAM 
PH: 08 9568 0808 
3/39 Dixon Road 
Rockingham WA 6168 
Mon-Fri:  8:30am - 5:30pm 
Thurs:  Open ‘til 6:30pm 
Sat:  8:30am - 5:00pm 
Sun:  11:00am - 5:00pm
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